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PAGE TWO

New features brighten Lance's outlook

n

Greetings to all frosh and jaded veterans from the most popular campus weekly published
on Fnday ...The Lance . We're
back (by popular demand) to
titillate your fancy, expand your
horizons and expose the nefarious wrongdoings of the administration,
faculty and student
government. We'll also give pats
on the back for any good deed.

. lbm•,·: Dan: l'ow1~. Fduor
C"o,·,·n·d lwlo,1:· Paul C:hcrnish,

,\'\:rnaging Editor

The Lance is beginning its
fifty-first year of publication
and as in every new year, there
are some changes.
First, The Lance has rejoined the Canadian University Press
(CUP) as a prospective member.
The basic reasoning behind this
move is to provide the students
at the University of Windsor
with news and happenings from
other Canadian campuses and to
breed closer contact between all
students. This year will serve as a
trial period for CUP and we
would welcome students' comments on the various CUP articles, features and cartoons that
we'll be running.

your chance.
The Lance 1s pleased tG anOf course, such standbys as
nounce the inclusion of three
In The Stars, What's Happening
new features . "As You See
and our Unclassified Ads will be
It" (apologies to W. Shakes popping up in The Lance .
peare) will have students' an·sWe'd like to remind the com.
wers (with an accompanying
munity that this is your student
mugshot) to a pertinent quest newspaper and the only way for
ion posed by our roving Lance
it to remain a viable concern , is
reporter. So if a seedy character
with input from you, t e
approaches
you on campus,
students.
don't turn away or you'll miss
The Lance is funded entirely
out on some exposure.
Law students will be writing a
by student fees. The best way
for you to see that this money 1s
legal advice column each week.
spent wisely is for students to
Students with any legal probhelp with the operation of the
lems or questions are asked to
paper. Don't be nervous or shy
bring their troubles up to The
if you've had little or no writLance office from which they
ing experience. Very few staff
can contact the law students. All
members
had a writing back,
matters will be handled with the
ground when they first came up.
utmost privacy.
What they did have was the hope
The paper will have an inod making friends and getting
vestigative column, along the
lines of Jack Anderson anc!
involved.
Our offices, which by the
Woodward and Bernstein. The
proposed development of this
way are located on the second
piece calls fo~ having students,
floor of the University Centre,
faculty, and administration using
are open all day long and everyit as a forum for informing the
one is welcome to drop by and
campus community. So if people
chat with us 'cause we enjoy
would like to see dirty linen
meeting with and working for
washed out in the open, here's .. the students.

CJAM says, "Turn us on, we're a radio.-"
CJAM's history IJeyins in the
days of Assumptron College·~
Music Appreciation
Society
From the fo1mat ion of a club
came the development of a close
circuit opP.ration, CSRW, in tht
late sixties. ·;his operation enabl
ed listeners in the cafeteria o1
the University Centre, Cody
Electa and Huron Halls to hear
the station through the means o1
P.A. system.
In 1973, an application for c
ca, ricr current broadcast systerr
was presented to the CRTC b',
members of the radio station
and after approval, CJAM 66C
AM was born. Th1ough the fin

ancing of the Students Admin
istrative Council, the support of
local radio stations and the sup
port
of the students at thE

Tush,

oma,

C:)A\I ,Hu11.iger

university, CJAM has progressed
to the stage where we are cur rently applying to the CRTC for
a low powered FM s~tion.

Tbe Lance

Over the past few years, the
station has developed the quality
of its programming content to
suit and fulfill the needs of the
student listeners. Live broadcasts
of Lancer sports became a top
priority of the station and they
~an now be heard regularly
throughout the year. Interviews
with
well-knowr.
celebrities,
such as Bob Sege, and Heart, enabled listeners to keep in touch
with their favorite fantasies. The
CJAM news department has progressed from an almost nonexistent entity to a small but
well-informed
staff
covering
daily campus, local, national and
international current events. The

Requires

station's music has kept up with
the everchanging tastes and
trends of the students through
the assistance of record companies to the point where our current library of 4,000 albums and
3,500 singles are more than adequate to meet the needs of the
most discriminate listener. With
more of a demand for foreground programming (to better
inform the students at the university), came the development
of our production department
which offers diverse chaflanges
to the most creative and, oft:m
times, warped minds.
The radio station is continually in need of staff members and

•
•

Campus

as one can see, there are ma11y
interesting areas of radio that dll
individual can yet into and
develop his or her hidden talents. With the present low
powered FM proposal and i!s
nearing completion, this demand
for a large staff is even greati>r.
We cordially invite you to
drop by the station during
Orientation Week and the year
to get to know us better. The
station is located next to the
Gallery in the basement level
of the University Centre. And
last, but not least, welcome to
.all the new and returning stu
dents atte~ing the university.
Have a different year.

Chaplains invite

The University of Windsor

1 Sports Editor

to attend an

1Entertainment· Editor

Ecumenical

1 Photo Editor

Sunset Service
at the

These are paid positions.

River

Experience an asset
Apply to the Editor,Dave Powis

(foot of Patricia Rd.
and Riverside Dr.}

or the Managing Editor, Paul Chernish

Sun. Sept. 10th

Lance office, 2nd floor University Centre by September 11.

I

7:30 pm
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Remember, the Students' Administrative Council is an incorporated body whose function is
to represent and serve the students in various affairs of concern.

the

shy

.f=Rorn Lbe pResiOen-t

To the first year students, as well as the returning students,
on behalf of the Students Administrative Council (S.A.c.);
I would like to extend a very warm welcome to the University
of Windsor.
The S.A.C. is your student government, composed of an
Executive (President, Vice-President, and Treasurer) and elected faculty representatives and society presidents . The student
government also includes three appointed commissioners -·
Special Events, Ancillary Services, and Presidential Aide.
This year we have enlarged the council by four members.
These will include three residence representatives (Laurier/
MacDonald, Huron/Tecumseh and Cody/Electa/Canterbury)
. and one representative from the International Students'
Organization (1.S.O.). In doing this, we can now serve YOU,
the STUDENTS, ina wider capacity.
Throughout the year, there are many issues directly or indirectly involving the
students which S.A.C. will mount
campaigns on. If any questions arise or if you're interested

in helping S.A.C. on any issues or events, pli,ase don't hesitate to drop by our offices (on the second floor of the University Centre) or give us a cali 'at Ext. 326 or 436.
Remember, the Students' Administrative Council is an incorporated body whose function is to represent and serve the
students in various affairs of concern. The council is elected
by students each spring, so your feelings on social or political
issues arc to be S.A.C.'s feelings.
Got a problem? Come ~ us and let it become our problem . Have a good y~ar and take care.

President, S.A.C.
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Emmanuel Biundo
Treasurer

i>oug Smith
Vice.President
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Gary Wells

Deb Krutila

Presidential Aide

Ancillary Services

Bob Gammon
Special Events
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Gino J. Piazza
Emmanuel Biundo
Doug Smith
Brian Byrne
Rob Katzman
Joan Durrant
Steve Roberts
Ian Campbell •

*·*************•

*'**************

Nu,sing Society President.

***************
:

Ian Campbell
Engineering Society President

Naomi Boylan

Commerce Society President
:

:

it

•Karen

*

Cal Bernachi

· Roy Goldberger

Social Work Society President ..

Law Society President

Cooper

Jt-l . T

Jt-' one

.

arcea

Executive Sec

it

Finance Sec •

: Arthur Sneath C.A.B. Director:

,..
,._

Jt Jackie Belluck Pub Secretary •

it

•

,. Dave Peddle

*

Pub Manager

**************•

James Snow

Human Kinetics Society Pres.

.8rcuda McLlster ·

: •

*it Ray Dickie S.A.C. Accountant* *,..

*•
:
•

S.A.C. EMPLOYEES

JGan Durrant

Social Science Representative

Social Science Representative

Mary Poole
Social Work Representative

Drama Representative

Andre Wehbe

George Rudaoycz
N11rsu,gSociety President

Dan Chamncy
Science & Math Representative

Richard Krysiak

Commerce Representative

Steve °Roberts

LQTI)Representative

Karat,.._

M1'sic R,p,resentative

' Rodney Herrin{

Engineering R epresnrutive

·ORIENTATION
Fri. Sept. 8

Sat. Sept. 9

Frosh Dance Vanier East

McMaster vs Lancers

8:30

Paradise

Gallery

Athletic Field 2

Paradise

9

I)

·g

Thur. Sept.14

Wed. Sept. 13
Club

Gallery

iy Storey Mall 11-3
Noon

Noon
Carling O'Keefe Games -

Carling O'Keefe Games

Cribbage Assumption Lounge

Finals Assumption

CJAM Music

Lounge

CJAM Music

Storey Mall Noon-4

Storey Mall Noon-4
.

Lance Trivia Contest

Lance Trivia Contest Finals
Storey Mall

Storey Mall Noon-4
Dance

11

Ambassador Auditorium 8:30-1
Flyer

Gallery

9

Zon" Concert

Ambassador Auditorium 8:31
Ayer

Gallery

9

OGRAMME '78
Mon. Sept. 11
Noon

Carling O'Keefe Games -

Chess Assumption

Tues. Sept. 12
Noon

Lounge

Carling O'Keefe Games Backgammon Auumption

CJAM Music
Storey Mall Noon-4

CJAM Music

Lance Trivia Contest

Storey Mall Noon~

Storey M~I Noon-4

/

Lance Trivia O>ntest

Storey Mall Noon-4

Monte Carlo Night
Ambassador Auditorium 8-1
Gallery

Flyer

8:30

All Night Movies

Flyer

Fri. Sept. 14
CJAM Music

11

Quat Ree 880 to follow
11

Ambassador Auditorium 8:30
Gallery

9

Athletic Games

Zon" Concert

Flyer

Gallery

Sat. Sept. 16

Storey Mall Noon-4
e

Lounge

9

Second City'' Comedy Show
St. Denis Hall .8:30

Flyer

Gallery

9

Sun. Sept. 17
:3()

Martin Mull & Larry Gross St. Qa1nis .Hall Two shows 7 & .10
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How to cope with these hallowed halls
A series of free lectures are
scheduled for the fall semester.
Sponsored by the Student Affairs Office, the lectures are designed to help the student cope
with the complex environment
of the university. The sessions
are largely informal and friendly. Each lecturer is volunteering his time because of an interest in the students. The lectures
will run from September 19 to.
November 21.
On September 19, Ken long,
Assistant Dean of Students, will
present 'You and the lecture',
on the means of note-taking.
The following day Long will

October 3.
Your chance to learn some
proven methods for generating
original ideas and approaches to
projects and essays will be on
October 17 when Professor Bob
Doyle of the Biology Department presents 'Your assignments
and original thinking'.
On October 24. students will
have the chance to meet with
the university's physician, Dr.
Warren Wren. The discussion will
feature such topics as bad health
during exam periods, health problems common to students and
problems related to sexuality.
The Assistant Dean of Eng-

show students how they can get
along with their instructors. On
the 21st, a talk on how to prepare for exams will be given by
long. These three lectures will
be presented twice daily at noon
and 5:30 p.m.
On September 26, Professor
Ralph Johnson of the Philosophy Department will present
'That's not logical', designed to
show students how to identify
and critize the defects in someone else's argument.
A lecture on the development
of a logical argument will be
given by Professor Tony Blair of
the Philosophy Department •on

An alternative to
drinking and carousing
Is there life on the University
of Windsor campus? There
should be - a good number of
organizations are trying to provide students with something to
do aside from attending classes
and passing out on the pub
floor. Here they are:
Student Legal Aid Society
Pakistan Students' Association
Photo lancer
MarketingClub
Music Club
Malaysian Singapore Indonesian
Students' Association
Christian Fellowship
Geology Club
Fencing Club
Canadian Society of Civil Eng- .
ineers
Chinese Students' Association
Black Students' Association
Anthropology Society
Liberal Club
Trident Club

''To effectively prepare postsecondary students for entry into the labour force," is the aim
of the Canada Employment
Centre on campus, also known
as the Student Placement Office.
We are located in Room 167 ,
Dillon Hall.
Students interested in permanent, summer or part-time employment are urged to register
with our office. Prospective
graduates in 1979 may also participate in our on-campus employer recruitment program and

University of Windsor Campus
Life
University of Wind~r Ski Club
University of Windsor History
Club
University of Windsor Integrity
Club
India-Canada Club
Club Francais
African Students' Association
Greek Club
Aquatics and Exploration and
Research Club
International Students' Organization.
For further information on
clubs and societies on campus,
contact the S.A.C. office, the
second floor of the Unifersity
Centre, or call extension 326 . A
reminder that many of these
groups will have displays and
booths in the Storey Mall on
Wednesday, September~.
bet1
ween 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. '

,

~•

=

1
••
••
••
•

Gammon
says hello
I would like to extend a hearty welcome to all "rookies"
and veteran students as well.
As you know by know, Orientation takes place during
the fi~ week of classes and I hope you'll enjoy yourselves
before all the work piles up.
This year, the policy of Special Events will be to give the
students more for less and this begins with the Orientation
Pass being reduced to only $3.00 (compared to last year's
cost of $5.00).
If anyone has any free time and is willing to help during
Orientation, please feel free to contact ALEX FLAMMIA or
myself at the Student Council Offices.

Bob Gammon

~

Vanier Hall

Women's Centre

September 12 -13
8:30 a.m. to 4.:30p.m.

may pick up a schedule (list of
employers and dates on campus)
which covers a wide range of
employment possibilities open
to all disciplines. This schedule
will be ready in mid-October.
Employment opportunities for
the Summer of 1979 will begin
to appear in mid-November .
There are numerous part-time
jobs which come available during
the year and these are all posted
on our boards.
There is also available for the

student a job information library
where one can read up on var;ous employment opportunities
with many national, provincial,
and municipal employers.
Counsellors are also available
for labour market information,
government mobility programs,
counselling in interview techniques, resume preparation etc .
Students are encouraged to
familiarize themselves with the
Student Placement offices, and
take advantage of the various
programs and services available .

r;J,ree
HOTDOG

ancl LEMONA 'DE

REOISTB.1\TION BARBEQJJE
SEPTEMaER6. 7. 8 F~OM 11 • oo A.l"f. TO 3. oo f.M.
Loc.Ar•D

••
•
••
•
•.

TEXT BOOK SALE
Volunteer Services

What every student needs is
the guarantee of writing the best
possible essay answer. Ken Long
will present some tried and true
techniques on November 14.

All lectures will be held in the
Madame Vanier Lounge in Vanier Hall. The sessions will run
from S:30 to 6:30 p.m. with
coffee to follow. For more information, visit the Office of Student Affairs ( room S 2 in Vanicr
Hall) or call Ext 334.

AMPUS CO.MMUNIT

•

Special Events •••

.....................................................

Troubled by the university's
red tape? On November 7, Frank
Smith, the university's Registrar,
will tell students how they can
avoid complications and get
their problems solved quickly.

Fear of exams and assignments arc common ailments facing students each year. Dr. Tim
Emmons of the Psychological
Services Centre will show students how they can relieve this
anxiety and become more productive. The date? November
21.

Manpower is waiting for you

•••..•.•..••.........•.......•............••.•..•.•.
•

ineering, Bob Billinghurst, will
tell students how they can cope
with their work load.
Air your problems and finL
some solutions on Tuesday, October 31.

n,a UNn/U s,TY C.aNT•a
AN& THI! JVflAf$1•~ lilb4E

UTWUN

YELCOME

•
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l. Iona College (1969)
2. Canterbury College ( 1957)
3. Geoffrey Fisher Hall ( 1967)
4. Electa Hall (Residence; 1958; 1963)
5. Faculty of Law ( 1970)
6. University Library (1958; 1972)
7. Assumption Church (1728; 1874)

8. Assumption Church Rectory
9. Assumption University (1857)
10. St. Michael's Hall (Residence;
1915; 1960)
11. University Centre (1962)
12. St. Denis Hall (Gymnasium; 1915;
1948) .
13. Memorial Hall (Closed-Circuit
TV, 1948; 1966)
14. Billon Hall (Classrooms; 1928;
19,57)
15. Windsor Hall; Administration

Tower (1965), North Academic
Wing (1965), South Academic
Wing (1967)
16. Biology Building ( 1966)
17. Mathematics Building (1971)
18. School of Dramatic Art (1951;

IN CAMPUS
ITVOf WINDSOR

Happy 21st birthday, Julie
Love Bob

r----1

Love letter from Deb

Deb Krutila
Ancillary Services
I would like to take this
opportunity to aquaint you with
the operations of the Commission of Ancillary Services. This
office will act as a liason between the students and the subsidiary services available on
campus. Included in these areas
are: food services, laundry
facilities, medical services bookstore, library and parki~g ser- '
vices.
If you have a problem, complaint or suggestion, please feet
free to contact me personally at
the Ancillar-y Services Office,
SAC Office, second floor University Centre. The pho,,e number is 253-4232, ext 326 or 436.
The Drug Plan falls under
this category.
If you are a full-time undergraduate student at the University of Windsor, you are covered
by the plan and have already
paid as the monies were deducted from your student fees upon
registration. The Drug Plan 1s
effective September 15, 1978 to
April 30n9.
fhis particular plan is a reimbursement plan. When a pre-

scription is required the student
pays for it and then brings the
receipt and fills out a claim form
at the SAC Office, with .35 cent
deductable.
A claim may be submitted at
the SAC Office Monday through
Friday during our business
hours, 9 A.M. to 4 P.M. Claims
will be remmitted by SAC to
Zurich life on the last working
day of each month, so allow
three or four weeks before picking up your refund.
Refunds, which come in the
form of cheques payable to the
individual claimants, may be
picked up at the SAC Office.
During the month of September ONLY, claimants may
pick up their cheque during the
hours of 9 A.M. - 12 Noon, and
1 :30 P.M. · 4 P.M. at the SAC
Office. Hours for picking up reimbursements for the remaining
months will be posted at a later
date. Only the claimants can
pick up their chequ . You must
bring your valid student card. A
friend, parent, husband or wife
CANNOT pick up your cheque.
This Policy is to protect you. If
you lose your student card,
proof of full-time enrollment is
necessary, which is available
from the registrars office

1966)
19. Essex Hall (Engineering,

Chemistry, Physics, Computer Centre,
Essex Hall Theatre; 1961; 1964)
20. Cody Hall (Residence; 1962)

21. Maintenance Building
22. Sir John A. Macdonald Hall (Residence; 1967)
23. Vanier Hall (Student Centre; 1969)
24. Sir Wilfred Laurier Hall (Residence; 1969)
25. Music Building
26. Energy Conversion Centre
27. Huron Hall (Residence; 1968)
28. Tecumseh Hall (Residence; 1971)
29. Faculty of Physical and Health

Education; Track and Athletic
Field
(1966),
Classrooms,
Laboratories,
Swimming Pool
(1968)
30. LeBel Building (Fine Arts Depart-

ment)
31. LaPointe Centre for the Study of

Man
Not Shown:
I Holy Redeemer College
(National Redemptorist
Seminary;
1958; on Highway 3)
Faculty of Education (600 Third Concession)
Where more than one date is given, the
first refers to original construction, and
the second to later renovation, addition or assignment.
Letter codes refer to parking lots.

Saga _Food sends out schedule
Food service at the university is scheduled to begin its
operations on Tuesday, September 4, 1978. However, students
on the meal plan must wait until
September 11 before that part
of food services comes into effect.
Vanier Hall's hours are as follows: Monday to Friday, breakfast will be served from 7 :30
A.M. to 9:30 A.M., coffee and
snacks from 9:30 A.M. to 11
A.M., lunch from 11 A.M. to

1 :30 P.M., coffep and snacks
• between 1 :30 P.M. and 4:30
P.M. and dinner from 4:30 P.M.
to 6:30 P.M. On Saturday and
Sunday, Vanier will be open
from 11 :30 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.
for brunch (11 :30 to 1 :30 P.M.)
coffee and snacks (1 :30 to 4:30)
and dinner (4:30 to 6:30).

Downstairs at the Roundtable, a snack bar will be oi)en
from 6:30 P.M. to 11.30 P.M.
Derek McDuff, Director of
Food Services announced that

llNd>8ti -Will·t.-.beck t~_ts~Its hours will be from 11 :JB.
A.M. to 6:30 P.M. Both The

Deli and the Roundtable will
be closed on weekend.
McDuff, the former Director
of Food Services at the University of York, said that nonsmoking sections will be available in Vanier Hall. Food
Servi~s will also be introducing
a fast-food operation (hamburgers, hotdogs, etc.) to complement the dinners served at
Vanier.

Attention all students
Don't forget to have your phone
connected or installed.

Tues. Sept. 5th - 9th 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Mon. Sept. 11th. 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Lower Lounge Cody Hall

Bell Canada

I
I

FAMILY
MEAT
MARKET

I
I

3199 Sandwich St. at Mill St.
Phone 252-6410

FREE PARKING -

PERSONAL SERVICE

ICE
$1. 19
CREAM

2 litre

3 qts.

MILK

$ 1. 29

24 ozs.
S~ore
shced

BREAD 3 - $1.
COOKED ·$1. 89 lb.
HAM
I

I

•

'

Legs c;>r
breasts

CHICKEN
$1. 19 lb.

Reg

GROUND
BEEF

$1. 29 .
tb~ .

I

:: Freshly
· sliced ·
I

BEEF LIVER

.49c lb.

CIGARETIES
:
Carton
$7.39 :
I

Open Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri 8a.m. - 9 a.m.

SUNDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

I

ur!LLEBI

YOUR HOST:
DAVE PEDDLE

LfJIJ~
LOWER LEVEL UNIVERSITY CENTRE
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
HOURS OF OPERATION:
MONDAY THAU SATURDAY
12:00 Noon -1 :00 a.m.

DAILY FOOD SERVICE
MONDAY - FRIDAY
12:00 Noon -6:00 p.m.

GALLERY LOUNGE ENTERTAINMENT
. Sept. 8, 9: 'PARADISE' - formerly 'Sweet Thunder'
Sept. 11, 16: 'FL YER' - good time rock 'n roll

Welcome Frosh
Students$. 75 with I. D., Non students $1.25

Vol. LI. Number

1. Sct,t. 15, i978

g
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

Pub manager ousted
after contract
dispute
By Diane Elliott
Peter Romeril was the Gallery
Lounge manager
for the past
three years . On May 13, the
Board of Dirc::dors for the SAC
terminated
his contract because
of a salary dispute . According to
one pub employee, the contract
offered
Romeril was less than
what he started at three years
ago
S.\C !'resident
Gino Piazza
fdt
stated that ''the executive
the \\ ages \\'ere too high and of fered him what we thought was
a proper
contract."
This contrac1 consis1 cd of a wage Je cre:.1sc along \\"Ith a shorter working ,,eek and a full time assistant for the duties of man;iging
1hc puh and S.\C Liquor Ser,·in·s . This ;1,sist .. nt \\'ould ha\'e
tltl" ,amc roponsihilit io as the

manager and Piazza thought that
"Peter didn ' t want someone in
the same capacity as himself."
The SAC was pleased with
the job Romeril was doing except in his failure to report to
council.
Piazza cited two specific incidents . The first concerned vacat10ns .
" Peter just left on vacation
without
telling us (SAC) ho\\
lung he would be gone for," said
Piazza.
P1aua
said
"Romeril
put
locks on certain areas that SAC
had no key for. Only Romeril
had a key for these rooms."
SAC was not notified about
the purchase of the jukebox unabout the
til CJAM complained

cont. on page 3

Secretary strike disrupts campus activities:
Hy Dave Powis

The 15 da~· old strike "h1d1
disrupted
the u111versity campus
came lo an end earl~ · Tuesday
morning \\'hen both sides l'llll'fg ·
eJ from an all-night bargaining
session and announced
a ten1a rive settkmen1 :
The 340 support staff (lower
,nanagement,
clerks, rn :ep uon 1sts and secretaril's), mcmhns of
the Service I mpluyees lntnna1i1111a l nion ( SI I l l, I ,1d \\ alked
off l heir juhs on Augus 1 29 in
search of more money and joh
secunt}. ·1 he} had heen without
a contract since /\pnl.
While negot1at1ons lor a Ill'\\
contract
had hl'en going on, it
wasn't
until
union
members
wok the strike ac11on thal the
harga ining sessions \\'C.:rl'111tens1lil'J.
initial offer
The uni,cr,ity's
called for a salary 1ncrcas-: of
8.5 per cent 1he lirst year and
__; 7 .5 per cenl the sc.:conJ Yl ar, for
E a r wo year total of 16 .6 per
c: cent.
The.: union criticized the uni\'ersny\
offer because approxi- mate!) 40 of the.: local's mem.c

hers \..\
'ould have been rcJ-circlcU
pa) increase.:). Another
70

(no

s1atfrrs w~uld
small increase

have received a
of under $40 a

nH>'ltl· .
Members nf" l.ocal 210 were
had
upset that the uninTs1ty
failed to come up \\ith a ne\\
pa} grid scale, ont. ol l he provisions of 1he pr<'vious contract.
,\ccording
to Anna Bes11e, chief
steward for 1.ocal 210, the adIll in ist ra lion
had
proposed
a
scak similar lo o.isting onl".
The u 111011\\ as looking for a
gauran1ced
ra1,c of ."40 per
mo111h during I ht lirst ) eJr for
all membt.-rs and $50 dur111g the
,nond :,l'ar.
Both "Jes appeared close to
an agreement
after week -end
barga111111gsesswns so ii came as
a bi1 of a shod, when ncgotia1i,111s broke down on Monda\ '
11igh1 wi1h an announcl'me1;t
tha1 no tunhc.:r talks had ueen
schcJuled.
l•:ach side blamed the other
for 1hc.: brt.·ak-do,\ n 111 nc.:got1at1<rns.
on
At a press conference
Tuesday
morning,
Dr. Allan,
vice -rrcsident
of administration
an<l a mc.:mbcr of the.: university's
negotiating
team, sa1J the university was prepareJ
to make a
settlement.
I le said that the union had walked out of the meeting on Monday night.
,\1s. Besne told The Lance

•

why the SI Il l' s bargaining tc:am
ha<l curtailed the talks .
"We (the union) thought the
strike was about to be scttleJ
when the university changed its
pusnion,"
sa1J Besnc. "They
came in and offered us a $39 increase instead of the $40 we had
agreed upon," she continued .
1\ernrding
Io 1s. lksne. the
administration
aslu delivered " an
ultimatum"
to the union .
"Th<.'.\ \\a111ed rhe deans' . ec rl'larics to bt· excluded fro
rl. •
union," said fksnc, "and 1hcrt:
\\ as no \\ ay "e \\ ould agree lU
that."
At a Board of Labor hearing
a ruling \\as
held pre\'Jousl>,
made that the Jeans' secrt'.raries
could not be forced to ka,·e the
union but that 1hc indi\'JJuals
concerned
could
voluntarily
leave the union .
Ms . Besne said that the Jeans'
had \'Ott'.d to sta~
St'. retaries
with the union .
"After they made that decis1011, there \,·as no way we could
thro"
them our in the cold,"
said Besnt'..
With negotiations temporarily
stalled, the feelings of bitterness
increased .
and disappointment

cont. on page 3

Students in Huron and Electa force-fed
l<y Diane Fllic•tt & Pctcr ,-lash
Due to .1 late change in food
se;Yice plan11111g, rcsidcnrs
of
Huron and l.lena Halls an ; going to be in\'ohed in a mandatory $350 .00 food plan
l)unng la,t month's execuu,·e
cumn11ttn· meeting of 1hc Board
of Covernors.
Dr. John Alla,1
,·i,e president of admmistrativn,
1110,·cJ that a ne\\" mandatory
food plan be instiLuted f,n the
off-c; tnipus residences. The nll>t1on 1\ as carried and thc pbn inst it u ted.
Smee n \\"as a pn,·ate meet·
mg, there \\as nu student representation
dunng
session. Gmo
Piazza, president
of the SAC,
that "the issue of
commenred
food 'ierYices ,,·as not originally
,upposc.:J lo be brought up a1
th..>t par11,ular meeting but Dr.

.\llan slipped it 111 at the c.:nd of
the llllTllng . "
RtsiJenrs
of Huron and 1·leeta are ups<.:! \\'llh the lit:\\ plan
bc.:causc the~ \\'ere.: under 1hc impress1011 that there \\ ou Id he no
n1andator)
food plan \\ hen tht ·:
applied for resnknc~ · last year
D1reetor of R.cs1Je11Ce\ Da,·1,I
V\c,\1urray noted that it is "\'err
unfortu:•;!te
1hat the students
seem
to
uc
misinformed."
.Vle.\1urray said that "the.: problem scemed to be that It took
the jdministration
too long ro
decide.: on this ycar's food plan."
The board meeting to decide
on the plan did not take place:
un!II August eighth. , '0t1ces to
students \\ere not mailed out un
til the third wcek of August
.\1any students had already mov
ed into rt'.srdence when they re

cc1,·c:J their nutiecs.
""! he notices 1nigl t have hc.:en
out earlier but a mi• Jrint in the
ongmal draft causu , a delay 111
printing,"
said \'c.\\.
ra). "l n
tonunatc.:1~ some sn 1en1s did
not receive any noti(,
as they
had already left for sch, 11when
the.: notices arrived at rhc1 hc,mc.:.
Dr. Allan moved to ho e the
plan useJ" in order to cot Heract the rising food services , 'eficll . ".Vlost other universities
in
this provi n ce have mandato:·y
food plans for all resident students :ind I don't sec.: why \\ c
should be any Jiffc.:rcnt," sard
Dr. Allan.
Statistics show that last year
there was a $200,000 deficit in
fo~d services. Dr. Allan says that
",\·e cannot afford to operate in
that fashion."

\Vhrn

quest ionnl

about

the

Jda', in informing the stu<lcnts,
Dr. Allan said "that no dt'.cis1ons
on tood sc.:n•:ces could be made
until negotiations
with CUPE
Local 1001 had been completed.
Those
ncgotiations
wcre not
finalized until later in the year."
Dr. Allen explarned that the
plan rs set up for 700 dollars,
half of it being optional.
"We felt that Social Work and
Faculty
students,
Education
who are not always on cam pus ,
should not have to pay more
than 3 50 dollars into the plan."
A poll taken by The Lance
- brought a generally negative response from the student body.
According to Geoff Ellis, a resident of Huron Hall, the reason
he moved there was to "avoid
any food plan." Many of the stu-

dents were surprised to find out
that to get their room key they
had to sign a meal contract and
pay $350.00 extra.
co•·,t. on pg. 3
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YOUCANDOIT!
It gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson and you can do it - handle all the
work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life .
You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today and that's just the start. Think of the time,
the freedom you'd have to do the things you want
to do . For twenty years the ones who get ahead

have used Reading Dynamics . It's the way to read
for today 's active world-fast
, smooth, efficient .
Don 't get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today . You can dramatically
increase your read ing speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesson . Make the college life the good life . With
Reading Dynamics you can do it .

t

s

SCHEDULE
OF FREELESSONS
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY

Sept. 17 7:00 PM WEDNESDAY
Sept. 20 7:00 PM
Sept. 18 7:00 PM THURSDAY
Sept. 21 7:00 PM
Sept. 19 7:00 PM SATURDAY
Sept. 23 11:00 AM

e
e
'I
t

l<

,

C

~ EVELYN
WOODREADING
DYNAMICS
Dynamics . Inc

© 1978 Evelyn Wood Readinq

ATTEND ONE NOW!
The Math Building

Rm. 3150

a
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I'
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No smoking

Council begins new year by kicking habit
.\II hut two members \\ere
pr<'scnt a t the inaugural meet ing
la,t ,n:ek as the Students '
\d111m1strati,·e Counc il finished
up last year's business and ,tarted in on the ne\\' ~-ear's.
.\t the Sept. 7 meeting, coun cil ,oted to accept the .tuditc·d
1977 78 financial report, "hich
sho\H'd that.. on a $200,000
budget, S.\C had man;1ged ro
turn a profit uf lJ\'er $7,000. The
surplus has h;1lvcd the long standing S.\C deficit, mheritl'J
from previous councils, \\·hich
no\\ stands at $8,525.
\\'ith council's old meeting
are;1 S\\'allowed up by the enlarged offices follo\\'ing renovations at SAC, the council \\ ill be
meeting in The University Cenr rt:'s Alumni I .ounge in futurt:,
proh;1bly at two-week internls.
President Gin1, Piazu,
in fulfillment of one of his elel'tion
promises, ;1lso hopes co hold
several meetings in rhc Uni versity
Centre
c;1feteria this
year, dept:nding on individual
council member's schedules.
Piazz;1 opened the meeting
with a discussion of his own
ideas for the year. Ile would like
to see council sponsor a banquet
for all p~st presidents and vicepresidents of SAC, in honor of
its 50th anniversary. He also
plans to revive the yearbook,
which was shelved l.Jy council
last year because it traditionally
lost money.
Presidential Aide Gary Wells.
last year's SAC president, has
been re-writing the confused and
often amended
SAC by-laws
over the summer. The new version should be presented to coun-

$5.00,
year.

the

same

price as last

There was also bad news for
the students at Huron and Elect2
halls, who were this year forced
to buy $350 worth of scrip, with
which to buy food at Vanier.
When the meal plan was intro·
duced a year ago, students at
those
off-campus
residences
were cold they would not have
to take part. Piazza pointed out
that there have been several
changes in rood Services this
year, and that students were not
properly noufied.

l'hoto

cil at its next meeting.
While most of the SAC executives' reports were accepted ,, ith
little or no comment, council's
traditional maverick, drama rep
Andre Wehbe, had some ·questions regarding the activities of
SAC's board of directors, a curt'
of eight members who conducted council business during the
summer. Wehbe asked about a
board decision forbidding members to reveal information about
certain confidential board decisions. That ruling referred only tu
personal or sensitive informal· ·
ion, Piazza replied. "In all other
areas, the meetings were npen."
Wehbe also wondered why
the board decided to donate the
proceeds
of the orientation

Ii\ ' Janim~ ll

\\'eek', Casino Night t<1 the University Singers. "Why did we
single out the Unin:rsity Singers
and not opcn it up to or hers?"
he asked. "Nobody else knew
this money was available." Thl'
Singers were promised a maximum or $1250, but total revenue for the evening was a disappointing $300.
Wehbe also introduced a motion asking that SAC's "board
room", a small mn:ting room
cn•ated during the SAC renovations, be left open for the use uf
SAC members and other students throughout
the day. The
motion w;1s defeated, although
Pi;1zza's origm:tl promise for the
space was that it could serve as
an informal loungl' f'or SAC rt:ps,

who ha~ .., no orher place to
meet.
l'iazta
pointed
out,
though, that any student group
could hook the room, which
seats about 15 people.
The had news \\'as provided
by ,\ncillar~· Services Commissioner Deb K rut ila, who deals
wich housing and medic;1l services on campus. The new SAC
drug plan, which reimburses
students for the cost of prescription drugs, will last only
until the end of the school year,
not for a full calendar year, as
did last year's drug plan. Furthermore, this year's plan only
p:.tys half the cost of oral contraccpt 1ves, as opposed to the
75% picked up by las years plan.
Hut tht.: plan costs each student

SAC also dealt with several
internal matters. Council decided to ban smoking, by members
or visitors, at its meetings, and
resolved that meetings should be
limited to two hours. Last year,
some meetings dragged on so
long
that
most
members
couldn't stay to vote on important issues that were left to the
bottom of the agenda. Council
also voted to get on with byelections to fill several seats
which remain vacant followmg
last March's election.
Vice-President
Doug Smith
complained he was having trouble taking part in the meeting as
well as having to keep the minutes, in his other role as secretary. Council decided to advertise for a volunteer ,ecreta11 . A
suggestion
to
let the Lance
reporter who invariably attends
SAC meetings take the minutes
was shot down by Richard Krysiak, who declared "That's like
putting a gun to our heads."

Students go without morning coffee
"The)
(the administration)
are ripping us off," was all one
woman could say. '
One second-year clerk said
that she doesn't personally stand
to gam much from the strike.
"It'll mainly help those who
have been here fur years and
who have gotten very few pay
mcreases," she said. "Some women have been here for six or
seven years and aren't getting
much more than I am."
Originally she thought ,;-,at
the strike was alright but now
she goes home every night hoping it will be the last time. She
was glad that the Faculty Association had supported the strike
but wished the students had,
too. The strikers felt the students were against them because
of the laners' attempts to bring
things past the picket lines.
"They care more about Orientation than .about the workers," said one disgruntled striker.
The Faculty Association voted to support the strike action.
They did cross the picket line to
teach classes but facultv members refused to perform ;11} dutit:s normally done by the strikers.
According to Dr. Allan, the
administrauon had sent a letter
to the l·.iculty Association, say·
mg that
disciplinary
action
would be taken agamst faculty
mcmbcrs \\'ho didn't perform
their duues (ie. teaching classes).
This action would have included
wnhholdmg pa~ .
On \ugust 24, the Board of
Directors for the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council decided to
- remain neutral during the strike.
Arrangements
were made between the council and the union leaders that cert.am provisions could be brought across the
picket lines.
But as the strike contmued,
frustrations began to mount.
Piles of" garbage were scattered throughout the campus, and
food service and cleaning operations for the residences were curtailed as other campus unions
honored the picket line set up
by the SEIU.

the University Centre, he began
unloading his vehicle only to
hear footsteps behind him.
"The guy (who had been hit
by the mirror) grabbed me and
started swearing and taking pictures of me and the jeep and its

Editor's Note: Details of the
tentative agreement and the ratification by union members were
unavailable as The Lance went
to print. They'll be available in
the next issue.

Romeril got "raw deal''

cont. from page I

acquis·ition. SAC was also displeased that Romeril did not
confer with the council on major
expenses, such as the jukebox.
As is the case, there is anoth-

er side to a story.
"I thmk he got a raw deal,"
said one pub employee. "Peter
found out about his termination
\\'hen Gino brought Dave Peddle
- ( the new manager) to the pub
and introduced Peddle to Peter
as the new pub manager." This
same e!T'oloye~ al,) told The
Lance Komeril did not take vacat10ns without notifying SAC
anti that "there isn't a lock in
the pub that can't be opened by
students
complained
\fany
a key that SAC doesn't have exthat the strikers intimidated
cept Peter's private office."
them when they tried to cross
Ile also went on that in the
the picket lines and park in the
three years Romcril was manager
lots.
of the Gallery and Liquor Ser·
vices, profits went from $8,000
On Tuesday
night, Doug
to $59,000 (this past year). The
Smith, vice-president of the SAC
employee
also stated that Romtried to cross the picket line in
eril worked a 16 hour day, six
his jeep. He was attemptmg to
days a week and spent all day
movies.
attend
the all-night
Sunday on the employee sched'
When trying to enter the parking
ule.
lot, he was forced over the curb
"SAC should not concern itby the strikers and accidently
/self with anything done in the
brushed one of the people with a
pub" the employee
aid, referside mirr-or.Afrer parking near

Eesidence students were forced to clean up the mess, a task
which pleased very few. Washroom maintainance had to be
handled by a skeleton crew of
supervisory
officials.
At one
pomt, 50 per cent of the washrooms on campus were closed
because the officials cou:d not
maintain standards of cleanliness.

license," said Smith. I le said
that thc man also cursed his
date who was just sitting in the
jeep. While· the matrer was
later resolved, It did leave a bitter taste in his mouth according
to Smith.

·ring to the jukebox.
"The Pub finally turned a
profit in the first year Komeril
was there."
Komcril already had a fulltime assistant who helped run
the pub and liquor services and
who left shortly after Romeril
did.
The new manager, Dave Pedd!e, said he found · the job
through an advertisement in the
paper. He took the position with
a salary that amounts to apparently 60% of Romcril's. Ped-

die also has a full-time assistant for liquor seivices and the
Gallery management.
Editor's Note: The Lance at.tempted to contact Peter Romcril to get his side of the story.
Our efforts were unsuccessful as
Romeril was out of town at the
time. We will endeavor to publish his version next week. The
pub employee wished to remain
anonymous for fear of losing his
job at The Gallery.

Food ·services
Cont. from page 1
The students are waiting to
see what kind of action they're
going to takl:! after a meeting
with their head resident. Students describe the plan as a
"cheap shot," and "pretty nasty " Said one student:
"our
$150 depostt was acknowledged
and we were still under the premise that there was no meal
plan. Then we came down and
found out we had to sign a contract to get a room key."
Derek Mc !duff, the new

food service director for Saga
l•oods, said "the new food plan
was intended for people from
St. Clair College, the Education Faculty and Social Work."
He had some concerns as the opera tor of Food Seivices because
there are some St. Clair students living in Laurier and Mac.
Resident students are now
meeting to decide on a course of
acuon. They feel it will "count·
eract the new policy."
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No more spoonfeeding

Government moves to cut students off benefits
OTTAWA (CUP) - Despite rising student unemployment,
the
'federal government has decided
to effectively
prevent students
from
claiming unemployment
insurance
Under
changes to UI announced September 1 by Employment and Immigration Minister Bud Cullen, students would
have to work at least 40 weeks
in the previous two years and 10
to 14 weeks in the previous year
to be eligible for UI. Currently,
the requirement
is 10 to 14
weeks in the previous year.
According to National Union
of Students
spokesperson
Pat
Gibson, this will effectively cut
students off UI because very few
can work more than 16 weeks
during the summer.
She termed the change "disastrous" .
"This will cut many studenu
off UI for several years. It's conceivable that a student
could
work for three summers and still
not be eligible for U I."
When asked about the effect
of i:he changes on students, Cul len admitted they would have a
"tough effect". However, he said

there was a "spoonfeeding
aspect" of the current program
that was "constantly
making it
far too easy" for students tc
claim benefits.
Gibson disagreed. "The simple fact that close to 250,000
students are out of work because
there aren't the jobs to put them
to work is hardly what I would
call pampering Canada's young
people."
As well,Cullen said many of
the students will be able to find
federal
work in the expanded
job creation programs next year.
However,
government
esti ·
mates show these will produce
at most 14,000 new jobs next
summer through such program~
as Young Canada Works and the
Summer Jobs Corps . Accor~mg
to Statistics
Canada
figures ,
there were 231,000 students ou I
of work in July.
Other announced changes to
Ul included cutting UI benefits
from 66 2/3 % of wages to 60%,
increasing the 1rnmber of weeks
needed to receive UI ii a claimant had received it in the prev ious year, and inneasing
the
minimum
number
pf
hours

worked in a week needed to
claim UI.
Cullen also said the government planned to make workers
and employers pay pan of the
costs of Ul after the first 25
weeks. Currently, workers, employers, and the government all
contribute
fur benefits for the
first 25 weeks, while the government pays all the costs after
th a 1.
In introducing
the changes,
Cullen said he hoped they would
discourage: people from using UI
"as their major source of income
interrupted
only by periods of
short-tt-rm
i:mployment"
and
would "break the circle of reli ance on UI that somi: claimants
have built up ".
He also said they would "exclude those who have at best a
marg111al attachment
to the labour fori:e".
The reduction in benefits, he
said, \\ ould "deereast · thc work
dfrcts
of thc UI
disincentive
program" and "make jobs at tht:
lower end of the mcome srak
look
more
attractive" . They
woul<l encourage:
"pcopk
to
look for, accept, and remain at

The officials said they had
figures on the number of stu
ems currently claiming UI be,
fits . However, Gibson said it,
probably not a large percent,
since most students already ci
n6t qualify for UI.
If the changes are passed
bene
Parliament,
reduced
would start in January, while
increase in the qualifying per
would be introduced next Ap
In July, the unemplo\'rnt
rati: for students was 15 . 3%,
from 15 .1% the pre\ ·ious Ju
The highest rate was in Ne
fuundland
(27 .7%), while
low est was in Manitoba ( I I .6\

work''.
The government
had made
unemployment
insurance
"far
too generous", Cullen said, and
had "swung too far to t~_c left".
Officials from Cullen's
department larer said they estimat ed 263,000 claimants would be
made ineligible by the changes.
They expected about half would
be able to makc up the extra
weeks of work, leaving 130,000
<lefinitely unable to claim UI.
When aS'ked what these peop ·
le could do, an official sai<l one
alternative.: was to go back to
school.

Enrollment dropping,
rising tuition blamed
OTTAWA (CUP) ·- l•:nrollment
at Canadian Universities is down
for the second consecutive: year
and the National Union of Students (NUS) is blaming higher
tuition an<l studenr unemployment for thi: drop.
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Introducing new Series E
from Hewlett-Packard.
Five
precision calculating instruments for science and business .
Designed with a new level
of accuracy. With larger and
brighter displays-and
commas to separate thousands
for instant readahilitv .
Plus built-in diagnos -tic sys
terns that tell vou when
you've performed an incorrect
operation , and why it was incorrect.
And Series Eis "human engineered" for usabilit\': low batten
warning light; rechargeable
·
batteries, positive click keys; impact
resistant cases.
FOR SCIENCE/ENGINEERING.
The HP-31E-Scientific.
$
79.95
Trigonometric, exponential and .
math . Metric conversions. Fixed /
scientific display modes . Decimal
degree conversions. 4 addressable
memories .
The HP-32E-Advanced Scientific with Statistics.
All the
HP-31E is and more. More math
and metrics. Plus hyperbolics and
statistics. ENG, SCI and FIX
display modes. 15 addressable
memories. $ 119 .9 5
The HP-33E- Programmable
Scientific.
49 lines of fully-

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

merged keycodes .. Editing ke_\'S
and full range or conditional ke.\·s.
8 user memories . $ 149.95
FOR BUSINESS/FINANCE .
The HP-37E- Business Management.
Figures PV. PMT FV
simultaneouslv. Amortizations
schedules.%. discounts, nnrk-ups.
statisticspl us "cash flow sign
convention" to let you solve problems simply. 5 financial and 7
user memories. $ 99.95

Uni\€rsity
of

Windsor

GROUND FLOOR - WEST LIBRARY BUILDING
WINDSOR . ONTARIO N9B 3P4

The number
of univen
students
declined
to 372,l
this year from 373,590 in 19·
78 . Enrollment at Canadian u
vcrsities was 376,560 in 19·
77 .
Enrollment
at comrnun
colleges and technical institu
is also down slightly, from 2·
520 last year to 243,410 1
year.
Together,
they represem
0.2% drop in tht: number
post -secondary students.
While provincial ministrit1
education maintain the declin.
i:auscd by a Jccrease
in t
number of 18-24 :.:ear-olds, St
ist ics Canada projecrions
sh
that that age group is cxper
to increase in numbers ur
1982.
"The cnrollmcnt
drop 1
has been projecreJ is happen
muLh ~ooner than prc:dicte
said NUS executive secretary
Gibson.
It isn't thc post -war bi
boom generation
"growing t
bur rising tuition,
1nadequ
student aid, and the outrage
level of scudenl
and oH
youth unemployment
th .it h
creatcd
thi: situation
\,·!.
man: people cannot afford t<
back to school, she said.
Gibson
said the snual
c,, u lJ he allev,atcd "by sin,
making education
morc accc
1hlc. R.emov1ng thi: financial
rit:rs 1s an obvious iniLial
that
thc go1Trnlllent
sh
take."
Gm ernmcnts should nor
enrullmcnt
project ions jus1
the number of 18 2-J. \Car
she sa1J, po111t111g to an
creasing num her of people
higher ,1ge br,1<:ki:ts both att
rng a post-secondary
mstitu
for I he first t imc and retur

The HP-38E-Advanced
Financial.
HewlettPackard's first financial pro:
grammable has more power
:
than any other of its type. No
:
previous programming experience necessary. Can figure
I RR and PV for up to 1980
cash flows in 20 groups .
179.95
HEWLETT-PACKARD
IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
Logic Systems. All Series E
•
calculators offer RPN logic exclu•
:
sively. It's the logic system that
:
lets \'OU sol\'e length\' problems with
:
ease and consistenc\'.
•
Documentation. A complete doc••
umentation is designed for Series
E c<1lculators: Introducton Booklets;
Owners· Handbooks and Applications Books to give you fast, easy
solutions to your-everyday problems
In quality. Plus HewlettPackard quality. dependability and
reliabilit:v are engineered into
every Series E calculator .
•
EXCELLENCE AT AN
: to further their <:ducation.
AFFORDABLE PRICE .
•
Dc:spnc the decrease in
Come in toda\' and sec for
:
nu1nbt'r
uf students, the num
yourself that the price of e'\.ce!len~e
•
of
post-secondary
teachers
is now quite affordable. The
• crc:ascd slight!~ · this year
:
HP-3 IE. 33E. 38E, are available now .
: last. .\ccording to Statistics
the HP-32E and HP-37E will be
ada,
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Strike was justified
Now that the strike appears
to have been settled, a few comments are in order.
As suikes go, it was handled
very professionally by the union
especially since it was their first
such effort . Despite a few incidents, overall the strikers were
very tolerant of the professors
and students who crossed the
picket lines. While many problems resulted from the picket
lines, we feel the strike was justified.
These people run this university. This campus depends on an
inexhaustable
flow of paper
which depends on the members
of Sl •.ll' (Local 210) as most

students discovered when they
saw their profs wrestling with
own paperwork.
Many union members have
worked here for years and the
occasional pay increases they received didn't cover the cost of
inflation . At the low end of the
pay scale, many people arc earning around $6,000 a year.
While the union was fairly_
open about their demands, the
was
typically
administration
close-mouthed,
giving out only
the
information
that
would
make them look good. You cannot "clear the air" by refusing to
disclose salaries.
It's obvious that the adminis-

tration has some problems when
dealing with unions. This past
year the universitv has hovered
on the brink of a strike su many
times, we've lost count. Students
shoultl feel lucky that the support staff have been the only
group that had to strike.
The on!, positive aspect coming fron.1 the atlm in istration 's
side was of the new president's
concern about the strike and his
willingness
to talk with both
sides. Dr. l<'ranklin's honesty
about
not
knowing
enough
about the issues to intervene w.:s
refrcsh111g. It's a sha111l' that
other
atlministration
officials
can't follow suit.

Power for the peo ple
By Len Wallace

Enough with "power to the
workers" rhetoric. Have you
ever stood on a picket line, fighting for a decent wage or salary
and have some nerds throw empty beer bottles at you? Well,

that's what is ha.ppening here un
campus.
The un10n calls a strike action
and imtnt·diately, without thinking, the blame for such action is
placed on the workers. Why? ,\'
lot of reasons. Hasically, it's because we have been fed all this

Letters.

garbage in the ntc<lia, schools,
etc. that strikers are somehow
money-grubbing
intli1·itluals will ing to cause havoc.
Think
about
it,
though.
Whne tloes I he blame really lie
in this strike? The secretarn:s,
support staff, etc. are asking for

a decent living wage. So far the
univnsity
atlministration
is tloing everything in their power to
bypass this.
,,
It is not the secretaries ant!
staff who have the responsibility
of servicing the student3. The
money m tuition and fees given

~,

If you want to heap abuse on
some~ne, then give hell to t he
administration
for being so pig. headed in their stand.

• •

I~
It's time for the s~
tudents to move
Dear EditorThis academic
year begins
with little grace. Piles of garbage
and unsanitary
toilet facilities
are creating a health hazard on·
campus. Reading lists have not
reached students on time. Friction mounts between picketers
and students seeking to attend
classes. The library closes at six
o'clock.
So far it seems the student
body has remained largely aloot
to the situation. Perhaps they do
not comprehend the nuances of
the dispute. Maybe they do not
want to take a stand beeaust:
they feel they might hold the
balance of power in the situation such that whichever side the
student body supports would be
strengthened.
Yet the situation
has long
passed the point where students
can remain unmoved. The students are not receiving the services contracted
to when the
University accepted our tuition
cheques.
Does the Administration
not
realize they have obligations to
the students? How long will this
situation prevail? l ntil students
achieve poor grades on exams or
essays due to inadequate library
facilities? Perhaps when possible
scholarships
are lost? What is
chis I hear concerning
a visit
from the Board of Health?
It is time for the students on

Io take a stand
this campus
sticking up for their rights!
So long as the strike:: endures,
the work of the University will
Learning \\ill
remain stultified.
suffer. Students will be forced
to absorb the loss.
\\ie did nut come here tu
arbitrate
labour conflicts.
We
came here IO further our cdu-

cation and careers. Wt.· sl10uld
not have to pa) for this mess!
The A.dm1nis1rntion is fading tu provide normal facilities. If this mattcr has not been
cleared up by i•rida),
Sept·
emlwr
I 5 at noon, studcnts
should act. , ohmh . · seems rl'Jlh-.
to act for you ....
In the c\·ent that cond1t1ons

on campus continue tu deterior ate dut: to the strike, I innte I he
cnt ire student body to assemblt:
1-'ritlay at noon in the quadrangle
bdon·
the Tel\\ er to demonstrate l,ur loss.
Respectfully
yours,
Da\·itl G. Kellv
(;r~d S1udent

OPIRG deserves student support
Dear Friends,
In January of this year, a referendum
was held concerning
the establishment
of a local
chapter of the Ontario Public
Interest
Research
Group
(OPIRG) here on campus. The
question
was whether
or not
students desired to increase then
fees by five dollars which woul<l
go to the OPIRG office in order
for it to build a research library.
provide an office, and begin public interest research with interested students.
As the former Wmdsor coordinator, I believe it should be
reiterated
(as done throughout
the campaign) that the $5 00 •
fee is a voluntary tax. The

money
is refundable
to all
undergradu>tte students for up to
unc month after registrJtion and
the payment of tuition. I \\'uuld
urge all those students whu do
not seriously support OPIH.(.; to
any extent, to claim their re
fund. There will be no questwns
asked. The OPIK.G office is, I
believe, located in the basement
of Cody Hall.
Hopeful!\. most students \nll
not claim the refundable
fee.
1s student-controlled
OPIRG
since the Board of Directors 1s to
be elected by the student bod)
(hopefully
m the near future).
Research ts done b. an) interest·
ed students in coniunctton with
the OPIRG researchers and the

by students is given to the administration to provitle these ser·
\'ices and if the administration
is
not willing to give the workers
involvt:d a decent salary to effect
such services, then it is the ad ·
ministration
alone which is ar
fault.

O\\·n professors.
l'hc
students'
public intereq research co1Jductt:d rc\·olves around such topics as
the em·irunment,
uccupat1on;1l
health and safety, mercury pol
luuon and mercury poisoning,
nutrition,
corporate concentrat·
ion m basic industries, consumer
action, freedom of mformat10n,
etc. I thmk the fi\·e dollar fee in \'olved 1s well worth the posit1\C
aspects uf this group.
In January, the \'Jst maiont\
of \ utmg students fa\·ourt:d the
establishment
of an OPIRG
chapter. Let's hope this support
lasts and that action from OPIRG can get unden, ay soon
\' ours always,
Len Walla.:e

What can turn tht: tidt: of th is
strike
1s if students
actually
come uut in full support of the
workers. Respect picket lines. It
means you can go to classes, but
just don't park in the parking
lots wht:re such Imes arc set up
It means not trying to run
through supplies for cu111panies.
And it means nor scabbing on
the workers by trying to take
away their Jobs. In my own mor·
ality, a scab is une of the !owes!
things in creation.
If you 're reatlmg a lOP) of
the Lance, rakt: the time uut af·
ter ) ou are fin ishetl, to take a
\\ alk up to the sixth floor of
Wmdsor I fall. Once there, tear
the paper into a million pieces
ant! lea\'e 1t on the floor. If \'OU
happen to ha\·e ten copies of tht:
ne\, spa per, so much the better.
Before you kno\\' it, the adminis
tration will be piled neck-deep it
garbage .. 'v\aybc they 'II be willing
to negotiate tht:n.
Stutlents ha\·e an mterest m
seeing that the smke is ended as
soon as 1t can and ha\'c the be<!
ser\'ices available. Well, it \\'on'!
come by \Ome assholes thro\\'Jng
bc::er bottles. It \\'Ill come 1f \\'e
atld our \'oicc to the picketers.
of the bottk
The frustranon
thro\,·ers m1gh t fmd a better out·
let if they dumped their bottkS
at \\ indsor llall. (But don't tell
them I said that).
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Or.Franklin adjusting well
By Stephen Pavlov
Amidst times of declining student enrollment,
educational
cutbacks and union labour disputes, a new administrator has
taken the reins from retiring
University of Windsor President
Dr. J. Francis Leddy
His name is Dr . Mervyn
Franklin, scientific researcher,
teacher and past Academic Vice
President of the University of
New Brunswick. Born in Minehead, Somerset, England; Dr.
Franklin did his undergraduate
work there where he received
his Bachelor of Science and
Honors Bachelor of Science degrees at Leeds University, before coming to Canada where he
completed his Doctorate in microbiology at McGill University in
Montreal, Quebec.

An avid skier and pilot , Dr.
Franklin leads a well-rounded
life amidst his research and administrative responsibilities . He
talked of his deep concern for
university students, a reflection
of his own experiences as an
undergraduate.
Dr. Franklin expressed h·is
views on student life .
"University should be used as
a tool in order for the student
to expand his mind and social
awareness in today's society but
at the same time, it should prove
to be an enjoyable experience,"
said Franklin.
"Through
university
life,
friendships are often formed
that last a lifetime," continued
the new president. He feels that
Windsor is an ideal campus for
this sort of thing because of its

layout and size. He described the
university campus as "an ideal
setting".
For the future he forsees him -'
self towards opening lines of
communications
between
all
members of the university complex, beginning at the _administrative level right down to the $tudents. Time is of the essence at
the moment but he feels that he
must learn about the students
and the university before he can
get the ball rolling.
Settling into Windsor life has
been exceptionally smooth and
he describes the city's inhabitants as very friendly .
Dr. Franklin is pleased with
using the city of Windsor as a
base in which he can carry out
his research on environmental

Photo

pollution. He believes that students should be "more aware of
the environmental problems especially in the wake of present
environmental carelessness."
As a man of direct action, he

by J. P. Afortimer

ap-

feels that this is the best ·
proach to take in regards to resolving the strike. He has already
taken the time to visit the picket
lines and discuss the issues with
the strikers.

Assassination still a mystery as 'sham' continues
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By Peter Mudrack
At this very moment, the
House Select Committee on the
Assassination of President John
F. Kennedy is gathering testimony to determine once and for
all exactly what transpired on
November 22, 1963. The Committee represents the United
States Government's fourth attempt to close the case, which
so far has displayed a rema~kable resiliency in its refusal to
remain closed.
All previous investigations arrived at the same conclusion:
that Lee Harvey Oswald fired
three shots from a post on the
sixth floor of the Texas School
Book Depository Building, located to the right rear of the presidential limousine. The 1964
Warren Commission determined
that Oswald's first shot struck
Kennedy in the upper back and
pierced his throat. The bullet
continued on to slam into Texas
Governor John B. Connally's
back, smash his rib, exit his
chest, continue down to shatter
his wristbone, and finally come
to rest in his thigh. The second
shot missed. Oswald's third shot
was fatal. It shattered the President's skull forward for an instant, and then drove him backward and to the left like a blow
from a giant sledgehammer.
In the past, the U.S. Government has held tenaciously to
these conclusions.
Having a
single assassin, with no political
motive, who was already apprehended by the police, is a safe
conclusion. It _implies no coup
d'etat, no assassins still at large·
15 years later, and no complicity
in the murder by such great
American institutions as the Dallas Police Department, the FBI,
the CIA, or tile Mafia. Despite
the facf that the shootings of
John Kennedy, Bobby Kennedy,
and George Wallace drastically
altered the outcomes of three
separate presidential elections,
the lone-gunman
hypothesis

"proves" that America is not a
banana republic, where _government can be changed by conspiracy. One assassin is convenient. It leaves no strings dangling ..Accordingly, the U.S. Government has been unwilling to
abandon its version of the assassination.
A similar pattern is evident
today. Based on the first few
days of televised hearings, it can
be safely predicted that the
House Assassinations Committee's findings will not differ materially from those of the Warren
Commission. A double standard
is being employed. Witnesses
whose testimony supports the
lone-gunman thesis are given preferential treatment. Their statements are taken and recorded at
face, value, and are subjected to
no cross-examination. Dissenters on the other hand, are crossexamined intensively. Committee members have gone to great
lengths in an effort to get dissenters to contradict themselves
by barraging them with hypothetical situations. Committee
members have gone so far as to
make personal attacks on dissenters, thus attempting to cast a
shadow on their credentials and
their ability to arrive at a conclusion.
Consider the "magic bullet",
which allegedly passed through
both men, shattered two bones,
and yet emerged almost miraculously intact. It sustaining a
total weight loss of 2.5 grains or
slightly more than one per cent
of its original maximum weight~
Dr. Cyril Wecht, forensic pathologist and assassination critic,
declared that this was a physical impossibility and openly
challenged the Committee to
provide one single example of a
similar bullet causing comparable damage and emerging unscathed. Dr. Michael Baden,
forensic pathologist and Commission backer, claimed to have
personally witnessed "hundreds"
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of similar- cases. This is a critical
point, one on which the viabi1lity of the single-assassin thesis
depends. The Committee characteristically chose to accept Dr.
Baden's testimony at face value '.
and failed to press for documentation.
Another point of contention
is the President's head snap
which followed the alleged third
'shot by Oswald. Ballistics expert
Larry Sturdivan, another Commission backer, testified that
Kennedy's head moved rearward only while the Zapruder
film clearly depicts a double
movement, forward then back·ward. Mr. Sturdivan also calculated that the projectile imparted a velocity of 1.2 feet per second to the President's head. This
statement is a fairy tale. An average person walks at 4.4 feet per
second. Josiah Thompson's calculations based on the Zapruder
film show that the head was·
and to the left of 100. 3 feet per
,second, or three times the acceleration due to gravity. Sturdivan's glaring inaccuracies failed
to even raise an eyebrow and
every word was solemnly recorded. ·
Sturdivan later got his storieS'
jumbled. At first Sturdivan said
that the bullet could n.oJ. possibly have been deformed after
passing through Kennedy's neck.
Later he testified that the bullet
had to have been deformed after
traversing Kennedy'~ neck. Any
first year law student could pick
that testi:mony apart but the
Committee was content to gloss
over it. Representative Sawyer,
from Michigan, pointed out the
contradiction
and concluded
with, "You didn't mean to say
'deformed', did you?" Mr. Sturdivan then admitted that he was
probably "talking a little too
fast" and that he llleant t!tat the
bullet was "yawed" and not deformed
The Comlnim:et thu!I
satisfied that the truth had
emerged, closed the matter en·
tirely.

The controversial tape record.ing made during the shooting indicates that four shots were fired
the first at time zero, the second
··at 1.6 seconds, the third at 7 .5
seconds, and the fourth at 8.0
seconds. The timing correlates
remarkably
with Thompson's
three assassin theory formulated
in 1966. FBI tests conducted on
the alleged murder weapon determined that 2.3 seconds is the
absolute minimum time that two
shots can be fired without aiming. A committee lawyer then
announced that new tests showed that two shots can be fired
within 1.6 seconds. He indicated that he hoped that this information will correct the "time
problem between (shots) one
.and two". The lawyer later revealed that he brought up the
issue of the new tests so that an
"improper inference will not be
drawn from the previous testigiven an acceleration backward
cording)." The· only "improper
1
inference" is that Lee Harvey
Oswald, if he acted at all, could
not have acted alone.
The House Assassinations
Committee is a sham. But the
real sham is that the long suffer-

ing taxpayer must foot the $5
million bill so that the Committee can go through the motions
.of finding no evidence of conspiracy . The taxpayer is footing the bill so that the government can cover up the truth in
the Kennedy case. Attempts to
supplant the truth with an of.ficial version is vaguely reminiscent of the Ministry of Truth
in George Orwell's 1984, which
seeks to continually
rewrite
history to correspond with the
prevailing official view.
Voltaire once wrote: "To the
living, one owes consideration;
to the dead, only the truth."
John Kennedy was a man who
captured the imagination of millions all over the world a man
who brought intelligence and
charm to the office of the president, a man who fought 9rganized crime on a scale never seen
"before or since, and a man who
had begun to withdraw American troops from Vietnam. When
-compared with those who have
followed him, a deep sense of
·loss i~ felt. The truth remains
distorted, the case will never
remain closed.

Unclass,ifieds
JOG YOUR BODY - JOG
YOUR MIND. Interested in joining a running-discussion group .
There's one open to male and fe•
male students interested in physical and mental conditioning.
Runs from one to five miles with
a discussion following. Guest
lecturers.
Beginning
Friday,
September 22, from 11 :00
1:00. Call 253-4232 Ext. 334 to
register. Registration limited to
.20 people.
SWEEP IT Ul>!Join the U. of W.
Curling Club, Sunday evenings.

October through March. Open to
·students, faculty and staff. Beginners welcomed. Sign up Sept.
26 & 27, Univecsity Centre.
University of Windsor Lancer
Photography Club. First meeting in the darkroom in Electa
Hall at noon Tuesday.
Socialism in Cdn Political parties (Lib., P.C., .D.P.); 25 quotations, various sources. Send
$2.00: Box No. 32C-780 Frederick St., Kitchener, Ont., N282B7. Information Services.

YEARBOOK78-79
Students wishing to apply
for the position of Year book Editor
should apply to Gino.
HONORARIUM PROVIDED
S.A.C.
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How to cope with
these hallowed halls

As you see it
-ByRick Spence

A series of free lectures are

This Week's Question: How has
the strike affected you?

Ricki Heller, Second . Year English
"I have to take out garbage. And
the condition of the campus is
Marion Anderson, First Year
really deteriorating. I feel resFine Arts
stricted because I don't like to
leave campus and have to cross
"Everyone on my floor has to
_
the picket lines."
take care of things themselves
The wasrooms and the halls arc
really dirty. We're all working
together to try to keep the
rooms clean,"·

scheduled for the fall semester.
Sponsored by the Student Affairs Office, the lectures are designed to help the student cope
with the complex environment
of the university. The sessions
are largely informal and friendly. Each lecturer is volunteering his time because of an interest in the students. The lectures
will run from September 19 to
November 21.
On September 26, Professor
Ralph Johnson of the Philosophy Department will present
'That's not Logical', designed to
show students how to identify
and critize the defects in some-

one else's argument .
A lecture on the development
of a logical argument will be
given by Professor Tony Blair of
the Philosophy Department ·on
October 3.
Your chance to learn some
proven methods for generating
original ideas and approaches to
projects and essays will be on
October 17 when Professor Bob
Doyle of the Biology Department presents 'Your assignments
and original thinking' .
On October 24, students will
have the chance to meet with
the university's physician, Dr.
Warren Wren. The discussion will
feature such topics as bad health

during exam periods, health problems common to students and
problems related to sexuality.
The Assistant Dean of Engineering, Bob Billinghurst, will
tell students how they can cope
with their work load.
On September 19, Ken Long,
Assistant Dean of Students, will
present 'You and the Lecture',
on the means of note-taking.
The following day Long will
show students how they can get
along with their instructors. On
the 21st, a talk on how to pre·
pare for exams will be given by
Long. These three lectures will
be presented twice daily at noon
and 5:30 p.m.
Air your problems .and fim
some solutions on Tuesday, October 31.
Troubled by the university's
red tape? On November 7, Frank
Smith, the university's Registrar,
will tell students how they can
avoid complications
and get
their problems solved quickly.
What every student needs is
the guarantee of writing the best
possible essay answer. Ken Long
will present some tried and true
techniques on November 14.

Don O'Connor, Second Year
Economics
"I can't get breakfast in the
morning. And on my floor,
things are starting to get kind of
messy up therc .... That's about
it."

Fear of exams and assignments are common ailments facing students each year. Dr. Tim
Emmons of the Psychological
Services Centre will show students how they can relieve this
anxiety and become more productive. The date? November
21.

Dino Lusetti, First Y car Economics
"The campus is a lot dirtier, and
the lineups are a lot longer. I
don't know if it's like that normally, but if it is, this university
has a proplcm."

DON'T FORGET MARTIN MULL VISITS THE UNIVERSITY
THIS SUNDAY.

All lectures will be held in the
Madame Vanier Lounge in Vanier Hall. The sessions will run
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. with
coffee to follow. For more information, visit the Office of Student Affairs (room 52 in Vanier
Hall) or call Ext 3 34.

KNOX KIRK KENS
Presbyterian People Perceive
Church Communities Constructively

Mike Kvolek, First Year Social
Science
"You can't get much to eat here
.... but other than that, not too
much ... " ...............
.

Pat Abray, Fourth Year Psychoolgy
"I don't like seeing garbage all
over the campus - usually, it's
in very good shape. The washrooms are really messy. And
profs can't hand out anything,
so it's hard to find out what's
going on."

Consequently Come
Personally Present
K-eenly Kneeling
2320 WYANDOTTE W, JUSTE, OF CAMPUS
11 A,M, RESURRECT/ON DAY
966-3477

253-8741
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CONTACT LENSES
We feature:
• 90 day trial period
• Full service including cleaning & polishing
on the premises
• Blue Cross vision care participants

AND WE'RE SPECIALISTS! CONTACT LENSES ARE OUR
ONLY BUSINESS
CALL FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT

CRAWFORD CONTACT LENS CENTRE
830 Ouellette Ave. 253-8988
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What are all these people
doing here at my train
her train actually
but my scene
her departure
snotty asshole kids
that i'd like to trip
so their faces
slide along the railroad rails
and stop against a tie
with their indignant
self-righteous parents
who've come only so
their neighbors
can see them leave the house
with their son or daughter
or
even more impressive
son and daughter
or sons and daughters
like the whimpy doctor
two doors down
and his domineering wife
and these others
students mostly
who've come
with their girl and boy friends
attempting to ruin my scene
upstage me in this
my premiere performance
a ~':3rring role
in a drama about love
lost
finalized in a jive train station

I realized
i was really confused
fucked like F.F.M. on a three month cruise with merchant marines
I am confused and don't know what to Jo
why i've done things and the train's pulling away
but not really

She gets off
only to discover
the reason i 've hailed her
is to tell her
that Barb just got on the train
she kisses me good-bye
and i get up-staged again
by two others doing the same thing
but i don't notice
i do notice the look
i do notice my eyes not being able to notice where i'm standing
and i do notice the train leaving and her waving
and me like an asshole i don't even know if i waved
walked away to the car

She-was at one of those windows
where you can't see back-wards at all
once the train starts to leave
(fucking jerk gov't)
so i couldn't see her
when the train started rolling
so i walked away
seriously contemplating
following the train down the tracks
on the gravel beside
just to see her one more time
but some asshole was blocking the way
besides
i'd probably've hit the tracks
even with the Bug it would've been tight

My walk away
demanded a retake
but i kept walking
"the sign she penned
quickly prompted that exit
but i left
only to drive my car closer
and return to the platform
this time armed with a cigarette
much more impressive
i Iaborously attempted
to hid my 'supposed inner grief
and did so with convincing appeal
to rival Bogart
or any other famous
train-platform-girl-leaves-guy-grieves-actor
until

So
she's got my rings and picture
i've got hers
and we've promised to try again
Andi don't know what to do right now
By E.F.S.

ir-

er
Until i flicked my cigarette
and it landed
quite unimpressively
three feet in front
between the second set of tracks
not quite in the middle mind
biased to one side
and i realized
that's where i stood
or should stand
awaiting the next train
to oblige an expedient death
and that's what i should 've hoped for
for suddenly i was without a script
no directions
just a cigarette butt
smoldering
to remind me
that i wasn't just caught in the middle here

I was leaving one side
not knowing whether
to venture back
or to run
get myself away
blame my instability
"mental confu~ion
anxiety"
and hope the argument'· worked
it had the week before
and the night before
without personal trauma
for me at least
'til then
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at the UNIVERSITY of WINDSOR

ADDING NEW DIMENSIONSTO LIFE FOR EVERYONE
Maranatha

presents

CHEHAHN
NOTED CHRISTIAN LECTURER

• TONIGHT& SATURDAY
SEPT.15 & SEPT.16
7:30 P.M. SHARP
• ASSUMPTIONLOUNGE
Che Ahn is a brother sent from Gathering of Believers Christian Community.
He is one of a plurality of Servant leaders who provide personal care for believers
entrusted to their charge. He also ministers weekly at T.A.G. (Take and Give)
teaching meeting which is an outreach to the entire Body of Christ in the
Washington D.C. area.

Maranatha

EVERYONEWELCOME!
NO ADMISSIONCHARGE
Plan Now To Hear The Following
ChristianSpeakers This Fall

more thanjust
afelwwship ...
Bob Bonner - Director
Within the Llberality of university campuses Is a great cry for life, for love and for truth .
Students and educators are searching for solidity In a crumbling society. This Is Maranatha's
purpose ... to reveal the unchangeable and loving Messiah.
Christian leader, Dick Mills says "In a day filled with radical philosophies, humanistic school
systems and In the middle of a climate rife with cynicism, pessimism and rationalism, Maranatha
teams are demonstrating God's love, wisdom and power to todays student ."
Charles Farah Jr. Ph .0-., Professor of Theological and Historical Studies at Oral Roberts
University says, " Maranatha represents one of the most dynamic young ministries today . Under
the lead Ing of the Spirit, Bob Weiner has put together an extremely effective discipleship training
program . The people he has discipled are, In turn , discipling others In true New Testament
fashion . From these, strong Christian centres of worship and outreach on university campuses are
continuously expanding ."
From the beginning stages six years ago , Maranatha has grown Into one of the fastest growing
Christian University ministries In the United States and now In Canada .
Christian Life Chruch director Wesley P. Steelburg says, " the campus ministries of the
Maranatha group was never more needed than It is today ."
In the past, a Christian student who has des ired to seek higher education has had to make a
choice between secular Institutions offering no spiritual growth or a bible college where there is no
pressing need for evangelism .
By being on a secular college campus, students are being reached each day by the love of Jesus
through committed young people. Also, the Christian student cal'I take advantage of the broad
range of educational opportunities within the university .
Valuable Christian fellowship Is provided through bible teaching and dally community life at the
Maranatha Centre. This concept presents a compatible yet . uncompromising atmosphere of
learn ing for the Christian student . Many such practical methods of teaching God's Word and
Christian principles are used by Maranatha. One such method Is the Maranatha Le.idership
Training School. (M .L.T .S.)

MARANATHA LEADERSHIP TRAINING SCHOOL
COULD BE FOR YOU
M.L.T .S. is a once-a-month gathering which began In January, 1975, as a weekend experience
of praise, worship, fellowship and Intense bible teaching from Christian leaders from throughout
the-world. A mountain-top experience that will change you life and yield fruit for years to come .
For the mature ones who have a vision to see Jesus change this world by using men and women
like you and me!

Terry Talbot
Founder of "Mason Proffit"
and former member of The
"Eagles"
has always had a
message in his music. But now
music with a solution - confident , warm and comfortable
with a challenge to be real. Oct.

Robert Nolte
Top Journ_alist for the Chicago
Tribune for more than 1O years,
covering national as well as
regional news; Also television
newsman. Nov. 10, 11

1st .

Joe Smith
Former Chemist for G.A .F.
Corporation.
A man with a
message for people looking for
something solid .

Clay McLean
Began his full time ministry
in Teen Challenge Centers in
Louisiana, Chicago, New York,
and Canada. Now teacher, evangelist, musician and composer.
Oct 11-17

MARANATHA AT YOUR SERVICE.... for informationor personalized
ChristianCounselingcontact Bob or Jan
at 258-4923- 255 Sunset Ave.
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Word has been passed along
that 1t would be rather nice if
someone would take the time to
\Hite a little informative pjece
on things to see and do in the
Windsor area. This \\ould be of
interest to non-Windsorites
and
Windsorites (who happen to be
part time twits) alike.
That someone turned out tu
be me---no comment.
The first
thing that you
would think of when arriving in
a strange (if the shoe fits ... )
place would be, "Ho\\ do I get
into the swing of things?" Think
no further.
W111dsur ll.l.s more than its
share of 111gh1-spors where a
variety of tastes can be catered
lo. There are a number of bars,
taverns, coffee shops, and eateries located at various points in
the city and in neighbouring
Detroit* (*only if in possession
of not gear and/or death wish).
The following is a rundown
on the eating and drinking escablishmcnts of Windsor and Detroit:
TIIE EATERIES
J IFF'S Coffee Shop (Ou,·lette Ave., Windsor) - This is
THE place to cat in Windsor.
J iff's carers to clientele of th:
upper echelon ONLY. Reservations arc a must, and formal ht tire only, please.'
GREGARIO'S
of Windsor
(Ouelette Ave.) - I[ you're in
need of a quick bite, at a reasonable price (under $1.50) and you
don't mind sitting with a herd of
human (?) scum, this is the place
for you. All major crt'dit cards
are unacceptable.
EDNA'S Eats (Shawnee R<l.,
Tecumseh) - llome cooking with
victles as !?Ood (or berter) as

Momma used to whip up. ,\
maple rifle rack is available for
the patronage as well as a kennel
,ihcre 'ol Duke can be scrubbed
and fed while you eat. 13.\'.0.B.
WENDY'S Truck Stop and
Disco (Howard Ave., Windsor)
- Wendy's- caters to ~'our dancmg
pleasure ,, ich a giant 14'x20'
dance area out back of their
n>nt111<.:mal restaurant.
Breakfast, lunch, ,tnd dinner are served
24 hrs. a day. Just ignore their
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enough.
TIIE DIRTY SIIOT GLASS
('-o Fixed Address - Last seen at
Elliot and Ouelette, Windsor) Cheap Drinks, enough said.
GROUCIJO'S
Disco (Harper
Ave., Detroit) - Get down to the:
latest disco drone set to real neat
Sunday
lights. N itely, except
closed for Church services - raided \\eek!~.
Tl IE
Dll'LO.l\1ACY
I lotel
(Tecumsen Rd., W111dsor) - Pleasant atmosphere,
sophisticated
clientelle,
subdued
gut-kvel
rock,
:rnd reasonably
priced
drinks are the pluses to this fine
establishment. The minus 1s that
~·o u could get killed if you stare
at somebody clses girl for roo
lung.
Tl IE l'OORILIEU INN (Ouelette Ave., Windsor) - Canadian
disco dancing nicely. Solid finanl·ial background a plus.
(lthn :1tWindsor has

OR NOnf l 1'J6-Ar
AU../

Concert guide

The new home of the Detroit Pistons; note increased parking facilities.
reputation
and disco-down
to
tractions to help ease your stay.
great music and decent food ( it's
Its many parks arc sights to bedownright horrible but they sughold. It is advisable, though, to
gested I say it anyway).
go during the day since parking
BUG ON A RUG (W. Warspaces arc nearly impossible to
ren Ave., Detroit formerly - Fly
find after dark.
in Your Eye) - Gourmet meals at
There .tre Major league sports
: hamburger
prices. Hllw, you
teams in Detroit for year round
ask? It's easy since all the food is
major league pleasure. The baseBring
made \.\.ith hamburger.
ball
Tigers,
foothall
Lions,
your money and your honey bebasketball Pistons, are Percr .. 1ial
cause every night is ladies' night.
losers. The hockey Red Wings
All escorted ladies are forced to
anJ the soccer Express are expay for the whole meal (at gunto
the rule. They
ceptions
point, if necessary),
actually try.
DRINKING 110LES
So relax, enjoy your year,
RITZ Tavern (Chatham St.,
and hope like hell that you get
W111dsor) - You'll find our sc,on
acc~pted at Toronto next ycar.

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
HAS
INGS FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:
1 - Executive RecordinQ Secretarv
Du.ties: Attend Council meetinas and
record minutes of these .meetinQs.
Shorthand is not required
Council meetings are usually held
every 2 weeks at:ter 4 P·'!'·
Will report to the V1ce-Pres1dent.
1 - Chi~f Electoral Officer
Duties: Conduct and supervise elections,
by-elections and referenda
during the academic year.
Will report to the President.
All interested persons apply to the S·A·C· Office

Sl•:l'TEMBl<:R 15 - SAVOY HHOWN ROYAL OAK THEATRE
15 and 16 - GH)l{CJ• Bl• SO
Pl E K 'OB
16 - CHl'S:\1)1,:J{S
ROYAL OAK TIIEATRE
17 - OUTLAWS
PINE KNOB
18 and 19 - NEIL YOUNG
PINE K~OB
21
YES
OLYMPIA
22 - ATLANTA RIIYTIIM SECTION
PINE KNOB
28
FIUNK
ZAPPA
COBO
29
Al<:ROSMITI I
COBO
30 - FRANKi VALLI
ROYAL OAK THEATRE
ROYAL OAK THEATRE
Oct. 5 - JOE COCKl•:R
12 - BILLY JOEL
Cl IRYSLER ARENA
ANN ARBOR
18 - J.FTIIRO
TULL
COBO
17,
26, 27 -TODD RUNDC:REN
ROYAL OAK THEATRE
28 - MAYNARD FERGUSON
ROYAL OAK THEATRE
ROYAL OAK THEATRE
29 - BURTON CUMMINGS

Ontario Student
Assistance Program
1978-79

Apply now!

Deadline for your 1978-79
OSAP application is Friday,
September 29, 1978.
One OSAP application form
lets you apply for ;
• Ontario Study Grant
• Canada Student Loan
• Ontario Student Loan

Many OSAP applicants who
qualify only for loan assistance
will be entitled to rebates under
the new Loan Remission
scheme. Your Student Awards
Officer will have details in
December.

Graduate students
and others who do not
qualify
for Ontario
Study Grant because of the
period"
regulations
may
new 11grant eligibility
still
qualify
for LOAN. Inquire
at the
Student Awards Office,
West Library Building.
Hon.BetteSlephenson,MO, MnISter
Dr..t. ~~.Deputy
l,loisler
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Movie Review

Even Belushi can't save Animal House
By Paul Chernish

Sept. 12, 1978
It was last Friday afternoon.
About twelve minutes after the
pub opened. Knowing I shouldn't have, but still feeling that I
c'ouldn 't resist the overwhelmingly blase experience, I strolled
into the Gallery Lounge with the
singular intention of doing my
overactive hypothalmus
some
good. This is my story .
There they were, my pseudo
cohorts, indulging in what many
might label the "fluids of evil"
(booze). You see, I don't employ this colourful writing style
as a rule, but since this is the
first issue of the Lance I figured
I'd try to impresss the frosh with
big words. Sooner or later in this
article I'll try to find a place for
the word "supercillious", even
though I don't know what it
means.
Animal House is cuhently
playing at the Palace Theatre.
Dave, Frank and Pete tell me
that it's really funny.
"You mean to tell me that
you haven't seen Animal House
yet?" said Dave.
'_'No", I quirped with a mild
degree of embarrassment.
"Shit, I've seen it eight times
already! Well, actually I saw it
nine times but the third time I
saw it I was stoned out of my
mind so I guess it didn't count".
Since I already sucked back a
couple of beers my mind began
.to clear up and detect the supcreillious nature of Dave's comment. I just had tu have my
three buddies tell me about the

movie.
"Well guys, "'!ty don'~ you
tell me about the movie?"
That was my big mistake.
For the next half-he .1r I was
told about every scene, every
line and every slapstick gag imaginable. These guys wouldn't let
up. It must have been great.
Animal House is a film created in the tradition of the month,
ly National Lampoon.
Slicker than the Groove Tub e
(obviously), but just as gross. If
you like the National Lampoon,
or any type of comedy for that
matter,
you 'II love Animal
House. Maybe I'll go see it this
weekend.

As a result of this film, John
lklushi must be deemed either
king of the gross-outs or Mr.
Violence. No, Belushi's antics in
Saturday Night Live are not by
quirk. liis comedic abilities are
genuine.

Sept. 13, 19 ,,
Well, I saw it last night. The
film that is supposed to split
your gut and make you laugh so
hard that you 1111ss
half the lines.
I learned so111<.:tliinghy seeing

Animal I · ·. I learned that
you should never believe your
friends .
Every month the National
Lampoon hits the newsstands,
and every month I try to pick up
a copy. The Lampoon delivers
enougr borderline and tasteless
material to make its purcha.se
justifiable. But t:1ere is something about Animal House that
does not lend it the 1mc qualit ies as the Lampoon. Ic-s a !:li::k.
And a rather poor attcm; , ac
that.
Poor taste is a lovely attribute. ~;omc people just have a
way with poor taste. Some people can blend poor taste into a
film and make it funny and cred ible. The F'ationa: ; ,ar,19oon cannot.
The script and coincidentally,
the plot Animal House employs
has no merit whatsoever. Many
will argue that a lot is one quality a comedy can get away without having. This mythical idea is
shot when one studies the great
comedies of our time. Silver
Streak is one example that
comes lo mind. It had a plot. It
might have been loose, but it
was still there.
T'. ; story of / .nimal lft,ase
seems like it was Penned by a
true sophomor:;, literally speaking. I could easily imagine some
tl-irty -five yc.ir old ex-hcatnit:k
with a sad <.:aseof nostalgia overdose sitting at his Jesk, wearing
a college letter swearer that
doesn't quiti: fit anymore, and
getting down to some st:nous
movit' scripting. Ile fails.

Belushi is no Gene Wilder,
nor would he be funny if it
weren't for his exposure on Saturday Night Live. He has a bit of
talent anJ Animal House does
it 's best to make what little tal ent he has glow. The film is
moulded around Belushi, a min or character.
I suppose that Animal House
may be worth three bucks. All
my friends seem to think so.

LAURA MARS
By Karen Spierkel

Tension. Ever try to put it into words? It's difficult, but to
feel it - that is simple. Seeing the
Eyes of Laura Mars, is experienc ing a theatre filled with nervous
bodies, taking deep breaths at
timed intervals; it's experiencing
tension.
The last time Hollywood
piped out what was termed a
thriller it was about a big white
fish with no cavities making
tasty meals out of not-too-thrilled swimmers. With Eyes, producer Jon Peters (Barbra Streisand's closet hairdresser-cum-Silver Screen Big Shot) has given
us a film that is almost impossible to come away intact from.
By Peters' own admission
Eyes is a "frightening, frightening story of two people in love."
rhe plot may be a little far.'etched for some. Laura Mars
(Faye Dunaway} is a high fashion photographer wrappe-d up in
violent themes for her lay-outs.
She mysteriously
experiences

visions of murders while they are
taking place, usually they are
eree remakes of her photographs.
Laura becomes a victim of
her own eyes as she sees the hor rible murders occur and is blinded by their prescence . At the
outset, she treats the psychic experiences as bad dreams, but as
her models arc murdered one bv
one, she becomes a little touchy .
Enter Tommy Lee Jones. His
portrayal of the detective investigating the crimes is both convincing and tender. His boyish
mannerisms, yet overall sturdy
image are perfect as the cop who
takes Mars away from it all.
Their love story, which twists its
way to a most unbelievable
climax (no pun intended) is genuine, funny, endearing.
But back to more unnerving
matters. Although the gore in
the film is minimal ( thank God)
but the surprise effects don't allow time for breathcatching .
Grip those chairs. You 'II need all
the security you can get.
If you 're interested in photography,
murder,
homosexual
relationships, plot twists, cops
and robbers, friends and lovers;
this film provides a goud insight
into every arena.
What
makes
the
movie
worthwhile however, is the end.
The distorted mind of a mass
murderer reveals itself in the
most obscure of ways. Only the
Eyes of Laura Mars understand.
Only her eyes can cope, can feel.
Ours? Well, I still can't believe
mme.

GETINTOSPEED
READING
* READ

*
*

300 PAGES IN ONE HOUR
IMPROVE STUDY SKILLS
CUT READING AND STUDY TIME

IN HALF

DURATION
8 WEEKLY SESSIONS OF 1 Y2 HRS. EACH

DATES & TIMES
2 CLASSES ARE OFFERED COMMENCING

Wednesday Sept. 27 5:30 PM & 7:00 PM

·

Thursday Sept. 28 5:30 PM

LOCATION
ON CAMPUS ROOM NUMBER TO..BE ANNOUNCED

COST

• FEE FOR COURSE IS $50.00
INCLUDES TEXT BOOKS r MATERIALS
THESE ARE DEDUCTIBLE FQR INCOME TAX PURPOSES
1

SEE
USINTHE
UNIVERSITY
CENTRE
Thursday & Friday Sept. 21 & 22 10 AM - 3 PM

.

RECORD
REVIEWS
THE WHO
WHO ARE YOU
Hy Frank Kovacic
In the 14 or so years that the
Who ha,·e been recording together, they have gom: through many
changes.
Hack in the middle sixties,
son'gs like My Generation, Substitute, The Kids Are Alright,
and Can't Explain, es1ablished
the brash young band as a major
force in rock music.
The release of Tommy in
1969 marked
a softer,
less
manic, and more serious side of
the Who.
Tommy has been reproduced
on Stage and on screen and is
undoubtedely one of the most
successful theme (or concept)
albums in rock history.
Then in 1972 (at arguably the
pinnacle: of their carrecr) came
"The Definative Rock and Roll
Album", the much celebrated
Who's Next.
It seemed that their creativity
took a downswing in the follow1ng years. The much underrated
Ouadrophenia was put up in
critical comparison to the classic, Tommy and emerged l.Jattlescarred.

Their last release, Who By
Numbers wasn't exactly ignored
but it didn't cause an~· critical
waves eitht'r.
Their destiny seemed to ha,·e
been sealed (as in the case of the
Rolling Stones - old age has set
in and last stab efforts only delay the inevitable) but with the
release of their latest album
( on MCA) rejuvination has l.Jeen
achieved.
The magic of Who's Next has
been partly recaptured (total recapture is doubtful if not impossible) by the band in their
latest (and possible last rekase),
Who Are You.

Throbbing synthesy1..ers, gritty gunar, intense \ ocals, and a
crashing wall ,if drums and percuss10n that hasn't been heard

(or ever will agai.n) sinn. Ouadr o phenia's best rnomt:nts.
It's sad to think that this will

CJAM

HIGHLIGHTS

9.\M - ''9AM" - Information .,bout tht: upcoming events of interest
of the Jay.
9:15,\,\l - ''FARL'r RISER" - Music_to get you in gear for.the Jay
(ull 10:50am)
9:50,\M - "IN 81{11•:F" - new\, \\Cather and ~ports centered JrounJ
the campus and tht: world at large.
10:50,\M - "!·OCUS" - interviews with people of interest around
campus.
I I :00.\.\1 - "KETl{OSPl·CT" - an in-Jepth look at some of the top
names in the entertainment field; - this ,,eek: The Band
and the "Rist: of Top 40 ,\M".
11 :15,\.\1 - ,\\OSAIC - feature album ol the day: This \\eek: THA
12:00( '001\/): - J,.;,nTRT.\11\/Ml·''ff CUIDF: - a feature covering
all the entertain111e11t in the Windsor-Detroit are.i,
for tht: \\eek.
11 : 5 0. \.\1 - "IN HR 11·.I•"
12:151'.\1 - "MUSIC \VITI!. .. " (l·OR Rl·:QUFST~. CALI. 254-1494·
or FXT. 478)
12:55PM - "SUCCFSTIO'\J HOX" - letters anJ suggestium from
students and faculty at the University concerning current events.
I :OOP.\I - ".\lUSJC \VITI 1... (l·OR IU:Q_L,FSTS, CAl.l. 254-1494
or EXT 478)
2:SOP.\1-"J,
81{111:"
3:001'.\I - "MUSIC WITII..." (FOR Rt-:QUl·STS, CALL 2H-1494
or EXT. 478)
4:50PM - "FOCUS"
5:001',\1 - "MUSIC WITII. .. " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 25-+-1494
or EXT.478)
5:SOP,\1- "JI\ 8RIFF"
6:00P.\1 - "RETROSPECT"
6:151'.\1- ",\10SIAC"
6:50P.\\ - "SUGGESTION BOX"
7:001'.\1 - ''.\1US1C \VITII. .. " (FOR REQ.UESTS, CALL 254-1494
or FXT.478)
7,151',\\ - "AROUJ\l' \VIJ\,;DSOR" - program dealing with events occurring around the city in the fine arts field and for the
discriminate connisseur of food.
7:301'\1 - ",\1l'SIC WITII ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
ur EXT.478)
8:501'\\ - "I'.',; BRIEF"
9:001'.\1 - "E, 'TERTAl'.'\.\1E. 'T GUIDE"
9:15P.\1 - ".\1USIC \VITI!. .. " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
10:501'.\1 - "I:\ HRIIT"
1 HIOl'M - ".\\USIC WITII ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)

be the last work of SuperDrummer Keith Moon, who died
last week at the age of 31 of a
sedative overdose. Moon, who
has never been known as being a
steady personality, could never
t seem to face inactivity. When
the Who was on tour Moon was
on his best (or worst?) behavior.
lt was during the layoffs between tours that he began to
drink heavily and exhibit himself
in an unstable manner (according tu the media and the rest of
the band).
The possibility of a halt ti>
the Who's touring may have
been the final page of Moon's
book. After announcing his engagement to a 28 year old Swedish model, Moon retired and
died in his sleep. It was ruled
accidental and there is no reason
to think otherwise since Moon
has needed sleeping a ids for a
nervous condition.
Dal try, Entwistle, Moon and
Townsht·nJ surpassed all expecrati,>ns un the new I.I' which is a
,·en· consiscem one.
The t itletrack is as hea,·,· or
heavier, as the Who haVl' recorded in almost five yea rs as are
Trick of the Light and Had
Enough.
905 is a very t i111dy sOF1g
about test-t~ht' babies m light of
"that baby". It's inl'ohercnt synthesyzer intro gives \\',t~· tu the
type of stead~· rocker that the
Who have been fomous for.
The Same Song is a stah at
rontemporary
rock and pop
music. It's truly sympathetic to
rhr· Punks (who?) and their reform campain. (cut somt:\\hat
short h~· the Pistols hrc,1kup)
It seem·. that ·The Original
Punks" (c1rra '( 5 - l.ondnn's
Th.:ar rl') a re ha pp~· t<>
~OITJt:Ol'ehas hothcreu
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to take up a cause t'1at d.ey have
idea of laying down as m any guinever really given up.
tar tracks as possible on each
cut. The result leaves the listener
Pete Townshend has stated
with a satisfaction akin to that
that, as of now, the Who will
of a piece of chalk being scraped
continue to record with or withacross the blackboard.
out a replacement
for Keith
Moon, but under a new name.
So the Who, as we know it is
gone.
It's just as well anyway. Unlike some bands, I couldn't see
the Who as a unit without Keith
Moon.
I guess that we should just
give thanks that we had hjm
around this long.

.

BOSTON
DON7

LOOK BACK

By Dave Powis

The torrential
rains which
flooded the Hideaway Studio
and delayed Boston's ·recording

and taping sessions has also appt·ared to short-circuit
Tom
Sdwlz 's guitars. At least Boston\ latest effort, "Don't Louk
Kack ", sounds like feedback
from tht' shock.
Scholz, who became a living
legrnJ with the rekase of Boston\ dt·but I.I' in 1976, seems to
have been cau ht u with the

Boston's first album allowed
Scholz (a M.I.T. graduate) to
weave hard drivin g rock 'n roll
with some electronic wizardry,
resulting in some six million
copies sold. It also created the
impetus for groups like Kansas
and Journey to evolve along similar lines.
Fans sat back and eagerly
awaited the follow-u p LP. After
18 months of fiddling in and
bailing out the studio, "Don't
Look Back" was released. The
title is apt especially when one
does so for the sake of comparison.
The vocals which Scholz
treated as another instrument on
the first album are wiped out
here ... which is probably why the
buyers can find the lyrics on the

inner sleeve. Hut when considering the banality uf the words,
perhaps it\ better if we can't
hear them.
'I ht: album's music can best
be described as noisy and grating
(as on someone's nerves). If it
took 18 months for Scholz to
product: this LP, then the value
of a degree (even from M.I.T.)
isn't worth much.
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Intramural program ready
to go for new year

Last year ,Coach Fracas (centre) was giving the honours at the Awards Banquet. This year he is receiving the honours.

Fracas honoured
It's ~ot official yet but it
looks as though Gino Frac,Ls,
head coach of the Windsor Lancers, ha~ been named head coach
of this year's Can-Am Bowl team.
A vote was taken among the
26 head coaches across Canada
and Fracas came up with a majority of the votes. Coach Fracas
considers it "a great honour to
b e selected by your peers as
the best coach in the country."
The Lancer head man Joesn 't
plan on handling the game in
the same manner as last years
coach did. "I'd like to give the
game more of a Canadian identity. We'll be using a lot more of
the Canadian
rules than last
years team did ."
Some of the facets of the

Canadian game that coach Fracas plans on using are early motion an<l roll out passing.
Although quite willing to talk
about this year's Can-Am Bowl,
Coach 1:racas was quick to mention that there arc more important thmgs at hand. "Kight now
I'm rhinking more about the
Lancer
game against Western
next week." The team comcs
first with the Lancer Coach.
This years Can-Am Howl will
be played al Tampa Bay Stadiu m in· Florida. The gamc takes
place on Januarv seventh. An official
announc~mcnt
of this
year's coaches is expected from
Canadian lntncollcgiate
A th let ic
in Ottawa,
Union headquarters,
this week.

1v1ty
that
intc::rests
them,
whc::ther thcv are competent
or
not. ·rhus a part1c1panr ma:,.: be
active 111programs ranging from
learn to S\\ im classes, tu instructio11 in the .'v\arshal Arts.
In conjunction
\\·1th the Services Program,
the Intramural
Program is dcsigneJ tu allo\\ for
parucipation
at the competitive,
re neat ion al and casual i<.:vc::ls.
The season starts off with Wo men's Soccer, Co-ed Baseball,
and .\,\t-n's Flag Football, Paddleball, Soccer and Lobball.
In order for any program to

In an effort to provHk an opportunity
for students to take
part in a wide:: variet) of activities on campus, the Intramural
Office an<l the l·acult) of lluman Kinetics have combined
to
offer a program suited to everybody's needs. The Service - Int Program,
co-ordinated
ramural
by Mr. Brian Walters, will S\\'mg
into action on Monday, September 18.
The maJority of activities offered by the Service Program
will permit students the opportin anv actunirv to participate

suu.:eed

1r 1s rn.:n.:ssar:'-· tu han:

maximum part1cipat10n, so, students, fnen<ls, residence floors.
an<l faculties, take the initiative
to enter an activity and jo111 the
fun.
Pick-up your entr) forms at
the Intramural Office 111St. Denis Hall (South Doors). l·or further information
phone Extension
325 from Noon to 1 p.m., or
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Better still
drop in during the above hours,
make a visit to the Intramural
Office part of your day. Remember action soon begins. Join up.

Contact Intramural Office ( St. Denis Hall )
Ext 325
Office Hours:
7 PM to 9 PM
Noon to 1 PM

OFFICIALS

NEEDED
Flag Football, Soccer, Superstars & Lobball
I

~~.

~~

~ «'1,.,,-
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tThe Lance

i?.needs you

l

P.y Pete, Nash

~

I'm not going to bore you with "how I spent my summer vacation" or "(;ee, it's great to be back at school". I can never decide if
I'm glad robe hack at schot•l, all) ll'ay.
~
It is great to bt· hack at the Lance as sp orts editor. Unfortunately rhcre are rwt enough people with a similar attitude toward the
paper.
We ( Lance staffers) always try to cover all the stories but t here is
one major problem. There arc:: not always eno u gh peo pk to be able
to <lo the things we would like to Jo. This is particularly troublesome in the sports department.
Last year, many team players and coaches were disenchanted
with die coverage, or _lack of coverage, ~lotted to eac_h sport. As is
}, true Ill many other field~. the women s sections gamed· the least
'C amount of space.
~ The reason for this was a lack of people to cover women's activit~ ies. E\eryonc likes to do mrn's basketball and football but nor women's volleyball or basketball. I tried to take up some of the slack
uut sometimes I JUSt run out of time.
Other spons such as the intramural program had limited coverage.
There are t\\'o ans\\'ns to this problem that I can see . The first
is to ha\·e a greater staff. ,\n) one 111tercsted in \\ nting sports 1s perfectly \\'elcomc to come up to the Lance office. We are located next
w 1he SAC office on the second floor of the L'nivers1ty Centre. Contrary to popular belief, Lance staffers aren't little drngons cuttmg
people up from bchinJ their l\·pe\Hiter5. We are just students tr~·111g
ro get some \~rit111g (phohtu, !Jyout, etc.) experience. \·olunteers arc .
\\'e·\·e
tht· Sllurce ol most ot r c Li.nee manpo\\'er. lJntonunatcly
had a particularly bad start this:'- ear as far as rnluntecrs go. If you're
1nten.:ste<l, we're interested' 11!
.\nothcr soluttDn to the:-sports problem is to ha\'e team member5
or trainers subn11t stones . .\\'e \\ill print an:'-· story handed into us as
long as it is acceptable English and as obJecti\·e as possible. Don't
\\orry about \\'riting like a "Journalist".
There are several fairly
simple th111gs to remember about reporting but nothing that couldn't
be picked up with a l1ttlc: pracl!ce.
The choice is yours. We Jo try hard to be fair to all people and
activities. If you're nor getting the coverage you feel is deserved,
come up and tell us
or better yet come on up and help us!!!
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Marauders marooned by Lancers in opener 36-7
By Peter Nash

·s.
·e
e

h-

Lanct:r hcaJ
coach
Gino
Fracas said "our game plan \\ as
to go out anJ burn them earh ·"
and that's exacth
what the
Lancers d1J 111thei; 36-7 trouncmg of the ,\1cMaster .\\arauders
last Saturda,.
"\\'e diJ ·e,·er~·thing \\"ell.. I\·e
got no complamts." commented
Fracas after the game.
:rhe Lancer squad went out a
bit \\'orric:d about .'\l\cMaster,
rumor had it that the Marauders
were quite strong but it didn't
take the Lancers long to find a
weak spot in the opposition "s
defence.
Scott
Mallender
connected
\\1th all-star Bruce Walker for a
70 yard pass and run pla~ , gooJ
for a touchdown, on Windsor\
first play from snimmagc. The
Marauders never recovered.
I .ate 111 the second
half,
Walker and Mallendcr JiJ an encore perfurmann:
with another
70 ),arJ pass and run play for
another 6 points.
Walker went on to gain 16 7
, ards on six complet iLins while
A1allender hit 14 out of 27 pass
au empts for 2 3 7 yards. O\'erall
the Lancers haJ 475 varJs of
total offrnu:.

0:
Craig Mallender gallops for a long gainer on his way
. The Lancers normal!~ · lups1Jc:J passing attack became a
much more: ualJncnl
offc:tKL"
wnh the running of Craig Mal·
lender and Dan Du pu i,. Mallender ran for a whopping 126
yards on 19 carries \\'hile Dupuis
scrambled for 5 5 yards on sewn
Cffrtes.
The running half of tht: MallenJn lombination
chalked up

two touch,lo\\ns,

one

to
011

126 yard performance
a 44

~ ard run and the other on a ten

yarJ dash.
The Lanc.:rs' defensi\"t: syuad
lkscrvcd mud1 of the credit for
the win, holding the oppositi->n
in their O\\ n end for most of the
game. Standouts
on defrnc~·
wnc Hoh I Iogan, who intercept·
nl a pass and rt"turnnl it 36
,·arJs, andChns
Kolonclos at

defensive end .
Gang tackling highlighted the
Lancer defence: making it difficult to pick out individual stars.
The one low spot Juring the day
camt· lati.: in the game when
Mc,\'1aster 4uarrcrback Don Alkn hit receiver Chris Kuchanon
for a (iO ~·ard TD pass.
Coach l•rai.:as noted that "our
ddenst: dcservt'd a shut-out but

when you use all your personel,
it's difficult."
The defensive
secondary
had been slightly
weakened in order to give some
freshman playing experience.
Scott Essery, Windsor's allstar punter, showed the fans
what he could de, averaging 45
yards on seven pu:its. His long·
est kick was good for 55 yards
and a single.
The place kicking was done
by newcomer Mike Vorshuk. He
sc:ems to be following in the foot
steps of former Lancer star Dave
Pegg.
Vorshuk had a perfect day
converting all four touchdowns,
while hitting for two field goals,
one for 28 vards and another for
20 yards. ·
Tre Lancers face last year's
CIAU champions,
the Western
Mustangs next Saturday at Little
Memorial Stadium in London.
that
Coach rracas mentioned
every game against Western or
Toronto
will be like a bowl
game.
The
compet1t1on
against
\'Vestcrn and Windsor is especial1~·strong this year after the Mustangs' narrow 14-13 victory in
the play offs last year. Con1e out
and support the Lancers, they're
your team.!!!!

Judo club organizing
Judo enthusiasts take heart 1 !!
T hi.: L' niversity of Windsor ts
no,, offrring ,t judo program
free of
open to all students,
charge.
The progralil begins this Tuesday night in the cumbatives
room in the basement of Sr.
Den is Hall at 7: 30. All stud-:nts
an: \1 ekomc regardless <,f their
abi lity. Uniforms are a necessity
at a cost of abo ut $22 dollars
but that is the on!~ expense

neccssar~· to get im oh·ed in the
program.

JU<l,>roach and servin: program
organtzt·r.
The ne\\ program \,.tll have
classes for the beginner as well
as tlie t'xpert. It enough womt·n "
Jc:ciJe to partnpa tc in the pro- j
gram a self defence n,ursc \\"ill .::
·~c uffered.
Th is i.:oulcl ht' the program .c.
you have been looking for so 0
come on uut and give it a try f
Tuesday night.

Mr. A. W. Linnc::11, seconJ
degree hlat:k belt, is organizing
the program ' with the help of Mr.
Kon Polsky. Mr. Linnell can be
wntacted
at 258-8738.
Any
information
needed about the
judo club, not to be t:onfuseJ
with the Judo sen·tcc program,
can also be gotten from Mr. Linnell as he holds the duel roll of

Punt receiver Chris Buchanon gets a taste of Lancer defence.
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The Judo Club is looking for new members
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Attention
Basketball Players
Opening practice at St. Denis Hair
Monday Oct. 2

4 to 6 oclock
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Programmablesby TexasInstruments.
It's almostlikeowninga computer...
you simplyprogramDy cardor key!
'
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AIIPurpose
Account

Tl 5 7Key-type ... ideal as

Tl 58 Key-type ... offers more

Tl 59Card-type ... computer-

a beginner's introduction
to programmable calculation

flexibility for advanced
students and professionals

like capabilities for today's
business, science, engineering

139~$149
.98359:~$36
89~~$99.98

A powerful super slice rule calculator that
you can program directly from the keyboard.
Introduces students and professionals to
programming with easy to understand procedures.
A whole new dimension of problem solving at
your fingertips explained in detail in the
graphic learning guide included. 39R 041 140.

The super powerful card programm~ble is a
complete 'tool kit' for today's profess1onal!
Offers enormous calculating power, magnetic
card storage plus modules. Optional library
modules available plus blank magnetic cards
to record custom programs that can tie in
with pre-programmed modules. 'Personal
Programming' book included . 39R 041 142.

Advanced programmable calculator with plugin Solid State Software® modules . . . puts prewritten programs at your fingertips. Add up to
5000 steps with extra modules. Develop your
own custom programs with the 'Personal
Programming' book ... a guide to a whole new
dimension in problem solving even if you have
never programmed before . 39R 041 141 .

PC-100A. The printer gives
tape print-out of steps

TJ 55

The advanced
professional calculator

~ "''"''"

239 ~~

•

TUAS

l•STRUMOTS

~

not incl.

Extends capability of Tl 58 or 59
to high-speed calculators that
print, list, trace your prqgrams
step-by-step! Prompts user with
specific instruction when programmed .
Thennal tape- no ribbon or ink.
Snap-in battery charger pennits
_charge-up while calculator is
operating on cradle. 39A 041 143. Regular

24-

'Reg.'and 'Was'refer to
Slmpsons-SearsLtd. prices

This ·m~thematical genius' can help you
use the power of statistics and financial
math in making better decisions in your
business or everyday life situations.
Forecast trends, measure change, analyze
data, test research claims, predict
investment returns ... there's so much
it can do! Can be applied to almost any·
field or profession! 39R 041 144.

$249.98

Event ends Saturday

ffri~teleshop·

hour -

66:~$69

966-2111

Sears
Slmpsons-Sears Ltd.

DEVONSHIRE - Howard Ave. at E. C. Row
Windsor, N8X 3Y6, Ontario
BUSES TO THE MALL - FREE PARKING

STORE HOURS:
Mon., Tues., Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.111
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.111·

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

SAC considering
legal action
for losses
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'By Don Peppin
S.A.C. President Gino Piazza
may start legal action to recover
some of the money lost during
orientation because of the strike.
It's estimated that the S.A.C.
lost about $6,000.
The executives insist that this
wasn't a result of poor planning,
but due directly or indirectly, to
the picket lines which were set
up around the campus.
No one has any exact figures
on the losses as yet, so Piazza
feels it's best for them to wait
and collect the figures, then present them to S.A.C.'s lawyer,
Doug Phillips. From there, Phillips will determine whether the
students have a case.

"We were hoping for the best·
year ever," said Piazza. "We figured on up to $2,000 extu. (pro. fit) and at the least break 'even."
He emphasized that he in no
way blamed any of the problems
of orientation on Special Events
Commissioner
Bob Gammon
because "he did all he could .....
considering."
Both Piazza and Gammon
named advertising as the main
reason for the poor showings at
some of the events.
Considering
that
Carling
would not allow its Caravan to
cross the lines, Gammon lost one
of his primary publicity agents.
The Caravan provides a central
focal point for student inquiries
Cont'd on page 3

New drug plan
1

The Pill' to cost more

By Paul Chernish

ng

98

The second year of the SAC
drug plan is now in full operation, with a few changes that bear
looking at .
Deb Krutila, the SAC's commissioner of ancilary services, is
responsible for the drug plan.
Krutilla also acts as a 1iason between the student and the different businesses and institutions
on this campus (ie. food services). The commissioner is now
in the process of forming a food
committee, one which wou! tn ·
vesugate any problems regarding
food on campus. But the drug
plan seems to be Ms. Krutila's
main concern.
This year's plan, is quite similar to last year's. If an under graduate student pays for a prescription at a pharmacy, he has
the right to turn to the SAC for
a total refund (except for the
standard 3 5 cents). The process
of receiving the refund from the
SAC is not complicated. All it
takes, is the pharmicist's receipt
and the filling out of a form in
the SAC office.
As with all drug insurance
plans, this one is not free. A sum

· of five dollars is added to the
student's student fees to make
this plan work . This fee increase
was decided upon by the students of this campus during a referendum held two years ago.
"Last year we dealt with the
Zurich Life Insurance Company
of Canada," said Krutila. "The
plan worked alright but Zurich
lost money ."
Because of that reason, there
are some modifications to this
year's new drug plan contract
with Zurich Life.
J'he most outstanding modification concerns the refund for
those students purchasing oral
contraceptives. Last year, there
was a 50 per cent refund given
to the buyer of such drugs but in
this year's plan the insurance
company has lowered the refund
to 25 per cent. However, since
many other drug plans do not include contraceptive refunds, the
University of Windsor undergraduate still has an advantage
over other Ontario students.
Another change included in
this year's revamped plan, deals
with the duration of coverage.
The old contract covered the
student for a full 12 months but

this year's coverage extends itself. over a period of , eight
months (until April) .
Another beneficial aspect of
the SAC's drug plan which is often overlooked, is the accidental
dental damage coverage. Even
though its label may be a bit of
a mouthful to enunciate, the
coverage and claim process is
simple. When a student receives
any type of accidental damage
to his teeth, all it takes is a document that prooves that the damage was accidental. A receipt for
the work dune to repair the
teeth is also required.
"The reason that I want to
improve communication
with
the student body concerning the
drug plan is so all undergraduate students can take advantage
of it,"said Krutila. "It can save a
lot of money."
This year's drug plan appears :i::
to again be working in favour of 1l
·;::
the students. It's Ms. Krutilla's ..
hope that the student body feels
free to inquire about the drug
plan and all of the other issues
on campus that might effect
student life.
"That's my job," said Krutila.

During his performance at St. Denis Hall last Sunday, Martin Mull
received a sample from someone else's drug plan.

Sick leave questions bring bitter taste
By Dave Powis

The support staff of the University of Windsor returned to
work last Friday following the
ratification of a new two-year
contract. The striking members
of the Service Employees InterOU
national Union (SEIU), Local
ial
210 voted to accept, by a margin
ur
of about 240 to 40, the university's offer.
alyze
The new contract calls for a
$39 per month minimum inh
crease per individual for the first
ny year and $50 in the second. According to figures released by
the university's Information Services, the average mcrease will be
$70 the first year and $120 over
two years.
"We're glad to see it (the
strike)
end," said Geoff MacGibp.l'TI
bon,
director
of Information
p.lTI
Services, "and we hope things
get back to normal."

The chief steward for Local
210, Anna Besne, believes that
union members are still "extremely underpaid" though she
understands the limited financial
position of the university.
"Under the circumstances,
there w,as no way we could have
gotten better terms," said Besne.
She described the economic conditions as a "20 year mess" and
wondered how you could clear
up the situation and satisfy all
concerned at once.
The university also dropped
its demand that the deans' and
departmental secretaries be excluded from the union.
"Only over my dead body
would they (the secretaries) have
been excluded," said Ms Besne.
The only issue still to be resolved is the question of sick
leave during the strike period.
Several cases have cropped up

which conflict with the administration's ruling that "anyone
who was off sick during the
strike would not be paid."
One example is that of a secretary who had to undergo surgery. She gave her employees advance notice that she would be
unable to work from August 28
and September 8. On August 22,
Dave Cooke, the service and records and benefits manager, sent
a memo to Jim Skinner of the
Finance Department,
advising
him of the woman's status, that
of being on sick leave. When she
checked her bank account, she
discovered that she hadn't been
paid for the time she had been
off sick, a violation of the previous contract. She complained
only to be informed of the ruling.
Accordin~ to Ms. Besne, the

woman and all other union
tnembers had no idea that a
strike would be called, thus ruling out any posibility of chicanery.
When informed of the woman's situation, Dr. John Allan,
vice-president of administration
and finance, said he was unaware
of the case but promised to look
into the specifics of it.
"We're certainly willing to
look into the individual cases,"
said Dr. Allan, dispelling any
idea of a "blanket ruling". Allan's main concern was the elimination of any "monkey business" about taking sick leave
during the strike.
As to who originated this ruling, Dr. Allan didn't know where
it had come from. When asked
by The Lance if his department
had initiated tne ruling, Gary
Wintermute, the director of Per-

sonnel Services, said, "No comment." The question of whether
the order had come from higher
U?, brought a similar response
from Wintermute.
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Student lea~ers suspect a tuition fee hike
TORONTO (CUP) Student leaders in Ontario suspect the Ontario government is preparing for
another tuition fee increase this
fall.
"A number of indications
suggest that the Ministry of Colleges and Universities is thinking
of an increase", said National
Union of Students (NUS) president John Tuzyk.
The fact that the Council of
Ontario Universities (COU) and
various faculty associations around Ontario have asked for a
fee increase, and that the ministry has hired a consulting firm, P.
S. Ross, to test opinion on the
matter, all point to a fee hike, he
explained.
Ryerson student president
Da.ve McCuag agreed. "l think
it's probable that there will be a

tee increase in the near future."
The Ross study, commissioned earlier this year by the ministry, will be investigating the present fee system at Ontario universities and colleges. It is expected
to report back in November.
According to a ministry official, the commission is supposed
to pull together a complete picture of what fees are charged,
both tuition and incidental.
Then, after surveying administrators and student leaders at all
Ontario institutions, it will suggest alternatives to the present system.
The firm will also be focusing
on the impact of fee changes on
,enrolment and methods of fee
collection.
The official said the firm can
investigate and suggest any alter-

Reps can't be found
Cont'd from page 1
in the past with its self-contained PA system for announcing
events and so on. Because most
of the internal unions were honouring the picket lines, there was
only one management person in
the printing office trying to
cover all the demands, including
posters, etc.
Another main area of concern
was the loss of time. Time became a factor when they had to
set up chairs, tables, and stages,
functions usually handled by
maintenance personel. This took
up the time that they could have
devoted to other problems,
which tended to mount up.
Gammon found some of the
elected reps to S.A.C. were either "uncooperative" or "nowhere
to be seen." He did emphasize

that without the help of some of
the executives and commissioner!., things wouldn "t have moved
at · all. Piazza noted that there
was no problem finding help
with the Mull concert.
"We simply weren't prepared
for the ·strike as they (the strikers) decided to make an extreme
case of everybody," said Piazza,
"and we lost out."
The strike itself, and some
unsavory individuals were held
responsible for some nasty rumours of cancellations.
Talk
around campus was that some of
the bands would not cross the
lines and thus, a given show was
off. Undoubtedly this worked
against the organizers.
Legal action is on hold at this
time as the S.A.C. investigate the
possibilities.
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native it thinks best, since the
ministry has not prescribed a
specific model.
One option possible is that
different programs will be paying different amounts of tuition
to try to equalize the pt rcentage
of the cost of education borne'
by the individual student.
This may mean that students
in professional programs, which
are more expensive to run thari
general arts programs, will end
up paying more than general arts·
sty_gents.

Former Minister of Colleges
and Universities Dr. Harry Parrot
expressed some support for llhis
"fixed percentage of costs" approach to tuition last spring in
the Ontario Legislature.
"We are thinking about the
fee component based on those
kinds of considerations," he said
at that time.
When asked whether she favoured a fee increase, current Colleges and Universities Minister
.Dr. Bette Stephenson said she
did not know whether she did

because she had not yet had
time to examine all the ministry's data on the issue.

The Council of Ontario Universities, in a brief to a government advisory council on uni.versity funding, showect that students would have to pay more
than 23 per cent of direct costs
and tuition would have to rise
by over 20 per cent for the next
five years if provincial funding
of universities docs not improve
significantly.

Quebec needs tough standards
MONTREAL (CUP) Tougher academic standards, government
payment of tuition bills, and student awareness of the real cost
of education are all integral to
the improvement of the Quebec
education system, according to a ,
Concordia University professor.
In a brief presented to the
Quebec government commission
d'etude sur Jes universitts which
is StlJdying the future of postsecondary education in the province, Michael Marsden expressed concern about the stability of
the Quebec education system.
Pointing to such recent events
as the prolonged strike by CEGE
P teachers in 1976 and deteriorating standards in both the
CEGEP and university systems,
Marsden said in an interview
with the Georgian that only

greater selectivity of students on
the basis of academic ability and
freedon from potential government blackmail could return the
education system to a position
of respect.
The modern educational system, according to Marsden, is set
up so that to continue schooling
after the secondary level is
"normal" and "given the unemployment situation, to discontinue is uncomfortable and may
be humiliating."
This situation has led to the
loss of any sense of privilege or
obligation by the student and
"sense of special achievement is
restricted to a perceptive few"
he added.
To make students aware of
the real costs, of education, he
recommends students be presen-

ted with itemized bills stating
the total cost; this bill would
then be paid by the provincial
government, if the student meets
the academic requirements of
the institution he or she has
chosen.
In this way, Marsden explained, students would understand
the real costs, and the universities would not be as subject to
government control as is currently true.
"Education has consumed as
much as one-third of annual taxes in the recent past," Marsden
said, "and currently exceeds expenditures upon public health.
There will have to be selection
of those who shall use the expensive or rare resources."
This is a practical problem,"
Marsden added, "not elitism."

UncJassi.J=iOO ...........•.......
ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY
PRIZES
The following students have
been awarded Assumption University Prizes based on their academic work of 1977-78:
Patrick Drew, R.R. 5, Merlin, Ontario has been awarded
the Dr. Roy J. Coyle Memorial
Prize in Biology 110 to the value
of $75.00. Debbie Currie, 2930
Wildwood, Windsor, has been
awarded the Dr. Roy J. Coyle
Memorial Prize in Physics 11 3 to
the value of $50.00. Radolph
Schumacher, 5065 Rose Avenue,
Windsor, has been awarded the
Dr. Roy J. Coyle Memorial Prize
in Physics J 13 to the value of
$50.00. Emili A. Baca, 707 Giles
Blvd., Windsor, has been awarded the Helena M. Coyle B.A.
>rize in English to the value of
$50.00. Marie Comartin, Lt 4,
. .l{uscomb Rd. St. Joachim,
as been awarded the Father L.
. Bondy, C.S.B. Prize in French
iterature to the value of $50.
atharine Parr, 468 Fairview,
indsor, has be ..n awarded the
ajor H. P. Swan Prize in Philsophy to the value of $50.00.
·or sale: 1976 Toyota Corolla.
·wo door. .Four speed (very
conomical).
AM-FM radio.
ust-proofed. Safety checked.
'xcellent shape. Will take best
ffer. Call Pete at 256-1314.
Earn money selling stereo equipment as our campus representative at prices lower than mail
order houses. To apply, write to
Audio Haven, 10 East Bay Berry
Road, Glenmont, NY, 12077.
PUBLIC SERVICE EXAMS
The

annual

Exams leading to a career in
Public Administration and the
Foreign Service, will be held at
the University in Essex Hall,
rooms 105 & 107. These exanis
will be held Saturday October
14th for Foreign Service and
Monday October 16th for Public
Administration, at 9:00 a.m. and
7 :00 p.m. respectively. Persons
interested in both positions must
wnte both exams.
Graduating and graduate students interested in writing are
urged tu pick up their application forms and information booklets at the Placement office,
Room 167 Dillon Hall. Applications must be mailed in no later
than October 11th, 1978.
All interested persons •must
submit an application form but
not all career choices require
that exam(s) be written. Consult
the information booklet carefully.
LOST two fresh fish: one lost
at sea; the other last seen heading east on the 401. o reward.
Assumption
Campus
Community is sponsoring a trip to
the southeastern townships of
Quebec from Friday, September
29th to Monday, October 2nd.
We will join 800-1000 other students from Ontario, Quebec, and

New Brunswick for the annual
La Montee. La Montee is a bilingual religious event which involves "the climb" of Mt. Orford
and a liturgy at Abbaye-SaintBenoit-du-lac. Anyone interested
can contact Assumption Chaplaincy 256-0095, John Mockler
253-2548, · or Val Adamache
253-3171.
Relax after lunch. The lnterVars1ty Christian Fellowship will
present ten 30 minute episodes
entitled, 'How Should We Then
Live'. Every Tuesday for ten
weeks, beginning September 19.
, Two showings at noon and J :00
p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WA 'TED to share a very large, furnished, two-bedroom apartment.
Excellent location - two minute
walk from the university. $110
a month, 11tilities are extra. Ph.
25 2-6984 weekdays. If there'
no answer, keep trying anytime
until midnight.
FOR SALE. Burroughs rota
calcuiating machine. 12 digi
keyboard with a 20 digit read
out. Completely serviced on
month ago. $75.00 Call 252
5130. After 6 p.m. or befor
9 a.m.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MI ISTRY, Assumption University, 2543112 MASS SCHEDULE: Sunday - 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Daily 12:00 noon and 4:30 p.m. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5:15 p.m.
Followed by Dinner). Saturday 11 :30 a.m. CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. Our centre is.open daily.
We are located next to the University Centre. Feel free to drop in
any time.
SPEClAL MASS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT FOR TIIE OPEN! G OF
THE SCHOOL YEAR SUNDA SEPTEMBER 24th 10: 0 m
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Students foot bill
The over-reaching arms of
Food Services has stretched out
to ensnare a group of unsuspect·
ing Huron and' Electa residents.
While the incident leaves us with
a bitter taste, it's mild in comparison to these students who
are being force-fed by the administration and Saga Foods.
The facts: In August, the executive committee of the Board
of Governors decided to implement a mandatory food plan for
Electa and Huron Halls. There
was no student representation at
the meeting. Even then, there
was no mention of the idea on
the agenda but the administrat·
ion snuck it in at the end.
Most of the students at Electa
and Huron applied at the beginning of the summer: Many had
moved off campus to avoid the
meal plan. You can imagine their
delight when they found out
they were again stuck with paying for the "glop" that Saga

Foods has the nerve to call nourishment.
According to the university's
calendar, the Board reserves the
right to make changes in fees
without notice. We can only
guess that the clause, "if the circumstances warrant it (a fee increase)", was very convenient
for the Board, seeing as how the
$200,000 deficit in food services was a bit hard to swallow.
When students arrived at the
residences in September, they
had two choices. They could
sign a meal contract ($350 mandatory) and get their room key
or pitch a tent in a parking lot
and pray for a mild autumn.
We think that it's time for the
Students' Administrative Council to step in and fight on behalf
of these students. It's a golden
opportunity for the S.A.C. to
show it cares about the individual. All the dances and concerts in
the world won't make half the
impression on students that visi-

K
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bly fighting on their behalf will.
Once again the university administration has shown its utter
contempt for the students. How

can we sympathize with the decreasing enrollment and rising
costs when they continue to
screw us? Just because the food

services is a "turkey", should it
be the students who have to foot
the bill? No way!

* **************
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By Ed McMahon
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Visa students can be~T.A.'s

seert

OITAWA (CUP) The federal
government has shelved for at
least another two years proposals to limit visa students' access
to teaching and research assistantships.
According to government official Dr. Gerry Van Kessel, the
proposals will probabiy not be
implemented until at least 1980/

By Ed McMahon
This Weeks Question: Do you
think it was fair of the University Administration to implement
a new food plan after residency
plans were completed?

81.
Dennis Goodman,
Engineering:

Third

Year

"No . Saga (Foods) was supposed
to have notified students of the
increase. I diun't hear anything .
Somebody should have told us
before we walkeJ in here."

Ken Steves, Second Year Comm.
Studies:
"No. We already put $150 Jown
on our room . That's sort of a
breech of contract . In fact, I
knO\\ it's a be.el.Chof contract."

"No. One of the main reasons I
moved ~u t here was to save
money and so I wouldn't have to
eat their food. And now with
the food plan, it's defeated my
whole purpose for moving out."
Id it
foot

**
Albert Lam, Third

Year Civil

Fnginecring:
"No . At the beginning

of the
for residency. Nobody mentioned the
meal plan. When we came to
pick up our keys, we found out
about it. As The Lance says,
\\e're force fed."

s a summer \\'e applied

tion
wer
eas·
both
ould
In·

ipat·
. I'd
Wal·
rris,
ngtn·

The proposals, being considered by the federal Ministry of
Employment and Immigration,
would only have allowed visa
students to be hired for full-time
assistantships if there were no
qualified Canadians or landed
immigrants available for the
jobs .
The ministry began reconsidering this policy when "we noticed" we were issuing an increasing amount of assistantships to
foreign students," Van Kresse!
said.

The federal government is
currently consulting with the
provinces on the issue, Van Kessel said. He said they were discussing both the necessity of
making the changes and what
form the changes might take.
"What we need to do is to
discuss this issue completely. Is
it in their (the provinces) interests? Docs this need correction
or not?"
If both the federal and provincial governments feel that visa
assistantships are a problem, he
said, then "the question is how
best to resolve the problem".
Currently, the federal government allows visa students to accept assistantships without any
restrictions. For other jobs, however, they must first show that
there is no eligible Canadian Citizen or landed immigrant able to
take the job .

Critics of the proposals have
said they would lead to a bureaucratic jumble. According to
Van Kessel, while the proposals
"will stretch our ingenuity to
some extent", "something can
be worked out that would not
be an administrative niihnnare".
Both the National CJnion of
Students (NUS) and the Canadian Association of University
Teachers had condemned the
proposed changes.

NUS exedutive secretary Pat
Gibson said t!le national student
union was "very pleased that the
federal government had chosen
to give the issue the consideration it needs".
She said she was "confident
that an investigation into the
finer details of the effects will
make sure it is never implemented".

Shinerama needs help

Kim VanHorne, Third Year Social Work:

tm

FIVE

Jill Feldman, Third Year Business:
"No. That pretty well covers it,
doesn't it?"

By Shelley Millar<l-Mathany
The Nursing Society and the
Engineering Society are helping
to put on a "Shinerama", on
Sept. 30, 1978. A Sh1,1erama is
a day long shoe-shming blitz to
raise money for Cystic Fibrosis.
Volunteers are urgently needed
to help shine shoes across the
city of Windsor. Students from
all faculties will be working in
teams of two or three (you may
choose your own teams).
Shinerama have been held for
about 25 years. Although only
four organizations participated
at first now there are about 4 7
schools running this event across
Canada, including a school in
'ewfoundland which has challenged the Univ. of Windsor.
Cysnc Fibrosis is one o( the
most common, serious, chronic
disoruers of Canadian infants
and children . The Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundation is a voluntary, non-profit agency which
gives aid to the C.Ji. patient and
his family. It also conducts research and educational campaigns for public awareness. In
the current year, the Foundation supports 2 3 clinics, 22 research projects, 12 summer students and 6 research and fellowships. It receives no assistance
towards the cost of research and

must get these funds from individuals and organizations (such
as the University of Windsor).
Participating in Shinerama is
a great way to start the year
right and to meet many new
people. There will be lots of
prizes, such as for the team that
collects the most m<?ney, door
prizes and a challenge from the
Nursing Faculty to all other Faculties. Also, all shiners will be
admitted
to Saturday's
Pub

Night free.
If you are interested in helping out, meet at Vanier Hall at
9:00 a.m. on Saturday morning.
All supplies and transportation
to and from shining destinations
will be provided. Bring a lunch
•
or money to purchase one.
Shinerama should be a fun
way to do something good. We
need you to make this a successful, and rewarding day.

OFS files grievance
TORONTO (CUP) Differennal
fees for visa students do not contravene the Ontario
human
rights legislation, accoruing to
the Ontano Human Rights Commission.
In a decision handed down in
June, the commission said higher
fees for visa students do not contravene the code because they
do not discriminate on the basis
of nationality or place of origin.
The Ontano Federation of
Students (OFS) had filed a grievance to the commission last fall
on the issue. In a letter to OFS
chairperson
Miriam Edelson,
commission executive director
George Brown pointed out that
Canadian

citizens born abroad

and landed immigrants were not
required to pay the higher fees.
"Therefore, the determmmg
factor in the differential treatment is the student\ status as an
alien, rather than his or her nationality or place of ongin ," he
explained.
The Federat10n of Alberta
Students (FAS) is planning to
take the Alberta · government to
court this fall, to contest the implementation of differential fees
in that province.
Last year, FAS also took the
issue of differential fees before
the Alberta Human Rights Commission. That commission also
ruled they were non-discriminatory.

Legal aid

Lawyers on our side
Arlene Tompkins, Third Year
Fine Arts:
,, "No. I moved out so I didn't

"·· have to eat their food. We didn't
find out about this till we got
o~t here, which is highly unfair."

Linda Martschcnko,
Law:

First Year

"No. I think it was underhanded. It seems that they've decreased services an<l increased cost
now that they have the mandatory food plan."

Ry Steve Roberts and Chris Reid
This column has been developed with the sole purpose of giving the students of this university community, legal advice and information. The Law School is interested in aiding the students with their legal
problems. The Law School is a vital part of the Umversity of Windsor and the students should utilize this
faculty to their own benefit. The Student Legal Aid Society has been in operation at the Faculty of Law
for a few years now offering free legal representation and advice. This year in the Lance the Student Legal Aid Society will be offering the student the opportunity to bring forth their legal problems. These
questions will be answered in the form of a bi-weekly column which will focus on areas of law which are
of a prime concern to students in general. Some of the more pertinent areas which will be covered are:
Landlord-Tenant La\\, Consumer Law, Liquor and arcotics Law, Highway Traffic and Motor Vehicle
Law and Civil Liberties. Any questions of problems which you - the student desire to be answered can be
directed to the Student Legal Aid Society office in Room G105 of the Law Building or handed directly
in at the Lance office. If any students are in need of legal representation, or have a personal problem
which reqnires legal advice you are urgently directed to consult our volunteers in the Student Legal Aid
office in Room GlOS of the Law Building or phone 253-7150 or 253-4232 ext. 160. The Student Legal
Aid Societi is limited in jurisdiction in the following areas:
i) Cr:,;·.ina!. SLAS cannot appear on indictable offences under the Criminal Code and Narcotics Control
Act. SLAS ca11~ppear on all summary conviction offences. ii) Quasi Criminal: SLAS can appear for offences under provincial statutes such as the Liquor License Act, the Highway Traffic Act, the Prtty Trespass Act, the Vicious Dogs Act, etc. iii) Civil:SLAS cannot handle real property matters, wH!s (where
estate is over $15,000 or if real property is involved), incorporation with share capital, divorces,
settlements of claims over $1,000, etc. SLAS can handle Landlord-Tenant matters; contracts; torts; con:
sumer problems; sworn documents (notarized and commissioned); Unemployment Insurance, Welfare,
Canada Pension, Mother's Allowance and other administrative law problems; family matter, in Provincial
Court (Family Division); student problems; some wills and succession matters; immigration; incorporation, without share capital; Workmen's Compensation; etc. Please feel free to utilize this facility which is
being offered to you. Contact us. Thank you.
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Acto,s say 'Not Now Darling'

University Players in full swing
third offering of the season by
one week. Beginning with the
Children's Christmas Show and
then into the new year, the original schedule remains unch~ng·
ed.

The 20th season will see the
Players' production schedule expanded to seven plays. George
Neilson has been appointed Artistic Director this year, replacing
Daniel P. Kelly who had served
in that role for the past 19 seasons. Mr. Kelly remains part of
the Players' team by serving on
the Players' Committee and in
his role as the Head of the
School of Dramatic Art.
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.. .I think it's ticking!
1 3 instead of the announced
By David Fine
date of September 29. A halt in
In this, their 20rh Anniset construction, resulting from
versary Season, the University of
strike conditions
on campus,
Windsor Players are offering an
forced
the
Players
to
push back
expanded and highly entertainthe
opening
dares
of
the first
ing bill.
two plays by two weeks and the
The season will begin October

The sale of season tickets is
now in progress. Students will be
entitled to a wecial low price of
$14.00 fur the entire group of
seven plays. Groups of 12 or
more people will benefit from
greater savings with a subscript·
ion price of $12.00furtheyear.
This represents an excellent opportunity fur the student who
wishes tu widen his ur her horizons or simply to be entertained.
These prices are very much out
of proportion
considering the
type of top-flight drama to be
presented.
The season opener is the hilatfous British sex comedy, Not
Now, Darling, directed by Neilson The plot exposes the notso-yu iet lives of two London fur-

riers. It features plenty of suspicious wives, mistaken identities,
non-stop jokes and scantily-clad
girls thrust hurriedly into closets.
Next is Henrik Ibsen's classic,
A Doll's House, directed by
Bathsheba Garnett. December
1st sees the opening of the bizarre comedy, You Can't Take It
With You, directed by Robert
Dorrell.
The Players will present a
special
Children's
Christmas
Show, which will be staged at
the Faculty of Education Auditorium from Uecember 6 to December 10. All performances will
be 2 p.m. matinees.
The new year opens in terror
with Night Watch, a modern
thriller set in New York City and
directed by Daniel P. Kelly. Be
ready for the shocking ending.
In March, the Players will pre·
sent the smash musical comedy,
A Funny Thing Happened On
The Way To The Forum. Bemg
their first musical, Forum will be

somewhat of a departure for che
Players. This massive undertak ing will be directed by William
Pinnell with musical direction by
Steven Henrikson of the School
of \1.usic. The setting is ancient
Rome and the laughs are unendmg.
The final production of the
Players' 20th Season will be the
annual Showcase, featuring the

talents of the 4th year graduating B.F.A. students. They will
present the premier of a new
Canadian play commissioned by
the school. Written by James
Rainey and Windsor Star reporter Marty Gervais, the play will
run from Friday April 6 to Saturday April 14.
At present, the Players Box
Office is located in Room 9 of
the School of Dramatic Art and
is handling only subscription
sales until October 10 when the
regular Box Office m Essex Hall
opens to handle the: sale of individual performance seats. Currently a promotion program is
being aimed at campus residents,
ro form
encouraging
them
groups of twelve or more in order to take advantage of the $12
season rate. For those unable tu
convince 12 people tQ join together, Players' Residence H.eps
will also be arranging individuals
into groups of twelve.
Barring any unforeseen circumstances, Not Now, Darling
will open Friday October l 3th.
The show then continues Sat.
Oct. 14, Sun. Oct. 15, Tues. Oct.
17, Wed. Oct. 18, Thurs. Oct.19,
Fri. Oct. 20, and closes Sat. Oct.
21.
Complete ticket information
is available by visiting Room 9 in
the School of Dramatic Art, or
by calling 253-4565.

Mull cooks at...... along
St.withDenis
everyone else
By Frank Kovacic
This past Sunda}, a rare treat
was bestowed upon the students
of the University of Windsor and
local residents. That treat came
in the form of one .\1arttn Mull
and opening act Larry Groce. It
wasn't so much that the event
was all that spectacular
(1t
wasn't) but just the fact·that for
once, JUSt once we didn't have to

nudge over to Detroit JUSt to see
'·name" talent.
The show opened up pleasantly enough. Larry Groce gave
us about 25 minutes of accoustic, samtcal, folk-pop. A very
tight set, short and sweet. His
music and between song chatter,
highlighted by his hit single,
"Junk Food Junkie", took the
crowd tu the perfect level for

~pas

Minis~
Anglican Services

At Canterbury College, 172 Patricia, 256-6442. Sundays: 10:00
a.m., Holy Eucharist (Followed by a light Breakfast and Discussion).
Monday - friday: 12:15 p.m., Holy Eucharist.

Roman Catholic Services
At Assumption University Chapel, 254-3112, Second Floor Chapel
Sundays: 10:30 a.m., and 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday: 12:00 noor
and 4:30 p.m. (except Tuesday). Tuesday: 5:15 p.m. followed b}
dinner $1.25. Saturday: 11 :30 a.m.

Presbyterian Services
At 2321 Wyandotte W. at Askin, 253-8741 or 966-3477.

United Church Services
ontact Fr. Bob Lockhart at 25 3-7257. Iona College. Tuesday 12: 10
oly Communion.

-

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship

Mart111 Mull to make his entrance.
·1 he ovat10n fur \1ull \\ as :::
something that I had not r1:ally

s

expettcd.

Instead of the enthusi-

~
...,

asric ;1pplause I was waiting for, i;·
Mull was greeted to a hand-clap- 3
ing, foot ~tomping, whistling,
and screaming that has not been
ant, because under certain conseen sine<: the Beatles debuted
ditions, the be~t material ever
on the cd Sullivan Shoe. Apdone could not keep the audiparently, the pscudu-sophisticat·
ence in an attentive mood.
ion of Uetroit has not rubbed
It was c:specially important
off ... yt:t.
on Sunday. As you surveyed the
Mull\ presentation itself was
masses prior to "the round-up"
good. From his four letter hurnmto
St. Denis Hall, it became
along, his greetings to Windsor,
evident that there were more
"I've played in shitholes before,
people here than have been in
but this one takes the cake", to
tht> old hall, at the same time in
his bilingual goodnight serenade.
quite a while. It became more
Martin Mull proves out tu be a
evident once you entered. The
consist1:ntly funny performer.
heat and humidity served to rule
There wa~ no new material but
out aay degree of comfort and
the routines that he did use were
bring new meaning to the term
good enough
to pull him
"wetback". It all pointed to the
.
through.
fact ·that St. Denis is not an ideal
1 :icy wen.: good enough be·
site
for a concert (or any other
cause Mull 1s a professional. His
event for that matter) due to
constant interpl:Ly with the audipoor venti lation, poor to dreadence gives tht n the feeling of inful accoustics, and, in this case,
volvcmen t. This is very inport-

t

overcrowding. A lot of choice::
humour bypassed many because
it was difficult to hear very
much in the rear 2/3 of the gym.
.\1aybe future events and their
sponsors should take heed. A
few less people wouldn't drastically hurt income but 1t would
serve to make it a little easier
and more enjoyable for those
who do attend.
After all, CAMPUS OH.1ENTED FVENTS aren't really
here to make a killing ... are they?
An interesting side light to
the show 1s the fact that there
was no amount of discount available to holders of SAC orientation passes as with previous
events in this and p ast years.
I wonder why?

Applicants to Medical School

At Electa Hall Chapel on the corner of University West and Patricia.
Meetings every Wednesday fr om 5-6 :30 p.m. Contact: Shauna Bog can at 253-5580.

Applications for all Ontario medical schools are now
available for the 1979 session at the Ontario Medical School
Application Service (OMSAS).
Completed applications must be recieved at OMSAS on or
before November 15, 1978.
Write immediately to: OMSAS 1
P·O· BOX 1328
GUELPH, ONTARIO N1H 6N8

pub band blames SAC

HIGHLIGHTS

9AM - "9AM" - Information about the upcoming events of interest
of the day.
9:15AM - "EARLY RISER" - Music to get you in gear for the day
(till 10:50am)
9:50AM - "IN BRIEF" - news, weather and sports centered around
the campus and the world at large.
10:50AM - "FOCUS" - interviews with people of interest around
campus.
11 ,OOAM - "RETROSPECT" - an in-depth look at some of the top
names in the entertainment field; - this week, The Band
and the "Rise of Top 40 AM".
11: 15AM - MOSAIC - feature album of the day: This week: TBA
12:00(NOON): - ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE: - a feature covering
all the entertainment in the Windsor-Detroit area,
for the week.
11 :50AM - "IN BRIEF"
12:15PM - "l',1USIC WITH ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT. 478)
12:55PM - "SUGGESTION BOX" - letters and suggestions from
students and faculty at the University concerning current events.
1 :OOPM - "MUSIC WITll...(FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
2: 50PM - "IN BRIEF"
3:00PM - "MUSIC WITI! ... " (FOR RF.QUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT. 478)
4:50PM - "FOCUS"
5 :OOPM - "MUSIC WITII ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
5 :50PM - "IN BRIEF"
6:00PM - "RETROSPECT"
6:15PM - "MOSIAC"
6:50PM - "SUGGESTION BOX"
7:00PM - "MUSIC WITll..." (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
7:15PM "AROUND WINDSOR" - program dealing with events occurring around the city in the fine arts field and for the
discriminate connisseur of food.
7:30PM - "MUSIC WITII..." (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
8:50PM - "IN BRIEF"
9:00PM - "ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE"
9:15PM - "MUSIC W!Tll ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
10:50PM - "IN BRIEF"
11:00PM - "MUSIC WITII..." (FOR REQUESfS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
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Panama red over lodgings
By David Cameletti

The eight members of the
band "Panama" from Toronto,
which is currently performing in
the Gallery, were shocked to
learn last Monday that they were
being accomodated in two double rooms in Macdonald Hall; the
reason given was that the band
hadn't requested any lodgings.
Leonard
Shaw, the band
spokesman, said that, originally,
the group understood that four
double beds would be provided
for them during their stay at the
University of Windsor, which
lasts until tomorrow. He stated
that when bands such as his go
on the road, they normally comprise of between six and eight
people. Those responsible for
providing them with accommodations recog_nize this fact and
usually furnish them with lodgings that have two band mcmJ:iers in a single room.
On the first night, four band
members were crowded into one
room, three in another and the
only female member in a separate room in Macdonald Hall.
They had ro secure \i1eir own
beds and bed clothing themselves and transfer these to their
rooms. At least two group members admitted that they could
not sleep under such conditions.
One person wondered whether
someone at the university had
plotted "somt type of vendetta"
against them.
Gino Piazza, the S.A.C. president, said th~t the band's contract did not specifically rtquest
any accumudations and, therc:fore, the group was not entitled

to any. The band members had
been placed in Madconald Hall
only after complaining of having
no place to stay. Mr. Piazza explained that if a band playing at
the Gallery requests accomodations, this is writttn into their
contract and they are provided
with two double rooms, each
with four single beds, at one of
the
university
residences.
"Panama"
had not requested
this, although he could not produce copies of the contract to
verify his point. The contract is
still being processed.
Shaw admitted
that
the
group's agent had failed to write
into the contract, the specificat·
ion that
"Panama"
wanted

accomodations.
However,
he
emphasized that this agent had
previously wired Special Events
Commissioner
Bob Gammon
that the band wanted lodgings
and that this request should have
been known by S.A.C., even
though it was not in the contract. When asked if he knew
about this wire, Mr. Piazza denied that he had ever received any
such message from the group.
Mr. Shaw said that "Panama"
had not previously encountered
the problems over accomodations that they had here. As The
Lance went to print, Piazza
stated that S.A.C. was doing
everything it could to help the
group.

From the Canal Zone to you ..... Panama. Now appearing in The Gallery Lounge.
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Scavengers,beerandsongs
Orientation

games

By David Camcletti
Leaving home for the first
time is often a traumatic experi ence for many first year university students, but spending the
first week in Maddonald and
Lauricr Halls is enough to make
any freshmen forget about
where he or she came from and
enjoy campus life.
Orientation Weck, sponsored
by the residence councils of the
two buildings, was organized
with the intention of making all
first-year and returning residents
feel as welcome as possible so
that they could enjoy their stay
more on campus. Of course,
everyone expected to have fun
during this time as well.
Some of the more important
activities of Orientation Weck
merit some mention due to their

By Don Peppin

fror ,1 one of the local strip clubs.
h ob::.bly the highlights of
Orien tat ion Weck came when
Macd onald and Laurier Halls
held t l,c ir sing-songs on separate
nights. This activity invol11ed
each flocr of one residence who
compete ! against one another to
determine which could sing the
most obscene song to the other
residence hall. The interesting
observation here is that the girls
put just as much effort and sang
with as much intensity as the
guys did .
One of the executives of the
Macdonald Hall house council
said that everyone involved in
Orientation
Week, both the
organizers and the participants,
folly enjoyed themselves and
that the entire endeavour was
very worthwhile.

uniqueness . On Saturday, Sept ember
11, the Mac-Lauricr
Games were held, whereby the
residents of Macdonald Hall
joined with those of Laurier in
forming mixed teams which
competed against one another in ·an assorted number of relay
races.
One of the more unusual of
these required its participants to
go through an obstacle course
and guzzle a bottle of beer at
different points along the way .
The next day saw a barbecue
held in the afternoon, and a
scavenger hunt in the evening .
The object behind the scavenger
hunt was to find the most unusual item around. Among the articles turned in were a motor
boat, a picketer (as the strike
was· !:till on then), and a sign

Intramural stuff
The intramural program is
just beginning to get into gear,
before it reaches the full swing
of things enter a team in your
favorite activity.
Coming up next week is your
opportunity
to be Windsor's
own superstar. The Competition
consists of the 100 yard dash,
softball throw, fifty yard swim,
800 yard run, tennis tourney,
long jump,
basketball
free
throw, the obstacle course and
weightlifting.
In just two weeks women's
volleyball, co-ed curling, men's
3 on 3 basketball, and volleyball will start. Join up and have
fun, entry forms are available at
the
Intramural
Office (St.
Denis), Monday through Friday,
noon to 1 p.m . and 7-9 p.m., or
phone extension 325 .
POOL
The swimming pool is operating full swing again now. Recreational hours are:
Mon .-Fri. 12:00 -1: 30 p.m. and
6:30-9:30 p .m . Sat . 12:00-3 :30
p.m . and 6 :30-9 :30 p.m . Sun .
1:00 -7:00 p.m.

Re-alignment
Follies

·an

Swimming lessons are also being offered for all age groups .
The programs include:
INFANTS: Tues./Thurs. 10:00 11 :00 a.m. CHILDREN: Sat.
9:30-11:30
a.m.
ADULTS :
Tues. 9:30-11:00p .m.
All lessons begin in the last
week of September and continue
until mid-December. The registration fee for lessons is $2.00.
Special events will be publicized throughout the year also.
Swimming is great exercise
and can be enjoyed by everyone.
Come on out and take advantage
of the facility we have .rt this
university .

In sports, the playoffs represent a time when the best of teams
face each other to decide which is the best . In the O-QIFC football
lc:ague this year, there is a distinct possibility that this will not hap pen.
.
As a result of the new league re-alignment and playoff structure,
the best teams won't even be in the finals .
"I can 't believe it," said Gino Fracas, Lancers' head coach . "I've
never seen anything like it in my life." After looking at the facts,
one questions the reasoning behind the new system.
The powers-that-be divided the league into two tiers : Windsor,
Western Toronto and Laurier in the first and McMaster, Waterloo,
Guelph 'and York in the second . From this breakdown comes the
regular schedule and more important the confusing playoff structure.
During the season, each team will play one game outside its division and then home-and-home with the other three teams in its division . Thus, a seven game schedule.
It follows that since the league is set up with one tough tier and a
'softer' one, they would structure the play-offs accordingly . No way.
The teams with the best records, will advance to the playoffs . This
means that teams in the first tier, despite their more difficult schedule, are treated as equals to those in the second tier.
The league undoubtedly established this scheme to help minimize
the number of games the weaker teams had to suffer against the
powerhouses and thus, lessen the embarrassment. This is probably a
good thing as it makes for more competition during the regu_lar season and better viewing for the fans. However, by structuring the
play-offs in this manner, the league has simply moved the embarrassment to the playoffs.
example ; suppose the Lancers lose only once more
Consider
this season and end up with a 5-2 record . McMastcr, on the other
hand, has a good year and wins the rest of their games (against weaker opponents). By virtue of the 36-7 wash-out, the Lancers handed
them in the opener they would end with a 6-1 record. McMaster advances to the playoffs while Windsor is left out.
Does that sound right? Not really, especially if you 're one of the
teams in the top tier who have to "bust ass" every week.
Coach Fracas likely reflects the views of the rest of the coaches
in the first tier. The new system is unequal and an insult to the intelligence of the people involved. More importantly, it raises a question about the credibility of the entire league. This is further emphasized when you consider the national polls, which put the four teams
in the first tier somewhere in the top ten . Our own league has set up
a system which will potentially eliminate two of the teams.
Fracas suggests dropping the cross-tier game from the regular season schedule . Teams from both divisions would face each other in a
revised playoff edition .
The first place team from Tier 1 would meet the fourth place finishers in tier 2, and vice versa. The runner-up in Tier 1 would face
the third place team from Tier 2, and vice versa. This system would
allow the best teams to earn their way into the semi-finals. Fracas
presented his idea to the league but was turned down.
Unfortunately all we can do is sit around this year and pray that
Windsor puts it together and gets by the mess-up. Then sit back and
wait for the league officials to see the error of their ways and change
their system. Fracas' solution is worthy of their consi~

Golf
winners
By Nigel

CURLING! Join the University
of Windsor Curling Club. Open
to studen.ts, faculty, and staff.
Sunday evenings from 7-9 p.m.,
October through March. Cost - a
mere $2 5. Sign up Tuesday,
Sept . 26 and Wednesday, Sept.
27 at the University Centre, 12
noon until 2 p.m.
Beginners welcome!

Miller

Brilliant play by Mike Niziolek, led the University of Windsor golf team to its first win of
the season. Battling the Roseland Golf Club the Lancers won
the St. Clair College Invitational
Tournament by one stroke.
This victory avenged an earlier loss in the University of
Windsor Invitational played the
day before . In both cases Saginaw Valley supplied the compet ition. Saginaw won the first
tournament but was beaten the
next by the Lancers
In the St. Clair tournament
Mike Niziolek was low medalist
with an exceptional 71, Jim Kerr
also had a great day shooting a
72 . Team captain Chris Hreljac
shot a 78 and Greg Wright had
an 81.

(6) OPRIG Windsor

One
LastShot

What is it?
OPIRG is an independent research, education & action organization by linking university based research
projects with strategics for change, OPIRG can bridge the gap between students and the community. '

What has it done 7
Mercury pollution, northern development, housing, nutrition, freedom of information, consumer concerns, & the food economy are a few examples of OPIH.G's projects conducted by the provincial and
seven campus -based chapters.

How does it operate 7
Last year a referendom was held on campus. Swdents voted to support a compulsory but refundable $5
fee faid with registration . Those students who wish to receive a refund can do so until October 6 from
2-Sp.m. Bring your fee statement . Any student who supports OPIRG may vote for, or run as a member
of the board . Elections will be held in November.

What can I do?
Do research, attend an educational event, write an article, help with office work, use the resource centre
to find info. DROP BY & SEE US.

Where?
Cody Hall , downstairs

Watch for OPRIG films , speakers , events!
Next ....the 'survival
'series
,
'

When you're drinking
tequila, Sauza's the shot that
counts. That's why more and
more people are asking for
it byname.

TEQUILA SAUZA
Numberone in Mexico.
Numberone in Canada.
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Rematch Saturday

Lancers fall to Mustangs 28 -21,in London
By Peter Nash

In a repeat performance of
last year's play off game the University of Windsor
Lancers
dropped a close decision to the
Western Mustangs 28-21, at J.F.
Little Stadium, last Saturday.

we had up front." Windsor's offensive line was weakened by the
absence of centre Dave Brescasin. Western officials felt that
Brescasin might be ineligable
under OUAA rules.
The Lancers found them-

the back field, confusing the
Western defence. Coach Semotiuk was surprised by this move.
"We expected Walker at wide receiver but he's talented enough
to play all over." W.:.Iker ended
up with 93 yards for the day.
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touchdown of the year. Late in
the third quarter Tom Arnott
sealed the Western victory. Arnott, a Windsor native handled
the punting duties for the Mustangs.
Windsor left Arnott to do his
punting by putting up no rush.
The intent was to set up a big
return but Arnott noticed the
lack of coverage and decided to
make a dash for a first down.
The same play worked for Western in the play offs last year and
it worked again. Arnott ran 17
yards for a first down at the
Windsor 34 yard line. Seconds
later, Bone connected with Nigel
Wilson for the winning touchdown .
Windsor's normally explosive
pass offence didn't get untracked until the fourth quarter. With
time running short Scott Mallender stuck to his passing game
and eventually found Bob Hogan
in the end zone to bring the
game within range, 28-21.
The Lancers defence held
strong following the touchdown

selves behind early in the game,
a position they are not usually
in. Western quarterback Jamie
Bone connected with tight end
Mike Warbick for a 40 yard
completion and a first down on
the Windsor 25 yard line. Import
running back Nevil Edwards
from Kent State University,
moved the ball to the one yard
line on three successive carries
and Bill Rozalowsky bulled it into the end zone at the four minute mark of the first quarter.
The
Lancers came back
quickly on a 79 yard gallop by
Bruce Walker. Normally a wid'e
receiver, Walker switched into

oP\'S t,1£.'lloR\E.N1~\. \.OO\(
cornp\e\e \-\ead snoP
custom 1 _5n,rts
Eastern
serli09 fashions
WindsOI i:016

556 ouELL

and with a minute left in the
game Windsor's offence came
back onto the field. The clock
ran out before the Lancers could
move in for the score and the
Mustangs got the win.
Quarterback Mallender ended
up with 166 yards passing complenng 14 of 30 attempts. His
counterpart, Jamie Bone went
11 for 24 and 205 yds passing.
A rematch is scheduled for
,omorrow
at South Campus
f eld. Game time is two o'clock.

............•......•....•.....•....•.•.............•.

Sports

Scott Mallender decides that it's about time to get rid of the ball.
Western Head Coach Darwin
Semotiuk commented that "We
are always trying to stay one
step ahead of the Lancers and
today we were
successful."
Semotiuk was also quick to mention that "Next Satur~ay I'm
sure Gino (Fracas) will be ready
for us. It should be another
tough game."
Colch
Fracas backed up
Semotiuk's claim noting that
"We'll be ready for them next
week." Fracas was not disappointed with the play of his
team
commenting
that
"I
thought we played quite well
considering the young players

Bruce Walker was a key figure
again last week against Western.

Medicals

"1'he Lancers were forced to
come back again, this time due
to Western 's kicking game. Paul
Ford kicked a single and then a
24 yard field goal to put the
Lancers behind 11 to 7. Bill
Rozalowsky widened the gap to
18 to 7 Western, with another
short yardage plunge.
Al Dosant, Windsor's high
stepping kick return man answered for Windsor breaking a
punt return for six points on a·
75 yard run. Dosant had been
Sports involved are men's and women's basketball, hockey, wrestfrustrated most of the game by
ling, track and field, and volleyball.
good Western ·coverage but one
broken tackle and some fine •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
· ••••••••••••••••••
open field running led to his first

Monday,Sept. 25th
at 5:00

Training room area
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WINDSOR HAS A NEW

BOOKSTORE

-LIVE

-AND

LISTENING PLEASURE-

A WIDE SELECTION
OF
BOOKS
MAGAZINES
SPECIAL ORDERS

Fri.Sept. 29th& Sat.30th
11

253-9102

(BEHIND-THE OLD FISH MARKET)

ESTb
1929

ENTERTAINMENT FOR YOUR DANCING-

-YOUR HOST-

164 Pitt St. West

•
••
•

.•

Report to Human Kinetics Building~

~;~~ r,.-JE.,~ll-w11-1osOII
256·111111

80UTN SNORt BOOKS

••

PANAMA''

Mon. Oct. 2nd through Sat. Oct. 7th
11

NOVA"

•
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•
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•
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•
••
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Liquor staff
susceptible to hernias
By Dave Powis

9
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

A new ruling by the university administration may result in
. several hernias for the staff of
Liquor Services.
The university has ruled that
Liquor Services, a part of the
SAC, and other campus groups
may not use the internal facilities of Vanier Hall. This included
· the elevator by which heavy
equipment is brought into Vanier. Now the portable bar used
by Liquor Services, weighing
almost 500 pounds, and other
equipment must be carried in.
In previous years, the area
had been left open, causing security problems. According to
Steve Kominar, the director of
the University Centre, the internal facilities remain open as
long as some personnel from
Food Services are working.
"Most of our (Food Services) staff leave by 10 p.m.,"
-said Kominar, after which the
area is locked up. This would

create a problem for Liquor Services in moving their equipment
back .
"Do you leave your office
doors open?" said Derek MacAlduff, director of Food Services,
to The Lance reporter.
The president of the SAC,
Gino Piazza told The Lance that
he is hopeful that the issue will
be resolved in the near future.
However Kominar doesn't
think that the administration
will change its mind.
"We may even cancel bar
functions in Vanier," said Kominar. He cited the problems of
cleaning up afterwards and preparing for the next day were
considerable.
"The smell (of beer and cigarette smoke) is really bad," said
Kominar. He wondered how all
of this affected the next day's
diners.
"Our primary concern is for
the people who eat here," said
Kominar.

York strikers violent
TORONTO (CUP) - About 1,000
striking support staff at York
University are preparing for a
long strike.
"Morale among the strikers is
high, and we are bracing ourselves to stay out for weeks if
necessary,"
declared
Laura
Avens, president of the York
University
Staff Association
(YUSA).
0 September 18, members
of YUSA voted 572 to 222 in
favour of immediate strike action to back up demands for a
ten per cent pay increase or
$1000 increase, whichever is the
higher. The university has offered a four per cent overall compensation package.
Many services at York have
been affected by the strike. The
bookstore has been closed until
further notice, the switchboard
has been shut down, and there is
no secretarial service.
The main library has also
been closed, although the reserve reading room is still open.

Tragedy strikes at the Biology Building. See story page 17

Indigestion...

The · York University Faculty
Association and Graduate Assistants Association have supported
the support staff, but are prevented by Ontario labour laws
from staging a sympathy strike.
However, individual members of
both organizations have refused
to cross picket lines.
The students' union at York's
downtown Glendon College are
circulating a petition among students urging them to boycott
classes. According to Glendon
students' union president Garth
Brownscomb, about 65 per cent
of the students have signed the
petition. Brownscomb said the
walkout is to show support for
the strikers and to urge both
parties to resume negotiations,
which broke down last Friday.
The students' union at York
voted unanimously to support
YUSA.

Maintenance workers, represented by the Canadian Union of
Public Employees, have donated
$1000 to YUSA's strike fund.

There have been violent incidents on the picket lines. "Yesterday, a passing driver looked
right at me and then swerved his
car toward me, then swerved
away", according to Laurie
Turnpenny, a striking secretary.
One picketer suffered minor
head injuries when he was carried "for several hundred feet on
the hood of a car", according to
Paul Stuart, editor of the York
University students' paper.
The University administration
has only made two concessions
to union demands, Stuart said.
One is that union members
would no longer have to do personal business for their superiors, such as making coffee or
running shopping errands.
The other was a promise to
negotiate on overtime pay for
weekends.
Negotiations for the contract
have been going on for almost a
year without any progress, said
Avens. The union voted on August 31 to authorize strike action
if negotiators failed to reach an
agreement.

.

How do students spell relief ?
By

Don

Peppin

and Diane Elliott
Students at Electa and Huron
Halls may have to live with a bad
case of indigestion unless the
Student Services Committee acts
on their behalf.

On Tuesday, the Board of
Governors met to discuss a
number of issues put off because
of the strike, one of which was
the Huron-Electa case. The SAC
prisident, Gino Piazza, presented
the students' case and recommendations.
These
included
documenting some of the arguments which were overlooked.
(Ilis recommendation came in
the form of a motion to revoke
the Executive Council's decision
to institute the new manditory
food plan.)
After some consideration, the
Board deferred the matter to. its
sub-committee on student ser-

vices, which will make its recommendations.
The Student Service Committee is a liason between the administration and the students. It
advises the Board on student related services (ie. the bookstore,
tuition, medical, student lounges
and food services).
According to Dr. John Allen,
vice-president
administration,
the university is in a situation
where it has no other choice.
Because of declining enrollments, the budget on this campus has dropped some three and
a half million dollars. The university community has to support a food deficit of some
$200,000 over the last couple of
years.
"The time has come when
financial consideration can no
longer be ignored by the university and by the students, at
the peril of the whole universit," said Allan.

"What is their justification
for preferred status?" he asked
Allan. "There has to be some
recognition of the facts of life ...
the high costs of food services
on this campus is due to the contract with CUPE Local 1001...
and we could make no sensible
recommendations until that contract was ratified."
He noted that it was unfortunate that the contract has taken
so Jong to ratify, (having been
under negotiation since January), since the decision came so
late, the students were left with
little choice.
Due to student protest, the
SAC decided to pick up the ball
and carry 1t for the Huron &
Electa students. At the Board of
Governor's meeting, Piazza presented several main areas of student concern. He questioned
what happened to the $33,000
(plus) that was obtained in the

1977-78 fee increase, as it was
thought that this would help relieve the food deficit. He inquired into the $50,000 which was
supposed to be saved from the
move to Vanier.
"Students as a whole, have
seen no benefit at all from the
consolidation of food services
and are subjected to a more inconvenient service," said Piazza.
He said that the Centre Policy Committee consistently recommended that Electa and Huron not be included in the
mandatory meal plan. The new
Student Services Committee, the
body charged with dealing with
this matter, was bypassed by the
Board. "Why should we trust the
Administration, or even participate in such committees, when
it's obvious by their actions that
the Board and the administration ignore their own mechanisms
when they feel it is appropriate," said Piazza.

"We're
to work,
stration)
continued

not there to fight but
vut they (the adminishouldn't
fight us"
Piazza.

Piazza was armed with petitions and letters from the students of Huron .and Electa, that
questioned the fairness of the
decision because, "the students
were not forewarned of the implementation of the plan, and
didn't have an opportunity to
budget themselves for the additional $350,00 in fees. This is
placing a financial strain of
many of the residents."
Tuesday's meeting will be
open to all students. Waluk has
indicated that the councils will
wait to see what headway Piazza
can make before the residents
take any further action. \ hat
happens then 1s entirely up to
-the Committee and the way it
handles the situation.

I"
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THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
Conseil Administratlf Des Etudiants, Universite De Windsor
STUDENT MEDIA, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
Moyennes De Communication Des Etudiants, Universite De Windsor
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1978
BALA);CESHEET
AS AT APRIL JO, 1978

I
LIABILITIES illlD ~lE.'IBCHS'iJF.FJCIT

.JPS
current
assets
Cash - Students'
Administrative
Council
- Liquor Services
Trade accounts
receivable
(less
allowance for doubtful
accounts
of $150; 1977 - $225)
Other receivables
Due from The Gallery
Prepaid expenses

815
14,931

$

Curr~nt liabilities
Bank Joans
Accounts payable trade
Accounts payable University
of \.!indsor
Accrued wages ·and related
Sales tax liability
Due to The Gallery
Note payable - secun~d,
current
portion

8,577
925
1,821

25,265

14,672

13,039
19,460
1,977
6,733
33,366

6,440
16,366
2,160
2,804
6,392
33,366

74,575
42,068

67,528
36,149

32,507

31,379

$ 57,772

$ 46,051

_1977

.1.2.7~

2,081
1,268

$

·3,556
546
2,151
3,266

$ 20,000

$ 40,380

28,840

11,666
1,019
7,779
338
578

3,886
5,486
335

accounts

2,799
61,760

61,346

Fixed assets
- at cost
Printing
equipment
Broadcasting
equipment
Photographic
equipment
Fila and movie equipment
Office equipment
Gallery
lounge equipment

Less accumulated

1977

depreciation

Note payable
Members'

- SPcured

4,951
8,525

15,709

$ 57,772

$ 46,051

deficit
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STATEMENT
OF NET EARNINGSANDHt:HB•:RS' DEFICIT
FOR ntE YEAR•:NDEDAPRJL 30, 1978
_1_977

19_71!

STATEMENT
OF CKANGESIN FINANCIAL POSITION

Revenues

of Windsor
Fees from University
Grant - operation
of 'flle Gallery
Management fees - The Gallery and Liquor Services
Liquor Services
- net revenue (Sc~(•dule 1)
Miscellaneous

$137,000
14,319
19,000
JI, 386
8,060

$151,169
16,332
12,000
8,434
7,748

189,765

195,683

34,979

31,596

13,209
6,998
15,842
7,897

11,152
5,148
15,239
13,702
15,111

E.xrenses
Grants to societies
and clubs
Opera ting costs (net of revenue)
The Lance Newspaper (Schedule 2)
Radio station
- C.J.A.M. (Schedule 3)
Central advertising
bureau (Sch<•dule 4)
Special events (Schedule 5)
Ambassador year book

General

expenses

and administrative

Other expenses
Attributable
Bad debts
Miscellaneous

Net earnings

to prior

year's

(Schedule

6)

depreciation

91,948

80,815

84,558

expense

14,714

9,775

15,311

9,402

Depreciation

expense

8,127

7,845

Net earnings

for

7,184

1,557

15,709

17,266

the year

Members deficit,

beginning

of year

Members deficit,

end of year

Source of funds
From operations
Net earnings
for the year
Amounts charged (credited)
against
income but not requiring
an outlay
of funds
Depreciation
Gain on sale of fixed assets
Miscellaneous

I

II

-----

14,090
Decrease
Increase
Proceeds

1.

in deferred
costs
in notes payable
on disposal
of fixed

21,206
Application
Decrease
Purchase

of funds
in deferred
revenue
of fixed assets

Increase

in working
beginning

of year

Deficiency,

end of year

:::
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~e Students'
Administrative
Council,
University
of Windsor
Conseil Administratif
Des Etudiants,
Universite
De Windsor
Student Media, University
Hoyennes De Communication
Universite
De Windsor

of Windsor
Des Etudiants,

We have examined
and Student

members deficit

the balance

Media as at April

and changes

included

position

with

such tests

of the Students'

Administrative

30, 1978 and the statements

in financial

was made in accordance

and accordingly

sheet

for

generally

and other

the year

accepted

procedures

of net
then

auditing

earnings,

ended.

Our

standards,

as we considered

necessary

in the circumstances.
In our opinion,
of the Council
operations

in accordance
consistent

Windsor, Ontario
June 8, 1978

that

financial

and Student

and changes

with

with

these

generally

in its
accepted

of the preceding

statements

Media as at April
financial
accounting

present

fairly

the financial

30, 1978 and the results

position

for

principles

the year
applied

year.

Chartered

Accountants

then ended
on a basis

$

1,557

7,845

9,402

IIHl~i

584
16,172

808
1,186

10,199

,1,994

11,007

14,178

47,088

61,266

$ 36,081

$ 47,088

----

AUDITORS' REPORT

position

10,199

capital

Def:Lclency,

Toudle
Ross&Cb

of its

4,951
2,165

assets

----

I

1977

6,186

I

·1

examination

8,127
(1,368)
147

----

II

Council

7,184

$

$15,709

8,525

$

1978

4,824
225
4,726

4,629
316
9,769

operations

expenses

before

78,925

FOR TH£ YEARENDEDAPRIL 30, 1978
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SAC Audit report; Money,what
By D. J. Sullivan
.
. .
Along with their high tu1t1on
fees, all full-time undergraduate
students at this university are required to pay a_$~7.50 student
council fee. This 1s a comparatively small sum but when it is
multiplied by 6755 (last year's
enrollment), the result is over
$100,000, which is not an inconsiderable sum. Many students
might wonder where it all go_:s,
Each year the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) undergoes a financial audit by an
outside accounting firm. The results of the most recent of these
audits, performed by Touche-

provide visible benefits to students . Only one such organization made any money last year,
Liquor Services. The Lance cost
a total of $13,209 to operate
last year. This amount represents
the balance between the total
budget and the revenues (from
advertising, subscriptions and
typesetting) that the SAC received. The student radio station
CJAM, cost a total of $6,998
last year. Again, this is the difference between revenues and
total operating costs.

Ross & Co. of Windsor, are published on page 2 of this issue.
The figures included indicate
how much money the SAC received last year, where it came
from, how much money the
SAC spent last year and where it
went .
As of April 30, 1978, the
SAC's total revenues for the
year amounted to $189,765 including $137,000 in student
fees . Of this $34,979 went directly to clubs and societies in
the form of grants. The other
major expenses of the SAC are
the operating costs of organizations which, for the most part,

One facility of SAC that most
students know little about is the
Central Advertising Bureau. The

money?

CAB's main function is to secure
advertising in the various student
media (The Lance, the SAC directory, CJAM) . For the year
ending April 30, 1978, its operating costs of the Lance, CJAM,
the CAB and Special Events is
$43,946 . Add to this the grants
to societies and clubs and there
is a total expenditure
of
$78,925. That leaves $110,840
in SAC's coffers, right? Not exactly. Of that sum, a large
amount was spent on general
and administrative expenses. In
other words, in order to administer $78,925 the student council
had to spend $80,815.

Today' S women ...

The largest portion of the
SAC's administrative expenses
(over $45,000) was spent on
salaries and honoraria, the rest
on various general expenses.
What this all boil~ down to
is that for every dollar that gets
back to the students, the SAC
spends another dollar managing
it.
CORRECTION
In last week's issue of the
Lance, it was incorrectly stated
that the new drug plan only
covers 25% of the price for oral
contraceptives. The new drug
plan actually covers 50% of the
cost of oral contraceptives. Wt
apologize for any inconvenience.

An apparent escape from stereotyping?
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
Between hurried mouthfuls
of granola and urgent requests
for clean sneakers, this reporter
managed to tune one almostconscious car the other morning
to a commentary by Andrew Osler, media critic for CBE radio,
on the subject of Women's Lib,
and the Media.
Mr. Osier's remarks, fair and
perceptive and not in my expermedia man's
ience typical of
reaction to the women's movement, prompted me to approach
him in his office in the Dept. of
Communications Studies at the
University of Windsor.
"It seems to me that one or
the few really good things that's
happened to us as a society in
the past year or so has been the
sudden and rapid decline in media interest in the whole great issue of women's rights", began
Mr. Osler, who hastily entreated
all listeners and in particular
"overbearing and unreconstructed males leering unpleasantly
across breakfast tables", to hear
him out.
"It is a fact that information
about various efforts and activities aimed generally at improving the lot of women in society
doesn't attract anything like the
media attention it enjoyed even
eighteen months ago. We hear
relatively little, for instance,
about the very important busi-

a

ness of promoting the Equal
Rights Amendment down in the
United States.
The September issue of Saturday Night voices a similar view.
"Whatever happened
to the
women's movement? Five years
ago the new wave of feminism
was the darling of the media and
the source of apparently endless
controversy. It produced anxious conversations everywhere
from university common rooms
to corporate boardrooms. For a
while it was impossible to be a
woman without taking a position on it - and men were genuinely threatened if not cowed."
Mr. Osler and Saturday Night
agree that the answer is clear.
Newspapers report "news": inflation, unemployment, the sagging dollar, and feminism in
media terms is not a pressing
problem. This is not to say that
feminism as a social force is
weakening, points out Mr. Osler.
In fact, decline in media attention has made the concepts and
goals of the women's movement
workable.
"Women are quietly emerging
in a strength far beyond mere
token numbers in all sorts of
senior government jobs, in a1l
levels of business management,
jn the professions and the arts.
Saturday Night sums it up.
"Womens Lib isn't.. dead and
hasn't quite gone underground.

t****************************~
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What's happened is that it's become an integral part of Canadian life. As Heather McNeill,
a Vancouver union organizer, remarks:'The women's movement
has touched the soul of every
woman in this country'."
"But that soul, m 1 Y78, is ex·
pressed in ways different from
the ways it was expressed, say .
in 1974. Women have learned
from their mistakes, and learned
from both their male friends and
their male enemies. They've discovered what men knew long
ago, that power is achieved not
by headline-grabbing but by
slow, persistent effort and quiet
plotting.
No longer will they allow

''
f

Budget returns,constitution,members

I
I
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So thank you, Andrew Osler,
for your objectivity and insight
into the present state of feminism. We women, who comprise
over 50% of the population, will
forgive you your final assumption, no doubt uttered unconsciously, that we have now earned
entry into that once exclusive
all-male club, the human race.
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themostintelligent
way
togetthrough
college.
University can be an expensive proposition, and if you're having trouble getting it
together financially you may want to investigate the opportunities of the Canadian
Forces Regular Officer Training Plan.
If both you and we agree that you have what it takes to make it as an officer in the
Canadian Forces, we'll pay your tuition fees and give you a yearly salary while you
take a degree in Engineering, Science, Arts or Administration at ona of our colleges,
or in any one of more than 40 disciplines at the Canadian
..~
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university of your choice.
When you graduate, you'll normally spend a
:~,
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•
minimum of four years with the Canadian Forces.
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been free,
Mr. -Osler contends that the
, escape from stereotyping
will
,1confuse the media, and they will
be forced at last "to treat women honestly as individual personalities, a treatment that men
have assumed as their natural for
, as long as newspapers have been
published :

i--AITENTioN7Ca~;~s~;~;;~C~

it

*

themselves to be the victims of
medla stereotyping, either as, in
Mr. Osier's words, "the fearsome, underwear burning Amazon of the public platform and
the street rally, or the simpering
non-entity who ran away from
the action by hiding out in her
kitchen closet. Neither of these
images remotely touches the
reality that is most women.
It should be stressed here
that, although the bra burners
were involved in violent revolution, it did not take the usual
male form of physical violence,
but was a symbolic protest.
Without these strong women
"exposing" themselves to media
stereotyping, our joint female
consciousness could never have

·
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Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre.

181 Goyeau, Windsor, Ontario Phone 252-7615
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ion. The Carling O'Keefe Caravan wouldn't cross the lines and
while that was a setback, there
were alternative means of advertising.
In previous years, students
could've learned of the day's
events by reading a sign outside
the University Centre. This-year,
when it was really needed, the
sign was nowhere to be found.
Flyers for the events couldn't
be found because they were sitting in the print shop and in the
office uf the commissioner uf
special events. Flyers for the
Zon concert weren't even put
up until moments before the
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t Comment:
By Paul Chemish
Apathy is, most certainly, a
negative word. There are situations when this word can also be
described as ugly, and the most
immediate and blatant of these
situations is taking place right
here, on this campus.
If one were to review the late
history of your student newspaper, the Lance, one would
detect an obvious dissimilarity
between the Lance of today and
the Lance of yesterday. Lately,
the Lance has been receiving
very little correspondence from
concerned students. This does
not present us, the staff, with
any critical problems because it
is easy for us to generate more
copy from within our own
organization.
All newspapers
suffer a shortage of copy from
time to time, and newspapers
seem to have the ability to solve
the problem with stories that
are not exactly prime choice.
This is the solution, but this is
not a iood solution.
I doubt that it is because the
Lance: does not involve itself
with controversial issues that
there is an absence of student
feedback. I have always detected
a. great deal of response by stu-

dents sitting in the cafeteria
or the pub when they come
across an article that interests
them. Students do discuss certain issues among themselves.
But personal discussion is only a
contained two-way thought process. That is, a person's ideas will
go no further than the individual
to whom he is speaking.
The
Lance, however, has a weekly
readership of about six thousand
students, and this mass of people
will all consume and formulate
opinions on what they have
read. What the students have had
to toss around lately isn't a hell
of a lot. We do put out, in my
judgement, a fair amount of
solid, investigative stories and we
must remain as objective as possible because of the rules of journalism. But students need not be
completely objective in their letters. This is the problem,
If I were irritated by a particular issue I could use this
"Comments" sections as a vent
for my totally one-sided opinions, just like I am doing now. I
am irritated by the lack of communication the Lance has with
:he student body. Students do·
1ot get to read the Lance every
week for free. This publication
;osts money to run and the
noney comes out of the student's pockets, in the form of
student fees.
All of the Lance staffers seem
to share my views when it comes
to the reason for this newspaper's existance. We are here to
learn, in a very practical way,
the basics of the newspaper industry. Every member of this
newspaper joins the staff in
hopes of gaining this practical
experience and perhaps using it
on a resume. The Lance has an
excellent record of job placement. The last three editors have
furthered their journalism carreers in the "real world". Many
of us are inspired by our experience here to learn more about
the industry and stay on in the
field of journalism.
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concert began.
Where does the fault lie?
Most of the blame lies with
the council reps who couldn't
find the time to help the organizers of Orientation. Someday, the reps will realize that
they're on council to serve the
students and not themselves.
Bob Gammon, the commissioner of special events, worked
his ass off preparing for Orientation. His problem was a lack of
organization and time, a problem that might have been resolved if some of our elected
representatives had raised a little
sweat in helping out.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

·

Ed McMahon;

editor . Wendy

tor, Dave Fine; gotta work editor , Leo Ogata; copy jockey editor , David Carmc
letti; powcrman editor , George Kocis; stop bath editor, Chuck Izso ; pub editor, Deb

Council reps at fault
Last week The Lance reported on how the Students' Administrative Council (S.A.C.) might
start legal action to recover some
of the money lost during Orientation Week. The S.A.C. executive have put the blame on the
picket lines set up by the strikers.
Certainly the strike hindered
the council's effoits, but tu
point the finger at support staff
and the administration and say,
"It's their fault.", is both childish and without grounds.
The lack of proper advertisement is the main reason for the
poor showing during Orientat-

editor,

fixer

There you have it; a serious
student newspaper (with a fine
reputation
all across Canada)
that is. not taken seriously, or, at
least, not taken advantage of by
the student body. Any registered
student can write a letter to the
Lance and let his voice be heard.
The staff members do not own
this paper, you do.
If the ousting of a pub manager, or the force-feeding of students through the food plan irritate you, it is easy to go home
and hang a beating on your pillow. Yes, that is a good way to
release your frustrations. You
certainly aren't going to hurt
your pillow or your fists and the
issue that caused your frustrations is dead and gone. Lately,
too many issues have been left
for dead by students who fail to
take advantage of the Lance to
express themselves.
Last year there was an issue
raised that affected a great deal
of people and gave the Lance a
number of letters and comments. But the issue was an ugly
one that hurt a number of people and resulted in well founded
animosity. I don't like animosity, but this overworked issue at
least developed some studentLance communication.
I hope
that an issue of this grotesque
magnitude never occurs again
but, forgi-ve me, it certainly inspired a number of great responses.
An issue does not need to be
critical in order to generate response. We at the Lance would
even invite any opm10ns concerning matters as trivial as
record reviews. I doubt that
everyone agrees with our entertainment writers. The same applies for sports or any of our
other departments.
The Lance belongs to you.
The "Letters" section belongs to
you. Don't be shy; write some
letters. Or maybe we should just
start making some up.
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lf Comment:s
By Len Wallace

In response to Timothy Harris' critique of my comment concerning the recent strike at the
university. Mr. Harris' argument
revolves upon
three
major
points. First, because I am a socialist he believes that I am an
idealist and thus tend to have an
unrealistic view of the world.
Secondly, the workers at the
university (and everywhere else
for that- matter) have a responsibility to insure that they do not
demand future wage and salary
increases. Thirdly, workers in a
union compose a "monopolistic" force which serves to heighten
the
inflationary
cycle
through their wage demands.
In reference to the strike. The
university, like any employer,
tried to minimise labour costs.
The very fact that they finally
met many of the strikers' demands does, however, indicate
that the university was not hard
hit by the move to accomodate
wage/salary increases. Yes, the
university does have financial
problems, but one can hardly
condemn secretaries and support
staff for going on strike because
they were underpaid. As paid
employees, the secretaries have
no innate "responsibility" to the
students. They are paid for certain services and if they are getting a raw deal in return then
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they can withold those very ser·
vices.
On the subject of the country
WO
as a whole Mr. Harris talks about
Lef
the recent economic "stabilisatagr
ion". Well, I guess he's the only
one who notices it. We are still
in an inflationary cycle and the
ary
imposed wage and price control
see
programme has not been success·
to
ful in holding down prices (al·
me
though
largely successful in
holding down wages). The real
unemployment rate is over one
million, and the government deficits reach the billions.
few
Mr. Harris lays much of the
ivist
blame for inflation at the door
pow
of large unions with their wage Mao
demands. His argument which maj<
explains inflation in terms of 1eve
"cost-push"
effects is a false or c
one. If Mr. Harris researched the com
problem of the origins of today's
T
inflationary cycle by comparing
wage increases, profit increases, ism
plie
the increase in the money supply
and the consumer price index this
over the past ten years, he would as
have noted that wage increa.stl ber
could not have caused higher be c
prices. I would suggest that he grou
investigate the arguments made disse
by Jack Carr, et. al. in The Illus· igno:
cult
ion of Wage and Price Controls,
and Cv Gonick's Inflation or OC· lecti
pressi~n, or his Inflation and Hall

Continued on pags
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ICommen-cs
IWage Controls.

Gonick, in the
latter book brings out the point

As yoa
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alism. When a corporation raises
its price in the search for profits
introduces
an inferior good,
wastes resources, destroys the
environment, these: hidden practices go unnoticed even though

· that so-called "Big Labour"
could not possibly be the cause
of inflation. By comparing the
percentage increase in hourly incomes over the past twenty
the consumer is being hurt. If
years he has shown that. the
workers go on strike, however,
major income gains have not octheir action is open and thus
cured in the steel, railway and
opens them to blame for all our
automotive industries - in effect,
economic ills by those quick to
those industries which have the
vent their frustrations on an oblargest unions. The major rises in
vious scapegoat.
the consumer price index come
from food and energy - two
Lastly, to answer Mr. Harris'
areas where wages have little efquestion, I have no solution to
fect.
the various economic and social
In terms of numbers, the
ills confronting capitalism. There
union force within Canada is still
. are no permanent solutions to
weak. Only one-third
of all
problems inherent in the system.
workers are organised into unYes, reform programmes can be
ions. As for their coercive powlaunched to soften certain harmers, what large unions today
ful effects, but such reforms deal
could evc:r hope to attain c:ven a
only with effects and not causes.
portion
of the manipulative
My solution would not be a
power that Ford, GM, INCO,
state-run capitalism as in the
EXXON,
Power Corp.,
etc.
Soviet Union, China, Cuba, etc.,
have? There can be no comparbut a radical transformation of
ison.
society by the immense majority
The strike is the only effecthrough the abolition of the
tive economic weapon that orwage/profit system - production
ganised workers can use to gain
to fulfill human needs. That is
concessions. Without it they
not an idealistic utopia (witness
would have no clout. That's
the Paris Commune 1871, and
simply a hct of life under capit-

seei-c

By Ed McMahon
This weeks Question,
read the Lance?

various anarchist I'ibertarian experiments in the Ukraine 19181920, free socialist communes in
Spain in the 19 30 's, and all
other experiments in workers'
control).

Do you

Diane Duff, First Year Human
Kinetics:
"No , I just heard about it last
Friday and I didn't bother getting it .. .I was on my way

As a socialist I am a materialist, not an idealist and thus try
to understand the general movement of society by discerning
the major driving forces of
change. I would in fact label Mr.
Harris as the idealist for advocating co-operation between employers and employees in a society where the few live off profit.s and the immense majority
produce for wages and salaries.
Co-operation can never come in

Roger Anzolin, First Year Human Kinetics:
"What is the lance? I've seen it,
but I haven't read it."

a society divided into classes . In
the end Mr. Harris wishes to
throw more "plans" into the
works. My suggestion is, why
don't we scrap the whole thing
and build something better? As
1., •• "
character in Charles Ourden's
novel No Bugles, No
Drums, put it: ,'.1 1 my life I
heard that shit about how it c~n
always be worse. It's true . And
just as goddamn true it can be a
helluva lot better."

S.1ncy
Arts:
''Yes . I think it's pretty good. It
tells the student what's going on
in the school. I really like the
activity page . It's the only way I
can find out what's going on."

Cathy
ing:

Lange, Third Year Nurs-

"Yes . It's informative
as to
games and sports activities.
don't really have a complaint."

Is the Lance-left handed?
Is the Lance read ?...
By William English
This commentary
is hopefully the first of many, dedicated to the principles of free enterprise, individualism and small"c"
conservatism. The views presented here are my own and do not
reflect those of The Lance which
must quite properly remain neutral. However, The Lance does
subscribe to the theory, which I
could not agree more, that all
views have a right to be heard.
These commentaries are designed to show other students of the
political Right that they are not
alone in this University. Hopefully these commentaries will
convert the uncommitteds.
I
would hope that the student
Left can agree to politely disagree in reasoned tones.
For the inaugural commentary I will explain why the Right
see collectivism as being inferior
to individualism. In future commentaries there will be more
emphasis on current issues and
how they should be handled m
the Right way.
Let it be on the record that
few who subscribe to collectivist thought
are dictatorial
power-hungry madmen of the
Mao Tse-Tung variety. The vast
majority are idealists who believe that collectivism is the best
or one of the best, means t~
combat human suffering.
The problem with collectivism is that it, as the term impli_es,reduces individuality. What
this means is that man becomes
a small, highly expendable member of a large group, whether it
be of class or occupation. The
g~oup is everything, and the
dissenting individual member is
ignored. It has always been difficult to "fight City Hall". Collectivism makes fighting City.
Hall even more difficult. How

can one expect a politician to
: care about one individual when
his electoral strategy is based on
getting the "Labour",
"Business",
or "Farm" vote rather
than the vote John Smith -Human Being.

I

Man also loses his influence
because of the suffocating and
mindless power of bureaucracies
which grow like weeds in most
nations of the world. Bureaucracies destroy individuality among
their own workers as they are
forced to follow rules of proceedure written up by pinheads.
Once the workers lose their individuality, they cannot understand why a citizen does not
realize that the collective good
cannot be served by helping one
man clear red tape. What you
have here is a failure to communicate.
One hope for man's soul was
the approval of Proposition 13
in California. When it was obvious that the government could
care less if taxes were so high
that many people could not pay
them, the people reacted to such
disdain for their rights as human
beings by reducing the right of
government to tax. It is now
clear that man will no longer allow encroachments on his freedom to be able to spend his own
money. Simply put, the people
of California have said they believe they know how to spend
their money better than the government does.
As I have said, collectivists as
a rule are idealists and not tyrants. However collectivism attracts tyrants who wish to control the lives of the people, because it gives planners and
"Social Engineers" great power.
A collectivist should ask himself, "Why is it that the more
collectivist a society is, the less
free it is?" 99% of the collectivists have a dream, but that 1%

have turned thc:ir dream into a
nightmare. It is time for collectivists to rc:alize their ideals are
too susceptible to subversion to
be realistic in the real world. If
they are interested in "power to
the people" I say, "Come join
the fight-tum l{ight."
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C:1ry Voncina, ~,econd Year Soci2l Science:
"Yes. It's ok, but l think it can
be improved. There's a lot of
!:mllshit. In comparison to what
I've seen, it's not the greatest,
but it's sufficient."
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RIGHT

Jodi Jackson,
tory:

on!!!!!

I

Third

Year~ Hi!- ·

"Yes. It's allright. Last year they
had the trivia question. I liked
that. I think they should bring
it back."

...

DRUG REFUND•*..······
*
•*
*

Drug Plan

··················~··········••*

Drug refund cheques for.1977--78
plan are still available
to be picked up.
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Our hours are

8:30--12:00
1:00--4:30

•••
••
•

SAC OFFICE
:
2ND FL~ CENTRE!
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WANTED : Female to share 2
bedroom apt. · Fully furnished,
cooking, laundry facilities - 10
min. from University on busline. $85. monthly includes utilities. Occupancy Oct . 1. Call
Cathie, 256-0906 after 6 p.m.
FOR SALE . '69 Mustang, 390
4-specd, Holley . Headers and
more. Best offer. Phone 9459647.
LIBERAL CLUB meeting - Wed.
October 4, at 7:00 p.m. in
rooms 1,2,3, University Centre
(upstairs). Election of delegates

to the annual Ontario New Liberal convention will also take
place. Those wishing to be nominated but unable to attend the
meeting should speak to a member of the executive beforehand .
New members and interested
guests are welcome.
FOR SALE: 1970 Maverick . As
is. $250. Call 734-6123 .
Relax after lunch. The Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will
present ten 30 minute episodes
entitled, 'How Should We Then
Live'. Every Tuesday for ten
weeks, beginning September l 9.

Two showings at noon and 1 :00
p.m.
An exhibition of walercolours
by the Philippine artis't Leon P.
Pacunayen is currently on view
in the Leddy Library Gallery
(Room G-100). It continues
through October 18th.
If you are a homosexual woman
or man and are interested in
meeting other gay people and
forming a club here on campus please come to a meeting on
Tuesday, October 3rd., at the
University Centre at 7: 30 p.m.
upstairs meeting rooms 4-5-6.

ALLSTATE INSURANCE
.Allstate believes iii developing potentia l
We arc looking for result oriented University gradu;ires
Allstate Management Development Programrne.

t :;

j.:.in the

Allstate management development prog ramm e
We want people who will thrive on responsibility and who arc seeking a c:l1;i!JenP'"
.
This programme is designed to develop your supervisory and administrative- skills, to prepare you
for a management position.
If you are looking for a challenge and a real chance to advance on your own merit
We will be attending the U. of W. Commerce Club Careers Night.
The date of this function and more information can be obtained from your ~tude:1t PlacerneP.t Of1
fice .
These are not sales positions .

THINK ALLSTATE

FOR SALE . Burroughs rotary
calculating machine . 12 digit
keyboard with a 20 ctigit read out. Completely serviced one
month ago . $75 .00 Call 2525130 . After 6 p.m . or before
9 a.m.
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR BRIDGE CLUB is alive and
looking for players. All people
attending the first meeting will
be eligible for appointment to
the executive. This first meet ing will be held Wednesday Oct.
4th at 7:30 p.m. in room 7, 2nd
floor University Centre. The
club needs a vice-president, a
treasurer , and a secretary . Individual duties will be discussed
at this meeting. Bridge is a wonderful game. Experience or not
come on out - Free lessons can
be given and refreshments will
be served. We're open to all students and staff of the U of W.
So come on out and have a ball.
Duplicate
and/or
"kitchen
bridge" can be played . This topic will be discussed . For further
information
contact Marc at
256 -1398 nights.
HURON HALL CHALLENGES
all the University of Windsor
residences to a display of school
spirit at the homecoming foot-

ball game on Saturda y , Sept. 30,
1978. For further information
contact Mike RamSl?}', Rm. 75
Huron Hall. For further information regarding access to the
playing field, contact
John
Mahley, Director of Alumni
Association.
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PUBLIC SERVICE EXAMS
The annual Public Service
Exams leading to a career in
Public Administration and the
Foreign Service, will be held at
the University in Essex Hall,
rooms 105 & 107. These exams
will be held Saturday October
. 14th for Foreign Service and
Monday October 16th for Public
Administration, at 9 :00 a.m . and
.7 :00 p .m. respectively . Persons
interested in both positions must
write both exams.
Graduating and graduate students interested in writing are
urged to pick up their application forms and information booklets at the Placement office,
Room 1'67 Dillon Hall. Applicat·
ions must be mailed in no later
than October 11th, 1978 .
All interested persons must
submit an application form but
not all career choices require
that exam(s) be written. Consult
the information booklet carefully. _

0

CATilOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumption University, 2543112 MASS SCHEDULE : Sunday - 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Daily.
12:00 noon and 4:30 p.m. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon .ind 5 :15 p.m.
Followed by Dinner) . Saturday 11 :30 a.m . CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10:00 p.m . - 11 :00 p .m. Our centre is.open daily.
We are located next to the University Centre. Feel free to drop in
any time.
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Canterbury is the Anglican Church College affiliated with the University of Windsor.
The college is a residential community, accommodating 70 single students in seven older homes near the river and 38 couples in Geoffrey
Fisher Hall, the only named student apartment building on campus.
Canterbury is also the focus of Anglican Chaplaincy activity on campus and a place for fellowship and discussion.
Canterbury is an academic community too. Twenty members of the faculty in several departments serve as Fellows of the college. From
time to time, they serve as speakers and discussion leaders on topics of general academic interest .

THURSDAYS
WORSHIP

Two six-week
Non-Credit Courses
The Christian Faith: An Anglican Perspective
(Thurs. Oct. 12, -Thurs. Nov. 16)

MONDAY NIGHT
SUPPERS
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"Raising the consciousness of
students on critical issues, is one
of OPIRG's primary goals," said
Weisberg.

ce
m

University of Windsor students voted last January to establish a campus chapter · of
OPIRG (Ontario Public Interest

"A course can be much more
said
meaningful
this way,"
Karen
Weisberg,
the
local
OPJRG Co-ordinator. "The faculty have been very supportive
of the idea."
OPIRG will establish a campus resource centre specializing
in periodicals with critical perspectives on issues of public interest, portfolios on these issues

he
at
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,

series entitled, 'Survival in the
Seventies', will be presented,
dealing with such topics as food
economy, water quality, air pollution, safety in the work place,
and energy alternatives. The series opens on Thursday , October
12 when Paul Schmidt, an OPIRG researcher from the University of Western Ontario, speaks
on "Social Cost of Corporate
Concentration in the Food Industry". The talk will be held in
the University Centre at noon.
As local co-ordinator, Ms.
Weisberg will work on a specific
research project this year. The
topic of that project will be determined at the semi-annual
OPIRG Congress to be held this
weekend. Last year, the areas of
food economy and occupational
health and safety were investigated.
Weisberg cited water quality
and PCB as an important issue
for Windsor students. She considers the food economy in
Essex Councy a timely concern,
since the Windsor branch of the
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People's Food Commission ( a
group composed of consumers,
farmers and labourers), will present their submissions at a public
hearing in November. The Auto
Pact and industrial safety are
also important issues.
OPIRG, which was founded
five years ago by students at the
University of Waterloo, now operates in seven universities.
Windsor,
McMaster, Guelph,
Ottawa, Western and Trent. Research success includes the publication of "Quicksilver and
Slow Death", a paper that explores mercury pollution in
Northwestern Ontario and opened up gov~rnment information
to the native people.
OPIRG is funded and controlled by university students. All
full-time undergraduate students
paid a $5 membership fee with
their registration fee. This is refundable for those who <lo not
wish to support OPIRG. To
date, 60 students have claimed
their refunds and Weisberg states
that this is "average" for a new
chapter.

Presently OPIRG operates
with an interim-board composed
of members ~ho helped organize
the January referendum- Paul
Koloff, Cindy Pike, Gary Wells
and Weisberg. An election will
be held in November for the sixmember,
volunteer-student
board. Graduate and part-time
students may also become members and be eligible for board
positions by paying the $5 fee.
In response to OPIRG, two
students have requested research
projects and two have indicated
an interest in board positions.
The OPIRG phone number for
further information is 254-4192.
The office is located in the basement of Cody Hall across from
~c elevators. There, students
may collect refunds from 2-5
p.m. by showing their I.D. card
and registration receipt.
Weisberg stressed the necessity of "getting a good working
board together". She welcomes
students, faculty and the community members to contribute
to
this vehicle of "social
change".
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This is Karen Weisberg, local OPIRG Co-or~inator.
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Research Group). Designed to
direct student research into issues of public interest, OPIRG
links students with community
organizations and acts as a positive force against "the isolated
campus". Research focuses on
local rather than student issues.
Students can receive a course
credit for their research with the
app roval of their professor.

I
I
I

and files listing community
organizations throughout Canada and the U.S.A. which deal
with the issues. The general public will also have access to this
library.
Another function of the provincial association is to inform
students and community members on the topics of OPIRG research by presenting films, forums and speakers. A debuting
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The class of '79
This year, austerit y measures have resulted in a marked decrea se in
external recruitment for the Public Service of Canada .
Although our manpower requirements are lower than in prev ious
~ears, we will still be look ing for a limited number of Canada's
finest graduating students .
Fo~ information and application forms, see your campus placement
office or your nearest Public Service Comm ission of Canada regional
staffing office . Your application mus t be postmarked no later than
October 11, 1978.
If you are interested in a career in any of the admin istrat ive areas,
you must write the General Examination , on Monday, October· 16,
at 7 pm.

We major in taste.

If you are applying to the Foreign Service, you must write the
Foreign Service Exam, on Saturday, October 14, at 9 am.

i;;

II

Check your campus placement office for the locat ion of the exam
centre nearest you .
Competition 79-4000

••

Public Service Commission
·
of Canada

Commission de la fonctlonpublique
du Canada

(Everythin g you've heard about BlW)()Ri s rruc.)
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The Problem :

rking
past & present

By Mark D. Greene

It's rumored that the ancient Indians had a name for the land
which the university campus sits on. It used to be called "parkanona", which means "don't leave your canoe here."
Though just a legend, it appears fate has decreed that this university have a parking problem until the end of time.
Believe it or not, the university wasn't always its present size.
Perhaps you've noticed that some of the buildings appear older than
others. At one time, Patricia Road split the campus in half, by running between the Biology Building and Essex Hall.
w

In 1963, students won the first battle in the ongoing 'Parking
War' when the two hour parking limit on Patricia was removed, allowing students to park there all Jay.
Unfortunately, parking on Patricia was short-lived as the very
next year, the street was closed to allow for the university's expansion.
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A legend was born on November 12, 1965. The Lance told the
story of Harvey Strousberg, a second year social science student,
who chose to go to court rather than pay a fine for parking in a "No
Parking Zone". Strousberg contended that the police had no business ticketing his car which was parked on a section of Patricia
Road, owned by the university. Needless to say, dear ol' Harv won
his case, thereby insuring that his name live forever in the parking
annals.

""
Windsor police have been regular!} ticketing cars parked illegally around the university.

Also in 1965, the Canadian University Press (CUP) published a
nation-wide survey on campus parking facilities. Fourteen campuses
had inadequate parking facilities.
Illegal parkers still remember the words of Grant Mciver, the director of security, who said, "The parking problem was never limited
to any one campus."
Mciver said that Windsor was "one of the better ones" in comparison of other campus parking facilities as "for the most part, the administration had kept up with the growing demand for parking
spaces."
"There is usually a surplus of 150 to 200 parking spaces available
in the university lots," said Mciver.
The parking problem came to a head in the late '60s and early
'70s with the further expansion of the university.
In 1971, the University of Windsor Parking Committee issued its
findings, part of which said that, "the problem of parking in the
campus area has changed from a minor irritation to a fairly major
problem and will continue to do so for many years."

In 1975, Mike Hazael (with sign) and Gary Wells (left) rescued the area behind Cody Hall from being
turned into a parking lot in the "support grass not tar" protest.

t:'
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,1,n. March 1971, a report frwn the Parking Committee indicated
that the university would need 2,674 parking spaces by 1978. Ac·
~ cording to campus security, there are "around 4,000 parking spaces
;;
.,, available" today.
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The famous "support grass, not tar" campaign evolved in October
1975 when the university tore down the old maintainance building
and decided to create a new parking lot. Led by Mike Hazael and
Gary Wells, a group of concerned students persuaded the administra·
tion to turn the area into a green space.
In the summer of that year, Windsor's City Council instituted a
by-law limiting parking in the Ambassador Parking Lot to two hou~.
all but closing that lot to students.
It seems that students will face a parking problem as long as they
have to face the university's red tape. Mciver has said that this year
won't be as bad a last year's because of the completion of the two
new buildings on campus.
"A parking problem is a healthy sign, a sign of growth and pro·
grcss," said Mciver.

For those receiving the "Royal Order of the Hook", you can pick
up your cars in LaSalle.
Last year, cars parked illegally were towed to LaSalle.
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By Paul Chemish and Mark D. Greene
If you have just read the story on the opposite page, and you're
quite bummed-out, take heart. There are some definite solutions to
that hideous parking problem.
There are many feasible parking solutions that have come to our
attention but would actually fail in application. Just yesterday ,
as a matter of "fact, someone came up with the idea ot a system
where a student would be able to actually purchase a pass that
would allow him a parking spot close to the campus. We all know
that this idea certainly sounds great but we don't thil)k it would ever
work as all the parking spots close to campus are taken.
There have been suggestions in the past about building under-

ground parking garages beneath the quad, but this was proved impossiblc because of the prohibitive financial cost involved.
Perhaps the best of all ideas was to allow parking on the paved
area of the campus. The only problem with this idea is that it would
interfere with the student traffic between classes.
Okay, now you 're really bummed-out because you think tha~
there's no way to solve the problem. Well, after exhaustive research,
two Lance reporters have come up with some parking solutions.
The Hiroshima Solution
Upon investigating the American system of urban renewal as illustrated in Hiroshima, Nagasaki and Cleveland, Ohio, we have decided
to combine the finer points of the American experi~nce with some
modern technology. And what can be more modern than a chic set
of proton :bombs? You see, the framework of this solution concerns
the fact that there are a lot of old buildings on campus ready to
come down anyway. So why not do it with proton bombs? Jimmy
says they are safe to people. But just to be doubly sure, the bombs
• will be detonated during classes. The combined effect of clearing
open space and, at the same time, decreasing the University's enrolment is staggering.
If you take a glance at figure 1, you will understand which buildings we arc talking about. Yep, all of 'em. There'll just be a lot of
parking space. That should keep you gas-guzzling assholes happy for
a while! Cost of this project $4,000,000 ..... but this can be made up
with parking fees.
The Pleasure-Pit Solution
For many students on campus, there's a conflict between the
time they spend studying and the time they spend fondling their
loved-ones.
The Pleasure-Pit solution kills two birds with one stone. This solution isn't as feasible as the Hiroshima plan because it involves negotiating an equitable deal with the owners of the Twin Drive-In. At
press time, Twin Drive-In management refused to accept the university's cash offer of $695.00 and a percentage of Vamer's food concessions. Any way, here's how it works.
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The student merely cruises down Walker road to the Twin Drive·
In , pulls in and purchases a combination tuition and parking fee
ticket. Classes will be of six hours duration and held as soon after
sundown as possible. Textbooks can be purchased at the Starlite
Variety Store you passed on your way to class.
The meal plan will consist of a nutritionally balanced box of popcorn and green peas. Desert is optional. This is supplemented with a
vitamin enriched coke, available in large, medium and small sizes .
Once you have enrolled; you may choose your own spot. For
those who wish residence accomodation for the year, there's a semi·
trailer that can hold up to 500 students comfortably. If you have
any questions, see figure 2.
Win, Place and Showtime Solution
This one has potential. Many people fail to realize that there is
one vast parking lot that nobody has taken advantage of, Windsor
Raceway . (See fig. 3)
The raceway management approached the University and offered
them the use of their parking facilities. By using the parking lot dur·
ing the day and providing bus transportation via Transit Windsor,
both parties agreed that the students would never get to shcool. So
they chucked that idea and tried to make a deal with Transit LaSalle.
The raceway realized that many students, upon returning to the
parking lot at night after a hard day at school, might be influenced
to stay a while and bet on the nags. Maybe the horses too.
So there you have it. Three simple, effective and somewhat reasonable solutions to the parking problem.
Already the university has started to provide for some interim
parking solutions such as making Dr. Franklin's driveway available
for student use and eliminating the "No Parking" signs on and
around the campus .
Pretty smart, eh? And you thought the people up in the Lance
had no brains .
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SELF SERVICE AT VANIER
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Put your plat e dow n and it crawls on
By Mark D. Greene and Mike
Hutz
It takes a certain kind of
courage to eat at Vanier. I know.
On Monday afternoon after a·
grueling four hours in the Callery my friend and I thought
that it would be a good idea to
eat at Vanier. Boy, were we
wrong!

Innocently we took our position in the line. The menu posted
on a board above the serving
area looked interesting.
The
combination plate offered ham
steak, potato and vegetable, roll
and butter, a $2.50 dinner for
only $2.30. It just had to be a
steal at twice the price.
The difference between the

image the menu conjured up and
reality is startling to say the
least. The ham steak garnished
with a wrinkled slice of pinapple
with a cherry in the hole was
supposed to look appetizing. It
wasn't. I used to wonder what•
leather would taste like. I don't
wonder anymore.
The potatoes were even hard-

Employment Help For Students
By David Cameletti

Every month reports issued
by Statistics Canada indicate
that nearly one million people
across the country belong to the
ranks
of the unemployed.
Among the hardest-pressed individuals to find work, are recent
university graduates. In view of
this job scarcity, universjty students could hardly be blamed
for using all of the vocational
counselling and job placement
facilities at their disposal so as
not to depend on unemployment insurance payments to provide their income after graduation . Yet this hardly seems to be
the case at the University of
Windsor.
"I've encountered many students in their fourth year of university who still don't know
about the existence of this office
or where it's located," said Irene
Schen, a Manpower Counsellor
at the Employment Centre for
St udents.
Schen
recently
expressed
concern that the student body
was unaware of the availability

of a number of services on campus which are designed to assist
both undergraduates and graduates in securing permanent, parttirne, and summer jobs, and to
provide them with vocational
guidance in selecting suitable
careers.
She has made it one of her
priorities this year to notify students of the:: various job vacancies and job opportunities available::ro them across the city .
During the past two weeks,
Schen has bc::en circulating information throughout the university to make people aware of
the upcoming Public· and For:ign Service Examinations on
JCtober 14th. The Government
.>f Canada usc::sthe results when
recruiting new employees.
The efforts oi· "v\rs.Schen and
the staff of the Employment
Centre for ·Students will not he
limited to this. In cooperation
with The Lance, they will publish a column from time to time,
relaying information .on a number of subjects related to how
students can improve their pros-

pects for obtaining employment
both during and after .their tenure at university.
This column will provide information on such topics as: a
schedule of recruitment visits by
employees, a list of summer job
openings, proper techniques on
preparing resumes and preparing
for job interviews, where to look
for a job and the trends of local
and national labor markets.
'rhe Employment Centre :ias
other objectives but these are of
a long-term nature. Its staff
hopes to involve more students
in career-testing programs, where
a student's aptitude towards his
or her chosen field is measured
as to whether this line of work is
suitable.
The Employment Centre for
Students i~ situated in 167 OilIon Hall, anJ its telephone numbers are 254-2162 and 253-4232
(extension 269). Its services are
available to any students (both
graduate
and undergraduate)
who are currently attending the
University of Windsor.

er to take. Being of Irish descent
I can now sympathize with my
ancestors. l know why the pototo blight ,cf ! ::,e 1220's drove the
Irish to the 'cw World. For
some reason my friend didn't
feel this way. lie said they really
weren't that bad. "At least they
were round."
As for the cauliflower, I was
impressed. I've never heard of or
tasted crunchy cauliflower. I
know why Euell Gibbons enjoyed grape-nuts and pine cones. As
Mike commented,
"I've swallowed hemp but this was better."
As for beverages, Mike had
milk. Lucky for him Vanier
doesn't have cows. I had coffee.
From what I hear the quarry
from which they mined this
scuff is located in Alberta, a
place called Athabasca I think.
Obviously, Mrs. Olsen doesn't
work for Saga foods.
Most people might find this
story a little hard to swallow but
in talking with some of the regular diners, Monday's menu was
no different from the rest. According to Rob Bullock of Mac
Hall and Patti Pantilin the food
is definitely of poor quality.
Rob said that the only meal
worth eating is breakfast, "The
eggs are so greasy they just slide
down."
When we mentioned that we
usually eat at home they asked
if we could take them home to
dinner sometime, Patti stated
that she would even cook if she
could get "real food". According to Rob, when they served

spare-ribs
last
week
they
couldn't be cut. Fortunately he
said Patti had a chain-saw.
Monday's dining experience
was hopefully an exception to
the usual meals offered at Vanier. Aside from the group of
people we talked to there was no
obvious dissatisfaction with the
meal. While nobody dropped
dead in the isles there were, on
the other hand, no great ovations of praise
Derek McAlduff, the new food
services director for Saga Foods,
told the Lance that he would
"guarantee the food at Vanier" .
stated further that he stands
behind what is serveJ and he is
receptive to complaints.
For the student's who don't
live in residence and don't have
tu eat at Vanier it's hard to understand the gripe the residence
students have. One has to visit
there and partake in its questionable cuisine in order to fully understand the situation.
As a final note Rob remarked, "There are people starving in
Biafra, but we're OK."

He

SAC PUB NIGHT. HOMECOM
iNG 78. Where: Vanier East .
When: Fri . & sat. Sept. 29 &. 30.
FREE to Orientation Pass Holders. FREE to Alumni Members.
TV to be drawn from Orienta tion Pass Stubs. Cash Bar & Live
Entertainment.

GETINTOSPEED
READING
* READ

*
*

300 PAGES IN ONE HOUR
IMPROVE STUDY SKILLS
CUT READING AND STUDY TIME IN HALF
I

DURATION
8 WEEKLY SESSIONS OF 1 Y2 HRS. EACH

DATES~ TIIVIES
2 CLASSES ARE OFFERED COMMENCING
Wednesday Sept. 27 5:30 PM & 7:00 PM
Thursday Sept. 28 5:30 PM

LOCATION
ON CAMPUS BOOM NUMBER TO BE ANNOUNCED

COST

FEE FOR COURSE IS $50.00
INCLUDES TEXT BOOKS,- MATERIALS
THESE ARE DEDUCTIBLE FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES

SEE
USINTHE
UNIVERSITY
CENTRE
Today and MOnday for registration only.
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Feeling old ?

SENIOR CITIZENS AT U. of W.
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By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
There are some students on
campus who are here simply because they love to learn and believe it 1s never too late.
Sarah Grandstaff and Ted
Lang are both enthusiastic 69
year-olds who have no intentions
of retiring to a rocking chair.
They live on fixed incomes, and
therefore, appreciate the government grants that entitle senior
citizens to free university tuition. IR fact, they can't understand why more older men and
women don't take advantage of
the offer ..
Sarah Grandstaff is an expatriate American who until
four years ago was a practising
medical doctor. Born and reared
in Oklahoma, she originally embarked upon a career in journalism, following in the footsteps
of her mother who was a professional writer for the "Atlantic

GRADUATE
SERVICES
J. Letwin Vice-Pres.
The le~ters G.S.S. have been
somewhat of a mystery in the
past to many graduates at this
University. Part of the reason is
that our size limits have limited,
the formation of identifiable
characteristics that graduates can
associate with - like a grad house
for instance. Also some blame
has to be associated with the apathy that tends to plague any
society.
The objectives of the G.:,.::..
are to provide for the administration of the affairs of graduate
students, to promote the welfare of graduate students, and to
serve to further the intellectual,
cultural, and social activities of
graduate students at the University of Windsor. Regular members are all full-time and parttime students at the University
of Windsor who are registered as
Graduates and who have paid
By Stephen

M

st.
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Monthly" .
Finding
the
Journalism
courses too difficult, she enrolled in M~dical School and specialized in anaesthesia. For over
30 years she practised in Arizona
before becoming so disillusioned
with the treatment of women
doctors in the United States,
that she answered an ad in the
Canadian Medical Journal for an
anesthetist at Grace Hospital in
Windsor. She enjoyed her position there for six years, became a
naturalized citizen as soon as
was possible, and has many positive remarks to make about
socialized medicine in Canada
and the status of women in the
profession. Poor health and an
inability to continue her exhausting 100 hour per week
schedule prompted Dr. Grandstaff to retire and embark on a
new and more personally fulfilling career. As she puts it, "I now

Campas

their appropriate fees.
Recently, due to the efforts
of both past and present executive members, the G.S.S. has acquired a house that is located at
the corner of Sunset and Wyandotte. Hopefully, the house
should be ready for regular use
by graduates by the early part of
next year.
The G.S.S. Drug Plan is also
in operation. Details of the plan
can be obtained from the G.S.S.
office located in Vanier Hall
(Room 56 - Vanier Lounge).
Any graduate who has drug pre scription receipts are asked to
bring them to the office between
1 and 3 p.m. WEDNESDA VS.
The secretary will take care of
the procedure. Our office is
equipped with an answering service, so if you can't make it during these hours please call extension 72 7 and leave the appropriate message. Please contribute.

Minis-CR.y

Ang lican Services
At Canter bury College, 172 Patricia, 256-6442. Sundays: 10:00
a.m., Holy Eucharist (Followed by a light Breakfast and Discussion).
Monday - Friday: 12:15 p.m., Holy Eucharist.

· Roman Catholic Services
At Assumpt10n University Chapel, 254-3112, Second Floor Chapel
Sundays: 10:30 a.m., and 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday: 12:00 noor
and 4:30 p.m. (except Tuesday). Tuesday: 5 :15 p.m. followed b}
dinner $1.25. Saturday: 11 :30 a.m.

Presbyterian Services
At 2321 Wyandotte W. at Askin, 253-8741 or 966-3477.

United Church Services
Contact Fr. Bob Lockhart at 253-7257. Iona College. Tuesday 12:10
Holy Communion.

Inter V arsity Christian Fellowship
At Electa Hall Chapel on the corner of University West and Patricia.
eetings every Wednesday from 5-6: 30 p.m. Contact: Shauna Bogean at 253-5580.

want to do something just for
me".
That something is medical
journalism. This fall, Sarah enrolled in one Communication
Studies course and two in the
English department, and is also
taking the "Medical Typing" and
"Write to be Published" night
courses at St. Clair College. And
in her "spare" time, Sarah is
writing a book. When I asked her
what the topic was, a defiant
gleam came into her eye, and she
replied, "Why I left The United
States and came to Canada",
which lead me to believe that
another whole story lies there.
Ted Lang is a small bouncy
man with an infectious grin and
an obvious enjoyment of life.
When you're with him, you can
see why he doesn't understand
what the "generation gap" talk
is all about.
Ted is in his second year at
the university, but very unofficially. In other words, he doesn't
take a full-course load, and he
doesn't write exams. When asked
if he wouldn't like to have a de-

gree he smiled and said, "Why
heavens no. I'd be dead before it
would do me any good." His
philosophy is that education
should be fun, and writing
exams is definitely not his idea
of fun. When Ted starts a new
course, (this year he's into Ancient History; last year it was
Applied Logic and Communication Studies) he presents the
professor with an outline of
what he will contribute and how
hard he will work. If the professor agrees to these terms (and it
would be hard to say no to this
charming man) Ted stays, and
no doubt gives as much as he
gets.
A native of England, Ted
came to Canada when he was 16
and settled in Brantford. He
later moved to this area, taking
some engineering courses at the
University of Detroit, but the
lure of the skies was irresistible
and in the late 1930's, Ted became one of Windsor's first commercial pilots. Today he is involved in photography and does
a great deal of free-lance work,

much of it as a volunteer. He is
the official photographer for the
Protestant Children's Aid, and
spends many Saturdays as the
man behind the camera at wed- ·
dings. In fact, he is so busy th
that he can only manage to attend classes every other day.
Both Ted and Sarah have the
full support of their families.
Sarah is a widow now, but her
son, a geo-c~emist at Temple
University in Philadelphia, is
justifiably
proud of all his
mother's
accomplishments.
Ted's wife feels the same way.
She thinks it's great to live with
a liberated man. When Ted fulfills his academic committments
in the spring, he dons another
hat and shares the household
chores all summer.
Obviously age has little relation to where these two vital and
attractive people are at. They are
continuing to keep busy, to
meet new challenges, and most
of all, to grow. They do not see
themselves as having reached the
end. They are still arriving.

Thinkingabout
a sales careerwith
Xeroxof Canada?
For full details contact your placement office.
Deadline for receipt of applications is October 20th.

Xeroxof Canada Limited

.XEROX

(6) OPI RG Windsor
(ONTARIO PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP)
·oPIRG is a student-funded and student controll({Jd
organisation
with seven chapters at the universities of Trent, Guelph, McMaster, Waterloo, Western, Ottawa and Windsor.

OPIRG serves as a bridge between the community
and the university.
Students use their local OPIRG to make their academic work more useful to the community.

ioPJRG is controlled by a studen t board of directors.
Elections will be held in mid-November.
"Q ·cksilver and Slow Death", Weston Food Chart, "Reed Corporate Profile", "Living Without Food
Ul
b • ·
Additives" and "Is The Air Fit To Breath?" are only a few of OPIRG 's pu hcanons.

Visit our resource centre and office, Cody Hall downstairs. Students who_ do not wish to .support public interest research may receive a refund on their $5 fee Monday to Fnday 2-5 p.m. Bring your I.D.
and fee statement.

WATCH FOR OPIRG'S
''SURVIVAL SERIES''
Part I Food Talk
"Social Cost of Corporate Concentration in The Food Industry" Paul Schmidt OPIRG Researcher.
October 12 Alumni Lounge University Centre.
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Neil Young at Pine Knob

RUST NEVER SLEEPS
By D.J. Sullivan

In The Life by the B.:atles be-

What cfoes a sensitive songwriter and hot lead-gQitarist do
when he is confronted with that
humongous slithering monster
known as "the public eye"? Usually he will run or hide from it as
best he can. Neil Young (who
happens to be a sensitive songwriter and hot lead-guitarist) has
been running and hiding from
the public eye for about ten
years now, but September 18th
and 19th at Pine Knob, he turned and met it face to face. His
show, entitled
"Rust Never
Sleeps", a 22 date tour which
began at Pine Knob, is so much
more than just a concert that
comparing it to one would be
sheer futility.
The show begins before the
audience realizes, with bizarre
background music that seems to
resemble the Beach Boys, and a
stage that is empty but for two
giant (20 or 30 ft.) amps, two
equally oversized trunks, a set of
drums and a chariot.
oticeably absent are all signs of microphones, stands, wires and
monir_ors, and when the houselights come down the empty
centre of the stage is flooded
with blue light as a recording of
Star Spangled
Jimi Hendrix's
Banner plays at full volume. As
the audience rises a procession
of druid-like creatures (a la Star
Wars) emerges carrying a giant
microphone & mic stand. As the
Hendrix piece ends and A Oay

gins, the creatures scurry around
preparing a piano, beside which
they set a three foot glass of
water, and a set of stairs against
one of the giant trunks. As the
song's final crescendo builds the
creatures pull on a rope that lifts
the top off of the trunk, revealing another giant amplifier on
top of which lies Neil Young
curled up with his guitar. Rubbing his eyes as· if he had been
sleeping he picks up his guitar
and begins to play. He is com -'
pletely wired for sound and can
wander around the stage while
he sings and plays.

Jar back up band, Crazy Horse,
for an amazing display of loud,
kick-ass ruck'n 'roll. Crazy Horse
play well, and their presence
seems to bring out the best in
Young. His guitar playing has
never been better, and has never
been more like that of Jimi
Hendrix. At times he produces
sounds that would have been
surprising even coming from
Hendrix himself.
For those who expect to hear
Neil Young's greatest hits the
concert is something of a disappointment. A fot of the songs he
plays are new, and there are con timial requests for songs like

The Muhammah Ali of Ro.ck & Roll?

songs that produce the greatest
response are old favorites such
as Sugar Mountain and The
Needle And The Damage Done.

Young's new songs are potentially his best since his After Tbe
c;o/drusb and llarvest albums .
Comes A Time, the title tune
from his new album, and Already One seem more relaxed
than past efforts, and Out Of
The Blue And Into The Black

Young plays an outstanding
solo set and is joined by his regu-

Southern Man and Down By The
River (which aren't played). The

and The Thrasher, are emotionally powerful, stirring songs that

are destined to become classics.
Neil Young's reactions to his
popularity have never been consistant, and at times his recordings have been strained in their
efforts to communicate to his
audience,
but
"Rust
Never
Sleeps" clearly marks him as one
of this decade's most important
entertainers. One could even go
so far (as Rolling Stone's Paul
Nelson did last month) as to say
that Neil Young is the Muhammad Ali of rock 'n 'roll.

Who~
·whe re

Isn'tit thebestbeer ou'veevertasted!

By David Fine
The following bands are current.ly on tour: Electric Light
Orchestra; Bob Dylan (following
up his record-breaking European
tour); Crosby, Stills & Nash; Bob
Seger & The Silver Bullet Band;
Atlanta
Rhythm
Section (I
thought they worked for Cal
Jam full-time); Taj Mahal; Boston; Heart; Foreigner; Yes (and
yes, Rick Wakeman is coming
along for the ride); Little River
Band; Jimmy Buffett; Steve Miller Band; Barry Manilow; Climax
Blues Band; Iggy (he's still
alive?); Beach Boys; James
Brown;
Genesis (with
new
synthi-guitarist Daryl Steurmer);
Eddie Money; Pablo Cruise; Thin
Lizzy (minus drummer Brian
Downey and guitarist Brian Robinson. Robinson has been replaced by Gary Moore, who has
been absent from the band for
about five years.); AC/DC ( touring with Thin Lizzy).
Artists with albums currently
in the works are: Willie Alexander; War. Tom Waits; Led Zeppelin; Blondie; Alice Cooper;
Crosby, Stills & Nash; The Ramones; The Bee Gees (no .. NO!);
Chicago; Joe Cocker; Joni Mitchell; Rorr Gallagher (again?);
Fleetwood Mac (band admits
they need money after poor
showing of last album); Elton
John (hair transplants completed).
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RECORDS IN
ALONG THE RED

REVIEW

LEDGE

heavier and more intense side of
the duo. They went only slightly
off course but it was a tangent
just the same.
It can now be known that
lk,wty was only a hint of coming attractions.
Their latest

HALL and
OATES
By Frank Kovacic

Headknocker working the bugs out of their sound system (hopefully) for this weekend at the pub.

CJAM
HIGHLIGHTS
9AM - "9AM" - Information about the upcoming events of interest
of the day.
9: 15AM - "EARLY RISER" - Music to get you in gear for the day
(till 10:SOam)
9 :SOAM - "IN BRIEF" - news, weather and sports centered around
the campus and the world at large.
10:50AM - "FOCUS" - interviews with people of interest around
campus.
11 :OOAM - "RETROSPECT" - an in-depth look at some of the top
names in the entertainment field; - this week: The Band
and the "Rise of Top 40 AM".
11: 1SAM - MOSAIC - feature album of the day: This week: TBA
12 :00(NOON): - ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE: - a feature covering
all the entertainment in the Windsor-Detroit area,
for the week.
11:SOAM - "IN BRIEF"
12:15PM - "MUSIC WITH ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT. 478)
12:55PM - "SUGGESTION BOX" - letters and suggestions from
students and faculty at the University concerning current events.
1 :OOPM - "MUSIC WITH ... (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
2: 5OPM - "IN BRIEF"
.
3:00PM - "MUSIC WITH ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT. 478)
4:50PM - "FOCUS"
5:00PM - "MUSIC WITH ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
5 :SOPM - "IN BRIEF"
6:00PM - "RETROSPECT"
6:15PM - "MOSIAC"
6:50PM - "SUGGESTION BOX"
7:00PM - "MUSI<:: WITH ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
7:15PM - "AROUND WINDSOR" - program dealing with events occurring around the city in the fine arts field and for the
dis~riminate connisseur of food.
7:30PM - "MUSIC WITH ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
8:50PM - "IN BRIEF"
9:00PM - "ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE"
9:15PM - ''MUSIC WITH ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
10:50PM - "IN BRIEF"
11:00PM - "MUSIC WITH ... " (FOR REQUESTS, CALL 254-1494
or EXT.478)
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ANTIOCH WEEKEND
October 20, 21, 22 1978

Getting down to basics, Hall
and Oates are not an easy band to
pinpoint. Their rriusical range
varies from ballads to lush soul,
to futuristic mechanisto, to ...... .
They are one of the very few
musical acts that, along with being multi-directional,
are also
multi-successful in the commercial sense.
Upon the release of their second album .1bandoncd Lu11cheonette came their big break
with the architypal white soul
single, "She's Gone".
In an unusual move, they released, as a follow up, the uneven War Uabics. It was a very
good LP but their confusion in
direction was passed on to the
consumer. It sold well at the
outset but tailed off quickly. It
was a while before the "silver"
album came out but its release
appeared to be their saving
grace. Sarah Smile was a monster
hit it placed them (somewhat)
firmly in the White Soul niche.
Things went pretty much the
same way for about three years.
They were cloned many times
over (most recently by Player)
and people actually started to
feel that they had them pigeonholed.
Fat chance.
Ueauty on ..i Backstreet (released
in late '77) showed a

~~p,4~~

:\lo11g "fl'<' Red Ledge

is their

biggest departure yet.
The LP ls divided up quite
nicely. Side one being a mixture
of soul and covers of Ian Hunter
meets the Ronnettes, and side
two a rdentless distortion filled
exercise in "straight" rock and
roll. It seems that the album's
title is quite appropriate, but it's
an awfully pleasant fence to be
sitting on.
Only a couple of throwaways
mar an otherwise consistent
album. Pleasure Beach and August Day were probably put in
very near deadline time, since
they sound like afterthoughts.
The two "killer" tracks It's
a Laugh and Serious Music have
curiously been included on the
same single, a dumb marketing
move but a boon for the consumer. The guitars literally sing

throughout which is no small
thanks to the rented guitar army
•that Hall and Oates have employed for their latest effort.
Rick Neilson plays cheap tricks
all over the place with help from
Robert Fripp (of King Crimson),
George Harrison, Todd Rundgren, and Detroit Dick Wagner.
It appears here that this is an
all out effort of some sort.
Darryl Hall's voice is in top
form, covering a range that has
not been heard in quite some
time. The Hall/Oates band (borrowed permanently from Elton
John) is probably the best group
of musicians that they have
worked with, especially with the
additional studio help on guitar.
The album is a double success. It satisfies their fans and at
the same time satisfies themselves. They are pointing in a different direction but who cares,
with fan support and personal
artistic satisfaction what more
could you ask for?
With all the people that are
trapped in their money making
scams, it's refreshing to see
someone actually using their talents to do it.

Distribution
Manager Needed
Personal
transportation
a necessity.
Apply at the Lance
2nd fir.
Student Centre
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Pedro & Man return

Lots of smoke but no tears
Cheech and Chong, 'just
your average Chinese-Mexican
comedy team, have sold ten million copies of their five albums
-a figure topped by only a handful of the rock music superstars.
They've played to sold-out ·
audiences from New York to
Hollywood, and throughout the
English-speaking world.
And, as might be expected .
after such success, they're now
starring in their first motion picture, "Up In Smoke," Paramount's new rock 'n roll comedy.
Directed by Lou Adler, and
written by the two stars, "Up In
Smoke" draws from the rock 'n
roll lifestyle and sketches with
which they've become associated
•during their career. As has become their forte, it's a tonguein-cheek look at a generation
brought up on rock 'n roll.
The film also stars Tom Sker-

ritt, Edie Adams, Strither Martin, and Stacey Keach (from
Shakespeare to this?).
The timely music in the movie is performed by well known
groups including the Berlin Brats
the Germs, the Dills, LouieLouie, and the Whores. With talent like that how could you possibly go wrong?
Until Cheech and Chong
came along, modern morality
hadn't learned to see the humor
of its own lifestyle-only that of
the establishment.
Lou Adler, as producer/director, has guided Cheech and
Chong's careers since spotting
them (a couple of unknown, unsung performers) at Hollywood's
Troubadour Club six years ago.
He analyzes their success: "Their
material reflects the time and
culture of a generation brought
up in the spirit of rock 'n roll
and dope humor."

Turn of
the Page
A House in Space
Henry S.F. Cooper
Bantam 1978
reviewed by David Tudor for
Canadian Universitv Press

It is an interesting fact that if
you were to be placed in a
weightless environment, in the
centre of a large room so that
you could not touch any walls
or any other fixed objects, and
if there were no air currents ~o

make you drift from your position, and no one to give you a
friendly push, you would be
stuck there, unable to move.
Forever.
You would be able to rotate
around your own axis, you
could execute more or less
sloppy about - faces, and quite
spectacular slow motion somersaults, and all manner of other
zero G stunts, but you wouldn't
be able to move from that posit-

Beared Tommy Chong, the
Canadian-born half of the team,
the first Chinese pop philosopher since Confucious, puts it
this way: "We're just showing
everybody for what they are,
I

including ourselves."
Mustachioed Cheech Marin, a
Mexican-American born in East
Los Angeles, the first popular
Mexican comic since Cantinflas,
says: "It's not very deep; just
tell jokes and make everybody
.laugh."
It was in Vancouver, Canada,
where Cheech and Chong first
got together. Chong, after playing guitar with several groups,
had taken to staging shows in his
family's topless club. Cheech arrived from California "just to
look around," and the two
joined forces in a short-lived
City
Lights
improvisational
group. When the lights went
dark, they found work occasionion. It's quite a charming form
of torture for someone to stick
in some pulp science fiction
novel.
In actual fact, however, the
simple act of stopping perfectly
still, away from all fixed objects,
in the O.G. is almost impossible.
Because you are weightless, once
you start going you keep going
until you hit something. To stop
halfway, unaided, is impossible.
Likewise, in the environment of
a space station there are always
air currents which, in your
weightless condition, are enough
to send you slowly drifting off
to the air - intake duct. They

ally with touring R&B bands,
then lit out for Hollywood.
There hadn't been a best-selling
comedy album in a decade, let
alone a comedy team, but the
void was filled with the release
of C&C's first album.
Adler notes, furthermore,
"They revitalized the whole
comedy record industry, reopening the market to the likes of
Richard Pryor, George Carlin,
and Steve Martin."
When Cheech and Chong
started out together in Canada,
it was at the height of war protests, dope smoking, racial unrest
and
anti-(:Stablishment.
thinking. They took it all on.
"Those were natural resources for much of our material,"
Chong explains. "Cheech and I
just took the essence of all that
insanity and went from there.
We found our greatest acceptance from the groups we most
represented."
confirmed all that on Skylab.
Cooper starts his book on the
Skylab project with a quote
from Edward Gibson, a solar
astronomer
who spent three
months on the space station.
"Oh, baby," says Gibson,
"when I was a little kid, I never
dreamed anything like this even
could happen. Nope, I never
dreamed it could happen to anybody, let alone me."
The Soviets recently outdid
the 84 day stay of that third
Skylab crew when the Soyuz 26
crew recently completed 96 days
aboard the smaller Salyut 6
space station, a very complex
mission marked by two visits
from other Soyuz crews and by
the use of an unmanned resupply vehicle. Skylab, then, is
already becoming history. But it
is interesting history. The story
of this book reminds you of the
story of the earliest prairie settlers, with their cramped living
quarters, even amidst such a vast
space, and their constant need to
improvise.
Skylab is now in danger of
falling back to earth. The old
space station is a very solidly
built piece of hardware which
won't completely break up during re-entry: If any of it were to
land on a populated area it
would make the fuss over the
radioactive
Cosmos
satellite
seem like a Sunday dinner. But
assuming NASA is able to get
the space shuttle up to it in time
to give it a reboost into a higher
orbit, our descendants two hundred years from now will be able
to visit it and say, "Gee, how did
they manage to live in such pri·
mitive conditions?"
Cooper's book is an excellent
representation of life in space.
He ignores any sort of chronological sequence, and mixes all
the missions together, with emphasis on the third, to show how
an average day would go.
He talks about eating at the
minimalist table in the space
station wardroom: "The wardroom table was little more than
a pedestal that supported three

Their characters on record
and in concert appearances are
frequently doped-out. Cheech
observes: "We use dope the way
Jackie Gleason and Dean Martin use booze. It's the basis for
many comedy situations that
can be developed on different
levels. We're essentially dealing
in characters."
They've been called "the rock
scene's answer to Martin and
Lewis," "the counter-culture's
Abbott
and Costello," "the
Amos and Andy of rock," and
"a Laurel and Hardy for the
'70s."

Other critics, looking more
deeply at their comedy, have
seen it as " an unmogulated con.
tact with bald reality."
Cheech has an answer to that.
"Wherever you find something
really funny," he says, "you find
you usually find something true
to life."
food trays, and the trouble began the moment the men un.
fastened the lids, which ...were
held down by what Lousma called 'the most miserable latch
that's ever been designed in the
history of mankind or before' ...
Removing the tray lids was like
opening Pandora's box, because
most of the food cans (actually
clear plastic bags) were too small
for the holes they were in, and
they floated out. The astronauts
had to catch them and wedge
them back in." Water was ad·
<led to the "cans" from a small
hose. "The water was filled with
air bubbles because the air that
had pressurized the water tanks
was never able to float to the
surface in weightlc:ssness and
consequently remained mixed in
...when the astronauts injected
them with the bubbly water
they were apt to explode allc
blast the food all over tlie wardroom ... Keeping their fooci from
floating off the silverware was a
problem. If an astronaut at
breakfast spooned up a bit of
egg and then stopped his hand
halfway to his mouth - ask someone to pass the salt, say - the egg
would leave the spoon." The
numerous
pictures
including
some very beautiful views of the
outside of the station, further
add to the book's appeal. It is
also worthwhile for the serious
reader, because of its very attet·
ion to those entertaining details
that NASA's less coloquial publications ignore.
Cooper, quite simply, has
done an excellent job. The book
is readable, smooth, and lively.
It captures the pleasures and difficulties of living in space very
effectively.
It is worth noting that Ban·
tam has used this book to an·
nounce a new line of "Space
Fact" books, of which O'Neill's
lligb Frontier is the second.
With so much good, readable
material around to spur public
interest, it can't be too many
years before the space budget
goes up. Can it?

Got an opinion?
We'd like to put you in entertainment.
Movie reviews ...albums ...
just about anything.
Come on up
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No correspondance courses in the art of Judo
By Marek Dabrowski
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Few students at this universitv know about the existence of
th~ Judo Club . The main reason
for this lack of interest is limited
knowledge of the sport . Many
people confuse Judo with Karate, Kung-fu, Akido or even
wrestling.
Some believe that you can get
a black belt through a correspondence course. Others think
that judo is a bunch of magic
tricks .
The Judo of today is based
on traditional Jujitsu of old Jap an. The techniques of the lat ter, re-examined, refined, systematized, and welded to an
ideal, became those of the former. Generally speaking, Jujitsu
may be defined as an art of attack and defence without, or occassionally with, weapons .
The origin of Jujitsu is lost
in the mist of antiquity but the
first written notes about this art
date as far back as 230 B.C.
Jujitsu developed through the
centuries among the warriors
who were sometimes forced to
with their bare hands and
~t

'J------------~---,
iet's play

1

I football

~

Two weeks ago the Lancer football crew got quite a scare in Lon• don and it wasn't from the Western Mustangs. Darwin Scmotiuk,
.head coach of the Mustangs caused the pandemonium only hours
.before a Western-Lancer confrontation.
Several days prior to game time a Western player approached
Semotiuk, with information, he believed, made Windsor's starting
centre, Dave Brescasin, ineligible. A further investigation by Western
administration led to an announcement, by Semotiuk, that Brescasin
might not be eligible to play.
Gino Fracas, head coach of the Lancers, immediately had Brescasin taken out of the line up for fear of a protest by Western. At
the time Coach Fracas said the whole thing was no more than "total
nonsense. We just want to go out and play football.~.-
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Get into intramurals
your entry form at the Intramural Office , St. Denis Hall and
be a winner.

MEN'S INTRAMURAL SOCicER
The intramural soccer program opened with four (4) regular season games last Thursday
(Sept. 21). The season looks as
it will be the best ever for participation, there are 14 teams entered this year, 7 in each league.
Games will be held on Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday evenings,
everybody is welcome to come
out and watch some very skillful soccer.

If

I

Deadlines for Intramural Entries :
Entries By
November S
Men's Hockey
October 18
Men's Volleyball
September 29
Men's 3 on 3
October 1
Golf Tournament
October S
The highlights of the Inttamural Program are just around the corer. The deadlines for entries are posted above so be sure to get your
team entry into the Intramural Office before its too late. Office
hours are noon to 1 p.m. and 7 - 9 p.m., Monday to Friday. Drop in
or give us a call, Extension 32S. Now!

CONT ACT LENSES
We feature:
• 90 day trial period
• Full service including cleaning & polishing
on the premises
• Blue Cross vision care participants

I
f
f
f

Deadline for entries is November
5. Last year over 16 teams competed at the competitive and
non-contact recreational levels.
This year, we hope hockey will
be even more of a success on
f campus. Just enter your team at
the Intramural Office, St. Denis
Hall.

MEN'S HOCKEY
Have you got Stanley Cup
fever, if so enter your team in
the Intramural Hocl<cy League.

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Hockey season is just around
the corner, so you know there is
little chance left to get in 18
holes of golf. Don't despair, the
Intramural Golf Tournament is
Saturday, October 7. Get involved, participate, just fill in 1

f
f·
f

AND WE'RE SPECIALISTS! CONTACT LENSES ARE OUR

f

f

Of Windsor Judo Club welcomes
all beginners and experts to the
combativcs room in the basement of St. Dennis Hall every
Tuesday and Thursday at 7t30
p.m. Sorry but we do not offer
any correspondence courses.

Deadlines approaching

1

ByPete<Nuh

easy-to-master combat techniques and the possibility of applying those techniques to daily
self-defense attract more and
more followers.
You too can start learning
the art of Judo. The ,Universio/

success lies certainly in its dynamically powerful techniques
and in the stitting, barehanded
throws. Though, of course , the
deepest aim of Judo is and always will be the perfection of
the human being. It's relatively

among the commoners who were
forbidden to wear any weapons .
A number of different schools of
Jujitsu appeared between 17th
and 19th century, each develop ing its own techniques .
In 1882 a professor of Tok·
yo Imperial University, Jigoro
Kano, established his own school
called Koolokan and began to
teach his own exercise calling it
Judo instead of Jujitsu. Jogoro
Kano incorporated all the good
points he had learned from the
various schools. Adding his own
devices and inventions,
he
founded a new system for physical culture and mental training.
The main reason why Kano
avoided the term Jujitsu, in naming his exercise, was the fact that
Jujitsu schools often indulged in ·
violent and dangerous techniqucs (throwing or twisting
arms and legs). He wanted to
show that what he taught was
not a dangerous thing, and
would not needlessly injure any
person.
Since 1964, when it became a
part of the Olympics in Tokyo,
Judo has been increasing in popularity all over. the world. Its

ONLY BUSINESS
CALL FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT
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CRAWFORD CONTACT LENS CENTRE
830 Ouellette Ave. 253-8988

Sumotiuk and Fracas exchanging philosophies last Saturday.

IT'S TIME ONCE AGAIN TO RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

It all came down to whether Brescasin played in a student sponsored, freshman football game while attending Western in his first
fyear. An investigation by the judiciary committee of the OUAA
' showed that Brescasin did dress for that game but did not play. The
committee ruled that Brescasin was eligible to play the rest of this
fseason.
'
Brescasin is now playing his fifth year of college football, which
is the maximum number of years a player can compete. If he had
played in that freshman game five years ago it would have counted
' against him as a year of eligibility making him ineligible now.
His ineligibility could have been very unhealthy for the Lancers.
Brescasin is a mainstay on Windsor's offensive line . Besides losing
' Brescasin, the Lancers may have had their victory against McMaster
taken away from them. Coach Bill Fowler of the Marauders notified
the O~AA that he would protest the Windsor-McMaster game if
' Brescasin was proven ineligible.
The whole thing, as you can see for yourself, is quite confusing
and more ridiculous than anything else. The actual result of the
whole thing is a loss of credibility for the Western administrators.
People will argue that they should have mentioned the problem earlier in the week, to Windsor officials, in order for them to . make
' changes. Did they deliberately wait, trying to sabotage the Windsor
effort, or did they need the entire week to investigate the problem
before speaking out?
'
Dr. Dick Moriarty, director of athletics in Windsor, commented
that "It's an unfortunate circumstance but I feel that they (Westofficials) tried to bring the problem to our attention as soon as
possible" .
Regardless of what the Western people did they · still come out
looking bad. Let's hope the next time the Lancers meet the Mus- ,
tangs it will be less "cat and mouse" as Darwin Scmotiuk puts it and
more of what Gino Fracas says "lets izo out and plav football ."

TO THE LANCE.
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Sweet revenge for Lancers at South Campus
The Lancer defensive line
~
~
nailed
Bone again for a 1 7 yard
0

ByPaul Chcrnish
Desire has a great deal to do
with Canadian College football.
Last Saturday the Windsor Lancers generated enough desire to
crush the Dallas Cowboys, but
they had to settle for beating
the Western Mustangs 34-27.
The Mustangs, the number
one rated team in the nation,
visited South Campus Field with
the hopes of taking two straight
games from the Lancers. What
they did take was a sound beating from a pumped-up Lancer
team that exhibited excellent
execution in every aspect of
their game.
The Lancers opened up early
by recovering the first of Western 's seven first-half turnovers.
Bruce Walker then danced up to
the one yard line with a nifty
run that set up the first touchdown of the game. Lancer Craig
Mallender took the ball in from
the one, Rob Geier converted
and the Lancers were on their
way with barely three minutes
gone.
After a trade-off of possession, Rob Geier tacked another
point on the board for the Lancers with a missed field goal that
was good for a single.
But the defending champion
Western Mustangs, led by quarterback Jamie Bone, were not going to roll over and die. Bone ,
rated by many as the top quarterback in the nation, hit Walter
Payer! 28 yards down the field
on a well-executed pattern that
left the Lancers scratching their
heads. The Mustangs converted,
and it was 8-7 Lancers.
The Lancers offence began to
sputter at this point and had to
hand the ball back to the Mustangs. The Lancer defence maintained their awesome line play
and forced Bone to cough the
bali up with a tackle that could
have removed his head. From
there Windsor attempted another th;ee-pointer,
but had to
settle for the single once again.
The Lancer's Sam McRay recovered another Western fumble
at the Mustang's 38, and on the·
next play Scott Mallender hit
Lance Bullock with a 38 yarder
that was good for six. Geier got
the conversion.

~

Lancer Jim Lynn (64) sets up the blocking and running back Craig Mallender (18) heads for
in Windsor's convincing 34-27 victory last week.
Again, the Mustangs proved
their talent by disrupting a Lancer screenplay and picking off a
Mallender pass. From there it
was a series of passes; Bone to
Lyons, Bone to Hemphill and
finally, Bone to Nigel Wilson
for a quick six and conversion
that closed the gap to 16-14,
Lancers. The Mustangs regained
the ball quickly but Windsor's ·
defence shone again, especially
the linemen, sacking Bone a second time.
"We set up a few defensive
patterns on the line that proved
to be quite effective against
Bone", reflected head coach
Gmo Fracas. Whatever those
patterns were, they most certainly did the job.

Jamie Bone had a rough day at quarterback for the Mustangs. Rick
Shaben (31) didn't make it any easier on this play.

The Lancers next score was
set up by an outstanding defensive surge by Jim Camusi who
rattled Jamie Bone, resulting in
another Western fumble. From
there it was Mallender to Mallender for 2 5 yards and again for
18. Bruce Walker scampered to
the two and Scott Mallender
snuck it in from there. The convert was good and the Lancers
led 23-14 at the half.
Was Gino Fracas satisfied?
"Yes, to a degree. We were
strong on both offence and defence, but the offence could

:l"'~i'

'.:_'round

have scored even more. We stopped Bone, and that was the real
good part of the game."
The Lancers came out in the
second half just as fired up as in
the first and again grabbed the
first score. On a solid drive up
the field, the Lancers showed off
their passing attack with a beautiful Mallender to Hogan pass
that had Hogan make a slick,
diving reception. It was 30-14
Lancers and it seemed that
Windsor had succeeded in sending the Mustangs to the glue factory.

loss, but the Mustangs answered
:c with a one yard burst into pay"'
c: dirt by Alan Quinn. It was 30-21
;;: and the Lancers turn to score.
3
Rob Geier missed another
3
~ field goal but , again, gave the
Lancers another point with the
power of his kicking leg leaving
the Mustangs with no choice but
to concede the point. Later,
Geier seemed to get a little tired
of missing the three pointers,
coming back with a successful
field goal from the 14. The Lancers were now up 34-21 with less
than five minutes remaining. The
Mustangs came up with six more
late in the game, but it was a
case of too little, too late and
the contest ended at 34-27 in
favour of the Lancers.
Saturday's game · moved the
Lancers up to the number two
ranking in the nation, behind the
Mustangs, but coach Fracas
doesn't worry about the ratings.
"I feel that we should have been
ranked number one this week
because we did beat the number
one team . But the ratings are
mostly psychological; they are
not really indicative of a team's
play."
The Lancers awesome defense
and productive offense will be
back at South Campus Field
next Saturday for the annual
Homecoming. Wilfred Laurier
will make the trip down, but
coa<:h Fracas doesn't think the
Lancers will . have a . letdown.
"Laurier hasn't lost a game yet
and there's no reason to believe
they're not as good as Western.
They have been working on a
wishbone T offense for a number of years and they are good at
it. They can rack up 300 yards
on the ground against anyone, so
we'll have to be ready."
If Gino Fracas and the rest of
the Lancers can muster up the
same pumped-up desire for the
rest of the season as they did last
Saturday, they should be playing
their final game of the season in
the College Bowl.

Yes we have cheerleaders
By Gene Sasso

One element of the Lancer
sport program that has had more
than its' share of ups and downs
in recent years is the university
cheerlcading squad. At times the
spirited
supporters,
rousing
crowds to join them in chants
and screams urging on our boys
(and girls) in blue and gold, were
"spirited" by other means than
just school loyalty. An active,
organized support crew for our
Lancers was, more or less nonexistent.
Last year Joann Cummings
and Anne Mclssac took it upon
themselves to rectify our sorry
chearleading situation. With the
support of SAC and our main
man Gino, these two girls managed to whip together a contingency of crowd rousers that did
our university proud. It was a
building year and certainly not
without problems but the results were encouraging.
Cathy Cicchini, the SAC representative, is optomistic for
progress with this year's cheerleading group. With a large number of returnees from last year's
squad and a good turout of enthusiastic rookies, difficulties
have been few.
"Organizing all the JJeople's

schedules to coincide with when
and where games are played has
been the biggest problem" Cathy
said, and added, "We've arranged
for almost a two squad team
where we have a number of
people for mainly football and
another group to do basketball.
Some will be doing both however."
When asked about other
sporting activities Cathy replied
that "We'll do as much as possible in those regards but there
really is only so much we can
do. Schedules again are the big
problem."
"Of course there's been the
perrenial problem of too few
guys coming out" Cathy continued. "We'd like a few more guys
if possible so any that want to
join, their help would be appreciated."

The team list, as it stands
now• looks something like this:
Diana Kretchmann, Helga Shu·
,nacher, Tish Cost ea, Joanne
?aetz, Sherri Steele, Marsha Ehl·
ing, Teresa Lopez, Sieg Stadler,
#
Bill Blum.
Cathy went on to say that
plans are in the offing for a SAC
recognized Lancer Booster Club.
Any stude1:ts, parents or friends
(thar covers about everybody)
would be elligible to join for a
nominal fee. The club's activit·
ies might include organized trips
to out of town games as well as
pre and post game "rallies"
The formation of a pep band
is a possibility Cathy would like
to see materialize. Badges, pins
and other similar paraphanalia
will likely be made available as
well.
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University family welcomes new members
By Dave Powi~

Part of the university 's "family" attended Friday 's Alumni Association dinner.
In one of the largest turnouts in years, about 200 Alumni members, faculty and students showed up to welcome the incoming president , Dr. Mervyn Franklin, and chancellor, Major-General Richard
Rohmer. Both Franklin and Rohmer likened the university to a fam ily.
"The university is a community, composed of faculty, administration and students, past and present," said .Franklin. "We are a
family, interdependent on each other."
Dr. Franklin told the audience that he considers it to be a great
privilege to be here and while he hasn't fully grasped all of the problems that a presidency involves, he felt he has "already been hammered into it (the job)."
He described the university education as "a dynamic interaction
with people and their ideas."
Franklin praised the alumni as "a source of feedback on how a
university can respond to the needs of the community."
"But for tonight, let's rekindle a zest for life by remembering .....
and forget our mortgages and taxes," said Dr. Franklin.
Major-General Rohmer was introduced as "a warm, personable
guy who's going to do a lot for this university."
"The family is a real thing," said Rohmer. "It makes the world
go."
Rohmer described the university as a solid base where the young :i.,
.5
and old can come to be educated.
C:
The Alumni Association presented the men with pottery works "'
by an Alumni member, Mrs. Gerry Ridley. The pottery is in the
0
form of an old shoe.
0
.c:
"The two feet will walk in unison, step by step," said Rohmcr. ~
"I hope it's a reminder of not to put our foot in our mouth," said
Franklin.
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Kim Renaud, a third year music student, exhibits the first signs of hydrophobia as rain douses convocation.

- Electa students tri~d to avoid food pl~n

By Dave Powis
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The University of Windsor
held its 30th convocation last
Saturday for approximately 750
graduating students .'
Speeches by the new chancellor, Major-General Richard
Rohmer, and the recently appointed
president and vicechancellor, Dr. Mervin Franklin,
highlighted the ceremonies.
Major-General Rohmer spoke
of the family units, the educational and the kindred. He talked
of the family of the literary arts,
"It's a rather eccentric, snobbish
Canad ian household that some
consider l have entered through
the back door, and to whom I
say like it or not the best sellers
lists certify that l am a member
of your family."
I le went on to say that there
is a strong sense of family at any
convocation .
"Indeed, there may be the ex-

ceptional person who is here today absolutely alone to accept
his or her honour," said Rohmer. "If so, I welcome you as
part of my family."
Dr. Franklin spoke of the
benefits of a post-secondary education and the increasing practical applications for industrial research and other fields that is
leading towards a more realistic
education in university.
His speech was interrupted by
the rain that had been threatening all day and which finally put
in an appearance. However prep arations had .already been made
for the switch indoors to St .
Denis Hall. Television monitors
were stationed in th.e Math
building and the University
Centre for those unable to get
into St. Denis.
The music was supplied by
the University of Windsor Instrumental Ensemble, directed by
James J. Tamborini.

Students at Huron and Electa
Halls exhausted their last appeal
on Monday when the Board of
Governors' Committee on Student Services (CSS) when a motion to rescind ·the $350 compulsary meal plan at those two offcampus residences was defeated.
On Tuesday, September 26,
the Board had decided to table
the matter until the CSS could
make their recommendation on
the subject. In August, the
Board had made the decision to
implement the meal plan.
"Why should we (the students) trust the Administration
or even participate
m such
committees, when it's obvious
by their actions in this case that
the Board and administration
will just ignore their own mechanisms when they feel it is appropriate?" said Gino Piazza the
Students' Administrative C~un-

cil (SAC) president.
Under terms of reference for
the CSS, food services, as affecting students, are clearly under
the review of that committee.
"The admin types totally ignored this committee,"
said
Piazza.
The CSS was the successor to
the Centre Policy Committee,
which was disbanded earlier this
year. In 1976, the Centre Policy
Committee had voted to move
the food services operations
from the University Centre to
Vanier Hall. The committee had
been told that by consolidating
food services in Vanier Hall "a
considerable savings in funds,
both initially and in the long
run, would result." Food Services had a deficit of $198,000
last year. Renovations to Vanier
Hall (to allow for the expanded
operations) totalled about $21,
000.

"Students at the University
of Windsor have been given the
most shameful and shoddy excuse for a University Centre in
Ontario, if not the whole country," said Piazza. "The main
point is that we (the students)
are paying more for considerably
''The Centre Policy Commitless."
tee voted this way because they
Before the implementation of
thought the money would relthe meal plan, the Centre Policy
ieve some of the food services
Committee studied the issue and
deficit," said Piazza. "Where has
recommended that Huron and
this extra revenue gone?"
Electa not participate in any
Piazza claims that Dr. John
meal plan.
Allan, the vice-president of ad"Is the Board ... so knowledgministration and finance, has ·
able that they know better than
consistently refused to make
the students and the Office of
public these figures.
Student Affairs, regarding this isAt the September 26 meetsue?" said Piazza. "How many
ing, Piazza complained to the
of them have ever been in the
Board that the move to Vanier
position of lining up in Vanier
Hall and the introduction of
Hall?"
vending machines to the UniAt the beginning of the sumversity Centre, had resulted in
mer, students who wished to live
"the destruction of the Uniin Huron and Electa had to fill
versity Centre."

In September of 1977, both
undergraduate and graduate students had their University Centre fee increased by $5 per student, amounting to approximately $33,500.

out a residence reservation form
and deposit $150. The deposit
could only be refunded if a student decided not to attend the
university.

Con't on page 3.
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Food Services Committee airs complaints
By Diane Elliott and Cindy
Armeland

Hours for the Round Table,
in Vanier Hall, and food prices
were the main issues discussed
at Wednesday's meeting of the
Food Committee.
Student representatives from
the residences, stated that they
felt the Round Table should remain open until 2:00 a.m. as it
had done in the past. Presently
the hours of the Round Table
are from 6:30 p.m. until 11:30
p.m.
Derek McAlduff, manager of
Saga Foods, said the reason for
the early hours was to accomodate commuters. McAlduff also
pointed out that the earlier

hours were more economical.
"Are those numbers of commuters significant enough to neglect people in residence?" said
Paul McMillan, Cody Hall's student representative. It was suggested that the Round Table
stay open until 2:00 a.m. for
a two-week trial period.
There was a general concern
voiced at the prices for the food
services.
Heather Gibson, a Laurier
Hall resident, commented that
the food services have gone from
$500 to the present $700 in two
years. Gibson asked why food
costs should exceed the cost of
living.
"We support you," said Gib-

son, "so why should we be penalized?"
Students pointed out that
there have been long lineups at
the cashiers in Vanier. McAlduff
assured students that lines would
speed up. The new script is difficult to handle, but as the cashiers get more experience, the
lines will move faster.
Food quality was a concern
of MacDonald Hall resident Bob
Bullock.
"Health is involved here and
has to be considered," said Bullock. McAlduff told the committee that the kitchen had been
fumigated once a week during
the summer. They are also planning on using sterile gloves and

germ screens.
A vegetarian menu was suggested by Rob Renaud, a MacDonald Hall resident. McAlduff
said that he has a vegetarian program that can be offered.
It was also suggested that
food prices be posted in Vanier
Hall so a student may tally his
bill up before going to the cash
register. He or she could check
for mistakes, which have been
known to happen.
We would like some idea
where we are getting ripped off"
said a student. McAlduff's reply
was, "I'll do it."

If you have any complain•
about the food service, see yo
resident
representative
an
they'll prepare a list which \\'
be presented to Derek McAlduf
and Stephen Kominar, direct
of the University Centre for coc
sideration.

s

Kominar noted that many (
the suggestions and complaint
presented at the meeting can~
dealt with easily.

a
u

McAlduff told the committt
that he is making himself acce~
ble to the students for air~
beefs and also to accept comp[
ments. He said he was there fo
that too.

C

a

Cari boo College Students Return after Labour Disputl
(CUP)-Three
KAMLOOPS
thousand students at Cariboo
College rc:turened to class September 21 following an agreement reached between the college: administration and members
of the: Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE).
No details of the agreement
which was ratified in Vancouver
Sept. 20, were available:. The agreement was reached after a marathon negotiating session with
Doug Cameron', associate deputy
minister of labour.
The union had bee~ asking
for a wage increase, guarantees
against contracting out and job
security.
The agseement brought to a
close a labour dispute that has

'

been simmering for more than
14 months. CUPE members were
locked out by the college Aug.
18th.
The dispute escalated when
the Cariboo College Faculty Association withdrew their services
Monday morning because the
college refused to submit the dispute to binding arbitration.
Students at Cariboo College
actively pressured the administration for an early end to the
dispute.
Student
assoc1at1on
president Kelvin Stretch said students at Cariboo College: "greet
the news of a settlement with
great relief."
He said the settlement could
not have been reached without
the unified efforts of the faculty

association and students. The
students collected 5,342 signatures from Kamloops residents
supporting the students.
Students marched downtown
Sept. 19 and held a meeting in
the park. They also began a telephone campaign to both members of the college council and
Kamloops residents expressing
their concerns and inviting them
to a public forum that would
have been held Sept. 22.
The students also launched a
class action suit against the college for breach of contract.
"Students feel that the action taken by the college administration in permitting the college
to remain closed constituted a
breach of contract,"
Stretch

said. "Many students have incur·
red monetary losses in the form
of travel expenses, rent and utility deposits."
He said many students have
had their futures jeopardized by
the college closure after Canada
Manpower vocational courses
were interrupted.
BC Student Federation chairperson Gordie Bell said the student organization during the
strike was marvellous. "Getting
2500 to 3000 students out (to
str'ike
committee
meetings)
every morning is great."

secondary education.
"If this first meeting with the
minister is any indication there
is no relief in sight for post-secondary education in Ontario,"
said Edelson.
Last year the ministry had ignored the OCUA's recommendation, providing universities with
$26.1 million less than the
OCUA had deemed necessary for
"the maintenance of the system".
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No relief in sight for students
TORONTO (CUP)-Dr.
Bette
Stephenson, Ontario's new universities minister and minister of
education "supports the idea of
differential fees for foreign students," according to Miriam Edelson, chairperson of the Ontario
Federation of Students.
Edelson and other OFS representatives had met with Stephenson on educational policy. They
also presented a brief to the minister on OFS's stand on post-

He said he was pleased stu
dents had resisted pressure fror
the college to seek a court i~
junction
against the facult,
members who had illegally witr
held their services.
Bell said both students an
faculty members believe th1
department of education is bi
hind the lengthly dispute.
"The position of the ministr,
is they (the college) should tak:
a very hard line and not settle,
he said. "The faculty associatio•
called it union busting."

p

Edelson said the minister gave
very non-committal answers to
OFS 's questions. "She appears
to be much tougher than Dr.
Parrot (Stephenson's predecessor)," she said.
The federation attributes her
inability to give conclusive answers to the fact that she is in
charge of "two very demanding
ministries, ministries which demand the complete attention of
separate ministers."
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The S·A·C is looking for students of either

SEX
To be DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICERS
inthe Upcoming BY-ELECTIONS
on OCTOBER 23th
Alf Officers will be given RENUMERATION
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2nd floor University Centre
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By Lindsay Hall-Smeets

On Saturday, October ·21 the SAC will be
presenting a motion to revoke all present by-laws
and introduce bylaws 26;27, 28, 29.
Copies ·of the by-laws mav be inspected
in the Sac SAC office

10
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Shoes were being shined all
over town on Saturday, as the
first Shinerama in years raised
$760 for the Canadian Cystic
Fibrosis Association.
Shelley
Millard-Math any,
public relations representative
for the Nursing Society and director of the project, reported
that 40 students, 60% of them
from the Nursing School, had
volunteered their time and effort

to make the drive a success. Su~
port was also received from th( w
Engineering, Social Work, La~
and Business Faculties.
To no one's surprise, the win
ning team, who pulled in an im~
ressive $160 was stationed in th(
Ambassador Plaza between th(
Beer and Liquor stores.
Next year the Nursing Sot
iety hopes to hold the Shiner·
ama during Orientation week
and perhaps extend it into I
two-day event.
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Students believe plan was a 'Cheap Shot'

e,

·o:

When students arrived in
September, they discovered they
would have to sign a residencemeal contract ($350) before
they could get their room keys.
University officials blamed
the delay in informing Huron
and Electa residents on the
strike. The strike by members of
· the Service Employees International Union, Local 21_0, covered
a period of 17 days, from August 29 to September 14.
Students from the two offcampus residences complained
about the lack of notice and sent
petitions to the administration
and SAC. Students described the
plan as a "cheap shot" and just
"pretty nasty."
According to one Huron Hall
resident, the reason he moved
there was to "avoid any food
plan." Other residents voiced
similar complaints.
Students were optimistic that
the CSS would recommend to
the Board that they rescind their
decision.
The CSS is composed of the
Dean of Students, George McMahon, the SAC president, Piazza, the Senior Vice-President,
Dr. Frank DeMarco, the VicePresident of Administration, Dr.
John Allan, a Senate-appointed
faculty member, Dave Wilkinson, the Graduate Student Society (GSS) rep, Josie Iannetta,
the OPUS (Organization of Parttime University Students) President, and three students appointed by the SAC, Doug
Smith, Deb Krutila and Chris
Skinner.
Delegations
from
Huron,
Electa and Cody Halls were at
Monday's meeting to present
their case. In addition to the
meal plan, the students were
protesting over the university's
decision not to accept script at
the Round Table and the limited hours at the establishment.
Ed Healy, from Electa, told
the committee that most of the
Electa students had signed a
petition objecting to their being
included in any meal plan. He
also said that it was too expensive to eat at Vanier.

A representative from Cody
Hall said that most of the residents at Cody would be happy
to be off the meal plan . He said
that the big problem facing
Food Services was the hold that
the unions had on this campus
and the contracts they had. Riley suggested that the university
rent out the space (Vanier) to
private enterprises and let them
worry about providing the food
service on campus.

against it and four abstained. Of
the four students on the CSS,
Piazza and Krutila voted for the
motion, Smith voted against it
and Skinner abstained.
Originally Smith believed that
nothing should be said about the
meeting after the committee began its closed session. However,
because of the rumours which
had been circulating around the
SAC office on Tuesday morning,
he decided to present his side.

Dr. Allan told the committee
of the fixed cost involved with
the Round Table.
"It costs us $300 just to open
the doors," said Allan.
Allan said that the administration is prepared to institute
the use of scrip money at the
Round Table with a wider selection. He also said that beer will
be sold at the Round Table on a
cash-only basis. Alan warned the
committee and the delegations
that the university is only doing
all of this on a trial basis and
that a final decision would be m
n1ade later. Allan was worried
that the Round Table would restrict the operation of Vanier.
Steve Kominar, the University Centre director, told the committee that the trial system
would go into effect next week.
At this point in the meeting,
the CSS went into a closed session. All of the delegations and
The Lance reporter were asked
to leave.
What went on during the
closed session remains a secret
though the results were made
public.
The CSS voted to accept the
administration's decision to accept script money at the Round
Table and a wider selection, including beer.
However,
the
committee
turned down a motion by Deb
Krutila, the commissioner of
Ancillary Services. She had
moved that the Board rescind
their decision to implement a
compulsary meal plan at Huron
and Electa Halls.
The committee's vote went as
follows: two members voted in
favor of the motion, four voted

When asked by The Lance reporter how he voted on the motion, Smith declined to say. He
said that he would have to ask
the chairman of the CSS for
permission to release .any details
of the closed session.

about the long-range prospects
for the committee and how it
could be an effective weapon for
the students in the future:
"Therefore it wasn't a vote
against the
students,"
said
Smith. "I felt it was proper."
Smith also said that it was evident that the students wanted
the motion passed.

"I didn't feel comfortable
with the wording of the motion," said Smith.
Smith said that while he was
in favor of the university's decision to implement a compulsary
meal plan, he disagreed with the
method by which they went
about doing it. In this matter,
"the students were wronged."

He offered to resign from the
committee if the students want-,
ed him too.
"I'm going to have to take
my lumps," said Smith.
"Because he was a committee
member, Piazza said that he
couldn't comment on the CSS's
decision. As president of the
SAC, Piazza described the vote
as inappropriate.
Krutila said that she was disappointed with the vote. She
had hoped it would have been
positive.
Student
reaction
to the
committee's
decision
came
quickly.
Dan Chamney, the Science
and Math representative on the
SAC was upset.

Smith felt that the motion
didn't represent the interests of
the committee in terms of establishing and maintaining credibility and respectability with the
administration. He was worried

"Any student who voted
against that motion or abstained,
voted against the students," said
Chamney. He insists that because the students weren't properly notified, they shouldn't

have to pay.
Dave Waluk, the president of
the Huron Hall Residence Council, couldn't believe that the decision had gone against the students.
"I question whether the student delegates were serving the
students," said Waluk. He had
presented a petition from over
75 per cent of the Huron residents, objecting to the meal
plan.
Waluk told The Lance that
the university's decision on the
Round Table is "nothing but a
political compromise".
According to Waluk, the students at Huron are not going to
give up.
"We're planning on writing
letters to the local MPPs, the
Ontario Ombudsman, the Windsor Star ·and The Lance," said
Waluk.
"There's also a possibility of
protesting at the next Board of
Governors meeting," added Waluk. He said that the residents are
thinking of taking legal action.
Meanwhile the students are
just going to have to cope with
this unexpected burden.
"There's one girl who's at the
Faculty of Education so much,
that she hasn't had the chance to
pick up her scrip money," said
Waluk.

..........UncJassi.,=ioos ..........
ANTIOCI I WEEK END
(October 20-21-22). An Antioch
Weekend is a weekend of talks
and discussions about Christianity. The Weekend involves times
for reflection and prayer and liturgy which all contribute to an
experience of Christian Community. We look forward to
these ·Antioch Weekends as a
time of growth for our community here at Assumption as well
for the growth of the individuals
who take part in the Weekend.
Registration forms are available
at the Chaplaincy. Fee for the
weekend is $15.00. The weekend will be held at the House of

Shalom Youth Centre ' in Amherstburg. For more information
call Brian Daley - 256-9720 or
Wayne Bryant - 969-7350.

Notice of Psychology Club Meeting. The meeting will be held
Friday Oct. 6th. (that's today)
at 3 o'clock, in room 265-A,
Windsor Hall South.

FOR SALE 1975 1londa CB 200. Electric Start; 3.200 miles; helhelmet & safety check included. Mint Condition. For information
call 945-8942.
CATIIOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumption University. 2543112. MASS SCI IJ<:DULE:Sunday - 10: 30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Daily.
12 :00 noon and 4: 30 p.rn. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5: 15 p.m.
followed by dinner). Saturday 11: 30 a.m. CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10 :00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. Our centre is open daily.
We arc: located next to the University Centre. Feel free to drop in
anytime.

Help For Rape Victims
The Sexual Assault Crisis
Clinic provides support and
counselling to victims of sexual
assault and their significant
others (ie: family, spouse, boyfriend, etc.) regardless of whether or not he/she decides to report the assault.
Trained volunteers staff a 24
hour crisis line, and will explain
alternatives and give informat10n on police investigations,
~edical needs and legal proceedings. The volunteers are available
to accompany the victim to the
police, the hospital and possible
court proceedings .
For sexual assault victims
who need additional counselling
appropriate referrals can be
made. This service is also provin vided for women or men who
were sexually assaulted in the
past and feel they need support
and counselling to resolve issues
that may have resulted.
soc
The Sexual Assault Crisis
ner· Clinic, is part of the Evening
•eCl
'
O~t - Patient Programme at
oI
Wmdsor Western Hospital.

Sexual Assault Crisis Line
is 253-9667.
All contacts with the Sexual
Assault Crisis Clinic are· confidential.
The clinic also has a Public
Education Programme. Volunteers will speak to any group
who would like to know more
about our services and the realities of sexual assault. For a speaker, call Sandi Sahli at 253-4261,
Extension 298, 3-llp.m., weekdays.

lis probably
themostintclligrnt
way
togetthroughcollege.
University can be an expensive proposition, and if you're having trouble getting it
together financially you may want to investigate the opportunities of the Canadian
Forces Regular Officer Training Plan.
If both you and we agree that you have what it takes to make it as an officer in the
Canadian Forces, we'll pay your tuition fees and give you a yearly salary while you
take a degree in Engineering, Science, Arts or Administration at one of our colleges,
or in any one of more than 40 disciplines at the Canadian
university of your choice.
r.b
"'-ETINVO•"ED.
When you graduate, you'll normally spend a
~
U
L.V
1
minimum of four years with the Canadian Forces.
·
'J WITHTHE
Instead of job-hunting. you'll step into an interest~· CANADIAN
ing, rewarding position with unlimited opportunities
ARMEDFORCES.
for personal growth.

The Lance
welcomes all
public service
articles
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Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre.
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181 Goyeau, Windsor, Ontario Phone 252-7615
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Students were stabbed in the bacl
Well, students at Huron and
Electa Halls have been stabbed
in the back again but this time
a new twist has been added. Students on the Board of Governors' Committee on Student Services (CSS) must take partial
credit for causing this injury.
The CSS had been given the
responsibility of making a recommendation to the Board as to
whether a $350 compulsary
meal plan would remain in force
for the two off-campus residences.
Four students, one rep from
the GSS (Graduate Student Society) and one from the OPUS
(Organization of Part-time University Students), one faculty
member and three university officials made up the committee.
At last students outnumbered

the faculty and administration,
and could control their own
destiny. Things looked pretty
good going into Monday's meeting, right? Wrong.
The final vote on a motion recommending that the Board rescind the meal plan, was two for
the motion, four against and
four abstaining. Of the four students, only Gino Piazza and Deb
Krutila voted yes. Doug Smith
said no and Chris Skinner sat on
the fence. Nobody's telling us
how the GSS and OPUS reps
voted but we know they didn't
go along with the students.
Skinner chose the easy way
out by not taking sides. We hope
he can explain that to the students who elected him. At least
Smith had the courage to follow
his
conv1ct10ns,
misguided
though they were.

Let~eRs

•••• •••

'

Wallace speaks again
Dear Editor,
I read with almost total disbelief the comments of William
English, the self-proclaimed defender of the right-wing. Mr.
English claims that he upholds
the values of freedom, free enterprise and individualism, as if
these things were somehow, by
necessity, connected. He further
argues that leftist "collectivism"
in any form is detrimental to
society.
First, the very distinction
which Mr. English makes between the collective and the individual is a false one, primarily
because an individual cannot
hope to be an individual other
than through interactions with
others. Man is a social animal
and to argue the case of individualism in the abstract can only
lead to support for an unrealistic Stirnerism or end in the reaction of Nietzheism.
Mr. English brands all leftists
as idealistic collectivists who reduce the individual to a nonentity. But which leftists docs he
talk about? Social democrats,
Marxists, Marxist-Lcninists, anarchists,
anarcho-communists,
revolutionary syndicalists, anarcho-syndicalists, libertarian socialists, council communists, utopian socialists, Fourierists?
The author equates individualism with "small 'c' conservatism", yet completely fails to
understand that the strain of collectivism has always run through
conservative thought, whereas
the abstract notion of individualism is noccectcd to modern

liberalism.
· Mr.· English states that there
is nothing inherently wrong with
"colle<;tivism" in theory, only
that ' 1collectivism attracts tyants." And who are these tyrants, we may ask? Nothing but
power hungry individuals, n:plies Mr. English. In fact, the entire comment is grounded in this
self-contradiction.
Read further and Mr. English
condemns all collective action
only to extoll its virtues later .
"Collectivism
makes fighting
City Hall even more difficult,"
argues Mr. English, and yet he
goes on to praise the approval of
Proposition 13 by the electorate
in California - in fact - a collective movement to protest government actions. And yet again Mr.
English calls upon all believers in
the right-wing to collectively rally under his banner.
As for his precious "free
enterprise".
the unrestricted
practices of capitalism one hundred years ago in England led to
enormous abuse of power and
privilege. Where was "individualism" then? And where is the socalled "individualism" apparent
in today's mechanised capitalism
where the worker becomes an
automaton attached to a machine and alienation is rampant in
everyday life.
Stock companies - aren't they
a collective action to increase
profits? Unions - another collective movement to articulate
the separate demands of workers. Are these to be legislated
away? What if the rights of an

Smith was worried that a
contrary verdict to the Board's
wishes would undermine the
committee's credibility with that
esteemed group, some of whom
know as much about running a
university as our editor knows
about running a distillery or
restaurant.

The SAC should take a few
licks for its failure to co-ordinate
the students' efforts and votes
before the meeting. The first
time that Smith heard the
motion was when Krutila read it

as the meeting. If the stud,
government ever gets anoti
opportunity to effectively rep
sent the students, let's hope th•
don't mishandle things again.

Well Doug, you've lost all
credibility with the students
who elected you to the committee and as the vice-president of
the SAC. You claim that you
wanted to be recognized as an
ordinary student on the CSS,
and not as the SAC's vice-president. For the rest of this academic year, Mr. Smith, you have to
wear that label. Whatever you do
this year reflects on the SAC,
and your negative vote has already diminished the council's
respectability.
individual are abused? Should
the government act tu right the
wrong? If so, then this too is
government intervention.
The free enterprise system
centralises capital and to keep
the machinery well oiled government intervention has become a
necessary part of the system. To
return to nineteenth century
capitalism would defy all socioeconomic evolution.

Mr. English wishes criticism
of his comment to come in
"reasoned tones" yet there is no
logical consistency to his own
arguments. He is consistently inconsistent and self-contradictory. The only point that I agree
upon is that Mr. English is a true
representative of the Right. He
doesn't know what he is talking
about.
Yours respectfully,
Len Wallace

Continuing Student Struggle
Dear Editor,
I'm writing this letter because
of the perpetual struggle that
students at this university face
whenever we confront the administration. The specific conflict
involved here, is that of the
$350 compulsary meal plan for
Huron (and Electa). My purpose
is not to reiterate the facts and
feelings of this issue, but rather
to exemplify a greater and more
universal problem which all students must face.
Since the beginning of this
academic year, the residents of
Huron have, with the support of
Gino Piazza and Deb Kru tila of
the S.A.C., have been attending
a series of meetings with various
committees within the university
administration. If you've been
following The Lance, it's apparent that the university is on
shaky, legal grounds. The moral
and ethical grounds are even
more questionable.
Personally, my views on life
are optomistic. I feel that given
the proper opportunity, justice
will prevail. Thi~ is why, up until
now, I've been allowing the

dispute to go through proper
channels. It now seems that I've
been naive. The proper channels
have slapped me in the face and
reinforce the previous decision.
Although students treated the
matter with reason and confidence, the administration's attitude was farcical.
Most of the present students,
including myself, are to young
to have been involved with
student activism in the '60s.
Until now, I never condoned these activities, rather I questioned whether students protested for the sake of protesting.
Their motives seemed more concerned with putting on an cxhib- .
ition than with solving their problems.
My perspective of this era has
now changed. I now see these
acts of dissension as stemming
from the frustration which happens when they confronted an
inflexible administration such as
our own. When appeals to
proper channels have been exhausted, students have no choice
but to seek alternative methods.
The meal plan issue repre-

sents the slipping grip wh1,
students have when it comes·
controlling our own destinir
The decisions by the Board
Governors and their Comminc
on Student Services shows w~
little they have for the studen:
It's time for the stude nts·
stand up for their rights. We ~
not the administ ration's pu·
pets.
We may have lost the bat:
but the war is not over. As I
it, the next step is to institl
legal action and public opin1
against the university. The co
flict now extends beyond I
meal plan issue and those dire,
Iv involved, to a representat
S truggle between
the scuder
and administration of this u.
versity.
0

Yours trU
Dave Waluk

More letters
on next page
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Disco here to stay 7

BY.Ed McMahon

D-earEditor,
In the last couple of years
that I have attended this university, I have detected some
skeptical criticism concerning
disco dance music. Many people dislike the disco sound because they have no lyrics to
speak of and that it only has a
constant beat, which tends to
become monotonous
after a
while. If these arguments are
valid, then why is it that discomania has survived this long and
that it seems to becoming even
more popular. In my own opin-

ion, it has revolutionized the
individualistic actions of many
young adults concerning the
music industry. People, when
dancing in the discos, tend to
be more artistic than ever, combining original dance steps in
conjunction with a contemporary beat. Anyone can clearly
observe that disco movements
arc a combination of steps such
as the fox trot, tango, waltz,
'jive', and even ballet.
My point is that the disco
phenomenon is very popular in
Canada as well as the rest of the

world. What would be interesting is if the Pub turned semidisco on a trial basis. Maybe the
managetnent staff at The Gallery
could orga.nize it so that three
. nights a week th ,.:re would be
disco dancing and live bands
playing on the alternate three
c~enings. Since this is a universjty it should offer a variety of
endeavours, which should include leisure entertainment.

This Week's Question: What is
the University of Windsor noted
for?

Shelley Millford-Mathony
Fourth Year Nursing:
"I think of Nursing because I'm
in it. Business and Comm. Arts.
These are the first things I think
of."

Yours truly,
Steve Del Basso, 3rd_ year
Urban Studies.

Joan Dalton,
Arts:

studr

For the majority of the 2nd
year Geology students who participated in a six day trip to the
Peterborough region and surrounding area, the drinking was
limited to between 9:00 p.m.
and 3 :00 a.m. Notice I said the

majority. There was one student
who believed that the best way
to study Metamorr>hic rocks,
was with the help of some rum.
He's still back there trying to
squeeze the lime out of limestone.
All kidding aside, it was a
unique learning experience, or.e
that books can't give a student.
It gave our professors, Dr.
Smith and Dr. Juli, a chance to
know the students, and vice vcr-

sa. Even more important, it gave
the students an opportunity to
get to know their fellow classmates.
On behalf of my peers, I
would like to thank Dr. $mith
and Dr. Juli for their time, patience and endurance they showed
during the trip.
Respectfully Yours,
Michael Powis, 2nd
Year Geology.

John Regan, Third Year Philosophy:
"Aside from its Husiness and
Engineering farn1ties, its wide
variety of people. Not a homogenous lot."
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By William English
Last week the SALT negotiations resumed in Washington.
While I am not against the idea
of Strategic Arms Limitations
Talks as such, I do have doubts
as to their value. Successful negotiations will produce what? A
treaty. What does a treaty mean
to the Soviet Union? Toilet Paper.
Remember the Helsinski Agreement? The Soviet Union and
the other European Communist
states agreed to a treaty stipulat- ·
ing freedom of the people to dissent and emmigrate from their
countries. Since then we have
had nothing but show trials for
people who took the Agreement
seriously, and were charged with
crimes ranging from "hooliganism" to "treason." Remember,
this was a treaty that has no less
legal force than a future SALT
treaty . How do the Soviets answer this charge of breaking a
treaty? Do they deny the treaty
has been broken? No. They
claim that whether or not the
Soviet Government honors its
international obligations is strictly an internal affair. Does the
West require a SALT treaty from
a country that believes honouring it is merely a possible option,
rather than an obligation? This
does not mean the Soviet Union
will not honour a SALT treaty,
but only that it will fee under no
obligation to do so. A treaty is
merely a piece of paper to them.
If the Soviets want to reduce
ar.maments, the absence of paper
will not stop them, and if they
want to build up their armaments, the presence of paper will
not stop them. They do what
they want, when they want and
as they want.
There has been no U.S. President that has met with Brezhnev

,ge

since the Helsinki Accords were
signed in 1975. There should be
no further meetings until they
are lived up to. Failing that, the
West should renounce their side
of the Helsinski Accords. It can
easily do so as since the Soviets
have publically broken their
side, the treaty is already dead.
We would not be breaking anything, as there is nothing left to
break. Our side of the Accords
were (Canada was a signatory) to
recognize the political legitimacy
of the East European states and
therefore,
sealing their fate
under the Soviet jackboot. We
should renounce this agreement
now. The governments of the
West must then financially help
dissident groups in these countnes for the express purpose of
forcing a change of government
in these countries. The Soviet
Union will of course complain,
but let it. Ever since 1917, it has
given aid to groups trying to subvert our countries. Some may
feel such action would make us
as bad as it is. Not so. As the
Soviet Union and other East
European countries are dictatorships, their governments are outlaws in the international community. Since their power does
not derive from the people, their
governments are no more legitimate than is the Mafia. We have
every right to overthrow their
governments
If the Soviet Union and other
East European states agree to
honour their side of the now
dead Helsinski Accords, we will
abide by ours as then a government of the people would then
be instituted. We would then
have no right to interfere with
their system. This is unlikely to
occur however, because the Soviet junta enjoys lording over its

Kwaku Braku Kwakyi, Second
Year Computer S~ience:

people. They know they would
be jailed as traitors if they gave
the people democracy. If this is
not the case, why are they afraid
of agreeing to Helsinski?
Some may agree that many of
my ideas are correct in theory
but that we should be careful
not to unduly offend the Soviey
Union. I would reverse that
statement. It is time the Soviet
Union becomes careful about
unduly offending us with its
flagrant disregard for basic human ri~hts and international law.

"Business and Engineering. Sciences in general."

Dennis Maceyovski, Fourth Year
Geography & Urban Studies:

"Geography teachers! The finest
Geo. Dept. in the land. One of
the worst run Administrations as
far as course changes."

As to a SALT treaty, it will
do little harm if we know the
Soviety Union considers the idea
of honouring it to be an internal
affair. American space satellites
checking on their compliance
may keep them honest, but only
as so far as they think the treaty
is in their best interests.

Heather Muir, Third Year Psychology:
"The faculty of Law and Engineering & .crummy food."

Photo by Ed McMahon

They're Here!!!!!!
By David Cameletti
Very often in my personal experiences I have allowed a particular stereotype to dominate my
own perceptions of certain peoples or certain nations. When I
.accepted an assignment from
The Lance to cover a reception
for a group of touring professors
from the Soviet Union, my init·al thoughts were that these visitors would be very dull, say
nothing, express no sentiments
and be ordered around by some
official of the State Communist
government. Such thoughts here
are popular Western conceptions
as to what the people of the Soviet Union are like.
While I awaited the arrival of
the Russian professors in the
Alumni Lounge last Friday afternoon, I wondered if I would
have the opportunity· to speak
with any of them or whether
their tour officials would shelter
them from any contact with the

First Year Fine

"The football team. It's Historical value and association with
Assumption Universiry." (Joan
didn't want me to add that
she thinks the Pub is also one of
the main attractions.)

Geology and Rum mix
Dear Editor,
It's time to put aside the
myth that a field trip is just one
big 24 hour drinking party.

see it

"capitalists" who would be in attendance there. My own convictions tended to support the latter.
When the Soviet delegation
(about 15 people) arrived, it
appeared that all of my convictions were correct, for the male
Soviet professors were all dressed in very austere grey and
brown-coloured sui;:s. They di
quietly found a .:hair . ar.d S'.t
down without saying a word or
flashing a look of wonder as to
where they were.
However, I was soon surprised, because these Russian
visitors actually appeared to be
enjoying their reception. To my
astonishment, the one who was
sitting beside me pulled out a
pipe and filled it with "Old
Virginia" tobacco. I wondered
aloud if I should try to warn him
that he might be sent to Siberia
for having indulged in capita.list
goods.

The reception itself consisted
of an introduction by Dr. Morris
Taylor of the Department of
Germanic and Asian Studies'
who was coordinating the tour's
activities on campus and the
brief announcement
of the
names of the guests and what
their particular field of endeavour was. Then the Soviet visitors were allowed to talk with
the others who were in attendance.
From Stepher. Kowal, a Montreal-based travel agent, I was
able to learn that each of these
professors had been chosen for
this tour of Canada by the Soviet gravel agency, Intourist, for
the purpose o"fpromoting friendship between Canada and the
U.S.S.R through discussions and
meetings with their Canadian
counterparts and to give them
their first opportunity
to go
overseas.
During the course of the rece:,tion, many of these visitors
reacted like children who were

cont . on page 7
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Photos by Janine .Halbert and Gene Sasso
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Dr. Franklin faces the crowd after his inauguration.

These grad1,1atcsmodel the latest fashion in mortar boards.
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Richard Rohmer, author of Ultimatunz, l{xoner,1tion, and Separation
is the new chancellor.

The Alumni Banquet, last Friday, was well attended.

Some post run fun.
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Putting the finger on the rapists
By Mamie Carter, reprinted from
Open Road for Canadian University Press.

. .

.

A man is s1ttmg at his desk at
work when, suddenly, a crowd
of people surround him . A
woman steps out of the crowd
and screams, "That's the guy
who raped me."
In Santa Cruz, a group called
California Women Against Rape
has, like a growing number of
women, been taking some direct power over men who attack
them. For five years, they've
confronted rapists in their workplaces, neighbourhoods,
and
homes. At the time of the verbal
confrontation the rapist is given
anti-rape literature arid a few
weeks later he receives a letter
warning, "we're still watching
you. You'd better change the
way you treat women." Sometimes men from Santa Cruz Men
Against Rape pay the man a visit
as well.
Every time a confrontation
happens Santa Cruz papers are
filled with letters, pro and con,
keeping the incident in the public eye for weeks.

Another strategy that is being
used in several areas is newspapers listing the names of men who
. have raped, hassled or assaulted
women. Their names are published both as a warning to women
and to raise awareness about
rape. Sometimes these lists include addresses and descriptions
of the men, as well as articles
designed to increase community
understanding of the reality of
rape -- "That it is an act of violence, not lust and a direct outgrowth of sexism .
The best known group to use
this tactic is the Kitty Genovese
Project, in Dallas, named after a
woman who was raped and stabbed to death in New York City
in 1964 while many of her
neighbours watched. During International Women's Day last
year they distributed 22,000
copies of their paper and got
widespread support. Their action
made front page news in Dallas
and was covered by hundreds of
newspapers.
In compiling and distributing
these lists, anti-rape organizers

Con't from pg. 5

Comment
being given a present for the first
time. They were absoht-:1:
thrilled 'with the opportunity to
meet Canadians, and one, who
was an opera singer, delighted
the rest of us with a stellar performance of one of her solo
numbers. The degree of mutual
friendship was ehremely high.
I busied myself in exchanging pins of the Soviet Union
with relics of Canada, and even
provided one of the professors,
who is an instructor in journalism, with a dozen copies of The
Lance. I endeavoured to ask one
professor if he liked hockey or
had heard of Phil Esposito or

Guy Lafleur. This only managed
to totally confuse him.
I'll not try to relate the visitor's complex names but the
friendships they formed and the
warmth they displayed on this
brief visit, have considerably
changed my parochial-minded
attitude about the people of
the Soviet Union. While the
policies and activities of Russia
can never be condoned, the
afternoon reception contributed
to the hope that the Soviet bloc
and the West, including Canada,
can coexist peacefully and in the
best interest of an international
community.

..~.)&

THE DRAGON ARTS
& BOOKS CENTRE
254-9508

Typewriters
Sales.:seNice-Rentals
Chinese Newspapers,
·
Magazines

Similar lists have appeared in
many cities in the past year or
so. The lists provide a way for
women to find out who some of
the rapists in their community
are, and the opportunity to
make them publicly accountable
for their actions . They give women information and, with it,
strength.

It.
onltl

It's your world now. Why not
make your contribution by
becoming a volunteer with us for
two years in a developing
country.
Do it! The sooner you apply the
sooner we can place you in a
suitable posting .

How to apply:

·FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
' ··John McDonald
252-1517
as an alternative .....
CUSO (Al

ential attackers. Each block has
well designated "safe houses"
with large visible signs. These
houses provide women a place to
run in a hurry and the signs provide a warning to rapists that a
particular block is part of "a
well organized vigilant campaign
against rape." The people on the
block are all encouraged to respond to screams, whistles or
other prearranged signals.
These women and many
others in North America and Britain are tired of trying to deal
with rapists and the issue of rape
through the criminal justice system.

.Goldberger resigns

Law faculty vote for president
By Daniel

J. Sullivan

Students in the University of
Windsor's Faculty of Law voted
yesterday to elect a new president of the Student Law Society. The election was called
after Rob Goldberger resigned
the office two weeks ago. Voters
will choose a successor between
Irv Schlacter and Rick I Ialinda,
both third-year law students.
Goldberger resigned, having
been elected president
last
spring, for what was termed
"personal reasons". llis resignat-

ion came after his appearance
this S\lmmer before the law faculty's Student Discipline Committee . The actions of the committee
remain
confidential.
llowever, it is understood that
Goldberger was guilty of "Insufficient integrity". In the law faculty all specific wrongdoings are
disciplined under the general
term "insufficient integrity" .
In the university at large, all
matters of discipline are brought
before the Student Affairs Committee. In the law faculty, however, such matters are handled

first by the faculty's own discipline committee. If a law student who has appeared before
that committee is unsatisfied
with its decision, then he or she
has the right to appeal to the
Student Affairs Committee. No
such appeal was made by Goldberger.
Goldberger remained president of the Student Law Society
over the summer but resigned at
a society meeting last month.
The results of yesterday's election were not known at press
time.
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STREET ACTION
Another tactic women are using to make rape a community
issue is street marches. In Conneticut Neighbourhood Women
Against Rape marched in demand of safe housing - since one
third of all sexual assaults are in
the home - stopping in front of
known rapists' homes. In Brit..in
women marched through the
night demanding the right "to be
on any street at any time, to
walk alone or in groups without
men protecting us from other
men. "
Neighbours Against Rape, a
Portland, Oregon group, have organized block-by-block to protect women and discourage pot-

STUDENTS< ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
CONSEIL ADMINISTRATIF DES ETUDIANTS

282

WYANDOTTE ST. WEST
Windsor, Ont., N9A 5W9

have sometimes had to weather
criticism that they were expos- .
ing some innocent men, and that
arrests and convictions often reflect existing class and race biases in society. Their response: our
first concern is the safety of women in the community.
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Measures ineJ_~9quate
11

Group attacks ~piecemea/ federal .jobs program
OTTAWA (CUP)-The National
Union of Students (NUS) has repeated its call for direct job creation to alleviate high student
summer unemployment.
But it is doubtful that the
government will agree.
In a brief presented to Employment and Immigration Minister Bud Cullen September 20,
NUS said students could not afford "another summer unemployment crisis" which it said
would not be cured by current
job creation measures.
It proposed a massive direct
job creation program, which it
said was an "economic necessity", instead of the present pro-

gram, which is largely composed
of indirect job creation. That
kind of job creation, NUS said,
does not work.
NUS advocated integrating
student
summer employment
into a genenu program of direct
job creation because student employment is "a manifestation of
a larger unen ployment problem
which
cann,)t
be
resolved
through piecemeal government
programs".
Last February, NUS called
.for massive direct job crc;ation to
alleviate this summer's unemployment. However, its demand
that the government expand
Young Canada Works from 30,

000 to 110,000 jobs was not
granted.
Nevertheless, Cullen did announce this month that studerit
employment programs would be
_increased by 13-14,000 jobs
next summer.
When asked if she expected
this brief to be any more successful, NUS executive secretary
Pat Gibson said it was "really
difficult to say".
"In light of the proposed job
creation measures announced by
this point and the government's
desire to cut back as far as it has
the number of unemployment
insurance claimants, I doubt his
(Cullen's) sensitivity to the pro-

blem."
Despite this lacklustre forecast, she said it was still important that students made their
views known to Cullen.
"We can only hope he will see
his way clear to take the alternative measures we proposed seriously and work towards a real
solution to the unemployment
situation."
When asked if Cullen had ever
responded to a NUS request,
Gibson said he had agreed to extend a deadline for Young Canada Works applications when the
program was first introduced,
after NUS had protested the
early deadline.
In promoting the idea of direct job creation, the brief said its
advantages
were two-fold-it
would put Canadians to work
and if would stimulate market
demand.
"Unlike tax cuts for consumers and tax cuts or subsidies
for corporations, there is little
danger of funds being drained
off to personal savings, imports,
or corporate savings. An increase
in market demand not only decreases the likelihood of steady
lay-offs, but, in time, provides
industry with a real incentive to
create more jobs."
The brief proposed modifying
current summer job creation
schemes to become part of
"long-term job creation projects
that em.Ploy people on a yearround basis and are able to provide the community with a necessary service".
"The starr-stup n,aure of the
present federal summer job
creation projects," it sa1J, "has
limited their ability to benefit
the community and has resulted
in damaging the credibility of
many of th<l projects."

BANK
OFMONTREAL.
We'd like to talk with you
about something that might not
have occurred to you ... working
for us. Maybe you feel that banking is a business that hasn't
changed [or hasn't had to) since
_J
your grandfather was your age,
and that the skills you've acquired in college or university
wouldn't be used in a career
with us.
That's just not true anymore.
The fact is. Bank of Montreal
has become the leader in an innovative movement that's seen
Canadian banking change more
in the past ten years than it has
in the past fifty. And we can ofI fer you responsible. challenging
points of entry into a dynamic
business that just might go farther and faster
than any other in the next few vears.
We need special people lo keep us out in
front. "Special"' means people who can
effectively manage and motivate others and
who are always perceptive and responsive
to our customers' needs. A career within our
branch system provides this continual challenge and a comprehensive
grounding in business and people
management.
The only common denominators with people who work
at Bank of Montreal these
days are the characteristics
that never go o'ut of date ...
talent. ambition and
determination.
You can find out a lot more
by dropping by. We're not into
hard sell on a career with Bank
of Montreal. We'll just let the
facts speak for themselves.
We'll be at this campus on the
ctates shown below.
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For instance, the brief .trgued, Young Canada Works pro-

grams could be allowed to run
longer than the current maximum of 18 weeks, and projects
might be undertaken
which
would risk creating a depend.
ency which would outlast the
program itself.
It also advocated community
control and initiation of the projects, with no restrictions on
what kinds of groups could
apply for grants.
Gibson explained projects
could include service centres,
building projects or neighbourhood improvements.
As well, the brief proposed
program guidelines be changed
so that only those who would
otherwise be out of work be ~m-,
ployed.
Currently, wages in job creat·
ion programs are "comparatively
low ...when stacked against similar jobs in the private sector", it
said. Pointing out that low-paying jobs which cannot provide
people with the income necessary to survive "are not the answer", it advocated an increase.
When asked how the government could pay for these pro·
jects, Gibson said NUS wanted
job creation made a prio_rity in
government spending.
"Where, in fact, they choose
to take that money from their
budget should be from areas that
are not going to aggravate the
social problems now created
with the economic decline."
Although she said she could
not give specific examples, she
questioned
whether
defence
spending should be a priority
"when people are out of work".
The brief warned that, unless
employment is alleviated, "this
generation may never have the
opportunity to realize its potent·
ial as a productive and vital com·
ponent of the country's labour
force".

At1ick
shot

We will be on campus

November 13th, 14th, and 15th.
For further informatloli contact vour
campus placement officer.
(Closing date for applications - Octob.er 20th.)

M
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The First Canadian Bank

Bank of Montreal

When you're drinking
tequila,
Sauza's the shot
that counts.
That's why more
and more people are asking
for it by name.

TEQUILA
Number
Number

One
One

SAC .
in Mexico.
in Canada.
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Writers needed

Lack of concern is killing the Lance
By Paul Chcmish

There comes a time in the life
of anything tliat has ever lived
for change. This might apply for
the Lance, but it doesn't. We
don't need a change. We need ·
action.
Over the past four years the
Lance has improved in quality
of production and content. This
year the quality of our production department is great, but our
content has, quite honestly,
gone straight downhill; to a
point where the editor and myself are gazing into the sky wondering where we failed (not that
we have, but we do have to assume responsibility for all of the
Lance's problems).
It has quite often been said
that honesty is the best policy.
If that is the case, get ready for a
ton of honesty (we've tried
everything else). If you, the
reader, would turn to any of our
first ten pages, you 'II probably
realize that there are not a hell
of a lot of articles pertaining to
local issues and stories. The rea-

son for this is plain, and easy to
understand: we do not have
enough news writers, and I don't
understand why. Sure, entertainment and sports are fun, and
can sometimes be a challenge to
write, but these departments do
not reflect the capability of a
newspaper. We have almost
enough people who are willing
to cover stories from these departments, which is relieving,
but our news staff (or lack of
one) has great -room for improvement.
The two or three people that
cover news stories each week are
more than capable, and rarely let
us down. But we need at least
ten interested people to get the
job done properly.
The Lance is not an elitist
group. Ask any of the new staff
members. Believe it or not, we're
all pals up here, trying to put
out the best University paper in
Canada (if not Windsor). We are
not far away from this goal, but
our lack of newswriters makes
this goal unattainab_Ie. People on

campus don't want to read boring wire-service copy about far
away issues. People want the
local issues, events that are directly related to Windsor. The
only way this can be acheived is
with a news staff that is willing
to give up a little time and energy to put together stories that
will not only inform the reader,
but also give the writer some satisfaction.
Seeing your name on the byline of a story might have accomplished something. A number of stories that the Lance has
recently printed have uncovered
interesting problems. Too bad
for us, and, more importarttly,
for you, that our limited staff no
longer has the capability to do
this. This can be changed. Take
the first, small step of coming up
to the Lance office (right next
to the SAC office, second floor,
University Centre). If you talk
to us and discover a bunch of
assholes, that's cool, but I get
the feeling you won't.
If you get the feeling that this

Attention Students
'r
t

is
t·

Studen ts not wishing their names and
adresses published in the
78-79 Student Directory
( Hustlers · Handbook}
should notify
the SAC office in writing
by Oct. 12, 1978

is a promo, your exactly right.
We are desparate for news
writers. There are no Woodwards
or Bernsteins on this campus,
and the Lance does not expect
perfection. The funny thing is
that after a few weeks of experience, our new mC:_mbersseek perfection or, at least, some solid,
coherant writing. It is not difficult to write. Nor is it strenuous. Nor time consuming. But it
is rewarding.
Obviously the Lance is not interested in people that promise
stories only to renege because of
a demanding school workload. If
you don't have time there isn't
much you could do to help us,
but that's alright because your
grades are much more important
than any extracuricular activities. We understand
because
many of our staffers have to
bust ass just to keep up. They
manage to succeed.
Dave Powis and I are not
slave-traders. We can't afford to
be because our staff would prob-
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ably shrink to ~ve people (those
of us who actually make a little
money out of this, and let me
stress the word little).
Last week I complained
about our lack of student correspondence. That seems like
such a trivial problem compared
to our lack of copy.
It has been said quite often
before, but I'm giving it one
more crack. JOIN THE LANCE.
We aren't jerks who take journalism too seriously, nor are we
burned-out partiers. We enjoy
this newspaper immensely, and
want to see it work.
Dave and I try to keep in
touch with students by hanging
around the centre (primarily-the ·
pub). Janine (photo editor),
Frank (entertainment
editor)
and Pete (sports editor) are easy
to talk to and are willing to discuss the basics of the Lance with
anyone. We're easy to spot.
We're the ones who look like our
family dog just got run over by
a truck.

We promise
it won't hurt
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ENTERTAINMENT FOR YOUR DANCING-AND LISTENING PLEASURE-
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WINDSOR HAS A NEW

-YOUR HOST-

BOOKSTORE
A WIDE SELECTION
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BOOKS
MAGAZINES
SPECI AL ORDERS
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MEADOWS
Oct. 9-14
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SOUTn snoRt BOOKS
164 Pitt St. West
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I sleep in quiet solitude,
Waiting, for my prince charming
To kiss me back to life, again.

On long summer nights
i remember parting the curtains
ever so slightly
and looking into the street
at Margie

t
A

Grace, grace, perpetual grace
That springs from a deeper source
And stands erect in struggleSource of another sun
.

Help me (cried the little voice)
To sayThe things I feel.
To know it is alright,
That everything is fine and dandy.

flicking her hair back
perfecting a nail
lighting a cigarette
and watching the
blue smoke unite
with the soft summer air
caressing a bare arm
waving at friends-to-be
and lighting another cigarette

,

f
A

,

f

t
The soul's burning with fire
Rising high past eyes,
Stooping down to ingratitudeSource of a fallen sun.

And all my dreams come true,
Will never fade away,
Fade like the song of the nightingale,
Immortally suspended as a last love call...
Fading into the unknown depths
Those of your shallow eyes-

the bus always came
but she never went away with it
she would wait on the corner
.... ..laughing and giggling
fiddling with her perfumed scarves
and waiting

A

'

f
A

,

f
A

Come, come, and raise the flage once more
Tell them of their death.
You know too well the face of man:
Of monkey's soul, of whispered breathWretched source of another sun.

:
,
A

:
,
A

Sweeping me from my bed
And into, yet

they would come in the night
some good-looking, some not,
some old, others distinguished
but they would come to Margie
they would always come

:
,
You wore your armor like a man
Shining sun's arc cross the plague.
They face the battle unaware
Their eyes spring open-dead (from a deeper source)
And blindly they say, they live!
Sources of another sun.

Another world.
Another dollhouse.

i often wonder
why she no longer stands at that corner
but on long summer nights i
still feel Margie's presence in
the street below
so full of life
. . . and yet so dead.
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ANOTHER FACE
Dedicated to Stevie Smith

SHE WAITS
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t
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Roast in your hell I scorn (them).
But you in your perpetual grace
Stand erect in struggle
Stoop down in constant prayer,
Lamenting the birth of a face:
/7.'::>
A death that should never have been born.
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M. C. Foumiec
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into caverned darkness
full of beer-breathing insects
buzzing like the cryptic jazz

t
t

LE VIEUX POLICHINELLE

Ce qu 'ii dit?

POET

f ·)
Sacrifie pour un rire. (pour la millieme 01s

Hung from Heaven
And raised by Hell.

f ,greeted by tangy odours
f

I
t
f
•

f
f

Sur le perrun de l'eglise,
II est assis. II attend la mort.
Le vieux polichinelle sourit sans voir.
JI entend !es o'iseaux:
Mais neglige de realiser
Sa propre melodie. (pour la millieme fois)
Les jeunes pies
Se moquent de lui,
Pour un rire.
Car ii est Clown. Car ii est vieux. Car ii est aveugle.

Feel the Fall.

(You) Scratch cross the facial pavement
Of our bestial floor.
(And, you) Tightly, kindly knit your scrawls of grey
And clay.

"Savez-vous planter Jes choux?"

'
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M. C. Fournier

M. C. Fournier

t
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Demain ii traversera le noir,
Et !cs autres ne sauront rire.

Peter Hrastovec

f

f

II ch ante un peu-dcs fois.

CRAZED. Before the final Fall. I feel.

f
.L~~

f
t

1

Crawl between
Black cracks,

of lazy rum-drinkers sizzling
in sun after sun after
village woman load on head squeezes
foaming fat between fast cars
.
and no curb when old disease on one leg
wants to buy your change with his
fish you turn to little brown boy
peering from ruined hut at
the promise of tomorrow jingling
sunlight in your naked palm

t

Qu 'ii est encore homme
Mais sa hantise d'etre accepte
Sera encore
Masque.
Sous un rirc.

Breathe deep the air
From your book,
Spider.

BAJ AN VILLAGE

f

Dechu de sa fleur.
Pousse comme une graine, sterile,
II dort dans son caveau.
Tout lui manque, le soleil et)'eau.
II est terrasse. Par le besoin.
De dire

Peter Hrastovec

tf'

f

f
f
f
f

Comment dire-Qu'il ne connait

laughing laughing

·

f

t

i take you
from reeling darkness stumbling
into storming light
where grassy meadows and juniper spring
breathe soft the sun-sweapt scents
in my mind when
i turn to look at your
intoxicated self mumbling
the same joke

t'
f
f

t

',

II

ERSATZ

t in our ears when
f you
turn to look into my
sobering eyes whispering
t i love you
t
t

f

April '78

I you
take me
from crowded sidewalks glaring
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LINDA RONSTADT
By Frank Kovacic
Another
Linda
Ronstadt
album? Ho, Hum. Her records
are about as exciting as a TV
golf tournament.
But wait a minute! What's
this? It savs here that producer
Peter Ash~r. has employed the
new Aphex Aural Exciter system!
At first, you 'd think that it
was a new form of sex or that
Asher is trying to go the Donna
Summer route (same thing, basically). It clears itself up once
you place Livin' in the USA
(Asylum Records) onto the turntable.
Ronstadt's voice has almost
always suffered the transition
from live stage to vinyl. For the
most part it appeared weak and,
as a result, the ongs seemed
laboured. This has been a great
disappointment if onl y because
you· know of her great potential (from her live performances).
That is where the beauty of
the new album lies .
Sure, the song selection is superb (as evidenced by Chuck
Berry's Back In The USA and
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J.D. Souther's

White Rhythm
and Blues) but above all, Ronstadt's razor sharp vocals finally give evidence for her reputation as the premier female rock
vocalist. She even includes a
splendid version of Elvis Costello's Alison.
The musicianship is excellent.
Guitarist Waddy Wachtel, bassist
Kenny Edwards and drummer
Russell Kunkel (with help from
ace sax-man, David Sanborn)
comprise the best "no-name"
band on the west coast.
Ronstadt, being essentially a

cover artist, hasn't been taken all
that seriously by the critics. The
material that she chooses is good
but her true feelings as an artist
onl y show through her vocals
and the intensity with which she
delivers them. So, it all comes
down to, "If you mean it, sing,
but if you don't why bother?"
On her version of Back in the
USA , (it rivals Jonathan Rich•man and the Modern Lovers)r
Ronstadt actually sounds like
she's glad to be back home (in
old St. Lou?). For all intents and
purposes, on the last few discs,
she sounds like she was on Mars.

Nova entertains the troops at the Gallery through Saturday.

BURSTING OUT

JETHRO 1Uil
LNE
By Peter Hrastovec
For years, the masses have
made the name Jethro Tull synonomous
with
the group's
spokesman and leader, Ian Anderson . This is not to say that
such an association is totally incorrect; the mad Fagan of rock
and roll, propped up on a single
leg, furiously brandishing his
flute with all the manic urgency
of a neurotic Pied Piper, has become the unchallenged symbol
of individuality in the contemp·orarv music scene.
However, after lending an ear
to the group's latest effort, Hursting Outljetbro Tull- - Live, (Crysalis Records) one comes to realize that Jethro Tull is a six man
cornucopia of talent, as explosive in live performance as they
are in the recording studios.
Lead guitarist Martin Barre
shines in this live collection of
the group's varied works. At a
moment's notice, he can switch
from a soft classical sound to a
frenzy of highly-amplified hard
rock. He is noticeable, to say the
least, which is often not the case
on the group's more conservative studio recordings. Here,
Earre brings out a more liberal
quality in such traditional Tull
tunes as Sweet Dream, A New
Day Yesterday, Cross-eyed Mary
and Aqualung.
On assorted keyboards, John
Evans and David Palmer round
out the rough 'n ready rock with
a certain elegance and profunditv. Evans introduces Locomoti~e Breath with a mini-solo on
piano that add, a classy finesse

t~~~~

I

to an over-indulgent rocker.
John Glascock is versatilit y in
motion as he takes on bass and
backing vocals. Finally, on assorted percussion , we find none
other than the talented Barriemore Barlow, who uncontrollably thunders away in the backgrnund.

This is not meant to take anything away from the magnificent
performance of Ian Anderson on
this album. It is just that for
once you can experience the collective genius of the group that
stands in the shadow of their
most talented leader and comp-
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The most impressive tune has
to be the group's new version of
an all-time favorite, Tbick As A
Urick. By far, this is Jethro Tull
at their best. Like a melodious
whisper from the woods, Anderson leads into the lengthly tribute to our plastic society with
an artfullness that is unmistakably his own. In due time, all
members of the group are engaged in what each does best to
produce a masterpiece of live re.cording that outdoes the studio
version.
The only drawback to the
album is one tune Too, Old To

Rock'n Roll; Too Young to Die
which gives us the impression
that the group intended to hurry
the piece into history. However,
this disappointment is overcome
by the interesting instrumental
arrangements of Jack in the
Green and One Brown Mouse.
811rsti11g Out is the best of
Jethro Tull in live performance.
It captures all the insane intensity of a group that has suffered
considerable ups and downs
within the last decade. To quote
the poet, Bursting Out proves
that it would be a crying shame
"if you sat this one out" .
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The young man and his machine

By Paul Chernish

The automnal feeling was unquestionably there. Jerry was in
his upper level bedroom, taking
a break from all of the madness
he had to endure that day at the
institution of higher learning.
What Jerry had learned that day
was not invaluable, just prescribed and mandatory. Just like
every other aspect of his life, his
schooling was a regimented necessity.
Friday evenings were the only
real times for Jerry. He had the
time to convert himself into a
blatant ignoramus without paying the consequences.
The attractive blonde ex-footballer lit up a cigarette, grabbed
the telephone, and laid back on
his well-worn mattress. It was
time to discover what the evening's activities might include,
who would be included, and
what time things would start rolling. Jerry and the boys went
through this ritual every Friday
evening, but it was not at all a
bother; the element of anticipation was fun. Jerry might just get
lucky again on this night that
was quickly approaching commencement.
"It's ready J er", were the
words that the sophomore's
mother
screamed from 'the
downstairs kitchen, like she did
every other single, monotonous,
day. But on this day Jerry didn't
give a damn about monotony because it was time to open up,
time to give the world a kick in
the ass and show everyone what
he wasn't normally like. Jerry
made his way down to the kitchen.
There was his father, the man
he didn't idolize, but did respect. Somehow the old man,

slumped in his seat, belly over
belt, looked interesting. Every-·
time that the fifty-year-old labourer spoke to his son there was
very little attention being paid.
But on this evening, Jerry was
very attentive. For some reason
the "young punk", as I-tisfather
sometimes referred to him, took
an interest in his father. He listened to every word spoken and
visually consumed all of welllearned man's gestures. Even
after all of the days mental exercises, Jerry had room for his
father. He sat patiently at the
dinner table, eating meticulously and wondering why he had
developed this sudden affinity
for the person that used to beat
him for mistakes that seemed excusable. After finishing his dinner and politely thanking his
mother, Jerry sauntered up the
forty-eight stairs to his bedroom.
It was now time to wash, dress,
and groom himself for a night
of playfully cute evil.
All of the arrangements were
made. Eric, Jerry's lifetime buddy, who quit school in the tenth
grade and took up mind bending, was coming over at seventhirty. Eric didn't mind playing
chauffer for that evening because the money he made from
his production job at Ford had
bought him a set of wheels so
new that the price sticker glue
was still on the rear window.
Jerry hadn't seen the · car yet,
and was anxious to climb in and
see how much guts it had.
After his hair was dry, and he
was sure that he had completely
groomed himself into a young
stud, Jerry dropped into the living room for a beer (just one because the old man was there)
and some television. This was

about the only time the geography major would watch television, and it seemed to him that
''Bowling For Whatever" was the
only thing that that rectangular
tube had to offer.
"Ya goin' to get lucky tonight?", asked his father, in one
of his rare comical moments.
"Well, it all depends on if I
can actually choose someone
that's up to my standards."
quirped Jerry, who was glad to
hear his father joke about something that he never before discussed with anyone in the aging,
but well-kept house.
The two of them continued
their discussion about good
times, and how important they
are to people in a world of rules
and standards. As he did earlier
in the kitchen, Jerry listened to
his father without letting his
mind wander. The "young Stud"
was in heaven . His marks were
good, his father was somehow
easy to deal with, and he was going to get lucky. He thought to
himself that he should let his
father know how he felt; how
happy he was that lately the old
man w-as so easy to talk to. But
before he could, Eric's car horn
had summoned him outside.
"Take it easy, son", said the
old man, almost in a warning
sense.
"Listen Dad, I'll take it anyway I can get it.", replied Jerry,
who wondered why he couldn't
stop the worn out cliche from
slipping out of his mouth. The
two of them chuckled over it
anyway, apd the young man
walked out the door.
There it was; Eric's machine.
It sat there, shining, rumbling,
and proud. Jerry's eyes lit up for
a moment, before he could com-

pose himself. He wouldn't want
his buddy to think he was at all
jealous, because he really wasn't.
All the money it took to keep
that rocket on the road made
Jerry wonder about its worth.
But it certainly was slick.
"I'm not lettin' you in 'till
you check what's under the
hood, man" cracked Eric, with a
look in his eyes that left no
doubt that he had a new toy.
Jerry strolled to the front end
of the custom-painted monster,
watching Eric carefully blow the
dry October leaves off of the
gleaming black hood, (as if those
weightless leaves might somehow
be responsible for permanent
scars). The hood sprang up, revealing enough shiney chrome to
dress-up ten cars.
"This block doesn't look
standard to me, Eric."
"Not even close, Jake. Took
three months to put that powerplant together. When I bought
this car I took out the original,
and stuffed this baby in. You 're
lookin' a five hundred horses
man. Hop in, I'll show you what
it can do."
What it did do was scream
down the road like a wild animal
loud enough to split an eardrum,
fast enough to blur vision. This
baby had the guts to match it's
beauty. Eric guided his toy towards Ejay's the bar that was
home to a lot of young psuedostuds who had the same thing in
mind.
Eric and Jerry lumbered in
(after making sure that Eric's
toy had a safe resting spot) and
took seats at the bar. This place
looked more like a single's bar
than anything else. The two
studs started pumping down the
mixes while glancing around

Isn'tit thebestbeer a'veevertasted!

bodies, trying to pick out the
women of that evening's dreams.
There they were, playing
snooker on one of the motheaten tables. Their dress was almost impeccable, and their
mannerisms far from cultured;
just what the two boys were
looking for
It didn't take long for the
studs to make their move. The
five or six drinks that they
smoothly gulped down didn't
hinder their progress a bit. Mary
and Roxanne were now theirs
for one glorious evening.
The four of them walked
(and stumbled) towards Eric's
machine, wondering about each
other's real thoughts; wondering
exactly what it was that the
other wanted. Whatever it was,
all four of them were certain
that they would get it. The one
thing that was clear to both
Jerry and Eric was the destination: Eric's place. It was a clean,
one-bedroom
apartment
that
came in quite handy during
moments like these.
The party of four didn't
make it to Eric's place.
"Shit man", screamed Eric,
after the girls caught a ride back
to Ejay's, "I could have sworn I
put the right type of oil in this
baby." He obviously didn't. The
result of his oversight was four
hundred dollars damage to the
motor, two lost romances, and a
couple of embarrassed studs.
The walk from downtown to
home gave Eric and Jerry a lot
of time to talk. They talked
about their "shit-all" luck and
the fact that there will be another week of work and _studying between them and the next
weekend. But they were going 4J
make up for this bummer of a
Friday. Eric pwmised to have
his machine ready in a couple of
days, and the both of them
would have a "real good time."
They split up and headed for
their respective homes.
As he turned the key to the
front door, Jerry had a thought.
He thought again about the old
man, and the sudden, good
change in his demeanor. Even
with the "shit-ass" time he had
that evening, Jerry felt good.
The old man was asleep on
the couch. He looked so quiet.
Jerry made his way up the
old forty-eight steps, ready for
bed. The alchohol that was left
swirling around his system had
left a bizzarre space in his· head;
a space of melancholy; a space
that urged him to get even closer
to his father.
Jerry made his way down the
stairs, towards the old man. He
bent over slowly and quietly
kissed his father on the forehead. The old man's skin seemed
a bit cold, so Jerry eased a blan·
ket over him and crept back up
the stairs. The blanket didn't
help. The old man was no longer
alive.

Terry Talbot comes to All Saints
Anglican Church (Free), Oct.
8th. at 7: 30 p.m.
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EVENTFUL EVENTS
6
-School of Music - Roma Riddell, soprano, David Palmer,
Piano. - Leon Pacunayen Watercolor Show, through Oct. 18th.,
Leddy Library.

sor Community Theatre; "Don't
Drink the Water".
- Little
Feat/Eric Kaz Band - Eric Fuller: Lansing Civic Center (7.50,
8.50) 8:00 p.m. - "The Boom
Boom Room"; Attic Theatre,
Greektown,
Detroit,
through
Nov. 11th. (call 313-963-7789)
-Dave Brubeck Quartet; Music
Hall Centre, 8:30 p.m. - U ofW
Players, "Not Now Darling"
(through Oct. 21st.) $3.50, students $2.50

7
-Flash Flicks at St. Clair College - "You Light up My Life".

10
-Ontario Film Theatre, "Portrait of an Artist as a Young
Man" - Windsor Public Library
(Downtown) Bill Fox; "Archaeological Work on the French
Riviera. 7: 30 p.m. (Main Library)

14
-Windsor Community Theatre;
"Don't Drink the Water". - Windsor Public Libraries; Magic
Show, Main Library at 2:30 p.m.
-"Mileston Jazz Stars" (Royal
Oak Theatre (8:30 p.m.) 7.50,
8.50.

17
-Ontario Film Theatre, "Marquis
of O" - Chick Corea/Gary Burton; Royal Oak (7.50, 8.50)
8 p.m.

12

18

-Art Gallery of Windsor: Noon
Hour Film Series, "The Stuarts
Restored". - Billy Joel: University of Michigan (5 .50, 6.50.
7 .50) at 8 :00 p.m.

-San Francisco Ballet; Music Hall
Centre. - Anna Jameson; Nikola
Budmir Library, 8:00 p.m.

19

13
-Art Gallery of Windsor; Studies
in Ethnographic Art and Archaeology. - School' of Music; Lady
Suzi Jeans, harpsichord. - Wind-

-Art Gallery of Windsor; Noon
Hour Films, "The First Three
Georges".
- Anna Jameson,
Kingsville Public Library, 8 :00
p.m. - Hall and Oates/City Boy,
Central Mich. University.

ONLY
$1.99

HER KIT
Alberto Beyond Shampoo
Good News razor

O c L..
-Ontario Film Theatre, "Young
Winston" - Al Stewart/Krisi Kristianne, Ford Aud. 8:00 p.m.
(8.00, 9 .00)

2
-Art Gallery of Windsor; Studies
in Ethnographic Art & Archaeology. - National Ballet of Canada; Cleary Auditorium. - Scarlet Brigade, Big Band Dance -Anna Jameson, Techumseh Mall
Library 8:00 p.m. - Windsor
Community
Theatre,
"Don't
Drink The Water". · - Peter
Gabriel, Royal Oak, 8:00 p.m.
(7 .50, 8.50).

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Noon
Hour Films, "George IV" - Todd
Rundgren & Utopia, Royal Oak,
7:30 p.m. (7.50, 8.50).

27

-Essex County Potters - Les Manning, Willistead Coach House
(10.00) - National Ballet of Canada, Cleary Aud. - Anna Jameson, Leamington Public Library,
8:00 p.m. - Windsor Community
Theatre, "Don't Drink The Water" - CN Tower Film, Tecumseh Mall Library. - Flash Flicks
at St. Clair College; "The Spy
Who Loved Me".

22

28

31
-Ontario Film Theatre,
on Chelouche St."

1

"House

Hound' is a dog

By Wendy Coomber

-Art Gallery of Windsor, (Sunday Series) Assumption University Quartet. - National Ballet of
Canada, Cleary Aud. - School of
Music, Imre Rozsnyai, clarinet,
Phillip Adamson piano; Moot
Court, 3:00 p.m. ($3.00 Adm.)
-Billy Cobham, Royal Oak, 7:30
p.m. (7.50, 8.50) - Cantana Adademy Orchestra Hall (Detroit).

-Burton Cummings, Royal Oak,
8:00 p.m. (7 .50, 8.50) - Windsor Symphony Orchestra, Jeanine Morand; soprano, Clifford
Evans; conductor.

Movies

Last Saturday I put on my
best Sam Spade raincoat and
went to see the latest version of
'/'I.I{' I lvund of Tbc 8askcrvi/lcs
at the Vanity. It stars Peter
Cook and Dudley Moore as Sheri
llormcs and Warty. Both of
them are fine comediens but in
this alleged movie they fall
rather short of their high stand- .
ards. Moore plays his parts wellespecially his role of I lolmcs'
mother, hut Cook is a little too
stoic for a comedy.
After

a minor

Approximate
value
$6.20

Aqua Velva aftershave
Gillette Trac II razor
Palmolive Rapid -Shave
Protein 21 Shampoo

and tedious

ONLY
$1.49

HIS KIT

Noxema roll - on deodorant
Wind Song perfume

29

-Todd Rundgren & Utopia, Royal Oak, 7:30 p.m. (7.50, 8.50)
-"Show Boat", Michigan Hall
Theatre (through Nov. 11/78).

21

24

26

-Maynard Ferguson, Royal Oak,
7:30 p.m. (7.50, 8.50) - Flash
Flicks at St. Clair College, ''The
Killer Elite".

them, and Holmes' marvelous
wardrobe which consists of a
hairnet, a corset, and a bathrobe,
Dr. Mortimer (Terry Thomas)
enters the apartment and the
story begins. He begs them to
come to the Baskerville manor
on the moors to solve the mystery of the Hound. Holmes refuses, but, as the dialogue runs,
"This is a job for an imbecile!"
sneers Holmes. "Right Holmes,"
replies Watson, "let me do it."
So Watson, Mortimer, and a very
effeminate Sir Henry Baskerville
(Kenneth Williams) return to the
moors, leaving Holmes by himself.
But Holmes is not idle. First
he goes tQ a massage parlour
where the masseurs are not quite
what he expected so then he
goes to visit his mother who is a
crooked fortune teller. Finally,
receiving discouraging news from
Watson, he puts out an ad to
find another detective to aid
Watson which brings a one-1~ged man hopping into his office,
l lolmes tries to tactfully tell him
·that two legs are the minimal requirement for the job; "The
sight of a one-le gged detective
hopping over the moors might
draw attention."
So Holmes
goes himself.
Meanwhile Watson has endured having meat thrown at him,
being pinned down by a wild
woman, a chihuahua peeing on
him, and being attacked by
another woman straight out of
The Exorcist. It may sound interesting but it isn't really.
Finally they find the Hound,
which is chasing Sir Henry over
the moors, but not to kill him;
because he loves him. And so
Sir Henry falls in love with the·
Hound and the villians are capt·
ured. But for you people who
still want to see the movie after
all I've told you, that wasn't the
ending. The ending is so dumb
that I am not going to waste the
ink on it. Still, if you 're going to
see it, you'd better hurry. I
don't think it will be here for
very long.
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8-ball season opens early for Lancer hopefuls
By Peter Nash
It's only October but the
Lancer basketball squad is already shaping up. Twenty-five
hopefuls have been sweating it ,
out in St. Denis Hall all week
trying to get a spot on the ten
man roster.
This year's team will have a
lot of new faces with only three
players returning from last year.
Vince Landry, Kevin Greenwood
and Jim Moleanuex are back for
another season but mainstays
such as Charlie Pearsall, Dan
Devin and Fred Robson will not
be back.

Head Coach Paul Thomas
isn't · worried about the loss of
his star centre and forwards,

"We'll miss Charlie and some of
our other players but we'll still
be tough on the boards." Newcomers Wayne Allison and Stan
Korosec will be counted on to
strengthen the Lancers on the
boards. John Ritchie, another
strong forward, will also help
out.
Ritchie and Korosec both
played for the Canadian champion AKO squad last year. Allison, a Hamilton native, played

The faces may be different
this year but Coach Thomas
doesn't plan to change his strategy much from last year. ·

for three years in the United
States before coming to Windsor.
There are also some freshman
prospects that Coach Thomas is
impressed with. "Mark Korchok,
Jack Beard and Gene Dunn have
all looked quite good considering they are freshman" noted
Thomas. tie went on to say
that "It'll be interesting to see if
these young players will be able
to make the jump from higt
school to university basketball in
one year."
Some of the younger players
may have to play a year of junior varsity ball with the Crusaders before joining the senior
squad.

Stan Korosec clears the boards during try-outs this week.

Fall track season begins
By Andrea Page & Jim Wood
The Lancer and Lancerette
track and field opened their
1978 fall season with some very
successful performances.
The
team travelled to Hamilton, to
McMaster University for an invitational meet in which eleven
schools participated.

First place
On the men's side Paul Roberts ran, jumped and swam his
way through the 3000 Meter
Steeplechase and won it in a
time of 9 :46.6. In the same race
teammate
Don
MacKinnon
placed fourth in 10:14.1 and
Chris King was sixth in 11: 19. 7.
Tim Wood was a close third
in the 800 M. run in 2:00.6 and
in the same race Al Baird placed
5th with a time of 2:01.2. Gary
Pinsoneault ran a very interesting 110 M. high hurdle race
against strong gusting winds, and
placed third with a time of 16.7.
A new member of the tewm,
Kwaku Apeagu, turned in a fine
performance in the 100 M. and
placed 6th. Other 6th place .

finishes included Ray Holland in
the 1500 M. in a time of 4:16.0.
In field events, Paul Beck threw
the javelin 4 3 .8 7 M. for a sixth.
Other Lancer performances
include: 10,000 Meters, Glyn
Hughes 36.50.3
(8th).
400
Meter Hurdles, Seig Stadler 64.5
(7th). 100M Tim Lee 12.0.
5,000 M. Chris King 17.56.0
(8th). 400 M. Deighton Smith
53.1 (7th). 400 M. David Simmons 54.5 (9th). Long Jump,
Seig Stadler 5.98 (9th). Shotput, Steve Thatcher 11.77 M.
(7th).
The Windsor girls track and
cross-country teams started the
'78 season off well with a very
strong showing in both areas.
The girls cross country team,
led by veteran Linda Staudt,
competed at the York meet last
weekend. Linda was the fastest
Windsor competitor finishing the
5000 metre event in 6th place,
with a time of 18:26. Kathy Ricicia and Patti Taylor also turned
strong performances coming in
18th and 24th respectively. The
team finished 5th overall.
Looking toward track, the

girls team was led by outstanding achievements from both
Andrea Page and Jenifer Pact:.
The women were competing
along side the men at McMaster
University.
Miss Page has continued her
dominance of the 400 metre
hurdles by setting an unofficial
Ontario record of 64:00.

Mike McKinley, Brian Hogan,
Sam Romano and Hank Dykhuizen all are former Crusaders trying to break the number one
squad.
The Lancers had awesome
height and shooting ability last
year. Early season polls had
them rated as one of the top ten
teams in the nation. Although
this year the Lancers may not
rate that high Coach Thomas is
optomistic. "I always look for a
national championship. I feel
positive that we can be competitive every year."
Along with those already
mentioned there are 12 other
men hoping to help the Lancers
to a national title. They are:
Peter
Moorhouse,
Richard
Sands, Bob Bishop, Mike Koolec, Larry Lobach, Neil Marchuk,
Ken Dehyzer, Jim Snow, Dan
Reiner, Phil Hermanutz, Doug
Austen, Chuck Stanton, Dan
Katzman, Stephan Miernicke,
Mike Byrne and Martin .Rcts·
man.

Lancerette volleyba
Improves for 1978
By Jennifer Robinson
Lancerette Volleyball opened its exhibition season on Saturday,
September 23rd., in the Renaissance Tournament at Wayne State
University. Utilizing their full roster, they made a good showing
splitting all of their games.

New record

Windsor vs Wright State U.

15 - 13
13 - 15

Jennifer Pace again established herself as Ontario's best in
the weight events. She finished
first in both the shotput and the
javelin with throws of 11.85 and
45 .36 metres respectively. She
finished third in the discuss with
a throw of 33 .9 3 metres.
Other notable performances
came from: Sandra Knight; 1.5
metre high jump, Patti Menard;
68. 7 sec. in '.4 mile, Andr!=a Page;
4.78 metres long jump, Sandra
Knight; 4.52 metres long jump,
Sandy Romano; 4.48 metres
long jump, Maggie Coulter; 4.31
metres long jump, Womens
4 x 100 metre relay 53.5 sec.,
3rd. place.

Windsor vs Wayne State U.

15 - 12
11 - 15

Windsor vs Northern Mich. U.

15 - 10
11 - 15

Windsor vs Oakland U.

15 - 11
11 - 15

TbeS-ca~en-c
A~rninis-CRacive Coancil,s
· Gol~en Jabilee
Members are required for the Organizational
Committee Positions are open to Alumni, Facurty
and Full time ~tudents
Apply to Sac office or call ex 436
Jim Shaban CommJttee Chairman

In their second tournament at Adrien College on Tuesday, Sept
ember 26th., the Lancerettes improved their game taking two
thirds of their matches.
Windsor vs Adrien College

15 - 9
12 - 15
15 - 11

Windsor vs Siena Heights Coll.

15 - 2
11 - 15
15 - 11

Coach Marj Prpich sees this year's team as a "very talented and
experienced" group. Returning to the Lancerettes are Jean Brien,
Jocelyn Creqheur, Sharon McNamara, Loraine Parent, Barb Rigg and
Rosemary Smyth. New to the team are Mary Burford from Wind·
sor's Assumption, Gail Hanley and Kathi Menard from Windsor's
Kennedy, Rita O'Rielly from London, Monique Pomerleau from
Windsor's Commerce, and Ruth Stymeist from Toronto. Also conui·
bu ting to the team are Manager, Anne Marie La Mantia and Statistic·
ian Aileen Parent.
The 78-79 season will be the Lancercttes first in Tier 2 of Ontario
University play. Also in Tier 2 arc Ottawa, Toronto, Carleton, Trent,
Ryerson, Brock and Laurier. Coach Prpich sees an opportunity to
develop that all-important winning attitude in action with this sea·
sons opponents. It should be a great season. Give the Lancerettes
your support.
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Play off hopes dim as Lancers lose to Hawks
By Peter Nash
Playoff hopes dimmed last
week for the Lancer football
squad following a 35-15 defeat
to the Laurier Golden Hawks at
South Campus Field.
"We've got our backs to the
wall now", mentioned Lancer
head coach Gino Fracas. Windsor must now face Toronto
twice (home and home) as well
as travelling to Laurier for a rematch.
Laurier, no 4-0, holds down
first place in the western division
of the OUAA. Coach Tuffy
Knight remarked "We're quite
happy to come out of here
(Windsor) with a win. In the past
we haven't won too many games
here."
The Lancers came out hungry
for an early strike but fell nine
yards short. Windsor quarterback Scott Mallender passed to
Bruce Walker for a 40 yard completion that put Windsor on the
Laurier 25 yard line. Craig Mallender struggled to the eight
yard line on two successive
carries, but the Lancers advanced no further. Rob Geier came
in to attempt a field goal but ab
bad snap nullified the effort.
Later in the game two bad
snaps cost the Lancers eight
points. Set up to punt on the
goal line, kicker Scott Essery
couldn't reach a high snap. Laurier's Mike Katarincic recovered
the ball in the end zone for a
touchdown.
A similar incident occurred
on the Lancers next possession
but Essery recovered enough to
hold the Golden Hawks to a
safety.
The Lancers recovered three
Laurier fumbles durmg the second quarter, one that led to a
Scott Mallender
touchdown.
Laurier fumbled the ball on their
35 yard line during a punt return
giving Windsor excellent field
position.
Mallender immediately connected on passes to Bruce Walker and Bob Hogan that put the
Lancers on the Laurier five yard
line. It took three downs from
there but Mallender finally
brought it in hims.elf on a quarterback keeper.
Geier attempted another field
goal in the dying moments of
the second half, following another Laurier fumble, resulting
in a single. The Lancers led at
half-time 8-6.

Running backs Jim Reid and
Phil Colwell stole the show in
the second half. The Lancers
were unable to hold back Laurier's wishbone T offense that
eventually gained 32 3 yards on
the ground.
Reid gained 78 yards on 18
carr;es while Colwell had 104
yards on 10 carries. Quarterback
Lee Protopapas also had a fine
day on the ground running nine
yards for a second quarter
touchdown and 66 yards for
another touchdown in the second half.
Running back Bill Burke
sparked another Laurier touchdown in the second half on a
forty yard run. Reid accounted
for Laurier's third and final
touchdown on a nine yard option pitch from Protopapas.
The Golden Hawks fieldgoal
kicker, Gerry Gu lyes also had a
sterling performance with two
fieldgoals, one from 40 yards
and another from 35.
Windsor's offence sputtered
early in the second half so coach
Fracas decided to try his number
two quarterback, Steve Zack.
The Lancer offensive line held
strong for Zack and he hit on 12
of 22 attempts for 200 yards.
Although intercepted twice Zack
showed poise and confidence in
his team.
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Scott Essery tangles with two Golden Hawk defenders in last weeks' defeat.

A bright spot in the Lancer
offence was Craig Mallender who
ran 86 yards on nine carries.
Bruce Walker also had a strong
performance catching six passes
for 86 yards.

Craig Mallender was a bright
spot in the Lancer attack.

The Lancers travel to Toronto tomorrow to face the University of Toronto Blues. A victory is imperative in order for
the Lancers to make the playoffs. Coach Fracas noted that
"The real character of this team
will come out now."
Game time is two o'clock at
Varsity Stadium.

Intramural program
HOCKEY SEASON NEAR
INTRAMURAL PROGRAM

d
d

0

Hockey season is only three
weeks away, so get your teams
together and submit the entry
forms. Intramural hockey at the
University of Windsor consists of
two divisions, competitive and
recreational, so even if your an
ankle bender, get your friends
and participate. This is your one
~hance to fulfill those aspirations of yesteryear. There is no
need to worry because both
leagues stress no contact and this
permits the finer skills of hockey
to be appreciated. Remember,
the deadline for entries is October 18th. Submit them to the
Intramural office in St. Denis
Hall. Now!
SER VICE PROGRAMS
Are you still thinking about
attending one of the many pro-

grams offered? Participation has
been good, but there is still
room for you.
Turkey Trot
When: Friday October 6th.
Time: 1 :00 - 4:00 p.m.
Where: Human Kinetics Track
Fee: 50 cents - no pre-registration necessary.
· Prize: Butterball Turkey
Come on over to the track
and estimate your running time
for a distance between 1.5 km
and 2.5 km. The person with the
closest estimate to their actual
time wins a turkey. Participate
and make your Thanksgiving a
happier one!
WANTED: Instructor to teach
self-defense Thursday Evenings
from 7-9 p.m. Contact Intramural office at St. Denis Hall
12:00-1:00 afternoons or 7:00
to 9 :00 in the evening. Extension 325.

~

Nowyouknow
(Everythingyou'veheard about BRADORis true.)
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Here's how to eliminate 18 hours

of study time each week.

If your study technique is typical, you spend 26
hours each week buried in your books.66-2/ 3%
of this study time is wasted on an antiquated set
of procedures. Procedures that have remained
unchanged for over a hundred years.
What's worse, you presume there is nothing
you can do to improve. lhe prevailingattitude
on campus is "Youeither have it or you don't!"

What nonsense!
Aey !fudent with average intelligencecan improve his reading and study skills at least 3
times VJitha) better techniques, b) expert coach-

ing, and c) controlled practice. And he can do it
quickly-in time to dramatically increase his
grades in the rurrent semester
Fer this is precisely what the Evelyn Wxxi
ccurse offers, and backs it up with an iron-dad,
no-nonsense,written guarantee.

TIIE GUARANTEE
Any student who attends every Evelyn Wxxi
class, completes the required practice, yet does
not improve reading arrl study skills at least 3
be eligibleto receivea fulltuitionrefund.
times VJill

Over 1,000,000 Graduates
Over 95%SUCCESS!
Since 1959, three Presidents have invitedEvelyn
Wxxi instructorsto teach their staffsho.v to read
better All in all, the list of famous graduates
reads likeWho's Who:
Hugh Alexander,
U.S. Congress
Birch Bayh,
U.S. Congress
Jackson Betts,
U.S. Congress
Daniel Brewster,

Charlton Heston ,
Gaylord Nelson.
Actor
U.S. Congress
Daniel K. Inouye,
Julie Ne1A!mar,
U.S. Congress
Actress
Edward Kennedy. William Proxmire ,
U.S. Congress
U.S. Congress
David S . King,
Abraham Ribicoff.
U.S. Congress
U.S. Congress
U.S. Congress
Allan Cranston,
Burt Lancaster,
Herman Scheebeil ,
U.S. Congress
Actor
U.S. Congress
John Dingell,
Thomas J . Mclntiye, George Segal
U.S. Congress
U.S. Congress
Actor
Madame Gandhi , Marshall McLuhan, Al Ulman,
India
Writer
U.S. Congress
John Glenn ,
Joseph M. Montoya, J . ITVingWhalley.
U.S. Congress
U.S. Congress
U.S. Congress

Why Do So Many
Students Enroll?
This question was posed to several thousand
college freshmen who had just enrolled in the

EvelynWood course. The ansVJerswere varied,
but mostly on the same wave length: 1) They
wanted to reduce their study time; 2) They
wanted to feel more confident in class, more in
control; and 3) They wanted to learn more, to
achieve better grades.
At the end of the course, each student was
asked if his goals were met. ().;er 95% said yes .
The other 5% received their tuition back

Why Do Most Students
Read Slowly?
Most students have no idea what their reading
abilityis. If they are typical,they read about 300
\M'.)rds
per minute (or one page of a novel)_Why
is it that students read at virtuallythe same speed,
considering ho.v vety different they allare?
The cause can be traced back to the Rrst
Grade. When we were taught to read, we were
Later, in
asked to read out loud, \M'.)rd-by-\M'.)rd.
the Second Grade, we were asked to stop saying
out loud. But we never reallydid. Fact
each \M'.)rd
right no.v-not out
is, you're saying these VJOrds
loud, but to yourself,one word at a time!
This means you read only as fast as you talkabout 250 to 300 words per minute. (As if to
prove the point,Guiness's Book of\.VorldRecords
lists John F. Kennedy as delivering the fastest
speech ever at 327 VJOrdsper minute).

old-fashioned speed reading technique of picking
out key phrases. In the Evelyn Wood course,
skimmingis a dirtyVJOrd!

q

a

The PRICE BOILS DOWN
TO $2 AN HOUR.

s

Read what the Universityof Illinois student
paper said (Ed Sejud): "If a student availshimself
of all the facilitiesby the (EvelynWxxi) Institute
and attends all the class sessions, the price boils
to only about $2 an hout; cheaper than any
. dOVJn
private tutoring you'll ever find. Spread over four
years, the coutse can save thousands of study
hours and can probablyaffectaboostinastudent's
grade-point average. Assignments which once
took days can be accomplished in a matter of
hours, leavingmuch more time for other pursuits..
The Institute estimates that it can save average
students 350 hours of studytime each semesterprobably an understatement".
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TAKEAFREE

EVELYNWOOD
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MINI-LESSON 1HIS WEEK
•Ask about the spedal 25%
STIJOENTDiscount
•Enter the drawing for a free

How Do You Learn To Read
Faster? With The Same
Comprehension?
At the Mini-lesson you \/Jillfind out hov., the

EvelynWood course eliminatesthe habit of reading only one VJOrdat a time. Hoo.,you can learn
instead of only one. To see
to read 3 or 4 VJOrds
ho.v natural this is, look at the dot in the middle
of this phrase:
the grass · is green
Tty as you ma~ you can't help but see the
other words. With training, you learn to use this
natural, but un-used potential. You learn to see
groups of words simultaneous!~This \/Jilldouble,
triple, possiblyquadruple your present abilify
This concept is diametricallyopposed to the

scholarship
Don't take an~y's
\M'.)rd
for it-not ours,
not an~ys . Wedevelopedthe Mini-lesson
so you could make up your OVJnmind about
the course.The Mini-lesson lastsonly 1 hour:
During that short time, you have a chance
to try your hand at it-to find out if it really
can do the job for you. In 60 minutes over
80%of the audience increasesreadingspeed.
Just a little,but enough to kno.vwhat it's like.
At the Mini-Lessonyou \/Jillfind out ho.v the
EvelynWxxi technique handles difficulttextbook material.Ho.v it improvesmemoty and
concentration. HO\.Vit makes reading a
pleasure instead of a chore. Let's face it, if
the EvelynWood course is for real,you ought
about it.
to knO\.V

Math Bldg. Rm. 3150
Tuesday , Oct. 10 7:00 PM
Thursday , Oct. 12
7:00 PM

Saturday , Oct. 14
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Due to student response, additional FREE lessons available !

Wednesday, Oct. 11
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Questions raised over
sabbaticants' voting rights
By Diane Elliott
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Montreal artist
captures Quill Award
By Desiree Acton

The 1978 Quill Award banquet proved a most interesting
and enjoyable experience for
those attending the annual affair, held at The Beachgrove
Golf and Country Club.
This year's award was presented to Terry Mosher, political
canoonist for the Montreal Gazette , for his outstanding contributions to the -field of Canadian
·,
Journa ·sm:
Following a slide presentation
showing the audience a few of
his best cartoons, the Quill
Award was presented to Mr.
Mosher. It marked the first time
that a political cartoonist has received the award.
In a brief speec h , Mosher
mentioned that he was thankfu l
that our cou ntry allowed pol itical carto oning.
"Political cart oo ning is not a
big deal in Uganda thes e days."
said Mosher.
Regarding different
pol it icians, he said that, overall , cartoonists succeed in dealing with
politicians, with a few exceptions.

"Stanfield was a man no one'
reflected properly" said Mosher.
Terry Mosher, better known
by his pen-name, Aislin, is a
graduate of Montreal's L'Ecole
des Beaux-Arts (19M), and commenced work as a staff cartoonist for the Montreal Star m
1969. In 1972, he changed over
to the Montreal Gazette . Since
his first fold-out sold. to a New
York rock publication, Cheetah ,
he has done cart oo ns for Punch,
Time, Maclean's and numerous
other periodicals. His accomplishments
include a one-hour
film documentary of cartooning
called Tbe Hecklers, released in
1976. He has published nine
books of his cartoons. Amon g
them are Hockey Night in Can
ada, Winners, Losers, and 'Ello
Morgetaler?,
and is presentl y
work ing on a new book schedu led for release next year.
When The Lance spoke with
him later, Mosher t old the repor ter he hadn' t pla nne d on a
career in cart oon ing, having been

cont'd on p.5

The question of whether sabbaticants have the right to vote
on departmental councils is causing a little consternation in the
history department.
Nominations for the history
departmental council closed Friday September 22 at 4:00 p.m.
The elections were held yesterday. However, at a meeting on
27 Dr. Kathleen
September
Mccrone, head of the history
department brought up the new
policy that sabbaticants were
not allowed to vote or nominate
department council candidates.
This followed an appeal made by
Dr. Kenneth Pryke, on sabbatical himself this year, that sabbaticants not be allowed to vote
or nominate candidates for the
committee. This ruling invalidated one of the nominees for
council.

A motion was made at thi s
meeting by Ron Hoskins, and
secondend by Tim Dube, that a
ruling should come from the
Senate and not from the Department on this matt er.
When asked by The Lance
to comment on the situ atio n
both McCrone and Dr. W. G'.
Phillips, the Dean of Social
Sciences,
declined.
Phillips
. referred the matter to Dr.
Mervyn
Franklin,
the university's
president,
for the
policy ruling.
"Members of the faculty who
have taken sabbatical leave
should devote their full energies
to scholarchip and resea rch and
not be concerned in dep artme ntal affairs," said Franklin, stressing these were his own views.
"Only in regards t o the selection
of department heads or deans
should the member be entitled
to vote."
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The Windsor Press Club's 1978 Quill Award winner, Terry Mosher . Mosher is a cartoonist for the
Montreal Gazette.

University Bookstore prices draw suspicion
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets

A random inspection of textbooks at the University Bookstore last week revealed some
apparent discrepancies in pricing
procedure.
One of the Philosophy Department's teaching assistants
found that several copies of a
standard text, Sight, Sound and
Motion, had two prices on the
inside cover: the current stock
price of $2 2. 35, and another
partially erased but still legible
stamp mark of $19 .95. All the
other copies of this text bore
one stamp only, reflecting the
new price of $22.35 . He took a
~ample of each book to the cashier and asked to be sold the
book for the lower price . She referred him to a woman on the
central desk to settle the problem.

She explained that the Bookstore policy was to increase the
price of old stock to current retail price and offered two reasons : a) the cover shrinkage,
i.e. theft losses, and b) to avoid
having to explain to students
why some had to pay more for
the same book than others. The
two books were put aside on a
shelf under the counter.
Ten days ago, this reporter
accompanied the T .A. to the
central desk and requested the
books in question. The same
clerk recognized the T.A. immediately and puHed out the
two books. The $19.95 stamp
could no longer be made out but
one other copy still on the shelf,
showed the old price. We requested an explanation and she
replied that the books with the
semi-erased price stamp had
been,_ ordered from a U.S. publisher, who had in turn shipped

out several copies with a $19 .95
stamp already inside. The Bookstore attempted to erase the old
figures, which she pointed out
were made with a different
stamp machine, and then placed
their own curr ent price of
$22.35 above. We questioned
this practice, but accepted her
latest explanation and walked
away.
For the next half hour, we
examined at random other texts
in various fields of study. Our
search turned up eight copies,
from both Canadian and American publishing houses, with similar discrepancies, except that the
partially erased figures were
clearly made with the same kind
of stamp machine as the current
figures. One book had two erasures before the latest and highest price - had been affixed.

Another small pocketbook with
a pink $2 .95 sticker on the
cover had a white $2. 7 5 sticker
underneath . All the other copies
of this book bore only a white
$2.95 label.
We approached the manager,
Helen Tidridge, and asked her
about the specific problem the
T.A. had encountered with the
two copies of his book. She gave
us a similar account as had the
woman on the desk, in respect
to lower prices on books from
U.S. publishers, and said that he
would have to pay the higher
price.

When questioned about the
general policy of the Bookstore
in regard to old stock, Mrs. Tidridge .replied that if the remaining supply of stock is large, it is
returned to the publisher. However, if there are only a few copies left, these books are placed

on top of the new stock and are
sold at the original price .
After all these expianations,
we still don't understand the
price increases.
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Threeluckystudents
will win

anddiscover
happinessin the...

Thecars havebeendonatedby Bnt1shLeylandMotorsCanadaL1mlled

Here's how you enter.
Complete and send in the entry
form below. Carefully read the
rules and regulations and answer
the two easy questions on long
distance calling.

rR~&=at~
----I
I
I
I
I
I
I

could be driving around in one
before you know it.

Mail the completed entry
form; to be eligible, entries must
be received no later than
November 15th, 1978.
Happiness is a new Triumph
Spitfire, and who knows, you

Long Distance

~e=to~co~y~r~-li~.s~st~
~he=wi=or~n~el=it~e~
. 1. To enter the long Distance Sweepstakes, complete the Official
question during a pre-arranged telephone interview, before being
Please indicate with a check mark any of the following reasons
Entry Form. Only official entry forms will be considered . LIMIT ONE declared a winner. Decisions of the judges are final. By entering,
for which you might make a Long Distance phone call over the
ENTRY FORM PER PERSON. Mail to ;
contestants agree to the use of their names, addresses and
next six months.
LONG DISTANCE SWEEPSTAKES
photographs in any forthcoming publicity in the event of
number of calls
Box 8101, Toronto,
becoming a winner .
0 to wish someone happy birthday
Ontario, M 5W 158
4. Contest is open only to students who are registered full -time
C to clear up personal business
Contest closes with entries received as of November 15, 19 78 .
or part -time at any accri!dited Canadian University , College or
other Post- Secondary institution , except employees and
O to wish someone happy anniversary
2. There will be three winners determined . Each winner will
members of their immediate families of TransCanada Telephone
to arrange travel and get-togethers
System member companies, British Leyland Motors Canada
receive a new 1978 Triumph Spitfire 1500 Automobile. Each
Spitfire is equipped with a 4-cylinder overhead valve 1.5 litre enLimited , their dealers and their respective advertising agencies.
D to wish someone Merry Christmas or
gine, 4-speed Synchromesh transmission, rack and pinion steering , and the independent judging organization . The contest is subject
Happy New Year
bucket seats, small radius steering wheel and real wood veneer
to all Federal, Provincial and Municipal laws .
[ to chat and "keep in touch"
dashboard . Manufacturer's suggested list price , FOB Dartmouth ,
Montreal, Bllr1ington. Vancouver. $6,195 .00 including Federal
Official Entry Form
Thanks!
Sales Tax. (Dealer may sell for less). Price does not include dealer
Answer the following questions, then complete the information
pre-delivery inspection, and make -ready, B.L 's port handling
below them . Mail the completed form to be received by mid NAME (Please print)
night, November 15, 1978 . (ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON).
charge or destination charge (if any). Local delivery . provincial
Hare are the questions
and municipal taxes are included as part of the prize at no cost to
ADDRESS
the winner . Only one prize per person . Winners agree to accept
1. Do discounts ever apply to Long Distance station-to -station
responsibility for driver's permit and insurance. Prizes will be
calls made from a pay phone?
_
delivered to the British Leyland Motors dealership nearest the
Yes
No __
POSTAL CODE
CITY/TOWN
winners' reside nces in Canada Prizes must be accepted as
2. During what hours can you save the most money on long
awarded . No substitutions .
Distance calls made between Monday and Friday?
PHONE NUMBER (where you can be contacted)
PROVINCE
3 . Following the close of the contest. selections will be made
Calling to (location of your choice) - - ---- -from eligible entr ies received. Selected entrants. whose ques from
am to
am

~1o;;es;;m.;;;;tl;;b;;a~nd.;;e_
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TransCanadaTelephoneSystem
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CJAM Radio moves closer to FM license
By Paul Chernish

CJAM, our student radio station, is in the midst of making a
big change. If everything goes as
planned, our student DJ's will
soon be casting their voices over
an FM band.
Tosh Noma, the station manager, is confident that all of the
work that he and the staff have
put into the project of obtaining
an FM licence will pay off in
March of next year.
"The application
to the
CRTC has been completed from
our end. All we need is the University's assistance and we'll be
all set for a hearing ."
The CRTC that Noma referred to is the Canadian Radio
Television-Telecommunications
Commission ,The complexity of
the commission's label does reflect on its function and procedures. They are complex, and
must be because issuing a broadcast licence is not a trivial matter. Factors like channel clearance, power, and function are all
involved in drawing up a licence.
The CRTC is responsible for
promoting Canadianism and, so
far, is succeeding. It is also responsible for the licenses it
grants to university stations, and
must make sure that the applicant can fulfill all promises
made. This is where Mr. Noma
fits in.

"A while ago Carlton (university) lost their licence because
they were bending CRTC rules
pertaining to a University station. The CRTC grants licences to
universities with hopes that the
.station will remain community
oriented, without stressing commercialism. It is my responsibility to make sure we will remain a
student station."
Last week, Mr. Noma visited
Ottawa and the Department of
Communications in order to get
channel clearance. He managed
to obtain the 91.5 slot on the
FM band, but there are a few
complications.
"The CRTC has found it necessary for us to use a directional
transmitter; one that would send
signals to our side of the border
only. WDTR in Detroit is on
91.9 and there is also an American high school station that
shares our proposed 91.5 channel. I don't mind though, because we are supposed to be
Canadian and student-oriented . "
There are two types of FM
licences that the CRTC gives
out . One is the regular FM, with
a peak power of 5000 watts and
the other is a "low-power" FM
that generates 50 watts. A regular FM station could cost as
much as $100,000 to implement, whereas the low-power
FM could be had for as little as

$15,000.
The university now must
okay the funding of the project
and discover a good location for
the FM transmitter. SAC is not
· involved with this aspect of !be
,licensing. Noma believes that
there is an ideal location for the
transmitter.
"The Math Building is perfect. It is the second tallest
structure on campus and already
has facilities that would satisfy
,the transmitter's needs. If the
transmitter's tower is erected it
· is quite possible that our broad. cast signals would go as far as
the town of Essex".
The radio station must also
go through some renovations in
order to soundproof the studios.
In the evening the bands that are
playing in the Gallery lounge
could affect the quality of
broadcasting because CJAM is
located right next to the lounge.
Noma said that the cost of total
renovation and the tower could
reach $32,000.
Now that Mr. Noma has cleared up a few issues on his recent
trip to Ottawa, he feels that the
CRTC is ready to give CJAM a
hearing . The hearing is a vital
part of the application because it
is on the basis of the station's
proposals at the meeting that the
commission reaches a decision.
Noma is fairly certain that the
.hearing will be held in London,

A sweet smile of success (maybe) for Tosh Noma, CJAM manager.
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Ontario on January 21 of next
year. If the hearing is successful,
C}AM could be broadcasting
over the FM airwaves as soon as
March of next year.
As for now, CJAM continues
to broadcast on carrier current,
which can be picked up on 660

AM in L~urier, Macdonald, and
Huron halls, as well as in the
pub and University centre.
There are still a couple of executive positions to be filled in
CJAM, and the station is always
looking
for
more
recruits
(sounds a lot like the Lance) .

Newspaper autonomy discussed a_t·oRCUP
By Dave Powis

More than 30 delegates from
ORCUP (Ontario Region of the
Canadian
University
Press)
newspapers descended on Peterborough last weekend for their
monthly conference. The members discussed such matters as
newspaper autonomy, the national advertising contract and
elections.
The University of Waterloo's
student newspaper, The Chevron, tried to have members from
The Imprint, another Waterloo
student publication, thrown out
of the conference.
The Chevron claims that :rhe
.Imprint is being nurtured by the
Federation of Students in the
hope that the Imprint will replace The Chevron as the official
student newspaper at Waterloo.
Two years ago, The Chevron
was closed by the Federation because of the latter's objection to
the editorial content of the paper.
"We haven't stopped fighting
with the Federation since," said
one Chevron staff member. In
September, 1976, the Federation published their own paper,
The Free Chevron. The Chevron
wasn't reinstituted until June
1977.
Nick Redding, from The Imprint staff, told the delegates
that his paper wasn't a "tool" of
the Federation.
"The Imprint
is funded
($350) by the Federation as a
gr~nt to the Journalism Club,"
said Redding. The rest of The
Imprint's income is derived from
local advertising.
A motion to have The Imprint excluded from the conference and denied observer status
~as defeated. A subsequent motion to allow the paper to remain
but to deny them the right to
speak was earned.

At the newspaper autonomy
workshop, delegates were informed of another case of student government interference.
At Centennial College in Toronto, The Asylum is coming
under heavy fire from the student government because of financial difficulties. Las, year the
student
government
lost
$80,000 with the newspaper
showing a deficit of $14,000.
To cut back on costs, The
Asylum is now a bi-monthly
publication and not a weekly as
had been the case in previous
years.
According
to Steve
Owens, an Asylum staffer, the
situation could deteriorate .
· "If the financial situation of
·The Asylum doesn't improve by
· the middle of November, then
we'll be forced (by the student
government) to publish monthly
or close our doors until next
year," said Owens.
A big problem that's been
facing the paper is the lack of
local advertising.
"To date, we've had a grand
total of $37 in local ads," said
Owens. Owens said that it was
amazing considering the college
pape covers . a large market
(Scarborough).
The Asylum situation will be
discussed at the next ORCUP
conference.
Various papers complained
that their linage was down this
year. A Youthstream representative explained that some of the
larger papers' linage went down
and the smaller papers had
their's go up.
Youthstream is the ad agency
which handles the national advertising for CUP papers.
George Cook, from The Va1·
sity (University of Toronto),
wondered why non-<::UP papers
were on Youthstream 's rate
card. The Youthstream rep explained that the agency needed a

large circulation rate to attract
national advertisers and this was
why non-<::UP papers, such as
the University of Western Ontario's Gazette, were on the rate
card.
The proposed changes to the
Youthstream contract came under heavy fire from the delegates. Their major complaint was
that despite the re~isions, the
contract was still of little benefit
to the member papers. The
members passed a motion voic-

ing their disapproval of the contract changes as "they are still
one-sided in favor of Youthstream."
The delegates discussed the
problems with the ORCUP news
service. Phil Hurcomb,
the
ORCUP field-worker and the
man responsible for putting out
the news-service, explained that
because of demands on his time,
the service was delayed. With
help from other ORCUP executives, the next news-service will

be out soon.

The ORCUP delegates elected
James Weaver, editor of The
Lamda (Laurentian University),
to the Members' Board. The
Members' Board handles various
matters of concern to the members, including Youthstream.
In their final bit of business,
the delegates voted overwhelmingly to hold their next c.onference in Windsor. The meeting is
scheduled for Saturday, November 25 and Sunday, November
26.

NOTICE OF ELECTION
OCTOBER 24, 1978
Elections for:

Polling Stations:

(1) Arts (1) Fine Arts

University Centre 10:00 A ·M· 8:00 P·M·
Vanier Hall 11:00 A·M· - 7:00 P·M·
LeBel Building 10:00A·M· - 4:00 P·M·
Human Kinetics 10:00 A ·M· - 4:00 P·M
Education 10:00A·M· - 4:00 P·M·

(1) Computer Science
(1) Human Kinetics
(1) Education
(1) International
Student Organization
· (1) Macdonald,
Laurier Halls
(1) Cody , Electa,
Canterbury Halls
(1) Huron, Tecumseh
Halls

Note: Any registered students represented by one
of the above may vote for one
of the above representatives pertaining to his/her faculty,
residence, or organization.
Proper university identHication and
l·S·O· membership must
be presented.
.
.
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almost like the real world. Long live Chuck the Duck. At least he's here every week.
Just 21 more rags to go!
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Deny them a right to vote
Gary Weils spent his summer
rewriting the Students' Administrative Council's outdated bylaws. While it isn't the intention
of this editorial to praise Mr.
Wells for this job, he deserves a
pat on the back for bringing to
light an intolerable situation.
For the past few years, society presidents have sat on the
council and blithely cast their
votes on any number of issues
affecting the students on this
campus. It was only after going
through all of the SAC's by-laws,
did Wells discover that society
presidents had no place voting
on council.
Wells
informed
Brenda
McLister, a Social Science representative, of the matter and she
in turn brought it up at the last
SAC meeting. The council decided to rescind the society presidents' voting rights until the
SAC's by-law meeting.
We believe that this tempor-

· ary ban should be permanent,
for a number of reasons.
First, the idea of double representation cannot be allowed.
Why should Engineering students have double representation
on the council (a society president and an elected representative) When a Fine Arts student
has only one? It just isn't fair.
Students _could make a mockery of the situation, if those individuals without a society (ie.
the Social Science students)
banded together, formed a society, wrote a constitution and
then demanded a seat (and a
vote) on council. They couldn't
be denied that right.
Second, the SAC gives approximately one-third of all its
revenue, generated by the students' fees, to clubs and societies. Since the society presidents.
have never failed to vote on this
subject every year, doesn't this

represent a conflict of interests?
To our knowledge, not one society president has ever declared
such a conflict of interest and
abstained from voting. It's extremely doubtful if they ever
would.
Third, and probably the disturbing reason of all, society
presidents have shown an inclination to devote their efforts to
problems concerning their students, rather than the general
student body. For example, two
years ago a society president
complained about the fact that
he could buy cheese for his wine
and cheese party for a lower
price off-campus than through
campus suppliers. With several
other presidents telling their
own tales of woe, this debate
took almost an hour. Is this any
way to run a council? No! Is this
how council should be run in the
future? No!

Cornrnen~ .............
..
Let~eRs ........................
.

Senators invite Rhodesians

'

An appropriate reply
Dear Editor,
It is appropriate for me to reply to Mr. Len Wallace's criticisms of one of my articles.
They are worth replying to as
many readers may well have had
the same concerns. Mr. Wallace
is right when he says that historically, extreme individualism is
closer to being liberalism rather
than conservatism. At one time
individualism was seen as a very
radicd leftist theory. Times have
changed. While scholars still refer to individualism as liberalism,
it is today seen as a rather conservative, if not a reactionary
theory.
Mr. Wallace notes the fact
that government aids business.
Hardly a free enterprise system
of doing business. It makes my
heart sick to think that a company would request, let alone
accept, government aid but it is
a fact. If a company cannot
compete in a market, it deserves
tc go bankrupt. It is shameful
that all companies will not accept this. Mr. Wallace mentions
the fact that I preach collectivism, as only through a collective

will of the people did Proposition 13 pass in California. In my
view, there is a difference between people voluntarily working
together to work for a common
purpose, and people who must
accept the dictates of a majority.

Sometimes it is not what the
majority wants at all, but only
what the leaders of an organization think the majority wants.
Yours truly,
Bill English.

By Bill English
The Canadian-born U.S. Senator S. I. Hayakawa is in the
news. The California Senator,
formerly was President of San
Francisco State C(?llege, has led
a drive by 26 other senators to
invite
Reverend
Ndabaningi
Sithole and Prime Minister Ian
Smith to the United States to

Thanksgiving Saga
Dear Editor,
Were you an unlucky resident
student who had to stay for the
long weekend? I hope you appreciated the effort Saga displayed in making your Thanksgiving weekend enjoyable! While
most other people were enjoying
their real turkey and all the trimmings, what we were given to
titilate our tastebuds and appetites was beef stroganoff or
chicken.
They did give our tastebuds a
treat though by closing up shop
on Monday. Of course, they did
give us some warning on Sunday.
It is too bad if you went out on
Saturday night and spent all
your money and ~d to starve
but those are the breaks.
Okay, there were not enough
people on campus to make opening the cafeteria profitable, but
those who were here had little
choice and had to stay. We also
had no choice when it came to
putting out $700 and $350 for

script money. We had to fulfill
this obligation. Surely it is time
Saga either admits it has some
obligations towards the students
or packs their bags and leaves.
Thank you Saga for your
thoughtfulness. It did not go unnoticed.
Yours in dispeptic anticipation,
Joan McSkimming,
2nd Yr. Nursing, Plan II
811 Laurier Hall.

explain their internal settlement
plan for Rhodesia (soon to be
Zimbabwe). The two other leaders of the interim government,
Bishop Abel Musorewa and
Chief Jerimiah Chirau, were not
granted visas.
Senator Hayakawa believes
that R;verend Sithole and Smith
deserve a chance to let their side
of the story to be heard. He believes that Smith is a reformed
racist or, at the very least, he
recognizes that one man, one
vote is the only alternative to a
Marxist Dictatorship. The proposed system will not be exactly
one man, one vote, as the whites
will have more representation in
the legislature than their num-

bers warrant. However, Reverend Sithole recognizes that this
admittedly difficult concession
will keep the whites in Zimbabwe. A mass white exodus
could cause serious economic
dislocations. Such disclocations
could usher in a civil war between the black majority and the
Patriotic Front led by Joshua
Nkomo and Robert Mugabe.
Reverend Sithole believes in
power to his people, that is, the
black majority should be allowed to choose their leaders in a
free election. Smith has agreed
to this though one could be sus·
picious of his sincerity. Senator

Cont'd on page 8

University_hosts
- blood drive
The University of Windsor is
hosting a Blood Drive for the
Canadian Red Cross, on Friday,
October 20, 1978 between 9:00
and 12: 30. The clinic will be
conveniently located in Ambassador Auditorium.
Since blood for transfusions
may be kept a maximum of
three weeks, it is necessary to
keep an even and steady flow
into the depot every week. The
goal for this clinic is 125 units
of blood (last year we had 250
donors). Each donor gives one
unit of blood which is ninetenths of a pint. Donating blood

takes only 35 minutes from regi·
stration to coffee afterwards.
There are very few restrictions
on who can give blood, only that
you be in relatively good health,
over 100 pounds and at least 18
years of age. Donors can give
blood every three months.
The Faculty of Nursing Stu·
dents are once again offering a
challenge to all other faculties
to see who ha~ the most donors.
There will also be door prizes for
donors.
• Blood is of vital importance
to every individual. Please come
give blood .... someone is wait·
ing for your gift of life.
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Psych Centre
offers new programmes

...

By Mike Anderson
Staff of the University of
Windsor Psychological Centre
have announced four new programmes, all commencing in
October. The programmes will
be dealing with such topics as
self-enhancement,
parent-child
relationships, professional womens' issues and sexual enhancement, aimed at "reaching more
people" on campus.
The Self-Enhancement Workshop, which begins on October
16th, is under the direction of
Drs. Janet Fulgenezi and Catherine Petrimoux and is open to
students as well as to faculty
and staff. The Workshop is aimed at "the ordinary student" and
will deal with such common problems as how you interact in a
group, how to be clearer in expressing your feelings, how to
give and receive compliments
and other social and communi-

cation skills necessary for basic
day-to-day survival in the campus jungle . The group will have
about 12 members.
An as-yet-unnamed womenissue workshop exists to help
women pursuing a career either
in a graduate department or
among faculty and staff. Led by
two interns, Pam Arhaut and
Lois McGrory, the group will
deal with issues that women are
encountering on the job and
how career women are integrating their careers with their home
lives. Both Arhaut and McGrory
are graduate students, and have
first-hand experience with many
of the problems and issues that
professional women confront.
Workshops began on Tuesday.
A Parental Workshop is open
to all faculty, staff and students
having children, and will deal
with parental roles, day-to-day
problems and family interact-

ions. Its aim is to foster parent
effectiveness. Anton l eenars will
direct the group. Both parents
should attend.
Dr. Tim Emmons will offer a
Sexual Enhancement Group for
Couples . This group is aimed at '
couples with a committed,
living-together relationship and
who are "relatively satisfied
sexually but might like to feel
more fulfilled". The programme
will not deal with specific sex
problems. Part of the sessions
will be group discussions, filmstrips, information - sharing and
exploration of attitudes and sexual values.
All four new programmes are
described as being group workshops, as distinct from the individual or group therapy sessions
generally available in the past.
Anyone seeking more information should call extension 243 or
423.
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SAC was considering such action
and council members availed
themselves of the opportunity to
question the executive about the
matter. Piazza explained that he
was waiting for the final Orientation report to be completed.
When the loss is established,
then SAC's lawyer, Doug Phillips, will examine the grounds
for possible legal action.
The SAC's vice-president ,
Doug Smith , told the counc il
that he had received quotes
about a possible SAC T-shirt.
The maximum cost would run
about $15 for each shirt . He asked the representatives for a pre. ference of having the SAC logo
or their position on the shirt .
Smith told the council that some
clubs had approached him with
the idea of having their grant
work on a base rate rather than
on a percentage of each club
member, as it does now.
Deb Krutila, the commission er for Ancillary Services, informed the council that she is
trying to form a sub-committee
to look into another drug pl;m.
Thi~ committee would look into

This Week's Question: How do
you think the new Ford Plant
will affect life in Windsor?

By Ed McMahon

Gary Anderson, First Year Hu, .
man Kinetics:

"Industrialization.
I think the
price of housing will go up. A
rampage of new houses, probably of inferior quality. I don't
think they really needed another
car related industry."
Lorene Nichols, First Year Eng-

lish:
"I haven't
given it much
thought, but it will probably ·
help the unemp}oyment situation. I can't think of anything it's
going to hurt. Industrialization
brings more employment."
-----

--0.

Lynn Boose, Third Year Home
Economics:

SAC discusses fashion
By Dave Powis
At their last meeting, the Students ' Administrative Council
(SAC) dealt with the ratification
of a chief electoral officer, the
SAC T-shirts and society presidents ' voting rights.
Gino Piazza, the SAC president, announced his selection of
Geoff Hunter as Chief Electoral
Officer for 1978-79. Hunter will
face his first test in preparing for
and running the SAC by-elections, scheduled for Tuesday,
October 24.
Piazza told th e council that
only one person had approach ed
him regarding the position of
yearbook editor. According to
Piazza, 1,000 yearbooks will
cost about $10,658 . A decision
on renewing the yearbook and
the ratification of a yearbook
editor will be made , today at a
meeting of the Student Media
Corporation .
Another topic for discussion
at the meeting was the possibility of legal action against the
university over the losses during
Orientation. On Septembe r 15,
The Lance reported that the

seek

As goa

different drug companies for
bids .
It was announced by Bob
Gammon, the commissioner of
Special Events, that the CJAM
Disco Service will hike their
price from $65 to $75 on November 1.
The council also rescinded
the society presidents' right to
vote after Brenda McLister, a
Social Science representative , inform ed the member s that the
by-laws didn't make provision
for their voting priviliges. Piazza
explained that the society presidents had been voting for about
two years .
In order to resolve the problem Piazza moved that the society presidents be allowed to sit
on the council as non-voting •
members, until the by-law meeting, Saturday, October 21.
"Why should there be double
representation on council?", said "
Andre Wehbe, the Drama representative, referring to the fact
that some students had their
elected reps and society presidents both voting on the council.

"I don 't really know . It'll certainly create lots more jobs. I
never really thought about it. It
seems so far in the future to
think about."

Joe Tyssen, First Year Science:
"I think it will be very good for ·
Windsor . Industry, related business and Real Estate will all improve. I would hope it will improve the economic situation in
Windsor , like taxes etc."
Brad O'Hara, Fifth Year Masters
Business Admini~tration:
"Great for the local economy.
New jobs will mean an increase
in retail sales and real estate will
improve . There may be some
speculation in the housing market ."
Tamye Kominar, First Year English:
" More jobs. More customers for
my dad 's restaurant. It'll be a
good thing. It gives Windsor a
good name. We were chosen over
so many other places."

Native Indians express concern over diggings
Six months ago our Committee (WCISNIC - Windsor Committee In Support Of Native In~
dian Concerns) became concern- ·
ed when it was noticed that
plans for the E.C.Row Expressway cloverleaf at Huron Church
Line and Third Concession
would cut through a sacred Indian ceremonial burial site.
This extensive mound area
contains ancestral remains which
have been identified in an archaeological dig of 19 35 as Early
Woodland
(900
A.D.-1100
A.D.). There is legislation (Cemetaries Act, Ontario Heritage
Act) to protect such a site.
The City, when told of this
situation, expressed concern but
stated that they believed their
plans bypassed the burial site.
Our Committee then provided
extensive documentation relative
to the importance, the extent,
and the nature of this site. The

major document was a detailed
;eport ou dining scientific excavations (from which seventeen
burials are presently in the National Museum of Man), along
with notes which state that this
site still contains "hundreds ~f
burials".
The City pointed out that a
provincial archaeologist from the
Ministry of Culture & Recreation had conducted an investigation of the site in 1975, which
consisted of poking a thin probe
into the ground every five paces
and digging some twenty "test
pits" which were small shallow
12" holes dug into the topsoil
--an unscientific method so superficial that it could be deemed
an attempt to negate the fact.
Now the City has decided
that it must once more engage
an archaeologist to conduct yet
another
"scientific investigation" -- an archaeologist whose

first plan was to use a road
grader to conduct the dig.
WCISNIC members are continuing their vigil at the site,
mourning the indignity which is
once again being perpetrated
against their ancestors. We are
concerned that the site is left
open and unprotected. We are
not reassured when the young
people working on the site joke
about the findings, and when
they ask WCISNIC members
what they are supposed to be
looking for. We wonder if they
have been told of the importance of the site, and expecially
of its sacred character for the
Indian people.
Information provided by our
own consultants says that, on
the basis of previous digs, the
test should reach at least four
feet below the surface. We also
question the methodology - the
razor-sharp trowels, and the ab-

sencc of screens.
We believe that ·the "Lucier
Site" is a well-known, well-documented, sacred Indian burial site
contammg
"hundreds
of
burials", which should be under
the protection of the Cemeteries Act and the Ontario Heritage Ace. We continue to focus
attention on this site by our pre-

~ence there, and by raising the
issue among government representatives and the citizens of
Windsor and Essex County. To
offer your support, please phone
969-7808, or 944-1292, or 2566442, or 253-7991, or contact:
WCISNIC Sec'y, Jean Koning,
R.R. No. 1, Oldcastle, Ontario,
NOR lLO.

Cont'd from page 1

wins award

Mosher
a serious art student.
"I couldn't believe that someone was paying me to have fun"
said Mosher. He has never painted since then.
This is the first time Aislin
ha.s ever won an award, and
judging by the quality of his
work, it probably won't be the
last. He describes himself as a
journalist and though his form
of reporting differs from the

r

normal style, it is still valuable.
"If the world were pertect, I
wouldn't have a job, because all
jokes are made at someone else's
expense" said Mosher.
He also said that at present he
1
1is seriously considering doing a
. daily comic strip.
Ed. Note: This interview was
conducted in the men's room of
the club because it had the bat
light in the place.·
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York strike settled

"University community can now develop
total package amounts to a 7.2%
increase.
She said 572 of the union's
920 members voted 72% in favour of the contract offer.
Avens said the workers would
be back at work Oct. 4 but that
the university would never be
the same after the two-week
strike.
It has enabled a "York community" to develop, she said,
which had never existed before
the strike .
The main issue in dispute in
the strike was wage increases,
with the union asking for 9%,
and the university offering 4%.

TORONTO (CUP)-A support
staff strike at York University
that closed much of the university and prompted a student sitin is over.
At a meeting Oct. 3. the striking support staff union ratified a
new offer from the university
that had been arrived at after 20
hours of bargaining Oct. 2-3.
The union's negotiating committee had recommended acceptance.
According to union president
Lauma Avens, the offer includes
a wage increase of 6% or $600,
whichever is greater. With other
monetary items, she said, the

The university had said it could
not afford more than 4% with-·
o~t cutting staff, services, and
programs.
According to sit-in spokesper son Peter Brickwood, the students will still be negotiating
with the university• over their demand that no reprisals be taken
against those who participated
in the sit-in.
The strike had prevented .
many students from collecting
student awards, had closed the
library and bookstore, and had
caused many classes to be con- .
celled as students and faculty

Fall interviews now available
come on-campus allowing them
to select the candidates they
wish to interview. The first deadline date on this schedule 1s
Tuesday, October 17.

The On-Campus Recruitment
Schedule for fall interviewing is
now available in the Student
Placement Office Rm. 167 Dillon Hall. A number of employers, starting with National Defence October 31 & November
1, will be coming on campus to
interview graduating students.
(A few employers are also interviewing undergraduates for summer employment).

In regards to Shell Canada, although the Schedule indicates a
deadline of October 20th, applications should be in at an earlier
date preferably October 13th.
U.C.P.A.
application
forms
(available in the Student Placement Office) must be completed
for this employer.

A U.C.P.A. (University and
College Placement Association)
application or resume must be
submitted through the Placement Office for each employer
with whom you wish to have
an interview.
Most employers pre-screen,
which is why the quality of your
resume is very important. Prescreening involves forwarding
your applications to the employer at a date set before they _

Once pre-screening has been
completed by the employer, a
list of successful candidates for
interviews is forwarded to the
Placement Office. These lists will
be posted in Dillon Hall just outside Rm 167. In most cases,
candidates also receive a letter
from the employer.
Students whose name appears ,

on our list may then book an appointment for their interview in
the Student Placement Office.
Where no pre-screening is being done by the company, interested students MUST submit an
application AND sign in for an
interview at the same time.
All students who expect to
participate in the Recruitment
Program are urged to register
with the Canada Employment
Centre, Student Placement Office. This ensures better service
to student and employer. However registration does NOT mean
that you are automatically considered for an interview. You
must follow the instructions
above on the Schedule.
The Placement Office will be
happy to answer any questions
~egarding employment, completing a resume or applicat;ion
form, and interviews.

walked out in sympathy with
the union. Students in Residence ·
at Glendon College were left
without clean linen, hot water, .
or adequate supplies of food .
Students at Osgoode Hall law
school reacted Sept 29 to the
class cancellations by filing a
claim against the university for
breach of contract because, they
said, they were not receiving the
full education for which they
paid tuition .
According to Murray Miskin,
president of the Osgoode Legal
and Literary society, the action
may be pursued even if the
strike is settled quickly, "depending on the extent of damages incurred by the . students".
The law students are also researching a class action against
the university on behalf of all
York students to regain at least
a percentage of their tuition.
There was a violent altercation on the picket lines at York
Sept. 29, when Atkinson Col-

,,

lege lecturer Geoffery Forest
. attacked another professor who
was supporting the strikers .
The professor had to be taken
to hospital with a concussion after Forest jumped him and
knocked him to the ground. According to police, Forest continued to pound the professor's
head on the pavement after he
was down .
Apparently, the professor objected to Forest distributing
Marxist-Leninist
literature to
students getting off the bus. According to union spokesperson
John Lang, Forest and his supporters had been "repeatedly
asked to remove themselves
from our picket line and to re' frain from distributing their literature.
Forest had been previously r
arrested last November after
fighting broke out at the literature table of the York Student
Movement, the campus arm of
CPC (ML) at York.

Kierans to visit
university campus
On Monday, October 16, Professor Eric Kierans of McGill
University will speak on "A Vision for Canada". The lecture,
sponsored by Iona College, will
be held in the Ambassador Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
During the lecture, Kierans, a
former Postmaster-General, will
review some of the political and
economic options facing Canada.
Professor Kierans will be in
Windsor from October 15 to

October 17. During that time
Kierans will participate in a spec'.
ial invitational seminar with university members and the community, speak to an undergraduate class and address the Windsor
Chamber of Commerce.
In addition to have served as
a cabinet minister, Kie rans was
also a member of the Quebec
provincial cabinet under· Jean
Lesage and the head of the Montreal and Canadian Stock Exchanges.
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For the past week, the Leddy
Library Gallery has been dispaying the water color paintings of
Leon P. Pacunayen, from the
Phillipines. Here are a few
samples of his scenes from various locales around the world.
Manila Cathedral
Barung-Barung
Paesagio (Italy)

Students have a right to a quality education
QUEBEC CITY (CUP)-Students
have a moral and financial right
to quality education, according
to White Paper on CEGEP Education released by Quebec Minister of Education Jacques-Yvan
Morin October 5.
According to a ministry press
release, the white paper "is a
new stage in the consolidation of
the CEGEP network in which
the emphasis will be placed on
the quality of teaching and
greater accessibility to students."
CEGEP's are Quebec technical and junior colleges. All Quebec students
must
attend
CEGEP's before going on to university.
The paper r!!commends two
changes to increase accessibility
to the CEGEP's: free tuition for
mature students, regardless of
the number of courses for which
they register, and increased
funding for bursaries for those
students entering the three-year
professional courses.
h Until now, mature students
ave been required to take four

courses before qualifying for
free tuition. The lifting of this
restriction is expected to · cost
the government $10 million, according to Morin.
The increased bursary funding is only one change proposed
to beef up the professional
schools. According to the white
paper, funding will also be provided to construct buildings to
accomodate the increasigg number of students enrolled in these
three-year programs.
According to the ministry,
these buildings and programs
will continue to be part of existing CEGEP's but will have increased autonomy to allow for
flexibiliry in programming.

.

The most important change
directly affecting CEGEP students is the introduction of obligatory courses on Quebec history and the province's economic system. Students will also be
encouraged
to have "some
knowledge of mathematics" in
order to obtain the collegial diploma.

At present, CEGEP students
are only obliged to follow courses in humanities, physical education, and either English or
French. The new regulations
bring the number of mandatory
courses for CEGEP students to
five.

more
compulsary courses
The
chief
administrative
change presented in the white
paper is the creation of a Council of Colleges, to consist of fif.
teen people appointed by the
government from within its own
ranks, from CEGEP's and universities, from the working population, and from regions.
The council, according to the
white paper, will work with the
CEGEP's to improve their programs and to inform the government on a yearly basis about the
state of education in the province. Early discussion about
such a council had aroused controversy, as CEGEP administrators feared the government wanted to centralize power in a bureaucratic body.

According to Morin, however,
the council will advise the ministry about the state and need of
the CEGEP system, but will have
no authority to enforce regulations.
The white paper also calls for
pedagogical revision relating to
credit of CEGEP courses.
In an interview, Morin said
· the government would begin to
implement the pedagogical aspects of his paper on a gradual
basis. He also said the regi;lations which would change existing legislation would be discussed in the National Assembly
and be ready "by the end of the
spring session".

"better quality"

ernment will try to remedy that
situation," Morin said.
Revisions to the CEGEP system have been discussed by Quebec's college community for five
years. The white paper is a comprehensive list of more than one
hu11,dred recommendations aiming to ensure "progress and continuity" in Quebec's CEGEP system, according to the Ministry's
press release.

Faculty of
Education

University
of Toronto

"The first objective is to
achieve a better quality of what
is being done in our colleges,"
Morin told journalists at a press
conference following the release
of the paper.

Information Session
will be held at the University
of Windsor on Tuesday, Oct·
ober 24 at 2 p.m. in the University Centre, Meeting Rooms
1,2 and 3

"We think that the quality of
what is being done in our
CEGEP's must be evaluated. The
objective of greater accessibility
to all has not been met. The gov-

The Faculty Admissions Officer
will provide Admission Information and answer questions. All
interested students are urged to
attend.
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Computer break-dow .halts OSAP loans
By David Fine

Approximately 140 University of Windsor students have received no word on their OSAP
(Ontario Student Aid Program)
applications to date. Some of
the applications had been made
as early as May 5th.
However the Windsor situation is not isolated. The problem
is province-wide. Every source

from which OSAP applications
emanate, is experiencing the
same delays. Students are receiving improperly-processed applications. In some cases, late applications are being processed
faster than early ones.
According to Marie Renaud,
the university's Awards Officer,
the problems do not stem from
the individual universities and

cont'd from p.4

Rhodesians invited to U.S.
Reverend Sithole wants a free
Zimbabwe, rather than a nondemocratic Zimbabwe. He and
Smith would like to see the Patriotic Front participate in these
elections but so far it refuses to
do so. The-Reverend believes the
reason for this is because the
Front does not merely want to
compete for power, but wants
power.
The Front is not necessarily
going to be at the beck and call
of Moscow and Havana because
Hayakawa is willing to take him
at his word for now. If Smith
breaks his word, we need not to
deal with him further.
they supply weapons. The quest-

ion one must ask .is why these
countries
are supplying the/
Front? They are doing so because the Front will cause terror (
and instability in the region of
which they may profit.
There is no love lost between
Reverend Sithole and Smith as
the Reverend was in Smith's
jails for ten years. The Reverend
must feel that no matter how
personally obnoxious Smith is to
him., the plan proposed by Smith
is the only one that can save
Zimbabwe from .being a totalitarian dictatorship. If he thinks
the plan is all right, then just
maybe it is.

~---------------~
t
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: In last week's Lance the SAC by-election :
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ad had an incorrect date.

t

t
'

The b','-elections will actually be held :
on October 24th.

f

'
'

We appologize for any inconvenience. :

colleges .
The mix-ups are a result of
computer programming errors
at the Student Awards Branch
in Queen's Park, the main processing centre . Two major breakdowns occurred on August 21
and 28. About 3,500 applications processed on those two
dates were assessed incorrectly .
This entailed a three-week shutdown of operations in order to
correct the computer programs.
Further delays were caused by
computer rejection of applications with mistakes. These applications piled up until they could
be handled manually. By September 5th of this year, a total of
45,000 applications had been receiveri. Of these, almost 20,000
had yet to be processed.
Two basic flaws in the OSAP
program are now coming to light

'

the backlog is worse than ever.
The reason for this is the highly r
complicated new program.
It appears that the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities was
not sufficiently geared-up to
handle the application system.
William Clarkson, director of
the Student Awards Branch of
the ministry, said that the major
delays had been caused by the r
computers, but that there prob.
ably was a rush to implement
the new program.
"We left things open for input too long," said Clarkson.
The only thing that unlucky
applicants can do now is continue to wait. The applications still
outstanding are in three groups
-special consideration cases (eg.
very low income), cases rejected
by computer because of errors
on application forms and late
applications.
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UncJag,i_,:ieo AOs .............
CURLING: U. of W. Curling
Club starts its season Sunday,
October 15, from 7-9 p.m.
Membership fee of $2 5 .00 must
be paid at that time. For further
information call Nora McBean
at 948-8962, or Tim Leach at
945-4201.
CBET TELEVISION invites students and faculty at the University to the On The Record program with Warner Troyer and
guest Patrick Watson. Author of
several books, film producer,
director, actor and man of diverse interests, ·Patrick Watson is
acknowledged by broadcast observers as "television's top interviewer " . Thursday October 19,
4 :30 p.m ., at the Art Gallery of
Windsor. Phone 254-2831 for
free tickets.
FOR SALE . 2 acoustic guitars,
both are good instruments, not
junk . Satisfactory for both beginner and proficient musiciam.
Call evenings, 2 54-80 3 7. Reasonably priced.

'
'
L------~--------~
t

- the application itself and the
processing system. The application is extremely complicated
and highly subject to error. The
forms are new, as a result of this
year's revamped, "fairer" OSAP
program, which was announced
before the last tuition hike (September, 1977).
Dave Cooke, MPP for Windsor-Riverside and the NDP colleges and universities critic, was
reached for comment in Sudbury, where he is in the midst of
touring
northern
Ontario
colleges and universities. Cooke
felt that there may have been a
rush to implement the new
program to avoid a delay of
another year.
"There is an annual backlog
of appiJcations," said Cooke.
Cooke believes that even though
the total number of applications
in 78-79 is down from last year,

0

WANTED: Fridge, in working
order, quiet. Call 256-0943 anytime. 418 Cody Hall.

ALL KINDS OF TYPING on
IBM electric typewriter. Call
948-2252 . Ask for Joanne.
TYPING - essays, term papers,
etc. Fast and accurate. Reasonable rates available. Contact
Jan, at 258-1377.

It
In
01

NON-NOISY MALE STUDENT

seeks to share near-campus apartment or house with other(s)
for $100.00 or less per month
or seeks a near-campus 1 bed·
room apt. for under $150 per
month . Call 256-5968 eve_nings.

TIIE PUBLIC INTl :REST AND TIIE RIGHT TO KNOW, a one-day
seminar at the Cleary Auditorium on Thursday , October 5, 1978.
Registration fees : $JO for B,vtR or JPAC members, $12 Jor non- •
members and ~5 for students (doesn 't include lunch).

p

s

FroP1 ~cptembcr 29 to October 19, a student exhibn, en titled , "Ital-

Ii
f

ian ',ummcr Prog ram " will be on display at th e LeBel Fine !\.rn
Building Gallery .

d

LOCO CONTEST . Contest open to all Wmd~or and Essex Count>'
residents. t ntries must be rcn:ived by November 24 and mu st be no
J;irger than 14" X 14" and mounted on an illustr at ion. bo a.rd , All <le·
signs mu,t be adaptable to single color reproduction m various
sizes and should reflect the objectives of the Arts Council. All
submissions become property of Arts Council. $200 prize. for
winning design.
SFND TO : Arts Council - Windsor & Region, c/o Al Linnell, 360
Fairview Ave. W., Essex, Ont. , 'BM lYS.
The Arrs Council - Windsor & Region is please<l to announce the
publication of a quarterly arts calendar. Calendars are available free,
to the public at various locations in Windsor & Essex County. Am
groups are invited to become members of the Arts Council, an?
rhereb\' publicize their events without charge, m the calendar. lnd1·1 •
vidual; may also join and will receive their own copy of the calen·
dar b\' mail. For further information about the Arts Council and
its ~ctivities call or ·write the Arts Council office: 360 Fairview Ave.
W., Essex, Ont., N8.V\ 1VS. Phone 776-6441, ext. 339.
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Make$7,000-$10,000
in the Summerof '79

You run your own business ...
we provide the systems, training and money.
(Average summer '78 earnings

College Pro
Painters Limited
" ... A system that will aliow 19 studentsto run
their own painting business... CollegePro will
providethe $5 00 to $1000 in equipment
neededto start a business,help rent a van,
establisha line of creditwith paint suppliers,
help hire student employees,do centralrecord
keepingfor tares and insuranceand provide
training.. a training manual outlining
advertisingtechniquesand own system of
estimatingcostof jobs. . also has training film
on professionalpainting techniques."
Toronto Star, May/78

s

were $8,000)

Qualifications
• Live in a community* of more
tha.n 30,000
• Great drive and desire.
• Want to make at least $8,000.

B

C

* Canada or U.S.A.

How to Apply
Information and applications at
your Campus Placement Centre or
write: 265 Eglinton Avenue East,
Toronto, Ontario M4P 1L2.
All applications due Nov. I, 1978

T
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Of a Time Again

Birthright

I have sojourned by the Rivers of Imagination
Soared high and above the Mountain~ ~f Thought,
Descended within the Caverns of Obhv1on
And gazed also, upon the Sea of Life.

A GAME OF SPORTS

Down here wher~ the waves roll
up to my feet
I see a gull
posted on timbers
another dips
swirls
teases the land in white arcs

Tall spires of domed beauty mark my abode.
Thoughts wander to long ago
When not as a sorceror
I flamed the fire of youth.
I met your gaze with wondrous delight
Spellbound in moments of awe,
.
A dark waterfall of scented hair; (0., that perfumed g1ddyness gone.)
Now all the feelings journey to me.
The time at the sea where you left me by.
Upon it, the stark reflection of a winter moon,
And in it I saw whispered promises cracked and bleak
Along some dark, faltering wall.

WE
ARE ALL PAWNS
YOU AND I
DESTINED TO MOVE FOR
THE KINGS AND
PAVE THE PATH FOR
THE QUEEN

They have it all figured out:
a light volition of wings
exchanging positions

WHEN THE KNIGHTS
IN THE CASTLE
ARE
LONG
AND
BEFORE GOING
YOU MUST ALWAYS
LEA VE A CHEQUE
MATE

I'm just getting my toes wet
when you happen on
to my sea sack full of salt,
Argus-eyed: imagining I seek Jupiter
I tell you it's the muse
I seek the muse

Over that somber precipice once cradling our flow,
Stars now cascaded to the sea.
I was lost in illusions of confusion,
,In a Universe of Pain.

M.D.

You watch me into the deeper water
when I emerge I will have myself
renamed
D.Feser

Life's pedastal swayed and shook beneath.
When summer came along
Something was calling me
And I rolled with green hills and valleys in Seasons' Tide.
Until at last weary, I found my dreams,
It was I now with the world
In scarred, dry palms,
Older and wiser, a Wizard of Life.

I KEEP TELLING MYSELF

The sun is setting on past thoughts,
I stoop and stare from a high, spiraling .keep,
Jeweled robes reflect ancient feelings
Of a time again that will never be.

"You've got a good head on your shoulders."
Don't let it fall to the waste.
You might accidentally sit on it,
And talk out a messLike most people.

Paul Benza
M. C. Fournier

Pavilion
She used to dance
light on her feet
freewheeling
over the hardwood
dizzy on 1950 jukebox
jazz
it was the speed
that finally threw her
to the brown arms
of the lifeguard.
He taught her
to side stroke
butterfly and crawl
to float back
easy in dark waters
and when he dove
into her lake-bed
there was no fear
of going down
of sinking to the bottom
and ohh she learned
his ways of survival.
D. Feser

A Process

LAMER
remember beingBarefoot on a beach
Feeling the moist sands drying on my toes,
And the warm sun on my back.
Soft muffled voices mixed in windsFar behind me now.
It was a Spanish spring
in Mckuen 's dreams
Mckuen 's ocean-

But then it became m·ine.
All mine.
Crashing waves sweeping me offeringsFrom another year, another day:
Of the Stein's and Hemingways.
They sat beside me in the sun
I could not help but feel at home.
M. C. Fournier

You dare not enter alone
you are vulnerable
to fallen idols and ruins
to images that jerk
out of the half-light
You seek the listener
though you fear him too
in his sea full of eccentric fish

A MISUNDERSTANDING

I saw a tear in your eye
today
which you said was caused by
an onion
Going Nowhere
(But I knew better)

He commands .you to sleep
you dream a shell
and dive into its womb
naked
your throat is full of anger
You cannot swallow
your spittle- jams the air
with unvoiced syllables
The listener smiles
you know you have
betrayed the alphabet

The sign on the train station
door said
No Accidents This Year
The weeds gro~ing wild round
its grey stone walls murmured:
disuse.
I heard a clicking
in my head as the flatbeds
rolled through town. Nothing stops
for you here, no departures no
arrivals
only the muted whistle
of a freight as we toss through sleep
on a dream we don't quite catch.
D. Fese

You
were making a chocolate cake
and
chocolate and onions
don't mix
(As you well know)
And which
I found out
when I
tasted a piece.

D. Feser
M.D.
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ly review a band. This year I've
had a slight change of policy regarding disco. Last year I wrote
of how much I despised it. This
year I'm not going to refer to
that musical mucas, that flogmented flem, that percussion
puss, that rank rag. So if you
still like disco, you can boogie
woogie woogie til your little
pecker blows.
For those of you who
know what that hand is doing in·
the middle of our article, that is
H. J. 's Music Meter. That little
rascal is currently on parole for

By H. J. Swenson
My apologies for missing the
first two issues of the Cance but
I was busy out in front of Laurier Hall sniffing bicycle seats.
Those of you who were here last
year undoubtedly remem ber me
as the raving, raunc hy, reviewer
of th e Gallery . Since you 're obviously still reading , I dido 't give
you enough reason to hate me.
I'll try to fix that this year . For
all you newcomers who still
don't know the ropes , thfs is the
only article in the Lance worth
reading.
In this article I try to educate
the masses as well as occasional

groping young ladie:. in the dark.
So girls: don't hold this page too

close to your chest! I should
take this opportunity to tell you
what the ratings mean:
10 ...... the ultimate; ex: Pink
Floyd, Beatles, Fleetwood
Mack Etc.
7 .5 ..... exceptional bar band
5 ........ average
2.5 ..... turn the juke box up
O........ dead seagull farts
This weeks band, Meadows
(sounds familiar eh?) scored a
phenomenal 7. This is by far the
highest rating the meter has ever
given. I'm really looking forward
to seeing such high quality bands
performing in the Gallery. Hopefully Bob Gammon keeps up the
good work.
This Windsor based band
features exceptional harmonies
and an abundance of talent.
What more can I say? If you
don 't kno w tha t Meadows expertly perfo rms an easy listening, lounge type music , then
you 're either from out of town
or you 've been a hermit for the
last four years. Their renditions
of old Beatles tunes is nearly legend .
If you 've come to hear hard
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Meadows fare well on the H. J. Music Meter.

driving instrumentals or a flashy
light show then stay home. It's
Meadows vocals that people
keep coming back for. Personally, I fou nd the band's choice of
material somewhat repetitive, almo st boring in the th ird set.
However, I judge a band impart ially regardless of race , sex or
musical persuasion. Meadows is
a professional band and they
~ow what they can and cannot
pt'ay.
Their lone attempt at some
southern rock, "You 've got That

Right" came across like the
chipmunks doing Leonard Skynnard. Meadows performs their
own type of material very well,
and that's all I can ask.
A rumo ur has been circulating that Meadows is about to
break up (again? ). The band's
leader, Jim Mulvaney, told me
that the guitar player and the
drummer a.re qu itting the group
and will be replaced. I'm sure
that they 'll be back next year, if
not sooner .

etry flourishing at main library
By Peter Hrastovec
Poetry is alive and well and !
flourishing within the city of
Windsor. Last Thursday evening, !
two area poets, Eugene McNam-,
ara and Len Gasparini, shared
·their work with a group of about
thirty poetry enthusiasts in the '
lower-level auditorium at the ·
Windsor Public Library. The ,
reading was the first in a series•
of similar poetry readings schedJ
uled for the months to come.
Eugene McNamara is no
stranger to local literary circles.
A teacher of modern Literature,
American Literature and Creative Writing at the University of
1
Windsor, McNamara has found
time in his busy schedule to publish nine volumes of poetry. His
most recent collection of poems
entitled SCREENS was released ·
last winter.
McNamara captivates his audience with his homespun sense
of humour, which the poet '
maintains is a result of his "Irish
tragic view of life". McNamara's
subjects are drawn from a vast ·
sea of moving moments in human experience. Everything - from ,

a child's first accordion recital to
a day dreamer's attempt at impersonating Clifton Webb - is
woven into the intricacy of his
poetry. "I think what I'm looking for are precious moments
when things break through and
shine", says McNamara. His
poems transport listeners from
the dull and commonplace to a
world richly illuminated against

.I

Our reporter
McMamara.

with

professor

the stark landscape of human
existence. "Certain things recur
like sunshine, ascending and
coming up from underwater . I'm
very fond of these images", re-

marks McNamara.
Len Gasparini 's name has
been associated with local poetry since the late 1960's. Born
and raised in Windsor, Gasparini
dropped out of high school but
voraciously continued to read
literature.
Gasparini's latest book of
poetry
is "Moon Without
Light". Like McNamara, his topics are wide and varied. Gasparini pokes fun at everything
from Florida tourists and Detroit hookers to the agonies of
writing poetry and the incessant
difficulties with publishers. Gasparini hits his audience at "gutlevel" with a two-fisted realism
that spares no word or idea that '.
can convey the proper atmosphere he seeks to create. Yet,
he reads with a casual grace and
manner that suggests the audience are guests in his own living room. One hand tucked '
away in a back-pocket of his ,
bluejeans, the other resting assuredly on the speaker's podium,
Gasparini reads to his audience
like the "easy goin' guy" that he

For the finest in art supplies.
The
ARTIST~S
'f)HOICE
Limited

A6

Clearence sale now on acrylic paint, Aqua-Tee,
Rowney free-flow formula and pre-mixed Tempera

Tbe AR'Cis'CsCboice
2375 Tecarnseb
Ro. Wes-c

256-2589
Open daily 10 to 6 .
Friday til 9 and Saturday 10 to 5

is.
At the moment, Gasparini is
engaged in writing of a fulllength play, as well as immersing
himself in free-lance writing.
Both McNamara and Gasparini encourage young people to
start writing on their own. "In
Canada", says Gasparini, "you
throw a stone, you hit a poet.
Whoever ·w:i.ntsto do it, do it!"
McNamara mourns the death
of such little magazines such as
Mainline and Poetry Windsor
Poesie which promoted the publication of local poet~ .
Nevertheless, poetry readings
in the area help keep the cele-

brated art form from local extinction . McNamara suggests
that readings themselves illicit
the kind of "human response"
that is many a time neglected in
the. publishing business . "A live
audience can react. You can see
immediately if a poem does or
doesn't work" .
The only drawback to the entire program was the fact that
the Library auditorium is too
awesome for the intimacy re·
quired for a poetry reading. Perhaps a smaller room or a spot·
light on the poets might enhance
the feeling of affinity between
the poet and his audience.

IN A CAREER WITH
Burroughs
ENGINEERING,
-

B.Sc./ M.Sc ./ Ph.D.

ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
INDUSTRIAL

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, M.BA
COMPUTER SCIENCE, s .Sc .! M.Sc .
IN WINNIPEG, WE ARE INVOLVED IN DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND MANUFACTURE OF COMPUTER
PERIPHERALS. IF YOUR GOAL IS TO BE A PROFESSIONAL WHO CAN MEET THE CHALLENGES OF ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY, TAKE THE TIME NOW TO
CHECK OUR FILE IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE AND GET YOUR RESUME TOGETHER!
INTERVIEWS ARE SCHEDULED VIA PRE-SCREENING
ONLY

Burroughs
BUSINESS MACHINES LIMITED
WINNIPEG , MANITOBA
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Looking for a little peace of mind
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By John Richards
There I was, sitting at the kitchen table, head in hands, at a
little past four in the morning. I
felt awful. My stuffy head had
stolen from me the sleep that I
coveted so dearl y and sent me
stumbling downst airs to seek relief in a cup of hot tea . It was
still very dark and cool, and my
flannel pajamas proved inadequate to the early morning chill
that greeted me.
I was in anguish. I, a man of
sixty-two years , a man of established and recognized success in
the world of high finance, was
humbled in the dim light of the
•kitchen that was as unfamiliar to
me as my bedroom might be to
the help. I thought of waking
Parsons and having him make
the tea - he would at least have
listened to me, sympathized,
perhaps; he would have to notice
the change in my voice affected
by my stuffed nasal passages.
But, I took pity on the old goat
and let him sleep.
I set the kettle on the stove,
where it began to hiss quietly. I
thought I might get in one more
blow-of-the-nose
before
the
water boiled, so I strode to the
bathroom and plunked
my
hands down on the sink in front
of the mirror. Opting for one
quick, forceful push, I placed
my right index finger over my
right nostril and closed it. The
kettle had begun to steam in
earnest in the other room, and
I congratulated my reflection on
our perfect timing. I blew . . ..
nothing_. I blew again, harder. A
shifting of some sort was going
on directly beneath my eyes .
Taken by surprise,! withdrew
my finger for a moment to wait.
The kettle was making a soft '
whistling noise. I replaced my
finger over my right nostril and
blew with all the force I could
muster .
Something moved. The kettle
was screaming now and rattling
on the stovetop. I felt an airy
blankness in the left side of my
face. Something had definitely
moved. My left eye felt as if it
were about to sink into my
skull for want of a foundation
upon which to rest itself. Some-·
thing had moved very quickly.
My left nostrill was slow in
shrinking back to its normal size.
My reflection gave not the
slightest hint of what had happened. But there ... on the sink
directly in front of me, almost
touching my left hand, lay the
answer to my puzzle. There sat
a small globule of that which
plugs one's nasal passages. Small
- I should say not! For in comparison with globules of its sort
this gray, bloodsoaked lump was
a boulder! It was not a liquid,
nay, not even something akin to
a liquid form. I fell back in
alarm and stumbled into the
toil.et bowl, smacking my tender
shin. The kettle had reached a
shrill pitch of immense volume
and was spewing clouds of steam
around the stove. I hopped toward it on one foot. Then, remembering the globule, I turned
and hopped back into the bathroom.
This was no ordinary globule.
Covering my hand in a swather
of tissues, I touched it. It had
the resilience of rubber! It
~oved with the impetus of my
1
n~er and then snapped back
quickly to its original position. I
Patted it, and like jello, it

squashed under my finger and
then bounced back. I was mesmerized. I had completely forgotten my stinging shin and
screaming kettle , and had chosen
to ignore Parsons ' voice approaching me from the landing.
" Are yo u alright , sir? "
I star ed at the globule . Soaked though it was in my own
blood, my face bore not a
trace of it. I touched it once
again
with a tissue-covered finger, and
in the bloodless spot left by my
print I saw what suggested and
confirmed the deadliest of fears.
There, running sleekly through
the globule, were the smallest,
the tiniest of veins. I had blown
out a piece of my brain!
The horror that held me
brought with it an intense feeling of nausea. I gripped the sink
with both hands and stared,
more times slowly. I seemed to
have complete control of my
faculties. The mysterious origin
of the chunk of my brain that
stone-like at the tiny chunk of
my personality that sat on the
sink. Parsons' footsteps in the
kitchen awoke me from my
dream-like state.
"Sir, the kettle is boiling."
The fool.
"I know damn well what the
kettle is doing, Parsons!"
"Would you like tea, sir?"
"Yes, yes," I replied, anxious
that he not approach the bathroom.
The screaming kettle silenced,
Parsons began to prepare the tea.
I knew I had to think fast, if I
could think at all. If I had lost
part of my brain, then I must
also have lost certain of my faculties. My me~ory!

"Dear God! That must be
and took my tea .
Dreadful sinus condition, old
it!," I said aloud.
"May I ask, sir," he said,
boy. Been up half the night.
"Pardon me, sir?"
"Why you are up at this ungodly
Dreadful. Enough to drive a man
"Shut up Parsons! "
hour? "
crazy ."
There must be a gap in my
memory , I thought . Something ,
·somewhere along sixty-two years
of living - good , decent living, I
might add - must be lost forever.
I began recounting the names of
my primary school te.acher,
grades one through five. Marx, .5
Hubbard, Hoffman .. .Dutcher , ! ~
Elvira. No, that wouldn't do . I ~
, presented myself with an image ~
of the head table at the celebrat- ;.)
>,
ion of my seventh birthday. I ~
could name each person. I o
searched in vain. Looking down :f
at my soft leather slippers, I
lunged for the name of the man.Let's get the show on the road.
ufacturer and found it immediately.
Perhaps it wasn't memory
after all. Wasn't the portion of
the brain that holds one's memBy David Fine
.ory on the top half any way - in
Not Now, Darling certainly
two London furriers, Bodley and
no way near the nasal passages?
fills the bill for high-quality entCrouch,
become more and more
Motor coordination?
ertainment
promised
us
by
the
.
..
ah
...
"entangled" in erotic
"That must be it!"
University
of
Windsor
Players
at
intrigue
as
the
play goes on. The
"Pardon me, sir?"
the
outset
of
the
season.
I
had
company
works
well together,
"Shut up, Parsons!"
and this is displayed outstandthe pleasure of attending a dress
I raised my right hand and
rehearsal for the show Tuesday
'ingly on stage. Bodley and
dropped my left to my side.
night. Darling is an uproarious,
Crouch are played by Michael
Standing erect, facing the glass, I
fast-paced, classic English, farce.
Rawley and Allan D. Powell remade obscene gestures to my reIt's all there: scantily-clad fespectively. Wendy Wizmowich is
flection three times in rapid sucexcellent as Sue Lawson, the
males, risque gestures, and plencession, then once, then two
cockney secretary who is cheatDarling
ty
of
suggestive
humour.
rested on the white porcelain
ing
on her husband. John Hamilis
a
play
which
demands
an
audisink remained unanswered.
ton
McKerral and Krystina Potaence.
A
receptive
audience
doub"Your tea, sir."
les the enjoyment for all conpczyk are hilarious as Mr. and
Parsons was at the door! With
cerned. The humour· stands on
Mrs. Frencham, who lose each
the grace and marked intent of a
its own though, as anyone will
other on a shopping excursion.
surgeon I snatched the globule in .
attest who heard my peals of
Mr. Frencham manages to lose
a tissue with my right hand and
laughter rolling through the emhis temper, his car, and his virtue
hurled it into the toilet bowl, at
pty seats of Essex llall Theatre
as well.
the same time flushing with my
Tuesday night.
The show is directed by
left. Parsons had seen nothing. I
J:<.veryone is cheating on
George L. Neilson and opens Fristepped out of the bathroom
everyone m this play, and the
day, October 13 at 8:00 p.m.

All right,now

Isn'tit thebestbeer a'veevertasted!
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The Movies
Death on the Nile
By Janine Halbert

Despite negative reviews, I
saw Death on the Nile · and I en·
joyed it.
However, this is the opinion
of a mystery movie addict who
is easily captured by the intrigue
of Agatha Christie, and this review should be taken with that
grain of salt. The main entertainment of watching a mystery, is trying to deduce who did
it before the sleuth reveals all.
Murder on the Nile encourages
this type of audience participat-

ion.
The Belgian detective, Hercule Piorot, although subtly introduced in the l-"!ginning, becomes the central character as
the murders and suspects increase. Ironically, he and a British lawyer, played by David Niven, are the only vacationers on
the boat without a motive for
murder.
It is incredible how Peter
Ustinov, as the detective, manages to sneak about and eves-

drop so gracefully, not be discovered. Ustinov, although occassionally witty, seems awkward for the role.
The other characters, although slightly exaggerated, are
colorful and diverse. The stunning rich heiress (Lois Chiles)
and her dashing husband (Simon
MacCorkindale) are contrasted
by a domineering Bette Davis
and her miserable, reluctant
companion portrayed by Maggie
Smith. Angela Lansbury, as a
constantly stoned romantic novelist. creates a few humorous
scenes in the movie. The German
Doctor, Jack Warden tries too
hard to imitate a German accent,
and fails to be convincing.
Although the movie has a few
dragging scenes and acting flaws,
it is worth the trip out to Devonshire Mall.

The Boys
From Brazil
By Mark D. Greene

The Boys From Brazil is a
queer movie. No it's not about a
homosexual
assasination plot

against Anita Bryant. It is queer
in the sense that it deals with a
somewhat unnerving subject.
The movie opens in Paraguay.
For those who don't know,
South America is the chief hideout for aged Nazis and it is here
one might suppose that they
plot the return of the Third
Reich. In fact that is what this
movie is about but with a new
twist.
The movie first focuses on
the efforts of a young Jewish
Nazi hunter. He traces the movements of a group of top level
Nazis, all members of the Kamerade, the underground organization that is responsible for the
escape of many top level Nazis
at the end of World War II. They
finally meet with the infamous
concentration camp exterminator, Dr. Mendals who is played by
Gregory Peck. It was not a gathering of angels.
Through a bug placed in the
room the young Nazi hunter
over-hears part of a plan that
calls for the death of 94 sixtyfive year old civil servants over
the next two years (by members
of the Kamerade). Through
these bizarre assassinations, men
are supposed to do the Reich the
greatest service.
Unfortunately the bug is discovered, but before he i$ killed
he manages to contact Liber-

man, the famous Nazi hunter responsible for the capture of Adolph Eichmann and Freida Mahony, in Vienna. Liberman,
played by Lawrence Olivier, is
puzzled by the plot so with the
aid of a newspaper friend he begins to investigate all the accidental deaths of sixty-five year
old men in Canada, the United
The first widow he visits is
not all that upset over the death
of her husband. This in itself is
unusual but what is even more
unnerving is her creepy son with
deep blue eyes
and straight
black hair.
When his young assistant
visits a widow in England the
same creepy kid with the blue
eyes and black hair answers the
door. But this time the kid has a
British accent. Finally when
Liberman visits a widow in
America he discovers her son
looks just like the one he saw in
Germany. Though he finds this
is extremely unusual he doesn't
suspect
anything
until
the
mother of the American boy
comes to his room and confesses
that
the kid was adopted
through the efforts of Frieda
Mahony.
When he talks with Frieda
who is "in jail" and "not goink
anyvhere" he discovers that she
received these kids from Doctor
Mendals in Brazil.
Liberman then visits a professor in Vienna where he is introduced to the science of mononuceic reproduction, or in layman's terms, the fine are of
cloning. And it finally dawns on
him who the clonee is. Does the
maniacal Dr. Mendals succeed?
What happens to the boys from
Brazil? See the movie!
Over-all the movie can be
considered as quite enjoyable. It
does have a strange effect on a
person. You might leave the
movie saying that they can't
clone people and the whole movie is all fiction but in the back of
your mind you might not be so
sure.
There are two great names in
the movie, Gregory Peck and
Lawrence Olivier. Of the two,
only Olivier comes across well.
For some reason Peck is not co~vincing as a war criminal. Even
the painted on moustach and
black hair fails to cover the nice
guy image he is so often identified with.
As for Olivier, well what can
you say about one of the greatest actors of our time. His character based on the real life Nazi
hunter Simon Wiesenthal. His
voice and mannerisms ~re all perfect. His character is believeable.
For those who expect the
same type of character he portrayed in Marathon Man, forget

it.
To sum it up. The plot is
simple yet fantastic but the lack
of suspense destroys any chanct
of it being a real shocker. As for
the acting, big names like Mason
Olivier and Peck how can you g;
wrong??
Note: Because it's the firit
movie that deals with cloning
you can be sure that its plot will
be cloned. In fact you can bet
your DNA on it.

Up In Smoke
By Diane Elliott

In the ads that so thoughtfully suggested that one does not
go "straight" to see this movie,I
am sure it could not possibly
have been meant for the heightened enjoyment of the film. But
instead just to get through that
piece of ·garbage without a sensc
of total loss.
There was little one could get.
out of this film if you had ~ready listened to ~he first album.
Cheech and Chong. All the old
material was there, Sargeant
Stadenko, "Dave's Not Here,"
and the infamous and stale
"reefer humour". The plot was
typical Cheech and Chong, the
never-ending quest for dope. It
they had looked in the mirroi
I'm sure they would have founc
,
enough to keep them stoned
'till retirement.
The chase leads from Calit·
ornia in a van constructed entire·
ly of marijuana. Alas, our t110
heroes were not bright enougn
to realize this.
Then there is the sex element
The boys pick up two hitchiker
who look like they've just escap
ed from the dog pound and wrn
next in line for the gas chamber
They tick with them for th:
rest of the film for a purpoic
that escapes me, as they conttf
bute absolutely nothing to tht
story line (there must be onc
somewhere).Their
only raiso
d'etre is to help our boys gr'.
stoned again, one having a stai:
bigger than a pharmaceuticr.
warehouse.
If there were any outstandi!lf
parts or persons in this junk
was Sargeant Stadenko the narc
played by Stacy Keach, wh
chased the boys all over th
country.
But all in all folks, this is
don't-waste-your-money-flick.
Saturday Night Fever looks lik.
an epic next to this garbage.
you really feel you've missec
something, buy the album.
It's funnier than seeing the~
two bimbos trying to get laugt
out of .stuff that should ha1,
been left in the gutter where
belongs.

•

THENAVV
NEEDS

We major in taste .

VDU

H.M.C.S. HUNTER is
taking applications
for Officer Cadets
APPLY : Tuesday & Thursday
7=30
9 =30 Pn1
H.M.C .S. HUNTER

(Everythingyou'veheard aboutBRADORis true.)

•

960 Ouellette Avenue
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-Art Gallery of Windsor; Studies in Ethnographic Art and
gh1- Archaeology.
no1 -School of Music; Lady Suzi
ie,I
Jeans, harpsichord ..
ibly -Windsor Community Theatre; ·
1gh1- "Don't Drink the Watter".
But
-Little Feat/Eric Kaz Band.
tha:
-Eric Fuller; Lansing Civic Cennsc ter (7.50, 8.50) 8:00p.m.
-"The Boom Boom Boom";Attic Theatre, Greektown, Detroit,
through Nov. 11th. (call 313963-7789).
-Dave Brubeck Quartet; Music
Hall Centre, 8:30 p.m.
-U of W Players, "Not Now
Darling" (through Oct. 21st.)
WI!
$3.50, students $2.50.
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-Windsor Community Theatre;
"Don't Drink the Water".
-Windsor Public Libraries; Mag·
ic Show, Main Library at 2: 30
p.m.
-"Milestone Jazz Stars" (Royal
Oak Theatre (8:30 p.m.) 7.50,
8.50.
-"Marvin
Throws
Good
Parties"; Benefit Party, New age
Fair Madame Cadillac Hall,
Marygrove College, 6 Mile and
Wyoming 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
-Detroit Repertory Theatre
-Detroit Institute of Arts, Jacob Lawrence, John Brown Series
(free), 22 original gouaches as
well as two related series, Frederick Douglas and Harriet Tubman. Symposium on Oct. 14,
10 a.m. (symp. admission-$3).
-Detroit
Institute
of Arts, .
Chamber theatre performance of
"He Who Endures", a play by
Bill Harris. 8 p.m. (admission $3
students and senior citizens $1).
-Detroit Institute of Arts, Afro
American Art in the 20th Century.

17
-Ontario
Film Theatre, "Marquis of O".
-Chick
Corea/Gary
Burton;
Royal Oak (7.50, 8.50) 8 p.m.
-A film based on Henri Matisse
paper cut-outs. Lecture Hall
7:30 p.m. (repeated on the 21st
and 28th).

-Scarlet
Brigade, Big Band
Dance.
-Anna Jameson; Tecumseh Mall
Library 8:00 p.m.
-Windsor Community Theatre;
"Don't Drink The Water".
-Peter Gabriel, Royal Oak, 8:00
p.m. (7.50, 8.50).
-Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
Theatre; "One Sings and the
Other Doesn't" (France '77) Agnes Varda, Director (7 and 9:30
p.m.).

21

-Essex County Potters
-Les Manning, Willistead Coach
House ($10.00).
-National
Ballet of Canada,
Cleary Aud.
-Anna
Jameson, Leamington
Public Library, 8:00 p.m.
-Windsor Community Theatre;
"Don't Drink The Water".
-CN Tower Film, Tecumseh
Mall Library.
-Flash Flicks at St. Clair College; "The Spy Who Loved Me".
-Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
Theatre; "Illusion Travels By
Streetcar" (Mexico '54) Luis
Bunuel, director. (7 and 9 :30
p.m.).

27
-Todd
Rundgren & Utopia,
Royal Oak, 7:30 p.m. (7.50,
8.50).

28

'·

18
-San Francisco Ballet; Music
Hall Centre.
-Anna Jameson; Nikola Budmir
Library, 8:00 p.m.
-A lecture on "The Brink of
Death" in classical Greek painting 8 p.m. (free).

19

24
-Ontario Film Theatre, "Young
Winston".
-Al Stewart/Krisi Kristianne,
Ford Aud. 8 :00 p.m. (8.00,
9.00).

i'

-Burton Cummings, Royal Oak,
8:00 p.m. (7.50, 8.50).
-Jeanine Morand; soprano, Clifford Evans; conductor.

.26

1,

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Noon
Hour Films, "Goerge IV".
-Todd
Rundgren & Utopia,
Royal Oak, 7: 30 p.m. (7 .50,
8.50).

22

Graduatingthis year?
Then you'll probably be job hunting soon, and you
might find that breaking into the business wo rld for
the first time isn't easy.
But The Financial Post Special Report on Careers
and the Job Market can help you.
This special magazine reports on the issues
affecting the current market for today's graduates.
Articles deal with the problems facing job hunters,
and outline the best ways to get the job you want
And profiles of various professions such as law,
medicine, insurance, science, media, government
and sales are included to help give you the best
Perspective on career possibilities.
To find out where the good opportunities are for
your future, pick up

The Financial Post Special Report on
CAREERS AND THE JO B MARKET
Ava,lable October 9th at your Career Planning and Placement Office

-Ontario Film Theatre, "House.
on Chelouche St."
--BALLOWE 'EN--

ehe

~

:•

-Art Gallery of Windsor; Studies in Ethnographic Art & Archaeology.
-National
Ballet of Canada;
Cleary Auditorium

29

31

-Art Gallery of Windsor; Noon
Hour Films, "The First Tl),ree
Georges".
- Anna Jameson,
Kingsville Public Library, 8 :00
p .m. - Hall and Oates/City Boy,
Central Mich. University.
/1

2.0

-Art Gallery of Windsor; (Sunday Series) Assumption University Quartet.
-National
Ballet of Canada,
Cleary Aud.
-School of Music; Imre Rozsnyai, clarinet.
-Phillip Adamson, piano; Moot
Court, 3:00 p.m. ($3.00 Adm.).
-Billy Cobham, Royal Oak,
7:30 p.m. (7.50, 8.50).
-Cantana
Adademy Orchestra
Hall (Detroit).
-Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
Theatre; "La Dolce Vita" (Italy
'61) Federico Pelini, director.
(9: 30 p.m. only).

' -Maynard Ferguson, Royal Oak,
7: 30 p.m. (7 .50, 8.50).
-Flash Flicks at St. Clair College, "The Kiler Elite".

l ;·»IESTb
1929

-LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT FOR YOUR DANCING-AND LISTENING PLEASURE-

-YOUR HOST-

Oct. 9-14
MEADOWS
October 16 to 21
7 1

AJba~R.OSS

11
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RECORDand
TAPEMART

NOWOPENII
FOREIGNER
"DoubleVision'

OUR NEW UNIVERSITY MALL
LOCATION NOW FEATURES AN
EXPANDED RECORD & TAPE SELECTION
- PLUS IN-STORE SPECIALS!

.............
799
"'444
"Liveand More"
incl.

"Hot Blooded"
"Love Ha, Taken
In Toll'
U.TESTIIELEASE

"Love to

love You"

TWOIKOID SET

Lr . U.TESTIIELEASE

TAPES5.99

STYX
"Piecesof Eight''
"I'm OK"
iodWhite
"Great
Hope"

2 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

-TAPES9.99

444 44
Dream"

Lr

TAPES5.99

TAPES5.99

,.,444,.,444 7'' '"'444·-..7''
Lr

TAPES5.99

"Break It lo
Them
Gently"
U.TfST IIELEASE

"Sweet
Talkin'iocl.
Woman,"
"Mr. Blue Sky"

Lr

TAPES5.99

ROLLING
STONES
"SomeGirls"

SHAUN
CASSIDY
"UnderWraps"

2•IIEC011DSET•

The Bee Gee,,
The Tramp,,
'fvonne Elliman

"Hollywood
Nights,'r
"Still the Same"

2 Lrs

Lr

U. TESTIIELEASE

TAPES9.99

TAPES5.99

STEELY
DAN
"Aia"

EXILE
"MixedEmotion"

2-IIECORDSET

incl.
"Lood-Outf
Stay,"
\\Running on

2 Lrs

Empty"

TAPES9.99

SOUNDTRACK
•
Grease

-..
,
...
7"
4~4
Olivia
Newton-John,
Frankie Valli,
John Travolta
2-IIECORDSET

TAPES5.99

f 1h

TAPES9.99

GERRY
RAFFERTY KENNY
LOGGINS
"Nightwatch"
"Cityto City"

LITTLE
RIVER
BAND
..
"SIHper
/Catcher"

,.,444.., 444 444,.,444 444~-44
444 '""·
incl.

incl.

1

IP

NEW IIELEASE

LIGHT
ORCH BOBSEGER
CUMMINGSELECTRIC
VILLAGE
PEOPLE BURTON
SOUNDTRACK JACKSON
BROWNE
"Dreamsof a Child" "Out of The Blue" "StrangerIn Town" SaturdayNightFever "Runningon Empty"
"MachoMan"
"Macho Mon"
"I Am
What I Am"
U. TESTIIELEASE

4

"Bock in the USA"
iod You
"All That

U.TESTIIELEASE

'2 Lrs

LINDA
RONSTADT
"Livingin the USA"

"It', like
Heaven,"
"Midnight Sun"

Miss You"
"Be<HIof
Burden"

U.TESTRELEASE

Lr

TAPES5.99

U.TfST RELEASE

\\Josie",

Lr

Lr

TAPES5.99

TAPES5.99

ANNE
MURRAY

'Peg,"
"Deacon
Blues"

"Ki•;,~ou

HALL
ANDOATES

Over"
NEW RELEASE

Lr

"Right
lod,
Down the
line,"
"Boker StrNt''

TAPES5.99

I Call You

Lr

Lr.

u.11:t;:~ASE

TAPES5.99

TAPES5.99

"Reminiscing"
"One for
the Road"
U.TESTRELEASE

lP

TAPES5.99

SECTION
SOUNDTRACK ATlANTARHYTHM
GIBB
SOUNDTRACK ANDY
WHO
Jam"
"WhoAre You"
War of the Worlds "ShadowDancing" ThankGoelIt's Friday "Champagne

~-444 444 6'' 444-·'"•·
8'' "' 444,.,44

"let's 1.., It ThatWay"

"Aloftg
theRttlLttlte"

Jeff

"You NeededMe"
"Walk Right
~TES';:,~ASE

TAPES5.99

"It'• A Lough "
iod.
"The loll
Time''

U'

NEW REUASE

TAPES5.99

Wayne's

DonnaTtmmer,

Mulical
Version

lr

2-IIECOIIDSIT

TAPES8.99

2 Lrs

Ev~;:~ing
iod.
love"
U.TfST llfLIASf

lr

Commodor..
2-IIECOIID SET

TAPES5.99

2 Lrs

"Imaginary lover"
0
l'm Not Going to
let It Bother Me"
U. TIST llfLIASf

TAPES10.99

"Guitar and
Pen",

Lr

TAPES5.99

"Who Are You?"
U. TESTIIELIASf

TAPES5.99

AVAILABLE
ATAll THREE
WINDSOR
LOCATIONS

SALE
STARTS
WED.,
OCT.11

~
256-3,w-

SALEENDSTUES.,OCT.17

<i>O€vonsh1R€
966-3641
QuantifMs Limited on All Items

~mall

944-3700

IP
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Intramural 3 on 3 basketball got under way last Wednesday night at St. Denis Hall.
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Aikido 'for men and women The University of Windsor
Aikido Club is opening its fourth
year of instruction at the U of
W. Classes 2.re to be held at
8 p.m. Wednesday nights in the
combatives room in the basement of St. Denis Hall.
Aikido is basically a Martial
Art of non-resistance. This aspect of Aikido makes it ideal for
women as well as men. Rather
than try to block or stop an opponent's force, you merely move
with the force and then redirect

it. No strength is required to do
the technique yet the attack has
been neutralized.
Aikido literally means 'the
way of the harmony'. This concept of harmony is taken seriously. Students help each other
and work together to help
themselves grow in both the
mental and physical aspects of
Aikido. There is no competition.
Everybody is welcome to
come and watch and/or participate in an Aikido class. No ex-

CJAM sportscasters
doing it all for you
By Peter Nash

Who are those masters of the
air waves that you hear in the
University Centre every time the
Lancers grunt and groan their
way to victory (or defeat)?
For the past two years, it
has been Rob Calcott, an alumni
from the business department
and Dean Zurkan, a third year
business student. Following a
suggestion from a friend, the
two potential sports broadcasters went down to radio "headquarters" in the basement of the
University Centre, right next to
the pub. I'm sure you know
where that's located.

.99

17

The radio station is almost
entirely staffed with volunteers
and Station Manager Tosh Noma
was happy to have two more. It
had been a long time since the
station had two regular sportscasters.
Armed with no more than a
regular telephone, hooked up to
a Bell line, Dean and Rob struggled to basketball games across
southern Ontario last winter improving with each game tltey
broadcast.
' This year the radio station
went ahead with plans to do a
more comprehensive coverage of
football and basketball. As is
~e with many bright and positJve dreams, they do not always
turn out as expected. A major
pro?lem has been in finding
equipment that
is reliable
enough to work once a week.
The CXJStmg
· · equipment is what
has been described as a little less
than useless. Every week some

new problem anses right in the
middle of a broadcast or just before the opening cue.
It may seem funny at the
time but when you've travelled
200 miles to do a broadcast and
end up fooling around with.
wires for two hours, it can be
highly exasperating. Dean and
Rob have been through this time
and time again, always coming
back the next week to try again.
If their equipment was as reliable as their enthusiasm,
CJAM's sportscasts would be
great to listen to on Saturday
afternoons.
Regardless of the quality in
fidelity, the broadcasters deserve
a lot of credit just for getting
out there every week. It's difficult for professionals to do a
radio broadcast and they have
five or six people to support
them with statistics and cues.
Rob and Dean must act as technicians, commentators and statisticians all at the same time!!
Quite a difficult task.
Next week when the Lancer
football team travels to Waterloo, Dean and Rob will both be
there ready to try again. If
you're on campus, tune them in
at two o'clock Saturday afternoon. If the equipment holds
up, you '11be able to hear a couple of volunteers (do you believe
it. . . volunteers at this university!!!) working hard to make
university radio a little bit more
of a reality. . . . "Good afternoon, everyone. This is Dean
Zurkan and Rob Calcott broadcasting for CJAM University of
Windsor Radio .....

perience is necessary, and the
benefits exceed mere physical
fitness. Concentration, balance,
and coordination are developed
quickly through training. Mental
discipline is an asset that can be
brought into your daily activity,
both for study and enjoyment.
Haven't you always wondered
what taking a Martial Art would
be like? Now's your chance to
come on out and see for yourself! You '11find that Aikido has

INTRAMURAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
The Intramural golf tournament took place at Twin Oaks
last Saturday morning. Some excellent scores were recorded despite cool windy weather .
The men's individual winner
was Alex Gyemi who fired a one
over par 38 for nine holes. Mary
Fisher took the women's individual honours firing a seven over
par 42 .
Lynn MacKay claimed the
honour of the tournament's
"Most Honest Golfer".
INTRAMURAL NEWS
In order for any intramural

program to operate smoothly
and efficiently, is the requirement for competent officiating.
One of the greatest problems incurred so far by the Intramural
Program Co-ordinators has been
the lack of people interested in
officiating.
Being an official is not a volunteer position, each receive $4
per game officiated, which is not
too shabby considering most
games do not last more than
forty-five minutes. So if you
need some extra beer money,
contact the Intramural Office,
Ext 325, from noon to 1 p.m.,
and 7 - 9p.m., Monday through
Friday.
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Windsor 27, Toronto 24
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Geier keeps Lancer
play off hopes alive
By Peter Nash

Six more inches and the Windsor football squad would have
been out of the playoffs. Instead
the Lancers escaped with a 2 7 24 victory at the University of
Toronto's Varsity Stadium on

onto 15 yard-line. Four plays
later the Lancers' quarterback
Scott Mallender connected with
Bill Burgess for a second Windsor touchdown.
Not to be outdone, the Blues
came right back with another

>,
,&,

0

0

.c:

Q.,

'tinish them off," said Howell. ·
The Lancers came out strong
in the second half driving down
to the Toronto 30 yard line.
Craig Mallender scrambled for
two first downs and Bruce Walker added another. With a third
"C

::r
~
0

er
...

Toronto quarterback Dan Feraday gets a rude awakening from four

C')

Lancer defenders

(t

:,

Geier was destined to be the
[ tie-breaker on another stalled
"'
0
drive. With 1 :09 remaining in
the game, Geier kicked a 15
yarder that put Windsor ahead
27-24.
The Blues then mounted another drive that their coach described as "our best offensive
series of the season."
Starting on their 35 yard line,
Faraday hit Kotsopoulos for .a
first down at mid-field. Sticking
to the air Faraday attempted
two passes that were almost intercepted. With a third and ten
situation, he found Magee on the
34 yard line.
The Lancer defensive line
surged in for their fifth sack of
('J

the contest when J:araday stepped back for another pass but 1
face-mask penalty against Windsor put the ball on the 19 yard
line with 2 3 seconds remaining.
Faraday, undaunted by the
Lancer pressure, stepped back
again to pass and hit receiver
Peter Logan on the two yard
line. A desperation tackle by a
Lancer
defender
saved the
touchdown.
Eight seconds remained when
Faraday stepped up to the ball.
He handed off to Goodrow
down to the one, a second at·
tempt by Goodrow failed.
Tomorrow the Lancers face
Laurier Golden Hawks in Water·
loo. Game time is two o'clock.

TEAM STATISTICS .

w
First Downs
Rushing
9
Passing
14
Penalty
2
Yards Gained (Net)
Rushing
170
Pa:ssing
266
Passes
Attempted
28
Complete
17
Intercepted by
1
Punts
Total
4
Average
52.0
Fumbles
Total
1
Lost
1
Penalties
Total
10
Yardage
100

Bruce Walker (11) follows the block of Bob Hogan (25) and Craig Mallender (18) in Windsor's 27-24
victory last Saturday.

Saturday.
Toronto running back John
Goodrow made a diving touchdown attempt from the Windsor
one-yard line with no time left
on the clock but the Lancers'
defensive line held him out. A
Toronto victory would have
dropped Windsor's record to two
wins and three losses, with little
hope of making the playoffs.
Instead, Windsor is in sole
possession of second place while
Laurier, Western and York, are
tied for first place with four and
one records.
Gino Fracas, head coach of
the Lancers, commented that
"our goal line stand showed the
character of this team."
An exasperated Toronto head
coach Ron Murphy didn't feel
the same way about the play.
"It was a broken play," said
Murphy. ''There was confusion
on our offensive line." The
Blues' tight end was lined up on
the wrong side of the line leaving Toronto short one blocker.
It was a big offensive show
right from the outset with 28
points scored in the first quarter.
Craig Mallendcr struck first for
the Lancers with a four yard
run. Steve Quigley set up the
score with a 60 yard punt return
down to the Toronto four-yard
line.
Blues' quarterback Dan Faraday was quick to answer with a
77 yard pass and run play to
wide receiver Mark Magee. Two
Lancer defenders ran into each
other trying to make the tackle,
leaving Magee wide open for the
six points.
Steve Quigley did his thing
again on the cnsucing kick-off,
returning it SO yards to the Tor-

bomb. This time Joe Hawko received the pass from Faraday,
tieing the game at 14-14 at the
end of the first quarter.
The Lancer defensive secondary looked a bit shaky in the
first half and Coach Fracas explained.
"We weren't hiding our defense," said Fracas. "Faraday

Rob Geier - winning field goal.

was picking our secondary apart
because when he came up to the
line he knew what kind of a defense we were in."
The Blues changed their attack in the second quarter using the run rather than the pass.
It payed off at the 9 :45 mark
when Joe Hawko swept around
the right end for 60 yards and
six points.
Another Lancer drive stalled
at the Toronto 13 yard line. Rob
Geier's field goal attempt was
wide, with the Blues conceding a
single point. The half-time score
was 21-15 in favor of Toronto.
Three Windsor drives stalled
in the first half, a problem the
Lancers have been suffering
from all year. Assistant coach
Gary Howell commented on the
problem.
"Our plays are always there
but sometimes, we just can't
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Windsor
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4
1
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3
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1
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National Rankings
and two situation, the Lancers
11
1.
VVestern
decided to go for it and came up
3
2.
Calgary
one yard short.
3.
Laurier
The ball exchanged hands sev8
4.
Queens
eral times after that but with
37.0
5.
Windsor
5 :41 remaining in the quarter
6.
Acadia
Bob Hogan grabbed a Scott Mal2
7.
Alberta
lender pass for six points. The ·
1
drive started on the Windsor 3 5
8.
British Columbia
yard line following a punt. The
7
9.
St. Francis Xavier
Mallender brothers combined on
.80
10.
McGill
a pass play that covered 25 yards
...-~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~
putting the Lancers at mid-field.
Hogan brought it down to the
30 yard line with a 35 yard reception and Bruce Walker car14.3
Sandy Romanow
Women
100m
ried an option pitch to the
I
14.6
Maggie Coulter
'it
seven before Hogan and Mallender clicked for the touchdown.
12.5
Steve Thatcher
Men
The extra point hit the cross bar
leaving the teams deadl~>eked·at
29.3 2nd
Debbie Sukarukoff
Women
200m
21.
54.4 8th
David Simmons
Men
400m
The Lancers' secondary tightened up in the second half, shut2:05.0 4th
Tim Wood
Men
800m
ting down the Blues' passing
2:10.1
David Simmons
game with help from the Toronto quarterback. Late in the third
5:02.1 2nd
Linda Staudt
1500 m Women
quarter Toronto was threatening
5:26.0 4th
Kathy Ricica
at the Windsor thirty-yard line.
Windsor defensive back Jim
17:21.0 4th
Don MacKinnon
Men
5000m
Cimba broke up a first down
7th
34:18.0
Paul
Roberts
10000 m Men
pass attempt so the Blues put it
up again on second down. Wide
37:15.0 1Sth
Glyn Hughes
Cross Country
receiver Chris Kotsopoulos was
46:09.0 22nd
Paul Beck
wide open in the end zone but
Faraday threw it tt;n fe~t over
1st
10.08
Jenny Pace
Women.
Shot Put
his head.
3rd
11.69
Steve
Thatcher
Men
A field goal attempt by Chris
Triantafilopoulos was good . and
1st
36.22
Jenny Pace
Women
Discus
Toronto had the lead again, 246th
32.02
Steve Thatcher
Men
21.
Craig Mallender shredded the
39.37
Jeriny Pace
Women
Javelin
Blues defense again, following
41.38
Paul
Beck
Men
the kick off with a run up the
middle to mid-field. Bruce WalkLong Jump
Women
Maggie Coulter
4.67
er carried to the 13 but the Lanlf
Sandy Romanow
4.63
cers stalled again. Geier hit the II
Andrea Page
4.35
field goal and Windsor tied it up
Jenny Pace
4.22
at 24.
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Four vacancies left
on students' council
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By Dave Powis
On Monday, Geoff Hunter
was concerned. Hunter, the
Chief Electoral Officer, told The
Lance that no one had been
nominated to fill the vacancies
on the SAC. The closing time for
nominations was less than 24
hours away.
On Tuesday, Hunter was surprised . Only seven students had
sumbitted their names.
There were nine openings on
the council. After all the dust
had cleared away, there were
still four vacancies. Left open
were representatives from the
faculties of Arts, Education,
Fine
Arts
and
Computor
Science. As the paper went to
print, no decision had been
made ·as to filling these positions
in another future by-election.
There were three acclamations. Marlene Schmidgalt, a third
year Human Kinetics student,

was acclairped as the Human
Kinetic representative . Peter
Stairs was acclaimed as the rep
for
Launer/MacDonald
residences . Stairs is a first year Religious Studies student. Acclaimed
as the International Students
Organization rep, was Kambiz
Mofid-E, the I.S.O president and
a graduate student in Economics.
On October 24, two by-elections will be held.
Margo Reinke, a fourth year
Communications
Studies student, and Geoffry Ellis, a third
year Urban Studies student, will
vie for the position of HuronTecumseh representative. Both
Keith Nelson, a third year law
student, and Marek Dubrowski,
a fourth year Commerce student
will battle for the honor of representing
Cody /Electa/Canter-

Cont'd on
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Residence students disrupt Board meeting
By Don Peppin
From the start, the Board of
Governors could see that it was
not going to be your average
mc:eting.
Upon arriving at last Tuesday's meeting, Board members
encountered more than 100 irate
students, carrying placards and
chanting. The Board was made
well aware of how students felt
about the compusory meal plan
at two off-campus residences.
The protestors, mainly Huron
and Electa Hall residents, were
there, according to their spokesman Dave Waluk, the president
of the Huron House Council,
"to show the Board we have not
lost interest".
Waluk's troops
encircled
Windsor Hall and flooded the
hallways of the first floor. They
also commandeered the two
elevators, thus forcing many of
the Board members to walk up
to their fifth floor meeting
room. Some of the members
were notably dismayed at this
action and engaged in some
shoving with the protestors but
generally the members accepted
their exercise in peace.
·
The members were subjected
to catcalls, like "Eat at Vanier.

It will give you the strength to
walk the stairs".
After most of the Board had
passed through the lines and ventured upstairs, the protestors followed suit en masse.
It was here that students were
most . boisterous.
After
a
moment's delay, they met briefly with the SAC president Gino
Piazza, who quieted them down
momentarily. After a couple
minutes, the students met with
Dr. Mervyn Franklin, the university presiaent, in the hallway.
Franklin told his audience that
he thought the issue had been resolved. The students' representative explained, to choruses of
cheers, that, they had been
treated unfairly and wanted a
hearing . After both sides debated the issue, Franklin announced he would meet with the
spokesman for the concerned
. group after the board meeting
was over.
After this encounter, Franklin disappeared into the meeting
chambers and the disgruntled
but peaceable group fanned out
of the building to resume their
demonstration. The crowd broke
up after some time but not be-

fore calls of "Let's go for dinner
..... at Mother's" were heard.
At the Board meeting, the effects of the protest were felt.
Board
members
reportedly
brought up the protest when it
was reported that the Committee on Student Services (CSS)
had "dealt with the issue" .
Knowing that' the issue was far
from being resolved, the Board
asked Dr. Franklin to deal with
the issue as quickly as possible .
Later that night Dr . Franklin sat
down with the protcstors' representatives to "get all the facts
down".
Both sides presented their
cases at this time to the president. Waluk, Electa rep. Peter
Dervenis and Piazza gave the student angle with vice-president of
administration and finance Dr . .
John Allan presenting the administration's side. While nothing new came up, 1t was a chance
for both sides to question the :i
other face-to-face.
"C:
Editors Note: The Lance sat in ·=
"'
on that meeting between Frank- ,:,....
lin, Allan, Piazza and the stu- · o
dent representatives. Our report- ]
er's reactions to what went on :.
at the meeting can be found in- 'This demonstrator's sign sums up the feelings of Huron and Electa
side on page six.
residents who disrupted :uesday's Board of Governors' meeting.
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S.A.C.,Administration to tighten their belts"
11

By Dave Powis

. The undergraduate population at the University of Windsor
has dropped by almost 800 students, according to figures released by the Office of the Registrar.
As of October 13, the undergraduate enrollment was 5,396,
down from last year's total of
· 6,185. The current figures indicate a drop of 12 per cent.
The enrollment figures per
faculty are as follows: Arts 434, Science and Math - 379,
Co~merce - 8S4, Nursing - 177,
~ngmeering - 637, Human Kinetics - 222, Social Work - 279
Fine Arts - 96, Law - 43S, Com:
put?r Science -147, Drama- 39,
Social Science - 961 and Music - 19. The rcmaini~g students
can be found in special nursing

and business programmes.
The tota} graduate enrollment figute at the university is
485. "I'd like to stress that these
figures are not final," said Frank
Smith, thC:'luniversity's Registrar. •
The final figures should be complete by November 1.
"Thc!re are always some students who are attending classes
and who have not officially registere<\ or paid their (tuition)
fees,'' said Smith.
Tl:, clear up this situation, the
Rcgi.strar's Office has circulated
a lener to all faculty members
askio'.g for their help in this matter. Attached to the letter arc
the revised class lists, which include, nly those students who
have ~operly registered and
paid thei:r fees or made a "satisfactory fee arrangement" with

}

)

the Cashier's Office.
Students who find themselves
off the list, are asked to clarify
their status with the Registrar's
Office or the Cashier's Office
quickly. The Board of Governors
has directed that credit be withheld from students not officially
registered.
Smith explained why this
"get tough" policy, in contrast
to the more flexible methods
used in the past had been instituted by the administration.
"Due to a change in the funding procedure by the Ministry
(of Colleges and Universities),
each, registration in each course
generates revenue," said Smith.
With the university fmding itself
in financial straits, explained
Smith, each regjstered student

means money for the institution.
The university administration
isn't the only campus body
which finds itself having to tighten their belts. The drop in enrollment means the Students'
Administrative Council (SAC) is
facing a loss of inco~.
"We (the student government) had been expecting a loss
of only 200 students," said
Emmanuel Biundo, the SAC's
treasurer.
The loss of about 800 Stud~nts means that the students'
council has about US ,000 less
to work with than last year,
when student fees ($22.50) provided the SAC with about $139,
000.
"Everybody's
budget will
have to be cut," explained

Biundo. Clubs, societies and the
student medial are all funded by
the · council.
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University library enters 21st century
By Mark D. Greene
.
In May, 1978, the Leddy Library entered the twenty-first
century. During that month, the

Reference Department installed
a computer terminal that would
allow it to search a wide range of
"machine-readable data files."

In the past ten
scientific community
erated its investigation
that it has, in many

years the
has accelso much,
ways, ex-

ceeded its ability to keep up
with advancements. The data
acceleration, according to Slavko
Manojlovich, first became apparent in the medical field. With so
many advancements
in that
field, the only efficient method
of keeping track, was through
the use of data banks. With the
increased use of computers,
other organizations such as the
American Petroleum Institute,
the Institute for Scientific In•
formation and numerous other
information services began filing
their information in computerretrieveable data banks.
The system has become so advanced that there are now over
100 data banks in operation and
more are being developed. Some
are only a few years old but they
are expanding rapidly.
According to Manojlovich,
the data files correspond to
major printed indexes such as
the Engineering Index and the
Psychological Abstracts. They
also include a large number of
newer and more specialized files
for which no printed equivalent

•
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At present, the Reference
Department is connected with
four data search systems. Two of
these, ORBIT and DIALOG, arc
located in California and the
other two Q/L and CANOLE are
located in Canada . These sys.
terns are available by a tele.
phone-connected terminal and
cover almost every area of re.
search a_ndsubject matter.
To date, the Reference De.
partment has done only about
40 searches. The service is avaij.
able to all students but, as Mano.
jlo~ich. pointed out, requests
which mvolve the looking at just
one volume of an index will not
be processed through the com.
puter. The system will not act as
a release from laziness.
How does the system work?
According to Manoilovich
the student requesting a search
has to fill out an application describing the topic to be searched
listing specific key words, alter'.
nate spelling of the words, any
topics related that he&she does
not want to be included, langu.
age and chronological restrict·
ions. In essence, the topic must
be specifically defined.
With the information on this
application, Manojlovich or his
associate Graham Staffen would
select a suitable data search sys·
· tern. For the purpose of The
Lance demonstration, our topic
was the subject of teaching as·
sistants in Canada.
To search this subject, Manoj·
lovich selected the DIALOG
Search Center. After entering
the various pass words , Manojlovich entered the first key word,
" teaching- assistant (graduate)".
The computer told us that there
were 264 entries on file. He then
entered the second key word,
"Canada". The computer res·
ponded that there wer 4,049
entries on Canada. Then ManoJ·
lovich ordered the computer to
combine "Canada" and "teaching-assistants" and the computer
reported that there were 2 ent·
ries on this subject. The com·
puter was ordered to print one
of these entries.
With the terminal capable of
printing 30 characters per sec·
ond, the whole process took ,
.022 hours. The cost for this ser·
vice was $0.66 but this did not
include the surcharge for equip·
ment up-keep.
The potential for this new
addition to the Reference De·
partment is enormous. Conceiv·
ably, research that used to take
months, can now be done in
minutes.

I

I
I
I
I

I

The cost for this service will
vary and is determined by how
long the terminal is connected
with the host computer facility,
combined with a communicat·
ions network charge. The aver·
age cost is around $20.00 but
members of the Reference De·
partment can provide estimated
costs on individual searches.
Also if you use the system,
you have the option of having
the information printed at the
host computer facility and mail·
ed to you. This way, according
to Manojlovich, you save on the
time. If there is no mail strike.
you usually get the material
within a week ..
Inquiries about this new sys·
tern can be made at the Informa·
tion Desk in the library. Oh, by
the way, say hello to the twenty·
first century.
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Kierans calls for decentralization of power ·
By Peter Nash .
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Professor Enc K1erans, a distinguished Canadian politician
d economist, spoke about the
an
· 1ast
future
of Canadian po 1·
mes
Wednesday night in Ambassador
Auditorium.
"There is a great need for decentralized government i~ this
country," commented K1erans,
at the Iona College sponsored
event."Our federal leaders seem
to feel that by making several
constitutional changes and provincial modifications that our
unity problems will go away.
This is simply not true." .
Kierans, showing open dis-

content with the present government (Liberals, Conservatives
and New Democrats) noted that
"I don't expect any creative
solutions from government, we
the people must make the
changes."
To get the country in the direction Kierans feels it should be
going, the people must seek a
greater hand in molding their
own futures. "Visions of the future come. from the people and
not the politicians," said Kierans. "We must stop expecting
politicians to make decisions .for
us. Governments can do very
little."

Kierans, former head of the
Montreal and Toronto stock exchanges, sees our economic
problems evolving from the free
enterprise system. Quoting early
economists such as Adam Smith,
Kierans noted that the economic
ideas brought forth by the early
economists cannot be applied today. "Early economists thought
of corporations in terms of family owned propriatorships and
small partnerships," said Kierans. "They did not think in
terms of the multinational corporations in existence today."
He suggests that government

must stop giving large corporations tax breaks as was originally
suggested by early economists
as "these breaks only serve to
give powerful corporations more
power."
Quoting statistics, Kierans
showed that corporations are
growing at a rate unhealthy to
the state. He noted that of
300,000 corporations in Canada,
500 take 63% of the profits.
"This concentration of power
takes away from the power of
the government,"
commented
Kierans.
Making a direct connection
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CUSO offers graduates an option
By Ed McMahon

CUSO would then check its files

If you happened by the University Centre on Tuesday or
Wednesday, you may have noticed the display by CUSO (Canadian University Service Overseas). This reporter talked with
Mr. Can Bowes, a full-time staff
representative from Toronto,
and sought an explanation as to
what CUSO is, and what it is
trying to do.

to determine if these arc available. If they are, CUSO will give
a tentative yes. Whether they'll'.
send someone depends on the
living conditions, rate of pay,
a1,d many other factors that the
CUSO team will look into, either
by actual visits to the area or by
reports from field representa-
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CUSO sends money, materials, as well as people, (the
emphasis is on people) to Third
World countries to help them
develop "self ~eliance and to
make the most of their countries' potential". CUSO emphasizes that these are skilled, trained personnel, whose jobs vary
from engineering assistance, to
teaching, nursing or just about
any skill learned at university or
community college. CUSO provides an opportunity for students, fresh from these institutions, to apply those skills that
• they have learned in a real-life,
unique situation.
Bowes spent over four years
in West Africa as a teacher. The
positions are paid for by the
host country, or local employer,
at local rates. Most CUSO projects are long term, that is,
CUSO volunteers come and go
but the project continues.
The best way to descriJ:>e
CUSO, is as an international employment center. A Government
in one of the Third World countries notifies CUSO of its need
for a certain number of skilled
workers of a specific type.

Cont'd From pg. 1

One

LastShot
Cam Bowes, a CUSO representative, was on campus this week to talk
with students about his organization.
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Vacancies
bury on the council.·
Hunter told The Lance that
ht' was dismayed with the situation. He was "pretty surprised at
Laurier and MacDonald" for failing to field only one candidate.
"Stairs brought in his nomination just barely under the
wire." said Hunter.
As tu the four vacancies still
left, Hunter could only \'enturc
an opinion.
"The E·ducation faculty is
pretty
detiched
from
the
campus," said Hunter . "Fme
Arts, too."
. "Not too many controversial
issues are coming from the
SAC," said Hunter. "That might
be part of the problem (the lack
of response from the students)."

CUSO has its roots at the
University of Toronto, where, in
1960, a young lawyer became
concerned with the development
of Third World countries. Ile
realized
that simple infusions of
If CUSO decides that the
capital
were not enough if these
standard of living is acceptable,
countries were to develop their
and if they have someone they
resources to the fullest potential.
think can do the job, they will
What
was (and is) needed, he
arrange a contract for a minidecided,
were skilled people to
mum of two years.
'show the way'. Former President Dr. Leddy was one of the
.... founding members of CUSO and
-~ retains his interest to this day.
C
If you arc really interested m
,:
CUSO, and <lid not get a chance
.f·
to talk to anyone directly about
it, you can sec the Assistant
Dean of Students Ken Long, for
more information. For a more
personal viewpoint, call John
McDonald (who spent two years
overseas in Malay~ia) ar 2521517. John. graduated from
Windsor in Computer Science.
you nceJ still more i,1formation,
write to the International Student Ccntrl', 3 3 St. George
Street, Toronto M5S lAl, c/o
Cam Bowes .

rives overseas. In other words,
CUSO will n~t plunk someone
down in the middle of a jungle
and say 'see ya in two years'.

between our economic problems
and political one3, Kicransnotes:
that as old economic policies no
longer work, nor do old constitutions. He noted that "The politicians who developed our constitution never expected it to
last indefinitely. They expected
the constitution to be changed
about every 19 years."
A new constitution decentralizing government,
must be
drawn up suggested Kic~ans.
"Small is beautiful," said Kierans, in relation to government.
"We need mor~ policies in which
the people matter."
As provinces assert themselves, we decrease our dependency on a bureaucracy, suggested Kierans. "Politicians no
longer have any control over."
He sights the increase of federal minister over the past 30
years as an example of what the
provinces should have gotten.
"From now on there should be
an increase in regional government," said Kiera.ns. He feels
this will help break down some
of the present confusion between provincial and federal responsibilities.
"There is a danger in mass
federal policies, and a lack of
provincial and federal communication," he said. He used the
medicare proposals, made by the
Pearson government when he
was a provincial cabinet minister
in Quebec, as an example. "They
(the federal government) came
out and told us that the Rew
mcdicare program would be taking effect and that we (the province) would have to put 100
million dollars toward it. We
didn't even know where we
rnuld get that kind of money.
This whole policy was a surprise
to us."
Kierans ended with the suggestion that "our political leaders must face the fact that the
people must be brought along
with policy."
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When you're drinking
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A poor effort I
For years now, the residence
and foreign students have been
bitching about the fa.ct that they
didn't have · proper representation on the Students' Administrative g:>uncil
Let's face it, the residence
students are mainly responsible
for providing any life on this
campus. The foreign students
comprise a very high percentage
of the undergraduate and graduate enrollment at the University
of Windsor. ~oth groups had
every right to complain.
The SAC finally heard these
rumblings of discontent and decided to allow for their representation on council.
Well, it's put up or shut up
time for these people. If their response to the nomination period
for these positions is an incication of the forthcoming voter
turnout, and subsequent contribution by their reps, then it appears that the SAC wasted a lot
of time and effort.
Only one person applied to
be the foreign students' rep but
that's alright, considering that
,me erson is the resident of

Aac)i'teo
·stat:ernent:
Dear Sir:
This letter has been written
to clarify any confusion that
might have arisen with respect to
the article written on the SAC
audit report.
On September 29, 1978 The
Lance published the audited
statements for the Students' Administrative Council, for the fiscal year of 1977-78. Immediately following the published reports, was an article by D.J. Sullivan attempting
to analyze
them.
In the course of his analysis,
various figures were incorrectly
disclosed and misinterpreted figures such as, undergraduate
fees being $27.50 when they are
only $22.50, enrollment being
composed at 6,755 students
when in fact there were 6,135
undergraduate students enrolled
at this university last year.
Further, Mr. Sullivan's statement that, "what it all boils
down to is that for every dollar
that gets back to the student,
the SAC spends another dollar
managing it.", is unjustified.
Most of our general and administrative expenses (67%) incurred
for the fiscal year were attribut-

the International Students' Organization.
We're surprised at the lack of
response from the residences.
There are over 1,000 residence
students on this campus but for
some reason, only five people
were nominated for the three
positions.
Of the most vocal group from
the residences, that of Laurier
and MacDonald Halls, only one
student had the energy to submit his nomination and he, a
first year student, barely got his
nomination in on time. The result? An acclamation and a loss
of credibility for Laurier and
Mac.
At least there will be elections for the other two residence
groups, Huronffecumseh
and
Cody/Electa/Canterbury.
Still,
only four people had the inclination to run and that's pretty
bad.
The only way that the residences can clear their tarnished
reputations is in a large turnout
for the elections on October 24
and effective representation on
the council b their re s.

able to The Gallery and Liquor ·
Services. T~se included such.
functions as payroll, processing·
and disbursing invoices, inventory ordering and control, preparing and distributing cheques
to creditors, preparing monthly
financial statements and other
such tasks for the University of
Windsor Administration and the
SAC.

And here you have it, the
facts.
Sincerely yours,
Emmanuel S. Biundo,
Treasurer.

Bookwou.rn
blaes
Dear Sir:
In answer to the recent article
in the Lance, referring to the
pricing of textbooks in the University Bookstore (Oct. 13/78), I
would like to clarify some questions raised. The first shipment of
the text 'Sight, Sound and Motion' (Wadsworth Puhl. Co., Belmont, California) received Apr.
'78, was priced at $22.35 and
the next shipment July '78, was
stamped the same price. Unfortunately, some of the copies
had been previously marked for
sale in the United States and the
glossy paper wtill held the imprint on the previous U.S. price.

r

WEDoI,
l'he only adjustment made to
the publisher's suggested retail
price for textbooks is for any
necessary exchange rate differential. At the time the text in
question was purchased, this was
approximately 12%. No other
adjustments for shoplifting and
shipping charges are added to
the retail price. Since it is impossible to stamp the covering of
shrink-wrapped textbooks, these
are stickered with a large sticker
with a University of Windsor imprint. No other stickers are used.
If the reporter had identified
herself and given me the opportunity' the vague references to
other discrepancies, either actual
or imagined, could easily have
been cleared up. This not being
the case, it leaves some suspicion as to her motives.

~

date, agenda and importance of
the conference and, consequently, Windsor was not represented.
In view of the proximity of
the conference, a large SAC delegation could have been sent, giving them the opportunity to
work directly with other councils in promoting our common
concerns.
SAC executives Gino Piazza
and Doug Smith said Gary Wells,
the president's aid, was responsible for organizing the Windsor
delegation. Wells lays the blame
with Smith and Piazza. Regardless of who specifically is to

blame, the entire executive ~
abrogated its responsibility ·
Windsor students, the SAC
the other NUS members.
I am amazed at the audacir
of this organization wh·
wasted time in discussion of'
consequential matters, such
SAC t-shirts, when such v~ibi
internal communication pr~
!ems prevent the SAC fro:
effectively organizing on legi:
mate student concerns.
Marion Overholt,
1st Year Law.

HoL bJooOOO?

The University of Windsor is
hosting a Blood Drive for the
Canadian Red Cross, on Friday,
October 20, 1978 between 9:00
Yours sincerely,
and 12: 30. The clinic will be
H. Tidridge,
conveniently located in AmbasManager,
sador Auditorium.
University Bookstore.
Since blood for transfusions
may be kept a maximum of
three weeks, it is necessary to
keep an even and steady flow
into the depot every week. The
Dear Editor Dave,
goal for this clinic is 125 units
Last week, the fall conference
of blood (last year we had 250
of the National Union of Studonors). Each donor gives one
dents (NUS) was held in Lon- · unit of blood which is ninedon. As a member institution, it
tenths of a pint. Donating blood
was imperative that our student
takes only 35 minutes from regigovernment attend the conferstration to coffee afterwards.
ence so as to contribute in the
There are very few restrictions
policy and strategy discussions
on who can give blood, only that
held on post-secondary educatyou be in relatively good health,
10n issues.
over 100 pounds and at least 18
Council members were not
years of age. Donors can give
properly informed as to the
blood every three months.

SAC slackingi

You

ALL roR

Blood is of vital impor
to every individual. Please co
give blood .... someone is
ing for your gift of life.
The Faculty of Nursing S
dents are once again offerin!
challenge to all other facul
to see who has the most don
There will also be door prizesf
donors.
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Legal Aid

*

The landlord legacy
By Christopher R~id
•
.
.
.
. .
A situation which has confronted many people dunng their attendance at university 1s a problem with
their landlord. Many of these problems could have been avoided with a better understanding of the
rights and duties which arise through tenancy. This article will try to answer the most common questions
and problems facing university students pertaining to tenancy. This article is only for the purpose of
general advice and if you encounter ,my specific problems, legal advice should be sought.
Can a landlord demand a security deposit from me?
The only security deposit a landlord can ask for is a deposit to cover the last rent period not exceed-·
ing one month. If he demands more than this, he 1s breaking the law. Furthermore, the landlord must
use the deposit to pay your last rent period when the time comes and he must pay you 6% interest each
year on any deposit he has of yours.

As yoa

see it:

By Ed McMahon
This Weeks Question: Do you
think that a Science Centre for
Windsor is a good idea?
Laurie Black, First Year Comm.
Studies:
"Yes. Windsor needs something
like that. It would be nice to
have it along the riverfront."

John Wright, Third Year Engineering:

Is it my job to keep the premises in repair?
No! It is your landlord's job to keep the premises: (a) in good repair; (b) fit to live in; (c) in accordance with all health, safety and housing standards. Of course if you have caused the damage due to carelessness it will be your responsibility to repair it.

" Yes. I think that would be a
good idea, especially from the
student viewpoint."

How do I end my tenancy?
To end your tenancy you must give your landlord a notice in writing 60 days in advance of your intention to move out. This notice must: (a) be in writing and you must sign it; (b) have the address of the
premises on it; (c) say what day you intend to move out. However, if you are a fixed term tenant, you
will not be able to leave before the term of your tenancy has gone by .•
What if I want to move out but it's too late to send a notice or I want to leave in the middle of the
term of my lease?
In this situation there are various things you can do. First, always ask your landlord if he will allow
you to move out early. Very often he will, especially if you have been a good tenant. Another alternative
is to try to sublet the premises. If there is nothing in your tenancy agreement about subletting you can
do it without asking his permission. If there is such a provision, you will have to get him to agree to the
sub-tenant bJ.1the cannot refuse without good reason.

Roy Bonamigo, First Year Physics:
"Well, it depends on how big it
will be, and on how good it will
be. If it's going to be like Detroit's or Chicag?'s, sure."

What if I simply leave early?
You will be responsible for any expense the landlord incurs while trying to relet the premises and for
the rent for the time the premises are vacant. Luckily your landlord has to make a reasonable attempt to
relet as quickly as possible.
When and how can my landlord evict me?
There are various reasons listed in the Landlord and Tenant Act for which he can evict you. A few examples are: when you owe unpaid rent; for damage, nuisance, danger and overcrowding caused by you;
committing an illegal act or carrying on an illegal business on the premises; landlord wants the premises
to live in himself or for certain members of his family to live in and if the landlord intends to demolish
the premises or convert them to another use or to do extensive repairs. To lawfully evict you the landlord must end your tenancy and he can only do so for the above reasons. Assuming you have been given
proper notice he then has to go to court and apply for an eviction order. Having the order he must give
it to the Sheriff to carry out his order.
That was a very brief account of the more important rights and duties of a tenant. Obviously they are
more complex and need further examination if you thi!)k that any of them specifically apply to you.
The next section in this area of law is rent increases. This obviously is extremely important to the
budget minded university student. The first thing to remember is that a rent increase imposed by your
landlord may not be justified or even legal.
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My la,pdlord has just given notice that the rent will be increased by an amount which I consider outrageous. What can I do about it?
The Residential Premises Rent Review Act will be in force until December 31, 1978 and it sets out
various restrictions on rent increases. This Act does not apply to premises owned or operated by a nonprofit. educational institution to provide accommodation for students or staff of the institution under
the conditions defined in the legislation.
Firstly, a landlord must give a tenant not less than 90 days' written notice of any rent increase, accompanied by written reasons for the increase. The notice must also name the premises, state the
amount of the increase and state the date of the proposed increase.
Secondly, a landlord is allowed to charge only one increase per 12 month period for each rental unit.
This provision applies to the rental unit regardless of who occupies or owns the premises during the year.
The term "rent" is defined in the Act as the total charges paid or required to be paid for occupancy, and
for any service, privilege, accommodation or thing that the landlord provides for the tenant. This includes services such as parking or cable television that are in the tenancy agreement. An increase in such
charges constitutes a rent increase.
Thirdly, and probably most important, your landlord cannot increase your rent more than 6% above
the rent being paid for the premises in the rental period immediately before the proposed rate of the
increase. If the rent increase proposed is above 6% a landlord must apply for Rent Review at least 60
days prior to commencement or renewal of a tenancy agreement. He must also complete an application
form and give copies to you and to the local Rent Review office.
What about me? Can I apply for Rent Review?
. Of course, a tenant may seek Rent Review for any proposed rent increase whether it is above or with1~ the 6% limit. Upon reviewing a notice of increase a tenant has 60 days from receipt of such notice to
file a form with the Rent Review Office, asking for justification of the increase. Upon receipt of a copy
of the tenant's notice, the landlord has 15 days either to come to some agreement with the tenant or
proceed to file his own application. If a landlord does not respond in either way within 15 days, the:
t~~ant may file an application asking the Rent Review Officer to declare the increase null and void.
As with the last section in this article, the prec1s of the rights and duties of a tenant pertaining to
r:~t increases is extremely brief. Due to the complexity of Landlord and Tenant law, it would be ad·
~ 1s1ble for you to seek further information before proceeding with any action. Much of the informat·
ion contained in this article was obtained from two pamphlets available to students at the Student
Legal Aid office in Room G-105 in the Law building. One article put out by the C<>mmunity Law Pro·
gram is one of a series called Law and the Lay-Person - the specific pamphlet. is the Tenant's Handbook.
The other pamphlet is put out by the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations and it is simply
called Rent Review.
_Whendealing with any aspect of the law it is extremely important that you seek legal advice before
d_omganything. The Student Legal Aid Society has volunteer law students who are available to give advic~ as to the legal implications of any problem you may encounter. Furthermore, there is also the alternative of seeking advice through Legal Assistance of Windsor. The pertinent addresses that will be helpful to you are:
Ontario Rent Review Office
251 Goyeau St., Room 610
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6V2

Studen Legal Aid Society
G105 - Law Building
University of Windsor

Legal Assistance of Windsor
85 Wyandotte Street W.
Windsor, Ontario
256-7831

Mary Ann
English:

Thrift,

First

Year

"I think it's a great idea. There's
nothing else exciting in Windsor.
It would be interesting and educational. Windsor's pretty boring."

Mike Freeman, Third Year Business and Marketing Management:
"I think we need one, but not as
big as Toronto's or Detroit's. I'm
not sure about the cost and feasability. But anything that adds
to Windsor is good for Windsor."
Sandy Moore, Second Year
Comm. Studies:
"Yes, I think it's a good idea, for
students and younger kids. Instead of going to Toronto we
can expand Windsor in the areas
of the Arts and Sciences and not
just industrially. We shouldn't
strictly
build factories.
We
should help Windsor grow in all
fields."

The

«carnp DaoiO
AccoRO,,
Guest speaker:
DR. Ismail Zayi~
DATE : Monday , October 23, 1978
TIME : 7:00 p.m
PLACE: Vanier Student Lounge
University of Windsor

EVERYONE WELCOME
Presented by:
Arab Students ' Organization
University of Windsor
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Ottawa should not regulate union
should be used for the next perBy Bill English
iod of postal negotiations. For
Recently,
there has been
one thing, the government
much discussion as to whether
should guarantee the right to
public service unions should restrike. The government will say
tain the right to strike. Early
the people have a right to mail
this week, the federal governservice. While I doubt that, they
ment has warned that it would
do have the right to an opportlegislate inside postal workers
unity to use the mails, in other
back to work if a strike were
words, the government should
called. For it to do so would, of
withdraw its monopoly to decourse, be unfortunate. Hopefulliver first class mail. It can still
ly a negotiated set.tlement will
participate but it should allow
have been reached by the time
you read this. If not, legislation · others the same privilege. The
CUPW (Canadian
Union of
will almost certainly have been
Postal
Workers)
would
have the
brought in. If it is, it would be a
right
to
organize
workers
that
mistake.
work for these companies. The
I have joined ranks with the
CUPW would then be similar to
political Right because minority
the UAW in the automobile inrights should be protected. For
dustry. Thus, strikes would prothat reason, I have been somebably hit only one company,
what hesitant about agreeing
like the auto industry. The enthat the government can, in certain circumstances, run rough- . tire industry would not close
down, which would make it less
shod over a minority. Clearly
"necessary" for the government
there are fewer inside postal
to interfere in the collective barworkers than non-inside postal
gaining process, on the grounds
workers. Most governments today believe that many times the
of "the greater good".
majority will be dissatisfied, if
Just as governments work in
the minority is satisfied and vice
favour of majorities, rather than
versa. The reasoning goes that if
both majorities and minorities,
someone must be hurt, it should
so unfortunately
do ]Jnions.
be the minority. This is the
When there is a strike, there are
wrong way to look at things.
always some members who have
Both the majority and minority
voted not to strike. I am not excan be satisfied without interferaggerating when I say that if
such a member works during a
ing with the other.
The formula to be offered
strike, his behavior does not

bring about the greatest amount
of tolerance among his peers.
Since he is a minority, his right
of practicing his beliefs must be
crushed, according to the rules
of union solidarity. I would be
hesitant to join such an organi-zation.
An argument can be made
that it is unfair to allow a member to work when both the
striker and the "scab" worker
get the same contract at the end
of the strike. Such a setup is
working in favour of minorities,

matter of majority vote.
rather than both majority and
The views presented here are
minority. As an alternative, I
. fairly radical and, perhaps in
would suggest that the scab
practice, unworkable. The idea
labor be required to accept the
was to present a formula where
contract offered by management
the unions would have their
before the strike began. As he
rights protected in dealing with
voted against the strike, it can be
governments, and rank and file
assumed he was satisfied with
members would have their rights
the offer. Therefore, his rights
protected in dealing with their
are not abused. The majority's
union.
If there are alternative
right isn't abused as it can strike
solutions
I would be glad to hear
for a better contract. I would
them. The important thing is to
even predict more people would
protect the rights of the minorijoin unions, as their right to
work would no longer be a ty.

Protest aftermath fails
Last Tuesday night a meeting
was called by University president Dr. Mervyn Franklin, because of the student protest at
Windsor Hall earlier that day.
Lance writer Don Peppin was allowed to sit in on that meeting
and these are his impressions.
For what they intended to do
last Tuesday the protestors
seemed successful. They messed
up the Board's routine, let its
members know that they did not
intend to let the food plan issue
die and demanded a hearing.
They met with some flack
but in the end, they got their
meeting with Dr. Franklin. A
good noisy protest had done its
job. Unfortunately it was not
followed up properly.
Dr. Franklin initiated the
meeting, first for his own benefit, and second, to take the pressure off the Board. He wished to
record in his own mind the arguments of both sides and allow
each, at least on the surface, to

question the opposition.
At the meeting Dave Waluk.
Huron House Council president,
Peter Dervenis, a rep from Electa, and the SAC president Gino

Piazza were , there to present the
interests of the students (the
protestors). Unfortunately those
present tended towards recent
problems and completely ignored some of the historical issues about food services which
are the underlying problems in
this current issue.
It's because of the poor and
incompetent management of the
university's food services that
the deficit was incurred in the
first place. When Saga Foods
came to this campus, they stated
(on the record) that they would
eliminate the deficit. The students were told that if the
food services were consolidated
in Vanier Hall, there would be a
saving of $50,000. The students
paid an additional $5 to offset
the rising food costs. None of
this surfaced at Tuesday's meeting. Why not?
Basically, because none of the
student reps present, myself included, are knowledgable in the
history of the issue, nor able to
apply it to the Huron/Electa
situation. Names like Gary Wells
and Deb Krutila are familiar
around the Tower and still carry

Dr. John Allan will argue very
effectively that this is a purely
financial matter and put percent·
ages and numbers and rates right
over our new president's head.
The problem is a moral one. Thi
students have been wronged anct
the wrong is continuing every
time someone steps up to the
cashier at Vanier.

Windso

ThursdayOct. 26th

7:30p.m. and 10:00p .m. sharp
2846 University Ave., W .
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He needs a tour of Vanier at
lunchtime and afterwards, a tour
of the Centre which was to become "a show place" after its
renovations, and a stroll to
Huron Hall. Let him imagine being one of the young women
who have to walk along Huro~
Church to the jeers of the passing truckers or along one of the
back streets where two female
students have been raped in the
last few years.

of

AmbassadorAuditorium
GereralAdmission- -$1.00 _a.A

n

As The Lance went to press,
Dr. Franklin has presumably
made some decision but he still
has yet to see the best possible
representation by the students
(unless he initiated additional
student input).
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some weight. They would have
been invaluable ,9n Tuesday,

Special Events
Presents
:

Third

B

Phone 258-2490
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UniverSity administration faced with legal suit
By Don Peppin
Huron and Electa Hall students may well be advised to
hold onto what scrip they have
left and await the result of legal
action', intiiated by one of their
numbers.
Gerry Phillips, a second year
Law student, has initiated an
action in the Seventh Small
Claims Court of the Province of
Ontario, which will involve the
agreements and arrangements
which the university made with
the students of the two residences. Because of the delicate
nature of such, it's very difficult to get people to talk. As it
stands, the university could very
well be in trouble.
If the Phillips' action is successful and the courts rule that
the university has to return the
$350 meal plan fee, the administration will be left with two
apparent options.
One, they can agree to take
this case as a precedent and ex-

tend an offer to repay other students in Huron and Electa who
want a refund.
Secondly, they can state that
this is an individual case, and let
it stand at that. This latter option could invite similarly affected students who feel they've
been mistreated, to initiate their
own legal actions in small claims
court.
If this case were being fought
in the U.S.A., Phillips (as a given
example) could initiate what is
termed 'a class action suit'. This
would mean he could act in the
knowledge that other people,
similarly involved, would benefit
from such action. He wouldn't
have to know these people.
There can be a similar situation on Canada but the entire
group would have to get together and take the action, en masse.
This makes the action somewhat
prohibitive.
Though the university could

be put into a tenuous situation,
indications are that the administration feels that this action is
real.
According to one law profes-

r• •••••••••
A new proposal

•

sor, consulted about the terms
of law, a situation like this could
become a test case. "The threat
would be there to force the university to act or deal with hund-

reds of similar cases in small
claims
court."
That
idea
wouldn't thrill anyone ... except
the lawyers around town.

••••••BalJeti'n ...- ........... .

for Huron and
Electa students has emerged froll'I a
meeting
held yesterday
between
student and administration
representatives.
It gives the residence
students
an option to reduce to
one-half, or $175, the amount of
which they have to pay into a
compulsory meal plan.
Reaction is sketchy at this time
but initial feelings on the part of the
student representatives
who were
present is negative. Gary Wells,
S.A.C. Presidential Aide, who was
present at the noon hour meeting,
said tha.t even though it was a
'proposal' on the part of the Tower,
he feels basically that "they've already decided this is the way the
issue would be settled and they
want us to sell it."
What the proposal involves is this.
The administration
is offering
to
return the remainder of the students'

first semester scrip and then deduct
the amount already spent from next
semester's total, thus maintaining a
minimum of $175 spent over the
course of the year, or the student
could continue to draw from this
semester's scrip "bank account" and
get the full amount returned in the
new year. Either way, it's simple
half-and-half compromise.
Wells stated that vice-president
administration
and finance Dr. John
Allan indicated (at the meeting) that
the new plan had been proposed by
S.A.C. president Gino P-iazza and
they had discussed
it at some
length on Wednesday.
Piazza denies this. He admits
though that he suggested the idea
as a possible compromise. On Wednesday, Piazza stated the S.A.C.'s
official position which was that the
administration
return whatever was
left of the $350

"That Is S.A.C.'s stand, after
discussing
It with the residence
reps," said Plazza. However, he did
not that he had offered a suggestion, not a proposal, to Allan. It
appears the suggestion is now the
administration's
position.
Any compromise,
according
to
legal sources, could have a very
detrimental effect on cases taken to
court, now or in the near future over
this issue, including
the Phillips
case.
Indications are that the administration wishes to resolve the matter
as soon as possible. It is further
indicated that Friday October 27
could be the deadline for scrip
refunds if this plan is implemented.
As it stands now, the administration would prefer the students
agree to this proposal through some
election or referendum process.
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Unclassi.,=ieo AOs .............
LECTURE ON THE CAMP
DAVID ACCORDS, on Monday,
October 23, Dr. Ismail Zayid of
Dalhousie University will speak
on the "Camp David Accords."
The lecture will be held in the
Madame Vanier Lounge and is
sponsored by the Arab Students
Organization on campus. Dr.
Zayid, a noted speaker and
author of various articles and
books on the Middle East question, will address himself to the
issue, and its potential implications for the future.
Dr. Zayid will be in the area
from October 22 to October 26.
During that time, he will be giving similar lectures at the University of Western Ontario and
the University of Michigan in
(Dearborn).
All are invited to attend and
listen to an analysis of this important current and controversial issue.
Refreshments will be served
afterwards.

Are you a Lesbian or Gay man?
You aren't alone!!! There are
many other Gay people on
campus. There is an organization
for Gay people called Gay Students On Campus. If you are interested in getting to know other
Gay people, having consciousness-raising sessions, helping organize Gay social events or just
coming to a greater understanding of yourself, come to our
meeting. The next meeting is
Tuesday, October 24th, at the
University Centre, 7: 30 p.m. in
meeting rooms 4,5,6, upstairs.
OPIRG REFUND period was officially over on October 6th,
however, students who signed
the finance list before the deadline, are still eligible for refunds
up to and including October 27.
OPIRG Office, Cody Hall.
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
Film Series presents Woody Allan's "Sleeper" - Wed., Oct. 25,
at 7 :00 p.m., room 1120 Math
Building. Admission $1.50, limited to members only. Member-

IN A CAREER WITH
.Burroughs
ENGINEERING,

ships available at the door. All
students welcome.
TYPING - essays, term papers
etc., Fast -and Accurate. Reasonable rates available. Contact
Jan, at 258-1377.
ANYONE who has access to
copies (tape, anything) of the
mid-August concert by Bruce
Springsteen,
broadcast
by
WABX radio, please contact
Frank Kovacic at the Lance office any day. Willing to trade live
tapes or pay cash for said tape.
(2nd floor Student Centre or
phone 2534232 ext. 153).
WANTED: Students to work on
Open House Committe,. must
have 4 to 6 free hours a week.
Strictly volunteer work. Call
Bob, at ext. 436.
LOST: Siamese cat, blue eyes,
brown coat, with tag. McEwan
and University area. If seen,
please call 254-8200.
LOST: a diamond ring in Windsor Hall. $500 reward offered.
Please call Grace at 945-5233.

R. E. S. 0.

B.Sc./M.Sc ./ Ph.D.

- ELECTRICAL
- MECHANICAL
- INDUSTRIAL

M.ANAGEMENTSYSTEMS,M.B.A.
COMPUTER SCIENCE,s.Sc./M.Sc.
IN WINNIPEG, WE ARE INVOLVED IN DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND MANUFACTURE OF COMPUTER
PERIPHERALS. IF YOUR GOAL IS TO BE A PROFESSIONAL WHO CAN MEET THE CHALLENGES OF ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY, TAKE THE TIME NOW TO
CHECK OUR FILE IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE AND GET YOUR RESUME TOGETHER!
INTERVIEWS ARE SCHEDULED VIA PAE-SCREENING
ONLY

Burroughs
BUSINESS MACHINES LIMITED
WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

WHAT'S a RESO?*
* RESO or Reserve Entry Scheme Officers is a three year
Military Training Program leading to a Commission in the
Canadian Forces Reserve (Militia). If you are a Canadian
citizen, age 17 to 23, physically fit, and currently enrolled in
University or Community College - why not phone Sgt. Jake
Fenerty at the Windsor Armouries, 254-2535, daily from 8:00
A.M. - 4:00 P.M. for further details about Pay and Training?
Successful applicants will train part-time in Windsor during
their School Year, and receive 12 weeks full time training at
various locations across Canada each summer.
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ertertoinmenu
Ed. Note: Complain - exhibiting
displeasure, dissatisfaction, or
discontent in reference to an incident, subject or object. - Webster.
Well, the October/November
doldrums have apparently set in
Windsor. For some strange reason the lack of interest exhibited
at this school seems to increase
two or three fold at this time of
year. But that's okay, it happens
everywhere.
I suppose that this year could
be considered a little different.
The recently enforced policy of
restricting (or at least making it
more difficult to enter this
country) American talent has
created a "hands of" attitude towards these people by local barowners.
The plight of the Canadian
dollar (v . the American dollar)
has also contributed to the problem. It's the American business-

Western had brought in Roxy
Music or Blue Oyster Cult a
while ago, how there aren't
enough clubs and activities available at this University, compared
to others that they've seen, and
finally that the intramural program at this University sucks
next to Toronto which has forty
teams involved in intramural
softball compared to our six.
That is more bullshit.

around saying how tough 1t 1sto
survive. That with few exceptions is bullshit. A vast amount of
time is wasted when just a little
more efficient use of it can solve
the problem. Every year, the
University offers survival lectures (how to take notes, write
essays, etc.) and every year people ignore them in droves. Now,
all this isn't directed at students
in general but to those chosen
few who sit around the pub
playing cards or whatever and
turn around and say how the
Lance isn't worth reading and
that they've seen better at other
universities, that the SAC isn't
doing enough to bring name talent to perform here and that

man's turn to cash in on us, for
a change . American talent receives an automatic pay cut of
20% when performin& in Canada. This coupled with the government's restrictions has made
for dismal entertainment in the
city of Windsor (the University
Pub, included). On the other
hand, people are afraid to go
over to the States for fear of being shortchanged or just plain
fear. So much for the bleak local
pub and bar band picture, that's
nothing new.
.
What also isn't new is the fact
that most students simply don't
know how to have fun. That's
right. You can talk all day long
about student apathy but for the
most part it simply isn't . the real
problem. Sure, there are people
that come here, do their work,
and leave. But there are also
people who get buried in a
minilnal amount of work and go

Apathy isn't half as bad as
putting in an eight hour shift in
complaining and then the only
thing that you do about it is to
exert yourself to the utmost by
ordering another draught.
Putting

it mto more simple

terms : "I don't want to hear •
about it" . I'm willing to accept
the fact that there is apathy.
That's alright, since there are
worse things that can happen in
life such as ingrown toenails
(really, don't laugh), increasingly
poor fuel milage from your car
and others. You see, life doesn't
begin and end at school so why
make life miserable for yourself
and others by spending all free
time complaining about some
campus oriented (and local) acti·
vities. It, in the long run, only
dims one's perceptions about
this school. Maybe some people
enjoy the local pastime of stick
it to Windsor and it's university
but I for one don't.

Pub band plunders
By H.J. Swenson

Music fBc quickies
By Paula Pinterpe, Kim Brougton and Mary Morgan
Beginning tI:iis semester, a few
interested music students have
endeavoured to start a weekly
column for the Lance. We will
be commenting on such events
as Departmental Recitals, band
concerts, guest artists, ensembles
and alumni recitals. Through this
we hope to increase our listening
audiences, as well as expand
your knowledge of different
types of music.
Our guest artist series began
last Thursday, with the appearance of a very special person,
Lady Susi Jeans, of England.
The renowned Lady is admired
for her research on early English
keyboard music.

I
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A graduate recital was given
at Moot Court, last Sunday
night, by violinist Gail Stoneman
Van
Nie.
Her
programme
featured a strong contrast between the Baroque and 20th century idioms. Mrs. Van Nie displayed, on the whole, a good
command of her instrument. She
was assisted by Margaret Kapasi
(piano), Blake Stevenson (clarinet), Donna Marie Petz (flute),
Tim Broughton (Bassoon), Ron
Fox (harpsichord)
and Terry
Farmer (percussion).
Featured in a recital this coming Sunday (Oct. 22, 3 :00 Moot
Court) will be clarinetist Dr.
Imre Rozsnyai, accompanied by
pianist Dr. Phillip Adamson, also
on the faculty.

WYANDOTTE ST ..WEST
Windsor, Ont ., N9A 5\N.9

254-9508
Ty pewriters
Sales-Senice-Rentals
Chinese Newspapers,
.... _Magaanas

Commerce
FinalYear
Students
Tod~y, the chartered accountant is not only an
auditor but a valued business adviser. Challenge,
opportunity and responsibility are all part of the
career path of those who choose to enter this
demanding and exciting profession.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson,
Gordon representatives, on campus

Nov. 13 & 14

~~W4~
Chartered Accountants
St. John's • Halifax • Saint John • Quebec • Montreal
Ottawa • Scarborough • Toronto • Mississauga
Hamilton • Kitchener• London • Windsor
Thunder Bay• Winnipeg • Regina • Calgary
Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria
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If the pub is going to force
me to listen to this garbage they
should at least buy my beer! I've
had a very lousy day; I've got a
headache; couldn't eat a thing
all day, so I've got the dry
heaves to-night. And to top it
off, I'm forced to listen to this
disgrace. All this for one lousy
article. You'd better enjoy it.
I'm so desperate I think I'll
join a punk rock band. It will be
called H. J. and the Surgical
Gloves. The only problem will
be outdoing Sid Vicious's stunt
of murdering his girlfriend. I've
decided that my band will gang
rape my grandmother on stage.
The Music Meter got the
bends from the band this week,
Albatross. It had to plunge from
last weeks 7 to a sad-but-true
2.9. The Music Meter thought he
was watching Groucho, Cheeko,
Harpo and the Tasmanian Devil
on stage.
I found it very refreshing to
see a rock band in the pub. Albatross's choice of material was excellent, but their execution of it
leaves much to be desired. The
bands major problem was the
sound. The P. A. lacked both
presence and depth. The echo
was badly timed and was used
much too frequently. The blame·
here lies primarily with the
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Albatross swoops down on the pub this week, through Saturday.
sound man, who didn't know
his woofer from his reefer. It's
a shame when a band is killed
_by its sound man.

Secondly,
Albatross
lacks
class. I'm unable to tell whether
its from inability or inexperience. For instance, the light

show was pointless and without
direction. The drum solo was
boring and incoherant. Their
stage presence was non-existant.
This band just doesn't look or
sound professional.
This doesn't mean that Alba·
tross lacks potential or talent.
Their rendition of Stairway To
Heaven was excellent. Hell, even
Led Zepplin can't do it right
anymore.
The guitar player
especially showed great promise.
Maybe this professionalism will
come through experience and
maturity. Hopefully when Alba·
tross appears here again, these
problems will have been cleared
up.

All cry 'Minkomania '
By Ed McMahon

To my delight, peals of thunderous applause greeted the curtain at the end of the opening
night performance of '"Not Now
Darling" by the University Players.
Despite a few 'opening night'type problems (such as the onstage telephone not ringing and a
lack of keys With which to let
the audience in) the Players
showed themselves to be not
only an enthusiastic group of
Drama students, but also a dedicated troupe of professionals.
The House Manager, (who appeared to be as nervous as any
rookie actor waiting for his big
entrance) must have been almost
as pleased as I was to see only
six or seven empty seats in the
whole house. It is unfortunate
however, that the last-minute
sales of 'Student-Rush'
tickets
delayed Curtain by fifteen minutes. But enough of the 'before
the show' stuff, and on to the
meat of the article.

All the action takes place in
the London fur salon of Bodley,
Bodley and Crouch, Furriers.
Michael Rawley does a fine job
as the real 'mover', Gilbert Bodley.
His
sidekick,
Arnold
Crouch, (Allan D. Powell) is the
poor fall guy. Powell has the
unique ability to time his lines
almost perfectly to those of his
partner, and this constantly welltimed delivery of seemingly
innocent lines allows him to
steal the show. Shelley Butler
as Miss Tipdale manages to do a
fine
job
of
the
classical
'efficient but prissy secretary
who comes through m the
pinch'.
Her " ... er. ..um ... ah ...
Arrrnold!" in the second act has
to be one of the better lines of
the play. Anna Migliarisi as the
young
seductress
Janie
McMichaels and Wendy Wizinowich as the 'dumb blonde' Sue
Lawson both play a good part.
The

entire

performance

is

marred, however, by problems
with dialect. David Jacklin's
(Mr. Lawson's) cockney is, at it's
best, hard to make out, and, at
it's worst, almost unbearable.
Even Rowley's accent is his-and·
miss, except where he is "fresh"
onstag:e, at the beginning of the
show, and immediately after
intermission. The most consis·
tent performance I saw in re·
gards to accent was that of Brian
E. Lewis (Harry McMichael).
Krystina Potapczyk and John
Hamilton McKerral make cameo
appearances as Mrs. and Mr.
Frencham, appearances which
tend to be soured by Krystina's
constant attempts to upstage her
fellow cast members.
On the whole though, Not
Now, Darling suffers from no
lack of energy, and the enthusi·
asm of the Players for a full scale
comedy production is easy to
see. Not Now, Darling is well
worth the money.

Turning the

tables

L------:-:----::--::--:-------------------1

Gino Vannelli

..

BROTHERTO BROTHER
By Lionel Belanger
An excellent LP, this collaboration by Gino. and Joe Vannelli (not to mention new addition,
Ross Vannelli who wrote two
tunes on this album) .
Apaloosa, on side one. with
its disco overtones has to be my
favourite song.
Another George Gershwin or
a 20th century Igor Stravinsky
in the making? With the age of
space travel at our doorstep and
Gino Vanelli on the turntable,
there's a lot to look forward to.
An eargasm is the best word I
can think of for this album . It's
piano, synthesizer, electric guitar
and vocals are once again a work
of art .
This Montreal born talent has
swept to international fame with
his ingenuity and techniques .

reach but in reality it actually
exists within our realm of cognizance.
Needless to say, both sides of
the album are superb. A reminder though, get your copy now
before they 're sold out . The al•
bum is well worth the six or seven dollars that you 'd have to
pay.
In
summation,
whether
you're a musician, student, labourer, housewife or whatever,
Brother to Brother will definitely make you stop and listen.

I ask~d a mus1C1an friend
what he thought of Vannelli's
concept; symphonic jazz, soft,
yet biting . Absolutely brilliant
was the answer.
,,,.,
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The Dictators
BLOODBROTHERS

.

By Frank Kovacic
It's getting easier not to take
the Dictators seriously, b~t then,
I think that 's exactly what they
have in mind. At least it is if
their new alqum Bloodbrothers
(Asylum records) is any indication.
Last year's Manif est Desti11y
was a bit too obvious. It was
funny but it seemed as though
they were beginning to take
themselves seriously (which is

..... -

I must mention the outstanding guitar playing of Carlos Rios
and the chunkiness of bassiest
Jimmy Haslip. The eargasm is in
the production style and the arrangement that the brothers generate . Their philosophy and concept may be far beyond our

·National comes to ClfJary
By Debra J. Hetherington and
Vicki Fenner
Grab your black tie, spats and
silks! The National Ballet of
Canada is returning to the Cleary
Auditorium this weekend for
another three nights of classy entertainment. Tonight and tomorrow at 8: 30 p.m., there will be a
montage of short performances
for a taste of everything for your
ballet palate. The Dream, Monotones II, Pas De Deux from Don
Quizote, and The Sleeping Beauty: Act III. On October 22, a
full production of La Fille Mal
Gardee will be performed with a
children's matinee at 2 :00 p.m.
and an evening show at 8 :00
p.m.

ir
t.
or

Vanessa Harwood plays the
role of Lise and The Lance interviewed the principal dancer of
the National Ballet. With her,
were the Company's manager
Hamish Robertson and publicity
director Marcia McLung. Miss
Harwood answered our question's with sincerity and candour,
at times resulting in a dissatisfied
glance from the publicity director.
Alexander Grant is your new
Director . How has he affected
the Company's repertoire?
Because Alexander Grant is from
the Royal Ballet, we're basically
getting .a Royal Ballet repertoire ...
How long would it take you,

cam pus ballet

a·
t.
0

n

The National Ballet of Canada will dance its way into Windsor th is week-end
The National will be performing excerpts from several classical works Friday and Saturday
nights ; The Dream, Monotones
II, Pas de Deux from Don Quixote and The Sleeping Beauty,
Act III.
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capable of this level of

p erso11ally, to pr epar e for a 11ew
ballet?
It depends on what we're doing .
For instance, the Don Quixote
Pas Deux is new so we've been
doing it practically every day
now for four weeks. I haven't rehearsed it before the performance, because it has been done.
So I would say, up to four weeks
is a good time to rehearse something that is new.
Are you always preparing for
another ballet while p_erform ances are going on, or are there
preparation periods between per! oimances?
As a rule, it goes like a rehearsal
period, and then you do the per-
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towards the "punk" stance. In
THE mistake for them to make)
fact,
Asylum records, in all their
·.and it left nothing to the imagi_ _....._.._,r.
wisdom, decided to place the
/
Dictators into the punk "grab
bag". They (along with all the
other record companies) thought
that by placing a band in the
afore mentioneci category, the
bucks would just roll in, but
they were wrong. The fad wained quickly and it seems possible
that this categorizing may have
hurt these bands in the long run.
Dictator lyrics have always
been interesting. On Baby, Let's
Twist (and it's not about a
dance), Shernoff writes, "She's
nation. Handsome Dick Manigot red, red lips, but they ain't
toba's rampage on Disease, Andy
the kind you want to kiss."
Shernoff's warning of impending
doom in Science Gone Too Far,
Musically, the Dictators don't
and even a cover of the Stooges'
seem to be out for awards but
Search and Destroy couldn't
why should they? Their intensihelp the outcome.
Thankfully,
Bloodbrothers . ty is all that is necessary. Not
that they can't play, it's just that
falls back into the groove carved
crashing drums anl a cloudout by their first album, The
Dictators Go Girl Crazy!, which
cover of distortion is totally sufwas a minor classic.
ficient.
Bruce Springsteen counts in .
This. basically, 1s a good
the opening track, Fast and
album . They get their point
Loud, that moves like a runaway
across rather well, and that's no
locomotive. Their sty le and playing is a constant wall of sarcasm
point at all.

.,

formance, and then the rehersal
period . But, for instance, I'll be
doing Gisell for the first time in
November. During this coming
tour (five weeks), I'll be rehearsing Gisell.
You've toured in Europe before :
Do you find it 111ucbdij/er ent
tha11performing i11C.111<1da?
Ah, well, once you get on a
stage, a stage is a stage. It's just
the difference of how the audience reacts.
When you are 1m stage are you
aware of tbe audience?
Oh, no! You're very aware!
It makes 011e wonder how you
can manage doing cbildren 's p erfomiances .....
You have to approach it slightly
more casually, otherwise you'd
get upset at the kids throwing
things at you, making noise, run-

ning around, and talking ....... .
They're much better than they
used to be .
A s a dancer , can you make any
artistic judgements?
We're not given that much freedom. In fact, I'd like a little
more freedom . Ballet is pretty
rigid. Th_ere is a certain way of
doing it and that's that but you
can interpret your own. The
steps are basically the same. The
last little bit on the top is up to
you, therefore making each person's a little more different.
It's been said that Vanessa
has been "gifted with strong elevation, sure placement and an
appealing breadth
of movement". In these next few words,
Vanessa put it much more simp ly: "Dancers' instuments are
their bodies".

r,,-------------._;..._---
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achievement are welcome to join
the class. Please call the Studio
252-788 2, Florence King Proulx
969-8 325, or Madelyn Weingarden 969-5 899 by FridjiY
afternoon to register.
The Academy of Dance
opened its do.ors mid-September '
of this year and many university
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"Poetry in motion" were
the words used to describe their
New York presentation of this
work.
The ACADEMY OF DANCE
Windsor's new Cecchetti Balle;
School, located on campus in
the Loft at Assumption University, 404 Huron Church Road
will host an advanced level Mas:
ter Class at their Studio this Saturday afternoon, October 21st,
at 1 p.m. Hazaros Surmeyan,
principal dancer with the National will instruct the class. Any

people have already enrolled.
Ballet provides an opportunity
for creative, artistic expression
as well as being an interesting
way to exercise.
Florence King Proulx and
Madelyn Weingarden are both
qualified Cecchetti teachers who
offer classes in classical ballet for
men, women and children, creative movement for the younger .
child (5 to 7), and dance exercise classes. For information
please call 252-7882 Tuesday
through Thursday.

October 20th and 21th

AJba4CR0SS
October 23 to 28th
Fifth Avenue
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EVENTFUL
EVENTS
-The Canada/China Fellowship
Assoc. of Windsor presents "My
Life and the Chinese Revolution", with guest speaker Dr.
James Endicott at 7 p.m., with
refreshments afterwards. (contribution $1).

20

-Carribean Students Assoc. film
show, "Marathon Mart" at 7 and
9:30 p.m. (Members 50 cents,
non-members $2) 1120 Math
Building.

-Art Gallery of Windsor; Studies in Ethnographic Art & Archaeology.

-Art Gallery of Windsor; (Sunday Series) Assumption University Quartet.

-National
Ballet
Cleary Auditorium

-National
Ballet
Cleary Aud.

of

Canada;

-Scarlet
Brigade, Big Band
Dance.
-Anna Jameson; Tecumseh Mill
Library 8:00 p.m.

of Canada,

-School of Music; Imrc Rozsny.ai, clarinet.

-Todd
Rundgren & Utopia,
Royal Oak, 7 :30 p.m. (7.50,
8.50) .

22

24

-The Attic Theatre Academy of
Arts Pilot Program; Stage combat and mind/body coordination
through the martial arts workshop, 12 noon - 3: 15 p.m. - only
available at series cost for continuation, at $40/three sessions
(remaining sessions on Oct. 29
and Nov. 5)

-Phillip Adamson, piano; Moot
Court, 3 :00 p.m. ($3.00 Adm.).

-Essex County Potters

-Windsor Community Theatre;
"Don't Drink The Water".

-Billy Cobham, Royal
7:30 p.m. (7.50, 8.50).

-Les Manning, Willistead Coach
House ($10.00).

-Peter Gabriel, Royal Oak, 8 :00

p.m. (7.50, 8.50).

-Cantana Adademy
Hall (Detroit).

-Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
Theatre; "One Sings and the
Other Doesn't" (France '77) Agnes Varda, Director (7 and 9:30

-Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
Theatre; "La Dolce Vita" (Italy
'61) Federico Felini, director.
(9: 30 p.m. only).

p.m.).

21

Orchestra

-The Attic Theatre Academy of
Arts Pilot Program; Acting styles
in movement and text workshop, 10 a.m. - 1.15 p.m. (repeated on Oct, 28 and Nov. 4)
cost is $15/scssion and $40 for
all three sessions of this workshop.

AUDITION
NOW!
for the locally produced
television variety show ...

•
Centre Stage is a television
variety program designed
specifically to showcase the
talents of high school, college
and university students.
ANYONE WISHING TO AUDITION
MAY DO SO BY CONT ACTING:
ROGER FAUBERT, Producer
CBET TELEVISION, WINDSOR

254-2831

Oak,

CBET

-National
Ballet
Cleary Aud.

-Al Stewart/Krisi Kristianne,
Ford Aud. 8:00 p.m. (8.00,
9.00).

26

-Maynard Ferguson, Royal Oak,
7:30 p.m. (7.50, 8.50).
-Flash Flicks at St. Clair Co(.
lege, "The Kiler Elite".
·

29

of Canada,

-Anna
Jameson, Leamington
Public Library, 8:00 p.m.
-Windsor Community Theatre;
"Don't Drink The Water" .
-CN Tower
Mall Library.

-Ontario Film Theatre, "Young
Winston".

28

Film, Tecumseh

-Flash Flicks at St. Clair College; ''The Spy Who Loved Me".
-Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
Theatre; "Illusion Travels By
Streetcar" (Mexico '54) Luis
Bunuel, director. (7 and 9: 30
p.m.).

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Noon
Hour Films, "Goerge IV".
-Todd
Rundgren & Utopia,
Royal Oak, 7:30 p.m. (7.50,
8.50).

-Detroit
Community
Music
School, JJiZZ series, Brown Bag
Concert featuring the Pastich
Wind Quartet,located at 200 E.
Kirby, Detroit.

27

-Burton Cummings, Royal Oak,
8:00 p.m. (7.50, 8.50).
-Jeanine Morand; soprano, Clif.
ford Evans; conductor.

31
-Ontario Film Theatre, "House
on Chelouche St."
--HALLO WE'EN--
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Trackers successful again
It was windy and cold Saturday but that did not stop eleven
university track and fidd teams
from competing in their events
at the University of Windsor's
Invitational Meet. Two schools
from the United States were
present - Wayne State and
Eastern Michigan. The hosting
school, University of Windsor,
turned in some fine performances despite the cold weather.
In the men's events Paul Roberts ran an excellent race in the
3000 m Steeplechase and won it
with a personal best time of
9:34.7. Paul was a decisive winner finishing over 100 metres
ahead of the second place
athlete.
In the 800 m final, Jim Wood
turned in another good performance with a time of 2:00.1,
placing 4th. Jim is still looking
forward to breaking the 2 :00
time, and missed only by 1/10
of a second.
In the 200 m final, Windsor
was represented by Deighton
·smith and Kwaku Apeadu who
came 5th and 6th respectively
with times of 23.2 and 23.6.
Ray Holland bettering his
time in the 1500 m finished 4th
with a 4:13.5, 3 seconds quicker
than his time in Hamilton two
weeks ago. The men's 4x100 relay team finished 4th with a
time of 45.3. The team included
Tim Lee, Steve Thatcher, Kwaku
Apeadu and Cam Lacirta
Steve Thatcher, besides running a relay, had a successful day
in his weight events. He picked
up a third in discus with a throw
of 36.67 m and 5th in shotput

with a pl•t of 12.32 m.
Other notable Lancer perform1nces included:
Men's 100 M:
Kwaku Apeadu
11.1
Tim Lee
11.2
Cam Lacina
11.4
Men's 500 M:
Colyn Hughes
- 16:41.3 (8th)
Chris King
-17:14.6
Men's 200 M:
Tim Lee
23.4
Sails
23.8
Men's 800 M:
Al Baird
2:03.7
3000 M Steeplechase:
Don McKinnon
10:36.6
1500 M:
Wadsworth
Discus,
M. Takada
Long Jump,
S. Stadler

5 :12.8
36.16 M
5.65 M

Women

200 metre event in a time of
26.2 seconds.
Another
veteran, Jennifer
Pace, repeated her usual strong
performance. Pace Finished first
in the shot put with a toss of
11.5 3 metres, second in the
javelin,
41.20 · metres,
and
second in the discuss, 33.8
metres.
Sandy Romanow and Linda
Yee showed that the Windsor
women not only have strength -~
but depth as well. Sandy placed ~
second in the long jump with a ~
jump of 4. 74 metres while ~
Linda, among other perform- ~
ances, finished second in the ~
400 metre run in a time of 63.8 o
.r:;
::,.
seconds.
1500 Metres
Paul Roberts on his way to
Patti Taylor
5 .26 min. 4th.
Sandy Romanow 13.5 sec.
Long Jump
100 Metres
Andrea Page
4.62 m. 5th.
Maggie
Coulter
13.9 sec.
500 Metres
Long
Jump
Linda Yee
2.35 min. 5th.
Maggie Coulter
4.59 m.
100 Metres

steeplechase victory.
5th.
5th.
5th.

Sandy Knight
4.12 m. 5th.
High Jump
Sandy Knight
1.40 m. 4th.
Womens 4x100 m relay
52.2 sec. 1st.

Once again our women's
track
team dominated
the
field from start to finish. Our
women showed that they are
quality performers.
Linda Staudt, Kathy Ricica,
and Patti Taylor began the day
by finishing first, third and
fourth in the 3000 metre run.
Veteran Linda Staudt continued
to establish that she is one of
Ontario's best distance runners.
Andrea Page improved her
400 metre hurdle time by running another unofficial Ontario
record of 62.5 seconds. She also
showed both her versatility and
superior speed by winning the

Tennls doubles go
to dlvlslon flnals
The Ontario Universities Women's Double Ranking Tournament was held this Saturday at
the Waterloo Tennis Club. The
University of Windsor entered
two doubles teams. Barb Benotto and Petra Uhlig lost their first
match in a tie-breaker 3-6, 6-7.
They received an automatic victory in the second round due to
a "bye". In their third and final
match against York, they won
7-6, 6-4.

The second double team consisting of Lenore Gibson and
Jennifer Kelly lost their first
match 4-6, 1-6. They also receiv-

ed an automatic victory in the
second round due to a "bye". In
their third round they defeated
Brock 4-6, 6-2, and won the
match by winning the crucial
tie-breaker 11-9.
The tennis double teams will
be competing at York University
in Toronto next Saturday in the
0.W.I.A.U. finals.
The team was accompanied
by the former University of
Windsor tennis champion Maureen Gallagher.
(Summary)
Benotto & Uhlig: won 2 lost 1
Gibson & Kelly: won 2 lost 1

THE

CarabbeanStudent Assoc.
invite all to a fi Im show

MARATHON
MAN
Date: Fri.Oct.20th
Place:1120 Math Bldg.
Time: 7:00 &9:30p.m.
Admission:MEMBERS"'~ :
NON MEMBERS--:f

We major in taste.

(Everythingyouve heardabout BRADORis true.)
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Hockey team readying
the best offesive defenseman,
and plays on the power play.
· Up front the Lancers still
have an explosive offense, com.posed of Jim Weese, Al Figgins,
Jake Rossason, Donny Martin,
Bert Fournier and Jerry Morse.
Injuries have again hurt the team
as Don Martin has a broken bone
in his hand.
Adding to the forward lines,
the Lancers have Mark Matheson
a first year player who starred
with Leamington
last year.
Lenny Chittle, a high scoring
Defence
right winger or centre is also a
good
prospect. Brian Walters, a
In goal the Lancers have Don
Johnson, who split the goal- grad student is a hustler who
tending duties last year with should help the team, as well as
Mike Freeman. The other goal- Scott Kolody, a player with
tender is Dave Caron, who play- great potential. John Ivar is a
ed with the University of Notre Windsor boy. who played for
Dffltc 2 years ago. Both goalies Assumption high school.
Helping out on defense is
should enjoy good seasons if. the
Mark
Merritt who played for the
Lancer defense docs its job.
team
2
years ago until an injury
On defense the team has
sidelined
him, and Peter O'Mara
three returning players. Paul Para good prospect who played Jr.
sons, an excellent defensive de"A" hockey.
fenseman, who unfortunately
Another Lancer player K. C.
will be lost to the team for 6
Patterson
is out for the season
weeks with a broken collar bone
with
a
skull
fracture.
and a partial shoulder seperatKen Tyler has put the team
ion. Dave Little who is also a
through a tough land-training
steady defensive player,
and
program and the players scrimScott Hunter who is probably
By Nigel Miller
The leaves are falling and the
ponds arc frozen over, yes it's
hockey season again. The Lancers open the 78-79 season Nov.
4th at Brock University.
The new look Lancers have a
solid mixture of veterans and
rookies. Coach Cec Eaves is back
and Ken Tyler is the new man
behind the bench. This year's
version of the team is also going
to stress defence.

I
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maged by themselves to get in
shape. This year's team is being
developed into a 3rd period club
that will be in condition at the
end, says Tyler.
The team has also been working on a defensive system, with
more emphasis placed on cutting
the goals against. This, the
coaches feel, will give the freewheeling offense a base off of
which to work.

..

CO-ED LOBBALL
,
That great fall classic co-ed lobbball has finally determined the!
best campus co-ed lobball team. Tecumseh "A" team defeated th~
"B" team in an all Tecumseh final 21-19. Congratulations to the:
winners who no doubt know what to do with the Intramural Stein~
awarded as prizes. Voted as MVP was Audra Joe Gossage who cam~
on in relief to lob, the last tension filled inning and preserve the win;
for "A".
•

Re-alignment
Windsor in in the Central
Division this year with Brock,
Ryerson, and McMastcr, and
should be high in the standings,
even though the league is competitive.
"Ask tl:ie players where we'll
be at the end of the season" said
Tyler when asked of the chances
of a division title.
The coach believes that this is
a mature and spirited squad capable of going all the way.
Well, If you don't believe
them come and sec, they open
their borne season Nov. 12th in a
grudge match against Western at
Adie Knox Arena. Game time is
3:15 p.m.

:
:
:
:
:
:

The Windsor Lancers stepped
onto the field last Saturday and
displayed the worst example of
football in recent history. The
final tally was 78-15 in favour of
the hometown Laurier Golden
Hawks.
The loss put Windsor in
fourth place with a 3 and 3 record. If the Lancers hope to make
the playoffs a victory against
Toronto . tomorrow is essential.
The question now is whether
the Lancers deserve to be in the
playoffs considering last week's

humiliation. Coach Fracas noted
after the Toronto game that his
team had shown great character
during their goal line stand. That
character was nonexistent last
Saturday.
Surprisingly
the
Lancers
grabbed the early lead with a
field goal attempt resulting in a
single. Steve Zack started at
quarterback for the Lancers but
was unable to move the offense
on three drives. Zack can't be
blamed totally for the lack of
offense in the early going, many
Lancer receivers were unable to

Lauricr's Phil Colwell only has the official to out run last Saturday.
WHAT'S HAPPENING
Wednesday - University of Windsor Lancerettes vs. Senior AA, 7 :00
p ..m. in St. Denis Hall, University of Windsor.
- Windsor Senior B - games - 9:00 p.m. Massey High
School.
Thursday
- Senior B and Senior AA open practices 9:00 p.m. in
Centennial High School gym.
Friday
• 4:00 p.m. Girls High School Invitational Tournament,
St. Denis Hall, University, of Windsor.
Saturday - 8:30 p.m. Girls Invitational High School Tournament, .
St. Denis Hall, University of Windsor.
Officials' Clinic - for those who wish to earn their rating
u an official - St. Denis Hall.
Sunday - SeniorB Invitational Tournament - St. Denis Hall, 11:00

a.m.

WHAT'S GOING ON NITE
I
This year one new feature of the Intramural program is "What'~
goin.g on?" Pitting competitors against each other in slightly seriou(
competition for fame and prizes. To enter you need a 4 person team;
.(2 male and 2 female) who are daring and unafraid and able to shoW:
·up at St. Denis, Fri. Oct. 27th. The best team of the night (ie. the:
one accumulating the most points) will receive Intramural Stein(
whcih can be used as bookends, or pencil holders, or whatever.

•• INTRAMURAL
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Lancers humiliated in
78-15 defeat to Laurier
By Peter Nub

i

1ByPaulBcck
:MEN'S INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
!I
•
:
Well the season is almost here, league play starts Monday, Nov.:
: 13. Games will be on Mon, Tues, Wed., Thur., evenings 7 :00-11:00'
: at St. Denis and Wjlliam Hands. We are accepting entries for 2 divis-:..
• ions:
: A - Highly competitive
; B - Recreational
,
:
Entries must be in before the captain's meeting, which will take!
: place at 9 :00 Mon. Nov. 6th at St. Denis. All prospective captains or!
: a team representative must be present at this meeting.
:
:
Entries are now being accepted at Intramural Office, St. Denis.!
• Note: as is the case for most activities, we need competent individu~
als to officiate. Leave your name at the Intramural Office.

HOCKEY
:
Guy LaFleur, Derry! Sittler, Bobby Orr and the rest watch out,:
hockey season begins next week as the intramural stars sharpen:
their blades. If you haven't entered your team yet there still is a:
chance, since entry deadlines will be moved to Monday, October 23.:
Remember there are two levels of play, competitive and recreational,:
and body checking is not permitted. So anyone can join in and la,e:
up the blades. Be your own Guy LeFleur or Borje Salming and sub~
mit your entry froms to the Intramural Office (St. Denis) immedi-:
ately.
;
Also needed are competent officials for ice hockey, and men's:
basketball. These are paid positions so phone Ext. 325 from noon to:
1 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. (Mon-Fri) and make some beer money.
'
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hang on to passes that normally
I
would have been caught.
INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL
Laurier started their number •
What's this you say, "Flag Football", I never heard ofit. Yesin-:
two quarterback Scott Leeming : deed it does exist, in fact ten teams were entered this year, with:
as well, but he filled the gap well : games being played Monday and Wednesday at 5 :15 and 6:00. As:
throwing a 65 yard touchdown : the season draws to an end, the playoff positioni. are still undecided:
strike to Dom Vetro and run- • in Division "B". There is a struggle between three teams (Exceliburs,:
ning 36 yards to score one on : Tecumseh Teddy Bears and Windsor Smogs) for first and second:
his own.
! place. The two top teams in each division play against each other:
:
Leemings first appearance in : next Monday with the final game on Wednesday at 5: 15.
the OUAA was, unfortunately,
:
In Division "A" the Rams finished in first place with an impres-:
outshadowed
by runningback : sive 4-0 record. The Co-Ed Buster Hymens finished second with a:
Jim Reid. Two touchdowns by : 3-1 record. It is interesting to note, that the Hymens only loss was:
Reid broke Neil Lumudsen's
by default to the Rams, therefore it should be interesting to see:
record of 31 career touchdowns.
which one of these power houses will make it to the finals.
'
Reid was only one of a large
group of Laurier players who
scored touchdowns. Rich Payne,
Phil Colwell, Conrad deBarros,
Stan Chelmecki and Leeming,
all accounted for Laurier strikes.
Gerry Gulyes, the Laurier
kicker, managed 20 points on 4
field goals, seven conver~s and
one single.
Scott Mallender took over the
quarterback duties {n the second
quarter managing touchdown
passes to his brother Craig and
Steve Quigley. He also threw five
interceptions, two resulting in
runbacks for touchdowns.
The Hawks ended up with
523 yards gained including 24
first downs. Windsor was unable
to contain the wishbone T
offense that Laurier Coach
Tuffy Knight employs. It is
primarily a running offense but
as was seen with the LeemingVetro touchdown strike, it can
also use the pass effectively.
The Lancers must win this
week against Toronto at South
Campus field and every player
knows it. A lapse such as the one
that occured last week is hard to
swallow but watching the playoffs, instead of playing in them,
could be even tougher to swallow. The Windsor coaching staff
deserves a better showing this
week and hopefully the team
will be able to produce it.

Do

FLAG FOOTBALL "A"
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Rams
Coed Buster Hymens
Raiders
Tampax Bay
Engineering Gears
FLAG FOOTBALL "B"
Tecumseh Teddy Bears
Excalibus
Windsor Smogs
Business
Tecumseh Chiefs
MEN'S SOCCER "A"
Windsor All Stars
Faculty Students
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Po r h
residence
By Dave Powis

9

Only 128 residence students
went to the polls on Tuesday, to
elect two representatives for the
Students' Administrative Council (SAC). Over 600 students
were eligible to vote.

THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

In the closest race, residents
of Cody, Electa and Canterbury
selected Keith David Nelson as
their council rep. Nelson, a third
year law student, edged out
Commerce student Marek Dubrowsky 31 to 27 .
At Huron and Tecumseh
Halls, the students
named
Geoffry Ellis as their choice for
SAC representative. Ellis defeated Margo Reinke by 16 votes,
43 to 27.
Previously acclaimed to the
SAC, were Marlene Schmidtgalt
as the Human Kinetics rep.,

...

·ng b
tudent
Kambis Mofid-E as the International Students Organization rep.
and Peter Stairs as the representative for Laurier and MacDonald
Halls.
There are still four vacant
scats remaining on the council.
They are for an Education rep.,
a Fine Arts rep., and Arts rep.,
and a Computer Science rep.
Since Computer Science became
a recognized faculty at the university, the student's have never
been represented on Council.
According to the Chief Electoral Officer Geoffry Hunter,
there are no immediate plans to
fill the vacancies.
"They'll
probably
remain
open until the spring (when the
SAC holds its general elections)," said Hunter .

Last Saturday, the University
of Windsor Lancers defeated the
University of Toronto Blues,
34-22. The win enabled the
Lancers to capture the fourth
and final playoff spot in the
Western Division of the OntarioQuebec Intercollegiate Football
Conference (0-QIFC) .
Windsor had a tough schedule
this year with Western Ontario,
Laurier and Toronto in the same
division. Last year, those three
teams had been in the Top Ten
rankings.
However, Windsor is very optimistic going into tomorrow's
game against the Western Ontario Mustangs. The two teams have
fought some very tough battles
over the years. Game time is
2:00 p.m. at the J. W. Little
Memorial Stadium in London.
Right: One of the few times ~
that a Toronto player got away U)"'
from Windsor's defenses. Here, ~
Blues' quarterback Dan Feraday C
evades the grasp of Lancers £
Steve Quigley (top) and Al ~
Dosant.
~

..

Students accept university's compromise
By Dave Powis

Students at Huron and Electa
residences have voted over-·
whelmingly to accept the university's offer to lower the compulsary meal plan to $175. Despite
the widespread acceptance of
~e plan, there's a strong indication that some students will con-

tinue with µieir legal action, in
their hope of obtaining a total
refund.
On Monday, SAC president
Gino Piazza met with concerned residents to explain the administration's proposal and to
answer questions.
Residents were confused

able to make full use of the meal
plan. The third choice would
have been the students rejecting
the university's offer and going
ahead with the legal action.
Because of the confusion between the first two options, it
was decided to lump the two together. In essence, a vote for
either of the f~t two signified
approval of the $175 proposal.
In addition, the students gave
the SAC a mandate to seek an
escape clause for special stu the chair's attempt at waiving
dents.
Senate regulations and allowed
On Tuesday, students at
O'Meara and the reporter to
Huron and Electa voted their apstay. Mccrone objected and told
proval of the $175 meal plan.
council she would lodge a formal
Ninety-three per cent of the
complaint on the issue.
Electa residents and 85 per cent
The council decided to reof the Huron students said
open elections for graduate stu"yes".
dent representative as one candiDr. Mervyn Franklin, presidate, Tim Dube, had been nomident of the university, and Piaznated by O'Meara. Later on,
za met on Wednesday to settle
Dube was acclaimed to the His- the problem. Franklin had been
tory deparonent council.
given a mandate and "the final
say" by the Board of Governors,
to settle the issue once and for
It's ironic to note that the enall.
tire controversy was initiated
when Dr. Kenneth Pryke, former
They emerged with smiles of
history department head and a relief on their faces. The two
sabbaticant himself this year,
parties had agreed to the implequestioned the electoral process
mentation of the $175 meal
and, in particular, the voting
plan. The deadline for refunding
ri_ghtsof sabbaticants.
half of the original meal plan
about the wording of the ballot.
The ballot gave the people three
choices, one, for accepting the
$175 offer and two, for rejecting the offer and negotiating
with the university for an identi~
cal plan, with an "escape clause"
for the special students (St. Clair
College, Education) who are un-

· Sabbaticants lose voting raghts
Sabbaticants have no right to
vote at departmental meetings or
to nominate departmental council candidates.
This ruling,
backed by the university presid~nt's opinion, was passed at the
History department's
council
meeting on Thursday, October
12. In a letter to History Council
Chairperson Kathleen Mccrone
Dr. Mervyn Franklin provided
the answer to a problem that
~ad brought significant confusion to the council. That problem
occurred when a graduate stu·
dent representative's nomination
to the council wasn't accepted.
. Despite the president's decision, or perhaps because of his
rut; .._
... 'I, controversy and turmoil

loomed large at Thursday's proceedings.
One sabbaticant who was present at the meeting, Rev. J.P.
O'Meara, was repeatedly ruled
out of order by the chair, as he
attempted to impress upon the
council, his opposition to Franklin's ruling.
At the meeting's outset,
McCrone attempted to expell
both Rev. O'Meara and this reporter from the meeting room.
However, McCrone was reminded of a Senate rule allowing the
press and public to attend
departmental council meetings.
Unsatisfied and upset at what
she deemed 'highly irregular'
proceedings, a vote on the matter was brought forward. The
Council consequently over-ruled

was extended to sometime in December. The exact
date hasn't been determined as
yet.
The administration and the
student government have also
agreed to form a joint committee to look into students' requests to be excluded from a
meal plan. This includes all residence students (Laurier, Mac,
Cody, Electa, Huron) who are
on a meal plan. The terms, regulations and numbers of the committee will be finalized in the
near future, accordin1Zto Pi~= ($350)
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Senate recommends Research Services office
By Tony Woloszyn
The Senate held its second
meeting of this semester on
Thursday October 19th at Windsor Tower.
The main discussion centred
on a Report on the Research
Board. Following the opinions
expressed concerning the first
item of the report, the university
president, Dr. Mervyn Franklin
proposed that a motion be put
forth to vote. This motion read
that the Senate "recommend to
the Board (University Board of
Governors) that an Office of Research Services be established
forthwith." The motion was carried.
This research service is designed to obtain grant money
from various government agencies for faculty members to use
for research purposes at the university .
Dr . Franklin also noted during the discussion that he
wanted to see that a research inventory be established for all research being conducted at the
universtiy. Furthermore, he added that he would like to see a list

of publications by the faculty
members .
Another point of interest was
brought up by professor E. Donald Briggs, the Academic Collegue . Briggs, who represents the
Senate on the COU (Council of
Ontario Universities) meetings,
mentioned that some issues discussed at the COU meetings, had
not been discussed by the Senate
beforehand . One such issue was
that of the recommendations of
the COU, regarding the new immigration laws which prevent
visa students from getting grants
and scholarships. This fact was
acknowledged by the Senate and
is to be investigated further.
Also discussed by the Senate,
was the present status of the
Faculty of Education Advisory
Committee . It was discovered
that this committee had not held
a meeting in the last two years.
Dr . Franklin, obviously dismayed by this , pointed out that the
committee should at least meet
once a year .
The SAC president Gino
Piazza, recommended that the
Costs of Education to Students

Committee (CESC) be dissolved.
This motion was carried.
Speaking to Piazza after the
meeting, The Lance learned his
reasons for recommending the
dissolution .
Piazza explained that the
CESC was set up to study many
of the costs pertaining to students, such as parking and the
Food Program. Later, it was discovered that there was no need
for CESC because all of the areas
involved were already being
studied specifically by separate
individual committees.
Piazza elaborated
on this
point by showing his files on the
committee . There was nothing
more than a fine layer of accululated dust in the folder.
Even though most of the
members of the Senate were present for the meeting, it came to
the attention of The Lance that
three of the seven student members were absent. Absent were
Gary Wells and John Mowat ,
both undergraduates
and S.
Dhanjal, a graduate.
Students seeking action on
any suggestion or changes they

want which involves passage by
vote by a nominating committee
should first consult the students
involved in the appropriate
committee. Here is a list of the
following Senate
committees which
contain student
members:
1. Executive Committee: Mr. S.
Dhanjal (Graduate Student) Mr .
G. Piazza (Undergraduate Student).
2. Academic Planning Committee: Mr. John Mowat (Student)
Mr. Gino Piazza (Student).
3. Media Centre Committee:
Hari Nagpal (Student)
Eric
Rosenbaum (Student).
4. Library Committee: Mr. S. C.
Jaisingh (Graduate Student) Mr .
Dan Sullivan (Undergraduate
Student).
5. Part Time Studies Committee:
Mr. Harol Pillon (Part Time Student) Mrs. Josie lannetta (Part
Time Student) Mr. John Mowat
(Full Time Student) .
6. Teaching and Learning Committee: Mr. Paul Chapra (Undergraduate Student) Mr. Dan Sullivan (Undergraduate
Student)
Ms. Louise Barakett (Graduate

Student) .
Admissi·
7. Undergraduate
•
0111
Committee : Mr. John Mow
..
(Student) .
'
8. Budget Review Committet
Student Observor: Emmanu
t
Biundo.
9. University Committee on A
demic Promotion an~ Ten:
(UCAPT): Member: Gmo Piazz
i
(Undergraduate Student) Obser
.
ver: Gary Wells (Graduate Ste
dent).
10.
University
Governmen
I
•
Comm1ttee: Mr. Gino Piazz
i
(Student) Mr. Dan Sullivan (Stu.
dent) Mr. Gary Wells (Studen
t,
Observer : Mrs. Josie Iannetti
(Part Time Student).
11. Student Evaluations Comm
[
tee: Mr. Robert Gates (Student
Mr. Kambiz .Mofid (Student) Ai
r
John Mowat (Student) Mr. Da
r
Sullivan (Student)
Observe11
Mr. S. C. Jaisingh, Mr. Gan
Wells.
12. Semesterization Committet
Mr. Robert Gates (Student) Mr
Hema James (Student).
13. Expository Writing Commit,
tee: Mr . Dan Sullivan (Studem,
Mr. Peter J. Dervenis (Student).

Dispute between
Mac Hall and /RC
By Diane Elliott

MacDonald Hall has refused
to JOm the Inter-Residence
Council (IRC) according to the
IRC, but Mac Hall house council
president Mark Lacaisse has said
they've joined and have two
sitting members.
Ancillary
Services
Commissioner Debra Krutila, the
chairperson of the IRC, said
they are not members. They
were given a deadline of October
10 to join and pay the $50.00
entrance fee which they did not
do. There were no representatives at the last meeting.
Lacaisse did not think the fee
was paid yet but he said that
there were two representatives
on the council, as far as he
knew.
The Inter-Residence Council
is a body formed of representatives from all the residences (all
joined but Mac) to co-ordinate
social activities and improve
conditions in the residences.

We major in taste.

(EverythingyouveheardaboutBRADORistrue.)

Krutila ·believes that Mac
Hall couldn't find a use for the
IRC.
"It's a personal disappoint
ment to me as I hoped all the
residences could get together to.facilitate
communication be:
ween them," said Krutila. "
had hoped that the IRC could~
recognized by the administratioi
as the channel for residence problems and communications".
There was one representative
from Mac at the meeting of Se~
tember 2 7, but they sat as obser·
vers, unsure · of whether to jom
Pete Dervenis, president ct
the IRC said that Mac h~
promised to support the IRC1r
any political action.
"They couldn't justify the en·
trance fee", Krutila . said. According to Deb Henderson, Laur·
ier Hall social convenor, the fei
would supposedly be made ui
by the profits from the socia.
events the IRC would sponsor
Krutila said, "The doors a«
still open if they want to join.'

society presidents regain vote
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Student media barred from ~C meeting
U(
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By Dave Powis
A dispute over nomination
procedures and eligibility highlighted the SAC meeting on
Thursday, October 19. The tussle between the chief electoral
officer and a disgruntled Electa
Hall resident eventually led to
the council's asking all observors, including The Lance and
CJAM reporters, to leave the
meeting so its members could
conduct a closed-door session.
.Peter Dervenis, the president
of the Inter-Residence Council,
told the SAC members of his
problems in filing his nomination papers for the SAC by-elections.
Dervenis told the council that
Doug Smith, the vice-president
for the SAC, couldn't clarify his
status. Dervenis is a Special B
Commerce student and classified
as an undergraduate student.
The big question was over
whether Dervenis had paid his
student fees, one of the basic requirements for running. According to Smith, he told Dervenis
to make sure his fees were paid.
"He told me that he'd be
back before 4:30," said Smith.
When Dervenis returned the next
day with his papers, Geoff Hunter, the chief electoral officer,
refused to accept his nomination
because the deadline was past.
Dervenis took his case before•
the council in the hope that they
might overrule Hunter and have
his name put on the ballot.
Just as the council began a
heated debate over the case,
Gino Piazza, the SAC president,
moved that all observers be
asked to leave. The motion carried.

The council then discussed
the matter among themselves,
eventually deciding to uphold
Hunter's decision to refuse Dervenis' nomination.
When the meeting was opened again, The Lance reporter
read a statement into the minutes, on behalf of the student
media.
"Both The Lance and CJAM
would like to inform the Students' Administrative Council of
their objection to being removed
from the SAC meeting, contrary
to the council's own resolution
allowing the meetings to remain "'N
open to the public, except in i
cases where salaries or similar

financial matters are discussed.
This decision (to exclude the
student media) infringes on the
students' right to know."
After the meeting, the SAC
president, Gino Piazza, said, "I
didn't mean that you guys (The
Lance and CJAM) had to leave."
Piazza explained that he wanted
only Hunter and Dervenis to
leave, so that council wouldn't
be inhibited by their presence.
Doug Phillips, the SAC's lawyer, spoke to the members about
society presidents and gave a
brief history of their representation.
While society presidents have
been sitting on council since
1973, there "appeared to be no
validity for them to sit on the
council." According to the Corporations Act, section 125, the
Board of Directors can appoint
people as members of the corporation.
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SAC president Gino Piazza makes a point while Edward Kok and Emmanuel Biundo listen.
On the previous evening's
Board meeting, SAC's directors
had appointed the society presidents as members.
Phillips told the council that
he doesn't consider section 125
to be consistent with the SAC's
policy of having people elected
to council. Pia'.lza told The
Lance that a decision on society
presidents would have to be
made at the council's supplementary letters patent meeting,
sometime in the; future.
Piazza told members that the
SAC president is now a full
member of the Board of Gov- ·
ernors and no longer an observor, and that the SAC treasurer,
Emmanuel Biundo, is now an
observor on the joint Board/Sen-

ate Budget Review Committee.
The CJAM manager, Tosh
Noma, told the members that
the CRTC (Canadian Radio and
Telecommunications
Commission) had given the radio station a
clearance for 91.5 on the FM
.channel. Noma sai<l that the financial negotiations with the
university are still going on.
Doug Smith, the SAC vicepresi<lent, said that a Club
Events Committee had been
formed and that it would be
making decisions on clubs and
their events. Smith is also trying to revise the club financing
formula, which would help smaller clubs. The new formula
would se.e a flat rate ($20.00)
and a grant ($0.75) per member

being given to the clubs.
The following clubs were ratified by council: Assumption
Campus Community, Arab Students Association, Biology Club
(Cell Body), Chinese Students
Association,
Caribbean Club,
Cine' Nights, Gay Students, Geology Club, lsmaili Students, Lancer Photography Club, Malaysian
Indonesian Singapore Students
Association, Canadian Society
for Civil Engineers, Chess Club,
Cinema Plus, Liberal Club,
Music Club, Psychology Club,
Trident Club, University of
Windsor Christian Fellowship,
Windsor Chinese-Christian Fellowship, University of Windsor
Curling, University of Windsor
Group (RCCO) and Windsor
Jewish Students Association.

OPIRG holds Board of Directors meeting

cia.
SOI

art

Why does OPIRG have a Board
of Directors?
OPIRG is an ongoing, student-funded critical research
education and action organizat~
ion. To be viable OPIRG must
involve students in public interest concerns, produce research
reports, and undertake educational programs. The board of
directors at each local must ensure that this happens.
The board of directors is responsible for overseeing staff
and local operations. In short,
the board makes sure that the
chapter functions to the best of
its capabilities; the board ensures
that student fees serve a useful
purpose and are well-managed.
Who is on the board?

The board of directors is
composed of six local members
of OPIRG. A member is anyone
who has paid the OPIRG fee and
has not requested a refund of
that fee. The membership of
each local is therefore composed

principally of full-time undergraduate
students.
However,
part-time or graduate students,
members of faculty and support
staff, or community residents
may become members of OPIRG
by paying a local membership
fee. Any OPIRG local has the
option of adding community
representation to the board of
directors if and when it is warranted.
How do students become directors of OPIRG?

Each fall there is a student
body-wide election to vote in
new directors of OPIRG. Any
member of OPIRG is eligible to
run for a position and every
member is encouraged to vote.
To run for the board students
must be nominated by five
OPIRG members. Nominations
are open for one week beginning
Oct. 30 to Nov. 3rd. Nomination forms and information about
specific dates are available from
the OPIRG office. If you are

thinking of running you should
be prepared to ·State your interests, your background, and why
you want to be an OPIRG director for campus newspapers
and radio.
How does the board function?
In three words: as a team. Almost any group is more effective when its members work together than when they work as
· disparate units. In an organization such as OPIRG which encompasses many different functions, this is particularly important. Each board member can't
be active in all aspects of
OPIRG's activities, and board
members must rely on other directors and staff for information.
The board meets as often as
necessary. This might be once
- every two, three or four weeks.
All board of directors meetings
are open and announced in advance.
Sometimes
meetings
focus on a single topic, such as
popular education events for the

coming year or a film or seminar on a topic of interest.
Between board meetings, directors often meet together in
twos or threes to talk over upcoming agenda items, provincial
policy changes, or projects on
which several students are working.
The board is charged with
overseeing the functioning of the
local chapter; the staff is charged

with the ongoing operation of
the chapter. The directors and
staff thus work in close conjunction with one another. The
staff turn to the board for
direction and assistance; the directors turn to the staff for information and expertise.
Nomination forms can be
picked up at the OPIRG office
downstairs in Cody Hall. Drop
by and find out more!!!!

Commerce
FinalYear
Students
Today, the chartered accountant is not onlv an
auditor but a valued business adviser. Challenge,
opportunity and responsibility are all part of the
career path of those who choose to enter this
demanding and exciting profession.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson,
Gordon representatives, on campus

No v. 13 & 14

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
If youhavenotyet received
or processed
a new
CANADA
STUDENT
LOAN,rleasesubmita SCHEDULE
2
(confirmation
of enrolmentby OCT
. 31/ 78
TORONTO
DOMINION
BANK
University
CentreWindsor,O_ntario
N9B3P4

~<§~~~
Chartered Accountants
St John • Halifax • Saint John • Quebec • \lontreal
Ottaw.i • Sc.irborough • Toronto • \lississauga
Hamilton • l\,tchener • London • W,nd,or
Thunder B.iy • Winnipeg • Regina • Calgary
Edmonton • Vancouver • V,ctoria
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Peter Hrastovec,

prose editor;

.... .geeees, that's about it kids. I'm gonna dress up like Mork from Mork and Mindy so
don't anybody else even think about it. I was first. Only 19 more rags to go ( only Is
more befor,. the Lancepoon).
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Pbotos

Janine Halbert

Grapbics

Lionel Belanger

Mark D. Green , 12 hour drunk editor ; Ed McMahon,

pumpkin editor; Mike Taylor, new ghoul editor ; Gene Sasso , ghoulash editor ; Pat
Fowler, backspace editor ; Leo Ogata, Tokyo Joe editor ; Dan Sullivan, bootleg editor;
George Kocis, goblin editor ; Diane Elliott , complainer editor ; Desiree Acton,
bummed-out editor; Wendy Coomber, warlock editor;Heidi Pamm er , vampire editor;

Happy Hallowe'en .
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Nice going, folks
Residents
at Huron and
Electa Halls can now breath a
sigh of relief. It appears that the
prolonged and bitter controversy
over a compulsary meal plan at
the two off-campus residences, is
slowly grinrling down to a halt,
with the announcement
that
those students have accepted the
university's offer of a $175 plan.
Two positive aspects have
emerged from this fight.
First, it showed the students
that the administration can be
made to back down when the
going gets a bit rough. Originally, the Board of Governors
shoved the meal plan down the
throats of Huron and Electa residents. Their nonchalant attitude
towards the students' plight
stunk but due to the efforts of
the students, it wasn't long before the wind shifted and the
Board had to cope with the
mess.
If there's one thing that the
administration doesn't need, it's
bad publicity. When the residents protested at the last Board

meeting, it drew the media like a
swarm of flies to a carcass. That,
plus the fact that they had to
climb five flights of stairs, removed the Governors from their
isolated shell and forced them to
act.
The Board gave the final
decision on the matter to Dr.
Mervyn Franklin.
Both Dr.
Franklin and the Board had been
listening to Dr. John Allan, a
man whose main concern is with
figures and not sentiment.
The second positive aspect to
the whole affair is the acknowledgement of Dr. Franklin as a
fair man. Students at the University of New Brunswick, where
Franklin was prior to coming
here, thought well of him.
Dr. Franklin's position had
been that "we (the administration) are here to serve the students." He had his chance to
practice what he preached and
he came through.
To both the students who
fought this injustice, and to Dr.
Franklin who corrected it, we
can only say, "nice going."

Let~eRs~ ....
Management vs union :
workers have rights?
Dear Sir,
This is not just a letter to
reply to Bill English's article,
"Ottawa should not regulate unions", but my own feelings on
how unions and management
should be worked. In today's
world of high inflation, high
prices of goods and high wages,
it seems we are going around in
circles - prices go up, wages go
up, prices go up and wages go
up, ad infinitum. People complain of high prices but are
quick to go on strike to back up
"their rights".
My feelings on this are: 1) if
you don't like the pay, find
somewhere else to work; 2) if
you don't come to work for a
valid reason, you 're fired. I'm
sure if big companies started firing strikers, the workers would
quickly get back to work. Even
if they didn't, I doubt if the
company
would
have any
trouble finding workers to work
for the wages offered by the
company.
Next I w.ould like to comment specifically on Mr. English's article.

First, he says that "governments believe that the majority
will be dissatisfied if the minority is satisfied". What kind of logic is this? Because somebody is
content with their contract,
everyone else shouldn't be, just
because their group is larger.
You are either content with
your contract as it stands or
you're not. No - comparisons
need be given.
Secondly, he says "if someone must be hurt, it should be
the minority and this is the
wrong way to look at things."
Tell me, if someone must get
hurt, who should it be? You
didn't answer the question. Instead you went on to say that
everyone can be happy without
interference, which is how things
are in the first place.
My next comment is on the
idea of having postal companies.
Tell me, who will you have deliver your mail, a company that
you can count on or one that allows strikes, shutdowns and disrupted service? This type of
company would soon be out of
business. If you agree to let

them strike, I hope you will also
agree to have wages cut off for
those who cannot work (ie. the
letter carriers) because of the
strike.
I would like to agree with Mr.
English on the point of "scab
workers". I would like to add
one point, though. If two men
do the same work, one accepts
his pay while the other cries and
acts like a child (holding his
breath until blue in the face), is
it still right that equal work begets different pay? I mean, who
is running the company?
Mr. English talks about union
rights, I'd like to talk about
management
rights
because
without a company, there's no
work. If you want to dictate
your own wages, work for yourself. Free enterprise - it's open to
everyone who wants to make
what they want to make.
Yours sincerely,
Brett Tuovinen,
2nd Year Arts.

Saga Foods
milking students
Dear Sir,
Saga Foods is milking the students.
An 8 ounce glass of milk
from Saga's bulk containers in
Vanier sells for the exorbitant

price of 35 cents. Saga also sells
an 8 ounce carton of milk for
35 cents at the Round Table
room below Vanier.
The very same 8 ounce carton
of milk is available for only 25
cents in the vending machines
around campus and at McDonald's restaurant.
Clearly Saga does not do it all
for you. Resident students who
are forced to purchase script
should not have the added injustice of having to pay inflated
prices for an item as basic as
milk. If Canteen of Canada and
McDonald's are able to make a
profit selling 8 ounces of milk
for 25 cents, there is no reason
why Saga Foods, with their captive pre-sold market, shouldn't
be able to do the same.
Milk should be less expensive
in a student cafeteria, not more.
In allowing such ridiculous
prices for a drink which is hardly
a luxury, the University Administration has abandoned its responsibility to the students.
Vanier Hall should serve students, not Saga.
Yours truly,
Bob Charney,
Huron Hall.

Review of
band review
Dear Sir,
My remarks are directed to-

ward Mr. H. J. Swenson to
whom we are so very grateful
for such an illuminating and veracious critique, regarding the
performance of last week's pub
band, Albatross.
As a part-time bartender m
the Gallery, I had the oppor·
tunity to see and hear two' com·
plete shows by this band last
week. I thoroughly enjoyed their
music and all the people to
whom I talked with, expressed
favourable
sentiments
about
the group.
I suggest that one of the fol·
lowing factors prompted Mr.
Swenson to write as he did
about this band. (1) At the time
he heard them he was on drugs.
(2) All his taste is in his mouth.
(3) He plays in a band himself
and Albatross' music made him
jealous. (4) All of the above.
Perhaps we should not be sur·
prised at the fact that the author
of this abominable evalulltion
did not even have the balls to
sign his own name.
Yours truly,
Rob Hargrove,
Bus. Ad. IV.
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Legal Advice

As yoa see it:

Tired of smog7
By Kathy Molnar
While it is true that most of the effects of pollution of our environment will disappear in time if left
to themselves, it is also true that this recovery will not be allowed to occur unless effective, authoritative
measures are taken to combat pollution - by governments, by industry and by citizens .
To date, government participation (for example the federal Clean Air Act and provincial Environmental Protection Act) has been more of an empty gesture than a positive stance. While the reasons for
this deficiency are man y and varied, one is the inevitable conflict between various levels of government,
i. e. federal , provincial and municipal, over who in fact has jurisdiction to regulate the environment . It
would seem obvious that each level should be permitted to control the aspects in which it has the most
expertise so that environment al regulation will be maximally effective. For example, it would be possible
for the federal government to forbid the manufacture, import and sale of products containing dangerous
PCB's while allowing their limited use in crucial industries . Disposal of them ( the most vital aspect since
PCB's are very persistent in the environment, i.e. do not break down, aRd bioaccumulate to cause
possible hear and liver problems) could be accomplished through local municipal or provincial governments. Each level's input is vital to the success of the environment's control.
Importantl y, governments must take an active role -- the passing of an Act is not enough . Most citizens believe that by passing an Act , their concern in the area is protected, but before it can come into
force and in fact be law, an Act must be proclaimed. The Artie Waters Pollution Protection Act was
passed in 1970 - proclaimed effective in August of 1972! Most acts, even when proclaimed, are in effect
meaningless and unenforceable until regulations are passed under them . Often it is the regulations which
set standards, establish levels and exemptions, and basically put the policy of the act into practise . In
Ontario the Endangered Species Act, 1971 was passed in 1971 to presumably protect those species facing imminent extinction . By June 1973 no species were yet designated endangered!
Fortunately, there do exist industries which are making efforts to operate cleanly and without detriment to the environment. Cases which come to court show that fines against industries are in proportion
with the damage that might have been done rather than the damage that was done, and substantial fines
are imposed as deterrents. These judgements can result in significant monetary losses, thousands of dollars daily, to industries and so some are opting for better controls on their own operations. However,
most are still primarily concerned with their own economy and risk the chances of detection, or even
feel the fines imposed are, in the long run, insignificant.
In the face of industrial pollution and all the health risks implied by it, what is the role of the concerned citizen? Undoubtedly, with all the handicaps already on governments as listed above, it is only
with consistent pressure on them by public expressions of citizen support for environmental protection
measures, that any such measures will be taken. The forms that an individual or group can take to exert
such pressure are several:
1. Prosecution: - By breaching a statute, regulation or by-law an offender is liable in a criminal acti~n to
pay a fine ·or be imprisoned. While you, the prosecutor do not receive any compensation, this type of
prosecution is a deterrent to the offender due to the adverse publicity and the threat of further actions
for a court order to stop his operations altogether.
2. Civil Remedies: - If you feel that the operations of the offender are adversely affecting your personal
rights, eg. he is creating a nuisance, you can bring an action against him on those grounds and, if successful, collect money to compensate you and/or obtain a stop work order against him.
3. Judicial Review: - This is a special type of civil remedy by which, if you are successful, government
agencies and officials are compelled to act fairly and within their powers. In practical terms this me;ns
that its operations may be declared void since the agency granting it was acting improperly . In effect the
court is checking up on the decision-maker rather than the offender.
These three routes may sound elaborate and confusing and before considering any of them seriously
it would be wise to consult a lawyer, either privately or through legal aid if you are eligible. Considerations like your financial position, the time these actions will take, the ability of you as an individual to
come before the court, i.e. your standing, and generally your dedication to the issue are all worth thinking about before embarking on any of the above courses of action. While the government is undoubtedly
influenced by court decisions in an area, probably the most feasible and effective alternative method of
impressing public opinion upon the legislating bodies of the country is through the final route suggested:
4. Campaigning: - The publicity and exposure received by governments and industries in the light of
court cases decided against them is certainly not welcomed by them, and neither is the pressure a forceful, united and organized group can exert outside of court. Through public meetings, press releases and
conferences on topical environmental issues, governments can be embarrassed into taking much more
seriously the variou~ claims at stake. As an example, the Spadina Expressway construction in Toronto
was reduced in size from the original proposal by concerned citizens' groups' actions.
It can be seen that for a perrnn seriously concerned with protection of our environment from pollution and depletion of natural resources and with protection of our health, there is always a route to take.
It is only by sincere and forceful expressions of public opinion that legislating bodies will realize the
necessity of immediate and effective reorganization of the management of Canada's environment. For
further information read: EAvironment on Trial, A Citizen's Guide to Environme!ltal Law, Canadian Environmental Law Association, 1974.
Other sources of information may be found by contacting:
Student Legal Aid Society
Legal Assistance of Windsor
G105 - Law Building
85 Wyandotte St. W.,
University of Windsor
Windsor, Ontario.
256-7831

By Ed McMahon
.Photos by Chuck Izso
This week's question:
Do you think SAC is making the
best use of funds allocated to it?

Maria Silviera, B. Ed:
"So far, as I see it , they're doing
o.k. It's only the beginning of
the year. "

Scott MacKenzie, Second Year
Human Kinetics:
"No. I don't think they benefit
the individual student
that
much."

Domenic Silvaggio, Fourth Year
Special B. Comm:

"No. I really haven't seen that
much money going to the student at the University, compared
to some of the others I've visited."

Scott Knight, Fourth Year Business:

"I don't really know. I don't
really have a good basis for an
opinion on that. You'd have to
break it down by groups."

Charmeine Pottinger,
Year Co.mmerce:

Second

"Yes. I guess they're doing an
o.k. job."

Consumer report

Bookstore is students' best deal
By Desiree Acton and Daniel
Sullivan

As a result of the doubts that
have been raised in recent weeks
about the University Bookstore's
pricing policy, The Lance decided to do a consumer price ·
comparison of local bookstore
prices. The results are truely
startling.
Quite frankly, we set out expecting to find that the Bookstore's prices were significantly
higher than those of other local
?ooksellers. As it was not possible to compare the prices of
textbooks (most of them are
only available at the University),
We randomly selected a number
of popular non-texts, and a wide

variety of stationary supplies.
We found that none of the
books we had -selected could be
fould in any Windsor bookstore
at a lower price.
Most of the books are priced
exactly the same at all the
stores.
For example, "The
HomecomiTlg" by Harold Pinter
is a paperback priced at $4.25
in the Bookstore. An identical
price can be found on the same
edition at South Shore Books
(a new downtown store). · Similarly, "The Far Pavilion" by
M.M. Kaye (priced $12.95) and
"Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary" (111.95) can be found
· for the same prices at Coles
.(downtown) as they are at the

Bookstore.
Surprising as it may seem,
there were a few instances where
a book could be found cheaper
at the Bookstore than at other
stores. One of these is "The
Silmarillion" by J.R.R. Tolkien.
At the University Bookstore it
was priced $10.95, but at South
Shore Books the price was
$11:95.
Another
case where the
Bookstore's price was lower,
involves "Webster's New World
Dictionary"
(Deluxe
Color
Edition), which sells for $19.95
at the Bookstore. At Coles, the
same book costs $21.95.
Only in stationary

supplies

did we find any prices lower
than the Bookstore's. Refill
paper, for instance, costs $4.25
for 500 sheets at the University,
but at Coles you can get 666
sheets for $4.49. A roll of
Scotch Magic Tape is also slightly less expensive at Coles. An
ordinary pad of yellow, ruled
paper is only 69 cents at St.
Clair College Bookstore, while
the same item costs 95 cents
here.
Some stationary supplies, on
the other hand, were more expensive off-campus. An 80 sheet
package of Corrasable Bond is
$2.79 at Coles, 30 cents more
than at the Bookstore. A package of 100 3x5 inch file cards

falls in a 59 cent to 89 cent price
range at off-campus stores, but
at the Bookstore is only 39
cents.
Overall, we have to conclude
that students are better off buying what they need at the University Bookstore. There are few
significant savings to be had by
going elsewhere, and when the
expense and inconvenience of a
trip downtown is taken into consideration, the effort becomes a
futile one.
I.:d. Note: We did discover one
drawback to shopping at the
bookstore. While researching this
story, one of The Lance reponer's notebooks were stolen from
the Bookstore bookdrop .
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Windsor Market: The Main Squeeze ·
If you 're tired of racing around sterile supermarkets and paying
high prices for cellophaned products, there is an alternative: the
Windsor Market. Here local meat and produce dealers set up stalls
and provide high quality products at competative prices .
The best deals are found in the fruit, vegetable, egg and cheese department . The bountiful quantities of produce allows for quick comparison shopping within the market. Every kind of vegetable and
fruit in season will be there. ·
Pure economics is not the only reason for shopping at the Windsor Market. The dealers are friendly and the atmosphere colorful,
Even if you don't want to purchase anything, the market is a fascinating piace to browse . However, once you're there, you won't be
able to resist buying some of the produce.
Every Saturday, the market building is invaded by hundreds of
patrons. Although the market lasts all day, the best time to.shop is
in the morning, before the best buys disappear.
For those living in the university area, the market is easy to reach.
Just drive, ride a bike, or take the bus east on University Avenue,
two blocks past Ouelette. The market is a large building on the Detroit side of University Avenue. And don't forget to bring your
shopping bag .
Photos by Janjne Halbert
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Classy nurses

Search goes
on for
Assumption
alumni

strut their stuff
By Heidi Pammer

Last Thursday evening, the
Nursing students presented a fall
fashion show in the Ambassador
Auditorium.
Joanne Profetto, a 4th year
Nursing student, put many hours
into the organization of this
event. She began working on this
project in May of last year, signing up girls to model and getting
sponsors from various stores.

By Peter Hrastovec

Where do high school graduates go when they leave the hallowed halls of their alma mater?
Father Matt Sheedy, CSB, director of the Assumption College
School Alumni Association, asks
himself that question every year
as he initiates the arrangements
for the school's annual Homecoming Day Celebrations. It i~
an increasingly difficult task to
locate graduates for the gala affair, scl;leduled this year for Saturday, November 4.
"We have class records as far
back as 1935", said Father
Sheedy. "Because of the mobility of people in our society, we
don't know where they are."
To overcome the difficulties
in tracking down the whereabouts of former Assumption
graduates, Fr. Sheedy and his
student secretary, Vicki Massaro,
employ numerous devices and
tactics to aid thc:m in 1heir
search. Everything, from an extensive use of the media (newspaper, The Purple Raider, and
simple word of mouth benefits
them in this task. They even
publish their own mini-newspaper, The Purple Raider, and
";lumni news" periodical that's
published annually in the month
of August.
This is the seventh year of the
Alumni Association and each
succeeding year sees the addition
of more and more graduates.
Last year a record 400 people
turned up for the festive evening
at Assumption College School.
At present, Fr. Sheedy does

Diane Dube

most of the administrative work,
but, forsees the necessity for
more professional help in the
years to come. The ever increasing number of graduates, coupled with rising costs, has made
Fr. Sheedy's alumni work tantamount to a full-time career.
This year's guest of honour is
Fr. Ron Cullen, who is being
honoured for his 21 years of
dedicated service at the helm of
the Border's Residence. Fr. Cullen is also coach of Assumption's
successfui senior Hockey and
Baseball teams. The present
teaching staff are also guests of
the Alumni Association.
In addit'ion, many former
teachers will make an appear-

When The Lance spoke with
Joanne, Ms. Profetto mentioned
that the girls and sponsors were
very co-operative and patient.
"There was a lot of work involved, but the end result was
terrific." she said.
The purpose of the fashion
show, was to raise funds for the
Canadian
University Nursing
Students' Association (CUNSA).
In February, there will be a national conference held in New
Brunswick to discuss current
nursing trends. The nursing stuance at the November 4th reunion. Fr. Steve O'Neil, Fr. Patrick Lalonde and Fr. Eugene
Carlisle LeBel have said they will
they will attend. Fr. LeBel is a
former President and Vice-Chancellor of the University of Windsor. Both Fr. Steve O'Neil and
Fr. Patrick Lalonde are former
Assumption
College
School
principals.
A cost of $8.00 per person
(15.00 per couple) includes, a
cabaret-style buffet dinner pre-

dents would like to send 40 rep-_
resentatives to this four day
event.
The modeling was done by
fifteen energetic student nurses,
all of which, I might add, had
the tall and slinky look of a professional model. With only two
rehearsals, the girls did a great
job, modeling the latest fall fashions to a disco beat.
Basically, the fashions seen
were those worn around campus,
except for the lingerie and evening clothes, of course, but there
were a few changes. Slits are in,
ladies, (with a caution to men)
and they're everywhere - front, ~
back
and sides. Revealing E
E
enough skin to be sexy but not ,;:
flaunting anything the ladies :;
may or may not have is what the ~
autumn
fashions
indicate. I;
The clothes were provided by cl
Christina's Boutique, on Wyan-, ]
dotte St. In Ms. Profctto's own i:,..
words: "I'm tickled to death"
pared by the incomparable
Premier Chef, Cliff Krete, dancing to the music of Gil Grossutti
Band and individual surprise
gifts that will become treasured
souvenirs of the 1978 Homecoming.
On November
3rd., the
Assumption Purple Raiders will
take on the Brennan Cardinals
in, the annual llomecoming
• football game at Windsor Stadium beginning at 7: 30 p.m.
We asked if there was any

Pia Dezorizi

satisfaction derived from taking
on this enormous task of organization and preparation.
·
"The satisfaction I get out of
all of this is seeing the old boys
return home to reminisce about
their days at Assumption" said'
Fr. Sheedy. "What more can one
ask for, than to see a host of
memories come alive in the faces
of friends who have become the
subject of the old cliche, "I
wonder what ever happened
to ..... ,,

IONA COLLEGE
UN IVERS

francais., Appelez S.V.P. Deb
FOR SALE: 2 chairs, good size,
734-6123.
well built, dark gold. Asking $25
LIBERAL CLUB The next
each. Contact Mable Kearney at
meeting will be held Wednesday,
252-1345.
November 1st., at 7 :00 p.m. in
rooms 1,2, and 3, University
OPIRG OPEN HOUSE: Find out
Centre. New members welcome. · more about The Ontario Public
THE UNIVERSITY
CHESS
Interest Research Group. Meet
CLUB mee.ts every Wednesday
economist and author of "Inflatfrom 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in
ion and Depression in Canada",
the University Centre.
Cy Gonick. November 1st 4-6
Branch of the Windsor Public
p.m. in the OPIRG office in
Cody Hall. Refreshments availLibrary, 850 Ouellette Ave.
There will be films on Crossable----admission free.
country skiing, a display of new
Professor Conick will be availequipment and a presentation on
able to meet with students on an
P~~-season conditioning.
The
informal basis and · to discuss
1bway Cross-Country Ski Club
problems in the current state of
is affiliated with the Federation
the Canadian economy. For inof Ontario Cross-Country Skiers.
formation, contact Karen Weis~ts purpose is to encourage the
berg, OPIRG Coordinator, at
mstruction, prac:ice and ad254-4192.
vancement of Nordic skiing.
LANCER PHOTO CLUB: There
Membership is open to all who
is a meeting for the University of
are cross-country skiers as well
Windsor Lancer Photography
as anyone wishing to learn the
Club in Electa Hall (on the 3rd.
sport. Everyone interested in the
of November) at 12:00 noon.
club is invited to attend the
Please bring at least 5 photos
meeting on Nov. 10th,
you have taken. Everyone interCATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY ested in photography is welAssumption University, 254-3112'
come.
MASSSCHEDULE: Sunday - 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Daily 12:00 Noon and 4:30 p.m. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5:15
p.m. Followed by Dinner - $1.25)
Saturday 11: 30 a.m.
BOUR OF PRAYER AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening
l0:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Our centre is open daily. We are located next to the University
Centre. Feel free to drop in any time.
Coffee House Sunday, October 29 - 8:30 - 11:00 - Everybody we·
come.

?J

ITV

OF

WINDSOR

November 1, 7:30 P.M.
""hat is it like to be unemployed?"
"Unemployment: "Political
and
F'conomic Analysis".
Cy rionick, flniversity of Manitoba.
November 2,
1n: 00 A. f•.
"rlant Closures, Layoffs and Shutdowns".
Fred Caloren, ''niversity
of Ottawa.
2:00 PJ1.
"America's Contribution
to Canada's Unemployment".
:eymour Faber, Department of Sociology.
7:30 P.M.
"Apprenticeship:
A Bridge
between Education and Work".
rlovember 3,
10 :00 A.M.
"f:ollective Action for an Alternative
System".
11 :00 AM- 3 PM - "Opportunities

for Employment"

ALUMNI
LOUNGE
UNIVERSITY
CENTRE.
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loo a sa isty·ng experience ....

Giving

Chris McKinnon (right) can 't believe he 's going to be in The Lance .

I want my mommy

By Paul Chernish
I remember the first time I walked past the Red Cross centre on
Ouellette, wondering what all the fuss was about. There was a lady,
about sixty years old, walking out of the centre, mumbling something about how good she felt. I couldn't understand how she could
possibly have felt good after giving up a pint of blood. But now I
can.
On the advice of my fellow workers up here in the Lance office I
decided to give blood for the first time. Heidi Pammer, one of our
Lance snapshooters, joined me. She's an old pro at giving blood.
Heidi kept insisting that there was nothing to it, and that the entire
process would be over quickly and without much pain. She was
right.
The blood drive was held in Ambassodor auditorium last Friday.
It was set up quite professionally .just like a production line in a factory. After filling out the required forms, the donor is placed in a
line that led to the blood testing. This is where the donor gets a
chance to see his blood bubble out of his finger and discover what
blood type he has. :
I was kind of hoping that something exciting
would happen to me in this line. It would have been great if the
nurse would have told me that I had an incredibly rare blood type
and that I would have to be flown to France right that minute to
save some exotic Parisian dancer with the help of my plasma. No
dice though, I had type 'A' like a lot of other people . .
A group of chairs was set up where the donor would sit until, pardon the expression, his number was up. My time came. I began to
have second thoughts about the whole deal. I get nervous when I see

Does anybody have a bandaid?
spilled tomato juice. Mrs. A. W. Booth, one of the assistants detected
the anxiety in my snow-white face and asked if she could help mein
some way. I asked her if it was alright if she pretended she was my
mother. She agreed to play the role on the condition that I stop cry·..
ing. I wiped the tears from my eyes and plopped my body on one of
the many beds.
The next step involved is the actual drawing of blood from the
donor's arm. The only pain that the donor experiences is from the
msertion of the needle.
After that is done the donor simply lies there draining, like the oil
pan in a car with the stop bolt removed. I couldn't feel a thing.
When my blood bag was full a nurse detached the apparatus, that
was connected to my arm, and asked me how I felt. I told her thatl
felt alright except for a little lightheadedness, like I had just con·
sumed a few bottles of beer. I was then usHered to another bed
where I was supposed to relax. This is where the good part came.
Cheryl LeBoeuf, a first year nursing student, demonstra~ed back
rubbing prowess with one of the best rubs I've ever had. The feel of
Vaseline Intensive Care being smoothed into every excited pore of
my back brought what blood I had left to a boil. LaBoeuf was quite
professional about the whole thing though.
After giving blood for the first time at such a well run operation,
which, by the way, exceeded its quota, I must recommend that
everyone give blood at least once a year. It's more fun than trouble,
and quite self-satisfying.

Photos by Heidi Pammer
Ahhhhl There's the rub!
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·ving brain i a lotm re fun

\

Would you want some of this guy's brain?

Deb Krutila gives donor some company.

•

Mark can't get too much brain flowing
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By Paul Chernish

Last Friday there was an event taking place at the same time as
~he blood drive that very few people heard about (due to the incredible lack of publicity). From 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the SAC
office there was a brain drive.
T_osay that this event was an overwhelming success would be an
outright stretching of the truth. In fact, only 18 cubic centimeters
were donated. But for those who donated, the experience was well
Worth the time and pain.
Mark D. Green, one of the Lance's fantastic number of ace reporters decided to visit the clinic and donate some brain. At first,
Mark was a tad apprehensive, but after he was told of the thousands
of Canadians who suffered from the nation's leading killer, lightheadedness, he was quick to offer his services.
. First, a little about the ugly disease that necessitates these donations. Lightheadedness, or LH, as it is known in the medical world, is
no~ a hereditary disease. It is totally personal and environmental. A
1
~d.could go on in a seemingly normal way for years without exibitmg any LH symptoms. However, one of the most common
and easily detected symptoms of LH is the FOOB syndrome (Falling
Out Of Bed). The young victim of LH displays a weird malfunction
w~ile totally asleep. He seems to just roll over and drop out of bed
without any particular reason. Needless to say, this is not the sign of
a healthy child. There are only two ways to avoid this. One is to give
the child a brain transfusion, and the other is to put the child to
sleep on the floor.
Anyway, here's how a brain donation works. The donor, in this
case, Mark D. Greene, is greeted by a nurse upon entry. She asks him
the necessary questions, such as: "Who is the Prime Minister?" If the

donor answers correctly, he is deemed fit for donation. He is then
guided to a bed so that he can relax while giving brain. Many nurses
make the silly mistake of asking the donor, in a colloquial way, if
he has ever given head before. This happened to Mark, who answered
no, but still had to think about it.
• Now comes the part when some brain is actually drawn out of the
donor's head. A rubber hose is gently crammed into the donor's
cerebrum, via the ear route. In order to get some brain flowing, the
nurse asks the donor to "think really hard". The pressure built up in
the donor's head acts as a pump, and the brain is forced through the
tube into a glass jug. It only took three hours of sheer pain to
"milk" some brain from Mark's skull, which at that point became
quite purple and swollen.
After enough brain was drawn , Mark was asked if he would like
to relax. The nurse posed this question: "Mark, would you like to relax?" To which she got the response: "My tractor must be eating
grapes." 'The nurse then nodded, with the realization that Mark did
indeed need to relax.
'Mark was ushered to a refreshment booth where he was given a
pint ,Jf Canadian Club, intravenously. The natural red colour came
back to Mark's face and he began to sing a series of old Irish drinking
songs with all the zip and gusto of an L.C.B.O. loiterer. He is still
resting from the shock of the donation, and the doctor says that
within a couple of years Mark will once again be able to feed himself with real forks and knives.

Photos by Ed McMaho n

t

The donor was so excited he fell asleep
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The Second coming of Gabriel
by Gene Sasso
Early in last Fridays' Royal
Oak concert Peter Gabriel mentioned that for the last ten years
he has been exploring "alternative" forms of musical expression. The establishment and early .
successes of Genesis can be attributed to one such exploration
by Gabriel. The two albums he
has released since leaving Genesis
are further examples of Gabriel's
productive
deviation
from
(popular) musical mainstreams.
Fridays' performance however
was evidence that Gabriel's experimentation has developed to
the extent that he represents a
major determining force in the
present and future music (read
~
"rock") world.
:11
"
Musical "genius" and "ta!- ~
ent" are two adjectives one ~
would be hesitant to apply to .t·
any popular rock band or artist c
today. Gabriel, however, exhibj
its both these characteristics in
We've come for
remarkable abundance. His combination of unique lyrical and
(largely alumni from both Peter
musical ability mock the banaliGabriel recordings) contributed
ty of Boston, Foreigner and
significantly to the total imtheir countless, mindless mutatpressive and professional picture,
ions. The brilliant reproduction
as well.
that is the live presentation of
Every selection performed
his music is enhanced by a perwas enthusiastically received by
sonal stage presance reminiscent
Royal Oak's packed house. If an
of Bowie or Bryan Ferry. The
equal distribution of time was
five accompanying
musicians
not allotted to both the albums,

i

your children!
Gabriel performed more material
from the initial LP. The bizarre
Moribund the Burgermeister
(from Gabriel 1) opened the
show and most all of the remaining titles from that recording
were also included. Modern Love
and Solsbury Hill (again, Gabriel
1)
material
understandably
elicited frantic crowd responses.

The selections from the second
album supplied their own significant impact.
The audience proved eagerly
responsive to both "old" (1977)
and "new" (1978) songs.
Both lighting and sound systems complimented the intimacy
of the Royal Oak setting. Gabriel exploited the smallness of the
theatre to its' optimum. The
bands' initial entrance was made
via the_ lobby. As they strolled
down the isles to the stage
(dressed in road-crew-like flourescent orange vests and caps) the
band sported battery pack powered flood lamps which they
shone into the audience. At one
point in the show, Gabriel disappeared from the stage in the
middle of a song, only to reappear in the theater's balcony
to finish it. Everyone has their
"gimmicks" but Gabriel's did
not detract from his music but
supplied an additional personal
contact with the audience that
only a small theatre could provide.
Even though Gabriel played

to a capacity crowd at Royal
Oak, the limited ~eating there
suggests his bands' lack of popular appeal. This serves to com.
ment not on a lack of ability
(as stated, the opposite was evj.
dent) but rather it points to the
nature of trends and tastes in the
present consumer market. Success for Gabriel's unique style
has been and will continue to be
slow.
Entering and filling a void
left by bands the likes of Roxy
Music is not an easy task. Consumer reaction and acceptance
in this (truly) progressive rock
category is a slow and tedious
process. Moreover, Gabriel 's styl·
istic approach is much better
served in reduced capacity halls
like the Royal Oak. Regardless
of audience size however, Gabriel's presence and abilit, will
provide dramatic repercussions.
If the drive determination and
power he exhibited in last Friday's concert are evidence of
Gabriel's future approaches, progressive rock will have found its
new, and greatly needed, leader.
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By H.J. Swenson

So you think you've got
troubles eh! Last week I went
down to the pub; had to listen
to THAT band; didn't get any
free beer; ·service was terrible;
went back to my car at 1: 30
a.m. (still sober) and what do
my eyes behold - a goddamn
parking ticket from security! I
had a great idea for a song but
this blew it right out of my
mind. So I had to come up with
this new punk-rock song:
Baby oh baby got a parking
ticket
Come on baby and won't you
lick it
Baby oh baby it's a five
bucker
Got it from the 11ecurity
mother ... ..... .
I'd rather spend my money on
a good lay
Oh baby yeah yeah oh baby,
spend my money oh yeah,
On some honey honey, oh baby.
(Repeat 27 times and ad lib
lead).

I see that H. J. 's Music Meter
was impressed by this weeks
band, Fifth Avenue. He gave

them a most respectable 6.2
(well above average). Congratu·
lations! The Music Meter fell in
love with the band's lead singer
Mickey Ganlet. He got a sticky
finger just thinking about her.
I'm a music lover from way
back and I like any kind of
music if it is done well. How·
ever, Fifth Ave's material didn't
excite me, nor did it do justice
to their fine vocals. Personally,
I'm an old rocker at heart. ButI
must admit that they executed
the songs that they did very well
well. My favorite was the Doobie
Bros.' "It Keeps Me Running".
So, if you feel like dancing this
weekend, the pub has a band for
you.
Interestingly,
Fifth
Ave.
doesn't have a guitar player. This
isn't greatly missed though, be·
cause of Rocky Seprino's adept
keyboard playing. All members
of the band played their instru·
ments very well.
There were a few flaws in
Fifth Ave.'s performance. They
have a bad habit of stretching
songs out with pointless leads
and drum solos. Maybe they are•
short on material. Secondly,
with a girl up front (or is that a
girl with an up front?) singing,
I expected more of a sho11'.
Possibly some lights would help.
All in all though I found them
most enjoyable and easy to lis·
ten to. I don't have time to say
any more, I've got to go burn a
parking ticket.
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Devo
't:ARE

\.JE NOT l"lliN?

A: WE ,d\:,

:".!.VO!

By Frank Kovacic
Let's see. The Rolling Stones
were on Saturday Night Live
about three weeks ago and Deva
were on the following week. The
Stones, for want of better terms,
"stunk the place out'; in an apparant all out effort to justify
all claims that the "world's
greatest rock and roll band" is
no more. The next week, however, Devo played a tight, robotlike set and outshone the Stones
on all points. Now, if I figure
correctly, Devo, by outdoing the
Stones ("the world's greatest
rock and roll band" - *see Rolling Stone Magazine, No. 101;
The Mick Jagger Interview) are
now on top of the Rock music
heap. Logical, right???
Well, I'm not so sure.
Their new album, Q: Are We
Not Men? A:We Are Devol (Warner Bros.), is, however a splendidly humorous stab at rock and
roll as we know it.
Everybody's got a gimmick
and Devo are no exception.
Now, the punks took things
back to rock's early roots (early
sixties) but Deva.has sent things
back even further. They have

taken up a de-evolution campaign (they themselves, have even
regressed for the cause) and
they've directed themselves towards the original single cell.
They let fly in their theme song,
Jocko Homo:
They tell us that
we lost our tails,
Evolving up
from little snails,
I say it 's all
just wind in sails.
We're pinheads now,
we are not whole .
We 're pinheads all,
Jocko homo.
Are we not men?
We are Devol
Their approach is almost antimusic a'nd this is the main drawback to an otherwise enjoyable
album. Listening to the LP without experiencing them in concert may be like trying to finish
a Jigsaw pulZle with half the
pieces missing.

···················································
·Going South

Arlo

Marital bliss?

Guthrie

ONE NIGHT
By Dan Sullivan
It's hard to get over the notion that this must be a "concept" album. I go over it again
and again looking for·a symbolic
unifying, link between its songs,
but there doesn't seem .to be
one. That's not to say that none
of the tracks have anything in
common. To begin with, they're
all recorded live, and probably
all in one night. They also all,
were
with
one
exception,
written by someone other than
Ario Guthrie (the album boasts
some
excellent
original
arrangements).
The album's centerpiece is,
without a doubt, the 171h. minute
monologue/song
entitled
The Story of Reuben Clamso
And His Strange Daughter In
The Key of A. In the only cut
on the album penned by Guth·
rie himself, he has found a rival
(or at least a replacement) for
Alice's Restaurant. The problem with the piece is that it demands a lot of response from the
audience, and the audience on
this album, though they do respond, do not respond enough.

Brian Eno's prodnction is almost flawless in its crispness
and energy just as his effort on
the Talking Heads' latest LP.
Again, their musical ability
has minimal effect on the finished outcome of the album, in
that it is a very rigid concept and
has no room for improvisation.
Their version of the Stones'
Satisfaction is a well crafted
cross between Bob Marley and
Robbie the Robot. The rest of
the songs on the album are short
spurts of humour such as Space
Junk;
She was walking all alone
down the street in the alley.
Her name was Sally.
I never touched her,
she never saw it,
when she was hit by Sp{lce Junk.
They were discovered by
David Bowie about a year ago in
Cleveland, Ohio, and they've
been hiding out ever since (final-

T tit JWI IHll
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This is a problem that mars the
ians provide exactly the right
whole alt.um, but it is particuamount of musical assistance,
larly noticable on this cut. At
and particularly shine on Reuone point Guthrie completely
ben Clamso, which they provide
loses control of tlie audience,
with impeccable vocal harmonand almost of himself
ies.
If there is a symbolic link betThe othe~ songs on the album
ween the songs on this album it
are all fairly well known, and
is simply that they are all minor
Guthrie proves that he can work
classics. From the early Beatles
in Country & Western, Rock &
tune to the Elvis Presley numRoll, and Ragtime, as well as
ber, to Ed McCurdy's (Last
Pop and Folk. The b11St cuts,
Night I Had The) Strangest
I've Just Seen A Face, St. Louis
Dream, each song (with the exTickle, and the title track, disception of the new one) is a
play the talents of the five men
song that, though it may not
who make up Shenandoah.
have been a hit, has withstood
These unknown back up !"·1sicthe test of time.

ly resurfacing in Koln, West Germany, to finish cutting the
album). This· may have bi=en a
planned move as they have
avoided the Punk onslaught and
have thereby avoided being tagged with the punk label. They
are now free to be deviate~ with
no peer.

r
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By Mark D. Greene
Going South will not go
down in the annals of movie
making history as the best western of all time probably because
John Wayne wasn't in it, but is
certainly will put a new meaning
to canning apricots.
The movie opens with Harry
Moon, played by Jack Nicholson
being chased by a posse toward
the Mexican border. His horse
gets across the river to what he
thinks is safety and then it faints.
(The horse's IS definitely an Oscar winning performance.) Any
way I Iarry is captured and dragged back to be hanged.
Ole Harry Moon figures he's
had it when at the last minute
he is rescued, not once, but
twice . from the gallows by way
of an ordinance that allows unwed women to claim convicts
for husbands.
His savior Miss Julia Tate,
played by Mary Steenburger,
(who makes her debut in this
movie) has something other than
marital bliss on her mind.
Mr. Moon is put to work in
Miss Tate's gold mine and from
the beginning of the movie enjoys none of the ... ah ... benefits
of married life. But after all,
Moon is not your average hus-

l'l III ll SI \ll'lNl

band material.
The movie pregresses much
like an old "Peril of Pauline"
movie complete with an evil
Landlord and sinsister sheriff.
Needless to say Moon does succeed in clearing up the "redness"
in Miss Tates eyes which he believes is a sure sign of virginity.
For those females out there who
feel that sex is a chore, the
movie has an interesting piece of
advice: "Think of canning apricots".
The movie is liberally sprinkled with funny scenes, with the
inevitable shoot-out being the
funniest. John Belushi who plays
a mexican deputy delivers an
adequate performance, yet nothing to lose sleep over.
This is not your shoot-em-up
western movie. Nobody gets
killed, there is no nudity and
there is only a trace of a plot.
The movie will pull no raves for
Nicholson's directing ability. It
basically, is a simple love story
that demands no thinking whatsoever. Its funny and enjoyable.
It even has a happy ending.
If you want to laugh and be
entertained with no effort on
your behalf see the movie. If
y~ur expecting a heavy western
stay at home.
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National Bait« of Canada

Four for four at the Cleary
By Ed McMahon
If I had to use one word to

describe my impressions of the
National Ballet of Canada on
their opening night, it would
have to be 'amazing'. It's amazing what these artists can do
with their bodies, what they can
say without speaking, the pictures they can paint on the canvas of the stage. Friday night's
performance consisted of four
'bits' of Ballet, "The Dream,
Monotones Two, Pas de Deux
from Don Quixote, and The
Sleeping Beauty Act Three".
The performers of the ballet
must be athletes, actors and artists. The members of the National Ballet of Canada certainly
showed that they were capable
of being all three. Ballet is mime
carried to its highest possible

form, that of telling a -story by
motions and music alone. Nothing else matters, save the motions of the dancers. the beat of
the music, and the rhythmic
scraping of ballet-slii:1pered feet
across the stage.
Frederick
Ashton's
'The
Dream' is adapted from "A Midsummer's Night Dream", by
Shakespeare . The adaptation is
mostly a condensation of the
story, and it was done very well
on Friday Night . Prima Ballerina
Karen Kain dances the role of
Titania, the Queen of Fairyland,
and Luc Amyot dances the role
of Oberon, her husband . The
story revolves around these two ,
and the resolution of their
lovers' quarrel through the (mis)
representations of the mischevous and sprite Puck. It's funny

to see how the fairies be·came involved with the love lives of the
mortals Helena, Hermia, Demetrius, and Lysander.
Oddly enough, the dancer
who is the star of this first part
of the evening is not Karen Kain,
but rather David Roxander, who
is brilliant as Puck. His jumps,
twirls, and other antics kept the
audience involved throughout
the show .
"Monotones Two", the second part of the show, was also
choreographed
by Frederick
Ashton. The dancers are on an
empty stage , which 1s totally
black, and they are dressed entirely in white. The dance seemed to be mainly a show of the
flexibility of Linda Maybarduk,
the only female m the threemember cast . The audience was

apparently looking for more of
the 'Classical Ballet', and this relatively modern piece was not
well-received by the audience, as
was evidenced by the increased
amounts of background noise.
The "Pas de Deux from Don
Quixote" was one of the most
entertaining parts of the whole
evening, in my opinion. Vanessa
Harwood and Thomas Schramek
both moved beautifully . They
showed more of the moves one
expects to see in a ballet, and all
in perfect synchronization . Their
professionality and years of experience shone through. They
really were 'poetry in motion' .
The last show of the evening
was "The Sleeping Beauty, Act
III" . Clinton Rothwell danced
exceptionally well the role of
Bluebird, and his performance

deserves a great deal of credit.
He was outdone, however, bi
the brillian dancing of Karen
Kain and Frank Augustyn as
Princess Aurora and Prince Flan.
mund . The best way to descrih(
their performance is to say that
they flowed across the stage~
perfect unison . Here again, yea11
of work pay off in a satisfyini
performance for both the audi,
ence and the artists .
Although some of the dance11
were a bit shaky, and the set was
not altogether perfect , the over.
all effect of the National Ballet
of Canada is one of magnifi.
cence. Even if you don't panicu.
Jarly enjoy ballet , you are sure
to enjoy the spectacle of the
show. I'd advise you to reserve
early for the next time the Balle,
comes to Windsor.
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Club sandwich ......•........ a tasty treat
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
Willie P. Bennett and the
Dixie Flyers, a popular London,
Ontario bluegrass band, will
headline the November 4 opening of Club Sandwich, a musical
coffeehouse-style lounge under
the direction of Toward Inc.
Toward Inc., The Organization for Windsor Arts Resource
Development, is a corporation
without
share capital (nonprofit) whose aim is to establish
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an arts centre where mus1c1ans plete the ecology of the city. If
and artists can perform or preany segment of the cultural ensent their work without comprovironment is allowed to weaken
mise.
and disappear, the result would
As the name indicates, this . be unbalanced and detrimental
to the cultural health of the
organization considers the arts
to be a community's natural recommunity.
source, just as labour is for inThe need for an arts centre
dustry or land for farming.
increases daily as frustrated
Windsor must not only have a
musicians leave for other cities
healthy business environment,
more supportive of developing
but need also a healthy social
artists.
environment which will comEssentially what is required is
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will use the Press Club facilities
on Saturday evenings and the
Press Club will operate a cash
bar.
The Dixie Flyers, who wtll
kick off the Saturday seriesof
musical acts, have made quitea
name for themselves in Southern
Ontario, since their formation in
1974.
The band, as well as its indili·
dual members, have returned to
London with honours from blue·
grass festivals such as the one11
Carlisle. Performances include
festivals at Burkes Falls, Mari·
posa, Home County, and Niagan
Falls.
P
Solo recording artist Willie
Bennett will join band Jeade:
and lead vocalist Bert Baum·
bach; Denis LePage, a noted re·
cord reviewer and music teacher
on banjo; tenor Ken Palmer on
mandolin; and David Zdriluk o,
the acoustic base.
Refreshments from the ba:
(drinks are CHEAP) will be
available to patrons.
Doors open at 8 p.m. Admiss·
ion is $3 per person.

0
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a stage on which all mus1c1ans
and performing artists could perform without artistic restrictions. Those artists working in
paint, sculpture, photography,
film, etc. are equally in need of a
centre to display their work or
freely exchange ideas. These are
all especially necessary for artists
in their early developing stages.
It would provide a crossroads
where the entire community
could follow and share in its
own artistic growth.
In order to begin the work, a
benefit concert was held last
June at the Masonic Auditorium.
Organizers Joe Romain and
Kelly Hoppe enthusiastically reported that needed money was
raised and the audience attendance and response reflected a
need for a continuing forum for
local entertainers .
The search for a permanent
location and a suitable atmosphere resulted in a mutually
satisfactory
arrangement
between Toward Inc. and the Windsor Press Club at 83 Riverside
Drive West. The coffee house
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C.C.S. MEMBERS
FREE. the
worn
NON-MEMBERS:DON.
:$3:00 passi
MEMBERSHIP-SEASON
PASS cern

TOPIC:

for all events :Don.:$H
Rm. 215 & Rm.213at
Assumption U. @ndFloor
opposite the Chapel.
TEL. 254-1722.
..
***************************************
Telephone,Write or call for your brochure
about the whole 45th Season of the c.c.s.
HEAR:this world-renowned Canadian communications philospher. Author,Critic, Recipie~
of many national and national honours. His
~oaks like Understanding Media translated
into most modern languages. DIRECTOR
of
Centre for Technology and Culture at u.· of T,
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OcL Nov.

EVENTFUL EVENTS
-Jeanine Morand; soprano, Clifford Evans; conductor.

27
-Todd Rundgren
Royal Oak, 7:30
8.50).

& Utopia,
p.m. (7.50,

28
-Maynard Ferguson, Royal Oak,
7:30 p.m. (7.50, 8.50).
-Flash Flicks at St. Clair College, "The Kiler Elite".

29
-Burton Cummings, Royal Oak,
11:00p.m. (7.50, 8.50).

31
-Ontario Film Theatre, "House
on Chelouche St."
--HALLO WE 'EN--

Nov.

2
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
"One on One", with Robbie
Benson
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Noon
hour film Series: "Victoria and
Albert"

Book review

Ladies·choice
By Peter Hrastovec
DEATH OF A LADY'S MAN
by Leonard Cohen;
McClelland& Stewart Limited;
216 pages; $10.00 cloth.
It has been six years since
Leonard Cohen published his
last book of poetry, The Energy
Of Slaves (1972). Now it appears
that the poet has resurrected his
pen and paper to produce his
latest volume of verse, Death Of
A Lady's Man. And after prodding ~rough
this
lengthy
collection of new material, one
can only wonder
whether
another six years will pass before
Cohen unleashes one more literary enigma upon an unsuspecting reading audience.
Death Of A Lady's Man is attractive in format only. The
reader is introduced to a monodialogue, within which the poet
confronts the shadow of his real
self. Most of the poems in this
collection have symmetrical
opposites that decorate the facing pages with cynical selfderision. Courageously, the poet
presents his two lives -- his life
in art and his life in experience -- and juxtaposes them for
judicious scrutiny
by
any
interested readers.
On their own, the poems lack
the finesse and subtlety of the
early Cohen. In Death Of A
Lady's Man, feelings are obtrusive, thrust on the page in the
shapes of four-letter thoughts
and orgasmic nightmares. Erotic
worlds are nothing new to
Cohen; he has always painted
them with urgency, colouring
the driving hunger of men and
Women with shades of flesh and
passion. But has the poet's concern for lust reached the saturat-

ion point? Apparently, the answer is no. Cohen prides himself
on his association with the permissiveness of the turbulent sixties. In the passive seventies, it is
difficult for a newly rising generation
to share m Cohen's
"archaic" vision. Thus, Cohen's
latest collection of poetry hangs
in a cultural limbo.
Despite the incongruity, some
of the poems are interesting. In
"The Dream", Cohen's flair for
the satirical is a welcome delight:
Oh I had such a wonderful
dream, she said.
I dreamed you made love to me.
At last, he said to himself, the
spirit
has. taken up some of the heavy
work.
"Our Government-In-Exile" is
the poet's private analysis of the
challenging problems of national
unity. "The Price Of This Book"
fuses "Cohen the poet" with
"Cohen the man"; the result is a
picture of a pitiful man who
humbly tries to affix a value to
his life and art.
There is something missing
from the work as a whole -- an
integral part that is as intangible
as the meaning of art, yet is harboured within the scope of the
poet's imagination. The celebrated German critic Walter Benjamin, in an essay concerning the
purpose of art, writes: "The
work is the death mask of its
conception".
Leonard Cohen's
Deatb Of A Lady's Man lacks
this necessary "conception" -this fertilization of the idea mto
art. The idea - the continuing
mainstream of thought that is
the
blueprint
for
Leonard
Cohen's poetry -- dies prematurely due to a lack of nourishment.

~~~~~

3
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Studies in Ethnographic Art and Archaeology.
-Southwestern Regional Library
System, Edible Wild, Cottam
Public Library, 102 Hill St., at
8 p.m., free admission.
-Windsor
Public
Libraries,
Eaton Centre on Film, Tecumseh Mall Library, at 7:30 p.m.,
admission free.

4
-Southwestern Library System,
Edible Wild, South Walkerville
Library, 1425 Tecumseh Rd. E.,
at 10 a.m. and Ambassador Library, 1564 Huron Church at 2
p.m., free admission.
-Windsor Ballet Theatre, Star
Wars, Les Patineers, La Bouuque
Fantastique.
-Club Sandwich, Willie P. Bennett.

5
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Sunday Series, Martha Hagen, Harpsichord.
-Christian Culture Series, Dr.
Marshall McLuhan, "The City as
Classroom", 8:20 p.m., University Centre, Donations at the
door.
-School of Music, David Palmer,
Organ, Sacred Heart Church, Ottawa at Benjamin, 4 p.m., $3.

7
-Ontario
Film Theatre, "Mr.
Klein", Losey, French. '76.

9
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Noori
Hour Film Series, "Victoria,
Queen and Empress".
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
"The Last Waltz", The Band.
-Assumption
Campus Community-Open House, Wine and
Cheese, 4-o p.m., Blue Room,
Assumption University Building,
All are welcome.
-Queen, at Cobo Hall.

10
-Masonic Auditorium, Grover
Washington, $7.50, $8.50, at
8 p.m.
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Studies in Ethnographic Art and
Archaeology
-Cobo Hall, Queen.

11
-Club Sandwich, Eric Nagler
from Toronto.
School of Music, Paul Benpachat, Piano.
-Windsor Ballet Theatre, Star
Wars, Les Patineers, La Boutique
Fantastiquc.
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,

Young peoples concert, Lara and
Scott St. John, Violinists, Voltr
Ivanoffski, conductor.

12
-Assumption
Campus Community,
Coffee
House,
Blue
Room, 8:30-11:00 p.m., admission 50 cents, everyone welcome.

14
-Ontario
Film Theatre, "Far
From the Maddening Crowd",
Schleshinger, British, '6 7.
-Windsor Public Libraries and
Ontario
Archaeological
Soc.,
Windsor Branch, Dale Woodyard, "Research and techniques
in underwater
archaeology",
Main Library, 7:30 p.m., free
admission.
-Cobo Hall, Foreigner, $9,$10,
at 8 p.m.

16
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Noon
Hour Film Series, "Edward VII
and the House of Windsor."
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
"A Piece of the Action", Sidney
Poitier, Bill Cosby.

17
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Studies in Ethnographic Art and
Archaeology.
-Scarlet
Brigade, Big Band
Dance.
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-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Pops Concert, Malcolm Lowe,
Violin, Roy Cox, Conductor.

Stranger
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SPORTS
Aikido-The way of harmony with nature

Lancerette
basketball
By Nigel Miller
The University of Windsor
girls basketball is still rebuilding
its team, but this could be the
year the~, out it together.
The Lancerettes only have
five players left from last year's
squad, and they also have a new
coach. Kerry Towers, Debbie
Finnigen,
Patty
Ducharme,
Marge Hyland and Kit Kelly
form the nucleus of the team.
· The team is very young and inexperienced, as these players are
all only in their second year.
Among the new players is
Pam Johnson, a six-footer, who
will add a little size to a small
team. Other .new-comers are
Janis Elder, Sue Hyrcay, Karen
Ilijanich, _Debrah McIntosh and
Pat Tobin.
The Lancerettes, have a new
coach, Susan Swair, 'who is in
her first year coaching university
ball. She has experience coaching at the high school level, as
well as playing for Laurentian
and Western.
The team will try to utilize
their speed to offset their lack
of size and experience. The
Lancerettes will utilize a fast
break offense, and try to play a
good agressive defensive game, in
an attempt to improve their
record.

The basis for today's Martial
Art of Aikido rests in the
ancient traditions of Bushido "the way of the warrior". This
code of chivalry shaped the lives
of the Japanese military class
known as the Samurai. The Samurai were an hereditary cast of
warriors trained from early infancy in the vanous skills of warfare, especially the use of the
sword.
During these fuedal times it
became clear to· the high ranking
Samurai that if they were to be
safe from all types of attacks
then formalized styles of unarmed combat would have to be extablished. The Buddist Soldier
priests became the teachers for
many of these unarmed combat
styles.
These priests would choose
certain families to which they
Would teach their secret techniques. These techniques were
then kept the secret of that particular family in order to give
them an advantage should a fight
occur.
Aikido evolved out of one of
these ancient family secret arts,
Diato Ryu Aikijitsu. Since Aikido was designed primarily to
combat an opponent using a
sword many of its movements
copy the movement of a swordsman. These ancient skills can .be
traced 600 years back. In 1925
a Japanese master of the Martial
Arts named Morihei Uyeshiba
formalized these techniques into
a modern system he named Aikido - The Way of Harmony with
Nature.
AIKIDO TODAY
Master Uyeshiba began to
teach what amounted to a revolution in the martial arts; that the
purpose of the arts should be
not to find the best way to hurt
or kill an opponent, but rather

·,

IN A CAREER WITH

how to become one with an opponent and render any attack
neutral.
This attitude makes Aikido
unique within the arts. We do
not believe in fighting or competing. We strive to make harmony with our partners thereby
increasing our ability to make
harmony in other situations in
our daily life. This striving for
harmony can most readily be
seen in our movements on the
mat. Our movements are often
likened to that of dance.
When two · Aikido students
practice there is no winner or
loser. Both people have roles in
the attempt to make one perfect
movement. It is basic to our beliefs that people working and
striving together will accomplish
more in positive ways than if
one person must feel that he is
the winner.
Because of its pacific nature
it is often said of Aikido that it
is the refuge of weaklings and
not a true 'fighting art'. It is true
that Aikido is not a fighting art.
Aikido tries to offer an alternative to fighting. It is not true,
however, that Aikido is weak.
Even though Aikido techniques
are strictly defensive they focus
on the vulnerable joints and
nerves. Aikido techniques are
not legal in such sport-centered
arts as Judo and Karate. Aikido
is not a sport! Its techniques
can be used by any physically
sound person regardless of their
size, weight, or sex. Because
Aikido is not sport and because
it is totally non-competitive,
techniques that would be too
dangerous otherwise to study are
possible for Aikido students to
learn. Our philosophy is to completely trust and help our partners.
AIKIDO CLASSES

Aikido classes are currently
being taught in Windsor at both
the Uni\'ersity of Windsor and
St. Clair College. They are held
every Wednesday night at the
U of W in the combatives room
in the basement of St. Denis Hall
at 8 p.m. St. Clair College hosts
the training on Tuesday and
Thursday nights at both 7 p.m.
and 8:30 p.m. Classes are instructed by Kevin Blok and

James Jeannette under the guidance of Sensei Takashi Kushida, 7th degree black belt. Both
instructors have been studying
for several years under Mr.
Kushida.
Response to Aikido at both
schools has thus far been very
good. No experience is necessary. Both instructors and students of the Windsor Aikido
clubs welcome anybody with an
interest to study the art of Aikido. It may be just what you:ve
been looking for!
AIKIDO CLUB

Members of the University of
Windsor Aikido Club have been
invited to participate in a major
Martial Arts exhibition that is to
be held in Toronto on Saturday,
October 2~. The demonstrations
are to be held at Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute.
Approximately ten members from the U
of W club will be attending in-

Intramural news

eluding black belts Kevin Blok
and Dennis Santarossa. The ex.
hibitions are expected to be
quite interesting as well as entertaining as senior instructors will
be in attendance from Detroit
Chicago, Los Angeles and Toron'.
to. We are sure that Windsor will
be represented well.
We would like to thank Mr
Linne! of the U of W Judo Club.
Mr. Linne! has generously allow.
ed us to use the Judo cornbatives room for our training on
Wednesday nights. His attitude
truly reflects the Way of the
martial arts.
The U of W Aikido club
hopes to sponsor a Martial Am
Exhibition
at the universitv
sometime in early January. Pla;s
have been set in motion to have
the martial arts of Aikido, Judo,
Karate and Kendo represented at
the exhibition. This would be an
excellent opportunity to view
and compare the different arts.

Officials needed
The response to men's intramural hockey has been fantastic,
as 4 teams in the competitive
and 15 teams in the recreational
league have entered, an increase
of three teams. League play will
commence next week at Adi
Knox Arena and run through the
winter to March 16. So things
are all set for an exciting season
of Men's hockey on the Windsor
campus.
Still needed are competent
officials for ice hockey and
Men's basketball. These are paid

positions so inquire at the Intramural office, Ext 325 imrnedi·
ately.
Attention men and women,
get yourself a Co-ed Volleyball
team together. The league begins
November 21, so submit your
entries to the Intramural office
Don't miss your chance to have
a lot of fun and meet people.
The winners of the league will
have pizza delivered to them in
the pub, which means a good
time. JOIN NOW!!

MEN'S SOCCER
"A" Division
Carib. Invit.
Faculty /Students
Camel J ockies
Windsor All Stars
Wallabies
C. S. A.
African United
"B" Division
Columbian Nat.
Electa Selects
Tecumseh
Assumption
Cody
Mac Hall

GP
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
GP
6
6
6
6
6
6

w

5
4
3
3
2
1
0

w
5
4
2
3
0
1

Pct
16
13
13
12

5

T
0
0
0
1
2
0
1

L
0
1
1
2
5
5

T
1
1
3
1
1
0

Pct
17
15
13
12
5
5

L
1
2
3
2
2
4

11

6
5

Burroughs
ENGINEERING,
-

B.Sc./M.Sc./Ph.D.

ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
INDUSTRIAL

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, M.B.A
COMPUTER SCIENCE, B.Sc./M.sc.
IN WINNIPEG, WE ARE INVOLVED IN DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND MANUFACTURE OF COMPUTER
. PERIPHERALS. IF YOUR GOAL IS TO BE A PROFESSIONAL WHO CAN MEET THE CHALLENGES OF ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY, TAKE THE TIME NOW TO
CHECK OUR FILE IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE AND GET YOUR RESUME TOGETHER!
INTERVIEWS ARE SCHEDULED VIA PRE-SCREENING
ONLY

Burroughs
BUSINESS MACHINES LIMITED
WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

APPLICATION
FORMSFORTEACHER
EDUCATION
A COMMON
APPLICATION
FORM
AlLOWING
THREE
CHOICES
OFUNIVERSITIES
OFFERING
CONSE(UTIVE
PROGUMS
IN ELEMENTARY
ANDSECONDARY
TEACHER
EDUCATION
PROGRAM
IS NOWAVAILABLE
AT:

Officeof the Registrar
University
of Windsor
Windsor,
OntarioN9B3P4
or
TEAS
OntarioUniversities'
APPiication
Centre
P.0. Box1328
Guelh Ontario NlH 6N8
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Seven U. of W. records broken in track meet
WOMEN'S TRACK
Quality proved to be better
than quantity this past weekend
in Kingston, when ten women
captured the silver in_ team
standings at the Ontario Women's Track & Field Championships. This is a particularly impressive performance because no
other Lancerette team has been
as successful in a provincial
championship.
Collectively the men's and
women's team won 8 medals, recorded 8 personal best performances, broke 7 University of
Windsor records and equalled
one. The university team was led
by the record breaking performance of Andrea Page in the 400
Metre hurdles. Her time of 63.1
shattered the old OWIAA record of 65. 7. Andrea also won a
silver medal in the 200 M in
26.5 despite the fact that she
made uniform adjustments while
coming down the ~ome stretch.
Jenny Pace putted, threw and
hurled her way to a gold medal
in the shot put (11.75 M), a
silver in the javelin (42.48 M)
and a fourth in the discus (34.
89 M).

A lifetime personal best performance was achieved by Linda
Staudt in a breath-taking silver
medal finish in the 3000M in a
time of 10:08.9. This is also a
new University of Windsor record.
Paul Roberts splashed his way
to a silver medal and personal
best performance in the 3000
Metre steeplechase in a time of
9:32.8, despite the fact that Paul
and the leader took a short dive
in the water barrier. Another U
of W record.
The women's relay team of
Maggie Coulter, Debbi~ Sukaruff, Sandy Romanow
and
Andrea Page dashed to a silver
medal finish in the 4x100 relay
in a time of 50.3 and another U
of W. record was wiped out.
Injured veteran Debbie Sukarukoff ran to a gutsy bronze
medal finish in the 400 M hurdles in a fine time of 69. 3 seconds. Leslie Yee a rookie member of the team placed fourth in
the 400 M final with a time of
63.0. Leslie has shown herself to
be a valuable new member as she
he! ed the 4x400 relay team to

a fifth place finish in the final.
The 4x400 team also included
another rookie, Patty Manard
and members Deb Sukarukoff
and Andrea Page. This team
shattered the old U of W record
by eleven seconds.
Another rookie, Kathy Ricica
reached a milestone by breaking
the . 11 minute barrier in the
3000 M and placed 6th with a
10: 59 .3 (personal best). Patti
Taylor, also a new addition to
the team turned in a fine performance in the 1500 M and
placed sixth out of a field of 15
girls (5 :04.6).
The men's team also turned
in many excellent performances.
Kwaku Apeadu made the finals
in the 100 M and the 200 M
(11.5 and 23.6). Teammate
Deighton Smith also ran in the
200 M final (23.8). To get to
the final was a notable accomplishment.
Tim Wood placed fifth in the
800 M final in a very fast field.
He turned in a personal best
time of 1:57.3, almost three seconds better than his best this
season and broke the U of W record by 2.4 seconds.
Ray Holland ran a season best
of 4:10, improving his time
every race this season. Ray also
doubled with a fine performance
in the 5000 M. Glyn Hughes
pushed himself to a personal
best and a new university record
of 35: 11.4 in the 10,000 M run.
The 4xl00 metre relay team
of Apeadu, Smith, Cam LaCirta,
and Tim Lee (an old veteran)
eaualled a university record of
44.3 to place them fifth overall.
Rookie Al Baird, native of Deep
River gained valuable experience
in a tough 800 M and ran
2 :01.4 Seig Stadler ca~e within

.1 of a second of breakmg the
university 400 M hurdle record
but still managed a personal best
this season. Seig is also part
gazelle which helped him leap to
a season best in the long jump of
6.18 M. Wild and crazy Steve
Thatcher put the shot a university record distance of 12.52
metres. Way to go Steve. Ralphy
Beck in the last throw of his university career, tossed the javelin
for a personal best of 46.54 M.
Rookie Dave Hyland in his first
OUAA championship just missed
the university pole vault record
by ten centimeters. Chris King
had a good run in the 5000 M
and teammate Don MacKinnon
also running the 5 000 M was

forced to drop out due to a persistent injury though he was on a
personal best pace. In the
4x400 M race two good splits
were recorded by Dave Simmons
(52.7) and Tim Wood (51.9).
Dave also represented Windsor in
the 400 M race.
This ends the outdoor season
of 1978, although several members are on their way to St.
Catherines for the Ontario Crosscountry
Championships
this
weekend.
A Thank-You Message

Another rookie member of
the tea~ included the coach
Erny McBride, although she is
definitely not new to track and

field. Erny added new knowledge and spirit to the team and
her dedication was greatly appreciated by all members. Head
Coach, Dr . Michael Salter set an
example of hard work through
the season and leads the team in
his enthusiasm. This year's team
may not have been the biggest,
or best ever but it had to be the
most spirited. Much of this is
due to the inspiration of our
coaches. Thank-you to Derek
Doidge, Bob Mailloux and Cathy
Moncur who also contributed
valuable time and energy to the
team. A special thanks to all
coaches from the Windsor Track
Team 1978.

Syncro swimmers needed

Team practices are held Monday thru Friday between 4:00 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. at the Human Kinetics
Building Pool.
For further information contact Judie Sarver at 253-4232 Ext. 772. Leave your name and phone
number.
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Play-offs tomorrow

Lancers regain form in 34-22 victory
By Peter Nub
The Windsor Lancers regained
some of their credibility last Saturday defeating the Toronto
Varsity Blues, 34-22 at South
Compus field.
The one two combination of
Scott and Craig Mallender accounted for two thirds of the
Windsor attack. Craig ran for 87
yards and caught six passes, gaining 93 yards, while scoring three
touchdowns. Brother Scott ran
28 yards as well as completing
13 of 19 passes for 174 yards.
Bruce Walker made up the
other third of the Lancer attack
gaining 131 yards on the gtourid
and 21 in the air. Walker, who
recently moved to the fullback
position, commented that "I've
just found my confidence as a
fullback. I'm following the
blocks a lot better than when I
started."
The Lancer offensive line was
a major influence in their tum
around from last week. "Jim
Lynn, Randy Essery, Marcel
Marchand and Phil Hartigan did
just a super job", commented
Coach Fracas.
The defensive line also got
praise from the Lancer head
coach. "Those guys (Toronto)
were awfully big and we're small
(defensive li'ne) but we came up
big in the win column."
Windsor started off slowly
and Coach Fracas felt that this
was "a carry over from the game
last week but we had it straightened out by the second quarter."
Toronto jumped out to an
early 9-0 lead with quarterback
Dan Feraday passing to Chris
Kotsopoulos for a thirty-yard
pass and run play for six points.
Scott Mallender was tackled in
the end zone for Toronto's other
two points.
Windsor bounced back in the
second
quarter
scoring 24
points. Steve Zack passed to
Craig Mallender on a fake field
goal attempt that brought Windsor to the three yard line. Two
plays later Craig carried it in for
the score. Walker followed on a
thirty-yard romp and Craig Mallender scored his second on a
pass from Scott Mallender, making the score 22-9. Jim Commuzi
dropped Faraday in the end

several occasions." Toronto lost
two of their games by less than
five points.
Coach Fracas noted that "I
really admire that Toronto
squad. "They played well today." Bruce Walker added that
"They wanted to be the spoilers
today. They stayed right with
us."

Fracas - impressed with U of T
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Toronto's John Goodrow gets wrapped up by Lancers Bob Hogan (25), Doug Finch (21), and Jim Cimba
(39) last Saturday at South Campus Field.

zone with only seconds remaining in the half to give Windsor a
24-9 lead.
The second half was much
more balanced in scoring with
Windsor accumulating 10 points
and Toronto 13. Mark Magee
scored a touchdown for Toronto
on a pass from Faraday and
John Goodrow plowed up the
middle for one from the three
yard line.
Craig . Mallender scored his
third touchdown slipping in
from the two yard line and Mike
Vorshuk kicked a field goal late
in the game from the 22 yard
line, to account for. Windsor's
10 points. ·
The Lancers opened up the
play book this week using re-

verses on kick returns, a flea
flicker pass and a halfback pass.
The Flea flicker is a complicated
play beginning with a hand off
to the halfback who then hands
off to the flanker on a reverse
and the flanker pitches back to
the quarterback. The play is capped with a pass from the quart- '
erback to the tight end.
The halfback pass has the
quarterback pitching to the halfback and the halfback throws a
pass.
Neither of the pass plays
worked but the reverse kick-off
gave Windsor excellent field
position in two instances.
A dissapointed Toronto Head
Coach, Ron Murphy, commented that "We didn't expect to

Farewell to veteran players
By Peter Nub
The Lancers stepped onto the
field last Saturday for their final
home appearance of the year but
it was much more than that for
11 of the players.

Walker- appreciates support
This group which comprises
about one-third of the team
played the last home game of
their careers as Lancers. The
group includes Dave Brescasin,
Jim Cimba, Dan Dupuis, Randy
Essery, Paul Haviland, Bob

•

Hogan, Jim Lynn, Tim Maitre,
Marcel Marchand, Steve Quigley, Brian Titley and Bruce
Walker.

Walker and Cimba have been
OUAA all stars for the past two
years and both have competed in
the Can Am Bowl. Walker is protected by the Ottawa Rough Riders of the CFL and Jim Cimba
was drafted by the Toronto
Argonauts.
Lancer Head Coach Gino Fracas commented that "Bruce has
done a lot of things for us. He is
a versatile back." Walker has
played halfback, fullback, wide
receiver and quarterback as a
Lancer.
A quiet personality, Walker
gives much of the credit to the
players and fans. "The people of
Windsor have been good to me
over the years. The support here
has been great." Speaking of the
team, he said that "Their a good

team. Their blocking for me was
great."
Fracas couldn't help give
credit to centre Dave Brescasin.
"I've said it before, Brescasin is
probably the best centre in the
college ranks. He's done a lot for
us."

lose so many games ( 1-6) this
year although we were close on

The Lancer win gave them a
berth in the playoffs next week,
Windsor finished fourth, (4-3),
Waterloo third (4-3), Laurier second (5-2) and Western first
(6-1). Waterloo ranked over
Windsor because they had a bet·
ter point differential in the
points for and points against columns.
Windsor will face Western in
the first round of the playoffs
pitting the two rivals in a re·
match of last years playoff game
which was won by Western.
Laurier will face Waterloo pitt·
ing two cross town rivals against
each other.
The Windsor/ Western playoff
game will take place at J. F. Lit·
tle Stadium at Western. Game
time is two o'clock and all fan
support will be appreciated by
the team.

CIAU RANKINGS

named coach of the year bring·
ing his Yeoman to a 4- 3 record.
The number one backfield
consisted of Bruce Walker, Phil
Colwell and Jim Reid of Laur·
ier and Bill Rozalowski of Wes·
tern.
The rest of the offensive
squad consisted of tight end
Mike Warbick o( Western, guards
Larry Hale, of Laurier, and Ken
Parsons of Toronto, tackles Jim
Lynn of Windsor, and Rich Bel·
amy of Laurier, centre Carn
Prange of Waterloo, punter Scott
Essery, and place-kicker Gerry
Gulyes of Laurier.
The defensive team had Jack
Davis of Laurier at the end posit·
ion with Henry Svec of Western.
The tackles are Yurinicich of
Laurier and Ian McGowan of
McMaster. The backs are Jim
Cimba, Chris Curran, of Western,
Mark Brown of Guelph, and Bob
Stacey of Laurier.
FINAL STANDINGS

1. Western (1)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

w

Laurier (2)
British Columbia (4)
Calgary (5)
Queen's (3)
St. Francis Xavier (7)

Western
Laurier
Waterloo
Windsor

York
McMaster
Guelph
Toronto

7. Windsor (8)
8. Alberta (6)
9. McGill.(9)

10. Acadia (10)

Brcscasin - underrated

It'll be difficult to fill the
shoes of any of these Lancer
veterans. All have had outstanding years making football a big
success at this university.

w
First Downs
Rushing
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Passing
6
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1
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All-stars selected
The Ontario-Quebec Intercollegiate Football Conference allstars were picked yesterday and
four Lancer players made the
squad.
Bruce Walker, a wide receiver,
Jim Lynn, an offensive tackle,
Jim Cimba, a defensive back,
and Scott Essery, a punter, were
all selected to the team.
Lynn and Cimba have both
been selected twice before.
Bruce Walker was chosen once
before and Scott Essery is on for
the first time.
Essery finished first in punting for the 0-QIFC and second
in the country with a 41.4 yard
average. Walker also came second in the country, as a wide receiver, with 30 receptions for
414 yards and two touchdowns.
Westem's Jamie Bone was
named most valuable player as
well as the all star quarterback.
Frank Cosentino of York was
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Wells resigns
from the Council

9

By Dave Powis

Gary Wells, the presidential
aide for the Students' Administrative Council, announced his

THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

E
rP.signation at Saturday's by-law
meeting. Effective December l ,
Wells will no longer serve the
council in any official capacity.

However, he has indicated to the
SAC president, Gino Piazza, that
he'll help on an unofficial basis.
Wells, a former SAC president; cited personal reasons as
his basis for leaving. In addition
to his graduate studies, Wells is
also holding down a full-time
job.
"I'm very sorry that Gary has
to leave," said Piazza, "but he
just doesn't have the time."
Because of the demands on
his time, Wells has been unable
to attend SAC meetings and, according to Piazza, "he (Wells)
understands how council could
be perturbed about his not being there."
In addition to leaving the
council, Wells resigned from the
Senate and three committees
that he'd been serving on.

Sadataccused of selling
out Palestinians
By Desiree Acton
On Monday, October 23,
Mme. Vanier Lounge was the
scene of a most provocative and
unusual lecture on the Camp
David Accords. The speaker was
Dr. Ismail Zayid, and the sponsor for the event was the Arab
Students' Organization.
Dr. Zayid, a medical doctor
and graduate of the University
of London, began his lecture
with the question "With the
Camp David Accords, are we
really at peace in the Middle
East?". The doctor answered
himself by saying that there is
still no peace in the Middle East
because the main conflict has
not been resolved. The root of
the conflict is the Palestine problem, that a whole people has
been uprooted since the creation
of Israel in 1948, a people who
cannot return to their homeland
that which is now Israel. Accord~
ing to him, this problem is a direct outcome of Zionism.
Dr. Zayid gave his definition
of Zionist ideology, saying that
the three inherent characteristics
of Zionism are expansionism,
settler colonialism, and racism,
and that as a result of Zionist
propaganda, the victims have
been ignored while the executors
of the crime have been the ones

pitied by the world.
In a brief run-down on the
history of Zionism, Dr. Zayid
stated that the entity of Palestinians were denied rights from
the beginning of Zionism and
that the British government had
no right to give Palestine to the
Jews, just as Anwar Sadat does
not have the right to now decide
the same thing, since Palestine is .
not his to give. He said the
Jews' only claim to Palestine was
a short period when they occupied it and were then evicted.
"Just because the Jews have
been persecuted, it does not
justify that this should be done
to another people (the Palestinians)", said Zayid. He cited statistics, saying that when the
United Nations sponsored the
resolution to partition Palestine
and give it to the Jews in 194 7,
the Jews owned only 5.6 per
cent of Palestine and accounted
for only one-third of the population, whereas 69 per cent of
the population was still Palestinian Arabs. According to Zayid,
"every pressure was used" by
the United States to get the resolution through. It passed on
November 29, 1947. Fifty-six
per cent of Palestine was given
to the Jews for the creation of
the new state of Israel, and the

remaining 42 per cent was left
to the Palestinians. Following
the resolution, 3,000 Arabs were
driven from their homes, and as
a result of force, more than 75
per cent of Palestine was seized
by the Jews, leaving only the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
Dr. Zayid defined what he
called an inherent characteristic
of Zionism, namely racism, saying that it emanated from the
long-continued Zionist concept
of racial superiority, which he
equated with
azi philosophy.
He said that Palestinians in Israel
have no freedom of movement
and that they are discriminated
against by various laws. He told
of the Law of Return, which
gives immediate citizenship to
Jews from anywhere in the
world, while Palestinians who
were born there may never return.
11
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Regarding the Camp David ~
Accords, and the "unholy alli- i:.!l
ance of the "three summiteers", £
as he called them, Dr. Zayid ~
summed up what it (Camp f
Trick of treat? Visitors to the Franklin household on Tuesday night
found the new president getting in the swing of things.

Cont 'd t;,npg. 2

Overcrowded facilities hamper operations
By Peter Nash

If you 're planning to use the
Student Placement Centre in the
near future, be sure to come
early. Over 3,000 applications
~nd resumes have been processed
In the last three days.
Stuart Musgrave director of
th
e Centre, pointed out that due
to overcrowding, the office isn't
ab!~to function properly.
f . ~?mpared to the placement
~cihties found at other universities, our office is inadequate."
~he problem becomes most
obvious when a student tries to
use the f ac1·1·
.
ltles.
There is little
or no r oom m
. t h e reception area
f or p ·
• ertment pamphlets and bul1
etins to be displayed. A limited
amount of m
. f ormation
.
. dis.
is
1
~ ayed on the receptionist's desk
hile the rest is stored in a filing
I

room adjacent to the reception
area.
The office itself can hold no
more than ten or 12 students,
without being overcrowded. The
filing area can have no more
than four students occupying it
at one time. Students trying to
find information may have difficulty in the filing room due to
the fact that storage shelves are
inadequate. Pamphlets are piled
on top of one another, rather
than side by side.
Next to the filing room is a
storage area filled with crated
furniture
and shelves. This
equipment cannot be used because there is no place to put it.
"There used to be a lot more but
it's been taken to other areas,"
said the director. "We've never
had a chance to use it."

"I've been trying to change
this situation for seven or eight
years now with no success," said
Musgrave. "I thought we might
be moved to the new business
building but it didn't work out."

with him (Musgrave) and our
planner to try and work something out but it always seems to
bog down," said Morgan. ''We
are quite prepared to work with
• II
him.
Musgrave pointed out that
'Tm not going to go begging at
anybody's door. The students
are the ones who should do the
complaining. They are ·the ones
being wrong done by, not me."

Dr. John Allan, vice president
of administration and finance,
has been down to see the facilities but Mr. Musgrave feels that
the university is dragging its feet.
"I've made my pitch, the faciOver the past four years, stulities are needed," explained
dents have become more aware
Musgrave. "They (the adminiof the placement office due to
stration) have mentioned plans
for changes in the spring but we • the lack of jobs for graduates.
Each year greater numbers of
need them now."
students make use of the placeCharles Morgan, Allan's exment office. Musgrave feels this
ecutive assistant, would not
is justification for an expansion
comment on whether the faciliof the present facilities.
ties arc adequate but did say
Until a decision is made by
this.
the administration, the students
"We've offered to sit down

I

will have to make due with the
_present situation.
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Psych Centre offers port on a stormy sea
By Mark D. Greene
Situated across from the Law
Building on Sunset Avenue, is an
unassuming brown brick house.
A sign on the front porch identifies it as the Psychological Service Centre, the mysterious
"House on, Sunset". For some
students on campus, this house
is not unlike a sheltered port on
the somewhat "stormy sea of
Academia."
For almost 11 years, the
Centre has offered its services
to students, and faculty members at no cost. Funding for the
Centre, according to Timothy

Emmons, one of two full time
councellors, is provided by the
university. There are also two
part-time councellors on the
staff.
Along with providing "specific clinical services", Emmons
said that the centre also provides
"integral training for up to four
pre-Doctoral . stude~ts".
Em-.
mons explained that the Centre
is not connected in any way
with the Psychological Department. Although some members
of that faculty help out from
time to time, their total involvement
is "negligible."
Staff

members also conduct lectures
in some Sociology and Nursing
classes.
"The primary objective of the '
centre, is to help students realize
satisfaction in living on a day to ·
day basis," said Emmons. He
noted that the Centre has seeq a.
rise in student use of the facility
and last year they had about 500
client contacts.
For the most part, th;-majority of these cases didn't involve
serious psychological impairment. Emmons pointed out that
less that six cases last year werr
serious enough to·.require tospi

talization.
Typical problems involved
adapting to new life styles caused by living away from home,
~xual and identity feelings, dis-

Emmons would like to see th
Centre used on a wider baSIS
·'
Students who wish to make use
of the Centre can be assured th
.
·1
at
. f
all m
ormat1on w1 1 be heldin
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Dr. Timothy Emmons, one of two counselors at the Psycholo~cal
Service Centre.

satisfaction with career ohoice.
and loneliness According to Emmons, the most common complaint is loneliness.
This year the Centre has
started four new programmes
dealing with topics such as
parent-child relations, professional women issues and sexual
enhancement. Response to these
programmes, has been good.

•

banned 30 miles east of the
Suez.
Palestine, he said, has achieved "full autonomy", but no
authority, and two million peopk_ ha~e been denied the very
basic nght to return to their
place of birth, their homeland
and participate in self-determ~
ination. He said "the Palestinian
Liberation
Organization
has
been ruled out," and added that
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no Justice,
no peace"

David) has achieved for Egypt,
Palestine and Israel. As far as
Egypt is concerned, President
Sadat has sold out the Palestinian people and regained sovereignty in the Sinai Peninsula, although Egyptian soldiers are still

...

The Centre exists for theu~
of the university community an,
provides a truly valuable servict
In fact if it were not in exist
ence, "Some staff and faculn
members would be limited•
their effectiveness" said Err,
mons.

Cont'd from pg. 1
II

~

confidence. There is no fe'1!,
back to the Administration.

"the moment
you critiau
Israel, you are labelled an Anri·
Semite".
As for Israel, Dr. Zayid sat,
that it has achieved virtuallya.
of its goals - legitimization fa
the state, complete control~
Palestine, and the separationo'
Egypt from the rest of the Aral
world. Israel can now dominatt
the Middle East, not only mili
tarily but economically.
He concluded that peace""
never be achieved in the Mid&t
East until the rights of the Pal~·
tinians are secured. "As longii
there is no justice," he sate
"there will be no peace."
1
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Otto Lang discusses pot laws, blasts media
By Lindsay Hall-S~eets .
Controversial d1scuss1on was
the order at the Moot Court on
Thursday, October 26, as l~w
students stepped up to the m1cOtto Lang,
rophon e to challenge
.
Minister of Justice and guest of
"On The Record".
In response to a statement
Mr. Lang made on "The National" news, in which he sa1'd t hat
there was more pressing legisl~tion to be tabled than a change..m
marijuana Jaws (he gave as an example the Bank Act), the first
questioner suggested that the
anguish suffered by 40,0~? annual adult victims of mar1Juana
charges and the thousands of
others who Jive in constant fear
of arrest, do indeed make this an
issue of immediate concern to
many Canadians.
Mr. Lang replied that he had,
while Justice Minister, removed
the prison sentence in the case
of simple possession. He admitted that the government process
of tabling and enacting bill was
extremely slow and should be
speeded up.
The second student pursued
the topic and asked· Mr. Lang if
it wouldn't be better for the

Canadian balance of payments,
if we legalized the marijuana
trade and kept the present outflow of huge sums of money in
the country.
"The government is not of
the position to open the doors
to trafficking in marijuana", said
Mr. Lang.
Host Warner Troyer suggested
that Mr. Lang was making his
personal opinion clear on the
subject by using the work "trafficking" instead of "marketing".
Lang replied that he was a lawyer and was simply using the
legal term.
A commercial break interrupted the reply at that point,
but the final questioner picked
up on an earlier comment by Mr.
Lang, who said that he had
counselled the courts to be more
lenient in handling marijuanarelated charges. The student
wanted to know if an even more
effective remedy would be to
counsel the police not to lay
charges in the first place for
simple possession.
Lang retorted that it wasn't
as simple as that, because you
can't ignore a law. "Then when
are you going to change this

1

.Aquaspace · 78 has
underwater info
e<l
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By M. C. Fournier

Have you ever dreamed of living in a yellow submarine under
the deep, or visiting an octopus's
garden? Aqua Space •7g may not
offer as much but the festival, to
be held on the weekend of Nov.
4th and 5th in the Math Bi:ilding, may refresh your imagination.
Future Jacques Cousteaus on
this campus, gilled Communication Studies students, and anyone
interested in underwater filming
and photography, are invited to
the University of Windsor Chapter of the Aquatic Exploration
and Research Associates' second
anniversary.
The agenda will include Saturday afternoon
workshops
where George Harpur will conduct a cold water diving lecture
at 1:00 p.m. John Stoneman will
be hosted by the famous polar
dip scuba diver, Dr. Joe· MacInnus, who has done exciting
underwater research projects in
the Artie and created several
films, books, and a T.V. series.
On Sunday afternoon from
2:00 p.m. to 5 :00 p.m. Mr. Jack

McKenney an original resident
of Windsor, well-known filmmaker, and last year's festival
aide de camp, will act as master
of ceremonies.
On Saturday evening and
Sunday afternoon,
incredible
presentations of the fascinating
underwater explorations actuated by Canadian diverse, filmmakers, and photographers will
be seen. The weekend's program
will also include Robin Lehman's "See", which captured an
Oscar
nomination.
Several
awards will also be presented to
amateur and professional entries
of underwater
photography,
movies and research projects.
Mako films will award some
promising
amateur Canadian
film a trophy.
Tickets for the shows are
$5 .00 each and include both
Saturday workshops. They can
be found at,
Bellands Sports Centre, Windsor,
Ont., Scubanautique, Windsor,
Ont., Odyssey Diving Centre,
Windsor, Ont., and Tom &
Jerry's Dive Stores, Detroit,
Michigan.

S.A.C.

law?", asked the man at the mic·rophone.

law in relation to marijuana. We,
as a government, have not discussed decriminalization so I
can't forecast, but I would like
to see us come forward with a
law during the next eight
months."

"Could it be this session?",
he replied. "It won't be before
January 1st., because of the
Bank Act."
Doggedly persistent, the student asked again "When then?"
and did not step away from the
microphone until Troyer had
picked up on his line of questioning and was forced to ask
Lang the obvious.
"Is it your intention as Justice Minister in this government
to try and do something about
the decriminalization of possession of cannibis before the next
general election?" asked Troyer.
"It would be my intention",
said Lang, "to reintroduce the

The RCMP was also an issue
of interest. Mr. Troyer asked Mr.
Lang how the people can respect
the law when the RCMP is seen
to be breaking it. Mr. Lang
would only comment in a general way by saying that our national law enforcement
agency
could do things in the course of
their job, that would be illegal if
the average citizen did them, so
long as there was no criminal intent. He said he could make no
more specific comment until the

MacDonald Commission submitted their r~port.
As well as fielding questions
about the postal strike (charges
against the union and five individuals will not be withdrawn),
the constitution, and capital
punishment, Mr. Lang also took
a pot shot at the media. He feels
that the government has a difficult job creating a "climate of
confidence" when the media
don't take responsible attitudes
towards finding out the facts.
''The problem is, there is
nothing in our system that leads
a person in media to want to
check the story against the facts,
for fear of killing the story,"
said Lang. "The headline grabber
often gets promoted."

Grads find their own home
By Dave Powis

"Home, sweet home."
That's what graduate students
at the University of Windsor
may be saying in the near future
as it appears that they are about
to get a place of their own, courtesy of the university.
Negotiations over a home for
the grads took place over a period of several months between
the administration
and the
Graduate
Students'
Society
(GSS). Talks between the two
sides have been completed and
the proposed lease is now in the
hands of the university's lawyen.
In the past, the GSS held its
"Friday With Friends" sessions
in the Essex Lounge in the University Centre but that location
wasn't the best, according to
Beth Furtaw,the GSS president.
"It (Essex Lounge) isn't conducive to the drinking and conversation which usually goes
on," said Furtaw
The house, which is on Sunset Avenue next to the parking
lot, has enough room to hold the
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various social events . The GSS
offices will also be there. The
Friday sessions will be held in
the sun room.
"Once we've got all of the
plans, then we can go ahead and
contact the contractor," said
Furtaw.
The university is applying for
an academic classification status
for the building. If this is grant-

to
a rebate of $90.00 on the $300
monthly rent.
The lease will cover a five
year period, but there is one significant clause in the contract.
"The university is covering itself, in case it has to extend the
parking lot," explained Furtaw,
who doubts whether that will
happen.

RETRACTION

ACTIVITYGUIDE
The roundtableadvertisement
was
inadvertently
published,
pleaseacceptour
apologyfor anyinconvenience
it caused
4

THE ROUND
TABLE
,IS OUTOFTHE PIZZABUSINESS

APPLICATION
FORMSFORTEACHER
EDUCATION

NOW HAS A POSITION
OPENFOR A.

Presidential

aide

PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE
ONCOUNCIL
ANASSET.
HONORARIUM.
MUST
BEA FULL
TIMESTUDENT.
ALLINTERESTED
NEEDAPPLY
TO:

S.A.C.
attention:President

A COMMON
APPLICATION
FORM
AlLOWING
THREE
CHOICES
OFUNIVERSITIES
OFFERING
CONSECUTIVE
PROGUMS
IN ELEMENTARY
ANDSECONDARY
TEACHER
EDUCATION
PROGRAM
IS NOWAVAILABLE
AT~

Officeof tlie Registrar
University
of Windsor
Windsor,
OntarioN9B3P4
or
TEAS
,
OntarioUniversities
APPiication
Centre
P.O.Box1328
Guelh Ontario NIH &NS
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Peter Hrastovec, this doesn't rhyme editor; Vicki and Laurie Fenner,

new sister act
editors; Mike Taylor, fussy editor; Gene Sasso, rib editor; Pat Fowler IBM editor;
Dan Sullivan, Comet editor; George Kocis, red light editor; Mark D. Green, brewer's
yeast editor; Diane Elliott, news editor (seriously!); Desiree Acton, I don't got
enough money editor; Wendy Coomber, Get Smart editor; Ed McMahon, moustache
wax editor; Heidi Pammer, red cross editor; Tony Woloszyn, proud of the new Pope
editor; Chuck Izso, darkness editor; Leo Ogata, where are you editor .... .I probably
forgot 8 few people again but don't get mad. Baby if you want to be my lover, you
better take me home. Only 18 more to go. Happy November everyone!

~**************~*****************
The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and

for the
Student Media University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second noor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B ~P4 .
Subscription rates are $7 .SO per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the student writer
and not necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Coun.
cit. Offices: 253-4232, Ext. 153 or 253-4060. Advertising : 253-4232, Ext . 326.

It's a tough life
The life of a student journalist isn't an easy one. We're constantly treading a fine line between serious and satirical journalism, under attack from the student government and the university admin:~•ration and open to
criticism from the students.
While it's our job to serve the
latter group, it is impossible to
cover the specific interests of
every student on campus.
Just who is a student journalist? Well, he or she is a student
who, in addition to carrying a
full academic workload, assumes
the responsibility of working for
the students during his or her
own spare time. More often than
not, their studies suffer because
of this work.
It certainly doesn't make our
job any easier when an outside
group interferes with our work.
This happened recently at a student government meeting.
The SAC was entering 'into a
heated discussion over a problem
one potential candidate had in
filing nomination papers. He
brought the matter before the
council in the hopes that they
wouid change the chief electoral officer's decision on his case.
Here was something of extreme
importance to the students,
something they had the right to
know about.

Out of the blue comes a motion to have all observers removed from the meeting so the
council members couldn't be inhibited in their debate. Without
realizing what the term "observer" means, the reps carried the
motion. Too late, they discovered it meant all non-members of
the corporation, including the
commissioners and the student
media.
When the meeting was concluded, several council members
tried to explain that it wasn't
their intent to kick the student
media out of the meeting. One
rep had the gall to ask our reporter why he didn't clarify the
motion for the members. Hey,
it's not our job to explain the
consequences of any motion.
Our job entails informing the
students as to what goes on during a SAC meeting. The members of the SAC prevented us
from carrying out our appointed 0
duties. We can bitch about it and E
they say how sorry they are, but t::,
it doesn't hide the fact that it 6
happened and it wasn't the first £
time either.
o
0
What of the future? Well ii:
we'll keep plugging away, doin~
Gary Fish performed three lobotomies, two apthe job despite all the interpendectomies, and aided in the birth of a nine
ference and the lack of credit
that we get.
pound baby boy at a Huron Hall party last Friday.

Let~eRs .....

Thanks Guys
Dear Sir,
It has come to our attention
that certain sections of Volume
XII, Number Two, of the University of Windsor Engineering
Society's publication, The Essex,
may have inconvenienced some
parties. The Essex sincerely regrets any and all such difficulties
generated. The articles in question were not maliciously intended, as nothing in The Essex is
ever done with the deliberate intent to malign.
Furthermore, let us state that
Ed McMahon had nothing to do
with this caper. He is an excellent photographer and journalist.
We wouldn't want anyone to
think that he actually goes
around asking people questions
like that. Also, , the students
whose pictures appeared in the
guilty article, had nothing to do
with it (we wouldn't want ~yone to think that they actually

answer questions like that). Finally, The Lance cannot take
credit for our, uh, alterations to
their material. They may be one
of Canada's best serious student
newspapers, but they're not The
Essex.
Sincerely,
The Editors
The Essex

Ed. Note: The "certain sections"
which are referred to in the
above letter were As You See It
and Chuck The Duck Sez which
The Essex both used ~ithout
our permission and altered. Both
parties handled the affair with
great tact and consideration and
without public fanfare. The staff
of The Lance is convinced of the
sincerity of The Essex's apologies and, as far as they're concerned, the matter is closed.

Clean it up
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my
strong objection to the printing
of the following remark in the
Oct. 27, 1978 issue of "The
Lance". I quote from H. J.
Swenson's Music 'Meter Review.
"The Music Meter fell in love
with the band's lead singer
Mickey Ganlet. He got a sticky
finger just thinking about her."
If I did not express my objection, it would be condoning, in
fact encouraging, the continuance of such crude remarks in
what is supposed to be the "Students' Voice" newspaper.
The remark was totally pointless in what is supposed to be a
musical review. It really makes
me question the validity of the
whole article. I would enjoy an
informed and educated opinion
of the band in the pub, as would
other students I have spoken to.
This article is, however, not fulfilling that objective but used as
an outlet for the writer's owri
sexual preferences, and perhaps
perversion.
I was also exposed to the
Band's reaction to the remark.
Aside from several off-stage re-

The Gallery was the scene of many interesting
fashions Tuesday night. Here, Laura Head models
the latest in the Jolly Green Giant look.

marks, .and a pooling of money
to see if they had enough to get
a contract out on H.J. Swenson,
they were professional enough
not to let it affect their performance. I thank the band for this,
since in my opinion it was excellent. I would be unhappy if it
affected their decision to accept
any future engagements here.
Since the remark was specific
to one person, with her name being printed I feel a publicized
apology is necessary. An argument could be made that the remark was not reflecting on her
character but on the character
of the author who gets "sticky
fingers". Similarily, it could be
debated that the individual reading the remark must have been
oriented towards sexual thinking or they would not have interpreted it in this way. The fact
of the matter is that it insulted
the singer.
It is also a bad reflection on
the newspaper which interestingly enough, does not have a constitution or a written policy on
the printing of sexist, and racist
remarks. If the newspaper is
truly "The Students' Voice",
then it is also a reflection on myself as a student of The University of Windsor. Quite frankly, I
am not afflicted with wet
dreams and sticky fingers thinking about a musician.

Perhaps some may feel I an
being overly critical of 'The
Lance'. "After all it is only a
school newspaper written largely
by students", is one opinion I
encountered. This is a self-de·
feating attitude. Beginning any
project with this in mind, makes
me wonder why people bother
at all. There are many people
giving their time and energy to
the project. The Lance has got
to be the best it can or it is a
farce to publish it at all. The
money then could perhaps be
more wisely spent on supplying
.Handi-Wipes to H.J. Swenson.
Yours truly,
G. Vanderheyden
Ed. note: It's one thing to write
to The Lance, but it's another
thing to write for The Lance.
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Short life for vending
machines in Nigeria
B Diane Elliott
y Hamburgers, hot dogs and
ther are the most uncold1wead distasteful aspects of
usua an
·
Canada. These are the discover. of the Nigerian students at1es
. St Clair Col 1ege on an
· ·
tendmg ·
exchange Program. The N1gen.
. residence at Launer
ans are m
and MacDonald Halls.
The Nigerian government of. program every year to
fers t h 1s
th
about 200 students. It allows
them to come to Canada and e
. d States and attend college
b r
Umte
or university. The sa.n:ie~um e
of Canadians go to Nigeria. The
Lance spoke with two wom~n,
Onwualu and Charity
Kate
f h d"f
Ebeede, who talked o. t e I ferences they've notlc~d bet1es, alween the two c0·
though in many
'1e two
cultures are similar
Kate noted tha ,L seemed
one bought everything out of a
vending machine.
.
"You must put money m the
machine for cigarettes,
for

food," said Miss Onwualu. "In
Nigeria we just go to the local
shop, it's much quicker." She
noted that vending machines
wouldn't last long in Nigeria as
people would be vandalizing
them ~onstantly or taking them
home.
They found it odd also that
one had to travel so far to shop.
(ie. going to the Devonshire Mall
to buy clothes and food) as
there are daily markets in Nigeria where one can buy anything
they need locally.
Driving in Nigeria is done at
your own risk as the~e are n?
traffic lights (only policeman directing traffic) and speed limits.
The horn is used frequently to
let people know you're intending to pass and they have to
clear the way.
Miss Ebeede noticed that the
television news was not on as
frequently here as it was at
home. She sat in front of the
television for hours one night,
tryi~g to get the news. In

· Nigeria,
television
stations
broadcast from four p.m. to
midnight, the bulk of the content being American films, cowboy shows, Nigerian films a~d
news. Everything is broadcast m
English as there are 19 states,
each with their own language.
The two women and their
friends would like to see more of
Canada and the United States
and visit their friends on the exchange program in Ottawa,
Thunder Bay and Montreal.

By Ed McMahon

This Weeks Question: Are you
satisfied with the bands you've
heard in the Pub?????

Lara Ryall, First Year Gen. B.A.'
satisfied with it. I
heard fairly good

The girls find the days long as
they are accustomed to a twohour siesta each day.
The Nigerians are learning,
about mail strikes, Saga foods
and residence life. They are anxiously awaiting the first snowfall
as the only snow they've seen "is
the frost inside the refrigerator".
So if you pass by a student, all
bundled up, when its only 55
degrees outside,
you know
they're from Nigeria preparing
for the Canadian winter.

Dan Bryaht, First
Administration:

"I haven't been down to the Pub
at night to hear the music yet, so
I couldn't tell you whether I'm
satisfied with it or not. I only go
to the Pub in the afternoon."

Agencies hamper efforts
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the price of the bottle, Mr.
By Chris Jull
.
Bruyn said.
Reprinted from the Ontar,on by
Canadian University Press
Gas sniffing among young
The efforts of a University of
Indians was another phenomena
Guelph based theatre company
that dismayed Theatre Max.
to dramatize the plight of a
'Fourteen year-old kids go down
northern Ontario Indian reservato the river and sniff gasoline
tion threatened by Mercury poisand then wander around,' Mr.
oning are being hampered by the
Bruyn said. 'They really don't
unwillingness of government
have any models since the road
agenciesto fund the project.
to Kenora opened two years ago
'All the wonderful agencies
and many of the older people go
that thought this was the best
down there to drink for the
idea they'd ever heard of have
weekend.'
crawled back into the woodwork
Mr. Bruyn said that these patand retracted their funds,' said
terns in native life are part of a
Theatre Max actor Sid Bruyn,
cycle of dependancy ~co~raged
in a recent telephone mterv1ew.
by the government m its a~Five members of Guelphproach to native people, and m
based Theatre Max went to
its protection of industry that
White Dog reserve in early
often destroys the fragile native
August with the intention of
economy.
'The public hears
living for 3 months in the
about a lot of money being
community of 700 on the
spent on the reserves through
mercury polluted English Wabigovernment agencies like the
gon River, 60 miles north of
Department of Indian ~ffai~,'
Kenora. The group is writing a
he said, 'but that money 1s dymg
play about life on White Dog
out in the bureaucracy someand training four native actors to
where.' He added that the native
tour with the play when it is
people who try to bre~k out of
complete. The play will portray
the cycle of dependancy often
the life of the community at
find themselves fighting against
White Dog reserve which has lost
the bureaucracy.
its traditional way of life due to
Dependancy at the White ~og
mercury pollution, Ontario Hyreserve is not a matter of choice.
dro flooding of wild rice crops,
The Indians lost their central
alcoholism and despair.
. source of protein and their liveliUncertainty about funding
hood when mercury pollution
now threatens the continuation
from
the Reed Paper mill in Dryof the project, which has capturden
forced
the closing of the
ed the imagination of some of
river
to
commercial
fishing in
the country's foremost play1970.
Fish
flown
into
White
Dog
writes. Micheal Fennario of
by the government no longer
Montreal and native playwright
comes and the native diet is
George Kenny have both offered
largely built around fish .. There
to assist Max writer Bill Malis almost nothing else m the
~om. Funding agencies were initcommunity
and nothing muc~
ially enthusiastic about the probut
welfare
cheques to buy 1t
ject too, according to Mr. Bruyn
with
anyway.
'The Indians still
but he says they are not any
eat the fish from the river,' said
more.
Bruyn, 'What choice do they
The group experienced a cerhave?"
tain amount of culture shock on
Although the provincial govfirst arriving on the reserve. 'We
ernment knew the extent of
came on a bad day, pay day, so
mercury pollution in the river in
to speak. Every two weeks the
l970 it turned a blind eye while
Welfare cheques come through
Reed' continued to dump merca~d the alcoholism is very obury into the water until 1976.
vious. 'There is no liquor store
0
Attention
was called to the
n the reserve but a flying bootthreat of mercury poison in
legger brings it in from Minaki
1975 when a group of people
for the modest price of $ 35 plus
from Minimata Japan were dis-

Second

abled by the effects of similar
pollution. Mr. Bruyn sai.d that
the Indians were upset with the
recent announcement of an extension in the time allowed for
Reed to clean up. They feel the
government action would have
been faster if this had happened
to a white community in the
south.
Reed claims that it was not
breaking the law when it dumped the mercury. It also claims
that because it dumped inorganic mercury it is not responsible
if this was turned into dangerous
organic mercury by microorg~nisms in the river. 'It's amazing
that these companies have to be
forced into taking responsibility
with tough laws, they see t~
have no conscience of their
own,' Mr. Bruyn said. He s~id
that Indians in Treaty 3, which
includes White Dog reserve, are
preparing a lawsuit against Reed
Paper.
Wild rice, another source of
food and potential revenue is
also threatened by the way in
which outsiders use the river.
Ontario Hydro manipulation of
the water levels for two power
dams has flooded many areas
and this year as the rice crop
may not be very good, Mr.
Bruyn said. He pointed out that
the Hartt Commission had called for a five year moratoriu~
on wild rice harvest, but that it
. is hard for the native population to build any kind of economy around it under present con-•
ditions.
Despite the many pro.~lems,
Mr. Bruyn said that the OJ!bw~y
culture is still alive on the w_h1~e
Dog reserve. The language isn t
spoken enough, he sai"d· 'The
young people know Ojibway bu:
they speak English at . scho~l.
Mr. Bruyn said that native r~hgion continues to be practiced
'away from the eyes of the
whites.'
Whether or not Max will have
time to create a play out. of
these elements is in question.
Mr. Bruyn said that the company is operating o!1. loans and

Year,

"During the day??? I really can't
hear it, it's not loud enough."

Karen Aibu, First Year English:

"A lot of it's really hard rock,
and I'd like to see some softer
rock, but not really disco."

Nino D'Agnillo, First Year, Social Science:

"So far, yes. I'd like to see a Httle more disco on the weekends,
because that's what the crowd
generally likes, but weekdays,
the rock is all right."

Gabe D'Amore,
Business:

"I'm sorry, I can't answer that
question, I haven't been there
enough to listen. Sorry about
that. Nice try, anyway."

Connie Mammarella, First Year,
Bus. Administration:
"Yes, 1 am. I thought Albatross
was good, but it gets ~oo hard
rock some of it. I thm~ they
should mellow it down a bit. But
I enjoy it. It's whatever you like,

Rosemary Marengclli, First Year,
English Literature:
"Not totally. In the beginning it
was really nice. I enjoyed it.
Lately it's been slacking off a
little, but I heard the Pub this
week was pretty good."

Photos by Paul Chemish
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Fantasy Island comes to Windsor
By Peter Hrastovec

Two University of Windsor
students have latched onto an
idea that they hope will become
a profitable enterprise in the
months to come. Their idea is
the formulation of a company
that can cater to a person's wild·
est dreams. In essence, they are
attempting to make the impossible, "possible".
John Larsh and Ed Manzocco
call their company "Fantasy Island". As Manzocco puts it,
"Our objective is to make our
client's fantasies come true".
They describe their operation as
"an organizational service" for
people who will not normally do
"unusual and eccentric" things

for themselves. For instance, if a
birthday party necessitated the
appearance of a marching band,
a simple call to the two students
would alleviate all the headaches
of trying to organize such a zany
spectacle.
"In many cases, people do
not want to take the time and
effort to plan and organize novel
events because they usually
don't know how to materialize
their ideas. We take over that
burden for them".
"Fantasy Island" is the brainchild of Ed Manzocco. The idea
for the company was sparked by
a magazine article concerning
two
Florida
residents who
founded a similar company. Af-

ter two years in the red, the
Florida company finally was
able to gross a whopping one
million and a half dollars in their
third year of business .
More of a pragmatist than an
idealist, Larsh hopes their operation will at least cover initial
expenses.
"We've personally invested
three hundred dollars into the
company for legal consultation,
business cards, flyers and a business telephone,"
said Larsh.
"We've even registered our name
and trademark with the Ontario
government so we mean business!"
A meeting between defenseman Borje Salming of the Toron-

Unclassi.,=ieo
CURLING: There will be no
curling Sunday, November 5th
for the University of Windsor
Curling Club. Play will resume
November 12th at 7 o'clock
sharp. For further information
call Tim Leach at 945-4201.
COFFEE HOUSE - Iona College,
208 Sunset Ave. Local entertainment. Relaxing aonosphere.
Free admission.
"Studies of Incentive Motivation" is the title of a colloquium to be held Tuesday, November 7 at 4:00 p.m. in· Room
265 A, South Windsor Hall.
Dr. Jerome S. Cohen, Professor of Psychology at the University of Windsor, will present his
research on the effects of ·deprivation on incentive preference
and learning in animals. Dr. Cohen reports that the findings
contradict those of earlier research in ths area. He proposes
that deprivation affects learning

not only through changes in attention but also by affecting an
animal's evaluation of rewards.
This colloquium is the third
in a series to be held each Tuesday at the University of Windsor. The general public as well as
faculcy and students arc invited.
GAY STUDENTS ON CAMPUS
are you a Lesbian or Gay man?
You aren't alone!! There are
many other Gay people on campus. We have formed an organization for Gay people called Gay
Students On Campus. If you are
interested in getting to know
other Gay people, having consciousness-raising sessions, helping to organize Gay social events
or just coming to a greater understanding of yourself; come to
our next meeting. That meeting
will be on Tuesday, November
14th, 1978 at 9 :00 p.m. at the
University Centre, upstairs meeting room 4, 5, and 6.

TYPING - essays, tcFl'Tlpapers
etc. Fast and Accurate. Reasonable rates available. Contact
Jan, at 258-1377.
GUITAR & MANDOLIN player
is looking for others interested
in old time music. Phone 2564614.

CLUB is
THE MARKETING
pleased to announce a trip to
Stroh 's Brewery on November
8th. If there are any remaining
tickets, they will be sold to nonmembers (and members) on ·
Nov. 6th., from 10:U to 1:00
p.m., in the business building
foyer. A fee of $3.00 will be
charged to non-members and
$1.50 for members. The bus will
be leaving from parking lot M at
5 :00, Nov. 8th. Be on time.
There will be all the beer you
can drink and food provided.
Hurry, only 100 tickets are
available!!!

to Maple Leafs and a patronizing
fan is just one of the many projects in the works.
"Nothing is impossible" said
Larsh. "Evetything has a price.
A lady once asked if she could
meet Robert Redford. Someone
remarked, 'That's impossible'.
But it's not. If people are willing
to foot the bill, nothing is impossible".
Recently, the company was

called on to find an inflatable
party doll for a stag party. After
a few hurried phone calls, John
and Ed were able to come up
with a local dealer of such mer.
chandise. But Ed does not ap.
prove of those type of demands.
"We do not intend to deal in
sexually obscene or illegal services. We will take on just about
any idea or fantasy that comes
our way"

According to Watson .......

People are de-tuned
By Wendy Coomber

Patrick Watson put in an appearance on On The Record,
taped last week, and tried to put
almost everything he knew into
one hour. You get the feeling
that you could sit and listen to
him for hours and not get bored.
The programme started with
Warner Troyer, the host, listing
off all of Watson's accomplishments, with Watson glowing and
waving on more. After that, a
plug was put in for . Watson's
new book, Alter Ego, which
dealt with the de-tuning, or desensitizing, of a high ranking
journalistic. (fictionary) figure.
Watson talked about how advertising is used to de-tune people. He says that we don't create
things anymore, just go out and
buy them. Schools train their
students to be good consumers.
If you feel that your life has a
void in it', you are told by advertisements to go out and buy
something-anything.
Sensitivity
(awareness) wears away.

He talked about journalism
"The function of journalism i;
to get people to talk to each
other, not to put them to sleep,"
said Watson. He said that a piece
of journalism should evoke a response, be it discussion, argument or maybe anger.
In response to a question
from the audience on whether
Anglo Canada has its own culture, his answer was affirmative.
He says the best way to describe
our culture (identity) is by
telling stories of hockey players
and "a nutty little guy in Newfoundland called J ocy Smallwood." He further explained by
saying that Canadians arc almost
the only people in the world (except perhaps the Soviets) who
can walk a few miles northward
from their cities and find a great,
vast area of space, covered with
snow, very cold and silent. This
is the difference between Canad·
ians and our southern neighbours across the border, who
pride themselves on their sunshine. This concept is unique to
Canadians.

Special events presents

Close EncoariteRs
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CaJ~ar.ie SeRie;
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~Ll~ WL INPERSCI'!

SUN.EVENING~
8:20
AMBASSADOR
AUDITORIUM,
(University Centre)
TOPIC:
"THECITYAS
CLASS
ROOM.
C.C.S. MEMBERS
FREE.
NON-MEMBERS:DON.:$3:0
MEMBERSHIP-SEASON
PASS
for all events :Don.:$10
Rm. 215 & Rm.213at
Assumption U. @ndFloor
opposite the Chapel.
TEL. 254-1722.
***************************************
Telephone,Write or call for your brochure
about the whole 45th Season of the c.c.s.
HEAR:this world-renowned Canadian conmunications philospher. Author,Critic, Recipient
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?ooks like Understanding Media translated
1nto most modern languages. DIRECTOR
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Centre for Technology and Culture at U. of T.
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INTO THE VOID

WIND STRIKES SOULS
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Wind strikes souls
That try to fly'
Whip-like whispers
Leave them wondering why
They ever walked outside.
Water wipes the smudgy past
From paintings in ones mind,
And cleanses away
The old cliches
That govern you, sublime:

rut
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When I step out
To greet dark space
I wash my face
With windy water
And lock the door behind.
Scott Curran

PUBERTY

Life should be cut out of black aod white pieces
for people who like to put puzzles together.
Black fits here ... white there
make sure the pieces fit - don't force any.
My puzzle pieces do not fit
and they aren't black and white,
The white have gotten dirty
somehow
the black have lost their shine,
All that's left are the grey ones ...
with shades of green - go?
with shades of blue - cold?

Coming on inexperienced
Not cloaked in playful mystery
Charms and wiles that the elders wish they still had
But lacking in the cider's knowledge
LIFE, So playful and tricky
MORALS: Building fences
PUBLIC OPINION: Modesty or resistance
Never realizing the full worth
Knowing after the fact but never fully understanding
Fearful and naive of tomorrow
and annoyed at yesterday
Knowing what we do now

MichaelMillar

Say something white, he said
But the white pieces aren't white
anymore
And they don't fit together
And I never liked puzzles
anyway.

THE END

When docs the end begin?
When you hear the .buzzer?
When you say goodbye?
Or when its time to die?
It may be a blessing or a shattered dream.
It can stomp all over you or dance rings
around you incognito.
Its race is always won despite its opposition.
Be kind be cruel, your day is marked, for our
dues must be paid, - - in full of course.
Do what you must, strive onward, push, but keep
your distance, for if you like to flirt, it
will rear its ugly head and strike like a cobra.
Rejoice, for at the moment the candle still
burns and the master is not at home.
But some do not have cars, they remain in the
shadows feeling secure, waiting - for what?
Just remember, do as you please, but when you
hear that calling knock, the search is won.

D.M.M.B.

IN MAGDELENE

The word opens the mouth.
The thought closes the door.
Before I put your shoes on
Let me kiss your feet.
And understand,
I have never left.
M. C. Fournier

ELASTICITY
Heat creates a haze
That descends from the heavens
On elastic bands,
Grey flannel seeping from between the clouds,
Smouldering under the hastily scribbled
Pencils of sunlight.
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If ONLY I COUW TELL YOU
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the wicker chairs still
sit on the back verandah
and the hanging plants arc
ever dedicated to the
empty ceilings
i sit on the vacant chairs
and memories of John loom
large in my mind
i remember how he once
tread this worn-out verandah floor
and how Mother's face
would light up
when he told her she
reminded him of his own mother
i remember how his fra,grance
would kiss the night and
make it suddenly redolent
the laughter of \hose nights
echoes constantly within these
deserted verandah walls
his flashing smile haunts this
place always
and i can't forget how he
would touch his hand on
my cheek and tell me i would
grow to be a fine young
lady someday
at times i even see his
shoulders swinging and his
silhouette slowly vanishing
in the night
i knew where he was going
Father went
they took Randy
and even Michael got that letter
and i assure you i was getting
pretty tired of this whole
business of taking people
but then, and even now, i see
him leaving
and feel an elastic warmth
between his footsteps and
this lonely verandah
and i alone am left with this
burden of understanding that
he will never come back again
to our street.
Essa

SltVD

And it made her cry
She was lost in her haze:
Exclusively tailored to her shape,
Binding her until she was forced to reach out
And grasp.

Tony Woloszyn

But it slid out of her hands
And snapped before her eyes.
She drew back in shock
As the grey flannel closed her in
And smothered the butterflies, too.

TUG
Below King's Landing
the Alma eases in: bellyfull
of slithering silver and crew
looking landward as they will
each day this time of year.

The butterflies all flew away,
Into the midst of the blue-eyed day.
And the sun continued to draw the lines
That streaked the crisp, green world.

She'll be dry-docked soon.
The lake
frozen into itself
will leave
no white-winged-wake
of song.

Lee

EXPECTATION IN THE NIGHT
I sail my ship "Expectation" through unknown waters
I killed my crew because I thought they tried to kill me
So, I am alone

No evidence
of this hot autumn day
or the bug-eyed
tourist lately come
to capture cobwebs
anchored in the sun.
D. Feser

The winds rip and tear at my sails
and I wasn't sure which way to go
so I pulled them all down and began to row
Tried to drop anchor into the waves that produced
Teasing advances
But my chain broke
so I drift
Michael Millar

I
LOVE
LOVING

MY

INSOMNIA
3:18 A. M.
There are no falling stars
Or Soviet missiles
Streaking through the purple oceans
Of sky
Where my soul once danced
On a cloudy pedestal
Of innocence
I see only infinity
Swallowing me into nothingness
There is no more coffee.
Scott Curran

LOVE
LIKE

MY

LOVE
LOVES
LOVING

ME
ANTHONY
8 BRENDA
TETLEYft'
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ertBrtDinrnen~
By H. J. Swenson
I'm forced to begin this
weeks article on a serious note.
The letter from Rob Hargrove
prompts me to clarify my position. To begin, I must review the
bands on Monday night because
of deadlines. Opening night problems would explain why some
bands sound better on the weekend than my review describes.
However, as a reviewer, I must
write about what I hear, not
what I hope to hear on Saturday. I'm only interested in results, not excuses! Secondly, my
taste isri't in my mouth, I am
not, nor ever will be in a band,
and as for my preferences in
stimulants, that is my own concern. I do appreciate receiving
letters from my fans and hope to
hear from you again.
Now that that is over, I can
get down to business. On Monday night I was watching Charlie
Brown's Halloween special on
TV, so I decided to go out trick
or treating. I put peanut butter
on my lips and went as an ass

hole. I started canvassing in
Laurier Hall. At the first door I
got a rock; at the second door
I got a rock; at the third door I

bers were excellent. Each played
with phenominal skill. However,
Stranger was held back by a
muddy P.A. and a distinct lack
of vocals. They would be best to
look for a lead singer to fill this
void.
Stranger executed their music
very well, it's their choice of
material that I question. By the
end of the night it all sounded

the same to me, even though I
could appreciate their talent.
What it all comes down to is that
Stranger is just not suited for
this pub and this audience.
Dancing to this music would be
impossible. So if you want to
dance this weekend, I recommend Vanier Hall where MacDee
is playing.
Keep those cards and letters
coming.

·····················································

A fine mess
play well
got my rocks off.
Then, I
stumbled across a party loaded
with chicks. What a Hallowe~n!
H. J. 's Music Meter gave this
weeks band Stranger, a middle
ground 4.8,and a 5 on theRicht·
er scale. He might just be in a
bad mood because he's flat
broke. To raise money, he wants
to rent himself out as a rating
service. He'll rate anything! So
if you want him to rate your
class, your party, or your wife,
Music Meter is available. He also
plans on making a killing on the
lecture circuit for the deaf using
sign language.
On Monday night, this weeks

band in the pub came prepared
wearing their Halloween costumes. I must warn you that
Stranger is in fact strange (I
could just kill myself for writing
that). The band's choice of
material is difficult to describe.
The closest I can come is "cosmic European progressive rock".
The progressions they use are
reminiscent of the band Kansas,
but their songs lack Kansas' coherency. Stranger's two keyboard players repeatedly executed lead after lead on the synthesizer. The result was a cluttered sound.
As musicians, the band mem-

By Janine Halbert
The image of the detective
was due for a change. For years,
both movies and television have
portrayed the detective as the
tough, insensitive, and often arrogant man, protecting society
where the system had failed. Although the detective in the Big
Fix fights the same battle as his
forefathers once did, his character has been modified to suit the
audience of the 70's.
Richard Dreyfuss, as Moses
Wine does not refer to himself as
a detective, but as an industrial
investigator. His children accompany him on his stake-outs. He
does carry a gun, but he keeps it
in the car's glove compartment,
with the bullet chamber removed, and crayon stuck in the
barrel. He solves his crimes by
playing "Clue", listens to classical music, smokes marijuana,
and has trouble making his alimony payments.
Most of Dreyfuss's cases deal
with industrial spying, (counting turkeys) until a former college flame (Susan Anspach) reappears in his life. Dreyfuss suddenly
becomes involve<! in
searching for 1960's campus
radical.
Dreyfuss himself was once a
campus radical, and throughout
the caper, is reminded of the
protest activities of the 60's. After viewing old news features at
a television station he realizes
how he and all the other radicals
had abandoned their crusades
and were now reduced to being
members of the establishment.
As Dreyfuss becomes further
involved in the caper, it develops
into something far more complicated than searching for a missing person. Someone is murdered, and Dreyfuss and his family
are threatened.

The number of characters increases with the suspence, and
the plot becomes extremely
complicated. It becomes diffi.
cult to understand how all these
characters could fit into one
movie.
Amazingly, all the characters
and events are explained at the
end, and another detective mys·
tery is solved.
Despite the confusing plot,
The Big Fix is an exciting modification of the traditional detective formula.

Music fac
news
By Paula Pinterpe
A recital of Baroque music
was given last Wednesday in
honour of the new President and
Vice Chancellor, Dr. Mervyn
Franklin.
Fourth year student Sheila
Spence, will give::her graduation
recital Friday, Nov. 3, at 8:15
in Moot Court. Sheila will be
performing music for trombone,
accompanied by pianist Barbra
Bailey.
Professor David Palmer, will
give a recital of organ music on
Sunday, Nov. 5, at 4:00 at Sac·
red Heart Church. Mr. Palmer's
program will consist of music by
Olivier Messiaen.
Guest Artist Paul Bempechat,
will be perfoming a piano recital
on Nov. 11, at 8:15, in Moot
Court.
On Monday, Nov. 27, the
new Detroit Symphony Civic
Orchestra, will be in concert at
Ford Auditorium. Selections in·
elude, Dvorak: Carnival Over·
ture, Mendelssohn: Italian Sym·
phony, Respighi: Ancient Airs &
Dances, and Pines nf RnmP

.

WINDSOR HAS A NEW

BOOKSTORE
A WIDE SELECTION
OF
BOOKS
MAGAZINES
SPECIAL ORDERS

SOUTH SHORf BOOKS
164 Pitt SL West

253-9102

(BEHIND THE OLO'FISH MARKET)
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Lou Reed
STREET HASSLE ·
By Paul Katowski
Lou Reed's consistency as an
artist is precisely what makes an
artist the way he is - a form of
imperfection. He has led a rather
tattered career, in the beginning
with the infamous Velvet Underground, (of which he was the essential core with John Cale) group that created sounds ~ar beyond their contemporaries at
that specific time and place
(1967-1969). In those three
L.P.'s produced for MGM, his
verveposessed a scope and vision
that still has validity today.
After a five-year stretch at
RCA, which produced a smash
single (Walk on the Wild Side),
and a couple of acceptable L.P .'s
(Lou Reed & Coney Island
Baby), Lou signed with Arista in
1976. His first effort, Rock 'n
Roll Heart, was a rather mundane affair, containing some
very pale material to his previous
attempts, (Banging on My Drum

these rural scenes is always Willie
singing about dusty roads and
unrequited love. So it's surprising to hear an album containing
such old jazz standards as: Sunny Side of the Street and All of
Me alongside big band singles,
such as Georgia On My Mind.

was a typically awful example) .
However, with the release of
Street Hassle , Lou is at least in
Willie NelsoR has not only
part, back in the fold. The viproven his talent outside the
brancy of this L.P. is most
country & western field, but
strongly felt on cuts such as
produced versions of these songs
Dirt, Gimme Some Good Times,
worthy of the authors themI Wanna Be Black, and on the
selves. He has reached out of the
lengthly Str.eet Hassle, a sojourn , complacent sphere of tried &
reminiscent of Sister Ray, a
true material and back 30 years
rambling journey through musiinside the doors of the Copacacal and lyrical perceptions past
bana Club . This in itself is unand present.
remarkable but he's comfortable
Technically, the production is
and proficient with the songs. A
something one would expect
time warp exists. Nelson sounds
from Lou Reed, distorted, yet
as intimate as Hoagy Carmichael
clean and coherent. This is not
or Duke Ellington expected
a great album, but sustaining enwhen they wrote these songs.
ough until the next one comes
Only instead of spats, Nelson
along. As long as it is not anwears slippers.
other LIVE L.P. ! ! !!
He is so intimate and mellow
that coupled with the portrait
on the back of the jacket you'd
swear he was into Valiums .....
heavily. Bent or not, Willie has
produced the most eloquent
version of Georgia I've ever
heard. The backup musicians
play very casually, providing a
background for the main focus
of the arrangements (ie. the lyrics).
The main accompanyment
to Willie's Vocals and guitar is
provided by Booker T. Jones,
Willie Nelson
long a figure on the blues/R&B
scene as leader of Booker T. &
STARDUST
the M.G.'s, he also doubles as
producer/arranger. The end reBy Mike Taylor
When I think of Willie Nelsult is an album that reflects the
son, my thoughts turn to stockgenre in which the songs were
car racing, drinking Coors and
written but also a unique underraising hell with the boys on
stated version of Nelson's originSaturday night. The music in
al style.

People stories
By Andy Waxman
The Stories of John Cheever
(Knopf. $15 .)
One of the cliches about contemporary fiction is that 'people are writing books about
books';
Beckett; anti-heroes;
dense J oycian levels of meaning;
unsatisfying endings; and a long
dingy parade of alienation, confusion and depression. If you
really believe this, this book will
help you start to change your
mind.
John Cheever writes the kind
of fiction that is interesting as
the most exciting parts of life. It
is about the private life of the
person on your right ..... Or left.
Your girlfriend, or your professor. "The pretty girl at the
Princeton-Dartmouth
Rugby
game." He tells what happened
to old friends, and why certain
people had to move out of the
neighbourhood. Their drinking
and their affairs.
Cheever's stories begin in
Cliche City: an older man with a
young wife, the maid who
drinks, grandparents' visits, the
seduction of a salesman's wife, a
one-night stand with a secretary,
the 5:48 and the 8:05, a family
argument over an heirloom, falling in love on a vacation. It's
very difficult to make a fullbodied story out of an English
teacher's assignment, but Cheever handles these basic subjects,
love and death, with infinite precision.
Cheevers likes · to begin in a
generalized situation, sweep the
rug from under your feet, and
get off to a fast start: "It was

one of those rainy late afternoons when the toy deparonent
of Woolworth's on Fifth Avenue
is full of women who appear to
have been taken in adultery and
who are now shopping for a present to carry home for their
youngest child."
Cheevers writes about
what he knows, and his authority is subtle - he docsn 't have to
impress you, like Balsac, by listing the full contents of a cabinet, but the details float up as
required, perfect, natural.
You may have met the people
in these stories: the town 'swinger,' the sexy babysitter, the little
girl who won't go home, the
dowager, the town's male prostitute, the nouveau riche couple,
the maid from overseas, the
aging sports hero . They are treated with directness and simplicity. These are his neighbours He
tells the st~ries of their follies
with sympathy . The action is
fast-paced, it doesn't stop from
the first line to the last and who
knows where anyone will be at
the end, reduced, dead, or refreshed; the incidents and images
are familiar and surprising .'
What is not often said about
Cheever is that, with his trim
suburban prose, his apparent
factuality, his casual tone, he
coaxes you up a mountain, and
then leads you to the steepest
cliff. Suddenly, you are at the
gap between reason and memory, you lose your breath, logic
collapses, you feel like crying:
who am I? What am I doing
here? Something magical takes
place in the reader.

S·L·A·S· PRESENTS

Macdee
•
1n
concert

I

Formerly of
November 2,3 & 4

El Mocombo,
Grossmans,

Vanier Hall
University of Windsor

etc.

Admission $2-Cash Bar
Doors open at 8 p.m.
11
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Entertainment
You'll Come Back For''
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Nov

E.VENTFUL EVENTS

5

3

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Stud-Art Gallery of Windsor, Sunies in Ethnographic Art and Arday Series, Martha tt~ ', Harpchaeology.
sichord.
-Southwestern Regional Library
-Christian Culture Series, Dr.
System, Edible Wild, Cottam • Marshall McLuhan, "The City as
Public Library, 102 Hill St., at
Classroom": 8:20 p.m., Universi8 p.m., free admission.
ty Centre, Donations at the
door.
-Windsor
Public
Libraries,
-School of Music, David Palmer,
Eaton Centre on Film, TecumOrgan,
Sacred Heart Church, Otseh Mall Library, at 7:30 p.m.,
tawa at Benjamin, 4 p.m., $3.
admission free.
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Pops Concert, Malcolm Lowe,
Violin, Roy Cox, Conductor.

4

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Noon
Hour Film Series, "Victoria,
Queen and Empress".
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
"The Last Waltz", The Band.
-Assumption
Campus Community-Open House, Wine and
Cheese, 4-6 p.m., Blue Room,
Assumption University Building,
All are welcome.
-Queen, at Cobo Hall.
-"Making a Killing", Canada's
role in the armaments race will
be the topic of a forum by Eric
Regehr, co-ordinator of project
Ploughshares. At Vanier Student
Lounge, 3 p.m. Sponsored by ·
OPIRG.

7

-Southwestern Library System,
Edible Wild, South Walkerville
Library, 1425 Tecumseh Rd. E.,
at 10 a.m. and Ambassador Library, 1564 Huron Church at 2
p.m., free admission.
-Windsor Ballet Theatre, Star
Wars, Les Patineers, La Boutique
Fantastique.
-Club Sandwich, Willie P. Bennett.

-Club Sandwich, Eric Nagler
from Toronto.
-School of Music, Paul Benpachat, Piano.
-Windsor Ballet Theatre, Star
Wars, Les Patineers, La Boutique
Fantastique.
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Young peoples concert, Lara and
Scott St. John, Violinists, Voltr
lvanoffski, conductor.

-Masonic Auditorium, Grover
Washington, $7.50, $8.50, at
8 p.m.
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Studies in Ethnographic Art and
Archaeology
-Cobo Hall, Queen.

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Stu.
dies in Ethnographic Art and
Archaeology.
-Scarlet
Brigade, Big Band
Dance.

18
-Windsor Light Opera, South
Pacific
-Windsor Public Libraries, Ron
the Magician, Tecumseh MallLibrary, 2:30 p.m. Free admission.
-Club Sandwich, Terry Jones
· and Friends.

12

10

-Ontario
Film Theatre, "Mr.
Klein", Losey, French. '76.

9

17

11

-Assumption
Campus Community,
Coffee House,
Blue
Room, 8:30-11:00 p.m., admission 50 cents, everyone welcome.
-Marion McPartland plays jazz
favourites at the Music Hall
Centre. 360 Madison Ave. at
6:30 p.m.

19
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Sun.
day Series, Pro Arte Trio
-School of Music, Alex Zonjic,
Flute.

13

21

-U of W Ski Club, No-Snow Ski
Party, 7 p.m. - midnight at Ambassador Aud. Membership and
trip, discussion, film, cash bar,
and music until midnight.

-Ontario Film Theatre, "Pardon
Mon Affaire", French '76.
-Windsor Public Libraries, Lau·
rel and Hardy Film night, Budimir Library, 1310 Grand Mara~
Rd. W., 7 p.m. Free adm.

14
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23

-Ontario
Film Theatre, "Far
From the Maddening Crowd",
Schleshinger, British, '6 7.
-Windsor Public Libraries and
Ontario Archaeological
Soc.,
Windsor Branch, Dale Woodyard, "Research and techniques
in underwater
archaeology",
Main Library, 7:30 p.m., free
admission.
-Cobo Hall, Foreigner, $9,$10,
at 8 p.m.
-"4 Girls 4", starring Rosemary
Clooney, Rose Marie, Helen
O'Connell and Margaret Whiting.
Through Nov. 19. Tickets available at Music Hall Centre, 360
Madison Ave.

-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
"The Gauntlet" starring Clint
Eastwood.

78CAMPUS
TALENT
CONTEST

AUDITIONS
Thursday-Nov.23rd, 8:QQpm
AMBASSADORAUDITORIUM
Anyone interested contact:

25
-School of Music, Steven Hen·
rikson, bass baritone, Gregory
Butler, Piano.
-Windsor Light Opera, South
Pacific.

16

28

BOB GAMMON - S.A.C. office
.,.

ext. 326 or 253·6423

PIIZIS
...p11sa chance
taappear
anCIIT's
~~~~~ ~i£@~ Variety
Shaw
FINALS

FRIDAY NOV. 24
AMBASSADOR AUDITORIUM

.......
...,,,...
..co,
....
•••

~

- ..

.
-Ontario
Film
Theatre, "The
,
Man Who Skied Down Everest
Crawley, Jap/Can., '75.

Mt Monarch
is coming
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Another football season ends and another Lancer team falls by
e wayside. This year's fall (38-7 to Western) was a lot further
down than last year's (14-13 to Western).
This year's team was expected to do quite well with a top ten rat-I
ing all year. Veterans such as Bru~e Walker, Bob Hogan, Dave Brescain and Scott Mallender gave Windsor an explosive offensive while
im Cimba, Dan Dupuis, Tim Maitre and Marcel Marchand shored up
e defense.
Everything came up roses in the first game with a thrashing of the
cMaster Marauders, 36-7. It could not be considered a totally conincing win since McMaster didn't pose a threat to any of the conenders (Western, Windsor, Toronto and Laurier) .
The following week Windsor travelled to Western and narrowly 1
ost 28-21. Windsor's seven point loss stood well for them since \
Western was the number one ranked school in the country.
September 23rd stood as the highlight of the Lancer season. Westrn and Windsor rematched their talents at South Campus field and
the Lancers came up big, 34-27. The win knocked Windsor up to the
number two ranking from four the previous week. Coach Fracas
0 mmented that in his opinion "We should have been ranked number one this week."
The Lancers were "all pumped up" as the old saying goes, for a
home-coming match with the Laurier Golden Hawks. The Hawks
had great credentials, running the wish-bone T offense complimented with the running of Joe Hawko and Jim Reid. The Laurier running attack chewed up 323 yards on the ground and went on to victory 35-15. Defensive errors and special team screw ups cost the
Lancers dearly in that contest.
Windsor needed a big win against Toronto the next week to make
up for the Laurier defeat. The win came in a narrow victory over the ,
Blues, 27-24. A last second goal line stand by the Lancers on the one
yard line saved victory in that contest.
This brings us to what must be considered one of the lowest
points in Lancer history. The Lancers stompea into Seagram Stadium for a rematch with the Golden Hawks, and had to sneak out fol- I
lowing a 78-15 disaster.
The Lancers, at this point, were three and three, desperately in
need of a win over Toronto in the last game of the season. The Blues
were acceptable to Windsor's needs and bowed out of a dismal season (1-6) by losing to the Lancers 34-22. The Lancer offense showed
well but the defense was a bit questionable.
The Lancers final standing (4-3) set the stage for a playoff rematch between the Lancers and the Western Mustangs at J .F. Little
Stadium. As described earlier, the Lancers came up 31 points short
although they did hold an early 7-0 lead.
Next year a new crop of hopefuls will be out at opening practice
in September and Gino Fracas will regroup for another shot at the
division title. His work will be cut out for him since 11 veterans, all 1
starters, will not be returning to the line-up.
This hasn't hindered Fracas in the past. His teams have always
been competitive regardless of rebuilding procedures. Fracas proves
year in and year out that the character of a coaching staff is integral
to the success of a team.
Maybe next year the character will be enough to spring the Lancers to a division title.

Intramural news

Teddy Bears triumph
By Nigel Miller

the flag football championship
Three intramural sports draw for the second time in three
to a close this week, lobball, years by edging the well practiced Windsor Smogs 7-6.
soccer and flag football.
The Bears take home the
Both soccer and football be·Father
LaBelle trophy
and
gan their playoff schedule this
week with the baseball final .medals for their efforts while the
,Smogs receive mugs.
slated for Thursday afternoon .
Jim Kerr opened the scoring
Soccer was the largest drawing sport of the three with 14 for the Bears on a pass from the
teams. Games were played three halfback and quarterback, Ted
days a week with string compe- Lavimodiere and Joe Desleppe.
A conversion attempt to Mike
tition every day.
Ramsey failed.
The Smogs came right back
Flag Football Special to the
on a pass from Tim Bullock to
LANCE - By Rammer.
A sneaker. After a good Carey Powell for a six point
streak at the DH and a few vic- strike. The conversion was no
tory drinks I was asked to write
good leaving the game tied 6-o.
up this report for the LANCE.
The game was played well deThe Tecumseh Teddy Bears won
fensively by both teams but in

the second half Ron Fairchild
kicked a smgle point which
proved to be the game winner.
Mike Charbonneau made a diving tackle to pin the Smog's return man in the end zone.
The Teddy Bear team members were: Jay Huddleston, Joe
Desleppe, Ron Fairchild, Rick
Bonds, Mark La.Casse, Mike
Dunn, Joe Zefera, Mike Charbonneau, Gerry Lavimodiere,
Jim Kerr, Jim Hildegrand and
Mike Ramsey.
New Leagues Beginning

Men's basketball gets under
way in two weeks. The: deadline for entering a team is November sixth. The games start on
the 13th with starting times between 7:00 p.m. and 11:00
p.m. Monday through Thursday.
St. Denis Hall and William Hands
Gyms will be used again this
year.
A captain's meeting will take
place on the sixth of November
at 9 :00 in the intramural office.
All captains must be present.
Entries for co-ed volleyball
must be into the intramural
office by November 13th.
Service Program
A first aid course starts Tues-

?ay November 7th at 7:00 p.m.
m Human Kinetics room 202
and will be taught by Andrea
Page. People responsible for the
physical activities should seriously consider taking the course.
Women's and Men's Fitness

ANDlHADt/5
~ , ONTH£lancers'

Join Patti Menard Wednesday
nights for co-ed fitness at the
Human Kinetics Building Dance
Studio. Sessions behin an 7 :00
p.m. and run until 8: 30 p.m.

At1ick
shot

Hen·
gory

outh

When you're drinking
tequila, Sauza's the shot
that counts.
That's why more
and more people are asking
for it by name.

TEQUILA
Number
Number

One
One

SAL
in Mexico.
in Canada.

\.
2846 University Ave., W.

Phone 258-2490
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Lancers eliminated in rematch with Mustangs
got two, a 55-yard run and a 34.
yard pass, both coming in the
third quarter . Three singles, two
on unreturned punts in the end
zone and one on a wide field.
goal, rounded out the 38 Western points .
Coach Semotiuk rationalized
the Lancer loss: "Maybe they
keyed on our passing game too
much. I've always maintained
that we pass to get our running
game going and that's what we
did today. We got a great game
out of both our offensive and
defensive lines. Holes were there
on offense and we managed to
penetrate deep into Windsor's
secondary. I imagine not have.
ing Cimba back there hun the
Lancers. I was very impressed°
with the power of our running."

By Gene Sasso & Larry Coughlin

You don't pass up many scoring chances if you intend to defeat the University of Western
Ontario Mustangs. The University of Windsor football Lancers
failed to complete a number of
potential scoring drives in last
Saturday's semi-final, sudden
death playoff game in London
and, consequently, closed their
season in defeat to Western,
38-7.
Commenting on Windsors'
loss, Lancer Head Coach Gino
Fracas said; "That's been a big
problem for us all season. We get
close but can't make drives pay
off. We just haven't put the ball
over the goal line when the
chances have been there."
The Lancers totally dominated the game's first quarter
action but even then, managed
only one major score. Seven
plays after Lancer linebacker
Marcel t~rchand picked off a
Jamie Bone pass, Scott Mallender clicked with a 13-yard
touchdown pass to Lance Bullock. The score came after a 62
yard drive by the Lancers pulled
up short on Western's 24 with a
missed field goal. Later in the
same quarter, anoth~r Lancer
series stalled on the Mustang
seven yard line with a second,
unsuccessful field goal.
That second scoring failure
seemed to take the wind out of
the Lancer sails. "We had (the
first quarter) momentum but it
keeled off," Fracas said later.
"Do you know how emotion
dies? It dies when you're knocking on the door but you can't
get in."
"I can't say that I wasn't
worried" Mus!ang head coach
Darwin Semotiuk said of Windsor's strong first quarter showing. "Windsor's tripod receiver

Cimba missed

An unidentified Lancer finds it rough going last Saturday. Things dido 't improve much for the duration
in Windsor's 38 - 7 loss to Western, at J. F. Little Memorial Stadium in London.

line-up had us confused at first,
and they certainly moved the
ball with authority. There's no
doubt that the first quarter was
Windsor's but I'd have to say
that the rest were ours. The
emotion shifted in our squads'
favour."
The Mustangs' 0-QIFC allstar quarterback Jamie Bone
completed a 25-yard pass to
Greg Marshall, early in the second quarter, for Westerns' first
score. Westerns' second strike
came later in the same quarter
on. a two-yard dash by Bone that

was set up after a 44-yard pass
completion to Tom Arnott. The
first half scoring was completed
with a. Mustang single in a wide
fieldgoal attempt leaving the
half-time score 15-7 in Westerns'
favour.
Windsors' offensive attack remained hapless throughout the
games' second half. The Mustang
defence increased their pressure
on Scott Mallender and their defensive line contained any threat
of substantial Lancer ground
gains.
"I thought our defensive ends

Skiers warming up
By Don Peppin

The University of Windsor
Ski Club has announced its plans
to hold its pre-season warm-up
Monday, November 13th.
This 'No-Snow Ski Party' is
set to begin at 7 and continue to
midnight, in Ambassador Auditorium
with discussions of
membership, this season's trips
and a 'get-in-the~ood-for-skiing' movie. Though events begin
at 7 :00 students who have classes Monday nights are still invited
to come up and join in after.
The executive will be happy to
go over the material with them
at that time.
The ever-popular cash bar will
open early and after the meeting
music will be provided and give
skiers a chance to discuss the
meeting and the up-coming season.
Arrangements are being-made
for one-day trips to area slopes
and newly set-up weekend 'escape' trips to Northern Michigan. These have been arranged
with the Student Ski Association
(SSA) in the U.S.A. They offer
these cheap trips designed specifically for students. The 3-day
packages are cheap even with the
exchange (under $65 Can.). The
SSA usually takes over a resort
for a weekend and hold their
own brand of races and of
course parties, with skiing too!

Since the Miller Beer Co. sponsors them and it's all students ....
...well let's just say don't bother
bringing your books. After all
it is supposed to be an escape.
The Ski Club is also setting
up a winter break trip to Mt.
Sutton in the Quebec eastern
townships.
If any group is making arrangements for their own trip or
has rented a condominium they
want help filling they can contact the Ski Club through the
SAC office.
All students and faculty are
invited to attend the meeting
and party on Monday the 13th
and 'start talking snow'.

and linebackers did a super job
today" Semotiuk commented.
"We had to contain Windsor's
running and passing to the outside. It had worked against us in
our earlier loss to the Lancers so
we keyed on that today".
The rest was all Mustang offense.
Running backs Bill Rozalowsky (another 0-QIFC all-star)
and Nevell Edwards combined
for a total of 248 of the Mustang's 267 yard!; rushing. Rozalowsky ran 25 yards for a fourth
quarter touchdown and Edwards
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The absence of defensive
back Jim Cimba (out of Saturday's game with a shoulder injury) came out in Fracas' evaluation of the game. He said
"Things might have been a bit
different with Cimba in the
game. Two of the guys in our defensive backfield were new. That
hurt us defending against the
pass and it hurt us defending the
run. You just don't expect that
type of deep penetration in a
running play in college football.
I thought we could contain their
running game but it didn't work
out that way."
Western plays the Wilfred
Laurier Golden Hawks in London tomorrow for the division
championship. Laurier advanced
to the final against the Mustangs
after defeating the Waterloo
Warriors 30-23 Saturday. Wes·
tern and Laurier have faced each
other for the past three years in
the 0-QIFC final.
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A "stupid" assault occurred
on Tuesday afternoon in the
University Centre .
Members of the University of
Windsor Gay Club were distributing pamphlets and having a
petition drive, when an unidentified student disrupted the campaign by throwing hot choco late over one of the organizers.
A Lance reporter, Heidi Pammer, was there when the incident took place .
"I'd been talking with Harold
(the target of the hot chocolate)
for about 15 minutes," said
Pammer,
"when
somebody
threw some hot chocolate over
him." The attack came from the
stairs leading down to the Gallery. The assailant disappeared

OR

to

g."

sive

before he or she could l?cspotted .
·
" I just can't believe that students at this level would do such
an assininething," said Pammcr.
She said that Harold .had just
been sitting there, patiently explaining the purpose of the petition, which is to have homosexuals included in the Ontario Human Rights Code.
"He was getting comments
like f--off," said Pammer.
According to Pammer, some of
the people who stopped were
very nice, listening to his explanation and then signing the petition.
"Homosexuals have been described as 'sick'," said Pammer,
"but I question who exactly is
sick."
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Students to present
mock trial of Soviet Jew
ByDave Powis
On Thursda y , November 16
at 1:00 p.m., a mock trial will be
staged by the Windso r Jewish
Students' Organizatio n outsid e
the Faculty of Law building.
The trial is being put on to inform the community of th e
plight of Anato ly Shcha,ransky
and other dissidents in the Soviet Union.
Shcharansky was sentenced in
September to a lengthly jail te rm
for "crimes against the state",
including charges of spying for
the USA. Both Shcharansky and
President Carter have denied t he
Soviet claim.
Shcharansky was held incom municado for a period of 16
months prior to his trial. Before
that, he claims he was subjected
to constant harassment ·and surveillanceby the KGB. The Soviet law limits pre-trial imprison_ment to nine months and then a
charge must be laid by the authorities. The Russians violated
their own law, according to Wal-

man , and it isn't the first time .
"We object to the Soviet Union 's treatment of those people
who try t o emigrate, " said Myra
Walman , president of the WJSO,
"and those who try to exerc ise
their rights as guaranteed by the
Helsinki Agreement ."
The Helsinki Agreement was
th e result of a Conference of
Security and Cooperation m
Eur ope. The countr ies in attendance, inclu ding the Soviet Union
and Canada, agr~ed to allow emigration from their nations, without being th reatened or harassed.

"refusedniks"
Shcharansky was a member
of the Helsinki Watch Group
whose duty it is to report violations of the Helsinki Agreement .
Because of his fluency in the
English language, Shcharansky
served as an interpreter between
the Western press and politicians
and the Soviet Jews attempting

to emigrate. The Jews and other
minority members who are trying to leave the Soviet Union are .
known as "refusedn iks" .

.

Walman expla ined why the
WJSO singled out the Shcha ransky case.
"I t's special because it pro ·vides actual proof of what is
happening to other Jews in the
Soviet Union," said Walman.
She said the proof includes a
pennon
from Shcharansky's
wife, documents presented to
the Russian Procurato r-General
and the defense attorne y's
briefs. Accord ing t o Walman, :i::
Shcharansk y' s attorney wasn' t 1:l
permitted by the Soviet court to ]
introduce certain documents on .&>
>the accused's behalf .
o
0
.::

A similar trial will be staged
later that day in Toronto. That
one is sponsored by the Canadian Bureau of the North American Jewish Students' Network.

""
Kitty Rye have been ~rforming down in the pub this week and will
be there until Saturday. To see how they've been doing, turn to page
8 for the new H.J. Swenson critique.
·

Senate to study one semesterproposal
ByDavidCameletti
When the Senate of the University of Windsor convenes for
its monthly meeting, its members will consider whether to
adopt recommendations calling
for measures that will make all
academic courses offered by the
school one semester in length.
The Committee on Semesterizatio_nwill present proposals that
will considerably alter the current structure of the adademic
year.

~rank Smith, the Committee
ch~irman and Registrar of the
univers1ty,
·
said that the present
system, under which all faculties
conduct their courses and final
examinations, causes far too
many difficulties for both the
f~culty and students to be continued and still hope to adequately serve the general needs
of both. ·
He referred to the situation
Whichoccurs around the Decem·
.
.
ber exam·mat1on
period.
Smee

well over sixty per cent of all·
academic courses offered are of
one semester duration, the two
week time slot into which all
final exams for such courses are
scheduled is insufficient to allow
for all students to be satisfied
with the time for which they are
scheduled to write their finals . It
also places considerable pressure
on the scheduling staff . Compounding the difficulty, is the
policy that all evening students
are allowed to write final examinations in the evenings or on
Saturdays .
The Committee has concluded that the Senate should
make a mandatory requirement
that all faculties categorize all of
their courses as one-semester in
length which "would allow for
the systematic development of
policy and procedures on a consistent university-wide basis."
Other proposals to be presented by the Commi!tee include the creation of second

semester registration periods,
whereby students will have the
opportunity
to select their
courses for the winter term in
November, rather than having to
do so during the summer months
which is often inconvenient. Examinations will be limited to a
period of two hours, enabling
four
two-hour
examination
tim~s to be set for each day during the final exam period .
Smith emphasized that all of
the recommendations made by
the Committee were meant to
compliment each · other and
must be accepted by the Senate
m their entirety or else they
would have little value. Anything less than a full adoption of
these measures would, m his
opinion, defeat the purpose of
the Committee. However, he has
not been doing any personal
politjcking to have these accepted.

The Committee on Semesterization was formed shortly be-

fore the Senate adjourned for its
summer recess, in order to investigate the many procedural
problems which the present academic system seemed to be causing. Such difficulties were originally brought to the attention of
the university by the complaints
of staff members and students
who felt that the services offered
them by such offices and departments as the Registrar's Office
were insufficient to handle their
needs.
Smith indicated that over the
summer months, the Committee '
sent notices to all faculties requesting suggestions and proposals to the current academic system . There was only one response, which is apparently representative of the opinion of all
faculties that the current structure does not pose any major
problems for them and does not
need change or that they are
simply apathetic to the entire
matter.

In order for the Committee's
recommendations to be adopted,
the Senate will have to vote on
these at its November meeting.
All Senators will be able to voice
their opinion on these measures

continued on pg. 2
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U of W converted

into global village
By Mike Anderson
Long yams are out, tribalism
is in and illiteracy is making a
comeback according to internationally - renowned media guru
Marshall MacLuhan in his lecture
at Ambassador Auditorium on
Sunday.
MacLuhan
was the first
speaker in a series of lectures
sponsored by the Christian Culture Series.
Professor
MacLuhan, who
currently is the Director of the
Centre For Technology and Culture at the University of Toronto, spoke for an hour and a half
on the subject of "The City as
Classroom" and a variety of
other topics.
Some sample MacLuhanisms:
"North Americans go outside
to be alone and home to socialize, while Europeans do the opposite. This is because they developed psychological habits,
whilc·colonizing the country and
fighting the wilderness. Charlie

Chaplin was always outside in
his films and found only strangers who didn't want to talk.
Ford and GM design their cars
for maximum privacy, althoughi
they don't know it."
"The Sputnik satellite ended
nature by making the world an
art form."

"All of the future, as well as
all of the past, exist here and
now. This makes hierarchies obsolete, necessitates the translation of hardware into software
and causes the executive to disappear at the speed of light."

:xi

There is a hidden ground beneath each story. There is a
grievance behind every joke, the
hidden factor in factory strikes·
is the lack of human attention
paid to workers and messages of
sex and death arc hidden in most
advertisements.
Therefore the
medium is the message."

The new Pope comes from an .5
accoustic world and can there- ....
;
fore relate better to the electric };
0
age."
0
.c
Marshall MacLuhan establish- i:l,,
ed his reputat .ion as an enigmatic
"All of the future ...of the past, exists here and now" - MacLuhan
guru in the 1960's with such
books as Understanding Media,
The Medium is the Message and
War and Peace in the Global Village.. He is currently involved in

"Jean-Paul Sartre and the
French existentialists arc producing garbage because they are
attempting to translate the right·
hemisphere into the left one.
The only successful attempt to
do this was by James Joyce in
Finnigan's Wake."

a project called "The City as
Classroom", in which students
explore various parts of their
city in groups or as individuals
and make reports, with the purpose of maintaining at least a
semblance of education in the
electronic age.

Law prof dep arti ng

By 8. Williamson

Professor Edward Veitch of
the Law faculty will be leaving
the university at the end of the
academic year. Veitch has been
appointed Dean of the Law
School at the University of New

Brunswick. His position official.
ly commences on the first of
July, 1979.
Although he has been teaching at this university for a brief
span of five years (beginning in
September, 1974), his decision
to relocate is by no means a reflection of dissatisfaction with
the Law school.
"Socially, I've been very hap,
py," said Veitch. "The Law
school is most stable in tenns of
the teaching population".
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MONDAY
HOT MEATBALL SUBMARINE

FRENCH FRIES, MEDIUM PEPSI

TUESDAY
CHEESE -STEAK SANDWICH
FRENCH FRIES, MEDIUM PEPSI

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBERFEST DELIGHT
SAUSAGE W/ROLL, PICKLE & SAUERKRAUT
FRENCH FRIES, MEDIUM PEPSI

THURSDAY
FRENCH DIP SANDWICH
FRENCH FRIES.MEDIUM PEPSI

FRIDAY
TEXAS ROUND-UP

~

GRILLED SALISBURY STEAK WITH MELTED CHEESE SLICES
on a bun -open faced with tomato and onion slices
frencn fries, medium pepsi

av.13- 17

AVAILABLE ONLY IN VANIER HALi.

11:30am --2:00pm
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
FOOD SERVICE

Professor Veitch, whose wife
is a professor in the biology de·
partment, has taught at a number of geographically-varied uni·
versities. In 1968-1969, he was
located at the Ahmady Bellow
University in Zaria, Nigeria,
From there, he went to the
Uganda Makerere University in
Kamdalau, Uganda. Europe was
his next stop where he taught at
Queen's University in Belfast,
Northern Ireland. In 1973, he
went to the University of Illinois
before coming to the University
of Windsor.

Se In este rs?
before a decision is made. Smith
said that he knew some faculties
were discussing the issue but did
not have any idea what the final
decision would be.
The University of Windsor
presently ranks third in the
number of semester courses of
all post-secondary institutions in
the province. Only the Universi·
ty of Guelph and the University
of Waterloo are ahead of Wind·
sor. Carleton
University is
fourth.
If the recommendations of
the Committee are accepted, the
University of Windsor would
have all courses, except those in
the Faculties of Law and Edu·
cation, one-semester in length by
the 1980-1981 academic year.
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New SAC offices are virtually unused
By Daniel Sullivan
In the spring, the Students'
Administrative Council approve?
!ans to renovate the SAC off1p 5 These renovations included
~.
all
the construction of three sm .
offices in front of the mam
desk.
The work was carried out

over the summer and by September, the offices were finished
and ready for use. A desk and a
chair were put in each of them
and there they've stood. Apparently, they don't seem to have
gotten much use.
When asked about how much
the offices were actually used,
the SAC's secretary, Karen

Cooper, answered, "Very little : ·
She said that the only people
she'd seen using them were from
The Lance. Until recently, The
Lance had a typewriter in one of
the offices. Ms. Cooper said she
didn't think anybody knew that
the offices were there, and that
she is "not even sure what
they're for."

rl
ch-

SAC treasurer Emmanuel Biundo said that the offices were
there for societies and clubs and
that they were built because
SAC wanted to utilize the space.
One council member interviewed by The Lance said that
the council was misinformed
aboJJt the nature of the offices
when they were approved. Apparently it was understood that
the offices would have doors,
which they presently do not,
and that SAC would purchase
second-hand typewriters for students to use in the offices.
Doug Smith , SAC vice-president, explained that rypewriters
were not purchased because it
was thought tl,at the library had
resumed their practice of lending
out typewriters to students .
The library, however, denied this
and informed The Lance that
when typewriters were loaned
out two years ago, they were not
owned by the library but by the

SAC.
Gino Piazza, SAC president,
had the opportunity yesterday
to clarify some of these matters.
He said that there were people
using the offices. He knew of
three people who use them
steadily and some council members use them. He said that the
original plans for the offices
show no doors. Of the council
member's claim that council was
misinformed, "it's a shame that
that particular council member
can't remember what they voted
for."
Of the lack of typewriters,
Piazza said that the SAC simply
doesn't have the funds yet to
buy any, but that he hoped
there would be some by next
March. He said that the SAC
didn 't expect that the offices
would be used a lot right away ,
but in time people will begin to
use them more.
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At one time these offices were being used to store SAC's popcorn machine and NUS literature.
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Grap hics

Lionel Belanger

November 11-- a time to remember
Tomorrow is November 11 Remembrance Day. It's a time
for the living to pay their respects to those who fell during
the two world wars.
It's a time of which the
young
t not aware . For them,
it means little red plastic flowers
and one minute period of nervous fidgeting and little inane
smiles at one another. For some,
it's a holiday , a time to put away
a few beers and talk about the
weather.
What can Remembrance Day
mean to them? Do they know

what war means?
It means the pain on a mother's face when she realizes that
her son won't be coming home
anymore . It 's a father's rueful,
yet somewhat prideful smile, as
his son goes off to fight . It
means that a sister won't have a
brother to tease her mercilessly,
a brother won't have his best
friend to pal around with anymore. It can mean that the family pet will grow fat from Jack of
exerci$e.
How can the young picture
the earth, soaked with the blood

of the dying and the dead? It 's
doubtful if they can imagine the
horror of those who found the
stacked corpses at Dauchau, a
city levelled by bombs from
anonymous pilots or the population of a city wiped out in one
blinding flash , a moment which
has led to an escalation of fear .
War means going off to battle
and returning, alive but with a
part of you dead inside, because
of what you saw and what you
had to do . It was kill or be killed . There was no honour, no

glory, just a lot of pain .
For some , it was coming
home and not being able to see
it. It meant not being able to
walk around the old neighbourhood and see the old familiar
faces. It meant no familiar faces.
It's having someone turn
away when you approach because your face and body is so
hideously scarred that they can't
bear to look at you. It's not being able to cry anymore at the
shame of it all because you've
spent so many nights crying

C

yoursel f to sleep , th at there just
aren't any more tears left.
Because these men and w0.
men laid down the ir lives, the
children can grow up worrying
the advance of puberty , a woman can know that her manis
coming home in one piece and
the youth can protest against
real and imagined injustices.
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Yes , Remembrance Day is a
t ime when we can honour those
who fell .....and those who can
remember that sacrifice . Let's all
remember.
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Sincerely,

ever stop to think you don 't get
letters because nobod y reads
your column? I didn't even finish it.
Personally, you are the only
remnant of a bad newspaper the
Lance has. There is a definite
market for your style of writing
but I thought it was saturated already with the circulation of the
Essex. Perhaps (please) you
could consider writing for your
fans on a personal basis., I'm sure
they won't turn you away and
the rest of us won't get turned
off .

Rob Hargrove

Yours truly,

Let4CeRs .....
He's not a
Swenson fan
Dear H. J. Swenson,
Thanks for your rebuttal.
Now here's mine.
I appreciate the fact that you
have deadlines to meet and
therefore must formulate your
opinion of our bands on Monday
nights, wh ich is during their first
performance of the week . But
that being the case, perhaps you
could give them a break, and us
too, and not be quite so harsh in
your criticism.
You say you are a reviewer
but that is not so. A true reviewer bases his evaluation on the entire book, not just the first chapter.
Acting in the capacity that
you are, I maintain that you
may be more aptly described,
not as a reviewer, but rather a
previewer, and an overly critical

one at that .
In conclusion, I wish to inform you that I am highly insulted by the fact that you chose to
include me in that group of
people you call your fans.

·Two letters
not enough
Dear H. J. Swenson,
You haV'esucceeded in doing
what has never been done before , i.e. you have forced me to
write a letter in regard to a newspaper article . I heard that you
had only received two letters so
far and thought that was a
shame, since you at least deserved to be told how distasteful
your last column was. Did you

(Mrs.) B. Hamer,
2nd. Year History/English.

Psychological
clnrification
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank you for
your informative article on the
Psychological Services Centre . I
would also like to clarify a misunderstanding about our relationship to the Department of
Psychology . Actually, we are an
administrative part of the Psychology Department. More spe~

cificall y, our service provides
clinical training opportumt1es
for advanced doctoral candidates
in the clinical psychology programme as well as a clinical service for the University community . While Psychology Department professors do not perform
actual clinical services in the Psychological Services Centre, they
do frequently provide consultative services as well as supervision of our graduate students.
Thus my reference to "negligible" involvement by Depart ment members was to actual
clinical service. The consultative
and teaching services offered by
the Department of Psychology
professors have proven to be
quite valuable and appreciated
by the Psychological Services
Centre staff.
I would also like t o mention
that of the four new programmes offered by the Centre
this year, the fourth, a group on
interpersonal
communication
and interaction skills, was not
reported. This group has been
particularly popular among students, faculty and staff .
Thank you for your interest
in our services.
Sincerely,
Tim Emmons, Ph.D.,
Clinical Psychologist.

.

False and
m~leading
content?
Dear Editor,
I would like to draw the at·
tention of the reading publicto
the article , " Short life for Vend·
ing Machines in Nigeria", pu~
Iished in the November 3 issui
of The Lance by one DianeEl·
Iiott. This article was purporteG
to have represented the friend
h
conversation between Charin·
Ebedi and Kate Onwualu an,
the said Diane. The article~
most embarrassing because iu
contents are false and misleadin/
to the general public and wors:
still, a misrepresentation of no:
only the girls whom Diane qu~
ted out of context , but alsothe
entire Nigerians here and abroac
It is a fact that Diane is oil!
of these many amateur jourw
ists who are complete strangeo
in the field . It is a fact too, th1'
Diane, like many other h~!·
baked,
unqualified
wrireo
would like to read or hear ti'J
old story that Africans livec'
top of trees, play with lions,anJ
sleep ·with monkeys . This 11-al
the story she and others wert

cont'd next page..
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Lettet<s con-cinaeo
Id or which Diane might have
to
..
f
d from the wntmgs o some
h
.
rea
arm<hair journa 11sts w o prod their records from pre. .
duce
. ·on and imagmat10n. 1t was
. th
d1ct1
onder then that during
e
no W
d h .
conversation, Kate an . C anty
·scussing the various subwere dl
.
. ts like Nigerian food, N1geriec
N'
.
. ducational system,
1genan
1ane
.
.
weather(seasons), with a view to
educating Diane, but_~t the same
. e Diane was wrmng out of
tim '
.
own imagination, so as to
her
' m
· to
write stories that w1·11f it
the outmoded fictions that she
believes.

I feel surprised that at her
present level of academic qualifications, she still lives in the past.
I feel surprised that Diane is not
yet educated enough to differentiate between imagination and
fact, reality and illusion . I would
like to challenge Diane to crawl
out of her primodal shell and
venture abroad beyond her village and see how fast the world
is developing.
Diane's article reveals her
very shallow intellectual and
journalistic
competence.
Her
English was poor and incoher-

AS YOUSEE IT
BY ED MCMAHON

ent . She did not seem to posess
the warmth of public relations
which I have often found among
newspaper reporters. Her hypotheses and conclusions were irreconciliable and the article itself was not entertaining and one
wonders how and why such
article as that should be given a
place at all in a university newsmedia like The Lance.
As example, Diane derailed

cont'd next page

Crime & Punishment

This Weeks Question: Do you
think it's worth your while to
vote in this week's Municipal
election?

Jim Vance, First Year Law:

"It is yes, as long as you know
what the issues are."

The Keith Richard case
By Susie Goodman
In a recent decision of the Ontario County Court, His Honour Judge Lloyd Graburn suspended the
passingof sentence and directed that Keith Richards, the Rolling Stones' lead guitatist convicted of
simplepossession of heroin, be released on probation for one year . The probation order included the followingconditions - that he continue apparently successful treatments for his addiction to heroin during
the next year and that he give a benefit concert for the blind within the first six months of next year.
The Judge warned the popular rock star that if he did not comply with the conditions he could be
charged with breach of probation, sentenced for that and also face sentence on the drug-possession
chargeto which he had pleaded guilty.
The sentence ordered by the Judge once again raises the issue: How should we treat those who offend
againstus? In most criminal offences the Judge has a discretion as to what sentence he will impose after
conviction.These include:
1) Condition or Unconditional discharge - can be granted instead of conviction. The accused can then
sayhe was not convicted but he does have a record.
2) Restitution - There are procedures in the Criminal Code for the judge to order the accused to return the property or compensate the victim. This could be a condition of a conditional discharge.
3) Probation - This can be ordered in a number of ways: i) the passing of sentence suspended plus
probation; ii) prison sentence plus fine plus probation; or iii) other conditions cart be added to probat- .
ion. In a community service order for example, the judge orders probation and a condition that the accuseddo certain jobs.
4) Prohibition Order - For example, taking away the accused's driver's licence.
5) Fine.
6) Imprisonment.
When deciding which type of sentence to impose on an offender, various factors are relevant to the
court's decision, among these: whether the accused has a criminal record; whether the accused is a student; what the accused has suffered already (for example, in a possession of marijuana case, the convicted student had to leav.e the university which he was attending); the age and health of the accused; the
likelihood of repetition; whether the crime was planned or impulsive; the maximum penalty which the
crime carries; the nature of the crime itself (for example, possession of marijuana is much less important
than trafficking); the harm caused to others by the offense; the circumstances of the offense; the willingness of the accused to provide restitution in a suitable case; the probable success of probation; the cooperation of the accused; the question of expressing regret (the fact that the accused pleaded guilty may
help); and the family situation of the accused.
In Richards' case, Judge Graburn stated several factors which led to the decision: Mr. Richards had
been undergoing treatment for his addiction prior to the trial. Also, as a rock star he did not have to
commit crimes to support his habit. In addition, the Judge stated that although it may be that the Rolling Stones' music encourages drug consumption, his efforts to remove himself from the drug subculture
could only have a beneficial effect on his fans.
Was the sentence imposed by Judge Graburn appropriate? The Law Reform Commission of Canada's
1977 Report on Dispositions and Sentences, in proposing a range of dispositions and sentences states in
its preface:
In the past, an overwhelming emphasis was placed on the punishment or treatment of the offender, little
attention was paid to the needs of the victim in terms of reparative measures. The assignment of responsibility, which is at the heart of the criminal law, has mainly been directed towards establishing guilt and
not towards undoing the harm done. The proposed structure of dispositions and sentences .... .calls for
[the offender's] active efforts to make reparation in tl.J.eform of restitution or service or by improving
his own behaviour and condition. It also· attempts to reserve coercion for those who do not accept their
responsibilities or whose behaviour seriously threatens the well-being of the community. We have maintained therefore the sentence of imprisonment {as a last resort], not because we expect that the offender will be reformed by this measure, not because such a measure will necessarily deter others from committing offences, but because there are cases in which the community has reached the limits of its tolerance.

, In the last five years, there appears to be more flexibility in sentencing. In 1977 the Ontario Court of
Appeal gave probation to a seventeen year old who was convicted of armed robbery. In a case decided in
Windsorwhere a doctor hit a person while driving in a drunken state, community service free of charge
(about $20,000 worth of service over a six-month period) was ordered where normally the penalty
woul_dbe three to eighteen months imprisonment. We now also have "Diversion" programmes which divert Juveniles away from the Court process by giving a juvenile who has been charged the opportunity
to choose working for the victim or something of that nature instead of going to court.
There are probably those who feel that Richards "got off" too easily - that if it had been someone
else, that person would have been imprisoned for one or two years. This view lacks an understanding of
the Court's approach. It is not because Keith Richards is famous that he received the sentence he did.
The Court looked at the circumstances in this particular individual's situation and decided what sen_te~ce
would be most beneficial both for him and for the community. Again, the Law Reform Comm1ss10n
states

Dino Demarco, First Year BFA
Drama:
"Definitely. If we didn't vote,
we wouldn't have elections. We
have to vote."

Ingrid Silvaggio, First Year
Arts:
"Yes. I do."

David Himelfarb, Third
Year Law:

"I really don't think so, no.
It's not worth my while.

Monica Morand, Second Year
Geology:

"Yes. I think so. (People vote
because) they want their say in
what happens."

Ruth Lipton, First Year Law:

"It is in the town that I live
yes, but not in Windsor."

Jill Fagan, Third Year Nursing,
(Plan 2):

In the desire to curb crime it has to be understood at all levels, from the legislative chamber to the street,
that the coercive power of the cmnmal law and its agents and processes have to be used with restraint or
~ay further mjure the social fabric. Wh~t is desi[fned to create orde_rmay in fact create d1s~r~~r.
at 1s at heart an expression of responsibility may in fact become an inducement to trrespons1b1lity
when rules are used not as guides to resal ve problems honestly but as shields against an understanding of
th
e problems that confro11t us

~t?

e;.

Thus, 'it appears that the Law Reform Commisswn would agree wholeheartedly with Judge Graburn's
approach. This writer certainly does.
·

"No, I don't. I'm not familiar
with the candidates that run
here, and I would prefer to vote
in my own home town elections"
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LetLeRs

tation would be maintained.
This hope cannot be achieved if
,eoplc like Diane are allowed to
\cstroy, through their slanted
~ides, the good image of such
an important organ as The
Lance.

conLinaOO

when she said that the Nigerian
students were on an exchange
program . Diane is a press reporter who hardly reads newspapers.
I am sorry, but I would like her
to read the article of September
23, 1978 in the Globe & Mail for
the correct version of the story .
Diane quoted
the girls,
though wrongly, as saying that
"vending machines wouldn't last
long in Nigeria as. people would
be vandalizing them constantly
or taking them home." This is
not true. There are vending
machines in Nigeria hospitals,
colleges, universities and hotels.
Nigerians are law-abiding citizens
and have great respect for private or public property.
· "Driving in Nigeria is done at
your own risk as there are no
traffic lights (only policemen directing traffic and speed limits

.....)", said Diane. This is to imply that there arc no traffic
lights and so the police direct
traffic. What is the news about
this? After-all, there arc no traffic lights everywhere in Canada .
That does not make driving risky
in Canada.
Another very thoughtless generalization : "So if you pass by a
student, all bundled up, when
it's only 5 5 degrees outside, you
know they arc from Nigeria preparing for the Canadian winter."
Diane's article has nothing to
offer to the reading public. The
article was misleading, ·fallacious,
and based on very inaccurate
generalizations . The Lance has
achieved a great reputation over
the years, owing to its excellent
and unbiased articles, as well as
its very competent staff and reporters. I do hope that_this repu-

Yours truly,
E. N. Vinn

People are
misinformed
Dear Sir,
Putting it rather mildly,
Diane is an illiterate, her knowledge of the outside world is
rather myopic and pre-conceived.
Your article "Short life ....... .
Nigeria" confirms my woes for
the public around here. Most
people are un-informed, not
only . that but they do not wish
to be informed . I realize that the
rocess can be rathet
learnin

CAT HOL IC
C AMP US M INISTRY
254-3112
Assumption Univenity,

1\11ASSSCHEDULE:

S-1~nday - I0:30 a..m. and 4:30 p.m.
Daily 12:00 noon and 4:30 p.m. ( on Tuesdays at 12 noon
and 5:15 p.m. Followed by Dinner - $1..25)
Saturday 11:30 am

HOUR OF PRAYER AND CONFESSIONS
-Wednesday Evening 10:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Our centre centre is open daily
We are located next to the University Centre.
Feel free to dr'¥ in any time.

painful but if you can attempt
to suffer for your education,
perhaps you should do a good
job of it. Learn, find out! Don't
be afraid to ask questions , come
out of your shell and you can be
sure that you will be educated
because after all that is what
you are paying for .
I refer you to the article in
the Globe and Mail of September 23, 1978. These Nigerian
students are not on any exchange program. The number is
not 200 but 500 students in various institutions throughout Canada at a cost of about $10,000
per annum for each student.
This program is not restricted to
Canada and the US but also extends to Asia and South America.
So driving in Nigeria is at
your own risk, eh! Well, what's
new. We all know how safe it is
to drive in Montreal or Vancouver, I'll let your imagination do
the rest . Do you know neither
Kate nor Charity can drive so
why don't you consult the right
qualified persons for the right information?
Hospitality is the word in international relations. If you
hope to become a good journalist, you better clean up your act
and be hospitable. The least you
could do for- the girls was to
show them a TV guide or tell
them the time when the news
comes on.

girls, female, then ...
Yours truly,
Isaac Ola. Babalola.

Ed. note: We stand corrected
there arc about 500 Nigerianstu'.
dents attending Canadian coJ.
legcs and universities. They ar
being sponsored by the Nigcri~
an government to the tune of
close to- $9,000 . T~e figureof
200 students, mentioned in th
•I
•
e
art1c e, was given to our repon.
er by the two women inter.
viewed.

Disclaimer to
Nigerian story

For goodness, sake why
·describe girls in their twenties as
women.
I'm sure you can show us a little
bit of that womens lib. You definitely do not have a command
of the English language if you
cannot differentiate between
women, ladies, young women,

Dear Editor,
. The following is a disclaimer
to Diane Elliott's story "Shon
life for vending machines in Nigeria" publiches in the Novem
.
ber 3rd issue, page five.
1). We are not on any ex,
change programme . We are sponsored fully by the Federal Government of Nigeria. There ari
500 of us in Canada, and thi
programme extends to Germany,
Argentina, India, Russia and
China.
,
2). Nigerians are not vandals
on the contrary, we are law-abiding.
Yours truly,
Kate Onwualu
Charity Embidi ·
All letters to the Editor mustbe
typed and double-spaced, and
500 words or less. They mustbe
signed and the student number
and phone number must be included. The deadline for submissions is 3 p.m.

FAM
ILY
MEATMARK
ET
/

3199 Sandwich St. at Mill St.
Phone 252-6410

THESE ARE NOT SPECIALS
THE SE AR E REGULAR EVERYDAY PRICES

2 litre

24 ozs.
3 qts .

2°/o
Legs or
breasts
Freshly
sliced

MILK

$1.49

CHICKEN

$1.19
BEEF LIVER

Store
sliced

Reg

BREA D 3 - $1.
c ·ooKED
HAM

$1.99 lb.

GROUND
BEEF

$1.291b.

CIGARETIES

.69 lb.

Carton
Open Tues. Wed. Thur . Fri Sa.m. - 9 a.m.
.....
.

SUNDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

$7.39
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THE GLIMME~ING

CATCH ME - - CATCH ME - - IF YOU CAN

Once again the jungle paths I tread
The savages creeping stealthy in
Surrounding me taking our measure eachFor man such a long way to the stars
Beset by pronouns, semicolons, dangling participles
The stab of misplaced paragraphs
Relativity and its evil mushroom child
Escape velocity and moondust
'The Eagle has landed' - the thing is always landing somewhere
Whether wanted or not leaving mixed blessings
Mixed blood, mixed thoughts
Mixed urban renewal through mixed destruction
'That crazy Asian war' where our path turned downhill
Louis Riel they taught him a good lesson
Since they couldn't catch all the Metis and teach them
Papineau we finally rewarded him by naming a subway after him
(What would happen if Upper and Lower revolted together?)
Liberal and Tory, the poisoned lollipops from Uncle
Where is Pangnirtung? and no one knows
I see their bovine stare unthinking of our common fate
Boys' Day and the Day of One Mankind
Though cobalt half-life be our common denominator
The odd man each Fifth Business players on our Stage
Keepers and Destroyers each himself and all the rest

Catch me-catch me-if you can
For I am falling deep into a well
And I am climbing high up to the mountain
And I am swimming within a lake-

Such weary hours this professor spends
Trying to reach a few, to see in eyes
That look beyond far time and back to cosmic cloud in thought
A glimmer divine a joy in consciousness
Sarnoff and psychoanalysis, Freud's Id
The evil flowering of the wild uraniumsWould thoughts survive strung like black beads between the galaxies?
The class is over, the savages eager to escape
Down jungle paths to Rock and Roll the Tribal dance
But one remains to ask
The whence and whither of man's thoughts.

VALEDICTORY
walls of forgetfulness
surround me the silence
echoes
i cannot even form
the words
remember me?
like mutes at a hanging
we stare unable
to turn away
wondering how much
difference
a year makes
words finally spurt
of me and walls
become mirrors

That gives me. no answer
Of where I am.
What do I know
In darkness I search
And Fall
And Climb
And Swim
We are in perils, son,
We do not know where we are going;

Our compass has no point .
So, we stand,
Forever bold and strong and free
Crying for our liberty.

out

M. C. Fournier

saying no we don't
remember you
you haven't
changed at all
By John Wing, Jr.

Sarah Grandstaff

CHESS GAME
You are an opal, I am a willow
I am unsure of which step to take
There are Yew trees all around me
As Saturn flies high and reflects off the lake

LOST
wandering dog
name unknown
sniffing out likely places
for your daily
jaunts
to find a choice tree
on this unfamiliar
terrain
collarless hobo
brother

you think (unfortunately)
that your are
an accomplished wordsmith
- - a veritable eliot
full of metaphysics
metaphors and metempsychoses
- - a man of ineffable greatness
superlative wit and extraordinary intellect
until professor so-and-so
strips you of your self-indulgent mask
rearranges your gifted head and
politely suggests that you might begin
to write with the pen cap removed
Peter Hrastovec

I don't understand the moves you make
Our elements being different may be why
You are free but with me you hold the bent
Like the rock that you are you are unfeeling and just lie
Until you explain what happened what went wrong
The carpenters will continue to create my box from the cypress tree
When we meet again in Elysium where the sovereign thrones sit
I will have to cope with my life, confused as it be

By John Wing, Jr.

Saturn my pregnant enemy does the welkin dance
As the alcohol clouds my wits and my eyes
l shall break your sinews, your spell and release myself from this
trance
My love will become mellifluous until love dies
BEYOND THE CHANNEL

THE ESSAYIST

....
Michael Millar

I curl the balls of my feet around
.The edge.
And lean down bowbent
Following a line
Drawing my departure.

FIRST PUBLICATION
i'm on page sixty
somewhere between
a glori fied surrealist
and a sentimental pseudomarxist daring not to
breathe fearing the leaves
will come apart slipping
to. the floor like snowflakes
that dance down spineless paths
-. - so carefully
i turn the
pages and
whisper
Peter Hrastovec

Plunging smooth
. Streamline.
Fastening my heart on
To fisting whit~ edges:
They roll me
They christen me
Into the watery bowels
Of my other
.World.
Spreading out
Struggling on
Surviving
The final shock! skin wings across the oceans
Bat propeller motion
And circle for
.my shore.
.The one.
I remember
.The one.
· I never saw
M. C. Fournier

RETREATING INSIDE
Dodge the bow
for the wound has not healed
My shield is my pride
Dying bleeding corpse
Carion for blind stupid vultures
Retreating inside
Wearing rocks that weigh on their innocence
like boulders
Avoiding webs
Fearful of being caught
or waiting for the right web
or deja vu
Blocks piling up that are eroded on the inside by
rivers of meaningless tears
But still giving the impression of being sturdy

Mithael Millar

By The New H.J. Swenson
I've had a change of heart in
regards to my use of crude humour in my articles. This has nothing to do with the fact that some
individuals threatened to kick
me off the Lance. Rather, because of the letters I've received,

nice-guy image, I've also changed
my life style. To begin with I
burned my "Disco Still Sucks"
T-shirt. Secondly, I've quit my
punk rock band. I instead joined
a local faith group where I play
acoustic guitar and the occasional tamborine. Finally, I cancelled

you should pick up the litter on
the grass and place it in the trash
·containers. The birds were even
,nice enough to sing me a really
nifty song.
H.J. 's Music Meter ·gave this
weeks pub band a really super
6.4! Well done guys. The Music
Meter's parole is over and he's
ready to take his place as a fine
upstanding citizen. He has a respectable job in Detroit writing
letters in support of the Equal
Rights Ammendment. M.M. is
even collecting buterflies as a
hobby.
'
In conjunction with my Mr.
Clean image, my reviews will be
much more positive. If I don't
have anything good to say, I
won't say anything. A few weeks
ago, · you'd have read a blank

page. Fortunately,
this weeks
band, Kitty Rye is very good.

I was particularly impressed by
the drumming skills of Bruce
MacMillan. I enjoy the feel of a
bass drum on my chest.
Kitty Rye is only held back
by its lead vocals. Like many of
the bands I've seen, this band
has a few good singers which is
great for harmonies. But no
member has an exceptionally
good voice of the lead singing.
This was particularly noticeable
in Steely Dan's Josi . However,
Ian Wheatley's voice was suitable
in the Eagle's medley. All in all
the band was enjoyable and eas;
to dance to.
Gee Whiz, I've gone nearly
the whole article without saying
anything crude. I'm not sure I
can make it to the end.
Up yours!!!

Kitty Rye's strongest point is
the way they handled their instruments. The sound coming

from the P.A. was loud and exciting. Additional volume is welcome when delivered cleanly and
when adding to the excitement.

:
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Midnight Express
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They didn't say anything about this at Music School.
I must conclude that my many
fans here at the U. of W. aren't
interested in sex. I'll just have to
talk about something else more
interesting. If only I could figure
out what that is. I'll try to write
my article just like everyone else
here at the Lance. Oh, banality
for the majority!
In keeping with my new,

my subscription to "Young Girls
In Bondage". I'm so good now
that I even pray for sinners like
Pat Boone.
The weather here in Windsor
last weekend was really swell.
One really keen thing to do is
walk through the campus and
pick up the leaves with the prettiest colours. As you do this,

~

.

MOVIES

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
By Paul Chernish

In a less prestigous way, this
film reminds me of Rocky, with
only one difference: the hype is
not correlated to the story.
It would be quite difficult for
anyone who keeps in touch with
the media to dodge all of the
hype that the Midnight Express
promo people have conjoured
up. Even the music that accomp' anies the film on the television
commercials is hypnotic. It's too
bad, however, that few of the

•
•
:
:
•••••••• ••••••••••••••
pre-release billings come true.
By now it should be evident
that Midnight Express is a film
describing the tribulations of an
American good-boy who makes
one stupid mistake. Billy Hayes,
the protagonist of this film that
is based on a true story, is played by Brad Davis. Davis does a
commendable job of acting, as
does Irene Miracle, his girlfriend
in the film, but there is a certain
quality that this film is lacking.
Basing a screenplay on a true
story is simple because all that
should be portrayed is the truth.
More often than not, however,
the truth is not quite exciting
enough. The Hollywood moguls
find it necessary to adapt a
screenplay to a story, as is done
in Midnight Express.

Midnight Express would be a
much more intense, exciting film
if it were one-half hour shorter
in duration. A great deal of time
could have been saved by removing
the
gross excesses
created by the inclusion of
almost pointless scenes. A prison
in Turkey is most -certainly not
comparable to utopia, but all it
takes is one good look at the hell
that Hayes was confined to, and
it becomes obvious that he was
going through rough times. Instead, the film keeps spitting the
sludge of the prison at the viewer until the viewer himself can't
take it anymore. Hayes just has
to escape; not for his sake but
for the audience, who are sick
and tired of the extremely repetitive allusions to Turkish homosexuals, corrupt prisoners, and
mind loss.
Billy Hayes must have been
quite the man. Not only because
of his experiences, but also because of all that he admitted to.

Ronalda Jones and Garth Jowett in Dolls House.

Players return
The classic drama, A Doll's
House by Henrik Ibsen is the second presentation of the University of Windsor Players' 20th
Anniversary Season.
The play opens Friday, November 18th, excluding Monday,
November 13th.
Directed by Bathsheba Garnett, the play deals with the
struggle of women to develop as
individuals in a sociery dominated by men. It is, however,
not a story of women's liberat10n, but actually a comment on
how all members of society suffer whan any group of mdividuals are not allowed the opportunity to be themselves. Althou_gh written almost one hundred years ago, the play remains

most timely piece of literature.
A Doll's House is the most
frequently performed of Henrik
Ibsen's plays and was the first of
his many famous works to establish him as an important playwright of the western world.
The University Players' presentation will be staged at Essex
Hall Theatre (Wyandotte West at
Patricia) on the campus of the
University of Windsor. Curtain
time is 8 :00 p.m.
Tickets are $ 3. 5 0 and can be
reserved by phoning the Box Office at 25 3-4565. Group rates
for some of the performances
are also available. The Box Office staff will be happy to make
the necessary arrangements for
your party.

RECORDS

Black Sabbath

NEVERSAY Dil!.
By Frank Kovacic

Sabbath is back for another
shot, and well, I'm not so sure
that's such a good idea.
A number of years ago Black
Sabbath emerged as the sardonic
and evil masters of riff-rock.
Their crown remained untarnished through a number of albums, including Paranoid and
the semi-classic Volume IV. Ozzie Osbourne's vocals were grating and it sounded as if the grim
reaper had finally got a record

contract. This coupled along
with Tony lommi's super-distor to guitar and thundering and
plodding
rhythm
section
sounded as if they were putting
out their versions of World War
II in concentrated form, in the
form of four or five minute
album tracks.
This, I repeat, was a number
of years ago.
Since their apparent exit
from the limelight, Black Sabbath has been in search of an
identity.
After their last great effort,
Sabbath Bloody Sabbath, the
boys decided to go a different
route ... science fiction. Sabotage
was poorly received and was, unfortunately, a sign of things to
come.
Their next effort, Technical
Ecstacy was strong but again
there seemed to be no point in
it's existence as they moved towards pop music.
This has carried on to their
latest release, Never Say Die,
(Warner Bros.) which, even after
repeated listenings, makes you
wonder why they bother to continue recording with an obvious

lack of creativity just to keep
themselves out of hock.
The title track, which also
opens the LP, is an upbeat
rocker preaching an optimism
that hasn't been seen in their
previous work. Hard Road and
Over to You are two fairly
wimpy attempts at pop. Other
than that, nothing to kick your
heels about .
What makes it all so hopeless
is the production style. Granted,
the songs are pretty meagre attempts at creativity, but the
grandieuse, Phil Spectorish wall
of sound makes them sound like
a group of girl scouts. Geez, Ozzie's vocals are even tolerable
and for Black Sabbath, that's the
kiss of death.
Never Say Die? I'd say it was
about time.

Neil

Young

9:>okReview
COl\ES A TIME

Out in the woods
By Andy Waxman

BEAR
by Marian Engel
Bantam Seal
$1.95 paperback.
McClelland and Stewart published this book in April 1976. It
has won the Governor General's
Award and become a Canadian
bestseller. I read it for this review, because I want to become
familiar with our literature, and
because I was looking for a good
book to read.

Bear has the sheen of literary
chicness because it is written by
a woman, and women writers are
in vogue now, like Southern
writers in the Thirties, because
of the back-to-nature setting
which summons up romantic
anti-industrialization, and recent
novels like Surfacing and Deliverance. But what sells it, what
makes it "the shocking, erotic
novel of a woman in love" - sex
with a bear.
Engel falls immediately into a
trap of contemporary writing:
she is autobiographical,
but
hides behind a fictional "persona." It's Marian Engel writing
but it's not Marian Engel speaking... B.S. What's at stake is her
own self-image, it's important,
and she hides behind the third
person singular. As a result, we
learn to little about the woman
for her to turn into a real person. Same with the bear. It is
"Anybear," or "Allbear." The
minor characters too are nonspecific; salty rur~l typ~s.

t

e

e

I have two more complaints,
having to do with craft. Over
and over we read little catalogues of action: "She gave herself a tough morning of work
· · . Late in the day, she put on
her boots and went down to the
river. Once she drove into a nearby town for whiskey and fresh
meat." Engel fills us in on her
work schedule, too. The book is
fill~d with these falsely illuminating detaHs. They shed no
light on the character and there
are too many of these 'details.

Engel might have condensed
the action to a few important
moments and explored them.
She might have ~liminated comments by the narrator, such as,
"If she did not unpack now she
would live her life here in a
muddle." Hemingway only told
the reader what the protagonists
saw. Engel, on the other hand,
has verbal run-on. She overflows
with explanations,
often in
psycho-babble: "She wondered
by what right she was there;"
"Ideas were all very fine, but ... "
The unidentified,
uninvolved
narrator
carries too much
weight. And what does this narrator have at stake? Nothing.
Although she succeeds in giving her sentences rhythm, Engel
violates the rule of writing teachers, which is still: show don't
tell. Bear is a highbrow novel for
middlebrows. It says the "right"
things, and takes a short cut to
"Art", without the careful attention to detail. It's safe: titillating, a bit risque, to us, but not
dangerous. The only risk is, can
she maintain her tone, as she
rolls toward where you know
she will end up: with a stock,
socially acceptable, in books
anyway, kind of "liberation."
No sweat. Sure.

Music fac
news

By Daniel Sullivan
"I come down
from the misty mountain
I got lost
On the human highway
Take my bead
Refreshing fountain
Take my eyes
From what they've seen."
Neil Young· Human Highway

The rumour and speculation
that preceded the release of
Cornes A Time generally implied

that Neil Young has come full
circle from the days of his Harvest album . In fact , however,
Comes A Time is not particularly closer to Harvest than any
of his other albums .
The only grounds for comparison of the two albums are
the production and orchestration that mark each of them. Harvest was, until now, Young's
best produced album, but the
production on Comes A Time
far out-classes anything Young
has done before. A lot of Young
fans felt that the orchestration
on Harvest was too heavy and
marred an otherwise perfect album. On Comes A Time the orchestration is used to back-up
Young's voice, but not to supplement it.
In a lot of ways Comes A
Time is Neil Young's best album.
His singing, for one thing, has
improved vastly. He is in pitch
for a change, and his voice
sounds clear and unstrained. The
songs on the album, too, are the
best he's produced in years. His
past two efforts--American Stars
And Bars and Zuma-contain
only one or two songs worth
hearing. Comes A Time, on the
other hand, is filled with good
songs, some of which deserve to
be called excellent.
At least three of the songs are
not new. Human Highway was a
song that Crosby, Stills, Nash &
Young did on their 1974 reunion tour (and was the tentative
title of their never-released reunion album). Lotta Love is a song
that Young has been doing for
at least two years, and Four
Strong Winds is, of course, Ian
Tyson's classic.
Of the remaining songs on the
album, Look Out For My Love,
Already One and the title cut
best display Young's songwriting
talent . Even the weaker songs
are held together by the slick
production and by Nicolene
Larson's excellent harmony vocals. Larson succeeds on Motorcycle Mama in singing !~ads that
could match those of Linda

-Motorcycle

Mama.
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By Paula Pinterpe

Happening this weekend in
student recitals is soprano Mary
Belaisis, on Friday, Nov. 10th at
8: 15, in Moot Court. On Saturday Nov. 11, will be guest artist
Paul Bempechat. Mr. Bempechat
will play compositions by Berg,
Shubert and Brahms in Moot
Court at 8: 15. A graduation recital will be given by clarinetist
Blake Stevenson, on Nov. 17 in
Moot Court. On Nov. 18th a recital will be given by the 3rd
place winner the Canadian National Centennial Competition,
soprano Mary Morgan.

'.Ronstadt.
Ms Larson's isn't the only talent on which Young draws . The
album's cover credits no less
than 38 musicians and ten engineers. Most of those named in
the credits are relatively unknows, though a few (J . J. Cale,
Tim Drummond) are names that
have graced many album covers.
If the album has an outstanding flaw it is the situati~n of the
song Motorcycle Mama. The
only "raunchy" song on the album, it comes after the countrified Field Of Opportunity and
before the mellowness of Four
Strong Winds. It seems that the
song might be more appropriate at either the beginning or the
end of the side.
The other problem with the
album is that it is already a year
old. It was recorded last year,
but its release was delayed until
Warner Bros. came up with a
high quality pressing. Since last
year Young has performed newer, and in the case of Out Of The
Blue And Into The Black, more
timely songs. It will now be
quite some time before these
songs reach the public.
Meanwhile Young is busy
making his second movie (tentatively titled Human Highway)
and has just finished a major
tour with Crazy Horse.
Years igo Young found himself in the middle of the road
where he said travelling bored
him, but with Comes A Time he
seems to have returned there.
"I'm here to deliver
I hope you can re~d my mail
I just escaped last night
From the Memory county jail."

~this week-

KfctyRye

-next week-

RanneR
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EVENTFUL
EVENTS
-Marion McPartland plays jazz
favourites at the Music Hall
Centre. 360 Madison Ave. at
6:30p.m.
-University of Windsor Players,

10

"A Doll's House"

-University of Windsor Players,
"A Doll's House", by Henrik lb·
sen (for tickets call box office @
253-4565, or go directly to
Essex Hall Theatre box office.
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Studies in Ethnographic Art and
Archaeology
-Cobo Hall, Queen.

11
-Club Sandwich, Eric Nagler
from Toronto.
-School of Music, Paul Benpachat, Piano.
-Windsor Ballet Theatre, Star
Wars, Les Patineers, La Boutique
Fantastique.
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Yo.ung peoples concert, Lara and
Scott St. John, Violinists, Voltr
Ivanoffski, conductor.
-University of Windsor Players,
"A Doll's House"

12
-Assumption
Campus Community,
Coffee House, Blue
Room, 8:30-11:00 p.m., admission 50 cents, everyone welcome.

at 8 p.m.
-"4 Girls 4", starring Rosemary
Clooney, Rose Marie, Helen
O'Connell and Margaret Whiting.
Through Nov. 19. Tickets available at Music Hall Centre, 360
Madison Ave.
-University of Windsor Players,

"A Doll's House"

13
-Discussion on Awareness, Dr.
Wyn Wanger, of Gettysberg, Md.
1120 Math Bldg., at 7 p.m. (repeated Nov. 15 @ 10 a.m.)
-Cafe Harmonie, After Dinner
Theatre, "Don Juan In Hell".
Centre St., Detroit. Cash Bar,
Admission $4, curtain @ 8 p.m.
(repeated Nov. 15, 21, 22.).
-U of W Ski Club, No-Snow Ski
Party, 7 p.m. - midnight at Ambassador Aud. Membership and
trip, discussion, film, cash bar,
and music until midnight.

-Ontario Film Theatre, "Far
From the Maddening Crowd",
Schleshinger, British, '6 7.
-Windsor Public Libraries and
Ontario Archaeological Soc.,
Windsor Branch, Dale Woodyard, "Research and techniques
in underwater
archaeology",
Main Library, 7:30 p.m., free
admission.
-Cobo Hall, Foreigner, $9,$10,

19

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Sun. ,
day Series, Pro Arte Trio
-School of Music, Alex Zonjic,
Flute.

21

-University of Windsor Players,
"A Doll's House"

-Ontario Film Theatre, "Pardon
Mon Affaire", French '76.

16
-University of Windsor Players,
"A Doll's House"

17
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Studies in Ethnographic Art and
Archaeology.
-Scarlet
Brigade, Big Band
Dance.
-University of Windsor Players.
"A Doll's House"

14 .

-University of Windsor Players,
"A Doll's House"

18
-Windsor Light Opera, South
Pacific
-Windsor Public Libraries, Ron
the Magician, Tecumseh Mall Library: 2: 30 p.m. Free admission.
-Club Sandwich, Terry Jones
and Friends.

SandWich opens
val in Alberta.
Their third album as a group
is a first in two ways. It is strict
ly instrumental bluegrass and
will be self-produced. Their pre·
vious albums, "Light, Medium&
Heavy" and "Cheaper to Lease"
were produced by Boot Records.
Despite the wide appeal of
the Flyers, they have no intent·
ions of leaving Canada. Bert
Baumbach, band leader and lead
guitarist, explained that the mus·
ic they play is definitely Canadi·
an, although it has its roots in
Appalachia. They tend more to·
ward a blues attitude towards
bluegrass. It is very up-tempo
and the harmonica ( which comes
alive in the hands of WillieP.
Bennett) is more adaptable to
their style than the traditional
fiddle.
"We believe in the good
down-to-earth attitudes that the
songs speak of", said WillieP.,
"and that's what makes it
work."
It is that good down-to-earth
attitude and a comfortable at·
mosphere that is going to make
Club Sandwich work.

By Lindsay Hall-Smeets

If having to turn away over
50 people at the door spells success, then Club Sandwich is off
to a good start.
Willie P. Bennett and the Dixie Flyers headlined the Saturday
night opening of the new musical coffee-house style lounge at
the Windsor Press Club on Riverside Drive.
The band played in the front
section of the long narrow room.
Chairs, set up in rows, accomodated hand-clapping, fooBtamping bluegrass fans.
The bar and a coffee and
pastry table, located in the back
part of the room, were the hub
of activity in the lounge area.
Tables and couches made conversation easy, and people drifted back and forth between the
two areas all evening.
While in town, the Dixie Flyers are taping a "Sun Parlour
Country" show on CBET. They
have just completed an 11-day
western tour, including a performance on the campus of the
University of Alberta and at
the Black Falls Bluegrass Festi-
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Leghorns take title in intmmural baseball final
the following players:
LEGHORNS TRIUMPH
Mike Carlone, Keith Henry,
The third place and seeming
Dave Hitchcock, Paul Jemison,
non-contender Leghorn Athletic
Alex Lambros, Bruce Murdoch,
club dominated play from the
Larry Ouellette, Andy Papp,
start to finish to win the IntraBob Petrie and Chris Sauve.
mural Lobball crown last week.
Special thanks to the fans for
The final pitted the Horns
their support, it was greatly ap·
against the strong, well staffed
preciated.
Tigers,the first place team at the
end of the regular season.
INTRAMURAL HOCKEY
The Tigers had finished the
By Gerard Lavimodicrc
regular season with 5 wins
Last week marked the open·
against only 1 defeat (_the Horns
ing
of the intramural hockey
were 4-2). In two previous meetleague. The first week saw nine
ings, the Tigers had _humiliated
games being played. The scores
the Leghorns, beating them 16-1
were: Screaming Eagles (A) 10
and 12-2. But, the Horns were
_ Geography O; Racoon Lodge 8
riding high following their defeat
Cody Sucks 3; Rockets 5 Red
of the Humkins, by a score of
Wings O; Bulls 5 Sabres 1;
9-8, on Tuesday.
Chiefs 4 N.F.G. 3; Candies 3
Led by their captain, Bruce
Flames 2; Blades 6 Biology 3.
"Boomer" Murdoch, the Horns
Two other game scores were
,1ever ceased in their unrelentnot
submitted to the Intramural
ing vocal support of one anOffice.
other.
A reminder is extended to the
That spirit, combined with
winning team captains to make
their fine hitting, errorless fieldsure they drop of their game reing, and the extraordinary play
ports
to the intramural office ;
of second baseman
Andy
within
24 hours after the game.
"Felix" Papp, enabled the Horns
The officials have been into score 4 runs in the first inning
structed not to take any abuse
on their way to a 9-6 victory.
from
the players and this is reThe Leghorn team contained
flected by the fact that there
have been five game misconducts
handed out in the opening week.

Hockey
Lancers
triumph

By Nigel Miller
The University of Windsor
Lancers started the season off
with two wins on the road,
against Brock and Ryerson.
Saturday the Lancers travelled to St. Catherines to play the
Brock Badgers. After starting
slow, Windsor poured in 4 goals
in the third period to win 6-5.
Chittle opened the scoring for
Windsor with a short handed
goal, to close the gap to 3-1,
after Brock jumped to a quick
lead. Jim Weese converted a
three on two break into the Lancers second goal to round out
the second period scoring.
The third period Brock scored quick goals by Kevin Hill and
!ed Lis. Windsor then came flymg back with goals by Don Martin and three by Mark Matheson.
Matheson scored the winner
with six and a half minutes remainingin the game.
Don Johnston was the starting goalie. Johnston
started
~haky but kept the Lancers close
m the third period.
Sunday the Lancers moved
into Toronto to battle the Ryerson Rams. The Lancers emerged
from the game with a 4-2 win.
The Lancers again played an
outstanding third period on the
road, breaking a 2-2 tie with
goals by John Ivan and Bert
Fournier.
. Don Martin opened the scoring for Windsor in the second
period and Matheson netted his
fourth goal of the weekend to
tie the score.
The Lancers managed to take
4 points on the road last weekend and are. at home this weekend, Wtth
· a chance to grab an
~arly lead in the division standings.

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
Men and women, are needed
for co-ed volleyball teams by
November 21, 1978. This volleyball league places emphasis on
fun, enjoyment, and having a
good time. Competition is on
Tuesday nights from 7 - 9 p.m.,

through till the end of January.
To enter all you need is three
gals and three guys and have
your team captain present for
the Captain's meeting on Monday, November 20, 1978 at 7
p.m., in the Intramural Office,
St. Denis Hall.
The winner of the tourney
celebrates with the rest of the
teams in the Gallery Lounge,
with the Intramural Office supplying pizza to the winner with
their compliments. Unfortunately, competitors supply the beer.
So don't delay. Join in on the
fun and help make this year the
most successful Co-Ed Volleyball season ever. Remember, it's
only 2 hours of your time once a
week which leaves plenty of
.time to study. Get your entry
forms today and fill them out.
Team lists will be accepted at
the Intramural Office up until
1'1ovember 18, 1978.

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL
STANDINGS (OCTOBER 31, 1978)
WINS

1. Laurier 9's

7

2. H. K. Grads
3. Tecumseh
4. 10th Floor Spikers
5. Nurses
6. Pats Petunias
7. 8th Floor Laurier

5
5
7
7

5
3

POINTS
14
10
10

14
14
10
6

LOSSES
5
3
9
4
5
7
6

GAMES FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7

NO.
1
2
3
4
5

TIME
7:15 - 7:35
7:35 - 7:50
7:50 - 8:10
8:10- 8:30
8:30 - 8:50

COURT A
3 vs 1
1 VS 2
7vs4
6 vs 3
S VS 4

COURT B
2vs4
7 vs 6
6 vs 5
7vs 2
1 vs 7

..,

PLAYOFFS ARE NEXT TUESDAY. ALL TEAMS MAKE THE
PLAYOFFS. THE FINAL GAME WILL BE THE BEST TWO OUT
OF THREE.

SELF-DEFENCE!!

Some of the following techniques taught by Ron Polsky are listed below:
1) ARM BARS
2) FRONT CLOTHING GRABS
3) FRONT ARM AND BODY ATTACKS
4) REAR CLOTHING GRABS
5) REAR ARM AND BODY ATTACKS
6) FRONT BODY BWJJ7S

EVERY THURSDAY EVENING
WOMEN 7:00 PM-8:00 PM
MEN 8:00 PM-9:00 PM

AN KINETICSBLDG.DANCE S1lJDIO
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new Lancers
Basketballen readying
By PctcrNuh

Lancer Head Coach Paul
Thomas notes that he's always
shooting for a division title and
this year isn't any different.
Thomas commented
that
"It's going to be a real dog fight
this year in our division. From
what I hear there isn't any one
team that is outstanding."
This year's Lancer squad has
alot of new faces but Thomas
doesn't seem worried about it.
''We miss guys like Charlie (Pearsall) and Fred Robson, but right
now we've progressed further
than at the same time last year."
Pearsall is obviously a great
loss to the Windsor squad. Although he wasn't a great offen-

sive threat his shot blocking
abilities served to intimidate opposing teams. The man who is
going to have to fill Charlies'
shoes is Stan Korosec.
Korosec is a bit shorter than
Pearsall, six foot seven inches
compared to Charlie's six foot
nine inch stature, but a greater
offensive threat. A first team allcity player from Windsor, Korosec has the credentials to impress
any coach. "Stan will be able to
do things for us that Charlie
couldn't do" commented Coach
Thomas. He went on to say
"He's a much greater scoring
threat inside than Charlie."
The guy who'll be feeding
Korosec inside will be mister

Windsor hos"8 CanThis past weekend the University of Windsor Lancerette
Volleyball team hosted the Annual Can-Am Tournament at St.
Denis Hall. There were 12 teams,
five from the U.S. and seven
from Canada.
In the semi-finals, Windsor
was defeated by CMU (Central
Michigan University) two games
to one and Waterloo.was defeated by Kellogg Community College two straight.
In the finals, KCC' beat last
year's winners CMU 2-1.

,n

the day with 4 wins and 4 losses.
Saturday was a complete turn
around with the Windsor squad
winning 5 out of 6 games. The
highlight of the afternoon for
the Windsor club came when
they beat Waterloo 15-3. This
has been a rivalry for years and
in the past, Windsor has come up
short.
Windsor was ready to meet
the challenge this time. They
had just come off a very impressive victory over Wayne State,
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Toledo's Tim Sclgo has a short conversation with Windsor's Phil Hermanutz during an exhibition game
last Tuesday. The details arc at the bottom of this page.

hustle, Vince Landry. One of
only three returning players
Landry is a key figure. His lead-

Toun,arne
out there and showed the best
defensive and offensive exhibition of volleyball this year. They
never let up and kept the pressure on Waterloo forcing them to
make errors. The outcome was
U of W 15 Waterloo 3. This victory was important for the Lancerettes. It gave them the confidence needed to be winners.
Coach Prpich was very proud of
the team because it was a total
team effort. All those playing
and those on the bench gave 100

ership on and off the floor led
him to take over the reins as
'team captain from Pearsall.
I'll try to keep things as positive as possible" noted Landry
the bus home from Toledo
t Tuesday He also commented that "Unity and spirit
?re a big part of basketball.
Sometimes it's ..not the team
with the greatest personel that
wins but the team with the right
attitude."
Kevin Greenwood, another
veteran feels his duty is similar
to Landry's "I feel my job is1
kind of a communication thing.
I try to help Vince keep the
team organized on the floor."
Windsor's organization on the
floor will be a key point in
winning games. This year's team
is shorter than last with all four
guards under six feet. Speed and
execution of the fast break are
essential to the team and Greenwood feels he holds an important role in this part of the Lancer attack. "I've got to keep the
team running. I'm not that much
of a shooter but I try to take advantage of my ability to pass."
Brian Hogan, a new Lancer,
will also try to take advantage of
ball handling abilities. Hogan
spent last year playing for Windsor's Junior Varsity squad, the
Crusaders. He's got good speed
and alot of drive.
The fourth guard is Phil Hermanutz. He's the tallest of Windsor's back court at just under six
feet. A junior MVP in high
school, Hermanutz has a good
shot and an uncanny ability to
rebound for his height.
Windsor's only veteran forward is Jim Molyneux, a six foot
six inch 200-pounder. Molyneux·

learned alot in his first year asa
Lancer, following his transfer
from Laurier. He is a tough rebounder and probab~y the Lan.
cers best athlete.
Another transfer, Wayne Alli·
son, . will be a major factor on
the offensive side. Allison gained
all-star status at Wooster College
in Ohio as a third team AJ].
American. At six foot six and
215 pounds Allison will take on
the roll of power forward. He
handles the ball well inside and
is a great shooter.
John Ritchie is another new
Lancer with shooting ability.
Hampered with injuries in past
years Ritchie is healthy and
ready to play. His ability spans
both ends of the court as a
shooter, rebounder and shot
blo,cker. Ritchie played for the
AKO national champions last
year so he knows how to win.
Mike McKinley, a, former Crusader, now playing for the Lan·
cers will also help The Lancers
offensively. McKinley is moi! of
a finesse player than other Lancer forwards. He is a good ball
handler as well as a fine shooter.
Rounding out the team 1s
Jack Beard, a first year player
from Chatham. Beard is learning
quickly and _compliments a good
shot with steady playing at both
ends of the court.
The Lancers lost seven play·
ers last year but this year's team
still has great potential. The
players work well together even
though many are still learning
offenses and defenses that are
new to them.
Windsor always has strong
compet1t1ve teams and this
year's team seems to be follow·
ing in that tradition.
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Sharon MacNamara leaps high as Josclin Creguer (22) and Barb Riggs (38) look on.
per cem. 1111s,along with the
and were mentally.and physicalThe Windsor team finished
confidence gained will be the
the tournament with an overall
ly prepared. In the first game
k.e.y to the future success of the
against Waterloo they stayed
9-5 record to win the fourth and
Lancerette Volleyball team. The
close for 7 points and then Watfinal play-off spot. The tourney
season opens November 11
erloo won 15-7. The Lancerettes
started on Friday and Windsor
against Laurier at St. Denis Hall
didn't give up though, and went
got· off to a slow start finishing
a(l p.m.

Rockets too much for

an

Lancers,98-57

fu
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The University of Toledo
Rockets hosted the Windsor
Lancers last Tuesday night and
outscored the Lancers 54 to 25
in the second half, on their way
to a 98-5 7 victory.
Windsor stayed right with the
Rockets in the first half. The
Rockets led by three with four
minutes left in the half but several Lancer turnovers late in the
half gave Toledo a 44-32 half
time lead.
Wayne Allison kept Windsor
in the game during the early going scoring Windsor's first three
baskets. Jim Molyneux also has
six points in the first half along
with some strong board work.

Windsor came out strong in
the second half matching Toledo
basket for basket but late in the
third quarter Toledo started to
pull away.
Jim Swaney and Dick Miller
stole the show in the second
half. Swaney ended up with 21
points and Miller 20. Allison ~as
high scorer for the Lancers with
14 points.
The Lancers carried two extra
players for this match, Hank
Dykhuizen and Mark Korschok.
Windsor travels to Ottawa
this weekend to play in a totallY
Canadian tournament.
Next
week they travel to Bowling
Green.
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Poor communication
delays Open House

9

'By Mike Taylor

Bob Gammon, Commissioner
of Special Events and co-chairman of the Open House Commitee, has said that Open House,
·traditionally held in the fall semester, would be postponed until
early spring. He cited lack of
action on the part of a minority
of faculty members as one of the
reasons for the delay. Other reasons mentioned were the lack of
several faculty preparations and
a possib le increase in the Open
House budget if it occurs in the
spring.
Mr. J. A. McGibbon, head of
Information Services, stated that
a breakdown in internal communication may have left faculty committee memhers with
little or no time to prepare for a
fall presentation. He disagreed
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with Gammon on the issue of
lack of faculty drive for the
Open House, saying that as far as
he was concerned, all members
of the committees were sincere
in their commitments.
The Open House Committee
was formed at the request of
Gammon, who felt that changing
from an ad-hoc to a standing
committee would benefit the
presentation. He also suggested
that he step down as chairman
and create · a co-chairmanship,
Steve J ordanoff of the Business
Faculty and himself. This would
improve the faculty pi;.rticipation and create a liason between
SAC and the faculties.
McGibbon felt that a delay
until March would result in a

· cont'd on pg. 2

Can-Am seminar

Less housing area needed in future
By Peter Nash

William Teron, Secretary of
the Ministry of State and Urban
Affairs, spoke about the long
tenn perspectives for housing in
North America at the Boland
Memorial Lecture on November
9th.
Mr. Teron, also the Chairman
of the Board for the Central
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, notes that today's society is
"littered with day dreams of
broken crystal balls." This
factor, combined with a major
change in population mix across
North America, will lead to
,weeping changes in the future
of housing.
Quoting statistics gathered in
a recent North American survey,
Teron showed that the future
will bring many more senior
citizens and a drop in the num?er of young adults. This change
m population mix will bring
about less need for new housing
in that older people need less
space.to live.

A major problem in predicting the future of housing has
been the people's changing
values. In the past, housing had
to be different. Since the people
buying the housing were younger, the houses were built with
the youth market in mind. Housing became, what Mr. Teron
calls, "an extension of the individual." He predicts that this
emphasis is now changing to a
less status oriented society.
According to Teron, these
value changes will also brmg
changes as to where people live.
"I feel people will move inward rather than outward," said
Teron, "back into the city
cores."
Western society practiced the
"new is better" approach in the
past but that is changing to what
Mr. Teron says "is a more down
to earth, economical society."
Past societies looked on the
future as being more and more
technically advanced but Teron
questions this idea in terms of

our immediate future. "Our
technology will not change drastically in the next twenty
years."
Since technologies will not
change, the need for new housing goes down drastically. Teron
points out that 70 per cent of
the housing needed for the next
20 years is already existing. The
need for new stock will only be
about three per cent each year.
He also commented that contrary to what most people think,
the present number of privately
owned houses have few mortgages. Quoting more statistics,
Teron showed that 40 per cent
of Canada's present housing is
fully owned with no mortgage.
Overall, one of Canada's
major problems has been over
housing. There are too many
people using up unnecessary
amounts of housing. Teron notes
that this will change with the
rise in energy costs as people will

cont'd on pg. 2 ·
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Willian Teron, the Secretary of the Ministry of State and Urban Af.
fairs, makes his point during last week's Boland Memorial Lecture.

CJAM an improved radio station
By Paul Chernish
CJAM,the student radio station, is more than just a studio in
the basement of the Centre. It is
alivewith production, potential,
and drive. However, as is the
case with any other studentfunded organization, CJAM's
future could be weakened by
their budget.
Last week, the Student Media
Corporation agreed on a budget
proposal for the radio station
that is slightly higher than last
year's, and, according to Tosh
Noma, the station manager, the
proposal is an efficient sum for
th'is year. Many SAC-funded organizations had to suffer cutbacks this year due to a drop in
~-tudent enrollment. Noma bei_evesthat he succeeded in cuttJ~g corners in order to satisfy
this year's decrease in SAC revenue, but admitted to making a
m·!Stake concerning the allotment for CJAM's music department.
"P

.
aul Kowttuk (music direct-

or) and I did not discuss the
issue of music department funding deeply enough," said Noma.
"I think this is the only part of
the budget proposal that I can
take the blame for."
The proposed budget for
CJAM this year is $8,266.IW.
The money is supposed to cover
the costs of running the station,
on a carrier current, for the duration of this year. It includes all
salaries, honorariums and operating costs. Noma is the only
CJAM staff member that receives a salary, which amounts
to $100 per week. Noma estimated that his normal W?rk
week averages 60 hours.
"We have always tried to save
SAC money in every aspect of
the operation of the station. In
fact, three-quarters of the operating equipment in the station
came to us in the form of donations from professional radio
stations."
CJAM has had an excellent

track record concerning its
reputation and placement of
past staff members in the "real
world". ·Six
students
who
worked for CJAM at one time
during the past two years have
found employment in professional stations. Don Peppin works
at CKWW, Paul Kowtiuk at
CJOM, Bruce Dinsmore at
CHYR, Tom Scalzo is employed
by CBET and Anna Maria Tremon ti is at CLEC in New Glasgow,
Nova Scotia. Noma, himself,
was at one time employed by
CJOM. The CJAM comedy crew
put together a· comedy special
which was recently broadcast
by WWWWof Detroit on its Sunday Funnies programme .
Even though CJAM has made
its mark of progression in recent years, the fact that it broadcasts on carrier current is an inhibiting element. The proposed
FM licence would certainly expose the talents of the station
but for now CJAM must rely on
its carrier current, which can

only be picked up in the Centre
and a few residence halls.
One of CJAM's most popular
listening areas, the · Gallery
Lounge, has not been piping in
the station's signals lately. J\{oma
feels that the pub is the one area
on campus with the most consistent listenership, and he's upset about the absence of CJAM
in the pub.
"Everytime I try to discover
why the Gallery does not play us
instead of a Detroit station, the
bartender tells me it is because
of a technical problem," said
Noma. "I'm not arguing that the
bartenders don't want to put us
on, but everytime I check out
the wiring it seems alright to
me."
Even though CJAM has had
its share of problems, this year's
staff is one of the most productive and interested ones ever.
The turnout of · new faces in
September was substantial, and,
as a result, the station has been
able to branch out into a.reas

never before attempted. The
sports department has expanded
and will now cover as many
Lancer and Lancerette games as
possible. With all of the dilligence that this year's staff has
shown so far, an FM licence
might not be that far off.
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Students' Council ratifies new budget
By Dave Powis
On Thursday, November 9,
the council sat down to discuss
and ratify the 1978-79 budgets
for the SAC and Student Media
Corporation. The meeting lasted
but 90 minutes, a marked difference in comparison to past years
when budget meetings wore on
for several hours.
Before the budgets were introduced, the members had to
ratify a new Club Financing
Formula. The vice-president of
SAC, Doug Smith, felt that the
old formula was an injustice to
some of the smaller clubs who
received very little to work with.
Under the new formula, a club is
entitled to a $20 base rate, plus
75 cents per student member.
Smith also said that clubs could
come to the newly-established
Club Event Committee and seek
extra funds from that body for
any special l"Vents.
The proposed budget for societies and clubs came under some
fire from two council reps.
Ian ~ampbell, the president
of the Engineering Society, ob-

jected to SAC's funding of political clubs . Campbell asked if religious groups go to God for
funding ."
In defense of funding political clubs, SAC president Gino
Piazza said that "political clubs
give students an opportunity to
learn."
Smith informed the representatives that clubs of a religious, political and sexual nature
must be ratified by ' a special
resolution of SAC. A motion to
exempt the Liberal Club, as they
are the only political club to ask
for money so far, from SAC
funding was defeated.
Drama rep Andre Wehbe told
the council that the Registrar's
figure of 39 Drama students,
which SAC bases its allotment
on, is incorrect, and that the
actual figure is closer to 80.
One rep questioned having
the Student Legal Aid Society
(SLAS) under Club Financing.
Piazza explained that "they
(SLAS) provide legal service to
students on this campus" and
that "they're not a club or a

forthe

B

ank of Montreal has a
complete financialplan
designed especiallyto get
graduating professionals ---started in their own
practice.
Our FirstBank™
ProfessionalLoan Plan
booklet is full of ideas
and adviae to help you
arrange the business
side of your profession
Drop into any
branch and ask for
your free copy of
our booklet.

society but a service."
SAC treasurer
Emmanuel
Biundo told the council that he
was pleased with the budget for
The Lance. He noted that it was
a cut of almost $1,900 ($28,
279.67 as opposed to last year's
$30, 162.73) .
With one minor change to a
club's financing, the overall budgets for SAC and the Student
Media Corporation were passed .
"It's a fair budget," said Biundo, "If everything goes accordingly, then we'll eliminate

our deficit ." The present deficit,
inherited from past councils, is
$8,525.
This year's council is expect ing revenues of $185,971, with
student fees accounting for
$121,410 . The Gallery grant and
Liquor Services are expected to
provide over $40,000 to the
SAC bank account.
The SAC will be disbursing
$22,723 to campus clubs and
societies. Operating costs include
The Lance, CJAM ($8,263 .80),
the Central .Advertising Bureaui

($8,367.80),
Ancilla~ Services
($450)
and Special Events
($7,000). Publication and corn.
munication costs are budgeted
for $3,105 and general and ad.
ministrative costs are expected
to run about $55,440 . The total
operating disbursements come to
$134,032.27.
Other disburse.
ments, including summer expenses ($34,749 .09) , Orientat- ,
ion losses ($5,700) and other
attributable expenses ($4,000)
leave this council with an operat'.
ing surplus of $7,489 .64.

Living space must be maximized
cont'd from pg. I
be forced to economize .
Teron warns that there must
be no more urban sprawl. The
existing facilities must have their
capacities maximized .
"We must move to a more
compact society with more investment in downtown areas,"
commented Teron.
In order to contend with

these changes he made five major points . They were: (1) producers and governments must
understand the change in population mix, (2) local governments must review the evolution of peoples' needs, (3) producers and government must
help populate the inner cities,
(4) there must be new management skills developed by pro-

ducers and (5) we must take ad.
vantage of existing housing.
Commenting on new management skills, Teron noted that
new managers must stress design
changes. Housing must become
more people-oriented.
He finished on a positive note
by saying that "I view the future
with optimism. No future improvements in housing will make
life better. We must now strive
for greater community building
and less housing."

advice
professional
.
Claire Jolicoeur accepted the
Can-Am Scholarship Award at
last week's Boland Memorial
Lecture. The award was donated
by Gulf Oil Corporation.

Open House
cont'd from pg. 1
higher level of production than
had previously been anticipated.
"We have divided into sub·
committees primarily concerned
with advertising, promotion, logistics, (co-ordination) and budget," said McGibbon. He infer·
red that the president of the
university, Dr. Franklin, might
be open to an increase in the al·
location for the Open House.
McGibbon felt that this increase,
coupled with the standing com·
mittee's increased communicat·
ion, would smooth over the problem from the fall.
.
Creating a standing commit·
tee, co-chairmanships, and sub·
committees apparently had to
come from Gammon, due to che
"reticence of the faculty mem·
bers to intrude on student sove'.·
•
eignty". These are the most posi·
tive aspects, according to Mr
McGibbon.
This is one committee where
the interests of the student
body, represented by Mr. Garn·
mon, are totally in line with the
desires of the faculty. Ever)"
body concerned wants to create
a good Open House and the de·
lay until March, coupled with
the other advances made, seem
to ensure that the presentation
will be an improvement on past
performances.
011
"Open House is the win~
through which the City vie~
the university," said Frankllll·
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SAC by-laws now amended
ByDave Powis
The Students'
Administra·
·ve Council has amended their
~y-laws,by-laws which h~d be~n
described by some parties, including former SAC president
Gary Wells, as outmoded. It was
Wells, with the help of SAC's
lawyer Doug Phillips, who rewrote the by-Jaws over the sum-

mer.
According to Wells, the overriding result of the amended bylaws, is to limit the powers of
the executive and the Board of
Directors. The power primarily
rests with the council now. "All
the amendments were done with
this in mind."
The new by-laws provide for
the creation of a By-law Review
Committee. Essentially,
the
committee, composed of one
representative from the Law faculty and two other council members, is impowered to conduct
an investigation into any aspect
of SAC, 'with the exceptions of
staff salaries.
However, The Lance has
learned that a section of the Corporations Act, under which SAC
is obliged to follow, provides for
complete access to SAC dealings.
Section 340 of the Corporations

Act, states that " ... upon an application of at least one-tenth of
the members of a corporation
without share capital, the court
may appoint an inspector to investigate the affairs and management of the corporation ... " In
the event that a SAC official
fails to produce any required
record, he or she may be subject
to a summary conviction and a
fine of not more than $200.
While council members now
enj9y a broader spectrum of
power, they have added responsibilities. They are required to
attend meetings, serve on various
committees and commissions, be
spokespersons for their respective faculties and are obliged to
explain SAC by-laws, policies
and programmes to the students
The president of SAC now
has defined duties. He is bound
to present SAC policies to the
various committees a.nd commissions, (ic. the Senate, Board of
Governors) that he or she sits
on and oversee all corporation
staff functions.
The vice-president-secretary
is responsible for the day to day
operations of the staff. The vice-

president-finance (treasurer) will
have an added responsibility
long term planning.
A Committee on Long Term
Planning has been set up under
the amended by-laws. It will
"develop long term financial and
political plans regarding the financial health and integrity of
the corporation." This committee is composed of the president,
vice-president-finance,
three
council members and two other
students who may hold positions
in any campus student organizat10n. It is to prepare a rough
financial plan to serve as a guide
for future councils. This plan
must be at least three years long
and cannot exceed ten years in
length. However, the recommendations of this committee are
not binding.
A COLA (Cost of Living Allowance) Committee has been
established. It will make recommendations to SAC on the base
salaries of SAC executives and
commissioners. It's composed of
one business rep and two other
council members.
To avoid any future problems
with CRTC regulations
and
CJAM, the chairman of SAC and
the Board of Directors must be a
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_g Andre Wehbe (L) and Kambiz Mofid - E check over documents at
SAC meeting.
Canadian citizen.
dent-finance, a society president
and one other rep, will review
Under the new by-laws, the
the unaudited financial stateprocedure in forming a society is
ments of societies. According to
simplified. Twenty-five per cent
Wells, if it's found that the cxof a faculty can petition SAC to
pendible funds arc "outside the
hold an election. If the majority
normally accepted re'!ponsibility
of students decide they want a
of a society", then SAC may
society, then SAC must recogpass a special resolution reducing
nize it, after a constitution is
provided. One new hitch that
the next year's allocation to that
societies must observe is a persociety
by the questionable
centage regulation, where socieamount.
ties are now guaranteed 20 per
Wells believes that the future
cent of SAC revenues, instead of
operations of SAC rest mainly
the old 33 1/3 per cent.
on the shoulders of the council
The Society Review Commimembers. "It's up to them to
tee, composed of the vice-presido a good job."

<lo.

Housing in future should meet residential needs
ByDiane Elliott
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The Institute for CanadianAmerican Studies held its two
day seminar last week, at the
University. This year's topic for
discussion was "Housing
in
North America and the Public
Interest".
On Friday afternoon there
was two choices for those in attendance, a seminar on "Preserving the Residential Neighbourhood" or an organized tour of
waterfront renewal and development projects in Windsor and
the Renaissance Centre and
downtown urban development
in Detroit.
"Preserving the Residential
Neighbourhood" had a wide representation on its panel. The
first speaker was Oskar Brecher,
senior vice-president of the Cadillac-Fairview Corporation from
Toronto.
Brecher felt the preservation
of the neighbourhood was a political issue, although he felt that
neighbourhoods of any social or
historical value should be preserved.
"The developer is an agent of
c~ange" he said, demonstrating
with slides, his company's developments in the Toronto area.
"As the community
changes
there is a need for diversity in

housing forms. It is a constant
cycle as young people move out
of the family home and into
apartments, and start a family
and back into a home and then
the parents take their place in
the apartments."
He also said there is a push
for the maintenance of status
quo in a community and that
the opposition to redevelopment
is tinged with ideology. He
pointed out that profit in the
private sector of development is
less than it is in the government
projects. In Ontario, Brecher
said the main problem with development is that the approval
procedure takes too long and
due to inflation, carrying costs
increase. "By the time approval
comes, the market is gone and
I'm talking about 10-12 years in
delays in approval."
Brecher assured the conference that local interests will be
ensured and although there are
reasons for neighbourhoods remaining, some will benefit from
change.
The next presentation, given
by Detroit Architect Thomas
Holleman, went a different direction.
Holleman argued in
favor of keeping old buildings
and remodelling them, rather
than incur the high costs of

building new ones. He outlined
a few reasons for keeping old
buildings: they are in good locations,
shorter
development
approval time, are visual landmarks, no land acquisition problems, less construction time with
shorter term loans, and older
buildings have sounder construction, which cuts down on
utility costs as they are well insulated.
Working with the community
was the most important aspect
of any redevelopment project,
stressed Holleman. The redeveloper must be in tune to the
community's needs and wants,
adding that not all redevelopment projects were for the
upper-middle class income.
The last speaker was Robert
Phillips, chairman of Heritage
Canada based in Toronto.
"The Canadian need is the
Canadian
neighbourhood
and
Heritage Canada is making its
contribution to remaking downtown Canada,"
said Phillips.
"One cummunity reflects the
taste of one generation and it
has a certain timliness because it
was created by the people of
that place."
The best of the past and the
best of the present are the best
mix. Ile believes recycling to be
economically competitive with /

ATTENTION
STUDENTS
ALL FEES ARE DUE DURING
THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES IN JANUARY
If you are not recieving an OSAPgrant cheque ,
avoid line-ups and unecessary delays by forwarding a cheque
Post dated not later then January 5, 1979) as soon as you
recieve your statement in December.
The Cashiers Offire will be located in the Assumption Lounge
beginning January 2nd through 5thfrom 9 am to 4 pm

condominiums.
"Any building must not be
torn down if it can be proven
economically feasable to remodel and maintain," said Phillips.
Heritage Canada is not a government agency, but receives
funding from corporations and
private interests. They work very
closely with the community.
There has never been a case
when they have done something
on their own without community involvement, nor have they

ever turned down a community
in need of assistance.
An example was the purchase
of the Yukon Hotel in Whitehorse for one dollar. Heritage
Canada is now in the process of
remodelling it for $250,000.
All three panelists stressed
the importance and urgency of
community involvement before,
during and after development or
redevelopment, as this would be
the only way to ensure success
in neighbourhood preservation.

IRC to hold dance
By Julie West
The Inter-Residence Councii
is, with the exception of Macdonald Hall, a joint effort to improve residence conditions, to
facilitate communication and organize social events among the
residences.
The council consists of two
representatives from each member residence
Canterbury,
Cody, Huron, Laurier and Tecumseh Halls .

Their first social event of the
year will be a Christmas DinnerDance, to be held November 30
at the Caboto Club. Tickets may
be obtained at each member residen-ce for $6.50.
In addition to social events,
the IRC has had active input into residence security and maintenance problems.
It is hoped that the year's
plans and activities of the IRC
will be successful.

PROSPECTIVE
GRADUATES
FOR SPRING
CONVOCATION
If you intend to graduate at the Spring
convocation , you must <Dnplet e an
application for graduation aailable at
the Office of the Registrar
as possible .
ro eligibility to graduate will not be
detennined without this application.
Forms recieved after April 15, 1979 will
be processed for Fall convocation only.
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Just like to say hi to all of you down there. Hey, it's gonna snow next Tuesday
for sure. I know it. Only 16 more to go,
• The Lance, a prospective member of the Canadian University Press, is published
every week during the fall and winter terms by the Student Media Corporation, Uni.
versity of Windsor. Our offices are located on the second floor of the University
Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4.
Subscription rates are $7.50 per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the writer and not
necessarily those of the University of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Coun.
cil. News, sports and entertainment: 253-4232, Ext. 153 or 221, or 253-4060. Adver-
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Arthur Sneath, 253-6423.

Government cutbacks are ripping off students
The: Ontario government likes
to go from one extreme to the
other. In the 1960's, we saw a
massive expansion in post-secondary education in this province, fueled by the provincial

government's largess. Today, the
news isn't so hot.
All that was good during the
last decade is being methodically
wiped away by Bill Davis and
company.

.

The Wright commission's report in 1972 was the first step in
the cut-backs. It spoke of universal accessibility and making student grants available. It also recommended raising tuition fees

to cover one-third to one-half
the costs of education. The report also advised charging interest on student loans.
The Peitchinis Report, commissioned by the federal government, classified post-secondary
education as a "luxury good".
An Ontario Treasury Board
document said that de-emphasizing undergraduate, non-professional courses would reduce enrollment in these courses or
selectively raise fees. This results
in a substantial reduction in enrollment.
Soon after the Peitchinis Report came out, undergraduate
tuition fees were raised by $100
and graduate fees by $365.
The crunch came in 1975
when the McKeough-Henderson
Report came out, advocating the
raising of tuition fees by 65 per
cent over a period of time, the
eventual elimination of student

grants and the phasing out of
various programmes.
We're starting to see the ef.
fects of these reports and decisions. Enrollment is dropping
even though the age group from
which post-secondary students
are drawn is increasing. University enrollment is the hardest
hit. The young are going to com.
munity colleges to seek professional training for jobs that don't
exist in great quantities. Thosi
who don't choose the route of
higher education are taking low,
paying jobs or handouts on ,
breadline.
It appears that the Tory government is attempting to per·
petuate today's society - a fewat
the top, a mass at the bottom.
with these moves. That's bad
enough, but compounding the
problem is the fact that we're
not getting quality (education,
for the money we're putting out
now. It's time we got mad.
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All letters to the Editor must be
typed, double-spaced and 500
words or less. They must be
signed, and have a valid student
number and phone number included. All letters which are
deemed by the Editor to be
slanderous or in conflict with
libel laws will not be printed.
The deadline for submissions of

letters to the Editor is Tuesday,
at 3 p.m.
There were two letters submitted this past week which were
found to be libellous. On the advice of our lawyer, we did not
print the letters. We invite the
two writers to contact us so as
to clear up the situation.

Story on Niger ians
not last word
Dear Editor,
The letters to the Editor in
last week's issue, regarding the
story on Nigerian students, represents, in my mind, a classic example of the sticking one's foot
in one's mouth. How anyone can
perceive that the story represents the last word on Nigerian
culture is sadly mistaken.
The article represented an interesting insight into the impressions of foreign students
about Canadian and Nigerian
life, that, and nothing more.
To clear up one thing, Diane
isn't a "half-baked, unqualified
writer". From what I know of
her, she appears to be a conscientious person and is genuinely
interested in the craft of journal-

ism. Her prior stories demonstrate, in my opinion, considerable expertise.
The story does, in no way,
discredit the Nigerian nation.
While I'm sure the majority of
Nigerians are law-abiding citizens, on the same plane I would
venture that vending machines
there are subject to the dents of
frustrations, just as they are in
this law-abiding country.
Furthermore, Diane's remark
about bundled-up Nigerian students is what is understood as
humor in this part of the world.
Although it's unlikely to go
down in the annals of humor as
one of the best examples, it is
indeed a more interesting way of
saying "winters are a lot warmer

in Nigeria".
In his letter, Mr. Babalola
mentioned that hospitality is th,
word in international relations. I
would suggest that mutual understanding is more appropriate.
Who really cares if there are no
traffic lights in Nigeria? With or
without them, drivers in Canada and Nigeria still manage to
kill hundreds each year
In writing these letters, the
authors demonstrated their ignorance of the outside world. If
you think that anyone still believes that Africans still live in
trees, then you're guilty of the
charge of ignorance you laid at
Diane's feet.
I'm appalled at this base attempt at criticism, particularly
the personal comments directed
towards Diane. It was a cheap
shot, gentlemen, and not very
becoming.
Respectfully yours,
Mark D. Greene
3rd. Yr. Soc. Sci.

Interpreted
wrong
Dear Editor,
We are writing in reference to
the article, "Short Life For
Vending Machines in Nigeria,"
and subsequent letters to the
editor:
It seems that the entire reason for the article has been misinterpreted. We do not feel that
the article was meant to em-

barrass the Nigerian students,
but it was meant to be of general
interest to the student population.
In reference to the letter by
Mr. E. N. Vinn, published Nov.
10, 1978, we do not feel that
the article was misleading. When
he refers to the statement about
traffic lights, we do not feel that
this meant to say that driving in
Nigeria was risky, so much as to
point out that there are no traffic lights. Anyone from a North
American city, in which traffic
lights are very common, would
find that interesting.
As for the article being misleading and fallacious, it's one's
own opinion. We feel that to
some people the article may
have been misleading in some
sections (ie: vending machines).
Overall, we feel that this article
has fulfilled it's purpose as being
of interest to the general student
body.
In reference to the letter by
Mr. rssac Ola Babalola published
Nov. 10, 1978, we feel that he is
being rather petty. We feel that
rather than just stating his views
on the article, he has chosen to
personally attack Miss Elliott
and to quibble about whether females in their twenties should
be called girls or women. We also
feel that people who are old
enough to attend university are
old enough to distinguish between hazardous and safe driving
conditions whether they drive or
not. lf the two Nigerian girls interviewed are not qualified to
answer questions about their

own country, then who is? We
feel that Miss Elliott interviewed
qualified people because 1) they
are from Nigeria and 2) this~
their first year in Canada, and
therefore their views and react·
ions would be different from
someone else from Nigeria who
has been here longer.
Because Mr. Babalola has
chosen for the most part to per·
sonally assault Miss Elliott, we.t:
feel his letter has little merit and
tends to belittle him.
We find it unfortunate that
some people have taken offence
to the article, as we saw little
reason for this to happen. For
the most part,· we feel that the
article had achieved it's purpose
in pointing out some of the dif·
ferences between Nigeria and
Canada.
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Yours truly,
Paul Fitzpatrick
Bernadette Berthelotte

Apologet ic
def ense
Dear Editor,
~
In regards to my article, pu
lished in The Lance on Novem·
ber 3 I must clarify any miscon·
~
ceptions caused by the sto_.·
and apologize to the NigeniJ
community who took offen.se
Believe me, there was no mahCl'
ous intent on rfly part.
t1i
I was trying to present '

.
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LeCCeRS .....
impressions of the Nigerian students who were new to Canada,
and not those who had been
here a few years. The figure (of
200 students) mentioned, and
which was corrected last week,
was given to me by the two girls
I talked with.
As many aspects of Nigerian
and Canadian culture are similar,
1 was trying to present some of
the different parts of Nigerian
life and what the girls liked or
disliked about Canada. I know
that there are vending machines
in most modern countries, including Nigeria, but vandalizing
them is maybe what Nigerian
crooks do for kicks, not lawabiding citizens. Of course, there
are traffic lights but the majority
of traffic direction is handled by
policemen. However, space limitations would not allow for complete qualifications of all points.
The article was an attempt at
goodwill, by The Lance and myself. It was my hope to acquaint
the campus community with the
Nigerian people. Feel free to
criticize my article(s) but personal attacks on my character
are unwarranted .
Sincerely,
DianeElliott

Reformed
•
writer
Dear Editor,
In reference to your front
page article in your last issue
about the gay representative being assaulted, I would like to expresssome thoughts .
First of all, let me say that
surely there must be more constructive ways of displaying disagreement with a cause or person than by throwing hot chocolate on them. Such display only
means immaturity on the part of

the assailant.
Secondly, I would like to
keep many people posted on this
campus as to my thoughts concerning homosexuality. As most
people may recall, last winter I
expressed some rather strong
opinions about this issue. To the
relief of many, you may learn
that after an extensive amount
of research, I consider myself to
having been enlightened. I no
longer see homosexuality as a
sickness, or homosexuals as disturbed, unbalanced people. Contrary to this b_elief, unfounded
and biased as it was, I now view
homosexuality as an alternative
lifestyle, and most homosexuals
as well-adjusted normal people.
Surely, there are some homosexuals who are having emotional difficulties but so are heterosexuals, and in neither case is
their difficulty necessarily due
to their sexual orientation.
Although I personally would
never engage in homosexual behavior, I have come to discover
that it may be an acceptable lifestyle to someone else. Sometimes the best way to grow and
to be enlightened is to express
our innermost thoughts, and
thanks to many people who
were patient enough to offer
their insights and valuable reading material, I have been able to
overcome my personal prejudices concerning the gay community.
Yours truly,

J. R. Landgraff

Take a trip
Dear Editor,
RE: Short life for vending
machines in Nigeria (Nov . 3/78).
- The article by one Diane Elliott is not only incredible and
embarassing but a calculated or
deliberate misrepresentation of

Cornrnen~
By Paul Chernish

Political decisions are one
thing. Common sense decisions
are another.
The Gallery Lounge, or the
pub as most of us refer to it is
in the middle of a controver~ial
problem. I think it's nifty the
way I set up this lead ..... the way
1 made you think that there's a
life and death dilema going on in
the pub right now, like no more
draught beer or the pinball
mac~ines. Actually, the problem mvolves the trivial matter of
what type of music is being
piped into the pub during the
day.
. CJAM, the student radio station
·
. , comprised
of hard-working
interested, volunteer students is
the only real choice for the c;pe
of music being played in the
pub. We can all listen to W-4
ABX
'
• RIF, OMC or any other
·
Professional
station whenever we
want. That is part of our Canadian right: to listen to American
stations.
It' s easy to submit to the
fstes of pub bartenders who bei~v~that it is within their jurisdiction t d .
.
o ec1de what type of
music is
· bemg
· played in the pub.
T?~bad, because I don't agree
Wit any of them. I think CJ AM

is· the station to listen to here on
campus.
There is only one real way to
promote the flavor of this campus and it's the media, and to do
that, we have to make it available. CJAM has a rough enough
time existing within the limitations of carrier current, let alone
the abolishment of their presence.
People who work in the pub
obviously have the right to let
their voices be heard as far as
discussion of working conditions
is concerned. Boy, it must be
really tough to have to listen to
CJAM while working behind a
bar or waiting on tables.
The radio station is not supposed to be there so that when
Open House rolls around, some .
tour-guide will point to a room
full of records and turntables
and say "this is our radio stat:
ion".
1
This may seem like a comparison that comes as a result of
too many hallucinations, but
bear with me. What if students
had to lug their bodies all the
way up to The Lance office to
pick up a copy of their favorite
Windsor university newspaper,
published on Fridays. I bet that

AS YOUSEE IT
facts. The writer should have
conducted a general pool of
opinion for authentic information rather than leaning heavily
on the opinions of a few.
Let the writer get it point
blank that Nigeria has a modern
network of roads with traffic
lights at major crossroads in all
her big cities. Some Nigerian
post cards with us here can
prove or bear testimony to this
fact.
As for markets, despite the
fact that local markets exist,
there are numerous supermarkets and departmental stores, all
installed with modern facilities
including Diane's vending machines. Nigeria is a law-abiding
country with responsible citizens
so that the use of the word "vandalizing" in her article was
meant to discredit Nigerian citizens.
We have televisions and weekly T.V. guides are always available. I'm convinced that Charity
should not have waited for hours
if she was supplied with a T.V.
guide, but I doubt if she waited
for hours as Diane reported.
This is an era of objective
journalism and' it is pertinent
that any journalist or an aspiring
journalist must sieve his or her
materials thoroughly in order to
be sure that only authentic information
is presented
to
readers. At any rate maybe
Diane Elliott did not actually
know how to communicate to
readers, her dialogue or inter~
view with Kate and Charity.
Rather than resorting to the
use of pejorative words, I advise
Diane to contact the Nigerian
High Commission in Ottawa or
the Canadian High Commission
in. Lagos for detailed information about Nigeria. Or in the alternative, either go back to her
geography, keep pace with current affairs or take a trip.

By Ed McMahon
This Weeks Question: Are you
satisfied with the service in the
pub?
Photos by Chuck lzso

Denise Scratch,
Sociology:

Third

Year,

"No. I think they need more
people waiting on tables. Is there
any way they can get the cafeteria service back?"

John Lott, Fourth Year, Business:

"No. The service is too slow. I
haven't even been satisfied with
the bands, although this year is
better than last year. They need
more diversity in music."

Kim Fraser, First Year
Economics:
"It's good during the day.

Better than most of the
ba!s in Windsor."

Diane Brownlee, Second
Year, English:

think the girls aredoing
best job theycan,Night
is not as good as it
But it depends
waitress."

Yours truly,
Fidelis 0. Ugoh

we'd only have to print up a few
hundred copies. The same applies for CJAM. Nobody cares
about the station because nobody listens to it. The poor audience is not the fault of the station, but the fault of establishments like SAC and the Gallery
Lounge who know CJAM is
there and wish it wasn't.
CJAM is a bloody burden on
SAC's account. If the station
were not there, SAC would save
a cool eight grand this year, and
would not have to cringe with
the hideous thought of shelling
out thousands upon thousands
more for an FM license.
What the living hell is SAC
holding on to CJAM for? SAC
is worse than a bed-partner who
almost takes you all the way to
orgasm. That's teasing man.
Teasing all the serious CJ AM
staff members into believing that
an FM iicence is in the future,
no matter how much money it
takes. How is CJAM going to get
an FM license, and the respect
that goes along with one, if they
get absolutely no attention or respect now?
SAC should either promote
the hell out of their eight-grand
investment they call a radio station by a least letting it be heard
in the pub or kill it with one
economical swoop. But, please,
SAC, no more teasing.

Doug Bingeman, Fourth
Business Administration:

Year,

"It tends to be a little slow at
lunch hours, but other than that
it's good enough."

Bev Mainwaring,

Second

Year, Sociology:

"During the day it's o.k.,
night it slows up,
especially on weekends."

Linda Matheson,
Business:

Third

Year,

"No, I'm not. I come in frequently, and I think they need a
bigger and better staff."
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Comment

F allure to resolve burial site questio n
"formerly in this area and should
By David Cameletti
be preserved. Where the actual
Recent developments in a
local dispute appear to indicate
dispute in this matter arises, is
that the City of Windsor is unover the intention of the City
willing to accord a certain interPublic Works Department to
construct an expressway extendest group the sufficient opportunity to determine whether the
ing from Huron Church Road di:
stand that it has taken in this isreedy across the burial site.
sue has any validity, and is proOn October 2 3, Mary Rose
ceeding unilaterally to accomoAmaro, Chairwoman of the
date its own concerns here.
Windsor Committee in Suj>port
For the past six months, a
of Native Indian Concerns, aptract of land about seven acres in
proached City Council and asksize has been the object of coned, in view of the burial site distroversy between the municipal
pute, that a by-law be passed,
government and local Indians,
which provided for the protectrepresented
by the Windsor
ion of all local Indian burial
Committee in Support of Native
grounds, including this one,
Indian Concerns. This site, lofrom construction and related
cated on the northeast corner of
activities. Council voted to rethe
intersection
of Huron
quire that a report be prepared,
Church Road and Third Concesinforming it of the progress
sion in South Windsor, is be- · which the Department of Public
lieved, by the Indians to be;_a
Works was making with respect
to construction activity around
sacred b•irial ground for the huthe site, and that a map of the
man remains of native people

burial ground area to be affected by the expressway be drawn
up. At no point however, "did
Council indicate its intention
that it would temporarily or permanently
cease construction
activity around the burial site if,
indeed, human remains were
found to exist there.
Instead, the municipal government commissioned Professor
Peter Reid of the University of
Windsor's Anthropology Department to conduct archeological
tests at the burial ground, in order to detern:iine if any ancestral
remains could be found there.
He concluded that there was
not,
and, by October
30,
machinery of the City Public
Works Department had commenced construction activity on
the burial site.
The disturbing element over
this entire dispute is found in

the attitude of the City of Windsor, that it settle the matter by
itself and not with the cooperation of, or in consideration of,
the Windsor Indian group.
Mayor Bert Weeks appeared
to typify this attitude in a telephone interview last Friday with
his statement that "I have never
accepted the premise that the
ground over which the expressway is·to run is a burial ground."
He acknowledged that Professor
Reid had been selected by the
City to conduct archeological
tests without the consultation or
acceptance
of the Windsor
Committee in Support of Native
Indian Concerns but he attempted to justify this occurrence
with the rationale that the Indians had been offered the opportunity previously to select a
reputable archeologist of their
choice to conduct tests at the
burial site, leaving the distinct

impression that the City would•
have paid for such services, but
had not taken it. But his state.
ment was vehemently refuted by
Amaro, who countered that at
no point in the numerous meetings held between her group and
city officials was any suggestion
made that the Indians select
their own expert to test the
archeological site, unless they
paid for him themselves Con.
sidering the weak financial back.
ground of the group, this was
hardly a responsible position for
the municipal government to
take.
Also disturbing in this issue
besides the refusal of City Coun'.
cil to even temporarily suspend
the construction activity around
the burial site until the Indians
could be satisfied of the validity
of their claim, the attitude of
the mayor and the selection of
Professor Reid, whhout consultation with the Indians, is the
admission by the local Commissioner of Public Works, Gordon
Harding, that he had no knowledge of the precise location or
area where the burial ground was
located. This open speculationas
to whether or not the City of
Windsor really knows or cares
what the nature of the bun~
grounds controversy is.
However, the important point
here, is that the Windsor Committee in Support of NativeIndian Concerns, and the broader•
group of native people whomit
represents, has not been given
the opportunity or satisfaction
of clearly stating its argument
that the burial ground be pre·
served, and, therefore, has been
deprived of learning whether its
position has any validity. If the
City of Windsor has shunted a·
side a valid oppositiorrto its con·
struction activity on the dis·
puted site by its actions, then
clearly it is acting irresponsibly
as a government.
To clarify aH controversy in
this issue, the City should calla
temporary halt to construction
at the site and appoint an archeologist mutually agreed upon
by both itself and the Indian
group. He or she will conduct
tests into the soil at the disputed
area and determine whether or
not human remains exist there.
If there are none, then con·
struction should proceed, but,if
there are, steps should be taken
to ensure that all such remains
are preserved. Only in this way
can the entire dispute be settled
to the satisfaction of all parties
involved in a fair and impartial
manner.
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Duck Memorial Lecture

Sabia on women, law,-and liberation
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
"I think test tube babies will
be great . They will make the
womb obsolete ."
Laura Sabia, political activist
and former Chairperson of the
Ontario Status of Women Council, shared this and other convictions with students and facul ty at the Law faculty's Moot
Court on Tuesday,
Her address, on "Women,
Law and Liberation", was the
first by a non-lawyer in the
George M. Duck Memorial Lecture Series, given annually and
dedicated to the adaption of law
and legal institutions to changing social conditions .
"We are all the products of
thousands of years of JudaoChristian culture", began Ms.
Sabia. "Historically women have
occupied an inferior position . In
Jewish tradition, males thank
God in their daily prayers that
they are not women. Aristotle
wrote that we are misbegotten .
The Bible tells us 'In sin did my
mother conceive me' . "Where",
asks Ms. Sabia, "do you suppose
father was? Out fishing or hunting?"
Canonical jurisprudence
is
full of fury against women. The
degrading procedure for nonconsummation of marriage requires women to submit to digital examination by a 'layman' of
the church. This is an example
of the inordinate degree to
which Christianity has shaped
our culture and all such canon

laws should be rescinded.
The Anglican synod this
month has reaffirmed a ban on
women priests . The Roman
Catholic position is similarly
dogmatic, but Ms. Sabia remarked tongue-in-cheek, that there
was a glimmer of hope in the
midst of all this . "With a Polish
Pope, can a woman be far behind?"
The Family Law Reform Act,
proclaimed in March 1978, was a
slight improvement for women,
but is still "based on the patriarchal system" . The Act makes
women , engaged in so-called
marital infidelity, supp Iicants
petitioning the courts for maintenance . "Need should be the
only criterion for maintenance",
said Ms. Sabia, "not conduct."
The 1968 Divorce Act has
been hailed as pregressive legislation but Ms. Sabia says "having
to wait three years is antiquated" . There should be a one-year
waiting period with marriage
breakdown the only necessary
grounds. "Why should we have
to go through the Courts when
90% of the divorce cases are uncontested?"
Ms. Sabia lays the blame with
lawyers and politicians who live
very comfortably with the system the way it is, and added,
" lawyers should be in the forefront of innovative ideas, they
should be part of the movement·
to make marriage more difficult
and divorce easier."
In an informal afternoon discussion at the Faculty of Law

L~ce staff Ineeting
Friday at noon
New members are welcome

One

LastShot

Lounge, Law schools came
under attack. "Law schools,
overall, don 't give a damn"
about their responsibility to
women and minorities. They are
"traditional bastions of male
superiority". The only reason
women are allowed in is because
"it looks good ~n the surface".
"What are the chances of
overthrowing male supremacy?
Will tomorrow's woman still be
'wife' or 'mother' or 'consumer',
or will she be someone in her
own right?," asked Ms. Sabia.
The outlook is not encouraging. In visiting high schools, Ms.
Sabia has found the expectations
of the girls appalling. When she
asked them what they wanted to
do with their liv~s 75% saw marriage as their ultimate goal.
"Well that takes 25 minutes," .
said Ms. Sabia . "What are you
going to do after that?"
Marriage is a difficult, stifling
institution, "a battlefield", she
stressed. "Raising husbands and
children is very difficult ."
To no one's surprise, not a
single boy in the high school
class, gave marriage as his ambition in life.
Ms. Sabia points the finger at
both schools and parents for the
continuation of these archaic
and
stereotypic
attitudes .
Change will occur, but slowly
and over two or three generations .
In some respects, she feels we
have slipped backwards in the
past 10 years . The 1960's style
of confrontation is over and
there is " less militancy and togetherness"
among
women.

•••

TEQUILA SAUZA
Numberonein Mexico.
Numberonein Canada.

1

raising," says Ms. Sabia, "when
we should be raising hell."

Ms. Sabia does however, find
some reason for optimism in the
recent municipal elections. At
the grass roots level, women are
making progress. Three women
mayors were elected and others
succeeded in aldermanic and
trustee races. "In time, we expect that this trend will spread
through the provi.i)cial and federal levels of government."
"I used to think it could be
done overnight," said Ms. Sabia.
"It will take another 50 years,
but women will stand on their
own feet."
Dr. Mervyn Franklin president of the university, stood in
the audience and noted that Ms.
Sabia's address "could leave no
one in a neutral position."
"You didn 't just put your finger on the problem," he said .
"Your
fist
crashed . right
through."
Ed. Note: At the Law School recently, members of the Women
in the Law Society have recommended that faculty council pass
a resolution prohibiting discrimination with respect to minorities
and women in the delivery of legal services and dispensing of legal education.
The resolution is expected to
be moved, debated, and voted
upon at a meeting of Faculty
Council scheduled for 2 p.m.
Friday, November 17, in the
Faculty lounge of the Law
Building.
The meeting is open to all interested students.

.. Unclassified ...••••

LANCER PHOTO CONTEST
The Lancer Photography Club is
opening their first Photo Contest to the student body. Contest rules and entry form can be
picked up at the University
Centre desk. Pizes of about
$100.00 are to be -given away.
Contest dates are from November 13th to January 8th.
GAY STUDENTS ON CAMPUS:
The organization for gay people,
Gay Students on Campus invites
all lesbians and gay men to come
out to their next meeting, Tuesday December 5th, 1978 at 9:00
p.m. Upstairs meeting rooms
4-5-6 at the Centre. The consciousness-raising session will deal
with the topic - Why am I gay?
When did I admit it to myself?
How did I feel about it then?
Now?
TYPING - essays, term papers
etc., Fast and Accurate. Reasonable rates available. Contact
Jan, at 258-1377.

Whenyou're drinking
tequila,Sauza's the shot that
counts.That's why more and
morepeople are asking for
it byname.

Many who have reached the top
have developed a "queen bee"
attitude, in that they turn their
·backs on the struggle of their sisters still caught up in the lower
echelons of the system.
The establishment is still
rooted "trunk and branches with
men". Out of 12 million females
in Canada, only a handful are
perched on the top of that tree:
110 out of 265 Members of Parliament are women; 3 out of 30
cabinet ministers are women;
one university president is a
woman ; no woman is a president
of a bank or a crown corporation; no woman sits on the
Supreme Court; 70% of public
school teachers are women, only
9% are principals, the U. of W.
Law School has a faculty of 36,
two of whom are women.
Upper mobility is frowned
on. Most women are clustered at
the base of the trunk. In Ontario, 42 per cent of the la)::,orforce
are women, the majority of
whom are in clerical , sales, or
helping positions . Their 1978
median income was 52 per cent
of the male median. In 1969, it
was 60 per cent of the male
median . "Where is the equalization of female and male wage
structures?"
Universities also have a popr
record. Discrepancies in male-female salaries for similar positions
range from $1500 to $2000 annually . Administrative staff differences are even greater.
What holds the woman back?
In many cases, women are afraid
of losing their 'femininity '. "We
lose ourselves in consciousness-

FOR RENT: Nicely furnished
spotlessly clean 1 floor house
with 2 bedrooms & den. Central
location, adults only. $250/mo.
& utilities. Phone 944-6786 or
. 256-9270.
HEY, SUSIE, you've been goofing ·off too long. It's time to get
out of that bed and come back
soon. We miss you.
COFFEE HOUSE - Iona College,
208 Sunset Ave. Lpcal entertainment.
Relaxing atmosphere.
Free admission.
SKIERS!! Interested in selling or
buying equipment? At the S~i
Club's second meeting we will

hold a SKI SWAP, Thursday,
Nov. 30, in Vanier Lounge
(downstairs in Vanier Hall) at 7
p.m. Sellers: bring equipment to
the lounge between 5 and 6: 30.
For details see us in our new office in the SAC office (upstairs
in the centre) Mondays and Wednesdays 12-2 or Thursdays 4-5.
Members and non-members:
join us for more news of trips
etc., (new!) films, discussion,
cash bar, and the SWAP.
GUITAR & MANDOLIN player
is looking for others interested
in old time music . Phone 2564614.
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
-"Will the Picture-Preference .
Test Replace the MMPI?" is the
title of a psychology colloquium
to be given by Dr. Frank Auld
on November 21st., at 4:00 in
room 265a, South Windsor Hall.
Everyone is welcome.
OPIRG SURVIVAL SERIES!!
For years; Indians on the St. Regis Mohawk Reserve have felt
helpless against the onslaught of
industrial
floride
em1ss10ns.
poiychlorinated hydrocarbons
and a host of other toxic contaminants. Now they're fighting .
back. Henry Lickers, Environmental Biologist for The Mohawk Band Council will discuss
the effects of pollution on his
community and what they're
ttying to do about it, Monday,
November 20th at 7:30 p.m.,
at the Alumni Lounge University Centre. Support the search
for solutions!
MARRIAGE
PREPARATION

SEMINAR : November 24 - 25,
1978, sponsored by Iona College
and Canterbury College. Most
couples approach clergy only to
arrange the wedding ceremony.
Because the Chaplains of the
University of Windsor feel that it
is even more important that the
couples do some thinking about
the many years that will follow
the ceremony, they are sponsoring a marriage preparation seminar and strongly urge all couples
preparing for marriage to attend.
The main focus of the seminar is
to encourage couples to think
about important areas of married life and to communicate to
one another their thougnts and
feelings about them. !Resource
Leaders: Rev. Bob Lockhart,
United Church Chaplain on campus, Sally Lockhart, Bob's wife
and a former social worker, Rev.
Peter Wickers.:>n,Anglican Chaplain on campus, Dr. Walter Wren,
Campus Physician. Fee: $20.00
per couple. Phone Iona College
253-7257 or Canterbury College
256-6442 for further information.
GRAD. STUDIES IN MATH:
McMaster University offers excellent programs for the M.Sc.
and Ph.D. degrees in Mathematics. All qualified students admitted receive a minimum stipend of $5,450 ($6,400 for Ph.
D. students). For further information or application forms
for 1979/80,• write: Dr. C.
Riehm, Chairman, Department
of Mathematics, McMaster University,
Hamilton,
Ontario.
L8S 4Kl.
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er1Brt0inmen~
By The Same Old H. J. Swenson
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all my readers for your great support and
overwhelming love. Such response from my fans is enough
to melt my cold, cold, heart.
This leaves me with no alternative but to start the H. J.

0.K.". The rest of the $100 goes
to various administrative costs.
This membership fee is good for
one whole year.
As a further, additional bonus, the first fifty members will
receive a copy of the Best of
H.J. In there you will find such
memorable, witty remarks as:

Fan Club.
No folks, the Music Me~r
wasn't put in the paper upsidedown. This weeks band Runner,
scored an embarrassing 1.2. The
Meter is so low, he scraped his

sounded like that.
I have decided to bestow
upon Runner the first annual
Peter Romeril Memorial Armpit
Award. They really deserve it.
Honorable
mention goes to

their P.A . system for reminding
me of the P.A. 's I used to hear in
my high school's gym. I do have
one suggestion for Runner. You
guys should turn your cabinets
around so we don't have to listen to them.
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knuckles on the bottom. M.M.
says Dave Peddle should give
these guys 50 cents and send
them home on a bus.
These guys are garbage! Runner should certainly not be playing in this pub - they are much
more suited to a Polish wedding.
The blame here lies entirely with
the guy who hires these bands.
I'm not sure which is more
frightening , to assume he doesn't
::c hear the bands before he books
~ them here; or he really believes
-~ Runner is good. In times when
';:, the pub is losing money, either
.D
could prove fatal.
0
0
This band Runner, has a mul.c:
"titude of sins. Particularly pitiful
Sonic guitar ..... but Model - "T" fingers.
was their complete lack of vocSwenson Fan Club. I've already
"Bass bowelmovement", "sticky
als. In the Bee Gees numbers
asked Rob Hargrove
to be
finger"; and "sweeter sounds
they really bottomed out. Nor
president of the first chapter.
from a wino's butt",
plus
was the band overly skillful with
You too can be a member of the
many more of your favorites. It
their instruments. Runner was
Fan Club for a measley $100.00.
also includes the classic Music
about as tight as a 60 year old
With each membership, you get
Meter ratings: "6, 2.8, 7.2, -1 ".
hooker.
Their best number
an authorized membership ~ard
So act now and be the first kid
though was Gino Vinelli's You
and a button that says "H.J. ls
on your floor to join the H.J.
Gotta Move. If only every song

C"losebut.........

Just like horseshoes
By Peter Hrastovec
The University Players' production of the Henrik Ibsen classic, A Doll's House, is a veritable
success story. In the play, Nora
successfully
liberates
herself
from the dictates of a society
that prevents individual selfactualization. In this production,
a laudable cast successfully issues stunning individual performances.
Ronalda Jones is simply marvelous in the role of the childlike Nora. She completely dominates Act II with her striking
portrayal of a woman driven to
near-breakdown by the pressure
of a most painful truth.
It is unfortunate that Ganh
Jowett is not as convincing a
Thorvald Helmer as he could be.
In the role of the domineering
husband, Jowett lacks the impulsive roar that gives Nora the
incentive to turn on him.
But Jowett 's ineffectiveness is
compensated by the tremendous
performances of the supporting
actors. And never has the term
"supporting actors" meant so
much as it does in this product10n.

Krogstac, after all, is no demon.
Finally, Robert Morgan as the
terminally ill Dr. Rank, offers a
most satisfying perfomance in a
character role. One could sense
the excruciating pain as he slow·
ly shuffles about with the ut·
most care of a victim of "spinal
consumption". Never once does
he step out of character ....even
when Nora tries to hurry him
out of the drawing-room. Morgan is also pleasantly morbid as
he divulges into the topic of his
ensuing death with an astonished
Nora for his audience.
It is nice to see an increased
student involvement in the pro·
duction of the campus theatre
group. The scenic design for the
University Players' production
of A Doll's House is the work of
Jules Tonus, a Fourth Year Hon·
ours B.A. student in the School
of Dramatic Art. As the pro·
gramme notes, Tonus' work
"serves as a portion of the re·
quirements for graduation" of
the Department's
design stu·
dents. Tonus' design is wonder·
ful, setting the tone and mood
of this naturalistic drama. It is
hoped that his work will be an
incentive for more student re·
Fiona
Gordon
(Kristine
sponsibility in similar areas of
Linde) and Eric Keenleyside (Nil
theatre production.
Krogstad) shine as they capture
It is not a critic's job to com·
the intensity of two souls racked
pare merits of one production
by the irrevocable shadows of
with that of another. Each pro·
the past. Ms. Gordon is superb as
duction and each performance
she leads Nora to the ultimate
stand as individual testaments to
realization that she, Nora, is a
the original work of art. The
"human being". Keenleyside's
University Players' production
cold cruelty is softened by his
of A Doll's House stands as a
life-death desperation. He gives • splendid tribute to Ibsen and his
to the role of Krogstad a new viwork .. It also stands as a splendid
tality that is marked by a necesstribute to the superior capabili·
ary ~egree of compassion. This is
ties of a talented acting com·
a play about human beings and
pany .
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RECORDS
Leg, which was recorded in
1976, and Southside Johnny and
the Asbury Jukes', Jukes Live in

place to merely reproduce studio material. The songs are recrafted for the stage with added
instrumentation and varied vocals (and not just extended
solos) something like Bruce
Springsteen.
The LP is, again, only avail'able to radio stations and alike .

:LIVE IN JAPAN
By Frank Kovacic
In the last couple of years,
the major record companies have
been releasing live material by
rising artists in the form of "legi timate bootlegs". These records
are only made available to record company executives and
major radio stations around
North America.
The strange, and very annoying thing about all this is that
the commercially unavailable
material is far superior in quality
to any live material that is re leased to the public (before or
after the bootleg is released) .
In 1975, A&M Records put
out a live album by Nils Lofgren
entitled Back It Up , which was
recorded at the Record Plant
studios in New York . The
quality and intensity of the recording was so great that one
wonders why it was not released
to the public, especially in light
of the commercial release, Night
After Night, which paled considerably in comparison.
The same goes for Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers', Live

Joan Armatrading
TO THE LINIT

the same year.
With this miserable history as
reference, you can't help but get
depressed at the news of an 0fficial bootleg by Cheap Trick.
Recorded earlier this year,
Cheap Trick: Live In Japan
shows that Rick Nielson and
company don't nse the stage as a

It is an edited version of a live
album that is slated as a Japanese-only release in the near future.
Cheap Trick's stage show consists of newer material by the
band, along with their old favourites, and a sprinkling of
covers of other people's materi-

Poetry Reading

Chris Leven son at Vanier
By Peter Hrastovec
Last Friday, Canadian poet
Christopher Levenson read selections of his work to a responsive audience of about fifty people at Vanier Lounge. The reading was sponsored jointly by the
Department of English and the
Canadian Association for the
Advancement of Netherlandic
Studies (CAANS). Levenson was
also on campus to attend the
three-day CAANS Seminar on
Netherlandic Studies.

The British-born poet is a
professor at Carleton University,
Ottawa, teaching English Literature, Comparative Literature
and a Poetry Workshop. Levenson has been a Canadian citizen
since 197 3. In his introductory
address, Dr. Peter Stevens of the
English Department, University

al. It's all here on Live In Japan,
including an updated version of
Ain't That A Shame.
How Nielson can rip through
incredible guitar licks while
clowning non-stop through his
impersonation of the Bowery
Boys' Huntz Hall is hard to believe. The same goes for the rest
of the band . Their musicianship
is excellent and far more intense
than any of their previous studio
recordings.
But alas this LP will never see
the light of day at any record
stores. It's not impossible to get,
though, as most bootleg outfits
will have access to it shortly, and
a close watch on local radio programming schedules might also
be successful. It's worth trying
for, since it's one of the better
live recordings available in a long
while. (A solid 9).

of Windsor mentioned that Levenson was the first recipient of
the Eric Gregory Award in 1960
for the best first volume of poetry.
Levenson read predominantly
from both his latest collection of
poetry, The Journey Back (Sesame Press) and other unpublished selections. Many of the
poems introduced the audience
to the poet's impressions of the
Netherlands, his home for a
number of years earlier in his

career. He read of a land ravaged
by storm and flood, a land prone
to incessant rebuilding and restoration, a land that "persists
in Europe's fabric like a watermark".
One of Levenson's passions is
to travel. He has traversed Continental Europe as well as North

America, but regrets not having
visited Asia, Africa, or South
America. "I think it's fatal for a
poet or anybody to stand still;
to rest content with either places
or people or the state of mind
he's in", says Levenson. Many of
his poems evoke the need for
man to travel freely.
Progress in Canadian Literature is a topic of great interest
among Canadian poets. For Levenson, it is an outright concern.
He applauds the work of such
pioneers in modern Canadian
poetry as Dorothy Livesay, F. R.
Scott, Irving Layton and Earle
Birney. Levenson feels that these
poets are necessary to Canadian
literature because they are concerned with the Canadian experience, "physically, geographically, and historically".
"But I think now is a time to
start looking outwards a bit, to
find out what is happening in
South America or Eastern Europe or in other places to which '
Canadians have not been so intellectually open", says Levenson. The poet feels that such attention to other cultures will
~ "help us to consolidate our own
J5 sense of identity".
~
Levenson's other works in0" elude
Cairns (1969),
Stills
>,
~ (1972)
and Into The Open
o (1977). For the future, Leveni: son sees more poetry and a
greater involvement in the translation of other literatures.
The reading was the first of
the academic year sponsored by
the Department
of English.
Readings by other literary guests
are in the planning stages. A student reading involving students
in Creative Writing is set for the
end of Novembe(.

By Mike Taylor

Anyone familiar with Joan
Armatrading 's previous releases
will recognize the distinct lack
of presence on her latest album;
To The Limit. The album represents a safe, complacent step in
her career but does not live up
to expectations. It comes across
as a justification for the artist's
existence but does not attempt
to attain any new altitudes for
the composer. Armatrading h~
a voice that projects an almost
scintillating presence. She can
shift from rythym & blues to
jazz to torch singer with equal
ease. Her ability to produce such
changes in any one performance
is what classifies her as such a
unique performer.
The major reservation about
the album is her concentration
on simple R & B numbers. She
doesn't seem to use her talents
to their fullest but concentrates
on only one facet. The end result is an album somewhat lacking in scope what it tries to
make up for in depth.
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The arrangements do more
damage to this album than the
choice of material ever would.
Her vocals are professional
enougli to make Pat Boone seem
human just by doing some of his
songs. The unfortunate reality
of: To The Limit is that it was
designed to sound the way it
does.
What is missing is the "edge".
The outstanding cuts Taking My
Baby Uptown and You Rope
You Tie shine when she cuts
loose with the full power of her
vocals. She developed a following for her singular ability to
fuse emotionally with every song
she composed using a throaty almost asexual edge to her voice .
The production on this album
has sought to stifle the facet of
her singing that set her apart
from other performers on her
previous releases.
It qualifies as a large departure from her previous album ;
Show Some Emotion. On that
album, she demonstrated voice
as an instrument producing a
multitude of styles all with equal
panache.
On To The Limit the similarity of material produces an air of
complacency not one of progression . By overproduction the presence of her performance does
not exist where it did before .
This album shows only a faint
glimmer from an otherwise
bright performer.

Music fac
ne ws
By Paula Pinterpe, and
Tim Broughton
Alumni Alex Zonjic appears
in recital this Sunday, Nov. 19,
at Moot Court . Harpist Paula
Pinterpe will give a recital of
French Impressionistic music at
8:15, Nov. 22, in the Music
Building's Recital Hall. Bass-Baritone Steve Henrikson, voice instructor at the Music School, appears with pianist Gregory Butler Nov. 25, at Moot Court.
For those interested in music
of the Renaissance, l'Ensemble
Claude Gervaise, a Montreal
based group playing instruments
of the period, plays at Moot
Court Dec. 1, at 8:15.
To end this week, just a brief
reminder of the Graduation Recital of Blake Stevenson, clarinetist, Nov. 17 at Moot Court,
followed on Saturday, the 18th
by soprano Mary Morgan, and
pianist Susan Hamblin, at 8:15
in the Recital Hall. .

WINDSOR HAS 'A
NEW

BOOKSTORE
A WIDE SELECTION OF
BOOKS
MAGAZINES
SPECIAL ORDERS
LARGE SELECTION OF XMAS
BOOKS & CALENDARS

ti Sl10Rt BOO
114 Pitt SL West

253-9102

(8EHINO THE OLD ftSH -(T)
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Nov

EVENTFUL EVENTS
-Art Gallery of Windsor , Sunday Series, Pro Arte Trio
-School of Music, Alex Zonjic ,
Flute.
-University of Windsor Players ,
"A Doll 's House "

17
-Art Gallery of Windsor , Studies in Ethnographic Art and
Archaeology .
-Scarlet
Brigade, Big Band
Dance.
-University of Windsor Players,
"A Doll's House"
-Old Time music with the "Potato Pancakes" (guitar, banjo
and mandolin) Ambassador Restaurant and Tavern. No Adm.
,:harge.
-Law school "Gong Show" at
Amb. Aud . Show begins at 8,
admission is SO cents.

18

.20
-Henry Lickers, Environmental
biologist for the Mohawk Band
Council will discuss the effects
of pollution on his community
and what they're trying to do
about it. 7 : 30 p.m ., Alumni
Lounge - U. of W. Centre.

- St . Clair College, Flash Flicks,
"The Gauntlet " starring Clint
Eastwood .

.25
-School of Music, Steven Henrikson, bass baritone, Gregory
Butler, Piano.
-Windsor Light Opera, South
Pacific.

26

21

-Old Time music with the "Poato Pancakes".
Ambassador
Restaurant and Tavern. No adm .
:harge.
-Windsor Light Opera, South
->acific
-Windsor Public Libraries, Ron
he Magician, Tecumseh Mall Li,rary, 2: 30 p.m. Free admission .
-Club Sandwich, Terry Jones
md Friends.

-Windsor Public Libraries, Laurel and Hardy Film night, Budimir Library, 1310 Grand Marais
Rd. W., 7 p.m. Free adm.
-Discussion on Perception and
self-awareness, by Dr. J. Freer,
Dept. of Psychology, University
of Detroit. 7: 30 p.m., 1120
Math Bldg. (repeated on Nov. 22
at 10 a.m.).

-University of Windsor Players,
'A Doll's House"

-Ontario Film Theatre, "Pardon
Mon Affaire", French '76.

19

.23

-Christian Culture Series, Luiz
Carlos De Moura Castro, Brazilian pianist, 8:20 p.m., Moot
Court (donations at the door).
-Windsor Light Opera, South
Pacific, 7:30 p.m.
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Concert Series, Carolyn Jewell
Anderson, piano Jorma Svanstrom, conductor.

27
-An uncensored look at the
RCMP. Paul Copeland (lawyer

~

~he

SAC
Ill
ESTb
1929

Iive entertainment
foryourdancing- andIisteningpleasure-

Human Potential ,@ 8 p .m., Rm.
1120 Math Bldg., (repeated Nov.
29th at 9 p.m .).

and member of the law un ion of
Ontario and the committee for
the defense of democratic rights)
will speak on the recent disclosures for the activities of the
RCMP and the effect on the
political rights of the Canadian
citizen. Moot Court , Faculty of
Law at 3 p .m.

30
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks
"Can I Do It 'Ti! I Need Glass'.
es?"
- Inter-residence council, dinnerdance . 7 p .m . @ the Caboto
Club. Proper attire, please. Adm.
$6.50/person.
-Ski Club, ski-swap and meeting
at Vanier Lounge (downstairs).
Members and non-members invited. Cash bar available.

28
-Ontario Film Theatre, "The
Man Who Skied Down Everest"
Crawley, Jap/Can., '75.
-Film, "Travels With My Aunt",

Don McLean

Starry night at Ckary
By Dan Sullivan

and Babylon naturally attract a
lot of attention, the centrepiece
of any Don McLean concert will
always be American Pie. McLean
has been known to disassociate
himself with the song, but last
Saturday he seemed to enjoy
playing it and encouraged the
audience to "sing it pretty" .
The
amplification
of
McLean's mnmate,
accoustic
sound was entirely inadequate.
When the volume was increased
to a decent level, the sound began to distort. And the microphone seemed to have trouble
picking up the full range of
McLean's voice, and when he
moved more than an inch or two
away from it the sound disappeared completely.
The system continued to lose
one
channel
throughout
McLean's set and at one point in
a display of disgust he abandon·
ed the microphones altogether
and played a song without any
amplification. The audience had
to strain to hear the song, but
there wasn't another sound to be
heard in the hushed auditorium.

Singer-songwriter, Don McLean, gave an outstanding
performance at Cleary Auditorium last Saturday night. Unfortunately, the performance of the
sound system used for the concert came nowhere near matching McLean's.
The problems with the sound
system were evident throughout
the opening . performance given
by Connie Huber. Ms. Huber's
mediocre imitations of Joni Mitchell were marred at several
points by one of the system's
channels cutting out. The only
things worse than the sound system were her jokes, which were
old before she was big enough to
pick up a guitar .
The problems of the sound
were most noticable during
McLean's set. Though the brevity of his performance was a little
annoying, the quality matched
that of his live Solo album . Most
of the songs he played appear on
Solo, and are proven croud
pleasers. Though songs such as
Vincent, And I Love You So,

•
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Unmix the letters in the boxes to form
a word . Then circle A , B or C for the
correct meaning (or definition) .
Score yourself as follows :
4 Correct · Excellent
2 Correct-Fair
3 Correct ·Good 1-0 Correct ·Poor

':. r"r
.··~

1.~

-your host-

A. CORNER

[DV8

.

A. PRY

Runner
Bounty

EAN

C. BEND

1s1u1R1A1B1D
1

4.

A. SILLY
Answe rs

C.DRES5

B. STOOL

1
[PIL\
IMIYII

3

- nextweek-

C. RECEDE

2.1R1'
IAITIAI
A.CROWN

-this week-

B. TRIM

• EBB - C

Bu il d your

B. HUGE
2 T I ARA• A

v on 1bola rl y

L earn

C. MISSING

3 I MP LY - 6

4

AS$URD-A

the w.Jrd a nd us e ,t 1n a sen ten ce.
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Outstanding Intramural
Participation
With exams approaching in
the next three weeks it seems appropriate to comment on the Intramural Program to date. Men's
Flag Football, Soccer, 3 on 3
basketball and Women's Volleyball have enjoyed banner years.
Participation especially in Men's
Soccer and Flag Football rose
significantly.
Along with the colder weather is the marking of the initial
weeks of Men's Basketball and
Hockey, followed by the always
popular Co-ed Volleyball 'Pizza'
league. Such has been the response to Men's Basketball that
lack of facilities presents an ever
pressing problem. Already, St .
Denis Hall is taxed by the demand placed upon it with the intercollegiate schedule, now with
the indoor intramural
league
schedule comprising of 30 basketball teams, co-ed volleyball has
to fight to maintain its scheduled time on Tuesday nights.
Men's Hockey is now over
two weeks into the schedule and
appears to be running smoothly.
Emphasis has been placed on
good, clean hockey with very
little incidents of rough play.
Despite the early mor ·ning and
late night hours there yet is to
be a default, definitely an encouraging sight. Adie Knox
Arena is certainly a noisy arena
in those small hours of the morning.

II

r~SJ

8

L=--=-=
· --==--===-=-==---during the week .
With classes ending December
8, so will the Intramural Program take a respite for the holiday season. However, activity
gets hopping again immediately
after return to school. Co-ed
Bowling and Inner-tube Water
Polo, Women's Basketball and
M~n '.s Ball Hockey all begin
w1thm the first month back.
Special events include the Table
Tennis Tourney, Free Throw
Contest and Men's Weight Lifting for those interested. So there
is great opportunity for fun and
participation yet, just drop in
and find out all the information
at the Intramural Offict in St.
Denis, Monday thru Friday.
Men's Hockey
Reminder:
Captains, your revised lists with
alternates are still not in this office, also those outstanding in
deposit fees should clear up this
matter immediately. We ask
kindly for your co-operation, it
will be much appreciated.

place in the standings by downing the Screaming Eagles 4-1.
Jim Dalton led the way with a
hat trick for the Blues. Earlier in
the week, Rick Martin also got
the hat trick as the Blues blasted Geography to a tune of 12-0.
The other "A" division game
saw the Plumbers drain Geography by a mountainous score of
8-4. Jim Craig wrenched in three
goals.
In "B" division games, the
Humkins downed the 69'ers 7-4,
while Cody Sucks shot down the
Red Barom 2-0. Racoon Lodge
squeezed by the Red Wings,
10-1. Mike Byrne and Roy Edwards both pocketed three in
their winning effort. Gerard
Lavimodiere also had the hat
trick to help the Rockets battle
the Sabres to a 3-3 tie. The Bulls
saw red and chased the Chiefs to
.1 4-0 score. N.F.G. were better
than they thought as they outlasted the Flames 2-1.

Hockey

~•

By Gerard Lavimodiere
Having just finished the second week of intramural hockey
competition we see that the
Commerce Blues are leading the
"A" division with an unblemished record. They maintained their

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sports

Hockey Standings "B" Division
GP
Humkins
2
2
Racoon Lodge
2
Bulls
Rockets
2
Candies
1
1
Blades
2
Red Barons
2
Cody Sucks
2
Chiefs
2
N.F.G.
2
Sabres
2
Flames
Red Wings
2
2
69'ers
Biology
2

••

•.......................

GP
2
2
2
2

Commerce
Screaming Eagles
Plumbers
Geography

L

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0

T
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Pts.
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
0

w

L

2

0

T

Pts.
4
2
2

1
1

0

0

2

0
0
0
0

1

0

Results of This Week's Games
Commerce 12 Geography O
Plumbers 8 Geography 4
Commerce 4 Screaming Eagles 1
University of Windsor Curling Club
Standings As Of Nov. 13, 1978

•

writers

w

Hockey Standings "A" Division

~•
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Rolling Stones
Sievert's Sweepers
Interns
Hot Rocks
Full House
Shot Rocks
Bev's Bombers
Hog Liners
Clark's Crusaders
Superhacks
Glover's Lovers
Take-Outs

W
2
2

L
0
0

T
0
0

2

0
0

0

1
1
1

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
2
2
2

1

Pts.
4
4
4
3
2

2
2

1

2
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

..

SPEED·READINGCOURSE
TOBE TAUGHT
HERE IN WINDSOR
Arrangements
have been
made for "Excell-A-Read"
Academy Ltd. of Vancouver to conduct their famous
speed reading and study
techniquP ,course to a limited nu,":O~er of qualified
people here in Windsor.
This course can train the
average person to read five
to ten times faster and with
better comprehension, concentration and improved retention. The course guarantees to triple a person's
reading speed, but the guarantee is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will
complete the course in ex-

cess of 2,000 wpm and with
better understanding.
For those who would like
more information, a series
of FREE (hour and a half)
meetings have been scheduled. These lectures are
open to the public (above
age 14) and the course will
be explained in complete
detail, including a tuition
that is far less than that of
similar courses.
You only have to attend
one FREE meeting for complete details on entrance requirements, class schedules
and classroom procedures.
And there is no obligation
to enroll. These free orientation lectures will be held
at

RICHELIEU INN
430 Ouellette Avenue
Executive Conference Room

at the following times:
Monday, November 20 at 6:
30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
Tuesday, November 21 at
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
Thursday, November 23 at
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
Friday, November 24 at 6:
30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.; Saturday, November 25 at 10:
30 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m.; Sunday, November 26 at 2:30
p.m. and 8:30 p.m.; Monday, November 27 at 6:30
p:m. and 8:30 p.m.; and
two final meetings Tuesday,
November 28 at 6:30 p.m.
and again at 8:30 p.m. ·
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Sportsh<:>rts
Sportshorts
SPORTS SHORTS~
YMCA sponsored "Fred Meadows" 100 mile team relay at Windsor
Stadium, Nov. 12/78.
1st.
Detroit Downtown YMCA
61 min. 52 sec.
2nd.
University of Windsor
64 min. 16-sec.
3rd.
Windsor YMCA "A" Team
72 min. 59 sec.

Nine teams entered .
University of Windsor Team
Tim Wood
Paul Roberts
Don MacKinnon
Glyn Hughes
Jamie Kasurak

Linda Staudt
Patti Taylor
Kathy Ricica
Paul Beck
Ray Holland

REPORT ON VOLLEYBALL CLINIC
Our volleyball clinic last Saturday morning was very successful.
Sixty-seven children between the ages of 10 - 15 yrs. showed up
from as far away as Leamington . Marg Prpich .and her staff of in~ structors did an excellent job of getting across the fundamentals of
Jl volleyball.
~
A similar clinic for girls basketball (ages 10 -15) will be held Sat·
0 urday, November 25, from 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon, and will be headed
~- by Royal Church of Riverside Collegiate.
0

0

f CO-ED FITNESS
Western's goalie had to be sharplast week to beat the Lancers at Adie Knox Arena.

Lancers nipped by Mustangs
By Nigel Miller

The weekend saw the Lancers
battle their old rivc14 Western
and come out on the short side
of a 5-3 score.
Once again, the University of
Windsor team started off slow
with the Mustangs jumping to a
2-0 lead. The Lancers were unable to score despite dominating
the play. Robert Horten scored
in the first period on a Lancer
power play, and John Plouffe
added another goal, on a screen
shot .
Len Chittle scored Windsor's
first goal at 3: 50 of the second
period, putting the puck be-

tween the legs of the Western
goalie. Eight minutes later Jim
Weese came up with the puck
in front of the Mustang net, and
fired a backhander into the net.
The second period ended in a
3-2 Mustang lead, when Derek
Schniuk intercepted a clearing
pass from the Lancer goalie, and
fired the puck into the top
corner of the net.
The Lancers came back again
to tie the game when Don Martin broke down the ice on a 2
and 1 break, and put a slapshot
past Cavelier, the Western goalie.
The Lancers who previously,

have been strong in the third
were unable to pull this one out
in the last twenty minutes.
David Hilborn connected on a
Mustang powerplay, then Robert
Horten notched his second goal,
as he walked around the Lancer ·
defence to beat Caren for the insurance goal.
The Lancers put a great effort
to come back but excellent goaltending by the Western goalie
kept them out of reach.
Windsor next plays McMaster
in an interdivisional game in two
weeks to decide first place. The
Lancers will play two games in
McMaster Nov. 23, and 24.

'

Our Wednesday night fitness classes have been combined by instructor Renee Gouen. They start at 7 :00 p.m. on .Wednesday evenings over in the Dance Studio of the Human Kinetics Building.

Hockey profile
Jim Weese
By Greg Reeds
First in a series of articles on
University of Windsor athletes.
Jim Weese has made a fine
start for the University of Windsor Lancer hockey team having
already notched three goals and
two assists in his first three
games.
Playing in his second season
as a Lancer, Jim senses a good
attitude among his team mates
this year. "Having been shifted
to the central division we feel
that we should make a strong
showing. We have improved over

•
B-ball , teani wins
tournanient
team. Other notables were Stan
It isn't surprising that Lancer Korosec, who also got the allbasketball head coach Dr. Paul star nod with 29 points and 29
Thomas is pleased with the way rebounds, and team captain
his team has come along so far Vince Landry with 36 points.
On Tuesday the team headed
this season. Considering that the
team walked away with top hon- south for the second time this
ours in last weeks Tip-off tour- season to play Bowling Green in
nament in Ottawa, and faired Ohio. They dropped that matchwell against one of the top rated up 106-77 but Coach Thomas,
teams in the American mid-west not making excuses, notes that
before they go into these Amerihe has the right.
can games "we know we're going
Last weekend the three-game
round robin saw the Lancers to get slaughtered." But the exsqueak by in the opener against perience of playing under the inCarlton 65-62, but bounce back tense pressure generated by
Saturday with two routes, one strong competition and the huge
crowds in the opponents stadiover the host University of Ottawa, 99-77 and later over Laval, ums, often numbering up to 1516,000 (yes, that's thousand).
96-66. The tournament, the first
The
team can count on encounttime the Lancers have competed
ering more fans in a couple
in a Canadian tourney in three
years, was a good chance for the games state-side than they will in
Lancers to show that though
they are fielding a team made up
of 70% rookies (though rookie
should not be confused with inBy Janine Halbert
experienced), they "are not a
The University of Windsor
soft touch", in Thomas' words.
Lancerettes defeated Laurier in a
Individually the players faired
four game volleyball series last
well too, Wayne Allison, who
Saturday, in the St. Denis gym.
platoon-or-no-platoon
is desWindsor won the first game
tined to be sure-bet all-star matwith a score of 15-8. The Lancerial come April popped in 57
erettes managed to keep ahead
points to lead the Lancer scorthroughout the game and it aping over the two days, and gain
peared that they would take the
for himself the Most Valuable
series without any opposition.
In the second game, however,
Player in the tournament honthe Lancerettes could not get
ours, and a spot on the all-star
By Don Peppin

all their road games throughout
the regular season combined.'
Thomas was pleased with the
team's offensive work on Tuesday and considering Bowling
Green will be second or third
rated in the Mid-West conference
the Lancers' 77 points can be
seen as a definite victory.
Thomas has not decided
whether or not he will use the
platoon system ~~is year as he
sees the team lacking a strong
defensive forward in the mold of
Fred Robson from last year.
However, with · a hectic
schedule over the next few
weeks Thomas will have a good
chance to work on that and any
other potential problems well
before the team begins the regular season in January.

Lancerettes

last year and we gained confidence with the victories over
Brock and Ryerson last week."
Born in Dresden Ontario,
which Jim describes as "a nice
small town with a good hockey
following",
he
progressed
throu h the ranks of the minor

hockey system and eventually to
the Lancers.
Jim and Don Martin, who a].
so played minor hockey in Dresden, work together well considering their present combined
goal output.
In preparation for the season
Jim played summer hockey
well as participating in Coach
Tyler's fairly intense dry land
training. "I feel I have improved
from last year with the experience and have learned to playa
smart game of hockey. University players are supposed to play
a smart brand of hockey, so it's
a matter of adjusting not only
your pace but also how you
think. This year we have a good
blend of rookies, skaters, and
veterans, thinkers."
In addition to his hard work
as a Lancer as well as being enrolled in the business faculty,
Jim is a volunteer referee in the
intramural
hockey
program.
"I'm a good skater and not such
a good shooter so I thought the
referee idea would work out allright."
Jim's
apprehension
about
shooting proved to be unfounded in last week's game against
Western. He's a Lancer with a
hot scoring hand so keep your
eyes on him at the next Lancer
game.

romp

their act together and Laurier
took the lead. Windsor managed
to catch up and with a score of
14 to 10, but they could not acquire the final point. Eventually
Laurier won, 15 to 14.
:i
Windsor won the last two
games with scores of 15 to 4 (?)
and 15 to 4. In the third game,
Laurier started to pick up, but
eventually fell behind. The
Lancerettes had no trouble winning the final game.

Lancerettes in action last Saturdayagainst Laurier.
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Electa Hall student
loses lnwsuit

9
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By Diane Elliott
The Huron and Electa food
plan controversy has apparently
ended. On J<riday, November 10,
Gerry Phillips, a law student at
the university, lost his lawsuit
against the administration, in regard to this plan.
As
Phillips
refused
to
comment or confirm any information The Lance received its
information from SAC president
Gino Piazza, a witness in the
case.
"Gerry built a case of the university not informing in sufficient time of the new meal plan,"
said Piazza. "I think he had all
his facts correct but he lost his
case because of one of the university's witnesses. Gerry said he
had filled out the residence contract before he moved in to
Electa Hall, but the witness said

Gerry had signed the contract
after he had moved in. This 1s
why he lost the case."
Dr. Mervyn Franklin, president of the university, said, "It
is unfortunate the only resort is
to court. However, people have
that right and that right of exercise."
Dr. Franklin went on to say
as the university could not
afford to simply scrub the meal
plan and that the compromise
(reducing the plan to $175) was
acceptable. He has set up a
committee of three students and
three members of the adminisstration to draw up guidelines
and advise him of students in extenuating circumstances in regard to the plan. Appropriate
action would then be taken.
"There were no winners and

cont'd on pg. 2

New building
~

Business students arise
By Peter Nash

The new business building
was officially opened last Friday
with speeches, tours and a cake
in the shape of the new facility.
Acting Dean of Business, J.
Alex Murray opened the ceremonies, commenting that he's
"very, very proud of our new
building." Murray and all business faculty and students have a
right to be proud of their new
facility Three years of planning
and building have led to an impressive,economical building.
Origmal planning had the
building budgeted for 3 .2 million dollars but the university
could only afford 2.5 million.
Designers had to compromise
but it's hard to tell when looking at the finished product.
About 15,000 square feet of
space had to be eliminated from
the original plans.
University President Mervyn
Franklin commented on the

funding problems. "I have helped design buildings myself. I
realize the problem that arises
when your own ideas must be
compromised
with
financial
realities."
Dr. Michael Zin, Dean of the
Business Faculty, was on hand
for the ceremonies despite being on a year's sabatical. A member of the faculty for 2 3 years,
Dr . Zin has been a driving force
in the development of Windsor's
business faculty. Commenting at
the opening, Dr. Zin noted that
"this building is a symbol of the
dedication that the people in
this faculty have shown. The students of this faculty are among
the most dedicated alumni in the
country."
Rob Katzman, head of the
Commerce Club, concurred with
Dr. Zin. "The business students
of this school are making their
mark in society. They can be

proud of this building."
Construction of the building
began in April, 1977. Eastern
Construction captured the contract and had the structure finished right on schedule.
The building has several innovative features including a special system of sky lighting to illuminate hallways and save energy. A new PDP 11/60 computer
has eight terminals for access to
the computer as well as keypunch, card printing and line
printer facilities.
Funding for the project came
from the Program 25 funds
gathered in 1966-67. Program 25
consisted of a city-wide funding
drive by the university. Six million dollars was collected with
2 .5 million going to the business
building and most of the rest to
the funding of the biology building.

Dr. Mervyn Franklin looks on as the former Dean of Business Dr.
Gilbert Horne cuts the cake at the opening ceremonies for the new
Business building.

English Dept. offering chance for black eXpre~ion
By Peter Hrastovec

If you are plagued with the
problem of finding an interesting
course for the upcoming winter
semester, the English Department may have the answer. The
department is offering a new
~ourse entitled "Black Expression", which concerns itself with
"ht e study of representational
works by Black artists from
1900 to the present."
The Course has been designed
by Dr. Edward Watson, who successfully taught a similar course
~t Wayne State University back
m 1969. A course of this nature
has previously not been taught
on this campus.
The significance of the course
lies in the approach that Dr.
Watson is taking, as he surveys a
large cross section of Black
American literature. "Blacks are
artists in their own right who
~an be seen other than champions of freedom", says Dr. Watson. "The modern Black artist is
seeking more than a social identity. He wishes to be removed
fr?m.a literary ghetto and placed
Wtthm the mainstream of North

American culture".
Some of the artists who will
come under study are James
Baldwin, Lorraine Hansberry,
Richard Wright, Malcolm X and
Langston Hughes.
An interesting highlight to
this course will be the introduction of tape recordings of Black
American jazz greats to the English Literature classroom. Dr.
Watson..sees an inseparable relationship between literature and

music in Black American culture.
"In the fifties", says Dr. Watson, "there was a concentrated
effort by a number of Black
poets to approximate the jazz
sound coming out of be-bop, for
example". Dr. Watson pointed
out that numerous black artists
on the literary scene have immortalized such jazz personalities as Billie Holiday and John
Coltrane. Among the countless

monumental figures of Black
American Jazz who will be studied, are Duke Ellignton, Charlie
Parker, Miles Davis and Dizzie
Gillespie.
Dr. Watson hopes that the
course will bra~ch out into
something larger. A single semester does not do justice to the
mounds of literature available
and the seemingly endless possibilities to thematic approach.

The course is listed as ENG
105c. A course description had
been "inadvertently left out" of
the present two-year calendar.
Posters describing the new
course offering are located in
many areas of the campus. Any
interested
individuals should
contact Dr. Watson in the Department of English, located on
the second floor of the norther!) wing of Windsor Hall.

Law school

Admission requirements kept
By Mike Anderson

The Law School will have less
"twenty-one year old whiz kids"
and more dedicated, hard-working and interested students in
the future, according to Law
School Admissions Committee
Chairman and Assistant Dean
George Stewart.
Recent law school brochures
confirm a retention of the present admissions policy introduced last year. Applicants are
judged on the basis of a seven-

criteria format, which takes into
account the candidates' university program, work experience, community involvement,
personal
accomplishments,
career objectives, personal considerations and Law School Admissions Test (LSAT) scores."
Under previous admission policies, candidates were selected
solely on the basis of LSAT
scores and grade averages.
The Law School's objective,
according to Stewart, is "to

select those students who, while
doing well in the study of law,
have the potential to contribute
creatively and meaningfully to
the law school and the community" and to "graduate persons who will employ their legal
skills to serve elements of the
community which are not now
adequately represented."
Another objective is to gain
law students who are interested
m the subject. "I know one law

cont'd on pg. 2
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Discrimination combatted by women in lnw
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
A statement made last spring
at the Law School Articling
Forum by a member of the firm
of Paroian, Courey, Cohen &
Houston,
crystallized in the
minds of many people, the ongoing discriminatory practices
within the legal profession on
the basis of immutable and irrelevant human characteristics.
Consequently this fall, the
Women in the Law Society spon- ·
sored, with the support of the
dean, a resolution calling for
members of the profession, both
teachers and practitioners, to
combat discriminatory practices
and to work towards creating
a student body truly reflective
of the community at large.
On Friday, November 17, the
motion was put before Faculty
Council and was passed by an almost unanimous vote.
Now there is a paper policy
wit 1 lal\dable aspirations and
fine words. The question is, will
the law school have the courage
to implement the following principles:
RECOGNIZI G that discrimination affects the perception of
the mdividual 's capacity for ful-

filling his or her role as a member of the legal community;
AND RECOGNIZING that we,
as a law faculty in the university
community, have an obligation
to facilitate the development of
the individual's full potential in
the legal community;
AND ACKNOWLEDGING a duty to affirm publicly our commitment to combat discrimination by any person within the legal community who contributes
to or benefits from services
which the Faculty of Law provides,
WE AFFIRM that in our conduct and in exercising our judgment we shall and we expect
that others in our community
shall:
a. display the highest standards
of integrity;
b. demonstrate an honest concern for the merits;
c. reflect a responsible and balanced attitude;
d. engage in scrupulous attention to the facts;
e. carefully assess to the best of
our abilities only those factors
re 1evant;
f. avoid influence of improper
purposes;

g. be prepared to state reasons
and offer rational justifications.
WE UNDERTAKE to offer and
dispense legal education, to employ individuals in the legal community and generally to conduct
relations between and amongst
members of the legal community without differentiation on the
basis of traits peculiar to the person such as sex, marital status,

sexual preference, race, colour,
nationality, place of origin, age,
religious belief or lack thereof,
ethnic origin, political belief or
activity, creed, citizenship, family relation, physical disability, or
economic status.
WE UNDERTAKE to pursue an
admissions and recruitment policy which will consider past
socio-economic, cultural, famili-

WE ACCEPT responsibility t
foster an educati nal enviro~
. h .
n
ment wh 1c 1s conducive to th
implementat,ion of the preced~
ing principles.
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Members ?f the Law Faculty Council, who passed a motion at their last meeting, com batting discrimin.
a
tory pracnces
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loses bid
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cont'd from pg. 1

FACULTY
OFSCIENCEANDMATHEMATICS
STUDENTS
In accordance with S.A.C. by-laws,
The following constitutes a

NOTICE
OF ,,REFERENDUM
QUESTION:

al or other disadvanta ges re!e.
vant to the assessment of the
.
,
. 1
ap.
p 11cant s potent1a to contrib
.
d
Ute
creative 1y an meani ngfully to
the .law school and the com.
mumty at large.

Do you favour, The formation of a Science
and Mathematics Society, at a cost of $4.50 //
per student to be added unto your tuition?

no losers," said Dr. John Allan
.
vice-president of administration
and finance for the university
.
"The university won in coun
but not really, as it doesn't doa
university any good to contenda
case in court with its students".
"It was unfortunHe." said
Allan, "the plan had itits,riginin
providing financial relief for the
university".
Piazza said he felt Gerry was
right and got the bad part of the
deal.

Law school
policy
cont 'd from pg. 1
student who is restless and
bored, and who makes life diffi.
cult for everyone involved," said
Stewart, "while there is another
person who would give his hearr
to get into law school."
According to Stewart, the
·new policy has cause d little sta·
t istical difference in th e compo·
sit ion of 1st-ye ar law classesex·
cept to sligh tly raise th e average
age of students.
It has also created an enorm·
ous amount of paperwo rk for
the six mem bers of the admis·
sions committee and t heir stu·
dent help. Each resume is read
individually by at least two
people, often by more. Commit·
tee !Jlembers typically spend 350
hours a year reading resumes.
Despite this, the committee de·
cided to retain the new policy.
Cu rrently, positions in first·,
year law classes are among the
most sought-after in Canadian
universities. Of 1,900 applicants
to the law school last year, 150
were admitted

Voting tobe held Nov.29
Polling Booth: · UNIVERSITY CENTRE
12:30 to s:oo
MATHEMATICS BUILDING
12:30 to 4:00

Students' Administrative Council
University of \\l'indsor
Counsel des etudiants administrif
University of Windsor

Propercurrentuniversity
identificationrequiredto

VOTE
--

_J

D

CHI.KM...

-~n:

OUC.tt

ShoulJ
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ByRichard Boldt
0 n Thursday afternoon Nov.h
16 the Windsor J ew1s
ember
'
. .
dents Orgamzatton staged a
Stu
.
f
demonstration m support o
An roly Shcharansky and other
Je:s under duress in the Soviet
Union.
Shcharansky was arrested and
. risoned for a period of 16
unp prior to h'1s tna. 1, on t.he
months
groundsof criticizing the Soviet

government's
harassment
of
Jews trying to emigrate to Israel
and for treason against the
USSR.
The Soviet law limits pretrial
imprisonment
to nine
months and then a charge must
be laid by the authorities. This
law was not upheld in this case,
according to a WJSO spokesperson, because the Soviet authorities were using Anatoly Shcharansk
as a symbol of what

staged in support of Jews

would happen to other Jews if
they went against the Soviet
Union.
Before his imprisonment,
Shcharansky was subjected to
constant harassment and surveillance by the KGB (Russian Secret Police). According to Myra
Walman, president of the WJSO
the Russians violated their own
law in dealing with Jews trying
to emigrate out of the Soviet
Union. "We object to the Soviet

Members of the WJSO who portrayed the roles of Soviet authorities and Jews in the mock trial.

Union's
treatment
of those
people who try to emigrate and
exercise their rights as guaranteed by the Helsinki Agreement."
If a Tew applies for emigration, they automatically
lose
their jobs. Shcharansky, a computer programmer at the Moscow Research Institute for Oil
and Gas, submitted his application for emigration in 1973, and
two years later was dismissed
from his post at the Institute. In
19 77, he found a job as a secretary to a scientist and worked
there until he was arrested.
During the interrogation of
his friends and co-workers, the
authorities stated that Shcharansky was a criminal even before
he was charged with any crimes.
When Shcharansky was told to
sign his confession, he refused
because it was written in Russian. Others also refused to sign
~ their statements because the in.!::
~ terrogater changed most of what
~
they said.
u
>,
According to Sharon Karevor,
.0
0
Shcharansky was denied an at0
.s:: torney who would have worked
Q..
to prove him innocent. Certain
witnesses and documents were

Senate postpones semesterization
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ByTony Woloszyn
Last Thursday afternoon, the
Senate held its third meeting.
The report concerning the Semesterization Committee
was
scheduled to be discussed but
wasn't as committee members
there weren't fully prepared to
present their concerns. Robert
Kerr, the President of the Facul-

SAC1neetin g report
ByDavePowis
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ty Association, had earlier sent
letters to Dr. Mervyn Franklin,
the President of the University
of Windsor and the other senators asking to have the report deferred until the next meeting.
This fact was acknowledged and
it was agreed to postpone the
issue.
Frank Smith, the committee
chairman and Registrar of the

Elections to SAC's Board of
Directors and society fees highlightedthe last students' council
meeting.
Council members elected Rob
Katzman, Ian Campbell, Rick
Ha!!endaand Rodney Herring to
the Board.
In another decision, council
decided to amend a by-law.
Societieswill now have to charge
each member a minimum of
$4.S?· The special resolution,
needmg a two-thirds majority
passedby a margin of 12 to five.
Council members voted to
grant $200 to Our Generation a
publication for campus po~ts
and authors. The university will
matchfunds with SAC.

Deb Krutila, commissioner of
Ancillary Services, announced
that the Inter-Residence Council
is sponsoring a Christmas Dinner-dance at the Caboto Club on
Thursday, November 30. Tickets
are $6.50 per person. She told
the council that a sub-committee
of the Food Committee will be
looking into food pricing at
other Ontario campuses.
The SAC also ratified the following clubs: the University of
Windsor Ski Club, the Caribbean
Students' Association, the Morning Glory Co-op, the Greek
Club, A.E.S.C. and Sertoma.
Treasurer Emmanuel Biundo announced that clubs' and societies' money is now availablt> ·· ·,r!
can be picked up at the Finance
office.

university, also asked that each
faculty discuss the report and
give their views to the Semesterization Committee before the
next Senate meeting. The main
proposal by the committee will
be that of a one semester system.
Just before the meeting got
into full swing, Dr. Franklin,
who chaired the meeting, commented on the fact that an item
had been left out of the agenda
and he felt other members
. would be more comfortable if
the meeting were closed to the
public. A motion to close the
meeting to the public was nar-

societies

The next discussion was on
the items brought up at the last
Board of Governors' meeting.
The Board wants to set up a
joint committee, consisting of
members from the Board and
the Senate, to study the selection procedures of Deans. The
Board of Governors has invited
the Senate to elect five members to the joint committee.
The Board also directed Dr.
Franklin to suspend appointments to search committees for
Deans in the faculties of Human
Kintetics and Engineering. It was
noted that the Senate received

~

July 14, Shcharansky was found
guilty of treason and was sentenced to 3 years in prison and
10 years in a strict regime labor
camp.
At the end of the WJSO demonstration,
Syril Victor, who
portrayed Anatoly Shcharansky
said "I am happy. I am happy
that I lived honestly, in peace
with my conscience. I never
compromised my soul, even under the threat of death. I am
happy that I helped people."
"I say, turning to my pe• ple,
to my Avita! (his wife) Lei nana
Habah Beyerushalayim
(next
year in Jerusalem). I turn to you
the court, who were required to
confirm a pre-determined verdict, to you I say nothing."
There were approximately 60
onlookers at the mock trial. At
the end of the rally, Arab students handed out pamphlets on
human rights, dealing with the
violations of human rights in
other cases besides Shcharansky's.

report

rowly defeated. ·

attention

not permitted into the trial.
Karevor attended the trial which
began on JulylO, 1978. On

petitions from each of the faculties against this action.
A motion to reject the Board
of Governors' directive and accept the establishment of thejoint committee was introduced.
Following a lengthly discussion,
th motion was divided into two
separate motions. The motion
against the directive was altered
to a motion asking the Board of
Governors to revoke the directive. Both motions were passed.
After the nominating committee was asked to appoint five
members to the joint committee,
the Senate meeting was adjourned until Dec. 14th.

clubs

Your cheques are available in the
finance off ice, 2nd floor
University Centre 9a.m.- 4p.m.

ATTENTION
STUDENTS
ALL FEES ARE DUE DURING
THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES IN JANUARY

The Alternative
in
Christmas Shopping

If you are not reaeving an OSoPgrant cheque, avo id line-ups
and unnecessary delays by forwarding a dle que (Post dated not
later than January 5, 1979) as soon as you receive your statement
in D8<8llber.
The cashier's office will be located in the Assumption Lounge

Windsor Christmas Craft Festival ! !
CLEARY AUDITORIUM Riverside Or.
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beginning January 3rd through 5th from 9 am to 4pm.
Late payment penalties begin January 8th, 1979.
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SAC can't define ethics
The question over what's
ethical and what isn't has been
plaguing mankind for centuries.
Judging by the performance of
members at the last SAC meeting, this year's council shows
tor~ l disregard for ethics.
One item that came up, was a
special resolution to amend one
of SAC's by-laws. There was no
mention of the intended change
in the meeting's agenda. Nor did
it come up when the chairman
asked for changes to the agenda
at the beginning of the meeting.
Surely if SAC members spent
eight hours amending their bylaws (a few weeks ago), then
someone could have let the
members know they were going
to discuss a by-law amendment.
It's a fact that Dan Chamney,
one of the more outspoken
(read: better) members, had to
leave early. Chamney is attempting to form a society and so the
amendment, to have society
members pay a minimum of

$4.50 apiece in society fees,
would've been of great importance to him, yet he left the
meeting unaware. When informed of what the council had done
after his leaving, Chamney was
upset, to say the least.
The entire matter was legal.
If the waiver of notice is signed
by the members present, then
what transpires at the meeting
is legal and valid. It's interesting
to note that the waiver was, and
is, passed around at the bebinning of the meeting. Once it's
signed, anything goes. Not only
is it unethical, it 1s downright stupid on the part of the members
to sign it.
Another puzzling question
brought to mind, was the idea of
society presidents voting on
funding for societies. Haven't
these people heard of a conflict
of interests? In any case, they'll
end up regretting it. Now that
SAC is dictating policy to the
societies, what's to stop it from

Letters ........ .
All letters to the Editor must be
typed, double-spaced and 500
words or less. They must be
signed, and have a valid student
number and phone number included. All letters which are

deemed by the Editor to be
slanderous or in conflict with
libel laws will not be printed.
The deadline for submissions of
letters to the Editor is Tuesday,
at 3 p.m.

Pub employees
do good work
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to
the column, "As You See It" of
November the 17th. As employees of the Gallery, we must
strongly disagree with some of
the comments that appeared.
The pub is serviced by the students for the students and we
happen to think we do a damn
good job. Service would be a lot
faster and more efficient if the
waitresses and waiters received a
little cooperation from the customers. By following these few
pointers, you can help the staff
as well as yourselves.
1. Don't wait until we get to
your table to decide what you
want. Consolidate the orders of
everyone at the table - it speeds
things up.
2. Have money ready when
we get there with the orders. If
you have to fumble for your
money, it holds us up and makes
getting to other tables slower.
3. Please change any bills over
$5 at the bar. There are enough
signs distributed throughout the
pub so you shouldn't have to be

reminded every day. We don't
carry enough money on us to
change large bills.
4. There are plenty of garbage
cans, so please deposit your
lunch bags on the way out, so
we don't have to clean everything up. It takes time.
S. At lunch time, the place
fills up in about 5 minutes. We
can't serve everyone right away,
so you have to be a little patient
and understanding.
6. If you have a complaint
about the service, the music, or
the bands, please let your feelings be known to the manager or
th,. ~artender, and maybe the
problem can be alleviated. This
is the only way we can judge the
quality of our staff. Please communicate - we shouldn't have to
read comments in The Lance to
find out how our patrons feel.
Yours truly,
Cathie Maas, Waitress
Delores Doyle, Waitress
Harold Burton, Bartender
Diane Campbell, Waitress

going a step further?
What really made a mockery
of the term "ethical" was when
Rob Katzman asked Gino Piazza to "talk" with Dave Peddle,
the manager of Liquor Services,
which provides the bar at all
campus functions. It seemed
that the bar had closed down
early (12:30 a.m.) at a previous
function and that Katzman was
disturbed. Because the Commerce Society was having an
event this last weekend, Katzman wanted to ensure that the
bar stayed open later. Hence, his
request to Piazza who rightfully
told Katzman that he could not.
Still, the idea of a council member throwing his weight around
like that raises the hackles on
our neck.
What's done is done. What
the students' council members
have to realize is that they're
representing students, and they
are not serving the electorate by
playing little games amongst
themselves.

Commissioner
appalled
Dear Editor,
I have just finished reading
the entertainment column of the
The Lance. Once again, I am appalled at what Frank, Dave and
Paul are letting H. J. Swenson
get away with.
I know you gentlemen try
your damnedest and dedicate a
lot of time and effort to your
newspaper. As far as I am concerned, you deserve a 'job well
done.'
The only thing constructive I
can say about the entertainment
column is that Janine takes good
pictures. When I read this column, I appreciate constructive
criticism but it seems that Swenson is criticizing less and concerning himself with trivialities
that have nothing to do with
The Lance.
Today's column made reference to the Gallery losing money
and if that is the case, did Mr.
Swenson ever stop to think that
his reviews may have some bearing on the decline in attendance?
Maybe
the
Entertainment
reviews should be done a week
later than when they are being
done now. As I'm sure Swenson
knows, a good and proper review takes time and in the case
of our Gallery entertainment,
the band deserves to be seen
more than once especially later
into the week after all 'bugs'
have been dealt with.
With reference to 'seeing the
bands before they are hired', I
try to see as many as I can if
they are in the vicinity or I try
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to hear 'tapes' if they are available. If SAC wishes to send me
around to different cities and
universities, I'd be more than
willing to go.
Everyone always talks about
taking surveys and polls, and if
that is the case, I'd be more than
happy to assist Mr. Swenson in
creating such to prove that the
entertainment is satisfactory or
to prove that his "Music Meter"
is worth what it appears to be
worth.
I appologise if anyone has
been offended as much as H. J.
apparently has and am open to
suggestions if anyone has a band
that they feel can do an adequate job (within budget) in our
lounge.
Thank you for listening.
Yours truly,
Bob Gammon

Swenson ·not
a deterrent
Dear Editor,
In regard to your Entertainment Section, and the review
that "The Same Old H. J. Swenson" gave us. We try to appreciate everyone's opinions on our
music and its performance, but
we would appreciate constructive criticism more. Despite that
invaluable review, Windsor students were not deterred from attending the pub, which appeared
to do well through the week.
This makes us wonder how real
"01' H. J .'s" concern is for the
pub losing money. If anything,
reviews, like this arouse people's
curiosity enough to make them

come out and decide for them·
selves. We even considered pay·
ing $100 .00 and becoming char·
ter members of the "H. J. Swen·
son Fan Club" but when we
couldn't locate him, we decided
to spend the money updating
equipment.
,
Sincerely,
Runner

P.S. We had a gas playing and
hope to have more of these
Polish Wedding gigs.

Government
cutback
Dear Editor,
I noted with intense interest
the November 17 'editorial' on
government cutbacks. It see~s
the attack is on again but th~
time a defense is necessary.
To start, I have a few quest·
ions for The Lance. IF cutbacks
are such a hot issue, why, when
Doug Reid, president of the ~n·
tario Progressive Conservauve
Campus Association came co
Windsor was the advertisement
announding his speech not print·
ed? Why when a member of The
•
d
Lance was in attendance, an
Doug spoke with him at length
following the speech, and issu~d
a press release, was nothing wnt·
ttn?
d
Let us now set the recor
straight. The tuition fees we pa)
cover 13 .5% of the operating
costs of your post seconda~
education. The budget of che
u ·ver·
Ministry of Colleges and on'.
sities has increased 90% sinct

cont'd next pg,
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, Letters........
_73, This year the increase
1972
•01 Below the rate of inwas 5,o7o.
. · n you say? Well, tell the
,ano
ment in Ottawa to get
govern
· act together and maybe
the1r
Queen's Park and the other pro· · 1 governments could plan
vinc1a
better. IF you want to see cutb ks look at ministries with a
~; increase or cancellation.
0
Everything has a price, an_d will
be paid for, if not now, m the
future. I do not relish the idea of
provinces mo~tgaging my future,
Ottawa is domg a good enough
job by itself.
To those who say more, I say
from where? The money must
come from somewhere. Perhaps
we could sacrifice some much
needed social services? NO ONE
WANTS THAT, ESPECIALLY
BILL DAVIS!!!
In conclusion, the Davis government is and always will supply all the people of Ontario
with the best education possible,
at the best price.
Yours truly,
GregFord,
GraduateStudent,
Political Science

Incorrect
promotions
Dear Sir:
In an article entitled "Senators invite Rhodesians" Bill English promotes a number of incorrect ideas. Among these is the
notion that the U.S. has some
legitimate alternative available to
the people of Zimbabwe and
that Rev. Sithole's opinion is a
gauge of what is just.
In fact, the tour of the U.S.
by the racist and fascist Ian
Smith regime is a glaring exposure of the criminal alliance
which exists between U.S. imperialism and the racist and fas-

em·
ay·
har·
en·
we
'ded
ting
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AS YOU SEE IT
By Ed McMahon

This

_reachery of the Salisbury
c1st regime of R~odes1a agamst
deal is also revealed by the folthe people of Zimbabwe. The
lowing points: the 3% settler
U.S. imperialists have broughr
h .
S . h
minority is given entrenched
t eir puppet
m1t
and the
.
s·it h ole, who speaks for
right to own 50% of Zimbabwe's
traitor
. z· b b
most fertile land, while the 7
no one m 1m a we, to the U.S.
million struggling African people
to deepen
the plots and. intrigues
.
are forced to continue occupyagamst the people o~ ~1mb~bwe_.
ing the remaining least proThe Carter admm1strat1on 1s
ductive 50%. The genocidal ter~~ng to cloud over the fact that
rorist Rhodesian
army and
it 1s t~e stronges~ sup~orter _of
police force, which seek to dethe racist and fascist regime with
stroy the national liberation
the propaganda that it is opposforce, are preserved.
ed to it. The ~.S. imperiali~ts
Another point to note is the
prop up the regime of Ian Smith
democratic nature of elections.
on all fronts. They plunder the
Whenever elections are held in .
land and labour of the Zimbabany country with democracy, it
we people and provide the racist
is a chance given to the majority
and fascist regime with equipof the people to choose their
ment and men to carry out genoown leaders. In the case of the
cide against the people. Without
fake elections which have been
the support of U.S. imperialism
called for under the Salisbury
and other imperialist powers, the
conspiracy, it is not for the peopeople of Zimbabwe would have
ple
of Zimbabwe to choose their
long ago crushed the backward
own leaders, but to choose from
and barbaric regime.
Muzorewa, Sithole and Chirau The "peace" sought by the
- all of whom have been imposed
Ian Smith regime is being conon the masses by the murderer
cretely demonstrated
in ZimIan Smith and his imperialist
babwe on a daily basis. It is the
masters. In addition, for any
"peace" of the racist and fascist
election to deserve to be referred
and the imperialists whereby
to as one-man-one-vote electseveral dozen of the Zimbabwe
ions, the army, the police force,
people are murdered each day
the judges, the civil servants, the
by the regime. It is the "peace"
prison service and all the laws
which keeps the people of Zimshould serve the interests of the
babwe in complete enslavement,
people. But in Rhodesia today,
where to raise a voice in protest
it is exactly th.e opposite. For inagainst the regime results in
stance, the racist judges are blatbeing murdered by the armed
antly discriminate in favour of
forces of Smith. The entire tour
the settler minority by allocatof the racist and fascist regime
ion of Parliamentary seats, by
to the U.S. is a complete expogiving only 3% of the population
sure of the "human rights" fraud
28% of the seats purely on the
of President Carter.
basis of coulour.
Under the internal settlement
After the fake elections, these
of Salisbury, the government,
enemies of the people of Zimthe army, police, judges, prisons
babwe hope to get some interand the civil servants remain in
national arms and more mercenthe hands of the settler white
aries and ruthlessly suppress the
minority. The Smith regime,
liberation struggle raging in the
which has been oppressing the
country.
people of Zimbabwe for many
years, is not destroyed or changed; instead it is reinforced by the • Yours truly,
African puppets and Quislings:
Dale Woodyard
Sithole, Muzorewa and Chirau.
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Week's

Question:

you?
Photos by Paul Chernish

Dan
Branch,
French:

Third

Year,

"He annoys me. I thought his
article was a little too bitter and
it had a touch of arrogance."

Leslie Luker, Second Year Political-Science:
'
"He annoys me. I work in the
Pub and I don't think his opinions are objective at all. We had
Meadows in and he only gave
them a 7. And Albatross was one
of the best bands we've had. I
think that rating he gave
was totally uncalled for."

Margy O'Brien,
Social Work:

Second

Year,

"He annoys me. I don't think he
knows what he's talking about.
He has no concept of music.
Some bands aren't that great but
he doesn't give any of them a
chance. He's totally unfair."

Paul List, Second Year, Mechanical Engineering:

"I think he's amusing."
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By David
. Cameletti
In v1~wo~ the a~senc~ of Len
Wallaces ph1losoph1cal d1ssertat1ons on clas
· society
·
. ~ equa !'ity. m
and of Wilham English's advoc~cy o~ what he terms the "political n~ht," I have decided to
add a l1ttle of my own political
commentary to The Lance, but
this discussion involves a brief
!00 ~ at the contemporary situation m Canada today, rather than·
any theoretical conception of
this country.
. The 15 October by-elections
Ill which the governing Liberal
Party captured a mere two seats
both in Quebec, have confirmed
~e ~~ng-held belief that the
ana 1an public has become extremely hostile towards Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau. The exact causes of this polarization of
the .electorate remain unclear.
The most plausible explanations
for this can be seen in the present state of the economy and of
the Canadian dollar (which, in a
word 1s horrendous), in the high
nu_mberof unemployed, in the
Pnme Minister's obsession with
apparently inconsequential
issues such as bilingualism and re-

I ...I..l..,

f

t
,

· ·
. his
. apparently '
st1tut1on,
and m
arrogant personal style. The fac~
that Trudeau has twice this year
cancelled apparent general elections is a confirmation on his
own part that he knows that he
is not well-loved.
Therefore, over the winter
months, Canadians can look to
their government to try to reshape its image with them. Trudeau will carefully be cast into
the role as the only man who
can preserve the unity of Canada, although, in view of present
attitudes, he may be the one
who is most alienating the
French from the English, and
the West from the East. The Libera! Party will present the prime
minister as the champion of the
· trymg
· to prevent
·
nat10n
w h o 1s
the provinces from destroying
Confederation and much focus
will be placed on Trudeau in this
role in the upcoming federalprovincial
conferences
next
week on the economy and in
February on the Const1tut1on.
Essentially, the Liberals will present themselves in the role of
nation-savers.
Regardless of what occurs
over the winter, two things are

certain. First of all, Trudeau will
not be replaced by John Turner
as leader of the Liberal Party,
for the support which he comm an d s among th e F renc h Members of Parliament, in Quebec,
and in the present party memb ers h ip,
· is
· too power f u I f or h im
·
to be displaced. And, secondly,
the Progressive Conservative Party will continue to suffer because of the image of .,their leader, Joe Clark. After two and onehalf years as party leader, and
despite his party's impressive
showing in the by-elections and
an improved media campaign,
Clark is still known as "Joe
Who" to most Canadians. This is
bound to cause some hesitancy
for Canadians who are dissatisfied with Trudeau but are unsure
of whether the Tories are a
viable alternative. In some respects, Clark seems as unlikely in
the role of prime minister as
Leon Spinks did in his role as
heavyweight boxing champion
of the world.
This winter's events m Ottawa should be most interesting
for the electorate, for Pierre Trudeau has his last opportunity to
demonstrate whether he deserves
to remain as national leader or
whether Canada will have "Joe
Who" as prime minister by default.

Does

H.J. Swenson annoy or amuse

Anne Marie Pusse, Second Year,
Psychology:
"He annoys me, but I think the
ratings are accurate. We need
better bands for sure."

1

Maureen Calloway, Second Year,
Comm. Studies:

"I don't read The Lance so I
don't know."

Vince MacDougall, Third Year,
Comm. Studies:

"He amuses me."
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Studentship lecture

Writing exams with help of a system
By Paul Chernish

On Tuesday, November 14,
Kenneth F. Long, the assistant
Dean of Students, lectured on
examination
writing
before
about forty Students in Vanier
Lounge.
The lecture was part of the
Studentship Series in which advice is given on student life to
anyone who wished to attend.
The lecture was designed to
assist students in one of their
weakest academic areas.
"One of the major problems
that professors encounter, concerns that of good students with
average exams", said Long.
"Even students who prepare for
examinations are likely to find
pitfalls in their exams."
Many of us can easily agree
with his observation about the
good student-poor exam syndrome but Long did not simply
expose a problem without supplying a solution. He went on to
give those in attendance a few
pointers on how they could improve their examination marks.
"The strategy assumes that
the student is well-prepared for
the exam. The first step is to
work out a 'time frame' to em.ploy writing the exam." suggested Long.
What the time frame does is
assist the student in judging how
much actual work should be alloted for various sections of the
exam. An important part of the
time frame is the first three minutes, in which the student
should read the question with
confidence and try to discover
exactly what the appropriate

answer should be. This question
study does not involve reading
the question •over and over until he or she gets bored with it.
The three minutes should be
used to take the question apart
and discover the key words,
which would make the student's
answer more to the point. Long
suggested that "the student
should not put pen to paper for
this first period of time."
After the question is fully un-

words, and the ability of the student to categorize the differences is beneficial in the answer.
Another important step in
the answer is an outline, in
which the writer should allot
space and time for parts of the
answer that is deemed important. Without the outline, an answer could become unclear and

derstood, the student should
then underline "key" words,
which makes the question even
more clear.
During the lecture, a sheet
was handed out with "identification terms" that are included
in almost every exam. Words
such as define, give and show
may all appear to mean the same
thing when in an examination
question but this isn't so. There
are differences between the

lack proper flow.
The first paragi:1ph of th
.
.
e
answer 1s most important be.
cause it sets up the body of the
response.
Long appeared
to convince
.
most o f t h ose m attendance th
h'1s system was feasible and aQ.
plicable.
p
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Ken Long, assistant Dean of Students, gave tips to students on how
to prepare for exams.

By Janine Halbert
As deadlines and exams approach, tension becomes a major
problem for many students in
university. Last Tuesday evening, Dr. Timothy Emmons, of
the
Psychological
Services
Centre, demonstrated to a group
of 20 students, how to relieve
anxiety and become more productive.
Emmons stated that tension
usually arises out 9f "excessive
anticipation of the future." Students often find themselves in
the position where they cannot
study because they worry too
much about potential implications of an exam.
"The tension we produce is a
consequence in thinking about
the future, instead of thinking
about what's going on now."
There are many physiological
symptoms
which .accompany
anxiety, Emmons explained. Increased blood pressure and heart
rate, faster respiration, muscle
tension and diarrhea are ways
the body expresses anxiety.
He said that the key to reliev-

ing tension, is to learn how to
recognize the symptoms, and
then learn how to lose it. "You
can't force yourself to relax because you are putting the effort
into the trying."
Emmons then had the group
participate in a tension-relaxing
exercise, involving the systematic tightening and relaxing of individual muscle groups. The
group began by bending their
wrists back for about 30 seconds
and then relaxing. The samewas
done with arms, feet, legs, eyes,
stomach, neck, and eyes, until
the entire body was relaxed.
The exercise was very effective, as most of the group were
almost asleep by the end of the
session. One student observed
that study would be impossible
in such a relaxed state. However,
Emmons pointed out that a
certain amount of tension is required to perform any kind of
activity. The purpose of the exercise is to teach students how
, to effectively recognize and lose
extreme anxiety that hinders
study.

SPEED READINGCOURSE
TOBE TAUGHT
HERE IN WINDSOR
I

Arrangements have been
made for "Excell-A-Read"
Academy Ltd. of Vancouver to conduct their
famous speed reading and
study technique course to a
limited number of qualified
people here in Windsor.
This course can train the
average person to read five
to ten times faster and with
better comprehension, concentration and improved
retention.
The course
~uarantees
to triple a
pers.on's reading speed, but

•

the guarantee is a bare
minimum as the average
graduate will complete the
course in excess ·of 2,000
wpm and with ·better understanding.
For those who would like
more information, a series
of FREE (hour and a half)
meetings
have
been
scheduled. These lectures
are open to the public
(above age 14) and the
course will be explained in
complete detail, including a
tuition that is far less than
that of similar courses.

You only have to attend
one FREE meeting for
complete details on entrance requirements, class
schedules ~nd classroom
procedures. And there is no
obligation to enroll. These
free orientation lectures will
be held at

RICHELIEUINN
Executive Conference Room
430 Ouellette A venue

at the following
Monday, November
6:30 p.m. and 8:30
Tuesday, November

times:
20 at
p.m.;
21 at

6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;

Wednesday, November,22
at 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
Thursday, November 23 at
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
Friday, November 24 at
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
Saturday, November 25 at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.;
Sunday, November 26 at
2:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
Monday, November 27 at
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
and two final meetine
Tuesday, November 28 at
6:30 p.m. and again at 8:30
p.m.
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B VickiFenner
Y''When there's no safe place
you fight back."
0
togThat
• agress1ve
·
1·me was de •
. d by Henry Lickers at Monhvere
. k
·ght's OPIRG lecture. Lie day ni
.
·
environmental b10log1st
Id
ers, an
.
from the St. Regis Reserve, to
. audience of how for years
his
Indianson the reserve "h ave f eIt
helplessagainst_the onsl~u~ht o.:
. d stria! f!ounde emm1ss10ns.
mu
. l
The St. Regis Reserve 1s ocated l·n the St · Lawrence
. River
and bordered by Ontario' Quebec, and New York. Some of the
. lands are American and .others
is
are Canadian but boundaries are
not recognized by the_people on
the reserve who consider themselvesMohawk first, and Canadian or American second.
The reserve is mainly selfsufficient - most qi the elements necessary for survival are
found on the reserve - and different sections of the reserve
trade with each other.
The Indians were trappers,
farmers and fishermen by trade
and, in spite of industrialization
in the surrounding lands, had
been able to carry on their own

Double
diploma
dilemma
done with
ByBryanWilliamson
Current students of nursing,
socialwork and business administration have no worries about
getting a double diploma in psychology. New regulations imposed by the faculty executives
of social science will go into effect in spring of 1979, and will
only apply to new students starting their first year at the university.
The double diploma issue was
brought into effect several years
ag_o,making the University of
~indsor the only one in Ontario _too_ffersuch a program. The
university received much criticismbecause of this and this was
the basic reason for discontinuingthis program .
"The problem, from the uni~ersity'spoint of view, is that it
unplie~ that the university is
awarding a double credit (the
double counting of credit for
co_urses)and this is the underlying principle," said Dean Philhps of the Social Science faculty. As to students currently enrolled
·
"
m
sue h a program,
...great care was taken so as not
~~ affect a student who was on
is way to a double diploma."
Boot h , a professor of
Gerald
.
so~iology, noted
that
"the
un1versi
t }• h as been most lement
.
in wav
f
h
·
, 0 t 1s1ssue".

Current students must register for two consecutive.
.
semesters 10
·
.
.
socia1 science total five
credit5
'
m this faculty and be
counselled by this faculty'
Dean Phillips said that "we
are the onIY un1vers1ty m
. Ontario top
,
crnm the complete doub1e counting of
. . .
ere d.its. Cnt1c1sm
resuted
• so we had no alternative .:iut
.
hole,_ to c1use up this loop-

way of life. This changed 19
years ago, when they discovered
that pollution from the Reynolds'
Metal
Company
in
Massena, New York was harming
the natural resources.
Both the water and air were
polluted but the by-products
from the factory, and carried by
the wind, were harming the vegetation and, consequently the
livestock on the reserve.
Cattle farmers noticed that
the cattle no longer would eat
the grass, but only chew it and
spit it out. They no longer drink
like normal cattle, but lapped
water like cats because drinking
by sucking the water hurt their
teeth, which were badly corroded from eating the flouridecovered grass. Life-spans of the
animals were getting progressively shorter.
In 1959, the St. Regis Reserve had 50 farmers but today
there are only eight left. The
White Pines are dying and the
grass is not safe for the livestock
to eat. In the 19 years, there has
been little intervention on the

part of the Canadian or American governments to determine
the effects of the pollution on
the people of the reserve.
If the flouride pollution is
harming livestock, it is logical to
assume that it's having some
effects on the people, but all
tests were done by blood and
urine tests, none on the Indians.
"They don't want to look at humans, they want to look at tissues," said Lickers.
The tests revealed that there
is not enough of each contaminant in the air to harm a human
being but the effect of all ele- _g
ments put together has not been u
discussed.
The
question
frequently asked by the people
of the reserve has fallen on deaf
ears. "If I have all these contaminants and put them in a big
Henry Lickers, an environmental biologist from the St. Regis Resoup, am I still safe?"
serve, told his audience that fluoride contamination was threatenFour months ago, the Minising the livelihood of Indians on the reserve.
try of Indian Affairs and Northpeople.
St. Regis Reserve·. The people of
ern Development
announced
"What do we have to do, die
the reserve are afraid that this
that they would fund a health
first?" asked Henry Lickers.
will increase unless the Canadian
study. The study is still being
"Since 1959, 29 million pounds
government decides to act on
negotiated but meanwhile the
of pollutants have fallen on the
their behalf now."
pollution is still affecting the

for the
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ank of Montreal has a
complete financialplan
designedespeciallyto get
graduatingprofessionals---startedin their own
practice.
Our FirstBank™
ProfessionalLoanPlan
booklet is full of ideas
and adviceto help you
arrangethe business
side of your profession
Drop into any
branch and ask for
your free copy of
our booklet.
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UNCLASSIFIED
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY:
Assumption University, 254-3112
MASS SCHEDULE: Sunday - 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Daily 12:00 oon and 4:30 p.m. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5:15
p.m. Followed by Dinner - $1.25)
Saturday 11 :30 am.
HOUR OF PAYER AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening
10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Feel free to drop in any time.
Fr. Ken Untener will be giving a workshop on the Church and Ministry - Monday, November 27, 8:00 p.m. - Blue Room, Assumption
Campus Ministry.
A "MUST" FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO HAVE A GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF THE CHURCH AND LAY MINISTRY TODAY. Fr. Untener is the rector of the St. John Provincial Seminary
for the Archdiocese of Detroit.
ANYONE IS WELCOME TO ATTEND
'
OPIRG PRESENTS: "An Uncensored look at the RCMP",
with lawyer Paul Copland, Monday November 27 at 3 p.m. at
th.. Moot Court. Co-sponsored
by SLAS and Iona College.

FOR SALE: 74 Volvo Grand
Luxe, 2 door coupe. AM/FM; 4
speed and overdrive. Good gas
mileage. Pirelli radial tires, reclining seats and comfortable
ride. No rust. Best offer. Call
944-7220 .

A Young Progressive Conservative (YPC) general meeting will
be held in Assumption Lounge,
University Centre on Wednesday, November 29, at 4:00 p.m.
New members welcome.

4-5-6 at the Centre. The consciousness-raising session will deal
with the topic - Why am I gay?
When did I admit it to myself?
How did I feel about it then?
Now?

LANCER PHOTO CONTEST
The Lancer Photography Club is
opening their first Photo Contest to the student body. Contest rules and entry form can be
picked up at the University
Centre desk. Prizes of about
$100.00 are to be given away.
Contest dates are from November 13th to January 8th.

MORNING GLORY CO-OP:
meeting on Monday, November
27 at 8 p.m. Second floor of
University Centre in the meeting
rooms.

GAY STUDENTS ON CAMPUS:
The organization for gay people,
Gay Students on Campus invites
all lesbians and gay men to come
out to their next meeting, Tuesday December 5th, 1978 at 9:00
p.m. Upstairs meeting rooms

HISTORY DEPT: "Who were
the American Revolutionaries?"
A lecture by John Shy, U. of
Michigan prof., Thursday, November 30 at 4 p.m. in the Bus.
Ad. building, Rm. 1122.
COFFEE HOUSE - Iona College,
208 Sunset Ave. Local entertainment.
Relaxing atmosphere.
Free admission.

CHRISTMAS
DISCO

dances
All proceeds

to

charity!
at
AMBASSADOR
AUDITORIUM
FRI. and SAT.
24
25
.
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.
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is \Nhatever
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All profits

go to the
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a CHRISTMAS

door

to provide
, FOR THE
POOR

prizes

WINDSOR CHINESE CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will con.
duct a collegiate reli~ious survey
the week of Nov. "27 to deter'.
mine the trend of ~
thinking of Chinese students on
campus .and to assist those wh0
are see k mg a personal faith and
purpose of life.
The Lance is hosting the Ontario
Region of the Canadian University Press (ORCUP). Delegates
will be meeting in the Assumpt'.
ion Lounge, Saturday and Sun.
day at 10 a.m . The public is
most welcome.

PC's
discuss
cutbacks
By Daniel Sullivan

•

I

0
0

At a meeting on Wednesday,
November 8, the University of
Windsor's chapter of the Ontario
Progressive Conservative Campus
Association was addressed by
Doug
Reid,
president of
O.P.C.C.A. Reid's speech dealt
mainly with two subjects: Pierre
Trudeau and the federal government, and the Davis government's policy of education fund·
ing.
"It's the failure of leader·
ship," said Reid, "on the partof
that prime minister that's gotus
into the mess we are in now."
Reid went on to question criticisms of the provincial govern·
ment's cutbacks in education
funding, saying, "I wonder if it
i~ lp to the provincial govern·
ment to compensate."
Reid said later, in an inter·
view with The Lance, that the
issue of cutbacks has been mis·
represented by the Ontario Federation of Students, and that the
OFS has become little more than
a political party. He said that the
Davis government's
priorities
were to "insure that the money
they spend on a program is going
to keep that program at a high
level of service," and to keep
budgetary increases to ministries
consistant with the objective of
balancing the provincial budget
by 1981.
Reid said that students "are
bearing what they should as far
as restraint". He said that the
OFS mislead students at the pro·
test rally held in Queen's Park
last March. "If their intention
was to present a view of respons·
ible students, concerned about
an issue that's very ·close to
them, in a responsible way, then
they failed." He said he didn't
think a student demonstration is
still "workable" and that a dem·
onstration doesn't get the message across "as effectively as 1
well-researched position paper."
Reid, a 3rd year computer
science student at the University
of Toronto
indicated thit
OPCCA isn't always whole-heart·
edly supportive of the Davisgov·
ernment. The OPCCA lobbied
against ratsmg the drinking age.
At the OPCCA meeting, Reid
announced
that
Windsor's
OPCCA with 79 members, were
the winners of a recruitment
drive. The prize? A visit frolll
Premier Davis.
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ByMarkD. Greene
Though few people may realize it, there's a system of tunnels
beneath the campus. The system
liesa few feet below the surface
andis used primarily for service.
Clarence Weidman, one of
the engineers at the Energy Conversion Centre, conducted The
Lance on an exclusive tour of
the system. The tunnels, which
have only a narrow passage-way
for pedestrian traffic, run from
the Energy Conversion Centre to
Electa Hall. Branching from the
main tunnel, are several service
tunnels that connect the Drama
Building, Essex Hall, the Math
Building, the Biology building,
Windsor and Dillon Halls . The
entranceto Dillon Hall is just beneath the main entrance. Weid- man added that the residence
buildingsand Vanier Hall are serby the "transi~ pipe" bur~ice_d
iedm the ground.
The tunnels were installed
during the expansion during the
late sixties and early seventies,
and carry electrical lines and
~ipes for heating and cooling of

the campus buildings. The heating, according to Weidman , is
provided by water pumped from
the Detroit River and cooled at
the Centre.
Evidence of the tunnel system can be seen on the surface
during the winter. If you've
ever wondered why the sidewalk
between the two library buildings never freezes, this is because
the tunnel system runs just beneath it.
The main tunnels running
from the Conversion Centre to
Electa are not the only system
on campus. Beneath Assumption
College, is an older system
running from the back of the
University Centre. This system iJ

Photos by

Janine Halbert
strikingly different from the
newer main tunnel system. Instead of smooth concrete walls,
the old tunnels' walls are constructed of bricks. In some parts,
the original wooden beams are
still in place and, as Weidman
said, "will probably be here
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pose in one of the brighter spots of the dimly·

Weidman points to the tunnel that once connected Assumption College and the Assumption Church.,

when the modern structure deteriorates."
This system has recently been
renovated and much of the old
tunnel's flavor has been lost.
Weidman remarked that "they
spoiled it when they renovated
it".
Many large American universities have incorporated a subterranean tunnel system that excludes being outside during the
inclement weather. Windsor's
system is off limits to all but
authorized personnel. According
to Grant Mciver, director of Security Services, the system is primarily for maintenance personnel and is patrolled regularly by
security staff.
Mciver added that the tunnels
arc further secured by "a sophisticated proprietary
electronic
security alarm system". All accesses to the tunnels are monitored.
This winter, when you are
braving the cold 'nor'easter '
perhaps you can get some comfort knowing that just beneath
your numb feet, is a maintenance per on working ill relative
comfort.

One of the wooden beams which lend support to the tunnel.

.•..
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The Music Meter rebounded
after last week to a very impressive 6.6. This bouncing up and
down is giving old M. M. heart
palpitations.
This week's band, Bounty, is
to put it simply, a show band.
This Winnipeg based group is not
without problems. To make a

By "The anyway you want"
H. J. Swenson
In recent weeks, I've had
many complaints from persons
saying that my reviews are inaccurate and don't reflect the true
quality of the band. Well here's
your chance: the first "do it
yourself H. J. article". You the
reader can go down to the pub,
listen to the band and in your infinite wisdom give a review. To
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long story short, one member
of the band is in the hospital in
T. 0. Unlike many less professional bands I've seen here, Bounty doesn't use its problems as excuses. They realize that they are

. l

~•c:\ I

help you novice writers along,
I've included the standard review
outline I use everyweek. Simply
fill in the blanks with the suggested phrases or one of your
own. Here goes:
Well folks, this week I'm a) in
a bad mood; B) in a terrible jam;
c) at the free clinic. This week's
band (fill in the name), a) taxed
my nerves; b) playing was lax;

paid to give a good performance
every time and not just now and
then or on the week-ends. Even
when unexpectedly down one
musician, they still give a superior show. In particular they used
the excellent keyboard playing
of Tom Dahl to fill the voids.
They also had enough quality
vocals to overcome their loss.
The band features a wide
variety of well played music. J
especially enjoyed their tribute
to Wings. Surprisingly, they also
did some disco (well, why not?)
complete with a sax solo. But
the main attraction is the show,
Bounty is a personality band designed to entertain, not just
play. If you can't dance to these
guys, you 're a cripple and if
you don't have a good time,
you're dead.

recommend them to my friends
because a) they were good; b)
my friends have no taste; c) I
hate my friends.
You can find out how you
did by looking at my review.
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How's the Weather 1
•••

The opening act, a solo performer, Jack Tempchin• did a

fine set of mostly original songs.
Among the more well-known
were Peaceful Easy Feeling, Already Gone, and Slow Dancer.
Tempchin did an excellent job of
· priming the audience with his
low key humour and comfort·
able stage presence.

Royal Air Farce
By R. A. Breschuk
Oh Canada, look who's back
on CBC Radio!
The Royal Canadian Air
Farce (starring the inimitable

Roger Abbott, Dave Broadfoot
-a.k.a.- Sergeant Renfrew of the
Mounted, Don Ferguson, Luba
Goy and John Morgan) Canada's
most celebrated comedy revue

returns for its sixth season. Consistently rated among CBC Radio's ten most-listened-to programs, the Air Farce this season
presents twenty-six half hours of
pure silliness plus thirteen additional programs featuring the best
skits from the past five years.
The Air Farce can be heard
locally on the CBE, 1550 on the
AM dial, on Sundays at 1:05
p.m. Share in the heroic advent·
ures of Sergeant Renfrew and his
dog Cuddles as they pursue
Canada's most wanted criminals
and politicians. Devotees of
Monty Python and Saturday
Night Live take note: if you
haven't already been acquainted
with the Air Farce, you are invited to celebrate the Air Farce's
fifth birthday on Sunday Dec.
10 when their very first show
(broadcast on Dec. 9, 197 3) will
be replayed.
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California at Royal Oak

through love. One cannot help
but be affected by the efficacy
of that message, no matter how
often it is labelled as being
superfluous.

Th
cri

0

• Jesse Colin Young

By Steven Brown
Last Thursday evening, I became a firm believer in the Jesse
Colin Young phenomenon. The
Young Band treated a Royal
Oak Theatre audience of about
1200 to a night of sheer unadulterated entertainment. His California brand of profoundly
soothing jazz-rock melodies were
masterfully executed; Young has
a tenor voice not lacking in dexterity and vitality. Only the first
few songs were missing the vibrant, extemporaneous quality
of the remaining ones. One
sensed a certain structured rigidity in the way Ridgetop, a song
about Young's home in California, was so identically performed to the version on his live
album, On The Road. But this
isn't meant to derogate from the
song's poignance. It is a touching tribute to his "squirrel santuary", and the saxaphone playing
of Jim Rothermel enhanced the
beauty of the message. His alto
sax massaged the melody, first
penetrating, then holding back,
then inciting once again.
Young, tall and thin, performed his music with genuine
sensitivity; frequently smiling he
swayed with the rhythm, employing his wide range, often utilizing his upper falsetto which
blended nicely with the two
back-up female singers, one being his wife, Suzi Young. The.
band was tight. This was well exemplified in the eighteen minute
composition, American Dream,
which could best be described as
a mini-symphony, with each
movement portraying a significant part of Young's vision of
America. To me this was the
zenith of the night's performance, although th.u: isn't to say
that the show dimimshed at all
from that point. Young's music
literally extracted the energy
from the audience, and combining it with his own, delivered the message only a son of the
sixties could: an alliance with
nature, and peach the hard way,

B
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Look .......... geese!

c) needed Ex Lax. The band was
a) 0. K.; b) had a lousy P.A.;
c) should be turned over to the
D.A.; d) all of the above.
The Music Meter gave them a
unique
. All in all, I would

••

fine!

By L. J. Coughlin
Weather Report didn't take
long last Saturday evening, to
ignite the stage of the Royal Oak
Theatre with a display of controlled musical frenzy. This outstanding New York jazz q1,1artet
have carved their niche among
other celestials from that endless
musical city, and have brought
their extremely talented unit to
the people of North America.
Performing to sell-out audiences both Friday and Saturday
nights, the group opened the
show with the rousing title cut
off their latest Columbia release,
"Mr. Gone". The stage was set;
a musical journey into the
heights of recently unexplored
territory was about to unfold.
The use of some very standard
lighting and stage techniques
aided
the
transmission
of
thought and musical intricacies
from stage to, what seemed to
be, a wmewhat restles but wellbehaved audience.
Joseph Zawinul, keyboard
wizard and co-founder of the
group, was in complete control
leading three other musicians
with him, through timeless passages of harmonic beauty. Complimited by the listless lamenting
of Wayne Shorter's tenor and
soprano saxaphones, the groups
complex tones and structures
were melded together with the
energy and taste that only
musicians of this calibre can
command. Shorter and Zawinul
have been the main forces behind Weather Report since it's

inception adding to the unit a
very impressive list of sidemen.
Jaco Pastorius, the bassist who
replaced Alfonso Johnson, has
definitely become part of this
team. He lends his racous style
and humour to the otherwise
serious sides of Zawinul and
Shorter. Pastorius delighted the
audience with a solo that in·
corporated
some
interesting
gimmicks
and hand-clapping
rock passages from J imi Hend·
rix's 'Third Stone From The
Sun' and 'Purple Haze'. Jaco
must have known he was in the
Rock 'n Roll capital of the
world when the audience erup·
ted into typical Detroit demolit·
ion antics, making him sure he
had struck a nerve.
The audience was certainly
warmed up at this point but
anticipation held them in their
seats. Their wishes were fulfilled
with the onset of the first en·
core: 'Birdland' the song that
brought Weather Report nation·
al recognition also brought the
Royal Oak croud to their feet
with a splash of unprecedented
funk.
The concert ended after a
two and a half hour musical hap·
pening, returning to the group's
avant-garde jazz roots and finish·
ing with today's style of jazz·
funk that has brought financial
and recognitive succe s to rnanY
previously unknown jass artists.
Weather Report, one of rhe
finest forces ·n modern jazz, well
worth the trip ... rain or shine!
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eer is on the upswing until his
: manager (Burgess Meredith) ar: ranges a chance at a television
: pilot for him. Corky refuses "on
:
: principle" on the grounds that
: •• • ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • he feels he shouldn't have to
submit to the maditory physical
By FrankKovacic
.
This is a very "d ar k" movie.
tongue d and abusive character
examination . In reality this is
That is the only one-word desthat eventually becomes Corky's
the final step before the "big
criptionthat .1can mus~er.
alter ego. For all Corky's shyness
time", and Corky 's fear of it is
The lighting technique, one
of seemingly directionless light
emitting layer upon layer of
shadow, sets the tone of the
film's opening sequences and
rrieson through to the end.
caMagic is a very hard film to
. point, that is, it's very diffipm
.
cult to place it under a certam
heading.It's not really a horror
movie although there are many
unne;ing sequences, and it's not
a comedy although there are
quite a few humourous scenes
(but most of these occur immediately following grizzly murders). It is fuil of suspense but
you can't really call it a thriller.
Sowhat is it?
It is a very compelling piece
of screen entertainment in every
senseof the word.
It is the story
of Corky
Withers, (Anthony Hopkins) a
shy and reserved magician, who
is long on talent but woefully
short on self-confidence. He
bringsin the aspect of ventriloCorky and Fats share a joke.
quismto spruce up his tedious
and lack of confidence, Fats
uncompromising.
act and this, unfortunately, is
more than makes up for it in
He packs up and goes into
the beginning of the end for
aggression.
hiding up in the Catskill mounhim.
With Fats in tow, Corky's cartains, where he was brought up
His dummy, Fats, is an acid

by relatives who have long since
passed away. Upon amvmg
there, he meets up with Peggy
Ann Snow (Ann Margaret), a
woman he has loved from afar
ever since high school. All these
years, he has dreamed of her and
now it all seems to be within his
grasp. The happiness that he
must have in order to survive.
He asks her to run away from
her husband and travel the world
with him ...but Fats will have no
part of this.
Corky, who has completely
isolated a separate and totally
domineering personality in Fats,
can't possibly win. He is doomed
for self-destruction.
Ben Green, his manager,
walks in just as Corky and Fats
are having a violent argument
over Peggy. He finally realizes
the reason for Corky 's inconsistent behavior and makes the
fatal mistake of insisting that
Corky get professional help. In
an intense fit of self-preservation, Fats orders Corky to stop
Green . This he does, following
orders to a tee by· bludgeoning
hira with the dummy.
As the movie progresses, Fats
takes on an appearance that
grows darker and darker this intensifies just as his strength and
will over Corky increases.
Corky, on the other hand also
develops a regression in appearance until it finally appears that
he, and not Fats, is the prop.
The beauty of this film lies in
the fact that all the incidents are
generated in the mind of Corky

---------------t
Annie

Curlytop hits the Fi,sher
ByS. Cheifetz
Annie, right out of the pages
of the Sunday comics, opened at
The Fisher Theater last week.
The play leaves the audience
with a great feeling, and shows
that you can end up loving anyone even an old billionaire like
OliverWarbucks.
The play follows the story of
Annie's life in the New York
City orphanage and subsequent
stay with the old cold-hearted
Oliver Warbucks. All of this
leadsto Annie's ultimate goal of
findingher parents. During the
search for her parents, Annie
turns the cold-hearted Oliver
Warbucksinto an old softie and
solvesthe U.S. economic problemsby encouraging F. D. R. to

Daddy Warbucks), gives the play
the unique twist of a heartless
billionaire who turns into an understanding and helpful father
figure.

find so don't miss Annie at the
Fisher Theater in Detroit. One
of the few plays that ever received three curtain calls.
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Withers, and arc therefore more
believable, · which intensifies the
horror and suspense. It's better
than trying to swallow a story
about a talking horse that turns
out to be the reincarnation of
Adolf Hitler and runs amuk,
slaughtering the masses .
Hopkins has to be a shoe-in
for an Academy Award nomination, at least. He is well supported by Ann Margaret, who does a
'beautiful job of acting totally
confused, Burgess Meredith as
the manager who knows the
ropes, and Ed Lauter as Peggy's
husband, Duke, who knows
that he is losing her but doesn't
know quite what to do.
The musical score, written by
Academy Award winning composer Jerry Goldsmith, blends in
perfectly and is a great aid m
evolving Corky's total loss of
control.
A film, truly worthy of all
the hype, that has to be considered as one of the best in a
long while.

Music fac
news
Saturday, Nov. 25, at 8:15
p.m. the School of Music will be
presenting Steven Henrikson,
Bass-Bariton with Gregory Butler, Piano, as another concert in
the school's Artists Series.
Steven Henrikson will be performing the Winterreise Song
Cycle (op 89) of Franz Schubert
(1797-1828) .
These
songs,
among Schubert's most well
known works, were composed
shortly before the composer's
death in 1828 at the age of 31.
Steven Henrikson is a professor of Voice at the School of
Music.

Ruth Kobart and Gary Beach
as the sister and brother villains
turn in one of the finest villain
performances seen in the past
few years. Mrs. Kobart is especially good as the head of the orphanage, who hates orphans.
The little girls in the orphanage all played their roles to the
hilt, but the smallest, Kristin
Williams, was the show stopper.
The little girl who looked to be
barely two feet tall proved to be

I I
be op·tim1mc.
· · This leads to the
11
NewDeal" for the U. S.
Muchof the success of Annie
~anbe attributed to fine acting
all the performers. A special
ibute however, must go to the
star,Kathy Joe Kelly who holds
t~e show together with her fine
singing
Sh
and great performance.
e gave the role of Annie a
senseof street toughness within
a Warm personality that was
nccess
Puhrary to conquer the old relean Oliver Warbucks.

j

Norwood Smith as Oliver (or

irresistable while belting out her
songs.
Even if you didn't like the
actors, actresses, or even the
story, it is worth it to see the
play just for the amazing scenery, and method of changing
scenery. It's like a little history
lesson as Annie shows us what
those years were like.
It's a play that leaves people
with a very good feeling, without being corny. Plays with opt·
imistic viewpoints are hard to

UNISEX HAIR STYLISTS
2846 University Ave., W.

Phone 258-2490
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A&M Studio display
I

On exhibition at the A & M
Gallery on Ouellette Avenue,
downtown, through December
10th, are the works of two
Windsor artists: Judy DePassio
and Maria Filarski.

Ms. Depassio's contributions
to the exhibit are realist-type
paintings, and Ms. Filarski's are
drawings and sculpture.
The centrepieces

of the ex-

hibit are a painting of "The Last
Supper" by Ms. Depassio, and
two sculptures by Ms. Filarski
entitled "Angel" and "Flight to
Egypt".

"Last Supper" by Judy DePassifl.

RECORDS
Bob Seg,rrini

-

SEGARIIU
By Frank Kovacic
Gotta Have Pop is one album

that a great number of people
should, will, or already have
made. At one point in their carreers, everyone would like to
make an LP just for themselves,

without pressure from outside
sources (ie. record company
deadlines, a need for cash, etc.)
and former Californian, Bob
Segarini has finally done just
that.
It sounds like the album that
the Beach Boys were destined to
make ..... but never did.
A warm pop sensibility, driving rhythms and energetic vocals
highlight an album that Segarini
says, "is the first album that I
can play at home and not
cringe."
Segarini has bounced around
a long time, playing in bands
around the west coast and finally moving up to Montreal

1973. At this point, he formed
the Dudes, a band with a supposedly great future.
They
signed a big-bucks contract with
Columbia, released a very weak
LP that stiffed immediately .....
and they haven't been heard
from since.
That brings us to Segarini's
latest effort.
Gotta Have Pop, was 18
months in the making, and that
sounds about right.
The production is lush and
sensual and would probably be
appealing even if the songs
weren't all that good, but they
are so the album is strong on
both counts.
The LP is not intended to be
taken seriously as is most good
pop music. In fact, as Segarini
states, it is merely a statement
against the pseudo-important
synthesized garbage that has
come into vogue over the past
few years .
Outstanding tracks include
the title track, an energetic
rocker called Dressed In The
Dark, and a Phil Spector-type
song about "gay old L.A.", entitled Hideaway.
All in all, it is a very light and
upbeat album that you don't
have to be a Rhodes Scholar to
appreciate.

Elton

John

(

A SINGLEMAN
By Desiree Acton

I bought this latest of Elton's
with a little hesitation, since I
had been disappointed with
other more recent efforts, such
as 1 Rock of the Westies . Even I
didn't like that one, and I'm an
Elton freak. I needn't have worried, however, because this
album shows very plainly that
the days of Island Girl , Jamaica Jerk-off , and feather-boas
are gone forever. Elton John has
cast them all behind him, and
although he has not yet come

full circle, he is obviously return.
ing to strong melodies and just
plain old good music.
The album starts off with1
mediocre song entitled Shine
on Through , followed by 1
number that isn't even worththe
mention. The third cut, how.
ever, more than makes up for
the first two. This one, I Don't
Care , is a bright and bouncy
melody, with the main emphasis
on Elton's best instruments-his
piano and his voice. BigDip.
per , the next song, is reminis·
cent of Amy
in Honky Chat'
eau , and the final cut It Ain't
Gonna Be Easy , is the climax
to the first side. This number~
by far one of EJ's most beautial
love songs of all time; it is eight
minutes of warm and emotional
•
vocals .
The second side starts wilh
the single released from the
album, Part Time Love
- a
mediocre tune that does notoo
justice to Mr. Joh n's taleDIS.
This is followed by Georgia,
another song undeserving of
mention. The next four cuts,
however, make you forget all
about the first two, because
starting with the next song
Shooting Star , there comesa
sequence of four songs, each
more beautiful the an the last._,.
Shooting Star
is a soft love
song, and paves the way fora
brilliant number entitled Mad
·
ness . This song shows off El·
ton's talents on the piano, giv~
us a taste of what he's beenhid·
ing from us in recent years.
Reverie
is a short and dreamy
lead in to Song For Guy , 1
mellow and melancholy instru·
mental, totally different from
anything he has ever done be·
fore.
My reservations about th~
album were unwarranted, but1
found that this is an album that
grows on you. To do it justice,
you must play it at least thrc(
times before making a judgment.
It marks a turning point in Elton
John's career and lifestyle. Co~·
mercialism is gone, along with
the glasses and the far-out c~·
tumes. Elton is concentraong
more on his melodies than he
has in a long time, and it shows
.
This album is very mellow, and
different from anything that h.e
has ever done before, but it 15
obviously an album put together
for the sake of music, and not
for big sales. Although not ~
best album, I felt it was wf
worth the five dollars I paid or
it.
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-Windsor Light Opera, South
-An uncensored look at the 11
Pacific, 7:30 p.m.
RCMP. Paul Copeland (lawyer 1
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
and member of the law union of :
Concert Series, Carolyn Jewell
Ontario and the committee for '
1
: Anderson, piano Jorma Svanstthe defense of democratic rights)
rom, conductor.
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks~
1 will speak on the recent disclo1
-School of Music, Steven Hen- 1 -Christian Culture Series, Luiz , sures for the activities of the 1 "Can I Do It 'Til I Need Glass'k on bass baritone, Gregory I Carlos De Moura Castro, Brazil- 1 RCMP and the effect on the
es?"
rt S '
I
1
sutler,Piano.
ian pianist, 8 :20 p.m., Moot I political rights of the Canadian
-Windsor Light Opera, South I Court (donations at the door).
: citizen. Moot Court, Faculty of
Pacific.
, -Ontario Region of the CanadLaw at 3 p.m.
: ian University Press (ORCUP)
-"Who were the American revoI
1 conference.
10 a.m. in the
lutionaries?" at 4 p.m. in the
I
Assumption Lounge. The public
I
Bus.Ad. building.
is most welcome.
--OntarioRegion of the CanadI
ian University Press (ORCUP) 1
•
th
I
conference. 10 a.m. m
e 1
By Andy Waxman
AssumptionLounge. The public :
by John Hawkes
1
ismostwelcome.
New Directions
-Ontario Film Theatre, "The
$3.95 paperback.
I
Man Who Skied Down Everest" 1
I
Slippery is the word for John
1 Crawley, Jap/Can., '75.
: Hawkes' tenth book. You don't
: -"An uncensored lcok at the 1 -Film, "Travels With My Aunt;',
want to say elusive, because the
RCMP." at 4 p.m. in the Moot 11 Human Potential,@ 8 p.m., Rm 1 writer is extremely precise. "A
Court.
1
1120 Math Bldg., (repeated Nov.
mystery that is, in fact, quite
: 29th at 9 p.m.).
specific," as the writer points

30

25

I
1

-Inter-residence council, dinnerdance. 7 p.m. @ the Caboto
Club. Proper attire, please. Adm. ,
1
$6.50/person.
·
-Ski Club, ski-swap and meeting
at Vanier Lounge (downstairs).
Members and non-members invi- 1
1
ted. Cash bar available.

========================
Book review

It's a Travesty

28

27

26
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TV

Sporting Events Are An Experience As Exciting As Being There!
Movies Are Seen The Way They Were Meant To Be Seen!
Pong And Other Video Games Are More Exiting Than Ever!
Can Be Used With Video Tape Playback Equipment!
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"Hawkes makes terror rather
tfian love the center of his
work," Leslie Fiedler again,
"knowing all the while of
course, that there can be no
terror without the hope for love
and love's defeat."
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It's Like Having a "Movie Theater" in Your Home!
AMAZING $90.00 PROJECTOR KIT now only $29.95
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Imagine inviting friends to see TV Specials, Movies, Sports, on your Theater Size TV! It's like viewing on a movie
screen! Everything takes on a whole new dimension ... almost makes you feel like you 're in the action! Can also
be used outdoors,
converting your back yard into an open-air Outdoor Theater!
This new invention, gives sharp
brilliant TV reception comparable
to commercial projector systems costing $2,500 or more. Absolutely SAFE to
use. No electrical or mechanical connections to TV. Removes in seconds for regular size viewing. No special aerial
required. Projects up to 5 x 6 foot pictures (7% Ft. diagonal) on wall or screen, even in the smallest rooms or
apartments.
Best of all, this amazing Projector is really simple and inexpensive to build yourself. Even a 12-year old
can do it quickly.
Enclosed Kit comes complete with unbreakable
lifetime guarant'eed Precision Lens System,
and EASY ASSEMBLY instructions.
All you supply is only some
11" x 1 7" illustrated Plans and Specifications
cardboard or wood for the simple cabinet. This Projector can be used with ANY Portable TV set 7" to 25", and will
enlarge pictures in either Color or Black & White. If you wish, here's an easy way to make money in your sparetime.
Simply assemble and sell these TV Projectors to your friends, neighbors, relatives, etc. Everyone with a Television
Set will gladly pay you up to $90.00 for each Projector you build. Make up to $70.00 on each easy sale. Your cost,
one kit - $29.95, two kits - $49.95, five kits - $99.95.
SALES MARKETING Dept. NP-7
P.O. Box 2646
Merced, California 95340
Enclosed is $
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out. "It is as if we cannot take
in a single step without discovering five of our own footsteps
ahead of us. But then, of course,
we have the corollary, so that
everything known to me remains
unknown ...the corridor to the
lavatory off my bedroom suddenly becomes µie labyrinthine
way to a dungeon. For me, the
familiar and unfamiliar lie everywhere together, like two enormous faces back to back ... of
course, the whole thing is only a
kind of psychic slippage, an interesting trick of deja vu." But if
you think he is "merely deceiving you with words, beware."
The action of this short novel
takes place in a car travelling "at
one hundred and forty nine kilometres per hour on a country
road in the darkest quarter of
the night." Three people are in
the car, the driver, a wealthy
Frenchman, his daughter, and
Henri, a well-known poet. The
driver says he is going to crash
the car at his wife's chateau , and
the whole book is a monologue
by him. We quickly learn that
Henri the poet is his wife's and
his daughter's lover.
That should be clear enough.
But the
driver, wandering
through memories of pleasure,
discontent, revelation and eroticism, also heads off every question, objection and interpretation
of the act ..

City /State

for _______

Postpaid

complete

TV PROJECTOR

KITS

The book totally is beyond
the bounds of Fitzgerald's shiboleth, "action is character." The
action is reported, and totally
in character. Considering the
character is self-destructive, and
immortal, insane but at the same
time, serene, perceptive and
wise, and cruel in fact but not in
motivation. And we are trapped
with him in his car, accelerating
through the night, wanting him
to stop. His 25-year old daughter
huddles on the backseat floor,
rising only to vomit.
There is a hint that none of
this may be real, but merely "an
interesting trick of deja vu,"
because the narrator states, in
italics, "Imagined life is more exhilarating than remembered life.
Can it be true?"
High standards are good to
have, and kinky subjects will
make for juicy reading, but
Hawkes is also dangerous. Aside
from his technical achievements,
his distortions of what to expect
from a novel, his love of the
music words make, his manipulations of the narrator until the
reader, who must trust him for
t;ruth, cannot trust him, Hawkes
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Intramural news-hasketball,hockey,volleyhall
UP AND COMING EVENTS
In order to run smooth and
efficient programs it is necessary
that participants submit their
entry forms before the deadline.
Late submissions only serve to
disrupt the program, so please
bear this in mind when you sign
up for activities in the New
Year! Programs offered will be
co-ed bowling, inner-tube water
polo, women's basketball and
men's ball hockey. Other special
events such as the table tennis
tournament, free throw contest
and the billiards tournament will
require early entry submissions,
so if you want to participate,
drop in and sign up before it is
too late.
Of important note will be the
restructuring of the Superstars
contest to include not only serious athletic competition, but
also the addition of fun events
and prizes. Stay tuned to this
office for further details in upcoming issues of The Lance.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
Men's volleyball concluded
last week with a championship
tournament Tuesday night in St.
Denis. Three teams competed in
the league which at times, showed sparkling displays of volleyball skill. The Humkins led by
Karl Peterson and Jim Snow advances to the finals with an undefeated record in tournament
play, while the Gradkins squeez-

ed by Tecumseh to gain the
other final berth.
In the championship match,
Humkins bombarded and spiked
their way to a convincing 15-4
set victory, however the Gradkins solidified their efforts and
rallied to upset the talent-laden
Humkins 15-10. The third and
final set proved to be the clincher. Early in the set the lead seasawed back and forth with no
one team wanting to be the winner. The Gradkins failed to take
advantage of numerous miscues _
by the Humkins. This proved to ~
be their fate as the Humkins =came on strong to decisively win
15-7.
Members of the championBasketballers tip-off in intramural play this week.
ship mug team were Jim Snow,
Roger Roy, Karl Peterson, Jim
that your team has submitted
ies destroyed Biology 7~0 with
Bondy, Steve Allan, Seigfried
Curt Pope recording the shutout.
it's deposit of 50 dollars to the
Stadler, Jim Scherer and Ken
The 69'ers went down to deintramural office.
herrington. Also, thanks to a
feat against Cody Sucks 2-1.
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
fine effort by Tecumseh and the
Greg Reeds got the winner for
By Jim Kerr
Gradkins.
Cody in this hard fought conThe 1978-79 Intramural BasINTRAMURAL HOCKEY
test. Raccoon Lodge blanked the
ketball season started play on
Red Barons 4-0 to stay atop the
In the only A game played
November 13. This year shows
standings. Bill Lunderville scored
last week the Commerce Blues
twenty-eight teams scheduled in
the only goal as the Sabres got
romped over Geography, 7-1.
both A and B leagues.
by the Red Wings 1-0. The
Greg Quigg led the way with
Last week in "A" league comthree goals followed by Jim DalRockets, aided by a brilliant perpetition
the Caribbean squeaked
ton with two.
formance in the cage by Mike
by
the
Rolling
Stones 50-47 and
Dunn outskated the Bulls to a
Toni Soda had the lone
the
Spidermen
displayed
a devas4-1 victory.
marker to spoil the Blues bid for
tating
second
half
surge
in beatA reminder to all winning
a shutout. In the B league play
ing the Hawks 43-25. It proved
captains to make sure that all
last week, Humkins skated by
to be a bad week for the Hawks
game reports either get to the
the Blades 4-1.
as
they lost again to Racoon
convenor or the intramural ofThe Chiefs picked up an easy
Lodge
42-35. In other games
fice within 24 hours of the
victory as the Flames failed to
Commerce
A bombed the Borngame.
Also,
please
make
sure
show for their game. The Cand- ·

•

Isn'tit thebestbeer ou'veevertasted?

bers 64-32 while the Rollin
Stones defeated the Brown St g
52-41. The Caribbean and
Brown Stars both won gamesb
default this week.
y
Results of games in "B"
league this week saw the Gallery
record two wins, 31-30 over the
Gradkins and 33-31 over the
Schmoes . The Sault Northmen
defeated Cody B 35-29 but lost
later in the week to the Gradkins 40-37. Wayne Marino led
the Gradkins with 16 points.
In other games Ron Martindale paced Commerce B 45-26
over Cody B. Congratulations go
to both Cody Hall and Com.
merce who have entered two
teams each in this year's program. Other results show Basketphobia squeaking by the Dews
28-26, Dave Clark Five blasting
the Holly Hucks 66-25 and tbe
Bullets outshooting the Bosum
Buddies, 41-35.
Other winners were Vigalantes 48-26. Rookie, Kenneth
"Jay" Huddleston sparked the
Heroes with 31 points.
Captains are reminded to pick
up the first half schedules at the
intramural office and that the
twenty dollar deposit is due before the next game.

t~:

INTRAMURAL NEWS

Many basketball teams have
not yet picked up their schedules, it would gratefully be ap·
predated if the Captains do so
promptly as well as submit their
deposits. Co-ed volleyball sched·
ules are available at the Intra·
mural Office (St. Denis), today!!

College bowl
chnmpions
The Queen's Golden Gaels de·
feated the University of British
Columbia Thunderbirds 16-3 last
Saturday before 19,000 fans at
Varsity Stadium in Toronto.
It was expected to be a h~h
scoring contest but defence end·
ed up being the key in the hard·
fought contest. UBC had 267 •
total yards in offence while the
victors had only 218 yards.
The Gaels, normally a danger·
ous passing team, had only five
of 1~ passes completed. Running
back Tony Manestersky filled in
for Queen's ailing passing game
with 98 yards rushing on 19 car·
ries. The only touchdown of the
game was scored by Queen's
running back Dave Marinucci
following a UBC fumble on their
own four yard line.
Queen's
quarterback
Jim
Rutka didn't have his finest per·
formance of the year throwing
three interceptions in the first
half. Fortunately for the Golden
Gaels, their defence held strong
allowing only one field goal.
Although undefeated for the
entire season, Queen's never
reached the top five teams in
national
rankings.
Western
Ontario was rated number one
all year but they were upset by
Laurier Golden Hawks in the
d1vis1onal•inals.
Blame Shore hit three field·
goals for Queen's trom 25, 31
and 11 yards, setting a ne11
college bowl record.
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Lancerette b-ball improving
By LarryLoebach
University of Windsor LancerettCSproved this weekend they
are not going to be a team taken
]' htly this OWIAA season . After
ig_g through the entire 1977h
gom
.
78 season without a victory t. e
Windsor squad fell one .p_o_mt
short,losing 3 3-32 to the v1s1tmg
CarletonUniversity team.
Windsor trailed 17-10 at the
half and were forced to play
catch-upball throughout the second half. With 3 minutes remaining, Kerri Towers netted 2 freethrows to give the Lancerettes
their only lead of the game 30Z9. Carleton recovered quickly
however,scoring on a fast break

y

and a layup off an errant Windsor pass to seal the win . Towers
with 12 points and Marg Hyland
with 10, led the Windsor scoring attack. Debbie Finnegan
hauled down 8 rebounds.

Super defence
Coach Sue Swain, a former
star forward for Laurention and
Western universities, felt frust rated after the game, but at the
same time couldn't help but be
optimistic . She felt her players
played super defensively against
a Carleton team that has already
played 10 games this year. A
tough Carleton zone and some
~
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poor perimeter shooting cost
Windsor the victory. She makes
the point that losing by one
point isn't too shabby when
you only shoot 24% as a team.
"If we continue to play this well
defensively what will happen
when we finally start hitting
some shots?"
Swain relies heavily on five
second year players who "can
play with any team in the
league". Windsor hurts when
they go to a bench of seven players witn no university experience. "We've got talent in our
freshmen but they aren't used to
the fast-paced university basketball just yet" commented Swain.
Marg Hyland and Kerri Towers are the forwards for Windsor
and are expected to handle
much of the scoring. Debbie
Finnegan is the point guard on
the team and it's her playmaking that leads to most of
Windsor 's scoring . Patti Ducharme is the defensive specialist
usually handling the oppositions
top scoring guard . Kit Kelly utilizes her speed on defence as well
as triggering the fast break .
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Guy Lachance (left) and Chuck Cressman spar in practice session.
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Wrestlers successful
By Sieg Stadler
The University of Windsor
Wrestling team travelled to
Waterloo last Sunday to compete at the Waterloo Invitational
Meet.
The team put in a fine performance with Rick Johnson
and Guy Lachance gaining gold
medalsin the 126 lb. and 142 lb.
weight classes
respectively.
Chuck Cressman gained a silver
m the 177 lb. class while Dan

Brannigan and Rick Roy placed
third in their weight classes.
It was the team's best performance ever at this tournament. All Windsor competitors
wrestled well, making the team's
future look quite bright. The
team travels to Toronto this
weekend to compete in the
Ryerson Open. If you happen to
be in Toronto this weekend,
come on out and support your
Lancers.

The Lancerettes travel to
Laurier on Friday and go to
Brock right after the game for a
Saturday
afternoon
contest.
Combine this with 2 hours of
practice time every night of the
week, and you've got yourself
a group of girls who are giving
a lot of themselves in order to
play varsity basketball.
The next home game for the
girls is this Monday, November
27, against the University of
Michigan (Dearborn). Don't miss
your chance to see these girls
perform.
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Intramural results
Commerce
Screaming Eagles
Plumbers
Geography

GP
3
2
2
3

w
3
1
1
0

L
0
1
1
3

T
0
0
0
0

Pt.
6
2
2
0

•
HOCKEY "B" DIVISION

••
••
••

•

Humpkins
Racoon Lodge
Rockets
Bulls
Candies
Chiefs
Cody Sucks
Sabres
Blades
Red Barons
N..F .G.
Flames
Red Wings
69'ers
Biology

GP
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
2

w

L
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1

T
0
0

I

0
0
0
0

2
1
3
3
3
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Pt.
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
0
0
0
0

w

L

T

Pt.

2

0

1
1
0

1

0
0
0

4
2
2

0

0

0
0

1

0
0

0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0

3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
I

I

0
0
0
0
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Mt. Sutton

GP
Division 1
Gallery
2
Gradkins
2
2
Sault
Commerce "B"
1
Schmoes
I
2
Cody "B"
Division 2
1
Hogan's Heroes
1
Vigilantes
I
Bullets
I
Electa
I
Cody "A"
1
:
Boosom Buddies
Division 3
:
:
Dave Clark "5"
I
:
Bus Boys
1
:
Basketphobia
1
:
Civil
I
:
Dews
1
:Holly Hucks
I
• •• ••••••••• •••••••• •••••••••

1
1
2

I
I
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
I

0

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
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1
1

0
0
I

0
0

2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
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1
0
0
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-Round trip travel by VIA rail
-6 nights accomodation
-Full breakfast and dinner daily
-5 day lift ticket and extras

-your host-

[DV8

$25 deposit at Whitlock Travel
---
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Iive entertainment
foryourdancing- andIisteningpleasure-

Que.

in the booksure

For details come to the SKI <LUB'S
next ~eting and SKI SWAP
• • Thurs Nov. 30 • •
at 7 p.m. in Vanier Lounge
Bring

your swap items 5 - 6:30

News/Films/Bar/The Swap
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BASKETBALL "B" DIVISION
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SKI Slack Week -
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HOCKEY "A" DIVISION
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-this week-

"Bounty"

-next week-

''Chick''
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Lancers win 10-6

St. Clair -Windsor showdown
By Greg Reeds
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Rose Smythe (left) and Sharon McNamara (44) in league play last
week.

Volleyball

Landslide victory
The Lancerettes dominated
league play last week losing only
one match, to Ottawa 8-15 and
6-15.
Their victories were as follows, Carelton 15-3, 15-7; Trent
15-0, 15-2; Ryerson 15-4, 15-2
and Laurentian 15-6 and 15-7.
Coach Marg Prpich explains that

the lop-sided scores are do to
changes in the league alignment.
"We were dropped down to Tier
Two this year and shouldn't
have been" said Prpich.
This weekend the Lancerettes
face Toronto and Brock in the
Tournament . It takes place in
Toronto.

St . Clair College hosted the
Lancers last Wednesday night at
Windsor Arena and took a
thrashing, 10-6.
A sparse crowd dotted the
seating at the spacio us arena and
were ente rt ained by a wide open
end t o end game. There ,vas an
air of rivalry dur ing the game
with Windsor attemptin g t o display their power while St . Clair
attempted to show th at th e new
OCAA hockey league· is improved .
The Lancers jumped out to
an early 6-1 lead and then began
to experiment with various tactical moves not normally practiced. St . Clair managed to score

The Lancers continued their
journeys through the United
States last week travelling south

Essex County not

to play the University of Texas,
Houston, University of Michigan, and Saginaw Valley .
Last Friday night the Lancers
bowed to Texas 106-71. Head
Coach Paul Thomas was happy
with the team's performance.
"We stayed right with them until
the fourth quarter. The y really
had to work for their lead. "

the place to ski
With the snow beginning t o
fly these days , some peoples
thoughts now actively turn to
winter sports like tobogganing,
snowman -makin g and some skiing. But nobo<ly who's driven
down from the northland of
Toronto or there abouts knows
the one distinguishing geographical feature in Essex County is
the lack of any geography.
Therefore, anyone in search
of a mountain to traverse has to
think of Michigan.
University of Windsor President Dr. Merlyn Franklin after
1
.
o b servmg some sou th eastern
Michigan ski areas noted their
similarity in appear~nce to facial
blemishes often encountered by
adolescents. Unfortunately for
the ski enthusiast in this area
those "pimples" are all we have'.
that are close enough to make
a one-day trip feasible.
The easiest one to reach is
Pine
Knob
(affectionately
known as 'The Knob'), and
though it's no Aspen it can give
the skier a good warm-up for the
season with a half a dozen runs
that would be judged as moderate, and one run they call The
Wall (which is accurately tagged). For the beginner or intermediate The Knob can be a good
place to spend a day. They
usually trim up a couple of
mogul fields and the rest can be
handled by most levels of skiers.
Getting there is the nicest
part about The Knob. Merely
cross the bridge, take I-75 north,
and follow that through the
city till you arrive at the Pine
Knob exit (about 15 miles north
of Detroit proper).
Alpine Valley, Mount Brighton and Mount Holly are likewise limited in their slopes but
good for the early season or one
Jay jaunts, though they are
somewhat more complicated to
reach. The novice Michigan driver
is advised to take a guide or get
a good map , (you'll still get lost

but at least you'll have help).
For those who feel disposed
t o be nationalistic in their skiing,
count on 250 to 300 miles driving to the nearest worthwhile
slope on thi s side of the border.
This means the usual Collingwood, Barrie areas and the accompanying long lift lines, heavy
traffic and obnoxious Toronto
skiers.
A suggestion: if you 're thinking of making the trek up to
Muskoka, take a trip to northern Michigan. Still about 250
miles from Windsor, they offer
usually far better conditions,
more runs, shorter lift lines,
more night life and generally
bet~er skiing than most Ontario
runs. The prices are comparable
and may make for a ski trip a
little out of the ordinary (if
southern Ontario skiing is what
you're used to).
The exchange on the buck is
something to consider before
you head over to any of the
Michigan areas and you might be
advised to change some money
before you go over and take
some Canadian. When you get to
the area ask what their exchange
is, some places are charging 18
or 20% ... ..so beware!!
For campus enthusiasts the
Ski Club will be operating Friday afternoon trips to one of the
'Little Four' (The Knob et al) as
they did last year. After the
snow settles watch for the
notices week-by-week around
the campus.
There are also several trips
being planned on campus, including several groups that have
rented chalets or condominiums
at Blue Mountain, and the Ski
Club's Slack Week trip to Mount
Sutton
in Quebec's eastern
Townships (just north of Ver-

Mixed feelings
Coach Tyler expressed mixed
feelings over the outcome of the
game. "It's nice to earn ' the : victory but we· really didn't play a
very
strong
game ."
They
couldn't skate with us and didn't

play a very stron g system soWe
should have played a 1.
itte
1
st ronger."
Commenting
on, Windsor'sex.
.
.
penmentanon ear,y in the game
Tyler commented that "w
e are
.
emp Ioymg a 2-1-2 defence and!
wanted
to
get the boys pol'IShed
,
.
at usmg 1t."
Th e_ Lan cers travel to Hamil.
ton this weekend to take on1
year 's central division cham
as'.
ions, . the University of McMastp
er
Mar 1ms. Next weekend they return home to. play the Ryerson
R ams at A d 1e Knox Arena.The
Lancers will play two gam
.
th
es
agamst
e Rams, one on Satur.
day and another on Sunday.

Bask etball team travels sout h
to face Ame rica n power hous es
By Peter Nash

By Don Peppin

a cou ple of goals while the Lancers experi mented ot herwise the
game would have had a larger
scoring margin in , the Lancers
favour.
The game was marred by
several incidents of fisticuffs as
St. Clair attempted to re-assert
their roughh ouse image of past
ye ars.

Thomas - pleased with performance.
On Saturday Windsor faced
the University of Houston losing
107-71. The Lancers had a

strong first half but couldn't
keep up in the late going. Wayne
Allison had strong performances
against Houston and Texas scoring 25 and 24 points respectively.
Monday the Lancers visited
Michigan and got a really warm
welcome. Michigan scored 16
quick points and Windsor never
recovered losing 128-77 . This
was, in Coach Thomas ' opin ion ,
Windsor's only poor performance in the three day period .
"We were intimidated by them .
Our players knew them (Michigan) too well ."
Phil Hubbard, an All-American two years ago, made his first
home appearance since the 1976
season and didn't disappoint the
fans . He scored 17 points but
his influence on the floor led to
much of Michigan's scoring. Allison was outstanding for the
La~cers again ,scoring 38 points
agamst one of the top four
teams in the United States.
Surprisingly, Allison was not
the high scorer. Mike McGee hit
for 41 points.
The Lancers finished their
current U.S. swing with a game

Allison - outstanding perform,
ances .
against Saginaw Valley . Windwr
came out slow in the first half
and Saginaw took advantage
winning the co ntest 94-80. A].
lison did it again for Windsor
scoring 25 points for a four
game total of 112 points.
Othe r notable performances
were by Jim Molyneux with 20
points at Houston, Vince Landry
and Stan Korosec who had 15
and
16 points respectively
against Saginaw.
The Lancers have their first
home game against Oakland Um·
versity this Wednesday. This
Saturday Windsor will host a
controlled
scrimmage against
Eastern Michigan University. All
fan support is appreciated.
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It is a little tougher to be a
skier in this city than most in
Ontario, yet the slopes are there
and so are other skier so come
out of your closet and ski.
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Second
and . Sixth
· Mm1-Grey
. .
•
.
. 1ClW"'O
_.A:..,
.
. . floor
. Mac · b a ttl e 1·t out m
Cup play last weekend.
Fifth
floor 1s
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Drastic tuition
hikes possible
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TORONTO (CUP)-Studcnts at
Ontario universities could face
drastic tuition fee increases if
the Ontario government accepts
the recommendations of a consulting firm hired to study the
question.
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At the University of Toronto,
fees could reach $1157 a year
for the average student, from the
current average of about $700 $750. Similar fee increases could
be imposed at other Ontario universities.
The consulting firm, P. S.
Ross and Associates, is due to
report its findings later this
month. According to the Ontario Federation
of Students
(OFS), the report will recommend "unpegging" of tuition
fees, allowing universities the
autonomy to set th~ir own rates.

[•

The rates arc currently determined by the Ontario Ministry
of Colleges and Universities.
In a public statement Nov. 6,
U of T President James Ham
gave practical indication of what
this move might mean when he
said he savoured requiring students to pay 20% of the cost of
education.
Requiring this level of payment would increase average fees
to $1157/year - $400 more than
any other institution in Canada.
Using the same criteria, medical students would be faced with
tuition of $2656 a year (they
currently pay $900). A masters
program in science would run to
$2071 (as opposed to $840 currently), and a PhD program
would mean a yearly tab of
$3100 (against $750).

Union President
retires from post
ByDiane Elliott

"After 10 years you get to a
point, where you decide to quit
but people don't believe you,"
said Pete Dufour, " and then
Isomething else comes along and
you get involved again."
' This time Dufour, president
of the Canadian Union of Public
Employees, Local 1001, means
it. He is retiring after 11 years of
service with the union here on
campus.
Dufour feels that one of his
major accomplishments here has
beento establish a good relationship with the administration and
keep it that way. "We've come a
long way, benefit-wise. We used
to be the highest paid union on
Ontario campuses. We are the
only ones with a dental plan."
There are a couple of issues
Dufour would like to see
changed,one being the food services and the other the initiation of joint bargaining between
all the unions on the campus. He
feels the university should take
over the food services operation
sincethere are too many changes
in Saga management. Because of
that, managers cannot develop
any kind of rapport with the students and the administration.
"They blame the poor service

and the fooa deficit on hi~h
wages," said Dufour, "but we
asked for it and they agreed to
pay." He feels tha~joint bargaining would save the universities
and unions a lot of time and
money.
With more spare time on his
hands, Dufour said he would like
to set up a pre-retirement eounselling program here. It would be
extended to all staff and faculty
or even the community at large.
"The worst thing is h sho
at retiremen .t and the loss of income." said Dufour. "It's a
whole different life." He is also
concerned with the person who
retires and has nothing to do.
People should start thinking
about their retirement at age 60,
and should be made aware of the
possibilities available. "I don't
know if there is money for it.
The union should even throw
some money into it."
"I've been around too long
now and there are more demands on my time," said
Dufour. "I've built a new house
and I have a lot to do."
Jim Hart, vice-president of
the union, will take over until
elections are held in April.

High times

The Lancers opened their home schedule with an 82-79 loss to Oakland University. See page 12 for details of the game.

Legalized pot could result in big business
OD AWA
(CUP)-Legalizing
marijuana in Canada would turn
the now-illicit weed into the
base for a multi-billion dollar
!ndustry, finding applications in
industry, medicine and recreationaluses.
Wolfgang Seibert, president
of the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) in Canada, told 100
delegates to a conference on
marijuana at the University of
Guelph that, in Ontario alone,
the cultivation of cannabis
~ould pump billions of dollars
~to the economy. The mariJUana would be used in the
manufacture of paper and in
textiles,he said.
The Nov. 17-19 conference,
organized by the Guelph students' association and NORML
included seminars and lecture~

on the legal, medical, agricultural and commercial uses of cannabis.
Seibert noted that there is a
"huge market" for marijuana in
Canada and there is a large profit potential for the weed, once
mistakenly thought to cause insanity, sexual devfance, criminal
behaviour, communism,
violence, lethargy, and bleeding
gums. Several thorough studies,
including the Canadian government's
LeDain Commission,
have shown cannabis to be relatively harmless.
A 1961 study, conducted by
the
University
of Guelph,
showed that marijuana raised for
textile production has little or
no THC, the intoxicating ingredient of cannabis, he said. Since
marijuana could be grown close
to processing facilities, trans-

portation costs would be cut.
It has also proven to be an
Depending on the amount of
effective anti-convulsant in treatprocessing,
marijuana
hemp
ing epilepsy, he said.
fibres could be turned into cloth
Another doctor on the panel
comparable to cotton and wool
said the creative thinking perin strength and softness, Seibert
ception, the synthesis of images
said.
and "visual closure" function of
NORML has approached On- . the brain, is enhanced by up to
tario Minister of Agriculture Wil50 per cent while high on cannaliam Newman over the potential
bis.
cultivation of cannabis for use in
NORML Canada is planning a
textiles. Seibert said Newman
cross country tour within the
"expressed interest" in the idea,
next two months to push for the
and Seibert said he could see the
decriminalization eventual legestablishment of such an industalization of marijuana, Seibert
ry within years.
sai.d. In Ontario, they are planTwo doctors said a cannabis
ning single day lectures at eight
derivative
"Nabalone ",
has
universities.
This is in preparation for
shown potential as a sedative
making decriminalization
an
and relaxant. Some of the docissue in the upcoming federal
tors said Nabalone is an effective
election, he said.
anti-anxiety agent and beneficial
Seibert said he was certain
to people who suffer side effects
that marijuana was an issue on
from valium or librium.

all Canadian campuses.
"More than half of university
students smo.ke, or have smoked.
I know this ,,
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Que8n's Park to revamp childrens' agencies
Pet.er Vaughan of The
Ontarion
(ORCUP) The Ontario Government is in the process of revamping its entire network of
agencies serving children with
special needs . To this end the
Ministry of Community and Social Services has created a new
Children's Services Division with
a "mandate to improve, in comprehensive and cost-effective
fashion , the delivery of services
to meet those needs ," a Ministry
report states.
The Ministry 's plan is to csltablish a system of local service
committees throughout Ontario
that will assess local needs and
priorities; while the provincial
government
will
monitor
"standards" and "unifonriity".
Most of the money will come
from the provincial coffer, with
smaller contributions
coming
from local government and other
agencies in the community .
'
The structure or composition
of these local committees is of
paramount importance.
Currently there are four areas
experimenting with various approaches toward the local coordination of children's services.
The areas chosen are: the regional and municipality of Niagara, the city of Windsor and the
county of Essex, the regional
municipality of York, and the
counties of Prince Edward and
Hastings.
By

Already, however, there arc
rumors that the entire restruct ·
uring of children's services in the
province is an elaborate attempt
to disguise provincial cutbacks in
social services by shifting the
burden to local governments.
The actual composition of
the local service committee will
look much like the district
health council. It will be made
up of representatives from municipal councils, service agencies
and consumer advocates . The
constitution of the local committees, in terms of percentage
from each group , is still very
much up in the air. Yet some
consumer advocates feel that the
scales are being stacked in favour
of the politicians.
The local service committee
will monitor the kinds of
services that are being provided .
Their main task will be to see .
that all the necessary services are
provided without duplication .
All services to children , except the formal schooling or
education service, will be mcluded in the changes to children's services.
The local committee will have
the mandate to decide which
agency will perform what service.
John Sweeney, M.P.P. for
Kitchener-Wilmot and the Liber al social services critic said, "We
do not get the understanding
that they will have much to do

with financing. In other wprds,
they won't be able to control
budgets. " Budgets will continue
to come from the Ministry," Mr.
Sweeney said. ''This is still a
di~cy situation, one which the
independent agencies arc resisting very strongly, as the hospitals for example resisted it with
regard to the district health
councils."
"The consolidation of children's services is really intended
to do two things," Mr. Sweeney
said. " Number one, to make the
whole operation more efficient
than what it is now; and the
other, which is unexpressed :
that in a time of short dollars
they want to be sure that every
dollar is used to its maximum
benefit ."
The burden of emphasis with
regard to cutbacks in children's
services will shift to the local
level where they must decide
that one service really is not as
important as another . Consolidation of services will become
the main concern of the local
children's services committees.
Walter Tuohy, Policy Advisor
for Local Children's Services
with the Ministry of Community
and Social Services said that the
"committee which will service
the city of Windsor and the
county of Essex will have
twenty-one members on it, seven
of whom are municipal elected
and appointed officials from the

two
municipalities
involved,
seven service providers, and
seven community representa tives. In the region of Niagara ,
the local committee there looks
much the same as that in Windsor and Essex county except
that there arc nine representatives from the service providers,"
Mr. Tuohy said .
Tuohy added that the Ministry hopes to have the local committees in these four "pioneering" regions in full operation
starting in January 1979. Two
other local children's committees may be established in 1979 .
The Ministry wants to put a
model in one of the northern
communities .

government, and this is qu·t .
nificantly different from t~c~·
trict health councils" Mr / ouh
.
added .
· uoY
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"Each of the developmental
models will go through three
phases," Mr. Tuhhy said. "The
first phase will be identification of needs and resources,
spotting duplications and report ing to local governments . In the
second phase, they will begin
to look at specific budgets of
children 's
agencies,
making
recommendations
and listing
priorities. The third phase would
involve them in the allocation of
funds.

_While, a co~plete changein
children s services is still 1
couple of years down the line
there is a growing fear thatth;
's
dec~ntral~zation of children
services 1s a covert attemptto
further cutback in social servi
ct
spending . This may, in fact, not
be the intention, but som
e
observers have noted a "definit
e'
change in the attitUde of Min
~.
try people" .

"They will not have actual
budget control in the first two
phases," Mr. Tuohy said . "From
the very beginning these committees arc responsible to local

The Ministry is now speak
lll!
in terms of cutbacks, "whic!
B
they were not saying in theiJc.
ginning", one member of a Joa]
d
steering committee said.
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.Federal bill criticized for its' harshness
OTTAWA (CUP)-A controversial bill considerably tightening
the requirements for unemployment insurance was approved in
principle by the House of Commons Nov. 10th.
But it's not clear when, if
ever, it will receive final approval.
The bill must now go to a
Commons standing committee
for detailed study, before being
brought back to the House for
third reading and final approval.
And, if the NDP has anything
to say about it, it may never get
out of that stage before next
spring's federal election.
The bill was approved by a
voice vote Nov. 10th after Conservative MP James McGrath said
his party opposed the principle
of the bill but wanted to put it
into committee where detailed

amendments could be made .
McGrath, the PC social policy
critic, suggested the bill be
changed so that it would not
hurt claimants in the Atlantic
provinces or Quebec, "where unemployment insurance has become a way of life because unemployment has become a way
of life".
The House had only debated
the bill for two days .
When the changes were first
announced by Employment and
Immigration Minister Bud Cullen
in September, he said he hoped
they could be passed before
January so that some of the
changes could be implemented
by Jan. 1st.
However, according to NDP
unemployment critic John Rodriguez, they won't be passed by
then "if I can help it" .

PROSPECTIVE
GRADUATES FOR
SPRING CONVOCATION
H you intend to graduate at the
Spring convocation, you must
complete an application for
graduation available at the Office
of the Registrar as soon as possible.
Your eligibility to graduate will not
be detennined without this
application. Forms received after
April 15, 19'9 will be processed
for Fall convocation only.

"We made a goof once (when
the NDP let it go through second
reading quickly), but it's not going to happen again. I expect it's
going to be a long time before it
ever goes to third reading."
The NDP will be proposing a
large number of amendments
while the bill is in committee
and during the third reading, he
said.
When asked if the bill could
die on the order paper by being
delayed until the election, he
said it ·was a "possibility,
depending on when Trudeau dissolves the house".
The changes were originally
proposed to tighten the UI sys-

tern to remove abusers and increase incentives to work . Cullen
said most of the savings from the
changes would be used for job
creation.
However, the bill has been
criticized for being overly harsh,
especially in regions of high unemployment, and for particularly attacking women and young
people when it has not been
proven they are high abusers of
the system.
Rodriguez predicted earlier
that the bill would decrease, not
increase, incentives to work, because they would be cut off Ul.
He also questioned the cffi-

a

cacy of the government's job p
creation programs funded bythe
UI savings, saying they wouldIx
ineffective because they onlyen·
couraged the private manufact
·
uring sector to create jobs.
"There's no point in hiring
people if people don't halt
p
money to buy goods."
Among the changes are a re· l
duction in benefits from 66 2/l
per cent of wages to 60 per cen
t,
longer periods of work to beeli·
gible if a person has a!rea
~
claimed UI within the last year
,
and longer periods of eligibility
for those entering the labou
r
force for the first time or afttr
a long absence.
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UNCLASSIFIED
THE CELIAC-SPRUE ASSOCIATION of Windsor and Essex
County will meet Monday, Dec.
4, 1978, at 8:00 p.m. in the
auditorium at The Metropolitan
General Hospital. Our guest
speaker will be Miss D. Gumiela,
assistant dietitian of Metropolitan Hospital. The public is invited to attend.
CANADA-CHINA
FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATION of Windsor will present "Monkey King
Creates Uproar in Heaven", Saturday, December 2 at 8 p.m. in
the Math Building, Room 1120.
Admission is $1.50 for adults.
English sub-titles.
LANCER PHOTO CONTEST
The Lancer Photography Club is
openmg their first Photo Contest to the student body. Contest rules and entry form can be
picked up at the University

Centre desk. Prizes of about
$100.00 are to be given away.
Contest dates are from November 13th to January 8th.

GAY STUDENTS ON CAMPUS:
The organization for gay people,
Gay Students on Campus invites
all lesbians and gay men to come
out to their next meeting, Tuesday December 5th, 1978 at 9:00
p.m . Upstairs meeting rooms
4-5-6 at the Centre. The consciousness-raising session will deal
with the topic - Why am I gay?
When did I admit it to myself?
How did I feel about it then?
Now?

TYPING - Essays, term papers
etc., Fast and Accurate. Reasonable rates available. Conta ct
Jan . at 258-1377 .

The Celebration of Assumpno
n
University's Patronal Feast, wil
be held again this year on February 2nd., 1979. Invitariolll
and tickets will be availableJ!I
early January.
TEACHERS WANTED Cha¢
matic personalities needed to
teach basic acting technique!
.
voice,
interpretation,
image.
make-up, and or modeling J!I
new FINISHING SCHOOLfor
performers. Two teachers pt;
class needed. Submit resumean
photo to: Mr. Peter J. Orang(,
c/o Talent Search Production!.
251 Goyeau St., Westcd'un
Place, Suite 405, Windsor, Ont·
ario. N6A lGl.
.
COFFEE HOUSE - Iona College
208 Sunset Ave. Local entertain·
mcnt.
Relaxing
atmospheti
Free admission .
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It's now almost three months
laterand the period hasn't been
easy one for both Dr. Frank; and the university. He has
hadto cope with a support staff
ike a meal plan dispute and
Str I
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the unfamiliar surroun mgs o
the city, itself. This week, we
talked with Dr. Franklin about
thosethree months.
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Lanc e: Tell me, sir, are you
planning to stick around?
Franklin : (laughing) Yes, I
am.
Lanr e: When you first became president , you talked of
opening lines of communication
between all members of the university community.
Do you
think that you've succeeded in
that regard?
Franklin : I'm just starting to.
Once a week I meet with the
senior vice-presidents to find out
what's happening. I've also met
with senior administration department heads and the deans.
Rather than just send a memo, I
also met members of the Faculty
Association face to face.
Lance :
You've
forgotten
about another member of the
university community -- the students.
Franklin: I've met several
times with your SAC president.
Mr. Piazza has extended an invitation to me to attend one of
the (SAC) meetings.
Lance : How do you view the
student's role at this university?
Franklin: Well, they're the
reason why we're all here. I'm
very concerned with the stu-

dents' environment, the total
package. To a certain extent, it 's
a case of defining the student 's
problems. A study group, looking into the students' environment, is being planned .
Lance : Are you looking to
see the students' lot improved?
Franklin: The quality of a
student's education is important,
also the quality of an education
that they perceive . You know, if
a customer doesn't like the product ...
Lance : (finishing) ... then he
can shop somewhere else. How
can all of this occur?
Franklin: A student's input
and the quality of that input is
vital.
Lance : Wbat kind of input?
Franklin : Well, like evaluating
their education and their teaching.
Lance: The idea of schoolwide course evaluations has been
kicked around this campus for a
few years now. What's your experience with student evaluations?
Franklin : The quality of input is critical. Student input is a
very important parameter. Generally speaking, students can be

very useful. At UNB, students
were vey fair. The big problem
is logistics and UNB had a big
problem there. The timing is
very important, too . In most
cases, the're handed out near the
end of the term. With that happening, you might have students
writing good eveluations for
their professors in the hopes of
trying to get a good mark. At
UNB, we solved that problem by
handing them out near the end
of the term but not compiling
the results until the marks were
in. But, somebody\
always
going to be bitching.
Lance : Part of the reason for
the delay around here, was
thought to be the professors' reluctance to be involved with the
evaluations . What do you think
of that?
Franklin: You have to have
the proper attitude in the faculty. I won't tolerate poor quality
teaching.
Lance: How can you judge
what is good and what is bad
teacbing?
Franklin: Part of the department head's job is to see that his
or her people are performing
well. There must be some peer

1
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Mentalretardation

Preventlon remalns the key

aking
hicli
ByDonPeppin and Dave Powis
e 1x.
Knowledge, advocacy and
loo:
demand1Those are the keys to
preventing mental retardation,
accordingto Dr. R. J. Christie,
assistant professor of Family
Medicine at the University of
WesternOntario.
Dr. Christie told his audience
at Wednesday's Seminar on the
job Prevention of Mental Retardatthe ion,that we know the causes of
ldlx mental retardation and have the
en· tools and means with which to
fact· fight it. He urged his audience
to press for the growing impleiring mentationof knowledge.
ha1t
"It's time to stop asking for
prevention programmes.
No
a re· longershould we have to go, cap
in hand, asking," said Dr. Christ21)
cent. ie."It's an unalienable right."
"Some children continue to
eh·
ady be born damaged when they
year, shouldn't be," said Dr. Christie.
ilicy He claimed that it was negligent,
hour on the part of the authorities
after ~ot to provide these (prevention) programmes. Christie also
noted that it was a form of malpractice not to administer Rh
testson pregnant women.
These tests indicate Rh mcompatibility, the conflict beption tweena mother's blood and that
will of the fetus. Dr. Christie told of
Fcb- a serum that sould prevent a
rions
lein

mother from creating antibodies
and halt the Rh incompatibility.
"In one hospital, approximately
25 per cent of pre-natal patients
had no documentation
as to
Rh."
Dr. Christie said tnere were
over 300 causes of mental retardation,
notably
rheubella
(German measles), mumps and
measles. He said that at one hospital, 18 to 20 per cent of the
pregnant women entering had no
defenses against rheubella.
Maternal infection is a large
part of preventing mental retardation, said Dr. Christie. He
mentioned a 1968 survey where
over 70 per cent of women had
taken two or more medications
during
their
pregnancy.
"I
wonder how many compounds
are being taken today, and considered safe, that could have the
same effects as another 'safe'
drug, Thalidomide."
Christie
also mentioned that the rise of
non-prescription
drugs
(ie.
heroin) and mercury and !earl
poisoning were growing concerns.
Christie warned that women
who have been immunized,
should be checked for any problems. In 1975 at one Toronto
hospital,
according
to Dr.

Christie, 25 children admitted
showed multiple congenital abnormalities,
including mental
retardation.
Dr. Christie noted that most
people in the field of mental
retardation tend to ignore the
question of whether tests showing fetal abnormalities should be
the basis for therapeutic abortions.
However, Dr. Christie believes
that "it's slowly beginning to
come", in terms of preventing
mental retardation and the immediate post-natal care.
After lunch, Dr. D. P. Weikart
Ph.D., President and director of
Ypsilanti's High Scope Educational
Research
Foundation
talked. He's been doing some research in the area of educating
the mentally handicapped and
how it has worked in terms of
total life experience.
Dr. Weikart noted that quality control is one of the most
important areas in which educator~ must concern themselves
with in the coming years. "The
coffee-break curriculum" can be
as damaging to the mentally
handicapped
youngster,
as a
teacher's inactivity gives the student no positive direction in
which to point his or her activities.

Weikart demonstrated
that
any child's social experience
may differ from day to day.
Often, their intellectual processes are the same. For example,
a child from a South American
country may imitate its mother
by washing the clothes, scrubing them in water, and then rinsing and wringing dry, an altogether physical activity. A
North American child may take
the imaginary clothes to a cardboard box, load them in the top,
remove them to another box
(front loading) and, thus, accom plish the same task. Though the
actions and activities are very
different, the intellectual process
is the same in both cases. He
notes that this is vital in interpreting research because social
experiences very greatly and can
slant the understandings
and
adaptations of the knowledge
gained.
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ATTENTION
STUDENTS
ALL FEES ARE DUE DURING
THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES IN JANUARY

If You are not redeving an OSPPgrant cheque, avoid line-ups

and unnecessary delays by forwarding a d,eque

(Post dated not

laterthan January 5, 1979) as soon as you receive your statement
in De<anber .
Thecashier's office will be located in the Assumption Lounge
beginning January 3rd through 5th from 9 am to 4pm .
late payment penalties begin January 8th, 1919.

Please note date change

Different tokes
for different folks

(CUP-ZNS)-A Canadian medical
researcher says she has discovered a distinct difference in the
way marijuana smoking affects
men and women.
Clinical psychologist, Doctor
Cannie Adamec, writing in the
Psychology of Women Quarterly, reports that teams of researchers at McGill University
compared
the reactions
of
stoned men and women in various group situations.
According to the doctor - in
her words - "Men under the influence of pot talked about

I

Lance: Could you define a
"good teacher"?
Franklin: If a professor is incapable of communicating, then
he's in serious trouble. A professor must be enthusiastic and
have a mastery of his discipline,
must be prepared for class and
must be willing to talk with the
students. If a teacher's having
problems
communicating,
there's a Teaching and Learning program whose function is to
judgement. In a department, you
know very well who the good
teachers are and who the bad
ones are. I can walk into a department and in ten mim1.:es, I
can just smell whether a d~partment is good ... you can jt st feel
it. Bad teachers can erode the
quality of a faculty.
show profs various ways they
can communicate. You don't
have to spoonfeed a student but
you should allow for clear comprehension . I wouldn't hesitate
to act if I thought something
was wrong but it sh6uld be
handled on a departmental level.
Lance: The meal plan dispute
was quite a mess . What are your
impressions now that it's over?
Franklin: I'm glad that we
were able to reach a compromise. It's generally accepted that
the timing was very bad.
Lance . Have you had the
chance to see the campus yet?
Franklin: So many things
have to be done, it wreaks havoc
on my time. I know we've just
got to do something to improve
the University Centre. We should
do a review of the situation.
I think that SAC should come up
with suggestions. However, the
planning process begins in earnest in January. J should have
everything cleared away by then.
Lance: I understand that
your wife used to play basketball Are you planning on attending some games in the near
future?
Franklin: Yes, I hope to.
Lance: All tbe home games
are played in St. Denis Hall or,
as it's affectionately
known,
"The Pit" ,
Franklin: I can tell you that
new phys-ed facilities are being
actively considered but you'll
have to wait until the middle of
January before finding anything
out .
Lance: One last question.
How is your family ad7usting to
life in Windsor?
Franklin: My 11 year-old
daughter is very irate. She and
her friends go into the Center to
play pinball but they keep getting thrown out. Considering
that she's going to be a future
student at this campus, she's
very upset.

mechanical and impersonal topics and frequently addressed
questions to the researchers. Women, on the other hand, rarely
addressed the people in charge."
Adamec says that "(Women),
rather than avoiding each other,
turned the smoking sessions into
consciousness-raising encounters
where they discussed, in depth,
' women and relationships in society in general ... the atmosphere
(among stoned women) became
one of self-exploration and support." Men, she says, remained
much more remote and analytical.
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University Center not fulfilling its' role
Has anybody really taken a
look at our University Centre recently? We don't mean the early
morning, half-shut eyes glance as
you stumble to the vending
machines for that caffeine eyeopener. We mean a good, long,
hard look.

What you see is not too impressive. When you have a university centre that is dominated
by machines -- pinball and vending, and it reflects on this university as a whole.
A university

centre

1s sup-

posed to be the hub of activity
on a campus. It should be a
place where members of the university community can meet to
talk and plan activities.
At one time, students had to
come to the University Centre.

That was when Food Services
were located here. They came
to eat here, and in the process,
managed to achieve a certain
level of interaction. But an increasing deficit led to the moving of the food operations to
Vanier Hall. It also signalled an

'l

end to the university centre
1
we knew it.
What we have left is a lot«
wasted space. Over half thelit!
in what was formerly ,
cafeteria, is taken up by aS!l'
tering of vinyl and chromech.
and tables. What used to be
kitchen, is an area virtually
used.
It's a shame that studen1
faculty and visitors haveto1e
this mausoleum. However,
,1
no use crying about the situat
we - students, administraticl
and faculty - have to doSOiTt
thing about it.
Dr. Franklin believesthat,
have to do something about11
University Centre, whichhe~
cribes as austere. He's lookiil
for suggestions from the S.
dents' Administrative Council.
If we make take the libem
here are a few ideas: move~
Office of Student Affairs,ttt
W-omen's Centre and Vobnt
Services into the Centre.Then
definitely a crying need for
coffee shop or reasonable&:
simile, an atmosphere whereSll
dents can sit down and ti!
There should be many o
d
ideas or suggestions. Let'sfie
it, we need a university ceno:
not a pinball arcade.

ORCUP members lend support to Chevron
By Dave Powis

Members from 17 Ontario
campus newspapers voted to
support The Chevron, from the
University of Waterloo, in their
struggle against the Federation
of Students. The delegates were
on this campus last weekend to
attend the monthly convention
of the Ontario Region of the
Canadian
University
Press
(ORCUP).
Chevron staffers ·have been
battling with the student government for almost three years.
Charges of interference and intimidation have been laid against
the Federation, which in turn
charged the paper with not representing the interests of students at Waterloo. A CUP Commission found both sides guilty
of wrongdoings.
A referendum
to decide
whether The Chevron would remain as the official student
newspaper and have continued
access to offices on campus was
held yesterday, the results of
which were not known as The
Lance went to print. Both sides
think they will win.
The Chevron asked the delegates to support them in the referendum. After some debate, the
motion passed.

The presence of The Imprint,
another student newspaper at
Waterloo, was objected to by
The Chevron, who claim that
The Imprint is a "scab" newspaper and a "tool of the Federation". The members voted to
grant The Imprint observer
status with no speaking privileges.
Chris Juli, ORCUP President,
told the conference that a new
national
advertising contract
with Youthstream had been negotiated and it was now in the
hands of the lawyers. Ratification of the contract is scheduled
for the national conference next
month in Edmonton. In a related matter, CUP Vice-president
Alayne McGregor said that the
McGill Daily will bring the subject of ad boycotts, specifically
the CBC and RCMP, in Edmonton.
The subject of a national
magazine was introduced by The
Ontarion from Guelph. Juli told
the delegates that all costs would
be absorbed by Youthstream but
that distribution
on campus
would be the responsibility of
the members. He estimated that
each newspaper would get $200
a year. Criticisms revolved

around the quality and control
of the editorial content. Juli argued that t9e proposal of a
magazine
had been kicked
around for years and it was time
for a decision to be made. He
said that papers from the west
supported the principle behind
the magazine. After further discussion, ORCUP members voted
to bring up the proposal at the
1'ational conference.
Vic Salus, CUP's National
Bureau chief, told the conference that The Meliorist, from
the University of Lethbridge~
was involved in a dispute with
the
students'
council
over
money. Apparently the council
wants control over the $3 .50
student fee which goes directly
towards The Meliorist. A referendum was held but didn't reach
the necessary quorum. Salus said
that the matter now returns to
the council for a decision. He
also mentioned that the Students' Association wants to rearrange the editorial board,
which controls the edit"orial content of the paper.
The editor of The Varsity
from the University of Toronto
warned the conference that the
student council was interfering

with the Varsity's operations.
George Cook also mentioned
that another campus newspaper
was operating a continuous
smear campaign against his
paper.
In other business, the mem-

a

bers elected Chris VanderDet
!en, editor of the RyersonEye·
opener, to the Consulting Com·
mittee. It was also decidedt<'
hold the next ORCUP confrr·
ence in Toronto during thethiri
week in February. It will~
hosted by The Eyeopener.

A letter.......... .
Dear Editor:
I have great sympathy for
Scharansky the imprisoned man
in Russia, but why don't people
demonstrate when non-Jewish
people's rights are violated.
Doesn't anyone care?
It was mentioned in the mock
trial that "50,000 people" have
already emmigrated from Russia.
Did you know that non-Jewish
people are not allowed to emmigrate?
Since · most Jewish people
from behind the irc,n curtain
use Israel as a "spring board" to
America, why isn't there a treaty
set up with Russia for other
people to get out and go to some
free country. I have family there
that I would like to see.
In the summer of 1978, a
man from Sweden, visiting the

U.S.S.R., was arrested. Thismii
(Niedra), had escaped durut
World War II. Nobody seems.~ a
get upset when his rights areVi& n
t
lated.
Doesn't anyone care?

C;

Yours truly,
Rita Grizan

Pre-paid legal
services at U of W
Wo

ne

ed

ni.

ity
Ost

not
Un.

A new University of Windsor
... ti've in the field of legal
in1t1a
b
.on and research has een
educati
ossible by a $95,000
made P m the Donner Cana d'1an
grantfor.
Foundanon.
The grant will establish a
ear Research and Rethree Y
.
Program for Prepaid
source
LegalServi~es..
Studies indicate that between
seventyand seventy-five per cent
of Canadians do not have effective access to our legal system.
Experience in Europe and the
UnitedStates suggests that preaid legal service plans may be
p
.
themost appropriate response to
thisproblem.
.
.
Prepaid legal services provide
the individual with access to the
servicesof lawyers at a reduced
cost. The individual, by subscribingto a prepaid or group
legal service plan designed and
administered to distribute the
risk and costs of such services,
will be entitled to prescribed

legal services. The development
of these plans in Canada will
help fulfill the unmet needs of
Canadians for both immediate
and preventafive legal assistance.
The primary goal of the Program is to serve as a national resource centre for information,
proposals and research regarding
prepaid legal services. In addition, the Program will sponsor an
Annual National Conference and
publish a regular newsletter
across Canada.
The Research and Resource
Program for Prepaid Legal Services will operate under the guidance of a national Board of Directors, representing the legal
profession, legal academics, the
Canadian Labour movement and
consumer groups. Professors B.
M. Mazer, L. C. Wilson, C. J.
Wydrzynski and J. R. Menezes
of the Faculty of Law, University of Windsor, will form the Executive Committee which will be
responsible for the supervision.

Comments ......

to~er, · ByLindsayHall-Smeets
ituat1, My basic assumption is that
strati( as thinking, questioning adults,
we believe in the principle of
0 SOJU
equality of educational, social
and economic opportunities for
bothsexes. Where social customs
and outdated stereotypes negate
this principle, change is necessary.
The overwhelming male orientation of most printed material in school curricula (and this
1strue from elementary through
university levels) misrepresents
femalesto students and gives a
biasedview of over 50 per cent
of all human beings. This bias,
whichhas been routinely and often innocently inoculated from
• day one, is deleterious to the
developingimage of females and
conditions them to underesticentr.
mate themselves and their fellow
women.
In recent years there has been
a deluge of information
in
wo~en's magazines, newspaper
amcles and committees. Studies
have been devoted to this topic
r Dit but have we, as individuals, tried
n Ev~ to .examineour own speech and
Corr attitudes and the books that we
ded1< re~dboth voluntarily and as reconfe:· quirements of a university
e thu, course. Do we have male proill Ix fessors who call us "dear" or
:'kid" or "love"? I do, and I find
It degradingand unacceptable. If
we are married, do we have professorswho define us in terms of
?ur husband's occupation or role
m life, and take more interest in
h'
un than in us? I have and
ismt
r~:ent
not being seen as a~ indidurir;
ems, v1ual who stands alone and
are\' apart,Worthy of being judged on
my own merits. Do we really listen to
our professors, friends
.
'
and asso .
. ciates with an ear to
catching th
d' .
e
1scnminatory
Wd
bor or. ph rase ? Only then, and
. .
thy acting on an d quest1onmg
siese.false stereotypes, will the
tuat1onever change.

Look t
his . a your textbooks . Do
toncal events omit reference
to Worn •
. . .
en s part1c1pat10n in
ose eve ;>
Wh'h
nts. Are the roles
tc worn
I .
life k en P ay m economic
nowledged? Are men
glon'f·ac
ted un 1..
me .
rea 1st1cally with no
nt1onof th . f
ness ,
e1r ears and weakes. Are
accordin wome~ r~fer.r~d to
idenf g to their md1v1dual
tty or by terms such as

th

wife, daughter, mother? Are
women scientists or mathematicians portrayed as deviant, e.g.
what an unusual woman Madame Curie was.
Pick up the newspaper. The
pollster talks to the man in the
street, even if she is a woman.
The political candidates are Mr.
Jock Strapp, president of Fruitof-the-Tomb, and Mrs. Rose B.
Goode, pert grandmother
of
five. If you were reading The
Lance a few weeks ago, you
would have discovered that all
the women on the masthead
were credited with being "nice
bum editors".
Join a committee. Take a job
(if you can find a decent one).
Do you work with a chairperson
or other business people? Laura
Sabia, on her recent lecture visit
to Windsor, was introduced as
former "chairman" of the On tario Status of Women Council.
This is another example of un-

AS YOU SEE IT
By Ed McMahon

of the Program.
The Executive Committee
will be selecting a full-time Executive Director, who will be
operating the Program from its
offices at the Faculty of Law,
University of Windsor. The Executive Director will assist individuals and groups interested in
prepaid legal services through
the various activities of the Research and Resource Program for
Prepaid Legal Services.
When asked to comment orr
the significance of this Program,
Dean Ianni stated:
"The introduction of prepaid
legal service plans into Canada
will result in a major shift in the
direction of the delivery of legal
services in this country. The University of Windsor is very
pleased to have the opportunity
to be involved in this development."
conscious use of language.
The controversial struggle in
the law school to have a resolution of non-discrimination moved
and passed is reflective of the
outdated attitudes that the university community still holds.
Men alone cannot be held accountable for these injustices.
Women have been and still are
their own worst enemies. They
ridicule and ostracize their sister
who speak up, fight back and expose themselves to labels like
"castrating bitch".
As Laura Sabia points out,
the most difficult pill to swallow
in her 25 year crusade for
women's rights, is the apathy in
terms of interest and involvement that most women display.
Without a conscious effort on
the part of each woman (and we
are adult women, not "girls"),
nothing will ever change in the
most basic ways. We must accept
the genuinely frightening challenge of being responsible for
our own futures - our own
selves.

Exams creeping up
By Jeff Silver

It's getting to that time of
year again. What time is that you
ask?
It's the time when all good
university students start to get
the freaks. about the coming
exams, a time when we realize
that once again we've neglected
our studies, far too long - all that
work, which we should have
been doing consistently throughout the term.
However, if this sounds like a
reflection of yourself, fear not!
You are not alone and no matter
how far behind you are, there is
still a very good chance that you
can make it through the Christmas exams.
There are always thousands
of excuses which we find for
ourselves, allowing us reason not
to keep up with the work. Even
the "keeners"
find excuses.
However, it is now getting to
that time when a little good
planning and a kinda religious
commitment to your study plan
might come in handy.
Keep in mind that what
you 're doing is very worthwhile, even if you feel (or know)
it isn't. Try and get to the root

This Week's Question: Is the
noise level in the library condusive to work?

of the matter of your study.
This way you will find yourself
less likely to drop into the pitfalls of useless studying. Hours
can be spent studying without
learning. Understand the difference. However, it is not easy
to comprehend the distinction.
If you can, though, you'll find
pleasing results in your marks.
However, don't get preoccupied
with marks while in the midst of
your studies. Your purpose at
this, or any institution of higher
education, is to gain knowledge
and not marks (as we are sometimes led to forget).
In the end, knowledge and
your own self-awareness will get
you that position in life you
wish to attain. Don't think of
your exams as an end.
First, they are only a means
to an end, and second, there's always a_ chance that a university
education is not the correct
means to 'your' end, and in our
swiftly moving society, changes
are extremely possible.
Do your best or the best you
want to do and "know it.·• If
you "know it", your success or
failure will at least be something
you can come to terms with.

Photos by Heidi Pammer

Elise Proulx, Second
Home Economics:

"Depends on what kind of day it
is. Usually it's pretty quiet. You
can get a lot done."

Mike Mullins, Engineering:

"Not on the first fioor. Definitly not in the open areas. Sometimes the cubicles aren't bad for
noise but the lighting is poorer."

Karen MacDougall, First Year,
Comm. Studies,

"Sometimes. It can be pretty
noisy, though, especially in the
Reserve Reading Room. At
night, it's pretty quiet but during the day it's pretty noisy."

Ted Kummer, First Year, Biology:

"Snidying here 1s like studying
in the Pub."

Julianne Beibin, Third Year, Bio
logy,

"Sometimes it gets noisy to the
point where you have to move.
But there are times when I want
to ta! k and being here doesn't
stop me. There's always sort of
low-level din around here."

Robert Vass, Fourth Year, Business,

"Some
no."

days, yes, some day s,

Cindy Manias, First Year, Psych:
"Zzzzzzzzzzzzzz"

· ·--
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THE WOMAN NEXT DOOR
(Muriel)

THE VISIONARY
He was a visionary
For he saw their flight to a loftier perch.
Distant, and remarkable unattainable,
They looked down on him as a meagre being:
Not nearly worthy of their presence
Nor blessed essence.
Afternoon strolls by the lapping shores
When rough, salt-licked tongues of bitterness
Overlapped the sun's electronic waves.
He tired easily from such,
And fell exhausted to the ground .
He could have been Thor
But he had no boat to carry him through the seas,
And there were too many heads
Bobbing up from the water, anyways.
His conscience and manners
Wouldn't allow him to drown them.

NIGHTWATCH

if i met a melancholy
walking (in aimless spheres)
i would not ask
what tinted his worry black
or frowned his jovial
on such a night
as would it be
know i might (a bit)
of flagrant causes
i could be the theory
of a melancholy
in this dark post after noon
and wonder somehow why
the manics walk
amid the circles of themselves
crying condimented water
for a long since withered sea

After all, they had fostered his growth
With paper and wine, and spoon-fed him
Down a crooked path.
But when it all ended, he was caged
And tormented in a routine fashion,
Until the sun set,
And daylight disappeared.
Perhaps tomorrow, he will climb and perch above them,
But that is for the mountains to decide .
He'll not trouble himself with the idea for now,
For he needs his sleep, and nightmares
Like indigestion,
Keep him awake.
Lee

John Wing, Jr.

The woman next door
slips slowly,
She has been away
to a distant curing centre
several times,
But returns, smiling,
Each time we suspect
that she will not
All her hair has fallen out
from chemotherapy,
At night,
Her wig adorns the lighted window.
By day,
Her smile and weary laugh
adorns our hearts.
I see an immeasurable beauty
in her courage
to laugh
at impossible odds .
John Wing, Jr.

ESCAPE ARTIST

PORTRAIT OF AN EXISTENTIALIST

you shrug off similes
(is like . . .no)
and slip the manacles of metaphor
(is ... not)
recall: it was a fine line
(fishing)
that caught Houdini

The boy just stood there
Doing nothing at all
Not bouncing a ball
Not climbing a wall
He just stood there
Doing nothing at all
Michael Wayne Frenette

Rosemary
C

VIEW OF THE CEMETARY THAT LIES AT THE
FOOT OF THE WINDSOR CUSTOMS STATION
above; the blood-rush
of car-puscles, surging,
destinations inconsequent,
diffluent; below
mushrooming monuments.
once flesh, turn into bone
turn into tossed-teeth tombs
on the noxious fumes fed.
Rosemary

DARE
K.W.

I dare you
not to cross
this line

Thank you for Life again;
I wandered endlessly,
Before YOU.
But wit h your smile and warm touch
I find direction .
0

you lose

You've taught me that
Love is more than a four letter word.
Love is true and everlasting.
This will never be forgotten.

Rosemary

If we never touch again,
V our warmth is forever

For you have brought back
My strength and reason for being.

FOREIGNERS BORN ON THE SAME SOIL: A L<;)VEEULOGY
The dark, stuffy museum was never opened
the space is empty
save the two statues! each on a granite pedestal
both sculpted as opposites, yet still the same
the two pieces of the puzzle
one in armor that has become rusted
the other in lace and satin that looks better from a distance
Both extend an arm, reaching out to the other
but touching only their own wall
so close you can almost feel it
but never 1,lose enough to caress
and mute
save with the eyes
which are going blind
Darkness surrounds the one as beads form and harden on its eyes
while the other has its other hand extended out the window
feeling the breeze
but never allowing the breeze to touch it
and they are aging behind the locked doors
of their own thick crust
which shows
a smile
Michael Miller

J.P. D.

SUDDEN,YOURSHADOW
sudden,yourshadow
surprises even lowered eyes
(the twitching lash betrays)
living abstracts startle
(a black bird
imagined past a window)
(this existence eclipsed)
shadow merges with dream
dark on dark
Rosemary

n

f
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By H. ].Mad as Hell Swenson
This time they've gone too
far. All year long, I've_allo_weda
tain thoughtless mmonty to
cer
.
h
take pot shots at me m ot er
~c tions of The Lance. . I feel that
.
I Can no longer rem am passive:
,. •
t
last week's "As You See It .1sn t
he way J see it. It doesn t ret
fleet
the true fee 1·
mgs amongst
any of my readers and numerous

fans.
To once and for all prove
this I had a totally impartial
poll,taken by my cousin MadDog I'll Break Your Face Swenson. The fact that he conducted
the poll in no way influenced
the responses. Hell, everyone has
OHIPanyway. Here are some of
the many responses to the question "What do you think of
H. J.?"

Charles Manson, 1st yr. Human Relations: "That guy's ~
nut!"
Farrah Fawcett, 3rd. yr. Den-

..
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.t:J

0

0

.c:

""

"Rocky Mountain High in my Eldorado!"

ta!: "What a stud. He's a better
date than Lee."
Mohammid Ali, 4th. yr. Hu-

man Kinetics: "He floats like a
butterfly, stings like a bee, man
am I glad he don't interview

me."
Richard Nixon, 2nd. yr. Pol.
Science: "Seems to give an
honest and straightforward review."
Rev. Jim Jones, 2nd. yr. Theology: "Only guy I wouldn't allow to join my sect, could corrupt the rest of my followers.
Here, try some Kool Aid."
Mad-Dog took pictures like a
real reporter, but he forgot to
take the lens cap off. I think
that this settles the issue once
and for all.
This week's band Chick
scored an "it could be wor~"
3.4 on H. J .'s Music Meter. I'm
not too sure about this rating because ol' M.M. likes to go soft on
women singers. Or is that he
likes soft women? He says his
favourite song now is Push Push
In The Bush.
Chick is a local band that
features disco and pop music.
The emphasis here is on easy

You Can't Take It With You

Players up for third show

classic example was Leo Sayer's
You Make Me Feel Like Danc-

ing. It sounded as if the singer
backed into a greased boom
stand.
Their best turned out to be a
really heavy number called
Macho Man. I believe it was
dedicated to me. Lead singer
Lois Wood had a pleas ...nt voice,
yet it lacked strength. This was
most apparant in the Linda Ronstadt tune that they did.
I've never heard of Chick before, so I must assume they are
relatively new. The band has
much potential, but they certainly have their work cut out
for them. First, that cheap P.A.
has to go. Secondly, having a
conga player seemed a waste. He
wasn't very good, and even if
he was, I cou.ldn't hear him.
Well, as people around here keep
saying: maybe the band will improve on the weekend.

.•.•.••...•••.•.........••
••
••
•
••
•••
••

•
••

••
•

••
The Pulitzer Prize winning
comedy, You Can't Take It With
You, is the next presentation of
the University of Windsor Players.
Staged at Essex Hall Theatre
(Wyandotte West at Patricia) on
the campus of the University,
the production begins Friday,
Decembe'r 1 and continues until
Saturday, December 9 (excluding Monday, December 4). Curtain time is 8:00 p.m.
A classic comedy of modern

to associate with 'the good life'.
As Grandpa puts it, "Oh, the
world's not so crazy. It's the
people in it. Life's pretty simple
if you just relax."
Some of the people that visit
the Sycamore household, however, might find their world just
a little bit crazy. Penny writes
plays because a typewriter was
mistakenly
delivered to the
house, the cook only knows how
to prepare cornflakes and Grandpa has given up working in order

financial woes of the Great De~
pression, but as Players' Director
Robert E. Dorrell states, "we
don't think people have changed
much over the years and times
haven't changed much either,
come to think of it; you still
can't take it with you."

TheresaMillett and B. J. Jackson in You Can't Take It With You.
theane, You Can't Take It With
You, is the story of the Syca-

more family - a group of
fascinating characters that have
chosen to live a simple life free

to attent the Commencement
Exercises at Columbia University.
The play was first performed
in 1936 and helped to lift the

i~~~~
~ u!!~x
B~A~!!!G
~-

~~~~k

listening. They weren't really
bad, but their act just wasn't together. Further, they persisted
on making it tough on themselves by choosing songs that
they _couldn't ·handle vocally. A

••
Dan Hill will be appearing at:
the U of W in late January,:
sponsored by Bob Gammon and:
SAC Watch for it!
•

................••.•.•..•
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Cobo concert

RECORDS

Styx rolls over Detroit

SALT talks.
By Ann Wong
STYX - the word is immedi -

ately associated with one of the
hottest rock and roll bands
around, and their concert at
Cobo Hall last weekend served
to strengthen this writer 's belief
in them . Their warm-up band,
Chiliwack, is supposedly one. of
our better Canadian groups . The
vocals were fair but there was
obviously too much flash and
not enough serious playing. As a
warm-up band, though, they
were acceptable .

"'
.Q
~

.,
t'o

'l'ed l~ugent:

<I)

Styx opened up with Great
White Hope , a cut off their new

"E

0
album Pieces of Eight , followed ;E
by such greats as Grand Illusion,
Lady, Come Sail Away, Crystal
playing of Tommy Shaw and
Ball, and Renegade .
James Young, it is not hard to
see how Styx has become one of
After having studied more
the most well known rock
than ten years of piano I must
groups around.
submit my humble (?) opinion
that Dennis De Young is one of
Naturally, Styx was called
the
best keyboard
players
upon to perform an encore by a
around. His piano solos at the
very enthusiastic crowd Sunday
openings of ' Lady ' and 'Come
night. They complied with Miss
Sail Away' were superb . Along
America, a cut off their recent
with John Panesso's five minute
album Grand Illusion.
drum solo and the mean guitaT

'w1.::.K.END\.."ArtRI ORS
The sound and lighting crew
did a great job, and certainly
contributed to the fantastic performance of Styx. The ninety
minutes in which they perform. ed, flew by like thirty and I was
forced to come to the realizat ion that the concert was over.
The music was great, the vocals were fantastic and Styx
made Det,i:oit come alive for an
unforgetable weekend.

By Tony Woloszyn

The motor city madman is at
it again! Ted Nugent's latest
album, Weekend Warriors (on
Epic Records), reiterates to us
that Ted can still get down low
and play it mean. Ted no doubt
is rock and roll material and he
really lets us know it too . He's
packed so much power into this
album, it's a wonder why he's
not involved in the U.S. - Russia

Nerd You Bad and the title
song highlight the album by displaying the peak artistic collaboration of the group as a
whole . The other cuts rock too
but the y lack the magic needed
to sustain life in the human
memory banks. Good but they
seem repetitious . On close inspection, you can hear remeniscent riffs from Ted's previous
albums.
Nugent 's songs consist mainly
of a hard driving heavy beat interjected with Ted's smoking,
short,
lightening
leads. His
fingers can move so fast along
the fretboard, that I'm afraid
that one of these days he's going to play himself into the
fourth dimension.
The vocals are consistent on
the album, and Ted can thank
his rhythm
guitarist Charlie
Huhn. Nugent lends his voice
throughout the disc too, but he's
more suited for howling and
screaming .
Weekend Warriors isn't better
than Double Live Gonzo or Cat
. Scratch Fever, but it certainly
won't let the followers down.
It's Ted Nugent all right. His
band is tight, they know what
Ted needs, and they give it to
him .
Listening to this album definitely won't cure your diarrhea,
but it'll sure keep you on your
toes.

RECORD AND TAPE MART

AMBROSIA

QUEEN

"Life Beyond L.A."

"Ja zz"

Incl,
'' How Much
I Feel"
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Inds
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Inds.
"Last Da nce"
"McArthur
Pork"
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STEVEMARTIN

"Liv e an d More"

"Octave"
Inds .
"Steppin'
In A Slide
Zone"

Inds .
"I Just Wont
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Inds .·
" My Life"
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Times
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By Frank Kovacic

On first listening, the music
on this album sounds vaguely
familiar, and with good reason.
Strip away all the gloss and
decoration, and what do you
have? Rehash in its purest form.
Now, before you decide to
line your birdcage with this, wait
a minute. I didn't say that it was
bad, merely derivative.
Their sound is molded to
reach the maximum audience
and for this they sacrifice quite a
bit of origin ality. Of course,
they aren't the first. They were
beaten to the pu nch (or lack of
it) by a number of faceless
grou ps (Player comes qui ckly to
mind).
This isn't .the first time that a
group of ace session men, or for·
mer members of popular groups
have gotten together to form a
band. Whether it's for money or
fame (or both), bands like Bad
Company, Fore igner, Stuff, and
Emerson Lake and Plamer will
continue to emerge.
The musicianship is quite
good, and they appear to be
making headway with a strong
single (Hold the Line) but I still
can't get over the obvious lack
of personality and originality
shown by the band on this
album. In times of Peter Framp·
ton and The Bee Gees, this
looms very important.
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CHUCK
MANGIONE

''Backless "

"Children of Sancher "
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.
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Release
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Come

Together"
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Latest
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SHOPPERS RECORD AND TAPE ·MART

ecumseh mall

944-3700
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. 29th
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966-364 1
qu a ntities limi ted on all items
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256-3525

SALE
ENDS
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EVENTFUL EVENTS
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-Ensemble Claude Gervaise, U
-University of Windsor Players,
of W School of Music.
"You Can't Take It With You".
'lf - University of Windsor Players,
-Windsor Light Opera, "South
~
iA "You Can't Take It With You".
j Pacific".
H II
-Windsor Light Opera, "South llf -Club Sandwich presents Stan
ll-Christmas Danc_e._Vanier a :ill
'lf Pacif1"c".
iA
:SI
'lf Rogers with brother Garnett and
75 cents. 'lf - Detroit Institute of Arts, F1"lm 3A D ·d
8
p.m.
Admisswn
st.
3A
av1 Eadie. 8 p.m., Adm. $3
)Ea
d @
Theatre,
"C on frontation
. ,, ,
i, -Dl ·sco, at Ambassador Au .
at 83 Riverside Dr. W.
11
p.m. Craisa members, 75 cents,
'lf -Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
1975 · Lyssy ·
i, 9
3A
:Sinon-members,
$1.00.
.
'lf
:ill Theatre. "Late Spring" Japan,
-Studies in Ethnographic Art & 'lf
3A
'lf
•
llf
3111949, Yasujiro Ozu.
!Archaeology, Art Gallery o f :ill
'lf
ll

!

11

I

.

I
I

I

I

I

I

2

-Detroit

I Theatre,
I .Fellini .
I'lf

Institute of Arts, Film
"Amarcord", Italy '74,

1.11

5

'lf
:ill
llf
3A

ll\

I

~

I •

&I

V' Ii

I

C#j'ub Sand••11·ch !
1
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By Phil Romain
Appearing at Club Sandwich
this Saturday night is noted
singer-songwriter Stan Rogers.
Stan Rogers was born in Hamilton Ont., of Nova Scotian parents. He insists that he was
raised on a mucical diet of Hank
Snow and Mozart.
Recognized for his powerful,
well controlled voice, Stan has
earned a reputation by his songs
·such as Fogarty's Cove, FortyFive Years and Make and Break
Harbour. As well as releasing

J

-Assumption
Campus Community Christmas Party @ 8
p.m. '

311
'lf -Art

tar and banjo on December
16th, and on January 6th the entire five piece Original Sloth
Band, a jug band 'extraordinaire'.
Club Sandwich is located at
83 Riverside Dr. W., admission
is $3.00 and the doors open at
8 :00 p.m. every Saturday.

I'lf

3SI -St.

:A

-University of Windsor Players,!
'lf M · H JI Th
B"ll E
'lf Christmas Show for Children.
3SI- us1c a
eatre, 1 vans iA
'lf T ·
"th c armen d e r~ava IIad e, 'lf
ll\ no w1
3Sl
'lf 7 30
'lf
iA :
p.m.
:ill
'lf -Art
Display - Anna Marie 'lf
11
ill
1
f!~ :~
artist; ~ues. ~t 7 p.m.
"
ll\ -U of W School of Music Uni-I
versity of Windsor Singers. '
'lf -Ontario
F1l_m Theatre, _T~~
-U of W Players, Christmasl
ill Obscure
Object of Desire ,
Show for Children.
French/Spanish, Bunuel '77.
-Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
Theatre,
"IT",
USA, '27 , 1
Badger.
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BUILD YOUR OWN

BIG SCBBBN C0£0B

TV

Simulated

I'V Reception

It's Like Having a "Movie Theater" in Your Home!
AMAZING $90.00 PROJECTOR KIT now only $29.95
Imagine inviting friends to see TV Specials, Movies, Sports, on your Theater Size TV! It's like viewing on a movie
screen!
Everything takes on a whole new dimension ... almost makes you feel like you're in the action! Can also
be used outdoors,
convening
your back yard into an open-air Outdoor Theater!
This new invention, gives sharp
brilliant TV reception comparable
to commercial projector systems costing $2,500 or more. Absolutely
SAFE to
use. No electrical or mechanical connections to TV. Removes in seconds for regular size viewing.
No special aerial
required. Projects up to 5 x 6 foot pictures (7 1h Ft. diagonal) on wall or screen, even in the smallest rooms or
apartments.
Best of all, this amazing Projector is really simple and inexpensive to build yourself. Even a 12-year old
can do it quickly.
Enclosed Kit comes complete with unbreakable
lifetime guaranteed
Precision Lens System,
11" x 1 7" illustrated Plans and Specifications
and EASY ASSEMBLY instructions.
All you supply is only some
cardboard or wood · for the simple cabinet. This Projector can be used with ANY Portable TV set 7" to 25", and will
enlarge pictures in either Color or Black & White. 1f you wish, here's an easy way to make money in your sparetime.
Simply assemble and sell these TV Projectors to your friends, neighbors, relatives, etc. Everyone with a Television
Set will gladly pay you up to $90.00 for each Projector you build. Make up to $70.00 on each easy sale. Your cost,
one kit - $29.95, two kits - $49.95, five kits - $99.95.
SALES MARKETING Dept. NP-7
P.O. Box 2646
Merced, California 95340
is $ ______

Enclosed

for -------

Name
Address

----------------------------------------------

City /State
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Gallery
of Windsor,
lll -Art Gallery of Windsor, Sunday Series, Local Jazz with Ursula Walker; vocals, Alex Zonjic;
'lf
flute, Matt Michaels; Piano.
3A
j -U _of W School of Music, Uni- -U~iversity of Windsor Players,
vers1ty Concert Band Ambassa- llf Christmas Show for Children.
ill
dor Aud. 8:15 p.m .
311-Music
Hall Theatre, "Nut-Ontario Film Theatre, ''Thel
'lf -Windsor Light Opera, "South
cracker", Eglevsky Ballet Co.
Slipper and the Rose", Forbes,I
311Pacific".
:through Dec. 10/78).
British, '77.

Sporting Events Are An Experience As Exciting As Being There!
Movies Are Seen The Way They Were Meant To Be Seen!
Pong And Other Video Games Are More Exiting Than Ever!
Can Be Used With Video Tape Playback Equipment!

two albums, (Fogany's Cove
1977 and Turnaround 1978),
and several singles, Stan's material has been used in a number of
eastern province film scores. His
work has also earned him commissions from the CBC, the government of Nova Scotia and various folk song societies.
Rogers is well known in the
CBC as a guest performer on
radio and television programs.
He has just appeared on such
programs as Touch The Earth
(with Sylvia Tyson) and the
John Allan Cameron Show. He
willbe appearing on CBC's Canadian Express on January 18th.
Stan has played most of the
major folk festivals and coffee
houses in Canada. This Saturday
at Club Sandwich he will be accompanied by his brother Garnet Rogers, a fine violinist as
well as guitar and flute player,
and bass player David Eadie.
Club Sandwich, a project of
T.O.W.A.R.D. Inc., (The Organization for Windsor Arts Resource Development), is dedicate.dto bringing fine quality acoustic music to the community and
to stimulating the cultural interests of the people of Windsor
, and Essex County. A regular feature of the Club is the guest
set. Performing artists from the
Windsor area are welcome to display their talents in dance
~usic, poetry etc., in an open~
mg act of about twenty minutes
duration.
Following Stan Rogers, Club
S~ndwich will be bringing to
Windsor such artists as Jude
Johnson, who will be accompanied by Jason Avery on December
9th, Peter Matheison and Tricia
Haynes, a dynamite duo of gui-
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Clair College, Flash Flicks,!
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Wrestlers compete
in two tournaments
By Peter Nash

Windsor wrestlers competed
in two meets last week including the South Western Regional
Wrestle-off and the Ryerson
Open.
Dan Brannigan and Mark
Bortolotti had silver medals in
the regional meet, held at Assumption High School, while
Chuck
Cressman
gained a
bronze.
Lancer wrestlers didn't receive any medals in the Ryerson
Open
but
Coach
Dennis
Hrycaiko wasn't disappointed .
"The Ryerson is an open meet in
which anyone can compete." He
mentioned "many members of

the national team were wrestling so it's really tough to get a
medal."
Notables for the Lancers at
the open were Rick Johnson and
Guy Lachance. Both wrestlers
competed well losing in very
close matches. The Ryerson
Open is the most competitive
meet all year for the wrestling
team so it cannot be considered
bad that they didn't gain any
medal status.
This year 's squad is relatively
young with most of the team
members in ·second year. Once
the younger players have gained
some experience
the team
should do better m regular
OUAA play .
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Swimming and diving are spectator sports. Come on out and see them between 5-7 p.m. any weekday at
the Human Kinetics pool.

Top Lancerette Results

Gill Stevens
Donna Lori
Nancy Houde
Marilyn Courtney

0
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Shiela Freeman
Kathy Gelinas
400 medlay relay
400 free relay

100 m butterfly
200 m butterfly
200 m breastroke
100 m breastroke
100 m Backstroke
50 m freestyle
800 m freestyle
400 m freestyle
200 m freestyle
100 m backstroke
200 m backstroke
200 m brea~troke
Houde, Lori, Stevens, Freeman
Houde, Lori, Stevens, Freeman

0

0

.c

p..

Competition at the South Western Regionals last weekend

• qualified for nationals .
•• 2/lOths off the national qualifying time.

•

Isn'tit thebestbeer a'veevertasted?

2nd
5th
2nd•
2nd•
10th
5th··
6th
11th
14th
8th
8th
10th
4th
5th

Promising
•
swimme
rs
The Lancerette
swimming
and diving teams showed a lot of
promise and talent over the
weekend at t!i.e McMaster Invitational Swimming and Diving
Meet. Although they did not win
the competition, Windsor proved
that come time for the Provin·
cials, they will be a power to be
reckoned with.
Lancerette
swimmers, the
most successful women's team at
Windsor last year, have a lot of
regulars back, along with some
great new talent. Gill Stevem the •
veteran butterfly expert, teams
up with other veterans namely,
Kathy Gelinas and Donna Lon
for breastroke, Shiela Freeman a
backstroker and Marilyn Court·
ney, a long distance free-styler.
All are excellent swimmers.
Foi: the rookies, Donna
Young,
Nancy
Houde, Pat .,.
Tymczak and Lori Scott make
up the balance of the team.
Their coach, Tony Kennedy, ex·
pects great things from all the
girls.
For the diving part of the
team, of equal importance to the
Lancerette squad, the University
of Windsor can be proud of
these five women divers. Perra
Uhlig, Tamra Tobin and Angie
Kochan competed at McMaster
on Saturday. Beth Reiner and
Toni Southern could not make
that meet, but will be ready for
the meet at Waterloo.
Petra Uhlig led the divers
against extremely stiff competit·
ion, with a 7th on one metre and
6th on 3 metre. Angie and
Tamra placed 9th and 13th re·
spectively on 1 metre. After
only a short time practising,
those springboard divers, led by
coach Paul Laing, are proud of
their efforts and look forward to
the next meet.
If you really want to see
some aquatic talent, stop by at
the Human Kinetics Pool any
weekday from 5 p.m. till 7 p.m.
The swimmers and divers are al·
ways there, getting ready to re·
present the University of Wind·
sor at the next meet,
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Intramurals finishing up for 1978 season

..

INTRAMURAL BAS~ETBALL
By JimKerr
There were five games in
"A" Division this week. Commerce "A" were double winners
beating the Spidermen 74-25
and the Humkins 79-34. Meanwhile the Bombers lost twice,
61-41 to Raccoon Lodge and
37.36 to the Spidermen. In the
only other game Ed Bialek
scored 32 points to lead the
Brown Stars over Caribbean
70-46.
Teams in "A" League are reminded to check there schedules
as the Lions and Lancer Football have withdrawn from play.
All games involving these two
teams are cancelled. Captains are
reminded that the $20 deposit is
due this week or your games will
be forfeited, also schedules for
the games after Christmas will be
ready at the Intramural Office
on December 4th. These must be
picked up as games start on Jan.
6th., the second day back from
the holidays.
SWl~ING
The fall term programs are
coming to a close. Infant swimming .will end on Thurs. Dec.
7th. The last children's swimming lesson will be on Saturday,
Dec. 9th., and the adult lessons
will wrap up on Tues., Dec. 5th.
All of these programs will commence again in the new year.
The dates and times for the
second session of lessons, will be
in the first issue of The Lance in
January.
There is no limit to the enrollment in any of the classes,
and everyone is more than welcome to attend.
Two new events are planned
for the pool in the next term.
Co-ed inner-tube water polo will
begin in January. The league will
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run from Jan. to March. Start
rounding up your teams and
keep tuned for further information.
The Channel Swim will be
held again this year during the
month of March. The purpose of
this event is to swim as many
miles as possible in one month.
Awards will be given at the end
of the month to all the participants according to the total
miles swam.
The pool will be closed for
maintenance from Dec. 8th to
Jan . . 2nd. Regular pool hours
will resume again on Jan. 3rd.
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
Last week saw the St. Denis
gym buzzing with activity and
expectancy as people gathered
to initiate the beginning of another co-ed volleyball season.
The number of teams entered
totals 11 and these are divided
into an "A" and "B" division.
Division "A" looks highly
compet1t1ve
with
Woody's
Woodpeckers, Gallery Keggers,
Legal Beagles, H. K. Grads and
the Zeroes. If one is to choose a
likely winner out of this group,
Jimmy the Greek would probably lay odds on Woody's Woodpeckers, however dark horse candidates could be the multitalented Keggers and the veteran
laden H. K. Grads.
Division "B" is comprised of
six
teams.
Electa
Spikes,
Laurier/Cody,
6th Floor A's,
Lickerish Sticks, Stars and Tecumseh. Look to the Lickerish
Sticks to be favored to win this
division, they are the defending
champions from last year. Surprises in this division could come
from a determined Laurier/Cody
or Stars teams.
The regular season will con-

tinue on till the last day in January. Teams earn points towards
the 'Pizza' tournament during
~a son play, thus every game is
important toward final league
standing. If last Tuesday is to be
indicative of play during the
whole season, the fun and play
will be enjoyed by all.

INTRAMURAL HOCKEY
By Gerard Lavimodiere
In "A" league play last week,
the Plumbers surprised the Blues
with two quick goals but
couldn't hang on as the Blues
fought back to earn a tie. In the
other "A" game, the Screaming
Eagles led by Craig "Fox" Davison with a two goal performance
blasted Geography by a score of
8-0.
In "B" league play, the
Rockets got by the Flames 6-5.
The Rockets were paced by
Wally McFadden who scored
three goals on one shift. The
Bulls led by Gordie Vignault
with two goals handed rhe Red
Wings their fourth straight loss
by a score of 4-1. The Sabres'
Bill Lunderville again scored
their lone goal as they outskated
the Red Barons 1-0. The 69'ers
and Raccoon Lodge skated to a
4-4 draw. Bill Bondy got the hat
trick for the Raccoons and
Gregg Cranker got two of the
69'ers goals. Cody Sucks skated
by the Blades 3-1. The Candies
beat the Humkins 3-1 while
the Tecumseh Chiefs destroyed
Biology 6-0. Mark Thorburn got
the shutout and Brian Donaldson pocketed four goals for the
Chiefs.
Important Notice: There will
be a captains meeting Tuesday
December 5th at 5 :00 p.m. in
the intramural office.
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Results of This Week's Games
Screaming Eagles 8 Geography 0
Commerce 7 Plumbers 2
HOCKEY "B" DIVISION

Rockets
Racoon Lodge
Humkins
Bulls
Chiefs
Candies
Cody Sucks
Sabres
Blades
Red Barons
N.F.G.
Biology
69'ers
Flames
Red Wings
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Results of This Week's Games
Flames 5 Rockets 6
Bulls 4 Red Wings 1
Sabres 1 Red Barons 0
Racoon Lodge 4 69'ers 4
Cody Sucks 3 Blades 1
Candies 3 Humkins 1
Chiefs 6 Biology 0
University of Windsor Curling Club
Standings as of November 27, 1978
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Raccoon Lodge 61 Bombers 41
Commerce "A" 74 Spidermen 25
Brown Stars 79 Caribbean 46
Spidermen 37 Bombers 36
Commerce "A" 79 Humkin 34
BASKETBALL "B" DIVISION
GP
Division 1
4
Gallery
Sault
3
Gradkins
3
•3
Commerce "B"
Schmoes
3
Cody "B"
3
Division 2
Hog~ns Heroes
3
Vigalantes
3
Bullets
3
Electa
3
Bosum Buddies
3
Cody "A"
3
Division 3
Dave Clark 5
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4
Holy Hucks
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Basketball team falls in exhibition opene r
By Peter Nash

Costly turnovers and poor
foul shooting marred the opening performance of the Lancer
basketball team in a 82-79 loss
to Oakland University Wednesday night at St . Denis Hall.
With only seconds remaining
the Lancers held a one point
lead in the exhibition contest
but Oakland's Jim Rawlings and
Ted Harts combined on three
foul shot attempts to clinch the
victory .
"We had a horrible first half"
commented Lancer Head Coach
Paul Thomas . "This team needs
more poise. We committed an
awful lot of senseless fouls ."
Vince Landry and Stan Korosec both fouled out late in the
second half. Wayne Allison and
Jim Molyneux came close with
four foul shots a piece but managed to stay in the game.
Both teams came out cold
in the first half missini from the
outside as well as the foul line .

Windsor held the early lead but
by the five minute mark of the
first half Oakland tied the score
at 33.
Oakland went ahead on a pair
of free throws and held on to

take the lead until 37 seconds remained in the game. Windsor repeatedly turned the ball over on
the fast break as well as in the
back court when bringing the
ball up. The Lancers also lacked
in their ability to take advantage
of the bonus situation, missing
on three opportunities in a row .

Hogan - sparks fast break.

It looked as though the
second half would be dismal as
well but the Lancers managed
to stage a comeback late in the
game. Behind by 16 with 12
minutes to go, Landry and Koroscc combined for eight straight
points . Wayne Allison hit two
free throws, Brian Hogan got the
fast break back on it's feet and
the Lancers were behind by one.
Korosec brought the crowd
to it's feet with a slam dunk on
the fast break to give Windsor a
one point lead , 78-77. Oakland
had been trying to stall the last
minute of the game but an inspired Lancer defence stole the
ball three times in a row .
Unfortunately Windsor's aggressiveness didn 't pay off in the
end. Two fouls with onl y
seconds remaining gave Oakland
the opportunity they needed
and Windsor went down to defeat.
Although unhappy with Wednesday's
performance
Coach

Thomas was generally happy the
way the tea~ is develor,ing .
will be a gomg team, he said.
"This year we have the team to
go to the basket."
The Lancers return to the
United States in future play to

face Alabama and Arizon
~e team w~· :

"V:e Christn~as

competmg m the York Ch.
l'!!t
·
.
mas T ournament m Toran
Regular season play beto.
Saturday January 13th
Waterloo at St. Denis Hall.
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Controversial "artificial skipping stone".

Crusaders
By Daniel Sullivan

defeated

Last Friday at noon the
Winter Rules Committee of the
Stone Skipping and Gerplunking
Club of Mackinac Island held
their annual meeting at the Detroit Press Club.
.
The Stone Skipping and Gerplunking Club is a society of the
Unicorn Hunters (Questers) Ltd.
Each year, the day after (American) Thanksgiving, they meet in
Detroit to discuss the rules for
the upcoming July 4th stone
skippin g competitions. Though
this year ' s meeting dealt with
nothing as important as last
year's question of the use of arti ficial skipping stones in competition ( the artificial stones, by
the way are biodegradable),
there was some discussion of an
Affirmative Action program for
round stones. Round stones,
because they are not very good
at skipping, have difficulty getting into competition . It was de-

By Peter Nash

AKO was too much for the
Crusaders Wednesday night beat ing them 76-60. The junior varsity squad played well but their
lack of height gave AKO a distinct advantage.
Marty Ritzma managed 17
points for the Crusaders while ·
Henk Dykhuisen and Karl Morchuck combined for 10 points
apiece.
The first half was close , Windsor holding a one point lead
39-38 at half time. Rich Sands
rebounded well though he is
much shorter than the AKO forwards .
Windsor couldn't keep up the
pace in the second half , falling
behind by 10 with six minutes
remaining. Eventually the team
got exasperated, slipping to a
final 16 point deficit.
Coach Nick Grabowski notes
that "We have a young team.
Late in the game they lost their
poise . Once we have a few games
under our belts we'll be alot
:i
stronger."
The Crusaders

cided that a Ford Foundatioi
Grant would be applied for, an!
a scholarship fund set up for
round stones.
Most of the other discussio
c
dealt with Sauntering, anda
brief history of the sport ins
given by one of the speakm
For the more adventurous ofthe
members, a lecture was givenon
what to do on Mackinac Islan
d
during the winter . It was notd
that on occasion Unicorn tracks
can be found in the snow, but
that the only dependable winter
sport takes place in an establish
·
ment of dubious distinctio
n
known as the Mustang Bar.
The annual summer competit·
ion is held at the Grand Hotelon
Mackinac Island (it's pronounc·
ed Mackinaw , but as everyone
knows, until this century the
French alphabet had no W),and
this year's · competitors wil:
attempt to better the recordof
27 skips.

Hockey team drops
two against Mac
in weekend action

Lancerettes victorious
in volleyball tourney ·
By Peter Nash

The Lancerette
Volleyball
team competed in the Tri Tournament last weekend taking first
place honours against Toronto
and Brock .
Competition hasn't
tough this year with
league reallignment.
faces schools that are
ably weaker than tney
to facing.

been too
the new
Windsor
considerare used

Windsor had no trouble defeating the two eastern Ontario
schools but Coach Marg Prpich

wasn't satisfied with her team's
performance. "We are capable
of playing much better . but
sometimes the ·team1 starts to
slip due to lack of competition"
said Prpich.
Against Brock, the scoring
was as follows: 15-12, 15-3,
9-15, 16-4. Coach Prpich notes
that although the Lancerettes
won several of the games handily ,
they would sometimes start
playing lazily causing the opposition to make a comeback.
It was the same story against

Toronto, Windsor winning the
tnatch in four sets: 13-15, 15-2,
16-14, 15-4. Again the team
played with a lack of consistency.
"Overall I would have to say
that it was a poor team effort"
said Prpich. She added that "we
made a lot of basic mistakes."
The Lancerettes are now
done for the 1978 season. Play
will resume in the new year with
the Waterloo Invitational Tournament on January 12th and
13th . Regular league play continues on January 26th.

By Greg Reeds

Last weekend the Lancer
hockey team travelled to McMaster University to take on the
undefeated central division leading McMaster with identical 4-2
scores.
Coach Tyler described the
Marauders as being "Very big.
They like to intimidate." He also
noted that although they did
lose the Lancers put up two
good efforts.
Windsor almost earned a split
with strong play in the second
games last Sunday. Tyler mentioned that "we hit three goal
posts. in a row. Not just in one
period but on three consecutive
shots." Commenting on the
weekend's performance overall
Tyler said that "I'm disappointed that we lost but I think we

learned what it will take to vault
us into the playoffs."
The Lancers will have to
avoid the penalty box in order
to improvt: future play. They
played the final seven minutesof
Sunday's game shorthande d.
The losses leave the Lancers
with a 2-3 record putti ng thCl!l
in second spot among cencral
division teams. The Marauder!
hold first place.
.
In an attempt to regain the1r
early season play the Lancer!
host the Ryerson Rair.s th~
weekend in a back to back cwo
game series at Adie Knox Arena
.
The fir~t game will be at 8:1~
Saturday night with the secon
game on Sunday at 3: 15. ThCSC
are the last two games before the
winter break. The team would
appreciate your support .

I
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By Peter Nash

where many students have their
afternoon classes.

Five per cent of eligible stuChamney noted that part of
dents decided to vote in a refer' the problem was due to a lack of
endum, held on November 29,
advertising. "We thought that
on the future of a Science and
SAC was responsible for the adMath society. Only 20 people,
vertising but we found out later
from a voting list of 383 stu- that all they had to do was set
dents, cast their ballots .
up some small posters."
THE

UNIVERSITY

OF WINDSOR

"It just plain wasn't enough
people," said Dan Chamney,
Science and Math rep. "There's
no specific number we must
have, but there must be a better
showing."

Polls were set up in the University Centre, the Math Building, Memorial and Essex Halls
but not in the Biology Building,·

According

to SAC by-laws,

25 per cent of a faculty's stu-

dents can petition to form a society.
In this case, the petition drive
was done in early October and
many students had forgotten
about it when the referendum
came up last week.
Another referendum is being
scheduled for early in 1979.

University enrollment down
ByPaulChernish
According to statistics released by the Ministry of Colleges
and Universities, the university
degree isn't as important to students as it once was.
Figures show that more high
school graduates are opting for a
community college education as
opposed to one supplied by a
university. Overall, universities
across Ontario have experienced
a decline in enrollment of 2.9
per cent, whtl colleges have
shown an increase of 5 .1 per
cent. These statistics pertain to
the change in enrollment between the 1977-78 and 1978-79
academic years.
The University of Windsor,
with a decrease of 10.4 percent,
is_third on the list of highest enrollment drops, topped only by
Brock with 12 per cent and
Trent with a decline of 11. 3 per
cent.
Mr. Frank Smith, the Univer-

I
I
I

sity of Windsor's Registrar,
pointed out that the undergraduate enrollment situation in Windsor does not show signs of improvement.
"Seventy-eight per cent of
the students enrolled at this university are from the immediate
tri-county
area.
Projections
made to the year 1984, point to
a decline in enrollment of these
students in the area of 20 per
cent."
Smith contends that the projections are usually correct and
if they are, it could mean that
there will only be about 5,000
full-time students attending this
university in the year 1984. As
of now, there are 6,058 full-time
students registered at the university.
Even though Ontario universities are losing students, the
community colleges are gaining
in registration. Smith believes
that the reason for this turn-

about is the decrease in popularity of the B.A.
"People now perceive that at
a community college you get a
ready-made job," said Smith,
"and that as you leave the college you become 'certified for
employment'."
Even though there is a provincial-wide projection for a
steady decrease in enrollment,
there might be a bright spot for
pot ential university students in
the near future. Smith cited an
economic theory that envisions
an "employment crisis" occurring within the next eight years,
in which there will be more jobs
than employees. If this theory
becomes reality, the university
enrollment problem might be
alleviated.
Financial woes would also
have to be considered, if enrollment declines. Both the ad-

cont'd on pg. 2
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John Siddall as 01' Saint Nick and Al Destro as his helper, managed
to brighten up Electa Hall's <llristmas party last Saturday.

Ontario awards officers complain about OSAP

ByDan Sullivan
The problems that
have
plagued the 1978-79 Ontario
Student Assistance Program will
probably
continue
through
1979-80, and Ontario's awards
officers
aren't
particularly
pleased about the situation.
That's the sentiment of a letter by the chairman of The Association of Student Awards Officers of Ontario, David Butler,
~o Bette Stephenson, the min~ter of Colleges and Universities. Mr. Butler expressed deep
concern, on behalf of Ontario's
awards officers, about "the
sorrystate" of this year's OSAP,
~d "growing unease about what
will happen to the program"
next year.
Many students are well aware
of OSAP's troubles, because a
good number of awards were delayed. At the University of
w·mdsor 12 -per cent of the
:sessments are not through yet.
utler's letter stated that "more
than seventy thousand students
rely on the funds provided

attend
to
OSAP
through
classes."
The problems are mainly the
result of the introduction of
new OSAP policies and a concomitant computer-based support system. According to Butler, the "1978 Ontario Student
Assistance Program has been
fraught with so many delays,
programming failures, errors, inexcusable
back logs, policy
changes and so forth, that
awards officers have generally
lost all faith in the Ministry" and
are "discouraged to the point of
no longer believing what we are
doing is even worth the effort."
Butler catalogued some of the
problems which he blamed chiefly on the Ministry, such as the
consulting firm of Stevenson and
Kellogg Limited, who wrote the
computer support program, and
Dr. Harry Parrott, who held Dr.
Stephenson's portfolio until earlier this year.
The University of Windsor's
awards officer, Marie Renaud,
said that students here were very

patient and understanding, and
that while Butler's letter mentioned awards officers being
victims of student abuse, she had
suffered little abuse herself. She
said that the last part of the letter, which says, among other
things, that awards officers are
"tired of seeing students made
to suffer because of inadequate
Ministry planning and management", is the most accurate.
Dr. Stephenson's response to
the letter came in the legislature
on Thursday. She said that complaints of delays and inaccurate
awards . were well founded and
that the situation would have
been worse, if not for the work
of the awards officers.
She blamed the problems on
a system malfunction caused by
an unusual combination of circumstances that occurred last
August.
Dr. Stephenson expressed regret about the delays and confusion and promised that she
would try to ensure that next
year's OSAP has less troubles.

Dave Cooke the NOP Critic
for Colleges and Universities,
(MPP from Windsor-Riverside),
was quick to respond to the Minister's statements. Cooke said
that he raised the issue with Dr.
Stephenson two and a half
months ago, and that many
awards officers had told her predecessor Dr. Parrot, that the
Ministry was not prepared to implement the new program this
year.
Cooke said that although she
claims to have only discovered
the complaints through Mr. Butler's letter, the "Minister clearly
neglected to investigate complaints raised in the legislature,
time and time again".
Cooke concluded by saying
that "for some reason, the Minister was not communicating
with her top civil servants and,
therefore, did not know about
the disasterous problems with
OSAP. This indicates that there
must be serious administration
problems within the Ministry of
Colleges and Universities".
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Waterloo students oust the chevron
By Dave Powis

Students at the University of
Waterloo have overwhelmingly
rejected the chevron as their official student newspaper. The
referendum appears to cap a
long-running feud between the
paper and the Federation of Students.
The voters had to decide on
whether to retain the chevron as
the official student newspaper
and keep its current office space
and studem levy.
Eighty per cent of the votes
tallied, called for the paper's disenfranchisement. Waterloo undergraduates voted 4,051 to 786
in favor of ousting ' the paper
while the graduates voted to
keep the chevron, by a margin of
132 to 122. The voter turnout
of 39. 7 3 per cent was the largest
m the university's history.
For three years now, the student government and the paper
have been fighting. At one time,
the Federation attempted to
lock the chevron staff out of the
offices. Staffers were forced to

barricade themselves in those offices to prevent the Federation
from carrying Ol!t its plans.
Charges of intimidation by
both sides resulted in a Canadian
University Press (CUP) commission. The commission's report
found both sides guilty of violating the CUP Statement of Principles.
As the report was being completed, the Engineering Society
at Waterloo began a petition
drive to have the chevron disenfranchised. That drive culminated in the referendum, held
November 30.
On Sunday, the Federation of
•
Students met to ratify the students' decision. The council
moved that the chevron would
no longer be the official student
newspaper and that the paper
would be served with an eviction
notice, effective January 1. The
Federation will also send a letter
to Burt Matthews, President of
the University of Waterloo, asking him to hold student funds
ticketed for the chevron.
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Members of the chevron staff at last month's ORCUP con erence.

"If I get my way, the chevron
is not going to leave this campus
with a red cent, and I do mean
red, of the students' money,"
said Rick Smit, the Federation
president. Smit was alluding to
charges that control of the chevron's editorial policy was in the

hands of members of the AntiImperialist Alliance (AIA), a
branch of the Communist Party
of Canada - Marxist-Leninist.
Staff members have chosen to
continue efforts to publish and
serve the students. Larry Hannartt, a staff member, said that

the chevron will ask for office
space, just like any other campus
organization.
Smit told The Lance that The
Imprint, another campus newspaper, is preparing a petition,
asking for recognition as the official student newspaper.
CUP president John Wilson
agrees that it's likely that The
Imprint will ask for membership.·
That could raise the question of
having two CUP papers on one
campus. With "a lot of hostilityI
towards the chevron coming
from the big Ontario papers",
it's possible that the chevron
could be decertified at the up·
coming national conference.
Wilson's concern is for the
"dangerous precedent" wherea
faction (like the engineering soc·
iety at Waterloo) can attack a
paper. "I don't want to see the
chevron turfed out just because
the Engineering Society engin·
eered the referendum," saidWilson.
The vote didn't surprise mem·
hers of CUP's national office.
"We knew the chevron was
having
problems
on their
campus," said Wilson.
1

Enrollment
drops
cont'd from pg. 1
ministration and the Students'
Administrative Council would
suffer money problems. Smith
said that the only solution for
the administration would be to
either increase student tuition or
cut costs.
In regards to SAC, Emmanuel
Biundo, vice-president, finance,
feels that SAC funds would be
extremely tight.
"Whoever is treasurer will
find it necessary to somehowI
find ways of making moreI
money for SAC or increase stu·
dent fees," said Biundo. "There!
will have to be a great deal of.
cost-cutting."
SAC is already in the process
of instigating a referendum for
the purpose of increasing stu·
dent fees by ten dollars.
1
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Barman sheds light on pub situation
ByPaul Cherni.sh .
.
The following interview was
conducted by Paul Chernish,
'th Rob Hargrove, a pub emwltyee. The Lance will be
poblishing a series o f s1m
· iiar
~ks with campus personalities
in the future.

Lance: How do you think the
pub is being run right now?
Hargrove: There has been a
major turnover of personel in

the pub. We have a new manager
and a new assistant manager. All
of the staff are part-time employees so it's not professional,
it's part-time. With part-time
work, maybe you don't get the
calibre you might expect at the
Royal Hilton. Both Mark and
Harold, the two full-time bartenders, are working on their
master's.

Lance:

Do you,

the staff.

think you are doing a good Job?
Hargrove: It's getting better.
As I said, there are a lot of green
people, people that have never
waited on people before, and it
takes time. The management
is new and that takes time as
well.
Lance: Do you think it is
right for pub employees, to have
the power to switch off Cf AM in
the pub, in order to pipe in an
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By Dave Powis
"From what I've seen of
SAC, there hasn't been much
done about the external affairs,"
said Geoff Hunter, chief electoral officer. Hunter, addressing
members at Thursday's SAC
meeting, spoke of his intention
of expanding SAC's horizons in
that direction.
Gordon Browning and Hunter
are applying for the job of Presidential Aide, a position left vacant by the resignation of ·Gary
Well&. Because
Browning
couldn't attend the meeting, the
election of a new presidential
aide was tabled until the next
sess10n.
The SAC also welcomed a
new member, Diana Owen, the
Education Faculty Society President. Owen's late arrival was due
to the fact that the Education
Faculty doesn't hold its elections until October. Prior to the
SAC meeting, the Board of Directors passed a special resolution, naming Owen as a member
of the corporation.
Elections to the four subcommittees, created by the recent amendments to the SAC
by-laws, were
held.
Steve
Roberts, Dan Chamney and
Keith Nelson were named to the
By-law Review
Committee.
Elected to the Long Term Planning Committee
were Rob
Katzman, Brian Byrne, Geoff Ellis and Brenda McLister. ·selected to the Cost of Living Allow-

ance (COLA) were Richard Krysiak, James Snow and Byrne.
Members of the Society Review
Committee include Rodney Herring, Katzman and Snow. As
vice-president,
finance,
Emmanuel Biundo is a member of
the Long Term Planning Society
and Review Committees. A motion by the council prevented
members of the By-Law Review
Committee from sitting on the
other committees.
The Council also accepted an
opmton survey, prepared by
Brian Byrne, on The Gallery and
CJAM.During the summer, the
Board
of
Directors
had
authorized this survey.
Doug Smith, vice-president,
secretary, announced that Cal
Bernachi, Karen Price and James
Snow had been sent registered
letters, informing them of their
attendence problems. Under the
rules
governing
attendence,
members can be expelled if they
miss three meetings in a row, or
four overall. Both Price and
Snow have missed the last two
meetings while Bernachi has
missed five sessions. Price explained that she couldn't attend
Thursday meetings because of a
scheduling conflict. Diana Owen
said that the Education Faculty
rep couldn't make Thursday
meetings
because
of
that
faculty's timetable. A decision
on this matter has been tabled
until the next meeting. In the
meantime, further letters will

not be sent out.
Emmanuel Biundo told the
council that Steve Black, manager of Touche Ross, had presented a bid of $4,500, some
$1,500 lower than their original
proposal. However, this bid was
contingent on several conditions,
these being no special deadlines
for the completion of the auditing and no staff changes during
this fiscal year. Council moved
that Biundo seek out other bids,
in the hopes of getting a lower
auditing fee. Biundo also announced that SAC had $8,083
on hand.
Geoff Hunter also reported
on the "disappointing" turnout
for the Science and Math referendum. Only 20 students, 15
for, five against, had voted on
whether to form a Science and
Math Society. "I'd recommend
to council, not to accept the
positive results," said Hunter,
"because of the insignificant
statistics." Hunter, who felt
"badly" about the turnout, beiieves the cost ($4.50) of society
membership should have been
made clear to the students. The
council approved of a by-law
amendment at its last meeting,
specifying that each society
member pay a minimum $4.50
society membership fee. Because
Science and Math rep Dan
Chamney has challenged .the
legality of the amendment, SAC
decided to postpone a decision
until it can get a legal opinion.

American rock station?
Hargrove: I would say that
it's right, provided that the feelings of the majority of the people in the audience are as sud{. I
have heard complaints both
ways. It is whatever the majority
of the people down there want
and I think that's what you have
to consider.

Lance: Have you noticed a
downward trend in the quality
of pub bands in the last three
years?
Hargrove: There has only
been one group down there this
year (that I didn't like) and it
was through no fault of there
own, it being their style of
music. They were into jazz fusion or something. We had them
here the second week or so and
it was disastrous.

Lance: I've noticed with my
five years of experience here,
that the pub used to be packed
almost six days a week, for the
first couple of years. Do you
think that the downward trend
of attendance is because of
apathy or maybe the quality of
the bands?
Hargrove: It has, in part, to
do with some of the publicity
we've been getting in The Lance.
It also has to do with the fact

that enrollment is down. I don't
see what ap~thy has to do with
people seeking a good time.

Lance: There is a rumour that
the pub is going to purchase a
giant TV screen. Do you think
this will help business?
Hargrove: I think it would.
You've got three nights a week
with football and hockey. A lot
of people go to Sid's (Whale's)
Bridge House. It's packed almost
every night of the week.

Lance: Do you think that the
pub could ever be changed into
a place like the Dominion House
or Syd's, which attract a lot of
college students?
Hargrove: The pub is a very
big room. If the place isn't full,
you feel like you 're on display.
The DH is intimate and smaller.
Syd's is the same way. There are
no bands playing, so you can always talk. That's why people go
to those places.
Lance: Do you think the pub
is being managed as well as it
was last year?
Hargrove: I can't answer that.
Lance: Anything you'd like
to add?
Hargrove: There should be
more understanding on the part
of the clientele Also, I think
we've got to work a little harder.
Service could be improved.
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Christnias?

By Tony Woloszyn
What is Christmas? Some
people love it and some people
despise it. I wonder why? I
thought it was a time to rejoice
and be merry. Jesus Christ, our
Saviour, was born on this day.
Isn't that enough to be happy
about?
Oh, yes, I forgot, some people don't look at it that way.
Some feel it's a time to go into
debt buying gifts and putting
their "I love everybody" masks
on for display. But why feel
that way? I'm sure Jesus
wouldn •c"
have wanted His birthday celebrat~sl. in this fashion.

The spirit of Christmas comes
from the soul, to be spiritually
content in that there is still hope
for mankind. Christmas does not
mean forcing yourself to be
happy until the celebrations are
over. If you have to do that,
then you've missed the whole
purpose of Christmas.
Jesus was born on Christmas.
He is the Son of God. He stood
for all good things and He died
on the cross for us. He's also
coming back. Back to fix this
goddamned, corrupt world of
sinners that we live in. Now isn'.t
that worth feeling good about?
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ByMike Taylor
Everyone over the age of ten
must have a favourite photograph. One of your dog, your
parents or members of the faculty caught in a compromising
position. It could win you the
a~~iration of your peers, recognition in your community or a
contemp of court conviction, if
you don't reveal your source.
It can also mean $100.00 in
prizes.
One hundred bucks? Why, it's
the Lancer Photo Contest, spon,ored by The Lancer Photocaphy Club and several Windsor
area camera stores.
The idea behind the competition is twofold. First the

club would like to make people
aware that such an organization
exists and, secondly, recruit new
members for the coming term.
Most people on campus are uifaware of the club's facilities,
located in Electa Hall's basement
or the benefits that any amateur
might gain in consorting with
these would-be professionals.
"No, don't give them the idea
we're professionals who constantly drone on about F-stops,
ecktachrome and shutter speed,"
said Steve Newman, the club's
president. "The idea behind it is
to stir up interest in photography".
This year's executive seems to
have a drive to succeed in their

initial photo contest.
"The nucleus of the club is
there," said Newman, "bu·t more
members are needed to make it
more than just communal darkroom facilities."
In addition to the club's facilities, members receive discounts

on all photographic equipment
from several Windsor equipment
stores.
Contest rules ;i.re simple: no
professionals are eligible and
black and white prints are accepted. The deadline for submissions is January 8, 1979. Of-

ficial entry blanks are available
at the University Centre desk.
Club membership fees are $5,
entitling members to all of the
listed benefits. In addition,
group outings and photo sessions
will be organized soon.
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ALL FEES ARE DUE DURING
t
THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES IN JANUARY
I
t If you are not redeving an OSPPgrant cheque, avoid line-ups I'
t and unnecessary delays by forwarding a dleque (Post dated not I
hater than January 5. 1979)as soon as you receive your statemen~
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in December.
The cashier's office will be located in the Assumption Lounge
beginning January 3rd through 5th from 9 am to 4pm.
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:

Late payment penalties begin January 8th, 19i9.
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People have varying opm10ns. It's that time of
year again when we up here in The Lance get stuck
with attempting to write colourful, emotional, tearjerking editorials about Christmas. This is the time
of year when people start tossing around ideas
about what is the true flavour of Christmas. To be
perfectly honest, we can't say because we've never
tasted the stuff. A few of us think we know what
Chirstmas is and isn't all about, so read on, maybe
you'll agree.

Forcing a total personality change.

That little kid of a relative getting a kick out of seeing your eyes light up when you open your present.

Lance staff parties.
Plastic mistletoe.

Not relying on television for company or entertainment.

Working on the evening of the 24th.

Honestly doing things out of love and not obligat1on.

Laughing 'cause Uncle Harry threw-up his vodka.

Non-Christians feeling the same warmth as Christians because of the goodwill.

Going to church because you have to.
What Christmas isn't

What Christmas is.

The Ronco Egg-shaker.

Being able to look your parents straight in the eyes.

Penny Dupont.

Seeing why the Salvation Army people are really
there.

McDonald's gift certificates.
Deciding on that perfect gift.

~ The celluloid smell of a fake tree.

Ji

~ One little kid trying to sing a carol by himself just
for the bucks.

a
~

Rolling on the living room rug, getting picked by
the Christmas tree needles and loving it.
Seeing your complete bloodline, if just for the one
day.

~ Boxing Day sales.

Hearing Silent Night being sung in another language
and still getting the same feeling. ·

1·

Well, there are probably a lot of things you could
add to this list. Funny, but this Christmas issue of
The Lance is probably the best so far this year. I

1
1

think I know why.
To all of our readers, be you loyal or not (it really doesn't matter), have a very Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year, and make sure all the love that
you show during this holiday season comes from the
inside. See you next year!

Ch .
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By Ed McMahon
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LetLeRs ......... .
Aflletters to the Editor must be
typed, double-spaced and 500
rds or less. They must be
:;ed, and have a valid student
number and phone number included. All letters which are
deemed by the Editor to be
slanderous or in conflict with
libel laws will not be printed.
The.deadline for submissions of
letters to the Editor is Tuesday,
at 3 p.m.
Dear Sir:
Fire the manager of food services. There is a growing number
of students echoing this sentiment. Here are some of the reasons. A student was charged ten
cents for a glass of hot water.
She did not pay. 1 have had five
incidents resulting in five very
unpleasant meals. The incidents
were petty and most of them involved the manage!', Derek. His
attitude was despicable. Another
student, discontent with the ser-

vices, suggested overturning the
trays before paying for the food.
The extremity . of this measure
reflects the hostility that he
feels towards the bureaucratic
attitude adopted by the manager
towards the students.
The list of legitimate complaints that I have heard from students, who resent the way food
services in Vanier is being operated, would be too long to outline. The buck lies somewhere.
It is with the manager. Fire the
manager.
The people who echo this refrain, believe as I do, that the
attitude of the serving staff is
ultimately attributable
to the
martager. Instead of demoting
Dee, who was the supervisor,
and who is now threatened with
lay-off, fire the manager.
Butter costs five cents, water
is ten cents, and bacon 25 cents.
If you were to hold a function

AS YOUSEE IT
on campus and required coffee,
it would cost you 40 cents a
cup. An off-campus coffee supplier pnJ1ides coffee for 6.8
cents per cup. l 'ire the manager.
He is the one who is responsible
for effecting these prices against
the student.
If I were the only one making
these complaints, I would not
have written this, but I am not
the only one who resents being
abused. Most of the . students
that I have talked with, dislike
the operation and the attitude
adopted by the manager. The
comments that I have heard
about him range from fascist to
bureaucratic. Fire the manager
instead of laying-off Dee. We
have paid our money. We expect
better.
Fire the manager as
starters and we may get better.
Yours truly,
Arnold Rapps

Legal Aid

By Dave Powis

This Week's Question: What are
your New Year's resolutions?
Photos by Heidi Pammer

Anastasia Timakis, Third Year,
Communications Studies:
"Getting rid of the 'baby' and
trying to study harder."

Linda McKay, Professor, Home
Economics,
"To be as happy as I possibly
can."

Drivers take warning!
ByJay Armeland
Since automobiles and alcohol play a big . part in the life of a university student, the topic of Motor
Vehicle Law was considered appropriate. The ton tents of this article, however, should not be used in a
legal argument as the student is urged to contact a lawyer if he or she is in trouble. The following article
is based on information obtained from the Community Law Program.
There are two levels of government in Canada which le6 islate in regard to driving. The .federal goi•emment primarily concerns itself with what we call "criminal driving offences," which are contained in
Canada's Criminal Code. The Province also regulates drivers and its major piece of legislation, the I I 1ghway Traffic Act, is much broader in scope.

CriminalDriving Offences
There are three main alcohol-related driving offences. All three are contained in the Criminal Code
and, thus, a conviction on any one of these charges will give you a criminal record. The three offences
are:
1) exceeding 80 milligrams of alcohol per 100 millilitres of blood - this is commonly referred to as
"blowing over .08."
2) driving while your ability to drive is impaired by either alcohol or drug.
3) refusal to provide a breath sample when requested by the police.
If a police officer believes that you are impaired or have more than 80 milligrams of alcohol per 100
millilitres of blood in your body, he may demand a breath sample.
Usually, you are taken down to the police station to a special room where the tests are made. They
will then warm up the machine and test it. At this time, they may flick the lights on and off to sec how
reactive your pupils are to light. This is done in case the reading is too low and they need other evidence
of your impairment. Beware of this, and request the police not to do it because your eyes are sore or
sensitive. Another test used to determine impairment is the ability to sit and to walk straight. Breathalyzer'tests must be obtained within two hours of the time you were driving and are invalid if not within
this tirne·period.
The second alcohol-related driving offence is driving while your ability to drive is impaired. This ofc
fence is not nearly as precisely defined as blowing over .08 . Since the area is not as well defined, it is probably easier to get a conviction.
The following are two suggestions regarding impaired driving:
1) If you have any doubt about your state of impairment, then don't drive.
2) If you are stopped by the police, then co-operate and be polite, but do not admit impairment. The
policeman has a great amount of discretion when deciding to lay a charge, so antagonizing him will not
help your cause any.
Unlike blowing over .08, which is a strictly alcohol-related offence, impaired driving can be a result of
consuming alcohol or drugs or both. Things as simple as Contac C with a few beers, can produce an im-'
pairment sufficient for conviction.
The offence of impairment applies if you are in the care and control of an automobile while impaired.
Once you occupy the driver's seat you are presu17!ed to be in the care and control of an automobile. So
eve_nwhen you realize that you are impaired and just want to sleep it off, don't put the keys in the ignition to listen to the radio and don't sit behind the wheel to relax. Lay down in the back scat. When
you sit behind the wheel, the responsibility for proving that you were not in the care and control of the
automobile rests on you. So remember, you can be convicted of impaired driving even though you arc
not driving.
.
A good defense to an impaired driving charge would be to prove that .the impairment was sudden and
not your fault. The classic case of this is when a doctor gives you a powerful inJcction but doesn't warn
you of its impairing effects. This defense is strictly interpreted, though, and rarely applicable.
!he third alcohol-related offense is refusal to give a breath sample without a lawful excuse. You are
enutled to contact your lawyer before deciding whether to comply with the request for a breath sample.
If not allowed to contact your lawyer, this would usually be a reasonable lawful excus~ for refusing J
to give a breath sample. If you give the sample, and subsequently find out that you didn't legally need
to, then the police have the results and they can be used against you in court. Requesting a lawyer can't
be used as a delaying tactic to invalidate the test results. Your lawyer must be available for consultat' ton within the two hour limit or requesting your lawyer would be considered unreasonable.
This charge is usually brought against people who arc. mistaken about thc1r rights. It is easy to understand how a person, mistaken about his or her rights, may be charged with failing to give a brcathalyzcr wit!10ut a reasonable excuse. So before you decide to refuse to give a breath sample, remember, I
You can still ~;c convicted of dnving while impaired, in addition to refusing to give one. In that case, you:
could need!~ssly bring another conviction upon yourself. The penalty for refusal to give a sample is
usually higher than the penalty for exceeding the brcathalyzcr.
, If students arc in need of advice, they arc welcome to come to the Student Legal Aid Society, located
in the basement of the Law School or to the Legal Assistance of Windsor office, located at the corner of
Wvandottc and Pelissier.

Carol Billinghurst, Second Year,
Communications Studies,
"To earn more money,
job I want."

find a

Mark Lamon, First Year, Communications Studies:
"I hope to redeem the gh st of
semester past."

'

Margaret Chan, First Year, Social Science,
"I plan to study harder. That's
the most important thing."

Andy Vernon, Third Year, Geography,
"If I tell you now, it won't make
a difference because I'll probably forget it after 'cw Year's

Third Year, Econo·

"A girl with boots, and if you
call me later, I'll show you th
heel marks."
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Hiatus House: Shelters abused wives
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
"What did I do to deserve
it?" asks the wife, who has just
been the victim of an assault by
her husband .
This is the question that most
counsellors encounter at Hiatus
House, an emergency shelter for
battered women and their children, situated at 644 California
Avenue.
For these women, violence
has become a fact of life . In asking the question, the implication
is that they deserve what they
get. For years, they've heard
comments like, "you 're stupid,
you're fat, you're a lousy cook
and you're no good". Before
long, their self-esteem has diminished to the point that they believe what they hear.
Most have been immobilized
by a reluctance to reveal the
abuse to family, friends, medical
and social agencies, legal and police personnel and members of
the clergy. This is especially true
of
middle
and upper-class
women, who fear the social
stigma attached to wife abuse.

'Break in
the circle'
Hiatus is a mathematical term
me3.ning "break in the circle".
Hiatus House is attempting to
break this cycle of family violence. o"pen to women who have
suffered physical abuse or who
have reasonable apprehension of
receiving such physical abuse,

and who need to leave home
with their children, it operates
on a 24-hour-a-day basis, with
eight full-time staff and 20 volunteers (many from the university) . It offers an environment where a woman can come
with her children to make a dec1s10n about her future and
family.
When she arrive&(most are referred by Children's Aid, welfare, police, hospitals,
and
friends at the rate of 30 per
month), she is often angry and
hurting. The counsellor does not
give advice but rather attempts
to divert her self-destructive
anger into positive channels, by
laying the situation on the line
in an honest and open way. The
available alternatives are presented but the decision, in the
end, is hers . However, the staff
is supportive .
Although the difficulties encountered in leaving a home and
partner, taking the children and
trying to obtain financial and
emotional support, as well as
housing, are enormous, 5 5 per
cent of the women who come to
Hiatus House, leave to re-establish single parent families.
Some go back to the same
family setting with joint marital
counselling provided by a staff
social worker. This non-residential program provides crisis-intervention services, counselling and
follow-up services for discharged
residential families.
Others return to their hus-

bands in an unplanned, chaotic
way, knowing that they will get
battered again. The re-admission
rate , since the opening in Jul y,
1976, has been 17 per cent .
Counsellors feel it 's import ant to examine the husband 's
role in these situations. He is as
much a victim as an aggressor, in
some respects. In many cases,
he's an alcoholic, a drug addict,
under great stress at work or is
unemployed. Full of anxieties ,
he comes home in a hostile
frame of mind and takes it out
on his wife. In some cases, there
has been a history of abuse in
the family . Spouses may have
had fathers who beat them .
Lack of communication skills
contribute to the problem. The
woman cannot retaliate with a
logical argument or on the basis
of physical strength. The final
act of violence in this scenario
may occur when she strikes back
in the only effective way - with a
weapon - iRflicting serious injury or death.
Most husbands develop a
good relationship with the counsellor involved. The men are
genuinely
concerned
about
themselves, their wives and parparticularly their children (few
wife-abusers batter their kids).
They want to talk and tell their
side of the story. Some yell and
a few threaten to take their families out of the house. Security is
strict and no one is allowed into
the house without an appointment and identification. Any

deviation from this rule, results
in a call to the police who are
very supportive and who arrive
quickly .
Confidentiality is also firmly
adhered to .. Under no circumstances, does a counsellor give
out information about a resident
to anyone, without the consent
of that resident.

New Family
Reform Act
The new Family Keform Act
has granted women more protection than ever. A woman can
obtain an ex parte restraining
order, keeping her husband from
harassing her before they go to
court . It also gives her interim
custody fo the children . An ex
parte order for possession of the
part order for possession of the
temporarily vacate the premises
until th.: court proceedings. In
practice, this law gives the police
a tool to work with, in obtaining
compliance from the husband.
The present Hiatus House can
only accommodate nine people,
not enough to meet the demand
for service from the community.
From July 1977 to July 1978,
of the 3 34 women referred from
the Windsor-Essex community,
only 96 could be admitted
(along with 182 children). The
average stay was 13 days. With
these figures indicating the need
for expanded facilities, and because of the efforts of Executive Director, Donna Miller, the

Foreign students at Xmas

Windsor City Council was con.
vinced of this need and picked
up the Hiatus House debt, this
facilitated United Way memberagency status and permanent
funding . As a result, Hiatus
House will move in February,
1979 to a 24 -bed home at 694
Victoria Avenue.
The number of permanent\
staff will remain the same but
more volunteers will be needed.
. With
Christmas
coming,
various charitable agencies in
town will donate pre-wrapped
gifts for women and children of
all ages. (These agencies, the
·salvation Army, St. Vincent·
de-Paul, and the Nearly New
Shop, are great supporters of
Hiatus House all year long, giving clothes and furniture to
women in need). The counsellors
try to make Christmas a happy
celebration at the House, with a
tree and gifts and a turkey
dinner, but in the past it has
proved to be their slackest
period. Women have difficulty in
taking their children out of the
home when Santa Claus is coming, even if they have been battered one day before.
"You want to laugh with her,
cry with her, and get ecstatic
when something good happens
for her," said Fran Vinga, a
counsellor, "but you have to be
able to divorce yourself from it
when you go home. Otherwise,
you will end up craty."

,

Campus residences aren't a substitute for home
By Desiree Acton
Brian Alexander is lucky. Unlike most foreign students, Brian
will be able to fly home to the
Barbados for Christmas. For
other students, things just aren't
that simple. Many of them will
be spending the Christmas holidays right here on the Univer-

sity of Windsor campus.
For Gary Tenn, the main obstacle in flying home to Jamaica
is the high cost of air fares. He's
gone home in previous years but
this year, he just can't afford it.
Instead, he plans to spend the
holidays working on a school
project.

Loan Remission
1978-79
Applications for Loan Remission are now available.
If you are eligible for Loan Remission, you
may receive a personalized, pre-printed
application, mailed to your permanent address.
If you have not received your Loan Remission
application by January 2, 1979, contact the
Student Awards Office at your institution.
You may qualify for Loan Remission, if:
• you have completed eight or more terms of
full-time post-secondary study, or
• you a~eassessed as a Group B student
under the Canada and Ontario Student
Loans Plans, but a Group A student* under
the grant plan.

Christmas celebrations. Accord:
ing to Ikwuoma, some have already
been
placed.
Mrs..
Germaine Marentette, the ISO's
secretary told The Lance that
several families have called in ex·
pressing the desire to take a stu·
dent into their homes for the
holidays.
Even though parties are being
arranged, there won't be much
to do for those students left be·
hind during the holidays. The
Leddy Library, computer centre,
University Centre, and Human
Kinetics building will be closed.
Unfortunately, because many
students can't afford to go out,
they will be spending the Christ·
mas season doing homework,
catching up on their sleep and
watching television .
Ed. Note: If any family
would like to take a foreign stu·
dent into their home for the
holiday season, please call the
ISO office, 253_-3801, or 253·
42 32, Ext. 687.

Tbe
SAC o.,:.,:ice
Will Be CJoseo FRorn Dec .. 15/78
Un-tiJ JanaaRy
3, 1979
-i=OR

·see OSAP literature for definitions

Ministry of
Colleges and
Universities
Ontario
Hon. Bette Stephenson, M.O., Minister
Dr. J. Gordon Parr, Deputy Minister

enough to have friends or relaAlthough money, or the lack
of it, is the reason why most stutives nearby. Several have ex dents aren't going home, some
pressed an interest in seeing
couldn't go home even if they
something organized. SAC presicould afford it. Two foreign .student Gino Piazza said he was
dents, from Taiwan anu Hong
considering sponsoring a dance
Kong, can't go home because
in Vanier for those left on
they would be unable to re-enter
campus. He said that he would
Canada. Both would be forced
welcome responses to this proto re-apply for student visas via
posal. If the reaction is great
the Canadian consulate in Hong
enough, the dance will be staged.
Kong. By the time the paperOther organizations are makwork would be done, the term
ing plans as well. The Internatwould be half over. One of the
ional Students' Organization's
students hasn't seen his parents
executive are holding a meetin five years.
ing tomorrow at noon in the
However, a Canadian ChristISO office, to discuss tentative
mas isn't necessarily a lonely • plans for a Christmas dinner,
one. Annie Neophytou, a Ghana
cooked by the students. Mrs.
student in preliminary year, is
Alice Hsieh, president of the
spending Christmas with her
Taiwanese Students'
Society,
aunt in Kitchener. Lisa Ahloy
said she is hoping to organize . a
plans to visit friends in Michigan.
party to be held after exams. lka
This is Ms. Ahloy's fourth
Ikwuoma, president of the AfriChristmas away from her home
can Students' Society, said that
in Venezuela. Neither of the girls
his club, in conjunction with St.
seemed upset at not being able
Clair College, is trying to arrange
to spend the holidays at home.
for Canadian families to take in
Many students aren't lucky
some African students for the

....
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CbRis-trnas Holioays ..
DRag Cbeqaes
st.1oalo be pickeo ap pRioR -to
DecernbeR 15, 1978 ..
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Rise up in arms, ye hearty Canucks
ByToulouse LeMoose,
J eameron Cabbagetown
GreatLumbering Buffalo
II fl fl I
ATTENTION fl........
.
To arms, all ye brave but
retched Canadians and rally
w
h
. .
'round our flag. T e vicious
hounds of imperialism are snaping at our heels. Vivre ce n 'est
p
,
. I F
pas respirer, c est ag1r. orgotten but not gone, the PCCCCC,
lik~ the flaming chimera has
arisenfrom its ashes.
The Provisional Canadian
Committee of Canadians for a
Canadian Canada (Chapais Cell)
has again raised its righteous fist
against the new-imperialistic
hobnoberry
of
upper-crust
America. No longer will we
allow this country to play the
part of a contrite and teasing
tart, slowly selling the collective
milk of our personhood to the
syphilitically-ravaged
cultural
asshole of North America. We
follow the lead of all brave Canadians, such as Joshua Nkomo,
Amerigo Vespucci,
Martin

Luther, Chico Marx and Albert
Einstein, and reject the premise
that Cam.dians are nothing but
the natural clones of U. S. culture rot.
Yes, the PCCCCC (Provos, as
affectionately
known by the
masses) are alive and well. For
four years, we have fought the
counterintelligence machinations
of imperialists trying to track
down and liquidate our numbers
in a mighty tit for tat battle. Oh,
how many times have we been
the unsung heroes of Canada's
salvation.
The Central Canadian Coordinating Co-operative Committee of the Central Canadian
Committee of the Provisional
Canadian Committee of Canadians for a Canadian Canada (Chapais Cell) the CCCCCCCCPCCCC
(CC) - calls upon all people who
think like Canadians (or who
happen to like the name - including Canadian Canadians and
foreign Canadians), to raise their
voices in an uproarious overturn of anything institutional-

ized to support the so-called
American pig-cow domination of
this country. To hell with their
snotty
righteousness,
which
oozes golden-mouthed promises
like some putrid green pus boiling in the heat of glowering
falseho~ds. And if you can
understand that sentence, then it
mean's you're probably one of
them anyways.
ON THE ROAD TO SALVATION WE DEMAND:
The immediate surrender to
Canada of the northern half
of Maryland, the surrender
of America's 12 mile ocean
limit, the surrender of Louisiana and Windsor, Colorado,
and, of course, Alaska.
Tire construction of an oil
pipeline from Texas to Canada to fulfill the energy needs
of Canada.
The immediate and unconditional withdrawal of the
United States
America.

from

UncJassi_,:ieo
. LANCER PHOTO CONTEST
The Lancer Photography Club is
opening their first Photo Contest to the student body. Contest rules and entry form can be
picked up at the University
Centre desk. Prizes of about
$100.00 are to be given away.
Contest dates are from November 13th to January 8th.

TYPING - Essays, term papers
etc., Fast and Accurate. Reasonable rates available. Contact
Jan. at 258-1377.

COFFEE HOUSE - Iona College,
208 Sunset Ave. Local entertainment.
Relaxing
atmosphere.
Free admission.

CATHOLICCAMPUS MINISTRY
Assumption University - 254-3112
MASSSCHEDULE: Sunday -10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Daily 12:00 Noon and 4:30 p.m. (Tu~sday 5:15 mass followed by
dinner - $1.2 5)
Tuesday, Dec. 12 - Special Christmas dinner following 5: 15 mass.
Saturday 11: 30 a.m.
HOUR OF PRAYER AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening
10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
SPECIAL ADVENT CONFESSION SCHEDULE - Thurs. 3 - 4:00 '
p.m. Saturday, December 23 -10 - 11:30 a.m. & 2 - 4 p.m.
Our centre is open daily.
Weare located next to the University Centre.
CHRISTMASEVE - Carols and Midnight Mass - 11: 30 p.m.
CHRISTMASDAY - Family Christmas Liturgy -10:30 a.m.
SUNDAY LITURGIES - Dec. 24 & Dec. 31 - 10: 30 a.m. only
(no 4:30 liturgies).
THERE WILL BE NO DAILY LITURGIES FROM DEC. 26 TO
JAN. 2 INCLUSIVE.
JANUARY 1 - NEW YEAR'S LITURGY -10:30 a.m. only.

North

"
The PCCCCC in their last attempt to sever the bridge.

As dedicated revolutionists, ·
holqing high the ideological banner of Groucho-Marxism, we
proclaim the revolution of craziness. If you cannot be crazy,
then there is no reason to take

life seriously. So beat the bongos, brothers and sisters, for the
bouncing babboons have got to
go or you '11get run over by a
scar tissue that exudes real life!

•••••••••••••••

U OF W CHESS CLUB: will
hold a simultaneous chess tournament. One of the stronger
members will play up to 20 persons at once. This will be held in
the · university Centre sometime
in mid-January of 1979.

FOR SALE: Two Sears snowtires A78-13 like new. Four
Dunlop tires 155-13 with only
6,000 miles. Best offer. Call 2548200.

NORTHERN SCIENCE RESEARCH TRAINING GRANTS:

of a faculty member who's willing to supervise the research.

Each year, Canada's Department
Indians and Northern Affairs operate a Northern
Scientific
Training Grants Program to encourage the training of scientists
in northern research. Students
interested in applying should
contact Dr. Marie Sanderson,
Ext. 415, Rm. 50-2, Windsor
Hall South before December 10.
Students must have the approval

WITNESS WANTED: Would the
people who witnessed the car accident on Friday, November 3,
19 78 at Riverside and Ouellette
at 9 p.m., involving a blue Fiat
sedan and a red Dodge, please
call Mike anytime after 3 p.m.
at 969-3484. Please co-operate
as this is very important. The
case is to appear in court relatively soon.

It'snearly

"Ho,Ho,Ho"
time again
WHY NOT LOOK FOR YOUR GIFT ITEMS HERE?

WINDSOR HAS A
NEW

BOOKSTORE
Owner~s
ano rnanagernen-c
toisb s-caoen-cs ano s-ca.,=.,=
a MeRn.y CbRis-crnas
ano inoi-ce yoa -co bRowse
tbRoagb
oaR .,=ine selec-cion
o.,= gi.,=-cbooks.

I
0UTl1 Sl10R[ BOOKS

LJniversity
PH. 253 4232
EXT. 223, 373

ot

\!\/incisor

GROUND FLOOR - WEST LIBRARY BUILDING
WINDSOR, ONTARIO N9B 3P4
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HARK THE HERALD

ANGELS SING
Hark! the herald angels sing,
Glory to the new-born King.
Peace on earth, and mercy mild,
God and sinners reconciled.
Joyful, all ye nations rise,
Join the triumph of the skies,
With th' angelic host proclaim,
Christ is born in Bethlehem.
Hark! the herald angels sing,
Glory to the new-born King.
Christ, by highest heaven adored,
Christ, the everlasting Lord,
Late in time behold Him come,
Offspring of a virgin's womb,
Veiled in flesh the Godhead see,
Hail, the incarnate Deity,
Plaesed as man with man to dwell,
Jesus, our Emmanuel.
Hark! the herald angels sing,
Glory to the new-born King.
Hail the heav'n -born Prince of Peace,
Hail t he Sun of Righteousness!
Light and life to all He brings,
Ris 'n with healing in His wings.
Mild He lays His glory by ,
Born that man nor more may die,
Born to raise the sons of earth,
Born to give them seco nd birth!
Hark! the herald angels sing,
Glory t o the new -born Kin g.

DECK THE HALL
SILENT NIGHT
Silent night! holy night!
All is calm, all is bright;
Round yon Virgin Mother and Child!
Holy Infant, so tender and mild.
Sleep in heavenly peace.
Sleep in heavenly peace.
Silent night! holy night!
Shepherds quake at the sight;
Glories stream from heaven afar
Heav'nly hosts sing Alleluia
Christ the Saviour is born.
Christ the Saviour is born .
Silent night! holy night!
Son of God , love's pure light;
Radiant beams from Thy Holy face,
With the dawn of redeeeming grace,
Jesus, Lord, at Thy birth.
Jesus, Lord, at Thy birth .

THE FIRST NOEL
The first Noel the angel did say,
Was to certain poor shepherds in
fields, as they lay;
In fields where they lay keeping theiir sheep,
On a cold winter's night that was so deep.
CHORUS
Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel,
Born is the King of Israel.
They looked up and saw a star,
Shining in the east beyond them far;
And so to the earth it gave great light,
And so it continued both day and night.
This star drew nigh to the north-west,
O'er Bethlehem it took it rest,
And there it did both stop and stay,
Right over the place where Jesus lay.
Then entered in the wise men three,
Full rev'rently upon their knee,
And offer'd there in His presence,
Their gold and myrrh and frankincense.

Deck the hall with boughs of holly,
Fa la la la la la la la la.
'Tis the season to be jolly,
Fa la la la la la la la la.
Don we now our gay apparel,
Fa la la la la la la la la.
Troll the ancient Yuletide carol,
Fa la la la la la la la la.
See the blazing Yule before us,
Strike the harp and join the chorus,
Follow me in merry measure,
While I tell of Yuletide treasure .
Fast away the old year passes,
Hail the new, ye lads and lasses,
Sing we joyous all together,
Heedless of the winds and weather .
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WE THREE KINGS
We three Kings of Orient are,
Bearing gifts we traverse afar,
Field and fountain, moor and mountain,
FoJlowing yonder star.

CIIROUS
0 Star of wonder, Star of night,
Star with royal beauty bright,
Westward leading still proceeding,
Guide us to Thy perfect light.
Born a King on Bethlehem's plain,
Gold I bring to crown Him again,
King forever, ceasing never,
Over us all to reign.
Frankincense to offer have I,
Incense owns a Deity nigh. _
Prayer and praising, aJI men raising,
Worship Him, God most High.
Myrrh is mine, it s bitt er perfume
Breathes a life of gathering gloom;
Sorrowing, sighing, bleeding, dying,
Sealed m the stone-cold tomb.

Glorious now behold Him arise,
King and God and Sacrifice,
Alleluia, AJleluia;
Earth to the heavens replies.

0 COME ALL YE FAITHFUL
0 come, all ye faithful,
Joyful and triumphant;
0 come ye, 0 come ye to Bethlehem .
Come and behold Him,
Born the King of angels;
CHORUS
0 come,
0 come,
0 come,
Christ

let us adore Him,
let us adore Him,
let us adore Him,
the Lord.

Sing, choirs of angels,
Sing in exultation,
Sing, all ye citizens of heav'n above;
Glory to God in the highest.
Yea, Lord, we greet Thee,
Born this happy morning;
Jesus, to Thee be glory given;
Word of the Father,
Now in flesh appearing .

JOY TO THE WORLD
GOD REST YOU MERRY, GENTLEMEN
God rest you merry, gentlemen,
Let nothing you dismay;
Remember, Christ our Saviour,
Was born on Christmas day,
To save us all from Satan's pow'r,
When we were gone astray.
CHORUS
0 tidings of comfort and joy,
Comfort and joy .
0 tidings of comfort and joy.
In Bethlehem , in Jewry,
This blessed Babe was born
And laid within a manger
Upon this blessed morn;
The which His mother Mary,
Did nothing take in scorn .
From God, our heavenly Father,
A blessed angel came,
And unto certain shepherds
Brought tidings of the same;
How that in Bethlehem was born
The Son of God by name.

Joy to the world! The Lord is come;
Let earth receive her King;
Let every heart prepare Him room,
And heaven and nature sing.
Joy to the world! The Saviour reigns;
Let men their songs employ,
While fields and floods, rocks, hills
And plains
Repeat the sounding joy .
No more let sins and sorrows grow
Nor thorns infest the ground .
He comes, to make His blessings flow
Far as the curse if found .
He rules the world with truth and grace,
And makes the nations prove
The glories of His righteousness
And wonders of His love.
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Holiday spirit in Electa Hall and Windsor
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John partakes in festivities at Electa .

A few students made a happier X-Mas for some Windsor children.
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By Tbe hard at work H.J. Swenwn
b
Well fans, Decem er
d it's exam time. Many
an
.
•
have written university

. h
1s ere
of you
exams

before, but a good number of
my readers are frosh. Take heart
though, for my cousin Mad Dog
Swenson has a solution. You've
probably seen Mad Dog around

campus. He looks like Big Foot,
only uglier. He has assembled
what he calls "Student Improvement Methods" . I call it cheating. Obviously some of these are
not suitable for all exams.

You Can't Take It With You

The first method is to tatoo

Players' Latest
ByPeterNash
The University Players are
finishing their fall season with a
presentation of _M~ss Hart's Pulitzer Prize wmnmg comedy,
"YouCan't Take It With You".
The play, originally opening
in 1936, revolves around the
livesof the Sycamore family as
well as the lives of friends and
relatives. It rings slightly of the
situation comedy of today but is
a much greater joy to watch.
Basically, it involves the
meeting of two families, the
Kirby's and the Vanderhoffs.
The Kirby's played by Joe Fuller
and Jane Spearen, are rich and
conservative.
Unfortunately
their son Toni, played by Lionel
Walsh, has fallen in love with
Alice(Jan Austin) whose family
is quite out of the ordinary.
The play opens in the home
of Martin Vanderhof, played by
MichaelMiller, a retired business
man who gave up the professional life to do the things he
wanted to do. He is the only
stableinfluence in a house otherwise filled with a broken-down
dancer and her husband, a fire

livered to the Vanderhoff home
one day, five years previous, and
never left. As the silly little assistant he does a fine job.
John Wing Jr. and Arlene
Mazeroll(, combine as husband
and wife, she being Vanderhoff's
granddaughter.
Her constant
stumbling,
supposed
dancing,
combined with his idiotic bumbling, kept the laughter rolling in
scene after scene.
Add to this a black servant,
Theresa Millet, her boyfriend on
relief, played by B. J. Jackson, a
former communist
neighbour,
Norbert Karl Hidebrandt, his girl
friend, Olga (Marlene Charney),
(somehow related to the former
Russion monarchy), a drunk actress, Gay Smilie, that Penelope
drags off a bus and an Internal
Revenue
Service investigator,
Peter Lovie, with an inferiority
complex.
The combination
of this
group and Toni Kirby's relatives
couldn't help but be funny. The
two lovers have a difficult time
being dramatic in an otherwise
absurd situation but both do an
admirable job.
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The Kirby's were also good
although Mr. Kirby goes through
an amazing transformation
of
character at the end that doesn't
come off too well.
The scenic design for "You
Can't Take It With You" was
done by Karen Shaw, a fourth
year honours B. A. student in
the School of Dramatic Art.
Robert E. Dorrell directed with
David Jacklin assisting.
Hart wrote the play hoping to
bring smiles to the faces of those
tangled in the depression years.
Little did he know that 42 years
· sm1·1es to t h e
later it would brmg
faces of those caught in a recession.

--------==------------

C:

a crib sheet on your chest. Hope- ·2
.,
....
fully you aren't too hairy. The >,
.r::,
second is to write the answers on 0
0
a stick of gum. Then after you .c:
write the exam, consume the "' · Hi, I bet you 're all wondering why I'm standing here doing nothing
evidence. The third is for Scot.......... hell if I know.
tish students: write the answers
Nova is making their second
that they stunk. They weren't
on the inside of your kilt. As
appearance
to the University
miles off key, but their voices
you raise the kilt, the prof will
pub this year. They appeared
lacked both range and strength.
foolishly think you 're being
here in late September before I
I had to struggle just to make
fresh and turn away. My favorite
got back to writing these rethem out. This problem was
is to put a crib sheet in the batviews. I had mixed feelings
most evident in the two Kansas
tery compartment of your calabout this group. The first two
songs that they did.
culator. The final method of getsets were weak and the band
ting a higher mark I didn't unwasn 't together. But the last two
Most of Nova's problems
derstand. It had something to do
sets turned out to be very good.
could
easily be rectified. If they
with knee-pads.
Hopefully, they'll keep up that
would put a sound man out
good level through the week.
front with the boards, he could
Mad Dog said they were O.K.
improve the poor balance. For• 1
but they didn't play any 50's
example, there were two mikes
numbers.
on the Leslie, yet I still couldn't
hear the organ. Finally, the adI was particularly impressed
dition of a lead singer would lift
by John MacArthur, the bass
them from the status of an averplayer. He was basically excelage band to an exceptional one.
lent in "Yours Is No Disgrace"
song by Yes. That, incidently,
was my choice for best tune of
Before I go, I would like to
the night. Honorable mention
put an end to the vicious rumour
This
week's band
Nova
also goes out to Brian Billing for
that I am the peeping Tom of
scored a respectable
5 .4 on
his solid guitar work, even
Laurier Hall. This is a lie. I must
H. J.'s Music Meter. You'll
though he looked dead on stage.
run now because I see that it's
notice that ol' M. M. is all set for
Someone m the pub said that
time to clean my binoculars.
his exams. He's a bit worried
Nova's vocals were excellent. I
Merry Christmas and I'll see you
about his finger painting test.
must respectfully disagree. I feel
next year.
0

cracker inventor, his assistant
and h'15 w1·fe, the playwrite who
beganher ·career eight years ago
through the mistaken delivery of
a typewriter, and a live-in son-in.
law th at d e1·1vers candy with
Bolshevikwritings in it.
Laura Robinson captures the
i role of Vanderhof's
daughter
'
Pe l
ne ope, perfectly. Jokes that
may not seem funny by today's
s~andards are laughable just
; rough the reactions on her
ace. Penelope's husband Paul
played by Andrew Will~er
i~
good
'
b . but slightly overshadowed
y his spouse. His assistant Mr.
De p·
'
· Inna (Dino
Demarco)
doesn't h
·
·'
ave a maJor role but his
P;rformance
has
excellent
e feet. He's the milkman that de-

:i.,
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Star Trik:
By Tony Woloszyn
STAR DATE 2128.5. Just enter·
ing the neutral zone. (Scene
opens on bridge) ..........
.
CAPTAIN KERK: ( waving beer
can and shouting) Scooty! Send
me up some more beer! I've pol·
ished off this last case and it
hasn't even grazed me a bit!
SCOOTY: ( turning from controls) Sir! I really think you've
had enough to drink for today.
You've drank two cases so far
and you haven't even had breakfast yet!
KERK: (roaring) What!! You
think what!! You're not paid to
think around here Scooty, just
obey orders!! Get me more
beer!!! (crushes beer can and
whips it at Scooty).
SCOOTY: (dodging can) Sir!
Control yourself! I think you
should see the doctor!
KERK: Are you trying to give
me trouble Scooty? Do you
want to get transported
into
deep space? You just better shut
your mouth and get me some
beer, or else!! Catch my drift?!!
SCOOTY: (shaking) Aaah ... yes,
Sir! (presses button) Send up
another case of beer for the captain, on the double!
KERK: (satisfyingly) Well, I'm
glad you see it my way Scooty!
(turning
in chair) Liutenant
O'Whorish, did you relay my
message to Star Command explaining that we're going to
search for more beer instead of
finding that Plutonium?
O'WHORISH: Oh, sorry Captain, I forgot. I'll send it now.
KERK: (disgustingly) O'Whorish, what's the matter with you
anyway? Maybe I should have
left you on latrine Duty for
another week, eh?
O'WHORlSH: Well, Captain, I
realize .....
KERK: Lt. O'Whorish, I haven't
got time to listen to your twobit excuses! Just shut up and
send that message!
O'WHORlSH: (defeatingly) Ay,
Ay Captain (begins programming
channels).
KERK: (criticizingly) You know
Lt. O'Whorish, you're about as
useless as a pickpocket in a
nudist camp! (enter Lt. Spook
with case of beer.)
SPOOK: Did you order this Captain?
KERK: Ah yes. It's about time.
(takes ca~e and begins drinking
beer.) Ah! (burps) Just like mom
used to brew in the tub.
SULU: (~atching
screen) Sir,
unknown planet dead ahead.
KERK: (snorting cocaine off
arm rest) Ah yes' How about an
evaluation Spook?
SPOOK: (looking at scanner)
Hmmmm. Similar to Earth yet
not similar. Atmospheric pressure seems a lot less than
Earth's. Also some type of industrial plans on the surface.
Maybe Plutonium.
KERK: (burping)
Or maybe
breweries! What do you think
Spook?
1 SPOOK: Could be possible.
KERK Well this might be our
lucky day. We'll have to go
down and check it out.
SULU: (excitedly) Wait a minute Captain! Something else on
the
screen.
Holy
androidic
anuses!! It looks like a giant beer
bottle!
KERK. (reachmg for another
beer) It looks like a Clingoff
ship! Could be trouble. Put on
the deflector shields We may
have to battle it.
SULU: It's just sitting here sir,

the ultimate in s}>ace adventure

observing us. (all of a sudden the
enemy ship shoots a ray surrounding Kerk's ship, rocking
it.).
KERK : (thrown out of chair onto floor) Why those dirty .... look
what they did! They made me
spill my beer all over my new
uniform! (cursing, amidst sirens)
Why I'll blow you into oblivion
for this! (rocking ceases).
SPOOK: (shielding himself from
sparking control
panels) Sir,
looks like they're trying to crush
our hull with some kind of
energy force!
KERK: Sulu, lock on phasers!
We '11show them who rules the
universe!

SU LU: Phasers locked in Sir.
KERK: Fire when ready! (Sulu
fires).
SULU : (astonished)
Sir, our
phasers didn't even penetrate::
that field around us!
KERK: Try again Sulu . (phasers
fired again with no success) Put
the ship on Warp 7 and try to
break away. (Sulu obeys but
ship does not move).
SULU: Sir I can't understand it!
All that power and we can't even
budge the ship!
SPOOK: (reading printout from
computer) Captain, it looks like
we have trouble. This energy
force which is surrounding our
ship is beyond anything we

know of. If we do not break its
hold within six hours it will
crush us into a billion fragments.
KERK: Lt. O'Whorish, what's
the status on the ship?
O'WHORlSH: Minor damage to
Levels 1 and 2 and heavy
damage to the level with all the
beer coolers.
KERK: What! Oh no! Not the
coolers! If we lose the coolers, I
might as well commit suicide.
Send every available man down
there to help out!!!
O'WHORISH: Ay, Ay, Sir.
KERK: (burping) Well, I'm going to forget about this energy
field for now and go on the
planet to see if there's any beer

there. Spook, get the d
.
octor
two security men, a case 0 fb ·
.
eer
and meet me m the trans
Porter
room. Scooty, after we'r
.
e gone,
use all the available power ,
Weve
got and try to break away.
SCOOTY : Ay, Ay, Sir.
KERK : 0.K. Scooty beam us
down, and make sure you
the ship to safety r (Sc get
'
OOt\·
beams them down.)
·
KERK: (looking around) Wh
h
.
ere
are t ose security men, Spook;
SPOOK: . I haven't a clue. (turns,
t.h en pofmts to arm coming fromi
side o mountain) Look c
tain!
' ap.
1

KERK: That goof Scooty beam.
ed them into solid rock!! He
should work for the Clingoffs!
: to be continued
Next Installment: Kerk and hrs
crew have a "Close Encounter
Of The Nerd Kind".

A short story

A Strange Ta.le of Christmas
By John Richards
I am a person for whom the myth of Santa Claus has never been
shattered. Like most people, I left some cookies or a mug of milk on
Christmas eve to win Santa's favor when I was a child. Also like most
people, there came a time for me when I was bluntly told that there
was no Santa Claus - that he did not exist. l, however, have retained
my belief in Saint Nick because of an incident in my childhood that
I will never forget.
It happened shortly after I turned nine years of age, but I remember it as if it occurred yesterday. Nine years old: that was the
year I was slapped by my mother for telling everyone at the dinner
table that the girl who sat in front of me in school made me think of
sweat. I still don't know what she thought I was implying. It was
also the year of one of our heaviest snowfalls. Milk and mail delivers
ies stopped, garbage collection stopped; people even froze to death
when their cars broke down on country roads.
There was talk at the dinner table in those first few weeks of December of behaving well so Santa's elves would give him a good report on us. I had the feeling that it was said mainly for my younger
sisters, as my first doubts about Santa were just beginning to creep
up. It was more than just the usual "How can he be in two stores at
the same time" stuff. I had looked up the chimney and wondered
how the fat man who told me I stood a sixty-to-seventy per cent
chance of getting the bazooka I wanted could have fit in there. Then
John Beacher, a chemical engineer in its germ stage who lived across
the street, told we right out that there was no Santa Claus. This did
little to shatter my faith, though, when I reminded myself that he
didn't even believe in the angels.
Still, I had my doubts, and for a while I was a concerned little
man. Caught between things I heard from. people like John Beacher
and my parents' insistence that they saw elves peeking in the windows, I decided to start taking walks after dinner to look for them. I
was a bit discouraged at the thought of there being no Santa, but I
was prepared to accept it like a man if I had to. I pinned my hopes
on sighting an elf and resigned myself to the fact that if I watched
every night until Christmas and didn't see any, John Beacher was
probably right.
I didn't have to wait very long. On my fourth night out, after
three nights of waiting and watching the house, trying to view the
rook and eaves from as many different angles as possible, and jumping at every sight and sound, l was rewarded.
l had just stepped out the back door and was adj!!sting my snowsuit when I saw something dark moving in the garden to my left. l
felt conspicuous standing on the back steps under the light. I felt
conspicuous standing on the back steps under the light. The little
evergreen bushes to my left were capped with snow and the rose
bushes between them stretched their blackened stems only six inches
or so above the white drifts. Something had mooved behind the
bush. No sooner had my feet hit the snow with a crunch, than a
black cat leaped from behind the bush and ran in front of me. I
jumped back, frightened at first, but then disappointed as I realized
that I had been fooled again. Then I notices some~hing else, something in the shadow of the house, right where the cat had leaped
from. I stepped closer to the little bush. Behind it, curled around the
brittle, protruding stems of a rose bush, gazing skyward in a mute,
open-mouthed stare, lay a dead elf. He was wrapped right around the
rose bush stems, his neck twisted unnaturally to one side. There was
a thin layer of snow covering him and 1cc forming around his mouth
and nose. One hand lay twisted, fingers pointing skyward as if it had
just held a serving tray.
l stood for what seemed like hours staring at the frozen elf m his
little green suit and hat. I dared ·not go closer or touch him. He was
perhaps three-and-one-half
feet tall, but he looked even smaller
curled around the rose bush. Ilis ears were actually pointed, too. I
felt a touch of reassurance at seeing that. I couldn't tell how old he
was because of the ice and snow that had crusted over his face, obscuring his features, but I noticed that he was wearing little green
platform shoes. He was obviously a disco elf.
I didn't know what to do. The snow had started falling again,
snapping me out of my trance·like state, but I rubbed my eyes just
to m&ke sure I was awake, hoping that when I opened them the little
corpse would be gone. I wasn't, of course, and for the first time, I
really started to become aftaid. The snowfall was getting heavier and

I did not want the body to buried, only to emerge in the spring,decayed and smelling, with the first big thaw. l resolved that I hadto
move it; where, I didn't know.
l took a deep breath and reached down quickly, putting my
hands around his waist. He was frozen solid and seemed that much
heavier for all the ice and snow on him. l could not lift him out in
fact, I only succeeded in turning him to one side, so that his face ~asI
down in the snow, and his legs sticking out of the garden. I wasuse-!
less. Why, I thought, did this have to happen? Did he fall from the
roof and break . his neck, or have a heart attack and then fall, or
what? l wished I had never pursued my curiousity. Christmas was
only a couple weeks away. Why couldn't I have waited like everyone
else. There was only one thing to do. l had to tell my mother.
As I went in the house she was just coming to the door to let our
dog, Molly out.
"Mom, you have to come outside," l said, "You have to see
something."
"What is it, a snow man?" she said, sitting down at the kitchen
table. She was obviously not intending to come out.
"No, n?. You have to come out, please. Please, just for one mm·
Ute."

"ls it a new fort?"
"No. it's not. Please, just come out for one minute."
"Okay," she said, smiling, "For one minute."
Heart pounding, l led my mother and Molly out on the back
steps. Again the black cat leaped, from the space in the garden.
Molly shot after it, blazing a furrow in the snow.
"Now where did he come from?", said my mother.
I took her by the hand and led her over to where the little green
legs were sticking out of the garden. The elf's hat had been pulled
off by the cat, expqsing a bald head half-covered by a dishevelled
hair piece. I felt my mother's grip on my hand tighten.
"Oh my God," she said, "ls he dead?"
She, too, seemed paralyzed by the shock of what she saw. We
stood there for a few moments holding hands, neither of us moving.
Then Molly came back from her chase and brushed between us. She
started investiga:ting the body, sniffing his feet first, and movingup
his little legs until my mother kicked her and told her to get away.
"Come on," she said, "We've got to tell your father. Come on,
Molly!"
Molly had begun to sniff again. My mother leading, we all
trooped back up the steps and into the white-lit kitchen.
"You stay here;" my mother said, motioning to me to sid down
at the table.
She and Molly went into the living room, and l could hear her
speaking to my father in a hushed voice. He came striding ou~.,afeli
moments later, she following right behind with his coat.
, "Where is it?" he said to me as my mother helped him into his
coat. His brow was knit in serious concentration.
"It's in the garden, right under the bathroom window."
I had to stay in the kitchen with Molly while my parents went
outside. My mother came in alone after a few minutes and made me
take my snow suit off and go upstairs. She stopped me at the foot of
the stairs and told me not to tell my sisters what I had seen.
I was far too excited to go to sleep. I wanted to say something to
my sisters, but I was afraid to. Somehow, it wouldn't have seemed
right for me to talk plainly about it.
My parents made me go to bed that night without another word
about the dead elf. My fat~
went to work the next day, like an\'
other day, and I went out to enjoy my Christmas vacation, sledding.
throwing snowballs, and building forts. I noticed that the spot in the
garden where the elf had lain was empty, and the snow around the
rose bush was all neatly brushed and levelled. When I asked my
mother what my father had done with the elf she smiled at me and
nodded patiently.
"Your father did what he had to do " she said "Your father rook
care of it."
'
'
She never told me not to tell anyone after that Perhaps she
f.
.
.
. ii
igured that no one would believe me anyway. I never did. re
an.yone, either, until now. Well, not really . I did take my little sister
aside and assure her with the knowledge of one who knows that
there definite!, is a Santa Claus.
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ByPaulChernish
A quick glance at the cover of
Queen'snew album, Jazz, reveals
what type of music might be
containedin the grooves of the
record.And it's not jazz.
Throughout their more than
briefhistory Queen has, with or
without preplanned intent, establishedthemselves as the most
diversegroup in rock and roll.
Theyhave no true overall theme,
•t least not after the release of
Queen II, and rely heavily on
theirability to dip their instruments into different vats of
musicalbrew
Jazz ;s Queen's best effort
yet. It has the raunch of Sheer
HeartAttack and the class of A
Nightat the Opera. Freddie Mercury and the boys have somehow managed to recapture the
magicthey conjoured up in their
initialreleases without any sign
of overproduction. Every sound
onthe album makes sense.
These days all albums come
equipped with some sort of
theme,and Jazz is no exception.
It has a theme of light-hearted;I ness,something that seems co be
I lackingin the works of other
bands.The two cuts that went
on the pre-release single, Fat
BottomedGirls and Bicycle are
bothhappy to the point of celebration.All Freddie wants to do
is ride his bicycle. He doe;;;'t
care about Watergate and he
doesn'twant to be the president
I of America. Only the good
'times.
Funny, but this album is
quite indicative of where the
seventiesare at, so to speak.
Makesure you get a job, chase
them girls and boys and don't,
whatever you do, don't be a
radical.If you're not into bicycles,well, just get into whateveryou're into, man. Or don't
get into anything if you don't
~ant to. Be yourself, but by doingso don't try to copy anyone
elsewho is being himself 'cause
then you won't be yourself. I
k~owit sounds complicated, but
Its true in these here seventies.

Pepper 's Lonely Hearts Club
Ba~d, don't take themselves so
seriously that they can't let us
all have a good laugh.
Besides being a great kids'
album, Sesame Street Fever is a
good joke, and one that Robin
Gibb contributes to, and RSO
endorses. But what Gibb adds to
the album, other than his name,
I'll never know . The worst song
is Trash, on which he sings the
vocals that rightfully belong to
Oscar the Grouch.
What makes the joke so good
is that this kids' album is the
best send up of disco to come
along so far. It does what Disco
Duck and Life In The Fast Lane
both failed to do. It makes fun
of disco good naturedly. The
songs are real disco songs, but
they're sung by .Muppets, and
they're about things like cookies, trash and a rubber duck. The
best of the six are C Is For
Cookie, Rubber Duckie and Sesame Street Fever.
It's hard to ignore the fact
that the album has already gone
gold and will probably go platinum. I suppose it's only fitting,
considering that Saturday Night
Fever was one of the biggest sellers ever, but I still get the feeling that people aren't just buying it for their kids.

l

~'1~athey, Repor t :
MR.. GONE

Heart:

DOG& BUTTERFLY
By Frank Kovacic

I bet you 're wondering just
how I'm going to tie these two
together. Just watch.
Here is a study in gradual improvement.

er
at

ByD.Sullivan
It's nice to know that the Bee
Gees
(wh' unl'k
1 e Peter Frampton
0
sued for top billing in Sgt.

The Way You Are.

so much the same that I hardly
had to listen to this one to know
what it was going to sound like.
The titles are all the same, the
words have
been changed, but
the songs are all the same. Stills
is trying so hard to sound different that he's turned t9 disco
(with somewhat disasterous effects) . He even tried to be authentic by having Andy Gibb sing
back-up, but to no avail. His
songs just sound too much like
Stephen Stills.
The two cover versions on the
album are, to say the least, surprising. His version of Midnight
Rider is almost bearable because
it so closely resembles Greg Allman 's original, but what Stephen Stills has done to Not Fade
Away is totally unforgivable. As
a classic that has been around
since 1957 it has had many
things done to it, but what Stills
does
can only be called
butchery.
If Stills could only recapture
whatever it was that he had ten
years ago, all would be forgiven.
But the chances of that ever happening get dimmer all the time.

;11

TiiOROUGHFARE
GAP
It has been nearly ten years
since I first heard Stephen Stills.
For more than half of those
years, though, his records have
been sorely disappointing.
Since his second solo album
all of his records have sounded

~Toel :

•

:, ?ND fffREr7.1'
By Dave Powis

Except for momentary success with The Piano Man, Billy
Joel lingered in the shadows of
the public's attention. His songs
about man's alienation in the

Faced with the spotlight, Joel
had to follow up The Stranger's
success with another solid album
or fade away, as was the case
after The Piano Man. He has
done so with the release of 52nd
Street (Columbia Records).
While no song matches the
brilliance of Only ThP.Good Die
Young, (a sarcastic dissection
of Catholic virtue which many
· stations banned) overall, 52nd
Street matches the quality of
Joel's previous effort.
The album's success has been
aided immensely by the overwhelming acceptance of My
Life, which indicates Joel's attempts to follow his own path,
despite peer pressure to change.
Bigshot advises people that if
they want to live in the world of
Park Avenue and Don Perignon,
then "don't come bitchin' to
me". Honesty, a slow ballad
along the lines of Just The Way
You Are, will never be compared
to the tear-jerkers of the Tin Pan
Alley era. Rarely, can an artist
convey the emotions as Joel
manages to do on this tune.
Zanzibar completes the first
side. The only thing worth mentioning, is the effort by Freddie
Hubbard
on saxophone
to
salvage it. Strictly fill~r, .it's
Joel's worst offering this nme
around.
Side
two
begins
with
Stillctto,
a song about a
wrenching love affair with a
woman who causes pain and
rapture at the same time.
The tune's driving beat adds
to the message Joel is trying to
convey.
Until The Night is strangely
reminiscent of Everybody Has
A Dream, in that both have an
"anthem" quality about them .
It's evident that Joel feels
secure when he can incorporate
his New York City roots with his
material Lending credit to this
theory, are Rosalinda's Eyes,
Half A Mile Away and, the title
track, 52nd Street, which complete the second side. These
songs serve as Joel's memories
and his way of maintaining past
traditions. It's something he
does very well.

'~IWEW.-V~~

Dec.EvENTs
7
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks
"Oh God".
-University of Windsor Playerf
Christmas Show for Children.

of W School of Music, Uni
versity of Windsor Singers.
U of W Players, Christmaf
Show for Children.
-Detroit Institute of Arts, F1ln
Theatre,
"IT",
USA, '2 7
Badger.
-lJ

FEVER

modern urban society went virtually unoticed. All of that
changed with last year's release
of The Stranger, and its accompanying smash single, Just

St-epnen Stills:

By D. Sullivan

8
SESAME STREE'r

These are two bands that are
fairly successful in their respective fields (Heart with mainstream rock, and the jazz-fusion
style of Weather Report) and yet
they still haven't released "that
album". People have expected a
great deal from them but they
continue to fall just short of the
mark by releasmg a product that
is successful but still fails to
justify their star status.
However, in both cases, their
new release satisfies on all
counts.
Dog And Butterfly is the first
true cohesion, between soft ballads and crunching rock, that
Heart has achieved. Their once
trite lyricS' are now vastly improved by the addition of longtime friend, Susan Ennis, as colyricist.
The guitar work is more aggressive than ever and the rest of
the band fills out nicely.
Cook With Fire opens side
Dog with vengeance and it carries through all the way to the
end with Straight On (which has
been receiving much airplay).
Side Butterfly, as the name
suggests, is the soft side and it
is as interesting as it is subtle and
delicate. The title track is probably the best that they have ever
done.
As good as Heart's "Dr.
Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde" effort is
for that band, Weather Report's
Mr. Gone is merely the other
side of the same coin.
A beautiful cross between
melody and scattered intensity,
Mr. Gone conjures up an effort
that is definitely the best yet for
the meteorlogical experts.
Premier bassist, Jaco Pastorious, is simply brilliant throughout, and the overall effort of the
band (Wayne Shorter on sax and
Josef Zawinul on keyboards,
with a cast of thousands on
drums) puts them m a class by
themselves.

9
-U of W Players, Christmas
Show for Children.
-Club Sandwich, singer song-

writer, Jude Johnson plays autoharp and sings to the accompaniment of guitarist Jason
Avery. Blues to Jazz styles are
covered. 8 p.m. at 83 Riverside
Drive W. Adm. $3.
-Detroit Institute of Arts, Film
Theatre, "Foreign Correspondent", '40, USA - Hitchcock.

10
Assumption University Chapel
10: 30 a.m. Godspell Players of

Assumption
join us.

13l<R!verside
Cj)rive,'W

·NOV\/
OPEN
EVERY
THUR.
FRI. SAT.
MIDNIGHT

- 5 A.M.

High School will

-Music Hall Theatre, "Side By
Side in Soundheim" (through
to Dec. 17). Starring Hermione
Gingold.
-Assumption
Campus Community - Christmas Party for the
Mentally Handicapped at 7: 30
1p.m.

FOOD

& DRINKS
SERVED
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res
Womens' intramurals exp8nding in the new year
Intramural programs termin- over the number submitted last
ate for the first semester on Dec- year . Hopefully in the new year
ember 7th. Action will resume participation will be just as keen
and enthusiastic , thus leading to
the first day back on January
3rd. At the present time, men's the most successful year ever for
basketball and hockey, along intramural sports at the Univerwith co-ed volleyball, will be sity of Windsor .
Of importance to referees,
offered.
paycheques
will be available
Women get the chance to be
December 1st at the Human Kininvolved to a greater extent
when their basketball season etics Building for officials in
opens January 15th. Entry dead- men's basketball, hockey, volleyball, co-ed lobball and women's
lines are the 10th of January
volleyball.
with the Captain's meeting on
the 11th., so hurry and submit
SWIMMING POOL
Due to maintenance, the
your entry forms.
Keep your eyes open for swimming pool at the Human
other important entry deadlines. Kinetics Bldg., will be closed as
The Table Tennis Tournament is of Monday, December 18th.,
January 8-11, co-ed inner tube and will not re-open until Jan.
3rd., 1979 .
water polo begins January 11th
Merry Christmas and Happy
and men, don't forget ball
hockey begins February 8th., New Year from all of us involved
plus the always popular weight in the intramural program.
lifting contest on January 31st.
SERVICE PROGRAMS
Participation in the IntramurThe service programs are all
al Program so far has been ex- coming to an end this week, and
cellent as entries have increased as service program co-ordinator

Crusaders

hanipered

by lack of height
By Peter Nash

The
Crusader
basketball
squad has been hampered all
season with a lack of height and
last Monday night was no exception as they went down to
defeat against University of
Michigan-Dearborn
Juniors
84-70.
The Michigan squad had three
forwards at six feet five inches,
far larger than the Crusader forwards. This led to Michigan
dominating on the boards at
both ends of the court.
The Windsor squad was close
for most of the first half until
the Michigan fast-break was successful on three attempts in a
row. Although a junior varsity
team consisting of freshmen and
sophomores, many of them have

the capability of moving up to
the senior level.
The Crusaders were behind
by nine at the half but played
right with The Wolverines in the
second half. Henk Dykuisen and
Martin Ritzma combined for 14
points each for the Crusaders,
with Larry Loebach hitting for
11.
"We are still not gelling"
commented Loebach following
the contest. "We're just a little
bit off on our timing."
The Crusaders face Ottawa
Tavern this Friday just before
the Lancer game. Their a dedicated group of players who always put up a good showing so
come on out a little early and
see them.

I'd like to thank all the instruct ·
ors involved . Our service program for next semester will be
starting as of Monday, Jan. 9,
1979 . Many of the same programs will be offered with some
new areas. Posters will be distributed around the university the
1st. week in January. Keep
posted.
INTRAMURAL WRITERS
All stories handed into The
Lance must be type-written as of
the January 5th issue. Thanks
very much for you cooperation.
HOCKEY
The first half of the schedule
is almost complete with standings close in both divisions.
Last week in "A" division
play, Commerce handed Geography their fifth straight loss,
10-3 . The win keeps Commerce
in first place by three points
over the Screaming Eagles.
Rick Martin had a big night
for Commerce scoring four goals
while Mo Byr-on got the hat trick
with
three. The Screaming
Eagles had a tough game with
the Plumbers. but outlasted
3-1. The win put the Eagles
three points ahead of the Plumbers for second place.
In "B" division play, the
Rockets and Racoon Lodge
played for first place with the
Rockets winning decisively, 7 -2.
The Flames won their first game
of the season with a 5-3 effort
over the Sabres .
In other games the Candies
and 69ers played to a 1· 1 tie as
did the Red Barons and H. K.
Blades. Greg Reeds scored three
goals for Cody Sucks as they
overpowered Biology, 7-1. The
win moved Cody into a tie for
second place with the Humkins
who doubled the score on NFG,
10·5. The Red Wings received
their first point of the season as
they fought NFG to a 6-6 draw.
Captains are reminded to
check their schedules, as league
play resumes first day back after
the holidays at seven AM. It was
an encouraging sign to see that
there was only one defaul~

Commerce
Graduati11gStudents
DUE TO BAD TIMING WITH EXAMS
APPROACHING AND XMAS HOLIDAYS,
APPOINTMENTS WILL BE RESCHEDULED
IN JANUARY 79.

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
CURLING CLUB
0

Standings as of December 4, 1978

w
Rolling Stones
Shot Rocks
Hot Rocks
Sievert's Sweepers
Hog Liners
Clark's Crusaders
Bev's Bombers
Glover's Lovers
Full House
Interns
Take-outs
Superhacks

L
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4

4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

BASKETBALL "A" DIVISION
GP
4
Commerce "A"
4
Racoon Lodge
3
Spidermen
Brown Stars
3
Humkins
3
3
Caribbean
Rolling Stones
3
Hawks
3
4
Bombers
BASKETBALL "B" DIVISION
GP
Division 1
Gallery
5
Sault
4
Gradkins
5
Commerce "B"
5
Schmoes
3
4
Cody "B"
Division 2
Bullets
5
Hogans Heroes
5
Electa
5
Bosum Buddies
5
Vigilantes
5
Cody "A"
4
Division 3
Basketphobia
4
Dave Clark "5"
4
Civil
4
Dews
4
4/
Bus Boys
Holy Hucks
4

w
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
0
0

T
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
L
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
4

Pts
8
7
7

6
6
5
5
4
4
4
2
2

Pts
8
6
4
4
4
2
2
0
0
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5
3
2
2
1
0

0
1
3
3
2
4

10
6

4-

0

0~

4
3
3
3
2
0

1
2
2
2
3.
4

8
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4
4
2
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6
6
6
4

0
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4
3
2
1
1
0

0
1
2
3
3
4
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6
4
2
2
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Results of This Week's Games

A

Electa 31 Bus Boys 25
Civil 30 Cody "B" 29
Sault 47 Hogans Heroes44
Commerce "B" 42 Vigilantes 20
Bullets 40 Dave Clark "5" 38
Bosum Buddies 51 Holy Hucks 48
Gradkins 28 Commerce "B" 25
Gallery 43 Sault 42
Bullets 44 Hogans Heroes 38
Bosum Buddies 48 Vigilantes 44
Electa 25 Cody "A" 24
Basketphobia 27 Gradkins 19

m

er

Captains are reminded to pick up their second-half schedules, avail·
able now at the Intramural office.
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SEE COMMERCE CLUB FOR_
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
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U o.,: W -Cearns
1978 PRogRarn
By Peter Nash

The 1978 sports season is
now over and Windsor athletes
have reason to be proud. They
were competetive in all the fields
entered. I only wish there was
more room to better cover Windsor's activities in sport. What follows is a brief capsuling of how
~ some of this university's teams
vl did in 1978.
.,~ VOLLEYBALL
c.,
The Lancerettes have had
>,
some tough years in the past but
0
0 that has all changed. A league
.c
""' realignment this year has helped
close in on the Lancer goal as the puck bounces dangerously.
the Lancerettes develop properly. The league now has a more
competitive balance.
Windsor has been highly successful in recent meets suffering only one defeat in tournament play. Coach Prpich has
been a little concerned with her
team's lack of consistency but
overall they've been exceptional.
lead on Sunday, having cleared a
WRESTLING
with a little less difficulty.
10-3 margin, but sat back and
"We had four break-aways in
Coach Dennis Hrycaiko is dewatched the Rams notch succesveloping a young group of wrestthe Saturday game," said Tyler,
sive tallies .
lers into a well developed squad.
"and we came up empty-handed.
The two wins firmly enAt Waterloo, Guy Lachance and
Their goalie really kept the game
trenched the Lancers in second
Rick Johnson both picked up
close" he said.
place in the central division begold medals for their efforts.
The Sunday game was highhind division leaders McMaster
Competition has been extremely
lighted by a hat-trick by the
Marlins.
The first two teams in
tough in other divisions but our
Lancers' Len Chittle and a two
the Central division move into
wrestlers have faced up quite
goal effort by Mark Matheson.
the post-season playoffs and the
well. Next year could be the
The re-match contest was marseason is shaping up well for the
year for Lancer wrestling to
red by penalties as both teams
University of Windsor.
make a mark.
drew 10 minors and three majors
HOCKEY
for roughing. In what started out
Cec haves held the reigns of
URGENTLY NEEDED!!!
as a. fine display of hockey • the
the Lancer hockey team but this
A manager for the Lancer Hock
late going was less smooth and
year has decided to step aside
ey team. Contact Ken Tyler, a
interrupted
by frequent outand give someone else a chance.
ext.
400.
breaks of. fist cuffs.
Ken Tyler has taken on the job
Windsor jumped to an early
with a strong, optomistic attitude. A new league alignment
has benefited
the Lancers.
They're putting a lot more wins
on the score sheet than in previous years.
Although a bit weak on defence the Lancers work diligently to make up for their shortcomings. It sure would be nice
~

Two Ryerson Rams

Ryerson stomped by Lancers
in rematch at Adie Knox
ByGreg Reeds
The University of Windsor
Hockey Lancers hosted the visiting Ryerson Rams from Toronto
this past weekend and came up
with two impressive victories.
The Lancers took home a 5-3
victory in the first of two games
and skated away with a similar
decision 10-8 in the doubleheader.
The wins give the Lancers a 44-3 record in the central division
of the newly aligned OUAA
hockey set-up. Lancer coach
Ken Tyler, in his rookie season
with the
team,
expressed
optimism for the remainder of
the season, • but felt his team
should have held off the Rams

Basketball team keeps plugging
ByPeterNash
"We scared the heck out of
em" commented Coach Paul
Thomas following last Saturday's defeat to Arizona 100-70
in basketball play.
'
'
The Lancers were hot in the
first half holding strong against
Arizona's fast break offence. A
crowd of 10,000 watched the
much favoured Arizona squad
battle evenly with the Lancers
co~ing up ahead by only three
pointsat half-time, 41-38.
Wayne Allison, Stan Korosec
and Jim Molyneux combined inside to give the Lancers an edge
on the boards at both ends of
the court. Allison was high
scorer for both squads hitting
for 26 points. Jim Molyneux followed up for the Lancers with
13 points while Kevin Greenwood and John Ritchie had 8
pointseach.
Korosec has been getting in
early foul trouble on a regular
b .
asi~and this game was no exception. By half-time he had
four personals and five with 1 7
minutes to play. Coach Thomas
~~ted after the Oakland game in
tndsor last week that "we
don't know wh , b
h
.
at s een appenmgto Stan H
fh d
. e gets a 1ot o ar
luck calls."
. The Lancers effectiveness
di~inished in the second half
With the loss of Korosec. Ari~onaran off three successful fast
reaks and Windsor never caught
up.
C Although in a rebuilding year
t oach Thomas expects Arizona
0

be a strong school in

to see a Lancer hockey team in
the play-offs.
LANCERETTES
The Lancerette
basketball
team has had some lean years
but they finally came through
with a win last week beating
Laurier 70-4 7. New Head Coach
Sue Swain has rejuvenated the
squad so an improvement in the
standings looks promising .
BASKETBALL
Last year was a bit of a disappointment for basketball fans
but the team hopes to make up
for it this year. Eight new faces
grace the floor of St. Denis Hall
but don't let that fool you. Already they're welding together
as a team so that, come regular
season play in January, they'll
be ready.
Windsor will be competing in
the York tournament over the
Christmas
break.
If you're
around York University come
out and cheer them on.
FOOTBALL
Unlike other league realignments the one in football ruined
the
competitive
balance.
Windsor went 4-3 in a division
filled with teams that far outclass most schools across the
country. Coach Fracas isn't happy but hopefully things may be
changed come next season.
On the bright side, Bruce
Walker, Jim Cimba and Jim
Lynn made the All-Canadian
Team and will travel to Florida
to compete in the Can-Am Bowl.
Coach Fracas, last year's coach
of the year, will be the head man
for the Canadian team.
SWIMMINGAND DIVI G
Following a successful seaspn
last year, Windsor hopes to do a
repeat performance.
Veterans
such as Gill Stevens, Kathy Gelinas, Donna Lori and Marilyn
Courtney are back to bring more
Windsor victories.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
CAREERISN'T EASY ·
We'd like to offer you a challenge - a career in
dealing with professionals - a career in Life
insurance sales and/or sales management.
It's one of the few careers that offers you
freedom cf action and decision and an
unusually high measure of security and
personal satisfaction.
We know it isn't easy choosing the right career.
Perhaps we at Metropolitan Life can help you
mak~ the right choice. Why not drop by and
see us. We'll be on Campus on:

~
z

:;;
:

~
~

_g
""'

Thursday, January 11, 1979

Stan Korosec, along with the rest of The Lancers, in action "down
· ·
, b
h
south." Regular season competition wont e as toug .

NCAA. "They're young so this
season might be a long one for
them but they should be good
by the end of the year" he said.
Arizona belongs to the PAC ten
conference
which
normally
sports
several
contenctmg
schools.

Friday night to play John Wesley. Game time is 8:15 and all
fan support is welcome. Last
week against Oakland the crowd
was sparse (about 300 people).
It's always great to see those big
crowds in St. Denis Hall so why
don't you come out and support

I
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1
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Where the future is now
the~--T~h~e~L~a~n~ce~r~s~w:1~·11~b~e~h~o~m~e~t~h~i:_s
_ __:th=e:_t:=e:a=:m~.~---------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_FROM
THE EXECUTIVE,~
__
COMMISSIONERS AND_
__
STAFF OF THE__

_

J

I

STUDENT ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
___

andthe_---c,-GALLERY LOUNGE_

I

i

__

M6PP'2 GbPistmas _
_ and a __
app,i
w~
SEE YOU ALL WEDNESDAY, JANL/ARY 3rd
HAVE A VERY ENJOYABLE VACATION,
PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY OVER THE HOLIDAYS,
BEST OF LUCK ON YOUR EXAMS
STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRA
CONSEIL ADMINls:rRATIF

TIVE,COUNCIL
DES ETUDIANTS
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By Paul Tumolo
The University of Windsor
chess team captured a share of
the Division C title at the 1978
Pan-American
Intercollegiate
Chess Cham pionship in Chicago.
Eighty-five team s participated in
the eight round event ..
Windsor, ranked 70th at the
start of the tournament, compiled a respectable 4-4 record to
place . 3 7th overall and shared the
Division "C" Championship with
the University of Illinois at Urbana and Hofstra College .
Windsor started out with a
flare. In the first round, when
th e higher ranked teams are
paired with the lower ones, up sets are rare. However, the
Windsor team was one of only
two lower ranked teams to pull
off an upset, scoring 1h point
by drawing · the match with

Louisville. The Louisville team ..,
was ranked 28th, with an avc;rage rating of 1,849 compared to
Windsor's 1,5 H{. The chances of
overcoming a 400 point rating
difference to score a full po int
are app roximately ,,.one in one~ hundred, to score 1h point, it's
approximately one in fifty. &till
riding the high, Windsor scored
another upset of sorts in · the
second round, drawing · with
Michigan (ranked 18).
Just when they were starting
to attract attention as "minigiant killers", reality set in and
Windsor lost its next two
matches to Cin.cinnati (39th)
. and Purdue (52nd). The team
scored their first full point by
def~ating little Illinois Vall~y
(82nd) . Next came a disappoint-

turn to p.
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Senate eases -load
for honours grads
By Dave Powis
A decision by the Faculty of
Social Science to drop its honours requirements sparked considerable debate at the last two
sessions of the university's Senate.
Many Senators criticized the
facult/s decisio~ to drop the re-quire !}lents from an average of
22 courses to 2,0, with regards to
the effects such a move would ·
have on the .other faculties and
on teacher workloads .
"Because of its numbers, the
Social Science faculty recognizes
its obligations to other faculties,' ! said Dean Phillips, "and ,it
has done so." Phillips explained
that' a sub-committee had been
formed to review all aspects of
the faculty's curriculum.
The sub-committee recommended that the honours requirements be reduced to 20
courses which would be in line
with honours requirements at
other Ontario and Canadian universities. On November _ 3, the
Executive
Committee of the ·
Faculty of Social Science unanimously endorsed the ·recom' mendation. The decision wasn't
made applicable to the School of

Social Work .
Phillips claimed that the social science decision would have
a negligible effect on other faculties . ln a report to the Senate,
it was shown that the number of
required majo r courses in all
departments but two, would be
reduced. Taking the combined
total for all the programmes, the
number
of required
major
courses is 961h, down from 101.
The report also showed that
the _ number of required ' nonmajor courses in virtua lly all
cases remains intact . The com, bibe<!;-~ total .•, of option courses ;,,..
-shows a. recluction._of t-5~ courses -cc
units. According to Phillips, as .c:
these options are spread across :. Along. with
a new IBM 370, the Computer Centre installed six control
the entire university, "it seems
page two.
that the effect on any individimplicat10n (of reducing the refaculty redundancy could also
tial faculty would _be, for all
result.
quirements) aren't spelled out
practical purposes, negligible."
adequately enough to justify
While trying to shed its "odd
Senate approval. "The concept
Dr. Mervyn Franklin, presiman out" status among other
of
the
liberal
arts
education
is
at
dent of the University of Windunivers1ties was important, said
stake here," said Malley.
sor, asked Phillips if more detailPhillips, qf equal importance ·"is
Dr. John Sullivan said that
ed stat istical data on fa~ulty
the conviction that our ·honours
there would be pressure on the
overload and class sizes was
graduates must have an in-depth
other
faculties
to
drop
their
available. Phillips replied 1t
training · in their subject matter
requirements. if such a move was
wasn't "as so much depends on
equal to that of their countermade. _"There is a possibility of
the individual student."
parts from 9th er universities."
losing over 200 course units,"
Rev. Malley argued · that the
According
to
Phillips, the
said Sullivan, adding that greater
~

data disk readers. See story on
t

reduction in the course load
would accomplish this.
The debate on the matter was
stretched over two sessions of
the Senate before a vote was
taken. Twenty-seven Senators
voted to reduce the honours
requirements in the faculty · of
~ocial Science, ten opposed and
6 abstained. As of September,
the course load for honours students in the faculty will be 20·. ,

'.Media Corp. tries Jo ,quell furor .
By Mark D. Greene

On December 18th., the Student Media Corporation voted
unanimously to keep Dave Powis
as Editor of The Lance, and to
strike a committee !Oinvestigate
the operat ion of the paper.
The decision of the Student
Media Corporation, which is responsible for the publication of
The Lance, was a result of a
series of events that began on
December 1st. , 1978.
At a regularly scheduled
meeting of The Lance staff, it
was decided unanimously to
place the Editor, Dave Powis,
and Managing Editor, Paul Chernish, on probation for one week.
The basis for this decision was
the dissatisfaction of the staff
with the operation of the paper
and the apparent lack of responsibility of these editors.
Following the end of the
prob~tionary period, a vote was

taken on a motion of nori-confidence . The result of that secret
ballot was that the Managing
Editor should stay and that the
Editor should leave.
The staff then voted to ask
for the resignation of the Editor.
Should the Editor not resign ~f
his own volition, the staff
further decided that they would
form a committee to present its
views to the Student Media Corporation.
On Monday, December 11,
1978, Powis called a special
meeting and announced
his
decision to remain as Editor of
The Lance.
Following
this announcement, the staff then formed a
;committee to draw up specific
charge!i to bring before the Media Gorporation meeting which
was slated for December 18th.
According to Lionel Belanger,
Lance Graphics Artist and a

member of the committee, two
of the critical charges brought
against · Powis, included "Lack of
editing ability, including failure
to · correct grammatical errors,
and truancy."
"On both of these charges
brought before the Student Media Corporation, Mr. Powis had
legitimate reasons fqr all the
charges that
were , brought
against him," said Belanger.
He also pointed out that
much of the discussion brought
up about the lack of responsibility by the Editor proved irrelevent, due to the fact that
there is no constitution in effect
at the present time for The
Lance.
Ed ~McMahon, Chairman of
the Lance Staff Committee, was
displeased with the decision of
the Media Corporation. "With
the exception of Arthur Sneath,
I do not believe the Media Corp.

gave serious consideration to the
charges brought before them."
Gino Piazza, President of The
Student
Media Corporation,
commented in an interview that
the Media Corporation looked at
the issue objectively. He pointed
out that the problem within The
Lance covers a lot of areas. In
his opinion, the Editor "is not
the one whb should be writing
stories. His responsibility is to
edit stories and make sure that
the paper gets out." Piazza added that this was by no means a
complete definition of the Editor's job.
One of the main · problems
with The Lance, according to
Piazza, is its organization. To
help The Lance solve this problem, the Media , Corporation
elected to strike a committee to
look into the operation of The
Lance
Piazza pointed out that this

sub-committee would not interfere with the content of the
paper, adding, "we're not in the
journalism field." Their report

turn to -p . .2
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COmputer Centre, undergoes· face Utt
·By Mark D. Greene
While the rest of the university campus was away dn ome
dreaming of candy canes and
other Christmas cheer, the people at the Computer .Centre were
busy installing a brand new computer.
The new machine, an IBM
370-3030, represents the latest
~ in computer te chnology and the
second largest in the area. Only
Chrys ler's has a bigger one. The
pr ice tag for this new machine,
according to Leo Miernicke, director of the Computer Centre,
"is over a million."
Along with the new computer, the Centre also acquired
six new di sk readers from Control Data, which serve to further
increase the efficiency of the
Centr e.
\
"The new computer has from
two to seven times the po~er of
the old machine," said Miernicke. The old computer, an

IBM 360, was first introduced in
1965, and has now been made
obsolete by the 3 70.
Miernicke st at ed that the uni. versity decided to purchase the
new computer because most of
the soft ware programmes available today are more readily applied to the 370. He added that
Windsor is one of the last uni· ver sities in Ontario to swit ch to
. th e 370 model.
Th e change-over, -which occu red during the Christmas
b reak, was in the planning stages
for over two months and involved about 200 steps to make
sure nothing slipped up. It also
involved the coordinated efforts
of the people fr om IBM, Control
Data and Dearborn Leasing.
Unlike · tile old computer,
which was leased from Dearborn
Leasing, the new machine was
purchased from IBM. The decision t o buy rat her th an lease was
based, in part, on the computer's

....
]
~
~

·~
:
~

]
~

The new console has two video display terminals and, unlike the old co mputer, lacks the multitude of
flashing lights.
....
The computer can hold three
over 1,900, 000 ,000 bytes.
last into th e 1980's and like
million bytes (individ~al characex pected lifespan and the availmost gadgets of this era is warters) . This is backed up by 19
ability of funds from the uniranted for one year.
disk reading machines which
versity to make the purchase .
It is possible . for th:e present
have a total stor age capability of
The computer is expected to
capacity of the comp uter to
·
double.

"Iusedto
b_____
robbedemployeesoftheir
indMduality
andgaveit
backwhentheyretired'!
~ . "\Xfhen1t came to

pitking1Gar~r ,

banking was the last thing on my mind.
The reason was, I pictured myself
disappearing into the woodwork and
surfacing 40 years later with a gold
watch , a slap on the back and one of those
'good old boy ' retireme nt parties.
"Brother , was I wron g.
"Before graduating from Laurier,
I talked with one of Toronto Dom inion's
campus recruiters. H e stressed the
personality of th e bank and its people.
Plus the fact th at I wo uldn' t get lost
in th e sh uffle- and I could make my own
oppo rtun ities ifI wo rked hard at it.
"H e talked a lot about TD 's management opp ortun ities, too . H e explained
th at the y were into everythin g from
market research to intern ational bank ing.
"I was imp ressed . And so I decided ·
to give TD a chance.
"I started in their Banklab Training
Co urse and it gave me some important insight s into management. T hen I
did some work in research and
development , followed by comm ercial
credit training .Now I'm an Assistant
Man ager of commerci al credit -a good job
with a lot of responsibility.
"Today, things are movin g alortg just
fme.Th e future look s bright and
pro sperous. And Tony Busbr idge is
getting ahead in the world~

·,

Lancegate
Furor
cont'd from p . 1
is expected by th e end of Janu ary .

Paul Chernish, Man.aging Editor of Th e Lance, ex press ed som e
abo u t
the
~ubm1sg1vmgs
committ ee and o bjecte d t o th e
"political red -tap e stuck on us
(The Lance) by the Media Corp .
and SAC·. " He decffned to mak e
a statement about Mr. Powis'
current p osit ion .
-..Uan . Sulliyal) ,". ire a.tion
·· Ma,nager for The Lance; and one
of the most vocal member~ of
the staff, expressed similar dissatisfaction with the Student
Media Corporation decision. "It
sti nks in princi pal." He wen t on
to say tha t he feared " overa ll
con tro l of The Lance and its
editor ial conte nt by the Med ia Corporation ."
Piazza ind icated th at the se
fears are groundless , sayi ng tha t
"th e sub-comm itt ee ha s no
po wer and will on ly serve to
mak e rec ommendations ."
Pat Fo wle r, Typesette r fo r
The Lance, stat ed that "a lthough Mr. Powi s did sh ow a
certain lack of responsibility, th e
entire matter definit ely does not
rest on his shoulders alone. " He
went on to say that " th e responsibility for The Lance mu st
also include the Managing Edit or, Sports Editor , and the En tertainment Editor." He added , "I
am pleased with the decisions of
both Mr. Powis,_ and the Media
Corporation ."
Dave Powis , Lance Editor, indicated he was pleased by the
decision of the Media Corporation. "I 'm glad the y showed faith
in me . I think everythjng is be hind us now and I intend to
work my butt off ho ping to regain the faith and confidence of
the staff ."

"Q,
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No wis .
The bank where people
make the difference

Look forID recruiters onyourcampussoon.
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S.A.C. grants pay hike for execs
By Dave Powis

Members of the Students ' Administrative
Council
voted
Thurs 4ay, December 14, to increase the salaries of SAC executives and commissioners .
President Gino Piazza received a raise to $146.74, retroactive to May 1. As of January
1, Piazza will be paid $159 .51
per week. Other increases went
to the vice-president, · secretary
($1,950), the vice-president, finance ($1 ,750) and the commissioners ($1,200). The vice·
presidents and commissioners receive honorarium, rather than
salary .
The Cost of Living Allowance
Committee based its recommen·

dations on the dramatic rise in
the cost of living index over the _
past three · years (with no accompanying raise) and the time
and responsibilities of the executive and commissioners.
The council approved plans
for the installation of a big
screen TV in The Gallery. The
three-year 5ontract calls for SAC
to pay $140 each month, plus
installation charges . At the end
c;,f three years, council has the
option to purchase the screen
for ten per cent of the original
price.
Gallery manager Dave Peddle
expects the s__
creen to attract
more customers to the pub .
Bob Gammon, th e commis -

sioner . of Special Events, an nounced that Dan Hill will be
appearing at St. Denis Hall on
Sunday, January 28. Hill will
cost SAC $5,000 but -Gammon is
hoping for a profit. Tickets are ·
$5 .00 and are available at the
SAC office and city record outlets.
Gammon told the members
that Open House will be staged
on Sunday, March 4. According
to Gammon, Dr. Mervyn Franklin has expressed concern over
the lack of student representation on • the Open House Committee. Gammon repeatec his
plea for student input on the
committee, which meets next .

Friday at 3 p.m. in Windsor Hall
Room 501.
•
ln a written report to council,
Deb Krutila, · the commissioner
of Ancillary Services, told of the
pressure from the Inre·r-Resi- ·
dence Coundl to clear up .the
maintainance and housekeeping
problems in the residences. At a
meeting between the I.RC and
Dave McMurray, the Director
of Residences, and the head
residents, several solutions were
discussed. They include the hiring of a General Residence
Handyman and more frequent
inspections by the head resident
and their assistants. Another
proposal, which has just been
carriea through, is the hiring of a

per.son to delegate work orders
and job maintainance coritr9ls .
Krutila reponed that the IRC
is investigating campus security
problems and that a sub-committee of the Food Committee will
present the results of a ~ompara: .
tive study of food prices at Canadian universities and colleges to
SAC when it is completed.
Emmanuel
tsiundo,
v-icepresident,
finar,ce, told the
members that the enrollment figure at the School of Drama now
stands at 6 7. Biundo also reported that CJAM , The Lance and
SAC's general administrat ion expenses are all under bu dget to
date .

Generation returns af.ter one year absei19e
By Peter Hrastovec
After a one-year acbsence,
Generation is back on campus.
Generation , a collection of student poetry, prose, drawings and
photos, represents the artistic
abilities .of the students on th~
University of Windsor · campus.
Most j mportant of all, Gener·
ation offers students the chan ce
see "their creative work published in a literary magaiine format.

;b

Directing the publication of
Generation is editor Gary Baillargeon, a part-time student at
t~e university, who is presently
completing his Master's Degree
in Creative Writing. Baillargeon
took up the-weighty task of publi_shing Generation on a voluntary basis because he likes to see
creative
writers
and artists
"come out of the wood work "
and share their talents with the
rest of the campus community .
:;_:-

Assisting Baillargeon in the
publishing of Generation is part time student Judy Kalman. Ms.
Kalman is also_ a graduate stu dent in the Crea r-iveWriting programme . She will edit the prose
submissions.
Generation dates back to the
early sixties when it replaced an
earlier student publication, Kaleidoscope , Since then, Generation has been published intermittently .· The most recent edit-

Nativity scene ripped off

ion of Generation was published
in March, 1977 . At ·that time
local poet Phil Hall was at th~
helm. Last year, no one stepped
forward to express their desire
to oversee the publication of the
student antholog y.
Generation is· fin ~l)ccd-by an
endowment frori1 the Students'
A<lministrative
Council.
The
universit y administration
will
donate a matching amount of
funds. Proceeds from the sale of
this student anthofogy · will be
directed to a re~rve fund for
next ye ar's public ation.

I

tributes the lack of response to
the sudden rush of ,papers i nd
exams that accompanies the eiid
of the fall semester. Now that
the new year has arrived, Baillargeon hopes that students will
take the time and effor t tG submit th eir work to this worthwhil e project.
All interested part-time or
full-time students at the Univer- .
sity of Windsor are welcome to
submit poems, sho r t stories
.
. tior
.,
art work to _(~ary ~~illargr on ;
c/o The English D@p.artment,
Universit y of Windsor. Sw dents
may also contact Gary a{ ho~e
by calling -256 -4QJ.O. The de; «;l·
line for svbmi ss10ns is January
<

,•

ONTARIO PUBLIC INTEREST
RESEARCH GROUP
presents ....
SURVIVAL SERIES!!!
Mon·day J anua ry 22 "THIS ALPHABET MAY BE DANG EROUS
TO YOU R HEAL TH " THE EFFECT OF PCB's AN D PBB's find
out abou t the effect of chemicals tha t we're exposed to from ~n expert . Dr. Stephen Safe biochemist . "CRY of the CU LL" a Cana d ian
documentary film will also be shown. Assum ption Lounge at 3 : 3'0
p .m.
Regular office ho ur s this term wilJ b~ from 9 a.m . to 12 noon. Inter~~ted in a resea rch projec t ? Nee d some informati~ n for a course
proj ect? Drop by and find ou t more!

By Mark D. Greene

Some membe rs of this commu nity have take n it upon themselves t o play th e ro le of
Scrooge.
Duri ng the last week of
exa ms parts of th e nat ivity scene
in th e University Ce ntr e were
vand alized and oth er figur es and
adorn ment s stole n. Even th e
Christma s tree did a disappe aring act .
Each ye ar , .Fr. Weiler of the
~asi lian Fath ers; sets up the dis-'
play in an effo rt to inject some
season al spir it int o this campus .
Just as religiously, th e displ ay is
vand alized or ripped -off .
According to Bill Bridgeman,
assist ant to the director of the
Cent re, thefts are one of the
more unfortunate events of the
·
Christmas season .
Mary Menna, of the Centre '
desk, said that some animal
figures and the Christmas tree
were stolen. Also, "someone
jumped on it (the display) ."

"The firs t th ing to disappear was
a green spo.tl ight ," said Bridgeman.
The Centre de sk staff t ried to
min imize the dam age and thefts
by removing the figures every
evening and setting tht;m up th e
foll ow ing morning. Despite these
preca ut io ns, the vand alism and
t hef ts still occurred.
Gr ant Mciver, direc tor of Sec;

urit y, said that -·these th efts are
unfort u nat€ly ex pected. "S o me
peo ple might call these events
strange disapp earan ces," . said
Mciver, "but we call th em
thef t ."
While it's -unfo rtu na te th at
th ese events occur , "90 per cent
of the people who passed t he
displa y are
reverant, " said
Bridgema n .

Thur sday Jan ua ry 18th, "FOOD FOR THOUGHT!" - an alternat ive
to that every day meal. .. che ap , homec oo ked food, musrc, and an
introdu ct ion to th e PEOPLE?S FOOD COMMISSION. 6:3 0 p .m. a
Assu m pt ion College. Adva nce ticke t s from th_e OPIRG of fice .
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Not so great in'78,
•
what's ahead for us 1n '79

/

--."'y-

Well, 1978 is history now 1nd
another year looms ominously in
front of us. It's safe to say that
last year wasnii a particularly
good one for this campus. Hassles over the meal plan gave most
of the students a real pain, gar-.
bage and paperwork piled up ·
when the secretaries took a hike
for 17 days and the basketball
team took a nosedive when so
much was expected from it. Far
too many students couldn't find
a job during the summer and
then . had to rely on the Ontario
Student Assistance Programme.
Thousands are still waiting for
their money due to the alarming
inefficiency of the programme
and a computer . {re: government) break-down . .Doesn't all
of this make you glad that it's
1979?
Can we expect this new year
to be any better? Well, to coin a
corny ~lifhe, . "hope . springs ·
eternal".
Sometime this month, the
university will announce plans
for another new facility, one
that h~ been desperately needed
for almost · ten years now. We

know most of the juicy details
- what, where, when and, most
important,
how
but we
promised Dr. Franklin that we
wouldn't steal the university's
moment in the spotlight 'cause
the Lord knows it's about time
that something good eminated
from the tower .
·
We believe it's fortunate for
the university and students that
Dr. Franklin is in the president's
chair. His primary concern is for
the
students
and
that's
something we cannot argue with.
The fact that he's on our side
doesn't make him all that popular with the rest of the administration. Still, he stepped in when
negotiations had bogged . down
with the support staJf a.nd; with
the help of Gino Piazza, .was able
to reach a compromise between
the residence students and the
administration over the meal
plan. The meal plan is still with
Huron and Electa residents but
at least it's a bit more appetizing. Franklin realized that the
students had been given the .
lance (sorry, we just couldn't

help ourselves) and set out to
make amends . .
Once again, it seems that our
basketb;i.11team is looking good
despite the many new faces on
the squad. Windsor students will
have their chance to pass judgement on the Lancers when the
perennial nasties, the University
of Waterloo Warriors, visit ol' ·
St. Denis Hall on Saturday, January 13. 'The Pit' will surely be
rocking.
Ah, but for every bit of sunshine a little bit of rain ·must fall.
attitude ·puzzles and infuriates
However, when your're dealing
the forecasts are . sorrect, will
with the provincial government,
continue to do so for the next
those members of-the C mmunit's more or less a flood.
··
few years. It's going to take the
ity who put out .that ·i\ml~ exTopping the list is OSAP
combined efforts of the adtra", trying to ma ke t{i\ s campus
.a bit more attractive ' and comwhich, as it stan~s now, isn't
ministration, · faculty, staff and
working. Dr . Bette Stephenson
students to bring thi~ ·trend ro a
patible. - Unfortunat cly all the
bitchi ng and editodal ~-areh't gocan ramble on about a computer
halt. All of us have to take pride
fouJ'..:
up but it's the programme
in this university an'd display this
ing to ,J o a ,f orldof good unless
that's giving administrators and
attitude, this confidence to the
the individual students looks at
students headaches. There will
public if we're to create a betthemself and -asks,- "Am I do_ing •
·,,"my share?" ·,,.,The answer must
~lways -b~J :,rqbJ
~~ · J~P~i~ted ;t~r situa.tion on this :eampu,s!'''
with ·
· any · ,ic> -go~ernment
The primary goat i'n this case
come from within.
programme _but with -some more
is the student. Far too many just
efforr and consideration, the
come to this campus, struggle
effects could be minimized.
through the day and return
Windsor's
undergraduate
home without any thought or
population is dropping and, if
care about this university. Their .

~ome· old ·song during la.st ,yea-r
Piazza became the new President
of SAC (oh boy!!!).
We've come ·a long way,. I
Thousands of students ralfied
,guess. · In· the first issue of 1978, :
in Toronto to protest the Davis
then Editor, Rick Spence, was
government's policy of cutbacks
noting that the enrollment drop
at the University of Windsor w~s
in , Education spending. Three
campus unions threatened to go
the highest in the province and
Gary Wells,
then
President ·of,,
on strike.
ji'
,.
SAC, was preparing to sue Saga
At the end of March, Dave
Foods
over
unau.thorised
Powis was elected to b<: the
changes in the meal plan. See
1978-79 Editor-iir~hief of The
what I mean?
Lance, saying that he intended .
We have since moved · on to
to "pursue initiatives started
bigger and better things . The
earlier this year toward~ a
next week ; Trudeau visited
financially in dependant Lance,
Windsor and manag't!d' to avojd
free from SAC control". And to
meeting just about everybody.
clos~ out that scholastic year,
Herb Gray spouted off about the
Sports Editor, Peter Nash wrote
election that was sure t9 come in
an . exceedingly prolific but
1978 and the ability of the Libscathing comment about 'penny . ·
erals to "achieve and maintain a
ante politics'.
Thmgs got off to a great start
strong and united Canada."
A record cold spell and snow- . this academic year with the
firing of the Pub Manager, while
fall paralyzed all of Windsor,
the secretaries; true to the pro(except for the Pub) and Darlene
.
misc
they had made almost six
Chakmak became the ·assistant
months earlier, went on strike.
information officer at the DeSaga Foods, in another of .
partment . of Information Sertheir moves calculated to win
vices. Even bigger news was the
the hearts of the campus comfact that sixty-nine (imagine
munity, changed the meal plan
· that!} tourism students at S.t .
without · anyone's prior knowClair College were quarantined
ledge or consent, and were ·
with suspected .typhoid.
promptly taken ' to court. Now ,
·doesn't that sound familiar?
We got a new chancellor,
Major-GeneralRichard Rohmer,.
· Students at · three Ontario . an~ a new P.resident. Mervyn
Franklin, Martin Mull graced us
universities occupied the Offices
of rhe Administrations and beer
with his presence, and CJAM
\Wnt up to $8~00 a case. Gino
moved. cioscr to. it's. FM licen~e.
By Ed McMahon

$8.00 ·a -case

Enrollment was down (again)
opened and Gerry · Philips ·1ost
and the Leddy Library moved , his lawsuit against the Univerinto the . 21st century. Open
sity A.dministration.
House was delayed until the
' Dr. Franklin informed ·everyspring and Laura Sabia, at. the
one of h-is desire to improve eduheight of her enlightened wiscational quality and the Univerdom, informed us that the
sity of Windsor dropped from
I
womb WO'\lld~ooner. or later be
first to third in the "least
obsolete.
wanted university" category, as
determined by this year's drop
. • The '

So ,what do we have to look
forward to? Probably more
bitching about food plans, tuition hikes, enrollment drops,
OSAP, etc., etc ., ad nauseum.
But who knows? Maybe the
PCCCCC will succeed in severing
the bridge, and :we can all watch
the United _ States float away
into oblivion. ·Now that would

new6SAJ=>
.nenmness
·ffi8kes
I ife miserable

By Phil Hurcomb
(CUP) "Mr., Speaker, I am not ;it ,
all sure that there was inadequate plannii{g for this (OSAP)
program."
· So said Dr. Bette Stephenson,
Ontario Minister of Colleges and
Universities, in the provincial
legislature on N9v. 1.7when confronted :with
scathjng letter
· from the -Association of Sn.idem
Awards Officers of 'Ontario.
The letter . stated ~hat "we
(awards officers) are tired of seeing our students made to suffer
because of inadequate Ministry .
. planning and 'management'; and
that "we have reached the point
where we no ..longer believe ariy
.OSAJ>assessment . produced ·by ·.
your MinistryIScorrect ...
The emergence · of the :awards

a

officers' letter, and the conse .'

quent extension of discussion on
the new ' OSAP program to the
floor of the legislature, have
focussed attention on .the Ontario government's implementation
of the new loans and grants
policy, to the present backlog of
unassessed . and rejected OSAP
applications, and to the marked
decrease in the number of aid
applications that the Ministry
has received.

According to the director of
the
Information
Resources
Branch of the Ministry of Colleges and Universities, the latest
· government figures (as of Nov.
-17) show that 81,816 applicat·
ions have been received, 76,790
.applications. have been 'processed, 11.010 of those . have
actually resulted in assessments
=.(money is u·sually re~eived with-

in two weeks of ~ n assessment),
and, of those 71,010 . assessments, approximately 64,000
assessments have been for the
full and exact amount warra,nt- ·
ed.
2,925 applications have been
labelled "special ·consideration" .
cases and have not been · dealt
with, 1,108 applica (ions have
been returned ·to the .applicants, ·
and 4,000 applicatiqns, most of
them early ones, have been rejected by the computers due to
programming errors in the
Ministry's ~omputer systems.
At the University of.Windsor,
12 per cent of the aS$CSSments
had not been .compl~ted yet ..
Butler's letter Stated that "more
than seventy thousand students

turn to n.ext~page
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OSAP gives

By Ed McMahon
This Week 's Question: What do
. you think was the most important news item in 1978?

Windsor students headaches

· Photos by Heidi Pammer

rely on
through
classes.' '

the

funds provided
to
attend

OSAP

According to the University
of Windsor 's awards officer,
Marie Renaud, -students here
were very patient and understanding. While Butler's letter
mentioned awards officers being
victims of student abuse, she
hadn't
suffered herself. She
agreed with the latter part of the
letter sent to Stephenson, which
says that awards officers "are
tired of seeing students made to ·
suffer because of inadequate
Ministry planning and management ." .
Dave Cooke, the NOP Critic
for Colleges and Universities,
(MPP from Windsor-Riverside),
was quick to respond to the Minister's statements. Cooke said
that he raised the issue with Dr .
Stephenson
two and a half
months ago, and that many
awards officers had told her predecessor Dr. Parrot, that the
Ministry was not prepared to implement the new program th is
year .
Cooke said th at although she
claims to have onl y discovered
the complaints through Mr. But ler 's letter, the "Minister clearl y
neglected to investigate complaints rp.ised in the legislature,
time and t ime again ".
Th e J anuary deadline fo r the
finali zation of the new plan and
the · u·nveiling · of tne new OSAP
was put back un til March and
the n April. A little cloak and
dagger work by a U of T stu dent
reveale d th at , even in Ja nu ary, a
grea t deal of the plan was alrea dy fin alized an d part of it was
already at (he pri nter s.
By the time stude nts and
awards officers gained acces s t o
the pla n in April, it was too late
for in-school discuss ion of the
new criteria for the plan and th e
complicated applicat ion forms,
or for financi al counselling to be
given by the awards officers.
According
t o t he awards
officers' lett er to Steph enson ,
the delay of publication, a tac t ic
tha t ma ny feel 'A(as used t o
defuse negative public rea ction
to the harsh terms of the new
plan, " caused u ntold difficul ty
for the Ministry's empl oyees,
awards officers, and the compu ter support p rogra m . Computer program erro rs have since
been the cause of much of the
pro cessing delay .
Also due to th~ delay by the
ministry, the provinc e 's awards
officers never receiv ed .the Pol icy
and Proc edu res Manu al fo r
Awards Office rs which was to
have been comp leted by March .
As the awards officer s letter
points out , "it is diffic ult to
admin ist er a prog ram with in complete or inaccura te information ."
The sch edule fo r co mp let ion
of programs for th e new com. d . assessment
. putenze
syste •m
could n ot be · met . The computer .program for edit ing app lications was supp ~sed t o be fu nctional in May b.u t was corriplet ed ·
late . Acco rding to th e awards
officers' let ter · that program is .
still not working pro perly.
The compute r prog ram fo r
~
r1>!~ . ,.a-: iS1 inl.
-.;:;Jlt:Q't.,.,
""'~

r,= o1. i~n :J1'
.

a larger award if the y could
prove that they actively sought
employment, but were unable to
find a summer job . They also
weren't adequately informed of
the fact that this year for the
first time a successful appeal
would be awarded entirely as a
grant and not as a loan.
Even with the computer
problems and the likelihood of a
large number of incorrectly
filled out applications, Parrot, in
one of his last official statements
as Minister of Colleges and UniComparing these figures with
versities, said on Aug. 9 that the
figures from Oct. 31 of the prevgovernment had no intention of
ious year (almost three weeks
setting up an emergency fund to
earlier in the first term), the perprovide short-term relief for stucentage of applications processdents whose loans were late.
ed is down, the actual number of
The K-W Record quoted Parassessments is down over 16,000
rot as saying "I think that such a
and the number of full and corfund would only encourage
rect assessments is down approxmore students to delay longer in
imately 23 ,000.
getting in their applications for
Could the present situation
awards.' '
have been avoided and should
On Aug. 17, OFS President
the ministry be held responsible
Miriam Edelson sent a letter t o
for the present dilemma because
Parrot reiterating the need fo r a
of their poor management of the
prov incial emergency fund. On
ne w pr ogram , or is Stephenson's
Sept. 11, Bette .Stephenson , the
assertion that we are now endurnew Minister
of Colleg es and
ing the results of ·a one in a bilUniversities, replied to the letter
lion fluke breakdown of an acth anking OFS for their suggestceptable implementation process
ions but asserting tha t "we do
correct? A sound understanding
not feel that the problem is of
of t l;e ministry's treatment of
the magnitude to warr ant fur the plan, .even before its offic ial
ther act ion at this time. I can
inc epti o n is neces sary before
assur e yo u that every effort is
th at question can be an swere d .
being made on the part of our
The miIJi~~ry· ~ de~i~io~ t s_> staff to e-x-pedite cases whi«h
stall tne disclosure of the finalhave been unduly delayed. "
ized version of the new loans
The " undu ly delayed " cases
and grants policy last fal( has
mentioned in th e Stephenson
been pointed out by the Assoc lett er were several th ousand
iation of Awards Officers of
applicati ons incorrec tly assessed
Ont ario and others as being a
by the comput ers on Aug. 21
m ajor fac t or in the lat eness and
an d 28 .
incorrect assessment o f man y stud ent loans and grant s.
"
The com pu ter pro gram had
Dur ing a speaking tour of
not been tested pro perly before
Ontario cam puses in early Octobeing put int o op eratio n. Th e
ber 1977, Harry Parrot , the n
early appl icatio ns were used as
Minister of Colleges and Unites t cases in the firs t ru ns of the
verstQ.es, info rmed thousand s
comp uter in the ho pe th at all
of stud en ts and fac ul ty th at th e
the
progra ms
had
bee n
197 8/79 On tario Stude nt Asconstructed
pro perly. Consesistance Program would be made
quently, these early ap plicants
public in its final form by ear ly
did not re ceive fu nds by the be- ·
Ja nu ary, 1978 . He stat ed that
ginning of the year. Som e of
the fina lization of t he plan was
these cases still have not been
being delayed that long in order
assessed.
that t he m inistry could engage
Ot her com pu ter pro blems in
in "me anin gful dialogue" wit h
the app licati on reyiews sectio n
the stu de nts of the provinc e.
are sti ll uncorrec ted. Accor ding
At th e Seneca College meett o the Award s Offic ers' le tter,
ing on th e tou r, Chris All nutt ,
reviews could be delayed unt il
a member of the Ont ario Fedafte r J anu ary 1.
erat ion of Stude nts exec utive,
It was not unt il early Novem asked Par rot
to
crea te a
ber th at Stephen so n, face d with
substantia l em ergency fund in
assessme nt sluwd owns and a
case the re was a dela y in prodefu n ct reviews proces s, made
cessing an d assessing applicat $11 mill ion availab le t o awa rds
ion s; the ra t ionale for th is reoffi cers to distri bu te t o disquest be ing that this was a ne w
gru ntle d stud ents. In the inter plan , that it wou ld involve a
im, mon ey had to be borrowed
ne w comput er syst em , and that
from un iversity and colleg e adthe new applicat iqn forms would
m in istrati ons and tuiti on fee dene cessarily be mor e comp licated
fe rments had t o be app roved t o
an d involv ed . Parrot did no t co nmeet th e fin anci al p ro blems of
sider such a fund necessary .
th e students .
Again , beca use of a lack of
In early August , OF S to ld the
publicity, man y stud ents were
mini stry th at due to the lack of
unaw are of the alt ernat e reve~ueadvertisi ng, many students , pri source s availabl e to them until
marily th os e com ing directly ou t
their loan and grant mone y came
of high sch ool could be unawa re
in . It is imp ossible to tell ho w ·
of ex actl y what they wo uld be
eligible for in th e way of loans
ma ny stu den ts suffer ed grea t
and grants. Earlier in the sum har dsh ips or decided not to remer, OF S had complained that
turn to sch ool because of th e
stu dent s had 't bee n made
po or performa n ce of the new
aware that they could appeal for
p~~~· .. - -··-·
assessing edite .d applications was
delivered two months after it
was supposed to be in operation
and was, as- of Nov. 16 still not
functioning properly.
The possibility of assessment
problems in the fall and generally low application rates due primarily to the restrictive terms of
the plan but also, according to
OFS representatives, to the lack .
of publicity for the new OSAP
prompted the OFS to take some
action.
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Marilyn Caira, First Year, Comp.
Science:
"The peace talks about the Middle East at Camp David."

Velma Coc;chetto, First Year,
Business Commerce:
"The deaths of Pope Paul VI and
Pope John Paul I, and the elect ion of the Polish Pope ."

-Maria Vitella, First Year, Political Science :
"T he Camp David agreements
and the violence in Iran ."

Chock Foo k Song, First Year,
Business:
"The Suicide Cult in Gu yan a."

Don
Spence ,
Business :

Third

Year,

"Th e Cam p Da_yidAgreements ."

.

. .,_....

Michael Carlone, Third Year,
Business :
"T he m ass su icide in Guyana."

Leslie Yee, First Year, French :
"The su icide cul t in Guy ana."
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Telllporary solution or
_downtown r~developillent ?

~y Gene Sasso

Within the next month, the final wall will fall.
. The building , once Windsor's Opera House and, more recen~ly,
the home of Smith's department store , occupies land bounded by
Riverside, O:uellette and Pitt Avenues. A prime downtown location ,
.J the site is being cleared to p!;_
ovide( temporary '.' parking-facilities.
Perhaps with Windsor's GREAT (INDUSTRIAL)
LEAP F(l)R -:. WARD , enough money and interest can be-genera ted to lure a major '
department store to build on the site . With the recent disclosure that
Adelman's department store will vacate its large store on the same
block, a significant development seems even more plausible .
While we're dreaming, plans could include a walkway to a m all
concourse in the vacated Steinberg store.
Better yet, we can use our recent windfall of industrial taxes to
level the entire downtown area, buy Toronto's Eaton Centre and relocate it here.
Well, until somebody does something, we 'll have our parking lot.

Photos by Gene Sasso
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Members 'meet' Pol ice

CUP Delegates Vote to Expel/ Chevrt/((\~~
•

By Dave Powis

The 41st National Conference of the Canadian University
·Press began with a bang and
ended with a bust. Delegates
who attended the meeting in Edmonton voted to expell the
chevron from CUP and saw two
of their peers arrested on charges
of possession.
. The conference began with
the chevron delegation asking'
members to expelLThe Imprint,

"

another University of Waterloo
paper, charging it with being an
implement of the Federation of
.Students, with whom the chevro11 has been feuding for over
three years. Their request was
'
turned down.
In November, students at
Waterloo voted out the · chevron
as their official student newspaper. Because 9f the referendum results and complaints of
harassment and the lac~ of due
~

process on -the staff, delegates
hande ·d the Membership Comm1ss10n the task of examining
the chevron affairs and determining its status · in CUP. After
lengthly consideration, the Commission recommended expulsion
which the members ratified by a
vote of 37 to two with eight
abstaining.
"I think that it was a principled act and a necessary one,"
said John Wilson, q.JP Presi-

dent.
With regards to the bust, it stemmed from a complaint made inside th~ hotel to the II1anagement. The police were called in
only to find a small amount of
illegal drugs.
·
Member papers also hammered out a new ten-year national
advertising contract with Youthstream. It allows for a review
every two years for perform-

I

Funding for a natiohal magazine
was also negotiated at no e~tra
cost to the members.
Delegates elected next year's
national executive. They are
Maureen McEvoy of t:he Simt,11
Fraser University P:eak (President), ' Phil I:Iun~oi'nh ~ ;:rn<TP
Bureau chief (V ice-pn ·, J1.k:1t)
and Bill Tieleman of th ~ UBC
Vby$sey
;(National
Bureau
Chief).

DNCL4SSIF1BD
A Workshop will be held at Iona
College, 208 Sunset Av.enue on
Friday, January 19th and Saturday January 20th, from 9:00
a.m. to 5 :00 p.m. ($25.00 tuition fee - %15.00 for students). :
The Dre~m Extension will address itself to the following
areas: Dream Recall, Dream
Awareness, Dream Direction,
Dream Interpretation,
Family
Dream Groups and Children's
Dreams.
The Purpose of the workshop is to explore dreams as an
avenue of unfolding creative
potential; to explore the role of
dreams in our personal life and
the significance of drearns in
religious experience and to de:
velop techniques in recalling
.dreams and interpreting personal
dream symbols. For further info~mation call Iona College, 25 37257.
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GAY STUDENTS ON CAM.PUS
invites all lesbians and gay men
to their next meeting - Tuesday,
January 9th., 1979 - University
Centre - Upstairs meeting rooms
4 - 5 - 6, at 9 p.rri. Consciousness
Raising rap will focus on "How
do we tell others we are gay?"
A PUBLIC EVENING LECTURE will be held at Moot CourtFaculty of Law Building, Thursday, January 18th at 7:30 p.m.,
topic "Dreams "--Some New Perspectives" ..

COFHEE HOUSE - Iona College ,
1""·1•~..
20 ·. Sunset Ave. Local ehtertain- ···
me'nt ·: Relaxing
atmosphe~e.
Free . admission ~-

t

ance.

f•,

CURLING ( The University , of THE ARTS ; COUNCi b . LANCER PHOTO CONTEST
Windsor Curling Club re·sumes sor & Region ~~uld · l(~e/ o anThe Lancer Photography Club is
'play on Sunday, January 7 at 7 nounce the ~xtensr~n 9f their
opening their first Photo Conp.m. All members are encourtest to the student body. Conraffle, a one week cri · or two to
aged to come out and help their
test rules ll,nd entry form can be
bg ticket
Paris, France. The wfn !}:i
picked up at the University _ . teams in the big push for the
o. 1979,
will be drawn March ~
playoffs!
Centre desk. Prizes of about
at the Dinner .Dance being held
$100.00 are to be given away. 1
· at the Art 'G;llery 'of W.ipdsor.
"THIS ALPHABET MAY . BE
Contest dates are from Novem-i
Tickets can be 6:bta:i~d
varOANGEROUS
TO
YOUR
i
ber 13th to Jan·uary 8th.
ious retail stores ~in.. the city as
HEALTH." THE EFFECT OF
well as outlets throug_hout the
PCB's AND PBB's : Dr. Stephe
county at $1.00 each. Proceeds
Safe, Biochemist and a Canad
TYPING - Essays, term papers
of the raffle are to ,support ;he
i;n Documentary film, Assumpt
etc., Fast and Accurate. ReasArts Council in the printing of
ion Lounge, University Centre
onable rates available.- Contact
their community Arts Calendar.
at 3:30 p.m., January 22nd.
Jan. at 25.8-1377.

at

~~~~~~,~~~~11---

is sponsoring
··a:•"Drea'm_ Extension Training
eve·nt, January 18th thru 20th
with Rabbi Jerry Steinberg of
Toronto.
"FOOD
FOR THOUGHT!", :
Homecooked food. music. introduc~ion to the people's food
·commission.Assumption College
at 6:30 p.m., January 17th.

:cont'd from p. 1

Chess team

victory
ing loss to Syracuse (5 3rd).
After six rounds, with only a
2-4 record, things were 1uuking
bleak. Illinois/Urbana
already
had 3Yi points and needed only one more to put the title out of
reach . However, Illinois could
only manage 1h point in the last
two rounds, while Windsor came
through in the clutch, defeating Clemson (43rd) and Baruch
(56th) for a share of the "C"
title.
Pfaying for the Windsor team
were Bob Bradt, Paul Tumolo,
Jim Daniluk and Valentine Hompoth.
The team's trip was sponsored by th.e Students' Adiministative Council.
Top-ranked Yale won the
Pan-Am overall champion~hip
with an unblemished 8-0 record,
followed by second-ranked Penn'sylvania with 7-1. Fifth-ranked
Toronto finished third with a,
record of 6~-6Yi.

·~c_:.:..
···~~~-

~-sin900
Get
3/2
lor the price of m1e.
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·Observer over there
thinks that
"poet" over here
is writing
"poetry"
. about her
he's right
~ut wrong
in hi~ assumption
that he's
writing of love
writing of lust
and writing·
of things
that would make
"good copy"
for gossip
to mutual. "friends"
on .the state of affairs
of the controversial
"romance"
that we two share
or shared
or never did
but in the eyes
of observer
and frien'ds
a passionate relationship
existed
during a time
we didn't even touch
let alone embrace
·~ave with our minds
and our eyes
the iimits
of love so dear
so precious
we dared not enter
nor attempt
to even dent the surface
to see
what we might have
to give
to share
tofulfill
one another's love

so observer
cranes his neck
once more
perhaps
he's seen words
like
LUST
and
PASSION
and
EMBRACE
i fso
he's seen more
of our
love affair
than either of us
and he's probably
happier
too.
Gene Sasso

LA BIBLIOTHEQUE
Words .in shackles fettered eternally
For a crime unknown
Reverence and wisdom bludgeoned,
seeking refuge
Amidst ruins of time An inscription glitters
Nothing remains
Except the word

REINCARNATION
Kinship I feel with all the things of earth - Things beautiful, things ·small and lost,
Even-lost hopes, lost dreams, and shadows lost
In mossy forests; kinship. I feel with mirth .

THE WORLD OF LOST THINGS
A dog gone squeeling into
the far bush leg broke

And I should wish again to be,
. After the shadow of this form has passed,
Atoms of sunset's glow, velvet of rose,
Pin!c of the cactus bloom, green of new leaf,
Spring of the hope that springs
In glowing hearst t~at reach beyond themselves, ·
Searching, as I have searched, for hidden gates •
That swing from pathway~ dark to vistas clear:

a ball in the tall grass
behind father's house
combs and coins in johns .
through holes in pockets
a scarf on the dock socks
and a book once at a bus stop

Sarah Grandstaff

One thinks so much junk
waste so much slipped
through the hands like sand
into the world of lost ·things
beyond looking

Carruth Poetry Prize
Published in Kansas City Star

And one remembers
the found thing:

The seashore I grasp a glimpse of .
wavers in my memory
swimming tide-like
in and out
closer and further
While in the air
I circle in flight.

,·

a chipped cup spoons
the cat at the neighbours sleeping
a photo behind the fridge
turned for a moment
.dazzling aqd holy
forever remembered for
perilous acrobatics .
at the edge of .
a bottomless world
Gary Ballargeon

The amber that twinkles
among the crusty shells
signals me to dive.
Winqing.up my speed
I tear through the heavens
waking just qefore
I crash.

,

Ewa Ku.zma

unstable table "
where
'' nervou.~ "'
tea and coffee
~spills
spell
anxieties
and
not-so-sure this-was-sucha-good-idea
cheescake thick .
thoughts
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heaving rye-sodden breakfast
all over my baudelaire you
stumble accurately as if
rehearsed onto the sofa so
far from me you write a post
card i '11n~ver miss.and
lick the stamp a dozen times
and wonder where i 'ver been
across the room

Gene Sasso

again

Peter Hrastovec

down on me
was i ever
never to be
so much so
go down on me
make everything
right

CONCERT
sprungstrung
, the manic crowd
throws out the bollocks
and asks for a ryder melody

Gene Sasso

killing a "tune
with a moments silence
and crossing an empty stage
to turn the
radio off
Eddy Torre

Tayyeb
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By H. J. Swenson
time over the ho lidays. He went
Well fans, I barely lived
down .to Laurier Hall and showthroug h New Year's once again .
ed the girls his snow ball s.
If the pr int in this art icle ,seems a
As you 've probably not iced ,
bit blurred, it's bec ause I' m still
th is weeks' articl e is shor ter th an
hun g over. I don 't remember
no rmal. The pub wasn 't op en on
everyth ing I dran k th at night,
.Mon. or Tue s. night , . and my
but it 's laying all over my beddeadline
is
Wednesday,
room floor. I also can 't remem there fore no review. However,
ber everything that I did that
for yo ur infor mati on , th is weeks
evening, but as usual I app oloband is Ayre . Ay re is a local
gize to everyone involved. To
band I ha d the pleasur e to see at
Mr. L., I'm sorry for wha t I did,
the St. Clair College Pub . This
but your wife's fa ce just look ed
group plays solid rock and roll,
like an ashtray to me.
with art emph asis on voca ls. One
· Chri~tmas was a real drag. As
interest ing thing yo u '11 notice
usual I got the worst gifts posis a Pink Floyd set. Not yo ur
sible. This year , I got tw o t ickets
average bar material. They also · :i
to th e next Don na Summer
play enough good dan ce tun es ~
from Heart , Journey, et al. I'll ·a
concert , a $100 Saga Foo ds gift
have to review them the next .:!
certifica te: a bu st of th e Greek
>,
god of fertili ty, seventy -thr ee
tim e that the y · play here. For ~
Un-candles , and a lifet ime sub- , now though , yo u 'II have to go ]
scripti on to the Lance.Ughh!
down and make y our own decis- c..
Old M.M. had a real good
ion. I think you can handle it.

Dave Peddle attempts to Ayre out the pub through this weekend.

Book- Review

·Johnny Rotten survives oblivion in print
By Peter Hrastovec

It's terrific · reading for the amateur naturalist. However , looseLOOSELY TIED HANDS
ly tied . hands is not an ideal
by Joe Rosenblatt;
book for the squeamish reader
Black Moss Press;
who loathes fantasy. If you take
$3.95.
a closer look at Rosenblatt's
among ~ Mother
favourites
He calls it "an experiment in
Nature's microscopic menagerie ·,
punk" . so when you pick up a
you will undoubtedly be surcopy of loosely tied hands, you
prised to find a thought .promay th ink that the pages will fall
voking resemblance between the
out or something, but the pages
C'wild and untamed" cosmos of
·a.re as,. solid as" the p_oetty , they · '"'these rreatu ~es~ nd ~ e "quas i - '
erribrac~. A Governor Gene ral's
civilized and sometimes refined"
Award has already honoured Joe
world within which - mankind
Rosenblatt as a maste r of ve~e. . ;;,_
thrives.
In a sense, loosely tied hands
Take f~r instance, «chairman
is adequately subtitled. It is a
ant", a tight, compact mini cultist collection of poetry, rethesis on the politics of socialism
volving around the themes of
on a. smaller plane - an ant colony. In this dystopia of backsn~kes, amphibians and insects.

breaking communal labor, the
work ethic reigns as the only
true social ideal. It reads strikingly familiar:
comrade apprentices
happily working
under one nationalism
of a muscled
dieseled ant leader

It is the "snake" that hoards
the spotlight in this collection of
poetry .. Snakes appear as shoes,
demagogues, psychotic nightmares and even unwanted house
guests (I wonder why?) . These

· ' Invasion of the Body Snatchers

·rake me, I'm yours
sounds and eventually develops
duties ent~il ' looking ' for rat
into an exact - dupl icate _of the
turds in gourmet restaurants but
person it is reproducing. The vie· thanks to Ms. Adams' concern
. tim then crumbles into matress
for her boyfriend, he becomes
stuffing and is sent offto a mat involved in looking for snatchtress factory .· The only thii:ig
. ed bodies.
that can . stop this process is if
' The snat<;hed people differ
the victim wakes _up .and desfrom the normal people because
they are devoid of any emotions . ' ' troys the duplicate .
By now the whole of CaliGradually the snatched people
fornia is w,ell on the way to bebecome a· majority and the Saniing snatched and old Donald is
It ge~erally isn't pro-per to
tation
Department
of Los
not going to take this lying
tell the reader about a film in a
Angeles works over-time ,collect down. So, with the aid of Ms.
review but as this film is more
ing mattress stuffings wh ich are
Adams and five hits of speed, he
like an abortion than a mbv ie,
supposed to be the .remains or'
begins to search for a way to
I'm going to break that cardinal
bodies tha.t have been snatched.
stop the body snatchers .
rule and save you three bucks.
Sound confusing? It isn't.
Alas, we all · know by now he
That's the kinda guy I am.
hasn't got a hope. in hell of sucf missed the opening shots of
Around the middle of the
ceeding. If he did have a chance,
the movie because I was getting
movie, you find out how this
then this movie wouldn't have
popcorn . What happened was
body snatching process occurs.
any socially redeeming value
the arrival of these · plants on.
What happens is someone, usual(just
kidding) .
Sutherland's
earth after a long voyage across
ly . a snatchee or one who has
faithful side-kick, Ms.. Adams,
the galaxy.
been snatched , sends you a gift
gets snatched while he's off
. During t}:ienight, several peoof a cucumber (some people
destroying the body . snatcher
ple who brought the plants into
would argue that they're zucchgreenhouse which is . busy ship. their _ homes .. (because . they
ini but who really cares) .
ping
the
cucumber/zucchini
. thought they looked nice) ~ad
This cucumber/zucchini would
plants all over the world.
their bodies snatched. . That
,lull you into a deep sleep
~ Is there any hope? Will the ·
ought to teach people abqut
then enlarge and wrap the victim
world be swallowed up by this
bringing strange . plants home . . widt gossamer hairs. Now comes
vegetarian conspiracy? I'm afraid
One of these initial victims was
the
gross
part.
The
so. Even Sutherland is snatched
Brooke Adams' boyfriend . .
cucumber/zucchini spits out this
in the end .
Donald Sutherland plays a
fetus which · wriggles around
Oh, what a crummy movie.
Healt_h Inspector. His normal · ~ak ing aJJ kinds of fetus-type
By Mark D. Greene
They call the movie the In·
vasion of the ~ody Snatchers. It
should have been called the Ripoff of the Invasion of the Body
.Snatchers, but I guess ·that title
wou_ld have been too long. The
movie is a remake of the 1956
flick which should tell you
someth ing.

that you ·are listening to a defecsnakes are real , fieticious, and if
tive copy of the Beatles' , "She
re to l~ok ,doser, you
you <let.
Loves You ' '.
may find the odd phallic snake
Having read "language pond"
slithering in and ~out of; Rosenthe reader is convinced that
blatt's poetry . In fact, t ou may
Rosenblatt is an adept story i~lbe struck with the astu te impression · that "the snake " is . .ler. This prose poem 1 about Al~
bert the bullfrog and a pond fly
Rosenblatt's pet muse.
named John is meant to b~ read
In loosely tiea hands, it is
over and . over 'again . Whoever
clear that the muse is a dilligent
said · Canadians la.ck " imagina t ·
worker, inspiring the poet to creion", take note ta·
ate some ambitious verse. The
On""'the whple, loosely, tiet.
imagery that Rosenblatt works
~hands· r~stores "'to Cana'dian-poet into Jiis poetry has the capability
ry a most important, yet quite
of lead ing you down the garden
archaic characteristic - the abilpath and kicking you in the
ity to have fun with words. It is ·
teeth. H~ar's a taste:
amazing what some people can
when the bar of soap
do when they're all "tied up".
screamed
the plug popped up to let
the dream
down the drain ; the mirror
crack ed
when the image snee red back
at the swimmer
The only drawback to the en tire collect ion is "punk rock
poem
(for
several eunuch
voices) " . Obviously it is a poem
that performs · better than it
reads . It is so overpopulated
with "yeahs", you may think

--Tonight & Satµrday

THE ORIGIN ,AL
SLOTH BAND
Saturday, January 13tfl ·

._Jackie Washington ·..
Doors Open 8:00 P_M.
· Admission $3.50
83 RIVERSIDE DR~ W.
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Poetry Reading

Cultist, Rosenblatt, ponders the future
•

· Story & Photos
ny Peter Hrastovec

During ilie :Christmas break,
Canadian poet J9.e R?.senblatt
gave a reading of his wor k at the
Windsor ·Public Libraty .. Tbe
; oronto-ba:sed poet has published a number of collections of his
work. In 1976, Rosenblatt was
awarded the Govern.or Gener.al's ·
Award for Top Soil. His latest
work is lc;>~sely
tied hands (Black
Moss Pr ess).-· In aclditi'~n to ' his poetry,
~

Rosenblatt · is an accomplished
artist. His drawings were recently on display at the Gadatsy Gallery · in Toronto. Rosenblatt also
teaches creative writing at the
Artist's Workshop in Toronto
and is editor of Jewish Dialog, a
fiction magazine.
After the reading, The Lance
interviewed Rosenblatt. Among
. other 'themes, _ the poet offered
hi~ perceptions on art, Canadian writers and the future of this
thing called "poetry".
Lance: As well as a poet, Joe
Rosenblatt is something of an
artist .
Rosenblatt: I do drawings.
I'm still a fantasist in the graphic
· world as well as in my poetry :
My poet ics come out in · my
drawings. The same th ings - ·
snakes and things like that . I'm
heavily into serpents. Now I'm
writing a series of sonh ~ts on

~he

'

<

come th lJ 1gment· of the acadthey · use mar-ijuaha'. {ti stead of
emy and nothing more.
. -grapes. The rock
are be, Lance: Are you into punk
coming the high · priests of the
rock?- Some of yo ut _pof!try retribal younger set: The individflects th-i's new . sod a( phenomual poet, the solo poet, has be-.
enon .
Rosenblatt: Not really. 011ly
because I'm too old for that and , probably b,ecau~
don't have
the energ1es of a young inan. I
think you hav~ to be in your
twenties to be into punk rock. ·
It's pretty hard fqr · a forty ~five _
year-old. I don't mi'nd seeing it
performed.
Lance : Is . it diff icult for
y oung Canadian . poets to get
_
their work published ?
Rosenblatt: I think it's difficult_ for anybody whether they
there is more interest in poetry
are poets oi: novetists. It's not an
here than in the States. Canadeasy ·thing . It's not just Canada .. ians are more inro poetry,
It's as rough in the ,.(United)
whereas in the States they are iriStates as it is anywhere . And the
to the "super" J\OVel or the
States have ten times the popu"sup~rmarke .t" novel.
lation and one hundred times
Lance: How do you likepeothe universities. The market is
ple to respond to you?
incredible. No doubt you're goRosenblatt : Well, I like them
ing to have problems here but
to relax and listen to the poetry .The s~em to 'enjoy it.
Lance: Are you Joe Rosenblatt -. Poet , or Joe Rosenblatt
-Person?

Page and Doug Jones ... there's
a whole lot of them that I like.
Lance: You .have been a welder, plumber, railway worker ... ?
Rosenblatt: Yeah, I've been
all those things, I failed at all
those things as well.
Lance: Do you feel that it is a
poet's responsibility to try out
many different experiences?
. Rosenblatt:
I suppose he
should experience life. I don.'t
know if he'll write any better
poems. He'll know what the
score is anyway .

groups

i-

serpents .
Lance : A re people still interested-in p eetry?
..,
'R osenbla tt: ,Oh, I think the y
are. Popula r poetry is materializing rh rock groups like the Rolling St_ones. It 's kind of an orgiastic form -of poetry. It goes
. back to Gr~ek rituals. Only now

Lance : You're a product of
the sixties. A re you still speak ing for that period?
Rosenblatt: No , I'm probably
speaking for the contemporaneous spirit. I always think ·chat
poetry is timel-ess. In that sense,
I belong to the seventies and
eighties and so on . If poetry isn't
timeless, then it has · failed as

SAC
Ill

ESTO
1929

Uveentertainment
for yourdancing'
· - . and,;,listeningpleasure.

still popular?
Rosenblatt: Yes and no . You
can have six or six huhdroo people. There not as popular as rock
concerts. In that sense, they are
not popular. But I think there ij
always a need for them .... .
· Lance: (continues) as a forum
for experimentation?
Rosenblatt: Oh yeah, but
. th,ey aren't terribly popular. If
they were to be terribly .popular ,
there would be somethin t wrong
with them.
., ti •

Rosenblatt: Many a person. A
private person. I enjoy perform ing when I damn well feel like
it but sometimes I don't want to
read poetry.
Lanc e: A man of many masks
then?
Rosenblatt ~·Tha f s right. You
more or less-have to be.
Lanc e: Who is your favourite
Canadian poet?
Rose hblatt: : I t hink"'·Milton .
Acorn is one of my favourite
Canadian poets . Certa inly he has
been a great influenc e on my
ow:n work. I disagree with him
on his polit ical stands bu t he is
still a favo urite · of mine. P. K. ·

~

Lance : Do you fear the death
of poetry?
_ Rosenblatt: Well, I'm probably the black sheep ' of Canad ian
poetry. That's about all I can
say. Nobody can say where it 's
going. It may change. Who
knows?
Lance : Are poetry 'readings

:

poetry.
Lanc e:· On tbat note, wh ere is
Canadian poetry beading?
Rosenblatt: I ·don't know. I
really have n~ idea where it's ,going; lt "was very he~yily politi _.
cized for a ~hile ·wh h peopl e
like Tom Wayman and Milton
Acorn, Margaret Atw ood and
Irving Layton . I sup pose it reflecte d the political pressures of
the country. I don't know where
poetry is going as a pure art
forrri. lt may well disappear too.

•·

,(

.

.

Lance: One 'last ~~question .
Peop le talk about Canadian literature d5b eing Canac!,ia
ri. In such
a dive,: i"i
f-d.,c6uiitr~
:--~
as"'
:I' ·t'J
how c'iln §ou define Canadian
Litera ture?
, Rosenb i"Ti
tt : Ci nadian L11
:erature affects th e polit ical and
social tren ds of the count ry . It
reflects, what is Canadian reality
and that's what literature is precisely" in any ~ountr y , whether
it's Dostoy evsky or whatev er .
This is a very difficult question
to answer.

ours-,

········ ···· ······· ······· ·······!~········· ··· ·····
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-your host-

[]JV8

this week
Ayre
next .week - Talisman·

Phot o by Jani ne Halber t"

•

•

next week
Tune in and be -treated -toFrank's
Factual Ftndings for 1978, a
batch of new album reviews, a
look at Bruce Springsteen's recent Cobo Hall appearaace ..... ·
and more!

·············································

•••
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SPORTS
Lancers defea·t ed
1n tournament play
I

~

By Pe ter Nash
The Lancer basketba ll squad
had it' s first taste of. Canadia n
co mp et iti on la~t weeke nd in the
Exca libur Classic Tournament
held at Yor k Uni ve rsity .
Windsor start ed off strong de-

,,:·• -~ ·

feating L au rie r 8 7-46 befo re a
crowd of 12 0 0. Sta n Korosec
pac ed th e Lance rs wi t h 13
point s an d a st ro ng perfo rma nc e
on the boards at b oth ends of
the court . Th at turned out to
be Windsor's only victor y in
the
four
team
tournament .
Waterloo , Co ncordia · and Yo rk
were the other teams w it h Yo rk
coming ou t o n t op in fr ont of a
voca l h om e: crow d.
~ Yor k defe ated Windsor 79-7 3
in a contest ~h at was close righ t
up to th e final buzzer. "We
could have bea t en them" commen ted Vince _Land ry following
the game. "At least we'll know
what we are u p aga inst in the
is
regular
seaso n . · If York
number one \~e r could have a
good shot at .it. " Landry and Jim
Molyneux each had 16 points in
Winds ~r 's defeat.
Wayne Allison had 26 points
against Concordia
in another
losing performance . D own oy 2 5
at the half Windsor came back
but eventually lost 91 -84. Allison was voted to the tournament
all -star teal)l fol lo wing h is~fo; e
perfor . ances .

Wesley College in an exh ibition
matc h befo re Ch ristmas def eating t hen:i 7 5-74 . Go od sho o ting
by Alli son an d Landry in th e
second half kept Windsor in t he
game , against a strong Wesley
squad.
Winds or has tw o mor e ex -

hibit io n games again st Adrian
th is weekend afrd Shaw this
Wednesday before opening up
th e regular sea,son against Waterloo next Saturday. The Wat'.er loo game will take plaee "at "'e'ight
o'clock in St . Denis Ha,1
1 and all
fan support is appreciated .

Intramural NewSNext we ek th e Intr am u ra l Progra m sees its · first full wee k of operatio n after t h e Christ mas Break . Me n 's Baske tball ~nd Ho ckey
leagues have alre ady re ne wed leagu e p lay, Co-ed vo lleyball get:s into
the swing of th ings Tu esday nig ht at 7 p .my
Activi ties offe red 'in th e ' New Year in clude Co -ed In ner Tube
Water Po lo, Wom en' s Baske tball and Men's Ball Ho ckey . For t h ose ·
in teres t ed, entry forms are ava ilab le at th e Intramu ral Office in St.
De n is Hall.
Special events i'nd u de the Table Tennis Tourilamen t January
8-1 1, The Free Thro~ Co nt est January 15-19, Men's Weightlifting
at YMCA J anu ary 3~1. a Badminton Tournament, an~ a Bi~Jards
Tournament. Keep t h ese important dates in nJin·d and join up .NO)"!
A REMINDER to basketball and h ockey captai n s, sc be#les ·~re
at ,the Intramural Office for league play · in the new y'e<J.!,please
pi ck th ese up , because defaults will mean forfeiture 'of xp ur
DEPOSIT.

"

Activi y

Level

Plac e·

of
i

Vince Landry"(14) and Stan Korosec (fO) pressing John Wesley _last
mon th .
'
· .

Th e

Lanc er s

hosted

J oh n

Co mp.

. ,j

Co -Ed fnner Tube
Water Po lo

J an. 11 - Mar. 29
(Thur s.)

9:30 ·- 11 :00 p .m .

C

H.K .

Women's Basketball

Jan . 15 - Mar. 20
(M , T, W, Th.)

7:00 - 11 :00 p .m .

A,B

St. ,D .

Feb . 8 - Mar . 29

7:00 - 11 :00 p.m .

B

Hands

Men' s Ball Ho c key

(T h urs .)

,.

.)

'

Wol'\£WAND
li"
I[
ft~ LA'J

COMMUNll)'
1Nftft11\fk)N

VO~KSIIOPS

Professional Hair Stylists
2846 University Ave.·, W.

Phone 258-2490
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Ski Club pres ident Don Peppin shows us excellent ski technique above . In photo number (1) Peppin exceeds On tario's 5 5 mph speed limit.
(2 ) Peppin waves to his shoosh partner and in photo (3) Peppin show s us what happens when not watchin g where yo u 're going.

•
.•..

~

So you want to learn how to·ski

:l{y Peter Nash
: The following- is all you ever
: vanted to know alrnut skiing ex:prcsscd through the infinite wis:<10.m of someone who doesn't
:have a clue how to ski . '
• Oh yes, I've been to Pine
:Knob, Alpine Valley, Blue
:\1.ountain and several other rel~it ively nearby _ski areas but I've
:never bee n able to concentr ate
: m skiing, it 's been too mu ch fu n
: vat ching everybody else,
• I've decided to put do wn all
• ny novice inform at ion as a
!guide to th e non-skier. First I
:will cate gorize all skiers so th e
~aovice will have somet h ing to
:identif y with . The categories go
:'-Omething like th is:
• 1.) The first group are those
:who don't have a clue how to
:-.ki. They are usually identified
:':I.
S those who look like they're
!.i.ttempting a drag bunt all the
~vay down the· slope . Con sider

••
•••
•
•••
•

..

_

.
••
.•

them highly dangerous at the
bottom of the slope; they slow
down
by hitting
stationary
objects such as trees, posts, snow
machines, lift lines, snow fences,
small
children,
cars,
St.
Bernards, the lodge etc. In the
bar yo u can ident ify them as the
ones wit h six empty tecquilas
and a morphine filled syringe .
2.) The seco nd gro up consists
of those who think they can sk i
but have not graduat ed much
beyond · the snow plow tech niq ue . lt can be all summed up
mon etaril y as follows :
Equipme nt - $50 0.0 0 dollars.
Ability to ski - .50 cents .
On the slopes they look like
scare crow infected with rickets.
3.) We have now progressed

to the group that artually knows
how to ski. They spend half
their tinJe skiing on slopes that
the beginner wouldn't go down

on in a helicopter and the other
half trying to avoid novice skiers
walking with their boots on in
in the lodge .
4,) This is the super, $1000
dollars worth of equipment (and
up) group, a rarity in this area.
(They m igrate in the fa ll). lf
you 're lucky you might see one
going down the side of the hill,
ofte n times know n as the parachut e run . They only kn ow two
speeds - - zero and atmosph ere
re-entr y.
Now that you know what
skiers look iike I have composed
some DO's and DONT' s that will
guide yo u into membership of
the ski sect.

•
••
•

..
•.
•.
•

•

·•••
•
••

DO's:

a) Go to the bank , withdraw
all your savings account, cash all
time certificates and Canada Savings Bonds (Ha, Ha), sell your
children to a slave trader and put
a second mortgage on your
house .

•••

.
•
•

:
:
:
:

:
: Demonstration of problems encountered when skis are put on in the lodge.

Photos by Janine Halbert

'_fheski pole is a handy tool if you want to shorten lift ·lines
b) Drive to Pillsworths (or _
Poma Lift - phased out by the
some other typically overpriced
department of health for transstore) and get these articles - mitting social diseases.
Pierre Cardin matching socks,
Ski Pole - something put between your
legs as a method
scarf, toque and long underwear,
·
hypo-fog free double lense gogof birth control.
gles, a pair of 200 centimetere
D0NT'1:
skis with a fancy French name
1. Don't wait in the lift lines .
on them, ski boots that were
Those poles have points on them
cast for an Imperial Storm
for a reaso"n.
Trooper in Star Wars, $50 poles
2. Don't put your skis on in
autographed by Nancy Green
the lodge.
(remember
her! !), matching
3. Don't drink American beer
at night if your going to ski in
warm-ups and coat, colour coordinated by Stevie Wonder, and
the morning. There's usually
only one washroom.
30 feet of tensor bandage to
wrap aro~nd your body after
4. Don't try to drive with
that first ski trip.
your ski boots on . (or skis) .
c) Go directly to a ski resort
5. Don 't let those little smartand start throwing around some
ass kids embarass you on the
slopes, wait till you see them in
ski lingo with the guy next to
you in the dressing room. Not
the lodge and push them down
only do you look cool bµt it's a flight of stairs .
that much less time you 'll have
- 6 . Don't ho ld onto the rope
to spend on the hill free zing unt il there's smoke com ing off
your --off . Here is a list of
you r gloves.
terms y ou can use :
7. Don 't ta ke any ' lessons .
Shoosh - what y ou do with
You know better tha n some
your girl friend on th e lifts .
idiot ic jock any day!!!
Hot Dogging - sneaking up beNow you have it , all the tip s
hind a girl w ith . t hose tight you'll ever need to ski and I
warm-ups on.
did n' t even charge yo u five do lStem Christie - a pop up
lars for a lesson. That 's probab ly
dessert .
the only bar gain yo u 'll get whe n
Parallel - tr y ing to keep your it com es to ski ing, so take adskis on when leaving t he lift.
vanta ge of it. Cut this arti cle
Release Bindings - what hap - out along th e dot ted lines and
pens when you can 't get your tape it to r,ou r goggles (for easy
-long-johns off in th e washroom
acce ss) in case of eme rgency.
stalls.
Always remember the Golden
Wine Skin - always protect
Rule of Skiing - It 's not how you
your bag, you never know when ski but how good you look in
it will be needed.
the lodge afterwards .
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ROom mix-up leaVes
students stranded

9
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

E

On Monday evening, a large
number of students were left
standing in the corridors of
Windsor Hall because the classroo m they were supposed to be
in was already occup ied. The
sn.1-den
t s were en roUed in English 117c , taught by Dr . John
Sullivan.
The class was originally assigned to room 3.64 Dillon Hall
but October enrollment figures
for the course showed, that it
wou ld require a larger room. Dr.
Sullivan contacted the Registrar's Office which r~issigned
the class to room G 133 in Windsor Hall.
When the students arrived for
class, they discovered that the
room was not avallable . Dr. Fritz
Wieden has been tea-diing German 200 in G 13 3· ~ince Septem-

ber. Dr. Wieden's class had been
assigned to Room G125 in Windsor Hall, but was switched to .
Gl 33 in · September by the Registrar 's Offi ce.
When the mix-up was discovered, Dr . Sullivan attempted
to contact someone who could
make alternative arrangements
for the class. However ,· the only
person that could be reached
was the centre -desk receptionist .
The class had to be dismissed.
The Registrar's Office, which

is in charge of room assignments,
refused to comment on
situation, noting that it
already been cleared up ."Dr. Sullivan said that
didn't mind the mistake of

the
had

-r-~--
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SAC .salaries on the ri-se
boosts, $2 ,469-.57, was budgeted
$146.74, retroactive to May 1.
On December 14, the Stu- . A further hike to $159.51, effor by the SAC executives ·. Unfective January 1, was also pasdents ' Administrative Council
der this year's budget, salaries
sed . With the changes, the presihiked the pay of the executives
totalled $26 , 864. Last year they
and commissioners. The raises
dent's salary has been raised by
amounted to $21,301.08. The
$1,269.57
($4,427.50
to
range fr om a low of 18 per cent
figures mentioned include the
to a high of 29.
$5,697 .07) or 28 per cent .
salaries of the president and the
The COLA . (Co$t of Living
· The other SAC executive s
staff. The y do not include the
Adjus tm ent)
Comm itte e
and · commiss ioners receive an
honorariums of th e other execu recommended the increases on
honor arium , rather than a salary .
tives and commissi oners, or the
the basis that the con cerned in- · Tn e vice-president -secreta ry
salary of the Cent ral Adver tisdividuals hadn 't rece ive.d a boost
now gets $1 ,950, a raise of $300
ing Bure au direct or.
i~ salary and honorariums · for
or 18 per cent . The vice-presiTh e pay hikes boosted SAC's
several years while the cost of
dent-financ e's honor arium was
generar and admin istra tive exliving rose sharply. A new pay
boosted by $400 (29 per cent)
to
$5 5,440 .66, -up
scale sugg~sted ~Y, Gary w._
ens,__"· _t_ :$1#J~, . ~ast;-¥~~ ~ h_e.sw~ - penses
_"
$
~
621
9
,
t
us "
""'.
.. -.'!""'!~ "'·""orJl!.C
· _·A._<; _e . ¢,-c~• }!..a;.
al~ :a-. r{missionet'5' ~ ,earned ,, $-95 . ~
year.
taken i-nto account. .
, . . ·.
· This ·y~ar it's $1,200 (26 per
The COLA Committees Junscent).
Biu-ndo n<?ted tnat Wells' new ~
dictio n include s raises and other
"Considering
the job ,
pay ·scale prqposal had been· infinan cial adjustments un der the
tho ught it (t he raise) was fair,"
trod uced at the me etin g \\(here .
new by-laws.
said Emmanue l Biu ndo, vicethe SAC by-laws were am ended ,
Included in the committ ee 's
president-finance, who spoke of
before the bud get _was present ed
recommenda tions , was a raise
the long hours spent on the job.
to the council. . ·
for the president whose salary
The total amount of the pay
was increased from $126.50 to
"Si rice there was a possibility
of them . (the raises) going
through," said .,Biundo, " I in cluded them in the bu dget."
Biund o str essect that · he
"d idn 't kn ow whet her the
COLA Committee would rec ommend the raises to SAC" when
the budget was prepared. "As
By Dave Powis
ioner of Special Events for the
Our intrepid photographer (photographers?) strives for infinity.
far as I know, no r did Doug
SAC.
" Into the 80's with your
(Smith) and Gino (Piazza) ."
community uni versity ." That's
Dr. Mervyn Fra nklin, pre sithe genera l th em e of this ye ar 's
dent of the university , is giving
Open Hou se, schedu led fo r Sun supp ort to the venture rather
da y, March 4th.
than gettin g actively involved .
Th e Open House Comm ittee
Dr. Frankl in init ially got th e
has twice met to exa min e the fiOpen House prog ramme moving,
nancial, logisti cal and organi_z atbeli eving that it was a great way
ional pro blem s associated wit h a
of advert ising th e benefit s of the
Two University of Wind sor
on ' Paper". The comp et1t10n atEach
exhi bition
featu res
ventu re of th is na tu re. To create
university.
students grabbed the to p spots
tracted entr ies from eight uniworks in a diffe ren t medium a m ore efficien t operation severin the Roya l Bank of Can ada 's
versities and colleges.
painting, sculpture, pri11rs or
Money could be a touchy
al sub-committ ees were str u ck.
monthly
Artve nture art com· drawing . Experimen ta l work is
problem,
according to Dan
The program sub._committee
Artventu
re
is
a
month
ly
expetitio ns in Toront o.
also included.
Cham ney, stu dent-rep resentative
is making sure tha t all displays
hib ition with cash awards sponFrom each exhib ition , t hree
to
the
commu nication
and prese ntations conform to
Brian · Malcolm , wo n first
sored by th e Royal Bank . Accash
awards of $400 , $200 and
sub-com mittee.
the general theme of Open
prize of $400 and Debra Heth ercor ding to Mary Hewitt, public
$100 are present ed.
House. Anothe r sub-comm itte e
ingt
on,
for
mer
Lance
cart
oo
nist
relat
ions.
offi
cer
for
th
e
Roy
al
''O ur sub-committee is lookis drawing up a bud get fo r the
won $20 0 ·for:. a second place
Bank, Artv entu re allows Ont aring for $9,00 0 ," said Chamn ey.
event . Thi s group will allo cate
fini sh . Both
Malcolm
and
io's yo ung artis ts the opport "T he figure to ssed around for
funds to those areas who need
un it y to show t he ir work and to
Heth erington received her award
the ent ire Open House budget
th em. The logistic s sub-co mm it-. was $3,000. "
receive "mea ningful credit". Artfor a prin t .
tee is responsible for pro curi ng
ventur e was started by th e Ro yal
Malcol m won first prize for :i
and mai nt ainance of equip ment .
Chamn ey comment ed that
Bank in the spring of last year.
Page 2 ..... Wo~en and the Law
th ree-pane lled - dr awing while
The Open House person nel fall getting stude nt s to serve on
The directors and heads of
Hether
ingto
n
pick
ed
her
award
under th eir mandat e. The com - these sub-committees had been a
Page 2 .....LibraryArchives
selected independent art schools
for a print .
mu nications sub-committee is
real problem . He said t hat Gam and art programs in un iversitcoordina ting the
adverti sing
mon asked for volunt eers several
Other Windsor stud ent s pa rPage 3 .....Mciver Interview
ies and community colleges recampa ign for Open House .
times but it seemed .tha t "oth er"
ticipa ting in th e exh ibitio n were
com mend the best works of
While each sub-committ ee is
SAC reps just didn 't care."
Elvira
Cacciavillani,
Allan
Page 7 .... .Birch Appointed
their students for inclusion in
respon sible for making report s
"Th ey just put in their two
Packer, Ray Robitaille and Ian
th e monrh ly exhi bitions.
and recommend at ion s, fin al dehou rs (at SAC ~eetings) and
Ross.
Award selectio n is done by
Page 8:.:..Entertain ment
cisions are in the han ds of the
that's it ," said Chamney . As for
The six students were selecrota t ing panels of visual arts proOpen House Com mittee as-athe general student population,
ted fr~m more than 40 by the
fessionals, such as arti sts, art
Page 11 ...Sports
whole . The Comm ittee is cha ir-/
"The y're just so goddamned apauniversity. They formed part of
dealers, •iallery directors and cried by Bob Gamm on , Commis sthet ic."
an exhibi tion entjtled, "Work.s
tics.
"
By Dave Powis
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Open · House work
moving right along

Local arti-sts · capture awards
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Works~op to educate women in leg~l matters
By Lindsey Hall-Smeets
On April 24 , 1978, the
Supreme Court of Canada stated .
tha t · the word "persons" in the
British North America Act did
not include . women, and therefor e, women could not hold
positions in the Senate.
This and other distre ssing
fac ts about the historical, legal
oppression qf women were pre- ,
sented in the first "Women and
the Law" workshop, led by

third-year
Stomp .

law stud ent Tamara

The non-credit course , held .
Tuesday evenings from 7 to 9 : 30
in the Faculty of Law Building,
is sponsored by Women-in -Law,
a
self-supporting,
volunteer
group concerned with the education of women in the community and the legal profession.
The objective of the sc. · ~s of
11 workshops is to deal with as-

pects of th e law that are of particular interest to women: divorce, rape, aborti on, children's
rights . No easy soluti on s are offered or sociological implications
made but rather legal remedies
are offered , wheth er for batte red wives, victim s of rape , or
women who want t o write the ir
own ma rriage contr acts .
The cost of th e cours e is $15
which partially offset th e cost
of printing and adverti sing. Last

y ear's text is ~ut-of -date becau se
of the March, 1978 , enactmen t
of new Family Law Reform but
handout s are available fo r
each class.
The first series, in the spring
of 1977 , attracted only eight
wom en while last yea r att endan ce soared to 60 women and 2
men . A profile done on the 1978
partic ipants showed a crosssection of society , from an 18year-old unw.ed mother to a 65-

year-old reti red professiona l woman.
If you want to bec ome more
informed about yQur rights as a
wom an, please atte nd. You have
only missed one intro ductory
lecture and fellow wome n need ~
your supp ort.
Ed. Note: The next Women
and the Law workshop is scheduled for Tuesday, Jan. 16:
Domestic Contracts, Support
and Maintenance.

Dusty archives can provide a link to the past
By Andrew Hume
An important part of any library facility is the archives.
Both the University of Wivdsor
and Assumption University have
archives that can be put to good
use by the serious student. They
not only provide obscure and
specialized information but they
can reveal much of -times and
events long out of conscious record and recollection.

Basically there are two types
of archives - official and unofficial. Official archives are collected
with a purpose in mind, having
a particular area on which to
focus. The collection is usually
established
by administrative
policy and as it gains a reputation, its collection expands.
Wayne State U~iversity has been
the official archivists for the
United Auto Workers for a mim-

ber of years. Th e University of
Calgary is noted for its twentieth-century Canadian - authors.
The University of Windsor's
archives fall into the second category and this may explain why
many students and faculty are
not aware of them. Though not
formally sanctioned, information on the university has been
loosely compiled ;since 196 3.
1
Here, for instance, can be found

first copies of all these (seconds
available at the regular library),
clipping files of universityrelated articles from major publications, and all past concertprograms of the music depart ment.
The sports · archives,
started in 1972 by Dr. Moriarty,
have a wealth of material on
local sports, dating from the
turn-of-the-century and includ ing the official records of Canad-

"Iusedto
werefilledwitl1women

ian Intercollegiate Athletic Union and the Ontario Universit y
Athletic Association . If a Human
Kinetics student wished to do a
paper on the illustriou s career of
the Lancers and their involvement in inter-collegiate football,
this is where he or she would
start.
There is also the Rare Book
Room, aptly named as it con:ains (you guessed it) rare books .
Covering all general areas from
literature and religion to Canadian action in the World Wars, a
thorough perusal may turn up a
sixteenth-century
book
on
witchcraft .(the oldest piece in
the collection) or a re cent atlas
of which only 300 copies were
printed. All rare · books can be
found in the re~lar card catalogues.
- Per.haps the most _interesting
and certainly the most accessible
are the archives at Assumption
University . Started three years
ago by Father N. J. Ruth, they
hold extensive information on
the un iversity going back to the
1870's when the Basilians took
over from the Jesuits. All past
student records are kept here,
as well as a history of education
in early Ont ario at a time when
a few little red schoo l hou ses in
the town of York were all th<1t
stood between here and Mon treal.
Considering the enormous
increase in factual knowledge
over the last three decades , it is
not surprising that great librarjes often employ dozens of people, whose sole function is the
complex filing and cross-referencing of specific information ..
At a time when data is the
people's panacea and the man on
the street does not, with cocked
eyebrow, query a "continuous
storage function", there can no
longer be an e~cuse for ignorance.
Ed. Note: All inquiries should
be directed to Mr. Al Lucier of
Assumption University or Mr.
Malone of ·the University of
Windsor.
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"I used to think banks were huge
and impersonal. Add to that my notion
they weren't fussy about wom en in
management, and you can see I had a
grim view of the banking business.
"Boy,was I wrong .
"Before graduating from Qu een's, I
talked with one ofToronto Domini on's
campus recruiters. He explained about
the dozens of management opportunities
availableat Toronto Dominioneverything from market research to
international banking . He talked about
TD as a young, progressive company
-one that wasn't going to pay lip service
to my thoughts and ideas. And one
that wasn't going to hold me back becaus~
of my sex.
"I was impressed with the recruiter.
And so I decided to give TD a chance.
"They put me through their Banklab
Training Course and it gave me
some important insights into management. Then I became an Administration •
Officer at two different branches,
and now I'm into Commercial Creditmy real area of interest.
"Right now the future looks bright
and prosperous. My goal is to be the
best at what I do.
"For me, TD is more than a good
place to work-it's a good place to build
a career~

Cont'd from pg. 1

Stranded ·students
Registrar's Off ice so much as
"the fact th at ther e.'s nobo dy
there at night ."

The bank where people
make the difference

LookforID recruitersonyourcampussoon.

Wendy Co'ombe r, a Lance
staff membef who is register.ed
in the cours e, said that she resented having to spend a dollar
on bus fare only to have the
class cancelled.
As it stands now, the class
will probably be held in room
212 3 of the Math Building for
the remainder of the term.
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Mciver has pride in .calllpus security
Grant Mciver is the director
of the University of Windsor's
security. A former member of
the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, Mciver was the lone sec. urity officer when he arrived at
this campus in 1964. His article
on university security and, the
recent advancements in this field
has been published in the current issue of Resource Protection .
In the process of completing
his book on campus security,
Mciver talked with our reporter;
Gene Sasso, on the security operations at the University of '
Windsor.

Mciver: It's not our university students. On the most part,
it's the people with no vested in-"
terest in our university,,-offcampus · people. People who
come here strictly to do vandalism and cause rip-offs · of students' valuables. We would
strongly suggest that any time a
student sees anyone where they
don't . belong, particularly in
residences, that they report it to
us. We have a dispatcher on duty
24 hours a day and we're only
too glad to respond.

assaults
on campus

Human Kinetics building? .Where
does your jurisdiction begin and
end?
Mciver: There is a legal definition that regards our staff as
special constables under section
67 of the Police Act of Ontario.
Authority is confined to the
campus and ·the immediate environs. Our authority on campus
is the same as a Windsor policeman but once we _leave 'the
campus, we revert to private citizens. Anything that would happen, as y0u say, between here
and Huron would be the responsibility of the Windsor police.
We have had excellent cooperation with the Windsor Police at
all times.

!'

Lance : What do you see as
Lance: You mentioned the
Lance : The campus has
the main function of campus
residences. There bas been a par grown in the past few years, we
security organizations?
ticulat: concern about assaults
mentioned Huron and Human
Mciver: In the past ten or
on residenc.e students in recent
Kinetics
also, there 's the Ed.
twelve years , security measures · years. ls this a growing trend?
Fae.
It's
obviously
getting harder
in general have become far more
Has there been an increase, say
to
police
that
type
of broaden- ·
sophisticated. Campus security
this year, in assaults on students
ing area. What kind of effect has
Lance: There are no women
in particular, has undergone a ·in and aroumj the campus?
Sure, we've had to tQW; a.~ay
that bad on your operations?
on the security staff?
change from the concept of a
cars · from areas but orily wiien
Mciver: We have no record of
Mciver: No. It's not uncomwatchman checking buildings . an assault on caplpus as far as Has the personnel increased on
those people have parked withthe security staff to accomodate
rnon really. Not many universitand grounds to a more sophistiout permits ; the freeloaders
sti1dents in the school year. You
the protection of the ·university?
ies em.ploy women on their seccated type of operation. We're
used the phrase "in and around
_Mciver: I'll put it, this way.
urity staffs. We have had appliinto a modern era of electronic
the campus". In the periphial
security under c'!ver ?
The
security
staff
has
kept
pretcations by women and when the
surveillance and closed circuit
areas, we have, in the last five
ty well consistent wi!h the
time arises/ I'm sure we'll have
television. It's come an awful
to ten years, had an occasion of
w~rnen on the staff. ".'
growth of the campus. ~~e ~leelong way in the past few years. · an, attack but this is not oq the
Lance:. Q.Jz
. the university sec1
tronic system has helped out a La,nce: What kind of trainLance: Has Windsor kept up
campus per se. T~.ere is always
urity _,investigations ever involve
ing do your men undergo and
great deal here. The're's . an old
with that progress, as far as inthat possibility and it's some"under-cover" work?
what are the powers? C,.anthey
saying in our type of work t~at
struments and techniques availthing we're always on guard for.
Mciver: No, not' reallv. There
You never have enough men : 'At
arrest people?
- < ~
able to the university's security?
There again, we woulcl like to
this time, though, we have a
is the odd occasion that l:_may
Mciver: Not only would I say
feel that it's not somebody from
good establishment for the size
Mciver: In answer to your
· put .... .l don't · partieularl y' 1.ike
that :we have kept-up with them,
the community here which we
of the area.
first question, all of our patrol
the term undercover .... .I would
I would say that in many cases
regard as a family.
Lance : Then your budget is
men are very well-versed in their
say plain clothes. We qg this
that we are ahead
L ance: A re th ere any sPecza
· l . adequate?
.
. .of many of
duties. They take courses wifh
spasrnodically . . Let's say that we
the other
umversmes
and
colbl
·
t
d
'th
b
.
pro ems assocza e wt
, e ~.,...::,,
Melve,;:':_
ig;i.in
I'd
.haye
,
~
t?e
_stl
i:J
?hp's
~
°!bul~n.<;.:.-As~o.
_.\
~~ye_/ ; nupjper.
rip-offs goleges• ,,m Canada.
On our camRu-s, , 'd
?
~
,
•
,
1::.,
'fF res1 ences..
, .
, ~ ·
et'
is
never-ide- ·~ , natte.n, "m-se-rv1~ trarnmg :,w1tn1, · 1rri:
f oil --H1 a· oertar~ aiea. Then we
tb'~ ·tlfat "'a..
we have one of the fmest elecM
L ,
· h·
quate for the types of thing
the Win~sor _Poli~e ~epartment,
will pu~ a man in ~lain cloth~s to
- tronic systems available in the
cIver: et s put it t is way,
there's always the possibility of
you'd like to ~ee 9:one. We strive .,a~d special ~ire f1ght~ng ~courses
k_eep : his eye on 1t. The. umverworld tod~y. ,
:sity- . 1s· a very close kmt . cornfor profess 1onalism. we have · with the Wmdsor Fire DepartLance: What does that system
problems in the residences. At
_ment. Th~y. c~rtainly _h.av,eade .;:.
mun.jty. Usu~lly if we ~o have. a
adequate see.urity "'oh ~'this ' cammonitor and how effective bas it one time there was a problem
been?
·
with people tresspassing in the
quate trammg. Now i~ answer
· problem and ~e put m a pla1~
pus. It's difficult to function
residences. And there was one
within a budg.et but we get by.
to Y?ur se-cond quesn~n, as I
clothes man_, th.e problem terrn~Mciver: The adjective I would
incid.
e
nt
a
few
years
ago
with
an
Everybody
has
had
to
operate
mentioned
before'.
secunty
h~ve
.
nates. One th1:ng that I ~n t
use in answer to that, would be
assault
case
in
the
residence
.
within
some
sort
of
cut"'
back
or
the
same
authority
as
a
city
stress
enough 1s that security,
"fabulous". Our Alpha system
· There again, the residence
restraint in the ~ast year or two.
policeman,
limited
:~
the
like charity, begins at .home, ·so
monitors the majority of the
people have done quite a good
campus area and yes, mdeed ·,
to speak. Peo.ple shoul_d take
It aff_ects us and all otper ·segbuildings as well as the tunnels.
job
as
far
as
we're
concerned,
rements
(of
the
university).
they
can
arrest
people
.
He
can
proper
precautions , particularly
We not only get an intrusion
effect an arrest under the Crimiin offices . Once in a while
porting
anything
to
us.
We
don't
alarm but also a fire alert. We
Lance: . PrevwuslY', you menhave a major concern · but there's
nal Code, the Federal Statutes,
we'll get a rash of thefts of sechave suplemented this by an iltioned that you maintain a 24
always the p·ossibility of an ocor the Provincial statutes. They,
ietarys' purses from the offices
luminated map of our own dehour surveillarzce. of the .unicurrence in the residence, the
are sworn in by a proviqcial
and
that's
simply because
sign. Once people get to know
versity. How many m.en do-es the
same as in an apartment in the
judge for this reason. We've althe y've left their offices unyou have this ty pe of system, it
univ,ersity e,mploy for ,~ecurity?
attended. It's the same thing in
ways pride cf ourselves with our
city. The good thing her e is that
makes a significant deterant
Mciver: We 1:i,ave24 men. We
excellent relations with . the
the residences, even if they
the re's usually so.J:l!ebody at the
value.
are sort of un.ttjtie, nianp_owerdesks filtering the people who
st_u.d~nr body of the university.
wise, giving ,·2-4-hour .. co~erage . .
do come in.
Lance: And who is it that SeWe
can't be · everywhere at all ..
Lance:
What
about
the
fringe
.~.--·•
curity is trying to deter? Who
times,
mind you: You c;~'t nee-. ·
areas of the campus, and probare the peop le y ou are most inessarily stop . an occurance from
lems encountered, say, from
volved with in security probhappening . .
the
campus
to
Huron
Hall
or
the
lems?

:?!
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Notice
Club funding cheques for the
Fall term,1978, are, available
in .the S.A.C. Office
Attention
All new Clubs requiring funding .for the .Winter term
are to hand in:Constitution, membership list; and a
proposed budget to the S.A.C. Office by
4:00 P.M. January 26 1979

ONTARIO PUBLIC INTEREST
·RESEARCH GROUP
· _prese11ts....
SURVI.VAL SERIES!! !

.

Thursday''January 18th, "FOOD FOR THOUGHT!". - an alternative
to that every day meal. .. cheap , homecooked food, .mu·sic, and an
introduction to the PEOPLE'S FOOD COMMISSION. 6:30 p.rn. at
Assumption College. Advance tickets from th c;.OPIRG office.
.

Monday January 22 "THIS ALPHABET MAY BE DANGEROUS
TO YOUR HEALTH" THE EFFECT OF PCB's AND PBB's, fino
out about the effect of chemicals that we're exposed to from an ex
pert. Dr. Stephen Safe biochemist. "CRY of the GULL" a·canadian
documentary film will alsp be shown. Assumption Lounge at 3:30
p.m.
egula~ office hours this term will be from 9 a.m . to 12 no~n .. In:erested in a research project? Need some information for J course
roject? Drop by and find out more !

..
OPIRG -

Windsor

Cody Hall
University of Windsor
254-4192
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SAC raises ·conStitute breach of faith
At a time when the Students'
move was to put the staff on
Administrative
Council
is
half-days during the summer.
preaching restraint, it strikes us
One of the more visible ways
as odd ,that the executives and
in which students' money is
commissioners are given a raise.
spent is through the Office of
When the SAC executives
Special Events which sponsors
realized that the student enrolldances, films, lectures, etc. Comment at the University of Windmissioner Bob Gammon's prosor was going to drop signific.antposed budget of $14,000 was
ly ;· arcompanied by a similar recut in half. Suffice to say that
duction in SAC revenues, they
Mr. Gammon's efforts this year
prepared to cut .the budget achave been somewhat hamstrung .
cordingly.
There have been other ad·The student media · was the
ministrative areas tpat have suffered cutbacks. It was a difficult
fo:st group to suffer from the
chore but a necessary one, in
paring knife. The editorial staff
view of the reduced revenue.
of The Lance realized the imWhat we can only describe as
portance of cutting costs and so
irresponsible is the recent decis' prepared a budget that was less
ion by SAC to raise the salary of
than last year's. This, despite
the president and the honorarrising ,.production -costs .. Every
department of CJAM was...slash,- iums of the v~ce-presidents and
commi~sioners.
,
ed by the Student Media Corporation. In · tight of their 50th
A few facts and figures are in
order. The president's weekly ·
anniversary, SAC ~anted to pubsalary of $126.50 was raised to
lish a yearbook but was unable
$146.74, retroactive to May .l,
to do so because the money just
wasn't tbere.
. 1978. As of January 1, the presiThe SAC is here to provide
dent will be earning $159.51.
services ;ind leadership to the
Last year, the president's salary
students. The . most important
was $4,427.50. This year, with
manner in which they can acthe
recent
changes,
it's
complish this task is through the
$5,697.07 - an increa ,se of 28
. funding of societies and clubs.
per cent .
Prio r. to this year, 33 1/3 per
The vice-president-secretary's
cent of all student fees were dishonorarium is now $1,950, up
tributed to clubs and societies.
from last year's $1,650 - an inUnder the new by-laws, the
crease of 18 per cent - and the
figure. is now 20 per cent. The
vice-president-finance's honorarrevised percenta ge was approved
ium has been raised from $1,350
to $1,750 --an increase of 29 per
by the council, including several
cent. Last year, the two commissociety presidents who voted in
sioners earned $950 apiece . This
favor of changing the numbers.
year it's $1,200 - an increase of
All members
realized
that
26 per cent.
money was tight and would conUnder By-law 27, the COLA
tinue ' to be so in the immediate
(Cost of Living Adjustment)
future.
Committee "shall conduct inThe SAC looked at ·their investigations in. respect of the
ternal situation in the hope of
level of COLA and adjustments
cutting a few more corners. One

thereto reflected by changes to
should be uniform.
the Statistice Canada Cost of
Second, why were these raises
Living Index relative to increases
budgeted for two months ago?
to base salary figures." Roughly
The COLA Committee is suptranslated, it means that the
posed to be somewhat inde COLA Committee can recompendent of SAC but their inmend to SAC an adjustment to
tegrity has to be questioned
the base salaries if the price of
somewhat, in light of the fact
functioning in this world goes
that the budget, prepared by the
up.
SAC executives, took into acThe COLA Committee based
count the raises. Why were the
its- recommendations
to the
raises included by the execs? To
council on the fact that the excall it
excellent
16ng-term
ecutives
and
commissioners
planning, would be to knock stuhadn't received a raise ·for several
dents' intelligence. In short, this
years and, consequently, the rise
action has to be explained fully
in the cost of living hadn't been
taken into account. The president's revised salary was based
on ·the rise in the cost of living
during the· years that the salary
remained unchanged. The other
individuals were granted a lump ·

to the students.
Our view can be ·summarized
in one tired, old cliche: "Practice what you preach '\
Editors note. Will the person .
who wrote a letter about the
'book' situation please contact
The Lance. Before we can accept
a letter, we must have a name,
student number and phone number. The staff would then make
·a decision on the merits of withholding a name.

sum.
For us, the arguments against
the pay hikes ~re simple.
First, everyone had been going out of their way to cut costs . .
Needed services are not being
performed because there isn't
enough money. Why, when the
b,elt is being tightened elsewhere,
should SAC executives and commissioners get a raise?
Second, .this- year's council
isn't responsible for correcting
an oversight on the part of previous councils. By accepting the
burden placed on it (by the inaction of other councils), the
present SAC has placed itself in
a real hole.
There are two other cloudy
areas which need to be clarified.
One, why were uneven (in
terms of percentage) raises given
to the vice-presidents and commissioners? ·If a pay hike is in
order, and it's to be based on the
cost of living, then the raises,__-----------------------------!

~LETTERS

All Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced

an d limited to 500 words

or less. Letters must be signed and accompanied by a student number and phone
number. All letters considered by the staff to be libelous and slanderous will be
witheld . The staff reserves th e righ t to edit for grammar an d length. The deadline
for submission of Letters to the Ed itor is Tuesday at noon .

Dear Editor,
.,.
The following may come as a
shock {o some of you but it's
time you knew. Beware of guys
who live in Huron Hall or, Tecumseh Hall, for amongst them is
a group that lives a separate life.
Sitting next to you in class, he
may appear to be a mature, responsible young man, but for
the past few months something
changes him into an absolute
idiot at around 2: 30 a.m on Sunday mornings.
This group, which varies in
size from . week to week, return
to their residence after a night in
the pub or at a party on campus
via Indian Road. Now I can
tolerate the various versions of
"Old MacDonald's Farm" from

two until four in the morning
but that is just the beginning.
For some re<1,son,these boys attain wondrous strength while
walking down this street. Do
you know that they can actually
pick up a garbage can (empty of
course, garbage is heavy!) and
throw it at a car (providing that
the car is parked and they are a
minimum of four feet away)?
And that's not all!! If any of
you are stuck for a psychology
research paper to do, how about
this. The Radio Antenna Fetish
of U. of W. Students. For some
inexplicable reason, these guys
get quite a thrill out of either almost brea.king off a car antenna
(the excitement of prolonging
the pain!) or, whit th,e hell, why

not rip it right off - instant
pleasure. Although these guys
seem to favour car antennae,
they have also been known to
bend a wi'ndshield wiper in half
with one hand (wouldn't want
to meet him in a dark alley) . If
that's not enough, a karate chop
to the side view mirror puts
these guys in ecstasy.
Now for the serious stuff
(don' t stop reading). I know that
the majority of ~tudents in
Huron and Tecumseh Hall are
decent, mature human beings.
Please don't think that I am ad- ,
dressing this to you. However, I
know that in these residencc;s,
there are those "people" respons ible for these destructive,
uncalled -for incidenrs. _These Stu-

dents complain about the tuition
fees, the high costs of books,
etc., etc., but think nothing of
doing these assinine assault s.
I am a stud~nt who happens
to live on Indian Road. I have
expenses just l*e you and I do
not appreciate . waking up on
Sunday mornings to find that I'll
have to buy a new antenna, or
worse yet, see the dents made by
garbage cans on my car. You
may find this all a big joke 'and
if you do, then I really fed sorry
for you - you 're sicker than I
thought. If you can't handle
booze, the pressures of school,
or whatever other excuses -you
can think of, then go pull the antenna off your own car. Also ,
try to realize t;,hat y,04 are ,living

in a community. In the houses
that you pass everyday are families like the ones you lefr at
home. They do not deserve your
delinquency
· and
disrespect.
There have been times when U
of w students have been unfairly
blamed for thi ,ngs imply because they were a ·convenient
l:
scapegoat . However, what I have
written is fact, and as unfair as it
may be, these incidents have
given all U of W students a bad
name, with the community as
well as the police . Now come on
guys , GROW UP!!!

Yours truly,
D. Reaume.

•' .
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"Kiss my grits"

The party's over
By Dave Powis
Hey, Mr. Diefenbaker, there's
a pretty good chance that
another member will soon be
joining that exclusive club of
former Canadian . prime ministers .
I'm speaking of that Gallic,
balding, sometimes swinger who
makes infrequent additions to
the English language during sessions of the hallowed House.
Pierre Elliott Trudeau, ' who
arose am ongst _us in '68, in a
shower of rose petals and female
tears of ecstasy, shoul d be a man
for all seasons but won't be , if
the electorate has their way.
Whatta you mean, you don't
believe me? Let's take a look at
each province with regards to
Pierre.
Newfoundland.
When the
Newfies talk of cod, Pierre
thinks they're discussing his
heavenly status. After all the
consideration that Monsieur T.
has given to their province , can
. you expect Newfoundlanders to
reciprocate?
Nova Scotia. With a quarter
of the p~pulation sitt ing at
home because they can't find
work and a similar percentage
heading west for the same reason, do you think the folks will
abandon Stanfield's underwear
for what underwear usually
covers? If Pierre a,nd the Liberals want to carry this province,
they should invite Nova Scotians
to -onawa and let 'em earn a
paycheque with little effort in-

volved. Question: How can you
manage that? Answer: Ijave you
ever heard of civil servants?
New Brunswick. For the people of New Brunswick, Pierre Elliott Trudeau and the Bricklin
bring similar reactions. Both
looked
nice, both
showed
promise and failed to deliver.
At least Mr. Trudeau is assured
of one vote. My aunt lives there
and she's never · gotten over· the
swimming lessons Trudeau gave
the nation .
Prince Edward Island. When
Trudeau thinks of the sands of
P.E.L, he sees red. Communism,
that is, and with his race to the
right, · that means trouble. It also
means no votes.
Quebec. They changed their
license plate's motto from La
Belle Province to J e Me Souviens. Yes, the Quebecois remember. They remember the War
Measures Act, the RCMP and the
bitching about their elected
,provincial
government.
Still
they'll remember . to vote for
Pierre and Company .
Ontario . Has anyone taken a
close look at the value of our
dollar recently? When you look
at our dollar's status ' and compare it with the knowledge that
many of Canada's big bucks reside in this province, you ·have
to realize that TruJeau doe~n't
stand to have much of a chance
in Ontario. Except for Windsor,
of which most people consider
to be an extension of the U.S.A.
Manitoba. Okay, so Pierre
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gave one of this province's
ousted politicos a job. Nice going, fellas, but it ain't going to
help you at the polls. The wind
might blow in his favor if Trudeau gave the citizens Montana.
!>on't laugh Chrysler City .....
you ·'re the trade bait.
Saskatchewan . .I asked a representative from one of this provinces university newspapers if ,
Trudeau's chances in the next
federal election were any good.
Whenever he saw me . again, he
would fall into giggling fits.
'Nuff said.
Alberta. This province has
over four billion dollars in its
Heritage Fund. Hell, they don't
even need _the rest of us, much
less Trudeau and his cronies.
British Columbia. With all
the precipitation in this province, it's a wonder that Trudeau
hasn't
melted whenever he
visited B. C. However, his inlaws live here and they do retain a certain influence, so P. E.
Trudeau is bound to pick up a
few seats.
As you can see, the picture
doesn't look good for the · Liberals. If they're lucky, and that
will entail. the extinction of all
rabbits, then the Grits could
have to form a minority government. Wouldn't that be neat.
Having to save the nation while
fighting the Tories . and the
NDP. It could be the beginning
of th~ Great Canadian Soap
Opera . .

Ontario colleges' Support
staff members may strike
By Dave Powis
(Lance - CUP) There are 167
members of Local 137, comprising the three campuses of St .
•
Clair College.
Last week, over 100 members
of the college met and, accord ing to Pflanzer , there was a feeling that people were ready for a
strike.
"I expect a vote of 70 per
cent (at St. ·clair College) in favor of striking," said Pflanzer. ·
Maxine Jones, former president of the faculty association at
the college, expects a "good,
healthy" vote in favor of a
province-wide strike.
"Traditionally,
this union
(OPSEU) is not a militant one,"
said Jones. She added that St.
Clair College's faculty association members will honor the
picket lines set up by striking
support staff.
"The Ontario government
will be watching this support
staff strike very closely," said
Jones, "because there are 5,000
provincial government servants
who could soon be in a similar
position."
Jones commented that the Council of Regents is just a front
for the government. "They're
really negotiating with the ministry of colleges and universit ies.''
It's unclear what position the
• students will be taking during
the strike.
Students at one community
college, according to Pflanzer,
will write to their local MPP's
if the 'Strike takes place , asking
for their money back .

If it oc curs, the strike will be
the seventh support staff strike
at a Canadian post-secondar y institution this year. Support staff
are still on strike at Dalhousie
University in Halifax, and are
staging rotating strikes at Simon
Fraser University in Brit ish Columbia.
Another support staff strike,
this time at Ontario's 22 community colleges, may be in the
offing.
Four thousand members of
the Ontario Public Service Employees Union voted . yesterday
on whether to take strike action.
Unless their demands are met,
support staff at St. Clair College
in
Windsor
and
other
community _ colleges across the
province may walk out as early
as January 22. ,
This
decision
follows
a
unanimous vote taken December
2 by representatives from all college locals of OPSEU. They had
sought a strike vote for early
January, according to OPSEU
Press Officer Peter Slee.
The support staff members
had previously . rejected the last
offer of the Council of Regents,
the organization of Ontario college governing boards, by an
overwhelming margin.
· Since then, both parties have
been meeting under the auspices
of a mediator in an attempt to
hammer out a settlement, Slee
said, but no progress has been
made.
The main issue in the dispute
is wages. The council's last offer
called for a "2.8 per cent increase
retroactive from September to

March, and a four per 1;ent increase as of April 1.
The union is asking for a ten
pe-r cent total package, according to Jill Pflanzer , vice-president of OPSEU, Local '137 ar
St. Clair College.
"Basically we're looJ<ing for
money," said Pflanzer, adding
that a rew other previous contracts had been settled well under the Anti-Inflation Board
guidelines.
Support staff strikes were
settled earlier at Cariboo and
Selkirk Colleges in B. C., at York
University in Toronto and at the
University of Windsor.
The 340 members of Service
Employees International Union,
Local 210, staged a 17 day ~alkout in late _August in search of
more money and job security.
It wasn't until the union
members at the University of
Windsor took the strike action,
that the bargaining sessions between the two sides intensified
and ultimately reached a settlement . .

I

This Week's Question: Do you think the SAC executive should be able to-vote themselves a pay increase without first making the student bodf aware
of what they are doing?
Photos by Heidi Pammer
By Ed McMahon

Donita Hart, First Year, Business
Administration:

"No. Of course not. It 's just as
baq as our City Council."

Angie Dominato,
Nursing:

Third Year,

"No. I don't think it's fair of
them to do something like that
without telling anyone ."

Bill Bernath, Third Year, Political Science:

"No. The students should be
aware of anything they're (SAC)
doing that affects the students ."

_.,

Hilaire Imhoff, Third Year, Accounting:

"No. It 's the students who have
to foot.the bill and the students
sh.ould have considerable say in
the decision as to whether or not
their (SAC's) pay should b,t increased."

Sandy Homolka, Third Year,
Nursing:

"No. The increase in the wages
they get comes from our fees.
We pay enough to SAC already."

Daniel Tong, Second Year, Engineering:

uDefinitely not!"

- Tim Feurth, Second Year, Busi
ness:

"No . I think they should have
some way of letting people vote
on it instead of just taking it."

. \

·,,;_:__,
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.· Frallklin appoints new executive assistant
·new pqsition ·.
,., Barbara Birch., Secretary of ·
"We're kind of feeling our
way right now,'' commented
t4e Senate, has -b een named Ex·ecutive &s istant to the presi ~ _Miss Birch this week. "It is still
· dent in a r~cent move by uni - not clea\ as to what some of my
new du ties as Assistant to the
versity presid~nt . Dr. Mervyn
Rranklin, who hopes to pro - . Preside nt are."
mote greater coll!munication be-.. ·.. This · is a new position that
tween the Board - of Governo'rs: ·was developed . and recommend- .
.ed to the Senate by Dr. Frank and the . administration.
M~ · Birch will carry pn her · lin. Miss Birch will be sifting in
"job as S~cretary of the Senate · on all e~ecutive meetings of the
s~nce it , ·comple~entary to her . Board of Governors ; noting ae- ·
By Pe~ .J'.ll
·ash

is.

c1s1ons made by the Board and
making sure -they are being forwarded to the proper authorities
~in the administration.
The new job also ,entails
working with provincial and federal authorities, relative to financiai and administrative work
involving the University of Windsor and government .
Miss Birch has been Secretary
of the Senate for 1 7 year~ i!1
which time she has become well-

THE VEXATIOUS TERM PAPER BLAH SYNDROME

•--........:

Remember what it ~as .like last fall attempting to do term paper research without a clue
as to how the library works? It wasn't easy was it? If you want to get off on 1:he right
foot for the spring term paper deluge, sign-up now for "BIB. I".
"BIB. I" is a free short-course for studen t s who want to know the basics about the rneth..odology of l ibrary ·research. The course i tart s 'Mo ; d ay, January ··-15
- th. T ne··grou,p:meet S•
with a librarian for three one-hour sessions on Monday, Wednesday and .Friday; there are
four times to choose from: 9 a.m., 12 noon, 2 p.m ., or 6 p.m . ·
For more information about "BIB. I", inquire at the Leddy Library's Information Desk
on the ma rn floor, or call that desk on extension 261.
"BIB _.r" ·could save you a lot of valuable time this spring .

.Help

versed in tlie administrative duties at this unive rsity .
Although the new position
adds to her already heavy work
load, Miss Birch mentioned that
"I'm looking forward to the job .
It fits in well with what I'm al-

\-

Get your gro up or organization to think of an idea .
If it will create at least 3 student jobs lasting from 6-18
weeks each between the .months of May and September,
then Young Canada Works may he able to help ·you tuni
your idea into reality.
Your project should benefit the
community and must meet all the program requirements.
Apply today. Application forms and 'guides are 'ready now
at Joh Creation Branch
400 Huron Church Rd. 3rd floor

Windsor 254-2595

She will be assisted by one
secretary for the regular business
and possibly another if the work .
load becomes too mu.,ch tohandle.

Cont'd from p. 3

"A city within a city"
,·

leave their rooms for a short '
we're pleased when we can help
while, the rooms , like the ofpeople.
fice-s, should be locked. You
Lanc.e: When are your busi est
simpJy can't leave anything layperiods ?
ing around in this day and age
Mclver: Weekertds., Again " because it's going to be gone .
we're gett ing back to the off_Lan ce: It goes w itho ut say ing
campus problem people. It's ob that the Windso r polic e and · vious to me, and there h~ve ,been
oth er enfo rcement C/,jencies have
studies about. it , th e h1gh school
auth ority on campus . Do these
dro p-out type causes ,.the most
agencie s ever w ork wi th y our
problem s. We can't ·live in a
staff in a parti cular security
dre am world. Acts ' of ~; ndalism
pr obl em?
and this type of thin g t t go on
Mciver : We have in the past.
in society, are bound to h appe n
Let me put it th is way. In the
on the campus . With the .•open
past few year s, we haven't had
campus concep t , it gets har,d to
the occasion for the outside po distin gu ish a stud ent from a no n-lice to condu ct a search. It has , stu dent. Really , th e university is
happ ene d but normally the y
a city withj n a city . Som e cam puses are loca ted in fringe areas
would con tact us an d we wo uld
of citi es. Ours just happe ns to be
accomp any th em on the search
· they'r e th e priIT\.
e. au tho rit y located i~1 t he heart of the city,
th ey' ve got the search warrant .
th e core so to speak , and that
I' d say we 've ha d a ma ximum of
tends to compound security
five such searches in my 14
problems.
years. That's a prett y good track
. Lance : l s t here any thing ·th at
recorq, I'd say. ,
yo u 'd lik e to add to all of!. his~
Lance : D o· yo ur men carry
Mciver: We' re always str iving
fir earm s of any sort?
to have good securit y here and I
Mciver : No .· I kno w of no , think we have good "securit y.
university in the count ry that
Despite the electronic innoyathave armed secur ity men . Of
ions of the settirit y, we like to
course, some Amer ican universitthink that the human element is
.• ies do cai:_
ry weapons : The l ha e .~ far more / importan t.: You • know
different problems and circumthat the exposure a student has
stan ces.
· · · with University Security can ,
Lance: What typ es of com shape that students' attitudes of
pl ain ts or calls do you answe.r ?
law enforcement people for the
Mciver: ' You name it , anyrest of his life. This is something
thing fr om a lost watc h to a fire
I personally feel very strongl y
alarm . Alarms from the ."A lph a"
about . i like to th ink th at this
cal] go off. We get hundr eds of
university's secu rity sets a pretty
good preced ent for a person's recalls in any year . Peo ple will call
lationship to law enforcement in
whe·n they 've lost their keys an'd
the larger societ y. Security has a
can ;t get in their cars or get
them started. I'll emphas ize that
very good relationship with this
we 're here to perform a service.
universi ty community and th-at's
somethin g I'm very proud of.
We'll do as mu ch as we can and

create -student jobs.
And we'll help you.
Young -Canada Work s· is a fe der al go veni me nt job
creation program. desi gned to fund projects which imp rov e
-· the . skills and future job pro spects of students.

ready doing as· Secretary of the
Senate."

Loan Remission
1978-79
Ap pl ications for Loan Remission are now availabl e.
If you are eligible for Loan Remission , you
may rece ive a personalized , pre-printed
appl ication , mailed to your permanent addr ess.
If you have not received your Loan Remission ·
appl ication by January 2, 1979 , contact the .
Student Awards Office at your institution .-

You may qualify for Loan Remission, if:
• you have completed eight or more terms .of
full-time post-secondary study, or
• you are assessed as a Group B student
unqer the Canada and Ontario Student
Loans Plans, but a Group A student* under
the grant plan.
·
·see OSAP literaturefor definitions.

Application Deadline February 2, I 979.
Er.iployment and
lmmisr~tion
ca ·nada
Bud Cullen, Minister .

Emploi et
· Immigration

Canada

Bud Cullen ; Ministre

Ministry of
Colleges and
Universities
Ontario
Hon. Bette Stephenson. M.D., Minister
Dr.J . Gordon Parr, Deputy Minister

-,
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Cante,en of Canada

llOwdo you spell relief?
By Mark D ..Greene

It's 9:10 in the morning and
you've just missed ' your first
class. Y Qur face is frozen and
your hands are shaking from six
hours of studying last night.
Chances are your first stop is...
the plethora of machines in the
University Centre . the man who
makes that morning cup of java
·
possible fs Jim' Wright.
· Wright, an employee of Can teen of Canada for : 16 years, is
responsible for making sure the
food and beverage machines in
the Centre atid Dillon Hall are
working. It's a job that l<eeps
him busy, especially in. the
mornings and during the first
days of the -~~ek.

' His day begins at 7: 30 a.m.
· and keeps him going until 4 in
the .afternoon . One of his first
stops of the day is the coffee
machin .e i,1 Di lon Halt

down. I usually fill .them once a
week." •
Wright said his job is better
than working in a factory . "I
get a chance to meet a lot of i~teresting p~ople."

The biggest part of his .job
is servicing the machines at the
Centre. Each coffee machine,
~ccording to Wright, serves an
average .of 600 cups of coffee a
day. Wright is the ma:n to see if
one of the mechanical servants
-fail to deliver.

Canteen of Canada is just one
small part of the multinational
giant, "Trans World Airlines. Ac. cording to Wright, 'this is one of ~
the reasons the coffee it serves ~ ·
is only 25 cents while _th~ other :
:a
guys charge 3'0 cents.
' ·a)

One of the more interesting
statistics revealed by Wright concerns the cigarette machines.
"Last year I would fill those
machines up to 3 times a week,"
said Wright. "This Y.ear, it's way

As for the problem of vandalism, because .wright is on
duty most of the ·day, there is a
definite Jack of kick marks an·d
other signs of abuse on the
machines.

~As
·SIFIBD
DNCL

!

~

·

o
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Jim Wright, our local Canteen of Canada man, on ~he job.
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FOR SALE: 1969 Pontiac GTO
Strong car, good motor, transmission and interior. Needs exhaust, body work. Can be
saftied . $7SO. Call The Lance at
253-40 60 . Ask for P~ul.
THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN:
Back issues available - September
1970 to Octo ber 1974 inclusive.
Call Vic at 969-8858 durii:ig the
evenings.

1--------

........
------.1

LIBRARY HOURS: Monday Friday from 8 a.m. to 11 :45
p.m. Saturday from 9 a.m . to
11 :45 p.m. Sunday from noo n
to 11 :45 p .m.

WORKSHOP for professional
COFFEE HOUSE : ~ssumption
women's issues. A seven week
Commu~[ty,
Blue
workshop beginning Wednesday , Campus
Room. January 21, 8:30 - 11
January 1 7, from noon until
p.m. To register, call Ext. 243 or . p.m. Admissio'n is 50 cent _s and .
everyone is welcome.
423. Limited to eig~t people.

of the university

community .
~#

----- - --· --··-- - _ line)
S_u_b-missions
must be
typed,
double-spaced
and limited byto athree
lines.number
(60 stroke
and accompanied
student
' and
. Submissions
must
be ..sig~ed
phone number : The staff reserves the right to edit fo; grammar and length. The
deadline for sub~issjons to the Unclassified section is Tue.sday at noon.

2 Residence spac es available at
Canterbur y College for single
women students. One single and
one divided dou ble roo m availabl~ immed iately. Please apply
to Canterbury
College, 172 -....
Patricia Ro ad, Windsor, Ont . or
pho ne 256-6;442.

PUBLIC LECTURE: The Departmeht of Socfology and Anthro pology presents Professor
J acques Theuws, who will .speak
on " Cultural Anthropology and
Hermene utics " . Tuesda y, January -23 at noon, Rm. 162 WHS.

is open to all members

YOGA TALK: Profe ssor Barry
Whitney speaking on "Yoga as a
Religious Que st". Wednesday,
Januar y 1 7 at 3 p.m. in the Canterbury Gollege · Lounge, 172
Patr icia. Presented by the U. of
W. In.ter-F ai th Fellowship.
TYPING - Essays, t·erm papers
ets. , Fa~t and Accurate. Reasonable rates available. Comact

~¥f

)
F"';-

~,·~·

~-~~--~ --~~

Jan. , at 258-1377.
ASSUMPTION NIGHT CELEBRATION: On F~iday, February
2, '1979, Assumption University
will celebrate its Patronal Feast.
The celebration w·ill con; ist of
Mass· in the Univetrsity 'ch~pel at
6 :.00 p.m. foHowed by refreshments and dinner in Vanier Hall
',
at 7:15 for 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are available at Assumption University Busin ess Office
·(711),
Informatipn
Services
(21 6), G. McMahon (332), R. J.
Doyle (112) and P. Vandall
'(384) prior to January 26th,

19:19.
Students - $3.75 - Others $7.50.

RETREAT: "Faith - ~ha~Do,~s
It Mean In My Life , Today?"
January 26 - 28 .' For · n;iore information, call 254-311.2 .
·
WORKSHOP: on the Ministry ....·
and church. Assumption ~ Cam pu s Community'
Blue"' Rqorp...
January 2)., 2 - 4 p.m.
Attention potential artists! (and
established artists) Tqr Lanctt t
our fay?rit e studeni new~pa er,;
published on Fr idays h~re 'at · he
good old U of- W, nee ci1a.. cartoonist. No experienee is neces sary. All that -we ask is that you
can kind of draw stuff. Contact
the Lance at 253-4060 anytime
or just drop in. We can use you.

I

·,

.GET
READ 300 . PAGES
IN ONE HOUR
CUT READING AND
STUDY TIME
IN HALF

IMPROVE STUDY
SKILLS

DURATION
DATES
AND TIMES
LOCATION
COST

8 WEEKLY SESSIONS OF l1h HRS. EACH
4 CLASSES ARE OFFERED COMMENCING
TUES. JAN. 23 5:30 P.M. AND 7:00 P.M ..
THURS. JAN. 25 5:30 P.M. AND 7:00 P.M.
ON CAMPUS ROOM NUMBER TO BE ANNOUNCED

FEE FOR COURSE IS $50.00
INCLUD.ES A TEXTBOO~ AND THE USE OF ALL OTHER CLASS MATERIALS

JAN. 11, 12, and 15 10:00 - 3:00

or JAN

18, 19_and 22 ·SAME TIMES

SEE US IN THE UNIVER.SITY CENTRE

.

'

_BNTBRT41
By The Late Great H.J. Swenson

of the night was You Just Keep
Me Hanging On. Strong keyboards
and solid drumming
made this piece a standout. ·
As 'much as their musical talents _elevated them, their vocals
brought them down. This sorry

I was reading .(yes I can re~d)
in last · week's Lance how the
staff wanted to oust the editor
Dave Powis for failure to correct
grammatical errors . It seems obvious to me that if the staff
hadn't left their participles dangling around, there would be no
problem . I have a way for the
editor to solve his problems: fire
all the staff . Who needs them
anyway, eh Dave? To fill the
void I would be willing to stay
on as the only staff member
(kept on because I' thought of
this). I would write all of the
articles myself.
On
seco nd thought
this
would involve too much work
and skill on my part. Instead I'm
tloiri'g the honorable thing and
turni ng in my resignation. If I
get any 1nt)rc honor ab le, f may
even respect girls in 1the morning.
Th e last pub banJ 'to .he re.viewed by me is .caiLed Talisman.
H.J.'s Music Meter gav~ them aH
unimpressive 4 : 7 . Kind of sums
up the whole year. Now that old
M .M . is out of a job with me, he
w.ants to go back to Med. school
and become a proctologist. M.M.
thinks , it's a good · idea, ,but I
think he's ii'laking an a'ss of himself .
The . Toronto
based group
called Talisman is appearing th is
week 1 in the pub. Like ,,,so many
bands I've heard h_ere Talisman
was nearly good, bu t not quite .
I
For example, they were all excellent musicians. This was obvious in Steely Dan 's Reeling
ln The Years. My favorite song

other business, the pub must
now actively seek out customers,
especially on nights when it is
half empty.
What is now needed are
events to make the pub more attractive . Each scheme does not

Finally, in light of the 21-yearold drinking age in Michigan,
this university on a given night
may invite students (via an ad in
their papers) to use our facilities.
They would be admitted with
their student I.D. Americans unfamiliar with our , city would
welcome a friendly bar filled
with people of similar inter est s.
These ideas aren't
novel.
Other competitive
bars have
used them . Nor are they ex-

exhaustive . There are hundreds
more. However, the time has
come for SAC to abandon its
laisse faire attitude and fight for
higher profits.

1n the end I'd like t o thank
my readers for putting up with
my nonsense. I'd also like to
~hank Frank, my editor for all
. his help. Lastly, I'd like to · thank
myself for making it afr possiple.
H.J.

Decency in '71))
Well, it's that time of year again and that means it's time to sift
through all the garbage , for 1978 . I don 't think that you' Ir '.agree on
everything that's listed here, but we'll give it a shot anyway.Thi s
year's winners (in the records and movies divi.ion) of the Lance's annual "We Won and You Didn't, So Nyaaah" awards are :

~
~
~
(:I..

.t'

I knew I should have worn the neck brace.

itse lf have ,to turn a profit as
l'ong as the students again consider the pub to be the plac e to
go and not some other bar. One
method is to have specials on
low attendance nights. For example, bottled beer for 40 cents
on Tuesday . Each bottle would
earn l<;_ssprofit, but increased
business would make it up.
The re-instatement of food in
the afternoon , would draw more
cust~)mers. It is so co frvenient to
eat in the pub, almost any food,
even S.'\G/\, would draw people.

+.,:

l . Darkness on the Edge of Town, _!JruceSpringsteen - As much
anger and energy seen on vinyl in quite a while.

(:I..

state was surprising considering
the band has a le'ad singer. I
spent the whole night tr yi ng to
decide w hich sounded ~orse:
the P.A. or his voice. Particularly rancid was Eddie Money .'s
Two Tickets To Paradise. If that
was Sh.angri-la, give me Puce .
When enrolment at the University was on the rise, increased
pub cro 'wds and profits came
naturally. I lowcver, now that enr<Ylment is down, "SAC must rec·
ognize the pub for what it is: a
source of revenue. Like any

t

I

TOP AL BUMS

s
_g

2 . More Songs About' Buildings and Food, Talking Heads -The
new wave finally hits and guess what? It's got a brain.

-

3. Comes a Time, Neil Young - Where Neil Young crawls out of
the ditch and back into the middle of the road.
1·

4 . Heaven Tonight, <ZheapTrick - Not their best but better than
~

5. Excitable Boy, Warren Zevon - Important in the sense that it
proves you don't have to be wimpy to be from L. A.
6. This Year'-s Model , Elvis Costello - Looks can be deceiving.

!11

7. Live Bootleg ,' Aerosmith - So what if it's filler, it's still energeti.c as hell.
8. Are We Not Men? We Are Deva! - Mechanical but hu!llorous .
9. Dog and Butterfly, Heart - After three stiff efforts, they finally
justif y their success.

10. Some Gfrls , The Rolling Stones - They're down for th e count
and what happens? They give us a rabbit punch .
TOP MOVIES
1. Animal House - Or any movie with ol ' rubber eyebrows.

2. Coming Home - An unusual love story, and done with surprising taste .

.3. Magic - If anything, an Academy award nomination

for An-

thony Hopkins .

4. Interiors - A box-office boi;nb but a critics gem.
5. Midnight Express - Fast moving, · hard to wateh, maybe a little
too intense but enjoyable just the same.
6. Jul ia - Maybe not '78 but it squeezes anyway .
..;:

7. He aven Can Wait -A rip-off of things past but cute anyhow .

•..

8. Turning Point - Lots of Dance but excellent acting to boot.

Movi.e Revi.ew

JiEAD FOR THE ISLANDS IN STYLE

with a ·

·TRIMMER'S CUT
Short or long, there is more to a cut than the snip of
scissors. It takes technique and that special know how.
Our trimmers have it. They listen to you and they will
show you how to achieve that attitude that you are st.riving
for.

"FOR THE CUTS .THAT OTHER PEOPLE NOTICE"

COTS~.soctt/
248-Pelissier St. - Downtown 252-1981
•

I

~.

Simon tries again
By Paul Chernish

There is very little doubt in
my mind about Neil Simon's
love affair with his funnybone.
The
gentleman
thinks
he's
funny. And most of the time he
is.
When Simon was drawn from
the stage to the celluloid world
the effect was like dropping a
tractor mechanic in an outo
shop. Close, but a good chance
of no ~igar . Well , Simon's been
tastin g a lo t of t ob ac co .
In a rece nt Playboy inter-

~iew, Simon had a gr~at deal to
say about the difference be tween stage ;md cinema, playwriting and ' screen writing and
New York and L. A. California
Suite is a combination of all of
his ideas.
There are four plots contain- ·
ed in the film and none of them
are at all related to the others,
which certainly helps generate
viewer interest . Players with
names like Walter Mathau, Alan

Continued

on pg. nine
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Bruce Springsteen in Concert

"E" Street lights 'up Detroit
By Frank Kovacic

What it comes down to, basically, is just a single quote b·y one
Jon Landau published apout
three years ago in Rolling Stone,
"I have seen the future of
rock and roll and it is Bruce
Springsteen."
With this as a catch-phrase,

/

Things were going better than
great until Mike Appel (at the
time, Bruce's close friend and
producer) decided that it was
time for him to grab the brass
ring~ He took Springsteen to
court to squeeze as much as he
could out of the situation. Th_e
courts placed a sequestration of •

f

Well he did prove himself and · combine to make up one o( the
he came back with a vengence.
most formidable rhythm sectDarkness on the Edge of Town
ions in rock and roll.
was a classic study in controlled
They are well complimented
violence as was his revamped
on keyboards by "Professor"
stage show .
Roy Bittan (Piano) and Danny
On Saturday, December 30th
Federici (organ) .
1978, "The Boss" was in Detroit
"The Master of Disaster",
for the second time in four
Clarence Clemons brings the
~
months but the incredible intencrowd to its feet with each one
sity that he and the "E'' Street
of his majestic tenor-sax solos,
;{ band exhibited the f1rst time
and plays Sjringsteen's foil to _
;;- through ·· was still there, and
perfection.
·
.
;· more.
The show opens up w1th
;
It's not often that anyone has
Badlands, a. song as full of anger
~ complete contro.l of an audience
and pent up frustration as
be
-~ from the moment that they take
expected _after his forced layoff.
the stage and onward. Bruce · From ·t_here . he rips through
Springs een, however, is one
such ta ent. Springsteen paced _..
thr - "E" Streeters through a 3Y.z
hour, plus, set that even at its
copclusion had_ the audience
begging for more. ·
There were many instances
where the audience's almost total devotion to him was quite
frightening. How many times
have performers delved into a
Cobo Hall audience (or anywhere, for that matter) and have
them react as if he were a piece
of ·fine china, t0uching and
fawning over him as if he would
break at the slightest pressure.
Anyone • else would have, at t:
least, had their clothes ripped i
off.
-~
In the middle of a song ~
'i::
Springsteen yvould point the ~
microphone out to the crowd £
and they , would continue _the o ·
lyrics ,-in perfect chorus!!!
-~
funds on all of Springsteen's
Springsteen has . an undefine· income, which meant that Sprinable- something-; call rt an aura, • Steen ' tou ldn 't evert · go "'near ·a
that is directly reflected by the
recording studio let alone releaiie
many favourites including vers- .
audience.
an album. Things got so bad that
ions of Because the Night and
Chants of Bruuuuuuce frorl), . Fire, that put Patti Sh)jth ~~d
the court almost barred him
th·e crowd (who ranged in age
from performing, as all of SprinRobert Gordon to shame '.
from early teen s to late thirties)
steen 's songs were registered
The definite show stoppe r in
greeted' Springsteen and carried
with Appel's music company.
Springsteen ··s repertoire is Prove
on throughout th e evening.
This insanity went on for
It AU Night. This song is cataThe "E" St reet band; well, a
nearly two years, and when it
pulted from its respectab le form
set of finer musicians have yet to
on Darkn ess . to an energy level
was resolved, Bruce Springsteen
grace a stage. Gary Tallent on
just this side of the sun .
had to prove himself all over
bass, "Mighty" Max Weinberg on
Springsteen has chosen · on
again. Was it all media hype, or
the drums and "Miami" Steve
was there really talent here?
this tour : to play l:ead guitar and
Van Zandt . on rhythm guitar
let Steve Van Zandt fill in the

8

can

.holes with rhy~hm guitar and the
occasional lead.
He is by no means a ·master
.t_echnician on the guitar, but he
more than makes up fo-r. it with
energy and intelligence by playing sparingly and at exactly the
right moment, leaving the rest to
Van Zandt.
His stances, posturings, and
stage movement are all pure )' ock
and roll, and his sweat stained
suit, at the end of the performance, is indicative of a good
night's work. ·
A medley of Mitch Ryder
(and
the
Detr oit
Wheels)
material was all he needed to

I

Columbia records launched one
of the biggest media blitzes since
the · Ford
Motor · Company
noticed that the Edsel W;J.S going
down the tubes.
After
two
critically
acclaimed, but ob scure albums,
Bruce Springsteen was becoming
a household name. (Getting his
face on the covers of Newsweek
and Time in the same week
didn't hurt the' cause all that
much either) . Sales of Born
To Run skyrocketed and Bruce
was on his way.

Continued
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Alda and Jane Fonda are involved in Suite and all of them
do an excellent job of character
acting, which is what the film is
all abo ut. The characters that
Simon created are all interesting
without averaging out to be a
lovely melting pot or crosssection of Americana. Even
though Suite is a comedy it is
too real to simply kiss goodbye
with laughter.
Even though these are the
seventies and someone has told
us that the sixties were too radical and analytical and that now
we don't probe into personae for
·serious reasons etcetera, Simon
has done a good job of remain- _
ing anti-era-oriented. He has the
ability to ·conj our up realistic
characters without forcing the
viewer to believe that these
· characters are just like next-door
neighbours .
The best of the four plots was
the story involving Fonda and
Alda. There is very little room
for laughter in the story, but the
absence of comedy is made up
for with two characters that
have a lot to say about themselves (without really meaning
it) in a short period of time.
Sorry, can't explain that last sen:
tenc e until you see the movie .
Richard Pryor and Bill .Cosby

drive the audience
fre11zy.:

into utter

I

go through one hell of a rough
vacation at the California Suite,
and mo~t of the comedy conceived by their hilarious antics
was primarily slapstick in nature.
Not bad, though. The award for
.funniest skit has to go to Walter
Mathau's plight with the family
hooker. (Again, you have to see
it.) .
Many will argue that Suite is
just another Neil Simon play
with slightly different characters. It certa inly· has the Simon
style, but if there is anything redundant abo ut the film, it is the
excellent
comedy. California
Suite scores a cool seveH out of
ten , well worth the three bucks.

.Next

week
Rod Stewart,

~he
live entertainment
for-your
dancin
~g- ·
- andlisteningpleasure-your host-

[])V8

-

-this week-.

Tali,sman

-next week-

Lucky

Club Sandwich
and more ...

Some may say that the ,show
was too long but in comparison
to some 70 minute extravaganzas that I've seen, well, I'd rather
·be totally ex hausted than to tally
unsatisfied ..... which is definitely
not the case here.
Besides, as some-one, I don't
know ,vho, once said. "I'm just
a prisoner ... of Rock and Roll!"

.

r
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- --------------so stupid - as if it were stuffed
that it was very inspirational and
- ~o induced them to take the
name, The Original Sloth · Band.
The group has three record~ in .
current circulation though Chris
says that things can still get

,.

Three toed, what?
By Wendy Coomber

Swizzling Southern Comfort
on a Frid ay night, sitting in a
smoky night club listening to the
Original Slot h Band ...wait a minute ! Did she say Sloth ! Band?
Some new act at the Detroit
Zoo? Do the y hang from trees?
Or perhaps just another ; razed
fant asy of the author 's winesodden brain ? No, no, and not
·
qu ite .

Log, and their all:-time greatest
hit (?), The Sheik of Araby (One

night when y ou 're asteep, into
your tent I'll creep, creep,
creep) .
Sloth start ed out 14 years ago
workin g · out of Toron to. "It
star ted out just for fun ," says ·

struments such as piano, mandolin, trumpet, fiddle, harmonica , _
clarinet , guitar , soprano saxaphone , and washboard , and later
added Mike on the bass strings
and Bill on percuss ion. They
took their rather unique name.
from a side-show attraction at

better. "We like what we do "
says ·cii'r is: "but we want peopie
to hear us too . However the
band will not sacrifi1 e its integrity for f!!-me"
. We play the kind
of music tha t we like and we will
continue doing,that. "

Book Review

Local talent
· rioting , brought to life on the

By Peter Hrastovec

un likely threshold ~f one 's own
doorstep :
- - it being a warm
night - and the re
being no sirens - I went to look
When y ou talk with John Ditoutsi de, and the re
sky, you immediatel y sense his
below my windo w on
the black safe street
softspo kene ss, a comfortable
passivity in his grace and manner
saw a quiet bu;rnthat is offset by his b iting witt iing·mon k all orange
cism. And when y ou come
and saffron still'ull·
across his first collect ion of
topple d bright and -~esh
poetry, Scar Tissue (Vesta Pub.... "
lications ), you will note how his
Another
spine-chill~r , "With
characte r is transferred to his
Some Teeth In I( ', teHs of the
verse.
fat e of Halloween pumj>kins, disScar Tissue is the statement
carded in a gloom y e·x:i}ein the
of a man who lives in · the
dead of winter .
.,,
present, yet is nourished by the
Undoubtedly, Ditsky is in
past. Ditsky 's poems are like old,
command of his. poetry r. His
yellowing photographs of -famil·
words are like ammunition - used up sparingly : but effectiveiar people and scenes - - a land·
scap.e of events captured by
ly. Every poem drags the reader
headlong to its witty point or
memory's camera .. "Strings" and
· "The Cheater" examine the
conclusion . There is no mucking
archetypal grandfather, always
about with m:ulti-pa,ge prose
the last remhant of a dwindling
poems t ha t are ·usually neverculture, who is still admired,
ending and almost always unfu l·.Tissue , the verse
but only from a dis.,tance . "The · filling. In scar
'46 Tigers Are Pla~ing' ' resuris concise and exact - - a precisrects baseball greats of yester- , ion that is rewarding to both
reader and poet .
year and confronts them with
In.,."A Gift " wnich incide ntly
the inevitabl . movement of time
and place: An'd " Ledges" chronintrodu ces th is collection of
id es the growing pains of youth
poetry , the poet as a child is
alienated by !onliness.
given the "rare and priceless "
In Ditsky's work, there is a
gift of a piece of thick, whit e
hint of primal horror . The poet
railroad chalk which prom pts
graciously escorts the reader
the prophetic question : "What
' thro ugh his own mak eshift Twishall I write with it?" As diverse
, light Zone . Thi s feeling is manias the themes Jo h n Ditsky writes
abo ut , the possibilities seem endfest in what is prob ably one of
the best selections in th is colless. Inevitably, the answer lies
lect ion of poetry. " Fe ar of Burn -' in tpe work itself: an int elligent
ing Is Indigenous To Cities" is a
sampling of remarkable and
grim reminder of recent war and
memor able verse.
SCAR TISSU E
by J oho Ditsky;
Vesta Publications ;
60 pages; $4 :00 .

.The Original Slot h Band is in
fact a. very real enti ty of excellent and varied talent which the y
amply proved at th eir performances at th e Club Sandwich last
week. _ Th ey played a wide
varie ty of blues, jazz, boogie
woog ie, ragtim e, and religious t:
songs with precision, force, and ~
ease. Included in the ir reper toire :t
Friday night were such memor- ~
.
·a
able num bers as I'm Goin Crazy ~
With the Blues, St. James Infirmary, Custa(d · Pie (a footstom ping, finger-snapping song
which they sa'id they lea~ ed in .
Sloth member , Chris Whitely.
group therapy and played on the
Chris, Ken Whitely, and Tom EvwashbQard, harmonica, and triangle) , I'd Rather Drink Muddy ans started out together, playing
Wats!and Sleep in a Hollow a great assortme1;t of musical in-

.their first performance together
at the Muskoka county fair. The
attraction was a three-toed · sloth
that, according to Chris, looked

Flan·nels
Stripes
Checks
Collarless

COMPLETE
STOCK
.
OF SWEATERS
/

..•.... .....•.......... .. .........

J•...................................................
RECORDS
•

"

2 for 1

..................

sin~s to the dept hs on In The
Gallery a cut about starvin g art -

Kaid
. St. Jul ie_n

DIRE STRAITS

LEATHERS SUPERSOFT
20% to 50% off

Bombers
length
Full Length
Trench

3
/4

ATS

Regular $95 _ $135 Tweed
Herringbone
Now so.. 120 Came l Hair _
. Cord

368 OUELLETTE.

l

•

By Mike Taylor
Over the holidays · every FM
statio n was playing a very infect ious single off the premier
album from an un known English
band, Dire · Straits . The song
Sultans of Swing_ impr essed listeners to the ext ent that by the
first week in Janua ry, every
record store in Windsor was
sold out.
The rest of the alb~m is
somewhat of a surprise, alternating between the excellence of
the single and some very dreary
cuts leaving the listene rs with a
feeling . of ambiguity. The band
rises to heights of brilliance on
several songs most not ably Wild
West End and Water Of Love. It

ists which is ruined by lead
vocali,st Mark Knopfler 's at tempt
to swallow half the lyrics, a la
Tom Waitts . Knop fler's vocals
give the impression of a man trying to copy to o many artists at
once. On Sultans Of Swing he
comes across as an intelligible
Bob Dylan , while on Water Of
Love his vocals .and guitar licks
cou ld doub le · for recent Eric
Clapt on . Because of this, it 's
difficult to say whether th is is
a tour de fo rce of recognizable
riffs and soun ds, like Toto,
cashing in on the barriers of libel
and good taste.
On the other han d the banq
has mom ents all th eir own. Their
own musicianship is unpretentious and tight rock and roll without to o much bass. The ir sound
is West Coast but ..originated in
the working class slums of the .
southe ast end of Lond .on.
The maior crit icism is that although Mark Knopfler is a good
poignant - lyricist, he's also a
lousy arranger. Songs like Sou thbo und Again would really
smoke, given th e right arrangement . In all, the album remains
as one of t he Jew decent premier
albums in the last while .
. We'll be hearing from this
band in the future.

-------
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·Sl'DRTS
New events in _intramurals

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR CURLING CLUB
Standings As Of January 8, 1979

w
Hot Rocks
Rolling Stones
Hog Liners
Sievert's Sweepers
Shot Rocks
Clark's Crusaders
Bev's Bombers
Full Hbuse
Interns
Glover's Lovers
Superhacks
Take-Outs

4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3

L
1
2
2
2,
2
2
2

T

3
3

0
1
0
0
0

4
2
2
Pts

2
2

4

1
1

5
5

\
0
0

G{>

w

L

T

Commerce
Screaming Eagles
Plumbers
Geography

6
5
5
6

5
4
1

0
1
3

0

6

1
0
1
0

GP '

w

L

T

6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
5
6
5
5
7

5

0
0
1

1
1
0
0
0
1
·1
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
1

._!3~SKETBALL "A"

5
5
4
4
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
0

Commerce ''A"
Brown Stars
Raccoon Lodge
Spidermen
Humkins
Carribbean
Rolling Stones .
Hawks
Bombers

7
6
7
5
5
5
5
6
6

BASKETBALL "B"

GP

7
6
7
6
5
6

Division 1
Gallery
Sault
Gradkins
Commerce "B"
Schomoes
Cody. "B"
Division · 2
Bullets
Hogans Heroes
Electa
· Bossum Buddies
Vigilantes
Cody "A"
Division 3
Dave Clark 5
Basketphobia
BVS Boys
Dews (Whales)
Civil
Holy Hucks

2
2

2
1
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
6

w

GP

-

4
.3

•

L
·..

-~::....

\..

2
2
2

w

L

Pts

7
4

0
2
3
4
3.
6

14

1
2
2
3
4
6

10

1
2
3
4
5
6

10
10
6
4
4
0

5
4

7

3

6

0

6
7

5
5

6
6
7
6

2
2
0

4

3

3

The most impressive teams to
date are the Lickerish Sticks ,

Co-ed volleyball is once again
running for the second half of
its season . Due to the great re-

who
are
undefeated,
and
Wendy's Woodpeckers with only
one loss.

Is it really worthwhUe?

By Peter Nash

4

5
5

6.
6
·6
6

Can Am Bowl

sponse teams have been divided
into tWQ_leagues with teams in
both leagues having played 4 or
5 game~.

men's basketball. As of yet no
entries have been received. We
hope to begin the leagues by
January 22 so if you are interested give us a call (ex't. 325)
or better still, drop in and participate.

from than we do.
'The National · Collegiate AthAdd to that the fact , that
11
letic Association proved again
American Universities are set up
8
this year that they are awfully
basically to develop 250 pound
3
good at winning · when it comes
no-minds
rather than academics
0
to sports. For ..the second year
and you begin to see the light. It
in a row the Americans disposed · amounts to brawn over brain or
of the Canadian selects. in . the
Pts
off tackle left over E=MC Z: .
-Can-Am Bowl, this year by a
Another · question you might
score of 34-14.
11
ask is: Why do we keep ·playing
If the game had ended with
10
tne Americans if we can't win??
one minute left in the first half
10
That is a much more difficult
Canada would have won 8-7 . Un:
8
question to · answer than the first
fortui:,ately there was ·no out 8
one.
break of · black plague (although
7
First and foremost, it gives
,l\ few players got the . flu) .-and
7
the TV football ,freak one more
the stadium didn't -fall down, so
7
fix to keep him' going before the
the gai:ne had to be finished. The
5
Stupor Bowl. It also gives the
Americans · won the second half
4
Canadian Govern ·ment \ chan_ce
for a t~o- half total of 20
3
to get . some wear out · of those
.inQre points than the Canadians
3
old Team Canada 11..ockeyJerseys
could come up with.
2
from 1972. The only thing they
Why do we lose, you say??
2
had to add were the pant;s.
Well
, there are about 220 mil1
(Clam diggers with maple leafs
lion .reasons why we lost last
' on them.)
year ; "this. year, and ·any other
l think the real reason is that
Fts
year we-"play them. There are .
Canadian officials have gotten
~ __.. .......... ;..,,w~
• ...p;o,pJ,e.,...in
...,,
tli-e . '
~v,es
-inte tms t-hing":i"nd··
and 30:l:
JJJ,illionin Canada (a very
'14
now they can't find an honourliberal .~.stimate). That means
8
able way out of it. Don't blame
8
. thaJ .~t~~~ _,\mericans bav.e · 1 apGino 1 · liracas or any of the .
6
pro'xif?a.tf l~;__nine · times the
players . They did · the bes·t they
6
number - of. players to choose
could against'~uch a formidable
'
.

4

4
2
2
0

The Intramural department is
offering two special events in the
next two weeks. Those interested should contact the office at
St. Denis Hall. The events include table tennis and free throw
shooting.
Other activities for this semester are co-ed inner tube water
polo, · c;-ed bowling and wo-

27-7

0
2
3
2
2
3

7
4

3
2
1
1
1

7
7
7
7
6
5

1
1
1
1

HOCKEY "A"

Rockets
Humkins
Cody Sucks
Bulls
Chiefs
Racoon Lodge
Candies
Sabres
N.F.G.
69'ers
Blades
Red Barons
Biology
Flames
·Red Wings

Pts
9
8
8

oponent. The Americans were
better than us and after, ~-dJq.$ting to the Canadian rules . in the
first half, they got the big Amer ican Dream Machine rolling and
won easily.
..What can we do about rt, you
ask?? Well that is also a difficult
question to answer. We could
steal both of Ati Canada's planes
but then the players would probably- go down t(? Tampa in. Ward
Air byplanes.
Why ,were there American
c1t1zens on . the - ''Cana1ifan"
team? To carry this a littl e fur :
ther ·, if then; _were Americans on
the Canadian team that means
that less th<!-n -?.,0
. per cem:--of
those involvea 'Were ·not . Canadians. Could this be a-t iolatio ii of
Canadian content re!Nlatio ·s? ,
Seriously, maybe '·Canadian
officials shqtild try to ·ge out ·of
this thing before the Americans
suggest · it. The crowd was not
too large and you ' know what the
A:ffierica'trs--will"oo - if they- c-ah'l
make money at it - cut it.
Laverne and Shirley re-runs are
uch ' more profitable. 1.et's get
out now ·before we're r;placed
by the dumb-dumb twins.

8
8
4
4
0

8
8
6
6
0

DONUTS, COFFEE AND CANDY
5 ininutewalk from Universityof Windsor
at University arid Rankin;

...... ..... ... ... ... ... ... ..... .... ... ..... ...

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
.

LEAGUE "A"
Woody's Woodpeckers
Gallery Keggers
H.K. Grads
Legal Beagles
Zeroes

GP
4
34
3.
3

LEAGUE "B"
Lickerish Sticks
6th Floor A 's
Tecumseh
Stars
Laurier/Cody
Electa Spikes

w
.3

L
1

2

1

2

1

2
2
2

GP

w

L

4

4
3

5
3
3
4
4

2

1
1
0

T
0
0
0

p
6
4

4

0

2

0

2

p

0

T
0

2

0

1
2
3
4

0
0
0
0

'8
6
4
2
2
0

.

•
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•
ONE
COUPON
PER
COSTOMER:/

.s~ee,
®

4

4
4
4

C

DONUT CREDICARD
GOOD

FOR ONE FREE

f

DELICIOUS DONUT

at

STUCKEE'S

UNIVERSITY &RANKIN
••
OFFER
EXPIRES
JANUARY-31st,
1979
!
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Waterloo, Laurier too much for U of W hockey
_ an early lead on a goal by Don
Martin at 6 :41 of the first
period . Laurier tied it up shortl y
afterw ards while the Lancers
were playing shorth anded. With
thr ee seconds rema ining in th e
first perio d, Laur ier poppe d in
what tu rned ou t to be th e
winnin g goal.
During the second period
Laurier once again fired a powerplay goal , giving the Golden
Hawks a 3-1 lead at the end of
the per iod . At this point in the
game it was apparent that the
two teams were slowly lowering the degree of intensity they
~
had
started out with .
!:I
n,
One of Lauriers ' third period
;;q goals was shot from behind the
0
_o net and caromed off'the leg of
· two players ·before finding its'
non ~Martin (9) fires one against Laurier last weekend.
way behind Don Johnston, the
Reading the · scoring results it
The University of Windsor
Lancers' . nenninder. In spite of
would appear that poor efforts
hockey club failed to produce
such unfortunate
situations, .
any impressive results, in out of
were turned in by the Lancers .
Johnson turi:ied in a fine game.
town games last ·Thurs., Jan. 4th
The
final
scores
however, '
Falling prey fo goals scored ,
weren't indicative of their play
and Fri ., Jan .. 5th, bowing to the
from behind the net, while they
throughout both matches.
Laurier Golden Hawks and
were short handed, and with
Lancers came out aggressively
Waterloo Warriors, 5-1 and 8-0
three seconds remaining in a
against Laurier and jumped into
respectively .
period, left them despondently
(')

heading for the dressing room at
games' end.
According to Ross Com pt on 1
a seemingly unbia sed 0 .H.A. Jr.
scout , -" Gow ing (coa ch of Laurier) was quite fortu nate tha t his
du~ picked up some 'garbage
goals', or else he wou ld've probably ended up wit h a tie." Compton went on t o explain that
Gow ing made a blatan tly obvious mistake in sitt jng out high
scoring centreman Al McRae .
Mr. Compton went on t6 say
that, "McRae was once touted
by many as b~ing one of the top
centremen in · Provincial Jr. "A"
hockey, and I think it's a shame
he has been placed under the
control of someone who, naturally, thinks he knows the sport,
·but frankly knows very little ."
'.fhe score certainly wasn't
representative of just how close
the game · was. The Lancers are
lucky to bear the coaching abilit}" of Ken Tyler, · as opposed to ·
that of Laurier coach, Wayne
Gowing. Tyler managed, at
many times in the game, to keep
his players restrained and hold

their minds on the play while
the officials made some noticeable errors against his club .
On the following night, the
Lancers went t o Waterloo' Memorial Arena to take on the Waterloo Warrior s. At the end of the
first, ·Lancers were' down by one.
After two th ey trailed 2-0 . The
Warriors tossed in six by the end
of the final stanza t o win it 8-0 .
Once again the Lancers came
out strong , but man y players
lacked desire as the game · progressed. An outstanding playe r
for the Lan.cers was Scott Kolody who played both games
with a great deal of speed and
drive. He was one of the few
that was continually forec·hecking. Scott suffered, a shoulder
injury early in the third period
against Waterloo, anc!.was forced
to sit out the remaincler of the
game.
The second place Lancers
host division leading McMaster
Marlins at Adie Knox Arena this
coming Saturday and Sunday
(Jan. 13th and 14th).

Lancers ready for
home opener
By Pete Nash

The Lancers finished possib ly
their toughest exhi bitio n schedule ever th is week beat ing Shaw
College 100-91 and losing to
Sienna Heights 80-66.
Playing schools such
Texas ,
Michigan and Houston the Windsor squad found it difficult _to
win but they did manage a 7-14
record. Shaw was the fina l home
exhibition game pitting a fine
group of youngsters from the
Detroit area against an inex perienced Lancer squad.
· A crowd of 200 wat ched
Shaw's Matthew Young top all
scorers wjth a 29 poin t perform ance . Vince Landry was high
sc~rer for the Lancers with 16
poi nts . J im Molyneu x and
Wayne Allison followed with 12
points each.
Windsor led from start to
fin ish but Shaw stayed right
with them even after falling

as

behi nd by as muc h as 15 poi nt s.
Lancer Head Coach Paul Thomas
com ment ed that "Our fast
breaki ng offence forced them to
play well. If we had slowed
down · they wouldn't have scored
as many points against us."

Coach Thomas decide ·d to go
with a platoon system for this
game hoping to give all the ·
young players some experie nce.
"We could have won by more
bu t I wanted to play everybody."
Will the platoon system be in j
effect for the regul_ar season? , ~
"Probably not as much as last '§
year. It . would spread our ex- :
..o
perience ·to th in ." not ed Tho m- 0
0
as.
.i:: Vince Landry (14 and Kevin Greenwood (24) celebrate La;nce
r victory. Regular season play begins this
i:i..
Saturday against the Waterloo Warriorsin St. Denis Hall.
Th ere are only thr ee players
returning (rom last year 's team
indicates . Windsor was . behind
other player s have universit y
Th e Lance rs inexperien ce has
includ ing Vince Landr y (conby only five at the half but thei r
been especially evident on the
ball expe rience but not in this
ference all-sta r), Jim Molyneux
composure waned in the second
confer ence .
road as th e Sienna Heights game
and Kevin Greenwood. Several
half. Wayne Allison w pp ed all
scorers with 2 3 p oints foll owed
by Sien na's Fred Walker who
h ad 14. Phil Henn;mutz w;is the
on ly othe r Lancer in double figures with 11.
The regular season starts this
Saturday against fifth ranked
Waterloo. Coach Thomas point ed out that "Their a poised and
patient squad. They'll be tough
to beat." Windsor as well has
always been difficult to beat at
home and this year should be no
different.
With t he Lancers
ranked eighth in the country th is
could be a show-down for the
A lot of hope s and plans were
division t itle.
wiped out last year when 645
Game time is eighr o'clock
Saturday
night. The Crusaders
persons died in Ontario motor
will
be
playing
at . six o'clock
vehicle accidents-while
not
against St. Clair College. Roger
wearing their seat belts.
Tu_sto noff, a_ six-f~ot nine-inch
transfer from St. Mary' s should
help the Crusaders considerably.
All fan support is appreciated so
come on out and see them.

Seat belts can keep you
alive to live that life.

Plan to live. Wear your seat belt.
Ministry of Transportation
and Communications

Ontario

Hon . Jame s Snow , Minister
Harold Gilbert . Deputy Minister
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Saturday at 8:0 0 .
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By Steve Del Basso
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University students could expect a slight increase in tuition
fees next September. The Ministry of Colleges and_ Universiies recently announced its decision to raise tuition fees by five
per cent for Ontario's universit _ies and six per cent for its community colleges. The increases
mean a $35 rise in the tuition of
a full-time university student .
Alorig with these increases,
the Ministry also announced · a
4.95 per cent increase in operpost-secondary
ating grants
institutions. This figure has been
criticized by the Ontario Council of University Affairs as being inadequate, in terms of meeting financial requirements for
operating expenses
In an interview with The

for

.

- r

Lance, Dr. John Allan, vicepresident of finance administration for the University of Windsor , indicated that the five
per cent increase in tuition fees
is modest and justifiable because
of p_resent inflationary times.
If the university does not
comply with the tuition fee increases, it will ultimately suffer
fina ncial constraints because of
the formulation fees used in the
calculation of the University's
·operating grants which have also
been raised.
Although the increases are
not mandatory for the universities, · according to Allan , it's
highly advisable .
The procedure for ra1smg a
university's tuition fees calls for

Please turn to page two

Warrant issued

Suspect can't pull
off big heillt
By Mark D. Greene

At 11:3~ Sund ay morning,
two membe rs of the Campus
Secur ity force discovered an intrud er in the Nt!rsef Laboratory on the third loor of the
Leddy- Library's west bu tiding.
Patrolmen Mike Wallace and
Robert Madel engaged jn a brief
scuffle with the suspect ·who
escaped through a fire exit, leavin&.b b~d $300 in chjJ.Jg.e.
The money was stolen from
several photo copy machines 19cated in the Jiqrary and from the
vending machine in the library's ""
basement.
According to the Windsor Policer wno were q..lled in, there
were no signs of forced entry.
Grant Mciver, director of Secu_rity ,_ hesitated from disclosing
how the thief ,.entered the Librar>:.

Windsor Police used a tra cking dog to tr a_ce the suspect)
passage through the library and
collected
several fingerprints
from the machines that were
':>roken into. Marks on the
machines indicate that the thief
used a pry bar to open the
machines.
According to Mciver, the
thief 'collected the money in a
pair · of sp s that :as ti~d
around his neck. Bank of icfais ·
estima~d that the loot would
10 and 15
weigh between
pounds ·.
An official of the Windsor Police said that they have a warrant ~
out for the arrest of the suspect. 0
Campus poli ce have made a tenrative identification of the felon. o
0
Mciver said that he doesn't if
Judging by the protest sign ·above, it seems that problems in Iran ha~e a w:orldwide effect. The rather
believe the suspect is a student
mild protest was made in the Centre last Tuesday.
at the university.

.s

Sllpport staff votes to initiate strike action
(LANCE-CUP) Eighty per
cent of the support staff at Ontario's 22 community colleges
have voted to take strike action.
Picket lines could be set· up as
soon as Mond ay.
On January 11, 91 per cent
·of over 4,000 members of the
Ontario
Public Service Employees Union cast their ballots.
At St. Clair College in Windsor, 7 5 per cent of Local 13 7
voted tci strike. One hundred
and sixty-seven secretarial-. and
technical person nel would be
affected by the walk-out.
While the St. Clair College
adminis trat ion has yet to take an
official position on the possible
strike action, Rkhard Banigan,
the college's Director of Inform ation, offered his personal opinions on the situatio n.
Banigan commen ted that the
strike propably wouldn't last
very long, perhaps a maximum
of two weeks.
"Some of the support staff
people that I've talk ed with
didn't want to strike ," said Banigan, "but die government forced ~
the union into striking."
"It's a very political thing
with the government possibly

facing a spring election," noted
Banigan, adding that the Davis
government would be taking
into account the public's reaction and the handling of the
strike by Queen's Park .
• The Council of Regents' last
offer called for a 2.8 per cent increase, retroactive from September to March, and a four per
cent · hike as of April 1. The
Council, which is the organization of Ontario's
governing
boards, has been descr ibed as a
"front" for the Ministry of Colleges and Universities by Maxine
Jones., former president of the
faculty association at St. Clair
College.
Jill ,Pflanzer, vice-president of
Local 13 7, told The Lance that
OPSEU is asking for a ten per
cent increase in the total package.
"Basically we!re .looking for
money," said Pflanzer.
Student leaders at four of
Ontario 's community colleges
have asked the Ontario government to accept the support
staff's barga ining posit ion.
At a meet ing Jan . 7, representatives from five colleges
agreed to send letters to Ontario

colleges and universities minister
Bette Stephenson urging hfr to
accept the bargaining position of
OPSEU .
Four of the five representatives sent the letters while one
was waiting for response from
students on his campus.
According to Bob Reid, student president at Georgian College in Barrie, the letters were
sent because "we feel what
th ey're asking for is not outlandish . ·
."I've looked at ' both sides.
From what I can see, the union
has offered compromises, but
the · government has refused to
budge ."
"The union offered arbitration and the go'l!'.ernmentrefused.
If it did that, it must feel its offer is not very sound."
According to Don Francis,
the student president at Hum ber
College in Toronto, " the strike
seems inevitable as a result of
the paltry increase in operating
grants for colleges. "
"Five point two per cent does
not come close to covering the
increased cost of living in · the
past year."
The annual inflation rate in

November was 8.8 per cent.
• · According to Reid, the strike
~ould shut down all of the colleges, because college teachers;
contracts specify they will not
be pen alized for refusing to cross
.
picket lines.
"If they refuse, they're legally protected, so they could close
all the colleges down."
Other colleges will be asked
t q form a position on the pos- .
sible strike at an Ontario colleges
conference this week-end Reid
said. The meeting Jan. 7 was an
organizing meeting for that
conference.
Union representatives
feel
that supp ort from college students is essential if the strik e is
to be short and successful.
The decision to call a strike
vote was made at a divisional
meeting of OPSEU befor e the
Christmas break, after the end of
an unseccessfu l three-day mediation period ,
Negotia tions with representatives of the Council of Regents,
the governing body of Ontario
com,mun ity colleges, have made
little headway since the last contract exp ired Aug. 31.
The move toward strike act-

ion at the college level follows
similar actions at three Ontario
universities this fall. Support
staff at York University, Lakehead University and the University of Windsor have already
taken strike action to achieve renegotiations of their contracts.
Support staff are still on
strike at Simon Frase r l)niversity
and Dalhousie University . At
Selkirk College in B.C., . they
were ordered back , to work in
December.
The Ontario strike, if it occurs, would be the eighth support staff strike this academic
year.
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SAC split over new attendence
·By Dave Powis

the Engineering Society, introduced a motion that would have
had a proxy being counted as
attendence.
Campbell was concerned that
reps who couldn't attend meet-

1

Attendence at SAC meetings
proved to be a thorn in the sides
of reps at the last session of the
students' council, January 11.
Ian C/l,mpbell, president of

SAC treasu re, (second fro m right ) has j u st en ter ed the. Twiligh t
Z one.

Tue
C
,

regulations

tee would examine the attendence situation and make recom. mendations to the general council. Further discussion on the
commit~ee is scheduled for the
next meeting.
Gino Piazza announced that
he would be attending the OFS
conference in Water,loo at the
end of th ~ month. Delegates will
be electing the new OFS chairperson at · the meeting. James
Snow, president of the Human
Kinetics Sodety , was selected to
accompany Piazza.
The Liquor Control Board of
Ontlj.rio will be on campus , Februar y 28, March 1 and, possibly ,
March 2, according to Piazza , to
issue age f majority cards to
student s. i he LCBO will be in
Assumpti on. Lounge fro m ·10
a.m. to 4 p.m .
The council
atified fou r
new cam pus clubs , t hese being the Pak istan i Stud en ts Association, the Jo int Association of
Mu.sicians (J AM), t he Economi c
<;:lu b and th e Market ing Club.

ings for good reasons were un fairly penalized u~der a SAC
resolution which calls for a
member's expulsion if he or she
misses three . me~tings in a row
or four overall . Registered letters are sent to th..e delinquent
members after the second or the
third meeting to advise them of
their situation.
Campbell argued that a member who takes the time to fill
out a proxy shows valid concern
for ' the affairs of SAC and its
meetings .
Some members of counc il
have stated th at the meet ings
conflict ed with t he ir timetabl es
and , the refo r~, the y were unable
t o be in · a te ndence. Vicepres ident , secre ta ry Doug Sm ith
repea ted his plea fo r the me mbers ' sched ules so he coul d best
plan the meetings .
Campbell
withdrew
his
motion after a suggestio n t o
have an ad ho c ~om mitt ee was
bro ught for.ward.'.·Th is co'm~i t -
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· q1onY.
Busbridgehad'some
'. notions about the ban~ing
businessthat weren't too £1,attering."Too big and) mpersonal;
he said."I'dget lost in the
·,.shuffle: he said.
On March 5, 1973Tonymet
one of Toronto Dominion's
campus recruiters. He learned
about a young,progressivecompany that was interestedin
what he had to say-and in what
he did with his future. He
learnedaboutTD's managemen_t
opportunities in everything
from market researchto internationalbanking.Me learned
he could even like the banking.
business,too.'
Five promotions later;Tony
Busbridgeis doing fine and
well atTD. You could, too.Talk
to one of our campus recruiters·
on January30.

·Im

S°lith noted the extensive
media coverage of the chess
team's victory in Chicago at the
end of last year . The team's trip
had been sponsored by SAC.
Vice-president
Emmanuel
Biundo informed the council
that SAC had $1 ;soo on hand.
He also said that a report on
Price-Waterhouse's
proposed
auditing fee would be given at
the next meeting.
The co~ncil passed two
amendment s to .,tfieir by-laws .
One calls for a minimum societ y
fee of $4.50 while ~he. second
dealt with the -waiver of notice .
The latter calls for the · agenda
and the m inutes (of th e last
meeting) to b.e in t.h~:-; ,~ bers'
mailboxes 72 hou rs,p ri'or> o th.e
next SAC 'm eet ing. ,.,
Bob Gam mon, c~mmissioner
of Speci al. Event s, repQrted that
2~ per cent of the tic ( f ts for the
Dan Hill con cert had Been sold .
This figure rep resen.,rs 4d per
cent of the bre ak--even· point ~

cont'd ~om pg. 1

Tuitio.n ·
•
increase
.

the . president o'L the pa rJicu_lar
inst itut ion t o make ·tbe initia tive. He or she w oul pr qpose/
the in.crease to th e u11,1v
er ity 's
finance
committee
which
in turn
le ' ~
,,~-,
{. r'ecommettds rhe ' prop osal to ·the
G~verno rs.r!f ht niem- M
Board
bers ofj the Boa; d J'1 ould ~then make .·th:e dn
· Pd'ecisf~n .
Dr . Allan feels that studen ts
should not be bothered by the
increase becau se ' of its vital
nec essity, alt hough the t:erm
· "fee -increase" wrll obviously
bring negati ve ~ ~ea-ction , no
matter how minimal the increase.
apPresentl y students ., pay ..cr
prox imatel y 13% .of.. tqtal ·post
secondary education costs while
the remainder is paid by the
average provincial taxp ayer . The
question of who should ·finance
university education costs , the
the public as a whole or. the individual student, was mentioned
by the vice-president .
Allan feels that the average
Canadian ·student places a lower
value on post-secondary edu i;:ation because of its relatively .
lower direct cost to him or her ,
as compared to their _ American
neighbours. People would 'rhink
twice at attending a university
institution if the tuition fees
were higher.

':or
0

0

"

He indicated that a university
educatio~ should be valued more
-because it's an , historical fad
that universit y graduates occupy
higher rungs of the ocmipat~dnal
ladder than any other group. Dr. Mervyn .f ranklin ) president of the Universit y of Win4sor, was asked to con:iment on
the situa~ion but couldn 't a~d to
Dr. Allan 's comments . .,··
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The bank where peopl e
make the difference
1

Ourfecruiterswillbe on campusto change
yourmind January30.
..... 1
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Blood drive exceeds goal
By Mark D. Greene

Last Friday the Faculty of
Nursing. held its second blood
drive of the year in Ambassador
Auditorium.
While the turnout · for the
three-hour drive was not quite as
good as hoped for, the clin_ic
exceeded its goal of 100 pints,
as 118 gave blood .
· Heather Wright, one of the
organizers, indicated that one of
- the reasons for the poor turnout
was the numerous cases of colds
and flu that are common at this
. time of the year.
This second clinic was less
than 12 weeks after October's,
and because it takes 12 weeks to
bring the body's blood level
back to normal, many of the
October donors were unable to
donate.

Mary Taylor, Director of the
Blood Service in Windsor stressed · the imp'ortance of these mobile clinics.
"Since October, Windsor has
been short pf their expected
quota of donations," she said.
This area's hospitals require an
average of 275 units of blood a
week and the mobile clinics
usually have a quota of 100
units to reach.
,
Aside from the regular.Thursday clinic on Ouellette Avenue,
the local Red Cross office conducts clinics in places as far
away as Goderich and Douglas
Point.
,The Windsor office operates a
small lab in Windsor but most of
the blood is sent to the central
depot in LondQn for processing
' into component parts such as

platelets and plasma.
According to Taylor, Windsor
hopes to hold ·daily clinics in the
future but " this is just ·in the
talking s.tages right now." Such a
facilit y
would
cost
over
$100,000 to start.
"There is a definite need for
such a facility in Windsor as a
lot of comj,o~ents -have only a
life of three days,'' said Taylor.
Sponsors are responsible fot
promoting the. drive, making
posters arranging for SQ.aceand
assisting in the operation and
set-up.
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-The Red Cross plans to hold ~
another mobile clinic at the uni- ~
versity on March 23. It is expect~ _ ~
ed that SAC will sponsor this if _
clinic as the nursing students will
, Karen Albu relaxes after donating a precious part of her body:
be busy with exa,ms.

CUP charges media with discrimination against gays
By Heidi Pammer •

the lead of' CBC-Radio.

"We maintain a corporate
policy that refuses public ~ervice
announcements from homosexual organizations," said Margaret
Butcher, public relations manager for CBC-Radio in Windsor.
This policy has been enforced ' by
the Canadian Broadcasting Cor. poratiop -.for -the past two years.
CBET television also follows

At their license renewal hearing in November, according to
Neil Addison, CBET's manager
of pub'l-ic relations, this policy
was raised by the CRTC who
asked whether it would remain
in effect.
· As it stands, homosexual organizations' hopes of having

their public · service announcements broadcasted by the CBC,
come to no avail. Their announcements seem to fall in the
category
of
"controversial
according to
broadcasting",
Butcher.
At their 41st National Con. ference in Edmbnton, members
of the Canadian Univetsity
Press reviewed the media's treat-

Delegates at the sixth annual
conference for lesbian and gay
men and the 52-member -groups
of the Canadian Lesbian and
Gay Rights Coalition sent a telegram to the CUP conference,
thanking them for the1r support ~
of gay issues.
. it.

ment of gay rights and homosexuals.
A CUP. statement said that
gays and , the mec:lia have been
waging a war in this country for
several years: News media outlets have used discrimin~tion,.
censorship and all-out · assault
against gays.
They decided ,J o continue
their boycott of CBC-Radio advertisements in protest of CBC's
treatment of homosexuals, feeling thal Jt , ~on~radkts _the 'free-

-the

~¥~~~~f"!51ll'. dom of tlie- r
ess'
. '• -- -·-~.;,,
,l'loos!l~~..1,,.....,,_....,,

._q,,-....a;;"""""'~ ..

CUP also voted to support
The Body Politic, a gay news".,.
Raper: in jts~,-:·
court The ,
~ '-. ' ·.ne~s~aper . :bas' h~d-charges of .
obscenity laid against it. Specigram, including some improvefie charges have been laid against
ments the Ontario Federation of
the article, "Men Loving Boys
Loving Men" in the December
Students had been pushing for
1977 edition.
and had expected to receive.

While they don't actively su~,-::

case.

OTTAWA '(CUP) Problems with
Ontario's student . assistance program, which at · their height in
November left nearly 16,000
students waiting to h~ar whether
they had received financial aid,
have been nearly cleared up. ·
According to Bill Clarkson,
the student . awa,rds director of
the Ontario Ministry of Colleges
and Universities, only about 700
applications remain to be processed.
Many of those, he said, did
not reach the ministry until November or December, although
they may have been submitted
to colleges and universities as
early as September.
And the only applications
that have been "really · held up"
are those where students made
errors, he said.
He expected the rest of the
applications would be cleared up
in the next few weeks.
One hundred and thirty-six
applications from the University
of Windsor are still in the hands
of -the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities.
Of these only 29 could be
considered as overdue, according to Marie Renau d, Windsor's
Student Awards Officer. She explained that 54 applicat ions had
been sent in November and 5 3
in January and that these could
not be considered late. Applications for the first semester can
be accepted up until January 31.
The problems were caused' by
several computer breakdowns
and poorly-written
computer
programs used to process the
forms. Because of this, many
'students were left wondering for
several months · when they

would
receive their OSAP
money or if they would receive
it at all. This · forced many to
take - out ' emergency loans from
school or relatives, or, in
some cases, drop out of school.
The
Ontario
government
pledged in December that there
will be a fully-functioning OSA~
program by May. To do- that,
however, it imposed an effective
freeze on changes in the pro-

Asked if she was looking forward to next year, Mrs. Renaud
jokingly replied, "No."
"Hopefully, they've debugged
the program," said Renaud; "and that next year things will
run smoother/'

The CJ;\C's policy, acto~ding
to a telegram sent to
~VP·.
conference by''CLGRC delegates, ·'.
"typifies instituti~ al discrimi- '
nation" against g~ys, · and enances·tneir "'-srruggle~.for ...their c. ,
rights : . .
..

-pdrt x gay.'rights tike die studen't .
press, other members of Windsor's commercial media . differ
from the CBC's treatment of
homosexuals.
Local radio stations CKWW
and CKLW told The Lance that
they consider any and ail announcements,
advertisements ·
and news issues from all minority groups, including homosexuals. The Windsor Srar employs
the same policy ·as the two radio stations.
·

The Body Politic is· charged
with "the ·use of the mails for
the purpose of transmitting or
delivering ..... obscene, indecent,
immoral or surrilous material."
Staff members have been the target of excessive harassment.

You'repl'epared
forajob.

Nowpreparefora profession.
Thebusinessclimate has never been
so competitive. Government must restrain costs while meeting social needs.
So there is growing demand
and scope for RIA Management
Accountants . The professionals .
As the name suggests, they are not
accountants in the traditional sense of
theword . Their RIA trainingprovides a
thorough grasp of account ing pri nciples and info rmation systems. In
ijdd ition, they are trained to interpret
qua nt itative data from t he man agement perspective. Thei r focus is on

_Theseare challengingtimesfor young
people. And the challenge will continue even after you find a job.
You'll be competing with qualified
people who are just as eager to move
ahead and just as ready to wo1 hard.
The professional edge can set you
apart to help you achieve your career
goals.
•
The Management Ac counting profession is an idea whose t ime has
come . The eco nomic situ atio n may
be a p roblem fo r many, but it's an
oppo rtunity for the RIA M anagement
Acc ou ntant.

TheSodetyof· IrI
~ement
I
1

The S'ocie ty of Management A~ountants of O ntario 154 Main Street East, P 0 . Box 176, MPO
HAMIL TON, O nta rio. L8N 3C3
Telep hone: (416)525-4100
Please send me more information on becoming an RIA
Manageme nt Accountant.
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Accountants
of Ontario

the future as they work with senior
management to plan policy and
achieve objectives.
So it's not surprising that so many
men and women with the RIA profes- sioniil edge become senior managers.
The professionis opeo to everyone
with a taste for hard work and the will
to succeed.
Business gradua tes, B.A.'s, B.Sc.'s,
as we ll as other non-business graduates could qua lify for RIA course
exempt ions and can ofte n earn RIA
accreditation in tw o or th ree years of
evening study .
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Grapbics
Lionel Belanger

Who is ultimately responsible for security?
~·-~~

'
We're faced with a big probtowed away .
,
~-Campus Security has to fix its
lem here on campus. It's called
1magc. • They have to becpme
crime, and it's on the rise .
more visible in their dealings
Women are being hassled,
with the students for if they can
abused and assaulted on or in
get the confidence and trust of ,
the
immediate
v1cm1ty. It's
the students, then both sides can
getting to the point that female
.work
.together
to
prevent
students are quire nervous ?bout
cainpus crime. To that effect,
going ou ~ after the sun goes
students themselves should go
down.
out of their way to cooperate
The natural reaction is to
instead of bitch in'.
make ' the Campus Security force
It has come to our attention
the scapegoat. Their job is to
that the security force hasn't, at
protect the population and the
times, come across with a real
· buildings of the u·niversity.
The question is, are they do-· effort. In one instance, some
time ago, cries for help were
ing their job? Our response to
heard coming from the gravethat query is, "No , but . it's not
yard, across Wyandotte. Calls
really all their fault
were put in to The Windsor PoPart of the problem is their
lict; -and Campus Security ·. The
image. Far too often, the secpolice an ;1ed in minutes and
urity 'force 1 are looked up·on as
patrolled ~hr (mgh the cemetary,
glorified -parking atten 'dents. The
checking it out. Fifte~n .,..minstudents' c'ontact 'with these men
ut ~s later, a ampus security
is usually limited to paying for
guard arrived and shone his
parking permit or when they've
been ticketed and their vehicles '. fJashlight but never ventured in0

a

.

side .
Campus Security is being paid
patrol Laurier Hall once a
night. ,There have been several
instances where the men arrive,
ask the attendent
on duty if
everything's alright, sign . the log
and leave. Non-residents
are
wandering the hall of Laurier.
Fortunately no serious incident
' has occurred but there's always
that possibility, Nothing should '
be left to chance -'
to

Grant Mciver, director of
Campus. Security, has said that
most sygments of / he university,
including security, have had to
operate within some sort of restraint the past year o r two be's declining ficause of Windso r;nancial situation.

cutting security's budget.

We find it disgusting that the
university
administration
is
putting dol lars and cents ahead
of peoples' lives, in the case of

The administration
has a -responsibility to pr otect si:'uden ts.
How .can we beexpected 'co concentrate on our studies when we

LBT
-TBRS
Swenson
•
lover · cries
Dea~ Edi to ~.
What I've got to say here may
· sound even more disgu sting than
one of H. J. Swe nson's columns
but, yes, he reall y does have fans
out here and, yes, ,this is a fan
letter. But since I usually find
fan letters revolting, l'll keep
this short. I just wanted to, say
that some of us are actually going to miss that ol' raving,
raunchy, reviewer of the Gallery.
Since his column started in
October, there has been a great
deal of criticism of the kind of
humour used in H. J: 's reviews.
Since I've never been in the pub
at night, I ·cannot comment on
the criticism of his reviews but, _
being an expert on laughter (I've
been doing it most of my life), l
can honestly say that H. J.'s
column is the greatest. His reviews ·have never failed to make
me laugh and for this, I thank
him. It's hard enough trying to
find something to laugh at when
you've got four major essays due
in the same week!
H. J.'s *
Sure, so maybe
humour was a little . coarse and
sometimes you didn't agree with
the way he reviewed your
favourite band. You must admir
that his was a uniqu; spirit. So
now, fellow fans, we must force
back our tea ·~s and · raise the
shout ·one last time: "H. J. was

OK! (M .M . to o).
Sincerely,
Wendy Coomber,
1st. Year English

Choo-choo
blues
Dear Editor,
K.
Upon
reading . Jerome
Jerome 's "Three
J\1en In A
Boat" recently, I qme across a
passage that may interest those
of us who were caught in the
enormous crowds that thronged
the trains during the holiday
season, and con ~equently were
led to think hard thoughts of
those who run the trains.
"We got to Waterloo at eleven
and asked where the ' l 1:5 started
from. Of course nobody knew,
nobody at Waterloo ever does
know where a train is going to
start from, or where a train,
when it does start, is going to,
or anything about it. The porter
who took our things thought it
would go from number two platfrom, while another porter, with
whom he discussed the question,
had heard a rumour that it
would go from number one. The
station-master
on the other
hand, was convinced it would
start from the loeal.
To put an .end to the matter :

All Letters

to the Editor

or le-ss. Letters

must

must b e typ ed , d ou ble-sp'aced a nd limited
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All letters

witheld.

The staff reserves

for submission

considered

of Letters

we went upstairs and asked the
traffic superintendent
and he
, told us that he had just met a
man , who said that he had seen
it at the number three platform.
We went to number three plat form, but the authorities said
that the y rather thought that
that traj n was the Southampton
express or else the Windsor loop .
But they · were sure it wasn't
the Kingston train though why
they were sure it wasn't, i:hey
couldn't say ..
Then our porter said he
thought that it must be on .the
high ;level · platform and said he
thought he knew the train. We
went there and talked with the
·engineer and asked him if he was
going to Kingston. He couldn't
s~y f~r certain that he was but
that he thought he' was. Any how, if he wasn't the i l :5 for
Kingston, he said he was pretty
confident he was the 9 ~-32 for
Virginia Water or the 10 a.m.
express for the Isle of Wright, or
som~where in that direction, and
we should all know when we got
there. We slipped half a crown
into the hound, and begged him
to be the 11 '.5 for Kingston .
'Nobody will ever know, on
this line,' we said, 'what you
are, or where you're going. You
know the way, you ship off
quietly, and go to Kingston.'
'Well, I don't know, gents,'
replied ·the noble fellow, 'but I
suppose some train 's got to go to
Kingston; and I'll do it. Gimme
the half-crown.'

have to worry about our lives?
People are bound to disagree
wirh ,_..this afarmis f attitude . but
hell, it's about time somebody
did somethi~g aboµt the security
problem here.

\\ ·

by the stah

by a student

to be libelous

the right to edit for grammar
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and length.
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The deadline
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Thus we got co Kingston by
the London and South-Western
Railway.
We learnt afterwards that the
train we had come by was really
the Exeter mail, and that they
had spent hours at Waterloo
looking for it, and nobody knew
what had become of it."
The line that killed me was
the engineer saying, " ... and we
should all know when we got
there." On the whole, I think I
prefer the CN's service.
Yours sincerely,
· K. S. Ravindran
M.B.A., 2nd year.

India-rt Road
•
-crime
centre
Dear Editor,
Th is letter is a response to the
accusations
made
by
Ms.
Reaume in your January 12th issue.
For the past five years I have
lived in Huron Rall. In this time
I have used Indian Road as an
access route to the main campus.
During this time, I have noti t ed
that tfiis road is also used by
many high school students, as
well as. other residents of Windsor. I feel that it is a little unreasonable to pin ·these foolish
acts on the .residents of Huron
Hall and Tecumseh Hall,
The people who park these

~ars 1n the parking facility out•side Huron and Tecumseh Halls
have also been subjected to similar occurrances that you have described. These damages have also
occurred late at night.
If you were to notice, the surrounding are a around Indian
Road is one of Windsor's highest.
crime districts and I know that it
is not Huron and Tecumseh ' Hall .
students that are out committing
these
crimes.
For example,
Tecumseh Hall has had over 10
windows broken this school year
by high school students.
You seem to give the impression that you know exactly who
the .people are that are responsible for t~ese 'ramages. If this is
the case, I would suggest you
confront them either yourself or
with the police. This is ,what I
would do rather tha~ take cheap
pot ~shot~
at ' this
residence
community.
In conclusion, I would suggest that · instead of maligning
the residents of Hur on and Tecumseh Halls, you seend more of
your energy . trying to find the
correct iden ,tity of t:hese people .
Just because Huron and Tecumseh Halls ; re at the end of the ' .
street, does not mean that we
should bear the fault of damages
done on Indian Road.
Sincerely,

· ,,
f'

Tom McCracken
Head Resident,
Huron Hall
.

>'
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Comment

Grow up!
By Desiree Acton
I would have thought that by
the time an individual has reach ed the university level, he or she
would have a reasonable level of
maturity. Thus, it was that I
was totally disappointed when ,
after having finished one term of
my first year , I was forced to
come to th e realization that
some people will never grow up .
They are ju st as childish, if not
more so , t han high school stu/
dent s.
I speak of those inconside( ate ind ividu als who find it impera tive to ta lk all the way
through lectures, espec ially in
th e larger .classes where it is alread y difficult en ough t o hear

what the profes sor is saying .
The y talk about last week-end's
parties, how drunk or stoned
they got, how boring this class
is, and how the y 'd much rather
be in the pub right now than
listening t o this "dull crap".
Well, maybe if they 'd shut up
and listen, the y ~ouldn 't find
th e pro fessor so boring. I don' t.
As a matter of fact , I actuall y
like to hea r what he ·is saying.
Maybe these people are here
for a lark, or because they didn 't
want to go · into the working
world , or their daddies are rich
enough to afford to send them
here until they decide what they
want to do.
Regardless of th eir situation,

ASYOU
SBB
l·T
I happen to have worked all
summer to be able to attend uni versity and I want to have good
marks because if I don't, I won't
be able to go anymore. My
father can ill-afford to pay for
me to goof off at university.
I would appreciate it, therefo re , if people would pracrice a
littl e common courtesy and refrain from gossiping during
classes. If the y feel it's necessary to talk, then they should
feel free to leave the room . I'm
sure this gestu re would be appreciated by both the, professor and the serious students .

When romance fades

Tying the contractual knot
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
50 of the Act.
states that every individual has
Why would two people in the
Ther e are three kinds of
an obligation to support him or
midst of a rom anti c love affair
agreements into which a couple
li.erself. At first glance, th is
would appear to discrimin ate
want to sit down and draw up a
(one male and one female) can
against older women and many
marriage con tra ct ?
ent er : marriage, cohab itation,
ordinary working women. How "Because romance quickly
and separation. To be binding ,
ever, the re are in fact, many
fade s" , said Marion Perrin, a
they must be in writing and
criteria in determining mainthird-year
law student
and
signed by both parti es in fro nt
ten ance and the court_ is duty
of wit nesses.
speaker at the second work shop
bound t o exam ine them all bein the Women and the Law serMs. Perrin distributed sample
fore awarding suppo rt. The ·
ies, " and th ey are left with · a
clauses fro m a marriage / cohabimeans, assets and skills of bot h
relation ship tha t must func t ion
tation contr act and an excellent
parties ,· the age and numbe r of
on daily rou t ines · of mortgages,
exam ple of a full separation
children , th e capacitie s of both
dishes, childr en and debt s."
agreeme nt . Respe ctive rights and
individuals to support themobligations can be outlined , inA marr iage contract, althoug h
selves, their respecti ve ages and
it may seem cold, calculating
elud ing owne rsh ip in or division
the length of their marri age, are
-and very "unromantic " to many
of propert y , support obligations,
all salient factors in the deter people , is a sound basis on which
and direc tion of education or
t~ ~s~~blis!}.
,.,l,J ~ni .-ter~ c9mmjt _-.. · J!l Oral trajnin g of 5 hild ren. H0\v.:-· mination , Qf a fair and eqµ_it abl_e
'§et'tlemerit. ' · ·•
·
ment.
ever, .the Coiir·t may disregard
"I t makes people think ," said
any -provision in a domestic conNo longf r is marit al conduct
Ms. Perrin, " abou t what thei r
tra ct that th ey deem no t to be in
-.a relevant .factor fo deter mining
demands and expec tations are
the "best interes t" of the child .
ma intenanc e," said Mr. Halinda.
and how they can best go about
Mr. Richard Halinda, also a
"Maintenance is not there to get
putting them down on paper. If
third year law student, discussed
even. It is based on need, not
their goals are incompatible at
the details of support and mainfault ."
this early stage, they may legititenance in the event of separatmately question their decision to · ion or divorce.
The next Women and the
rnarry, and thereby avoid the
Traditionally the male has
Law Workshop is .scheduled for
possibili ty of divorce in the
had th e legal duty to support his
Tuesday, Jan. 23 : Marriage P~operty and Divorce.
future."
wife because it was felt th at
Historically in law, whe n two
woman was a domestic who
people married, they be cam·e
could not sup port herself. Her
Correction : In last week's armarriage
cert ificat e was a
one person - the hu sband. The
ticle
"Workshop to educate
.Ont ario Fam ily Law Reform
guaraiitee of maintenance .
women in legal matters", the SuFortunate ly, the times and
legislation of March , 1978 , has
preme Court's definition was not
changed that and now recognizes
wom en's roles have been changhanded down on April 24, 1978 ,
man and woman as separate per - ing, and the law has gradually
but rather April 24 , 1928 . We
sons who can ente r equ ally into
come to· reflect this new society .
apologize for any confusion .
domesti c cont racts un der section
The Family Law Reform Act

This week's question: What do
. you think of the SAC's proposal
to put a giant T.V. screen in the
pub? 1
By Ed McM.ahon
Fan, Second Year, Mechanical
Engineering:
" I think it'd be a great idea if
they can keep it going all the
time. They could turn it down
when the band plays ."

Pat Chartier, Thii:d Year, History:
"I thi nk it 's a good idea. They
need some sort of alternate enterta inment . The idea of putting
it in is especially good, part icus
larly if it (the screen) proves
profitable ." .
,

Greg Atherton, Third Year, History:
·
" I thi nk it's a great idea, if it
works. But it may not get to o
much use , with the · band in
th ere ."

4

Kathy Menard, First Year, Human Kinetics:

"I think it
idea."

would be a good

Laura Spooner ,
Home Economics:

First

Year,

"Sound s like a goo d idea ."

Students paying more for less
\

(CUP) - - Ontario students are
going to be paying higher tuition
fees for poorer facilities next
year.
On January 5, the Ontario
government announced that university students will have to pay
five per cent more in September while community college
students must shell out an additional 5. 7 per cent.
Queen's Park also gave notice
that their gra11ts to post-secondary instituti ons will increase by
on ly five per cent .. This figure
cont rasts the annu_al inflation
rate of 8.8 per cent.
A report by the Ontario
Council on University Affairs
-says that this cutback could
mean the loss of jobs for 250 to
38 0 uni versity staff personnel.
The OCUA had recommend-

ed a $67 million · funding increase for universities this fall,
of which Bill Davis' government
only grantep $41 million. The
OCUA's original suggestion, according to OCUA head William
Winegard, would've still meant
severe restraints .
Ontario Federation of Students chairperson Miriam Edelson described the low grant increases as "another nail into the
coffin of qu~lity 'education."
"The y intensify the gover.nment 's appa rent polic y of undereduca ti on for Onta rio ."
Both OFS and th e Nation al
Union of Students have been
fignting against th e tuition fee
increases for almost a year .
. OFS rep Allan Golombek has
said that university revenues will
only increase by 4.4 per cent. Libra ry services are ex pected to be

cut.
At the University of Western
Ontario, an eight per cent cut in
the London university's library
budget last year, meant a 35 per
cent drop in acquisitions. The
loss was blamed on rising book
prices and the drop in the
Canadian dollar.

Dean . Zurkan,
Business:

Third

Year,

"It's totally absurd. Our funds
could be allocated to much more
important and needed activities."

.------------------1111
We~would like to clear tip any
misunderstanding caused by last
week's question, "Do you think
the SAC executives should be
able to vote themselves a pay_increase without first making the
student body aware of what
they are doing?", for As You
See It. We did no t want to create
the impression that the SAC executive voted themselves a pay
raise when in fact they did not .
The pay hikes were passed by
the SAC upon a recommendation by the Cost of Living Adjustment Committee .

Second Year,

"I suppose it would detract from
the band if they had a band in
there at the same time. "

I

_J
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University campus security is being monitered
..__

. r

By Diane Elliott

Why check up on the men in
'blue'?

the daily security checks made
by the campus security .

. "To se~iously evaluate and
make a responsible decision on
what (campus) security does,"
explained . Dave McMurray, di·
rector of residences.

"We have considered other securiw operations," said McMurray . "We have looked at Westem's student security system but
found a conflict between secur"ity and residence administration.

This September campus residences started keeping fogs of

McMurray explained that part
of his job entailed maintaining

an economical security system.
The housing department pays a
charge based on 75 per cent of
the entire residence space multiplied by the per square foot of
the semi-public areas of the residence.
Dean of Student Services
George McMahon asked McMurray to re-evaluate the security
services and make a report on

the economics of the current
system in his residence budget.

escort
dents.

service for female stu-

McMurray told Th~ Lance
that the student security system
at Carleton University in Ottawa
is also under evaluation. It operates within the residence system
and isn't run by the students'
council, as is the case with Western's. Carleton runs a 24 ~our

As the number of assaults on
or near the University of Windsor rise, ai;id the incidents of
women being cb,ased to offcampus buildings, such as the
Human Kinetics facility aJtd
Huron and Tecumseh Halls, increase, a closer look at campus
security is needed.
·"'

The Unclassified section is open to all members of the university community .
Submissions must be typed, double-spaced and limited to three lines .• (60 stroke
line). Submissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number and •
phone number. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length . The
deadline for submissions to the Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon.

DNCL4SSIF1BD
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assqmption University, 254-3112
MASS SCHEDULE: Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Daily - 12:(?0 Noon and 4:30 p.m. (on Tuesdays at.12 noon and 5 p.m. - followed .
·
by Dinner - $1.50).
Saturday - 11: 30 a.m.
HOUR OF PRAYER AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. Our centre is
open daily. We are located next to the University Centre. Feel free to drop in any time.

GUITARS: Epiphone FT-150,
no case - $175 : Manual Rodriguez guitar, with case - $175. Call
Graham Hobbs at the Registrar's
Office, Ext. 203.

FOR SALE: Head skis (six feet),
gindings, poles and boots. ~xcellent condition. Must sell. 9455882 after 5 p .m. daily.

·WORKSHOP: on the Ministry
and Church. Assumption Campus Community, ,Blue Room.
Janµary 21 - 2 to 4 p.m.

Coffee·
IONA
COLLEGE:
House. Every Saturday eveni~g.
8 - 11: 30 p.m. 208 Sunset Ave.

REWARD: For the return of a
blue stethoscope lost on•campus.
Call 256-8336 after 5 p.m .

Financial
advice

forthe

designedespeciallyto get
graduatingprofessionals
startedin theirown .
practice.,
Our FirstBank™
Professionalloan ·Plan.

-bookletis full of ideas'
andadviceto helpyou
arrangethe business
sideof your-profession
· Dropinto any ·
branchandask.for
y9ur freecopy of
ourbooklet.

.--------------tAP ATHY: Apathy meeting

cancellerl ,foe to a lack qf interest.

pmfession~l.

~s:;r::icial~i:n
·

ECUMENICAL SERVICE - Assumption Lounge - - Sunday,
. January 28 - 8 p.m Everyone
welcome.
,.,.

BOY: really wants to meet girl.
Send picture and 15 page, typewritten, double-spaced resume \to Scott c/o The Lance .....
RED WINGS: The Marketing
Club presents .Al Coates, Director -of Publicity and Promotion
for the Detroit Red Wing
Hockey Club . Tuesday ,,, an. 23
in the Mdme . Vanier }L~~-nge.
Ther~ wilLb.e a.pair of Red Wing
tickets drawn as a do Ql'~prize for
some l~cky Qersqn. Free coffee
and doughrtu s.
CARN IVAL : Carib bean Cultural Night "Carnival". Friday , Februar y 2 at 7 :30 p.m . Admission :
$1.50 per person .
REACHING OUT : Campus gay
students meeting on "Reaching
out to others". Tuesday, Jan.
30. University Centre, Rms.
4-5-6 at 8 p.m.
BAND-A-THON ( Musicians from
the university campus will be
asking for your support for their
Band-a-Thon , to be held Feb.
9-10 in the Music Building. Proceeds to pay for the band uniforms .
MEETING: General membership
meeti_ng of the Canada-C~ina
Friendship Association of Windsor tonight at the main branch
of the Windsor Public Library,
850 Ouellette at 7: 30 p.m.
ELECTION: The Organization
of Part-Time University Students
(OPUS) at the University of
Windsor will hold its general
meeting for eld tion of its exec ut ive. Tuesday, January 30 at
8 p.m. in the Part-Time Stu dents' Lounge in the University
Centre. Free coffee and donuts .
LECTUR E: '' This alphabet may
be dangerous to your health t he effects of PCB on human
he alt h".
Presente 4 by • Dr .
Steph en Safe, of th<! Unive~sity
of Gu elph. Monday ,' Ja nuary 22,
3: 30
p.m.
in Assumption
Lounge, Un,iversity Centre.
TYPING : Essays, term papers
etc. Fast and Acq1rate, Reasonable rates available~ Contact
Jan., at 258-1377.
RETREAT: "Faith - What Does
It Mean In My Life Today?" January 26 - 28. For more information call 254-3'112. -.

:---------------------------------------------
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Senat~ approves ·new Courses in ·three ·faculties
By Dave Powis

Debate on the Senate's responsibility to the financial affairs o'f the university was the
focus · of attention at its last
meeting, January 11.
When the Faculty of Social
Science attempted to introduce
several course · additions for Senate approval, Dr. John Allan ,
v1ce-president· of finance and administration, interposed.
Allan asked about the budgetary implications of the new
courses , "considering the university's deteriorating financial
situation."
He explained that with zero

per cent salary increases, except for the security and ~pport
staffs, and no new expenditures,
the university would face an .
operating - deficit of $50,000
next year.
Dean Phillips agreed with Allan's financial assessment and
that the Senate would have to
take into account the unive rsity's financial stringencies.
"However, we have to know
whether to stand still or move
ahead to meet the market's demand," said Phillips. He explained that 'these Communications Studies courses were valid
exc-eptions _as· they had no significant expenditures .

, Garth Jowttt, head of ,the
Deparoncnt
of Communicatioµs Studies, noted that bis deparonent had the lowest number
of courses for its size.
Father Malley of the English
Department stated that "we (the
Senate) should concern ourselves
with academic quality and leave
other considerations to the administration ."
After considerable discussion,
the Senate voted to approve the
course additions for the faculties
of Social Science, Arts and· Science and Math .
A motion by Dr. Dennis Tuck
to have the Academic Planning
Committee bring its plan for a

Open house ·budget
a troublesome point
· By Diane Elliott

· The financing for this year's
Open House is sha,ping up as a
troublesome point for the President's
Committee on Open
House.
Dr. Mervyn Franklin, president of the University of Wind·sor, has, in an effort to provide
the campus with more exposure, committed $3,000 to · the
Committee.
Bob Gammon, co-chairman
. of the Committee, figures that
the venrure will cost approximately $4,000. The communications sub-committee will be
asking for $9,-000, the bulk of
this sum going towards advertising in the media .
However, the budget subcommittee
hasn 't met yet.
They're waiting for the other
sub-committees to submit their
budget outlines. Then they can
determine how much money is
needed and where it will be distributed .
The communications
subcommittee
is proposing to
handle - all advertising for the
Open House. That · means all
faculty and department adverusmg
must
be channelled
through that group.
If the budget isn't passed,
then individual departments will
have to pay for their own adver:
_rising. The sub-committee would
still want to retain full control
over all advertising.
The logistics sub-committee,
headed by Ron Nicodemo, director of the physical plant, has
no budget requirements. The
sub-committee members plan to
suggest that a shuttle bus service
be rented for Open House, as
was the case last year. ff owever,
Nicodemo didn't know into
whose 'lap the: rental costs would ·
fall.
The program sub-committee
does have a proposed agenda but
has decided ~ o concern .itself
mainly with working with the
various dep~rtments to ensure
the y all have displays.
Each facul ty and department
will be contacted by the pro ·
gram sub-committee to dete rmine if any preparations are under way and _ if any . help is
needed. Both the program and
the
communications
su_bcommittees are available for
those who need help or ideas.
The final Open House budget
isn't expected to be handed
down ,for another two weeks,

giving organizers a month to
place ads in the media and
finalize all plans.
The Qpen House Committee
met last Friday to finalize its
plans but with both cltainnen
absent and two sub-committees
who hadn't met at that time,
very little was accomplished.
The Open House effort has
usually been handled by the
faculty, according to communications sub-committee member
Dan Chamney. He noted that
student participation was very
poor this year. ·
"It's because of a simple lack
of interest on.the SAC representatives' part," reasoned Bob Gammon ..

continued I examination of the
quality of departmental graduate
and undergraduate programs to
the next Senate meeting, was
:carried.
The APC has been a bone of
contention tfor the Sena~ m~
hers as it has failed to repon to
that body for some time .
''We've had an Academic
Planning Committee
floating
'around for years and they
haven' t done a thing," said Dr.
Howard McCurdy of the B_iology
Dcp~cnt
. "I'm
on that
committee . and I haven 't beard a
thing about it."
The Senate · accepted a proposal for a one-year- calendar,

(1979-80), instca~ of the usual
tw~ear one. The many changes
and additions were cites ad
reason for the change..
The Committee on Undergraduate Admissions pr~posed
that the university "ask selected
groups of entering students to ·
writ ~ an ~_nglishlanguage pro~ ficiency · test ."
· "It's a vague statement," said
Dr. Jo.ho Sullivan, "and it causes
problems in terms of penalties
(for failing), such as refused admission or remedial work ."
Because of the many objecti_ons by the Senate members, the
proposal was tabled until ,. ~~ ~;
,.
next meeting.

C4MP
-TOIBEE
,

Halihurton, Ontario-7 .week (July 2-A~
20) ~ucational
residential camp for e~n
· with learning disabilities (ages &-12) _
.• hiring staff-cabin eo11118ellon;waterfront, arts & crafts,
nature and music instrocton; remedial math, reading~ .
groM motor and speech and ·language instructon; t-esource
eouncellon with experience in behavior'i,modifieation; n111"8e.
'

Appli~tiom a~d additional informa~n

available through
•
Placement Office.
.

1

._1--d

~pm .,\
1

·

.'

Orientation "on February 14th•-9:00--10:00 ,A-}.f ·,
University Centre.
~n~ .-Intervie~s on l'ebruary . 14th ...
between ·,.:.·
-~. .
10:·oo A·M· & 4:00 P·M :
4'.

.; __ -,,, ..
1

.,

···"

,,.

·~.

.

Isn'tit thebestbeer OD',.evertasted!

.:
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For
the Early Riser
,

BREAKFAST
1. French-Fried bacon bits. With. a boiled egg yolk.

......................... $.25

2. Three eggs (Fresh fro':1· the Biology Building). Cooked any style
· 3. Mashed Browns. Fresh from the Lancerette locker room .

..................... $1.85

....................... :.$2.50

\

4. Ham-Burger. Two buns, both upper and lower, tenderly squeezed
.......................... $25.00
· around a long tender strip of pork.
5. Toasted bread. Formed out of left-ove r pizza crusts and served to
you cover~d with a delicious butter-pus topping.
.. ...................... $4.25

.~ ~earty helping of Mashed Browns 1

For the out--t_
o-lunch Bunch

.LUNCH
1. Creamed Carp Lips (in season). A seafood treat lovingly baked to
.. ....................... $13.50
death in 'its own natural sauce.
.!

~

.

2. Prime Rib of Beagle. Our famous tre .at for those "dog days'' that .
all students seem to have . Only the choicest cuts
.............. ....... :...$4.85
from corn-fed dogs
.................... .....$5.2~ .
with flea collered greens
3. Mazo/a Surprise. A' choice salad tossed together with many ·sub......................... $1.45
st'ances found along the Hershy Highway
4. Sum Yung Guy. A delicate dish put to,gether for t he discri~inat.' ing tastes of our friends and enemas. Complete with nutcracker
and large chop-stick.
. .... .................... $.13
.

,

The Mazola Surprise is not only tasty but · is also an unforgetable
smell.

V'.....................................................

.......

-.- ••• -.--.- ...................

5. Hot Sox Soup. (for the weight watcher). This dish caters to the
heavy student and is made from the juices of crusty old socks
found in the bottom of St. Vincent de Pau l charity boxes.
.. ....................... $1'.85

-•• ~-···········-.·············································

For the very strong

DINNER

1. Macaroni 'n Sneeze. This dish appeals to those who have a very
high resist ance to disease. When t he maca roni is brought to the
table a team of rabid gerbals simultaneously
......................... $2 .95
sneeze into the plate
'
.........................
$3.50
double sneeze

2. Greek Salad. Sim ilar to Mai.ola surprise., only _a bit more.

. ......... ...............$2.50

3. Marinated Sludge. A derivitive of Creamed Carp Lips. When the
carp is de-lipped , the sludge that they collect from the bottom of ·
the Detroit river (that eventually ends up in their slimy- guts) is
.. ........... ... ......... $3 .95
marinated and steamed. :5erved on a ·bun.
4. Crushed and Whipped Pigeon. Always fresh because the pigeon is
_
flogged in mid-air. The unique quality about this dish is the many
times the food is left alive. ~arness in<:_l
uded .
..... ........ ............ $6.95
5. Flambaed Seal. No, we didn't kill 'em, but they are d~ad. Shipped
quick -frozen from Newfoundland.
.
................ , ........ $1.85
with fur
................... :..... $25.95

... ·.·······················-·.-.·················--············~···-~--

...

-.-.-~·-·J'
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A HATCHING OF HAIKU
The moon is yellow, A broken branch leans in front;
J\nd so you are gone.

TO PETER PAN

The breeze lightly sighs;
You touched my ha.ir so, long ago;
No shadow is there:

To what far star, beyond the Milky Way
Have you gone, my little one to stay,
Even l;lefore my arms could hold you tight
Or guide your steps along the paths of earth?

BEDWOMB
you see
star falls
from your
windowed
bed world
a sky
. pocked
with light

You've been gone awhile,
Your shadow near the doorsill
But never across.
The pink petals float
Downstream and into the falls,
Bright lives t?rn and gone.
The moon-track on snow
Leading into the dark woods,
Your bright shadow gone .

Never to kn9w the glory of the dawn ,
Nor peace that comes with morning star
Arter a dark night of grief;
Never to smell the fragrance of the pines
Trooping along a mountain's hoary crest
To which you lift your eyes, and bow , and pray.
Never to glory in the wheatfields' billowing waves
-Along a straight horizon where peace lies
Smiling across a lonely and a quiet land;
Never to joy in heraldry of spring
Or azure skies above the flaming hues of fall;

i see
nothing-at-all
black-walls
ceilinged low
and paneless
i lie
locked
within night

The crane on one leg
Waits - and darts -- and makes his catch
While I sit alone .
.The valley we loved
Where we ran through the wild grass;
Now lone breezes sigh.

These were all my gifts for you, my.little one,
If you had Stayecf to put your hand in mine.

Gene Sasso

Sarah Grandstaff

The booming nighthawk
We had once heard together,
Now a_lonely sound.
White lights.
.Melancholy people.
Black knights.
An old church steeple.

The bright butterfly
We watched as it flitted about
·
To ·lie still at dawn.
Pictures in the clouds
You would have loved, long ago -Now edged with shadow.

Elephants walk.
The fire burns.
The neighbours talk.
The butter churns.

Sarah Grandstaff
The jazz plays on.
A lonely soldier. ·
The others are gone.
He leans on a boulder.
· The germ of a thought
!"is born within my brain .
not conjured,
concocted
the abracadabra way,
but humanly,
physically
it kicks in my -mind.
till its time for it to drop .
on my paper
smooth and lined
Ewa Kuzma

~-

AH, LA GLOIRE DE L'AMOUR!
Lajoie d 'un grand-parent
·en voyant
L'enfant de son enfant
grandissant .

Candles flicker.
., Moonlig_b-tsurrenders.People-whisper.
. Parachute-menders.

~&

-

:'

A child sits.
A lonely soldier .
The mother knits .
He longs to hold her.
The wind bellows.
The time ts ripe.
Unlucky fellows.
They've lost the fight.

~-

••

··-

<"

:'-;.j1-~~~

La gloire de l 'amour
sera ll pour toujours
Car demain est reserv{
' .
...
,,,..
pour d autres a commencer .

Bug

Gene -Sasso

....

L'ami et la soeur
qui suivent leur coeur
En disant qu 'ils s'aiment
jusqu'au temps qu'ils meurent.

The cemeter y .
Melancholy people .
A soldier is buried.
The old church steeple.

ya know
.... i'm gonna write
a "ya •kno w" series some day ...
i~m pro bably gon na die
·
the day i get
my first
rejection slip
and returned portfolio
of my most marvellous
profound
and thot p-revoking
poetree
Mayb
itelf b
the best thing
i could do
for my cuntre

.'

Le pl!reet la ml!re
qui sont fiers
De voir une piece
que pratique . Pie_rre .

The music of dust
settles on a leaf .
and only the ladybug
can strum her gentle wings
to the humanly mute notes,
She picks up the treble
packs away the key,
and flies
only to land on my lap
drops off'the baggage
and with empty, circular, think space
drifts away again
to play cond uct or.
Ewa Kuzma

.... """"
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The Art Gallery

A touch of class for Windsor
There's a generalized view of
Windsor as a city, held by many
residents in Southern Ontari ,
that Windsor is a "workee
t{Jwn". It's uncertain if those expressing this opinion have ever
been within the city limits . In

economical terms, it's certain
that the presence of the aut~mobile industry in Windsor, has
helped in the development of
· this succinct assumption. A commc;m belief is that a man is living
in an ·atmosphere that requires

waking up and going to work.
After punching out, it's expected that he sto rm the nearest har
and drown n is sorrows.
· Windsor does not accept this
practice, judging by the citizens'
mode of potential and exper- .

ience.
When passing through the
city, one notices the many parks
and recreational facilities available to the ·public. A college and
a university help to expand the
community's horizons by,, meet ing th~ir needs and · ~spira~ions.
Then ~e h'ave the Art Gallery. · On Seetember ., 21, 1975,
th ~ facility
moved from..Willistead Park t<>.its present l6ca.tion on Riverside· Drive. '
It 's . unlikely that anyone
hasn't felt, _ at .one · time or
another, a commµ .nication with
an artist . The.Gallery helps
in this process by showing a film
· series every Thursday at noon .
· ·' When comparing cinematic
art . to that which presides in the
Art Gallery, the similarities are
. apparent . .
One thing to note is the improvement in film-making because of advancements in technology.
The overriding question that
a movie-goer must ask of him~lf
is, .if the film has managed to express the author's theme. Indeed, movie producers are out
for ' financial. rewards, but if

was:

Art

The Applejuicecanetcetc

you are interested in relating to
an artist, visit the -Art Gallery
and see the originals.
As shown, there are various
styles of art to be seen, along
with many events i:'n which ad·mission price is usually ·free. The
Inuit An Display has the carvings, sculpnired forms , incised
stone images and other material
created by the Eskimos. Elec- /
tron ic art has also found it's way
into the Art Gallery, showing off
the new and interesting techn ical art form . The Group of
Seven have an 'area displaying
their ·works. In · addition, the
works of many oth>er. :great
artists , such as Horatt<> Walker,
Emily Carr, and Cornelious Kreigof are here. Childr ~n wiH be
fascinated by the work_1
On Jan. 25, Britislt author
and art critic, John Berger, will
look at and question · the way in
which we perceive· a,rt, in a 30
minute portion of a fo_ur part
film.
The Performing Art Series '79
opens on January 21st at 2 p.m.
Mezzo-soprano Debra Golata,
and Jon Harris on guitar will entertain with their music.

Parade marches through the Croup of Seven display room.

Ph~tos by K. C.& Gene Sasso

Mediation by Claudio Marzollo:

Canadian content i~ the gallery includes a display of Eskimo carvings.

A portio~ of Henri Cartier-Bresson 's photographic interprttation •·of
France. ··

': .
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F . J. Kovacic
This is a very difficult task.
First of all, H.' J. Swenson is ·a
very hard act to follow. People
told me that I was crazy to even
try: ..
Secondly , the reputation that
this year's pub bands have
achieved is, to say the least, unflattering, so why bother, right?
I was however, in store for a
very pleasant surprise upon eITtering the Gallery.
This week's band, Majesty, is
as good a unit of musicians as
I've seen down in the dungeon
in a good long time.
.
;·
Equipped with a good sound :i::
mix, an exeeUent driving guitar =
i:E
and an overall straight ahead >,
.Q
sound, this band has people 0
0
actually listening to them.
.c
. Top forty music was never Q,
Hey, wow. They really must have a huge budget here; just look at
my forte, so I do have a soft
_that mirrored ceiling.
spot for their type of music.
They seem to be stuck in a time ·
warp. that takes them ·back to
1975 every time they hit - the
• stage. This may not be 1 so hot for
them on the local bar circuit ·
since playing Steely Dan, Dave
Mason and ·any other middle of

the road mish-mash seems to be
a necessity that they haven't
CQmplied with. This is one of the '
.mairf reasons that I feel bars are
a detriment to up and coming
bands that are stuck on the same
old go-round.

The year 1975 is a bit of a
musical landmark, and it's good
of Majesty to notice. It was
around this period of time that
the now infamous FM-AM merger took place, an act that
I've never forgiven "Progressive-

Rock -Radio" for , as music has
never·been the same.

Let 's have three cheers for
the crucifiction of Robert Stigwood!
Majesty does have its drawbacks, though. They tend to
concentrate on certain artists for
extended p~riods of time, and
these
self-indulgences
can
become tedious after a while.
Their vocals (that age-old pitfall) are a little weak as is their

Rats, foiled again

Flannels
Stripes
Checks
Collarless "

20% off

COMPLETESTOCK Jump
OF SWEATERS Kaid
2 for 1

for Charley

- St. Julien

LEATHERS SUPER SOFT
20% to 50% off

Bombe rs
length
Full Length
Trench

3
/4

stage-persona. They do move
more about mor ~ than the average paper - cut-out, but at the
same time, snails can out-run
brick walls.
Their versions o f Bowie's
Stay and Pink Floyd's Eclipse ·
are noteworthy, as are thc;ir
covers of Supertramp material .
Their 6.6 rating is weil deserved but let's just hope that
this is only a sign of things to ·

,

Rodents on radio
By Peter Hrastovec

~;·
C_OMPLET~ STOCK
OF -SHIRTS

I

I

.

By The Newly Installed

.?:~
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Cliff Jones has a right to be
jubilant! The thirty-five year old
· Toronto composer and writer
has just comp leted his first
erig inal book mu·sical, Some Of
My Best Rats Are Friends whi ch
will be aired by CBC Radio on
••_The ""E,n tertaine rs", Sunday,
J~nuaf}'.28 at 1 :05 p.m~ and on
CBC's
Stereo's
"Festival
Theat re '?, Monday, J,&R
uary 29
at 9 :04 p.m.
Some. Of My Best Rats Are
Friends tells the story of Fred
Jones, a determined grad student
in psychology who suffers the
slings and arrows of an academic
world bent on discouraging him.
Surrounded by a hostile group
of vindictive professors who lack
the necessary · compassioil' and
understanding that graduate students demand, Fred Jones s~eks
solace in his experimental rats.
He discovers that these talented
rodents can do much more than
weave aimlessly around a laboratory maze . They laugh, sing,
dance, and act as if they were indeed human!
Martin Short of . "Second
City" fame stars in this radio
musical as the beleaguered Fred
Jones. Other notables include
radio and television star Nancy
White and former Stratford Festival player , Colin Fox.
Some Of My Best Rats Are
Friends is Cliff Jones ' brainchild.
He is the comP.oser, write r, arranger and musical director of
this production . Before he
tack led a career in sh owbu siness,
Jon es Complete d his M.A. in
Psychology at t he University of
Calgary. He · went on to doctor ate work at Queen's University .
His frustrations as a student in
that field led him ultimately to
his first love - · music! His personal . experience as a graduate
student is the inspiration for
Some Of My BestRats Are
Friends.
Having previously studied at
the Royal Conservatory
of
Music, Jones was easily accepted
into the music programme at the
University of Toronto but the
"ivory tower" attitudes of his
colleagues convinced him to turn
. '

to radio for a career . ·
Jones is also a graduate of ,the
"School of Hard Knocks" . T q
make it into radio , J on es h.ad to
"pound on th at doort like
crazy " . His first job with th e
CBC was a stint as co-writer on
the Miss T.~en Canada Pageant.
In Jhose .,,first fc;w lean and
hungry years, Jones saxs .he
"learned the rules of the craft".
"I hun g a ound the em ployment
office at the CBC" , said Jones in .
an interview. "I managed to
plow .m·y way into a desk j ob
where I did free time promos for
service organizations. I learned a
lot from this experience . I absorbed the atmosphere. · That's
the only /way to do it".
Later , Jones became a writer
for The Tommy Hunter Show.
At present, J oqes is strictly involved in free lance wor k-. He has
to other radio musicals to his
credit: Hamlet (1973), 3: .spoof
on the great Shakespearean
tragedy and Hey, Marilyn (1975)
a moving tribute to the life of
actress Marilyn Monroe. Just
completed is a CTV special,
Magic starring Sheri Lewis ,
which includes a 10-minute ballet that Jones composed for
superstars Karen Kain and Frank
Agustyn .
Though continuous ly bur dened by th e wor k he loves,
·family man Cliff Jones manages
to keep weekends open . " My
fam i1y is very valuable to me",
says Jones . "If somebody asked
.me t o work on the weekend I
have to say 'No, Fm sorry'."
J ones believes that . an artist
should be disciplined when going
about his work in order to find
time for such high priorities as
raising a family. "I've set perimeters to my work and then I
'
sit down and do it".
Like l'l!any artists in Canada,
Cliff Jones is concerned with the
future of the performing arts in
this country - - a future that is
darkened by the depreciation of ,
government funding for the arts .
At the same time, Jones is optimistic that government cutbacks will diminish in time "and
that some of the funds will be
re-routed back into the artistic
community''.

/
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rect. Rodney wouldn't
even
dare to show up for a singing
contest; be ing blown out by
Alvin and the Chipmonks ·could
pose a bit of a probl em to his
ego.
To make matters worse, he
doesn't even try to sing with
emotion (he still sings ballads
and slow numoers with about as
much intimacy as a nuclear war) .
CONCLUSION
This is the part that I'm not
too crazy abou t writin g. I like
the album . That 's right, I do. I
know that I've wasted a lot of
time getting to this but.. ... well
... ,,at least I still ha te myself for
it!

Rod Stewart
BLONDES H.AVL
MOilli FUN
.
By Fran'k Kovacic
Everytime that I set out to do
a review on a current Rod -Stewart album, mixed emotions
occur . Of course, I'd like to disembowel him in a scathing review th at blows his career to
smit herenes because he is, a{ter
all, a pompous, psuedo -rock and
rolling ass, who' s got everything
going for him. His looks, money,
and women are enough to drive
the average male to fits of uncontro llable rage.
His music, however rigid, is,
still ..... good!
With Carmen Appice and Phil
Chen (on druins and bass) ba_s:king a triple guitar onslaught, how
could
anybody
go wrong?
Maybe that's the whole point .
Stewart realizes t~at, to make it
big (or bigger) all you have to d_o
is hide behind -an excellent backup band .
For the most par_t, this is cor-

Blu es Brothers

The material is exclusively
early 60's R & B, featuring
m·aterial by such artists as the
, Downchild Blues Band and ~r ipBy Mike Taylor
ple Clarence Laughlin . The songs
Familiarity breeds content,
were chosen .for their relative oobut .~cstacy would be closer to
scurity, so ·as to make the a-lbum
it. John Belushi, after enjoying
sound m9re original ~than cover
phenomenal 'critical ac,claim ,for
versions of old hits .. Songs like
"B" Movie Box · Car Blues and
his role as Bluto in National
exactly
Lampoon'-s Animal Ho us~, has .,. Hey

P,i{J.E:FC.d.SE .I'ULL

well known but they fit well
within the concept :'"'
The band swings through
such classics as Flip , Flop and
Fly and Messin' with the Kid
with su ch panache that you'd
think that t hey had been play ing t ogether for years . On the
other hand , it's one of the signs
of being an immac ulate musician: the ability to adapt tha t
well for just one performance.
Although it's supposedly a

returned as , Joliet Jake Blues,
one of the surviving rhythm and
blues singers in the world of
disco.
Along with fellow comedian
Dan Aykr,oyd, Belushi appears
with some of the most famous
studio music ians in the United
States . Everyo ne on this album
is well known and respe cted in
their particular field of ' endeavor . The horn section alone
(Tom Scott, Lou Marini, Tom
Malone, and Alan Rubin) mak e
the infamous
Muscle Shoals
Rhythm · Sect.ion sound · as if
the y 're playing wit h just one
lung. Guitarist Matt Murphy and
':Du ck" Dunn (on bass) play
some slick licks, sometimes
show ing up the author ; themselves. Steve Cropper of Booker
T and the M.G. 's along with his
Fender Telecaster, could be considered as the state of the art for
rhythm and blues guitar.
The inference is, of course,
'that anybody backed by this
band could produce an immaculate album. But _yv
ith Aykroyd
blo wing a very mean blue s harp
and Belushi 's wonderful aptitude
for mimicry , they really are an
addition to the album, instead of
two fools out of their depth. On
Pink Floyd's Groove Me, Belushi
sounds like a latter day Harry
Belafonte and then switches to
more glutteral sounds to emulate
Otis Redd ing, Wilson Pickett and
other R & B greats.

combined act, it's ' B_elushi who
shines through as a premier performer, upstaging Aykroyd in
every way, shape and form. Already being planned, is a movie
based on t he Blues Brothers'
story. It's schedul~d for release
next year .
Th is album is a mu st for anyone who enjoys the blues; a nice
change of pace from the bullshit
disco currently saturating the
airwaves.
I'

Club Sandwich -

Blues brig/:ite n up otherw~e
long · Windso r winter "'
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
Jackie Washington is .a Canad"You're
wonderful, you're
ian artist who says he .can make
just wonderful", Jackie Washing- - a good living w9rk ing only in
ton laughed to a packed house at
Canada. He still lives in his
native Hamilton with his wife
Club Sandwich ori Saturday
night.
and son, but he hasn't always
"Just wonderful" could easily
lived off his artistic ta lent.
describe the vibrant performance
For years he. workeq as a pullof this 59 year old blues guitarist
man porter . and as a washroom
and piaIIist, ~as He sang and
attendant. In 1948, he was a disc
played for over three hours.
From the moment he came . jockey for Radio Statio n CHML
in Hamiltoi;i. Not uniil 1964, at
onstage weari ng a "Duck Soup"
the age of 45, did he get his first
T-shirt and an oversize plaid en steady job playing music, at the
gineer's cap with a big MIRTH
Black Swan Coff~e House in
button on it, he captivate the
Stratford.
audience.

UF

~

"Why do I wea- this hat?",
he asked. "Because underneath
my hair is dy'ed, _(ried and laid
to the side." Another infectious
laugh.
And then he began -to play .
An excellent blues guitar strummed out old favorites ~Duke Ellington's 1941 Brown Skinned!
Gal in a Calico Gown , and Fats
Waller' ; ~Black
and Blue , and
Your Feets Too Big (or for the
university crow d "Your pedal
extremetits are collossal, To me
yqu look justli-ke a. fossil"). -·~
After a full hour J a:ckie reluctantly laid his ,.guitar down
and moved to the piano where
he belted out some BoogieWoogie, Beat me Daddy, Eight
to the Bar , and some ,smooth
old standards, Duke Ellington 's
In My Solitude
and Ain't .
That Gravy Good .

He has never had any traditional musical training, but as one
of
four
musically -in clined
brothers in a famify of 15, he
taught himself to play the guitar '
at th~ age of 13. When his older
brother, who was the pian ist in
their quartet, drown~d, Jackie
quickly learned piano and ,11ow
plays effortlessly.
Jackie> has played every m,~ sic
festival in Ontario ; and has appeared on the Peter ~Appleyard
and Gene Taylor shows. He has
only cut one album, Blues and
Senti~ental
, but with a repertoire of 1.,058 songs, we can expect another in the near futu~;·
We · also hope to s~e Jackie
. Washington back in Windsor
again soon. He brought a whole
lot of sunshine to a. blea k and
rainy Saturday night.

One

LastShot

HEAD FOR THE ISLANDS IN STYLE
/

with a ,

TRIMMER'S CUTShort or long , there is more to a cut than the .sn ip of
scissors . It takes techniqu e and t hat speci al know how .
Our tr immers hav~ it. They listen to you and · they will
show you how to achieve that atti t ude .that you are striving
for.
.

"FOR TtiE CUTS THAT OTHER PEOPLE NOTICE"

COTS& lOCt.l
248 Pelissier St. - Downtown 252-19~1

Whenyou're drinking
tequita, Sauza's the shot that
counts. That's why more and
more people are ·asking for
it byname.

TEQUILA SAUZA
Numberone inMexico.•
Numberone in Canada.

...

~-~----------------------------------------
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EVENTFUL
EVENTS
19
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Friday
Morning Lequre Series, . "Portraiture Before and After the
Revolutionar y War."
- Scarlet
Brigade, Big Band
Dance.
- Windsor Community Theatre
presents Theatre Passe Muraille
of Toronto,
Les Canadians,
Cleary Aud., 8:30 p.m., Adm .
$4 - $8 .

20

-Coffee
House,
Assumption
University Campus, Blue Room ,
8: 30 - 11 p.m. Adm. 50 cents.

-Windsor Light Opera Players,
Boeing Boeing.

21

-Ontario
Film Theatre, "Why
Shoot the Teacher; " , Fraser,
Canada .

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Performing
Arts Series, Deb ra
Gola ta,
mezzo-soprano,
and
John Harris, Guitar.

24

Book Review

Attitudes replace people
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO
GARP.
By Andy Waxman
Dutton Press;
437 pp .
$10.95 (USA l
"Fiction has to be better
made than life," wrote Garp, an
opinion I share, and one which
John Irving demonstrates.
Garp is a man of our times : a
writer, a wrestler, a jogger,
family man, minor celebrity, son
of a prominent feminist . The
Quixotic premise of the novel is
this : "If Garp could have been
granted one vast and naive wish ,
it would have been that he could
make the world safe. For children and for grownups." We follow Garp as his !ife story careens
from the bizarre to the tragic.
The book is peopled with - Dickensian characters
half-c.arica-..
ture , half-three dimensional, all
e~centric, from pets to strangers
to associa tes from work. In
Garp's worl d, people he knows
are assassinated, mutil ated and
raped. " In the world accordi ng
to Garp , an evening could be
hilarious an d · the next morni ng
could be murderous."
The novel masquerades as a
biogr ap hy of T . S. Garp . It begins with his conce ptio n and
ends short ly after his death. It
has a beginning, middle and end.
Part of the book's appea l is
that it is a self-enclosed world .
Everything is fully imagined and
thought out. You can get lost in
the book and forget about the
world. Thi s is good and bad .
The ~oo d part: as Garp says
to an intervi ewer : "Teli me
anything that's ever happened to
you and I can improve upon the
story ." Irving can too. Like Garp
he makes "everything baroque,
he believes in exaggeration."
The closest comparisons are
works like Catcher In The R:ye,
Catch 22, and Even Cowgirls
Get the Blues, and the works of
Vonnegut and Tolkie n . The tone
is humorous, intelligent, with a
good deal of respect for death
and chance. When placed on a
hypothetical scale, they rank as
"high middlebrow" reading . Serious but popular, light reading
on serious subjects . Amusing.
Not quite first-rate but far from
trash.
Here's why the book isn't
first-rate: the characters are attitudes - yes they are skillfully
interwoven into the plot , but
they can't stand up without it.
The issues; physical fitness ,
feminism, rape, assassination and
. careerism, are timely but not
eternal. Mostly, the author is
guilty (not to string him up or
anything)
of the Vonnegut
.shuffle.

The Vonnegut shuffle occurs
when, afte r dexteriously handling moments of laugh fer and
pain, the author a-pproaches a
crucial moment, and nothing re verberates. The author grins at
the breadth and scope of the
world, steps to the side and says
something like, "so it goes ."
Second-rate! The moment is lost
to magazine and talk-show philosophy. Things are simplified .

The vast11css surrenders to / the
naivite .
Never mind the above argument. Irving has written a terrific novel. It's a book you don't
want to put down. The pace is
constantly
flowing, the characters lively, the comic timing
impeccable.
· Tbe Collected ,
Stories of john Chee ver and
Carp are the two best reads of
'78 .
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Jan
-Sesame Press and Arts Council, poetry
reading, · Eugene
McNamera and Peter ·stevens,
Art Gallery of Windsor, 8 pm.

25
-Art Gallery of Windsor, film,
"The Ways of Seeing" PT. 1.
- St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
"Looking For Mr. Goodbar".

26
- Art Gallery · of Windsor, Lecture Series, "The Hudson River
School of Landscape Painting".
-U niversity of W1ndsor Players,
Night Watch.

27
-U of W Play~rs, Night Watch.
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Young People's Concert, Frances

Kay Puppets,
conductor.

Robert

Ryker,

28.
-School of Music, Salvador Ferraras, percussionist.
-U of W Players, Night Watch.

30
-Ontario
Film --Theatre, "The
Duellists", Britain.
-U of W Players, Night Watch.

31
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Arts
Expanding - Artpark People,
filni by Blackwood Productions.
- U of W Players, Night Watch.

-TIii ·
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Could be .better

Ball hockey ,table tennis,dancing
slated for intramural program
versity.
SWIMMING POOL NEWS
SERVICE PROGRAMS! !
The swimming pool programs
have resumed for the winter
Check the posters around
term. The fee for all programs
campus for the programs we
(except scuba diving) is $3 .00
offer this semester or call Ext.
325 between 12 :00 - 1:00 p.m.
per person , and everyone afor 7 :00 - 9 :00 p.m.
filiated with the University may
MODERN BALLROOM
attend.
DANCING
Adult swimming lessons will
This program will be offered
again be held on Tuesday
every Monday 7 :00 - 9 :00 p.m.
nights from 9:30 to 11:00. The
at the Human Kinetics Building
able instructors for this term are
(Dance Studio) ·by Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Harlow and Meredith IrStrongman. 'the program will
win. The classes have already
commence Jan . 22 and will instarted but there is still more
clude such dances as the fox
room for anyone interested in
trot, samba, jive and cha, cha,
learning how to swim, or in imcha. Learn how to move graceproving your skills.
fully on the dance floor .....
Children's swimming lessons
are still on Saturday mornings
INTRAMURAL HOCKEY
from 9 :30 to 11 :00 . Lessons are
By Gerard Lavimodiere
being offered according to Red
In intramural hockey last
Cross standards from the preweek, Geography defaulted to
beginner to senior level. The inthe Plumbers and then stumbled
structors for this session are
to Commerce 4-1 later in the
Cindy Vandenheuvel, Meredith
week. The Screaming Eagles ·
Irwin, and Karen Lynn . Interestwere inactive. The Commerce
ed parents should bring their
win exte p ded their ut~be~ten
children to the pool on Saturday
str~ak to ·seven__
"garn~s. As. for
morning at 9:30.
.
Geography ; t ~ey are pointless in Grant Gold is returning to
eight starts . ·
teach infant swimmipg lessons .
In "B" league play; the 69'ers
on Tuesday -and ~hursday mornextinguished the Flames by a 5-0
ings from 11:00 to 12.
score.
The Candies blasted
The Channel Swim will be
N.F.C . 6:C., 'fhe Bulls aisected
held in the month of March this ,
biology !2-1. Gordy - Y:iginault .
year. More details about this - injected three goals for the Bulls.
event will be available in Febru The Rockets extended their unbeaten ' streak by · teasing Cody
ary
Scuba Diving course ·will
Sucks 3-2. With two minutes reagain be offered this year from
maining in that game, Cody was
March 6th to April 5th . More inleading 2-1 but Bill "Hoo Doo"
formation may be obtained from
Latimer scored on a penalty
the intramural office.
shot to evc:n the score ai:id then,
The swimming pool is open
Cal "Grumpy ·" McCabe put t_he
for recreational swimming every
Rockets ahead to stay. The ·Ranoon hour, week nights · and
coons edged -the Humkins 1-0.
weekends . .The hours are posted
Rick Duperron scored the lone
in the Human Kinetics building
goal with only one minute reat the cage. There is no charge
maining in the game. Mogie Lefor recreational swimming for
blanc recorded the shutout for
people involve~ with the unithe R~coons. The Red Wi~gs

A

earned their first win in eight
starts by beating Biology 2-1.
The F lames burnt the Blades
5-2.
A reminder to the captains to
make · sure they bring the score
sheets to th_e games and then
hand them into the intramural
office after the game. Also, a reminder to all teams that disrespect towards 1officials · will no
longer be tolerated and suspensions will be forthcoming.
ATTENTION MEN!
Are you ready to enter University of Windsor's strongest
man competition. If so, rush on
over to the Intramural Office
(St . Denis) and pick-up an entry
form. The competition involving
numerous s~rength exercises is
slated° for January 31 at the
Y.M.C .A.
TABLE TENNIS
Do you possess quick hands,
the ability to follow a small
white ball at high speeds on a
tabl~, then 'PING-PONG is for
,)LOU. fn c:onjunction
with the
· tJniveisitr Centre, a Table Tennis Tourney (singl~s & doubles)
will take place Jan. 29-31 and
F:ebruary · 1, at night from 8 till
10 p.m.
BALL HOC~EY
~= Forget your skates, have no
hockey gear and like to participate in hockey? Don 't despair
the Intram ural Office has the
right activity for you. We are
looking for another successful
year so get your team organized
and ready for play. League
action begins on February 8, and
·play is. once a week at Wm.
Hands from · 7 till 11 p.m. Remember for all the above events,
entry forms are available at the
Intramural Office (St . Denis) or
c:all and inquire, Ext. 325, Mon. Fri., 12 noon - 1 p .m. a~p 7 p.m.
tj~l_9 p.m.
·

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
CURLING CLUB
Stapdings as of January 15, 1979

w
Hot Rocks
Roll ing Stones
Hog Liners
Shot Rocks
Bev's Bombers
Sievert 's Sweepers
Clark's Crusaders
Full House
Interns
Superhacks
Glover's Lovers
Take-outs

L
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6

5
5

s·
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1

r
SAC
Ill
.

ESTb
1929

\

live entertainment for your dancing- and Iistening pleasure-

GP
7
5
6

Commerce
Screaqung Eagles
Plumbers
Geography

8

0

0
0

w
6
4
2
0

L
0
1
3
8

T
1
0
1
0

T
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
2
1
0
1
1
1
0

p
13
8
...
..... 5
0

Rockets
Htimkins
Cody Sucks '
Bulls
Racoon Lodge
Candies
Chiefs
Sabres
69'ers
N ..F.G.
,,.
Flames
Red Wings
Blades
Red Barons
Biology

""",._

~~: ~

t

GP

w

L

7
7
7
7
7
6

6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1

0

,4

1.

·4

1

6

6
6
7
7
7
8
6
6
7

-

2
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
4
5

6

p

13
10
10
10
9

9
8

7
6
5
4

~'

3
3
3
2

BASK~TBALL LEAGUE "A"

Commerce "A"
Brown Stars
Humkins
Raccoon Lodge
Spidermen
Rolling Stones
Caribbean
Hawks
Bombers

GP

w

8

8

7.
6

6

5
4
4
4

7
6
7
7

2
2
1
1

L
0
2
2
4
2
5
4
6
,6

Pts

w

L

Pts

8

7

1

8

5
·5

3

14
10
10
8

8

16
10
8

8
8

4
4
2
2

JlASKETBALL LEAGUE "B"

Division 1
Gallery
Sault
Schmoes
Gradkins
Commerce "B"
Cody "B"
Division 2
Bullets
Hogans Heroes
Electa
Vigilantes
Bosum Buddies
Cody " A "
Di~ision 3
Dave Clark 5
Basketphobia
Dews
Bus Boys
Civil
Hoiy Hu cks

8
8

8
8
8
7.
8
9.
8

7
8

8
7
:,-

3
4
5
8

4
3
0

7
7
8

6
0

7
5
4
4
4
0

1
2
4

14
10
8

5
4
7

8
8

6
6
3
3
2
0

2
2
4
4

0
12
12
6
6
4
0-

s.
8

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL

[]J V8
-next week-

9
7
7
6
5
4
4
2

HOCKEY DIVISION "B"

-your host-

.- .this week-

10
9

HOCKEY DIVISION"~"

GP

t~he

p
11
10

T
1
0
0
1
1
11
0
1

Majesty
Buster

League "A"
Gallery Keggers
H.K. Grads
. Woody's Woo?peckers
Legal Beagles
Zeroes

League "B"
Lickerish Sticks
Tecumseh
6th f loor A 's
Laurier/Cody
Stars
Electa ?,Pikes

GP

w

L

T1

p

5
7

4

1
32~
2 ',•

o'
e

8

.s

4
3

5

2
1

~4

6
5
6
6

5
6

6
3
3
2
1
1

4

0
0
0

0
2
3

0
0
0

4

0

4

0

5

O"

8
6
4

2

12
6
6

4
2
1
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Hockey team splits series
By Lance Sports Staff
The Windsor Lancers hockey
club appears to be on the upswing after beating the previous, ly undefeated McMaster -Marlins
last weekend 5-1.
The game was controlled by

an aggressive Windsor team from
begfnning until end. ·Minding the
net for the Lancers was Dave
Caron who came up with a
tremendous effort equaling that
of the .team. Windsor jumped
ahead 2-1 at the end of the first

Many pa~icipants
·but few f a~ilities
By Peter Nash

Intramural sports has gdne crazy at the Unjversit y of Windsor! In
years past there has been limited participation in hoc .key arid basketball but ~this year an incredible expansion has taken place . There are
20 hockey teams, 16 basketball . teams, a recreational volleyball
Jeague, innertube waterpolo and baseball as well as contest's in such
areas as three on three free throw shooting. The list goes on and on
with hundreds of participants.
Intramural director Paul MacMillan, · along with other volunteers ,
has done an excellent job of coordinating all the intramural activities. Add to that list the staff at Human Kinetics who spend many
hours working and officiating at St. Denis Hall . Henk Dykhuisen,
Mike Nowitski, Jerry Wachowicz, Dave Bechard, and many others
• have spent long nights involved in the Intramural program.
· Several problems have developed regarding the expanded program
..that the organizers have tded to deal with , but participants have
sometimes been uncoope ·rative and at times childish.
_One of th-e problems has been rules and officiating. In two sports
that I know of, (basketball and ·baseball) , rules have been made and
,..later altered to better accomodate praticipants. Due to communicat""ion problems these rule changes have caused a few problems. Nothing serious of course, but then there are some people who just have
to argue about the mosr trivial things.
Speaking of arguing, I just can't believe the people who insist on
, givint the . officials a hard ime . Th·e idea is to go out, participate and
have a ·good time and I just can't have a good time when some guy
. starts wagging his tongue at the ! eferree (l 'm speaking specifically of
: basketba-Il in which I am on a team). Considering the calibre of play,
· the officials are cJ.oinga great job.
·,.
· .
·T ey . could call fouls all the time but d<;m't because it 'slows th e -: .
....game down . ;oo.umuch , lt...:'.
alsor.must oer emembered · tliat 'tli e'y are
only students, just as you or I, not professional officials.
0f <;ourse I'm complaining about only very few of th'e partici -.
1 pants, _'95 per cent of the people out there are cooper ating. This can
·
be seen more clearly in the small number of defaults. Intramural
- ( leagu~s are always plagued with abscenteeism but this year people ·
have shown up for games quite religiously.
One ,p.roblem that nei!her the coordinators or students can fix is
. the lack of facilities. Qrganizers are forced to use facilities outside
th'.e university such as Hands Seconday and Adie Knox Arena. Games
are scheduled late at night or unreasonably eady in the morning. ·
Poor old St. Denis Hall is cracking at the seams day and night with
intramural and varsity activities.
There is hope though, that this year will mark the beginning of a
funding drive for a new gym. University officials are expected to announce next week plans for a new facility on this campus. Details
are hard to come by this week but further information should be
av.iilable " this Monday. Hopefully, things will get going quickly because there is not a university ..in this country ~at needs it more than
this one .

\

;,,

'/

ONTARIO PUBLIC INTEREST
,RESEARCH GROUP
-prese11ts....
,. SURVIVAL SERIES!! !

North Americans dump more than one and a half billion lbs. of
ch~micals each year. Every time we sit down to a meal we eat
invisible traces of these chemitals.
Dr. Stephen Safe, Biochemist and Professor from the University o
Guelph will examine the EFFECT OF PCB 'sand PBB's on HUMAN
HEALTH, Monday, January 22 ·at Assumption Lounge, University
c'entreat 3:30.

period followed by a 3-1 score
after they retired from the sec:
ond. Hard skating and forechecking were the dominating
factors in the Lancer victory.
The following day, Windsor
dropped their final regular sea- ~
son game with McMaster 4-3. J5
Once again the Lancers skated ~
hard but it was evident that one c3
>,
of . the troubles they've incurred ~
this season was present to cleny 00
them 'of another win. Shooting ..c:
Q.,
accuracy held t_hem back from
A scramble in front of the
gairiipg · two points when they
pro<;1chingthe play-offs with an
lost 5-3 against the Central
increase in style and inten _sity.
Divisidn leading Western MusThis weekend, they'll be on the
tangs earlier in the season, and
road to meet Brock University in
it did in the loss to McMaster. A
St. Catherines on Saturday Janscreen shot went by Don Johnsuar y 20th., and Ryerson the folton the Laneer goalkeeper, with
lowing day in Toronto. Their
8: 13 remaining in the game, to
GP
w
give McMaster their fourth goal.
WESTERN DIVISION
The Lancers created br~akaway
opportunities along with many
McMaster
9
B
shots from close in, but un Windsor ·
11
5
fortunately failed to pick up any
Brock
8
0
results on the score board.
I
Ryerson
10
0
Coach Ken Tyler was quite
CENTRAL DIVISION
pleased with the . effort given by
the squa d and it's obvious that
10
~ 6
he would be more upset with the ~ Western
Guelph ·
7
4
loss of player desire, than the
Laurier
4
-9
loss of a game.
Waterloo
8
3
The Lancers seem to be apfr .

.

Lancer net last weekend.

next home game will · pe an exhibition match against St. Clair
College, on Tuesday January
30th., followed-up by playing
host to the Guelph Gryphdns,
on February 4th.
L

T

Pts

1

9

0
0
1
1

.....-1
6
10
1'
1

1
1

3
2

15
10

2
3

10
9

6
7

3
2

VOlleyballers need confidence
Windsor competed
in the
Waterloo Invitational Volleyball
Tour11ament
last
weekend
playi:ng the tpughes't competition oh-he year.
...
When 'it was all over the tally
was · .f victories against l\2 defeats , Windsor was competing .
against Ma:nitoba, Queens, Western, Guelph, Waterloo, and ·Sherbrooke.

Coach Marg Prpich was not happy with her team's performance. "We're still losing games
that we should.>:bewi!' ning. This
team ha-s- ene>uglYskillte -win but
not enough confidence in themselves."
1
The tournament was set up ·
with eight two game matches.
Windsor was able to win single
games against Manitoba, Queens,

Guelph and . Sherbrooke. Waterloo beat them in both games
sweeping the mate ~.
, _ ne~d ; ~taste · of ;innj~g
to gain more confidence." commented Prpjch, and ,,thty will
have th~t opportunity riext week
against Lamier. ·They will travel
to Toronto on Thursday for a
three game weekend.

DONUTS, COFFEE AND CANDY
5 minutewaJkfrom Universityof Windsor
at Universityand Rankin;
Good only_for REGULARDONUTS

........
.
.•.........................................
.. .
-

~

••

•
••

ONE
COUPON •
PER
:
COSTOMER::

.

~

~

4
4

••

. OPIRG -

Windsor

Cody Hall
Un ivers ity of Windsor
254-4192

C
C

••
•

DONUT CREDICARD
GOOD FOR ONE FREE
DELICIOUSDONUT
UNIVERSITY

'.•••
I

at STUCK
.EE'S
OFFER EXPIRES JANUARY

,.•

& RANKIN · :

31st, 1979
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Windsor 72,Waterloo 71

A-.

L.ancer_s -prove strength with tough victory
By Peter Nash
The" Lancer basketb all season
opened up with a bang last
Saturday much to the dismay of
the Waterloo Warriors . Tr ailing
for most of the game , Windsor
came back in the · last five minutes to win 72-7 1.
A packed house at St. Denis
Hall were on their feet fo r the
last five minut es of th e game :
Vin ce Land ry came throug h
with a twen ty footer and two
free throws that put Win'dsor ,
ahead by five with 50 seconds to
go . Waterloo's Seymour Hadwin
countered with a lay-up but it
wasn't enough for the Warriors
to pull ahead.
Lancer head Coach Paul
Thom as praised his squad for the
win but at the same time pointed ,-OUt that it wasn't a well
played game. "I thought it \ vas a
- great game but we won without
playing well. "
Windso r was behind for the
en tire f irst hal f and Coach
Th omas comm ent ed o n their
proble ms. "Our rhythm was ,
tot ally off in the fir st half. We
weren't getting back on defen ce
and the offe nce was being run
incor rectly."
Thom as add ed
that his team was not completely to blame. "Give Waterloo
credit. Their a major reason why
things were not running well for ·
us."
Coach Bill Mccrae of Waterloo noted that the difference between the two teams performances were the forwards. "Their
big men inside played better
than ours." Stan Korosec and
Wayne Allinson both had strong
performances. All_ison scored . 24
points and Korosec 14.
Commenting
on Koros"ec,
Coach Thomas said "Stan played
· an inspired game. He was the
best performer out there all

night ." Thomas also had p raise
for Kevin Green woo d. "H e
scored two out of th ree baskets
whe'n we weren 't playing well
and th at picked u p th e team."
Te am capt ain Vince Lan dry
pla yed a to ugh, aggressive game
as he always does. Key ba~kets
at the e nd of both ha lfs were
chara cter istic of hi s play.
Landr y ha d hi s hands full at
the other end of the court t rying t o def end Pat Brill-Edwards.
. A conference all-star last year ,
Brill-Edwards proved to the St.
Denis crowd why he was picked . .
He had three steals , five assists
and generally ran the offence for ·
the Warriors. Besides that, he
brought the ball up courr all
night without having it stolen
once .
Seymour
Hadwin, another
Warrior all-star , also had :a strong
night scoring 23 points, including Waterloo's two baskets in the
last three minu tes·of the game.
Steve Garrett
and Doug
Vance were th e o nly others to
sco re in double figures for th e
Warriors with 10 and 11 points
respectiv ely. Garre tt fo uled ou
of the gam e with seven minutes
remainin g in th e second half.
This was a key win for the
Lancers in that Waterloo is
picked to win th is confere nce.
Ranked sixth in the nation, the
Warriors are expected to go a
long way in the playoffs. Windsor is ratec; eighth and is picked
to come in second in their con~
ference.
z"'
Windsor's next regular season ...
,
!!
game takes place at Brock to- ~
morrow. Their next home per- E
forrnance will. be Wed nesday, o
January 24th, , against the Laur- ~
ier Golden Hawks. Game time is P...
8 :15 p .m. and another full house
Stan Korosec (50 ) and Jack Beard hit the boards for Windsor while Waterloo's Cunimerford ario Graham
is expected so come early.
try to do the same.
•
~
" · '·
~

G:rabowski pl eas~d
~with Crusa der win

Marg Hyland (12) and Kerry Towers (14) worked well togeth er this week against St. Clair.

Lancerettes
The Lancerettes evened their
record at three and three last
weekend with victories over
Ryerson and Laurier in Toronto.
Rookie Head Coach Sue
Swain commented that "It really
worked . out well. I'm ple ased
with our performance." Swain,
gained her experience as a player
at Western and Laur ent ian. She
has no previou s coachin g ex perience at the u niversity level, but
is working hard at it .
Past Lancerette squads have

gain two game sweep
had difficulty winning games but
things have changed this year.
"We have as much ability as
three or four other teams in the
division" noted Swain. "They
are usually pretty good conttests."
,..Terry Towers was the most
outstanding
Lance rette
last
weekend with 25 point s against
Ryerson and 17 point s against
Laurier . Marg Hylan d also
played well scoring 16 po ints
against Ryer son.

Windsor was alot more than
Ryerson could handle breezing
to a 67-29 victory. Laurier was
alot tougher to beat but in the
end it was Windsor 38, Laurier

34.
Coach Swain feels that the
team is progressing more with
each game . Individ ually Pat To.bin is considered t he most improved player on th e squad.
The
Lancer ettes con tin ue
league play against York at 2 :00
Satu rday aft ern oon in St. Denis.

'•

An inspired Crusader squad
poin-t:s.
beat St. Clair College Saints _
70-68 last Saturday night without the services of their six~foot
nine inch centre Roger Tustonoff.
Tustonoff
was unable to
make the game due to previous
commitments in London . Head
Coach Nick Grabowski was extremely pleased with his team's
performance.
"Everything ran
pretty
well considering
we
didn't have our centre, " commented Grabowski. "We used ·
Dykuisen - sco~ing points
all of our offensive plays, even
D'arcy
Co1breath scored 20
some that had just been intropoints for the Saints at the
duced this week."
centre position. Inside, Windsor
had a difficult time containing
Col breath since ~ he was the
tallest man on the floor.
Behind by as much as five
midway through the setond half,
Windsor didn't lose patience,
sticking to a cont,rolied offence . .
Eventually it paid ;off with 3 key
buckets in a ro,.;; and two free
throws. Up by · three with 10
seconds ro go the Crusaders gave
up a basket to. Colbreath. That
took up . five seconds and Larry
Coach Grabowski noted that
·Loebach held the ball in the out
Henk Dykui~e n and Martin
of bounds area for the ~emaining
Ritzma had ou tstanding per~
five seconds.
The Crusaders continue exforma nce s. Ritzma was high
hibition , play on Wednesday
scorer for bo t h teams with 2 3
night against AK O.
points whi le Dyk u isen h it for 18
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OFS: New tuition
proposals unworkal:>le
By Ed McMahon

9
T--HE UNIVtRSITY

On January) 9, the Ministry
of Colleges . and Universities released a rep.ort' by P.S. Ross ~nd
Partners . The report, entitled
"Study of Tuition a·nd Incidental Fees", is a wordy, sometimes
confusing document intended to
, be a basis for tuition fee policy
in
Ontario's
post-secondary
school syst~m.
According to the report, tuition fees are set by_ individual universities having "de jure
c.om plete control".
Tuition fees currently represent approximately16 per cent
of a university's -revenue. Joh11
Shortall, an Ontario Federation
of Students fieldworker, feels
that is too high. The official
OFS position is that tuition fees

OF WINDSOR

Victims silent

ltidecent actS committed in libraries

,,~IJ
t ..

thd?:aul Martin Law Library.
Unforrunately, all four female victims ·are unwilling to
give any detfl.ils to the press.
Although no official reports
we.re fil~d. :C!mp.u.s..Se~u.,!fty_·c()ti,~..
firm.~~~:t\ eir,-reee:ptfo tt;,0£.·hear~y
repo ffs or ·aflasher and that they
are now conducting an investigation. They are being hampered
by the victims' unwillingness to
file an official report or give any
··
, det.~ils. .
As a result, all Security has at
this time is a vague description.
· "It's like trying to play hockey

_.

~"~

· . ..

with one skate;" , said Grant
Mciver, Director of Campus
Security. ·· The
suspect
is
de;eribed as a tall, blac~ youth,
2} or .,24;
..:.
f~il.fS old, arid. wearing
casual clothes and sneakers.
Al Mate, of the Leddy Libracy, heard nothing whatsoever:
regarding
these occurrences.
However, Paul Murphy the Law
Librarian, said that he had received a hearsay report on the
incident in the Law Library. Ac~
cording to what he had heard,
no physical contact was involved with this particular case.

:·_

.

Other · sources, however, suggested that the girl;.was_molested.

s,

The Lance che.cked, out the
various · libraries and discovered
several remote> arJas · conducive
to people b~ing · af~acked without ever alerting anyone. This is
particularly true in the evening.

It would be advisable for
people to avoid isolated areas in
the libraries, especially late at
night, and to study in the wellfit, open areas instead, as the
suspect has yet to be apprehended.

By Don Peppin

but if the funds are raised, this
un!versity ~ill have a new gym' na~ithri: fa'9ilfcy· nearly five times
. the size ofSt. Denis Half.
.
The announcement was made
Wednesday in a press conference
hosted by President Dr. Mervyn
'Franklin, and the "campaign
cabinet'' whose responsibility it
will be· to canvass local, provincial and national business le.1:ders
for contributions to the "St.
Denis Hall Fund".
The new multi-purpose activity building will be constructed
at .a cost of some five million
dollars and will rest behind the
present Human Kinetics building located on College Avenue.
It will combine a modern extern·
al design wjth a huge interior
fieldhouse .
Dr. Franklin , recognizing the
tight financi al times , noted "we
must begin to plan for better
days ahead ." The plans call for
the first pha se of the comple x to
contain a large gymnasium area,
313 by 192 feet, capable of
holding approx imately 4 ,000 to'
5,000 people plus space to hold
other activities at t he same time.
University Chancellor Maj orGeneral Richard Rohmer was
presen t to participate in the
ceremo nies. Dr. Franklin noted
that Rohm er has not taken the
usua l cere monial pose of the
Chancellor
but -rather, has
chosen- an acti ve role in the campaign drive.
General Rohmer also h-ad the
pleasan t task of rece,iving th~
first official contributi on of the
fund drive. Robert I. Duddy,
President of Hiram Walker, and
Sons, and vice-chairman of 1:h~

In this issue
Page 4 .....Letters, Comments

Page 5 •....Ch~cl~ the Duck
P_age 7 •••••Chemical Pollution
Page 8 ..•.•Poetry
· Page 9 ..... Entertainmen t "
Page 14 ... Sports

~
-..~·,~.~~

.. 1i~~ity-~&~~
~lu~a~r~~IIJg
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"'-- ·-
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By Desiree Acton
The Lance has learned that
on January 11, between the
hours of 9 and 11 p.m., a flasher
· allegedly committed tl1e first of
four indecent assaults on this
campus. , The other three incidents occurred the following
weekend.
All four alledged assaults
were ' confined to the three campus libraries. Two of the suspected attacks took place on the
third floor of the Leddy Library
'..ap4'.~-thJ:rd·fa the West Library.
,: ,''fh~ initial assault happened in

New \ll,

should be abolished.
In the late 1960's, the Ministry set a maximum level for cuit io~ fees, - a level that has been
broached twice by $100 .
The report has two -main sections , one for colleges and on e
for universities . Bot h are furt her
broken dow n into three subsecti ons.
The first deals with the
present tuition fees and incidema1 expenses . Sub-section two
concerns itself with "opinions ·
and attitudes of representatives
within the system lo various key
issues in terms of the status qµ o
and preferred future pqlicies".
The third part deals with-·six Eiifferent fee structure m·odels for · ·
colleges and universit aes. The
OFS has taken exce')1;~
ion to
these models.
-~
The opinions on which :tlle report is based, accord ing to
Shortall, aren't necessarily r:epre-

or new gym

me'' University

drive; handed over a leadersjljp._· ,, ingJoQ-ked at for .:tlii ; parf of
cheque of a quarter of a miJ!i
pfl uni\i'ersity community.,, noted .
dollars from the local distiHety . . - Dr. Paul Cassano, Dean of Arts
Duddy wiH ·acrually be dire'cdy
and Chairman ~f the university
resp(frtsittli ··/--to E.J .J. u:Ted"
community portion of the fund
Doyle, the campaign Chairman.
drive.
The organization has been
Th.e question, "why now"
actively pursuing some early dowas raised. Dr. Franklin took
nat~{ms and Duqdy adm1tteq
ntiteof the obvious state of disth,af: tb.~result~ pave been very
repair of old St. Denis Hall.
.
gratif yJng.
"This .project · is not for ·He"~ :a.rned local and nationll,l
growth; it is a replacement," he
busin.esSirti:n that "we're going
.stat_ed. The original St. Denis
to be after ·
and ~e·~e not
Hall was built in 1919 and exgoing to let you go till we get
panded
in 1948 to accomodate
you ;"
the small student population at
Students will not miss their
Assumption College·. With the
ch~~ce to - get o.n the wa~on
entrance of the sixties and the
either as ''several scherries are be1

you

of Windsor, ~ame a
Huma:il Kinetics, emphasized the
new influx of students whose
vef'Satility of - the complex and _
population has tripled in the last - the ability to use the floor area
decade alone. Thus the facility
for numerous activities at the
which was once prime, · is now
same time.
sadly antiquated.
The community will be able
· Anyone who has sat through
to use this large floor space for
a big basketball game knows the . different purposes, such as confeeling of impending doom when , ventions, conferences and other
the ·dust starts rolling from the
large gatherings. Because of this,
rafters in the old building. Hapthe fund could also benefit from
pily, the new complex will bring
the added help of Wintario
the gymnasium facilities up to
grants for some portion of the
the level of many ·of the other
work : The campaign cabinet is
similarly-sized institutions in the
investigating this idea.
province.
For more on the new facility,
Dr. Dick Moriarty, Director
of Athletics at the Faculty of
please turn to, page 3.

1

Arti ,st;s con~ep ti~~ of the proposed .athletic complex. The $5,000,000 facility, slated for completion in July, 1981, will be connected to ~he
pl."~sentHuman Kinetics Building (seen at right) located on College Avenue.
·

'
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- Toronto g~y puhlication "·
busted
By B. J! R. Silberman
Rep rinted from Excalibur, Jan .

18 , 1979.
The 'air is tense in the courtroom , There are open, out-ofthe-closet gays and lesbians tubbing . ~boulders with members of
the evangelist group, Rennaissance International. From time
to tin:ie mutterings can be heard
across the room when controversial items are brought before
the.jµdge.
The men on ·tria~ .are ,h~ three
editors of The Body Politic, Toronto's leading gay newspap,er.
According t a press release they
are . charged with "using the
mails ·'for the distribution of obscene m-aterials ..... and ..... pos~ssion -of obscene material for the
purpos-e·of distribution."
if convicted they could face
sente .nces of up to six months in
jail -~rid fines of $500 each. The
corj:;9ration, the Pin~ Triangle
Pres_s~- could be fined up to
$1,00p . ..
.Th<:
. charges surrounded an

article which was printed in the
where was there mention of men
change was the inclusion of sex last issue of 197 1. Entitled, Men
coercing young boys into having
ual orientation . ·
Loving Boys Loving !Men, it
sex. There was only one item of
/ In Metro,
Toronto
Sun ,
dealt with pedophilia, a situatseduction and it was the boy
columnist
Claire
Hoy had
ion in which an adult has a
who seduced the man.
already written a set of articles
sexual relationship .with a child.
Writer Gerald Hannon stated
cindemning homose~uality. One
This phenomenon is a much igthat h'e was not advocating pedoof the editors on trial , Ed Jack- ·
nored topic in society ' and few
philia in his article. He also said .. ..son, described them as ,:''a kind
things have been written on it.
he wis not condemning it.
·· ·of hate literature .... ,.people beThe particular article dealt in
"J tried to take a symp~thetic · lieved they _could go out ' and
some depth with the relation- ' view of it." . He added it was
beat up homosexuals." ..
ships that , three men had had
biased "only ~n the sertse that
Then came the Hoy ·, articles
with boys, aged 7 to 12, in the
pedophilia i.s not usually written
attack .irig Men ' l<iv'ing'Bo'jls Lovpast.
about."
ing Men. It was die Ul!imate
The -article which appeared ·in · ·spice to be thrown into · the pot _.
It , spoke of how they met.
One man taught in' an elementthe December . 1977 issue of' , The stew steamed quietly and
ary s'chool and was occasionally
Body Politic · ·came at a ·time
the paranoia tha:t had been growapproached by boys ·who would
when · the political atmosphere
ing over th ;e :moriths' suddenly
actively coopera.te and, in sever~
surrounding gay issues was overcame to a ftill ,.boil : · , ··
al cases, even initiate the se?':ua!_ ly tense.
Attof .ney ' Generaf. ··Roy Mcact.
The Emmanuel · Jacques ni\lrMurtry, '· pressured ·' ·by ' ·su'ch
Another man, aged 48, met ' · ders had recently,A>een exposed.
groups as Renna-issance:,Jntcrboys in movie houses. He would ·· Anita Bryant was at the height
.national; ·ordered ': a-' RCMP ·Yaid
take theIU out td a fast food
of her anti-gay cam-paign ..,Over
on the office oFPhe -Body·Pbli'~'L.ii~;;~ ~
restaurant and onc·e in 'a while a:· ' the summer a special group ·from .., tic. ·
relationship would develop out
the Ontario _Human Rights · ComTl}~·· "Operation • p : (for ·por. of the new friendship. ·
·
mission had had ··a long , series of .. nography) · :Squad'' ··entered .1the
The article attempted to be
hearings calling for changes in: premises of ··the ··gay ·newspaper
straightforward and factual. Nothe Human Rights cod~. One
and t<?ok·, according to '}ackson • .
! • \; "·

au1 ·LD YOUR OWN

' :·

}
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"twelve packing cartons" of
material including subscription
lists, both present and out-of- ·
date, containing the names and
addresses of subscribers.
Six days later charges"' were
laid ·against the Pink Triangle
Press and three of its members ,
suddenly found themselveS' on
trial in one .of the most intriguing courtroom dramas · of the
year.
The trial is now dra~irt~f to · :a·~
close. Jackson said, "it has pee~ ,'
a worrying time for ? iff'or\is ,,
wondering what will lla~pen. ,,. ' <'
;i.;

¥

;

'

•'

..,.

'

If the Pink Trfangl e;.:P:ress ris f
convicted, Jackson is :c'ottfi dent · _
· that the newspaper -m .not ~e j.
closed down. He said.,~he.ir·•op= ,; i
eratio -ns might be ham f);eretk and . ;
·the writers intimidated: , .ui rha'f),1 -'
Body Politic would oon,unu e::t o ~ : S
be published even if ;h ~i nd his,::;· ·' I
two colleagues were al>sent'from
the editorial
staff -;for -~s-ixL · :
months.
.,J ; -·, ~.I ... :
York gays are not so ·m1re·.that '::~·
the trial will end so calmly. if .,,rhc 1J· '
three editors are l c0n.vict~d,; :.;1;
Chuck Wheeler, a member of
Gay Alliance at York says, "we
will fight like hell ... in our an erwe will retaliate ...w~ now ut
rights and we will no ' 1 ngei ;b e
silent."

I

the

Spo•rting Eve!'ts Are An 'Exp,erience As Exciting As Bein( Thire!
·t
Movies ~re St:en The Way:frµey ,}Vere-M!ant ·Xo, Be1Sten. · t
Pong And Other Video Games Are More Exiting Tlfo"itEv.ef! .,, ·
Can Be Used With Video Tape Playback Equipment!
· '
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photo contest

iI

. results ' The University of Windsor
Photo Club has announced the
winners of its initial photo con test . The contest, .. sponsored by
several local businesses and the
campus club , was open -.to all.
stu dents .
· ·
On February 6, th ~ winn ing ' '
prints . wil! be displa r ed inrJ'
tli~'
Math Building at 6 l?;m . f pe
contest judges will be presen t to
comment on the winning . shot s.
At 7 p.m .,·
priz ~r ~ill ! be\,
awarded. The winnin g, prints are
now on display in '·ch ·, Leddy Li·
. brary in the display la ses ·on the
·first floo r.
The contest was divided int o
~o sections, color 'arid' h1a'c)<j
and white. Following i{ the 1ist
of winners:
'
black and White:
1st prize: R. Pitre for _Tree II.
2nd prize: Jacques · t Mena.rd
for Notre Dame de Montreal.
3rd . prize: Gary Skene .' for
Retired.
·
Honorable mention went · to
S. Hsieh for Wooden .Head· and
Mud Track and Cathy Munro for
Mitchell.
·
Color:
...:.,r.
•
.
1st prize: Donna Peltier
I
Kelley at Ten. ·
l
2nd prize: Ralp~ Billingslay
for Branching Out.
3rd prize: Ann Marie-Toldo
for Papaver Oriental.
, ·
Honorable mention we.nt to
Tom Hartley for Muskoka, John
Mortimer for My Secret Hiding
Place, Ann Marie Toldo for Reflection and Gary Skeiie for .
Wearher Hewn.
The prizes for the . contest
were provided by Turek International, Wansbrough's, Reade's,
Coulter's, Qualify Film Shops
and the University of Windsor
Photo Club .

the

Simulated

1'V Reception

It's Like Having a "_Movie Theater" in Your Home!
AMAZING, $90.00 PROJECTOR KIT now only $29~95
Imagine inviting friends to see TV Specials, Movies, Sports, on your Theater Size TV! It's like viewin,g on a movie
screen! Everything takes ·ori a whole new dimension .. .. al.most makes ydu feel like you 're -in the action! Can also
be used outdoors, converting your back yard info an open-air Out!loor Th~ate ,r! _This new invention, gives sharp _'
brilliant TV receptien comparable to commerciar projector systems costing $2,500 . or more. Absolutely SAFE to
u·se.. No electrical or mechanical connections to TV. Removes in seconds for regular size viewing. No special aerial
'required. Projects up to 5 x 6 foot pictures (7112Ft. diagonal) on wall or .screen, · even in ·the smallest rooms or
apartments.
Best of all, this amazing Projector is really simple and inexpensive to build yourself~ Even a 12-year old
can do it quickly.
Enclosed Kit comes complete with unbreakable lifetime guaranteed Precision Lens System,
All you supply is only some
11" x 1 7" illustrated Plans and Specifications and EASY ASSEMBLY instructions.
cardboard or wood · for the simple cabinet. ,This Projector can be ·used with_ ANY Portabie TV set 7" to 25", and will
enlarge pictures in either Color or Black & White. If you wish, here's an .easy way to make money in your sparetime.
· $imply assemble and sell these TV Projectors to your friends, neighbors, relatives, etc. Everyone with a Television
Set wiff gladly pay you up to $90.00 for each Projector you build . Make up to $70.00 on each easy sale. Your cost,
one kit - $29.95, two kits - $49.95, ·five kits - $99.95.
·
·
SALES MARKETING Dept. NP-7
P:o. Box 2646
Me,rced, California 95340 ·
Enclosed is $______

for -------·

Postpaid complete TV PROJECTOR KITS

Name
Address -----------------------------------------------.---City/State

----------------:....,.------:----------Zip

________

_

j

I

I

I
I

for

L
~.

-------------------------------
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"A master plan" for athletic facility _
By Don Peppin
" I have a dream ," cried Mar-

tin Luther King Jr.
"We have a master plan,"
noted Dr. Mervyn Franklin, as
he announced the beginning of
the campaign to raise five million dollars to fund the co_nstru ction of a new gymnasium
facil fty behind the Human Kinetics Building on College Ave.
- The announcement has been
long anticipated by most university students, staff and administration, and is the culmination of many years work on the
part of Dr , P.J. Galasso, Dean of
the Faculty of Human Kinetics,
and Dr. ' Dick Moriarity the Director of Athletics. They had
one p'lan in 1969 which would
have provided this campus with
a first-rate athletic complex, including a skating rink and . curlipg_sheets along with a large gym
atea, similar to the one proposed
Wednesday. ·The 1969 plan fell
under severe scrutiny and the
hold-up put the project over the
dead.line for funding from the
proyincial government.
Since
tp en .fifianc~s have gotten worse.
As a . result, according to

Franklin, "we 're on our 0\\ n on
this one". The people who initiated this project were aware of
the need to tr im corners so the
skating rink and the curling surface· had to be sacrificed, alo_ng
with numerous other "frills".
The final project appears to be
an intelligent blend of a flexible
fieldhouse and a cost-cutting
new gym complex.
1

al Campaign Chairman. Dean
R . W. Ianni of the Facul~ of
Law will be the Fund's alumni
campaign vice-chairman and the
honorary treasurer will be J. H.
McGivney, the general counsel
and secretary of Chrysler of
Canada.

'•

adhered to. He commented that
the moneys required to keep
the building in suitable shape to
pass inspections could outweigh
the cost of bringing the structure
down.

Denis Hall which measure~ 12 3
by 105 feet · or some 12,900
square footage, thus giving the ·
ne.w facility an area of aaout
four and a half times the size of
St. Denis.
Seating capacity is in~i:eased
, As can be seen by the artist's
greatly with the .'bleachers _:.
l)oldconception <;ifthe new complex,
ing
4,000
spectators
with-provisthis university is on the verge of
With names -like these behind
gaining a huge new ·showplace. -;; ion for another 1,000 if there
...... ' is
the scenes Dr. Franklin has exa major sports event or concert.
The
entire
complex
has
been
pressed great confidence in the
St. Denis Hall could only holc:La
designed to accomodate more
With the economic times as
successful completion of the
maximum
of 1,600 if -all the
than just a few basketball
they are, financing is one of the . complex. Duddy noted at Wedfloor space is used. Capacicy . for
players.
It's
size
will
allow
the
major concerns of the adminisnesday's press .conference that
basketball games is about _· 400
community to _use it for events
tration. The campaign to raise
they hope to have much of the
less. The ceiling in the new'.fieldsuch
_
as
conventions,
conferlocal campaign complet 5 d by the
. the needed cash has been fabelhouse will be 40 feet, he~ping to
ences, and large meetings. There
Fund",
middle of the current year. He
· led the "St. Denis Hall
1
lessen the anguish of badminton .
is enough floor space to fit severand has already received a
noted that t_hey would generally
players, volley ballers, and \highal
basketball
courts
across
it
healthy kick-off contribution of
be approaching only the business
jumping trampolinists wtlo
F~?~!'\c
when the bleachers are closed,
$250,000 from Hir:am Walker
community , and alumni and not
suffer under the 25 foot topp111g
l
those
being
the
size
of
the
main
and Sons. Robert I. Duddy,
canvass~ng individuals.
in
St
:
Denis.
.
·
·.
one in St. Denis.
President of the local distillery,
Some concerns were raised
Versitility has also been tf>uilt
The architects of the new
announced the gift. tie has als,o
about the demolition of the old
into the system with th~ J toor
fieldhouse are Me~k, Klausen,
· been named the vice-chairman of
St . Denis Hall and Dr. Franklin
area being large enough t-,t ·lt,.ve_'
Servage and Walker, of Rexdale,
the Fund. A number : of other · mentioned that there were · still
several eve'nts going on ".J.
~ ~lheavyweight names appear on
discussions o_verthat area of the ·. Ontario, with the assistance of
For
.example,
~~
$i de;
taneously.
the committee organization list,
project. He recognized the hist- . Martyn R. Dabner, a partner in
sign indicates that the
is:
Prack
and
Prack
Architects.
including the Manager _ of the
oric and special value of the onsufficient to allow the lay
,
6
1.h
of ·
Main branch of the Canadian lmDabner has been associated with
campus facility but , also noted
a six-lane, 200 metre trac~ and
p;:-rial Bank of Commerce in
the design and planning of
that the Ministry of Colleges
still contain as many as fo:rir'basathletic facilities at four Canad. ,Windsor, E.J .J. "Ted',' .l}_oyle.He
and Univer.sjt;ies has certain
ketball courts. There has · also
wili head the Fund ,j,s:the Gener. limita..ticfos which : must .-, be · ian · universities, the facilities for
··._:_·e
· J»
'i'I.'·
.
the' Canada Summer Games in been special plans made '_f6r an
'
~
Z.L
.
~/~ ,,1-'.'
• •
·,.t..,~ioi:k
acoustical screen which ·.\ yoµld
New Westminster, B. C., and St.
allow one event, such as -a large
John's, . and numerous other
meeting, in one half the - floor,
related projects.
while individual recreation ;n~. inThe design clearly intends to
tramurals went on in the : other ,
cut away the frills with few exfour.
at the same time .
~
, ·: ;i
Statistics Canada shows that
tra facilities being iq,,cluded in
of 11,722 fulf-time Ontario facFive
million
dollars
iSl'~.lo
:in
At th!;>tJn
' ;vi 7i sity ·of Wjnds~J ,· the plans at this time , The gym
- ulty . members during . 1976-7_7,
·anybody's
books
but
wi~h
'$he
88.9 P.~t -:len t~ :ot,-·a:
i1 ap~pointfloor area will be dk only real
72~7 per cent were Canadian,
expectation · of some .. rftore
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More CanadianptOfs hired
By Dave PQWis

The hiring of full-time Canadian faculty member~ ha~ risenhy
over five per cerit, ~ccording t~
statistics released by the Ministr y of Colleges and Universities.
• The percentage of full-time
academic staff appointed during
1978-79 and who are Canadian
citizens has increased to 76.6 per
cent of total appointments from
.the previous year's total of 71.3
per cent.
However, the ~umber of fulltime appo1ntments, including
transfers, declined to 709 in
1978-79 from 841 during the
previous year. _

J
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" A university administrator
cannot possibly answer a _question that may directly influence
his job without some degreee of
.prejudice," said Shortall.
Accordingly, most administrators favor the "Unlimited
Cost-Related Model", in which
each student pays a fixed per-

'>I.~-

..:..~,

PR9SP~CTIVE GRADUATES_
FOR SPRING CONVOCATION

H you intend to graduate at th_e Spring convocation,

·Report unfair

John Shortall - OFS rep.

•

or

Cont'd from page 1

sentative of the majority of Ontario students.
"Of 136 asked, only 18 were
students," said . Shortall, adding
that 13 were faculty members
and the rest were administrators.
He believes that the report's
recommendations are based on
responses by people acting in
their own best interests.

,;

centage of the program cost. The
figure being tossed around by
most officials is 20 per cent.
Presently, each student contributes about 16 per cent of the
program cost. The four per cent
raise could mean an increase of
$50 to $500. The OFS finds this
procedure to be totally unaccepta b le, wanting post-seco,ndary education to be funded by
taxation and other government
sources.
Although the report doesn't
spell out any specific recommendations on the models , the
OFS feels that the way in which
it ·has been written, the only
feasible choice is the Unlimited
Cost-Related Model.
According to Miriam Edelson,
chairperson for th~ OFS , this
model would "nickel and dime
lower income students right out
of school."
With enrollment
already
dropping and inflation on the
rise, a further drop in enrollment , even if coupled with
higher tuitions, is something
neither universities or the up coming student population can ·
afford.

·'

you mu,t

complete an application for graduation available _at the Office .of (he
registrar .as soon as possible. Forms received a~er _April 15,1979 will
he processed -for Fall convocation only.
will not he determined without this application.
1

. Week of Prayer for ·
1979 CHRISTIA~ UNITY/
~

·.

SERVE ONE ANOTHER

If,

· An Ecumenical service will he held in Assump~ion Lounge
University Centre University of Windsor on Stinday,

,

1:Jishop Geoffrey Parke -Taylor ;i
January 28, 1979 at 8:00 p.m.
Suffragan Bishop of Huron , . and former dean of theology at Huron
Colleg~, will giv~ the _sermon. Participating in the service will .he ·n~v.
Don Wilson, chairman of Essex Presbytery United Church of' Canada;
Bishop Sherlock, Roman Catholic bishop of London;
Gerald Doran, pastor of Knox Presbyterian Church.

and Rev.
.,,· .

,

Refr~shments will he served at the Assumption Unive~ity, Blue Room,
_ •
following the service.
Everyone welcome.
~ ....
~.•
:
This service is sponsored by the Chaplains, University ·of w ·indsor.

l
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A move ahead to meet community n_eeds
The University of Windsor is
tended for o·ne thousand stumoving to face the ch~lenge of
dents. The present enrollment of
the future.
more than 10,000 full-time and "
Its decision to launch a fundpart-time students is an illustratraising drive for a new athletics
ion of the need for a new gymcomplex is an acknowledgement
nasium facility.
that the university, Windsor and
Equally important,
is the
the tri-county area have expercommunity.
ienced a period of rapid growth.
The university should be _a
The response is most welreflection of the people it serves.
come, in terms of meeting the
The new facility will encourage
level of quality that people have
· the holding of athletic, recreatcome to expect from this
ional and audience events. High
campus.
school athletic "championships
Through the years, the Uniand concerts could be held in
versity of Windsor, and its predecessor, Assumption C(?llege, the new comple~. Seeing as how
Windsor is a "labor town", it
have tried · to meet the requirewould seem only natural for the
ments of the community. SemiCanadian Labor Congress to
nars, conferences, athletic and
hold its national conference in
cultural events have beep staged
this city. These are just some of
on this campus for the benefit
the possibilities.
of all.
The ex1stmg facility, St.
While it's alright to dream,
Denis Hall, is quite simply, inthe ' planning and financing of a
adequate. Built in 1919 and excampaign of this nature is tantapanded in 1948, its use was in- . mount to its success.

Organizers have been working
on this project for some time
now. All the minute details have
been ironed out to the extent
that this facility will meet
present and future needs.
Securing the finances is the
final step before t~e actual construction starts.
To ob~ain the money, the
university will be going out
amongst the good people of
Windsor and the tri-county area.
The citizens, groups, organization and corporations will be
asked to dig into their pockets
so as to finance -the project.

cutback
letters
Dear Sir:
It is difficult to think positively when reading about the
federal government
cu ts to
libraries. Granted, there · is an
abundance of publications which
will seldom or never be consulted, and oe&upy valuable space.
But remember, if it is not there,
the c_hances of its use will be
greatly diminished . On many occasions , I hav~ discovered quite
by accident, some information
which proved to be quite valuable - on a topic not related to

srre
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This athletic complex will
belong to the people, not just
the univ~rsity community. What
· people should keep in their mind
though, . is that this community
asset belongs to the next
generation also. With this fact in
mind, we urge everybody to contribute to this project .

'LBTTBBS
Library

oN T..CtS'

All Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced and limited to 500 words
or less . . Letters must be signed and accompanied by a student number and phone
number. All letters considered by.,the staff to be libelous and slanderous will be
witheld. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length. The deadline
for submission of Letters to the Editor is Tuesday at noon.

ment. Remember suc!1 a letter
the immediate piece of research.
These publications are part of · does not require a stamp (gosh,
I wonder if that will be elimithe life blood of the universitnated in the financial squeeze?).
ies, the roots of our heritage and
culture. Progressive elimination
will contribute to the wilting of
C. Gordon Winder
Professor of Geology
the "foliage".
University of Western Ontario
At the other end of the
spending SRectrum, are the millions being spent on tanks, jets
and destroyers - for what pur pose? I suppose the demise of
civilization .if used on a global
scale, or piles of rust some
twenty years down the road Dear Editor:
when the books will still remain
Regarding your editorial of
January 19th. , last, may I kindl y
useful.
I would like to suggest that
clarify some misinformation
which is quite evident to us , conevery member of the university
cerning our alleged peripheral
community
write the prime
only check of a matter some
minister or a member of parliij-

Security chief ·
clears air

crime rate" on nearby streets
time ago in or near a local cemeand indication ,s of some of this
tery. Following receipt of a re_on Campus, if such is indeed the
port of a scream emanating from
the cemetery area (one can draw
case, it is apparently unreported
their own conclusions on this as- , to us, thereby makiing it .difficult
pect) our Patrolmen Wallace and
for us to investigate accordingly.
Clements were both on the scene
We are even interested in occurpromptly. This despite the fact
rences "Off-Campus"
so to
that basically, it was even "Offspeak, thereby substantiating
Campus" and not actually our
our desire to pro vide good projurisdiction.
Our
Patrolmen
tection at all times, and also
checked the inside and outside
being cognizant of the fact that
of the area thoroughly and
crime kn ows no geographical
nothing out of th e ordina:ry was
bound aries. Thanking you for
found. The y were late r joine d by
the opp ortunity to clarify this
the local police who likewise
on beha lf of our Patrolmen.
\
found nothing in the area. It is
felt that our University Security
Patrolmen acted pr operly and re- , Grant Mciver
Director,
sponded pro mptl y in this mat ter. Regard ing th e "escalating
Office of Security

The Comm en t secti on is op en t o all members of the university community . Comments mu st be t yped,, double -spac ed, signe d and accompanied by a stu _d!:'nt number and phone n umber . All comments considered by the staff to be libelo~s or
slande ro us will be witheld . The staff reserves th e right to edit for grammar and
lengt h. Th e deadline for the submission of a comment is Tuesday at noon :

By David Cameletti

The installa tion last Monday
mo rn ing of Edwa rd Schreye r to
the position of Governor General of Canada represents a positive development in th e political'
affairs of this country. The former Manitoba premier will add
much credibility to a sagging institution whose relevance in a
modern, urbanized country has
often been questioned throughout the course of the last two
decades.
Previously, the office of the
Governor . General ·had been re-

served first for elder British
public servants as a reward for
their services .to the Crow n and
t o th e th en existent Brit ish
Emp ire, and , more recent ly , fo r
Canadian military or diplomatic
personnel ready for their last
tour of active government duty.
Schr eyer, in eight years as
prem ier of Manitoba, four years
as a federal Member of Parliament, nine years as leader of his
province's
New
Democratic
Party, and six years as a member
of the Manitoba legislature, has
displayed a very knowledgeable
outlook with respect to the

country . He has consiste ntly reaffirmed his suppo rt for the
Canadian mosai c, the predominant theme of which seems to be
that in diversity, as in the ex~
ample of this nati on's popu lation, the re is strength. This convicti on alone would seem to
quality him as _a legitimate
holder of the Office of Gogernor
General.

feature which characte rizes over
one quarter of this nation's
peoples. He is from the west,
which is rap idly beco ming the
econ omic and polit k al fo cal
po int fo r th is coun try . He embraces social dem ocracy, which
is acce pt ed as a necessary political fact in all part s of Canada ,
except for the Atlantic Provinces.

Schreyer, as an individual,
seems to typify many ·of the
realities which pervade Canada
today. He is neither of British
nor French
background,
a

Perhaps most importantly,
Schreyer has indicated that he
will vocalize
his opm1ons,
· although not controversiaily, as
to the manner in which he in-

terprets the daily events and
happenings which affec t- the
cou rse of Canadian life. In this
way ' he will becom e another important voice in the continuing
deb ate as to the .futur e of th is
country . - ,
Many exp ecta tions are being
made of Edw ard Schreyer ,
Canada's
twenty-seco nd
Governor Gener al, and it will be
to th e benefit of . all Cariadians
if he can meet such expe~tations
in the dignifred and competent
manner which he did so well
during previous yets in public
life.
..

,'
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lran:''It is a revolution''
I

By Kamran Mofid

t

forced holiday, the revolution
the army and in 1921 seized
- In the last few months, Iran
could enter a new era. The strugpower in a Military coup. Conhas been the scene of mass
gle goes on. Bakhtiar's govern- - sidering he had such lowly bedemonstrations and the downfall
ment seems almost bound to
ginnings, the Shah is known to
of several governments. Many - fall, the army is always a threat
· have $2 5 billion in Swiss and
people have been killed by
and the religious elements could
American
bank
accounts,
government troops and others
all enter a power struggle and
enough to salvage the deficit of
have been tortured by the feared
lead the country into civil war.
the American budget. His twin
secret police - the Savak. TransU.S. ·publicity
states the
sister, Princess Ashraf, has earnportation has broken down, one
reason for the uprisings in Iran
ed millions of ,dollars through
banking system all but collapsed
is the opposition . of the religious
·trafficking narcotic drugs; such
and oil production ceased. The
fanatics to the Shah's modernizas heroin and cocaine, which has
demonstrators
controlled
the
led to several arrests irr internatation and · westernization. One
streets for hours at a time while
ional airports. The Shah's corthing open to question is, "Are
hundreds · died in battles with
rupt ministers and close friends
millions of people, including
soldiers and police. It seemed
haye stolen close to $3 billion
doctors, engineers, civil servants,
the country was telling Shah Mo- - university professors and stusince September, 1978.
hammed Reza Pahlavi what
Iran enjoyed a 'short period of
dents, all Moslem fanatics;"
Louis XVI was told after the
freedom and democracy in the
These people are not in a religstorming of the Bastille: "Sure,
late 1940's and early 1950's at
ious struggle but a fight for
it i~ npt a revolt; it is a revolutfreedom. Religion has become
the time of the popular governiofl."
the ~oice fos all Iranians to air
ment of Dr. Mohammed MosThe turmoil in Iran has detheir views.
sadegh, head of the Tuden party,
veloped because of the lack of
The
Shah's
regime
has
which forced the Shah to abdidemocracy which means the
become so hated because it has
cate •for a short time. He was
non-existence of real and fair
become a sy!Ilbol of corruption
brought back by a CI.A.-backed
elections: political parties, presto • the ·Iranian people. The
coup d'etat. It was and is a very
sure groups, a free press, an iIJ;
Shah's great modernization has
sad and dark period of history
corrupt civil service, indepenbeen and continues to be rooted
for Iranian people, as it has
dent courts of law, freedom of
in the U.S. program for Iran. Untaken another 25 years to reach
speech and so on.
til every scrap of this program is
the same situation they had
In short, the Iranian people
totally elimin,ated from Iran, the
then.
want firstly, the immediate overstruggle of the people will conToday Ayatollah Khomeini
throw ·of the Shah's regime and
tinue.
has got the · support of the
alf reactionaries, as well as, the
Those foreigners whq Qave
masses and as shown j n news
ouster of u:nperialist powers
lived in Iran long e~ough certain- · films, they are waiting for his refrom - Iran. They want all U.S.,
ly know why Iranian people
turn to Iran. It is waiting game
British, Germans, J.:rench, Japanhave always known that Pahlavi
for both Iranians and Westernese and Russian "advisors" op;
rule makes Watergate look like a
ers, to see if Iran's problems
of Iran immediately. Secondly,
Sunday bingo game at the local
could be slowed by a Liberal Isnq foreign country should inchurch. Public cynicism is based
lamic Republic.
tervene in Iran's internal afon the deeply embedded hc;,tion
With
President
Carter 's
. fairs, leayi~g, t~~\ :itiz"ens· free to
that the Shah ha~ used corrupthuman rights camp~ign, it. is
de-termirie their own destiny.
ion as a system of government
time he applies his policies to ~11
thir<ily,
independence
and
to buy loyalty and that-the Pahnations whether they are of
democracy for Iran.
lavi Foundation has served as a
economic or str~tegic im£?~t ~,,
E~n though man · th()u.sands
tax-Jit;e ~l,!jh fynd f9r the RQ}:'.~ "'
ce to Jt..meric...a.
~ 1_1ot.
_. .
'itave een killed- by government
al Family rather than · a charity
troops, so far one ~attle s_trategy
as it is advertised. (Washj_ngton
The presept situation in lran
has not been violent on the part
Post'No~ : i9, 1978). ' .,; {'
:
is the c~lmin~tton "'ef 37 years of
of' tlie people, usjng strikes to
The Shah himself has no
oppressive rule under the Shah.
~ cripple the · country's economy
Royal heritage - his father was
It is of great interest to the rest
and street marches to express
an opportunistic peasant, who
of the world what this outcome
their profound hatred for tµe
although illiterate until adult will be, especially to those other
P~hfavi dyn.asty. However, now
h9od, bad risen through · ,quick
countries who are also subject to
that _ the Shfill has
~ left for a wit and guile to be a colonel in a non-democratic leadership.
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By Ed McMahon

This Week's' Question: D~ you
think the university needs a new
gym or are the present facilities
adequate?
Photos by J-Ieidi Pammer

Denise Reid, MA :
"They could use a new one on
the main campus. St. Denis Hall
is kind of a disgrace."

:Greg Bennett, First Year, Hon.
History:
"I think we definitely need a
new gym. I think they should
expand the weight room facilities at the H . .K. building. St.
·Denis Hall is kind of antiquated."

Susan Demers, Fo~r~ Year, Hu-, ~an Kinetics:
y, "I think they need a new gym ·
because the present one certainly isn't adequate. It's about time
they built a new one."

discuss course changes

By Steve Del Basso
. , , Once again a Senate meeting
.was dominated by a discussion
o'tcourse additiorts to the Calen. dar. All 22 new courses to the
Faculty _ of ·Graduate Studies
were ratified by the Senate.
The Senators also concurred
j
that the Master of Fine Arts program is in demand because the
University of Windsor is only
one of ·the few post-secondary
institutions to offer the program.
In regards to course changes,
·a motion by Dean A. S. Nease to
re-align the course load require·ments for the Faculty of Education was carried. This was due to
the announcement by the Ministry of Colleges and Universities
that ·• required . courses for a
Teacher's
certificate
will be
changing in the future.

The highlights of the meetmg
of the Council of Ontario Universitirs, described in the report
of the Academic Colleague, was
debated. The main feature of the
report was the decision of the
federal Department of Supply
and . Sei;vices to drastically reduce the number of libraries
which enjoy full or selective depository status for government
documents.
Depository status
refers to the acquisition of a
certain
number
of fed'eral
government papers.
In Windsor, the public library
has had 1 full depository status
since' 1927, which means that
any material that the Government publishes would i',Utomatically be available to the
Windsor Public Library. The university's libraries - the Leddy,
Law, and Education - have
selective · status. Mr. William F.
Dollar, the university's Librarian, feels that full depository
status is n'ot really necessary because ·a daily checklist of government publications from Ottawa
,. are promptly sent to the _university. It could then choose
which documents they would
like to r~ceive. The federal government has always complied
with the orders.
The threat ,of removing the

public library's full depository
status has prompted the Senate
to support a protest made by the
Windsor Public Library's Board
of Dir<;ctors to the federal government.
· The report of the University
Government Committee on the
. rights of faculty members on
sabbatical leave to participate in
departmental
act1v1t1es · and
School and Facu'lty council committees was · discussed by the
Senate which failed to reach any
final conclusions.
The Senators felt that the
Committee 's recommendation,
which denied sabbaticants these
rights, excluding acquisition of
all minutes , should be examined
further. To that end, it was
moved that the Committee's report be deferred until the ne~:t
meeting to allow for better understanding and consideration.
The amalgamation of the departments of Classical Studies,
Germanic and Slavic Studies and
Hispanic and Italian Studies was
approved in principle. A committee will be struck to study
the administration of dfe proposed department. The Faculty
of Arts had sought to create a
more efficient and coordinated
unit so as to tackle the academic
necessiti~s in this area.

I

Ivan Dufour , Fourth Year, Ind .
English:
"I think they need a new gym .. I
think ihe present facilities are
very inadequate and have been
for ten years."

Kathy Pearce, Second Year, Soc-

ial Work:
"If they can afford a new Busiess Building and a new Biology
Building, they can afford a new
gym . H. K. students have just as
many needs and rights as Business or Biology students."

Pat Sedlar, First Year, Arts:
"You're
artsy!!"

asking me??

I'm

an
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CJAM at least a hit closer to licence .
By Paul Chernish
C]AM has still not obtaineq a
. hearing for an FM licence but
nobody in the radio station is
ready to give up hope.
To ,sh Noma, the manager of
CJA~, is disappointed that the
CRT!=;.(Canadian Radio Television ·~:relecommunica dons
Commission)
t_aking so much
time in scheduling a hearing but
understands
the complications
involved in such a venture.
•:•1 have a funny feeling that
something is going to happen ...
meaning I'm pretty sure we're
going 'to have a hearing."
There has not been any true
steps taken by the CRTC during
the last two years to schedu!e an
exact hearing date for CJAM,
even · though
McMaster and
Waterloo have both had hearings
arranged for them, which resulted in the granting of FM licences
for those two campus stations.
CJAM's proposed licence is
one that grants the station the
right to braodcast in an FM
frequency
with 50 watts of
power. The station would have
to ca ter to t he university com munity under th e guidelines pre sented by the CRTC.

Detroit, and the American system of broadcasting, which is
governed by their Federal Communication Commission, a number of questions regarding a
prospective station's frequency,
channel and 'power output have
had to be dealt with.
"The FCC goes around grant-

Since the station has been
successfully
operating · under
CRTC carrier · current guidelines
for the last two years, the transition to FM may not be difficult. Noma, however, is more
concerned
with the current
problems involved in obtaining
the FM licence.
"One major problem that we
have encountered,
is the fact
· that we first have to get our carrier current licence renewed be fore our FM application is considered. This will come up in
February of this year and should
be no problem but it is still timeconsummg.
Carrier current is simply a
system by which the signals are
transmitted by wire throughout
the campus. C]AM is currently
broadcasting only in the pub and
the University Centre because
it's main transmitter is being repaired in Toronto. The carrier
current system, according to
Noma, should be completely
functiopal again by the end of
this month .
Another · reaso n why CJAM
has had a lon g waiting peri o d is
beca u se of the stat ion 's lo cati on.
Becaus~ Windsor is so close to

ing sometime in May of this y ear .
"If this occurs and a licence is
granted, I feel that C]AM w ill
definitely be one of the major
institutions on · this c~mpus . We
will be a great service to the individual student, ~ the campus
community
and the city of
Windsor."

ing 100 watt FM licences to
American high school stations so
it's easy to see why there is so
much traffic in the airwavt'ls."
Even with all of the complications - involved, there ) s still
an outside chance that CJAM
will be slated for a CRTC hear -

Red .Wings look to WindsOr
By John Malette

On Tuesday, the Marketing
Club presented Al Coates, Director of Publicity and Promotion for the Detroit R.ed Wings.
Speaking before a crowd of
about 40 students in ·the Mdme.
Vanier Lounge, Coates claimed
that "the Detroit Red Wings are
the best franchise in the NHL."
Maybe not ·a respectable team
on the ice, but amongst the
league leaders in financial statis tics. In the 19 77-78 s.eason, the
Red
Wings
played
before
555 ,000 f;ms and established at tendanct:
records unsurpassed
by any previous Red Wing team.
Coates assum ed his position

in 19 7 5 at a time when the Red
were transformed into a playoff
Wing organization was confrontcontender
and
a valuable
ed with bleak prospects for the
marketable item .
Presently, the Red Wings arc
future. Management had · placed
struggling and it appears asCoates in an awkward position.
though aggressive !lackey has
"Because of the high at_left town. Coupled with the
tendance d·uring the years of
move of the Detro it .,.Red Wings
mediocre
play,
management
in the fall of 1979 lo the larger
didn't care about the fans and
Louis
Aren ar- Coate's
raised ticket
prices,"
stated · Joe
troubles appear alij'lost insurCoates . What resulted was the
of _ 3,000 . season
cancellation
mountable. "We are looking totickets and a drastic reduction in · wards Windsor as an ·amport·
revenues.
ant market. Recently we have
ln 1976, Ted -Lindsay ar rived
lifted television blackouts in an
tu remedy the situation . In an
effort to improve relations with
effort to draw the fans back , he
Windsor residents . We want
and Coa tes devised and pu rsued
Windsorites to come and cheer ·
a strategy 9f aggressive hockey.
for our team, not the Leafs or
Jn one season, ' the Red Wings
Canadiens."

The Unc lassified sectio n is open to alL members of the university com munit y.
Submissions mus t be typed, d ouble-spaced and limited to three Jines . (60 s troke

UNCLASSIFIED
line).

Submissions

must be signed and accompanied

by a student

number

an d

phone number. The staff _reserves the right to edit for gram ma r a nd length. The
deadline for, submissions to the Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon.

Coffee
COLLEGE:
IONA
House. Every Saturda y evening.
8 - 11: 30 p.m. 20 8 Sun~et Ave .
GUiTAis ;' Epiphone FT-150,
no case - $175 . Manual Rod riguez guitar, with case ~ $175. Call
Gr aham Hobbs at the Reg1strar's
Office, Exf. 2P3.

TYPlh./G: Essays, term papers
etc . ·Fil,st and Accurate, Reason-

able rates available .
Jan ., at 258-1377 .

CATHOL _IC CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumpti o n University, 254-3112
MASS SCHEDULE: Sund ay 10 :30 a.m. and 4 : 30 p .m .
Daily - 12:00 Noon and 4:30 p .m. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5 p.m. -followe d
by Dinner - $1.50 .
·
Saturday - 11 :30 a.m .
HOUR OF PRAY ER AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10 :00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. Our centre is
open dail y . We are lo cated next to the University Centre. Feel free to drop in any time.

Contact

REWARD: l•ur the rernrn of a
blue stethoscope lost on campus.
Call 256-8336 afte r 5 p .m .
~MOVI E: Annie Hall , Februar~ '
2, at 8:00 p.m. in Moot Court.
$1.50 Non-law studen'ts, $1.00
Law studen ·ts. Sponsored by the
Student Law Society.

Ab·ick
shot

CARNIVAL : Caribbean Cultural Night "Carnival". Friday, . February 2 at 7 : 30 p.;,,. Admission :
$1.50 per person.

COMMERCE CLUB: Presents a
woman 's seminar on Thursday,
February 8 at 4 p.m. in Assumption Lounge .

REACHING OUT : Campu :; gay
studen _ts meeting on "Rea,:hing
out to others " . Tuesday, Jan .
30 . University Centre,
Rms .
4-~-6 at 8 p .m .

OPEN
HOUSE : Faculty
of
Human Kinetics presents its Career Open House on Wednesday,
January 31.

1--------------1

BAND-A-THON: Musicians from
the university campus will be
asking for your support for their
Band-a-Thon, tu be held Feb.
9-10 in the Music Building . Proceeds to pay for the band uniforms.

RETREAT: "Faith - What Does
It Mean In My Life Today?" ·
January 2o - 28. For more information call 254-3112 .
LOST: Brown felt hat, in the
pub, early D.tcember. Please return it to The Lance office c/o
Wendy.
FOR SALE: Head skis (six feet),
gindings, poles and boots. Excellent condition. Must sell. 9455882 after 5 p.m. daily.

OSAP: The deadline for submission of OSAP applicatiQns
for the winter semester is January -31.

ECUMENICAL SERVICE - Assumption
Lounge ·- Sunday,
January 28 - 8 p .m . Everyone
welcome.

ANNUAL LAW STUDENT REVIEW : Februar y 13, at 8:00
p.m.

C4MP
TOWHEE
Haliburton, Ontario--7 week (July 2--August 20) co-educational
resid~ntial camp for children with . learning disabilities . (ages 8-- -12)
is hiring s!aff--cahin counsellors; waterfront, arts & crafts, ·
nature and music instructors; remedial math, reading,
•
gross motor and speech and language instructors; resource
councellors with experience in behavior modification _~ nurse.
Applications

When you're drinking
tequila,
Sauza's the shot
that counts.
Tha t 's why more
and more people are asking
for it by name.

TEQUILA
Number
Number
• *,. • ar;.

... a~,.

One
One

o1.4'4·*,.,. • ., '"•• • •·• .,,_.....,...,
......,u,,

Orientati<~n on February 14th--9;00--10:00 A·M·,
Univ.ersity Centre. ,
_
Interviews on February 14th -between
10:00 A·M· & 4:00 P·M·

SAUZA
in Mexico.
in Canada.
1 -. ......_ .. S:4 _, ,o. 1-1 1--:..&1i1.i6-t.'l.- ..

..

and additional information av ttilahle through campus
Placement Office.
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tOhealth

Chemical pollution a potential threat
minute presentation on Monday
forms for poly chlorinated biin the Alumni Lounge. It was
phenyl and polybrominated biChemical pollution, which
the fourth such seminar in the . phenyl. These two chemical
has long been recognized as a
"Survival Series", sponsored by
compounds are closely inteserious danger to the environthe Ontario Public Interest Regrated in their molecular strucme~t , now represents a potentsearch Group (OPIRG).
ture an~ both pose an equally
ial threat to the health of human
·safe : limited his discussion to
dangerous potential hazard to
beings. Dr. Stephen Safe, a biothe two partic~lar chemical com- - the well-being of people.
chemist and professor in enpounds known to be pollutants
PCB was originally detected
vironmental sciences at the Uni- .to the atmosphere and possible
by a Swedish scientist, Soren
ve~sity of Guelph, emph·a~iz<;d dangers to human health ~. PCB's
J enseJl, ·wh-0 discovered · traces
this the r e t hroughout an eighty . and , PBfs, . which 'are "'simple
of the chemical in samp!es of

. By David Cameletti

Women and the Law

Various grounds for divorce
· By Lindsay Hall-Smeets

"Our divorce laws are not
based on demand," began Vicki
Ifobson a second year law student
and · Tuesday
night's
speaker at the third Women and
die Law workshop lecture.

der the same roof" if several criteria are met, including occupying separate bedroonis, (unless
it is financially impossible to do
so}, wife providing no domestic
services for husband and no
social activities together.

The 1968 Divorce Act, alBecause our d,ivorce laws atthough generally considered to _ tempt op the part of the spouses
be progres~ive legislati~n, still
to reconcile for a period of 90
has a category of '.'fault .. as
days or less during the three year
grounds for divorce.
separation will not stop the running of the neeessary three year
period.
·
With no mandatory waiting
period, a person can petition
"Divorce
will
not
be
for divorce by charging his or
granted", said Ms. Robson, "if
her spouse with any of the folthe judge suspects collusion, ;m
lowing: adultery, cruelty (men'agreement to falsify evidence as
tal or physical), bestiality, rape
to the grounds ·for divorce."
(of a third party), sodomy, bigThe Family Law Reform Act
amy or homosexuality. If the
was the basis for a discussion on
respondent (or spouse against
matrimonial pr~perty. It sets out
whom the action is ·brought} is
two kinds of property which
found "at faulf' by the judge,
can exist - "family and nonthe decree nisi is immediately
family assets".
granted.
The
other
category for
divorce grounds is . marriage
breakdown, which requires the
spouses to live separate and
- apai:t for a period of three years.
This can be accomplished "un-

be entitled to an· equal share of
the family assets, including the
matrimonial home on the breakdown of the marriage, unless one
of the spouses can satisfy a judge
that In equal division of family
assets would be inequitable under the guidelines of the Act.
With reference to 1 non-family
assets, which include such things
as one's business, investment in
realty' stocks, bonds, and separate bank accounts for investment income, the system of
"separate property" (based on
legal ownership} will prevail on ·
breakd_pwn of the marriage unless a judge considers this in· ,
equitable.

Thus, the new Act remedies
some of the inequities which existed in the past and provides for
a certain degree of flexibility to
be exercised by ·the courts.
Only time and the disqetion
· - of · individual judges will tell us
Family assets are those · things
how "just" this new legislation
_used by the family such as the
will be.
matrimonial home, all chattels in
the h·ouse and those things used
Nex ·t Workshop: "Child Wei~ .
for
shelter,
transportation,
fare, ·Change of Name, Adopt~
household,
educational
and
ion -Tuesday, Jan. 30th.
social purposes . Each spouse will

fish taken from all across
Sweden, in a dead eagle, and in
the roots of hair of himself, his
wife and his young daughter.
This · occurred in 1966. Since
'then, scientific evidence has re.vealed that PCB is passed ' from a
mother to her child whenever
breast-feeding takes place .
Safe remarked that women
do not necessarily have to stop
breast-feeding their babies because, in his opinion, the
amount · of PCB's which pass
from the mother to the ,child in
this process is too insignificant
to have a major or any real detrimental effects on the health of
of the young.
Nevertheless, PCB's do have
serious consequences for human
beings, esp~~ially as seen in a
number of cases where death has
resulted. Citing a major incident
in Japan, Safe related how PCB's
formed a major ingredient in a
,heat transfer fluid used in the
manufacture of a particular type
of rice oil.
This product was sold extensively throughout
Southwest
Japan and, as 'a result of the
levels of PCB 'in the product ;
hundreds of cases of PCB con~
tamiµation were repo it,ted, followed by the death of nearly
fifty people ,.
Major symptoms of PCB contamination include widespread
_and severe skin acne, and visual
disturbances.
On the po'int of PBB's, Safe
noted that due to PBB contami- ~
nation
of
cattle
feed in
Michigan, over 30 thousand cat- ·
tie, six thousand ·hogs, one and
a half million chickens, and·
thousands of tons of dairy and
milk products had to be destroy-

ed, and thi~, in his opinion, was
not enough.
The most astonishing revelation of the entire presentation is
found in the fact that hu'man beings are the authors of contamination 'by PCB 's and ~PBB's, a
contamination which ' may take
lives at some point in the future,
although
the
degree · or
occurence of such , a development is unknown to scientific ' re~
search .
PCB's and PBB's have been
.
manufactured since the - early
19 30 's and only recently have
they been totally banne<.i> in
North America.
These chemicals were ·r~leased
into the environment .th;o ugh
such occurences as the spraying
of ~rops, leakages from ships · into the ocean and the dum ling in
rural and urban areas . 0 ·cthemical wastes. Very seldom :· were
PCB's and PBB 's releasecl·· in
their pure form in to the envfronment, but rather as .chemical
compounds constituting part of
such industrial products as industrial fluid, ·plasticizers, . spray
components and flame retardant.
In Safe's opinion, the · extent
to whic.h PBB's -and PCB's are
harmfui to the human ba'tly} an
only be discovered through .further scientific inquizy. JieUdoes
believe that the fed<!ral g'' ernment's decision to totaJly . ban
·the production of · the · .·two
chemical compounds in Canada
is a positive step in reducing the
danger that they pose to ·human
noted that on:!y ·the
health.
complete abstention from the .
use of industrial and doµiestic
. products in which PCB's , _and
PBB's are a component can the
maj~r threats inherent in these
two chemicals be removed . .

He

.Observer to speak
By Mike Anderson
The last foreigner to leave
Cambodia before the country
was overrun by an invasion of
·Vietnamese troops will speak on
campus tonight.
Julian Sher, correspondant
for .the Montreal newspaper
Forge, toured over 1000 kilo-m~ters of Ca.tnbodia just before
~ the recent Vietnamese invasion
with a delegation from a Canadian-Maoist group called the
Canadian Communist - League
(Marxist-Leninist). He will be
speaking at the Alumni Lounge
Friday night at 7 : 15 p.m.
Accordin 'g to campus-based
Maoist leaders, Sher will not
confirm reports of genocide and
mass murder in Cambodia , but
will instead expose them as
"slander" .

"New reports are surfacing in·
· the press that the Pol Pot (Cambodian) government was not the
brutal , despotic regime it was
made ou t to be" said a local
CCL(ML) spokesman.
Windsor Maoists cite the report of U.S. journalist Richard
Dudman on Patrick Watson's
CBC television show_ last week,
as further evidence that the
Cambodian people are strongly
behind Pol Pot. Dudman said
that the Cambodian people were
apparantly happy and working
hard to rebuild their war-torn
nation before the Vietnamese in-

vacled.
Insiders say that Sher will also condemn the aggressive behavior of Cambodia by neighbouring · Vietnam, who . were
·backed by the Soviets.
Vietnam lau,nched its invasion
on Christmas Day, 1978 and has
now overrun most of the coun ~
try with an army of 100,000
'men and Soviet MIG-23 jets, ·although many pockets of Cambodian resistance continue to
fight on. Tbe CCL(ML) spokesman predic .ted that Cambodia
will eventually win the war , stating that "the Vietnamese will get
the same treatment the Americans got" in the 1960's. " They
will sink into the quagmire of a
people's war."
Sher's speech is part of a concerted effort on the part of the
CCL(ML) to pubhci ze the plight
of Cambodia, according to party
spokesmen. The ·Maoist group
will hold demonstrations and
speeches across the country to
lobby the government to cut off
foreign aid to Vietnam, which is
being used by that countr y to
purchase · arms and to launch
agressive wars against its neighbours.
Sher's group toured the tiny
southeast Asian country from
December 2 3 to the 30 on an in~
vitation from the Camhodian ·
government. Only a small handful of Westerners have visited the
land since 1975.

DONUTS, COFFEE_ AND CANDY ,
5 minute walk from University of Windsor
at University .an~ Rankin;
Good only for REGULAR DONUTS

-~
.........
........·-·...
.......................•
.
'

~

ONE
COUPON
PER
COSTOMER.
•
••
••
•
••
4
•

I

._,,...

DONUT CREDICARD
GOOD FOR ONE FREE
DELICIOUSDONUT

at STUCKEE'S

_

UNIV -ERSITY & RANKIN

_
..., ......
. ....................
. ..............
.
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i've got o n e
in m y he ad
i feel
i've got o ne
running
and tu gging
o n rea l
i've got one
but the lines '
untoo long
he dives with
and jump s with
would break ·
for a song
i've got one
but he's
on the mo ve
fast
panicked
and shaken
knows he can't
last
long
wait
yet don't
jump the gun
pull once too hard
and it's broken
it's done
run son
away
quick now
and swim
het line
your pla y ing
know you'll
not win
wait
the next
cast

HAVING LUNCH
I wasn't asking a question
It was my stomach.
(it does that once and while)
(stomachs do mumble)

_ DEW POINT

a

f
No, that wasn't a hello
That was a hiccup.
(too much ·air?)
(excuse ,me)

a

l
. l
s
gently .'

No, I'm not really crying either
'It's just that I'm allergic to food.
(it makes my stomach growl, gives me · hiccups
and makes my eyes water)

i hear it .
it t 1 s to me .
a k to me.

T. T.
it says it f

a
/

s
because

Before this candle dims
These waves must reach
The shores of sand
That guild the isle of Avalon.
Until the darkness comes
I'll speak these desperate changes
From the rock I'm standing on

\

it knows to do nothing else .
"after all, i'm only moisture .!" it tells me,
in its soft, tapping voice .

Shadows slip across the beach
Cast by lights that never fade
And swords susp ~nded out of re ac h
Above the sands of Merlin's Magic Arcad e
Before thi s candle dim s
I'll turn th ese wo rd s to leav es
And fre e th e m to the w ind
When the m o on is r.i-sen
And n o thin g's left fo r me t o fi·nd
But the pl ac e w her e I beg in .

~

a man
w ith a store
o n the corner
filled with clothes
up o n clothes
u po n clot hes_
no price tags on them -- :w,.;;"a•··-~~·~;;;;. -\lj~':!.t1~'1'·~,~
,;li'r,"'::~
.....
all in n is h ea d
u n like th e ~ti mb er
m ark ed o n his fo rea rm .

D. Deutsch

He di es d aily
in h is fl at in
So h o
Ho h o
we arin g a
gr in like
an und o ne
fly ing
t ryi ng
.to hit th e
earth lik e
a de ad m an

MY STOMACH TURNS

You
are a chicken b one
cr osswise in the gullet
too hard to swallow
or ign or e
pas sed b y th e teeth
of m y indignit y
impossibl e t o spit ou t
yo u m ak e m e wa nt
to th ro w up
Do n't talk to m e
of w ishb ones
th e\ ' must be
broken first!

SJ\ Y IT WITII F LOW E R S

Yo u had a te ar in yo u r eye
when
I b ou gh r yo u a ro se
and
yo u sa id you th o ught y ou tol ~ m e
DEAT II OF A P UN K ROCK E R

·~

~~~~ ·.

Gene Sasso

P..
erfor m ing th e _task a 1· my very be st ··
I en d my jnurncy in t his roo m
Layi ng m yself to eterniry's rest
[n th e d arkness of Mer lin 's m agic tomb .

Daniel Sullivan

~

"PRICES

So ngs e mbroid ered in m y mind
Le a d 'm e her e t o w alk upon th e wav e
To a sojo urn of a di ffe rent kind
e rl in 's magi c cave
Acros s th e b ay, in M_
Before this ca nd le dims,
Whil e th is flame o f ho ly li'gh t i'
Still protects u s fro m t h e d ark,
T he towe rs w ill fall
Blinding us all
. In t h e rad iance of t he final sp ark .

Bug

tit-·

D. Deutsch

, ( Hut I kne w bette r ) '
W_hcn I gave yo u a d oze n roses
you cr ied softl y.
I co u l<ln' t hea r w h at yo u had to say
·
bu t
y ou d o n ' t have to tell m e
([ th ink I know )
J\nJ w he n I b i·ough t yo u a b o uqu et
then
you reall y le t me .kno\\' .
( How w as I suppo se to know y ou
were a llergic to fl o wers?-)

T. T .

col d a nd in
a ne w su it :
Eddy Torre

I'

I.'

II II.'
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2/3 of Emerson. Lake and Pal~
mer, Busker bree;,ed through a
very faithful medley of Billy
Joel material and an excellent
cover of She's Not There.
They even have the · 0ourage
to do a set of early Who material

(includin ·g Summertime Blues),
and emerge virtually unscathed.

(T Bear).

,It says that if I don't give this
week's band, Busker, a rating of "'
at least 8 or 9, th~t I '11never see .:::
""
;
TB alive again!
. They really have their nerve. G
It's even signed: Stinger - 3rd . ~
year 'Chemical Engi11eering.
v:
Well Stinger old boy, it's just ]
not going to work .
Q..
All it takes is years
I,t.'s going to take a lot more
than that to influence me. Beside; 1 TB can take care of himweapons. One C!Jddle and your a
selt ·his nubby arms are registerdead man.
e';:J~ ith the RCMP as lethal
Just to show you that I'm, in
fact, my own man, l 'm going to
give Busker a 7 .9.
Thought that you could force
me to give them an 8 eh? Well,
you didn't know what you were
up against.

.ple ase call th C'L .mcc off ice .

Busker is at least a half a cut
above most bar bands - well
worth a trip to the Gallows, er,
Gallery.

·•························

of practice ..... and a truckload of Memorex tape.

I thought that they were folkies
(sorry, it's only rock and roll) so
I let it pass. ·As far as I know, the
record is still there. The price is
considerably lower, though.
·
History aside, Busker is ;m
enigma. How they can make all
the sound they do with only two
musicians is, w~ll. remarkable .

.•
.••.
.••
.•.••

When they first took the
stage, I rhoughr that it was
n1erely a ~.;ound check while
waiting for the rest of the band
to show.
It shocked me tp realize that
rhcy were finished their first set
by rhc rime I knew what was going on.
1
Looking (and

•

The name Busker seemed
familiar, but it didn't click until
they
mentioned
something
about an album that they have
out.
About three years ago, I
walked into a local record store
(which shall remain nameless)
and stumbled · upon a new
record b y a London (Ontario)
area du o by th e na me of Busker .

Flannels
Stripes
Checks
Collarless

COMPLETE STOCK
OF SHIRTS
20°/o off

COMPLETE STOCK Jump
OF SWEATERS Kaid
2 for 1

for Charley

St. Julien

Players lurk about
in 'Night Watch'
A modern tale of suspense,
Night Watch by Lucille Fletcher ,
opens this weekend as the next
presentation
of the University
Players.
Elaine Wheeler, the play's
central character, peers in to the
darkness of the cold February
morning and sees the contorted
, face of a murder victim staring
back at her {rom another apartment building. ls this horrid .
scene real, or just a figment of
her imagination? Elaine has one
answer, but everyone else, including the police, has a different theory.

NINF
:I' I

By The Ever Imp roving .
. F. J.Kovacic
I get up at about 8 : 30 and finally amble in to the dreaded
Lance
office. Another
day ,
another
story; the same old
grind.
Bu.t, hey!!! What's this??!!
Somebody's
left a ransom
note ..... they 've got my buddyTB

This is th e last kn ow n ph o to

197 9- PJ\GF

·---11

~BNTBM'AINM

of T. Be ar. If you bav e any in formation as to his w hereab o ut s',

26,

Twisting and turning, the plot
thickens confusing players and
audience
until
an explosive
conclusion is reached .
Hitchcock fans . will be in
theil' glory wa~ching the play
which begins this Friday, Jan uary 26 and continues each
night until February 3 (exclud ing Monda .y January 29).
Directed by Daniel Pa.trick
Kelly, Night Watch will be
staged at Essex Hall Theatre.
Curtain time is S p.m.
Tickets are $3 .50 and reservations can be placed by phoning tne Box Office at 25 3-4565
orext.121.

LEATHERS SUPERSOFT
20% to 50% off

ATS

·

Regular $ 95 _ $ 135 Tweed
Now 80 _ 120
Camel Hair

Bombers
length
Full Length
Trench

3/4

Herringbone
Cord ·

368 OUELLETTE

••
••
•
•••

•

••
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first rate performances of their
AC/DC is an exception, and
better material.
If You Want Blood proves it out.
They play straight ahead ,
turn it up, pin your ears back,
.
gonzo rock and roll. The music
is out of control, as lead guitarist
e'i1titled, McCarthy's Oaf, ~hich · Angus Young can well testify
(see cover).
expresses his pride for their
Finesse is not one of their
courage to choose the life they .
strong poif!tS, but who needs it?
did. Dark Side of Atlanta, on his
· They are one of a few bands
new album, also _shows Dan's
that always seem to be around
involvement with opposing culwhen , you need them. The past
tures.
ten years have .been littered
With a glimpse at Dan's
album cover you can see it was, with them; from Montrose, Ted '
Nugent, and Bad Company all
done with a degree of leisuFe.
the way to Kiss, the music has
Standing with hands in pockets,
(and · probably will) always enwearing white and in. stoc~ing
feet, you can guess that this man · dured. Well, at least as long as
' Torm.ado ;
there are Jack Daniels guzzling,
will be giving you sincere and
post pubescents (just barely)
peaceful tunes . At previous concerts, Hill has kept a tradition ,of
around to listen to it.
By Peter Hrastovec
not wearing shoes. This may be
AC/DC rely, as of now, solely
You don't have to tell me
an indicator as to what might be
on their live performances for
that a "few months" have passed
in store for you on Sunday
exposure. Their three previous
since Yes first released their
domestic releases haven't receivnight .
latest album, Tormato . No, I
ed any substantial amount of airDan Hill strikes your emothaven't been sleeping. It's just
ions with each of his songs.
play.
that it has taken me all this time
That's why there is, (or
Those attending Dan's concert
to figure out why such a
should be) such importance
Sunday will surely be expressing
talented quintet would resort to
emotions that they don't always
pl,aced upon this album.
stuffing our ~a·rs with this non feel by any other songwriter .
Live albums haye, in the past
sense they call progressive rock.
few years : been a focal point in
I guess I'm a slow learner.
brea king a band to wider medi a
Remember when it was chic
and sales exposure. Look at the
to listen to quasi-intellectual
results garnered by Frampton
groups like The Nice and King
Comes Alive (sorry , I was
Crimson while · all y our friends
scrounging for an example). A
were gorging on Black Sabbath
statement w'as made recentl y by
and (God help us!) Iggy and the
Atlantic Records that, "AC/DC
Stooges? And when Yes broke
are g!)ing to be the next Rolling
out onto the pop culture scene,
Stones". Pretty strong stuff, eh ? · combining the energy of rock
What . makes it even stronger is
with the finesse of th e classical
that both AC/DC and the Stones
tradition, you thought contempare on the same label ; Atlantic
orary music had peaked to its
Records .
greates height of glory.
The Stones were pretty rough
Tormato proves that success
and raunchy in their early days
has its limits. Yes · have been to
,~.
.iJv
too, so who knows?
the top but are now locked in a
You \,Jant Blo od.'?
· With aH the promotional
gradual descent into oblivion.
hoopla, it's impossible to tell .
They desperately try to match
One t_hing 's f ol sure,. though , ~he . the .success Qf sue .. colossal venBy Frank K ova ci~
; -;,,_? ,.,
;;to ·the Edge and
recor.d sp~aks ~for itself. It's full .. .tures . _as·c1~se-,
of an excitement . and vibrancy
Tales frQm Tppograph ic Oceans.
It's not often ·that an album
that truly reflects the ir concert
But somehow they do not capcover totally reflects the music
ture , the renaissance spirit of
appearances.
that is enclosed within. In the
Lead vocalist , Bon Scott,
their early period.
past couple of years, the "T&A "
belts out _th e- songs as if his life '"
cover art method has come into
depended on it. The rest of the
vogue. All right, I agree it 's nice ;
Part "of the problem lies with
band, well they 'r:e jus_t ''plain
but Playboy is much CQeilpe~.
Jon An'derson's lyri<;s. He writes
Besides, the music, with few e.x- · good an~ lou q.
poe rjcally ple~s'ing ve;s e-;'"bui: it's
It could even be termed ·as a , - an · to o•· superfici a.1-and someceptions , is usually glorified gargreatest hit~ packag~. All are
·bage (GG).
'what embarrassing for listeners :

JRBCOBDS
·~
.
.
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DANHILL
Frozen in the
Night
By Heidi Pammer

let's be friends -- let's be
lovers
let 's be all that lies in
between
close your eyes -- i'll show
you colours
that you 've never seen
This gives you an idea of
what Dan Hill's latest album is
like . Froze n in th e Night , his
fourth album, is approaching
-double-platinum status and can
be considered his best to date.
Dan Hill believes tha 1; a sincere love song remains the fast -'
est way to en ter people's hearts.
Hill sings of joys and pains of
love with tenderness and understanding. The beauty of these
songs captivates and touches
you with a sincerity like that of
.his gold single Sometimes When
We Touch.

Barry Mann, another very talented songwriter, collaborated
with . D,an on five ·songs, Dark
Side of Atlanta and Let The
Song Last Forever, being among
them. Mann also co-authored
Sometimes When We Touch .

'fhe 23 year -old, raised in the
Toronto suburbs was born to a
black father and white mother.
They emigrated from the United
States at the end of the
McCarthy era. Dan conceives a
tribute to his parents with a song

.,,.,
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R ejo ice forward out th is feel ing
Ten true summers long
We go round and round and
round .and round
Until we pick it up again
Time fl ies, on and on it
goes
Thru th e setting sun
Carry round and · round and
round and round
Until it comes to carry you
home
The flippant sythesizer solos
of Rick Wakeman are a letdown
when compared with the impeccable artistry of former Yes.key board virtuoso Patrick Moraz .
You will remember Moraz who
successfully filled the shoes of
Wakeman while the latter dab '
bled with a string of unsuccess ~
ful solo albums. When Wakeman
rejoined Yes on their last album,
Going For the One, he was expected to instill the same kind of
intensity
that
heralded his
Brahms' feverish entry into pro ;
gressive rock back in 1972. That
classicist
never happened. The ·_Moraz, with his novel -approach
to both electronic , key~oards
and accoustic pi3;no, left shoes
to large to be filled by the return
of the prodigal son, Rick Wakeman. A back-to-back listening of
~ elayer and this latest Yes effort
will attest to the critic's claim.
As usual, Steve Howe makes
up for Wakeman's lackluster performance with his o:wn gifted
abilities on "guitars of all sorts".
He has truly moved out of the
shadows of the past and h as asserte4 his own in_dividuality.
Alan White on percussion · and
Yes co-founder Chris Squire help
to fill in the gaps jn their flawless manner. And if it's any consolation, On the Silent Wings of
Freedom is as tight ~ tu n..e as.an:x;
that Yes has recently !e~orded.
But as a whole the album
lacks energy. So where do they
go from here? Oblivio!}? I hope
not. But retreating into the past
will only distance Yes from the
progressing tastes of music
lovers . And how long can any'
group survive on past success? I
guess Yes are slow learn ers, as
well!

-..,.;.

Club Sandwich

Lusty balladeers swoOp
down . on Wiiidsor
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets

be in the Lust and Fo und ").
Take one remedia l edu catAll but on e .of this "gro up of
ion t eacher. Add a hospital labseven" (t wo memb ers were
oratory tech nician. Combine a
missing) hail from the British
PhD. stu dent, a sanit ation enIsles. The lone Canadian , Grit
gineer and a talented musical inLaskin, is th eir "tok en gesture
strum ent craftsma n. St ir them
to the CRTC Canadian content
all togeth er and you have the
regulations" .
Frie nd s of 'Fiddler s Green - a
The Friends are all accom group of musicians who played
plished self-taught musicians
as much for their own pleasure
who play fo r fun, not profi t .
on Saturday night a·s for that of
Tam Kearney and Grit Laskin
their enthusiastic (if sometimes
each play twelve instruments
boisterous) audience at Club
and Grit made the g~itar ' and
Sandwich .
... mandolin
he uses. Fid dlers
Green is their home club in Tor"An unusual act" was their
onto, but since thei r beginn ings
promise and t hey delivered. Old
English and Scottish ballads
as a grou p eight yea rs ago, the y
were offered up, alo ng with
have travelle d all over North
poetry "that rhy med sooner or
Am erica ent ert aining in musical
festivals and dub s.
later" ; instrume nt als on guita r,
mandolin,
concertina,
Jews
As part of their already diHarp, flute and pipes ; a solo jig
verse -act, the _ Friends occasionby Alista ir Brown complete with
ally put on a Mummers play, a
bells around his legs and hankies
traditional Scottish medieval art
in his hands; and an unending
form, in which the characters
patter of stories and . jokes,
wear masks and costumes and
("Should any of you lust after
perform under the direct .ion of
Alistair during this dance, he will
group member David Parry , who

...
]
~
~

]
»
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is completin g h is PhD . in drama
at U of T.
They are five ·men in perpetual motion f singing toe -tapping ,
joking and totally involving their
audience. In a larger club, they

oft en stop th e show, clear away
all the chairs, and t each t he unsuspecting audience a dance or
two. Spontaneit y is their thing,
and it seems to work.
They have at different times
been called a "laff riot " , "the

Mont y Python of folk music",
and · "punk Folk" . Although
the y don 't consider themsel ves
a "c omedy acr'_', the Friends of
Fiddlers Green left a lot of people laughing long after the 'show
was over .

-z---------------------------------------------THE
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won dering why she ever agreed
to star in such a bad film .
Sure , she did it to help our
her friend , Jane Wagner , the direct or and writ er of Moment
by Moment as well as the cowriter for Tomlin's successful
Broadway
show,
Appearing
Nightly.
The
collaboration
worked once, it- should work
again, right? But it doesn't.
Travolta plays Strip, a sleazy
teenaged bum who gives ·a new
meaning to the word boring.
Strip hounds Tomlin's character, a m·iddle aged married
woman
named
Trish, even
though she tells him to get lost
at least seven times before they
finally make contact. Too bad
Strip doesn :t take the hint. If
he did, there'd be no story and
we could all go home.
Instead, Strip spends the
night with Trish because his
best friend is killed and he needs
comforting.
In the morning
Trish seduces him, more out of
pity than love. It is an omen of '
doom, the only thing these two
have in common is sex .
Moment by Moment is the
story of a "May -December "
beach house affair whose high lights includ e the idiocy of

MDVIBS
cise. There are no Oscar winning
performances, no heavy messages.
About all you · can say about
the movie is that it 's entertaining.

Superman
By Mark D. Greene
Look up in the sky! It's a
bird, it's a plane, no it's a bomb .
Well maybe not quite a
bomb , maybe a firecracker . The
much touted and big budgeted
Superman falls short of my expectations. I didn't believe a
man could fly, but I was entertained.
The only thing super about
the movie is Marlon Brando's
paycheck. Two million bucks for
what appears to be two pages of
lines. I'd have done it for $2.50
American.
For anyone who followed
Superman in the comics as the
cool guy who flew around in a
red and blue suit, you will be
surprised to find
the movie
Superman Christopher Reeve,
as a bulky and naive nerd who
flies around in red leotards. The
cool superman would not take
Lois Lane for a joy ride in th e
middle of t he night. That's a jo b
for Pete r Pan . Pete r Pan was
never cool.
The beginning -is confusing
and really irked me. In the opening scenes three Kryptonite convicts are shown bei ng tried for
treason by the Cou ncil of Krypton. They are sentenced by
Superman's father Jor-el who is
playe d by Brando . Th en the
dome that protected them is
opened and this wandering
album cover swoops them up .
The conv icts t are doomed to
wander the universe in what
looks like Queen's Sheer Heart
A:ttack album .
This is another example of
the new Hollywood trick of
putting something in the movie
where there has to be a sequel.
What happened to the good old
days when movies said "The
End" and you knew it was the
end?
The scenes dealing with
.'Superman's/Clark Kent's childhood and adolescence are also
done quite well but Reeve's
portrayal of the supposedly mild
mannered Clark Kent is a bit
over done. Clark Kent comes off
looking like a bumbling nincompoop, and there's nothing mild
mannered in that .
Gene Hackman, who plays
the villain Lex Lath or, is great.
Th ere isn't a nice hair on his
head and that 's the way it
should be.
Margot Kidder, a nice bit of
home grown Canadian talent , is
great in her role as Lois Lane .
Her portr aya l of the gruff, independent fema le reporter is one
of t he better parts of the m ovie.
Th e rest of the characte rs in
the m ovie J imm y Olsen, Perry
r White are all adequ atel y portrayed . Even Vale rie Perrine's chest
does an adequ ate job. It's a sad
thi ng to say bu t that's all yo u
can say about her acting ability
in this flick.
The story itself is one of
those multiple disaster types.
Californja falls into the Pacific
but is saved by Superman, who
spins the world back a day.
It 's a corny movie complete
wit h corny lines. It's obvio us
when Sup erman say s he 's.here to
defend truth , justice and the
American way . Because it is such
a simple movie it's hard to criti• • '" 1 ) • !. • 'l ~ ·~
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Moment

.

by

Moment
By Brenda A. Ingratta
In Saturday Night Fever we
had the rare opportunity
of
watching John Travolta try to
dance his way out of a paper
bag. In Grease we watched him
try to sing his way out of a
paper bag. And now, in Moment
by Moment, Travolta should just
pull the paper bag over his head
and be done with it.
I like Lily Tomlip, I have al·
ways liked Lily Tomlin. But after the first half hour I began to
feel embarrassed for her sake .
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building sand castles and then
worth y tha n the acti ng 'and ir\
lament ing th at the tide will dessupposed to be th e other wa y
tro y them , so we 'd better tak e
around .
Moment by Moment is bilkd
ou r pictures now. In anothe r
as "the year's most controvers scene we hear Dan Hill's Someial love story". What is so contimes When we · Touch , the antroversial
about
an
affair
them of all grossly sentimental
between
a 40 year-old (or
love affairs.
Yes, Moment by Moment is
better) . woman and a fell ow
peopled with stereotypes and
around 20?
drowns in a sea of cliches. What
The idea was explored in a
other film would dare to pair off
very good, perhaps even excelTrish with a white terrier and
lent 1973 film called Forty
Strip with a mongrel and then
Carats, starring Liv Ullman and
aggravate the situation with . Edward Albert. Even more re-cen tly there has been In Praise
too many, shots of botb · dogs
of Older Women. But what besnuggled close to one another?
fore raised eyebrows can now
Strip a'nd Trish keep having
muster only a yawn.
intense arguments, intense loveMaybe we're meant to read
making, intense silences - emotions .are spread around so liberbetween the lines to locate the
ally that they are spread thin.
controversy. John Travolta and
Lily Tomlin look a lot like one
We pray for another scene where
Travolta and Tomlin won't cry
another, so much so they could
but our prayers remain unansbe brother and sister, at .least son
wered. We inust endure the
and mother. Indeed, incest 'is a
ordeal of four or five arguments
conrroversia-1 topic!
.
with the two of them carrying
But with Wagner's uninspired
on like a married couple. I'm
· direction and Travolta and Tomnot sure what's worse, the arlin's garbled lines, even ,;incest
guments or the love-making_ of
would be dull.
making up . Both are so tedious!
Besides, you know a movie is
Don't bother with Moment
m serious trouble when the
by Moment. Bet on a winnei:. and
scenery becom es more notesee Superman (again).
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Toronto meets Windsor

Triumph and Hellfield to 'turn up Cle~ry
'

.

It's a pleasure to see two up
and coming Canadian acts taking
advantage of Cleary's marvellous
accoustics.

By Frank

J. Kovacic

On Friday, February 2nd., .
Cleary Auditorium will welcome
Triumph and Hellfield in concert.
This is unusual, since the

Book Review

Cleary is noted for presenting
performers of the finer arts . The
Windsor Symphony Orchestra
and various ballet performances
immediately come to mind as
examples.

Triumph has been together
for about three years, but up
until now, they have been more
successful
in the southern
United States, (playing to sola'
out, g,ooo seat auditoriums)
than in their Canadian homeland.
Percuss ionist Gil Moore, of
Triumph, says that he 's happy
with the band's success in the
U.S. but concert appearances,
like the Windsor show, are needed to bolster the band's appeal
in Canada.
Recording of their 3rd LP has '
just been completed at Sounds

Since the beginning of time
man has spent a not inconsiderable amount of time putting
down · his fellow human : beings.
It's onl y recently that these
invectives have been transcribed
and brought forth to an eager
public. It seems that every new
wisecrack
lends
cause for
another anthology on malice.
A freelance writer from Toronto ("hating Toronto is the
second national sport"), Nancy
McPhee, has presented a collection of insults culled from the
literary and historical perspective .
Therein, lies · the problem
with listing. It spends too much
time on the witicisms from the
worlds of words and old bones
and too little time on the barbs
relevant to modern society.
One man whose quips are
necessary for the success of an
insulting book is Mark Twain.

~he

Hellfield, whose leader . and
namesake, Mitch Hellfield, is a
transplanted Britisher, will open
. the show for Triumph.
In a recent telephone interview, Mitch explained that Hellfield is a year-old project that is
finally taking shape . They are a
smooth rock outfit that leans
heavily towarJs a melody oriented base for its roots.
Leaving the small club circuit

for the more spacious concert
halls is a break that Hellfield
needed. Says Mitch, "Small
clubs and bars are so restrictive .
We like to move around a lot on
stage, and it's no fun bumping
into your bass player every time
ou make a move." .
Hellfield will also be working
on a new album, their 2nd for
Columbia Records, in Toronto
studios after their current stint
with Triumph.
Tickets for the Cl~ary show
are priced at $7 ($8 at the door)
and can be purchased ·at the
Cleary box office, Records on
Wheels, and Shoppe rs' Record
and Tape Mart .

Short Story

I bid you Welco1J1,e
to My World .

A Canadian corner is a must look at National Lampoon - and
the authoress obligingly delivers.
Pierre Berton defines a Canadian
as "somebody who knows how ,
to make love in a canoe." In
By Ed McMahon
you with me."
1963, Gerard Fillion went out of
His comments on various subAs a graduate student in
At this point in the interview,
his way to heal the rift between
jects, range from school boards
Psychology, I had envisioned all
John
pulls a carrot from his
Quebec and the Anglophone
(In the first place God made
sorts of wonderf~l new things
pocket
.
·
provinces
by
saying
that.
"Queidiots; this was for pr.actice; then
brought about by opening my
"What's that you've got,
he made school boards) to manbec is not a province like the
own · pract ice in psychology.
Frax?"
kind (Often it does eem a pity
others. She is a little more
These tended to be dimmed ·
"You
know
very well,
that Noah and his party didn't · stti"pid."
however, as time w~nt by.
Braple y. This is the latest. The
miss the boat).
Sir Wilfred Laurier once desthought my practi<;e' would bring
new weapon of the Intelligence
cribed Canadians as "a great
The
charm
of Winston
I
•
me autonomy, a chance to do
Operations
against the Imperial
mass of ignorant electors." CanChurchill is noted. 'when a fe-'
new and glorious things, freeFront
for
the
Better Universe.
adians,
or
for
that
matter
any
male M .P. acc9sted Churchill
dom from the petty politics
It's a Colin Special, the Mark IV
one, who purchases this book
and accused him of being drunk,
often involved in hospital pracpocket Atomic Blaster. "
might also fall prey to this deshe replied, " Bessie, you're ugly.
tice, and a chance to help those
"Oh, really? "c
,
cription.
I
can't
say
that
this
And tomorrow morning I shall
patients frequently referred to
"Yeah. Your secretary is one
book is relevant to our society
be sober."
• as the 'higher ups ' in the hospital
of our agents. She gave it to me .
' because the subject matter itself
It 's quite the rage to put
heirarchy. I guess everyone like
on the way in. And JlOW I'm
is irrelevent. I do wish that Ms.
down the Americans . and Ms.
me had these visions of 'helping
going
to fry your left -arm off,
McPhee
would
have
restricted
McPhee sees no reason to differ.
people ' (in a very idealistic way).
just to prove I mean business."
her enthusiasm to the insults and
Oscar Wilde talked about Ameri Unfortunately, I found my task
John points the carrot at me,
barbs which have cropped up ,
can exploration : America had
to be frighteningly large and
makes
a strange face, as if he
recently.
often been discovered before
freq1;1ently thankless, and my rereally
hates
what he's doing, and
The
best
possible
review
that
Columbus , but it had always
ception room was often filled
makes a trigger-pulling motion
· this collection deserves is that of
·been hushed up.One statement
with ·patients for whom I can
with his left hand. I look down
Groucho Marx's: From the mothat has certainly stood the test
find no other term than 'just
at my arm.
ment
I
picked
your
book
up
of time is that of H. L . Mencplain weird'.
" It's still there, ·Frax."
until I laid it down, I was conken's: No one has ever gone
Take
John,
for
instance
·
(not
"It
may be in your world, but
vulsed with laughter . Some day
broke underestimating the taste
not
in
mine."
his
real
name)
.
John
insisted
that
I intend reading it.
of the American public . ·
his real name was Flight
"Now let me get th is straight
' Lieutenant Fraxpan D. Muldon.
Frax. My arm is here, in my
He was, of course, psychotic.
world, because I don't see things
Living in his own world; Crazy.
the same as you do in yours,
The following is my report of
right?"
"Right."
my last meeting with John .
"And I never will see things
At ten o'clock, (he was althe same as you, right?"
ways very -punctual),
John
"N ot · unless you come into
walked into my office. He didn't
my world."
believe in waiting. I open ed our
"But that 's not possible, 1s
meeting with my usual, "Good
it?"
morning John."
·
"Sure it is."
" The name's Flight Lieuteni
ESTO
"Alright, then, frax. For -the
,ant Fraxpan D . Muldon , pal.
1929
purp oses of discussion, let's
You can call'me Frax."
"O.K. (All this time I am fur- . assume you can get me into your
world . How do you go· about
iously taking notes). So how's
it?"
things, Frax?"
"It's simple. I can do it right
"Just fine, I guess, if you like
now."
incarceration. How long are you
"Alright then ·, Rrax, I'm
guys going to keep me here, anyready when you are."
way?"
Please allow me to depart
John moved, to the drinking
from the int~1;iew. John keeps
fountain, drew a cup of water,
and sprinkled some sugar into it.
insisting that I am the head
"Here" he says, "drink this" . I
agent of the Intelligence Operatdrink.
The room spihs, and I
ions against the Imperial Front
suddenly
find myself 1-ookingup
for the Better Universe. Crazy,
from the floor at Johh "Frax". I
eh?
look down at' -my left arm. A
"John ·, uh ... I mean Frax, you
stump
protrudes
charred
know you 're free to come and
through
my
uniform
of . the
go as you wish."
Intelligence Operations against
( "Free hell! You know I can't
the Imperial Front for the Better
go too far on this planet. Once I
Universe. I look at Frax. He
step outside the protection of
looks
at me with a peculiar
your Force-Shield, I'll die. The
gleam in his eye. ~Throwing back
atmosphere here is poison to all
his head and laughing uproarse11tiences. But let me tell you,
iously, he says, "Welcome to my
pal, if I have t-0 go, I'm taking
..
world."

.Insult to injury
By Dave Powis

Interchange in Toronto. According to Gil, the new album reflects the· band's maturity and
exhibits a sophistication that
really wasn't evident on their
two
previous
power
rock
albums.
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-EVENTFUL
IVBNTS
Jan

30
-Windsor chapter of the Aquatic Explorition and Research Associates (AERA) meeting at 5
p.m. in Rms. 1 & 2 in the
Centre. Club film to be shown.

-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks ,
Saturday Night Fever, Badham .

-School of Music, Euge,ne Wade,
french horn, Gregory Butler,
piano .

- Christian Culture Series, Stanley Martin Hauerwas "The Moral
Value of the Family", University
Centre, University of Windsor,
8:20 p.m.

-Third World Dinner, Vanier
Dining Hall - 5 to 6 : 30 p.m .
Tickets $1.50 available at the

-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Concert Series, Maureen Forrester, contralto, Laszlo Gati, conductor.

University
Centre ,
Campus
Chc1plaincies, and at the door.

-Scha°ol of Music, John Schaf- ·
fer , guitar .

8

-''. The Wizard of Oz", 7 :30 pm ,
1118 Math Building.

1
-Art Gallery of Windror, Thursday noon hour film series, The
Way of Seeing Part 2.
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
Silent Movie, Mel Brooks.

_:__Universi!f.of Windsor Players ,
~ight Watch.

-University
Watch.

forming Arts Series, Kathryn
Moses, flautist, and trio.

of Windsor, Night

-People Talking Back, Sunday
(from 8 - 11 p.m.) CBET Chann~l 9 will . broadcast a programme on -issues and problems
that are bothering all of us.
After the broadcast you will
have five days in which to Talk
Back by phoning in your comments, ideas and opinions. There
will be one-hour foliow-up programmes on five Sunday afternoons when the Talk Back will
be aired. Iona College is sponsoring a group that will phone in
.after the February 4 programme,
and will meet at Iona, over coffee, during the follow-up Sunday
afternoon programmes. If you
wish to be part of the "Iona College Group", phone Jean Sonnenfeld, 253 -7257, and find out
how you can Talk Back.

3

-"Bottle Babies." The effect of
the promotion of artificial baby '
formula in the third world . Film
and . guest speaker from Infant
Formula
Action
Coalition
(INFACT). Van ier Lounge, 7:30
p.m .

9

15

The

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Thursday noon hour film series, The
Way~ of Seeing Part 4.

14

- Art Gallery of Windsor, Thursday noon hour film series, The
Ways of Seeing_Part 3.

- "An Uncensored Look at the

-St Clair College, Flash Flicks ,
Romeo and Juliet , Zeffirelli. · -
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Jan. 16/79-Little River Band/Ambrosia-Grand Rapids Civic Aud.
Tickets : $6.50, $7.50, 8 p.m.
Jan. 18/79-Little River Band, Royal Oak Music Theatre. Tickets:
$7:50, $8.50, at 7 :30 p.m.

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Friday morning lecture series,
"Genre Painters, Realists and
Impressionists''.

Jan. 26/79-Burton Cummings, Royal Oak. Tickets: $7.50, $8.50, at
8p .m .
·
·

-Windsor Community Theatre,
Forever Yours Marie-Lou.

Feb. 2/79-Triumph/Hellfield,
Cleary Aud . (Windsor) . Tickets:
($8 at the door), showtime at 7:30 p .m .

6

;1

-Rush, Saginaw Civic Centre . Tickets: $8.50, 8 p.m.
Feb. 3/79-Toto,

of Windsor, Night
-Ontario
Film Theatre,
nova, Fellini.

-Ontario
Film Theatre,
Lion in Winter, Britain.

RCMP" Paul Copeland, lawyer ·
and member of the Law Union
of Ontario , takes a look at the
...recent disclosures of RCMP
activities and the MacDonald
Commission. Alumni Lounge,
3:30 p.m.
- Ari Gallery of Winpsor, Arts
Expanding, Robin MacKenzie,
"The Artist as a Photographer".

Casa-

-Windsor Community Theatre,
Fore ~er Yours Marie-Lou.

Royal Oak . Tickets: $7.50, $8.50, at 7:30 p.m .

Feb . 8/79 - Che'e-ch and Chong , Flint IMA. Tickets : $7.50, $8.50, at
8 :00 p.m .
Feb . 1~ /79-.Mice Cooper,"Cobo Arena. Tickets: $9, $10, at 8:p.m.

.7

·11

- Art Gallery of Windsor, Per-

Feb . 26/79-Heart,

Cobo Hall. Tickets: $9, at 8 p.m.

Mar. 2/79-Cheech and Chong, Royal Oak. Tickets : $7.50, $8.50, at
7:30 p.m.

Announcing
theTri
umhSpitfire
Winners
'

C

Audrey Conn
Universityof
Saskatchewan

ongratulations on having
won a brand new Triumph
Spitfire, the happiness car.
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TransCanadaTelephoneSystem

Sweeps
takes
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Gallery intramural teams winning in two division
INTRAMURAL HOCKEY
By Gerard Lavimodiere

_
HavJng now completed eight
weeks of intramural hockey, we
have how only two undefeated
teams. The Commerce Blues are
leading the "A" division with
thirteen points. The Ro~kets are
at the ' top of the "B" division
with
an
impressive
fifteen
points.
In last week's play, we saw
the Plumbers crumble to the
Screaming
Eagles 5-0. Kevin
Gardiner had the shutout for the
Eagles. The Plumbers then toppled ,Geography 3-6 in a hard
fought . game. Rod Herring and,
Dan DeMarco both had hat
a::icks for the Plumbers in that
game. ·. Geography is now winless in nine starts.
In "B" league play, the Red
Barons blasted N.F.G., 8-3. Bob
Glesele led the Barons with three
goals. · The Candies shutout the
Sabres 3-0 while Cody Sucks
thumped the Chiefs 5-l. Gary
Frelick got the hat trick for
Cody , The Bulls squeezed by the
Candies 2-0 while Cody Sucks
edged by the Sabers 3-2 . The
Rockets paced by Mike Brown
with three goals dumped Biology
7-4.
A remipder to all cap.rains to
bring the game sheets to the
games when they are the home
team . Also, don't forget to ente~
all the scorers and then submit
the game reports to the intramural office . Also, contact the
opposing teams' captain prior to
the game to prevent conflicts in
jersey colors .

ENTRIES ~EED ED

The Table Tennis Tournament and the Men's Weightlifting are next week, so if you are
interested
in participating · we ·
must have your entry immediately. The Table Tennis is being run, Monday to Thursday
8-10 p.m. in conjunction with
the University Centre. Men's
Weightlifting will be held at the
Y.M.C.A., January 31, incorporating many of the strength workout exercises.
Ball Hockey begins February
8· and entries should be in the
Intramural Office (St. Denis), no
later ,than February 5. League
p~ay ,is every Thursday night at
Wm. Hands from 7 till 11 p.m.
Remember if you are interested
in any of the above activities,
submit your entry form to the
Intramural Office immediately,
or phone for information at Ext.
325, Monday to Friday, Noon to
1, and 7 to 9 p .m. ·
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
Last week saw some exciting
action on the Volleyball courts
as teams jockey for the four
positions available in ptayoff action. The Gallery Keggers were at
their best as they squeezed by
the Stars and drowned the ·
Spikes by scores of 15-13 and
15-10. Meanwhile, the HK Grads
demolished
Laurier/Cody
15-2
and Tecumseh defaulted giving
them the needed two wins. The
l!PSet of the week came when
the
previously
undefeated
· Lickerish Sticks succumbed to
the Zeroes 15-9, however, the
Sticks still have undoubtedly the

most talent-laden team. League
action ends next week and now
every game played becomes
crucial.
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
By Jim Kerr
Six weeks have been completed in the intramural basketball schedule and undefeated
Commerce "A" lead A Division.
In B League, the Gallery, Bullets
and Dave Clark Five hold down
first place.
This week in A Division the
Spidermen
made
a
move,
winning against the Cariboea!l
Club 55-52 and the Rolling
Stones 50-37. The Hawks moved
out of last place by beating the
Rolling Stones 46-41 and Spidermen 4~-44. Humkins and Raccoon Lodge also posted victories
this week .
In B Division, .Sault outshot ·
the Builets 3.4-29, Dave Clark
Five defeated Bus Boys 45-23
(Al Anderson hit for 24 p~ints)
and Whales beat Holly Hucks
44-40. Meanwhile the Bus Boys
evened this week's record by defeating Cody A 37-30, the
Schmoes dumped Civil 57-50,
and Gallery
beat Vigilantes
39-23.
Histor y was mad later 'in th _e
week ·when the Holy Hucks won
their first game of the season,
/
30-19 over Cody A. Bosum Buddies and Commerce
B also
posted victories later m the
week.
NOTICE :
Stories handed into the Lance
office must be typed in order to
be published. Your cooperation
will be much appreciated.
·
.

University of Windsor Curling Club
Standings as of January 22, 1919

Hog Liners
Bev's Bombers
Hot Rocks
Rolling Stones
Shot Rocks
Sievert's Sweepers
Clark's Crusaders
Interns

w

L

T

Pts

6

2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
7

0
1
l
0
1
-1
1
1

12
11
11

5
5
5
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
1

Superhacks

Full House
Glover's Lovers
Take-outs
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0
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14-

0

~
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LEAGUE "A"
GP
Commerce "A"
8

w

L

8

0

Spidermen
Brown Stars
Humkins
Raccoon Lodge
Hawks
Caribbean
Rolling Stones
Bombers

'6
5
5
5
3
2
2
1

9
9
7
7
6
"6
6

6
7
9
9
8
9
8

ti"'.,

..

Phone 258-2490
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Pts

16
12

?:,_

3
2
2

10

1,0
'10
6
4
4
2

4
6

6
7
7

!

I

~

i

Division 1
Gallery
Sault
Schmoes
Commerce "B"
Gradkins
Cody "B"
~ivision 2

'1~

Bullets
Hogans Heroes
B. 'Buddies
Electa
Vigilantes
Cody "A"
Division 3
Dave Clark 5
/Basketphobia
Whales
Bus Boys
Civil
Holy Hucks

8
6
6

9
9
9
9
8

_54
0

9
(

.......

.

f

'lI

I

4

~

..~•. -;c~-7

8

0

9
9
8
9
8
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7
6
4
4
2
1

2
3
4
5
6
9

5
5
4
5
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14
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8
8
4
0
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4
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1
0
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7
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0

13
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8

3
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HOCKEY. "B"
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w
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Rockets
Cody Sucks
Bulls
Candies
Humkins
Racoon Lodge
Chiefs
Sabres
69'ers

8

9

7
7

8

6

8
7
7
7

5
5
4
4
3
2
2

0
2
2
2
2
2
3
4
3
5
4

1
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0
1
0
1
0
1
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7
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9
8
7

...
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6
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8
6
8

2
1
1
1

6
4
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1
1
0
1
1
0

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
LEAGUE "A"

GP

w

L

T ,.

Pts

Keggers
H.K. Grads
Woody 's Woodpeckers
Legal Beagles
Zeroes

7
9
7
6
6

6
6
4
3
2

1
3
3
3
4

0
0

12
12

0

8
6

0

4

9
7
7
7
7
8

8

.3
3
2
2
1

1
4
4
5
5
7

0
0
0
0
0
0

16
6
6
4
4
2

Red Barons
Flames
Red Wings
Blades
Biology

2

5

_,.:._

Licl<erish SlickS"
6th Floor A's
Tecumseh
Laurier /Cody
Stars
Electa Spikes

~

j
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10
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Screaming Eagles .
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8
7
8
7
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Hockey team comes up with two more victories
stop . They plodded on through
A
smiling
Ken
Tyler
stepped
miserable
weather for another
1
down from the bus, followed by
45 minutes or . so until they
reached Niagara· Falls. Here they
a. ju~:ilant I:-:l9cer hockey ·, s_qµad
Sunday evcmµig, after · returning .
checked into a hotel and then
from an out-of-town weekend
· turned a'round and headed back
excursi_on _that moved them up
to St. Catherines for _.
their games.
four points in the standings.
After they both dumpeq Brock,
' Tyler, head coach of t~e Unithe hockey team headed back to ,
Niagara for the night. The folt ersity of Windsor Lancers; .was
ot at all surprised with the
lowing morning the hockey
Sat\!,rday and Sunday victories
players once again had to .pass
~ver the Brock Badgers and Ryby St. ,Catherines on their way
to meet the 'Rams in Toronto.
~rson Rams but certainly displayed a satisfaction towards the
As mo~t athletes would agree,
i:ontj~uing increase in effort that
spending rnor.e time on a· bus
Hie dub is producing. "What we
than is necessary, on· a game day,
i re trying to do is hit that peak
takes away from their .energy.
of intensity the time we enter
Pespite a rough road trip, the
.-ibe playoffs" Tyler commented.
hockey team pulled offtheir
j Saturday night in St. Catherinatch against Ryerson, "( h ·
7-3 win. Don Martin piclied up·
jnes ,at the Garden City Arena,
2 goals, 2 assists, and rapp~d the
! imi;ny Weese fired the Lancers
puck off of 2 crossbars ilyring ·
i irst., goal 41 seconds into the
the game played at Moss~f ark.
peqing period . .Once again the
earn played -a fast moving game,
Arena. Centreman Jim W~e
oth offensively and defensively
also g·rabbed 2 goals an<} 2 \~.sthr~~f?OU~ the first period, and
sists, while Len Chittle.;. Mar~
Matheson, and Scott ~olody
11de.~rIt With a 6-0 lead. .
picked up single goals. Dt(ring the game Windsor
, ·as<i1:5Sessed32 min'utes in penThe Lancers are working h~d
alties, forcing them to play with
as a team, not as individuals.
~
in the penalty box for ~
This was apparent in both weekend games. A fine example of
)over half the game. Regardless o
this would be Len Chittle who
of the penalties they ended up
;;Wi~ an 8-4 victory.
,
led the te,am in points in the two
.~ Al Figgans, w,ho leads the »
games. ·His goal and 4 assists
):earn in scoring, as well as hold- ~
against Brock, along with a goal
fog down second place amongst ~
, .. -,.
and 3 assists against Ryerso rr,
·Central Division· scorers, picked~
show how he was out setting _µ p
Al Figgins (left) and Rick· Martin celebrate goal against Brock last weekend.
plays, not just trying 1to scbre
\1p two goals and two assists in
him~lf.
,the game. Along with figgw,s'
two goals, Weese, Don ·Martin, -'an~ Harold Higgs with one
sel,ves for the second one is not
form 100%. Both teams had
Up coming games will ~~ at _
an easy task . Windsor's hockey
games on Saturday against Brock
Adi Knox Herman Arena on
_ ick Martin, Len Chittle, Jerry apiece. .
Morse and Dave Chittle scored
Playmg two road games
and basketball team members,
in St. Catherines, the hockey
Tues. Jan. 30th., against St.
~ingle; to round out t~e .,_
scor-- . withi~
h~urs of each ~~her,_·. migh~_j~sF c~nsi~er ~hem~lves
team. had ,.to play Ryerso1:1the
Clair College in an exhibition
..ng for the Lancers.
".
holds quited a pr~~ em :f0 t;,..t~~-J:;,-t:ortunat 1 ·1fi btifig ~Juf>*e-cte~
·~t:...
o,,..-rn~,·f:collowin
..:
:.da~ in ,tpJ;,o.~ o:.,:J~~ -----m~!c~1_J ?llowed by one on the
The Brock scorers were Brian players. To recoupera te from the
some additional troub les that inbus carrying both clubs made it
4th of Feb., with the visiting
Moody with a pair, Paul Sheehan first ga~e anq · Pte.P}. re:,. t~em- f fringe upon their ability to perto St. Catherines but did not •Guelph ~ryphons.
By Lance Sports Staff
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~ancerettes
. _lo~,~ to
{
1.Yeowolllen
Bt Andy Martens
l The Lancerettes, with
:

<

~

a
strong second half, came within
orie poin t of beating the York
1 o~ omen basketball team last
Sa!Uf.4ay afternoon, 51-50.
!' W1th that win York moved fnt~ fjrst place · in Tier 2 of the
OWIAA and now have a' 6-2
r¢cor.d compared with the
Lancerettes who how .are at 3-4
after playing seven games.
~ The Lancerettes main problem ·again, as it was in games
( against Laurier and Ryerson the
previous weekend, was thejr
slow start in the first half .
The Yeowomen started the
game very fast and caught the
Lancerettes off guard and as a
result, they started to give up
the ball and allow York a lot of
shooting room. York as a result
outscored the Lancerettes 28-10
in the first half.
In the second half, as in the
previous game- against St. Clair
College, the Lancerettes came
out strong and scored 40 points
as opposed to York's 22 points.
Inaividually for · the Lancerettes, Kerri Towers, as usual, was
outstanding with 26 points. Pam
Johnston scored 14 points, most
of those shots coming on free
throws. Kit Kelly and· Marg Hyland, rounded out the Lancerettes scoring with 4 and 6 points
respectively. For the York Yeowomen, the top scorer was Anne
Kinsella with 1 7 points.
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3 straight victories

La·ncers crush
·Laurier,Brock
By Peter Nash
The . Lancer basketball squad
is threatening for a divisio~ title
and neither Brock or Laurier
could deny them this week.
Last Saturday the Lan~ers
travelled to Brock beating them
easily 101-85 and the followj ng
Wednesday, Windsor stomped
Laurier 93-77 before a thousand
:)eople in St. Denis Hall.
"We would have scored .130
:)oints in either game if we 'd
been shooting well" commented
"Our
Coach Paul · Thomas.
guards have been having a difficult time (shooting) lately."
Against Laurier, Windsor was
in contr ol for the entire game
opening up an 11 point lead in
the first quarter . F~ll-court pressure and a fa,st-break offence
·.vere too much for the Golden
Hawks t o handle and Windsor
Jroved it over and over. Laurier
•:oach D,o n Smith said, "We
)layed like a bunch of kids out ·
there in the first half and I told
our guys that at the half time
break."
Coach
Smith's
halftime
speech must -have helped the
team, because their second-half
play was much better. Behind by
23 at the half, they battled back
to within 16 before Windsor
halted the drive.
Windsor's fast break was
sparked by Vince Landry and

·

Bri~n Hogan who both had seven assists. · Wayne Allison collected
alot of those passes on his way
to scoring 2 3 point s. Four other
Lancers, scored in double figures '
foe partly . to Coach Thomas'
platoon system. Ji m Molyneux
·1ad 14, John Ritchie and Stan
~(o rosec had 11 and Kevin
"';reenwood hit for 10.
Korosec fouled out late in th e
:{ame but not before putting on
a tough defel!_sive display including three blocked shots.
All-star Fred Koepke led the
Laurier scorers with 23 points.
The Laurier lineup is much dif ferent than last year's . division
:hampions. "We are playing with
six freshmen and when you
come to a gym like Windso;' s
· it is really difficult to play"
noted Coach Smith.
Winds0r has not lost a regular
season game at St. Denis Hall
~
since 1915 (against Waterloo) .
Right . now, the Lancers are ...
~
ranked seventh in the country, ~
with Waterloo eighth.
.Windsor has ,.always had a 00
tough time on the road but ..c:
Cl.
things seem to have changed
Everyone's looking up and it coul~ be for more than just the ball. A division title is in sight.
this year. Travelling to Brock the
Lancers came up with a decisive
teams such as Brock since they
_,The . first · hal f'. ~ as -.,much
well:"
101-85 vict0ry last Saturday.
have
little b'ench strength. "They
tougher - than the · ancers e'xThe Lancers made use of
Coach Paul Thomas noted
are quite good" commented
pected with the Badgers holding
Coach Thomas' platoon system
that "We played really well but
Thomas, "but they lack heighi."
an early 'five point · lead. "'Dou ~
. with all ten . men _playing, rotatit always seems that we make
Windsor forwards beat Brock
Fast, a rookie guard, ' held · tA
he
ing ~two five man squads. This
the opposition play their best as
badly
on
the
boards
at
both
ends
Badgers
in
the
game
with
exhas worked successfully against
· of the court. Stan Korosec had
cellent outside sh9oting.
,,
"
I '"'
·•
(",,..,
.·,
,
. a sea;on high 25" p~ints ~hile ,,
Windsor eventually , pulled
Jim Molyneux had 16 and
ahead using the fast break and,
Wayne Allison 18. Doug· Fast
the full-court press:1The halftime ·
scored 27 points for the Badgers
score was 50-45 Windsor .
"'u
just as diligently as the varsity
zen was the only other Crusader
in a losing cause.
Brock couldn't keep up in the
squad.
in double figures with 12. Wayne
Coach Thomas reserved his
second half. falling behmd by as
The Crusader~ are more -than
praise for a player who didn't
Lauzon had 14 for AKO, most
much as 25: Windsor began exjust _a practice squad though.
score alot of points, "Mike
of thise coming in the second
perimenting on defence late in
McKinley had his best game of
Many players in the Crusader
half.
the game and Brock was able to
the year." Ten points and a
ranks . now, will graduate to the
For those who might not
gain back some ground. . Lancer ranks in years to come.
strong play at both ends of the
.know, the Crusaders are a group
If Win'dsor lacked in 'any de'Players such as Kevin Greencourt highlighted his performof eight or nine guys who make
partment, it was sho9ting pefwood, Ji1!1 Moly~eux and more
ance. Defensively McKinley was
up a junior varsity squad behind
centages. "If we'd shot as well as
a little too aggressive fouling out
the Lancers. They do not have a
we usually do the difference
recently, Mike McKinley apd
late in the second half. That
regular season b·u t play exhibitwould have been much mor~·:
Brian Hogan, are all former Crusspelled the end of platooning
ion matches before Lancer home
said Thomas. The Lancer outside
,
aders.
since there were only nine
games on Wednesday and Saturshooting was well below. their
Unfortunately the Crusaders
players remaining.
day night.
preseason pace of ~~cemb .er.
r.arely gain much fan support
Windsor native Bill Shaw,
They are coached by Nick
Conference play · c~mtinie ,s
during their games. So if you are
played another fine game for
Grabowski, long time assistant
for .the Lancers on Saturday ·' in
coming out to the Lancer game_s · Brock, as he has on many occascoach and former player at the
Hamilton . against
McMaster.
in. future weeks, why not come
ions in the past. Unfortunately,
University of Windsor. Nick and
Windsor will face Western on
out a little early and watch the · he got , a little too aggressive as
his men practice five nghts a
Wednesday at home. Game time
well,
fouling
out
midway
Lancers of the future.
week with -the Lancers working
is 8 :15.
··
through the second half.

z

Crusaders 'defeated by AKO 77-71
By Peter Nash
Mark Korchuck and Roger
Tustonoff
combined for 43
points but that wasn 't enough as
the Crusaders went down to defeat 77-71 to AKO.
Windsor had a great first half
staying right wi.th , AKO and
coming up with a 38-36 halftime
lead. · Tustonoff blocked eight
shots in an outstanding performance scoring 3 3 points.
Full court pressure by AKO
in the second half caused several
Crusader turnovers and consequently a io point deficit. Windsor never gave up· ·but they
couldn't do anymore th an exchange baskets with AKO until
the final buzzer. Henk Dykhui-

Eastern Michigan Invitational, Ypsilanti
Jan.20 , 1979
·

440 yds.

Paui Kozak

880 yds.

Al Baird
Tim Wood
Ray H?lland ·

1000 yds

Linda Staudt
Patti Taylo r
I,,eslie Yee
Kath y Ricic a
Don MacKinnon

53.9

14th

2:02.4
2:03.6
2:03.7

13th
19th
21st

2:49.8

. ...4th*
5th
6th
8th

2 : 55 .1

2:56 .0
3 ~o3 .o

<;

1Q~18.8

*

r2 .90
10.59

*

Steve Thatcher
Tony Morga
* Indicates new UniYersity of Windsor Record

.
Next Meet: Monarch Relays, Detroit, January 27, 1979 '
Roger 1:ustonoff (54) and Dwayne Mathews (5) - battle oft .he big men.

-
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CJAM gains licence
without transmitter
By Paul Chemish

9
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

On Wednesday, CJAM received a licence from Ottawa,
granting them the right to continue broadcasting on carrier
current. However, the good news
was tempered by a potentially
crippling problem.
As was reported in last week's
issue, the student radio station
had sent their broadcasting
transmitter to Toronto for repairs with a hope that it would
be promptly serviced and returned to the station.
According to Tosh Noma, the
station's manager, the transmitter was sent to Toronto by mail
sometime during the middle of
December. It has still not returned.
Even though the station now

has a licence to broadcast, the
absence of a transmitter greatly
limits the broadcasting range.
Right now, CJAM can only be
heard periodically in the Gallery and the University Centre.
There is no service to any other
buildings on campus.
The Lance has learned that
the transmitter didn't even make
it to its destination, Tele-Tech
Electronics in Toronto. Nobody
seems to know exactly where
the equipment is at this time.
"I decided to ship the transmitter to Toronto by parcel post
because it needed repair," said
Noma. "Since we have not received it yet, I contacted the
post office and asked them to
put a trace on the package. We
Please turn to page 2

Money recovered

Pinhall 1Dachines
destroyed in Centre
ByDianeElliott

much

Another case of vandalism on
thiscampus occurred this week.
On Wednesday at 3 a.m.,
whilemaking their rounds, Campus Security guards discovered
that the pinball machines in the
UniversityCentre had been vandalized.
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Shortly before the discovery,
security guards initially spotted
an intruder in St. Denis Hall.
They promptly called m the
WindsorPolice as back-up.
Members of the two forces
were led on a chase through
St. Michael's Hall, down Sunset
Ave., and on to Fanchette St.
where they eventually lost the
suspect.
Windsor Police recovered $85
in change which the suspect had
droppedwhile being pursued.
Two machines in the Centre
weremined while the others had

been pried open with a crowbar.
Damages have been estimated at
approximately $5 .S00.
The upper deck of the Centre
cafeteria's was closed off while
clean-up operations were in effect. The area re-opened later in
the afternoon.
The suspect is described as a
slim white youth, about six feet,
with straight blonde hair to the
collar. If anyone has any infor.roation about this incident, they
are asked to call the Windsor Police at 258-6111.
To help in the prevention of
crime on this campus, Campus
Security and Windsor Police arc
asking for the cooperation of
students, staff and faculty. If
people notice anyone tampering .
with the vending machines or
wandering the halls late at night,
please notify Campus Security at
Ext. 222.

Here's part of the result of a vandal's busy night. These pinball machines used to be in the University
Centre.

Campus 'flasher' victim comes through with story
thca
r.
tinUCS
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ByDesiree
Acton
WhenThe Lance reported last
week on the appearance of a
flasherin the campus libraries, it
wasbelieved that the first such
incident had occurred on January 1L This is not so. Upon
readingthe article in The Lance

a female student on campus,
whom we shall call Sally, realized that the suspect involved
in the recent assaults was the
same man who had assaulted her
in the fall term. She reported her
discovery to The Lance and told
us what happened in an inter-

Library budget slashed
th
th
th
sr

th'
rh
th
th

ByMarkD. Greene
Inflation and budget restraints have taken their toll on
the Leddy Library.
.The total library budget for
this year is $2.32 million. This
figure does not include part of
the monograph budget ($400,
000), which comes from the
variousfaculty department budgets.
According to Al Mate, assist:tnt to the Librarian, the library
15
expecting an over-all decrease
of from 3.5 to four per cent.
Budget restraints have affected nearly all areas of the library
organizat1on.
· ·
Nine months ago
th
I"b
1
bee rary had 122 staff memrrs, a number that has since de\ted to 103. The decrease has
a ected only clerical staff work-

ers and came about through attrition. Library officials hope to
recover some of the losses and
bring the staff back up to 110
people.
Another area that has suffered from cutbacks is the book
budget. The total book budget
for this year is $912,000, compared to last year's budget of
$937,000.
Serial and periodical acquisitions have particularly suffered.
The combination of factors like
inflation (as much as 15 per cent
for some periodicals), the depreciation of the Canadian dollar
on the international market and
the reduced library budget have
· 1ed to the cancelling of 10 per
cent of the library's subscriptions.

view.
Sally said that she was studying on the fourth floor of the
Leddy Library on the afternoon of Saturday, November 4,
when she was distracted by the
sound
of bookcases being
moved. She looked up to find
that nearby cases were, indeed,
being moved around by a tall,
black youth for no other apparent reason than to distract her,
since she was the only person in

the area. She says that he kept
this up for a period of about five
or ten minutes, after which time
he pulled up a chair beside her
carrel and sat down. He began to
scratch himself in the groin and
make sounds as if to clear his
throat. Although she tried to ignore him, this was almost impossible as he was making so much
noise that she was unable to concentrate on her studies.
More time passed and Sally

put her head inside the carrel
and returned to her books, doing her utmost to ignore the
stranger. He seemed to wander
around for a while, moving the
bookcases some more. When she
felt a slight kick on her foot, she
looked down and saw the
stranger's feet. Looking up, she
found that he had blocked the
exit from her carrel, and was
Please turn to page 3

Student assaulted near campus
By Joho Mallette

At approximately 6:00 p.m.
on Wednesday, January 24, a
university student was assaulted
by four youths in the vicinity of
Peter Street and Indian Road.
The alleged assailants were described by the victim as 14 to 16
years old, clothed in heavy ski
jackets and masked with balaclava's.
Chin Y. Lo was returning to
his home from the university
with his typewriter when the incident occurred. The youths approached and surrounded the
twenty-nine year old student on

the dimly lit street corner and
proceeded to punch and kick
him and force him to the
ground. Lo claims that one of
the youths attempted to steal
the typewriter. However, he
abandoned the idea and fled
with his cohorts when two unidentified individuals came to his
aid.
Windsor Police were notified
immediately but were unable to
apprehend the youths. Inspector
Alec Sommerville believes the intent of the youths was not to
rob the victim but the fact that
he was a foreign student may

have precipitated the attack.
The area west of of Ambassador Bridge, according to a
Windsor Police spokesman, is
plagued by the highest crime
rate within the city. Fortunately, the university is insulated
somewhat and these incidents
are rare occurrences.
Campus security was informed of the assault but did not become involved due to the fact
that it occurred outside of their
jurisdiction. They are presently
cooperatmg with the Windsor
Police in the investigation.
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Unemployment Centre can o(fer a helping hand
By Chris Lucas
If you have any difficulty
communicating your employ-·
ment problems to the Canadian
Employment Commission, perhaps the Unemployed Help
Centre can come to your aid.
The Centre, at 477 University
Ave., West,
a project of the
Windsor and District Labour
Council, assists union and nonunion workers experiencing problems with employment.
"The Centre provides a wide
range of assistance such as
answering questions related to
qualifying for unemployment insurance, representing clients
appealing the Canadian Employment Commission's decisions,
and referring clients with drug
and alcohol problems to the appropriate agencies," said Pam
Ponds, a counsellor at the
Centre.
The Centre is sponsored by
union donations. Its staff consists of Harry Holton, the Director, who volunteers his time,

to the
Centre,"
explained
Alridge.
Ponds said that anyone wanting help from the Centre can be
seen that day without an appointment.
"Often you have to wait a
week before you can be seen at

are not seriously looking for emand Ms. Ponds, whose salary is
ployment."
paid by the Ontario Government
Monroe Schooley and Charlie
through the Ontario Career ActAlridge, spokesmen for the
ion Program (OCAP).
Canadian Employment ComMs. Ponds said that on an
mission
said, the Unemployed
average day they see approxiHelp Centre is a definite asset to
mately ten people and answer 25
the community.
telephone calls.
"If an individual has a prob"The majority of clients are
lem with a claim," said
men and women, 20-30 years of
Schooley, "often the Centre can
age."
get to the root of the problem
Ms. Ponds says she refers to
quicker than the Commission
the Unemployment Act for most
due to the Commission's rules
questions and if there are any
and regulations."
that are not directly covered in
"Unemployment rules and
the act, she will consult the staff
regulations are subject to interat the Canadian Employment
pretation and a ·disinterested
Commission.
third party, such as the Centre,
"I have a good working relatcould
provide an alternative
ionship with most of the staff of
meaning to a regulation."
the Commission."
Alridge said that although the
Ms. Ponds felt that the people
Commission has a staff of 200,
who came to the Centre were
· they have a tremendous backlog
truly looking for work.
of work. Recent cut backs in
"Often the unemployed visit
staff mean less time to fully exthe Canadian Unemployment
Commission as required to con- plain procedures to each individtinue to qualify for their un- ual.
employment cheques, but they
''We often refer the~- people

Transmitter trouble
will know within a week and a
half if it has been Jost or not."
If the transmitter isn't found,
it could end up being a $1,000
mistake on someone's part, but
it is difficult to discover who's
mistake it was. Noma admitted
that the last two shipments were
sent by courier service and, even
though the waiting period was
longer than expected, the shipments were returned.
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Council, which holds the transmitter as one of its assets, docs
have an insurance policy that
would cover the transmitter in
case of fire or theft. But Gino
Piazza, president of SAC, believes that the equipment might
not be covered if it is in transit.
"Our (insurance) policy docs
cover the equipment, but I wish
Tosh (Noma) would have told
us that he was shipping it. 1
could have called the insurance
company to see if the equipment
would have been insured on the
way to Toronto. Right now I
don't think that it was insured".
~iazza said that he was upset
that Noma shipped the transmitter without first requesting
a purchase order from SAC.
Both CJAM and The Lance must
draw up a purchase order so that
SAC's treasurer can study the
potential costs of a purchase and
verify the order. Apparently
Noma did not do this.
Since the Post Office cannot
claim responsibility for packages
delivered, it is up to the person
that mails the package to request
insurance. This insurance would
have cost CJ AM five dollars, but
Noma did not take advantageof
it.
Other CJAM staff members
are upset with the absence of the
transmitter, including Andy Mar·
tens. "It's a major mistake on
whoever's part, either Tosh or
the Post Office, or a combinat·
ion of both," said Martens. "The
package should have been sent
by courier service and not the
Post Office."
Rick Keczen, another CJAM
staffer said, "The package might
be in any office for all we know.
How can you put the blame on
anyone?"
Even though the package can
now be classified as "mis·
placed", because no one is sure
exactly where it is, most of the
CJAM staffers believe that it
would be extremely unfair to
say that it is "lost".
Two CJAM staff members, Al
Pyke and Ken O'Brien, believe
there is cause for worry, but that
there is still time for the trans·
mitter to reappear.
"Naturally I'm upset (about
the misplaced transmitter) that
the Post Office has had the care·
lessness to misplace the most
basic and important element of
the radio station," said Pyke.
"The whole thing is being
blown out of proportion," ad·
ded O'Brien. "We'll just haveto
wait and see".
Noma will not classify the
transmitter as being lost until
ten days from now.
Update ..... As The Lance goes to
press, CJAM manager Tosh
Noma called to say that the
transmitter has been located. ft
was stranded in the Windsor Post
Office. More next week.
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A break

•

college strike talks

in

nBy Brian Williamson

y

0

d

While striking support staff
personnel are warming themselves with oil drum fires in the
freezing weather, most of the
faculty and students at St. Clair
College carry through with their
normal routines .
Members of the Ontario Public Service Employees Union,
Local 137, walked off the job
and set up pic ket lines on January 24 . They are joinied by more
than 4,000 striking OPSEU
members at Ontario's 21 other
community colleges.
Talks between the two sides
have broken off with little progress being reported.
· The union is asking for a
2.78 per cent wage increase from
the time their last contract
expired to December 31, 1978
and an additio nal 7.75 per cent
to the end of August .
C
Th e Council of Regents,
"'
"'
(/)
which 1s representing the pro C:
.,"'
vmcial government , has offe red
>,
2 .78 per cent to March 31 and
0
six per cent for the remainder of
0
..c:: the contract .
"" Despite pleas from the
Bruce McAusland does his part to clean up the mess at St. Clair Colunion's bargaining team for the
lege.
negotiations to resume, an imV,

"

~

g

mediate resumption isn't foreseen. The support staff at the
Windsor college, which include
secretarial, clerical and maintainance personnel, are prep ared
to continue the strike "for as
long as it takes to get a contract", according to one local
union official.
Meanwhiie faculty and student attendance has soared to
around the 40 per cent mark, in
compari son to the first three
days of the strike when only 20
per cent showed up.
The St . Clair College campus
has been described as reasonably
clean, due to the efforts of students and teachers. In a symbolic gesture; college President
Bruce McAusland picked up
trash in the cafeteria Tuesday
for the benefit of CBET and
Lance cameras.
The pro spect of un sanita ry
condition s developing to the exten t that th e college would be
shut do wn by t he Board of
Health is u nlikely , according to
a college spokesman .
"If there 's a health hazard ,
the school would take the action
(of closing) first," said Richard
Hanigan. He noted that the

heaps of garbage which dot the
campus have little chance of
rotting in the frigid weather.
To date few acts of violence
on the part of strikers have been
reported. Any incidents have
been described as minor.
One report which surface d
had a college chair pe rson' s windshield being smashed by a
picketer while the same chairperson's car accidently struck a
striker. Charges have not been
laid in either case.
College officials
describe
operations as almost normal,
with a few small exceptions.
The cafeteria is oper ati ng
under reduced hours. Supp lies
could run out soon as delivery
trucks refuse to cross picket
lines set up by the stri kers.
The stu dent newspaper , The
Saint , is continu ing despite restr ictions . Al Weber, pub lisher of
the paper , stated his wish to put
a paper out despite editor Gord
Gazola 's refusal to cross the
picket lines. A four page issue is
likely to be published because of
a responsib ility to the advertisers . The paper's size has also
been inhibited by the lack of
secretarial assistance.

Windsor might he the place to live

e

By Dave Powis and
pression the market suffered, reMark D. Greene
sulting from the election of the
The economic outlook for
Parti Quebecois in 1976 and a
Windsor in 1979 is very bright
subsequent lack of confidence.
while the rest of the nation apHughes took note of a change
pears dimmer.
in attitude on the part of the
Canada's economic growth is
governments.
expectedto be about three per
"There's a mere constructive
cent this year while Windsor's
attitude on the part of the federeconomycould grow by as much
al government towards busias14 per cent, according to Sam
ness," he said. "The province is
Hughes,president of the Canadpaying more attention to small
ianChamber of Commerce.
business."
Hugheswas part of a panel of
Huges stressed fundamentals
localand provincial economists
as the proper approach to workwhowere on campus last week
ing
withing
the
Canadian
to discussthe economic forecast
economy. "In order to spend
for 1979. The seminar was sponwealth, you have to earn it."
soredby the local Chamber of
This year Canada's economic
Commerce.
growth should be about three
The boost m Windsor's
per cent while the country's
economy cm be attributed to
gross national product will be up
theexpansion of General Motors
ten per cent to about $225 bilandFord. Those t wo automotive
lion.
~ants arc expected to spen d
A six per cent increase in
about $1 billion in the expansbusiness investment is the major
ion and construct ion of the
reason for the growth of Canplanes.About 5 ,000 new jobs
Cont'd from pg. 1
willbe created . Feeder and service industries in the area will
also benefit to the tune of
almost$1 billion .
fondling himself while appear"Lee'sjust extend Windsor ining to read a book . At this point
to the rest of the nation and
ignoring
him was impossible, and
solve our problems,"
said ·
Sally decided that it was time to
Hughes.
lea,.e: At first he tried t o block
He urged the audience to
her way out until she more or
'.'lookat what people are doing
less pushed her way through, at
in Canada" rather than be overwhich point he asked her if she
whelmed by
the
statistics
was going to report him. Sally
thrown at them. "The barodid not respond but simply ran
metersof the Canadian economy
away .
aren'tstadstical."
She says that she tried to tell
Canada's economic picture
Campus
Security about the incivar'.e~because of regional disdent
but
was unable to find a
pant•es.There are two economic
securit guard in the library. No
areas- one west of the Ottawa
further attempts were made tu
Valleyand the other east acreport to them, she said .
cordingto Hughes .
'
Sally told The Lance that she
In previous
years,
the
saw
the man again the evening of
Canadianbuilding industry has
Sunday, January 28. Once again,
amounted to about 250 000
she was in the Leddy Library
units.This year it will be b;low
but this time she was not the inzoo,ooo
units or a drop of 20
tended victim. She said that he
percenc because of the current
exc
·
had
started to go through the
k ess of housing on the marsame
procdure another girl but
Hughes nuted that the
that when he saw her he ran
ousing industry in Quebec is
away. So did Sally, without remakinga comeback after the deporting it to anyone, .until now .

ada 's economy in 1979. Hughes
mentioned the depreciation of
the Canadian dollar and more
exporting of goods as two of the
motives behind the iRcrease.
However, inflation and unemployment remain as the two
major problems in Canada.
Consumer prices will rise by
abour 7 .5 per cent in 1979, compared to nine per cent last year.
There was a general agreement
amongst the panel that some
progress is being made to com bat inflation.
"1979 will be the third consecutive year of relatively limit ed growth ," said Dr. Douglas
Peters, vice-president and chief
economist for the Toronto Dominion Bank .
Pete i·s said that Canadians can
expect interest rates to rise dur ing the early half of 1979 and
fall in the second half. According to Peters, "virtually all depreciation of the (Canadian) do!-

Jar has occurred." Right now the
dollar is trading at 84 cents
(U.S.). He suggested 85'h cents
as a guideline for trading during
1979, and that a range of 85
to 90 cents is acceptable.
M. J. Closs, vice-president and
general sales manager of Chrysler
Canada Ltd ., told the audience
that car sales have risen 66 per
cent in the last eight years.
Automobile production for
1970 was 630,000, while 988,
000 in 1975 and 992,000 last
year came off the lines . Predictions for this year suggest
that a total of 962,000 cars will
be produced, 822,000 domest-

~ ~een's
~-

ts·.

Although there was no real
physical contact involved in
Sally's case, it is possibie that
while these incidents continue (as they most certainly will),
they could develop into some thing much more serious if the
suspect is encouraged to strike
again. He may decide to try a
littl e more since nobody is
stopping fiim.
These incidents must cease.
Female students studying in the
libraries are once again urged to
stay alert and to study where
there are other people nearby .
Sally descnbed the suspect as
about 6'1 '', black and of slender
build. He wore navy slacks, a
blue flowered shirt and white
running shoes, as well as a beige
jacket.

University at Kingston

Master of
Business
Administration

'Sally' speaks out
Sally says that she will now
inform Campus Security, and it
can only be hoped that t he
other four known victims will
do likewise.

ically and 140,000 imported.
It was suggested that the
automobile industry would shy
away from big car production
because of the Energy Crisis in
1974. Current trends indicate
that this was far from true as
compact cars account for only
23 per cent of the market. Big
cars make up 34 per cent of the
market.
Detroit economic analysist
Arvid Jou ppi said that the
United States was hard hit by inflation last year. This year,
Americans are expecting a real
growth of 2.9 per cent, down
one per cent from 1978.

Queen 's University at Kingston offers a modern,
discipline-based approach to the study of management in
the complex organizations of today and tomorrow. The
learning atmosphere in the School of Business is lively,
informal, intimate and flexible. Persons from almost all
academic programs will find MBA studies rewarding.
Financial assistance is available.
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Chairman , MBA Program
School of Business, Queen's University
Kingston , Ontario K7L3N6
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Promotion would
•
mean ·new image

I

/

The University of Windsor's image isn't too promising. Around
the province, this institution is snidely referred to as L.C.U. - Last
Chance University.
For the benefit of the uninformed, we'll explain that tag.
There are 15 universities in Ontario with Windsor in the lower
echelon in terms of enrolment. Seventy-eight per cent of the students who attend this university come from the city and Essex
County. Given die opportunity (money), most of these people
would go to other institutions. Those students who aren't from the
immediate area come here because they could not gain acceptance at
other institutions. Rare is the student who comes here because he or
she wants to.
That's a shame because this campus and Windsor have a lot to offer students. We have some of the finest facilities and people in the
province.
The reputation that some of our departments, faculties and instructors cannot and is not denied. As for the city, it's in the midst
of an economic boom while the rest of the province struggles along.
The present administration is beginning to get their act together.
Witness the plans for a new gymnasium.
If we have so much going for us, then why do people, both locally and throughout Ontario, treat this university as a joke?
The problem, as we see it, is the lack of promotion. Hell, we really do have something to brag about, it's just a matter of letting people know about this place.
If we begin to spread the good word around and people respond,
then we'll close the gulf between this institution and the others.
Then the University of Windsor will be known as F.C.U. - First
Choice University.
The Comment section is open to all members of the university community. Com.
ments must be typed, double-spaced, signed and accompanied by a student num.
ber and phone number. All comments considered by the staff to be libelous or
slanderous will be witheld. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and
length. The deadline for the submission of a comment is Tuesday at noon.
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An analysis of post 'Lancegate ' woes
By Gene Sasso

The University of Windsor's
student newspaper, The Lance,
is merely the skeleton of the
paper it could be.
This
personal
conclusion
comes as a result of five months
association with The Lance as a
staff member, and is prompted
by observations of the organization and operation of the paper
over this relatively short time
period.
The events and circumstances
unfolding
m the last few
months, that culminated in
"Lancegate" late in '78 and the
resultant, on-going Student Media Corporation
investivation,
have impressed upon me that
something(s) critically wrong
with this paper. "Lancegate", as
you'll recall from the Jan. 5 issue of The Lance, was the euphemism applied to the situation
surrounding staff's appeal to the
Media Corporation
to fire
Editor-in-chief Dave Powis. Truancy and lack of edirorial and
organizational
ability
were
among the reasons the staff
sought Powis' resignation. The
petition was denied by the
Corporation and Editor Powis
remained. The Media Corporation ruled that organizational
problems were at the root of the
dispute and an investigative sub-

committee was formed.
At the time of the formation
of the special sub-committee,
Media Corporation and SAC
president Gino Piazza stated that
the Corporation or its subcommittee were not interfering
in any way with the paper's content. Piazza failed to realize that
the Corporation's decision to
keep Dave Powis as editor was a
clear indication that the Media
Corporation could exert a far
more dangerous type of manipulation. The Media Corporation
and SAC applied despotic,
· editorial control.
With Mr. Piazza presiding
over both the Students' Administrative Council and the Student
Media Corporation, with the
power to influence the types of
decisions that dictate the editorial policy of The Lance, a conflict of interests becomes obvious. It's this sort of domination
that limits a paper's essential
"watch-dog" role. How can anyone be certain that· Mr. Powis
(or any other Lance editor) is
not on the stnngs of SAC? As a
result, the paper's credibility suffers, Lance staffers suffer and
the university community suffers.

A proposed constitution for
The Lance could alleviate some
of the present disreputable, disruptive circumstances. Presently
in its rough-draft form, the
constitution will be brought before a meeting of the Media Corporation's investigative committee for discussion. It will provide
The Lance with a comprehensive
basis for a mon.: :!fficient and responsible campus press. It 's essential that the constitution be
accepted by the Media Corporation.
The constitution, proposed
for acceptance by the staff, is
the product of many hours of
diligent work and consideration
by many present and past Lance
staffers. Both paid and volunteer
staff have contributed either directly or by consultation and/or
questionaire. Conceived and produced by people with direct day
to day exposure in the production of the paper, the proposed
constitution addresses the considerations of that work in a
manner no outside body could
produce.
Hopefully, constitution
in
hand, The Lance can re-group·
and assert itself in pursuit of a
higher caliber of journalism. It
would be naive to state that all
or any of the present staff feel

The Lance is realizing its full
potential. ~ut, here again, circumstances not within the control of the paper or its staff have
exerted an undeniable amount
of influence.

The unfortunate situation of
a staff greatly reduced in numbers, relative to past years, has
resulted in considerable negative
force. Certainly the dispute involving Editor Powis' proposed
resignation took its toll in staff
members unfamiliar with or unwilling to understand the situation. Had I walked into The
Lance office sometime in October or November with the intent
of joining the paper's ranks, I
certainly would have had second
thoughts. Indeed, some potential staff members came and went
during those disruptive times.
Since that time, however, a
marked increase in staff numbers
has occurred, at least it appears
that way in the paper's masthead.
Ironically, the actual number
of persons directly involved with
the paper's production has not
changed significantly. Sub-editors still carry the majority of the
paper's writing and lay-out assignments. It's not that these

people have a vast amount of
time on their hands, in fact, the
opposite is true. The sub-editors
of The Lance are either employed as teaching assistants or with
other outside, part-time jobs.
This, and their normal full-time
class loads. A frustrated paid
staff results when reliable volun·
teer staff can not be found. It
seems obvious that quality
would suffer at the expense of
filling pages.
Apathy and reduced (Lance)
credibility aside, other circum·
stances have undermined the
maintenance of a staff of cap·
able and enthusiastic volunteer
workers. The Lance desperately
lacks adequate support from the
faculty of the university. Per·
haps that involvement should be
actively canvassed but I would
like to think otherwise. Encour·
aging willing students to volun·
teer their work to The Lance for '
publication, appears an obvious
adjunct to their academic pur·
suits. Ironi..:ally, one journalism
professor actually discourages
his students from submitting
written copy! It's inconceivab!e
to me at least, that assisting10
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occursin the Communications
S dies faculty where people
:fess a vested interest in the
~edia,it's little wonder respon-

sible journalism on this campus
suffers .
This comment, as a result of
restricted space, accounts for
only two areas that illustrate
The
Lance's
compromised
potential - other equally detri mental tendencies exist. The
papers' proposed constitution

Men threatened

riter

un.

ByLindsayHall-Smeets
For months I have been
strUggling
with_ nagg~ng d?ub~s
andtroubling mcons1stenc1es m
the battle for woman's liberation.
Jn the wake of our movement
to become .wmplete and selfactUalizingindividuals, we have
leftawashan equally large group
of mystified and threatened
males.
Manyof these men have welcomedand supported our cause.
Howmany husbands and lovers
havehad their comfortable lives
turnedupside down with new
demands and requests from
women who want a "better
deal"from life - a slice of the
actionin the male world outside
thehome.
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Still some problems

For us, the nurturing, caring,
domestically-trainedhalf of the
population, cooking, washing
and cleaning arc tasks we have
learned(if not loved) at our
mothers'knees. For the men in
ourlives,these skills arc often as
foreignand as complicated as arc
their traditionally
cultivated
talentsat stock selling or law dispensing,
to us.
Manywomen in the last decadehave gone back to school or
have stayed in school long
enoughto establish an education
anda career. It has taken time,
effortand support from the men
aroundus, often given grudgingly, out of fear, but given becausewe have finally demanded
it.Havewe been as considerate?
The fact that suddenly men

sets out ways and means of alleviating these shortcoming.
I am confident that The
Lance, staff and editors , have
grown through their recent •· 1
periences . I look forward, optimistically, to further sharing in
the advancements that are to follow.

by women

are expected to "share equa!Jy"
all the household duties because
we are now interested in becoming whole persons, is an onerous burden to lay on them.
From our perspective, doing
the laundry is a mindless chore,
but only because we have come
to do it automatically. For a
man, doing eight loads of laundry at the laundromat and
having it come out of the washer
the same color it went in is a
major accomplishment. To have
it find its way back into the
proper drawers at home, is a feat
of staggering proportions.
And how about his first fullyprepared dinner, with meat,
potatoes, and vegetables all arriving at the table (properly set of
course, remembering that I drink
wine, the kids drink milk, and
the and the napkins are on the
top shelf) on time and hot, is an
incredible expectation, when
you realize that he doesn't know
where the cookbook is or what
"coddle and egg" could possibly
mean.

Have we taken the time .or
trouble to teach him? Certainly
we wouldn't be expected to
know how to "survive" in the
asphalt jungle without training.
After all, that's why we're back
at school. But do we have any
"How to Survive with a Liberated Woman" courses at night
school for our men?
And then there are the children. At most, he has probably
only seen them at bedtime or
Sundays, and even then Mom

try to limit and restrict any filmmaker's vision than to simply allow a few obscenities to pass by
the censor's knife.

When the film is viewed at
the theatre, one is left stunned
by Robert De -Niro's touchi~
portrayal of Travis Bickle, a cabbie fed up with the world
around him, who ultimately resorts to violence as a means of
coping. DeNiro's efforts were in
vain, however, if the people at
the head of television programming fail to see the necessity of
allowing his performance to
grow and mature as the script
dictates.
To exqrcise one moment of
dialogue from any film, is to
destroy that piece's fluidity and
overall effect. I am quite sure
that if Martin Scorcese, "Taxi
Driver's" director, had been at
the reins of ABC's programming,
the movie would have been
shown in its entirety or not at
all.
For ABC or any other. net-

This week's question: St. Denis Hall m~ht be tom
down so that the proposed athletic facility can be
built. What is your opinion on the old gym having
to be tom down?
Photos by Chuck Jzso

has always been around for consultation
in
really
tense
moments. What does he do when
she is "unavoidably detained" at
a late meeting and Johnny is doing his "But mommy always lets
me eat a salami sandwich before
bedtime" routine? Talk about
exploitation! Mom may be experiencing it on the job but the
eight-year old is doing a good
job on Dad in his own home.

Leo LaForet, First Year, Geography:
"From what I've seen of it, it's
just like a monument so it
should be kept for historical reasons, just like Assumption
Church."

Yes, it is becoming very
obvious that being a Male
Feminist is just as, if not more
traumatic, than being a Female
Feminist. That new caring,
sharing man is probably encountering numerous put-downs
from his male chauvinist friends
and, simultaneously,
he is
running into attack from liberated women around him.
The male who supports the
feminist cause is in a double
bind alright. At the same time
that he is no longer able to look
at the attractive women around
him in a sexual way (never mind
touch them) - for fear of being
labelled a lip-service feminist but
an M.C.P. underneath, his liber- ·
ated female counterparts are
being encouraged, as part of
their total emancipation, to
participate in and enjoy multiple
male relationships.
Could it be that our old
traditional double standard has
reversed itself?

Vicki Fenner, Third Year, Communications Studies:
"St. Denis Hall is a mess, a disgrace to the University of Windsor. It's too cold in the winter,
too hot during the summer,
lousy for concerts and it's falling
apart."

I
Joe DiFranco, Second
Chemical Engineering:

Year,

"They should use it for intramurals and recreation. You
could rent it out to the people in
the city."

Take heart, male feminists.
We love you and appreciate very

well the position you now find
yourselves in.

Taxi Driver poorly 'hacked'
ByMilanGccelovsky
.
After watching "Taxi Driver"
onABCSunday night, I was left
witha strange mixture of anger
andfrustration. The anger was
directedat the television censors,who succeeded in degrading
l bri!lianfilm into a useless piece
of schmaltz and the frustration
~asof being a member of a societywhich would butcher a movingwork of art, waving the bannerof morality as an excuse.
It is my contention that it is
farmore immoral for anyone to

By Dave Powis

work to censor any film under
theguise of acceptibility for a
viewing audience, it's a direct affront at limiting an artist's vision
and right to produce freely. This
narrow-mindedness
challenges
the entire film-making process
and destroys any attempt at criticism through art. It takes a
movie such as "Taxi Driver" and
· reduces it to a confusing, epileptic farce.

If the censors insist on editing these films into obscurity,
then they would be wise to expend their efforts on regularly
scheduled TV programs, such as
·the stirnng and provocative
"Charlie's Angels" or the chilling episodes of "Three's Company". Perhaps their mentalities
arc better suited for such wastes
of film and time.
In the future, Scorcese and
other film-makers should try to
regulate the distribution of their
movies, to insure that such a
travesty cannot occur again.

Lynn Butler, Third Year, Psych
ology:
"I'm glad the new one's bein
built. It's long overdue com
pared to other universities. It
(St. Denis Hall) could be useful
as a recreational facility."

Dan Stiers, Third Year, Mech
anical Engineering:

"I think it's a good idea because
they have to expand their facilities."

Pam Johnson,
Kinetics:

man

First Year, Hu

'"Tear it down, it's pitiful."
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Real food returns to Centre
By Diane Elliott
Saga Foods has returned to
the University Centre. Not in
full force mind you, but in the
form of a small snack bar in the
north corner of the cafeteria.
The new service offers sandwiches , hot soup and freshly
brewed coffee.
~
·c
~

Jean can be seen dishing out food in the Centre during lunch.

"It is there on an experimental basis only," said Saga
I, Food manager Derek McAlduff.
o "We hope it can aid in reducing
0
ii:
the food deficit ."
The decision was made
jointly by Saga Foods and the

university administration.
The service opened last
Thursday in an effort to create
new business and provide an additional service to the commuters.
"We hope to expand the service, add salads and that sort of
thing," said McAlduff , "but it
will not be a full scale operation
like the Deli had been. It is a
take-out service only. There will
be no preparation
at the
Centre."
Steven Kominar, director of
the University Centre, said that
it will relieve "lots of pressure

on the. machines at lunch tune
.
and will be an alternative t 0 h
machines ."
t e
"Canteen of Canada h.
.
as not
much choice and they will have
.
to prepare . themselves for the 1m.
pact of t h 1s new service."

er

The Lance has learned of th
possibility that Canteen of Can.
e
ad a employees might strik .
d"
f
em
.
th e unme
iat~ uture. To avoid
a~~ repercussions, company of.
fici~ls called th~ _univer~ityand
advised the admmistration of the
possible need for alternate f 00 d
selection.

she

Difficulties for women resuming maiden name
children.
Assuming that only a rare
man would want to adopt his
wife's maiden name, a woman
then can use any name she
wishes so long as it is not for
fraudulent purposes. Therefore,
there is no legal prohibition
against her resuming use of her
maiden name after being known
by her married name. The difficulty is that such resumption
may not be recognized by other
parties, e.g. credit card companies, the University of Windsor.
Since the adoption of a husband's name by a married

By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
"If you are a woman and you
have been using your married
name but now want to revert to
the use of your maiden name, be
prepared to encounter practical
problems," warned Rosemary
Nash, a third-year law student
and first speaker at Tuesday
night's Women and the Law
workshop.
Under the Change of Name
Act (statute law), a married person who applies for a change of
name must also apply for the
change of name of his or her
spouse and of all the unmarried

woman is a social custom and
not a legal requirement, it seems
worthy of some consideration at
the time of marriage.
"The best interests of the
child are the prime concern in
custody and access cases today,"
said Carol Peck, Law II, "and
it is up to the individual judge to
decide where those interests lie."
Historically, fathers have had
the power of life and death over
their children to the extent that
they could execute them or sell
them into slavery. In the last
100 years, the pendulum has
swung completely around with

mothers
being automatically
considered the best child-rearers.
In the past decade, there has
been an increasing emphasis on
the rights of children. These attitudinal changes in society have
been reflected in some recent decisions by the court.
In Montreal, a man who
admitted he was a homosexual
was awarded custody of his two
children. The judge declared that
he was "the parent with the
most meaningful ties with the
children" and that "life with the
father, we know from the evidence, is natural, easy and stimu-

Sy

lating."
The coming thing in family
law is joint custody, long a
common phrase but a legal
rarity.
Joint custody means that
both parents have equal say in
the raising of children. Only a
few of these awards have been
made in Canada and Peter Kiviloo, a sociologist and instructor
at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, was on the receiving end of
one of the first.
Aside from the decision being
personally fulfilling for him, he

Cont'd on next page
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The Unclassified section is open to all members of the university community.
Submissions must be typed, double-spaced and limited to three lines. (60 stroke
line). Submissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number and
phone number. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length. The
deadline for submissions to the Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon .

UNCLASSIFIED
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumption University, 254-3112
MASS SCHEDULE: Sunday 10:30 a.m . and 4:30 p.m.

Daily· 12:00 Noon and 4:30 p.m. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5 p.m. -followed
by Dinner - $1.50) .
Saturday - 11: 30 a.m.
PRAYER ' AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. Our centre is
HOUR
open daily. We are located next to the University Centre. Feel free to drop in any time.

?F

PROSPECTIVE GRADUATES
FOR SPRING CONVOCATION
If you intend to graduate
complete an application

available

MEETING: of The Lance staff.
Today at noon in our offices on
the second floor of the University Centre.
LOST: Brown felt hat, in me
pub, early December. Please return it to The Lance office c/o
Wendy.

at the Spring convocation,

for graduation

COMMERCE CLUB: Presents a
woman's seminar on Thursday,
February 8 at 4 p.m. in Assumption Lounge.

you must

at the Office of the

registrar as soon as possible. Forms received after April 15,1979
be processed for Fall convocation only.
will not be determined without this application.

will

Coffee
COLLEGE:
IONA
House. Every Saturday evening.
8 - 11: 30 p.m. 208 Sunset Ave.
TYPING: Essays, term papers
etc. Fast and Accurate, Reason·
able rates available. Contact
Jan., at 258-1377.
BAND-A-THON: Musicians from
the university campus will be
asking for your support for their
Band-a-Thon, to be held Feb.
9-10 in the Music Building. Proceeds to pay for the band uniforms.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

NOW OPEN
CRAWFORD

CONTACT

LENS CENTRE

NOWWINDSOR
HAS WHAT YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING
A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
CONTACT LENSES. WE'RE THE SPECIALISTS.
CONTACTS ARE OUR ONLY BUSINESS

Phone 253-8988

FORABOUT

For an Appointment

Tues. -Sat. 9:30 am - 5:30 pm
830 Ouellette
Ave .• Windsor
(across from Mother's)

NOTE:

CLEANING

AND

POLISHING

ON THE PREMISES.

We're not In the phone book, so please keep this ad for reference.

GUITARS: Epiphone FT-150,
no case - $175. Manual Rodriguez guitar, with case - $17 5. Call
Graham Hobbs at the Registrar's
Office, Ext. 203.
FOR SALE: Head skis (six feet),
bindings, poles and boots. Excellent condition. Must sell. 9455882 after 5 p.m. daily.
NEEDED: talented people to
perform works for taping in conjunction with Radio · Broadcasting 216c. Musical performances
are
particularly
welcome.
Various dates for taping will be
available during the semester.
For details, contact Prof. Doug
Baer, Ext. 106.

ANNUAL LAW STUDENT REVIEW: February 13, at 8:00
p.m.
M.I.S.S.A. NIGHT '79: Dinner &
Dance. Firday, February 9. Ambassador Auditorium. The Very
Best of Sout-East Asian Food.
Tickets at $3, $4, & $7 (Couples)
Call ISO., 253-3801, or
254-8344.
FOR SALE: '68 350 Firebird.
Good body, engine, & interior.
New duel exhaust & brakes. Best
offer - 258-1258 Call after 5
p.m.
LECTURE:
Department
of
Sociology & Anthropology presents Professor Vito Signorile of
the University
of Windsor,
speaking on "New Horns for the
Theoretician's Dilemma". Tues·
day, Feb. 6 at noon in Rm. 162
WHS.

CARIBBEAN CLUB: Cultural
Expose tonight at 7:30 and
tomorrow at 6 p.m. in Ambassa·
dor Auditorium. Admission is
$1.50
and
features
songs,
dances, skits, display of arts and
crafts from the Caribbean.
CARNIVAL: Carnival Jump-up
tomorrow at 9:30 p.m. in the
I.S.O. Lounge (Cody Hall).
Admission is $1. Presented by
the Caribbean Club.
WITNESS WANTED: Would the·
people who witnessed the car ac·
cident on Friday, November 3,
1978 at Riverside and Ouelette
at 9 p.m. imolving a blue Fiat
sedan and a red Dodge, please
call Mike anytime after 3 p.m.,
at 969-3484. Please co-operate
as this is very important. The
case is to appear in court rela·
tivelf soon.
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Rape: Prevention, help and responsibility
ByJanineHalbert
women students can no longsider themselves invulner
er con
to
the attacks of a sexual
able
. h .
f
offender.Late at mg t, m any o
libraries on campus, a
themanmay suddenly find that
~~ is the only person left in the
The approach of a
roOm·
angerwould go unnoticed best!'
·
•
causeher attention
1s
sh arp ly
focusedon her books_.~he_n the
trackerstrikes, the victim 1sunarepared,shocked, and frightenpd
e . She can't believe that this is
happening
to her.
Lastweek, The Lance reported that a flasher had allegedly
committed four indecent assaultsin the campus libraries.
Thefour female victims have remainedsilent, and the suspect
hasnot been caught.
"This man will continue to
do this because he's been told
it's okay," stated Sandy Sahli,
a therapist at the Sexual AssaultCrisis Clinic. "This guy is
attackingwomen and he knows
that no one is getting back at
him."
Accordmg to Sahli, women
attheuniversity have to be cautious.A flasher could become a
rapistif he is not discouraged.
Theattacker is aware of what is
happeningaround him and, if he
thinkshe can get away with it,
hewillstrike again.
Whena woman is frightened,
her automatic reaction is to
freeze,or to try to ignore what
the attacker is doing. The assailant expects this reaction.
However,if there is enough reactionfrom the victim, he may
stop.
There are a number of precautionsa woman can use to
preventassault. Sahli listed the
followingas effective means of
prevention:

Always leave the car doors
locked.When you return, check
the back seat before you open
thedoor.

If a man asks what time it is,
respond loudly. Time inquiry is
a common tactic used by potential attackers.
If a man insists on bothering
you, get away from him. That is
your best defence.
Hitchhikers should not accept
a ride if there is more than one
individual in the car. Beware of a
male and female couple because
a woman is not always a friend.

When hitchhiking, never get
into the back seat of a two door
car.
If you are being bothered by
a man in a car, cross to the other
side of the street. If he persists,
walk into the nearest store or
house with lights on.
If you are being followed,
change your direction and go
into the nearest lit building
where there are other people.
Always be aware of your surroundings.
When approached
by a
flasher, attacker or by any per-

Cont'dfrom pg. 6

son who exhibits aggressive behavior, there are several things
you can do to discourage this
person:

Do not expect him to go
away if you ignore him. Passivity
is encouraging to a rapist.
Scream. Do not scream
"rape" because most people will
not respond. Yell "fire" or

assaulted or raped, her usual immediate reaction is to remain
silent. Ninety per cent of all rape
incidents go unreported because
women are unwilling to go
through the traumatic police and
court exp.erience.
Sahli recommends that an
assault victim immediately contact a friend, spouse or crisis
worker. The Sexual Assault
Crisis Clinic has a 24 hour crisis

"help" and you'll probably get
results.
Run away from your attacker
and get help. Do not hit him unless you are being restrained.

line 25 3-9770. The first person a
woman talks to will be a key
witness in the case, as well as a
companion during the ordeal.
Counselors at the Crisis Clinic
will accompany the victim to the
If you are forced to hit, do
hospital, police and, ·possibly,
not aim for the groin because
court proceedings. If the victim
that is the first area a man prodoes not wish to personally retects. Kicking the shins would be
port, the victim's anonymity
more effective. As soon as you
is preserved. All contacts with
are free, run. Do not try to dethe clinic are confidential.
feat your attacker.
Preserve all of the evidence.
Do not use weapons or sprays
Torn clothes, broken articles and
because they can be easily taken
· weapons may have the fingeraway and used against you.
prints of the assailant. Try to reWhen a woman is indecently ·. member the suspect's descript-

ion, car, license plate number
and anything else that may help
police identify the assailant.
If you have been assaulted in
any way, seek medical attention
immediately. The medical examination will be used as
evidence should you later decide
to press charges.
The maximum sentence for
indecent assault on a woman is
·five years. If a person indecently
assaults a man, the maximum
penalty is ten years.
However, Sahli added, if the
four library victims pressed
charges against the suspect, he
could receive a maximum of 20
years. There are several legal
procedures
that
university
victims would be involved in
should they decide to press
charges, and if the suspect is captured.
The first is an official report
to the police. Next there would
be a preliminary hearing, where
the court would decide whether
there is sufficient evidence to
take the case to trial. If there is
enough evidence, it may take a
year f~r the case to be tried because of the court backlog.
But the four victims (and '
there may be more) have
decided to remain silent, thus
leaving the assailant free to
attack again without repercussion. Sandy Sahli phoned the
Windsor Police and they stated
that they would need a lot more
information before they could
apprehend the suspect. So far,
the only description circulating
is that the suspect is a tall, black
youth, 23 or 24 years old, and
wearing casual shoes or sneakers.
If the victims do not want to
report the incident directly to
the police, they could call the
crisis clinic and then the counselors could relate the details to
the police.
This man has struck the campus several times, and will continue assaulting women until he
is apprehended.

Difficulties for women
emphasizesits importance as the
start of a trend toward the
recognition of the needs and
rightsof divorced fathers in general.
"Fathers have been visitors
and walking wallets too long.
They'vealways been deprived
oftheirrights as fathers."
Toronto psychiatrist Edward
~osenfeels that joint custody is
1n many cases an ideal arrangementthat meets the needs of
bothparents and children.
"The adoption procedure
mustalso be carried out in the
bestWelfareof the child," said
CarolynBrindley, a second year
Law student. "It cannot be
measuredby money or physical
comfonsalone but must take intoconsideration moral, religious
andaffectional ties."
The Children's Aid Society a
socialagency under the Child
WelfareAct, will do a Home
Studyto determine if conditions
arefavorable for the placement
of a child. The director of the
~S will then make a decision
asedon the evidence and pro~Ccdings.
Once the adoption is
lnal, the position is that it
Wouldbe "undesirable" for the
:turat parents to have access to
thechild, except in cases where
e court would deem it to be

"in the best interests of that
child."
There is no legal provision in
Ontario for the release of information about the adoptive
child, other than of a medical or
psychological nature.
However,
Essex
County
Court Judge Carl Zalev has
stated that "the child has the
right to knowledge of its natural
parents", and a CAS worker suggested that if one or both natural parents and the adopted child
are anxious to meet, the CAS
will accomodate them by providing the necessary information.
Ms. Peck ended the evening
with a brief discussion of child
abuse, the mental and physical
aspects, child neglect, and the
failure of parents to provide the
necessities of life.
Appreciation is extended to
the Women-in-Law group, particularly Cathy Maloney, Carol
Peck, Vicki Robson and Tamara
Stomp, whose hours of research
and preparation have made these
workshops interesting and educational for many women and
men in the community.
Next wbrkshop: Tues. Feb. 6.
Criminal Law; Rape, Abortion,
Battered Wives.

FA CULTY OF EDUCATION
University of Toronto (one year program)

_ Bachelor of Education Degree and
Ontario Teacher's Certificate
The faculty will continue to accept applications
from university graduates and those in their final year
of their undergraduate
degree program as Ion~ as
vacancies remain in teaching programs and/ or teaching
subjects.
Information and applications may he obtained from:
Registrar's Office-Admissions
F acuity of Education
371 Bloor St. W.
Toronto,

* Application
'~

forms
may also he obtained

Ontario

M5S 2R7

416-978-5577
from university placement

centres.
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''It's a beauThe University Concert Band
is a blend , of talented musicians
under the direction of Mr. James
Tambourini of the School of
Music.
Most frequently seen at Commencement
ceremonies
and
Open House, the Band decided
to expand its horizons a few
weeks ago and, along with the
University Choir, went on tour.
On January 18th, tne band
visited General Amherst and
Harrow District High School. •
January 19th saw them on the
road again • to Riverside and
Walkerville High Schools.
The band was generally well
received by the students at a!l
the schools. Band members at
Harrow High provided them
with a delicious feast.upon their
arrival.
At the present time, the band
is warming up for the Spring
Commencement.

Photos by Ed Mc.Mahon and Peter Nash

Their final concert
will
feature two students from Tambourini's conducting seminars
and a host of other artists from
the university community and
Windsor area.
On Feb. 9 to the 10, the
Band will conduct a Band-AThon to raise money for uniforms. Starting at 5 p.m. on the
9th, they will play 25 hours of
continuous music. Tambourini
ass;res that anyone who attends
will be sure to hear the finest in
music. Featured will be the
Border City Brass Ensemble, jazz
bands, dance bands and, of
course, the University Concert
Band under his direction.
Although the band has not
been all that visible in the past,
Tambourini believes them to be
an essential part of the university. Sponsors are needed for
the Band-A-Thon.

1.Uf
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deceived
spectating
speculating
just generally
contemplating
consubsequent
circumstances
seriously seeing
what i don't
see in you
or didn't
but now do
think
things
thickened
sickened
i hadn't
sought
sight
sooner
·cause things
aint as rosey
as i'd
believed

THE AUTISTIC CHILD
BLIND
He's an autistic child a creature of no habit
Playing all his mind games and creating havoc
Sitting in the corner doing nothing at all
But he's really computing the wall

my eyes, comic strip X's
Times, Times
they demand
and are cross, closed
to the process of slow change,
the same scenery
with different balloons.

There's people speaking a language that he'll never ~nderstand
For he'll always lack the ability to see and comprehend
I'm trapped in my little room there's things going on around me
Action' Movement' and strange things I see

D. Deutsch

Being fed food that he might or might not taste
Wouldn't matter if it was caviar or paste
Doesn't react to what he'll see or do
Minor reflexes control his body his mind too
I'd like to
But so far
I'd like to
I'm inside

touch I'd like to communicate
I know there's no way to educate
call for help if I only knew the word
a Dali painting everything is absurd

Everyone looks and asks my name
It could be you, we're all the same
The means are there to crack open the shell
But apathy reigns we can all go to hell

BORN TO DIE
Born of lovers
We take on another
Before the passion fades.
Make solitude your home
For you '11die alone.
Befriend the Queen of Spades.

An autistic child a creature of no habit? .
Playing all our mind games creating havoc
Are we in the corner computing the wall?
Actually we're doing nothing at all

Mario Blondin

Michael Millar

PETS

BUT FOR THE THOUGHT OF YOU ..... .

POETRY

sparrows caught
in the greenhouse
to die
legs tied to string
made to fly amuse the kids
who made them nests of dried grass
and cried when the legs came out of the sockets.

Gene Sasso

Write it all down
foot print
for someone to read
and size up.
D. Deutsch

You're soft
And you 're warm
And I love you so much
There are times when
I'd give all I have
For the touch
Of your soft velvet eyes
On my love-lighted face
Through the times spent alone
You 're my one saving grace.
Desiree Acton

D. Deutsch

FLA. TOURISTS

TWENTIETH CENTURY SUICIDE
He was just young
And had barely begun
But he died in the prime of his life.
And the reason he died
Wasbecause of his pride
Couldn't stand to let go his young wife.
Stoned to excess
Shot himself to death
By the angel of death he'd been kissed.
Shocked whispers were heard
But never a word
In regret of a life that was missed.
An addict! They said
But now he was dead
He'd given them just what they wanted.
With lies they had filled him
Their wicked tongues killed him
And his wife by his memories was haunted.
The town has recovered
From the deaths of these lovers
(For his wife killed herself soon thereafter)
·
Sick with regret
She was sorry they'd met
Slit her wrists 'midst the whispers and laughter .

they crowd airport escalators
like flies on horscbuns
sun worshippers all (there are
no atheists among them)
scramble to the nearest beach
and sprawl in
adoration the annointed bodies
glistening with
blessed copper tones
and prayerful .muttering on the
lips of the faithful:

tears
m your
ears
product
of some
fears
rolling down your cheeks
Gene Sasso

'Let me be the envy of all my neighbours!'
one old woman
a matriarch of
these annual pilgrimages
plants herself beneath
handfulls of sand like
a speedoed tulip bulb
and watches with envy
naked youth rolling
the shore in slender embrace
an1 adds a new wrinkle
to her private collection
sighing:
'nothing has changed'
Peter Hrastovec

Desiree Acton
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Pub potpourri
By The very impressed

F.

Busker placed upon themselves
(only two members) was really
to their advantage.

J. Kovacic
PART 1

• • • • •• • •••

Time to clear up some unfinished business .
After much thought, it has
finally hit me that I was a tad
wrong in my opinions of Busker.
Nothing earth-shaking, mind
you but the novelty of their act
hit me a little harder than I'd
like to admit.
What I should have mentioned was that Busker wouldn't
have achieved the rating that
they did if they have any additional members in the band.
The e were many limits to their
act which were clouded slightly
by the fact that they did, after
all, have a lot of courage to
make a go of it with only two
.----.,.....------------------~----.

I

I

PART2
There's a very strong rumour
going around that every band appearing in the pub, so far this
year, hasn't really been there at
all. That's right. All the music is
on tape.
.
Very devious, this Bob Gammon.
The truth of the matter is,
and this is the real low-down; all
they do is line up a few cardboard cut-outs (resembling band
members) and line them up
along the front of the stage .
There was a bit of a problem
this week. I guess they didn't get
the tapes in on time so they had

II
f'

l
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\...--------~---------:...::..::...-.:;...iL..--'------juxtapos1t10n
members.
to settle for a live band.
I think I was a little confused,
It's our good luck, though.
guile would have been a better
Foot Loose is by far the most
word for them.
dynamic band to grace a Wind- ·
sor area, stage in a long, long
It's an age old adage: People
always pull for the underdog.
time.
That is, the handicap that
Exhibiting one of the two

I thought I told you there was no harp solo in this number!
best guitarists I've ever seen in
a bar (Mike Forsythe of Zooster
being the other) Foot Loose rips
through rock and roll standards
with power and ease. On Oh
Carol, guitarist Jim Pecchia outChuck Berrys even Keith Riehards . Their original songs blend
in perfectly with their covers.
I mean, how can you lose
with songs like, It's Hard to
Love a Woman When the Whole
Town Loves Her Too?
Though their own material is
first rate, the highlights in their
performance still have to be
their beefed up reproductions of
early and recent rock standards.
They even drag out Little Richard's Rock Around the World
right after playing Hot Legs by
Rod Stewart. It's an unusual
but, amazingly,
they get away with it.
Vocalist Jim Dickie moves
around the stage so much, you'd
think he was wanted by the law.
His loose stage posturings and
"I'm just out for a good time"
style, make for a very carefree

and enjoyable set.
It's a welcome relief to see
someone get out of the Top 40
rut that we have been subjected
to the last couple of years. I'm
not blaming anyone in particular, it's just that there aren't
enough bands with the courage
to play what they want to play.
Production line rock never
was worth much .
A season high 8.5 goes to
Foot Loose and one hopes that
we see them again ..... real soon.

NER!

CLASS - Gradu
DATE & TIME -

Please bring advance deposit of $25.00 plus tax.

The PBB epidemic was widespread in Michigan the last
couple of years and all we could
say was "What will those crazy
Americans do next?" We felt
pretty cozy , standing behind our
national pride.
But, wait!
We were hit at the same time
but we had a different PBB.Our
disease was the Poor Bar Band
syndrome and it's been lingering
at this campus for a long time.
Only now have we found any·
thing resembling a cure.
Thanks, Bob.
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Every Which Way But Loose

Monkey business
By Ann Wong

YO

PART 3

After having thought about
this movie (for about 15 seconds), I suppose I should be fair
and say that there was a very
small and insignificant plot.
Basically, it is about a country
music loving truck driver (Clint
Eastwood), who is one of the
greatest fighters around. He falls
for this country singer he picks
up at a bar (Sondra Locke), but
she runs out on him. So, with
the cops and a fat motorcycle
gang after him, he sets out to
find her, and win her back.
Naturally, he has to have some
excitement during· his search for
her, so he picks a few fights on
the way.
Clyde, the orangutan that
travels with Eastwood, is the
main source of comedy in this
movie. Even though the movie
was not very good, you couldn't
help but like the ape.
After having been dumped by
Sondra Locke, Clint continues
to travel the countryside looking for the best boxer around
- Tank Murdock - whom he
wishes
to
challenge.
Here
director J arnes Fargo, attempts
to show us a little symbolism.
When Clint Eastwood has to
fight Tank Murdock, he realizes
that if he wins, he will probably
end up just like Tank and be

fat and utterly
useless as
anything but a legend - to be
knocked off by some young
dude who would challenge him
in the future. Of course, he real·
izes that this is not for him and
so he lets Tank triumph over
him. After having been defeated,
Clint heads for home.
Every Which Way But Loose
is Clint Eastwood's first attempt
at light comedy and unfortun·
ately, he fails miserably. This
however, is not due to bad act·
ing on his part or any of the
other actors in this movie. It is
simply due to the fact that the
plot stinks.
As far as I could see, the only
thing that really held the movie
together
was
Clyde, the
orangutan, and Clint Eastwood's
good looks - and even these two
things barely held it together..
The acting itself was fair and the
actors did a pretty good job con·
sidering the material that they
had to work with.
So there you go, that's the
whole movie. After having read
this, if you still want to waste
three dollars (like I did), go
ahead but don't say you weren't
warned. I'll admit that the
orangutan was cute and Clint
Eastwood was even cuter but
then, that's only worth about ~O
cents so yo you still lose out in
the end.
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his best commercial success to
date proving that the music
scene in England is not all Sex
Pistols, Ian Drury, or The
Stranglers; Thank God.

will, since their second effort is
about as dreary as the bible set
to disco - without the pizazz
(burning bush, parting seas,
etc.).

l

Bad Company also found the
hard way. Their first album was
genuine classic but an inconsistent second album put them
into a vice that will squeeze
them into nothingness before
long (they're
on the home
stretch).
· There is a brighter side to
this, though.
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ByMikeTaylor
Withsongs like Goon Squad
andTwo Little Hitlers Elvis Costellohas again invaded Canada
with his own nasty incisive
brandof rock. In the same vein
asElvisis King and This Year's
Model
the latest release contains
thefamiliarfast rock mixed with
anattempt at more subtle and
polished
production.
After the critical and commercialsuccess of his previous
albumsCostello has reached the
pointwhere a decision had to be
made;whether or not to continuealongthe same proven commercial
path or to attempt developmentas a singer/composer.
Fortunately,he has not been afflictedwith the laissez-faire attitudethat comes on the heels of
overnight
success. Armed Forces
~ a departure from his previous
compositionsbut only as far as
Joel's52nd street is from The
Stranger.
Elvishas again proven himself
anaccomplishedlyricist, I mean
howmany people can pull off
lines
such as:
Twolittle Hitlers will fight
it out until
Onelittle Hitler does the
otherone's will
I willreturn, I will not
burn.
withoutbeing branded a fascist
or a punk rocker? In fact, he
delivers
these lines with such absence
of malice that it's not until
the5th or 6th playing that you
wake
up to the lyrics.
Includedin the record packageis a short-play containing
new versions of Allison and
Watching
thP. Detectives plus a
newsong Accidents Will Happen.appearson both albums but
o~the short-play Costello sings
withonly a piano as backup.
Theeffect is electric to say the

is

least.

t·

Unlike many other
performers
today the Coming Attractionsdo not suffer from
overproduction. This elicits a
verysparse clean sound mixing
verywell with "I want to bite
thehand that feeds me" lyrics.
Themajor reason for this is that
~oducerNick Lowe, previously
. member,opted for production
lllStcad
of try1ng to do two jobs
It once. Armed Forces appears
to be his best bit of work to
date.
This is a concept album of
sons,
all the cuts having at least
1
looserelationship with Holocaust/1984 level of paranoia.
Butthe references and analogies
aremore tongue-in-cheek than
~er.Perhaps this is the reason
15
albumshave never been label1
;d punk or rebellious New
ave.It also goes a long way to1\'ards
explaining his relative acceptance
by the FM audience.
This album will probably be
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G~eatest

Hits
Vol .1

By Frank _!(ovacic

It's a little redundant to review any "greatest hits" package
but this is one case where special
mention is in order.
An album is, by nature, supposed to have a theme or at least
a certain cohesion to it.
Compilations generally didn't
have any of this since they are
"pick-and-choose" affairs, drawing from various periods in the
artist's cai;eer.
EWF Vo. 1 is different, if
only because of the artists themselves.
As a mixture of thythm and
blues, soul, pop, funk and even
disco, the music of Earth Wind
and Fire remains a consistent
staple in the neighbourhood of
popular music .
From Shining Star, to last
year's Getaway, and all the way
to their current hit, September,
EWA remain as consistent hitmakers in the (generally shortlived) world of pop music
Their sound remains clearly
identifiable, even after all these
years. Their slick style has remained
virtually
unchanged,
which is fortunate, since they
have the capacity to forge on in
the same musical vein. without
becoming derivative.
This is a perfect example of
the, "I like their stuff, but what
album do I buy?", blues brighteners.

ED"1IE !'IO~r::,y
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By Frank Kovacic

Premier albums are usually
looked at with a certain lenience .. "Hey, there's plenty of
time to totally decimate a
career; let's let them squirm
awhile."
Now, second albums; they're
special ..... .
One slip and you '11 be
swimming in sewer scum.
Short-lived superstardom is
usually just that, because of this
cursed breed.
Many a band have discovered
this. Foreigner have, or soon

Queen's second LP paved the
way for their future stardom instead of limiting it like a cancer,
and there are others.
But, hey! Before this becomes an essay on the perils of
staying in the music business,
let's take a look at someone who
lucked out;Eddie Money.
His new album on Columbia
records, Life For the Taking, is a
bit of a mixed blessing. Oh, he
doesn't regress but there's really
no progress here either.
01' Mr. Mahoney (his New
York name) has heavied it up a
bit this time around. It still has
that imbalance, though, that
plagued his debut effort.
Being an under achiever isn't
that bad when you can release
material like Rock and Roll the
Place, a driving rocker that
pushes Jimmy Lyon's lead guitar
right where it belongs; right out
front.
An honorable mention must
go out to Money's rhythm section, the backbone of most any
band. Lonnie Turner on bass and
drummer, Gary Mallaber, who
are on semi-permanent loan
from Steve Miller, play splendidly as usual.

LANCE-FEB.

The unevenness of the album
is caused by Money's penchant
for the wimpy pop song. Maybe
I'm a Fool, complete with female background vocalists and
orchestration, is destined to be a
hit. Somehow, I can't help turning down the radio whenever it's
played. He doesn't sound very
comfortable in this restricted
sound. The end result is a very
grating sound that I don't get
when he r:uts loose in out and
out rockers.
Eddie Money, his first LP,
showed promise; Two Tickets
To Paradise, Baby Hold On and
Rock and Roll Star put on an
impressive airplay blitz.
With Life For the Taking,
however, I think it's safe to say
that he's put himself on hold .....
but don't hang up yet. There
may be enough in him for consistently good album. still.

BOB l"f..ARLEY
AND T:IS 1.JAILERS

Bab:'lon

B;y Bus

By Cecilia Deck

This latest, double-live album
may be Bob Marley's definitive
statement as the king of commercial reggae.
Marley started out as a Rastaman rebel, singing about op-
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pression, political corruption,
and smoking spliffs in a loose,
raucous, unchecked reggae style.
But his most recent studio
albums, Kaya and Exodus,
showed a marked change. The
style was slick, mellow, and, to
put it bluntly, dull. The lyrics
were toned down to the point
that any vague political insinuations came out as boring cliches.
The change in Marley may
have been caul;ed by Peter Tosh
and Bunny Wailer leaving the
band in 1974, but it is more
likely
that
Marley
simply
became star-struck when he
started getting media attention
in the United States.
Either way Babylon By Bus
seems to be a fusion of the Old
and the New. Of the fourteen
tracks, s~ are angry, political
ones, the kind that brought
Marley to the top in Jamaica.
The most notable of these is War
whose lyrics are, verbatim, a
highly motivated
speech by
Haile Selassie. There are jolly,
good-time songs with relevant
lyrics, such as Punky Reggae
Party, Positive Vibration and
Lively Up Yourself. Finally,
there are several banal love
songs, like Is This Lo\'e and Stir
It Up, which Johnny Nash borrowed and made into an American hit. With the exception of
Rebel Music, all of the songs
sound better live than in studio.
As a long-time Bob Marley
fan, I must admit that Babylon
By Bus is not as good as his first
live album, entitled Wailers Live,
if only for the selection of tunes.
But I am reassured in knowing
that even if Marley doesn't write
songs like he used to, at least he
includes his older repertoire in
his show.
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Dan Hill in concert
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Dan Hill quells the savage beasts at St. Den~
By Desiree Acton
Dan Hill in concert is an extremely emotional experience.
One can often identify with his
songs; they tug at the heartstrings and touch you somwhere deep inside. The performer himself is extremely likeable :
he looks so soft and cuddly , and
the warmth of his personality
carries through as he relates to
his aufience . Dan hill talks to
his audience; he actually cares
what you think of his music. Un- g
able to conceal his shyness, he ~
appears to be almost embarrass- ~
ed when greated with a round of .,,
overwhelming applause for one Ill
of his better numbers .
s
He often gives the impression ti
that he is scared to death ; he f
seems to want to please his audibrought him back for an encore ·
ence badly . This makes the show
of two songs, All I See is Your
that much better because he is
Face, and Hold On. Once again,
really trying, putting his heart
the crowd roared to its feet, but
and soul into every song that he
the show was over. Among the
sings J::fe
really feels his music.
more memorable tunes he sang
The first set warmed the capto the audience were Dark Side
acity crowd to the magic of Dan
Of Atlanta, Growing up in the
Hill. He sang such oldies as his
Shadow of the USA, and When
playful pacn to RCA records,
the Hurt Comes.
and one of his bigger hits Let the
All in all, I'd say the concert
Song Last Forever. The second
was well worth the five dollar
set started slowly but buile to a
tickey price. St. Denis Hall was
powerful climax with notable
packed, a fact which pleased
renditions of McCarthy's Day,
both Dan Hill and Bob GarnFrozen in the Night, and of
mon, and everyone seemed to
course, Sometimes When We have enjoyed themselves.
Touch. A standing ovation
Before the concert, The

Book Review

Down in ]ungklnnd
THE COUP
by .Tohn Updike
Knopf, $8.95 (USA)
By Amt; Waxman
The Coup is talked of as
an African novel, but it's really about America , and how the
modern world smothers the
develoi,ing countries. It is a satire of the conflict between
materialism and pragmatism.
The narrator and protagonist
is the "incorruptible" Colonel
Hakin Felix Elloullou, and the
exagerations and inversions begin almost immediately. He was
the offspring of a rape. His country was a French colony, called,
what else, Noire, French of
bI1ck. As a 'young man, Hakim
fought with ithc French in Vietnam, then attended Dwight
David Eisenhower college in
Franchise, Wisconsin, where
Hakim scored less well on an
exam about Africa than his
blonde girlfiend, who wrote an
essay about "kinship". He became Minister of Information
after a coup, and eventually
President or dictator of the
newly named Kush. he is now
Marxis-Islamic, "The form of
government is constitutional
manarchy with the constitution
suspended and the monarchy
deposed."
Updike travels across this invented terrain with confidence
enough to masquerade the tale
as Elloullou's memoirs of his last
days in office. As the Americans
and Russians press in on his borders, with rocket ba.5(:s,food and
intrigue, Elloullou disguises himself and wanders through his
country. His features arc not
well-known, and he has trouble
convincing his own police who
he is. Of course, smugglers recognize him instantly. But this

doesn't stop.
.An American, with USAID
offers of canned food and powdered milk to this desert country,
is burned to death atop his
mountain of crates. After Elloullou decapitates the king, the
Russians steal the head and wire
it up to speak 'oracles', which
are heard only by tourists and
white slaveers. The death of the
American ("in Africa, one white
death shrikes louder than a thou sand black lives") brings in an
official negotiator called Klipspringer (sounds like .....), meanwhile, it hasn't rained in
the five years he's been President, and something terrible
happens to the only one of his
four wives who is sleeping with
him.
America slides into every
corner of Kush, as a corrupting
influence. "Where money exists,
there must have been pillage."
America is sickeningly rich,
"hopeful", with a hope that
withers in Africa. Why? Elloullou 's shrugging explanation:
"Africa is large." He accuses
even the dollar bill of "graven
pilfering of our sacred eagles and
brooding pyramids."
Here is how Updike gets literary mileage from a descript·
ion of an American drugstore:
"Elloullou was not prepared for
these walls and 'racks crowded
with intensely captive spirits,
passionate, bright and shrill,
their cries for the release of purchase multiplied by the systematic madness of industrial
plenty. Boxes contained little
jars, little jars contained capsules, capsules contained powders and fluids that contained relief, catharsis, magic so potent,
as advertised by their packaging,
that young Hakim feared they
might explode in his face."
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Lance spoke to Dan Hill in an in-'
tcrview, talking about his music
and other things :
Lance : How far did you go in
school?
Hill: Grade 12.
Lance : Any formal music
training?
Hill: I studied classical guitar
for about four years.
Lance : When did you first get
into the music business?
Hill: I guess when I was 18, I
signed my first record contract.
Lance : How did you get into
the business?
Hill: I just sent a tape to a
record company. They were interested and so that's how I got
in, I guess. Then a friend of
mine, his father lent us $20,000
and we produced my first
album, which was called Dan
Hill, and then I sold that album,
to GRT, a record company in

Canada, and that 's how it
started.
Lance : Did you play for any
bands in high school?
Hill: No, I didn't.
Lance: Where do you get the
inspriation for your songs?
Hill: Just from people and experiences that I see around me.
Lance : How long does it take
you to write a song?
Hill: It varies from song to
song. Some songs take a couple
of hours, some songs have taken
as long as a year . Frozen in the
Night took 3 hours, while Sometimes When We Touch took
about 3 weeks.
Lance : How do you go aboi.t
writinx a song?
Hill: I start, usually, by fiddling around with my guitar and I
get a chord progression and from
that comes a lyric and the two
kind of propel each other

through the song.
Lanc e: How do you fee/
about road t ours?
Hill: I like them as Ion
th ey 're not too ex h austive. gas
Lan ce: Where are you go·
on this part icular tour?
mg
Hill: Just secondary cities.
Ontario .
m
Lanc e: How many stops are
there?
Hill: About 24 stops in 30
days.
Lance : How true is the idea
do you feel , that most Canadia~
musicians have to go out of the
country to "make it "?

C

d

Hill: I think there's a strong
element of truth in that because
Canada is still just in its infancy
stages in the music businessand
often can't make decisionswith.
out American labels givingthem
the oka)i so it makes a lot more
sense to go the the Americans
and get a direct recording situat·
ion rather than trying to do it
the long way around through
Canada.
Lance : Did you feel that you
bad to go to the States?
Hill: No, I was lucky, I guess
.
Lance : I recall seeing you on
the Mike Douglas show and a
few other shows. How many
tours have you done in the
States?
Hill: I've done two reallyb~
tours.
Lance: What was the reception like?
Hill: It went very well.
With this, Da11Hill packedup
and took to the stage.
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Night Watch: Players' hit

On the contrary, I was
amazed to find that Night Watch
is surprising in more ways than
one. Lucille Fletcher's play is a
"whodunit" with a twist. Even
the most "professional" of you
amateur sleuths won't be able
to figure this one out! And the
University Players arc most con-

vincing as they find themselves
,~ied up in this "unusual" murder
mystery.
Catherine Brcaugh is superb
in her performance as the insomniac, Elaine Wheeler, an unfortunate witness to a terrifying murder. She does not fail to
keep the audience on edge as she
struggles \o uncover the grim
truth
surrounding
the
mysterious
incidents viewed
from her window .
Brian Lewis (Mr. Wheeler) is
top-notch as the dry, humourless Wall Street financier who is
forced to put up with his wife's
neurotic behaviour . His controlled anger cuts the atmosphere like a paring knife . He
is "obviously" the perfect match
for a frenzied woman.
But the real show-stealers are
Patricia Lindsey (Helga) and
Michael Rawley (Chris Appleby). Ms. Lindsey aw the German
housekeeper who hates "filthy
foreigners", shows what it takes
to be a class character-actress.
And Rawley's foppish Appleby,
everybody's eccentric next-door

neighbour, bursts on the scene
with such an unexpected flour·
ish, you cannot help but suspect
strange goings on in this unusual
Manhattan locale .
F
J anc Spearcn and Allan D.
Powell deserve honourable mcnt·
F
ion for excellent perfonnances
in supporting roles. As Blanche
F
Cooke, the close friend of Elaine
Wheeler, Ms. Spearen captures
the spirit of "intimacy" in the :M
family circle. And Powell, asthe
frustrated art lover-tumed-<ictec· M
tive Vanelli, is worth a laugh
line.
But who's the murderer?
M
There's no butler in this case.
And the police are as baffledas
Charlie Chan in an Italian Rest·
M
aurant.
M
The best I can say is that di·
rector Daniel Patrick Kelly can
M
go off on his well-deservedsab·
batical next year with the know·
M
ledge that he pawned off a real
M
winner on local theatre buffs.
Tonight and tomorrow are your
last two chances to play Die~
Tracy with the talented Ulll·
vcrsity Players.

The dictator himself thinks of
America, even as he is being serviced by his fourth wife: He sees
"Coca-Cola brewed out of syrup
upon chips of ice, 7-Ups paler
than water itself, and that mysterious, dark challenger to the
imperial Coke, the swarthy, enigmatic Pepsi, with whom he felt
an underdog's empathy."
Most of all, the President is a
pragmatist, a man who accepts
his own end. He criticizes America with all its self-help and how-

to books, as " a performanceoriented race that has never settled within itself the fundamental question of what a man is. A
man is a clot of blood." Elloullou worships at the abandoned
Mosque of the Clots of Blood, to
"a god without qualities":
"Allah's option is to exist or
not; mine, to worship or not."
''The battle now in the world
lies between the armies of necessity and those of superfluity ,"
between the lean and the fat.

Can pragmatism lead a develop·
ing nation to combat "ice-cream
stands in the shape of a sundae
cup, with a painted che"?'. on
top doubling as an air-coniitio~·
er vent, "and the eight bourgeois
values, as inscribed on th.c
Eastern facade of the vast Pal~is
d'Administration:
"Economie,
Mediocrite, Conjugalite, Tent·
perance, . Optimisme,
Dyna·
misme and Modernite"? If you
,
be·
eat a hero sandwich, can you
come what you eat?

By Peter Hrastovec

I have to admit that while on
my way to attend a performance
of the University Players' latest
offering, Lucill Fletcher's Night
Watch, I was perplexed by the
thought that I would have to
sweat through a two-hour "whodunit" that would most likely be
resolved by the apprehension of
an insane butler, whose fetish
was
spiking
the
master's
cocktails with either a daily rat·
ion of vintage arsenic or a small,
innocent amount of finelyground glass. In other words, I
was somewhat reluctant to
commit myself to what I
thought would be 'another night
with Agatha Christie and a stage
loaded with corpses.

p
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-Universityof Windsor, Night
Watch.
-Afternoonpub. 3-6 p.m . Law
School
Basement. Then@ 8 p.m.
Woddy
Allen's Annie Hall, Moot
court, Law School. Law Students$1.00, others $1.50 .

g

in
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0
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...Carisa
Caribbean cultural expose@7:30 p.m. (Sat. Feb. 3@
6p.m.)in Ambassador Aud. Admission
$1.50 ·

he

g

se

3

-People Talking Back, Sunday
(from 8 - 11 p.m.) CBET Channel 9 will broadcast a programme on issues and problems
that are bothering all of us.
After the broadcast you will
have five days in which to Talk
Back by phoning in your comments, ideas and opinions. There
will be one-hour follow-up programmes on five Sunday afternoons when the Talk Back will
be aired. Iona College is sponsoring a group that will phone in
after the February 4 programme,
and will meet at Iona, over coffee, during the follow-up Sunday
afternoon programmes. If you
wish to be part of the "Iona College Group", phone Jean Sonnenfeld, 25 3-7257, and find out
how you can Talk Back.

-Universityof Windsor, Night
Watch.

re
t·

-ClubSandwich, 83 Riverside
Dr.w.,Mose Scarlett and Jim
McLean.
8:00 p.m. $3.50.

it
h

-Carisacarnival jump-up. Sat.,
Feb. 3 @ 9:30 p.m. in ISO
Lounge.
Admission $1.00.

u

n
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a
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-Art Gallery of Windsor, Performing Arts Series, Kathryn
Moses, flautist, and trio.

-School of Music, John Schaffer, guitar.

6
-Law
School, Bingo Night.
Basement, Law Building 8 p.m.
-lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship is presenting a film series on
Nature and Man every Tuesday
afternoon at 12:00 p.m., in the
Assumption Lounge, University
Centre. Bring your lunch. (Admission free).
-An afternoon of Poetry and
Prose; Peter Stevens, Margaret
MacQueen, Brad Birmingham,
Anita Hurwitz, 1 p.m. Vanier
Lounge.
-Ontario
Film Theatre:, Casanova, Fellini.

7

··"The Wizard of Oz", 7:30 pm,
1118 Math Building.
-Christian Culture Series, Stanley Martin Hauerwas "The Moral
Value of the Family", University
Centre, University of Windsor,
8:20 p.m.
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.Eeb.2/79-Triumph/Hellfield, Cleary Aud. Tickets: $7 .00 ($8.00
at door). 7: 30 p.m.
-Rush/April Wine, Saginaw, Mich. (Civic Center). Tickets:
$8.50. 8:00 p.m.
Feb.3/79-Toto, Royal Oak (Two shows). Tickets: $7.50, $8.50.
7:30/10:45 p.m.
Feb.8/79-Cheech & Chong, Flint IMA. Tickets: $7.50, $8.50. 8:00
p.m.
Feb.16/79-Alice Cooper, Cobo. Tickets: $9 ,$10. 8:00 p.m.
Feb.20/21/79-Spirit, Center Stage:, Canton, Mich. Tickets: $7.50,
$8.50. 8 :00 p.m.
Feb.22/79-Charlie Daniels Band, Center Stage, Canton Mich. Tickets: $7 .50. 7: 30 p.m.
Feb.26/79-Heart, MSU Lansing, Mich. Tickets:$7.50, $8.50. 8:00
p.m.
Feb.27/28/79-Heart/Exile,
Cobo. Tickets: $9.00, $10.00. 8:00
p.m.

e
r·

t·

March1/79-Leo Kotke, Center Stage, Canton, Mich. Tickets:
$7.50. 8:00 p.m.
March
2/79-Peter Tosh, Center Stage. Tickets: $7 .50. 7: 30 p.m.
-Cheech & Chong, Royal Oak. Tickets: $7.50, $8.50
(Two shows) 7: 30/10:45 p.m.
March3/79-Cheech & Chong, Royal Oak. Tickets: $7.50, $8.50
7:30 p.m.
March
6/79-0utlaws, Center Stage. Tickets: $8 .50. 8 :00 p.m.
March
8/79-Mitch Ryder, Center Stage. Tickets: $7.50. 8:00 p.m.
March9/79-Waylon Jennings/Crickets, Center Stage. Tickets:
$10.00. 8:00 p.m.
March14/79-Stc:phen Stills, Center Stage. Tickets: $10.00. 7: 30
p.m.
March15/79-Dire Straits, Center Stage. Tickets: $7.50. 8:00 p.m.
March20/79-Nicollette Larson, Center Stage. Tickets: $7.50. 8:00
p.m.

s.
r
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-Windsor Community Theatre,
Forever Yours Marie-Lou.
-Club Sandwich, 83 Riverside
Dr. W., Mark Rust and Eric Nagler. 8 :00 p.m., $3.50.

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Thursday noon hour film series, The
Ways of Seeing Part 3.
-"Bottle Babies." The effect of
the promotion of artificial baby
formula in the third world. Filrr.
and guest speaker from Infant
Formula
Action
Coalition
(INFACT). Vanier Lmmge, 7:30
p.m.

11
-School of Music, Eugene Wade,
french horn, Gregory Butler,
piano.
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Concert Series, Maureen Forrester, contralto, Laszlo Gati, conductor.

9
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Friday morning lecture series,
"Genre Painters, Realists and
Impressionists".

13
-Ontario
Film Theatre,
Lion in Winter, Britain.

-Law School's Annual "No Talent" Night. 8 p.m. Admission
$2.00.

union in order to play in Windsor. "Hell, no!" he replied. I
used to belong to the union. I
couldn't get jobs. I quit (the
union). Now I'm working."
The Immigration Act requires
that the Canadian ~mployment

More than two months ago,
Club Sandwich, the "coffee
house" located in the Windsor
Press Club (every Saturday
night), booked an act from Ohio
known as Andy Cohen and the

The representatives went to
the Windsor Local of the American Federation of Musicians
(AFM). According to a Club
Sandwich spokesman, the Federation president, Carm Adams,
told .them that the reason he had
not cleared the band was that
they were not union musicians.
Mr. Adams told The Lance
that he advised immigration not
to clear Cohen's band because he
was sure that there are similar
groups within the same distance
in Canada, who would be available for the job. The club's
spokesman said, though, that the
representatives who talked to
Adams asked him: "If we could
find another U.S. musician for
the same night, who is a union
musician, would you clear him
with immigration?" They said
that Adams answered "Oh,
sure."
Club Sandwich asked Cohen
.if he would consider joining the

Commission consult with the
AFM to insure that foreign acts
do not "adversely effect" employment
opportumt1es
for
Canadian musicians.
Club
Sandwich,
though,
claims that Andy Cohen's performance would not effect employment
opportumt1es
for
Canadians because: their patrons
attend the club to sec specific
acts, and their are no specific
acts like Andy Cohen's available
,in Canada.

Hot Shots.

While most of the acts that
the club books are Canadian, m
their effort to present a variety
of musical styles and formats,
they booked for this one occasion, an American act.
Two weeks ago, representatives of the club went to a counsellor at Employment and Immigration Canada and asked for
a work permit for Cohen and his
band. They explained that their
presentations are really concerts
and that their patrons come to
the club to see specific performers rather than to buy drinks or
food.
The counseller, Ron
Reisch, told them that there
wouldn't be any problem, but
that he would check with the

. r~"J

PRESENTS

FOR DANCES,
PUBS, ETC.
STUDENT RATES.
LIGHT SHOW INCLUDED

- Sat.Feb. 3

MOSE
I
\\

&JIM McLEAN
admission '3.50

WATTAGE TO FILL ,,
ANY HALL
PHONE 253-6934

\•~1

M

·, ~apoleoitlll's1'
Sumptuous
Second
Empire
t

f:f.
-~(.'l'~~

,-l~~4
s)\ ~' /~.+i.

.,

Art of 1852-1870
that shaped
19th Century taste

complete
audioservices

I SCARLETT

The

musicians umon to see if there
were any similar acts available.
They were later informed that
the band would not be cleared
because the union had told him
that they would be taking work
away from Canadian bands.

83 Riverside W.

doors open 8 pm

10

Note: The act scheduled to perform at Club Sandwich this
weekend has been changed to
Mose Scarlett and Jim McLean .
The reason for this is explained
in the story below.
By Dan Sullivan

.....................................................
I

-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
Saturday Night Fever, Badham.

-Windsor Community Theatre,
Forever Yours Marie-Lou.

Club Sandwich shackled

······
.............................................
.

e

-Third
World dinner, Vanier
Dining Hall, 5-6 : 30 p.m. Tickets
$1.50 available: at the University
Centre, Campus Chaplaincies,
and at the door.
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NEWSWEEK
" . . astonishing
a celebration of
ornament."
NY TIMES :
. the single outstanding exhibition of the
year
"

THE DETROIT
INSTITUTE
OF ARTS
Jan. 18-Mar. 18

,,.
*

ADMISSION

General $2 50
St:.idents. Seniors $1 50
1-<oursTues through Su"

930al"1
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SPORTS

J
HOCKEY "A"

Lancerettes looking ahead
By Peter Nash

It's almost playoff time for
the Lancerettes and it looks as
though they're ready. Last weekin
six
end they competed
matches 1win:1ing five.

~

son, Trent, Carleton, Ottawa,
and Laurentian.
Ottawa proved to be the
toughest competition defeating
Windsor 15-12 and 15-5 in a best
of three match Windsor's overall
season record 1s 12 wins and two
losses at the hands of Ottawa.
'one of the other teams in
the interlock could keep up with
the Lancrrettes losing by lop·

.~

sided scores such as 15-2 and

Last Thursday the Lancerettes travelled to Laurier and
beat them three straight games
in a best of five match. The following day they competed in a
league interlock playing RyerC
C

~
~

::,

" 15-3. Ryerson put up one tough
'..;)
.
"' game ma 15-12 Lancerette v1ct·
'7<
~
ory.
!;
Coach Marg Prpich seemed
pleased but still a little apprehensive with her team's play.
"We beat ourselves out there.
The team is always a little
psyched out when they play Ot·
tawa."
The Lancerettes will host
University of Toronto and Brock
in the Tri Tournament in St.
Denis Hall this Saturday afternoon. Coach Prpich mentioned
that "I expect to win both
matches on the weekend." The
playoffs begin on February 9 at
Brock. It will be a six team elimination match with the winner
carrying on to the finals held at
York on February 23 and 24.
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Rockets
Cody Sucks
Bulls
Candies
Rae . Lodge
Humkins
Chiefs
69'ers
Sabres
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Red Wings
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CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
League "A"

Gallery Keggers
H.K. Grads
Beagles
Woodpeckers
Zeroes

8

9

League "B"

Sticks
6th Floor A's
Tecumseh
Stars
Laurier/Cody
Electa Spikes

8
8
10

Tri Tournament
this Saturday
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Division 2

Bullets
Hogans Heroes
B. Buddies
Vigilantes
Cody A
Division 3
Dave Clark 5
Basketphobia
Whales
Bus Boys
Civil
Holy Hucks
Commerce A
Spidermen
Brown Stars
Raccoon Lodge
Humkins
Hawks
Caribbean
Bombers
Rolling Stones

Short or long, there is more to a cut than the snip of
scissors. It takes technique and that special know how.
Our trimmers have it. They listen to you and they will
show you how to achieve that attitude that you are striving
for.

"FOR THE CUTS THAT OTHER PEOPLE NOTICE"

CUTS&.SUCH
248 Pelissier St. - Downtown 252-1981
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news

MEN'S BALL HOCKEY
Monday February 5, will be the last day for entry forms to be
submitt~d to the Intramural Office. League play begins Febru·
ary 7 with action taking place at Wm Hands.
ATTENTION all Captains, the meeting will be Tuesday Februar)'
6 at 7 p.m. in the Intramural Office. Please do not leave your entr)'
submissions to the last minute because it only holds up scheduling
procedures, SO PLEASE, SUBMIT YOUR ENTRIES NOW!
SPECIAL EVENTS
Both the Men's Weightlifting and the Table Tenis Tourney have
been postponed, men's weightlifting till Wednesday February 7, and
the table tennis indefinitely. En tries are still invited 1 so hurry and
submit yours immediately, to the Intramural Office, Ext. 325, Noon
till 1 p.m. and 7 · 9 p.m., Monday to Friday.
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Double victory road trip
score at the end of the half was
29-15 in favour of the LancerThe Lancerette basketball
ettes.
travelled to Toronto last
Lancerettes have been hurting
I ie~rnd
to play the first of four
. Ryerin recent games, missing key
' Frtayleaguegames,beatmg
players such as Pat Tobin and
awayundly by a score of 5 8-4 3 .
Debbie Finnegan. Sue Hrycay,
sonhso
gh beaten badly, Ryerson
Altou
.
Karen Ibjanich and Debra MchadiJnpr~ved.f~om thh~\ ~evIntosh filled in for the injured
ious
gamein Wm sor w 1c
ey
players well, taking the pressure
lost67-29.
off the starting five.
the first half, the Lancer1
In the second half, the
~ controlled play right away
Lancerettes
were still being
:: played good d~fensive bascaught
up
court
as Ryerson did
ketball,not allowing Ryd~rdso~
not give up still trying to win
very
rnanyshots. Ryerson 1 n t
rakeadvantage of the fe~ ?P· the game. Ryerson had more
shots in the second half but their
rrunities they had, m1ssmg
shooting was worse in the
:ors. Lancerett~s did let u ~ a
second half than it was in the
bitlate in the first half gettmg
first.
caughtin the Ryerson fast
There were three Lancerette
break.
This allowed Ryerson to
players
in double figures, Kerri
ut rnore points on the board,
Towers was the top point getter
~antheir play indicated. The
BYj\ndYMartens

Student contributions
for new gymnasium?
1
I

ByDonPeppin
Lookwho's got a new toy. The trouble with mos~grown-up toys
~ thatthey are expensive.
Ournew toy is no different, measuring in just a mile short of
SteveAustin,the University's proposed multi-purpose gymnasium
willhave its work cut out for it before the first trowel hits the
I ground.
Theadministration used their heads when they picked the men to
helpraise the money for the new project. With names like Duddy,
fromHiramWalker, Doyle from the Commerce Bank and McGivney
fromChryslers, behind the drive they already have clout. Most of
!hese
nameswon't mean a lot to we lowly students (except that they
arewhere98% of the Law and Business faculty would like to be in
20years).
Butthey swing heavy bats in the Windsor business community
andare sure to be instrume1:1talin that group rallying to the cause.
Whatconcerns this writer is the population which will be most obviously
benefitted by the new gym.
Dr. Paul Cassano, Vice-chairman for the university contributions,
, though
non-committal at this point, has hinted that he would like to
seesomekind of a referendum held by students to raise part of the
fund.In other words he wants to tag on a few extra dollars to our biannualteeth-pulling at tuition time. This would continue till the
complex
was paid up.
Mostuniversities in the past decade or so have undertaken extendedexpansion programs and new buildings have been popping up
hereand there on most campuses. Windsor is no exception with a
newBiologywing and the Business building. Neither of these came
outof money that this generation of students contributed nor were
weaskedfor any directly. But with the new financial strains on the
government,
the fact that the old 'building fund' (Program 25) has
finally
run out, we the university community will be asked to cough
~ up.
Businessinterests in the city, Wintario and the municipal governmentcan be expected to add plenty to the St. Denis Hall Fund coffm,but when it comes to the bottom line the university itself will
have
to put up the balance of the funding.
At other campuses it has often been the student centre that studentdollarshave been canvassed for. As an example of the type of
campaign
other campuses have gone through, the University of
Guelph's
University Centre, a beautiful four-story structure that not
onlyholds student activities but also the main administration . comI plex,began its drive in 1967. At that time the student population
votedin a referendum to pay $20 per year ($10 per semester) into
theUniversityCentre fund. In 1973, Guelph petitioned the provinc, ialgovernmentfor the permission to build, and after a great deal of
compromise,
construction began. It is now almost five years to the
daysince that building was completed and as of June 1979, that
complex
will be paid off, mortgage and all, according to its director,
aformerWindsor graduate, David Butler.
The University student population has more than doubled at
Gu~lph,
so thay have had far more coming into the fund than its
llli~~tors
had anticipated. They also allotted the faculty the responsibili~to help. Those members of the university community also
playinto the fund in much the same way the students will until
une.

with 18 points, Patty Ducharme
had 17 points and Margie Hyland hit for 11 points. Other
Lancerette players who scored
were Pam Johnston with 8
points and Kit Kelly with 2
points. The top shooter for Ry- .c
erson was Janet Green with 12 ~
points.
~
The Lancerettes continued !
>,
their road series losing to Carle- .D
£
ton by a score of 42-34. Coach
Pam Johnson defends against Sienna Heighu
.
Swain commented "Our probpressure as they did in the first
starting tomgnt against the York
lem was that we stopped shoothalf.
Yeomen at 6:00 p.m., York's
ing in the second half, and when
record currently is 6-3. Then
Carleton outscored the Lanyou stop shooting you can't win
cerettes by 18 points in the
Saturday night they play Toronbasketball games".
second half 28-10. Kerri Towers
to who are still undefeated with
In the first half, despite being
was in double figures for the
a 7-0 record.
lower in the standings than, the
Lancerettes with 12 points, Pat·
In an exhibition contest last
Lancerettes played good offenty Ducharme, who played
Wednesday, the Lancerettes lost
sive basketball, leading at the
another outstanding game, had 8
to Sienna Heights, 86-51. A talhalf 16-14. They also played
points. Kit Kelly also !had 8
ent laden Sienna squad was just
good defence holding Carleton
to only 14 points in the half.
points. Both teams had 9 team
too much for the Lancerettes alDuring the second half the
fouls apiece during the game.
though they did put up a good
Lancerettes stopped shooting
Lancerettes record after last
showing.
partly because Carleton was weekend's games is now 4.5 and
Kerri Towers had 14 points
using strong defensive coverage they are tied for third place with
for the Lancerettes while Marg
against a shooting attack. Also
Brock in Tier II of the OWIAA.
Hyland hit for 10. Karen
Schwarfk led Sienna with 24
in the second half the LancerLancerettes will now play
points.
ettes did not apply full court
more away games in Toronto,

f

1

I

thSincethe University of Windsor's faculty, staff and students are
.e ones who will be using the new facility, despite the dreams of
~ty fathers, we are the ones who must pay and plan to pay in the
•uture.

Thiswriter does not particularly like the possibility of forking
:er.a.few bucks every time I hand over a cheque to the university
.~tif it means the difference between the old and the new St. Denis,
ll1e • ,
n lt s little enough to pay.
Wit
construction workers do as nice a job as the artist did then we
truly have a new toy to be proud of.

An example of one possible configuration of markings in the proposed new St. Denis Hall Complex. This
artist's conception shows areas for badminton, volleyball and basketball courts, with the striped line
across the gym indicating the accoustic curtain. The area to the left could hold up to 4,000 spectators.
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Landry sparks Lancers in two game sweep
By Peter Nash
The undefeated Windsor Lancers continued their winning
ways this week with victories
against McMaster 96-84, and
Western, 91-85.

Windsor had a rough time
against Western last Wednesday
in St. Denis Hall and it took an
outstanding
performance
by
team captain Vince Landry to
pull out the victory.
A three point play with two
minutes remaining by Landry
was what Coach Paul Thomas
called "the turning point in the
game." With Windsor up by two,
Western in-bounded the ball
only to have Kevin Greenwood
steal it and feed Landry. The
Lancer captain put it up and got
fouled besides. That put Windsor
up by five and out of reach.
Assistant Coach Nick Grabowski mentioned before the
game that he thought it would
0
be alot tougher than some !!
people expected and he was ~
right.
_g
Western had an early two ~
point lead that they managed to .o
carry all the way to halftime, 43- B
o
41. They came 01:1tjust as strong . f ,~~~-~~-in the second half jumping to a
Vince Landry (14) was a blur against Western.
five point lead.
defences" commented Thomas
forwards had a tough time at the
Coach Thomas had been plafollowing the contest.
offensive boards missing many
tooning but Western's fine play
Thomas also mentioned that
attempts inside. Wayne Allison
forced him to go with his top
"Their big men all had a whale
had a rough night but sill manfive or six players for most of
of a game. Our forwards didn't
aged to come up with 15 points.
the game. "They confused us
play that bad, they (Western)
Stan Korosec fouled out again
early by showing us our own
just played excellent." Windsor
but not before ripping down two

key rebounds in a row late in
the game.
Vince Landry had his best
performance of the year, scoring
30 points and inspiring the Lancers at both ends of the court.
"We showed alot of guts out
there tonight and that's what I
like to see" noted Landry after
the game. "They got some easy
baskets but our guys got them
when it counted."
Kevin Greenwood managed
14 points for the Lancers hitting
three important buckets late in
the game.
Don Berry led the Mustangs
with 2 7 points followed by
Clyde Adkin with 18 and Bruce
Meikle with 16.
It's been a long time since
Windsor has had a victory at
McMaster, four years in fact.
Coach · Thomas noted that "We
haven't done well here in the
past so I've got to be pleased."
Windsor dominated play from
the opening whistle and never let
up. Three minutes into the game
the Lancers led 7-0. That lead
opened up to 12 before the Marauders came back to bring it to
within eight, 48-40 at half time.
The Lancer guards have been
having scoring troubles of late
but Vince Landry turned it
around against Mac with a 22
point performance. (Ten points
from the foul line.) Wayne
Allison matched Landry's out-

put with 22 but strong ff .
.
h' .
o ens1ve
re b oun d mg ighhghted his
formance.
Per.
The Lancers did not u
setheir
p l atoon d ue to an inJ·ury
.
h'
to
R 1tc 1e. Hampered with John
k
· ·
· · saw only l'a .nee
m1ury
R1tch1e
action .
IIlltted
Windsor didn't let up .
I
lnthe
secon d h alf opening u
·
.
P a 20
pomt lead. Jim Molyne
ux and
Stan Korosec keyed thew· d
.
in sor
attac k with tough work
on the
boards at both ends of the
coun
Molyneux ended up with ·
.
h'l
pomts w I e Korosec had lZ. 17 .
Mac came back with
.
. .
several
1
minutes remammg, bringin h ;
•
h'
gt
e
I
score to wit. m 10, due mai·n1
y
to the scoring abilities of M k
Dubois and Al White D bar.
•
• U OlS
had 3 3 pomts while Wh'
d.
.
1te
.
ch1ppe m with 28.
Coach Thomas commentd
t h at "Th ey ' re very underrated
They played quite well agai~s;
.
us.,,

I

The most important gameof
the year is this Saturday against
Waterloo. If Windsor wins,first
place is easily within their grasp
Traditionally
Waterloo and
Windsor battle it out for the
division title and this year isno
different.
Windsor won the
openin~ contest last month by
one pomt.
I
The Lancers next homegame'
I
is against Guelph this Wednes·
day. Game time is 8:15 anda11
fan support is appreciated.
1

I

Playoff practice

St. Clair downs hockey Lancers
•
ID
By Lance Sports Staff
This coming Sunday Feb. 4th
Windsor Lancers take on the
Guelph Gryphons who are
sitting in a three way tie for first
place in the Western Division of
the OUAA, with two games jn
0
~ hand on Laurier and Western.
CJ)

.,~

It's interesting to note that
c., the Lancers will meet the first
place team from the Western
Division in their first round of
the playoffs. Indeed this game
may prove itself to be a prelude
to the playoffs.
St. Clairdefenders look behind them but it's off the post.

All Lancer supporters are being offered free admission to the

Trackers compete in States
By Lance Sports Staff
The University of Windsor
Track and Field Team travelled
to Michigan for the opening_
meet of the 1979 indoor season.
Five Canadian universities competed along with 15 U.S. teams.
The day was quite a success and
many new U of W records were
established.
The men's team competed in
various relay events: The sprint
medley team of Paul Kozak
(440); Bruc1; Robertson (220);
Dave Hyland (220); and Tim
Wood (880) placed second with
a new university record of
3:46.3. The relay team doing a ·
4 X 880 placed sixth. The team
was
composed
of
Bruce
Robertson, Ray Holland, Al
Baird, and Tim Wood.
The distance medley relay

also placed sixth with a new university record of 11 :08. Team
members included Ray Holland
(1200), Al Baird (880), Paul
Kozak (440) and Don Mackinnon (one mile). The best individual performance was turned
in by Steve Thatcher in shot put,
gaining a new university record
of 12.95 -meters.
The U of W women began the
1979 indoor season with another
fine following, breaking three
university records.
The first record was broken
on the very first event of the
day, the Sprint Medley Relay
(220,110,110,440
yards). Debbie Sukarukoff, Andrea Page,
Jennifer Pace, and Leslie Yee
combined to place fourth in .:he
field with a time of 2:01.9.
Andrea
Page broke
the

second record of the day by
running 2:27.7 for the 880 yard
run. It was Andrea's first 880
and she did remarkably well for
a sprinter. Also, in the same
race, Leslie Yee placed sixth
w!t~ a t~e of 2:32 and Kathy
R1c1ca nmth with a time of
2:41.
Jennifer Pace continued to
o~t-c!ass her competition by
wmmng the shot put with a put
of 12.01 meters.
Finishing off the day, Patti
Taylor placed sixth in the one
mile (5 :37.4) and Kathy Ricica
. placed fifth (setting the third
· record) in the two mile run (12:
14.5).
The Windsor team will be
competing next at the Toronto
Star Games (February 2) and the
Western Open, London (February 3).

exihition Illatch
game if they are accompanied by
a 'noisemaker'.
La~t Tuesday night the educational institution competition
for Windsor athletes put on
quite an exhibition. The St. Clair
College hockey club downed the
University of Windsor Lancers
7-5.
. St. Clair was lead by left
wmger Tom Boroski who potted
four goals. In addition, Pat Hillman, Mark McGuire and Joe
Ivan scored singles. Ivan's goal
was scored into an empty net
after the Lancers pulled their
goalie.
Jake Rosaasen fired two for
the University of Windsor along
with singles by Len Chittle, Rick
Martin, and Mark Matheson.
Windsor opened the scoring
at 14:53 of the first period,
- when Rosaaen tipped in a shot
from the point by Scott Hunter.
Holding to a 1-0 lead going
into the second period, it wasn't

much later when the Lance11
had to call on Rosaasen agamto
give them the lead after St. Clair
finally put one past DaveCaron.
The entire game was a fast
skating, hard hitting affair.
Windsor's
aggressive playe11,
such as Don Martin and Al Fig·
gins appeared to be at homeout
there grindin' it up in the
1
corners.
,
The final outcome of the
game was not established until1[·18: 17 of the third period, when
Boroski picked up the winner.
With three games remaining
·
in the regular season the Uni·
versity of Windsor Lancersare
going to try and set the stagefor
the playoffs when they play
Guelph this Sundsy.
As a special note, Univers!l)'
of Windsor alumnus Jack Juhen
is coaching the Bramalea Blues
of the Metro Junior B league.
His club is holding down first
place.

I

l

I

OUAA HOCKEY STANDINGS
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W
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Central
10

Pts

McMaster

13

Windsor

13

7

2
6

Ryerson
Brock

13
11

1
0

2
1

4

10

Toronto
Laurentian
York
Queens
Ottawa

13
14
13
13

8
6
5
2
3

2
3
5
7
7

3
5
3
4
1

19

West
7
7
6
3

2
4
3
4

2
2
4
4

Guelph
Laurier
Western
Waterloo

10

1
0

21
14
1

East

11

11

13
13
11

17
13
8
7

16
16
16
10
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Ca,npus security nabs
'flasher' suspect
By Mary Beth Hawrish
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ByMikeAnderson
SAC President Gino Piazza
came out against tuition increases, withdrawal from the
OFSand feminism at the recent
OFS(Ontario Federation of Students) conference in KitchenerWaterlooheld Jan. 26-2 7.
The key issue at the two and
a half day conference was the
controversial P .S. Ross report
which, without making recommendations, pointed out that
most college administrators
favored the raising of tuition
feesto "20 per cent of operating
revenue",and that some support
wasto be found for the proposal to allow individual universit-

BySteve Del Basso

A letter written by the Students' Administrative Council
presidentGino Piazza, to Dr. Allan,
vice-president of finance and
ast
adminstration for the university,
arr.
wasthe most controversial item
ers,
discussedduring the last session
F~·
of
the students' council, January
out
31.
the
The letter was in reference to
the damage caused on the
the
ntil.... second washroom of the Univversity Centre during a recent
hen
Commerce Club dance, held in
the Ambassador Auditorium.
ing
Piazzaasked Allan to send a bill
DI·
to the SAC so that proper
are
action
could be undertaken.
for
Commerce
representatives
lay
felttheir club should not have to
pay for the damage because the
'cy
dance was held in Ambassador
and the area within the hall was
al( they were reseonsible for.
Discussion on the matter continued for several minutes.
Finally a motion was proposed
and carried, implying that if the
university administration sends a
billfor the damage, SAC should
pay for it. The reasoning behind
the decision was that the dance
wasa student activity.
. A report by the Golden AnniversaryCommittee, formed by
the council to commemorate it's
50th year in existence, was presented by Jim Shaban, chairman of the committee. A dinner
in honor of all past presidents
and councils and which is
planned for Open House weekend in March, has had a positive
to
lair
on.

was subsequendy handed over to
the Windsor Police.
Mciver said the man went
through "his usual modus operandi on the fourth floor of the
Leddy Library."
Reports have indicated that
the "Flasher" would seek out a
female in a secluded corner and
trap her. He would then go
through a series of obscene
movements, including fondling
himself.
Friday's incident was the first
to occur during the daytime, according to Inspector Sommerville of the Windsor Police. The
police had received reports on
three other incidents, two of
which occurred around 11 p .m .
and the other around 8:30 p.m .
McKinney was arraigned in
court on Monday.

Piazza blasts tuition hikes
ies to set tuition rates.

Both Piazza and Windsor's
other delegate, Human Kinetics
Society president Jim Snow, expressed their opposition to these
proposals.
Piazza and Snow, together
with other delegates to the conference, passed three important
resolutions on the Ross report.
The first of these motions
stated that OFS "views with
concern" attempts to "index" or
"unpeg" tuition rates "because
of rrobable serious and delitarious effects on enrollment and
accessability" in Ontario's postsecondary education system.
The second motion called for

SAC covers for
''hole in the wall''
ell

Students who disrupted their
study habits because they might
be suddenly "flashed" should be
able to return to secluded study
corners .
A Detroit resident, who fit
the description of the alleged
"Flasher", was arrested outside
the Leddy Library shortly before 2: 30 on Friday afternoon,
according to Campus Security
director Grant Mciver, who told
The Lance Saturday.
He said the man, Chris
McKinney, 29, was apprehended
by two campus security officers
after a female student reported
an incident to library officials.
Nearby security officers sealed off the building once the report was received, said Mciver,
and arrested the man. McKinney

response according to Shaban.
The function would include a
tour of the university and a
dance in the Ambassador Auditorium later in the evening.
Twenty-three
past presidents
contacted have accepted invitations to attend the dinner. Shaban asked the council members
if they would try to convince
the university administration to
help in financing the event, although monetary aid may not be
needed.
The Dan Hill concert held in
St. Denis Hall on January 26,
was reported by the council's
treasurer as being a moderate
success. All the costs were paid
for and a profit was recorded.
There was a verbal agreement
among the members that similar
events should be initiated in the
future.
A list of university clubs and
societies applying for funding
for the winter term was ratified.
A number of organizations had
asked for additional funding because they were formed during
the mid-fall term, after the application deadline.
A motion concerning the attendance of reps to the SAC
meetings was approved. Future
meetings will alternate so that
one will be held on a Wednesday and the following on a
Thursday. A majority of the
members would then be able to
attend at least one session a
month.

OFS to "urge the Ministry (of
Education) to refer any proposals" on this matter "to the
OCUA for appraisal . . . .in a
White Paper" to be completed
before September 30, 1979.
The third and final motion
called for the OFS to "exert as
much pressure as possible" on
university administrators not to
support the unpegging and indexing proposals.
The motions were part of a
four-part motion proposed by
the University of Toronto SAC.
All of the motions were passed.
The only addition was made by
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute
which pointed out that the second motion "did not make provisions for the colleges." In response to this, Workshop Chairperson Leo Casey "directed the
Commission
to
prepare
a
motion" which would cover Ontario's community colleges.
There was a general feeling
among the delegates that indexing and unpegging tuition rates
would raise tuition to a much
higher level than at present and
that the great majority of students would strongly disapprove
of such proposals. Only 18 of
136 persons surveyed in the P.S.
Ross report were students.
P.S. Ross was a firm of managerial consultants hired by the
Ontario government to gather
data on tuition and incidental
student fees. The final report,
over 300 pages in length, did not
give any "political advice" and
made no recommendations. It
did, however, discuss various
formulas and gather opinions
from students, faculty and administrators.
Piazza pointed out that
although all of P .S. Ross' data
dealt with 1977-78, "it was a
good report in that it provided a
basis for future policy-making."
Piazza was dismayed that only
two other people attending the
OFS conference had copies of
the report.
Piazza has denied rumours to
the effect that Windsor is about
to pull out of the OFS. Quite
the contrary, he feels that
Windsor should be even more
strongly represented
m the
future.
"If we're paying OFS membership fees, we had better make

Pleaseturn to page 3

KELLY AT TEN: Donna Peltier captured 1st prize (Color) in the
Photo Club's recent contest for this shot of a ten year old's pensive mood. All winning prints were on display in the Leddy Library last week. The contest was sponsored by the campus Photo
Club and city camera equipment merchants. Prizes ranged from $10
to $25. Those who haven't picked up their prints may do so at
Electa Hall on Saturday between noon and 5 p.m.

Gallery financial
picture gloomy
By Paul Chernish
The Lance has learned that

the Gallery Lounge is in the
middle of deep financial trouble,
about $6,000 worth. The story
was confirmed on Wednesday by
Emmanuel Biundo, SAC treasurer.
"It's difficult to pin down
any one big reason why we are
so much in the red, but the Gallery has been losing money,"
said Biundo.
The Gallery Lounge, or pub
as most students know it, entered this fiscal year with hopes
of at least breaking even. During
last year, it made a profit.
Although the pub is under
new management and many of
the employees are still in their
rookie year, Biundo does not
cite these as critical reasons for
the financial woes.
"Actually, it's probably a
combination of things. For one,

we lost money during
mer. Another factor
that our renovation
which cost us $5,000,
the hole."

the summight be
program,
put us in

The loss of money during the
summer that Biundo alluded to
is not at all uncommon, and
these losses are almost taken for
granted by SAC. Most of the
renovation was necessary because of the poor condition of
the furniture.
Other probable reasons for
the loss of money are the decrease in enrolment, September's
support staff strike and the competition supplied by the Dominion Tavern and Bridge House.
Even with all of the gloomy
financial reports, Biundo remains optimistic. "I still think
we can recover the losses by the
end of the year."
This fiscal year ends April 31.
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Caribbean students

display of West Indian culture
By David Cameletti
T vo hours of exposure to an
elaborate display of West Indian
cu'ture on I<riday night left this
reporter flying higher than an
Air Jamaica aircraft.
T'ie Caribbean Students Association ·taged their fourth annual cultural show and, if the
performance which was put on
then 1s any indication · of how
fut.ire events such as this will be
earned out, the Caribbean club
should continue to organize
these extravaganzas.
Before more than 200 people,
a v·1r1ety of dances, traditional
songs, and plays offered an
entertainmg look at the West
Indian culture. What added considerable quality and credibility
to the show, were the colourful
native costumes worn by each

performer, the exciting bongo
drum work by Lawrence Titus
and Salvatore Ferraras and the
ever present Caribbean dialect.
In additton, the intangible qualities which are so vital to the
organizatton of a variety show
such as cooperation, teamwork,
timmg, and spirit, were all in
evidence to the success of this
Caribbean cultural display.
fhe song "Day Oh", which is
a West Indian tune sung to greet
the rising mornmg sun, opened
the evening, and was followed
by the delightful "Mi Cawfi,"
which is the equvaJent in the
Jamaican dialect for "My Coffee." A combination of the song
"Massa Day" and the dance entitled "Slavery" helped to add
an interesting historical perspective to the show through their

depiction of the days when the
Caribbean islands were little
more than colonial havens for
the imperial powers of Europe.
Marcella Bariffe and Kenneth
Henry charmed the audience
with their wmy and lilarious
portrayal of a young, unmarried
couple who encounter the Devil
in the play "Go to the Devil."
The most entertaining scene occurred right at the end when
Bariffe proved to be too sinful
for old Satan.
Over 40 West Indian students
who helped to set up this cultural show. Their efforts certainly
paid off and, if this performance
1s any indication of future
endeavours, then the Caribbean
Students Association is sure to
experience further success.

Patrick Gibson, M.C. for the cultural night staged by the Caribbbea
1
Students Association on Friday in the Ambassador Auditorium. n !

The Unclassified section is open to all members of the university community.
Submissions must be typed, d<?uble-spaced and limited to three lines. (60 stroke
line). Submissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number and
phone number. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length. The
deadline for submissions to the Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon.

UNCLASSIFIED
____
_

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumption University, 254-3112
MASS SCHEDULE: Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Daily - 12:00 Noon and 4:30 p.m . (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5 p.m. - followed
by Dinner - $1.50).
Saturday-11 :30 a.m.
HOUR OF PRAYER AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. Our centre is
open daily. We are located next tot-he University Centre . Feel free to drop in any time.
GUITARS: Epiphone FT-150 ,
case is to appear in court rela________
-1
no case - $175. Manual Rodrig- 1--ti_v_el_y_s_o_o_n_.
uez guitar, with case - $175. Call
NEEDED: talented people to
Graham Hobbs at the Registrar's
perform works for taping in conOffice, Ext. 203.
junction with Radio Broadcasting 216c. Musical performances
LOsT: Brown felt hat, in the
pub, early December. Please re- are
particularly
welcome.
turn it to The Lance office c/o
Various dates for taping will be
Wendy.
available during the semester.
For details, contact Prof. Doug
MEETING: of The Lance staff.
Baer, Ext. 106.
Today at noon in our offices on
the second floor of the UniverFOR SALE: Head skis (six feet),
sity Centre.
bindings, poles and boots. Excel1-_;_------------+
lent condition. Must sell. 945WITNESS WANTED: Would the
5882 after 5 p.m. daily.
people who witnessed the car accident on Friday, November 3, BAND-A-THON: Musicians from
1978 at Riverside and Ouelette
the university campus will be
at 9 p.m. involving a blue Fiat
asking for your support for their
sedan and a red Dodge, please
Band-a-Thon, to be held Feb. ·
call Mike anytime after 3 p.m.,
9-10 in the Music Building. Proat 969-3484. Please co-operate
ceeds to pay for the band unias this is very important. The
forms.

Coffee
COLLEGE:
House. Every Saturday evening.
8 - 11, 30 p.m. 208 Sunset Ave.
IONA

TYPING: Essays, term papers
etc. Fast and Accurate, Reasonable rates available. Contact
Jan., at 258-1377.
ANNUAL LAW STUDENT REVIEW: February 13, at 8:00
p.m.
FOR SALE: Pioneer CT 2121
Cassett Deck. Front loading,
with dolby, bias, and eaualizer .
Asking $150 Contact 254 ?721.

.~ Pancake . Breakfast, AS:Sumption Campus Community, Blue
Room, - following the 10:30
a.m. liturgy.

M.I.S.S.A. NIGHT '79: Dinner &
STARDOM: Volunteers wishing
Dance. Firday, February 9. Amto be casted in the student film
bassador Auditorium. The Very
"Jamboree", are asked to call
Larry at 254-5760.
Best of Sout-East Asian Food.
Tickets at $3, $4, & $7 (Coup, 1------------les) - Call ISO., 25 3-380i, or
OPIRG: Presents Paul Copeland
254-8344
and "An uncensored look at the
RCMP". Wednesday, February
14 at 3: 30 p.m . in the Alumni
MEETING: Campus P.C . Assoc.Lounge, University Centre.
iation. Wednesday, February 14,
at 8:00 p.m. in Rooms 4,5 and 6
in the Centre. There will be an
election held for delegates to the
annual meeting in London on
March 9 ,10 and 11th. New Members welcome.

l-.::..::.::..:...=-:=-.::....::..:.:.:.:.:..:=~----r-:-:--:---:-::--:---:--:-:----Arabian Nights - Arabic entertainment and cu1sme. Guest
speaker: Sarni Esmail, MSU student recently released from an
Israeli jail and a rep from the
Iranian Students of Detroit. Ambassador Auditorium at 5 p.m.

FASHION SHOW: Horne Economics Fashion Show. Wednesday, February 28 -a 7 p.m.in
Ambassador Auditorium. For
further information, call Joe Lavoie at 256-9970.

+----------------1

GAY VALENTINE'S DANCE :
Saturday, February 10th at 8:00
p.m. Ambassador Auditorium.
Admission $2.00. Sponsored by
Gay Students on Campus and
Windsor Ga Unity.

"Why are so many of us
being killed in car accidents?"
It's a fact. Last year
the 16 to 24 age group
· accounted for more than one-third
of all drivers killed on Ontario roads.
And nearly 40% of all drivers involved
in fatal accidents were our age.
Maybe we can't change the world
but we can change this.
We've got to slow down.

t--------------1

@
Ontario

Ministry of
Transportation and
Communications

of

-Ian Kilgor, one of Canada's
strongest chess players will play
up to 20 people at the same
time in the Centre at noon on
Valentine's day . Prizes awarded
to anyone who wins a game
from him.

+--------------;
INTRO: Chabad House (Jewish
Students Centre of Windsor).
Part of world-wide Lubavitch
Organization whose aim is to
reach Jews all the world over,to
promote Jewish education a.nd
identity-awareness.
Featuring
festive Sabbath meals, get-acquainted parties, informal ~lass·
es individual study sesswns.
S~<>:ial programs for Purim,
Passover and other festivals.
1059 Dougall Ave. Ask for
Yossy or Faygi at 258-1225.

-University Liberal Club willbe
holding a meeting Tuesday. at 4
p.m. in rooms 1 2 3 University
Centre. New ~~mbers wel·
come. Feb. 13
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We've got to live.

Think about it.
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dip
EXHIBIT: of Faculty of Arts
publications and creative works.
Open through
February i~
Room G-100 in the Leddy L1·
brary.
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CJAM: (660 on your AM diall is
back on the air. It can be heard
throughout Laurier and on the
first six floors of MacDonald.
If y.ou live within these areas and
can't pick up the station, please
call 254-1494 or Ext. 478.
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fomen and the law

Women need a redrafting of the criminal code
LindsayHall-Smeets .
is ironic that even m our
cing procedures, women
senten
d. . . .
h victims of 1scnmmat1on.
aretC
'
"Females found gu1'l ty o f m. ble offences with a twodicta
,ear minimum sentence are
. matically shuffled off to the
auto
.
.
f
·mum secunty settmg o
J11alCl
•
•
f
w
KingstonPemtent1ary or
o" said Tamara Stomp, Law
J11CO,
T
d
ues ay
1 first speaker at
!Lht's women and the Law
n1g
••
workshop."There are no m1mm security prisons where
J11U
theymight stand a better chance
ofrehabilitation."
Ms. Stomp briefly outlined
criminallaw and procedure in
Canadiancourts: the classificat. of offences, methods of ar100
•
d h
.
restand detent10n
an t e cruninaltrialprocedure.
Rape, assault and gross indecencyare concepts that have
becomevery real to some studentson this campus in the last
fewweeks. First year law stuBYIt
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ByBrianWilliamlOn

Support staff at St. Clair College have thrown away their
picketsigns and grudgingly returned to work, following acceptance of the government's
contractoffer.
On Tuesday, delegates from
theOntario Public Service EmployeesUnion local voted 70.4
percent in favor of the governmentproposal.
However, the 165 members
ofLocal 137 at St. Clair College
voted88 per cent in favor of rejectingthe contract offer. Becausethe offer gained provincial acceptance, all union local
membersarc obliged to return to
work,much to the ire of Local
137'spresident, Bob Ridley.
The government's offer consistedof a 2. 78 per cent wage increase from September 1 to
December31, 1978, a six per
centwage increase retroactive to
January1, an additional sick day

leave, an increase in life insurance benefits and a small salary
increase which Ridley describes .
as "ineffective for all of St.
Clair's support staff."
"The (salary) increase effects
only new workers, of which
there are none in this college and
none in many of the colleges."
The union had been seeking a
ten per cent increase in wages
and benefits. The new contract
will expire in September.
While being sympathetic to
the fact that the college's
strikers didn't get what they
wanted, St. Clair College president Bruce McAusland expressed
his pleasure at having the support staff return to their jobs.
"These people are an integral
part of the college. It is very difficult to work without them."
Despite deteriorating conditions in the college, classes continued almost normally.
According to Joe Boles, stu-

cont'd from pg. 1

OFS conference

...

Justice Minister Otto Lang
nancy of such female person
also recommended
that the
would or would be likelely !fl
"spousal
immunity"
clause,
endanger her life or her health".
which prevents a wife from
The present Canadian abortcharging her husband with rape
ion law is intended to accomor similar offences, be repealed .
lish two objectives; the first to
"In sexual relations, consent
protect the life of the developing
must be of the essence." "It is,
embryo, and the second, to enhow can we justify compulsory
sure mediclly safe abortions are
child-bearing,"
said
Debbi
available to all Canadian women
Barfnecht, Law I.
who require them.
In moral terms, abortion is
In 19 77, the federally - apan issue arousing strong passions
pointed Badgley Committee reand no definitive answers. In
ported that in almost every
legal terms, abortion is listed in
aspect dealing with induced
the Criminal Code of Canada
therapeutic abortion, considerand is an indictable offence for
able confusion, unclear standboth parties concerned, the · ards and social inequity existed
abortionist is liable to life imacross the country. They recprisonment and the woman may
ommended that only by removreceive up to two years in jail.
ing abortiion from the Criminal
However, legal abortions can
Code could the inequities inherbe secured if several conditions
ent in the present abortion proarc met, including majority
cedure be dealt with. They
agreement by a hospital thera- stated that abortion should be
peutic abortion committee of
treated as any other medical
three members, stating in writing
operation, as a matter of private
that "the continuation of prcg- concern between a physician and
his/her patient.
Some interesting highlights
of the Badgl9" Report:

St. Clair support staff
grudgingly return to work

n-

a,......

dent Wanda Warren, presented a
legal perspective in this area, explaining the difficulties incurred
when taking these cases to court.
Generally, there are no witnesses. The whole experience
can be lengthy, particularly if
trial by judge and jury is selected
and the victim can be called as a
witness to testify. The procedure
in total is humiliating and results
in conviction in less that 50 per
cent of the cases brought to
court .
The Law Reform Commission
of Canada has made several
recommendations
recently for
redrafting the Criminal Code.
Two proposed new criminal
offences, "sexual interference",
referring to cases where no violence or threat of violence is
used, and "sexual aggression",
where violence has been used or
threatened arc advocated in the
report to replace the offences of
rape, attempted rape, indecent
assault, and gross indecency.

surewe are attending it (a conference),"Piazza noted. He feels
thatat future conferences Windsorshould be represented by a
minimumof three delegates and
that part of the SAC's budget
shouldbe set aside for future
conferences.
Piazza pointed out that there
hasbeen a decline in the number
ofextremists and Maoists in the
OFSsince two years ago, when
theydominated the body.
"OFS is moving away from
theidea of the march on Parliament Hill and becoming more
d!plomatic,"
according
to
Piazza.He feels that OFS is a
growinginfluence and is very important as a united student
Voice.
Another important developmentat the OFS conference was
the election of Chris McKillop
asthe new chairperson. He succeedsMiriam Edelson, who was
generally felt to have done an
outstandingjob in that position.
McKillopis the External Affairs
Commissionerat Western.
Six workshops were held at

-

the three day conference, dealing with such diverse topics as
northern affairs, student aid,
womens' issues, financing, cooperation with other student
groups, and the P.S. Ross report. In addition, there were
meetings of the ad hoc Committee on International Affairs, the
Standing Committee on Academic Affairs and the Special
Co-ordinating Committee on Resource Planning. Windsor was
represented at most of the workshops and committees, even
though most of them were limited in time to 60 or 90 minutes
and did not accomplish much.
One important change from
last year's conference was the
absence of a womens' caucus. Instead, a workshop on womens'
issues was held, which had a 20
per cent male attendance. Piazza
was not among those attending.
The OFS conference was
hosted by Waterloo and Sir Wilfred Laurier universities. It was
the last meeting before the annual summer general assembly.

dent council president, "almost
100 per cent of daytime teachers
were present last week, as were
most of the students." Night
school was only slightly restricted by the strike.
When asked why a student
walkout
in support of the
strikers was not called, Boles replied, "we felt we are here to get
an education and as long as we
can get that, we will." He added
that a walkout "wouldn't be our
best action." ·
The college's student newspaper, The Saint, had to publish
a four page issue last week because of restrictions placed on it
by the strike. The paper will resume normal operating conditions this week, according to Al
Weber, the paper's publisher.

-Therapeutic abortion patients In
Canadian hospitals are extra-billing at
least $80, 80 per cent of the time.
Extra-billing may range from $30 to
. $300, depending upon the region In
which the abortion ii obtained. This
payment is NOT covered by provincial health insurance.
-In most hospitals the signature
of the husband Is required befoce an
abortion will be performed. It may
even be required if the woman ii divorced or separated, or hu never been
married.
-7/8 of women requesting abortion in Canada had been using some
form of contraception immediately
prior to the occurrence of pregnancy.

Ms. Barfnecht stressed that
contraceptives are not totally effective, and that abortion, although not to be considered a
form of birth control, becomes
an unexpected consideration for;,
many people. "The one-to-three

per cent failure rate of the pill
could account for 12,000 'surprises' in the U.S. last year," she
said.
Legal remedies available to
battered spouses were the last
topic of discussion.
"Most people who are convicted of assault, come home"
warned Wanda Warren , suggesting that a woman think carefully
before laying a charge of common assaust against her husband.
"She should be prepared to
move out if necessary."
The woman must lay the
charge herself at the local police
station. She will be interviewed
there as to the facts and will fill
out an Information (the charge).
The information will be taken to
a Justice of the Peac~ who will
swear it out and have the husband served.
The court process will take
about three months and evidence should include medical
reports, the complaint made
to the police any photographs
taken and any witnesses available.
In the interim, if the complainant has reasonable grounds
for fearing the accused, she can
swear out a Peace Bond, which
will place the offending party
under a recognizance to keep the
peace and be of good behaviour.
The new Family Law Reform
Act may make an order restraining the spouse of the applicant
from molesting or harassing the
applicant or children in lawful
custody of the applicant.
"All of these apply to either
males or females," said Ms. Warren, "and all, it must be remembered,
are
short-term
remedies. Unlike most rape
cases, abuse involves the person
you live with, and that may be a
long-term relationship."
NEXT WORKSHOP, Thursday,
Feb. lS: Civil Rights, Clilldrcn's
Rirhts.

PROSPECTIVEGRADUATES_______
FOR SPRING CONVOCATION

....,

If you intend to graduate at the Spring convocation,
you must complete an application for graduation available
at the Office of the Registrar as soon as possible.
Your eligibility to graduate will not be determined
without this application. Forms received after April 15, 1979
will be processed for Fall convocation only.
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WI~~~ OPPORTUNITY

Local Commitee Chairman
- CONTRACT from February21 to September30/79 (Subject to renewal)
- 20 hoursper week at $5 .00 per hour
- UniversityDegree preferred andgeneralsmalloffice experience
• successfulcandidatewill be trained in interview techniquesand
other responsibilities
- Send letter of applicationand complete resume
NO LATERTHAN FEBRUARY15 TO: Mr.Kenneth F. Long
AssistantDean of Students
Office of Student Affairs
Universityof Windsor WINDSOR, ONTARIO N9B 3P4
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''Education for elite''
It's getting harder and harder
to obtain a quality education in
this province. For some, like
lower income class and foreign
students, it's beginning to be impossible.
The Davis government has
displayed a callous disregard for
the welfare of post-secondary
education in Ontario, which is
rather disconcerting when you
consider the government's actions in the last decade.
During the 1960's, when William Davis served as the Minister
of Education, the Queen's Park
government embarked on an enlightened programme designed
to improve the quality of postsecondary education in Ontario.
It appeared that government
officials had realized the importance of a proper education, seeing as how it could only improve
conditions for the next generation.
When John Robarts stepped
down as Tory leader and Premier, and Bill Davis assumed those
roles, Ontario's students assumed that continual progress
towards quality education was
only natural. Afterall, great progress had been made while Davis

was Minister of Education. Now
that he was premier, things
could only get better.
Students, faculty and administrators were terribly wrong in
their assumptions.
Under the leadership of
Davis, the Ontario government
has instigated a repressive series
of actions that have wiped out
the gains made in the '60's.
We had been led to believe
that tuition fees wouldn't be
hiked but early in this decade,
students were hit with two such
raises.
The Henderson Report was
published, recommending that
students absorb 65 per cent of
the price for a university education. This, at a time when students were having trouble existing from day to day.
Severe restraints in the Ontario Student Assistance Program and aid for graduate students were established, creating
numerous problems for students
of lower and middle class families and for students who were on
their own.
The Ontario government established differential fees for
non-Canadian students, which
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doubled the tuition fees for
foreign students, students who
provided a valuable addition to
the educational process. They
should have been called "discriminatory fees".
Overseeing this mess was Dr.
Harry Parrott, the Minister of
Colleges and Universities, a man
whose contempt for the students' needs was matched only
by the similar reactions of students for him. 111the fall of
1977, Parrott was booed off a
stage and showered with debris

by students in London while he
tried to explain the government's educational policies.
In their never ending struggle
to wipe out quality education,
Queen's
Park
recently
announced another tuition fee hike
for college and university students and a minimal increase in
grants to universities. The raise
in grants won't cover the inflation rate, thus forcing administrators to cut back library services, facilities and the· number
of courses.

The P.S. Ross Report, which
suggests unpegging tuition fees,
is yet another step towards
creating "education for the
elite".
This isn't a very pretty pie·
ture. Students have been up in
arms over these events. However,
increased pressure from everybody - students, faculty, staff
and administrators - is needed
if we are to reverse this process
and force Davis and his cronies
to be in a very sorry state the
next few years .

The Comment section is ope~ to all members of the university community. Comments must be typed, double-spaced, signed and accompanied by a student num.
ber and phone number. All comments considered by the staff to be libelous or
slanderous will be witheld. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and
length. The deadline for the submission of a comment is Tuesday at noon.

COMMENTS

Valentine's Day: Pagan ritual to big business
By Sarah Grandstaff

'Tis Valentine's Day
To the church lets away;
No longer I'll wait
Let us marry .
You promised, dear maid
That you would be mine,
If I, till today
Would tarry
1840 Valentine Message
Holidays have come about because of many people, legends or
events, but apparently only one
has had anything to do with
wolves.
This tradition goes back to
about the third century A.D.,
when outside Rome there were
great hordes of hungry wolves.
In February, the Romans
celebrated a feast in honour of
the pastoral god Lupercus, the
Wolf-Killer, a patron of the
shepherds and their flocks.
Lupercus was a Roman version
of the Greek god Pan. This feast
was known as the Lupercalia.
Even after the danger from the
wild beasts was over, the people
kept celebrating this feast day of
about February 14th.

This celebration was even
more important to the Romans,
for the founders of Rome,
Romulus and Remus, were said
to have been rescued and
suckled by the she-wolf Lupera,
wife of the god Lupercus. Also,
during the Lupercalia but in
honour of the goddess Juno Febrata, the names of young women
were put into a box. Youths
drew out the names, and the
boys and girls selected would be
partners for the corning year.
When Rome accepted Christianity, the early Church fathers
wisely refrained from abolishing
outright many of the Roman
holidays, but instead quietly incorporated them into feast days
of the early Church. Their names
then were changed as well as
their original meanings as the
stories would be forgotten.
Thus, the Lupercalia came to be
known as St. Valentine's Day,
held in honour of at least one
Christian martyr. Some say three
of the same names were
beheaded
by the Emperor
Claudius in the year 269 A.D.
Some authorities list eight St.

tr

Valentines from several EuroValentine. Samuel Pepys, himpean and Near Eastern countries.
self, did not escape; he was
Now it was a simple matter to
picked to be the Valentine of
Christianize the heathen drawing
"Mrs. Spence's little girl."
of girls' names by substituting
Gift-giving was also described
the names of saints whose virby Pepys at this time and some
tues the young people were to
gifts- have been mentioned as beemulate during the corning year.
ing quite valuable jewelry. ToThis practice is still observed in
day the giving of gifts on Valensome religious orders. However,
tine's Day has become quite
it was more fun to pick a girl's
popular and commercialized name and this merry custom reheart-shaped boxes of candy,
turned in the 14th century to its
lockets, jewelry boxes, and floworiginal form.
ers.
Charles, Due d'Orleans, is often credited with being one of
After 1723 the custom of usthe early creators of poetical
ing Valentine
booklets
or
amorous addresses called "val"writers" became widespread,
entines".
From his confinethese being sent abroad from
ment in the Tower of London
England. People would copy or
after the Battle of Agincourt in
revise their ready-made romantic
1415, he sent his wife rhymed
verses, which could then be coplove poems. The idea of sending
ied onto gilt-edged letter paper
verses took some time to
or other decorative sheets, both
become popular. Samuel Pepys
for men to send out and for
mentions them for St. Valen,women to accept and return
tine's Day in his famous Diary
with a verse of their own choosfor 1667, when "little Will Mering. Quite early, all the emblems
cer" became his wife's Valenof love were m use: cupids,
tine, bringing her as she lay ill in
bleeding hearts, lovers' knots
bed "the name written on blue
and
gentle
turtledoves.
paper in gold letters." In this • Commercial valentines came out
we have an early description of a
about 1800 and were quite
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sophisticated by 1840 when the
first "mechanical valentines"
an
were on the market, with movem
able tabs and three-dimensional
features. John McLoughlin, a
New York printer, is usually te
I an
blamed for being the perpetrator
be
of the "vinegar" or comic valen·
by
tines which nearly discredited
u
the whole tradition. Comic
ad
designs in 1870 by American
cartoonist Charles Howard were
,e
truthfully called "penny dread·
! do
fuls". But during this period,
beautiful art work and hand
work were to be found in both
printed and "real lace" valen·
tines. Many such works of art
survive in museums and private
collections.
Today valentines are being
manufactured in enormous num·
bers. The volume of these greet·
ings sent and exchanged in
homes and classrooms is second
only to the Christmas flood of
good wishes. Some artists ~e·
vote their entire time to domg.
the art work for the coming
year's valentine flood, and pro·
fessional verse writers as well
perfect their offerings for the
corning season.
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Let's bring back real food
paulChernish
.
Bylt certainly seems like a
'd rnove now. Quite a few
1
!(UP had their doubts when
1
"'ope
h .
r·
·versity thoug t it was a
theun1
.
.
. idea to shift the cafeterias
1
snack bars around three

!/

*

·ears
ago.
) Therewas little doub_t that
the University Centre is the
achering
place for students on
Ith.campus.The very name of
JS
, the
buildingimp J'1es centra J'izat.
1 Jon,
an area to go to when there
~ cunebetween classes or other
scholastic
endeav~urs. When one
es information about the
d~
location
of any campus b u~'Id'mg
orevent,the Centre Desk is the
pface
cogo.
The people in the adminisrrarionhave all sorts of nooks
andcrannies they can step into
duringtheir off-hours, such as
offices,lounges and even washroomsgeared for those exclusivefew in the upper-echelon.
Bue
whatabout the student?
Whetherpeople agree or not,

many students find it necessary
to join an extra-curricular group
or club simply to have somewhere to go . Some people even
join The Lance because of our
almost spacious offices. But if a
student, especially a fresh, first
year student, has two or three
hours off between classes, there
are few places to go
The bored student could sit
around the Centre's "cafeteria"
and sip on a machine-made
coffee, walk over to the pinball
machines and spend some quarters or drop into the pub and
have a few . That's it though.
Three years ago, there was a
huge food service bar located in
the Centre, with all types of
food being served. Hot lunches,
soup, sandwiches, and even delifood were offered. Students
used to converge on the area en
masse. Afterall, they had the opportunity to eat real food. It
might seem a tad ridiculous to
say that access to food is the
common denomonator
needed

in order to get students together,
but it's true. Somehow, factorytooled apple turnovers and notso-fress coffee just doesn't do
the trick.
It's time the university considered
the
students'
nonscholastic needs. It would not
be fair in asking the university to
change things back the way they
were three years ago, bul it
would be fair to ask for a bit
more concern. Boredom does
breed apathy and if there's one
thing that the students on this
campus have enough of, it's
apathy.
Last week a snack bar was
opened in (what was) the Centre
Cafeteria area. It offers hot soup
and foods that at least resemble
what is usually consumed by
humanoids. When the snack bar
is open, the number of people in
the Centre increases. When it
closes, it's back to the machines
and the people leave. The three
year-old mistake is becoming
more obvious.

By Ed McMahon

This week's question: What do you think of CJAM?
Photos by Heidi Pammer

Nancy Grey, First Year, Law:
"I couldn't say. I don't listen to
it."

The L.ance not prejudiced
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ByEdMcMahon
It has been brought to the attentionof some of the Lance
scaffthat this is a prejudiced
newspaper.
Specificallyreferred to, were
the articles about the flasher,
andthe story about the Nigerian
students
on campus.
Membersof the black communityon campus have complainedabout the fact that a
rathervague description of the
flasher
was run on the front page
twoweeks in a row. This is undeniable.
Had the reader proceeded to
readthe rest of the story, howeverone would have noticed a
better,fuller description on page
three.Perhaps this is an inexcus-

able breach of editing or the Editor thought
that the story
would be more effective if the
more complete description was
left to the end of the story,
where
it is psychologically
proven to be more effective, in
terms of remembering
(also
known as the serial position effect).
As a Lance staffer, it is most
distressing for me to hear
charges of racism concerning a
story such as this. Had the culprit been white, Chinese , Malaysian or any other nationality, the
story would have run much the
same: any scrap of evidence or
bit of description would have
been put in the paper.
The La.nee is published for a.JI

the students of this university.
Anybody can sit back and complain that many of the stories
about minority groups on campus aren't covered as well as
could be, but it takes some guts
to come up and change the
situation.
There is no doubt about the
fact that all of the Lance staffers
are white but there is lots of
room for change.
There is always room for a
good staffer. The staff doesn't
wish to be labelled as prejudiced
white kids putting out a prejudiced paper. The invitation to
join the staff remains open to all
students as it has since the beginning of the year. It is up to
you to acc~pt it.

Ed Rooney,
B. Comm.:

Third Year, Spec.

"I like it when I hear it but the
only time I hear it is at the
Pub."

Debra Crawford,
Political Science:

Third Year,

"I don't listen to it. I have no
idea where to listen to it other
than the Pub, and it's just background."

Iranian turmoil continues
ByIranian
Students Association
~niversity
of Windsor
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For the past 14 months, Iran
andits mounting chaos has dominatedthe news headlines.
Iran, a key country and strategicallyimportant for its oil
i andother natural resources, has
· beendominated and exploited
/ ~. imperialists, especially the
I 'flltedStates, for several decades.
Economic and political prob,ems,torture and lack of freedom· all under the brutal and
/Uppetregime of the Shah 'avecaused a situation in Iran
•hich has resulted in angry
~emonstrauons of millions of
ran,ao people in the streets
1
Te.ran and other cmes What

Jimmy Carter used to refer to as
the "Island of Stability". has
turned out to be a "hell" for
foreign and domestic exploiters
and reactionary forces.
Without any dou.bt, Iran is
one of the world's richest countries (from the export of oil) and
has one of the most modern and
fascist armies in the world. Iran's
national income and revenue
have been misued by buying the
most modern military equipment from the United States,
England, France, Russia, and
Israel. The purcha·se of these
weapons
with
the
people's
money,
has targeted
Iranian
freedom-lovmg people, most of
whom are university students
and mtellectuals,
to oppose
these acnons and resulted in the
death of more than 30,000 of
them.
The Shah, through his "modernization" plan, is responsible
for the rise of imported goods to
26 times that of exported goods
(excluding
oil) · Iran, which
could export rice and wh<!at in
the 1950s with the technology
of that time, now has to buy 80
per cent of its agricultural needs
from other countries.
Emanc1pat1on from the Shah
and his American masters' point

of view 1s destroying any opposing voice under the flag of
"human rights". According to
Amesty
International
figures,
more than
40,000
political
prisoners in Iran are subjected to
the most brutal and barbaric tortures.
The Iranian people, by supporting Ayatollah Khomeim as a
national hero and as a symbol of
struggle against corruption and
fascism, have proved that, until
the creation of a free democratic
country, the struggle will con tinue.
In the last few months, many
foreigners have left Iran due to
the tense situation there. This,
however: does not mean that
Iramans hate all foreigners and
do not want them in Iran In
fact, those foreigne.rs who h d
been m close contact with Iranians have received the,r hospitality and concern.
On the other hand, those foreigners who have been employed
by the fascist regime of the Shah
to protect foreign influence and
corruption in Iran or have been
working for the army to protect
fascism of this brutal regime,
have been and wiII be hated by

Please turn to page 6

John Ritchie, Third Year H.K.:
"It's good, I guess. They do a
good job at the basketball
g'ames."

1

Chris Skinner,
Business:

Fourth

Year,

"I don't know that much about
them really, but we used to listen to them occastonally at Huron I fall."

Chris Martin,
ness:

First Year Busi-

''I can't really say that much
about it because I never hear it.
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What type of freedom will the Iranians attain?
Dear Editor,
I read with interest the comment by Kamran Mofid, concerning recent events in Iran
and, for the most part, agree
that the Shah (backed by the
CIA) was a tyrannical autocrat
heading a corrupt and morally
decrepid government in which
thousands of innocent citizens
were tortured and murdered.
What I am concerned with is the
rather uncritical support given to
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
who has returned from exile to
establish as Islamic republic.
•

Undoubtedty the immense
majority of the Iranian people
have created a revolution and
desire freedom. But what type
of revolution and what type of
freedom will be attained under
the leadership of the Ayatollah?
Khomeini has already stated
that he would choose the next
government and that he alone
would control state power.
Preaching for an Islamic republic, he demands the restructuring
of government into a sort of industrial
feudalism.
Women
would again be forced into in-

Gallery service questioned
Dear Editor,
In past issues of The Lance,
there has been some comments
on the poor service in the Gallery, and some people have even
ventured so far as to call the
staff and the management of the
Gallery incompetent.
As of Saturday night, I've
realized all these charges are
groundless.
During the last two sets of
the band, I was entertained not
only by the musicians on stage
but by the crescendo of breaking
glass emanating from the table
behind me.
It would have oeen too much
to hope for, that this ingenious
accompaniment was accidental.
These percussionists went as far
as the other t;ible to get two ash-

trays for their big show.
When these musicians had
finished their act and had left, I
approached one of the Gallery
Staff and asked if he was going
to let them get away. They at
least deserved an encore. He
asked me what I expected him
to do. What could I say? I guess
that's show biz.
Some people might question
the simian mentality of the glassware musicians. Some people
might even question the actions
of the staff. But let's face the
facts. The Gallery needs a little
livening up and if it takes a little
smashing of the glass-ware, then
that's what will have to be done.
I would suggest that a night
be set aside for musicians of
this calibre. Each table would be

ferior status, a rigorous censorship would probably ensue with
opposition stifled and religion
would be tied directly to the
state. Is this a revolution of
freedom? If not, then we must
question the decision of those
mass of people who follow
Khomeini.
It is true that the present government
of Prime Minister
Shahpour Bakhtiar is not a product of the people's will. It was
constructed by the Shah and
Bakhtiar represents a sort of
Iranian Kerensky who is trying
laden with ashtrays, beer bottles
and beer glasses. Then to the
strains of Beetoven's 1812 overture, everyone could participate.
We could call it 1812 Night.
Perhaps the most original
composers of the night would be
allowed to join the staff in the
'Blind-pig' that is rumored to operate after the Gallery closes.
They could talk with the officer
on duty and maybe he could be
persuaded to give a gun handling
lesson.
Well, these are just suggestions, but I think an 1812 night
would really boost the Gallery's
gate.
Respectfully yours,
Mark D. Greene

3rd. yr. Soc. Sci.

Gammon gets
the spotlight

to establish a liberal republic at a
time when liberalism must be
superceded by a more thoroughgoing democracy. Furthermore
the ties the Bakhtiar government
has with the . military and
bureaucracy remain unshaken
and as long as such links are unbroken, the threat of military
takeover or the return of the
Shah is ever imminent.
The blood shed during the
revolution in Iran will have been
in vain if the rich in Iran stay
rich and the poor stay poor. No
competent staff on a job well
done with the "Dan Hill Concert", of Sunday, January 28,
1979. Not only did I greatly enjoy the concert, I appreciated
the organization that went into
it.
People would like to blame
poor planning for the 45 minute
delay in starting but I found out
that it was because of a last minute breakdown of a piano, which
no one could be blamed for.
The sell-out crowd showed
their appreciation for the performance and the performer by
being quiet and interested.
It is all too often that people
like Bob and his staff get unwarranted
criticism
for
their
involvement. When something is
as appreciated as this concert
was, it deserves a pat on the
back. Good job, folks .

~BC Telev1s1on's popular quiz show on nostalgia
1slooking for contestants to participate in next
season's series . If you belong to an association,
comoany, club , volunteer group or charity
organ,zation and have three other interested
members. form a team and call the

Campus Security

Deadline for entry is February 23, 1979.
The Ontario winners will compete in the National
Trivia Championships to be held in Winnipeg.
Join the fun and call today!
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TEQUILA SAUZA
Watch Trivia Saturdays at 4:30 pm*
• February 10th at 1 : 30 pm
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Caribbean
students
praised
Dear Sir,
I would like to express a public vote of approval and appreciation to the students involvedin
the Caribbean Students Association Cultural Night. The evening'~
programme was thoroughly enjoyed by my entire family - including the children.
The calibre of the show was
very high, the choreography was
excellent, the skits hilarious and
the general enthusiasm was
boundless. All the very best to
the Caribbean Students Association in any future endeavours of
this type, because cultural performances such as theirs' adds
immeasureably to the quality atmosphere on this campus.
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CBC at (519) 254-2831

Whenyou're drinking
tequila,Sauza'sthe shot that
counts. That's why more and
more people are asking for
it byname.

Len Wallace

Iranian
comment

One
LastShot

i

Yours respectfully,

Dr. Lloyd Brown-John
Dept. of Political Science

J irn Preston

,,.,

If there be a revolution 1.
Iran,
let it be a social revo.n
. then
.
1
ution m which the workers sup.
ported
by the peasantry com~
.
10usly become their own lead
ers.
Yes, down with the Shah b
also, down with Bakht1ar a:J
Khomeini.

Yours sincerely,

Yours truly,
Dear Editor,
I would like to congratulate
Bob Gammon and his highly

matter which side wins, the exploiters would still hold real
power.

~
-

0

-

the people of Iran because they
have accepted the direct massacre of these people.
The American government,
who has been warning the Russians not to interfere in the internal problems of Iran, have interfered more than anyone else by
sending twelve CIA advisors and
by the recent visit (to Iran) of
Ramsey Clark. one of the United
States' top CIA officials. The
U.S. is also selling oil to Iran for
military needs, which means
more massacres. This has proved
to the world that the United
States "human rights" policy is
nothing but a tool to get the
support of peace-loving people.
Max McCarthy, the former
member of Congress who was
Press Attache at the U.S. Em·
bassy m Iran from 1975-76, reports that: "One hundred thou·
sand U.S. troops are being
tramed for possible intervention
in the Gulf." This, in effect,
means that Iran "ould become
another Vietnam, or worse.
We believe all freedom-smving people shou!a strongly condemn and oppose this intervention which would result in more
killing of innocent people fighting for their freedom and selfdetermination.
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A:What do you think of the Maoist structure vs.
political make-up of China?

By Lionel Belanger

There are times when I ask
myself why today's groups are
playing so seriously and not performing for the audience I realize the road and it's change in
climate brings out the other half
of the musician. Freedom to express themselves seems to be the
key. At times I even wonder
who is performing: the band, or
the audience.
This week's band in the Gallows (Gallery that is) ranks a
struggling 5 .O (but gets an E for
effort). These guys are Noodles.
This product of Toronto's local
149, has been together for about
sixteen months and is well rehearsed. This group is definitely
Beatlemania, and their rendition of the Beatles success story
was impressive. Noodles have
visions of a future album and
show their writing ability in
their second set. But their loyalty to the Lennon-McCartney
syndrome lives on.
One
of
the
impressive

r..1·· · · · · ·o·· · · ·v·· · · ·1·· ·1·· · · ·s·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
.
Movie Movie
ByMarkD. Greene
MovieMovie just just has has

toto be be one one of of the the
best best movies movies of of
thethe year year.
The problem with it is that it
defiesclassification. Perhaps it
canbest be described as an analytic-sumbliminally-funny look

at an era that is gone forever. An
erawhen movies were entertain ingand you didn't have to figure
Iouta message or be shocked by
barebreasts or dirty words.
The full appreciation of the

:
••••••••••••••film can only be obtained if you
are familiar with the movies of
the 40's and 50's. The silly musicals, the "ol' poor guy makes it
big" and earns enough money so
his poor sister can have an operation.
The movie, as the title indicates, is not one movie but two.
As George Burns, who isn't in
the movie, says at the beginning:
it's a double feature. Two
movies for the price of one. Get

it?
The first feature, Dynamite
Hands, is in black and white. A
boxing story in the John Garfidd tradition. The story deals
with a poor kid who takes \IP

complete
audio services
FOR DANCES,
PUBS, ETC.
STUDENT RATES.
LIGHT SHOW INCLUDED
\\

WATTAGE TO FILL ,,
ANY HALL
PHONE 253-6934

ager; George C. Scott, the Librarian girl-friend, and the beguiling seductress all speaking
the grand corny lines. "Everybody ends up living happily ever
after," except George C. Scott
who gets killed and Eli Wallich
who gets sent to the "Hot seat"
after he is prosecuted by the
boxer who rushed through Law

It's unfortunate the group has
to leave with bad taste in their
mouth due to a parking violation and a tow away (both given
. to them on their first night
here).
For the existing loyal Beatie
fans out there, check out
Noodles at the pub.

--~-J.

ft:s:iir
J:i~:;Jt1~:

B: Boom diddy boom! 11
A: Oh.

:.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

features the group has is the
acoustic piano; George Martin
would have loved it. This is one
of the first groups to play the
Gallows without the assistance
of a sound man. And it was obvious when some of their vocal
arrangements were either flat or
lost .

School just so he could get revenge. (Talk about your run-on
sentences). Justice triumphs in
the end.
The second movie, Baxter's
Beau ties 19 33 is in color. It uses
the same sets, actors and opening shots as the boxing movie
and is an excellent parody of the
1950's musical. Scott plays a
"Ziegfield" type producer who
has just been told by his doctor
that he has one month to live.
The movie has the expected aspiring starlet and the accountant

who just happens to be a closet
song writer. The show comes off
and, as expected, is a great success but Scott dies in the end.
Again there is the usual corny
lines and the charistic justaposition of phrases of which, "Just
shows to go you", is typical.
It's a great movie. It's refreshing for once to see a movie
whose only purpose is to entertain.
See the movie, it could be the
last double feature that you will
ever see.

I
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TnE ClJt~SH

Give :C:m
Enough :a.ope
By Cecilia Deck
If on their first album The
Clash were a "Garage Band",
they are now definitely a studio
band. They have perfected a
heavy hard-rocking style reminiscent of the great British bands

gun, whose Iy,ks "'

of
the
mid-sixties.
Time
magazine named this album as
one of the best of 1978, and for
once they were right on target.
Their first album, The Clash
was self-produced, recorded in
six days and is an excellent display of raw power and genuine
raunch vocals. The second one
took six months with the aid of
a big time producer, Sandy
Pearlman, and adds technical expertise, talent and "professionalism". The emphasis is on guitar
rather than bass, and Mick Jones
is superb.
The lyrics are no tamer than
before; they concern the woes of
English youth. English Civil War,
based on Johnny Comes Marching Home is about the political
tension in England. Julie's in the
Drug Squad is about a recent
large LSD bust, done in a jovial,
modified ragtime style. Tommy-

-~i:-n-_T=-o~ro~n~t~o~a
_n-d:_:N~a~s~h-v:ill:-e-.
:E-ve-ry--'

in,ompre·

;I~~~1:3t~f
1~:~
~:i~~:~:;r[J
~;Jg~r;:
:~;;~

The Clash is one of Britain's
. ,s no
biggest groups today, an d 1t
wonder. The English have always
been able to pick 'em.

Whispering

..:<o.in

By Dan Sullivan
I've heard it said that singer-

as a Murray McLaughlan album.

a cross between Danny O'Keefe
and Warren Zevon, and makes
the slickness sound like a feeble
attempt to cover him .

Mr. M. is a decent songwriter.
The songs on Wispering Rain are
good songs. The production of
the album is as good as any
made-in-Canada product. But,
McLauchlan's voice just does not
suit the techniques used to present the songs. He sounds like he
should be singing rock 'n' roll instead of the somewhere-between-Nashville-and-L.A. wimpy
mellowness that the songs lend
themselves to.

There are some notable exceptions. What Would Bogey
Do? is a song well suited to his
voice, and the back up is less
country and more rock than the
rest. Ron Dann 's steel guitar provides an excellent counter-point
to the gravelly sound. It's almost
enough to make me forgive him
for such a blatant cash-in on the
Humphry Rogart mystique.

There's really nothing wrong
with McLaughlan's voice. It just
isn't very compatible with the
production and orchestration on
the album, which was recorded

The other exception is You
Can't Win. It starts out as a
simple piano tune, but the instrumentation builds up so thick
that it succeeds in covering him
up.

Moses really packs 'em in
By Gene Sasso
After completing a tour of
the western provinces, performing in The Windsor Art Gallery's
Chrysler Auditorium was a welcome relief to Kathryn Moses
and her trio.
"All the concert halls and
auditoriums look the same out
there", lamented Moses prior to
last Sunday's Performing Art
Series programme. ''This room is
different .... .it's interesting, refreshing.''

The enthusiastic
audience
( which exceeded the auditoriums' 200 seat capacity) witness~ ed the results of this positive
~ change-of-pace in the two hour
~ jazz happening that followed.
0"'
Ms. (or is it still Mrs.?) Moses,
£ recognized widely as one of the
~ foremost jazz (flautist) performs=ers in the country, was accomp-

SID VICIOUS:punk tradgedy
with the cqnformity and tediousness of "Popular" music
have taken this step, with very
gratifying
results. The Sex
Pistols' only album, Never Mind
the Bollocks, is the cornerstone
of any New Wave collection. Not
only were the Sex Pistols the
first, they were the best.

By Cecilia Deck
The tragic death of Sid V1cwus last Friday has provided one
more piece of negative publicity
for the now defunct S x Pistols
A.1ostpeople arc quick to condemn the Sex Pistols, although
the) have never heard them, be-

cause the Detroit radio stations
have chosen to ignore the who e
phenomenon of the l\;ew Wave.
So exposure to New Wave music
is based on blindly buying
albums, which a lot of peop1e
arc unwtllmg to dl.
Some of us, bored to death

The late Sid was not a driving
force in the band musically, but
his negative attitude was important to their publicity. He Joined
only in February, 1977 , when
bassist Glen Matlock quit. He
took part m writing only two recorded songs. Holidays in the
Sun and Bodies. lie made a
single of his own, a h larioush
dec1sivc rendition of Frank C,1r'"tra's My Way. Although the
lyrics are meaningless in themselves, Sid lived his short life in
such a vile, reckless way that
ther have a certam relevance to
him.
Sid Vicious will be sadly
mourned by some, and only
laugbcd at by many, but, most
of al , he did it his way . R 1.P.

anied by three similiarly capable
and talented musicians. Lorne
Lofsky, (freelance session guitarist from Toronto), bassist Neil
Swainson, (currently with Moe
Koffman),
and percussionist
Buff Allen (a Koffman alumnist), melded their talents to
produce a fine synthesis of the
r<:nowned Kathryn Moses style.
"The Moses style" is, after all,
what it's all about.
Should Be Ancient History,
(a haunting night-time composition . that wouldn't let her sle_t:p)
exhibited Moses' soprano sax
prowess. Accompanied only by
Lofsky's precise · (electric) guitar
work, My One And Only Love

brought Moses' remarkable vocal
abilities to the fore. And, of
course, the flute. "Happy Duck"
(?), a funk-tinged number, relied
heavily on the instrument that
first brought Moses her wide
credited acclaim.
A Ted Moses composition
that was new to the Quartet's
repertoire ("You won't know if
we play it right or not." Moses
joked), was one of the two
selections performed as an encore.
All in all, it wa:; a fine afternoon of quality jazz that, judging by audience support and enthusiasm, is all too rare in this
city .
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Blues getting
Club Sandwich
down
By D. J. Sullivan
Even taking into consideratThere has been, over the last
ion the circumstances, though,
few years, a great revival of early
Scarlett & Mclean did have some
jazz and blues (a la Fats Waller).
other problems. They played
The standard
for Canadian
two very brief sets and were just
coffee-house
performers
has
not as entertaining
as they
changed from the solo, sensitive
should have been. The first set,
smger-songwriter, to one or two,
short as it was, tended to drag,
or even more, white blues artists.
especially between songs, and,
A month ago Canada's premthough the between-song patter
ier Jazz/blues act, The Original
picked up in the second set, they
Sloth Band, appeared at Club
were unable to do anything to
Sandwich. Another blues smger
their songs that would make
appeared the next week . And,
them seem fresh and entertaindue to the abnormal circuming.
stances that pre\'ented Andy CoMose Scarlett & Jim McLean
hen's string band from appearing
are not bad. As a matter of fact,
there on 'iaturday , Club Sand
I've known them to be very
wich presented another such act,
good . Perhaps the y were just
known as Mose Scarlett and Jim
having a bad night, or perhaps
McLean .
Windsor is just over -saturated
It's impossible to blame anywith this type of music. It's hard
one (except perhaps Canadian
to tell for sure. In any case, this
Immigration) for this, but JUSt · week's act promises to be somehow man 1 times can the average
what different. Mark Rust and
coffee-house patron sit and lisEric Nagler who are set to apten to Aint Misbehavin' with pear tomorrow mght, arc one of
out gemng bored' It's true that
the most sought after acts on the
some people can do It night after
circuit, and Mark Rust is one of
night, but for most, 1t becomes
the best up-and-coming singerJUSta little tedious at times .
songwriters around .
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Toronto theatre troup

Black Theatre
BYwendy Coomber
To promote black culturism
in a country where the black
ople are scattered over thouspe
ds of square miles, the Black
;eatre Canada h'.'-5 provided
somethingof a medium of communication
.
The Toronto based group,
onsored in part by the Minis' of Culture an d Recreation
. ,
rry
ot its start in 1972 by its
~ounder/director Vera Cudjoe.
It was called the Black Theatre
eanadasince it employed many
professionalblack actors when
it first started though it is now
evenly integrated with white
actorsalso.
The talent and staff are
mainlylocal though some of the
plays come from abroad (ie .
westIndies). The Company performs around Toronto in the
highschools and, after February
14, the Palmerston Library

Theatre and in April, the Park ·
dale library .
The productions are deeply
ethnical - mostly concerning
the attitudes of people from
different cultural backgrounds
towards each other backed by
singing and dancing .
In the upcoming production,
More About Me, which opens
Fe b . 14, the storyline follows a
humourous discussion of four
young men, each of whom
comes from a different ethnic
situation. They discuss intercult ural tensions, stereotypes, suspicions, and yet find out that
they are actually very much
alike in many ways .
Admissions to the productions are: adults: $4 .00, seniors
and students : $3 .00, and children : $2 .00. Anyone wishing for
tickets or for more information
can call 416-656-271°5. And it's
closer than Stratford .

RECORDAND TAPE MART
UNIVERSITY
MALL

SIDEWALK
SALE
from 99~

LPDELETES
TAPEDELETES
BARBRA
STREISAND

from

1.99

8-Track Carrying Cases 25°/o OFF

"GreatestHitsVol.2"

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Includes:

SALESTARTS: WED., FEB.7
SALE ENDS: SAT., FEB. 10

"You Don't
Bring Me
Flowers"

Clearyconcert

Triumph .
over Windsor
ByFrank Kovacic

The Cleary
Auditorium
houseda very unusual event last
Fridayevening. It's called rock
androll.
It's unusual in the sense that
It'srare for Windsor audiences to
be exposed to this genre of
music,on a large scale anyway .
Looking around, I soon becameaware that I was the oldestperson this side of the stage .
At 21, it's a very disheartening
thought.
For the people that aren't
allowedto go to Detroit to see
concerts it was a night to
remember,but battle hardened
veteransof the Cobo Hall, Royal Oak Theatre, Masonic Auditorium concert circuit may not
havethought so.
Hellfield opened the show
witha somewhat lackluster performancethat received a similar
crowd response . All the rockstarposing Mitch Hellfield could
muster wouldn't have saved
them from an audience that
wanted to see nothing but
Triumph.
And ·that . they did .
With a virtual onslaught of
lights,sparklers, flash pots, and

strobes, Triumph put on an all
out effort to win the crowd
over . The trouble is that they
sold their artistic souls doing it.
I swear that if I heard,
"C'mon
Windsor,
let's
PARTY!!!", one more time, I
would have gone berserk .
The crowd, though, loved it.
The 60 minute set was paced
by multiple soloing by all mem bers (including what sounded
like a synthesized drum solo)
and more heavy metal music
than you could shake a stick at.
Joe Walsh's Rocky Mountain
Way was all Triumph needed to
ensure their victory over the
fever-pitched Windsor audience.
After that, they could have
organized an attack on the local
Salvation Army outpost, if they
wanted to.
Critical aspects aside, it's still
good to see any kind of attempt
to gain a foothold for rock music (on the concert level) in Windsor.
The fallacy that concerts
can't survive in Windsor on a
consistent basis has been proven
wrong too many times to have
any relevancy left at all.

J. GEILS
BAND

THECARS
Includes:
"All Mixed

"Sanctuary"

latest
Release

BOBSEGER

4 4~

Up" & "Best
Friend's
Girl"

"Stranger

In Town"

Includes:
"We've Got
Tonight"

~flflf!tnn
STYX

CHIC

NEILDIAMOND
"YouDon'tBringMe Flowers"

"Pieces of Eight"

"C' est Chic"

Includes:
Title Trock
with Barbra
Streisand

Includes:
Includes:

"Blue Collar
Man"

"Le Freak"
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. CONCERTS1
h•················································~
Feb. 16/17/79-Alice Cooper/The Baby's; Cobo Hall;

Tickets $9,$10 at 8 p.m.
Feb. 20/21/79-Spirit, Center Stage, Canton, Mich. Tickets: $7.50,
$8.50. 8 :00 p.m.
Feb.22/79-Charlie Daniels Band, Center Stage, Canton Mich. Tickets: $7.50. 7:30 p.m.
Feb.26/79-Heart, MSU Lansing, Mich. Tickets:$7.50, $8.50. 8:00
p.m.
Feb. 27/28/79-Heart/Exile,
Cobo. Tickets: $9 .00, $10.00. 8:00
p.m.
March 1/79-Leo Kotke, Center Stage, Canton, Mich. Tickets :
$7 .SO. 8 :00 p.m .
March2/79-Peter Tosh, Center Stage. Tickets: $7.50. 7: 30 p.m.
-Cheech & Chong, Royal Oak. Tickets: $7.50, $8.50
(Two shows) 7: 30/10:45 p.m.
March 3/79-Cheech & Chong, Royal Oak. Tickets: $7.50, $8.50
7:30 p.m.
March6/79-0utlaws, Center Stage. Tickets: $8 .SO. 8 :00 p.m.
March8/79-Mitch Ryder, Center Stage . Tickets: $7.50. 8:00 p.m.
March 9/79-Waylon
Jenn; '.S/Crickets, Center Stage. Tickets:
$10.00. 8:00 p. 111

BOSTON

HEART

ALICIABRIDGES

"Don't Look Back"

4 99

"Dog & Butterfly"

"I Love the Night Life"

Includes:

Includes:
Title Track
#1 Disco Hit

Title Track
& "Used to
Bad News"

Includes:

"Straight

On"

LP

SHOPPERS RECORD & TAPE MART

a

UNIVERSITY MALL 256-3525

w

Above Albums Only Also Available at

0<)€V0l1Sh1R€

ouantities Limited

966-3641

On All Items

itcumseh mall
944-3700
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SPORTS
futramural report
INTRA MURAL HOCKEY
By Gerard Lavimodiere

With only four weeks remaining it looks as though the
battle for playoff spots will go
right down to the wire.
Last week in intramural A
play, Commerce blanked the
Plumbers S-0. In the other A
game Commerce defeated Geography 6-2.
In B league play the Humkins

and Flames battled to a 2.2
draw . Raccoon Lodge and th
Tecumseh
Chiefs also skated t oae
.
2-2 tie . The Rockets gunned
down the Red Barons 6-2 while
the Bulls blasted the blades 6-1
The 69'ers hammered Biology
9-3 and the Humkins squeezed
by the Sabres 2-1.
The game between NFG and
Cody Sucks was postponed. The
captains will be notified about
any schedule changes.

9:

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR CURLING CLUB
Standingsasof February S, 1979

w

Pre1)1ayoff action at Adie Knox Arena against Guelph.

Hockey team clipped by Guelph
By GregReed,
The Lancers failed in their
bid to move into the nations'
top ten ranking this week as
they dropped a close decision to
the University of Guelph Gryphons, 4-3.

It is likely that Windsor will
meet Guelph in the first round
of the playoffs and their performance last weekend has
Coach Tyler encouraged.
"They have a big team" said
Tyler, " and good shooters as
well but if we play our system
against them I feel we can
handle them. Two of our shots
hit the goal post last time and
that proved to be the difference."
While the Lancers failed to
improve their national ranking

two Lancers held firm to their
scoring positions in the top five
of the league. Len Chittle, with
a goal and two assists, remains
second in the Central Division
scoring while defenceman Al
Figgins added a goal and an assist keeping his hold on fifth
spot.
The third Lancer goal was
scored by Scott Kolody. Scott
Hunter was credited with two
assists.
Lancer goalie Dave Caron was
severely tested by the Gryphons
as they blasted him with S2
shots. Caron's fine play· kept
Windsor in the game through an
offensive drought culminating in
only 27 shots.
Defenseman Dave Chittle suffered a dislocated thumb but

should be recovered for the playoffs.
The next home game for the
Lancers will be this weekend
when they host the Brock Badgers at Adie Knox Arena. The
Saturday game gets underway at
8:15 while the rematch is set for
Sunday at 3:15.
The Lancers cannot catch
league leading McMaster Marlins
but their strong second place
finish is their best in several
years. The student body should
take notice of this excellent
team and lend them some support as the playoffs get underway. The team is trying to arrange a bus trip to Guelph if
enough
interest
is shown.
Contact Greg Reeds at the
Human Kinetics Building, Ext.
400.
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Lan cerettes split two game series in Toronto
BYAndy Martens
The Lancerettes travelled to
Toronto last Friday, to play two
ir•portant league games and
managed to win one beating a
hocked York team 52-44.
3
Jn the first half of the York
gaJ11e,
the Lancerettes started off
rn
vet"}
good offensive and de111
te~ 1ve basketball. York's problem 1hich hurt them the most
dl.mg the first half was their
. coting,- 21 %.
Close to the end of the first
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half York's play did improve and
Windsor was letting them shoot
more. As well, the Lancerettes
were giving the ball away and
not fully executing their plays m
the York zone.
In the second half the Lancerettes defence was still lacking
and they were being stopped on
offense by York at centre court,
by not having much room to
penetrate the York zone. Part of
the
problem
was that tl'ie

Lancerette forwards were not
coming back and backing up the
guards.
Scoring for the I.ancerettes
was Kerri Towers with 13 points
and Patty Ducharme with 12
points.
On Saturday afternoon the
Lancerettcs \\,ere beaten handily
by the d1v1sion leading, undefeated University of Toronto
womens team, by a score of 7041. The Blues wers: impressive

under coach Sharon Bradley.
In the first half the Lancerettes again were lacking in defence and they also had trouble
hanging on to the ball. Sloppy
passing and poor shooting cost
the Wmdsor squad on the score
sheet. The L of T defence was
part of the problem not allowing the Lancerettes much shoot
ing room. Ih1s sort of play continued mto the second half with
Toronto taking the play com-

pletely from the Lancerettes.
The top shooter for Windsor again was Kerry Towers
with 10 points followed by
Patty Ducharme who hit for 9
points. The top scorer for Toronto was Karen Zellen who had
13 points. The key to the Toronto victory was a balanced
attack.
Lancerettes
next game is
tomorrow at 2 :00 in St. Denis
Hall. It is their last league game

Competition tough for wrestlers
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By Gene Sasso

t

In an international
calibre
tournament hosted '.)y the umversity's wrestling squad this
past weekend,
one Windsor
wrestler managed to come away
with ·a third place finish and a
bronze medal.
With 11 7 com peti tors a nd
some memb ers of Canada's nat ional t eam com peting, Mike
Barry's bro nze-earn ing perfo rm an ce was indeed a notable accomp lishment . Wrestling in the
142 lb. weight class , Barry displaced team-mate Gu y Lachance
who finished the meet a respectable
fifth .
Lachance
also
wrestled a Canadian nationalist ,
who ultimately placed second.
Seven Lancers competed in
the all day Sunday event .
Admitt edly, Windsor wrest lers have produced better medalw inning performances
in the
past . But, considering the gener al outstanding quality of the
competition
present ,
the
Lance r s' showing Sunday was at
least commendable.

Volleyball
victory
ByPeterNash
The Lancerette
volleyball
squad handled Toronto
and
Brock easily last weekend to
take the Tri Tournament at St .
DenisHall.
"We played really well although the games didn't mean
muchin terms of standings" said
CoachMarg Prpich. The Lancerettesalready have a berth in the
r

playoffswhich begin this weekend.
Recently the team has had
difficulty playing together even
though their fine perfomances
have made it difficult to see.
CoachPrpich noted that this has
finally been eliminated. "They
areplaying their own game now
andcontrolling the pace of their
matchesquite well." Prpich also
mentionedthat "our defence has
reallyimproved. We are playing
verywell at the net."
The first round of the playoffs takes place at Brock this
weekend. It is a six team elimination match in which only the
overallwinner continues in playoffaction. Coach Prpich predict:d that the finals of the eliminationround will be between Windsor and Ottawa. Windsor has
playedOttawa twice already this
Yearand lost on both occasions
but_Coach Prpich is still optom,suc. "We played much better
against them the second time
than the first so we do have a
goodchance to beat them.
w·Against Toronto and Brock,
indsor lost only one game out
ofseven on their way to tournamentvictory.

Barb Rigg (34) tips it over two
as
Rose
Smyth
defenders

watches.
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---~--Windsor wrestlers faced several all-Canadians last week.
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Six straight victories

Lancers snap jinx - overpower Waterloo, 71-64

Wayne Allison (54) goes for a rebound as Jack Beard (background) and Jim Molyneaux look on.
By Peter Nash
It was six years in the making
but the Lancer basketball squad
finally did it - a victory in
Waterloo.
The Lancers have been foiled
time and again by late Warrior
surges but this time they held

them off in a 71-64 win. Windsor held the lead from start to
finish including a 12 point halftime lead but Waterloo never
gave up. They put on a potential
second half comeback, bringing the difference to three before Windsor finished them off.

"We showed alot of poise in
a pressure situation" noted Lancer Coach Paul Thomas. "It was
really tough out there."
Commenting on the relatively
low score Thomas mentioned
that both defences played well.
At the other end of the court

the execution wasn't as good but
Thomas noted that "If you consider the situation you can
understand why both teams
didn't play that well." ( offensively).
The situation was this Windsor had already beaten
Waterloo once at home and a
road victory against Waterloo
makes their record six wins and
no losses. Waterloo is the team
to beat in this division and Windsor has now accomplished this
twice. The Warriors now hold
second place with a four and
two win loss record.
Waterloo is now under pressure ' to win the rest of their
games and even if they do Windsor would get the nod, assuming
that Windsor wins four of their
last six conference games.
As well, a division title means
the home court advantage and
that could be the difference.
Home court virtually means a
win for either team considering
the number of home losses.
Overall this victory has helped the Lancers closer to a home
court advantage for both division playoff games . Besides that,
the east-west final will be held
at the home court of the west
division winner this year.
Coaeh Thomas found it difficult to point out a key figure in
the game but he did mention
that · 1'If you take away the Allisons and Landrys, who always
have fine games, you appreciate
guys like Jack Beard. He got
some key baskets out there for

us."
Allison ended up with
20
points for the Lancers wh'l
.
G
te
Kevm reenwood and Phil Her.
manutz followed with l l a d
10 points respectively.
n
Vince
Landry
didn't
have
0 ne
.
o f h 1s spectacular scoring games
but he had alot of credit for h'
cc
IS
teammates . We proved to our.
selves that we can win tough
games on the road. This givesus
a better mental attitude."
Commenting on the playoffs
L~ndry noted that "we're in the
drivers seat now."

Lodge power
The Lancers had more than
just ten players against Waterloo
last weekend. They had an eleventh playe_r k~own as fan support, a ranty m the confinesof
the Waterloo gymnasium. The
support came in the form of
Raccoon Lodge, a small club on
campus . Warrior crowds havealways been intimidating but the
presence of 15 or 20 lodge
members helped inspire the
Lancers to victory. Hopefully,
they will be able to support the
Lancers in future home and
away games.
The Lancers continue their
road swing this weekend with
games at Guelph and Laurier.
Two victories will practically
lock up the division title since
three of their last four games
will be at home.
This could be the year of the
Lancers!

Trackers set new Windsor records
By Andrea Page & Tim Wood

Men's Results
Eight members of the U of W
track team travelled to Toronto
on Friday to compete in the
Toronto Maple Leaf Star Games.
Windsor was one of ten provincial universities present and four
colleges.
To compete in the meet re-

quired an invitation into each
event.
Kwaku Apeadu broke the U
of W 50 yd. dash record with a
5.5 second mark. He placed
fourth in the final. Gary Pinsonneault ran a super race in the 50
yd. hurdles and placed second in
a time of 6.6 seconds.
Paul Kozak placed eighth in
the 600 yd. run in a time of

Andrea Page on her way to a first in the 600 yd. dash.

1:24.9 . Tim Wood ran a great
1000 yd. race in 2:19.8 (a new
Windsor record) and finished
sixth in a fairly large field. All
the competitors are to be congratulated on fine performances .
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Women's Results
The Windsor_ women also
competed in the Toronto Games
and continued
their record
breaking season by smashing
three more university records.
The record performances this
past weekend brought on the
emergence of yet two more exceptional veterans to an already
strong, dynamic team.
The girls were led to record
performances by Debbie Sukanukoff and Linda Staudt. Debbie, a fourth year Human Kinetics student, was not satisfied
with only breaking one record
but showed · her versatility by
setting two sprint marks.
She set her first record mark
in the 50 yd. hurdles with a
time of 7.9 seconds (sixth
place). She set her second record in the 300 yd. run, completing the distance in a time of
37.2 seconds (seventh place).
Our other record breaker,
Linda Staudt, gave a strong performance in the mile run,
placing fourth,
overall and
setting a record pace of 5:15.5.

Other strong performances at
the meet came from Andrea
Page and Kathy Ricica. Andrea
placed first in the 600 yd. dash
with a time of 1 :30.2. She attributes her win to a strong finishing kick and good long distance
conditioning. The start has been
a trouble spot for Andrea, evi-
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Dave Hyland is up and over in the pole vault competition.
dent in her 50 yd. dash. She with a time of 7.2 seconds. Tim
looked like an old lady coming Wood also placed fifth in the
bOO metre run. Ray Holland
out of the blocks but still managed a good time and place
finished sixth behind Tim in the
(6.3 secs.; sixth place).
1500 metre race. Ray also hada
Kathy Ricica continues to
sixth place finish in the 1000
show us that she's a gutsy runner
metre with a time of 2 :41.9 sec·
turning in a sixth place finish
onds.
and a time of 3:01.1.
The men's 4x200 metre relay
team placed fifth, including
Bruce Robertson, Steve Thatch·
Western Invitational
er, Paul Kozak and Dave Hyland.
The men's track team travelSteve Thatcher turned in a
led to London to compete in the
tough individual performance in
Western Invitational, following
the shot put placing sixth with
the Toronto meet, and managed
a 12.35 metre put.
several excellent individual perThe women also went to the
formances.
Western Invitational, minus sev·
Sieg Stadler ran a 6.3 50 yd.
eral members, but still put up a
dash and placed sixth as well as
good showing. Linda Staudt set
placing sixth in the long jump
another Windsor record in the
with a 6.17 metre effort. Dave
3000 metre finishing first in a
Hyland placed third in pole vault
time of 10:19.2. Kathy Ricica
with a vault of 3.60 metres. This
also competed in the Western In·
is a highly commendable showvitational
competing in ~wo
ing considering Dave has no
events.
She
finished with t1rnes
facilities in which to practice.
of 5:19.4 and 11:29.1 in rhe
Gary Pinsonneault
placed
1500 and 3000 metre events.
fifth in the 50 metre hurdles
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SAC: No plans for
anti-cutback caIDpaign
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LANCE-CUP ..... The
Students' Administrative Council
has no immediate plans to
launch any local cutbacks campaign.
According to SAC president
Gion Piazza, the present executive doesn't have enough time to
begin the campaign, as their
term of office expires in April.
"This kind of thing can't be
done in six weeks."
He suggested that cutbacks
could be a campaign issue in the
upcoming SAC general election.
"This year the SAC executives were mainly concerned
with on-campus activities," said
Piazza. He added that a lot of
ground work on this issue has
been prepared for next year's executive.
"We have files, reports and
comments on what action can be
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MPP's on education funding
ByDaniel Sullivan
Two Windsor MPP's were on
campus Tuesday, talking with
membersof the student government, faculty association and
university administration. Dave
Cooke,the NDP critic for Collegesand Universities, and Ted
Bounsall,the critic for Education, also spent about an hour
whilethey were her, talking to
TheLance.

Cooke told The Lance that a
recenteditorial in the KitchenerWaterlooRecord implied that,
dueto the declining enrolment,
three universities in Ontario
shouldconsider closing, and that
theUniversity of Windsor is one
ofthem.
The two MPP's went on to
explainthat, while the possibility of the university closing is
Jut of the question, the editorial
1san indication of the necessity
for the Ontario government to
"move away from enrolment
funding"in education.
They said that 1t was time the
governmentwent back to fundinguniversities individually accordingto need, but at the same
timedeclining enrolment makes
it necessary for universities to
solicitstudents from outside the
traditional high-school graduates.

a

taken next year."
Piazza said that students on
this campus are "well-informed"
on cutbacks.
"When they come up to the
SAC office, they pick up OFS
(Ontario
Federation
of Students) material and pamphlets."
However student reps from
OFS, other provincial student
organizations and the National
Union of Students (NUS) remain
unsure of the amount of militancy on Canadian campuses.
They have chosen to first
consolidate anti-cutbacks work
on individual campuses before
moving towards mass lobbying.
They made this decision at a
NUS plenary session February
1-5.
Piazza thinks that's a wise
move.
Please turn to page 3

They said that universities
should offer more Saturday
morningcourses, which appeal
toworking people, and, especially in Windsor, they should organizecourses for shift workers.

They said that it is the umversity's responsibility to initiate
such courses, but that the
government should stop hiding
behind local autonomy
and
"provide a unique type of funding for. part-time studies."
The two MPP's went on to
discuss student aid and termed
the administration of this year's
OSAP (Ontario Student Assistance Program) "a disaster".
They said that because of the
problems, there hasn't been any
evaluation of the new program.
The program, they said, "was
implemented
one year too
early", and that not nearly
enough lead-time was provided
for the program to get started.
Cooke said that the changes.
in the program for the coming
year will be slight. He said that
the
minimum
income
for
parental contribution has been
raised from $6,600 to $7,100
and that this year's program will
probably take into account a
tuition increase that he expects
the government to announce this
year.
When asked about the amalgamation of the ministries of
Colleges and Universities and
Education,
Cooke said that
"philosophically it makes sense"
but that he didn't think "Bette
Stephenson (the present minister) can handle it."
He said that Ms. Stephenson's
handling of the OSAP problems
was an indication of her lack of
ability, and that the government
seems to be shrinking its involve-

ment in education.
Bounsall told The Lance that
it is the wrong time for the amalgamation of the two ministries,
because "declining enrolments
present special problems" and
the ministries will have "more,
not less, to deal with."
Contrary to the Progressive
Conservative Party's contention
that the voters are in favor of education cutbacks, Bounsall said
that while the public questions
the value of some of the present
programs, the people of the province would like to see money
spent on "better and more individual education."
The MPP's said that "students
should have a place to go to get
an education for education's
sake", but that "trades training"
should
not be ignored. They
said that at the present time
there is a need for 3 30 skilled
tradesmen in Windsor and that
by 1982 this figure will increase ';;
to about 1,000. However, there :;
~
is no facility to meet this need.
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Cooke also pointed out that E
17.6 per cent of college gradu- 0
ates in the province were unem- .c0
ployed six months after graduat- '"" ........__~-·
ion and that 8 per cent were unTwo of the demonstrators who protested the appearance of the Canderemployed.
adian Armed Forces' display on Wednesday. For details, please turn
to page 2 for the accompanying story.
They went on to say that civilization has recognized the
necessity of supporting the trainbe
more
communication
port staff and administration of
ing of people's minds, and that
between the three groups, they
the university have to realize
"any decrease in that support insaid, and people should make
that "they're all in the game todicates a step backwards in civiltheir feelings known to the
gether" and that "when cutization."
minister, especially at the time
backs occur, they should supThe two concluded by saying
of an election.
port each other." There should
that the students, faculty, sup-

Chariot race to highlight Open House festivities
BySteveDel Basso &
DavidCameletti
Plans for this year's Open
House,scheduled for Sunday
March
4, are being finalized.,
'
The event's theme "Into the
80' '
_ s.with your community uni·
•ers1ty"
, implies
the need for
1loreawareness by the city of
I\"
1
h ndsor on what the university
as to offer", according to Dr
). Cohen, chairman of the program
sub-committee .
I Steve Jordanoff, co-chairman
Iofthe Open House Committee,
admittedhis enthusiasm about

the progress being made in preparation for Open House. He emphasized that the student population should attend the event
because it's intended for them,
as well as for the people of
Windsor.
The communications
subcommittee has scheduled radio
and television coverage of Open
House and the securing of advertising space m The Windsor Star.
Over 25 faculties and departments are presenting displays for
public viewing during Open
House.
The Political Science Depart-

ment, under the direction of Dr.
Lloyd Brown-John, will hold a
public opinion poll on March 4,
as a prelude to the upcoming
federal election. Participation by
student political parties and federal election candidates might be
possible. Brown-John stated that
the university needs "something
that grabs people:"
Students from the School of
Dramatic Art will stage a mock
chariot race in front of Essex
Hall as a promotion for their
production of "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum".

/

Drama and Classical Studies
students will engage in mock
gladiatorial combat for the enjoyment of audiences.
University
president
Dr.
Mervyn Franklin will take part
in two press conferences during
Open House. Visitors will have
the chance to hear his views
about the future of this university.
A shuttle bus will transport
visitors to off-campus presentations at the Faculty of Human
Kinetics, the LeBel Building and
the Faculty of Education.
Coaches of the various ath-

letic teams along with faculty
members will be on hand to
meet the public at the H. K.
Building. Physical fitness and
cardiovascular tests will be conducted.
Fine Arts students' works will
be on display in the Lebel Building while the Faculty of Education is planmng an audio-visual
presentation of their facilities.
The University Development
Office will be presentmg their
slide show on the history of the
Umversity of Windsor. It will be
shown in a central location,
which has yet to be determined.

··- ....-···..._...... ... ·-·-..-·-··· ............
,
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Economist advises a long-range plan for Windsor
Since 1967, Dr. Ralph Cowen
has been a member of the Faculty of Business Administration.
Before joining the University of
Windsor, be was an executive for
Cbrysler 011 botb sides of the
border.
A resident of Leamington,
Dr. Cowan was recently elected
president of the Windsor Chamber of Commerce
lie sat dow11 and talked witb
our reporter about the Chamber
of Commerce and tbe present
and future economic situation
for tbe city and Canada.

nesses," said Cowan, attempting
to dispel the Chamber's image of
big business.
The
Agriculture-Business
Committee was set up to assist
in the promotion of the agricultural ind ustry . Cowan mentioned
the investment of more than $60
million by Maple Leaf Monarch
and United Cooperatives of Ontario in Windsor's west end.
The Chamber of Commerce
initiated its "Stoplift" program,
in an effort to curb the escalation of shoplifting in Windsor
stores.

By Dave Powis
Dr. Cowan spoke of the
Chamber's intentions of updating and modernizing its community services. Two new committees have been formed, Agriculture - Business and Business
Development.
The latter committee
will
focus on smaller businesses, dishing out advice and assistance
when needed.
"Eighty
per cent of our
members come from small busi-

"We have to let people know
that it's a crime to shoplift,"
said Cowar.. lie noted that the
courts tend to be lenient with
shoplifters. Cowan believes that
punishment would serve as an
effective deterrent,
instead of
the proverbial slap on the wirst.
He also suggested publishing the
names of guilty offenders as another means of fighting the
crime.
"The consumer <loesn 't realize it but he gets stuck with the
bill," he sai<l, as stores must raise

in the downtown.
Initially
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
wasn''t
enthused
about the city's plans to turn the
riverfront into a large park but
there is now a consensus among
its members to support the project. However, Cowan still maintains some private concerns
about
municipal
authorities'
threats and power-plays when it
comes down to expropriating
property.

their prices to cover shopliftmg
losses.
Cowan said that he's optimistic about the future of Windsor and now, with the expansion
plans for General Motors and
Ford, "there's a reason."
The auto giants' expansion is
expected to bring in $1 billion
and 5,000 new jobs. It also
means another $1 billion for the
feeder industries.
With the city about to go
through
an economic
boom,
long-range
planning,
one of
Cowan 's pet concerns, is even
more important.
"To be able to cope, Wmdsor
needs a long-range (five to ten
years) plan," explained Cowan.
He cited Detroit's plan as an example of proper forecasting.
Part
of
any
long-range
planning would have to include a
revitalization of the downtown
area.
"Downtown
merchants
should take the initiative," said
Coaan, "and become more innovative." lie suggested a greater
concentration of specialty stores

By Mark D. Greene
"First they cut student aid.
That didn't work. Is this the
final solution?"
On Wednesday morning, a
group of students, with signs like
the above, protested the Canadian Armed Forces display in the
University Centre.
The students, Brian MacPherson, Joe Romain, and Wayne
Ashley, were objecting to the
presence of military paraphen-
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Cowan also noted that
Price
levels can be expected t .
0 In•
crease by as much as eight
per
cent. Labor contracts should be
about seven per cent highe .
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alia being displayed on campus.
"Ten
years ago students
w~uld not have let this happen,"
s~1d MacPherson. "The trucks on
display would have been turned
over. Now all students care
about is getting to their next
class. The military has nothing
to do with universities."
Bill Bridgeman, assistant director of the University Centre
asked the students to leave th~
building when their protests became too loud.
"Lunch time was coming up
and they were blocking the main
entrance to the building. It's
probably best if they discussed
things outside."
Greg Novini, a member of the
local militia,
who was in
charge of the Centre Display,
was upset about the protest. The
weapons, which ranged from the
standard FN ClAl rifle to a 50
Calibre General Purpose Machine
Gun, were on display to grab
people's attention and to show
the Armed Forces' capabilities.
Novini said the primary purpose of the Armed Forces is civil
defense. "It acts as an employ·
ment opportunity
for students,
teaches them citizenship and
comaraderie. The Armed Forces
is like a family."
The weapons on display were
under the surveillance of an armed guard.
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More women accepting business roles
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By Lindsay Hall-Smeets

"In the last year, enrolment
of women in the business school
has climbed from 20 to 25 per
cent," said Dr. Olga Crocker,
one of two full-time women professors in the Business Faculty
andmoderator at last Thursday's
"Womenin Business" seminar.
The event, held in Assumption Lounge and sponsored by
the Commerce Club, yielded up
an even more surprising statistic .
Over25 per cent of the audience
was male and most of them sat
rightup front.

" If y ou want to make it, you
are going to, " said Barbara Kersey, secretary-manager of the
Central Windsor Development
Corporation. "You make your
own luck" .
Even though in many fields
the work picture is bleak, Ms.
Kersey feels the future for
business grads in Windsor will be
in expanding small manufacturing plants. She outlined how to
set goals and open the doors .
Read literature related to the
field, plan to attend seminars,
learn to speak publicly, stay in

good ph ysical shape, don't
accumulate a lot of possess ions,
stay in the work force and, most
of all, be prepared for some
forms of discrimination.
"I wouldn't have my job if it
was a high-paying one . It would
have gone to a man."
Pat Sloan is a Chartered Accountant working almost ex clusively with men. To succeed
under these conditions, she had
had to make an extra effort to
be "one of the guys" .
To be accepted, a woman
must be prepared to "make a
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IBM recently presented an $18,000 cheque to the University of Windsor for a study on how incorrect
answerson multiple-choice exams can provide teachers with viable information on how much their students have really learned . Pictured above are: (1-r) Dean A.S. Nease of the Faculty of Education, Dr.
MervynFranklin, Prof. W.N. Shklov, Prof. J.C. Powell, Edwin Pillman, manager of IBM's south-west region,Victor Dantzer, advisory marketing rep for IBM and Gary Pesut, IBM's Windsor branch manager.
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Continued from page 1
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'Students have been hammered ... '
"It took them (OFS) over a
year to plan that march last
year." On March 16,1978, over
seven
thousand
students
marched on Queen's Park in protext over the government's cutbacksin education.
The representatives decided
to wait until NUS presents a
brief to the federal government
in mid-March. The brief out-

It's back!
ByMark D. Greene

You can get some sleep tonight. CJAM's transmitter
is
backhome, safe and sound.
The two month ordeal, which
began in mid-December when
station manager Tosh 'Noma sent
the transmitter to Tele-Tech in
Toronto for servicing, has come
to an end.
After Noma placed a tracer
on the piece of equipment, it
Wasdiscovered February 1 in the
Windsor Post Office. Postal
?fficialswere at a loss to explain
Justwhat happened ..
Rather than risk sending the
transmitter to Toronto again,
Noma had the device repaired
locally.
It's now in operation and, for
the first time in four years the
St '
atton can be picked up on' all
floorsin Laurier and MacDonald
Halls.
Noma is presently working on
extending CJAM's service to
Tecumseh, Huron and Cody
Halls.

lines student concerns on cutbacks, especially in student aid,
unemployment
msurance and
job creation programs. Each
campus will be asked to publicize and organize around the issues the brief raises.
"We can't run up the hill
without the students behind us,"
said NUS executive Brian Bedford. "We can't just come up
with a tactic and expect it to
happen."
"Students have been hammered into the ground. They're
frightened," said another NUS
executive, Bev Crossman. She

pointed to the simultaneous tuition fee increases, cutbacks in
faculty members, support staff
and library services, reductions
fo unemployment
insurance,
lack of proper job creation programs or student aid programs .
"There's just so much happening at once, it's difficult for
students to come to grips with it
and realize there are things that
can be done. We don't have to
sit back and be attacked."
Our goal has to be to have
students ask the questions we've
been grappling with for the past
four months."

Let us apologize
An error in our last issue may
have caused some confusion
amongst our readers. The mistake was in Lindsay Hall-Smeets'
article, "Women need a redrafting of the criminal code", on
page three.
Comments by Justice Minister Marc Lalonde (not Otto
Lang) and Debbie Barfnecht, a
law student at the University of
Windsor, were mixed up. The
story should have read as follows:
Justice Minister Marc Lalonde
also recommended
that the
"spousal
immunity"
clause,
which prevents a wife from
charging her husband with rape
or similar offences, be repealed.
"No individual should be
forced to submit to a sexual act
to which he or she has not con-

scnted", the report says, setting
out the principle and underlying
the proposed changes.
"In sexual relations, consent
must be of the essence. Sexual
activity must be consensual and
not procured by force or trickery.
"The question is not how we
can justify abortion. It is how
can we justify compulsory childbearing," said Debbie Barfnecht,
Law I.
There are two different ideas
being talked about here One
changing the criminal code, b;
Marc Lalonde and, two, abortion, by Debbie Barfnecht.
We would like to apologize to
our readers, Mr. Lalonde, Ms.
Barfnecht and Lindsay HallSmeets for this mistake.

committment and to work long
hours " and , even more than a
man, she must "quickly establish
her competence in the field."
Mary Molenaar was a high
school drop-out who began her
business career as a typist,
worked her way up to business
manager, then through the MBA
program and into the position of
Professor of Marketing at the
university . One conclusion she
has reached is that "it is easier to
work with men in the teaching
world than in the business
world ."
She also offered encouragement. "Women are becoming a
major economic force in Canada.
For the first time, the proportion of women aged 25-54 in the
working force has surpassed the
50 per cent mark."
General Motors Forecasting
Analyst Janet Eckoff was the
first woman, in a G.M. building
with 400 employees, who was
not a secretary .
" I have moved along the way
a typical M.B.A. graduate would,
but as a woman I am highly visible and that is a benefit. Like it
or not, it is a fact that they (the
senior management) expect you
to fail, so when you do well ,
they are impressed.
You shouldn 't have to sacrifice your values and become a
bitch to survive, but you can't
expect everyone to like you. The

more competent you arc, the
more lower level people will feel
hostility towards you ."
A question from a man in the
audience raised a question on
many minds:
"Can women
successfully establish a career
and raise a family at the same
time?"
Three women on the panel
answered with an admission that
they were divorced, but Ms.
Eckoff offered the perspective
that it is not the man's fault. He
married a certain person and
that person found Women's lib,
grew and disappeared.
"If marriage follows the establishment of a career, then the
chances for success are much
greater."
Another questioner addressed
the
problem of woman-towoman relationships on the job.
Ms. Sloan has made a conscious
effort to befriend women in her
office.
"It takes time," she said,
"but eventually they come to
see me as a role model."
Ms. Molenaar expressed concern that "sometimes women expect special favors from you because you are a woman. It is
hard to say no. Learning to agree
and get along and be submissive
are traits we have to overcome .
We have to learn to be assertive
and feminine."
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Galleryoperations
need review
If you've been down in the
Gallery recently, then you were
sure to have noticed the empty
chairs. Those unoccupied seats
are one of the primary reasons
why the pub has lost about
$6,000 to d ..te.
According to SAC vice-president-finance Emmanuel Biundo,
"it 's difficult to pin down any
one big reason why we are so
much in the red ."
Biundo has said most of the
losses were incurred during the
summer . He cited the renovation
program, which cost $5,000, and
the small crowds.
Other reasons mentioned include the decrease in enrolment,
the support staff strike in September and the competition supplied by nearby taverns.
These reasons and others left
unsaid bear closer examination.
To maintain the proper atmosphere, the renovations to the
pub were necessary. More importantly, the work had to be
done so as to meet the L.L.B.O.
requirements.
The Gallery's space is leased
from the university. Under the
terms of the agreement, SAC
and the university split the
profits on a 7 5-25 basis, in favor
of SAC. The students' council is
responsible for all renovations.
Despite their share, the university administration is under no
obligation to pay part of the

renovation costs , though it's expected of them .
The renovating costs were
excessively high because SAC
had to make all the arrangements through the university.
This. meant hiring union workers
(and union wages). If students
could have done the work, then
costs might have been halved .
Unfortunately,
the contract's
provisions wouldn't allow for it.
Traditionall y, summer crowds
have been small. This summer,
the entertainment consisted of
CJ AM 's disco service and live
music on alternating weeks. The
CJAM operation was a fiasco because of poor advertising and a
lack of co-ordination amongst
the station personnel. The live
music consisted of one group
playing every other week. Believe us, repetition did not make
the heart grow fonder.
The declining enrolment is a
valid reason and one that can't
be helped.
Crying about the support
staff's strike is just a waste of
time. If students crossed picket
lines to attend their classes, then
it's safe to assume they'd do the
same if they wanted to go to the
\Gallery.
As for the competition, that's
a sorry excuse. It's been here for
years and it will continue to be
here. You just have to face the
fact that the gallery isn't the
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only game in town.
One problem that has yet to
be mentioned is the new management .
Dave Peddle was hired in
September to manage the pub.
He replaced Peter Romeril, who
had held that position for a few
years. Certainly his inexperience
at the job hindered Peddle (and
profits) during the first few
months.
In a Letter to the Editor last
week, Mark Greene made mention of a "blind pig" operating in
the Gallery after hours. It consists of pub staffers (having a
few well deserved drinks) and
their friends. The "friends" have
no business being there . The

LBTTBRS
Our cold campus
Dear Editor,
I guess that I have been residing at this university for too
long, beccming part of the
groove, to even notice ."However,
it was brought to my attention
just a few days ago, what an unfriendly bunch cohabitates this
foundation of learning.
I was sitting there in Vanier
mindmg my own business when
two people strolled over to say,
"Hello" . Men at that! First off,
I wondered if the buttons on my
blouse had somehow fallen off
wit!-iout my noticing or if they
were speakmg
to someone
behind me. After my imtial
shock, however, I wondered if
they were a bunch of perverts,
considering tn all my years here,
I only get a greeting from a
stranger if they are drunk or out
of it. In fact, very few people I
know (except for a few of my

'stranger'
here.

friends) smile around

After getting my voice back
(choke-choke), I spent a wonderful afternoon gettmg to know
somebody . Talk about feeling
good, or even human for a
change .
Most interestmg, is the fact
that these people were from offcampus, i.e. having nothing to
do with the big U. They noted ,
that in the few days they were
here nobody talked to them, in
fact they were often rudely put
off trying to meet students here.
And they call us a liberated
generation (HA!) . I am ashamed
to say that they felt that our
campus was abnormally cold and
unfriendly. At our lovely and relaxing cafeteria Vanier, I realized
last night how many people I
have seen day in and day out,

SAC can't afford this free booze
for people who don't work
there.
People have described the
staff as part of the Gallery's
problem but that simply isn't
true. They're students who are
doing a tough job and doing it
admirably.
There have been complaints
that the bands have been bad
this year. Admittedly we've had
our share of turkeys but overall
the quality of the bands in the
pub this year compares favor ably to last year.
Promotion is the key to solving the Gallery's woes . Except
for The Lance, there is no pub-

licity for the Gallery in any of
the media outlets in Windsor.
Gimmicks are another means
of attracting
customers. The
SAC has plans to install a big
screen TV. The only thing
holding that up is the university
red tape. Still, it's a good idea.
The problem is that the Gallery
needs more innovations.
The Gallery should be a
money-making
operation for
SAC. To make it that way, the
students' council is going to have
to create a decent atmosphere
for students and their guests and
then promote the hell out of it.
The SAC has to make students
want to come here and not just
because it's so convenient.

All Letters to the Editor must be typed, double -spaced and limited to 500 words
or less. Letters must be signed and accompanied by a student number and phone
number . All letters considered by the staff to be libelous and slanderous will be
witheld. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length . The deadline
for submission of Letters to the Editor is Tuesday at noon.

never noting their humanity .
I really don't know what can
be done about 'our' lack of
warmth, afterall we all end up as
ashes. So, if you notice someone walking around with a big
grin (looking foolish) and saying
an off-pitched "Hello", don't

throw stones! I'm practicing being alive.
Grin-Grin (sincerely)

Constance Nadeau
4th yr. Soc. Science

''Social Revolution''
Dear Editor,
It comes as a surprise to us
that a so-called 'fighter' of the
peoples'
struggle against all
forms of oppression in this sick
world like Len Wallace, would
have written such a biased comment on the Iranian situation. It
would be absurd to place Ayatullah Kohmeini in the same
status as the Shah of Iran. The
simple life that he led during his
15 years of exile and his staunch
conviction on the illegality of
the Shah's rule, spurred his people into action, and the great victory was achieved by the people

of Iran and not the Ayatullah.
He was only acting as a catalyst to an eventual confrontation
between the people and the
Shah. The fact that he was
chosen as a leader by the peasantry, workers and middle-class
proves that it was a social
revolution. Is this not a social
revolution,
Mr. Wallace? We
strongly believe that you are expounding Karl Marx's theory on
revolution and thus, any revolution that docs not include any
communist elements would be
deemed as unacceptable to you.
We cannot blame you for

your ignorance because of the
negative portrayal of the Iranian
revolution
by the Western
media, especially the American
and Canadian. The success of the
revolution is a victory for democracy against oppression and
tyranny. The example of Iran
would be a forerunner to future
revolution
in Nicaragua and
Central America. We now need a
Christian Khomeini to bring the
downfall
of
the
Samozao
Government. You should focus
your attention on the struggle
which is nearer to Canada and
let the Iranian people alone in
their task of rebuilding their
country.
We hope this letter will cor·
rect your perception on the soc·
ial revolution. Then we need not
say, "Down with the Shah, al5?_
down with Len Wallace and hi~
ideals."
Yours regretfully,

Jaffar A. Abdat
O~car A Sadiq
Wui Cheng Chung
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UnemploymentCentre clears air
DearSir,
This letter 1s m reference to
[he article enti tled 'Unemployment Centre can offer a helping
hand', printed in your paper
February2nd 1979.
First of all this student promisedus a draft of the article before it was to become publicized.For some reason neither
Monroe Schooley, Charles Alridge,nor myself were ever approached with _a copy . before
printing.Had this promise been
adheredto, a number of inaccuracieswould have been avoided.
If I had not acted promptly in
clearin_g
up the inaccuracies that
wereprinted, it could have put a
heavystrain on the Centre's re-

lationship with the Canada Employment Commission (CEC).
Contrary to what Chris Lucas
has stated, we do not take away
from CEC but we extend our
helping hand to those who are
having problems with unemployment, and various other areas as
well. The majority of our help is
extended to all persons with problems related to unemployment
not 'emplo,.Yment' as stated m
the article.
An additional inaccuracy is
that we can get to the root of a
problem before the Commission.
What we attempt to do is to
stop the problem by spending
time with a person, and perhaps
explaining their rights and obli-
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gations. It is with the help of
the CEC staff that we get to the
root of the problem so that we
can help, in conjunction with
the Commission, not separately.
Most importantly I did not
state that the unemployed go to
the CEC just to qualify for their
cheques, and that they are not
seriously looking for employment. This statement should be
retracted both for the benefit of
this Centre and also for those
unfortunately unemployed.
Thank-you for allowing me to
correct the situation.

By Ed McMahon

Photos by Chuck Isz<'

This Week's Question:
Do you think Joe Clarke gets negative cover-

Sincerely,

. age from the Canadian press?

Pamela Pons

Iran: Biggertroublesahead?
DearEditor:
I read with interest the two
letters,dealing with the present
situation in Iran, that appeared
inthe Feb 9 issue of The Lance.
It was very obvious that both
Mr.Wallace and the representanveof the Iranian Students Association were very concerned
withthe struggle taking place in
Iran.They were condemning the
pastand present governments of
Iranbut said little about the futureof this troubled country.
Both authors put a lot of
blamefor the present turmoil on
"American Imperialism", CIA
mvolvement, U.S. arms sales,
etc.They did not state directly
whatalternative is open to the
Iranian people in place of
"American and capitalistic exploitation".
The position stated by Len
Wallaceand calling for "a social
revolutionin which workers supported by the peasantry consciously become
their
own
leaders", suggests that he has
neverheard of (or seen for that

matter) a government of peasants and workers in action. I
think that Mr. Wallace should
read about the IT)illions of victims of the Russian revolution,
about the "Gulag Archipelago"
past and present or from recent
history about the life in Vietnam
or Cambodia after the "American imperialists" left. He should
find out what the term "the
boat people" means, and why
thousands took a cruise from the
peasants' and workers' paradise.
The comparison of Bakhtiar to
Kerensky clearly suggests that
Mr. Wallace is an advocate of the
"dictatorship of the proletariat"
in Iran (the system that followed
Kerensky in Russia) and class
struggle, which in the USSR resulted in over 4-0 million dead
and political prosecution without equal.
The Iranian Students Association criticising the "American
imperialists" should probably
look at the alternatives. I suggtst
that members of ISA go for a
year or two to a university in

Moscow, Havana, Peking or
Hanc;,i, unless they are naive
enough to assume that a postBakhtiar,
anti-American
and
anti-West government in Iran
will be independent from the
Communist powers. They would
understand, among other things,
that Marxist theory and religion
simply do not mix. As proof,
they should look at the oppression of religion in almost all communist countries and, in particular, at the position of Islam in
the USSR, just north of the border.
The situation in Iran is a
tragic example of people trying
to be free and falling into the
trap of greater oppression. To all
those who criticised the attempts of Bakhtiar's government
to peacefully introduce democracy in Iran, good luck, you '11
need it, even if Allah is on your
side!
Yours truly,
M. Dubrowski

Pat Ianetta, Second Year, Economics:
"Definitely. He does a lot of
stupid things, especially when he
went overseas. He does more
harm than good for Canada."

Dale Molnar, First Year, Comm.
Studies:

"Joe who? Yes, I think he does,
especially on his visit overseas
when he almost got cut on the
bayonets. They lampoon him a
lot ."

-------------------------------------------- --- -- - ------

-

Pam Simpson, Third Year, History:

"No, I don't think so. I tnink
he's fairly well represented."

Infantformulascould be misused
ByBrianWilliamson

Eig~ty-five per
cent of
mothersin the Third World are
usingpowdered baby formulas
unsafely, according to Doug
Johnson.
Johnson, a member of the
L.S.based Infant Formula ActionCoalition (INFACT), spoke
beforea group of 50 people in
theMadame Vanier Lounge last
week.
Infant formulas are not the
directcause of malnutrition in
the Third World, according to
Johnson,but rather poor educat•onin the use of these formulas
andalso, the high costs.
He cited conditions in Guatemala.
There an average laborer
earns$3.SO weekly. The price of
; one week supply of baby
ormula is $2.50 per child. Be-

cause of ignorance or a wish to
stretch the use of the formula,
mothers are diluting it. Consequently, a child suffers from
diarrhea and slow starvation.
Natural immunities found m
other milk are not present in
manufactured formulas.
The problem exists in Canada, too.
In the Northwest Territories,
where some of the formula is
distributed, a recent survey indicates that year-old, bottle-fed
babies spend eight times as much
time in hospitals as year-old,
breast-fed infants.
Third World doctors encourage the poor's use of manufactured formulas. Hospitals recommend and even provide samples
of formulas to new mothers.
The governments of many developing nations have campaigned to end the use of infant formula and have met with success in
some areas. In most cases, the
infant mortality rate was drastically decreased when mothers returned to breast feeding. But
governments
are
relatively
powerless agains~ the million
dollar commercialism of the
multinational corporations.
Johnson stressed that while
every piece of evidence has
shown infant formula to be

dangerous, the companies refuse
to acknowledge the existance of
any problems and are unwilling
to change.
The boycott has been successful to a certain extent since Nestle is hurriedly mounting a massive campaign asking governmental and religious leaders to come
to its aid.
"The promot10n is to create a
need in their minds." said Johnson, adding that INFACT is trying to stop much promotion.
Founded in January, 1977,
INFACT is in alliance with more
than 300 groups. They are trying
to create a boycott of one manufactured
formula-producing
company - Nestle of Sweden.
Canadian allies include the
Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG) and the Canadian Church Association. OPIRG
sponsored this lecture, which is
part of a series entitled "Ten
Days for World Development."

In our February 2 issue, we
printed tbe wrong number for
the Sexual Assault Crisis Clinic's
24 hour crisis line. The correct
number is 253-9667. We would
like to apologize for any i11co11venience caused by tbis error.

Heather Dupuis, Second Year,
Business:

"Yes, of course he does."

Keshar Goyal,
Comm.:

First Year, B.

"Yes. I think so."

Unidentified student:

" ot really. I think it's pretty
fair coverage.''

By Peter Nash
Led :lepplin, Styx, Foreigner;
I've heard it all many times before. Albatross, this week's pub
band, even does a decent imitation of what turned out to be the
boom of the century for hearingaid manufacturers
Deep Purple.
The} turn up their amplifiers
t o stun and hope that when the

such a thunder through the PA.
that you can't understand
a
word he's saying.
That, of course, is an old
tnck used by bands such as
Styx, l•oreigner and DP who,
after having picked their brains
to find new combinations of the
onl, four cords they know, just
can't handle any lyncs.
Drummer Bob Drago does a
commendable JOb keeping the
tempo but when he meanders into a drum solo at the end of
their Led Zepplin medley all
praise ends. You 're pretty good
by my standards Bob, but snck
to the regular stuff.
Unfortunately
for Albatross,
commercial rock, especially at
129 d<.:cibels, is no t where it's at.
If I he ar one mo re Stairway to
Heaven 1m1tation th e ja nit or
cleani ng t he pub is go ing t o ge t a
good look at wha t I ha d for
d inne r. Please - NO MOR E!!
Albatross h as imp ro ved o ver all fro m their last performance
in the pu b be fo re Christmas (a
sterl ing 2 .9) , so I decided to give
them a 4.5 . This could have been
imp rov ed at least one point if
th ey had just played one original
tune . Imitation is nice but how
about a little originality guys?
On the positive side, Albatross seem t o pla y well together,
mi xing their ke yboards and gui tar s work quite well and they
look like they 're enjoying themselves .
A final note, turn off those
green and blue lights facing the
crowd, you need Foster Grants
to face the stage.

crowd returns to sanity that 1t
will be Saturday and they'll be
off to their next gig.
I.cad guitarist 'mo Palazzolo
tries to kill the boredom of
by improvising
commercialism
gunar solos and he doesn't do a
bad job, but unfortunately
his
vocals need _a little work The
one part of the vocals that he
has mastered is to bellow with

People always told me to put my money where my mouth is, so I
went out and bought this $500 bass.
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By Diane Elliott
J.R .R. Tolk1en 's trilogy, The
Lord of the Rings opened at
Devonshire last Thursday It left
me with mixed feelings of awe,
confusion and boredom.
fhe animation left me in awe,
\\Ith the superb visual effects,
and the range of the animator's
pen which is seemingly hm1tless.
The characters ranged in style
from Walt Disney "kiddy-cartoons" to the authenticity of

Prince Valiant The · characters
did not seem limited by their
animated state, they were a lot
better than some high priced
professional actors I know .
Gollum stole the show . For
someone who was supposed to
be a villain he came across as a
kind of loveable fellow, that is if
you go for the snivelling, grovelling type. Gandalf cut a magnificent figure in his blue cloak and
Rip van Winkle style beard. The
stark contrasts in the characters

was one of the most visually
stimulating aspects of the film .
The Ores were a feat in themselves and Ralph Bakshi certainly deserves lots of praise for that
creation. Not only looked identical and when you're talking
about hundreds of images on the
screen at once, that is quite a
task .
Now the confusing aspect. If
you haven't read the wo rk , all
three volumes of it, and you
have time and the intellectual
capacity it might be worth your
while before parting with your
three dollars.
I understood the general idea,
that the good guys had this ring
and the bad guys would stop at
nothing to get this ring which
brings me to the boredom part
of t his review.
Battle scenes can be very boring , maybe not so much to you
sado-masochistic types but let's
face tt there 's very little m the
way of innovation you can do
with a battle especially if you
live in Middle Earth. After about
half a dozen of these things I
found myself nodding off, but
remembering I had to do this review I awoke just in time to see
the party on the quest split up ·
and get lost.
I hoped Frodo would ger the
ring to the Devil's castle and des troy it except for one thing . This
I cannot forgive Ralph for ,
mak ing it a two part movi e . Yes ,
that 's right, t here's a sequel
which is due to be completed in
two years which should give us
just about enough time to finish
the books .
But overall, Ralph deserves an
"E"
for effort
because he
certainly had his work cut out
for him trying to recreate the
War and Peace of Fantasyland.

No reason to live
By Mark D. Greene
This is the first presentation of what is expected to be an annual
event . The No Reason to Live Awards are dedicated to the memory
of Al Capone, a big time liquor salesman of the thirties.
On February 14 , 1929 a bunch of Capone's buddies engaged in a
little altercation in a garage in Chicago. The event is fondly recalled
today as the St . Valentine's Day Massacre. It is believed that Al had
no reason to live once people found out it was his idea .
The No Reason to Live Awards or NRLA are dedicated to those
wonderful bloopers , boners and wimpy mistakes committed by previously respectable people. Those people have now been reduced to
no-account-no-reason-to-live
w imps .
INTERNATIONAL
The International No Reason to Live Award goes to AyatullahKohmeini. It was a toss-up between him and the entire Iranian nation,
but collective stupidity is kinda hard to handle. The "Bearded
Blunder", as Kohmeini will be remembered , has yet to do anything
to make him a full whimp but he demonstrates unbelievable potential.
NATIONAL

No Reason to Live Award goes to Joe Clark MP,
The National
leader of the opposition, and apparent heir to the throne. His trip to
the Middle East was a deu sie. Joe almost stabbed himself while inspecting an honor guard . It looks like Canada will have its very own
Gerald Ford .
SPORTS,
On the sports scene , the National Hockey League All Star Team
takes the No Reason to Live Team Award. Sunday's game was as in·
teresting as watching a bowel resection.
The No Reason to Live Academy
has seen it fit to bestow their
award for the best movie to Sergeant Pepper 's Lonely llearts Club
Band . The NRL award for individuals in the entertainment field goes
to the guy who paid Marlon Brando $3 million for his role in Superman and John Travolta . Rumor has it that John is changing his name
to I. M . Revolting and is currently working on the Sid Viscious
Story.
INDIVIDUAL
The Indivioual No Reason to Live Sports Award goes out to
Jackie "Stone Hands" Smith of the Dallas Cowboys. The idea of the
game is to catch the ball. I guess senility sets in early with football
players.
INSTITUTIONAL
Institutional No Reason to Live awards go to the Windsor Road
Commission for keeping the roads in such wonderful and continuous
state of repair The ex-pizza supplier to The Lance for the creation
of meals above and beyond the reach of Bromo Seltzer. The admm istration for windowless building ~ to be constructed; and the
management of the Gallery for losing $5,000 and not knowing why
C0~1MUNITY
The No Reason to Live Community Award goes to Jim Jones and
his Guyanese Kool -Aid Gang. Accepting the award for Jim will be
the Reverend Sun Myung Moon.

Honourable mention goes to Eddy Torre , The Osmond Family,
Elron Hubbard, Andy Gibb and his clone Shaun Cassidy, Billy
Carter, Laura Sabia, all short people, all tall people, all medium sized
people, members of the No Reason to Live Academy, the Essex
staff, CJAM staff, and The Lance staff.
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No talent hilling wrong
BVMike Taylor
· The 1978-79 "No Talent Re\'iew" pro\·ed to be a smashing
ccessfor r he Student Law Socsu
.
h
en With skits ranging from t e
I '
"
"Richard Rvhmer Chorus to a
i·eryimpressive martial arts dislav, law students again proved
p . f they d on 't get t h eir
.
that
1
L.L.B., they won't be in the entertainment field either.
Seriously, the skits' quality
wasexcellent. One of the first
acts, Lanny l Iall, performed a
great parody of_ Billy Joel's Big
Shoror , "You Just had to go to
lawschool".
The Richard Rohmer Chorus
blatantly plagunzed John Prine's
"DearAbby" and, according to
an ununpeach able source, are being sought by p olice for co py right infringement .
Of course , th e review wasn 't

all grav) , with some jokes fallmg
well short of their mark. The
shoe shine skit m the first act
justifiably won the award for the
\\ orst act.
The second skit, a parady of
"Weekend Update", contained
the standard point-counterpoint
("Jane, you ignorant, misguided
slut") exchange. The news report, filled to the brim with inside jokes, went over extremely
well, with the participants receiving a standing o\'ation.
The students' reaction was
mixed to say the least.
One aspiring legal beagle said,
"It's a piss-up, what can I say?"
His acquai nt ance added, in .a
very bleary voice, "Biggest f----bash ", and t hen trailed off int o
insensible mutter ings.
The Most Creative Act award

went to the Richard Rohmer
Chorus for its John Prine rip-off.
The Worst Taste Award went to
"The Supremes", a group of
black-faced (a la Julson) white
males in drag. rhe Best Act
Award went to Dennis Cavello
for his martial arts performance.
Ca,ello managed to break
boards, concrete and kick apples
from between his (previously)
male assistant's legs. The climax
occurred when he literally sliced
the neck of an empty bottle of
Canadian Club with the edge of
his hand. If Mr. Cavello doesn't
get his degree, chances are the
Law Library could be demolished.
Who says you can't be intelligent and funny at t he same time.
T he Law School Review proved
just th at. It was easily o ne of th e
be st events on campus held th is
y ear .

The Unclassified section is op en t o all member s of th e univer sit y co mmunit y.
Submissions must be typed , double -spaced and limited to three lines . (60 stroke

DNCL4SSIFIBD

line). Submissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number and
phone number . The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length . The
deadline for submission s to the Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon .

GUITARS: Epiphone FT-150,
no case - $175. Manual Rodriguezguitar, with case - $175. Call
GrahamHobbs at the Registrar's
Office,Ext. 203 .

FASHION SHOW: Home Economics Fashion Show. Wednesday, February 28 at 7 p.m.in
Ambassador Auditorium. Tickets can be purchased at the University Center Desk.

Cassett Deck. Front loading,
with dolby, bias, and eaualizer.
Asking $150 C:ontact 254 ?721.
NEEDED : talented people to
perform works for taping in conjunction with Radio Broadcasting 216c. Musical performances
are
particularly
welcome.
Various dates for taping will be
available during the semester.
For details, contact Prof. Doug
Jht>r F.xt. 106 .

STARDOM: Volunteers wishing
to be casted in the student film
"Jamboree",
are asked to call
Larry at 254-5760 .

EnvironmentalPackaging
DesignCompetition
!n

Packaging is essential to our way of life. But, Ontario this
year - two million tons of solid waste ~re being_created by
consumer pac~aging. Packaging designed with the environment m mmd can help solve the problem.

ECONOMICS CLUB: Presents
Douglas Peters, V.P. and chief
economist of the T-D Bank. Friday, March 2 at 3 p.m. in Mdme.
Vanier Lounge . Topic: "Canadian Monetary
Policv in the
70's". All are invited. Refreshme:1ts provided . For further information, contact Stan Zin at
258-7859.

INTRO: Chabad House (Jewish
Students Centre of Windsor).
Part of world-wide Lubavitch
Organization whose aim is to
reach Jews all the world over, to
promote Jewish education and
identity-awareness.
Featuring
festive Sabbath meals, get-acquainted parties, informal classes, individual study sessions.
.Special programs for Purim,
Passover and other festivals.
1059 Dougall Ave . Ask for
Yossy or Faygi at 258-1225.

Now a Competitionto:
to take
design of

new packages and packaging systems.

2. Stimulate creative environmental input to packaging design.
Increase general awareness of the v~lue of pack~ging in its
3. entirety,
including its economic, social and environmental
aspects.
Provide a forum of recognition for young designers who take
4. into
account the full social impacts of their creative work.

Banker \Vanes to rent small
house or two dedroom apartment within walking distance of
the university. Please call 2546343 after 6 p .m .
There will be a ''Happemng'' on
March 10 at 7 p.m. in Ambassador Auditorium. Further details
are forthcoming :
"The
Bent
CONFERE 'CE:
Twig - The Impact of Environment on Children". In celebration of the Year of the Child.
March 5-6, University Centre.
Further information can be obtained by calling 735-3832.

I.OST: Brown felt hat, in the
pub, early December. Please return it to The Lance office c/o
Wendv.

The Prizes -

The Ontario Ministry of the Environment, and
The Ontario Was~e Management Advisory Board
with the cooperation of The Packaging Association of Canada

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES: Presents Nihal Ponseka,
tenor, in concert at the Cleary
Auditorium. Sunday, March 4 at
8:20 p.m. Suggested donation $5, $4, $3 . For further information call 254-1722 in Windsor or
(313) 965-0838 in Detroit.

CJAM: (660 on your AM dial) is
back on the air. It can be heard
throughout Laurier and on the
first six floors of MacDonald.
If you live within these areas and
can't pick up the station, please
call 254-1494or Ext . 478 .

(for students of Ontario post-secondary schools)

$750 1st Prize - A minimumof $3,500 in design awards
Deadline for Entry - February 28/79 - Students must register for the competition,
either through their instructors or direct. Upon entry, fulldetails of the competition willbe
provided
Deadline for Design Submission - May 18/79 - Entries willaim at combining good
packaging design with recognition of such environmental concerns as consumption of
materials and energy, impact on total natural resources and impact of container
disposal on the environment.
Awards Presentation - Oct. 15179 - Followingjudging by an independent panel ,
awards willbe made at the 1979 Packaging Show 1nToronto.
Full Details - Information Services Branch, 6th Floor. 135 St. Clair Avenue West,
TORONTO, Ontario M4V 1P5 (416) 965-7117
Sponsored by:

IONA
COLLEGE:
Coffee
House. Every Saturday evening.
8 - 11: 30 p.m. 208 Sunset Ave.

EXHIBIT: of Faculty of Arts
publications and creative works .
Open
through
February
in
Room G-100 in the Leddy Library.

The Original- All Ontario

post-secondary s~hool . students
1. Encourage
environmental factors into cons1derat1on in the

ARABIAN NIGHTS : Arabic entertainment and cuisine. Guest
speaker: SAmi Esmail, MSU student recently released from an
Israeli jail and a rep from the
Iranian Students of Detroit . Saturday, Feb. 17 at 5 p.m. in Ambassador Auditorium.

f<UR SALE : Pioneer CT 2121

CATHOLICCAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumption University, 254-3112
MASSSCHEDULE: Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 4 :30 p.m .
Daily - 12:00 Noon and 4:30 p.m. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5 p .m . - followed
by Dinner - $1.50) .
Saturday - 11: 30 a.m.
HOUROF PRAYER AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. Our centre is
opendaily. We are located next to the University Centre. Feel free to drop in any time .

TYPING: Essays, term papers
etc. Fast and Accurate, Reason·
able rates available. Contact
Jan., at 258-1377.

1

WITNESS WANTED: Would the
peopie who witnessed the car accident on Friday, November 3,
1978 at Riverside and Olle:ette
at 9 p.m. involving a blue Fiat
sedan and a red Dodge, please
call Mike anytime after 3 p.m.,
at 969-3484. Please co-operate
as this is very important. The
case is to appear in court rela·
tively soon.

i

The university's Women's Auxiliary Annual Tea and Sherry
Parry . Saturday, March 3 from
3-7 p .m. in the Alumni Lounge .
For more details, call Mr .
Donna Loyal at 254-7314.
DISCLOSURE: Gay Srudcnt5' M
Campus invites all lesbians and
gay men to attend their next
meeting, Tuesday Febuary 27 at
8:00 p.m. Rooms 1,2, & 3 upstairs at the University Centre.
Discussion will focus on "Gay
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By Cecilia Deck
The sacrifice one has to make
to be rich and famous! Just look
at Rod Stewart, the Rolling
Stones, the Who, and countless
others who have sacrificed quality for riches and fame. Peter
Tosh has unfortunately followed
this woeful path, denying it, as
they did, all the way down.
Legalize It and Equal Rights,
Tosh's first two albums on Columbia were both excellent; very
dramatic, very forceful, very
Rastafari. But they didn't sell
too well.
Last summer, Tosh toured
with the Rolling Stones, and in
December, when he appeared on
Saturday
ight Live, who should
pop up but Mick himself. Now
Tosh is with Rolling Stone Records, and his poseur buddies,
Mick and Keith, both do guest
performances on Bush Doctor,
which is predicted to go gold.
Mick dominates the vocals on
Don't
Look Back, an o Id
Smokey Robinson tune, and
Keith plays guitar on Stand
Firm, and Bush Doctor, a great
song about legalizing marijuana,
that Tosh sang on Saturday
Night Live.
Other than the title cut, the
only other really good track is
Dem Ha Fe Get A Beaten, whose
lyrics might be Tosh 's protest
against the physical violence inflicted on him by the authorities in Jamaica. Soon Come ,

-- -- ---

--
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Tosh 's first explicitly sexual
song, is lacking in energy and
purpose, as are most of the rest
of the tracks. "Creation" isn't
even reggea, it's a gospel-like
accoustic number, ending with a
very unpleasant sounding cock
crowing.
Overall, · this album is a total
dud. I don't think that Mick and
Keith have any place in reggae
music. Apparently they don't
either; Jagger told Circus Magazine: ''I don't want to add any
colour to the Tosh story, in fact
I'd like to whiten it up". It is
ironic that Tosh, who started
out as a critic of racism and
poverty is now teamed up with a
racist to make money.

~i --·~:·-
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Frank Kovacic
The Babys are basically a
group with no peer. Their lavish
string arrangements, lush harmonies and up-right pop sensibilities are unique in recent times
of excess.
lle,11/ First, their third album

on Chrysalis records, is the other
side of the coin that was stamped out on their prev10us effort,
Broken Heart. llead First looks
at the positive side of romantic
involvement, whereas its predecessor dealt almost exclusively
with the pitfalls of the love affair.
The new album, however,
looms inconsistent. This is not a
hard knock; but merely a reminder of the near "pop-perfection" that they reached with
their last effort .
The only thing that holds
them back is their penchant for
the "school boy crush" lyrics.
Song for song, the album can
stand on it's own as an artistic
success for the band." As a whole,
though, there's something lacking here. Maybe they don't seem
to be comfortable in the role of
the victor. Being on the losing
end of things usually brings
about
increasingly
profound
patter
Happiness; well, things
can get a little sappy.
I've never trusted anyone
who's happy a lot of the time.
It's rn damned 11n11alural.
Things don't really get off to
a bang this time around. Love
Don't Prove I'm Right 1s the
kind of song that promises much
and delivers very little. You expect to take off and cook any
time but it wimps out to a
dreary end before you know
what hit you.
On the last go-round, Isn't It
Time was a guest contribution
by the Conrad/Kennedy songwriting team and was a chart
climbing single. Things look
good for a repeat performance
with Everytime I Think of You.
Other music of note include
the driving title track, Run To
Mexico, White Lightning, and
the flowing and bouncy trip to

California.
It's interesting to see what
they'll try next time. They've
already covered the good and
the bad aspects of love.
What then, the ugly?

By Mike Taylor
Finally an excellent version
of Good Lovin' for all the Deadheads who have missed it on
their previous albums.
The Grateful Dead, one of
the last holdouts from the San
Francisco Bay area has produced
an album that is a tour-de-force
compared
with their recent
work. All the cuts on this album
are Dead standards, but were
previously unreleased.
The only new songs, France
and Shakedown Street, are :nellower than
most
of their
previous
efforts.
Shakedown
Street, a very melodic song, has
been getting a lot of air play
time throughout the FM network.
This is a real comeback for
band member Bob Weir, but still
a large departure from his solo
album. He seems to have veered
back into the Dead's mainstream
from his slick pseudo-disco departures.
The songs Good Lovin', Fire
on the Mountain and Serengetti
come alive as if they were
recorded in concert. Part of the
reason for this is the immaculate
production of Little Feet bandleader Lowell George. He seems
to have tempered Garcia's guitar
from an instrument of electric
noise into more rythm1c lines.
The real criticism is one of
personnel. The Grateful Dead
have always been a heavy rock
band, emerging from the LSD

soaked days of the sixties. The
have never needed a f
Y
.
.
emale
vocalist, and they don't now
The only contribution
h ·
t at
Donna Godchaux makes on t h'IS
album, other than so-so vo 1
. h
ca s
1s t e song, From the Heart of
Me. This song, unfortunate!
.
Y,m
t he one song that seems our of
place on Shakedown Street
Having never been a·
"D dh d"
rea1
. ea _ea most of these opin10ns exist from only hearing recent material ( Circa 197 3) b
this album is one of the best ~I~
bums I've heard in the last six
months.
Have no fear, the Dead live.

By Lionel Belanger
Being a local musician, I get
to understand some of the hardships that musicians are faced
with before (and during) the
production of an album.
The spotlight is on the Alexander ~onjic LP which is really
a profile of some of Windsor's
finest musicians. The album also
shows some interesting recording
and sound techniques which
were furnished by Polaris Studios in Windsor.
Zonjic (on guitar and flute)
communicates with the listening
audience with different combinations of musicians. It gives the
album character and magic. It introduces Evening in Rio, a composition written and performed
by Zonjic.
That's not all. Zonjic imported Jim Surell to conduct and arrange strings and horns (borrowed from the Detroit Symphony)
and Lorenzo (bag of tricks)
Brown on percussion who's well
knows as a Detroit Studio percussionist.
It took Zonjic eight months
to get the rhythm and feel of the
album on to vinyl.
It's an interesting album to
listen to. "Zonjic says that it is
really just a cross section of
music in the Windsor area today,
I tend to agree.
It's a little hard to find but
once you do it's well worth the
money.
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National Arts Centre

Hamlet revised
By Peter Hrastovec
The National
Arts Centre
Theatre Company is coming to
Windsor as part of their first national tour. The Ottawa-based
theatre company will oresent
two of their repertory productWtlliam
Shakespeare's
ions,
Hamlet and Alan Laing and John
Wood's William Schwenck and
Arthur Who? (or "Shades of
G&S"), set for the Cleary Auditorium on February 20 and 21
respectively.
The director of both productions is John Wood who is the
Artistic .
Director,
English
Theatre of the National Arts
Centre Theatre Company.
Wood says that after years of
talking about it the National
Arts Centre Theatre Company is
1ble to carry out their mandate
to tour, thereby not only "entertaining Ottawa audiences but
Canadian audiences in a great
number of Canadian cities east
and west".
An embittered Wood is greatly concerned with the lack of
Canadian plays available for production in Canadian theatres.
"Canadians can't stop looking at

their navels", declared I WQQ
d,
"They put up barriers and they
close the borders. Their art
focuses in rather than focusing
out. And art only works if it
focuses out - if it is drawn from
a wide landscape. If art is being
drawn from one little hole in the
ground, forget it".
Wood suggests that the future
of Canadian theatre lies in the
hope that people "stop bitching
and get on with what they're do·
ing and try desperately to im·
prove themselves as artists". He
says he is tired of the "stabbing·
the-<>ther-person-in-the-back" at·
titude that is prevalent in artistic
circles in this country. "We have
to bet back on to the track of
creating - of really making it
someday".
But "theatre" can only go so
far as its budget dictates. Wood
sees the necessit: ' for big bus1·
ness to become the patrons of
the arts in Canada. "After all,
there is a limit to how far che
government should get involved
in supporting the arts". And as
John Wood is qmck to point
out, that "limit" is unfortunate·
ly too well in sight.
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paul Vasey intervi.ew

Windsor novelist tells all to Lance
Bypeter Hrastovec
For years, Windsor has been
known to be a "hotbed" for
writersof all sorts. It seems that
ery time you turn around
evother aspiring writer is cookan
• wor k f or
·ngup a new creative
~hungryreading public.
If by chance you ever find
ourself
in the news room of .the
y
WindsorStar, you may run mto
Features Editor Paul Vasey,
Windsor's latest novelist. The
Toronto-bornjournalist has just
published his first book, The
sufferer Kind (Black Moss
Press).A graduate of the Universityof Windsor, Vasey has a
distinguishedrecord of journalisticexperience in Owen Sound,
Toronto,and Hamilton, as well
as Windsor. The Lance spoke
withPaul Vasey about his novel,
his experiences as a journalist
and his own impressions concerningthe timely art of writing:
Lance: When did you get into
thenewspaper business?
Vasey: I got into the business
whenI was about fourteen in
OwenSound. I went to the local
newspaper looking for a parttime job. I wanted to sweep
floors. The editor, T. Arthur
Davidson,took a liking to me
andencouraged me to get into
the newspaper business. He
wantedme to write a highschool
news column, which led to a
youthcolumn and ultimately to
a Saturdayjob as a proofreader.
When I got through Grade
Twelve,he gave me a job as a
cubreporter. And he pushed me
to stay in the business. I eventuallycame to Windsor and got a
full-timejob at the (Windsor)
Starand went to the university
fu1l-time
as well.
Lance: What did you study at
theUniversity?
Vasey: Philosophy.
Lance: Did you like the University
of Windsor Campus?
Vasey: I could recall going
downthere when I was first
thinking about going to University.I had been out of school
for about five years. It was a
timewhen I was feeling low. I
justwalked around the campus

main character goes into Ramparts in L. A. and looks at all
the people who come and go the "driftwood
people". She
thought that was poetic; but it
isn't. Everybody in the book is
like that. The tide comes in and
the tide goes out. Life is very
much like that.
Lance : No doubt, when readers will pick up your book. they
will find it rather pessimistic. ls
there too much of this pessimistic writing in the world today?
Vasey: I don't think you can
ever have enough of that. My
book is not about an affected
pessimism. It's not trendy. It's
just a depiction of the way life
really is. The topic that I chose
wasn't consciously selected. I
was waiting for a long time for
the appropriate topic. It happened; so, I wrote about it. ·
Lance: Did you write anything previously?
Vasey: I had written a novel
which was awful and a childre.n's
book which just didn't wmK.
And I was doing the kind of
writing at the Star that was
pretry involved. I was putting a
lot into it but there wasn't a lot
left to go home and write. So I
said to my wife, "You know, I
have to quit". And she smiled
and said, "I wondered when this
was going to happen". And that
was it. She went off to work. I
stayed home to babysit the kids
and to write my book. This way
I couldn't back out. I had to
produce.
Lance: How long did it take
you to write it?
Vasey: Just over a year. I
think I left the Star in August
1976 and I had it done the following September. It took five
drafts before I got the finished
product.
Lance: Was tbe need to write
creatively really worth having to
quit a secure job?
Vasey: I needed that break.
Now I find myself disciplined
enough to get up most mornings
at five o'clock and I write until
the children wake up. It's not
enough but it's all the time that
I've got so I use it.

skills. But writing a novel is a
whole different thing than writing for a newspaper. Ultimately,
writing books is the thing that
I'd like to do full time. I guess
everybody would. Journalism
lets me work in a related field a creative field. It can also be a
disadvantage. Some people get
burdened by doing some of
their really heartfelt writing for
the newspaper. Now, I do editing, layouts and other things.
But it doesn't drain me for the
writing. That's why I went back
on the desk rather than go back
on the street as a reporter when
I did eventually go back to the
newspaper business. Now, I
don't think I could cope with
writing in the morning and then
going to work and writing as a
reporter. I'd go back home in
the evening wondering why the
book isn't coming.
Lance: ls there an insatiable
desire that you must try to
satisfy as a writer?
Vasey: I tqink a lot of us in

Book Review

the media business are in a sense
really actors out there performing. So you have to take a fling
down the river to show everybody that you can still do it . So
this book is a permanent testament to the fact that I could do
what I set out to do.
Lance : Are you concerned
about the public response to
your writing.
Vasey: In a sense, reviews
don't really matter. Ultimately,
yo-u've got to be your own
judge. If you ever think that
you've done sort of a half-assed
effort hoping that other people
will say "Gee, that's the best
thing since sliced bread", you're
really in trouble. I set certain
standards for myself. My standards are higher than those of
anyone else, in terms of my own
work. Nobody else wants me to
write as good a book as I'll ever
write except me. So, nobody's
opinion is worth as much as my
opinion of my own work.
Lance: What are your latest

•

Wasted in Los Angeles
THE SUFFERER KIND
by Paul Vasey
Black Moss Press
129 pg. $3.95
By Frank Kovacic

The dark and the light, it's a
fine balance. To go through life
is to achieve this balance.
Some do, some don't
Dorothea Thomas didn't .
Paul Vasey takes us on a
journey of self-destruction. A
tale of a woman with traits that
we all have. That we all worry
about from time to time. The
trouble is that Dorothea Thomas
has them all bundled up inside
of her.
A genuine loser.
Leaving her native Hamilton
for Los Angeles on a vacation of

sorts, following the death of her
mother, well, it was time to get
away - to California, a place she
knew and remembered.
Her trip is filled with incompletions. Her self-contradictions
stand in the way of any move
she tries to make. Her aunt lives
in Los Angeles and she plans to
visit her .... .later. First a drink or
two in a local dive.
Vasey maps out her weak will
to such a degree that reading is
painful and even annoying as
you read on. Her wimpiness is
you and me but it's taken and
blown up to such a degree that
it's almost a failsafe - she's at
the point of no return.
Hey bitch - get with it!
But, no. Her life is on a tread-

Those daring young men .....
from Ficksburg, was jammed
amok in the viciousness himself,
a willing lout in a nightmare."

By Andy Waxman

Airships has lots of kinky sex,
lots of random violence in 20
short stories. The author tries to
account for the bizarreness. His
characters have been deeply
damaged, and suffer "constant
pain". Their outrageous acts are
the result of conflict between
beauty, love and desire, and
smut. The chances are three to
one that things will turn out all
right, but.. ...

[he

Lance: But you quit a secure
job to write a novel. Can you
survive on writing alone?
Vasey: If the "money" enters
into it, you're just as better off
selling cars. There are a lot more
lucrative ways to make money
than writing books.
Lance: Tben do you find
7oumalism rewayding m your
own creative writing?
Vasey: It's given me the

mill and it's sloped downhill.
She can't save herself and there's
no one else around.
There's a bit of clumsiness
here that's closely related to
many first works. Vasey tends to
be a little over repetitive. Oh, it's
an aid in hammering Dorothea's
character at you but it stems to
other less significant areas in the
book. And that makes for saturation.
The cover shows a portrait of
the poor bastards that stumble
around in a drunken stupor most
of the time. They are the sufferer kind, right?
Well, they're not the only
ones - we're all in the same
boat, but unlike Dorothea, we
can repair the day to day leaks
that spring up.

Another book review

AIRSHIPS
by Barry Hannah
Knopf $8.95

andI felt fabulous. It gave me a
tremendoushigh. Good teachers,
rat atmosphere, the D.H. Just
ourfabulous years for me.
Lance:You entitle your book
Sufferer Kind" . Who are
re "sufferer kind"? ls tbe book
Your
own "world view"?
, Vasey, This book is my
Worldview
· ... I guess it's a part
of what you pick up in the
newspaperbusiness. There is a
Passage
in the book where the

projects?
Vasey : I finished another
novel. I'm two-thirds the way
through rewriting it. But it's
been very unsettling because I've
been preoccupied with the publication of The Sufferer Kind.
Lance : As a writer, who do
you feel are your greatest mfl.uences?
Vasey: Hemingway. I love the
feel of his books. My favourite is
The Sun Also Rises. I feel like I
can get on his wavelength. I
could understand where he is
coming from and where he is going to.
Lance: Do you like his work
because be was a journalist?
Vasey: I don't know. I just
love his crisp, clean, tight writing.
Lance: Any other infl.uences?
Vasey: Yeah. It was Alistair
MacLeod in the Creative Writing
Programme at the university
who kept telling me to keep on
writing. That's the advice he
gave me. It paid off tremendously.

In an episode from one story,
a rich man and his 19 year-old
girlfriend walk into Central Park
after dark. She takes off her
clothes, lies down and moans,
"Oh, I'm coming, I'm coming,
I'm coming! And I'm so rich,
rich, rich! Only money could
make me come like this!" "Two
stout bums" quickly encircle
them. The rich man pleads,
"Please! We're only v1s1tors
here!" then shoots the two bums
in the thighs. "Not only was the
vicious city there, but he, a meddlesome worthless loud failure

In stories about the civil war,
Viet-Nam, in short sketches, in
science-fiction stories, and contemporary
stories,
Hannah
dwells on odd passions. He examines taboos, shadey areas, like
bestiality, brutality, lust, greed,
revenge. But decide for yourself
if the oddness is necessary, or
just an attention-getting
device: "This nigger was e:tting a
banana," one story begins. "It
was giving him such pleasure I
rounded the block and came by
again to see)lim finishing it off."
The man invites the nigger (socalled throughout the story; his
race is ambiguous) and his sister
over for dinner. The man is
attracted to the nigger's sister.
The man has a wife, but the wife
has deserted him. The wife's
boyfriends
call long-distance,
and laugh at him. The man hears
his wife's laughter in the background. The nigger and sister arrive for dinner and dnnks. They
make a barbecue. The nigger
beats the others with a banana.

The story ends: "You can't get
away from people bothering you
anymore. People coming by
laughing at even what you eating. Don't move," the nigger
whispered, and eased out of the
room. Are the "smutty" parts a
necessary part of the story?
Could you have "beauty" and
kindness without them?

Hannah is all too conscious of
the objections to his stories. The
first story in the collection is
about a storyteller. "Whenever I
am run down and Flocked (!)
around the world, I go down to
Farte Cove off the Yazoo
River," begins the narrator. One
night on the pier he hears an old

man's story. The others tell the
old man, "this ain't the place for
that kind of story," but the narrator tells us, "he wasn't one of
them. But he stood his place. He
had distressed pride. You could
see he had never recovered from
the thing he told about. We were
kindred. We were both crucified
by the truth."
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Windsor loses in intraD1ural finals
INTRA-BASKETBALL
By JimKerr

In Intramural Foul Shooting held last week, Jim Kerr
hit 28 of 30 for the week's best.
Intramural basketball results
in "A" league last week saw the
Humkins outfight the Caribbean
40-30. Raccoon Lodge rolled the
Rolling
Stones
40-24, The
Spidermen bombed the Bombers
51-30 while the Rolling Stones
squeeked by the Hawks 62-60,
and Commerce "A" defeated
Raccoons 58-25.
In "B" league, Holy Hucks
beat Cody 50-32, Gallery over
Gradkins 42-38, and Vigilantes
got by Bus Boys 38-27. The Hogans Heroes won 32-30 over Gallery but lost 34-28 to Dave Clark
5. The Whales moved into third
place in Division 3 by upsetting
Bullets 49-38 and clobbering
Vigilantes 38-27. Other winners
this week were the Gradkins
over Electa 36-29, Basketphobia
over Cody B 68-40, and Elect a
bombing Civil 61-29.
Also in intramural basketball
this week, some of the better
players in "A" League represented the University of Windsor in

the
University
Intramural
Championships. Our team lost
by 3 in the finals thus giving an
excellent showing from our program. Congratulations to them
and Ed Bialek who won the one
on one championship in this
tournament.
INTRAMURAL BOWLING
After three exciting weeks of
bowling, a real struggle- has developed for first place. Only five
points separates the top five
teams. Finding themselves on
top with sixteen points is Team
7, the Miles Balls, consisting of
Art and Ted Dube, with Brenda
Bodnar and Judy Keys pitching
in. In second place, only one
point behind is Team 4, consisting of Rick Shaben, Steve Zack,
Carol Costa and Kathe Masse.
Last year's champions,
The
Champs, with Scott Mallender,
Judy Malmbery, Lance Bullock
and Patti Menard find themselves in an unfamiliar 5th place .
Better start to make a move
soon.
INTRAMURAL I !OCKEY
With only three

tramural hockey, the Commerce
Blues lead the "A" division by
three points. They extended
their leading margin by beating
the Screaming Eagles 2-1. In the
other "A" division game, the
Eagles handed the Plumbers
their sixth loss by a score of 5-1.
In "B" league play, the Racoons beat the Sabres 3-1. The
Flames burned the Red Wings
6-1 as the 69'ers upset the Bulls
5-3. The Rockets carved the
Blades 8-1. Gerard Lavimodiere
led the way for the Rockets with
four goals. The Rockets are still
the only undefeated team in intramural hockey and their impressive record has clinched
them first place. Racoon Lodge
and NFG battled to a two-all tie.
The Bulls dropped the Humkins
5-2. Kevin "Barney" Sherbanuck
blue ]med three goals to pace the
Bulls.
A reminder to all captains
that only the top eight teams in
"B" division and all four "A"
division teams will make the
playoffs. The playoff schedule
will be posted at the intramural
office as soon as the standings
• become final.

g

In the individual department,
Jim Snow and Doug Towers of
~ the I lumkins, share all the
C)
~
laurels. Snow has high single
;;, with 205, while sharing high
~
triple with Towers at 56 3. On
0
the ladies side of the scoreboard,
Joanne Cummings has almost
clinched high single with a 236.
Brenda Bodnar the rnnner up
with 187. Joanne finds high
triple a little tighter, still leading
though, by rolling 465. Carol
Costa is close on her heels with
451.
Action continues this Sunday, 3: 30 at Bowlero lanes but
no bowling Sunday, February 25
during slack week.

o

The Gallery in action against The Bullets (dark sweaters).

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR CURLING CLUB
Standings as of February 12, 1979
w
L
T
Pts

8
7
7
6
6
6

Hot Rocks
Bev's Bombers
Hog Liners
Clark's Crusaders
Shot Rocks
Superhacks
Sievert's Sweepers
Rolling Stones
Interns
Full House
Glover's Lovers
Take-outs

2
2
4
4
4
5
5
6
5
7
8
9

5
5
3
3
3
2

1
2
0
1
1
0
1
0
3
1
0
0

17
16
14
13
13
12
11

10
9
7

6
4

~

SAC
Ill ESTO
1929

Iive entertainment
foryourdancing,
- andIisteningpleasure/

-your host-

GP
11
12

Commerce A
Spidermen
Brown Stars
Raccoons
Humkins
Hawks
Bombers
Rolling Stones
Caribbean

10
13
11
12
12
12
11

w

L

Pts

11
9
7
7
7
3
3
3
2

0
3
3
6
4
9
9
9
9

22

11
8
7
6
5
1

2
3
4
6
7
12

22
16

8

3
3
6
8
7
11

16
16
14
12
10
0

3
3
5

8
10

20
18
14
8
6
6

0
0
0
2
2
3
3

6
4
4
2
2
0
0

T
1
0
1
0

Pts
19
16

1
0
1
3
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
0

21
16
15
15
13
12
11
11
8
8

18
14
14
14
6
6
6
4

Gallery
Soo
Schmoes
Commerce B
Gradkins
Cody B

13

11
11
12
12

72-l

92Gry
'
to

dry
mo

rha
cha

Gry

an
givi
half

s

seve

13

14

12
10
2

Division 2

Bullets

11
11
13
14
12
11

H. Heroes

Electa
Vigilantes
B. Buddies
Cody A

8
7
6
5
0

Division 3

Basket phobia
Dave Clark 5
Whales
Bus Boys
Civil
Holy Hucks

13

10
9
7
4
3
3

3
2
2
3
3
3
3

3
2
2
1
1
0
0

13

12
12
12
11

8

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Combinations
2nd Floor Laurier
Dribblers
Plue Balls
Roma's Rowdies
27 rooters
Volleyball Team

Commerce
Eagles
Plumbers
Geography

GP

w

L

11
10

9
8
3
0

1
2
6
11

10
8
7
6
6
5
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
1
1

0
3
2
2
4
3
3
3
6
5
6
6
6
7

10

11

7

ByG
In
easy
Lane
awak

0

gers.

HOCKEY "B"

Rockets
Bulls
Cody Sucks
Racoon Lodge
Humkins
69'ers
Candies
Chiefs
NFG
Flames
Sabres
Red Barons
Red Wings
Blades
Biology

Satur
11
11
10
11
11
10
9

9
11
10
10

9
9
9
10

9

7

5
5
3
2

INTRAMURAL BOWLING
Standings as of Feb. 11, 1979
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Guelph and Laurier no competition for Lancers
ByPeter Nash
"We're closing the door on
everyone" commented
Vince
Landry after two Lancer victories last weekend. "Two more
wins and we've got it locked
up."
The Lancers stretched their
anbeaten streak to eight with a
72-65victory over Laurier and a
92-80 thrashing of the Guelph
Gryphons.
"It's always been tough for us
to play in Guelph" noted Landry, and in the first half of their
most recent appearance there,
chatwas quite true. Windsor exchanged leads with Guelph for
most of the first half until the
Gryphonsexploded for nine unansweredpoints late in the half,
giving the Gryphons a 47-40
halftimelead.
Stan Korosec was held to
sevenpoints in ,the first half by a
roughGryphon defense. The de-

fensemight have been a bit too
tough for Windsor's liking with
Korosecand Coach Paul Thomas

each receiving technical fouls.
Korosec showed his displeasure in the second half in a different manner - scoring points,
- 20 to be exact. Strong offensive rebounding and some
sharp shooting by Korosec lifted

lowed by Wayne Allison with 16
and Landry with 15.
Against Laurier, the Lancers
couldn't untrack their defense
giving the Hawks many opportunities. "Our defense was a bit
shawdy against Laurier" noted
Landry. "we may have been taking them too lightly."
Windsor came out strong, taking an early ten point lead, with
Jim Molyneux ·hooping all five
buckets. The Hawks came came
storming back late in the half to
bring them within one, 38-37.
The Lancer guards, usually
pretty fair shooters, were having
a tough time of it while Laurier
was taking advantage of its opportunities.
The Lancer defense struggled
again giving the opposition many
easy shots, but fortunately they
improved in the second half
making Laurier work for each
basket.
Laurier was never able to
hold a lead in the second half although the score was close.

Korosec - 27 points

the Lancers into the lead 48-4 7
with only one minute gone in
the first half.
Guelph was unable to recover
from this outburst and Windsor
rolled to its seventh victory in as
many contests. Korosec topped
all scorers with 27 points fol-

Windsor widened their lead to
seven late in the game and the
Hawks were unable to gain any
ground back.
Stan Korosec performed well
again for the Lancers controlling

Guelph on February 1-l here,
Brock here on the 17th, ar Western on the Wednesday of slack
week and back home on Saturday the 24th against McMaster.
The playoffs begin or, Tuesday, February 27th, probably in
St. Denis Hall. That won't be
a certainty until the Lancers win
two more games. The conference
champ10n plays all playoff
games at home and Windsor is
likely to win the conference.
This year's Canadian finals
will be held in Calgary. In order
for the Lancers to qualify they
must win their two conference
playoff games so hopefully there
will be a full house at St. Denis
Hall to cheer them on to victory.

Molyneux - 5 in a row

the boards against all-star center
Fred Kopeke of Laurier. Korosec ended up with 13 points behind Molyneux, who had 16,
and Allison with 1 7.
The Lancers have four more
conference
games, three
at
home
(as of
publication).

OUAA BASKETBALL
WINDSOR
Waterloo
Western
Guelph
McMaster
Laurier
Brock

STANDINGS
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Volleyballers finished
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Lancers all around the net against Brock.
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Lance Sports Staff
"We couldn't perform under
stress"
lamented
volleyball
Coach Marg Prpich following
Windsor's playoff loss in the first
round last weekend.
"This
was probably
the
strongest team we've ever had
but they were inexperienced under pressure situations."
The Lancerettes entered the
tournament hopeful of a first
place finish, which would have
meant further playoff action,
but couldn't put it together.
They faced McMaster, Ottawa
and Toronto on Friday, winning

only the Toronto match.
Saturday they were still in it
but losses to Queen's
and
Guelph sealed their fate. The
playoff loss was a dismal end to
a fine season.
"It was really poor timing to
play bad then," admitted Prpich,
"but overall this year had to be
our best year smce I've been
coach."
That ends the season for the
Lancerettes since there are no
more post-season tournaments.
Congratulations for a great effort and hopefully it will happen
again next year.

Badgers surprise
hockey Lancers
ByGregReeds
In what should have been an
easy weekend for the hockey
Lancers,turned out to be a rude
awakening by the Brock Badgers.Windsor tied them 4-4 on
Saturday and were hard pressed
to beat them 7-5 on Sunday.
The hapless Badgers journeyed to Windsor winless in OUAA
CentralDivision play but put together a fine effort in what was
obviously an attempt to tally a
victorybefore the season ended.
The weekend results put the
Lancers in second place behind
McMaster with a 7-1 win-loss
record.This sets up a rematch in
Guelphfor the playoffs.
The Lancers appeared to take
the Brock squad too lightly in
both games as they suffered
~romlack of enthusiasm. It was
important however, to win the
second game to generate some
momentum for the Guelph playoffmatch.
Coach Tyler feels that if
Windsor returns to their midseason form, "we will have a
good chance of knocking the
Gryphons off. They only beat us
4-3down here last week and we
let them have the game. We rattled a couple of great shots off

the posts. Guelph is rated number seven in the country so it
should be a great accomplishment to beat them."
Two Lancers added to their
high scoring standings in the two
games. Len Chittle's goal on
Sunday solidified his second
place position in the OUAA
scori~g race while Al Figgins'
two goals and one assist put him
·
in third place
Mark Matheson played a
strong game on Sunday wilh a
goal and two assists. Other Lancer goals were scored by Rick
Martin, Mark Merritt and Don
Martin.
Merritt's
goal
was
slipped into an empty Brock net
as the Badgers opted for the extra attacker on Sunday.
Brock slammed one off the
post with six attackers before
Don Martin passed up-ice to
Merritt for the clincher.
Overall, the hockey Lancers
have had a successful year. The
players have expressed feelings
of gratitude toward their rookie
coach Ken Tyler for having
molded them into a contender.
A victory over Guelph would
really cap off what could be the
beginning of strong hockey at
the University of Windsor.

Professional Hair Stylists
2846 University Ave., W.

Phone258-2490
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Curling teams capture Ontario Chnmionship s

Photo by Janine Halbert

Girl finalists - Pam Bart, Julie Glover, Sue Barber and Bev Mainwaring.
By Peter Nash
Lancer and Lancerette curlers
each took the Ontario Championships in St. Catherines last
Friday and Saturday.
In order to qualify both
teams had to compete in sectional play-downs
during January at Western. Although the
competition
was tough Windsor's two representatives
came
out of it unscathed and ready
for the Ontario Championships.
The men's rink~ led by skip
Peter Dekoning, lost only one
game out of ten in the final
round, to Waterloo. A rematch
ensued for the finals and Windsor came out ahead 8-7 in a ten
end notch. Besides skip Dekoning, the other members of the
team were vice Alec Pinchin,
second Duncan Stauth and lead
Greg Barlow. Dekoning
hails

from Chatham while the rest of
the rink are from Windsor. This
is the third year in a row that
the men have captured the Ontario crown.
The women followed a slightly different playoff format, including two elimination rounds
in January rather than one, but
still came out on top, defeating
Laurentian 10-4 in the final. The
game was scheduled for ten ends
but the Laurentian rink gave up
to a strong Lanccrette attack,
after eight ends.
The girls team consisted of
skip Pam Burt, vice Sue Barber,
second Bev Mainwaring and lead
Julie Glover. In order to win
they had to face Laurentian in a
double· knock-out
competition
in which the ultimate winner
faces the second plact: team
twice in order to claim victory.

Men finalists - Duncan Stauth, Peter Dekoning, Greg Barlow and Alec Pinchin.

Lancerettes

hnprove overall reco rd

B)'J

0
the

By Peter Nash
The girls' basketball
squad
finished up their season last Saturday, losing to Brock 68-5 5.
Their overall record was five
wins and seven losses.
Kerri Towers was high scorer,
as usual, with an outstanding 2 7
point performance including 10
of 11 free-throws. She has continually been high scorer for the
Lancerettes th is season, scoring
in double figures in almost every
game.
The girls came out hungry for
a win against the Badgers pulling
ahead 27-8 at the 10 minute
mark of the first half. Good execution and discipline characterized the Lancerette play at the

beginning of the game.
Brock decided to change their
game plan for the rest of the
contest, relying on the full court
press. It was effective to say the
least. Windsor was completely
confused by the new Badger defence and they were unable to
penetrate it.
Strugglin,g until the half -time
buzzer Windsor was still holding
on to a 31-28 lead. Brock came
right back with the press in the
second half and Windsor was
still unable to break it. The Badgers took over the lead three
minutes into the half and never
gave it up.
Although their final performance was a poor one the girls

have shown a marked improvement over last year. Their 5.7
win-loss totas was a lot better
than last year's o-14 record.
The players seem unanimous
in their reasoning for the change,
coaching. Sue Swain has turned
the
girls' basketball
program
around this year in her rookie
season. A former collegiate play·
er herself Swain knows what it
takes to win.
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Next year's team shouldn't be
too different
from this year's
since the entire squad is return·
ing. With an experienced squad
next year the Lancerettes should
be able to improve their fifth
place finish this season.

full

CANADIAN AMATEUR FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
COACHING CERTIFICATf!: PROGRAM
LEVEL I TECHNICAL
Place: Assumption High School
1100 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario
Date: March 3rd and 4th, 1979

Time: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Prerequisite: None
Age Limit: None
Registration Fees: $20.00 Preregistration
$2 5 .00 at the door
Limit: FIRST 40 APPLICANTS
Upon successful completion of the clinic the participant will be cer·
tified as a Level I coach by:
Kerri Towers (14) had a fine year for the Lancerettes.

Fence rs tak e gold me da l
By David Jacklin
The University of Windsor
I·encing squad finished season
play rn third place overall this
year,
improving
last
year's
fourth place finish.
University of Toronto
and
l,nivcrsity of Western Ontario
finished ahead of Windsor in this
year's standings.
Ron Taggart, Toni Tymstra
and R1rhard Lyons recaptured
the team sabre go!d ahead of
Carleton and Toronto. The team·

nf Da\·id J ark I in, F dnc Ph1ll1ps
and Blue Bezaire grabbed third
in epec behind Royal Military
College and Queen's University

Defending
champ10n
Ron
Taggart dropped to second place
in sabre indn·idual behind national team member Peter Ott, of
Carleton Ron finished his final
season in OUAA with an outstanding 47 wins and three losses. lie wil: be competing m the
Canada Games over slat:k week.

0\'Cr five seasons Ron has contributed five gold medals to Un1versit) of Windsor. athleucs.
Coach Fli Sukunda 1s impressed with the team's overall per·
formance in finishing third cons1dcrmg the very large handicap
of not being able to field any
foilists this season. Sukunda
notes that more support from
the university and more involve·
ment from the student body
could produce a championship
team.

a) the Ontario Government
b) the Ontario Amateur Football Association
c) the Canadian Amateur Football Association
Mail cheques payable to:
Ontario Amateur Football Association
·559 Jarvis Street
Totonto, Ontario
M4Y 2Jl
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For Further Information Contact:
Mr. Gary Howell
c/o Faculty of Human Kinetics
University of Windsor
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4
(519) 253-4232 Ext. 485
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By Peter Nash
An experimental English proficienq test conducted last fall
on first } car students from the
Faculty of Arts w1ll be written
by
all
freshman
students
begmning next year.
The test was organized by
Professor Edward Ducharme of
\\ith
the Engl ish Department
151 Arts students participating.
It was set up to find out the
writing proficiency of first year
students and is :i version of the
Educational
Placement
Test
developed
by the Educa11onal
Research
Institute
of British
Columbia (ERIBC).
Professor
Ducharme
commented that "in no way does
this test affect the admission of
a student. It is not a punative
measure."

"It is an attempt to locate
strengths and weakne~scs in the
wnring skills of individual students "
The test is divided into two
parts, includ ing a 40 question
multiple choice section followed
b} an essay type section whtl·h is
ans\\ crcd in 200 to 300 word, .
The time alotted to complete
the test is rwo and one halt
hours but Ducharme feels that it
will take most students less rime
than that to finish it.
Specially trained markers \\ 111
grade the essay section, marking each test i:wice, once each
by rn o markers. The multiple
section
1s computer
choice
marked.
Essa} s are graded 111 three
sections \\ ith a mark from one

Please turn to page 6

Sena te approves
seineste r proposals
ByJohn Mallet.te
On February 15, members of
the university Senate met and
approved a series of proposals
broughtforth by the Committee
n 'icmesterization.
Frank Smith, the university's
Registrar,presented the committee's recommendations
and remved ol'erwhelming
approval
fromchc Senate members.
The committee,
created in
Irh,uary, 1978, had as its objecm·c,the cxamma tion of a semes•mzrnon program and an e\'aluacon of its potential as a means
f allcviat1ng problems encounteredby the administration.
Among the problems cited,
rhechief concern was the lack of
flexibilny in Windsor's curriculum, 1rhich restncts addiuonal
student registration.
Smith noted that when total
1emestcrization is in effect, "an
extraentry point will be created,
thusattracting new students durmgthe }'Car."
The new system will require

students to register for second
semester courses in a January
registration
period. This would
eliminate the confusing and inefficient
"add-dropp"
method
presently in practice.
Another result of the semesterization program will be a slight
restructuring
of the academic
year.
The examination
period before Christmas will be shortened.
Classes would begin a 11eck later
in January and end a week later
m April.

rhc final examination sched Four
uk
11ill be revamped.
thrcc-hou• cxaminJ.tion slots per
day will be established to resolve possible schcdu ling difficulties In addition, strict adhcrcnce to a policJ of pron1pt
grade subn1issions \v1ll be stress~
ed to t:nablc students to receive
their acadcn1ic results prior to
second scmcst er rcgistra rion.
'rotal se1ncsterization is slated
for the 1980-81 academic year.
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£ An l:lnidentified member of the maintenance staff was caught in the act while attempting to corral
Chuck The Duck who fled The Lance looney bin on Wednesday afternoon_ Good ol' Chuck escaped his
E
0
f wasp and is now safely ensconced on Page 5.

Students' Council begins search for more money
ByDavePowis
Undergraduates at the University of Windsor
are going
to have to look into their
hearts and reach
in to their
pockets. The Students'
Administrative Council is asking
for a $10 raise 111student fees.
At the last SAC meeting,
council members voted to hold
a referendum to raise the fees
It will take place Thursday,
March 15, in con junction with
theSAC general e lection.
The potential increment, the
f
.
Irst since 1971, has been tentar1vely divided bv the SAC
executive.
-

Two dollars will go to campus societies (as defined by
SAC's by-laws), $1.50 to the
Student Legal
Aid
Society
(SLAS), $2.50 to the Student
,\ledta Corporation
and $4.00
10SAC itself.

If

"We have one of the lowest

'
not the lowest, student's
fres for a university
of our
~~e," said SAC president Gino
iazza. "The increment would
enable SAC to be flexible 111
Itsoperations."

Piazza spoke of the problems
the SLAS was having.
"It gets tougher and tougher
to
function
each
for them
year with the money we give
them."
This year the SAC
has given the SLAS $2,500,
half of what they received the
prevwus year.
"Because they have no idea
what they would be getting
from us," said Piazza, "it makes
it difficult for them to plan
ahead."
Of the $4 going to SAC,
approximately
$1.35 will go to
cover the rising premiums for
the drug plan.
Another dollar
will go to the clubs on campus.
"It's just an increment that
will allow SAC to rema111 in
a stationary period," said Piazza,
considering the nsing costs.
A total of 15 council positions
are up for grabs in
the general election, scheduled
for Thursday,
March 15, including the two executive spotspresident
and
vice-presidentsecretary.
Besides the run to fill the
SAC vacancies, studrnt 's representatives
on
the
Senate,

Student Affairs Committee and
Student Services Committee will
be chosen by the undergraduate
population.
Both the Senate
and the Student Services Committee have three openings while
the Student Affairs Committee
has room for six students.
1ominations
opened today
at 8:30 a.m. and will close
on Friday, March 9, at 4: 30
p.m.
Last Year, 1,537 students

turned out to elect SAC reps,
executives,
and other student
officials.
In other
council hus111ess,
members heard a report from
Jim She ban, the chief organizer for SAC:'s Golden Jubilee
Anniversary
Dinner, scheduled
for this Sunday.
While the
dinner is a celebration,
it is
also part of SAC's contribution to this year's Open House.
Sheban reported
that 26 ex-

Provincial government
By Don Peppin
The axe finally fell. Last
week Bette Stephenson, Minister
of Colleges and Universities, announced next year's operating
44 postgrants for Ontario's
secondary
institutions.
The
smaller universities in this province, including the University
of Windsor, will suffer the most.
The restraint, which university president Dr. Mervyn Franklin describes as strangulation,
couldn't come at a worse time,
with no less than four major

contract renewals coming up this
year, a skyrocketing
inflation
rate that must be scaled up from
the national average because of
the unique products a university
tends to purchase, and a decrease in enrolment, which not
only affects the amount of actual revenue that the administration receives from fees but also
affects the formulae which the
operating grants are calculated
from.
The government
announced
that it would pass out approxi-

ccutives
from
the past will
be in a ttendancc.
is kicking
The university
in some funds to help make
the event a success.
The UnOffice 1s
iversity Developmrnt
picking up the tab for the
1\ hilc the
afternoon
brunch
administration
has connibuted
$500 to the affair.
The Alumni Association
is donating
$50.
The council agreed to
match the 'Tower's' $500.

cuts grants
mately 776.4 million dollars to
the province's
universities,
an
overall increase of · roughly five
per cent over this year's grants.
Windsor
will
receive
$34,510,000, an increase of 1.2
million.
Government
sources
stated this would represent an
increase of 3 .5 per cent. I lowever, Dr. John
Allan, vicequestpresident-Administration,
ioned their accuracy.
\Ve
"There are adjustments

Please turn to page 2
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OR CUP plans to discontinue
By Dave Powis
Ontario's student newspapers
have seen the need for fieldworking
among
themselves.
They reached that decision at
the winter ORCUP (Ontario
Region of the Canadian University
Press)
session,
held
during slack week. Seven representatives from The Lance were
in Toronto for the conference .
The delegates from the 17
papers in attendance examined
the problems they've faced during the past year. fvtany felt that
a visit from the ORCUP bureau
chief could have smoothed over
some of the difficulties.
For most of the year, ORCUP
bureau chief Phil Hurcomb remained in Toronto compiling
the Ontario Regional Feature
Service. It's only been within
the past few months that Ilurcomb has visited campus papers.
Difficulties with their financial situation, constitution
and
conflicts with their respective
student gove::rnmcnts led ORCUP
papers to tht: conclusion that
ficldworktng is more vital to the
success of the region than the
feature service. For the remainder of this year an<l the next
one the hur~au chief will visit
campus papers. The feature service has been discontinued.
ORCUP members passed a
motion urging CUP's national
executive to grant The Imprint
prospective membership in CUP

.

~y
~'\f'-2)

immediately, rather than before
March 31, the date specified at
the national conference .
In Edmonton, CUP members
requested the national_ cxe~utive
to investigate the Umversity _of
Waterloo paper's policies and its
relationship
with the student
government .
Seven

conditions

for

pro-

spective

membership

local feature servi ce

had to be

met by The Imprint. Three
major conditions have been met,
according to CUP vice-president
Alayne McGregor, who antici pates no real problems with the
others being met .
The members were informed
that the final draft of the Youth stream contract was in the hands

of the lawyers and should
available to people soon.

be

CUP president John Wilson
reported
that
two
member
papers, the Muse from Memorial
University (Nfld.) and the Meliorist from the University of
Lethbridge (Alb.) had encountered serious problems with their
The
student
governments.

case has reached th
latter's
point where a CUP lnvestigat· e
• .
lVC
Commission has been called and
which is now settling the case.
Delegates voted to accep h
tt e
. ,
0 ntanon
s proposal for th
.
e nat10nal magazme's editorial b
.
.
oard
an action which was desc 'b '
· n ed
by one member as "the f.
,
1rst
real. step we ve taken in that di.
rect10n."

Cont'd from page 1

'' fundamental
must make and this brings the
actual increase down tc 1.8, according to ou ;- calculations."
The process the government
uses to calculate the Basic Operating Income grants discriminates against small and emerg ing universities,
according
to
Dr. Allan. When enrolment
drops, as it is now, larger schools
are able to lower their standards
slightly and maintain the number of students in a given pro-'
gram.
Thus,
if the overall
number of students entering the
streams at universities droP.S, the
places that lose out arc those
schools that arc "second choice"
for those enroling .
Because the government continues to consider enrolment as
their primary determinant
for
grants, the larger schools can
maintain themselves while the

issue

•

lS

smaller ones get squeezed . Con sidering that some universities'
incomes are derived from mvestmen t and property assets a
smaller university , agam loses
out. When calculating these problems with the general state of
the economy and a number of
other tangibles, Allan secs hard
times ahead in the near future
for this campus.
Dr. Franklin acknowledged
that there would have to be cutbacks in some areas as a result of
the reduced grant but he noted
"we will rake it cool and look at
the situation
over the next
year."
He also noted that the umversity's budget consists of nearly 80 per cent salaries, and considering that contract negotiations for the faculty, the two
campus CUPE unions and the
operating engineers arc schedul-

the reality of the cuts''
cd soon , k,.eeping the budget under control could very well be a
long struggle.
Enrolment at the university
has dropped by 18 per cent
(6,060 from 7,410) in the past
two years, with the decline continuing in the near future. Some
sources indicate that Windsor's
enrolment could drop by 20 per
cent by 1980-81. If the government continues to use their present
system
for
calculating
grants, it could spell trouble for
this university and other small
universities with strained economies.
Windsor's administration
emphasized this point when pleading its case before the Ontario
Council on University Affairs,
which decides on grant allocations and the individual amount
per Basic Income Unit (roughly
equivalent to one full-time stu-

dent) each university receives.
The Windsor delegate argued
that small schools couldn't cushion themselves
against hard
times as well as larger campuses
could.
It's difficult to predict the ef.
fects of severe cutbacks though
it's been suggested that students
will seek out courses offering a
more job-oriented education.
Dr. Allan was quick to note
that if this campus intends to
maintain its standard as a qualitv
institution, certain areas' quality
must be kept, making the administrator's
job
that much
tougher as the new budget becomes a reality .
"The fundamental issue is the
reality of cuts. All things being
equal, we cannot hope to maintain the levels we have been accustomed to."

~[E[M[E~ffi\[L [E[L[E(ClJ~(Q)[M~

The following positions are available for 1979-80
Students' Administrative Council.
Nominations open Friday, March 2, 1979 at 8:30 a.m.
and close Friday, March 9, 1979 at 4:30 p.m.
Elections will be held on Thursday, March 15, 1979.

Postions available are:

EXECUTIVE
President
Vice-President-Secretary

lposition
_

1 position

COUNCIL REPS
Faculty of Human Kinetics ____ __ 1 position
Faculty of Arts
1 position
Faculty of Business Admin. _____ 2 positions
Facult.Y of Social Science
_ 2 position~
Faculty of Science and 1ffath
1 po . ition
Faculty of Law ___
__
1 position
Faculty of Engineering
1 position

CAMPUSPOSITIONS
Student Services Committee ___
Student Affairs Committee ___
Senate ----

_ 3 positions
_ 6 positions
3 positions

School of Fine Arts
School of Computer Science_
School of Social work
School of Nur.~ing _
Srl,ool of )ramatic Art.· __
School of Music. __

1 position
1 position
1 position
1 / o~ition
1 position
1 position

To adopt a ten dollar ( $10 .00) fee for increased
Students'Administrative
Council,
University of
Windsor Conseil Administratif des_Etudiants, Universite de Windsor, student services
beginning in September, 1979. This increase to he attached to the student fees
beginning

September,

1979
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, Lindsay Hall-Smeets
By"Jr is extremely difficult

to
, d anyone in Canada prepared
Jn defend the juvenile justice
rorem" said Larry Wilson, Prosys •
fessorof Law and guest speaker
ata recent Women and the Law
workshop.
indictment
The harshest
omes from juvenile
court
;udges,che outstanding au thoritiesin che country from a legal
poinrof view, who say the sysremdoesn't work and that they
areinvolved in an "exercise in
furility".
Whar are the problem areas
forthe administrators and childreninvolved?
Firstly, the Juvenile DelinquentsAct, passed in 1908 after
tenminutes debate, has not been
amendedin 50 years. It defines a
Jelinquent as a person (up to
.ges16, 17, or 18 depending on
rheprovince) who breaks a pro1,sionof the Criminal Code, a
provincialstatute or a mumcipal
ordinance.
"L nder chis definition", said
Prof Wilson, "any normal kid
,ouldengage m three delinquent
cts a day. It gives the police a
w:apon of considerable
pro1Grtion"
Most adults have some underst.nding of what constitutes a
nme and arc treated uniformly
.ader tht Canadian C:rimmal
Code.Children have no such advantageWhat may be considerc. oon-delmquent behavior in
,meprovince, is a delinquent act
m another. Once a child has
~eencharged, he can often be
isilycoerced into giving a stateenc because he doesn't have
adultabilines to deal with the
police.
In an attempt to put the child
onan equal footing, Judge Lisky
QfAlberta stated that, "police
arenot i.:ntitled to take a statement from a child unless an
adult1s present". That decision
1,asappealed and struck down.
Major criticism is levelled at
!hetrial process itself. No qualii1cations
are needed for judges in
JuvenileCourt. They may be retrred businessmen,
social
~orkers or teachers. A 1968
study shows that Ontario has
come a long way with most
Juvenile Court judges having
beento law school. "It is a massiveviolation of civil rights",
theyreported, "to have a child's
legalposition determined by an
individual who knows little
aboutthe law."
Right to counsel is a controversialissue. Toronto Family
Court Judge James Felstiner
commented in The Globe and
Mailthat juveniles do not need
lawyersand the corresponding
delays,because they are protectedunder the concept of parens
Patriae, i. e. that the state
throughthe agency of the court
1
\'JIIact and do for the child
what a "wise and affectionate
Parent"would do.
Lawyer Anne Silverman has
pointedout that parens patriae
hasnot worked.
·
"While good intentions by
;udge,probation officer, social
Work
er, and others may be of
someassistance to the juvenile
Whomeet5 up with the law, that
:~not.enough," saild Silverman.
he Juvenile needs the assistanceof counsel to cope with the
Problemsof law to make skilled
inquiryinto fac;s, to insist upon
regularityof the proceedings, to
lscerrainwhether he has a de-

fence and to prepare and submit
it."
At present, 90 per cent of
kids in juvenile court have no
legal representation and no right
to make such a contractual
agreeme,1t - a situation that
would not befall an adult.
Probation reports, psychiatric
reports, and school records are
read by the judge before he sees

province differs and this has led
the Chief Justice of Ontario to
state that "the calibre of justice
depends on the locality in which
the child lives".

after they are sentenced?
"The great saviour of the
juvenile
justice
system
has
always been seen to be the probation system," said Prof. Wilson. "There are advantages to
probation in relation to incarceration, but there is no indication
that it is effective. It has no impace on the number of people
who eventually go to jail."

U

Comments
from lifers in
penal institutions indicate the
hardest stretch they ever did was
in training school.
"It is a dumping ground",
said Wilson, "for sophisticated
mean people and serious noncriminal emotionally disturbed
kids. Put them together and it is
obvious
what
will happen.
Eighty per cent of training
school juveniles graduate
to
adult institutions.
The bottom line is that children are denied substantial rights;
the trade-off is the help adults
provide in return. It is becoming
patently ·clear that we are incapable of delivering the goods we
have promised."
Recent studies have dispelled
the assumpt10n that the more
help juvenile delinquents receive,
the better they behave. In
IIamilton, 305 youths aged 10
to 14 who had been in trouble
\\ 1th rhe law at least twice, \\ ere
divided into two groups. The
first received the best in profess10nal therapy and support, the
second was left to the usual vag
. aries of the Juvenile Delinquents
Act. The results \\ ere a shock.
after two years, half of \.;och
groups ended up m famil} court.
Enlightened treatment not on'y
did not reform the kids, 1t hardly altered their patterns of behavior. Millions were spent in

L ___ JJ.
__ ..:__..J
___ .:.JJ:~Ja::dlfJillllil~L-.2~~t,1
the child. This can be seen as an
attack on the child's right to
presumption of innocence.
Another problem for children
is the right not to incriminate
themselves. Without a lawyer,
they have diffi-::ulty understanding the language and proceedings of a trial.
"Sec. 17 of the Juvenile Delinquents Act is a section unparalleled in any other piece of
legislauon," said Prof. Wilson.
"It states that 'proceedings may
be as informal as circumstances
permit'. This may result in a
massive denial of fundamental
due process safeguards."
In terms of sentencing, adults
have the certainty of knowing
tha.t "the punishment fits the
crime". This is not the case for
children.
William McGrath, a corrections expert, puts it this way: "A
child who commits murder is in
the same position as a child who
doesn't have a bike licence".
Judges in juvenile court have
almost total discretion in sentencing. Inconsistencies abound.
Theoretically, swearing in public
can mean a term in training
school. On the other hand, indecent assault can result in a
child being sent home.
Juvenile sentencing is intended to be a form of rehabilitation,
not punishment. Therefore, any
time before a child turns 21, a
judge can alter a sentence, if he
feels a child still needs help. An
adult could never serve two sentences for the same offence.
Even more serious is the
transfer of a juvenile over 14 to
adult court. If the individual has
been given a probationary sentence and is not doing well, he
may be re-sentenced in adult
court. "This is a very rare occurence and an absolute last resort", said Prof. Wilson, "but it
still can happen.
"Adults have a right of appeal
but in Juvenile Court the ability
is so limited as to amount to no
appeal at all".
Where do these children go

Other
sentences
involve
stretches in group homes or
training schools where there is
no equal access to "consistent
facility
accomodation".
Each

this attempt at rehabilitation.
A successful deterence program established three years ago
by inmates of Rahway State
Prison in New Jersey has inspired the Ontario government
to consider this novel alternative. An experiment
in terror
which plays on fear of punishment, it has shown impressive
results. Twice a day unsuspect·
ing young delinquents are taken
on a guided tour designed to
horrify them. They are searched,
humiliated and locked in small
cells.
"Until they see it," says lifer
Pat Napatano, "they aren't going
to listen to cops or probation officers. They idolize us but there
isn't any glamour here. A guy
does life on TV and he's back on
the streets in an hour. We do 30
long hard years."
A study of 600 delinquents
shows that after 18 months, the
recidivism rate of those exposed
to the expenence in terror was
less than 7°0. Over half of the
control group had been hack to
court.
To many doctor. and social
\\ orkers, th 1s approach seems m
humane and does not deal
th
the basic problem
the c~use of
Juvemle delinquency. There are
no easy anS\\ers, but perhaps i'l
this Intcrnationa:
Year of the
Child, some money and effort
could be focused m this important area of research and !cs
in convincing us wi•h balloons
and banners that it's great to be
a kid.
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Let s take it
a step further
The University of Windsor has
finally entered the 1970's. Over
the last decade, students at this
university have been offered an
increasing
number
of halfcourses.
These
one-semester
courses now make up 60 per
cent of the university's calendar
listings.
Op February 15, the university Senate adopted a recommendation that all courses be
defined as one semester courses
in the 1980-81 calendar. The
recommendation
allowed for
half courses to be linked "for
the purposes of registration and
accreditation."
What we now
know as a full year course will
become two half-courses. Students will be required to take
both in order to gain one credit.
The real changes that students will notice are the ones affecting the dates of the academic
year. They will no longer be required to register in September
for second-semester courses and,

therefore, the first two weeks in
January should no longer be
spent signing in and out of classes. Instead, there will be a
second registration period before classes begin in January,
and the semester will end a week
later in April.
All of this is very good and
long overdue. However, there is
something of a problem. This
system is not exactly compatible with our present intersession
and summer session.
If the maximum
regular
course load remains six halfcourses per semester, and two
full courses (or the equivalent)
in each of inter and summer sessions, students will be able to
take more courses in two six
week sessions than they are allowed to take in a thirteen week
semester.
Wouldn't it make much more
sense to switch to a trimester
system? More students would
probably prefer to take courses

in the summer but as it stands
now, the offerings for intersession and summer session are
prohibitively limited.
If the University of Windsor
were to combine intersession
and summer session and offer a
third regular semester, students,
if they preferred, could work in

LETTERS
Library
liason
Dear Editor,
The Leddy Library will retain
its status as a selective depository for all federal government
documents,
according
to a
recent communique from the
office of Mr. Pierre De Bane,
Minister of Supply and Services
Canada.
Under the selective depository system, a library has the
privilege of obtaining a copy of
any federal government document free of charge. As a research centre, The Leddy Library normally acquires at least
one copy of each federal government document published.
The Department of Supply
and Services considered reducing
the number of depositories in
Canada and lowering the status
of others in an effort to cut
$2,000,000
from its budget.
However, after a strong reaction
to this procedure by the library
community, the department explored other solutions.
It is now the intention of the
federal government to raise the
price of certain publications and
charge organizations,
departments of the federal government, special interest groups and
senior public servants, who have
been receiving publications free
of charge in the past.
Three local members _of

parliament, Herbert Gray, Mark
MacGuigan and Eugene Whelan,
lent their .support to the library
in its campaign to preserve the
status quo.
Both the Faculty of Education Library and the Law Library, which also acquire federal
government
documents on a
selective depository basis, will,
of course, retain their present
status.
Yours truly,
Albert V. Mate
Associate Librarian for
Information Services.

International
praise
Dear Sir:
If imitation is the greatest
form of flattery, then the international students can indeed be
proud of their consistent success
with
"International
Night."
There are groups who have tried
to capitalize on the apparently
unbeatable formula of this night.
But, it must be taken into
account that this annual event's
success did not happen overnight! This year's International
Night is March 10; so if the years
of trial and error culminate in
what seems like an effortless endeavour - what can I say?
International Night features
entertainment
form other cultures to produce an evening that

the winter and go to school in
the summer. An increase in
enrolment
over the summer
couldn't hurt the university and
the more flexibility offered to
prospective students, the more
likely they are to choose this
university.
The

semesterization

report

that the Senate adopted last
month opens the way for this
university to go to a trimester
system, and, no doubt, somebody in the administration is
considering the idea . But this is
something that should be dealt
with immediately. Will we have
to wait another decade for it to
actually happen?

All Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced and limited to 500 words
or less. Letters must be signed and accompanied by a student number and phone
number. All letters considered by the staff to be libelous and slanderous will be
witheld. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length. The deadline
for submission of Letters to the Editor is Tuesday at noon.

is unique and impressive. It is
a joint effort of the clubs that
compose the International Students Organization and depicts
the diversity of international
students. It is presented in the
belief that such an event contributes to greater appreciation
and international understanding.
Besides the acts, there will be
dancing to the music of "The
Steltones" a Toronto-based steel
band, and disco music.
It will all happen on Saturday
March 10th, starting at 7 p.m. in
Ambassador Auditorium.
We hope to see you there to
share this evening with us.
Yours truly,
David Tsui,
Director of Activities, ISO

Campaigners
thankful
Dear Sir,
The executive and staff of
this association wish to extend
their sincere thanks to all those
in Windsor and Essex County
who so generously responded to
this year's Christmas Seal Campaign which officially concluded
January 31st.
Campaign
dollars totalled
$92,985.91, exceeding by 3%
the amount received last year.
Program activities to combat the
lung cripplers - asthma, emphy-

sema, tuberculosis, chronic bronchitis - and their catalysts, namely air pollution and smoking, can
now continue.
The kind cooperation and assistance we received from your
newspaper is 'greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
James Martin,
President,
Margaret Tofflemire, Reg. N.,
Campaign Chairman
Essex County Lung Association

Military
patriot
Dear Editor
I would like to extend my
most profound and gratifying
thanks to the Canadian Armed
Forces for their noble and gallant protection of the University
Centre. It was an effort unparalleled in military history, yet the
soldiers accepted the pressure
and uncertainty with tremendous courage and unlimited tenacity of purpose, never considering their own lives, only the
protection of innocent civilian
students.
I must admit that I felt a
spine-tingling, goose pimpling
and shivering surge of patriotism. It made me proud to live in
a land where a man can walk
safely through the lobbies of student centres knowing that those

young men have forfeited the
fashion norms of common place
society and shaved their heads
to ensure Canada's security. Yes,
it made me proud to know that
if our Centre was attacked, our
boys would be there, defending
the hill, protecting the fortress
and making the homelarid free
from insidious undesirables.
It's unfortunate that the mar·
velous exhibition of weapon
superiority, so compellingly dis·
played by our men in green, had
to be disrupted by three hippy,
pinko fruitcakes and (no doubt)
Communist radical philosophers.
Their only interest is to find out
what it all means and not who
can face the gut-reality of hand
to hand combat with the ubiqui·
tous,
omnipotent
enemy
infiltrating the student centres
of many a 4niversity. I'm talk·
ing about Canteen of Canada
fast food.
It was an admittedly ingenius
plan by those Canteeniks, dis·
guising themselves as vending
machines. They finance their op·
eration by selling psuedo-food
and then slipping out at night.to
sabotage
helpless prospective
health food stores and vegetarian
restaurants.
Our boys in the Canadian
Armed Forces showed them who
was boss. They just pointed
those big powerful 300 round
sub-machine guns right becween
the eyes of those Canteen secret
agents who just lit up "out of
order, all out, and my serial
Please turn to next page
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Hismother will be free and secure
ber is 9856765" so fast that
(he twink1es melted and the
caco chips crum~led. The
Pochine started shaking and all
a
e money came rus h'mg out.
h
th
Canteem"k screame d , "I
~v~ up, but you 'II never take me
~live."Immediately, he hegan
nurn

eating all of the food, stuffing it
in evPrv
·· it could until finally, after downing the last apple
turnover, it died from food
poisoning.
And so this is why I feel the
need to thank the men and
women in our armed forces for

their most courageous defence
of the University Centre, a place
I can bring my mother and know
that she will be uee and secure.
Yours truly,
Stephen Brown

Wallaceanswershiscritics
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DearEditor,
This is a reply to the critics of
my last letter concerning the
revolutionin Iran.
First, to answer J affar Abdat,
Oscar Sadiq, and Wui Cheng
Chung. You claim that I misiudge the Iranian revolution
underKhomeini's leadership. My
standis that any revolution (be
it Islamic, capitalist, communist.
ecc.)which establishes a power
whereby one man can choose
scateleaders is not the way to
createa free society.
You talk of social revolution
in Iran. What social revolution?
As Khomeini said himself, he
will control 90 per cent of the
country's wealth. Is this what
the Iranian people have shed
theirblood for? Ycs, the ousting
of the Shah is a step forward (no
one can deny that), but the Iranian people do not need Khomeini. A further step can be
made if ·a freely elected constituent assembly could be established. As for your statement
that I am trying to tell the Iranian people what to do - it's a
load of bull. They will learn the
lessonfor themselves.
What has taken place in Iran
is a polztical revolution, not a
w,cial one. Social revolution
meansa radical rupture from old
political institutions and an end
to worn out, outmoded economicrelations. A social revolution
today means reclaiming politics
from the politicians and redefiningit.
Furthermore, your politic?!

g

ByWayne Lessard

My stomach· feels like a mass
of twisted knots. It makes me
nauseous knowing that the Ontario government has extended
the deadline (once again) for
Reed Corporation to comply
with pollution control orders. I
would no't feel right if I didn't
take this opportunity to express
my disapproval of this action in
the strongest terms.
The town of Dryden is being
held for ransom but unlike
traditional kidnapping
cases,
Dryden is never returned when
the kidnapper's demands are
mer. This is blackmail and the
victims are not only the citizens
of Ontario but all of Canada.
Consider just one area - income tax. In 1975 Reed's income tax in Canada was $15.5
million. Of this $3.7 million was
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analysis, a way of understanding
those forces which shape and
change society. While Marx must
be superceded, much of his analysis of capitalism is more relevant today than 100 years ago.
Turning to your argument on
Iran, your talk about choosing
certain alternatives in that country is a dead end. You give the
Iranians the "alternatives"
of
either
U.S. style capitalism
(home of rot-your-gut Coca-cola,
junk-food
McDonald's,
and
napalm) or Soviet style state
capitalism
(home of Lenin,
Stalin, Mao and political repression). That's one hell of a choice.
You just end up supporting
capitalism, pure and simple. - a
system that gave us two world
wars and 60 million dead.
You argue that we should
take it easy on U.S. imperialism
in Iran. Why? The Shah was responsible for the murder of
thousands of people, the head
of a corrupt aristocracy supported directly by the CIA and labelled a "defender of the free
world" by none other than
"born again" Jimmy Carter. As
for your statement that I should
read up on conditions in Russia,
China, etc ., I have, probably
enough to bury you under a
mountain of information. The
only thing your letter shows 1s
that ·you are thoroughly adept at
distorting and misrepresenting
my views, for , what reason I'm
not quite sure.
Yours truly,
Len Wallace

By Ed McMahon

Photos by Heidi Pammer

This week's question:
Are you rlanning on attending Open House?

Cheryl Nicholson,
Psychology:

Third Year,

"Sure. When is it? There hasn't
been much publicity."

Terry Moore, Fourth Year, Business:
"Probably."

Rosemarie Caille, Fourth
Human Kinetics:

Year,

"No."

Governments support Reed
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beliefs are lit~' nore than naive
as evidenced by your statement
that the Nicaraguan dictatorship
of Samoza should be overthrown
by a "Christian Khomeini". Who
do you suggest? Someone like
Billy Graham or Reverend Moon
and his robot cohorts? Or how
about someone like Rev. Jones
who, with a couple of barrels of
cyanide-laced Kool Aid, committed suicide along with his
900 followers? They thought
they lived in a free society, too.
In a separate letter, M. Dubrowski claims that l am "clearly an advocate of the dictatorship of the proletariat", a supporter of violent revolutions, of
communism, of terror. How did
he reach these conclusions? By
my statement that the former
Iranian Prime Minister Bakhtiar .
found himself in the same position as the Russian Kerensky in
1917? Really Mr. Dubrowski.
Tell me, what else does your
crystal ball say about my political beliefs (beliefs you alone attribute to me)?
Mr.
Dubrowski,
to
be
straightforward, you don't know
what the hell you 're talking
about. I am a socialist and believe that a society where the
means of production and d1stri
button are democratically owned
and controlled in common by
all, for all, can be created. This
type of system does not exist in
Russia, China, Cuba or any other
supposedly socialist or communist country.
As for Marxism, it is a tool of

recovered and $10.5 million was
deferred. Reed also received a
tax supported Department of
Regional and Economic Expansiort grant of $2.5 million. Elementary math reveals that Reed
provides little support (if any) to
Canada's income tax base.
Also consider that on February 1st the federal government
announced that it will give $2 35
million to corporations in the
forest products industry to upgrade equipment and provide
pollution abatement equipment.
Are such handouts a necessity?
Hardly. In 1978, profits for f1e
11 largest forest product monopolies (including Reed) increased
over 85 per cent from 1977.
The provincial government
has agreed to give Reed 2 5 per
cent of the cost of pollution
abatement equipment. In addition, the government is extending the deadline (which was to
be 197r.) for meeting environmental standards to 1982. As if
this isn't enough, Reed has already made it known that it
won't meet the standards until
1985 and even then more taxpayer's money will be needed to
modernize the plant. Once again
the threat will be that unless the
money is forthcoming, the plant
in Dryden will have to close.
lt doesn't stop there. Reed

wants exclusive rights to "parch
harvest" immense sections of
our fragile northern wilderness
Briefly, patch harvesting means
that in areas of high quality timber, five to six square miles of
forest are totally levelled leaving
barren wasteland. Of course, it is
a government responsibility to
reforest these areas. I question
the sanity of any government
that supports and encourages the
exploitation of public resources
for private gain while making inadequate (read token) provisions
for replacing these resources.
Perhaps those 1,700 jobs in
Dryden are worth it. It would be
easier to accept if the cost could
be measured in dollars and sense,
but consider the social costs.
Reed has virtually destroyed
commercial fishing along the
English-Wabigoon
River and
partially
in Lake Winnipeg
through illegal dumping of mercury. Although the dumping has
stopped, the contaminated sediment will be a reminder of our
ignorance for generations to
come.
The native people in this area
continue to suffer the slow and
painful death of mercury poisoning. They have little choice but
to eat contaminated fish. Their
economic stability has been desPlease turn to next page

John Urquhart,
B. Comm.:

Fourth

Year,

"Perhaps. I have a lot of work to
do."

Jack Trott, First Year, Arts:
"Yes, I am."

Debbie Cowell, First Year, English:
"Yes.''
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R CMP "undressed"

Praxis case launched federal investigation
Ry Brian Williamson

Toronto attorney Paul Cope land "undressed"
the Royal
Canadian Mounted Pohce in a
scathing attack on February 14
in Assumption Lounge. Hts lecture, "An Uncensored Look at
the RCMP", was part of a series
sponsored by the Ontario Public Interest
Research Group
(OPIRG).

Copeland spoke of the vari·
ous break-ins at the offices of
Praxis, a Toronto-based, leftist
organization, in which a blacklist
of civil servants was obtained.
The break-ins were reported to
the police but no investigation
was launched.
The incidents were mentioned in the House of Commons in
1971 when the question was
raised as to how the list was obtained The government didn't
answer these queries but just attempted to justify their actions.
The editor of the Toronto
Sun was pressured by the RCMP

mto admitting his connection in
the Praxis affair. After he obtained certain Praxis documents,
he was forced by the Mounties
into handing the documents over
to them.
According

to Copeland, tht

Glohe and Mail also "kept the

fire going
with continued
publiciry on this and subsequent
break-ins.
Meanwhile other illegal activities came to the public's attention.
The Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation
made formal allegations that their mail had
been opened for over 25 years,
in addition to claiming that their
files had been ransacked several
times .
British Columbia's New Democratic Pary claimed that their
phones had been tapped by the
RCMP.
Because of the widespread

publtc1ty given the illegal act ivities of the RCMP and public pressure to do so , the feder al government set up the McDonald Commission to look into the problems and prepare a report.
Copeland believes that the
commission may not amount ro
anything .
"In my view, they (the
RCMP) haven't stopped (their
illegal activities) in lieu of the
McDonald Commission . In this
country we have extensive, authorized wiretapping."
He compared the current situation in Canada to that which
existed in the United States during the Nixon presidency, before
the Watergate scandal came to
light.
On a per capita basis, there
are ten times as many securityrelated activities in this country
as there arc in the U.S., according to Copeland, who described
this situation as unecessary.

NOTICE TO ALL CANDIDATES
Those individuals

wishing to make a submission

to our

election feature are invited to do so.
Submissions are limited to 500 words and must he
handed in before Tuesday, March 6 at noon.
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The S·A·C is looking for students of either

SEX
to be DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICERS
in the upcoming BY-ELECTIONS on
OCTOBER 23th
All Officers wilf be given RENUMERATION
for services rendered.
APPLY at the S·A·C offices
2nd floor
University Centre
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Paul Copeland spoke of RCMP wrongdoings.
Can't from page 1

Windsor, B.C.
results alike
to nine in each . The first area of
grading is content development
and organization, in which the
marker evaluates the writer's
ability to write coherently and
accurately. Section two deals
with sentence
patterns
and
section three is concerned with
grammar, vocabulary and punctuation.
"A score of three or less in
any of the three areas indicates
the student has serious writing
problems," said Ducharme.
Scoring
for the multiple
choice questions is done through
percentiles.
Each student
is
measured in terms of how well
he or she did compared to the
rest of the group.
"The results of last year's test
are strongly consistent with a
similar test conducted in British
Columbia on a much larger
sample,'
said the proressor.
"This puts us just about in the
same position they are in if our
test results are accurate. Of
course we need more data before we can say anything definitive."
Students that do poorly on
the test have access to a writing
development
centre in Vanier .

Hall which is staffed by a
specially trained tutor. Work
done at the development centre
is strictly voluntary and takes
about two hours a week. Stu_-ients are given individual help in
their particular problem area (on
the test) and can also receive
help with problems involving
school work d1,1ringthe year.
Professor Ducharme feels that
once the tests have been given
for several years, they can be
used as an information source
for high schools and elementary
schools.
"High school administrators
have said in the . past that they
don't know what we want at the
university level. This type of
testing will give them that information."
Concerning
high
schools
Ducharme noted that students
enter university with· the incorrect assumption that they can
get by without writing well.
"This is simply not true . Regardless of the faculty, students
must be able to write clearly and
accurately. English proficiency
tests are set up to help the student gain these qualities."

Cont'd from page 5

Reed profits staggerin
troyed. The tourist trade is understandably diminished. What
has the government done in
these regards beyond mere window dressing?
Reed Corporation is a gigantic multinational with subsidiaries in over 44 countries. Their
profits are staggering and, due to
the deflated Canadian dollar revenues from forest products in
Canada, are at an all time peak.
Any company which threatens
to ruin a town's economy during a time of prosperity by saying it can't afford to improve
facilities or meet minimal en·
vironmental standards without
exhorbitant
handouts of tax-

payer's dollars has no place in
our province.
It is my sincere belief that a
supposedly
intelligent govern·
ment would realize the importance of not bending readily to
such idle threats.
I plead with the honourable
members of Parliament and the
Legislature to toughen up their
dealing with companies who
continually provide evidence of
their unwillingness to become
decent, law abiding corporate
citizens.
Excuse me for being verbose,
but it's difficult to contain my·
self on issues offensive to the
morality of Canadians.
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Bachelor of Education Degree and
Ontario Teacher's Certificate
The faculty will continue to accept applications
from univenity graduates and those in their final year
of their undergraduate degree program as Ion~ as
vacancies remain in teaching programs and/ or teaching
subjects.
Information and applications may be obtained from:
Registrar's Office-Admissions
Facuhy of Education
371 Bloor St. W.
Toronto,

* Application

Ontario

M5S 2R7

416-978-5577

forms
may also be obtained from univenity placement centres.

DANI'SI ·11

Windsor's No.1 Hair Salon

DANI'S BOBB has arranged an "in" day for all university students. On Mondays, style-cuts, hennas and
perms are available at prices you can afford, with our
JUNIOR stylists.
SPECIAL! Perms $25
Canada Bldg.
254-6403
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Many child abuse cases unreported
ByChris Lucas
Each year approximately ten
.bused children arc killed in
Ontario. Some of those deaths
could have been prevented 1f
those involved had been alert to
the signs of child abuse and had
reported the situation to a child
welfare agency, such as the Children's Aid Society (CAS).
Pam Ayland, a social worker
at the Essex County CAS said in
an interview that media coverage of the judicial inquiry invesngating the death of 19month-old Kim Popen of Sarnia
has increased public awareness
of child abuse, but hasn't increased reports of child abuse to
the Society.
"The error made by the
Sarnia-Lambton CAS to return

Kim Anne to her parents should
not happen in the Windsor
area," said Mrs. Ayland.
"Every child abuse case is reviewed once a week by a CAS
team consisting of three social
workers and a consultant. The
ream discusses if it is safe to return the child ro the lromc."
She explained that while it's
not possible for a mistake to be
made because of negligence, an
error in judgement,
such as
thinking it's safe ro return a
child to its home when it's not,
is possible.
Ayland said the CAS tries to
keep families together.
"Most abused children, especially the older child, want to
be with the family," she explained.

"We must be alert ro protect ·
ing the child and helping the
family solve the problem.
Parents that abuse children
have usually been abused in their
childhood. This is the only form
of child-rearing they know.
To stop this cycle, the
abused child must learn parental
love and affection."
She said there is a correlation
between an abused childhood
and later criminal behaviour.
"Several
violent
criminals
were either neglected or abused
as children.
Parents
who abuse their
children are usually lonely, isolated individuals who are under
stress as a result of separation

from their spouse."
"Parenting can be frustrating," noted Ayland. "It is a full
time JOb for which you receive
no formal training, yet everyone
expects you to do it properly ."
"The more serious forms of
child abuse occur in children under three years of age.
Some parents do not know
what behaviour to expect from a
child. An infant may cry or will
not eat and the parent thinks the
child does not like him. The
frustration begins.
As the child gets older, he or
she becomes more alert to the
parent's moods and avoids conflicts with the parent."
Abuse in school age children

is more visible to the comnrnnit}
and is apt to be reported by
teachers and neighbours, accord ing to Ayland. She said effective
parenting programs have been
developed to teach parents child
behaviour and child management
skills.
"The success rate of these
programs is very high. The parents talk about their problems
with other parents and a cou:1sellor. This helps alleviate some
of their stress."
"Never use physical force to
discipline a child," said Ayland.
"Only
posJtive reinforcement
should be used."
"Recognize when the child is
good and reward that action,
rather than punishing the child
when he is bad."

The Unclassified section is open to all members of the university community.
Submissions must be typed, double-spaced and limited to three lines. (60 stroke
line). Submissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number and
phone number. The staff reserves the right tc edit for grammar and length. The
deadline for submissions to the Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon.
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SLIDE SHOW: University of
Windsor Photography Club will
put on a slide presentation in
room 21i 3 Math Bldg., Friday,
March9th at 7 p.m.
FOR SALE: 73 Volvo. Two
door. Good
shape. AM-FM
radio. 62,000 mil.:s. Will safety.
76 Honda Civic Hatchback.
Safety checked. Radials. 55,000
miles. Best offer. Call 969-212 7
or Howie in Rm. 102 in MemorialHall.
LOST: Small silver crucifix.
Great sentimental value. Reward
offered. If found, please contact
Laurette or Ruth at 256-4676.
FOR SALE: 72 VW Super
Beetle. As is. Good condition.
Inquiries at 256-1951 or 2585007.

GET INVOLVED: Election time
is approaching.
Liberal Club
meeting on Wednesday, March 7
at 4 p.m. in the University
Centre, Rms. 1,2,3. New members welcome.
INFO MEETING: On the new
International Relations Honors
Program at the University of
Windsor. Wednesday, March 7 at
4 p.m. in the University Centre,
Assumption Lounge. Coffee and
doughnuts.
ROOM FOR RENT: Furnished,
private entrance. Share living
room, kitchen, bathroom with
another student. Five minutes
from university. $25 per week.
Cal 254-6276.
PURIM NIGHT FEVER: Featuring Haman, Mordechai, Esther
and a cast of thousands. Beer,
hamantashen. Megilah reading,
M'shloach monos (food-gifts),
musical
program.
Monday,
March 12 from 8 p.m. to midnice in Cody Hall. Sponsored by
Chabad House of Windsor.
INTERNATION
NIGHT
'79
I.S.O. Featuring songs, cultural
dances, etc. of international student groups. Music by "The
Stcltones " and disco music.
Saturda,, March 10 from 7 p.m.
to 1 a.~. in Ambassador Auditorium. Admission: $3. Cash
bar. Tickets available at International Centre (in Cody Hall)
and from Club Presidents.

CATHOLIC .CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumption University, 254-3112
MASS SCHEDULE: Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Daily - 12:00 Noon and 4:30 p.m. (on Tuesdays at 12 noon and 5 p.m. - followed
by Dinner - $1.50).
Saturday-11:30
a.m.
HOUR OF PRAYER AND CONFESSIONS - Wednesday Evening 10:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m. Our centre is
open daily. We are located next to ~he University Centre. Feel free to drop in any time.

FORENSIC SEMINAR: Tues.,
March 6 at 7 p.m. in Moot
Court. Guests include Windsor
Police officers, Essex County
Crown Attorney and an official
from the Centre of Forensic
Science. Audio-visual presentation. Cash Bar. Sponsored by the
Canadian Bar Association.

The President's Committee
on Open
House wishes to thank all members of
the University of Windsor family
students, faculty and staff - for their
co-op eration and assistance in presenting thi s yea r's Op en Ho use

The Committee extends a warm invitation to all at the University to attend

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, March 4
Noon to 6 p.m.
Into the 80s with our community University
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By Desiree Acton
This week's band Nova, rates
a mediocre 5.5 on the music
meter. They're not bad, but then
they're not great either.
I was tempted to give them a
2 and walk out when they opened up with one of the worst
songs of the year - Toto's Hold
The Line, but a couple of Steely
Dan tunes put me in a better
mood, a mood which was greatly
enhanced by the slick guitar
lead-in to Joe Walsh's Life's
Been Good. My anticipation was
for naught, because as soon as
the lead singer opened
his
mouth, l wanted to go home
again. He strains to reach most
of hi_snotes, and often goes flat.
This leads me to the conclusion
that either a) he should sing in
a lower key, or b) better yet, he
shouldn't sing at 'all. If the band
was terrible, his voice might be
excusable, but it's obvious that
they have spent a great deal of
time on their guitar, it just
vocals
makes the screeching
sound that much worse.
The band has its high points.
The Cir~· Hye-Bye Love was
Jone to near perfection, as was a
ver) notable rendition of Yes'
Roundabout. There was a beautiful au:oustic (spanish) guitar
solo th ·n I h:id to strain my cars
to hear because the people in the
pub were either too rude or too
b(lrcd to w.inr to listen to it, but
It w.:.s worth the effort . It's nice
to sec that a bar h,ind can do
•m,re th:in rhe usual banal crap,
but f the audience.: has no class,
a, wa, evident
th.it night,
numbers like.: these :ire soon cut
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Rolwrt A Goldaton Presents A Film By Bob Clark

)tURDER
BY
DECREE
...lldnllla•IJCIIVD
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Kd<'Ht'dB,· Ambaasaclor Film l>111tributora Ltd.
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By Ed McMahon
Murder by Decree is by nCJ'"
~
means
a classical
Sherlock
>,
Holmes movie, but director Bob
.0
0
Clark has created the typical
0
.i:::
English mystery-movie
atmo0..
sphere. Complete with cottony
Jeeez, that's the last time I buy shoes at a Japanese bakery.
thick fog, damsels in distress,
out because they are not apduring the break between sets,
and seldom seen alleyways that
preciated.
By Dave Powis
and when I returned, it took a
were once part of the English
The band leans too heavily on
Advertisements
in the media
market district.
good fifteen minutes before a
cop 40 hits. They played the
proclaimed The Warriors to be
Christopher
Plummer
and
waitress came over to ask me
same old stuff that every band
an "invasion b} the armies of
James Mason as Holmes and
what I wanted. You could harddoes. I wish I had a dollar for
the night". Better still, it's a
Watson are the epitomy of Engly call 7 5 people a busy night.
every ~tyx tune I've heard play"quick exit from Manhattan".
It's no wonder SAC is losing . lish uprighteousncss and gentleed in the Pub. They also manmanly fashion. In the one scene
money.
Viewers
of the television
aged to ruin many otherwisecommercials
were treated to
where Watson tangles with a
Getting back to the band,
beautiful songs. If Elton John
quick glimpses of odd-costumed,
would be mugger, he does it
maybe they will improve by the
were to hear their version of
young men and women running
with a style that \\ould shame
end of the week, but I doubt
Country Comfort, he wou Id tear
around and chasing each other.
James Bond. With nary a hair
1t. You JUSt can't get a voice
his new hair out It was that bad.
My initial reaction was, "Oh,
our of place, he brandishes hts
change that quickly . Tht')''re not
I \\ould also like to comment
no, a Grade B rip-off of Stanley
cane and stomps the villain, only
!fad to li~tcn to, espcc.:1ally if you
on the poor service in the CalKubrick's A Clockwork Orange.
to be arrested by the police
like.: good guitar, and at least
lery. Theli': were no more than
After
watching
this flic, I
when an angry street harlot dethey keep the volume to a level
75 people in the pub on Monday
wouldn't give it that high a mark
nounces him as 'the ripper'.
where you still have ear drums
night, and it's no wonder I left
nor would I even flatter The
The interplay
between the
-left at the end of the evening
Warriors by comparing n to the
frequently
befuddled
Watson
Kubrick classic .
and the moody, contemplative
The plot is quite simple.
([olmcs ts a wonder to behold.
The Warriors are a Coney IsSeveral scenes come to mind,
land gang who attend a summit
but one that is destined to be a
of New York City and Long ls·
classic is the 'last pea on the
land gangs, called for by the
plate' Sl'.ene. Holmes, inevitably,
leader of the largest gang who
solves the dilemma, but not to
hopes to unite the animals and
the satisfaction of Watson, who
take over the city. But he's assas·
complains that 'they JUSt aren't
the same that way'.
inated and the Warriors are falseCameo
appearances
by
ly accused. From then on, the
Donald Sutherland as a psychic
movie follows their flight to
and Genevieve Bujold as a small
Coney Island, an escape that's
time girl caught up in a much
hampered by the gangs' attempts
bigger plot, are nice frosting, but
at wiping them off the streets, a
their characters are too shallow
confusing
transit
system,
and underdeveloped
to be likewooden acting, trite dialogue
able. And everybody
knows
and bleak photography.
Sherlock Holmes wouldn't have
As if that isn't bad enough,
wasted his time with a psychic
director Walter Hill, who wrote
anyways.
the screenplay for "The GetThe plot twists and turns
away' and wrote and directed
with typical llolmesian
side"Hard Times", pulls out all symtracks, but as usual, Holmes
bolism gimmicks imaginable.
solves it all in the end, bnnging
All of the gangs are trying to
together the scattered pieces of
maintain their 'turf' (stomping
evidence and seemingly meaninggrounds)
while "looking
for
something better".
The police
less details, and coming up with
a completely
plausive (conare the only adults in the picture
sidering it was a movie) exso one can just imagine the treatplanation.
ment they're given by Hill. The
Warriors' escape route shows the
Clark deliberately
sidesteps
hostile
environment
from
most of the goriness that would
usually be associated with a whence they came (an invitation
to incite audiences' sympathies).
movie about Jack the Ripper,
The Warriors' warlord and his
and leaves most of the bloodand-gu ts to the imagination of
girl are contrasted with a prom
the audience. The result is more
couple. The movie ends with the
terrifying
than anything that
gang's remnants walking off incould be portrayed
on the
to the sunset with the Atlantic
screen.
Ocean rumbling in around their
While Murder by Decree is far
ankles.
When the Warriors finally
from being a family movie, it is
reach their destination, they pile
~n extremely interesting insight
off the subway, crying, "We're
mto one of the possible explanhome". The camera then zooms
ations of the slaying that terin on the decay of Coney Island.
rorized London so long ago. It is
While the viewer has to be
well acted, well directed and
pleased with their safe arrival,
well filmed, and in my opinion,
one would've been happier if
is one of the most suspenseful
they had never left in the first
and entertaining
films to hit
Windsor since Marathon Man.
place.
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few original
it for him.
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tove it

on Over

By Frank Kovacic

.
Primal blues-rock has seen its
day come and go. Long ago.
In today's world of polished
musicor nothing, there isn't any
room for bums without
a
"hook".
George Thurogood, however,
doesn't necessarily think that

this is so.
The Destroyers new album on
Attic records isn't quite on par
with his debut disc but it's
worth a few listenings anyway.
Mov e It on Over is filled with
covers (as on his first album) of
late fifties/early sixties rhythm
and blues rock standards. The
same type of stuff that Foghat
has been rehashing for years.
The trouble with them is that
they come off as just another
boogie band - and a rich one at
that.
Thorogood's
rough edged
vocals are a perfect accompanyment to his biting slide guitar.
His three piece
unit
runs
through such greats as Who Do
You Love, Move It On Over
and Chuck Berry's, It Wasn't
Me.
He still sings like he has
good reason but you can't
forge a career on the strength
of other people's material. A

1-----------------------------.

U of W poets read
ByPeter Hrastovec

"It was the best of times, it
was the worst of times ... " But
for Phil Hall and Bronwen Wallace, the years spent at the University of Windsor provided the
foundation for their individual
pursuits as young Canadian
poets. Both
hold graduate
degreesin Creative Writing from
the University of Windsor. Recently, the two former classmates were reunited in a joint
readingof their work, sponsored
bythe Windsor Public Library.
"I came to Windsor because it
wasthe farthest place I could go
and still receive OSAP grants for
school", recalls Phil Hall, who
hailsfrom the tiny Ontario community of Bobcaygeon, northwestof Peterborough.
Apart from teaching creative
writing part-time at St. Lawrence College, long-time Kingston resident Bronwen Wallace is
editor of Quarry Magazine, a
noted literary periodical publishedat Queen's University. An
interested writer from the very
beginning, Wallace got involved
in the Creative Writing programme on the advice of onetime writer-in-residence
Tom
Wayman, who convinced her of
the value of getting feedback
froma writer's discussion forum.
"Nobody can teach you how to
Write", says Wallace, "but a
Creative Writing seminar is a
placewhere you can meet other
Writerswith whom you can exchangeideas about writing. You
end up with the feeling that you
belongto a community".
Hall praises tr.e English
Department's programme for its
''non-institutionalized
atmo-

sphere" and its focus on the
freedom for artists to test their
limits. He points out that the
loosely structured programme
offered at the university allows
students a certain amount of
flexibility, but at the same time,
compels them to complete
course requirements.
Both poets bemoan the fact
that a writer cannot live on writing alone. "You can never do it
unless you're
Margaret Atwood," declares Wallace, who
provides for both herself and a
young son. But she doesn't
lament having to work at an occupation outside of her writing
poetry. "If I don't have some
interaction with the real work a
day world, I find that my writing suffers. The real world is
what I write about".
Hall recently quit his job in a
local nursing home and is now
employed as a taxicab driver.
Though he finds it difficult t_o
"butter his bread with poetry••,
family man Phil Hall appears undaunted. The happiness of having a son, he says, "helps to
make the ends meet".
The future looks prom1smg
for these two University of
Windsor graduates.
Bronwen
Wallace's first volume of poetry,
Marrying into the Family is
forthcoming. Phil Hall's Crucifiction, a prose poem published
by the Flat Singles Press will
soon be available. Hall is also
tentatively scheduled to teach
creative writing at St. Clair College in the upcoming Spring
session.
Like the old philosopher says,
"It's not what you do, it's how
you do it!"

could

do

Bob Dylan's Please Mrs. Henry and Fats Domino's Ain't
That A Shame stand out as
cheap concert favourites here. I
still don't understand why they
quit doing the Dylan tune in
concert, it was a real show stopper. In all Rick Nielson and
company look like they're on
the upswing that I predicted for
them a couple years ago. Let's
just see how far up .

TRICK
Samurai Rock Band
CHEAP

By Frank Kovacic
Cheap Trick's latest release
on Columbia records, Live at
Budakon, sold very well as an
import. So well that CBS had to
issue a restraining order against
the importers who, they felt,
were cutting in on profits on the
future domestic release of the
album.
Samurai Rock Band is just
an attempt by bootleggers (illegal recording outfits that sell
material by contracted artists
contrary to copyright laws) to
cash in on the somewhat surprising popularity of the Japanese
release.
Recorded on their 1977 tour,
Samurai has sound quality on
par, or better, than most legitimate releases. These tapes seem
to be of Master quality which is
very rare in bootleg recordings
..,, (For the most part, bootlegs are
5 recorded off FM broadcasts or
0 concerts or by tape recorders set
<T
'<
up in the audience during con;;
;; certs.)
There are good versions of Oh
"'
~ Candy, Southern Girls and I
S
Want You To Want Me. Not
<
;;·
quite the intensity of the Budokan LP but suffieient enough.

Spirits

iiaving

Flown

By Dave Powis
"Where do you go when the
music's over?"
That's the question audiences
were left with after watchmg
Saturday Night Fever, a film
which attempted to examine the
world of disco through the eyes
of a moonlighting
television
actor (John Travolta).
The
movie's
soundtrack
eventually became the biggest
selling album of all time (a
notable achievement usually topped within a year or two) .
The primary agents behind
this success were the Bee Gees
- Barry, Robin and Maurice
Gibb - who co-produced the LP
and wrote and performed several
tunes, including Stayin' Alive,
How Deep Is You Love, Night
Fever and More Than A Woman.
All but the latter attained

NIN>E

number one status on the charts.
At one time, the Bee Gees
had a hand in six of the top ten
singles on the charts .
The Brothers Gibb were faced
with a problem: "Whatta you
·gonna do now that the music's
over?"
Well, they spent nine months
in a Miami studio and came up
with Spirits Having Flown.
By the time you read this review, the LP will be number one
or will be soon enough.
Unfortunately,
the album
won't achieve this position because of its merit but rather because of a carryover from Saturday Night Fever's success.
Mind you, the album's not
bad, it just lacks the impact and
immediacy that previous efforts
like Main Course, Here At Last
.. .Live and the soundtrack from
Saturday Night Fever had.
The Bee Gee's unique rhythm
section does a fine job throughout the" LP and the group's lush
harmonies are ever present but
for the most part, the LP lacks
intensity.
By now, everyone's heard the
Bee Gees' number one single,
Too Much Heaven. All profits
from the single will be handed
over to UNICEF's Save The Children Fund. As for the tune, it's
strangely reminiscent of How
Deep Is Your Love.
The outstanding cut on the
album, and the best thing
they've done since Nights On
Broadway, is Tragedy. It shows
the Bee Gees at their best with
their searching lyrics and pounding rhythms, a level which is un matched throughout the rest of
the LP.
The only other selections
worth mentioning are Love You
Inside Out and Spirits (Having
Flown), but just barely.

Iona College Coffee House
208 Sunset Ave.
Saturday Evenings -8:00 - 12:00 p.m.
Mar.3

-- Albin Kusty, John

----

Mar.IO

Mar.17

Hamer &Don Friesen
Ernie Harris
Ventriloquist
Lo~al Gospel Recording
Jim Thomson
J\rtist
.
Adrienne Durocher

--Inter Varsity Singin Group
-- Curtiss Peiffer
-- "The Salt Company" gospel puppets
-- Helen Duchaine
--St. Patrick's ChurchFolk Choir
--Yvonne Quinn

Mar.24

-- Performers

Mar.31

--Comedy Night
Phil & Joe Romain
--Greg Otto Magician

April7

singing in variuos languages

•

-- TBA

Aprill4--

Easter Reflections
Rev. Bob Lockhart
(Chaplian Iona College)

Free Admission All Welcome
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EVENTFUL
EVENTS
-Internation
Night '79. Featuring songs, dances, etc. of international student groups. Ambassador Aud. 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Tickets: $3 at I.S.O. Centre.
Cash Bar.

-Coffee
House,
Assumption
Campus
Community,
Blue
Room. 8: 30 - 11 p.m. Admission
50 cents. Everyone Welcome.

1

-Lenten
Program.
Topic
"Faith".
1:30 - 4:00 p.m.
Speakers, Dr. John Deck, Mr. Ed
Cott. Assumption Campus Community.

..:.Art Gallery of Windsor, Thursday Noon Hour film Series, The
Rebel Angel: J.M.W. Turner.

2

-University of Windsor Players,
A Funny Thing I lappened on
the Way to the Forum.
-Windsor City Ballet Company,
The Skaters, La Boutique Fantastique

6

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Friday Morning Lecture Series,
"Precisionism, Regionalism, and
the American Abstract Artists."

-Ontario
Jlabits.

Nasty

Film Theatre,

-Actors
Trunk
Company,
Shakespearian Play, Cleary Aud.,
10:00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m.
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Arts
Expanding, John Cage, Empty
Words (excerpt).

- Umversity of Windsor Players,
J,'111111y
Tf.ii11i llappencd 011
the Way to tbe Forum

Film Theatre, War ,rnd

21
-Ontario
Peace.

Film Theatre, War and

University of Wind or Pia ers
l·111111yTb• 111
· K I '1ppencd }' on'
the 11·ay to the l·orum.

A

22

'/'he II ills llav1' !:yes, Wescraver.

Scho,,I of \fosic, Philip Adam5on, piano.

-University
of Windsor Pia\ ers, ,1 1·11111,yTh111x I lapp1•111;d
on tbe Way h• the J,'iirum.

4

Purnn I ever Night. In Codv
Ila!!. 8 p.m. to midnight. Spo~sorcd by C:habad Hou~c of Windsor.

Callery of Windsor, Fri·
day Morning I .ccture Series,
"Abstract Fxprcssionism."
-Windsor City Ballet Com pan:,,
Tbc Skaters, I a /foutique Fa11tastiquc.

-Ontario
Film
betb, Britain.

Theatre,

-Umvcrsit} of Windsor Players,
I• u11ny ·r1J/11t,I h1ppe11cd on
the Way to tbe Forum.

I\

\f<!C·

10

University of Windsor Players,
A F111111yTbi11g llappen('{,/ o, 1
the W,1y to tbt' Forum.

Ontario Filr1 Theatre: Har and
Peace.
-St Clair College, Flash rlicks,
Silver Stre,1k, Hiller

23

-Arr Gallery of Windsor, t<'nday Morning Lecture Series,
"Colour Field Painting."
Band

-Art Gallery of Win<lsor, Friday
Morning Lecture Senes, "Pop
Art and Photorealism."

-School of Music, Gregory Butler and David Palmer, duopianists.

-Les Ballets Trockadcro de
Monte Carlo, Cleary Aud., 8:00
p.m. admission $8.00 - $10.00.

Scarlet
Dance.
-Chnstian Culture Series, Nihal
Fonseka, operatic art songs,
Cleary Auditorium, 8:20 p.m.
donations $3.00 - $5.00.

1 es Ballets Trotkadero
de
M mte Carlo, Cleary Aud, 8,00
p .m, adm,ss•on, $8.00 - $10 00

Actor's
Trunk
Company,
Sbi1kespe<1rian!'lay, Cleary Aud.,
10:00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m .

13

, rt

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Performing Art Senes, Five i11<.011cert.

16

12

9

\ '.ndsJr Cat} B llet Com pan),
Tbe Sk,lters, I a Ho11t1q11cFan
rastique.

Student Recital.

20

-Actor'~
Trunk
Company,
Shakespearian Play, Cleary Aud.,
1-0:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
St. Clair College, Flash flicks,

- St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,

-0.R.M.T.A.,

-Ontario
Peace

Tb,mk God It's Ftiday.

Windsor Symphoncy Orchestra, Concert Senes, Tsuyoshu
Tsut\umi, cellist, Clifford Evans,
conductor.

18

-Univeristy of Windsor Players,
A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum.

15

,\

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Thursday Noon I lour Film Series,
Claude ,\I onct.

3

14

11.

8

-Windsor City Ballet Company,
Tbe Skaters, J,a B011t1q11eFa11tast1que.

-University of Windsor Playe
A Funny Thing Happened ~:;
the Way to the Forum.
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FORTRAN
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NEWSWEEK
astonishing
a celebration of
ornament
NY TIMES
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SPORTS

Windsor-Waterloo rematch Friday

Lancers heat McMaster in division quarter-finals
fouled out in the fourth quarter.
ByPeter Nash
White ended up with 2 3 points
It would be impossible to
practically carrying the offense
cover all the Lancer league
himself in the late going.
games that have occurred since
Windsor was led by Wayne
chelast issue of The Lance thereAllison
with 21 points, followed
fore, the following list will have
by
Kevin
Greenwood and Stan
cosuffice:
Korosec with 16 each. GreenGuelph at Windsor
76-90
wood played possibly his finest
Brock at Windsor
49-79
game
ever as a Lancer controlWindsorat Western
8 3-84
ling Windsor's offence and leadMcMastcrat Windsor
80-78
ing the defence. "I guess I was
McMasterat Windsor
68-8 3
kind of forced into the roll of
Windsor
easily
defeated
leader with Vince hurt" comGuelph and Brock, the two
mented
Greenwood.
Landry
worst teams in the OUAA West,
pulled
a
muscle
in
his
leg
and
and went into the Western game ;::
.,
was only able to play at a portwith a 10-0 record. An inspired .r::,
;;;
ion of his ability.
Mustangsquad held off late Lan- ::x:
The victory against McMaster
C
cer surges to beat them by one, "'
·a
combined with a Waterloo win
endingWindsor's winning streak. "'
iii
over Western this week sets the
>,
McMaster came to town for .r::,
.
stage
for a playoff rematch
che final league game of the 0
0
between
the two power houses .
season and a playoff berth at ..c:
Q..
Windsor
has been beaten
stake. A Mac victory meant a
Kevin Greenwood (24) was a major factor in Windsor's playoff victory over McMaster. He bothered the
twice in a row by Waterloo in
spot in post season action ahead
Mac guards all night with aggressive defense.
post season action but the difof Guelph. The Lancers were
four fouls, decided to take it
It was a completely different
Lancer Coach Paul Thomas
ference has been the home court
forced to play without the serupon himself to bring the Langame when the Marauders refelt that the full court press
advantage for Waterloo. This
vices of centre Stan Korosec
cers back and did just that.
turned for a rematch last Tueshelped Windsor but aggressivetime Windsor has the division
whowas obligated to a wedding
Landry scored eight of sixteen
day in playoff action. The Lanness was the key. "When your
crown and with it a home court
inthe family.
Lancer points in an outburst
cers led from start to finish beatfor all playoff games in the divisaggressive
out
there
the
reWithout Korosec the Lancers
that put Windsor back into the
ing the Marauders handily.
ion.
bounds come and that makes a
rebounding game was considergame, 70-66 with five minutes
"The difference in this game"
If Windsor wins the OUAA
ably weakened and McMaster
big
difference.
We
were
more
remaining.
commented
McMaster
Head
West.
final against Waterloo they
cookadvantage posting two men
aggressive."
Wayne Allison dropped two
Coach Phil Tollstrup, "was that
will
most
likely face York, of
Windsor held a 44-31 halfunderneath. The game was close
hoops in a row to tie the score
tonight
they controlled
the
the OUAA East, for the Ontario
until early in the third quarter
time
lead
and
immediacely
addand a basket by Landry put
tempo of the game with a good
Championship. This is actually a
whenMac outscored Windsor 15
ed eight more points to the lead,
Windsor ahead. This didn't stop
fast break and full court presuseless
playoff game since the
56-36.
McMaster
practically
· 2 taking a 19 point lead 59-40.
the Marauders who, without the
sure. Our guys just got tired out
winners
of both divisions of the
Vince Landry, hampered with
threw in the towel following
services of three fouled-out starttrying to keep up with them."
OUAA
go
to the Canadian finals
that outburst but guard Jim
ing players, sent the game into
McMaster went with six
in Calgary.
Tambourino
held
them
together.
overtime.
players while the Lancers used
The Waterloo match-up is set
He was the only Mac player who
Windsor outscored McMaster
all ten on their rost.er. "It's not
for
Friday night at 8:15. Admisdidn't visibly give up mid-way
five baskets to three in the overthat our guys are out of shape,"
sion
is two dollars for students
through the second half.
time but a perfect six for six at
lamented Tollstrup, "Windsor is
and
three
for adults. Come early,
Mac's fate was finally sealed
the foul line gave Mac the win,
just too deep. They have a lot of
a full house i; expected.
when
allstar
forward
Al
White
80-78.
talent on the bench."
ByTim Wood
The Windsor Track Team
competed in two meets over the
winterbreak, the first being the
Ontario Senior Club Championshipson February 17.
Linda Staudt and Andrea
Pagecompeted in the women's
division of the Senior meet.
Linda ran another excellent
lOOOm.(10: 11) qualifying her
• .._,. p
CBC STEREO
easily for the Canadian Nat..._...
WINDSOR
ionalChampionships to be held
inEdmonton.
Linda has a good chance
to pick up a gold medal in the
lOOOm.this weekend in the
OUAAchampionships.
Andrea
Page ran a very competitive
400m.in a fast field.
The following week some
of our athletes competed in
anoren TPt·c•at Wcsttrn
l\w;1k1.,Apt adu ran a upt.•
50m. in a time of 5 .8 ~cconds.
This was the fastest time of
the day and will make him
one of the favourites in this
eventat the OUAA's.
One of the new men, Ram
Berniker, competed in the shot
Masuko Ushioda, violinist
Trio Dohnanyi, recorded in our
David Palmer , organist,
put and placed third .
Paul
with the Windsor Symphony
studios especially for this
recorded in recital at the CBC
Robertscompeted in the 500m.
Orchestra conducted by Paul
broadcast.
Festival, London, Ontario.
after being off all season with
Robinson, recorded in concert
an injury.
Although
Paul
at Cleary Auditorium.
ran a university record time
of 16:10 he hopes to reduce
It further at the OUAA's.
Kathy Ric1ca ran yet another
!lersonalbest time (11: 17) for
Queen's University
Public Administration
the 3000m to finish the day.
Entrance with Honours B.A. or equivalent, all
A one year policy oriented Master of Public
Windsor trackers are now
fields of study. Enrolment limited to 30. Write:
Administration program. Preparation for city,
1Ookingforward to the OUAA
School of Public Administration,
Queen's
regional, provincial and federal public service.
championships this weekend.
University,
Kingston,
Ontario.
Goodluck to all competitors.

--

~

Trackers
doing it

CBC SI'F.REO~;~~~89·9FM

OPf,NJNG

f4(C)~~
~, ... ,,

S~nday,!"18rch4

3.00 - 5.00 pm
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Intramural swimming and diving
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
The climax of a very success ful Co-ed Vollcyball season was
witnessed two weeks ago when
Lickensh
Sticks
and
Legal
Beagles battled 1t out to the very
last minute.
Lickerish
Sticks
were
looking
to average an
earlier match and hoped for a
Srick-Keggers final, however the
Keggers were upset in the semifinal
15-8,
hy the aspiring
lawyers.
In the other semi-final the
Lickensh
Sticks
demolished
H. K. Grads
15-5 Thus the
finale \\ as ·;et wtth the Legal
Beagles versus the talent-laden
Sttcks. The Beagles proved rough
opposition as they extended the
Sticks to three games finally upending them 15 -7. 14-16, and
15-11.
Following
the game participants from the final four teams
met in the Pub and discussed the
nights' anio1, as the p11za was
devoured,
compliments
of the
Intramural Office .
This past season was the most
successful tvcr, as 11 teams pa'rncipated
every Tuesday night
C:ongrntulations
arc due to all
ream participants,
officials and
to convener,
lrcnl' <;bb1kowski
tor .1 Job well done
\1F:,..;'s ll ,\1.1. IH)CKl ·.Y
\kn'.., B.tll I luckq
rhis year
11.ts seen J. great response and as
.t result twent\
tn111s h.l\ 'C entered . J'l1c lc.1guc h 1s been Ji\ ·iJed
up •11.0 four d \ ,,ions nf f1\·e
te,1ms \\ 1 h the top two gaining
pl ..) off
berths.
l.cague
play
began thL Wcdne..,tlty
bdore
'shd:.' \\eck rnJ \\tll rontmuc
on into l.itt: \\ ,1reh
C1pt.1.ins pk ,1se note which
day vou pl y ,11111
remember th:tt
\OU
\\ii pl1y"t,,n g.1mcs in one
week, oncl' .!ur111g thl \l';tSon . So
Jun 't ~orgct t,, double chLck
\ our ,chedules.
..

CHAN EL SWIM IHGINS
The service program 1s again
sponsoring
the Channel Swim.
The object of this activity 1s to
swim as many miles as pos sible
during the month of March . Parncipants
may swim during any
recreational
swimm ing times.
Simply keep track of the number of lengths you swam during
that period and report th is information
to a lifeguard before
leaving the pool. At the end of
the month, awards will be given
to those completing
5, I 0, and
20 miles and to the person who
swims the farthest. There is no
entry fct: and cveryonc is wel-

come to particip a te , so . . . come
on out and challenge yourself.
Recreational
sw imming tim e s
are . \l\onday ro hida,,
12 to
1:30 and 7 to 9:30; Saturday ,
1 : 30 to 3 :30 and 6 · 30 to 9 · 30 ;
Sunday, 1 to 7 p .m .
SCUBA DIVIN(,
Scuba
diving starts
March
6 and runs t,·cry Tuesday and
Thursday
evening
from 5 : 30
pm to 8:30
pm until April
5.
rhe location is the II u man
Kinetics pool and the mstrucror is Allen Porter.
office
Call the intramural
from noon ro I p.m. or 7 p.m.
ro 9 p.m Monday ro Frida}'
to register.

GIRLS BASKETBALL

w

GP
4
4
4
4

Co111b111ations
Dribblers
Chuck
2nd l•loor Launer
Roma\ Rowdies
Plue Balls
27 1:ooters
Volleyball ream

Pts
8
8
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0

4
4
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6
4
2

3
2

2
2
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3
3

2

3
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()

4

()
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Clinic cancelled
OMI ;/\ C:1.INIC:
The I e\ ·el I (Technical) C:ltnit that was scheduled to take place in
Windsor on March 3 and 4, I 979 has been urnccllcd. The Ontario
• Arnatu1r I ootball /\ssonation
has schedulcd sunilar clinics 111the
follo\\1ng areas. All inrcrestc<l Coaches should contact rhe individuals in rhe respective centres .
I>\ I I
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named All-Stars
By Peter Nash
Four Wmdsor athletes and one Windsor coach \\'er e named to allstar teams this week l,y the OUAA . Paul Th o mas , coach of the
basketball team, was named conference coach of the year while plav.
ers Wayne Allison and Vince I .andry made the all star team .
·
Scott lluntcr and Len Chittle of the hockey team were both
named to the conf:erencc squad.
Wayne Allison is no stranger to all.star teams being named to his
third ~earn in three years. /\s a junior and again as a senior Allison
was named to the conference team at Wooster College in the United
States. He was a third team All-American in his senior year.
There were no all-star teams
in Hamilton where Wayne went
to high school,
but he \las
named the league's Most Valuable Player twice.
I le finished this season with a
19 .6 scoring average which is extremely
high considering
the
platoon
system
that
Coach
Thomas
uses in some games.
Wayne was also one of the top
Allison - 4 time all-star.
rebounders in the league. This all
added up to placement on the first team, the only Lancer who managed top honours.
Vince Landry was named to the second team for the third year in
a row. His scoring is down a bit this year but what he lacks in scoring
he makes up for in hustle. Landry has been hampered with injuries
for the last two years but has always managed to play through the
pain, playing as if there is no tomorrow.
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~ EVELYN
WOODREADING
DYNAMICS

It gets down to what you want to do and what you have to do. Take
the free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson and you can do it handle all the work college demands and still have time to enjoy college life.
You can dramatically
increase your reading speed today and
just the start. Think of the time, the freedom you'd have to
things you want to do. For twenty years the ones who get
have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read for today's
world - fast, smooth, efficient.

that's
do the
ahead
active

Don't get left behind because there was too much to read. Take the
free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
lesson today.
You can
dramatically
increase your reading speed and learn about advanced
study techniques
in that one free lesson . Ma k e the college life the
good life. With Reading Dynamics you can do it.

SCHEDULE
OFFREELESSONS

In
Wednesday March 7 7 p.m. Rm. 2127
Thursday March 8 7 p.m. Math Bldg.

Tuesday

Windsor athletes

·\CI

S ,<J hr,"

March 6 7 p.m.

I

---~

Landry - 3 in a row.

I've
travelled
around the
league on several occasions foJ.
lowing the basketball team and
one thing the opposing coach
usually says after the game 1s
"Landry
is the key" or "what
can you say about L1ndr}. He's
got so much drive ."
\'111cc didn ' t gain much recog·
nitton
in high school bemg
named to the Jl\ •star team JUSt
once 111 his senior year at As-

sumpuon.
As Coach Thomas has said many time~ in the past, "he's
a coach's dream."
On the hockey side of things Scott Hunter was an all.star in high
school 111Wmdsor. Ile went on to play Junior A hockey m Quebec
for two years before becoming a Lancer. This is his second year on
Winl.lsor's team.
Len Chittle was named to the team as a defenceman.
He was a
major factor this year in the Lancers' improved performance.
Windsor was beaten last week by the highly ranked Guelph Gry·
phons in playoff action. It was a tough ending to one of the best
seasons a Lancer hockey squad has ever had.
Although not picked as an all star Coach Ken Tyler did an ex·
cellent job preparing the team and coaching during the year.
Speaking of coaches, Paul Thomas was finally given credit as
coach of the year. In his ten years here Thomas has never missed the
playoffs.
Thomas was an all •star plar·
er at Western a few years back
and was also honoured as the
youngest coach ever to lead the
Canadian national team.
Recently
Thomas has come
under heavy flack from out of
town newspapers on a pain'. of
ethics. I'd like to give my vieii·
point on the matter after look·

First time for Doc.

ing at the facts.
Stan Korosec
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was unable to

play in the last game of the season due ro a commitment
ma
wedding. It was a very difficult situation for Korosec to back out flf
since it was a wedding in the family. For that reason, and that reasoi:
,nly, he didn't play.
,
The London Free Press ran a story which implied that Thomas
ethics were questionable
since he did not force Korosec to play. It
was an extremely
important game to not only the McMaster Mar·
auders, who played Windsor, but the Guelph Gryphons, who were
eliminated from the playoffs when McMaster won the game.
The newspaper
arncle, written
by Bob Gage, was developed
around a conversation
Gage had with Guelph Coach Doug DoJd.
Dodd felt that Thomas should have forced Korosec to play and that
it was unethical for him not to play.
This of course, is utter trash. Thomas did the right thing by
letting the player make the decision. Korosec was obligated to be
elsewhere and that's tt. Thomas acted in a perfectly ethical manner
by going with the a\·ailable players.

******************************************~··········
Overall,
ed so hard

be
bo

.
h
·ho work·
congratulanons
to all the players and coac es\~
to make this rear one of Windsor's most successful.

till
cost
~is

Joh hunting
season now open
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"The main, basic ingredient is
to be yourself ."
That's the advice Stuart
Musgrave, Director of the Student Placement Office gives to
students going for job interviews.
"Employers don't like affected airs," he said . "It's the type
of person you present yourself
as in the interview that will get
you the · job. Show an interest in
the company and ask intelligent
questions."
Musgrave does not measure
his success by the amount of
jobs he places students in. He
feels that the knowledge of how
to deal with employers is the
most important thing the student can learn at the placement

office.
He commented that many
students incorrectly assume that
a job has to be perfect.
"Remember the job you get,
you 're not necessarily married
to it. Take the job - it's good
experience. Keep your eyes open
(for a better job) and then make
the move . Most important, be
realistic."
When looking for summer
employment, Musgrave recommended starting to look as soon
as possible. Many jobs have
deadlines for applications.
"If it were me," he said, "I
would fill in as many applications as possible. There are no
guarantees at getting the job you
want, so to be on the safe side,
Please turn to page 3

Residents protected
(Lance-CUP)-Students
in
Ontarioresidences may soon enjoy the protection given other
tenants, including the right to
haveany rent increases taken
before a government review
board.
Frank Orea, minister of corporate and consumer affairs,
agreesthat residence students
shouldbe treated like any other
tenantin the eyes of the law.
Thiswas the substance of a brief
presentedby the Ontario FederationOf Students March 1 to
thelegislative committee reviewmgthe province's proposed new
Landlord-TenantAct.
At present, legislation requiresa university administration to consult with residence
councilsover rent increases, residence regulations and other
items.According to OFS staffpersonRick Gregory, this consultativeprocess varies from effectiveto inadequate to nonexistent,depending on the in1titution.
"The commitment we (OFS)
receivedfrom Orea to include

k

That
refreshing
pause
tlctween
classes is going to cost
a bit more.
,·ou
Vice-president-finance
Em~anuelBiundo announced that,
commencingshortly, prices of
leerand liquor in the Gallery
till be going up. He cited rising
costs
as the major factor behind
lli1smove.
At the March 1 meeting, SAC
~emberspassed a resolution
naming
all former pr'esidents and
"Ce-presidentshonorary membrrs
of the corporation.
d

V

If students are included in the
new legislation, they'll have
some protection against arbitrary actions taken by a university, such as summary evictions, changing locks without notice and entering a student's
room without permission.

Students would be able to
take all grievances before a judiciary body set up inder the proposed legislation. This review
body would have the power to
order a rent roll back.

Stan Korosec pops in two points for the Lancers en route to a win over arch-rival Waterloo on Friday
night. Last Sunday, Windsor edged York to capture the OUAA title ..For more on the games, tum to
Photo by Janine Halbert
pages 14 and 16.

Council plans to hike prices in Gallery Lounge
ByDavidCameletti

0

students
is a major breakthrough," said Gregory . "We anticipate an enlarged role of student residence counc;ils. They
will now have some teeth." He
hopes that Orea would "take the
next step and put his commitment on paper before the legislature soon."
"I think it (the proposal) is
an excellent idea," said Deb
Krutila , SAC's Ancillary Services Commissioner. "It's good
to know that residence students
will be getting a fair shake. The
tudenr h;ive to be p tected "

The council
heard
a
~CScntationon the P. S. Ross
:tPort,which examined tuition
'tts at post-secondary institut11.,s
in Ontario. Any serious deslissionon this report was post·
lor.~duntil the next Ontario
1
'11crationof Students' meet~. scheduled for · later this

~Onth.
k·

DebKrutila, the Ancillary
ltivicesCommissioner, . an·
llunccd
at the meeting the pro_.

posed new drug plan for students at the University of Windsor next year. Essentially, this
new scheme would cost an individual approximately eightytwo cents a month, and would
allow him or her to purchase
drugs from pharmacists for a
total of thirty-five cents and to
buy contraceptives for a sum of
seventy-five cents. The only difficulty in adopting this new drug
assistance plan, according to
SAC
vice-president-secretary
Doug Smith, is that a referendum might be required to effect
its official acceptance by the student body.
The scheduled report on the
Dan Hill Concert was postponed until the next meeting
due to the absence of SAC Special Events Commissioner Bob
Gammon. However, Emmanuel
Biundo,
vice-president-finance,
confirmed that the event raised a
profit of $547 for SAC. Piazza
remarked that Dan Hill was_
pleased with his audience and
thought the reception accorded
him was warm.

As well, the report on the application of CJAM radio for an
FM license from the Canadian
Radio and Telecommunications

Commission was unavailable for
this meeting, although the revelation was made that the CRTC
will hear CJAM's application

sometime in May or June.
The next SAC meeting has
been scheduled for Wednesday,
March 14.

LCBO disappointed .

Liquor officials blast SAC
By Mark D. Greene

An
apparant
break-down
in communications left Liquor
Control Board Officials somewhat dissatisfied with their visit
to campus last week.
The LCBO was here to issue
.new photo identification age of
majority cards. The cards are the
only guaranteed form of proof
recognized by hotel and bar
owners as proof of the age of
majority.
According to Paul Ainey, a
member of the team that was on
campus last week, the Students'
Administrative
Council's
handling of the event was extremely poor. Ainey cited the
lack of advertising and promotion as one of his major com-

plaints.
Gino Piazza, SAC president,
stated that he had made arrangements with LCBO officials for
them to send posters and promotional material but they never
arrived.
Ainey indicated it was not
the policy of the LCBO to provide posters. Despite this, he
said, Piazza could have made arrangements to have the posters
made locally.
Piazza attempted
to have
.some posters made up but because of Open House, the Campus Print Shop was unable to do
the work. Piazza .said he had met
with similar results_ at outside
print shops.
In a two day visit to St. Clair

College two weeks ago, the team
issued 600 cards. "At St. Clair,
we had full cooperation with
Student Council. They greeted
us and provid~d us with assistants. Here, Gino never showed
up," said Ainey.
At the University of Windsor,
student response picked up slowly over the three day event. A
total of 4SO cards were issued.
"The response would have
been better had we had effective
advertising,"said Ainey.
To add to this, the LCBO had
the misfortune of being visited
by a woman who requested not
just' one retake but five. This
lady could not be ·satisfied. It
'Wu the fim such experience by
the group.
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The International Year of the Child
By Ed McMahon
"I'm here because I know
everything and you don't know
anything."
With that remark and a funny
little smile, Dr. Lendon Smith, a
pediatrician, began his remarks
to about 300 delegates to "The
Bent Twig", a conference held in
celebration of the International
Year of the Child.
Dr. Smith, a native of Portland, Oregon, spoke of control-

Dr. J...endonSmith
ling hyperactivity, nutrition in
education, the importance of
proper nutrition in pregnancy,
and personal insights into case
histories and the raising of his
own children.
The main thrust of his comments, however, was towards the
importance of proper nutrition
in both the raising and education
of children.
Although he emphasized that
nothing was simple enough to
break down into one or two
causes, Smith finds several
"comm;n
denominations"
which appear in almost all cases
of hyperactivity. I le spoke with
the knowledge and information
gathered in analysing 6,000 to

7,000
cases involving hyperactive children.
Hyperactive
children,
he
noted, are literally "unable to
disregard".
In the brain, an organ called
the hypothalmus controls a sort
of "screening device" which enables normal people to engage in
one activity while many other
activities are going on around
them. In hyperactive children,
this device does not work. The
hypothalmus hes in the "social
brain", which controls all social
functions, and the rest of the
body functions are controlled by
the "animal brain". When the
social brain is functioning at its
optimum, the child does not display the behaviour typical of a
hyperactive child. When it does
not function, control drops to
the 'animal' level, and that's
when the trouble starts.
Smith noted that the brain,
the busiest organ in the body,
cannot store energy. It gets all
it's energy from the blood. An
average child's brain works two
to three times as much as a normal adult's.
Noting that the most hyperactive children crave sweets and
carbohydrates, Smith wondered
whether a diet had anything to
do with control of hyperactivity.
He's sure it does.
Most children's breakfasts
consist of sugar-coated cereals,
along with sugar-laced Tang (or
some other orange juice substitute) a piece of toasted white
bread with butter and jam, and
maybe a glass of hot chocolate.
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One of the stars at Monday's Bent Twig conference . . .nine month old Allison. Mom (Kate Dilworth)
Photos by Ed McMahon
decided to tag along.
The average child's body does
stage, according to Smith, it's
that the nausea and vomiting
not have the ability to metalike "asking a snake to take out
sometimes associated with preg·
bolize the sugar in all that food.
the garbage". The child is simply
nancy can usually be avoided
not capable of performing socialThe body produces massive
by proper diet, supplemented
ly, as he has to in school. Smith
amounts of insulin, a protein
with vitamins, especially B6. He
hormone secreted by the pan- , said this is the body's normal reridicules psychiatrists who attriaction. However, it can be most
creas to aid in the digestion of
bute the sickness to subconscunpleasant at times. The child
sugar. The insulin goes to work
ious desire to get rid of the
and disrupts the natural blood
will run around in circles, if he
child. Psychiatrists, he said with
sugar balance. After about
has... to, to "burn off all that
a smile "make things up. It's
twenty to thirty minutes, the
junk." When the blood sugar
their job."
blood sugar level plummets.
level rises to normal, (after the
The conference was held
When that happens, the social
insulin effect wears off), the socMonday and Tuesday, and wasa
brain is starved of vital nutrients
ial brain can function again and
well
arranged
package of
and "shuts down", shifting all of
the child becomes decreasingly
interesting
information
and
its responsibilities to the animal
hyperactive.
insights into the proper care and
brain, which is not equipped to
Smith also has some advice
feeding of the most important
handle social functions. At this
asset in the world: children.
for pregnant mothers. He finds

GENERALELECTION
MARCH 15 1979
Elections for

Polling Stations
University Centre
Vanier Hall (Grotto area)
Lebel Building
Human Kinetics

10:00
11 :00
10:00
10:00

Education
Business Building
Math Building
Essex Building
Law Building

10:00 AM. - 4:00 P.M.
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00

A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
AM.
A.M.

- 8:00
- 7:00
- 4:00
- 4:00
- 4:00
- 4:00
- 4:00
- 4:00

P .M.
P .M.
P .M.
P.M.

President
Vice-President- Secretary
Senate (3)
~
Student Services Committee (3)
Student Affairs Committee (6)

P .M.
P .M. ~.
P .M.
P .M.

Elections also for representative

f acuities, schools.

NOTE: Each student can vote only once.
Must be registered

full time undergraduate

student with valid University identification.
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Poli-sci mock election proves to he interesting
BrianWillaimson
to all the hoopla
ounding last Sunday's Open
was a mock election held
b the political science departynt It was designed to
me .
.
d
.
f
easurethe votmg ten enc1es o
~dents and visitors in attend-

Liberals trailed with 768. However,
these
figures
were
construed by many to be misleadin3 and inaccurate. Students,
faculty
and the candidates
spread rnmours of widespread
ballot-stuffing near the end of
the poll.

ance.

Most of the candidates in the
upcoming federal election were
out in force to press the flesh
and say hello . To no one's surprise, they had a few words for
the public and the press.
"It will not be easy, nor
short-term," said David Burr,
NDP candidate for WindsorWalkerville, on solving the problems facing the federal government. As to the possibility of his
party voting with the Liberals
.
in a minority government s1tuation, he said, "the NDP will go
with them and offer demands.

BYcontributing

~:Use.

Ballotslisted the three major
arties,as well as questions de~ermining
the voter's age and

sex.
Peoplewere also asked, "Do
ou feel that Canada needs a
y constttuuon.
. . '"
Bo th t h e
,ew
L,beraland NDP supporters
werestrongly in favor of a new
constitutionwhile Conservative
voters
rejected the proposal.
The results of the election
hadthe NDP with 817, Conservativeswith 800 votes while the

If these demands are met, we
will support the things they
want."
Bob Krause, PC candidate in
Windsor-West, is basing his cam·
paign
on
the
relationship

between the local and national
economy. Krause, a professor
in the university's
political
science department, told The
Lance that he's concerned about
the 14 per cent unemployment

figure for Windsor area youths.
On the national level, the Tories'
proposal
to
stimulate
the
economy through income tax
deductions on mortgage interest
payments, is less of an economic
policy than is intended to be.
Incumbent
Herb
Gray
(Lib.-Windsor-West) is asking his
constituents to ) "give me a further mandate to carry out my
efforts in the Windsor area ." He
pledged to continue his efforts
in helping the Windsor and national economy to prosper, as
well as "helping people in their
problems with information or
fair treatment with th.: various
levels of government."
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Herb Gray (L) and Bob Krause discuss opposing ideologies.

As for Mark MacGuigan (Lib.
Windsor-Walkerville), he rema ins
optimistic about the outcome of
the national election and the
country's economy as a whole.

Taxtime troubles?

Time to pay .those annual government

g

ByLindsayHall-Smeets
For those among you with a
taxableincome, the time has
onceagain rolled around to
!haresome of it with Ottawa
andQueen's Park.
's
d
a
f

Tuesday evening's Women
andThe Law workshop, led by
third-year
student
Bob
Beaudoin,illuminated certain
· complexitiesof the Canadian
IncomeTax Act. Originally enlC!ed
in 1917 as the Income Tax
WarAct, it has been amended
regularly,the last major revisioncomingin 1971, with the introductionof the capital gains

ax.
This concept not only looks
the point of origin of the incomereceipt, but reflects the
"growingand important tendencyof our Tax Act to tax
wealth."
tt

"Based on the concept of a
comprehensivetax base," said
Beaudoin,"the basic premise
~ that if you are capable of
Daying
more, you will."
Witha broader definition of
income
categories on which to
tax,rates will not have to rise as
~arplyto foster the same rnvenue.
In our social welfare state
:tis an equitable theory which
~eallylays the burden on those
tho can most easily bear it.
However,
unlike our neighbours
to the south who have always
~e~ subject to a 100 per cent
1
: tal gains tax, we enjoy a reced
1 rate of 50 per cent ,
ankslargely to pressure from
!e busmess
.
community on the
iOVernment.
_Additionsto income (income
~g all cash receipts or non:Uhbenefits with a monetary
'llue)are several. Gratuities,
nuses,UIC payments, family
owance,university grants and
tppon and maintenance are
~included.
. "Unlikethe Family Law Re·
armAct," said Beaudoin, "the
tomeTax Act has a very nar'JW .
viewon the subject of sup>inpayments. It does not rec~ize common-law relation'1ps,"This could create undue
~ ncialburden on the spouse
0
has been ordered by a
Court judge to provide
1
t'llrt for the common-law

:~y

partner. The Income Tax Act
will not allow him/her to deduct
these payments from income.
Even in an intact common-law
situation, the spouse cannot be
claimed as a deduction for income tax purposes. However,
"illegitimate" children may be.
A single parent raising a child
(his or hers by blood, marriage,
or adoption), can claim the child
for the same amount as a spouse,
but to qualify must live in a selfcontained
domestic establishment.
Child care expenses are deductible, but only allowable if
one incurs the expense as a result of working or retraining
with pay. A parent who attends
school voluntarily cannot make
this claim.
As a student, you are entitled
to the normal personal exemptions that apply to all taxpayers.
In addition, there are certain
other deductions of which you
should be aware.
Tuition Fees
- You may deduct, as a student, tuition fees paid to an educational institution in Canada
provided that the fee is more
than $25.
Cont'd from page 1

•

Joh
hunting

it's best to apply for everything."
Engineering students are in
high demand, according i:o Musgrave. One hundred per cent of
the
engineering
graduates
register with the placement
centre, and that 75 per cent of
those registered are successful in
finding employment.
Although the demand for arts
students isn't as high as it was
ten years ago, there are still job
opportunities for them.
"The arts student has to dig a
little harder and has to put himself out a little more than he
once had to," said Musgrave.
The Student Placement Office is located in Room 167 in
Dillon Hall. It's open during
regular business hours.

-Educational
institutions issue an approved form of receipt
certificate, stating the amount of
tuition fees you have paid. This
must accompany your return if
you are claiming tuition fees.
-You, and only you, may deduct tuition fees whether you
pay for them yourself or someone else pays them for you.
Education Deduction
-Students in full-time attendance at a designated educational
instution and enrolled in a qualifying educational program may
claim an education deduction of
$50 per month. The months for
which the deduction is allowed
include the month in which the
school term starts and the
month in which it ends.
-Courses must be of at least
three consecutive weeks duration, requiring a minimum of 10
hours schoolwork per week.
-If you have no taxable income, or if the education deduction has the effect of reducing your taxable income to zero,
your parent, spouse or supporting relative may claim all or part
of the education deduction.
Moving Expenses
-Students in full-time attend-

ance at a university in Canada
who move to take a job (including summer employment) or to
start a business may claim a
moving expense deduction. The
deduction is claimed against income earned at the new location.
Provincial Tax Credits
If you resided in Ontario,
Manitoba, Alberta, or British
Columbia on December 31 and
are over 16 years old, check the
provincial tax credit form which
accompanies the income tax return. You may be eligible for the
various credits even if you do
not have any taxable income or
tax payable.

What are the penalties for
avoiding or evading income tax
payment? "Although the difference between the two is theoretically difficult to define," said
Beaudoin, "the penalties are
quite different. Avoidance is a
crime, evasion involves only a
fine."
And the future of mcome
tax?

With an election imminent,
promises of reform are rife. The
Liberals have recommended a

dues
"child tax credit", a concept
which for the first time would
consider the family, and not the
individual, as the relevant tax
unit . Joe Clark and the Conserv atives gained some Gallup point s
with the introduction of a mort gage interest payment deduction
scheme for all Canadian homeowners.
Change is the order of the
day. "What is law today," said
Beaudoin, "will not be law tomorrow." The fundamental concepts of the 1971 Income Tax
Act are being challenged by radcal new proposals. With new
amendments constantly on the
books, expert advice may be
necessary.
"If you have a tax question,"
suggested Beaudoin, in his closing comments, "direct it to Revenue Canada consultants. They
have the information and their
service is free."
So take a break from your
term papers and get your returns
in the mail. If you're like most
,tudents, you qualify for a refund - which you should receive
just in time to celebrate the end
of final exams.

NOMINATIONSi
EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR--1

of the ~ANCE (1979-80) are now being
accepted
Nominations close Friday, March 16
at noon.
A candidate must be nominated by
three (3) voting members of the LANCE
staff. All full time undergraduates at the
UNIVERSITY of WINDSOR are eligible.
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Students urged
to vote 'yes'
On Thursday, the Students'
Administrative Council will be
going before the students asking
for a $10 raise in student fees.
This proposed
hike, which
would l,e the first since 1971,
would enable SAC to provide
more services to the students.
The Lance staff spent considerable time studying the whys
behind the push for March 15 's
referendum.
We
eventually
agreed to lend our support in
favor of the referendum, the
major condition being that the
ballot spell out where the money
is going.
However, a break-down on
the ballot isn't possible, according to SAC's lawyer.
Instead, the students' council will be publishing a pamphlet
explaining
where the extra
money is going. Under the circumstances, it's the best solution and one with which we
agree.
Twenty per cent, or $2, of
the hike will be going to the societies. There can be no debate on
this because under SAC by-laws,
20 per cent of any fee hike goes
to societies. What people may
not know is that earlier in the
year, societies' monies were cut
because of fiscal difficulties. All
areas of SAC had to tighten their
belts. A lot of people were surprised when the society presi-

dents agreed to the cut. The $2
that they would get, would allow societies to return to the
level of service students enjoyed
in the past.
The Student Legal Aid Society would be getting $1.50. Seventy per cent of the SLAS''
clients are students, yet most of
the financial support comes
from the provincial government,
and we all know what a battle it
is getting anything from Queen's
Park. The council provides the
rest of the money. In the past,
SAC's support has run as high
as $8,000. Last year it was
$5,000. This year it was only
$2,000, and SAC was hardpressed to provide that. All of
this uncertainty makes planning
ahead an impossibility. It also
means the SLAS can't do as
much as it would like to. It has
the people and the know-how
but not the money. The students
provide that.
The Student Media Corporation would be the recipient of
$2.50. The Media Corp., essentially The Lance and CJAM, is
an independent
corporation.
Most of the money that it would
get is earmarked for the radio
station, which is in the process
of getting an FM licence. The
university administration is giving SAC $32,000 for equipment
if the station gets its licence. Of
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course, SAC would have to kick
in its fair share. To come up
with the money, it would have
to pare other areas, severely
limiting
their
effectiveness.
CJAM would be a viable operation and one that would make
students proud, but they need
the bucks.
That leaves $4 for SAC, itself. However, insurance premiums for the drug plan are going
up. The council will have to absorb the increase, about $1.25
per student. If SAC doesn't have
the money to cover this premium hike, then there's a possibility that the drug plan would

be cancelled. That would be a
disaster.
SAC is also planning on
spending about one dollar of the
raise on campus clubs. This year
clubs receive a flat rate of $20
plus 7 5 cents per member. The
council would like to raise that
base.
That leaves less than two dollars going directly to SAC. That
barely covers rising costs.
Just stop for a moment and
think of the services SAC provides for students. It funds societies and clubs, the student
media, Orientation and other
special events (i.e. Dan Hill). It

operates the Gallery. Throughits
efforts, it also employs many,
many students.
It's extremely doubtful if
there are many students who
aren't effected in some way by
what SAC does ... or can't do.

We have to emphasize the
word can't because the council
may not be able to do the necessary services students are accust- De
omed to if they don't havethe
money.
kt
The bottom line is that we ilie
are urging students to vote "yes"
in Thursday's referendum. It's
for your own good.

Students, media hampered by electoral mishaps
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It's a time-honored tradition
that The Lance choose a presidential candidate in the SAC
elections. Only on rare occasions, such as last year when the
staff was deadlocked is this procedure ignored.
Once again we have chosen to
remain silent about the upcoming SAC presidential election,
this time for another reason.
We ·have deadlines to meet.
For the paper to come out on
time Friday, it must reach the
printer on Thursday morning.
To do that, we set a deadline of
Tuesday at noon. If we ignore
that time, then we run the risk
of publishing later than the sutdents are accustomed.
Nominations for this year's
election close on Friday. By
then, students will be reading
this week's issue.
Only one candidate, Doug
Smith, had declared his intention of running for the presidency as we went to the press.
There's a possibility that someone else might run for the job,
but too late for us to pass judgement. We cannot endorse Smith
because there's
always the

chance the better qualified
candidate might toss his or her
hat into the ring. We would be
amiss in our duty if we chose
one candidate while potentially
ignoring another.
This year's election has been
handled very badly, and the
onus must fall on the chief electoral officer.
Under SAC's electoral rules,
the general elections must be
held by March 15. This year's
election falls on that date. By
leaving things to the last
moment, many problems have
occurred.
Nominations close six days
before the election. According
to Geoff Hunter, the chief
electoral officer, he wanted to
announce the election date a
week earlier than was done. If
that had come to pass, it would
have allowed for better advertising, a proper opportunity for
the student media to better inform the students and increased
time for campaigning by the
candidates.
Hunter said that the council
ended the meeting before he had
the chance to make his an-

nouncement and have the members ratify it. We're sorry Geoff
but if you had pressed the importance of the announcement
on the representatives,
they
would have. seen fit to ratify it.

have only five full days to campaign, two of them being Saturday and Sunday, days when
the campus is almost deserted,
escept for the residence students. That's nowhere near the
time needed.
There has been no notice of
a candidates' meeting, the best
opportunity
for students to
meet, question and judge the
candidates. Without this meetiRg, students would have to rely
on the student media. We've
already said how The Lance has
been hamstrung by the late nomination date. In this case, it's up
to the candidates to request
such a meeting and then the
chief electoral officer can make
the arrangements. To date this
hasn't been done. We can only
hope that the candidates reco~nize the need for such an event
and see that it happens.

Because you didn't, you neglected your duty and potentially
hampered a large turnout of
knowledgeable students in the
upcoming elections.
As it stands now, candidates

The entire electoral procedure was also delayed by this
year's Open House. The authorities didn't want the scenario
to be disrupted by alfy campaigning. The fact that this decision threw the SAC elections

into turmoil was ignored.
What does this leave the stu·
dents with? It has them going
into an election with 'blinders'
on. They don't know enough
about the people to proper!y!
choose the individuals who will
run next year's council.
The only race that The Lance
can make a decision on is the
vice-president-secretary. As we
went to the press, Anthony
Clegg and Jim Shaban wereth.e
only ones to declare their
· we
candidacy. We have to admit
don't know too much about
t·
Clegg, but from what we•ve seen
of Shaban, it's extremely doub
ful if he's more qualified than
Shaban.
Shaban organized the very
successful
50th
Anniversary
Dinner. Because of his lengthy
involvement with this event, we
came to know him. His en·
thusiasm for SAC and what hap·
·
pens on this campus 1s
very re·
freshing. He's had the ~ppo;;
tunity to learn the working
SAC an extremely important
we
'
quality. For these reasons,.
support Jim Shaban for vice·
president-secretary.
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THE LANCE-MARCH

DearEditor,
Congratulations to the organ~ers of the Open House. We
thinkthat it was very successful
andwellattended.
we enjoyed ourselves until we
fellprey to the political vultures
whogreeted us with pamphlets
andpropaganda at the Univer~tyCentre.
was this really an appropriate
placeand time for politica! campaigning?We fee~ that this _had
nothingto do with the university'sOpen House. The fact that
theyblocked many of the studentbooths was an added insult.
Eventhough we do have politicalscience courses, these politiciansare hardly ever availableto the students at other
rimesduring the year. Why
shouldthey be 'forced upon us
now?
Thank you for listening. This
~ a colaborated opinion by the
undersigned.

!

m their positions, as did Mr.
Peddle.
Unfortunately
Mr.
Peddle also had to deal with a
lot of bad publicity from The
Lance. This also has made his
job more difficult. People don't
seem to realize that Mr. Peddle
doesn't have complete control
over how the Gallery is run. Too
many decisions must be passed
through SAC. This is where the
delay comes from.
In conclusion, the comment
that • The Lance made about
'promotion
the key to solving
the Gallery's woes', The Lance
should consider their role in this
situation. If The Lance didn't
let every amateur writer try to
make their debut by writing
slanderous
articles about
the
Gallery, good promotion
may
not be such a difficult thing to
get.

Diane Campbell,
Gallery Staff Member

Open House
complaints

BillLucas

Rick
Keczen
Shannon
Horsfield
wuiscDoherty
Lise
Warren
Danna
Treadgold

the
ncil

Pubstaffer
rebuttal
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Dear
Editor,
In response to a number of
kttersin The Lance, the staff of
meGallery would like to clarify
!Ornepoints that have been
made.
First we would like to thank
meeditors for making an attemptat straightening up some
ofthe mistakes that have been
made,but in doing so you have
made
some mistakes yourself.
There was an article written
onFeb. 8, 1979, making commentsabout broken ash trays.
Thiswas definitely blown out of
proportion.On the night that
ilieashtrays were broken, it was
,topped immediately.
Within
furee minutes, the doormen
•ereat the table controlling yie
s:tuation.I am sure that a numlerof individuals who have been
escortedout of the pub will
enfythat breakage is not alowed.
Asfar as the 'blind pig' that
tpposedly is in operation at the
:<Jbth' .
lie' is 1s definitely not true.
mbers of staff that have
Orkcda full shift are allowed
incof the following choices: 1
~r of their choice 2 draft
iceor pop.
'
,
Weare also allowed to take
directly following our shift.
1
cannot accumulate our staff
they
nks. As for 'friends'
:;ot drink p~st 1: 30 a.:n. If a
. rnember 1s found giving a
;Jend'd . k
•
rm s, they will lose
; s~aff drinks. There is no
..JJthmg as a 'blind pig' at the
15

tty.

~e new management at the
u IS d .
IJth oing an excellent job. As
all new management
it
IS ]'
'
a ittle while to get settled

Dear Editor,
This University seemed to put
together
a rather good Open
House last Sunday, at least from
my vantage point. Most of the
demonstrations
and
displays
were well put together and came
off very well (especially those in
the Business Building).
There
was, however,
one
major and important exception.
The politicking which took place
m the Centre did not belong
there. This was supposed to be a
University
of Windsor Open
House - not a joint campaign
rally.
Granted, it was a great opportunity
for the local politicians to make their appearance
and their displays were effective.
But their displays
detracted
from other exhibits, which were
m the Centre from
located
departments and faculties of the
university.
Asian Studies and
Nursing, for example,
should
never have been relegated to a
side lounge.
The politicians'
attractions
were extremely
noisy, to the
point of being annoying to the
other exhibits in the Centre. If
they had to be present, Ambassador Auditorium
would have
been a better location for them.
They would still have had an accessible location, but the other
faculties and departments wornd
have deservedly
been
more
prominently displayed.
If the politicians were invited
by the Political Science Department, as I presume was the case
- I could not tell for certain, the
department
ought to have had
better judgement than to have
invited that three-ring
circus.
Those political displays hampered the effectiveness of the competing exhibits in the centre and,
in my opinion, did little to promote the department itself. As I
said, I could not be sure whether
the Political Science Department
had, m fact, invited them.
If I am mistaken with respect
to who invited the politicians,
and where they were located, I
apologize to the Political Science
Department,
and
I severely

question the judgement of the
Open House organizers. In either
case, the placement
of the
politicians'
displays was poor.
They should not have been given
such prominent
locations,
in
favour of displays that represent
the university and what people
are doing here.
The Open House may have
been a good opportunity for the
local nominees to do some solid
campaigning. Their campaigning,
for whatever reason there may
have been for their invitation,
should not have been given
prominence over other exhibits
- exhibits which dealt with the
university
and
its activities.
Political campaigning was not
the purpose of the Opea House,
but it coulc. have been accomodated in a way that would have
interfered less with regular Open
House activities and exhibitions.
From now on, University of
Windsor Open Houses should
showcase
the university
and,
most importantly,
the people
and activities here.

By Ed McMahon

This Week's Question:
How do you think the referendum, with SAC
asking for a ten dollar raise in stu~ent fees, will go?

George Leung, First Year, Engineering:
"I think it will go against the increase.''

A radical

TO ALL TRUE PATRIOTS!!!!
Rally round the beaver tarmack lads and lassies for the
WAR CRY has been sounded.
The Central Co-ordinating Canadian Committee of the Central
Canadian Committee of the Provisional Canadian Committe of
Canadians for a Canadian Canada (Chapais Cell) is summoning
a war council which will blister
the soul of U. S. imperialism
with
raucous
invective
and
laughing Braggadocio.
The bootlicking
turnips of
the U. S. are nothing but broken
toadies and we are the junkmeri
ready to sweep them onto history's garbage heap. Enough with
engendering our country to a
system crawling like an uncut
pale underbelly overblown with
semi-humanoid. existence. U. S.
imperialism 1s not the asshole of
existence, it is the tissue paper
left after the hole has been
wiped. No milk of human kindness can wash away the filthy
stick of this counter-revolutionary wet dream.
Our phantasms are our life
and our dreams. Our fulfilment
is our dreams and our outrage is
our fulfillment
which is our
dream which is our phantasm
which is our life. We may not
understand what that means but
we can dream can't we? Because
our dreams are our phantasms
are our fulfilment are our life!
Or m the words of J. Karl
Bagatte:
You stand in the clearest
waters of arson,
telling stories in jelly.
The upper-crusted
Brahmins
of America are now forced to
live m their cadaverine cacoethes
doddering on the pinnacle of
lowliness lf we be the machines
then these machines will fight on
despite the threatening of armwaving
monkey-tools.
Down
with the pig-dog zebus!
The ked Wolf
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Peter K. Taylor
3rd. Year Accounting
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Jim Pressnail, First Year, Math:
"I don't know if it should pass,
but I think it will pass."

William
Brownstyn,
Year, English:

Fourth

"I think it will go really badly.
Every section of the university
is cutting back, and they just got
a pay raise. And now they're
asking for a raise in student fees.
I think it's outrageous."

Joe Storey, Second Year, Psychology:
"I think it should go well."

Third Year,

"Considering
inflation
and
everything
else, I think they
need more money. But I question ten dollars, because they just
gave themselves a pay increase.
I'd like to see a detailed financial

Mary Lou Ducharme,
Political Science:

First Year,

"I think it will go poorly. They
ask for enough already."
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Hereare the candidates: it's up to you
that give a false sense of expected euphoria and are in most
respects unattainable. I'm not
going to come out and make the
usual promised to assure yoM
vote but rather put forth my
record as vice-president which
indicates that I have the experience and capability to lead SAC
into the 80's as a student power
to be reckoned with.
When casting your vote on
March 15, remember - my experience is needed.

President

Doug Smith

When one considers the spot
of President, he is in awe of the
responsibilities and expectations
that go with the job. Just because student government may
appear to be a small time operation, it doesn't mean that it
doesn't have the trappings of big
government. The fact that I was
vice-president for the past year
is probably one of the most important assets that I can offer
you as a candidate. I understand
ii
the workings of SAC from the
administrative point of view and
Jim Shaban
also have the opportunity to
Hi! My name is Jim Shaban
view how the figurehead of the
and I'm a candidate for the ofstudent government works fice of Vice-President-Secretary.
both on the outside and the inI have been involved in student
side. These aren't things that
government on the secondary
you can be told about or read,
and university level for the past
you have to have experience in
four years, giving me the essentthe system in order to use it efial experience neccessary for a
fectively.
position of such responsibility.
The president of your StuThis past year I was given the
dents' Counctl must be someopportunity by the Students'
one who knows how SAC operAdministrative Council (SAC) to
ates and the university's relatorganize their 50th Anniversary
ionship with the Council. His
celebration, held on March 4.
year in office can't be a process
Organizing this event gave me
of learning. there are things that
the chance to work closely with
must be done as soon as the
the SAC executives and univerpresident takes office, they can't
sity administrators. This enabled
be put off 'till later. He has to
'me to receive first hand experknow what to do - when and
ience of the operation of the exhow to get it done quickly and
ecutive and of the office of viceefficiently.
president.
I feel that this year in my
The main duties of the vicecapacity as V.P., I have demonpresident is to oversee internal
strated that I ·have these qualifiSAC operations and to make
cations and I can make a very
sure everything runs in a smooth
positive contribution to the weland orderly fashion. Having exfare of the students on this camperience and knowledge of operpus if you (the students) decide
ations, insures a smooth takethat I have what it takes for a
over resulting in quicker and betposition of this nature.
ter service to the student body.
The president of SAC can't
Along with these duties, the
just be a charismatic type who
vice-president also chairs certain
has garnered votes in a mass
committees which are essential
appeal basis. The position re- ,~ to many aspects of student life
quires more from the person
on this campus. During this past
than just a show of Campus
year, I was able to see the probpopularity. In today's changing
lems that arose and the options
and complex world, he must
available to solve the problems.
have a grasp of the political realThus I have many ideas that will
ities and not pursue ideologies
make SAC a more productive

Vice-President

plans

for

ur

Seat belts can keep you
alive to live that life.
A lot of hopes and plans were
wiped out last year when 645
persons died in Ontario motor
vehicle accidents-while
not
wearing their seat belts.

Plan to live. Wear your seat belt.

e®

Ministryof Transportation
and Communications

Ontario

Hon. James Snow.Minister
Harold Gilbert. Deputy Minister

organization.
Most importantly though, I
feel that the vice-president must
work directly with the president
and the treasurer. In order for
council to give maximum output
to the students, the executive
must be able to work with one
another, giving and taking a
little, but always standing unanimously on all issues.
The Students' Administrative
Council is of major concern to
all students on this campus, so
when you go to the polls March
15, please choose wisely. I look
forward to working for you next
year. Thank-You.

Anthony Clegg

about is the University Centre
not living up to its potential.
The Centre should be a major
focal point for all students outside of academics. Not enough
students have been taking advantage of the Gallery or the
return of hot-food service in the
Centre as an opportunity for informal socializing with fellow
students.
One of my objectives of
running for SAC Vice-President,
is to help mend the tarnished
reputation
of the university.
More student pride is necessary
before we can expect to be recognized around the city, the province and the country.
One of the duties of vicepresident is to organize the various clubs and societies on campus and to initiate more involvement. Through these clubs and
the activities they organize, we
can try to produce a more participating student body on campus.
One should not underate the
importance of cultural, social
and non-academic functions of
groups such as the Chinese Student
Association,
Caribbean
Club, Commerce Club or the
Engineering Society.
After three active years on
campus, living in Mac Hall,
working at the Gallery, playing
for the Junior Varsity Basketball
team (Crusaders) and orientation, I have encountered many
problems that we face during
our university years. I think that
I am quite capable of fulfilling
the duties of vice-president.
Together with your support,
we can make the University of
Windsor, First Choice University.
On March 15th, I would appreciate your support. Thank
you.

Dear fellow students: I want
to take this opportunity
to
introduce myself as a candidate
for the position of Vice-Presi. dent of the Students' Administrative Council. My name is Anthony Clegg and I'm in my third
year here at the university.
Although I have no experience on SAC, I have attended
meetings and have a clear understanding of the workings of the
students' council. I'm aware that
experience is helpful, however,
we should all consider that experience will not provide for the
institution of good strong leadership.
Student
involvement
or
rather a lack of student involvement seems to be a major issue
around the campus. During the
years I've been on campus, I've
noticed a definite increase in stu- ·
dent apathy. Due to a decreasing enrolment, there is a smaller
student body and rather than
unifying the student body, this
seems to be isolating different
factions on campus.
Having lived in residence for
one year, I know how alienated
a resident student can feel from
the rest of the university community. I feel that more residence involvement with SAC can
only lead to a stronger, more
Deb Krutila
unified campus.
Hi! I'm Deb Krutila and I am
Another issue I feel strongly
running for a position on the

Student Affairs
Committee

Student Affai~s Committee. The
purpose of this Committee is t
0
hear and
decide
cases arising in
.
•
the umvers1ty and, in addition
shall hear a~d. decide appeal~
from the Jud1c1al Boards of th
Residences.
e
In my four years at this unj.
versity I have been active in the
educational, social and residential affairs on this campus. Cur.
rently, I am holding the office
of Ancillary Services Commissioner of the Students' Admin.
istrative Council. In this postiion, I represent the student body
in areas such as food services
housing,
bookstore,
medical
and other ancillary services.
I am involved in a number of
committees and councils suchas
the Committee on Student Services, chairman of the InterResidence Council, Chairman of
the Food Committee etc.
s·
Prior to this year, I was very
active in the residential life on I
campus, serving as a resident assistant and on residence house
council.
Because I have been so involved with the students and Stu·
dent life on this campus, I feel
that I am a good candidate fora
member of the Student Affairs
Committee. I feel that I am
knowledgeable about the needs
and desires of the students and,
if elected, I will do my best to
represent these to the Committee.
I would appreciate your sup·
port on March 15, and look forward to working tor you next
year.

Doug Smith
Positions on the Student Af·
fairs Committee are not those.
monopolized by the "gung-ho"
type of people involved with stu·
dent politics. It is not the garner·
ing of mass votes that givesthe
individual his/her basis of power
on this Committee, but rather
his fairness and integrity as
judged by those around him.
You see, that is what Student
Affairs is all about - a place
where the agrieved person (stu·
dent or prof) can go and present
his case. The purpose of the Stu·
dent Affairs Committee is to
allow that person to air his beefs
or appeal something that he feels
is unjust.
.
The Student Affairs Commit·
tee is seldom heard from be·
cause of the very nature of its
work. The confidentiality of
each case that comes before the
Committee
decrees that its
members keep a tight upper lip
and not publicize its successes..
Student Affairs should be fill·
ed with members who possess
not only integrity but also ut·
most fairness. I feel that I'm cap·
able of filling those shoes as 1
have for the past two years, and
am anxious to play an active, fct
quiet role in Student Affairs,
which are your affairs. So, on
March 1S, election day, remem·
her what is needed of members
of the Student Affairs eommit·
· your
tee when you are casting
vote - you may need it some·
time.
Doug Smith
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Another ''fashionable'' success
he

By Heidi Pammer

to

Spring is almost here and
with it are the many exciting
fashions for the care-free, warmweather days ahead.
On the evening of February
28, a fashion show was held in
Ambassador Auditorium. It was
put on by the Home Economics
department with the help of
faculty
advisor
Jackie
Cartwright .
Modrigal and Lou ~Myles provided about 80 different outfits
for the 16 female and five male
models. Rudy's Style Salon did
the hair styles .
"Times and Places" was the
show's theme. It took us to the
jet-setting oasis of the world; to
such places as Rio, Mexico, the
Islands, California and then
over to Europe for the second
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half of the show, travelling in
Paris, Rome and London. The
show ended with a visit to New
York City's Studio 54 and a display of the latest in disco fashions.
The outlook for spring and
summer fashions will be bright
tri-colour combinations, narrow
pants and skirts, wrapped waists
and "retro suits", going back to
the '40's with lots of style. The
fabrics will be slinky and super
naturals, in vegetable dyes and
bright summer colours. To go
with these outfits, are turbans,
caps, wide leather tie belts and
shell necklaces. Caution: don't
wear too many at one time or
they'll clang together and break.
For men, double breasted
suits are coming in stronger this
spring and summer. Strong, vivid

pastel colours such as golds,
beiges and cool blues and
purples (such as mauves) are being featured. Shirts are more dedetailed, with pleats, although
patterns are also important.
They are generally fuller fitting
with more narrow collars. Thin
ties are coming in but have not
yet really begup to dominate
spring fashions. They are only
beginning to catch on although
fashion conscious men have already incorporated them into
their wardrobes.
Joe Lavoie, Monica Zub and
Pat Simone , students from the
Home Ee. department have been
organizing this project for about
four months. Their fine effort,
!along with the help of the ladies
!from Modrigal made this fash;on
show a smashing success.

Simone.
cry
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:The Unclassified section is open to all members of the university community. 1
Submissions must be typed, double-spaced and limited to three lines. (60 stroke
line). Submissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number and
phone number. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length. The
'deadline for aubmlsaions to the Unclusified section ls Tuesday at noon.
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PRESENTATION:
CanadaChinaFriendship Association of
Windsor
will present "A Report
·FromChina Today", a slide .
showand talk. Sunday, March
11 at 2 p.m. in the Windsor
PublicLibrary, 850 Ouellette
Ave.Free admission. Public is
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DISPLAY: of publications, performance programs and creative
works by members of the Faculty of Arts. Exhibit open ·'
through March in the Leddy Library, showcases on first floor
and in room G-100.

LECTURE: "Recruitment into
the Ontario Legal profession: A·
research proposal" Thursday,
March 15 at 1 p.m., Rm. 162 in
Windsor Hall (South). Presented
by the Dept. of Soc. and
Anthro.

CAMPUS GAYS: invite all lesbians and gay men to a meeting on Tuesday, March 20 at
8 p.m. in the University Centre,
Rms. 1-2-3. Discussion will focus
on the book, "Loving Someone
Gay".

----------!--.------------i------,---------~1---------------;---------~--:--:-J
1;inVl:'t::ed:'..:,.:_·
INTERNATIONAL
NIGHT: '79
I.S.0.Featuring songs, cultural
dmces,
etc. of international stu·
· b Y "Th e
dent groups. Mus1c
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SLIDE

SHOW: University of
Ph
otography Club will
put on a slide presentation in
.
M th
room 2123
ap.m.B1dg., Friday'
March
at
th
7
9

w·m dsor

MEETING: of the Celiac-Spruce
Association on Monday, March
12 at 8 p.m. in the auditorium
· 1 Th e
o f Metropo litan Hosp1ta.

FOLK GUITAR LESSONS: Pri·
·
vate instruction from university
students. Beginners welcome.
Call Danny at 25 3-3686 between

COMING EVENT: Problems
University of Windsor's
food plan. There will be a panel
discussion on this problem Monday March 12, room 1114 Math·
ematics Building. Presented by
Speech 204.

Iwith

FOR SALE: Rotary Calculating
Mach'ine Ten diait keyboard _
~
20 digit readout. Excellent Condition, recently serviced. $50.
Call 252-S130 before 9 a.m. or

Stcltones" and disco music. t-----------~-l"~-p;u;b;li;c;i;s;w;e;lc;o;m;e;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;!;;;6;an;;;;;;d;;;;;;8;p;.;m;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:a;f;ter;;:1:0::;3;0;:p:.;m;.======;i
Saturday,
March 10 from 7 p.rn.
to 1 a.m. in Ambassador AudiLOST: Small silver crucifix.
U·
Great sentimental value. Reward
er· torium.Admission: $3. Cash
bar.Tickets available at Interoffered. If found, please contact
111tional
Centre (in Cody Hall) 'Laurette or Ruth at 256-4676.
• 111d
fromClub Presidents.
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CATHOLIC
CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumption University, 254!1!2
MASS
SCHEDULE: Sunday 10: 30 a.m. and 4: 30 p.m.
Monday through Friday - 12:00 noon
4: 30 p.m. (except
Tuesday & Friday).
Tuesday - Guest Homilist - 5:00 p.m. (followed by dinner, $1.50).
Saturday - 11: 30 a.m.
-Oinfessions
heard every Wednesday from 9:30 - 10:15 p.m.
inthe chapel followed by Special Lenten Mass at 10:15 p.m.

PURIM
Nl&HT
FEVER
FIRST

TIME · ON CAMPUS .•

t1fl~f'!l£IIJ!i= 1-{°'-m<ll\.__,
~rdUl\{J..A

E~t~

·Stationsof the Cross - Every Fridiy at 4: 30 p.m.
followedby private confessions 5 :00 - 5: 30 p.m.

• · · · . a..Nl
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·Special
Communal Penance Service - Noon on Monday, March 12.
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FOR DANCES,
PUBS, ETC.
STUDENT RATES.
LIGHT SHOW INCLUDED
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Something for everyone
By Dave Powis

The University of Windsor opened its doors on Sunday for Open
house and a steady stream of Windsorites took advantage of the
beautiful weather to visit the campus.
They had the opportunity to visit approximately 190 displays
and exhibits created by the students, faculty and administration.
The day's theme "into the 80's with your community university"
allowed the university to show the citizens of Windsor and Essex
County "what we're all about and why we're here", according to
university president Mervyn Franklin.
In the University Centre, campus political clubs trotted out the
candidates in the upcoming federal election while the political
science deparonent staged a mock election.
Nursing students gave stress tests to willing volunteers and
showed interested onlookers the art of pulmonary resuscitation.
Other displays in the Centre included Iona College, the Biology Club
and the Department of Asian Studies.
Both The Lance and CJAM opened their facilities to give visitors
an idea of how the student media operates.
A chariot race, sponsored by the University Players to publicize
an upcoming play, met with partial disaster when one of the two entrants fell apart midway through the race. However, both chariots
did cross the finish line.
At the Lebel Building, visitors were treated to a display by Fine
Arts students, including woodcarvings, paintings, sculpture drawing
and bronze casting.
At the Faculty of Human Kinetics, people had the opportunity to
meet the coaches of the intercollegiate teams and take part in fitness
tests.

In the evening, SAC celebrated its SOth year with a reunion
dinner bringing back 26 of its former presidents and vice-presidents.
Past upiversity president Dr. J. F~;~is Leddy noted that current
student leaders "occasionally" agree with the university administration, in comparison to the previous decade's leaders.
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i blink
"welcome to grosse pointe"
wide clean boulevard
/uxuriant'l'tower beds
verdant lawns
towering willows
take st. clair ·
fresh air
sail boats
yacht clubs
do not enter . . .private drive . . .members only
men in navy blazers and caps
and white flannels
motor city moguls
pillars of the community
who are driven
in their air-conditioned continentals
through this same black ghetto
morning after morning
to their air-conditioned suites
in the renaissance center
all glassand polished chrome and
potted plants
rising out of the rubble.
they return
night after night
to their air-conditioned mansions
old red brick, stone columns, shutters and
the american flag.
the american dream.
land of equal opportunity
land of the free.

Lindsay Hall-Smccts

A DRUMMER
Minding my own business
·you
burst into my world,
causing great delight.
Smiles never cease.
/ knew you were only here for the barest
flick of a snickerous
smile,
so, laughing
/ let you in .
Then I not;Jed the gentle curve of your neck
Oh, so smoJth
and the feeling of warmth
being next to your smokey
shadow.
I drowned deep
with such sweetness in those dark
damp
swirling
brown eyes.
/ would have lovingly explored your thoughts
and
thighs
if given a chance,
even knowing that dawns quiet was soon at hand.
Why?
didn't you let me touch you before leaving?
Sneaking off,
in silence,
even a goodbye would have been kind.
Drums and crooked noodles remind me
of the tenderness in the corner
of your smile
and my loss of a precious touch.

c. n.

LOVE LETTER
Valentine :
I want you to know I have something to tell you.
I have wanted to tell you for a long time,
but every time we talk, that is all we do :
we speak, but we say nothing.
We talk of inane and trivial things, and I shift my eyes
I look at the dust under your radio,
and our words fade into the music.

Now I am feeling nostalgic, I am feeling sentimental
I am lonely
And I want you to know.

POEM?
Trash and trivia
mass hystivia .
Who is the hero
Who cares who remains?

I want you to know that I remember
the feel of your beard, and your smile
and your nose crinkles like a fuzzy rabbit 's.
Then, all/ wanted to do
was to hold you, and protect you
and to give to you
and to give for you.

Gossip and glossop
ii makes for a toss-up.
Regurgitate garbage
regenerate rubbish.
Glen Campbell's supreme,
Nashville's mo-dream.
While Detroit gently ulcerates
whimsical mopus .
Whack-off and Wheedle
through the eye of a needle.
Sing of the past
like a broken-back book.
Ghosts in the mirror, forever and
ever
Strings in your heart, that you'll
never sever.

Reenie
canada '79
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NEXT .....

JEFFERSON STREET EAST
i exit from the tunnel into
the true darkness
of jefferson east
broad treeless avenue
a barren, bruised jungle
the black ghetto .
bombed-Out, burned-0ut buildings,
windows, barred and broken
the afros motorcycle club
a tangle of bikes and bodies
defends the corner bar
mothers and babes in strollers
plod wearily by shattered storefronts
closed. . .out-of-business . . .fire sale
soot-covered undershirts dangle on cords
strung limply between rotting tenements
down town detroit
the american reality .

THE LANCE-MARCH?,

I want you to know that I love you
You were my first love,
and although I may never be
in love
with you again, my love for you
will always be
inme.
You loved me too freely;
Now you must love
Yourself:
There is no one more deserving of your love.
I want you to know I will always remember
and will cherish the memory
I want you to know I love you
I want you to know I miss you
I want you to know
I want you

B.H.

Hello , hello , here I am again.
once more arisen from
tied and bound depths.
Rose coloured romantic
save me from
incestuous slop.
Photographic eye
translates mundane appearance
to the art of the primitive .

K itsh is art and
art is beauty.
Therefore kitsh is beauty.
T. V. dinners, the Queen and
Patty Hearst
will be remembered.
Brian Jones is dead
and heros are hard to find
but illusion reigns
and the rosy romantic
will always sustain.

Reenic
canada '79

19TH CENTURY WAR MUSEUM
In those old wars
men wore huge hats
tails and wool all summer,
enlisted at fourteen
for foreign service
to evade the law
or find a meal, then
rotted years in boredom
for a chance, drank
and whored and remembered
families seven years back,
then marched out to
line up like fenceposts
and exchange · fire
in hot political debate.
Remote wars
with curious men
illiterate as sheep
~who came and left notbing
but their narries
and the things that
outlived them:
sabre blades, lances,
guns with brass, and hats
as tall and ludicrous
as the men who wore them.
Now in glass boxes
labelled and locked
for public view
we wonder at them,
the useless sad things
adrift from another time
like old abandoned toys
awaiting the return
of the lost child.

Gary Baillargeon
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Pub band wants to die
By Mike Taylor
This week's offering from
Gammon/SAC enterprises, Fat
Shadows, does even play some
of their own tunes, and unfortunately not enough of it. They
content themselves and undoubtedly the management by
playing a mixture of rock and
roll, blues, and even some new
wave.
aThis 5 piece band from the
'.: Ottawa area ran through such
classics as Kansas City Blues and
"' Born to be Wild. The audience
::c:
!!. sparse though it was, responded
[ in typical fashion that seems to
exist when the music isn't
Donna Summer or Boney M.

...
5

Stoned again, naturally

Future film

Lights, camera, local talent
By Mark D. Greene

Rarely do you hear about
someone from this town making
the so-called big time. Phil McAincy is an exception.
Four weeks ago I was introduced to Phil at the Dan Hill
concert. Someone said that he
was a film producer, and that he
used to work for the Lance. I
was, to say the least, intrigued. I
always thought that students of
the University of Windsor, and
especially Lance staffers, just
faded away into the nether mists
of obscurity.

also busy securing the various
finances necessary for the production. According to McAiney,
a certain Canadian banking institution has agreed to provide
90% of the $6.2 million needed
to produce the film. He declined
to name the institution so as to
protect this source from other
production companies.
At present McAiney has
drawn up a screen treatment and
has begun work on the actual
script. The production company
is engaged in talks with Peter
O'Toole, Julie Christie and
Karen Kain for the leading roles
in the film.
They have selected John
Boorman,
the
director
of
Deliverance, to direct the film.
McAiney selected Boorman because he is a good "open sky"

director, that is he is particularly
talented with open scenes, something that will be an important
facet of Endurance.
The story itself deals with
the voyage of Sir Ernest Shakleton to Antartica in 1915. It is
a talc of unpreccndcntcd human
endurance
against incredible
odds. Where 28 men arc marooned in the harsh environment of a
barren ice desert for five years.
The remarkable aspect of this
story, is that all the men survived.
McAiney expects the completed film to be premiered in
New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles in the Spring of 1980.
He said that precedent indicates that if the film is successful in these cities then it will do
well at other locations.

Book review

DoonsbUry's best
By G. B. Trudeau

Like I said, Phil McAiney 1s
Often times it becomes difan exception.
ficult to follow Doonesbury .
It was during the sixties that
from day to day. If you haven't
McAiney attended this noble
discovered it by now, the main
institution. His major was hisprerequisite for understanding
tory, not exactly the standard
the strip is to read the daily
prepatory route for the enternewspaper from cover to cover
tainment
field, never mind
and own a lifetime subscription
film production.
to Rolling Stone.
In 1969 after his graduation,
Doonesbury's Greatest Hits is
and the usual trip to Europe,
a collection of three years of the
Phil returned to Toronto. For a
daily strip gathered together in
while he was involved in the
one jumbo volume. Seeing them
Toronto
production
of the
all at once makes understanding
musical Hair. Entertainment was
the stories infinitely easier. The
something he said he was interbook is written in three acts:
ested in all his life.
1975 (Early Post-Watergate),
"The highest purpose a per1976 (Year of the Dragon) and
son can have is the creation of
1977 (Early Disco).
an effect . "
The book is subtitled, and
In the spring of 1978 Phil
very accurately, A mid-Sevenhappened to stop at a second
ties Revue. The characters all
hand book store in Ottawa. He
represent mid-Seventies people,
picked up a copy of Alfred Lanand the stories all involve the sitsing's Endurance: Shakleton's
uations that this decade has imIncredible Voyage. He had been
posed on those people. The best
looking for something to base a
of the 28 stories are "Tales
film script on and Lansing's · From the "Margaret Meaq rapbook was the answer.
room" in whdi Raoul Duke
In October of that year, he
and Zonker take over the
and a partner formed Keldani/
governorship
of
American
McAiney Productio!!:. ~ndurSamoa, "An Especially Tricky
ance !~~heir t1rst production and
People" where Duke becomes
up until January they were inambassador to China and several
volved in drawing up the various
stories that revolve around
legal contracts to protect the
Ginny's campaign for election
righb to the movie. They were
to congress.

The focus ~hifts back and
forth between characters, but
clearly at the centre of all of
them is Zonker Harris. Each of
the stories have some connection to Zonker. He is a child of
the mid-Seventies mentality. He
panics at an invitation to a
friend's graduation, and spends
his spare time "stalking the perfect tan" or acting as chaperone
for a potted palm at a houseplant convention.
The chronicl~ cf Zonker and
Company end in a gloriously
nostalgic celebration called a
"Sixties-revival
party".
The
whole cast gets together to relive "more carefree days" and at
the same time remember "the
agony of Vietnam". Zonker
spends the evening in the
kitchen talking to a 25 million
milligram tab of LSD.
Ah, memories.

They opened without a sound
check and consequently most of
the audience felt alienated by
the end of the first set. This
turned out to be slightly unfair
because the second set was a
great improvement.
Opening with Gerry Rafferty's Baker Street (containing some excellent saxaphonc
work by Don Martin) they managed to hold the audience rapt
with good versions of Sex and
Drugs and Rock and Roll by Ian
Drury and Bitch by the Rolling
Stones.
The low point came with
Stairway to Heaven, a song that
seems to be written into the
"condition precedent" clause of
every band that plays this
dump.
Their musicianship was uniformly good with special mention going to lead guitarist Murray Kingsley and sax/flutc/moog
player Don Martin. The only
thing that took away from an
otherwise adequate show was
some strained vocal work early
in the evening.
Inconsistency set in during
the third -set when Fat Shadows
provided a good version of Miss

You but also lost all they had
gained with Beast of Burden.
Most muscians should realixe the
inherent difficulties in trying to
cover a voice as distinctive as
Jagger's. In fact inconsistent
would be the definite word for
the band this week. They arc
trying really hard to make a go
of it but there are some songs
outside their scope at present.
The sound system was adequate despite some muddy or
distorted vocals. Perhaps this is
the way this band always sounds
but it definitely took away from
a lot of their songs.
According to manager Dayle
Robertson
"negotiations
arc
underway for a studio in Ottawa
in order to release an album
completely comprised of original
material."
Quote of the night: goes to
lead guitarist Murray Kingsley in
reference to the numeric rating
system employed by this paper
- "Give us a zero and tell them
we told you to do it. Tell 'em
we stink and they '11all be here."
Okay this weeks band gets an
alltime record low as requested.
Rating: 0.00

One
LastShot

When you'redrinking
tequila,Sauza's the shot that
counts.That's why more and
more peopleare asking for
it byname.

TEQUILA SAUZA
Numberonein Mexico.
Numberonein Canada.
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Hardcore
By Ed McMahon
Hardcore doesn't '
have a
hard core. As a matter of fact, it
has no core at all.
The plot is practically nonexistent, and where the scattered fragments of something
resembling a story line can be
picked up, it's stretched thinner
than an L.A. hooker's dress.
Imagine George C. Scott in the
middle of this fiasco. What a
disappointment.
Director Scorcese, who also
directed Taxi Driver, drags a
story that could be told in ten
minutes into a three-hour classic
example of wasted time and
money (and I'm not talking
about mine).
The hometown shots at the
beginning of the movie are supposed to give everybody in the
theatre the impression that Scott
is a good, hometown family man
who has gone from rags to riches
and managed to keep his sanity
and his respect for God, justice
and the American way. Most
people are just bored. Who
wants to watch twenty minutes
of Grand Rapids, Michigan in
the snow?
The plot (?) is simple. Scott's

daughter goes to California w.ith
a religious group to take part in
a conference. She runs away,
and Scott runs after her. He
tracks her down through porno
film houses, (his first news of
her being a stag film brought to
him by a private-eye that he
hired in L.A.) kicks a few asses
of would-be porno stars, finds
her, and takes her home. Boring.
Although Scott manages to
portray the full gamut of emotions that might be exhibited by
a religious man finding out that
his daughter wanted to be a
porno star, there's nobody else
in the film that gives him any
support whatsoever. The girl
that plays his daughter (an
anemic little rag whose only
chance at success is staying in
the porno business) thankfully
disappears at the beginning of
the movie and remains missing
until the end.
The story attempts to justify
this intensely religious man going around interviewing porno
stars to see if they're the ones
who 'used' his daughter, taking whatever information he can
get from whoever he can get it;
using people, breaking- promises,
lying, cheating, breaking lamps
and other paraphenalia over various parts of other peoples' bodies, and looking just as if he's

:
:
•
•
:
•

-

doing
thing. would
Anybody
else r\otthes~right
'religious'
just
have written his daughter off . It
would have been more interesting.
The movie, m a word, is boring. It's a cheap shot at a vivid
portrayal of a world, unknown
to most people, filled with
hookers,
pimps, and other
people who do weird things with
their bodies.
Cheap film, cheap ,;tory,
cheap sensationalism. If the only
way Scorcese has of informing
regular people of the seedy and
degrading world of the porno
business is to show shots of
boobs and asses, then most of
us, I think, would prefer to stay
uninformed.

Ice
Castles
By Paul Chernish

Doesn't it strike you as being
a bit odd that nobody on the
Lance has reviewed this flick
yet? Me too. I'm going to have
to have a long talk with Frank,
the Entertainment editor. Get
outta here buddy, I mean it!
It's really snowy where these
people in Ice Castles come from,
and there is a lot of ice, so the
people in this movie are really
into skating. Especially the leading lady, or leading girl, who is
just double-live gonzo about
darting around this frozen creek
on skates. That's all she ever
thinks about.
The realism conjured up in
the story-line of Ice Castles is
perhaps it's strongest suit. I
mean, we've got this guy, played
by Robbie Benson, who talks
like a total moron and has the
vocabulary of a veritable aborigine . . Anyway, he decided to
drop out of pre-med because he

RECORDS
not filler) performed better on
old King Krirnson albums.
It's beginning to seem that
the New Wave is merely a ripple
or just tide that came in years
ago.

JAPAN

Obscure
Alternatives
By Frank Kovacic

I've never trusted anyone
withpink hair and I'm not about
to start now. Of course the Sy!
Sylvain clone helps things out,
but only so much.
It takes a lot of courage to
start an album off with a song
calledSometimes I Feel So Low,
but again they bounce back ...
if only slightly.
After a disasterous debut
album and perfomances that
caused critics to liken them to
the dead; not grateful but termi1 nal. This effort,
however, does
redeemthem.
1
Notice how they continue to
bounce back.
They
must
' practice by leaping down elevatorshafts.
Obscure Alternatives is basically the end result of the combination of many influences.
Theeeriness of Roxy Music, the
I don't care riffing of the New
York Dolls and some all too
common New Wave treatments
(h~y, after the raggae number,
lets do something really aimless.You still got those tapes of
thedoor opening and closing?)
Love is Infectious really is
and a couple of other tracks
cook too. The title track and
~viation stand out as favourites.The remaining songs are (if

I

FABULOUS
.POODLEq
Mirror'

Star

By Frank Kovacic

The first few bars of Mirror
Star make you wonder if this is
something new by the Stones.
Tony deMeur has the same satanic quality to his voice that encompasses Jagger's popularity.
(Some of it anyway).
Sounding like a cross between
Roxy Music and Chuck Berry,
the Fabulous Poodles storm
through numbers about people
wasting their lives, Toy Town
People, and the frustrations of
a photographer for a girlie magazine in Tit Photographer Blues.
The closest I get is when
the little red light is on.
Instrumentally, they sizzle.
Drummer, Bryn B. Burrows lays
down a steady backbeat and the
rest take it from there.
Chicago Boxcar is a straight
ahead rocker that looks into the
intriguing world of the nouveau
haircut. Good Stuff.
For all of the newness to
their sound it still rings clear
that this is one heavy-duty pop
outfit. Hey, you heard it here
first.

THE LANCE-MARCH

was bored. We all know the guy
wasn't really bored, just too
stupid to understand anything in
the form of writing. Anywho, on
top of all this, the guy skates
like anybody's grandmother but
amazingly gets a chance at making the Minnesota North Stars
lineup. Yeah, sure.
This chick who spends all her
time buzzing around a · frozen
creek is no regular Joe either.
You see, she gets yanked off of
this creek she's been buzzing
around on for about sixteen
years by this lady coach, who
was really into wearing dead
minks. This lady coach was really the stern type too. I mean she
wouldn't take no for an answer!
This mink-lady forced this poor
chick to skate her butt off sixteen hours a day . This poor little
girl didn't really mind though,
because at least someone had the
insight and sympathy to get her
off that stupid creek.
•
So while all this is going on,
Robbie-baby is playing for some
farm club of the North Stars and
is really getting bummed out because all he gets is boos and
meanwhile this chick is getting
her picture on the cover of
Sports lliustrated all the time.
Not to mention the fact that
while all he can do is sit in a
musky hotel room and JJ, she's
getting hustled by this cute
sportscaster who is really into
small numbers.
The viewer by now is either
getting the feeling that something important is going to happen in the movie, or that dinner
wasn't such a good idea. So it all
happens. While the poor little
girl is going gonzo on this fancyshmancy skating rink in front of
all these high class people she
falls and rams her head into
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something that really belongs on
a skatingrink - a fully equipped
patio . Anyway, after the doctors
made all of these expensive
scientific tests they came to a
conclusion. The girl is almost
completely blind . Jeeez, they
could have just asked her personally, I mean she's the one
that
would
know!
Maybe
Robbie-baby would have made a
good doctor after all.
It turns out that this girl,
after going through a Linda Blair
(in the Exorsist) type phase gets
conned into skating in competitions again. I mean enough is
enough, leave the poor chick
alone! So after practicing for a
couple of days, she enters this
competition but doesn't want
anyone to know that she's blind
as a bat. I mean I think all those
people would know, wouldn't
you. She only had her picture on
Sports Illustrated about a hundred times, and was the talk of
North America. So Robbiebaby (who quit hockey just like
he quit pre-med) is really instrumental
in helping
her
compete blindly. He was even so
meticulous as to count out how
many steps there were from one
side of the rink to the other etc.,
so that the young chick could
pretend she could see and that
her blindness would be their little secret. This clown thought
of every detail but one: the roses
the audience throws onto the ice
after her incredible skating performance (she must have peeked
in real life though). So at the
end of her skate she trips over
this rose and lands flat on her
can. That's how everybody
found out that she was really
blind and areryone goes doublelive gonzo because she skated so
good. And that's how it ends.

THE LANCE-MARCH
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EVENTFUL
EVENTS Mar
11
-Coffee
House, Assumption
Campus Community, Blue Rm.
8:30-11:00
p.m. Admission 50
cents - Everyone welcome .
-Lenten
Program
Topic
"Faith"
1: 30-4: 00
p.m.
Speakers: Dr. John Deck, Mr.
Ed. Cott. Assumption Campus
Community.

-University of Windsor Players,
A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum .
-Windsor
Symphoney Orchestra Concert Series, Tsuyoshu
Ts~tsumi, cellist, Clifford Evans,
conductor .

12
-Purim

Fever Night.

In Cody

Hall. 8 p.m . to midnight. Sponsored by Chabad House of Windsor.

13
-Ontario
Film Theatre, Macbeth, Britain .
-University of Windsor Players,
A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum.

High steppin

Male ballet comes to Windsor
The art of female impersonation, thousands of years old,
enters a new dimension when
the females impersonated are
ballerinas.
Hot on the heels of raising the
eyebrows
of crowned heads
around the world, LES BALLETS
TROCKADERO
DE
MONTE CARLO will burst on
the stage of the Cleary Auditorium in Windsor for two performances on March 22 and 23 at
8:00 p.m . This plucky hardworking company has been refining and perfecting its repertoire for many years now.
"LES TROCS ", as they are affectionately called by some, are
a dozen men of varying talent
and discipline, who present the
world of ballet in microcosm .
In one evening they run the
gamut from classical ballet to
modernism,
from Kokinc to
Balanchine, from Duncan to

I
A

Hark, the sound of dancing
feet!
deMille. No other ballet company in the world would dare.
No other could emerge so successfully.
The company's strength has always been that it is much more
than a 'group of men who dressup as women an<l prance about
the stage <loing both the male

and female roles. These people
love ballet and enjoy sending it
up.
Most ballet troupes are careful
to hide the strain - to make the
work look easy. The Ballets
Trockadero
admire ballet so
much that they want to show us
every cramp and bunion. Each
corps member has something different wrong with him - from
corns to overacting to hairy
cleavages.
One doesn't have t<J know the
ballets being parodied to appreciate Ballets Trockadero. But if
you know anything about how
hilarious silent physical comedy
can be, "HIE TROC" is a very
much group to see.
Tickets
for LES BALLETS
TROCKADERO
DE MONTE
CARLO arc now on sale at
Simpson's in Windsor and at
Hudson's in Detroit (Downtown,
Northland, and Eastland).

-Poetry and Prose - G_eraldine
Nepsy' Madeline Maod1s, Fred
Goldsworthy and Annette Arnott (all creative writing students) will present selections _of
their work. 1 p.m. Assumption
Lounge, University Centre.

16
-University

of Windsor Players
Thing Happened 01 ;
the Way to tbe Forum .

11 Funny

14

18

-Current Value Accounting presentation.
Speaker:
Gordon
O'Keefe.
Faculty
Dining
Lounge. 7 p.m. Wine & Cheese
party proceeding the presentation. Admission: 50 cents for
non-members.

-0.R.M.T.A.,

Student Recital.

20
-Ontario
Peace.

-Actors
Trunk
Company,
Sbake~pearian Play, Cleary Aud.,
10'00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m.
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Arts
Expanding, John Cage, Empty
Words (excerpt).
-Univeristy of Windsor Players,
11 Funny Tbing Happened on
the Way to the Forum.

Film Theatre, War and

21
-Ontario
Peace .

Film Theatre, War and

22

15
-Actor's
Trunk
Company,
Shakespearian Play, Cleary Aud.,
10 :00 a.m. and 1 :00 p.m.
- St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
Th,mk God It's Friday.
-University of Windsor Players,
11 Fumty Tbinx l lappened on
tbe Way to tbe Forum.

-Les
Ballets Trockadero
de
Monte Carlo, Cleary Aud., 8:00
p.m., admission, $8.00 - $10.00.
-Bankruptcies
presentation.
Speaker: Mike Mueller. Place:
T.B.A. @ 7 p.m.
-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
Silver Streak, Hiller.
-Ontario Film Theatre, War and

CBC innauguration

New station hits airwaves
open house parties to commemorate the event. An official
opening
broadcast
for CBC
stereo in Windsor was aired Sunday, March 4 including performances by local artists Davi<l Palmer, the Trio Dohnanyi, and the
Windsor Symphony Orchestra.
Unofficially the station has
been broadcasting since December 4 of last year, located at
89 .9 on your FM <lial.
Carried over from the veteran
AM station are the voices that
we all know and love of Karin
Wells, Allan McFee, Howard
Dyck, and Margarct-Pascu.

Entertainment Staff
CBC has launched an all out
single-handed campaign to saturate the airwaves. Well not really
but they do have a ~ew station.
Although the CBC Stereo
etwork is basically a national
service and the new Windsor
station posesses virtually no

local studio facilities, portable
stereo remote equipment will,
in the future, allow CBC Windsor to tape local recitals, concerts and other events for broadcast on network programs.
Last week CBC stereo offices
held studio tours and special

The CBC's monau~al radio
service in Windsor, a combinat ion of network and local programming, began operating m
1950 and broadcast at 1550 on
the AM dial. Two FM rebroad·
casters, added in 1977, relay
this service to Sarnia at 106.3
FM and to Chatham at 95.1 FM.
The CBC also serves the Windsor
area with a French language
radio station at 540 on the AM
dial, an English television station
(channel 9) and a French tele·
vision station (channel 78).

Players hold Forum
Combine music and lyrics by
Stephen
Sondheim,
hilarious
comedy,
and
seductive
courtesans with the costumes
and scenery of ancient Rome
and you've got A Funny Thing
Happe1.ed On The Way To The
Forum - the University Players'
next production which opens tonight.
Staged at Essex Hall Theatre,
the show will be repeated every
evening through March 1 7 with
the exception of Monday March
12 . Curtain time is 8 p.m.
The production is under the
direction of William H. Pinnell
of the School of Dramatic Art.
In what is seen as a great
beginning to a new combined
B.F.A. degree program in Music
and Theatre to be initiated in
the Fall, the School of Music is

greatly involved in "Forum"
with Steven Henrikson serving as
musical
director
and James
Tamburini
conducting
an orchestra composed of music faculty and students.
If you 're looking for a heavy.
drama , don't sec A Funny Thing
Happened On The Way To The
Forum because as the opening
number,
"Comedy
Tonight"
says, it's just a rolicking evening
of fun and laughs.
Tickets are on sale at the
Players' Box Office for $4.50.
Student Rush Seats, when available, are sold for $3.50. At this
time, both Saturday evening performances are sold out and other
shows are going quickly . The
Box Office is open Saturday and
St.nday from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.
and Tuesday to Friday from 4
p.m. to 9 p.m. Call 25 3-4565.

m,~vl>tmouNOINl#tS ...
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SPORTS
Post season action beginning for intramurals
Intramural basketball , hockey
and curling are readying for the
playoffs which will take place in
the next week.
All three programs have had
great success in terms of consistent attendance.
Very few
games have been cancelled or
forfeited.
The basketball schedule had
to be shortened due to Lancer
playoff games, causing some
confusion , but otherwise the
program ran quite smoothly.
The volunteer convenors and
directors of the intramural program are commended for their
dedicatior
and
enthusiasm
throughout
this year. Hopefully next year will bring an even
larger and stronger program at
the University of Windsor.

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR CURLING CLUB
Final Standings
w
L
T
Pts
Hot Rocks
8
2
2
18
7
Bev's Bombers
2
3
17
8
Hog Liners
4
0
16
Shot Rocks
7
4
1
15
7
Superhacks
5
0
14
Clark's Crusaders
6
5
1
13
Sievert's Sweepers
5
6
l
11
4
Interns
5
11
3
Rolling Stones
7
5
0
10
Full House
4
7
1
9
Glover's Lovers
3
9
0
6
Take-outs
2
10
0
4
GIRLS BASKETBALL

Combinations
Dribblers
Chuck
2nd Floor Laurier
Plue Balls
Romas Rowdies
27 Footers
Volleyball Team

GP

w

5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5

5
4
4
3
2
1
0
0

BASKETBALL "A" LEAGUE
GP
Commerce
12
Spidermen
14
Brown Stars
11
Raccoons
15
Humkins
12
Hawks
14
Bombers
13
Rolling Stones
13
Caribbean
13

L
0
4
3
7
4

12
10
8
8
8
4
3
3
2

10
10

11

w

L

Pts

12
10
9
7
5
1

2
3
4
6
8
13

24
20
18
14

10

4
3
7
9
9
12

20
20
16
12
12
2

4
4
7
5

22
20
14
10
8
6

8
6
6
1
11
10

7
5
4
3

10

8
3
0

Pts
24
20
16
16
16
8
6
6
4

10

10

w

Pts
10
8
8
6
4
2
0
0

5

w

BASKETBALL "B" LEAGUE
GP
Division 1
Gallery
14
Soo
13
Schmoes
13
Commerce B
13
Gradkins
13
Cody B
14
Division 2
Bullets
14
H. Heroes
13
Electa
15
B. Buddies
15
Vigilantes
15
Cody A
13
Division 3
Basketphobia
15
Dave Clark 5
14
Whales
14
Bus Boys
15
Holy Hucks
15
Civil
13
HOCKEY DIVISION "A"
GP
Commerce
13
Eagles
11
Plumbers
11
Geography
13

L
0
1
1
2
3
3
4

10

2

11

10

L
1
2
6
12

T
2
1
2
1

Pts
22
17
8
1

L
0
3
3
3
3
2
5
5
5
7
8

T
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
4
1
2
1
1
1
0

Pts
25
19
19
19
18
18
13
13
12
9
8
7

SCUBA DIVING
There is still room in the
scuba diving class. Last registration date is Tuesday March 13.
Location - Human Kinetics
Pool. Time - 5 : 30 p.m to 8 : 30
p.m., March 13 to April 5
(Every Tuesday).
CHANNEL SWIM
The Channel Swim is now underway
and
will
continue
through the month of March . So

. .,
• 0

0

ti

______

•

u . of,,,.
POO&.. ·

far , there are ten participants already off to a good start and
there is plenty of room for any one still interested in joining.
As of Monday, March 5, three
entrants have already completed
three miles. If you would like to
get involved in th is event, just
come swimming during any recreational swim period and see
the details posted in the pool, or
inquire at y~ur nearest lifeguard.

Stay tuned for next week's update .
DISCO DANCING
Because of the demand we're
having another Disco Dancing
Session starting Tues., March 13,
from 6 :30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m. at the
Human Kinetics Building.
Join in if you want to
DISCO!!
Duration - 4 weeks.
Fee
- $2.00

.......................................................
:

HOCKEYPLAYOFFS

*: Th ursday

;+ Wednesday

March 7th
March 8th
March 12th

lf- Monday
;+
:

* Tuesday
:
** Thursday
*: . Attention
]f.

*

March 13th
March 15th

11 :00 p.m.
7 :00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.
11 :00 p.m .
12 :00 p.m.
1 :00 a.m.
12:00 p .m.
1 :00 a.m .
9:00 p.m.
10 :00 p.m .

Commerce vs Geography
Candies vs 69ers
Cody Sucks vs Raccoon Lodge
Screaming Eagles vs Plumbers
Bulls vs Chiefs
Rockets vs Humkins
Winner Game 2 vs Winner Game 3
Winner Game 1 vs Winner Game 4
Championship "A" Division
Championship "B" Division

:
(A)
(Game 1)
(Game 2)
(A)
(Game 3)
(Game 4)

GP
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
13
12
13
12
12
12
13

w
12
9
9
9
8
7
6
6
4
4
3
3
2
2
1

8

9
10

12

5
5
2

*lf*
:

*

:

*
•

*Jt-

to all hockey ~earn captains. The above is the hockey playoff format with teams and game _...
times . Please he sure to no uf y all your te am membt'r s of _gamt'dates and times .
]f.

····························~·····

............. ..... .

~he
Iive entertainment
foryourdancing
- andIisteningpleasure
-

DIVISION "B"

Rockets
Bulls
Cody Sucks
Candies
69ers
Raccoon Lodge
Chiefs
Humkins
Flames
Sabres
NFG
Red Barons
Red Wings
Blades
Biology

o

- yourhost-

·[]JV8

- .this week- nextweek-

Fat Shadow
Fortress

,---'----....._....,_-::....:...__,_

_________________________
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Track teams fini,sh on a winning note at OUAA 's
By Andrea Page & Tim Wood
The University of Windsor
track team wound up their 1979
indoor season at the Ontario
Championships in Toronto on
March 3. The Windsor team
turned in commendable perfromances, expecially considering the fact that they have no indoor training facility.
In the sprints, Don Demeritte
and Kwaku Apeadu both made
it ro the semi-finals of the 50
metre dash. Their times were 5.9
and 6.1 seconds respectively.
Gary Pinsonneault turned in a
fine performance in the 50m
high hurdles and placed fourth
with a time of 7 .2 seconds. This
was a great achievement for
Gary since he has so little access
to a practice area.
Sieg Stadler and Deighton
Smith turned in good clockings
in the 300m, and both sprinters
were members of the relay
teams. Sieg started the 4 x 400m
which placed sixth, and Don ran
third in the 4 x 200m relay
which placed seventh. Seig
finished his busy day with a fine
long jump
performance
of

6.60m.

Dave Simmons and Paul
Kozak both competed in 'the
600m and placed in the middle
of the field with commendable
times.
Time Wood and Ray Holland
ran in the 1000m and placed in
the top half of the field. Tim ran
a quick time of 2: 36.4 while
Ray turned in a fine performance and a new University of
Windsor record in the 1500m,
with a time of 4:04.1. Paul
Roberts had a terrific race in the
5000m and ran a personal best
time and a new University of
Windsor record of 15 :40.8. This
is especially good because Paul
is just returning from an injury
that kept him from running for
several weeks.
In the field events Steve
Thatcher threw a personal best
in the shot put of 13.7m and
placed sixth. This was also a new
University of Windsor record. A
new
team
member,
Ram
Bermicker did well in his first
meet by placing ninth in the
shot. Another rookie member,
Jim Dowling placed fifth in the
high jump with a jump of
1.85m.

Patti Menard in the semi-final, SOm hurdles last weekend.
1500m run. Maggie Coulter comwrist. Jenny proved that she ·is a
WOMEN'S TEAM
peted in the long jump and ran
tough competitor by placing in
a 7.4 second 50m dash.
the event.
The university women's team
The sprint medley team of
Another of our injured veterconcluded another fine indoor
Andrea
Page, Patti Menard,
ans was Linda Staudt. Linda, reseason by picking up two medals
Debbie Sukanukoff and Linda
gretably turned her ankle at an
at the OWIAA championships.
Staudt finished the da~· h~·
earlier meet and was unable to
Two veterans, Andrea Page
placing sixth in a time of 4: 39.
be as competitive as she wished.
and Jennifer Pace, were the well
Track is now finished for this
She still managed to tum in
deserving recipients. Andrea, in
school
year and all those intwo fine individual performances
her last competition with the
volved
should be commended
in the 3000m run and the
Windsor team, was just edged
for
their
continual fine efforts
1500m run. Linda set a new uniout at the tape in the 600m run.
and
record
breaking performversity record with a time of
Her time of 1: 36.4 was another
ances.
This
year's team has
10:18.4 in the 3000m event.
university record. Andrea also
smashed more school records
Both
Patti
Menard
and
placed fifth in the 300m run in
than any past team and there's
Debbie Sukarukoff made the
a very tough, competitive field.
more to come in the future
semi-finals in the 50m hurdles.
Her long series of record
On behalf of the men's and
Patti also competed in the 50m
breaking performances and her
women's teams we would like to
dash while Debbie went to the
constantly encouraging attitude,
express our sincere thanks to our
long jump. We will regretably
will be missed by all of her teamcoaches, Ms. Erny McBride and
lose both these women to
mates.
Dr. Mike Salter. Their constant
graduation in the fall.
Our other medal winner,
encouragement and great sacriJenny Pace, placed third in the
fice of personal time was apRookie Kathy Ricica again
shot put despite an injury to her
preciated by the entire team.
ran well, competing in the

•

cinema
Monday, March 12
" with babies and banners"
Monday March 19
"les ordres"
Both--f.ilmsshown in room 1120
in the Math Bldg. at 8 p.m.
Admission:

Donation of $1.50

Sponsored by Ontario Public
Interest Research Group (OPIRG)
and the labour Film Co-op.

of

Windso

--~
'~
Professional Hair Stylists
2846 University Ave., W.

Phone 258-2490

New location to serve you.
2728 Forest Glade Dr.

735-2300
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York and Waterloo fall to Lancers in play-offs
·By Peter Nash
It took victories over two of

the best teams in the country
but the Windsor Lancers did it
- a provincial championship.
A 56-44 win over the Waterloo Warriors. secured an OUAA
West title last Friday and on
Sunday an 80-78 decision over
number one ranked York Yeomen gave the Lancers the Wilson
Trophy as the Ontario champs.
Their next step is the national championships in Calgary this
weekend. Windsor will face St.
Mary's in the first round and a
victory will probably match
them with the Yeomen in a
semi-final rematch.
In a low scoring emotional
contest the Lancers dominated
Waterloo opening up a 20 point
lead in the third quarter. "We
just couldn't put the ball in the
hole" commented Warrior coach
Don McCrae. "It didn't help any
that Seymour got hurt m the
first minute of the game either."
Veteran forward Seymour Hadwin, a conference all-star selection, twisted his ankle trying to
defend Windsor's Vince Landry
~nd was unable to continue playing.
"It's too bad he got hurt"
mentioned Landry, "the game
kind of went flat after he left."
The all-star Lancer guard was
not without injuries himself. A
pulled hamstring decreased his
normal all-out effort but he was
still a factor in the Lancer victory.
Full court pressure and a twothree zone defence by Windsor
held The Warriors to just 19
points in the first half while the
Lancers tallied 34 points, 14 by
Wayne Allison. The Lancer forward ended up leading all scorers
with 19 points.
Pat Brill-Edwards led the Warriors with 11 points.
Commenting on Waterloo's
lack of scoring coach McCrae
noted that "As the game went
on it became our goal just to get

up court against Windsor's full
court press. If your immediate
goal isn't to score baskets, you
never win."
Neither team shot well from
the field, Windsor hitting for a
35 per cent shooting average,
22-64, while Waterloo shot a
horrendous 19 of 68, 26 per
cent.
A capacity crowd at St. Denis
Hall might have been part of the
reason for the lack of scoring,
making both teams nervous.
Over 100 were turned away before the game had even started.
A group of about 60 Waterloo
fans tried to cheer their team on
but were overpowered by the
Windsor crowd (especially the
engineers and Raccoon Lodge).
The York game was just as
crowded
although
the fans
seemed a little bit more calm
than in the Waterloo game. The
Yeomen eame into the contest
undefeated in conference play,
having beaten every team in
their division without too much
trouble.
Lancer coach Paul Thomas
felt that York's easy conference victories may have not prepared them well for the championship game. "They hadn't
played anybody as tough as us
since Christmas" said Thomas.
"Plus the fact that most of them
had never played in our gym
before."
The Lancers gained the lead
right from the start and didn't
relinquish
it
until mid-way
through the second ·half. Stan
Korosec hit the boards hard at
both ends of the court making it
difficult for the Yeomen to get
a second shot.
In many cases, York didn't
need a second shot with Dave
Coulthard and Bo Pelech shooting. Both players have an excellent touch from the field but as
Coach Baine (of York) mentioned, "you can't win just shooting form the outside."
The Yeomen were ineffective
under the basket artiall due to

By

-

··-"'-~""""®"""""··,
·"~
!twas tough under the boards against Waterloo. Jim Molyneux (52) and Tom Fugodi fight it out in this
instance.
Photo by Gene Sasso

the ~bse_nce of ~onnie Ramati,
York s six-foot nme-inch centre,
who fouled out early in the con-

test. Reserve centre Peter Green·
way played a good game but just
couldn't keep up with Korosec
and Wayne Allison.
The La Bel Plaque, given to
the most outstanding player in
the playoffs, was awarded to
Korosec following the game. He
had 21 points and 15 rebounds
in his finest performance as a
Lancer.
Windsor held a comfortable
12 point lead early in the second
half, but Coulthard and Pelech
pushed York into the lead 67-66
with excellent shooting.
The score was tied three
times after that but Windsor
finally pulled it out with free
throws by Phil Hermanutz with
less than a minute left in the
game.
"We didn't plan it that way"

WINDSOR
Waterloo
Western
McMaster
Guelph
Laurier
Brock

Photo by Gene Sulc>

commented Wayne Allison, "but
they are a tough team."
Coulthard
ended up high
scorer for the Yeomen with 21
points,
followed
closely by
Pelech with 19. Wayne Allison
was the only Lancer to hit
double figures besides Korosec
with 14 points.
Coach Thomas now has his
name on the Wilson Trophy
eight times. Four as a player and
four as a coach. The last time
Windsor won the trophy was in
1973. Thomas won it as a player
in the years from 1946 to 1950.
The Lancers ended their regu·
lar season with two lossed in a
row but their playoff perform·
ance should give them the
momentum they need entering
the Canadian Championships.

OUAA BASKETBALL FINAL STANDINGS
WEST DIVISION
GP
w
L
F
A
12
10
2
1016
899
12
10
2
919
779
12
8
4
978
886
12
6
6
830
804
12
5
7
975
954
12
3
9
849
94S
12
0
12
839
1139

GP
12

w

York
Carleton
Toronto
Laur~ntian
Ottawa
Queen's

12

6

, 12
12

s
7

Ryenon

,lJ

0

12
12

12
10
7

EAST DIVISION
L
F
0
1149
2
1116
5
950
6
864
7
1035
10
844
12
685

A
689
881
817
863
1078

Pts
20
20
16
12
10
6
0

Pts
24

20
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sour notes frOm SAC
By Diane Elliott
If you were in the pub on
Monday or Tuesda y night ani!,
were pµzzled by the absence of
a band, ' there's a reaso nable ex.
pla nation behind it.
''We got screwed," said Special Events Commissioner Bob
Gammon , and it wasn't the first
time either . Accp r:,ding to Garn~
mon, SAC deals with a Torontobased b~ok ing agency · called
Music Shop. A band had · been
· booked through this agency but
had broken µp six weeks prior
to their engagement in the Gallery.
Joe Quinlan, the agency representative; "never bothered to
notify us", according to Garn-·
mon , "He was lucky we didn't
have a signed contract, which
was unusual."
· Th e first Gammon heard

Students reject SACf e

about this was on Monday night
at 9 p .m . when Dave Peddle , the
pub manager, called to ask
where the band was.
"There was noth ing I could
do at th at time," said Gammon,
"but I called Fun}<enhauser Productions Tuesday, and we got
lucky ' and fina~ly came up with a
band. I think they're going to be
a r~ally good band."
Other troubles with Music
' Shop occurred when the agency
gave only one weekend's notice
that a band would not accept .
SAC's offer. In fact , the band
had not even been in conta .ct ·
with the agency.
'Gammon said he would not
-deal with Music Shop -for , the
rest of the term and . would
r~commend the next year's commissioner
follow - the same
policy.

ike

"'

-~~-

By Daniel Sullivan
The referendum for a ten
dollar increase in SAC fees held
as part of yesterday's genera l
'election was defeat ed by a vote
of 609 to 398.
'
The election, in which Jim
Shaban defeated Tracy Lee
Shepherd (531 to 357) for the
position
of Vi~-President,
attracted approximately 180/o of
the eligible voters. A total of
1059 votes were cast at polling
booths in nine locati~ns througou t the university.
Aside from the ·Vice-Presiden-- tial contest, el<,ctions were held
in only four categories. Kieth
Archer and Gary Hepworth
were elected to the student
· council as representatives of the
fa<;ulty of Socia1 Science. Doug
Smith, who won, by acclamation, the position of SAC President, was elected to the ~tu. dent Affairs Committee. Of the
other eight candidates, Terri
. Brennan, Robert Bullock, Deb
Krutila, Terry Gudz and Kirk
Newton were also elected.
Bullock was elected, along with
Eric Dixon and Rick Zago to the
university Senate, and to the
Student Services Committee

•
an1er
By Steve -Del Basso
How can we inost effectively improve , the food plan at the
University of Windsor?
This was the theme of a panel
discussion involving five Speech
. 204 students and di_rected by Dr.
· ·
Dure!.
Their assignment included interviewing and· surveying to discover the main problem factors
of the food service and recommend proposa-ls to rectify them.
Although it was only a class project and had no legal implications, the results proved interesting.
The panel discovered that approximately
1,200
p~ople,
mainly . students, have their
meals at . t_he cafeteria in Vanier Hall daily. The Director - of
the University ,Finance Office,
Mr . Joseph Schiller, pointed out
that the -facility has the capacity
to fiold 500 more customers . Mr.
Schiller also stated that 40 per
cent of Vanier's operating costs
are tied up with employe e
wages.
This fact was stimulated by
the discussion a.bout meal prices.

.

\

the stud en ts at this university
with Terri Brennan ' and Jim
really care
about themShaban.
selves ."
Shaban, who said he was
Chief Electoral Officer, Geoff
"very grateful" for his election
Hun ter, agreed tha t students
as Vke-Pres ident, pro mis ed
didn' t pro perly understand the
that his first action will be to
purpo se of the referendum. He
"find out everything I possibly
.was please d with the voter
can about SAC." He said th at
turnout / which he termed ,"rephis office "will always be open
resentative .", .~nd said that the
to students."
The defeat of 'the referendum , results showed ignorance rather
than apathy on the part of the
brought grave comment from
students. "The electing body"
SAC treasurer,
Emmanuel
he said, "ha d little basis on
Biundo ,· who told The Lance
which to evaluate the candithat there are going to b,
dates." He. attributed :that fact ,.,..
cutba~-s ..,.ae.~use. of ,iL He said
to 'the lick of oomniuafcatioh,,_:
tbat
s,a •st~ang possibility
between · council members -an d
that the drug plan will have to
the
student they represent.
be dropped." .When asked his
The following positJons on
opinion of why the students
council were won by acclamavoted against
the increase
tion: Arts, D. Sullivan; Business
Biundo said that he was "surG. Jovanovic
Administration,
prised that they r~jected it."
and R. Limoges; Engineering,
Tosh Noma, station manager
P. Layman; Human Kinetics, R.
of CJ-AM, felt that students
Shaban; Law, B. Charney; Math
didn't know . enougll about the
Science,
D. · Chamney;
and
necessity of a fee increase, and
Social
Music, B. , Harrison;
warned that its defeat ."is going
Work,
C.
Birdsell.
Here's next year's SAC executiv4' combination. Doug Smith (L] was
to affect a lot of areas, -·especAnthony Clegg who was nomaccl~ed ~s presi.den~. Jim Shaban defeated Tracy Lee Shepher:d in
ially within the radio station
inated to three positions, includlast mght s election, to become the Vice-President-Secretary for
and its goal to run, effectively,
1979-80.
w.ithdrew
ing Vice-President,
a low-power FM station."
, Photo by Janine Halbert
his nominations for what was
termed "personal reas~ms"."I wonder" Noma stated,' "if

~here
..

all as a da · ·y ·influx of about 1,. 00 .
The panel, gathered data and
found
that
it would cost stu,
.
dents less if they had their dinner at _ other similar establishments. The explanation for this
fact was puzzling to the Speech
. students, but they noted that
the stealing of eating utensils
and the union staff's wages
could be· the major .elements in
higher prices.
A lack of communication between the student body and the
cafeteria management was de~cr}bed as being the cause· for
the continuance of these - problems .. Many of the' complaints
are · not taken to the proper
authorities and are left unheeded.
Some of the proposals put ·
forth by the panel included the
hiring of ,students to watch the
two main . sections of Vanier and 1
guard against occasi onal theft.
F_or th e sake of nutrition, the
presence of a dietitian was suggested. He or she would be responsible for the coordination of
a balanced diet for Saga'.s customers. The cost ~f hiring such .a

person, though, has to be considered : An alternative could be
the issuing of pamphlets with in- ·
formation on the I nutritional
value of different food items.
Two scrip plans for the next
academic session appeared to be
'

.

.

the highlight of the discussion. A
$650 · scrip plan ' for lighter
eaters was proposed. To offset ·
the
probability
that
most
students would apply for the;
$650 scheme if a choice was
given, the . panel recommended
.

that there should be a financial
discount for those in the $850
plan.
The members of the panel included CalMcCabe, chairperson,
Scott Payne, Darline White,
Sarah Wesbrook
and Dave
Chittle.
.

Geography students _learn 'n earn
I

By Jane Bradley
A .cooperative
work/study
program in . geography was ap"
proved "in principle" at the Senate meeting Thurs .day, March 8.
Dr. Anthony Blackburn, head
of the geography department,
outlined the operating procedure
for th'e proposed program.
Students would be interviewed by prospecti ve . employers ..
and, if accep ted, embark qn a
work semester · the following
summer \ . Although
students
would receive credit for -·the
work session, it would not be included in their academic average . .
·Students

from the Honoms

Geography program . would be
admitted on a competitive basis.
Those cho~en would require a
minimum average of B or B+in
· their geography courses.
Bh1.ckburn cited enrolment
problems as the initi~l impetus
· for the proposed program . Geo graphy students have been showing an increased tendency to
seek out other schools, such as
Waterloo, which already have .
work/study programs.
., The µepartment has found
the program to be worthwhile
. academically.
·
The Senate's approval of the
cooperative program "in prin- ,

ciple was required .by the geography department, due to tne
time and expense of making a
full feasibility study. A full re'port will be presented to , the
Senate before any furth"er decisions are made.
An agreement was reached 0n
th,e rights of faculty members on
sabbatical leave. Sabbaticants are
now eligible for nomination to
the pos1t10ns of department
heads, school directors, deans
and other academic or administrative positions . They would al--' .
so have voting rights in elections
for those positions, within a
specified time limit .

,
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A,bsent;~f!/PLO threatens peace talks

Alfred E. Lillienthal
By Dave Powis

''There will be no solution inthe Middle East until the Palestinian people's rightfu l' representatives are present ."
With those words, Alfred Lillfenthal predicted failure for
J irnmy Carter's efforts to bring
peace to the Middle East. Lillienthal , author or The Zionist
Connection, spoke before an
audience of about 80 peopl ,; in
Assumption Lounge on . Thursday. · His lecture was sponsored
by the Canadian Institute for In-

ternational Affairs .
. "The failure to bridge the gap
between Cairo and Tel Aviv is
because the main party wasn't
there," said Lillienthal, referring
to the absence of the Palestinian
Liberat'ion Organization (PLO)
at the peace negotiations.
Lillienthal ·suggested four programs necessary for any successful peace treat y .
"All sides must sit down and
recognize the existence · of the
PLO ." This would be the key towards granting self-det erminat-

ion to the Palest inians an d the
subsequent creati o n of a Palestinian state on the West Bank
and Gaza Strip .
The de-Zionism of Israel was
stressed by Lillient hal, as th e
country is viewed as a state of
Je wish people. Equal rights for
no n-Jew ish citizens of Israel . is
essent ial' before
negotiation s
could be settled .
· The ·United Nati ons entered
the debate on Zioni sm by passing a resolut ion declaring it to
be racism, a stand em phatically
endorsed by Lillienthal.
"There has been much 'my thinformation ' about th e legal establishment of the Zionist state.
The original sin began with
Hertzel and his Zionist · policies .
After the Dreyfu ll affair , Hert ~ zel realized th at the only pos';. sible hope of ending an ti-Sem-·
~ itism , was to create a Jewish
o state."
f
Lilli en th al
stat ed . that
originally Jews didn't rush to
Palestine and that it took Adolf
Hitler to start the immigration .
He spoke of Menachem
Begin's philosophy being interwoven with Zionism. Lillienthal
mentioned a little-known episode in Begin's past.
In 1948, he siid, Begin led a
group (the Irgun) which "massacred" 256.· women and children . The villagers fleeing from
the town of Deir Yaseen were
the first Palesti ne refu gees. /
· "And yet Arafat (t he PLO
· leader) is <f
escribed · as a terr orist
and Begin a freed om fighter,"
said Lillienthal. ,

The pro-Israel i tr eatme nt acCanada and Windsor.
The automotiv e indus t ry,
cord ed by the media must com e
to an end , said Lillienth al, if the
wh ich is such a dom inant facto r
Middle East conflict .is to end. ·- in Windsor 's economy , is severeHe described The Ne w York
ly th reatened by a loss of oil
Times as "numero uno pro -Zion produ t tion and expor t at io n. ,
ist". The Montreal Gazett e also
Arab state s, such as·Saudi Arabia
cam e in fQr some criti cism beand Kuwait , control most of the
world 's oil pro ductio n · and can
cause of a recent , pro ..:Jsraeli
cut off that flow , effe ctively
articl e.
·
neutralizing the indu stri alized
Lillient hal -suggested tha t
Western world .
broa dcaste rs declare a conflic of
intere sts ; rr uch like a ju dge does,
The Iranian conflict could
if th ey can't report fa irly.
bring trou ple to Canad ian houseHe noted th at· Ar~b . states
holds. Israel is dependent on
must improv e thei r public relat Iran for 60 per cent of its oil
ions image, particularl y with th e
supply but that agreement bewest.
tween the two n'atiq_n~ is nu ll
·"Their ideas and philo~oph i~s - presently. Accordin g }~ .'-. illienmust be injected into the AmerithaJ, Israel will look to d ie U.S.
can public 's consciousness." Acto rectify its oil shortage ~ ' The
cording to Lilliend i"al, " proU.S. would reply .iavora b1y to '
Arab is linked to pro-Commuthe requ est, mean ing~'?.:
bs~qu ent
nist."
"pinching " in the Stat es. ·Th e
Lillianthal said that American
Americans would then' go north
partisansh ~p in -the .Middle, East
for more oil, leaving .-Canad a
must end. .
,..
with an ·oil shortage ·and ' higher
:"The U.S. must treat Israel as
1
prices. ·
• •
just another country and -~ot
Lillienthal isn't too · optimisas the 51st state." He added that
tic about ·the immediate situatthis was 'difficult .because of
. ion in the Middle East. - ·
American politicians' sub-ordin"The failure of the Cainp
ation to Jewish pressure groups.
David agreement h as heightenHe blamed the American elected the potential of war in .the
oral college...as part of th.e reason
Middle East but not as I1\Uchif it
". Under .
for political ''bfackmail
. ' .. iii .
had been successful," ._.~aid ~ilthis ·system,- inie.i:est1 groups
lienthal , referrin g to an~ backcoritrol blocks
vot ers who '
lash by the ot her Ar~o _~tates
may be the key to winning an
over what they donsidei' ed to be
election, something which polia pro -Israeli treaty .
ticians are well aware of _and
"In the next two or thr e'e
must take into ac,count ~
years, th e area will blow its lid
' The events of the Middle East
(because ) you can 't stop represshave direct implication s on
ion.
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·Helpful advice for small hUS.inesses
is a lack of in-depth research.
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
For those aspiring entrepren"First you must take your
eurs on campus, Business stutime," said Mr. Mathia, "and indents Bob Mathia and John
Mowat had helpful advice to give · vestigate the nature of the comthe
investment
at Tuesday's Women and the petition,
involved, the interest rate on
Law workshop.
"Most small businesses are borrowed money and the exstarted by women," said Mr. pected return on investment."
Secondly, a "location study"
Mathia, "and the rate of bankshould be done, taking into conruptcy is more than 50 per
cent."
sideration the nature of your
The main reason for failure is business, how accessible it will
not that they are women or that
be to walk-in trade or a parking
they lack a good idea. Rather it
lot, the strength of the attract-

ion, the rental cost and the
neighbouring businesses .
The next step would be to
draw up an exhaustive list of all
manufacturers with whom you
would deal, including price,
policy and advertising arrangements.
With all this information
compiled, you can then make an
intelligent
and
credible
presentation to the bank in an
effort to obtain as much financial baddng as p~ssible.

at the Small Business Assistance
ing, the creditor may take ·,you
Centre located in the Business · you to court and get a. JudgeBuilding. The Centre receives . ment against you, · whi~h: will
government
funding
and · determine who owes ho~ ·much
charges according to capacity to
.• and t'o whom.
pay.
.
This ~ can involve ,a .:garnish"Our philosophy is simple,"
ment order, whereby your : emsaid Mathia. "If you are having a
.ploy er can be ordered th / withmarketing, -accounting or adverhold a percentage of youf wages
tising problem, come in and we
at source or your bank JP.aJfager
will try to set up a system to
can be order~d to garnlsh~ your
help you. We don't ·do your
bank account.
···work for you but we will teach
1t can also mean a wr.i;( ;9f exyou how to do it."
ecution, in ,which goods ·on.propIf Company XYZ has just
erty of the judgemen ( ·fi~'btor
Both Mathia and Mowat work
sent you a third statement ~ f
(except certain necessiifos . of
·account
stamped
FINAL
life) can be seized by the .'b:aififf
and .sold .legally to satisfy
the
NOTICE in bright red, pay up
judgement.
or be prepared to face some or
Finally, it can meari_ajQdgeall of the following conspectives for those into arduous
ment summons: As th¢ debtor,
sequences.
hobbies.
you can be ordered t~:fappear
"Your delinquent account
Madill and his wife Jo were
. before a judge to expI' ia <~hy
will now be sent to a collection
. asked to display his home-made
· you have failed to pa,' : ::The
department within the company
· Scorpio helicopter at the show.
- creditor is allowed the rifA·t of
or
to
an
independent
collection
·.. Seven years ago, he started
cross-examination at this ;t iJA~. It
agency," said Roy Goldberger, a
building his helicopter from a
. is a good idea to show
be· third year law student. ·
kit, completing his ' task earlier
may.r~sult
cause
failure
to
do
so
Next come the telephone
this winter. At first, it appears
calls, dunning letters and per- i in a "contempt of court'' ~hl~.rgc.
that considerable time was spent
Sometimes the only....
)v~y a
haps even a personal visit. Once .
but the precision work involved
debtor can discharge detit-s.is by
legal action is threatened, you as
in building the chopper should
the debtor would be wise to con- -declaring bankruptcy. A 'tnistee
be obvious. For example, fitting
tact the creditor and explain i will inventory all your assct_s and
the main rotor shaft into posityour financial difficulties. The . distribute them to your credition caused problems \¥hen the
chief concerns of Company XYZ . ors. some assets, "the necessities
kit manufacturers changed the
according to Goldberge r, are "to
, of life", are not available for this
1
angle of the shaft by one degree.
recover its money and maintain
distribution. On the other hand, Madill then had to tear the shaft ·
good .public relations", so the / certain debts cannot b i dis.ap~tt .. and reconstruct it, an inlcharged this way. One of rtq.ese,
com8a.oy will -: normally .be
qication of 'his intense attitud'e. _
willing to te-;negotiate.
unfortunately, is your ,.i tudent
Licensing self-built 'copters is
loan.
·'
If payment is not forthcomlimited to the U.S., but not in
Canada. Of course, this doesn't
help promote the development
of helicopters in Canada, but
Madill's efforts should go a
long way towards the licensing
of choppers here.
Arizona and Wisconsin are
areas where heli~opter enthus~
Responsibilities: n~tworking with cam pus
iasts can meet to exchange ideas
and community organizations, planning
and keep up with new developments. There aren't any such
popular education programs and research.
places in Canada, aside from
Madill's basement .
Experience in. working on issues relating
How much did the project
' to food and energy an asset.
cost? The tab was estimated at
$12,000 but, as Madills wife
Fl~xible person able to work half time
points out, "you should allow
summer ··moving to full time in September.
for ano ther $2,000 for needs
you may incur along the way."
Full time salary $208.00/wk and OHIP
After t~is, anything else ·
would app,ear to be all downhill.
.S~nd full r~sume a~d autobiographical
'"Not so," said Mrs. Madill. "
letter outlining.experience to:
: "Now he can start building th at
: electric car he promised me."
OPIRG.....:.Windsor
I
For additional information
Cody .Hall
on helicopter -building, contact ·
University of Windsor
this writer at The Lance Office.
254-4192
....

Build your own helicopter
By K. C. Patter~on
One of the up 'n coming social groups of today is the "van
clan". The grou p's dy·namics are
founded on the basis of building a van · to impress others. In
most cases, image development
. gets into production, where dol-.
lars are paramount to the assidous effort.
Many va11,owners are content

to sit back and buy exotic seats
mag hubcaps, 40 channel C.B. 's,
etc. for their vehicle. This leaves
them with the task of laying a
carpet (with their own little
hands) to finish the effect.
At last weekend's Rod and
Customs Show, held in Toronto's , International Centre, many
vans were on hand. However,
Harold Madill shed new per-
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dob Qpening _______

Ontario Public Interest Research
Group requires co-ordinator.

a

· Closinq date
March 23.

The Dream Machine: Price tag of $12,000
Lance Photo

ATTENTION

clubs

5. societies

Deadline for club cheque pick-up is March 30. S.A.C

STUDENTS' SPECIAL
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS',
ALUMNI & FR I ENDS'

STUDENT RADIO ELECTIONS
Applications for the positions o~ Station Manager
and Asst. Manager/Programmer
. are now being accepted at CJAM
and / or the Students' Administrative Council.

Deadline for applications is noon, on _March 27th.

· LAST CALL
NASSAU & FREEPORT
BAHAMAS CRUISE
APRIL 15th -21st.
FROM $379.00 U.S. FUNDS
COMPLETE PR ICE PER PERSON
SS DOLPHIN
ALL MEALS INCLUDED
QUAD OCCUPANCY
ALLFARE OR DELUXE MOTOR COACH·
CONTACT _;_DR. TAMBURINI - 253-4232

For further details, contact Tosh Nonia
at 254-1494
or ext. 478

OR
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
313-371-4255

TRAVEL CO.

....,.
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Unimpressive
~meeting ·
In one of last week's editorials, "Students, media hampered
by electoral _ mishaps", we made
mentiori of the lack of a candi. dates' ; meeting. Because of a
problem involving closing dates
for nominations and media dead~
lines, the candidate~ were unable
to use The Lance as a forum for
• their platforms . The only viable
solution for allowing students
the opportunity . to learn about
these people and their ideas was
to hear them at a candidates'
meeting.
Well, somebody heard us.
On Tuesday, a candidates'
. • meeting was held in the cafeteria
of the University Centre. Unfortunately, there weFe a few
problems associated with it.
There was . absolutely no advertising of the meeting except
for a small sign attached to the
speakers' platform. Even then,
you had to be within five feet
to read it.
, Any announcement
of the
meeting, despite being such
short notice, would have been
welcome. Poste fs could have
been put up in the Centre and
other heavy traffic points ori
campus. The campus radio station could have broadcasted announcements about the meeting.
The decision was made to
ho4f the meeting in the cafeteria
during lunch-time, in able to attract a large audience.
The proposal sounds logical,
but just stop and ask yourself
this question : "Have you ever

'•

.,
~

tried to carry on a conversation
when the c~eteria ·is crowded?
If you have and it was unsuccessful, then you can imagine
how the meeting went .
Those students present were
primarily concerned with such
everyday events as eating and
playing · pinball or · pool. The
candidates. intrusion went virtually unnoticed by these individuals.
The people who cared enough
about the proceedings to listen ·
found that task extremely difficult because of the noise being
made by d1sinterested spectators .
The candidates were originally scheduled to . speak in the
Ambassador Auditorium, where
such a meeting is traditionally
held. In fact, all morning long,
SAC's secretary directed inter ested students and the candidates to the auditorium.
Changing the location at the
last moment was an admirable
notion, but the experiment was
a failure.
Aside from the difficulties
with its location and advertising,
the meeting was a farce because
only three candidates bothered
-to show up. For the record, the
three · were Jim Shaban, Tracy
Lee Shepherd (for vice-president-secretary) and Eric Dixon
(senate) .
It's more th:tn likely several
candidates didn't even know
about the meeting. Contacting
them was a difficult task for the
chief electoral officer, . Geoff

Fh,inter, because no phone numbers were written on the nomination form. Hunter had to rely
on the Student Directory for the
numbers . If he couldn't contact
the candidate personally, a mes, sage was left. If the candidate
didn't act upon this information,
then it was his/her fault.
Perhaps in the future, SAC
should sponsor a candidates'
meeting, rather than leave that
decision to the candidates themselves. It would be mandatory
that the council hold such a
meeting. In case the candidates
forgot .about it, the chief electoral officer could remind -them_ at
the end of nominatio.ns when

LETTERS
Pub service leaves
customers 'tipsy'
This letter was sent to the
manager of Th e Gallery . A copy
was subsequently sent to · Th e
L ance.

-~

·..

1

Dear SJr:
Please enlighten my_ friend
and me. We don't consider ourselves "bac kwoodsers" or uninformed in any way, but on
March 7 in the pub we were
actually so naive as to think that
the decision as to whether to tip
the waitre"Ss was entirely up to
the customer, depending on his/
her view of the service. Well, sil-·
ly, nasty us! We were promptly
informed otherwise. Our waitress asked us (in a not so gracious tone of voice), "Don't you
.guys believe in tipping?" Well,

as you can probably guess, we
were momentarily stunned .. Before we could reply, she turned
away, saying that she wasn't
coming back to the table again.
This may sound extremely
frugal, but we don't usually lay
out two bits as a tip for
mediocre (lousy) service. There
we would often sit , empty
glasses in hand. And, you ask,
where
was
our
illustrious
waitress, that charming goddess
of drinkers? · That fallen angel
was sitting at another table chat ting away with other customers
(heavy tippers, no doubt). The
extensive delays between "refreshments" were most frustrating. An associate of ours, who is
familiar with the customs of

most, if not an, the candidates
are present. It might also be a
good idea to have phone numbers included on· the nomination
forms.
Clubs, societies and organizations, which have a vested interest in the workings of SAC,
didn't bother to take the initiative of sponsoring a candidates'
meeting, except for the International Students Organization.
If these people complain about _
their funding and the quality
of their representation
next
year, they'll have no one to
blame but themselves.
SAC's failure to have a representative available to field quest -

ions on the referendum

at the

candidates' meeting cannot be ·
excused. If the students turn
down SAC's plea for more
money,
then
part of the
responsibility must rest with the
council and their failure to
actively promote the referendum
and a positive vote by the students.
Again, we must emphasize
how sloppily this election has
been handled. Ho·wevet, the respons ibility lies with SAC, dubs,
societies and organizations, · in
addition to the chief electoral
officer. It's almost as if they
didn't want us to know about
this election/referendum.

All Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced and limited to 500 words
or less. Letters must be signed and accompanied by a st uden t number and phone
number. All letters considered by th e staff to be libelou s and slanderous will be
witheld . The staff reserves the ri ght to edit for grammar and length. The deadline ·
for submission of Letters to the Editor is Tuesday at noon.

_ such establishments, tells us that
it is good business practice to let
the customer wait a while
between drinks. Well this gal is
just loaded with good business
practice!
A copy of this letter is being

forwarded to The Lance.
Sincerely,

Paul Schratz .
Dean Matthews

1.S.O.. student has a ·beef
Dear Sir:
-Last November, jusJ: befote
the International Food Night,
food that we were preparing for
the dinner was stolen: specifically, 20 lbs. of meat, ready-cooked, that was left out to cool.
. On Saturday evening last,
March 10th, it happened again!
After International Night in Ambassador Audit or ium, som e "as sholes" broke in the International
Centre and stole food again: 1
doz . eggs, a doz. of oranges ~nd
1 lb. of minced meat. The food
didn't cost much, but it makes

one wonder about the upbr inging of people who would do
something like this. We .know
that these "turkeys" are un iversity students - how else could
they come into Cody Hall after
midnight? Is this part of their
orientation ·to the university?
Also, besides losing the food, I
had to clean up all their dirty
plates and the stove. How's that
for adding insult to injury?
I hope you "enlightened" students will do something about
cleaning up your act. If you
don't appreciate cafeteria food,

must _w 7 be the victims of your
discontent? We .foreign students
are not that affl uent that we can
underwrit _e your food habits,
and become y our targets!
Maybe installing a _burglar
alarm or booby~trap is the answer - for the International
Centre anyway.
Yours truly,
Man Teng Lai
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Who's co111e
a lon·g way?
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets

"The only way for a woman
Thursd ay March 8, 1979, was
to make good money in Japan",
International Women's Day , an
says a 60 minutes reporter, "is
importan t nationwide holiday
to be a cabaret hostess ." The
for women in Russia, but one
irony is that most.Japanese wothat , goes almost unnotices in the
men want to marry, and most
West.
, Japanese men won 't marry cabIn most countries, including
aret hostesses. So the women
Russia , there is little reason to
choose marriage and stay home celebrate, except as a recognitalone at night, while their husion of discrimination again~t
bands entertain business clients
·working women and a determinat the cabaret.
ation to do something about it .
A . Japanese career woman, a
Russian women, ' although
graduate of Tokyo Univershy
constitutionally guaranteed . "real
an~ Harvard Law School, says
equality", are rebelling against
"no.t all women want to do what
their lot. Equal rights really
they
can do. In college, the womean unequal burdens - eight
men
make
better grades, but are
pours work on .the job and four
restricted
afterwards in job
· to six hours more at home.
placement. They can only go so
The Globe and Mail, March 9,
far in the ranks."
1979, points out · that "though
And after work? "She cooks,
they make up 51 per cent of the
he opens the wine. He eats, antl
total Soviet work force, the vast
she eats later." ·
_majority of women are employed in unskilled or semi-skilled
In Tehran, where turmoil is
jobs. In positions of responsibilievident
everywhere, Internationty in ,industry, only 10 per cent
al
Women's
Day saw thousands
of the shop, shift and section
I
of
women
remove
their veils . in
superintendents and 26 per cent
the
face
of
Islamic
tradition and
of t'he department heads are
take
to
the
streets
in a demon. women. ·
(
stration
for
women's
rights.
- "Though the Soviet Union is
still the · only country to have Gt;pups of traditionalists could
sent a woman into space, its rul- only shout "This is an American
ing politboro has no women on plot" and "Death to the Pahlavi
dolls".
it and -only a few women are full
members of the Academy of
S<;ienc~s. II
In China, the heavy weight of
tradition · ensures
that
the
woman, despite her intelligences
and wages, assumes a subservient
position. She may work long
hours op . a team with men, but
1 always in a junior
position, doing the heavy dirty work. She
may make more money -than her
husband . "Nevertheless it is she
who does the housework on
weeknights and stays home on her day off to look after their
child", says The Globe and Mail,
March 8, 1979.
In the land of the rising sun,
woman still stands in the shadow
of man.

We might expect these situations in areas, of the world that
are traditional , bastions of male
supremacy. But what of us?'
Does the ligh;t in the West shine
mu ch brighter?
Canadian women, entering
the work force in unprecedented
numbers, earn 60 per cent less
than their male counterparts.
Why? Too much supply and too
little demand in the traditional
female posmons push wage
levels down . .Secretar ies, nurses
and teachers ai;e overworked, un deremployed and definitely underpaid. Wage discrimination exists because it is profitable for
employers (predominately men)
and society as a whole to under-

value the skills that women bri ng
to these fobs. The few women
who have spoken out, refusi ng
to be coffee brewers or errand
"boys", face more discriminat- /
ion and economic hardship. · Only six complaints have been
placed . before . the Ontarip
Human Rights Commission this
past year, testimony to the fear
and/or apathy women feel.
How do professional work. ing women fare in our educational institutions? The word
"teacher" may instantly summon up die stereotypic picture
of a bes-pectacles -spinster, but
the term "professor''' a title associated with an institution of
'higher' learning, usually ·con jures up images . of beards arid
pipes.
Only 24 per cent of American ·
university faculty members are
women, a figure somewhat less
than in 1936. Progress? Closer to
home, at this university ·, the figures are even more discouraging.
On a campus where 40 per cent
of the full-time students and almost 60 per cent of the parttimers are women, it seems
reasonable to question the disproportionately low female rep resentation on faculty . Of the
514 · professors, associate professors, and assistant pwfessors
listed in the U.of W General Cal·endar 1978/79, only 61 are wo. men ... 11.8 per cent.
Of these 61 women, over half
are attached to traditionally "femal.e" departments; French .,
drama. so.cial work, home economics, and n·ursi~g. only seven
of the 61 women are full professors.
Have we really come a long /
way, baby? When the compo- ,
sition of the faculty reflects the
composition
of the student
body, we will have something to
celebrate. Until then, "Irrternationai' Women's Day" can serve
as another focus on political,
social and economic inequalities . I

4S
YOU
SIBl'I
t

By Ed McMahon

This week's question~ Do you feel
that the SAC elections are import~
ant to you? Why or why not?

Ted Pearsall, Third Year, Psychology:

"No. They never have been. Nobody turns out for them. They
only get 5 per cent voting."

\

Jo Anne Martin, Second 'Vear,
Nursing:

"Not really. I've only seen two
of. the candidates : I don't know
too much about anybody else
who's running."

Shannah Foster; Seco~d Year,
Nursing:

"To me they are, but I don't
think they are publicised well
enough."

Secretfile~ on students,·profs
OTTAWA-(CUP)The
RCMP
Security Se;v~ce has been unable
to distinguish between lawful
political dissent and subversion,
according · to the Canadian
_Association of University Teachers (CAUT). .
.
And what that has led to, the
CAUT warns, is RCMP surveillance and secret files on students and professors engaged in
legal political activity, especially
left-wing politics .
In a brief recently presented
to the MacDonald Commission
of Inquiry into the RCMP, the ·
association warne d that this was
not conducive to free pol itical ·
discussion on camp uses.
"It would seem that in the
past the security forces have
· equated various legal left-wing
activities with subversion . .
"The RCMP drfended its position by stating that its duty was
to search out subversive activities and espionage wherever these
occur and that certain organizations were prone to communist
infiltration. The actions of the
security forces with regard to
these organizations seemed to
some academics to confuse dissent with subversion and to be
designed to in_timidate and defin~ permissable ,political ac-

tivities by discrediting such
organizations ."
These "ill-considered
notions" and "l_ack of s<yhisticated
judgement" led to several incidents in the last 20 years where
university offices and meeting
· rooms were bugged, and dossiers were compiled on students
and professors by informers and
general and electronic surveillance, the brief said .
. As well, the brief said it was
concerned about the RCMP view
of sexual relations, saying the
security service seemed to be attempting "to enforce Victorian
rnorality that has not on ly b~en
abandoned by society but is no
longer countenanced
by the
law."
Referring to surveillan ce of
divorce cases, the cohabitation
without marriage, and hoJnosexuality, it asked the government to make clear that these
should not result in loss of
government jobs or securit-y
clearance 's.
-The association "recommended the federal government issue
an official policy statement
emphasizing the security forces
"will draw a distinction in their
operations between legal ,politi-

cal dissent ... and those criminal
acts commonly called subversSteve Veres, Fourth Year~ Busiion".
ness:
As well, it asked that the Sol- ,
_icitor General be held respon"So far they haven't been. Most
sible to th~ House oj CClmmons
of the guys I don't even know."
for any in ...<flmP,etenceor major
violations · of the law by the
forces, and that the . government
ensure that ·no individual be
victimized in applications for
jobs or security clearances because of dossiers collected by
the forces on their legal, sexual
Jim Snow, Fourth Year, Huor personal relations.
man Kinetics: .
It also recommended the
government reaffirm its · policy
"You bet . The student governthere · be no general surveillance
' ment at the U of W, from my exof university campu ses, and no
perience, is one of the finest in
interferenco.. "in any way with .
.the province , and should be enthe freedom of discussion so .·
couraged to carry on."
1
necessary to uni versity life."
Security fo rce members could
continue · attending university
courses, it said, but should not
report on "the political, econ-1
Garry Helsby, Fourth Year, Huomic, or social ideas or comman Kinetics:
ments of their professors or stu"Definitely. I think we · need a
dent colleagues."
good representation of the popuIn Dec., 1977, an ec-0nomics
lation of the student comprofessor at the (Jnivers~ty of
munity. From my experience in
Manitoba complained that the
Human Kinetics, representatives
security forces had a file on him,
are important in conveying inmuch of which was compiled by
formation to the students."
members of the security forces
enrolled in hjs classes.
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..Speaking out so1neti1nes · a crime
East situation was decidedly proand a forced confession signed
while imprisoned. Accordj_ng to
Israel. He cited the case
of Israeli
by Esmail during his pre-trial imEsmail, they remain committed
On December 21, 1977, Sarni
I
Prime
Minister
Menachen
Begin, ·
prisonment.
While
the
agency
to
the
Palestinian
people's
cause.
Esmail, a Michigan ~tate Unithe
recent
Nobel
Peace
Prize
reEsmail
told
the
audience
of
a
continually
denied
collaboration
versity student, flew to Israel to
19 year-old youth he met in . cipient.
with the Israelis, the FBI admitvisit . his dying father. Upon -his
prison. Five of the youth's ribs
ted on November 20, 1978 that
arrival, Esmail was arrested and
had been broken by the Shin :
In 1948, his mother fled her
it
did
indeed
supply
informatimprisoned.
beth in their attempt to force a
village of Deir-Yaseen. As reportion about Esmail to the Israelis.
His crime? Esmail'said it was
confession. Because of the tored by the Red Cross, 256 civilEsmail described this .cooperatbecam~e he dared to speak about
ture inflicte<l: by the Israelis, the
ians were killed by a raiding Isanother
example
of
ion
as
just
the ·plight of the Palestinian peoyouth
had
to
be
carried
on
a
,.
raeli
group, the Irgun, who were
the
"long
arm"
of
Israeli
Intelliple.
stretcher into his trial.
led by Begin. Esmail said that
Esmail spoke before an aud- . gence.
this incident has gone largely unWhen news of his arrest and
Esmail spoke of how the
ience of 300 people on Februinternment reached Ea~t Lanmedia's treatment of the Middle " reported by the press. ·
ary 17 about his experiences besing, a committee was formed -to
fore, during aqd after his arrest .
He claimed that his arrest and · protest the Israeli action.
subsequent
treatment
at the
At his trial , the prosecution
hands of the Israelis was "an e'1{- tried to portray the Michigan
ample to .Arab-Americans who
State student as "a terrorist
post-doctorates, demonstrators
spoke out against Zionism and
amongst .- the ranks",
which ·
The Graduate Student Socon Palestine."
and
lab and research assistants
conflicted with the testimony of
iety will h9ld their annual electwho
belong
to neither the FaculAccording
to Esmail, he
friends, relatives and faculty
ions on Friday, April 6. PositClu.b
or
the
GSS. The latter
ty
wasn't allowed to call his family
members in East Lansing who
ions up for grabs are president,
individuals
may
belong without
or contact the U.S. Consul upon
knew him as gifted, intelligent
vice-president, treasurer, social
fee.
Alumni
of
the
Faculty of
his arrest and was subjected to
and with a clean background.
director and two graduate stuGraduate
Studies
may
be offer m~ntal and physical torture.
Because of pressure put on
dent representatives to the Sened associate memberships in the
"The Shinbeth (Israeli intellithe Israeli government, Esmail
ate. Nominations will be acceptfuture for a fee to be determined
gence agents) told me that I
had a civil trial, instead of the
ed from March 26 to March 30.
by
the GSS council.
would pay dearly for my pronormal military one. Also, his atIn addition to electing a new
The
social director has had
' Palestinian
activities/'
said
torney's gag order was lifted and
slate, graduate students will pass
his/her duties expanded to inEsma:il. While in isolation, he
the public and the press were aljudgement on changes to the
clude representing the GSS on
contemplated suicide.
lowed to attend.
GSS constitution in a referenvarious
university committees
In 1_972, the Israeli governEsmail was ~onvicted and
dum, Wednesday, March 28. A
However,
the
ment enacted a law allowing · sentenced.
voting booth will be set up in _ and in affair~ concerning the
committee and the U. S. govern~
quality of campus life and overtheir courts to prosecute a
the University Centre.
seeing the operations of the
ment maintained · the pressure.
perso n_ for security crimes that
..._
Grad House.
There are four important
Ten months later, on October
didn't occur within Israeli borchanges
to
the
GSS
constitution.
Provisions have been made
ders.
18, 1978, he was released. Two
Associat_e memberships have
for handling infra~tions in electdays later, Esmail was deported.
The Israelis based their case
been created. Those eligible inion procedures , impeachments
He told his audience of the
on FBI reports obtained while he
clude gra~ students' spouses,
and recall campaigns.
liv~d and studied in East Lansing
m~ny political prisoners he met
By Dave Powis

Despite what has happened to
him personally, Esmail said he is
optimistic about the future. One
maJor reason was his la~yer
Felicia Langer, a Jew. He describes Langer as his "second
.mother.".
"To me, this was one of the
great }Pssons of my ordeal, that
Jews and Palestinians can come
together to a true understanding. My hope is that this will be
a sign of hope for the futur~."

GSSplans own .referendum
.. ,...?- ...

A revised system of burs aries
has been devised so as to recover
the $5,000 plus the -GS S has
paid over the past few years. The
GSS will fond three $15 0 b'ursaries per year out of its annual
fees, The Faculty of Graduate
Studies has agreed t~ refund the
accomulated sum of $5,000
which had been sitting in the
bank.
·
These amendments repres·ent
the work of the constitutional
reform committee, set up last
June to revamp the 1975 Con- ·
stitution. The GSS council has
passed the vast majority of the
proposed changes ; '
'!
The GSS office is located at
the new Grad Hous b at 552 S'~nset Ave. The society's extension
number, 727, remains the same.

DNGLISSIP
ID

The Unclassified section is open to all members of the university community .'
Submissions must lie typed, double-spaced and limited to three lines. (60 stroke
line). ~ubmissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number and
phqne number. The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length. The
deadline for submissions to t he Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon.

CAMPUS GA VS: invite all lesbians · and gay men to a meeting on Tuesday, March 20 at
8 p .ITu in the University Centre,
Rms. 1-2-3. Discussion will focus
on the book, "Loving Someone
Gay".

LOST: Small silver crD;cifix.
Great sentimental value. Reward

offered. If fpund, pfease contact
Laurette or Ruth at 256-4676.

DISPLAY: of publications, performance programs and creative
works by members of the Fae- .
ulty of Arts. Exhibit open
through March in the Leddy Li1brary,
sh ow cases on first floor
and inro~m G-100.

SAC

H'as openings for 1979-80
for the following positions:

VICEPRESIDENT-FINANCE
PRESIDENTIALAIDE
EXTERNALAFFAIRS
SPECIAL EVENTS
COMMISSIONER
ANC.ILLARY SE.RVICES
COMMISSIONER
I

Anyone interested should submit
a letter of application to the
Vice-President-S~cretary,
2nd .floor of the
un·iversity ce·ntre

FOLK GUITAR LESSONS: Pri. vate instruction from university
... students.
Beginners welco,ne.

Call Danny at 25 3-3686 be~ween
6 and 8 p.m.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY, Assumption University, 2543112
MASS SCHEDULE : Sunday 10 :30 a.m. and 4:30 p .m.
Monday through Friday - 12:00 noon
4: 30 p.m. (except
Tuesday & Friday).
Tuesday - Guest Homilist - 5:00 p.m. (fol- ·
lowed by dinner, $1.50).
Saturday - 11: 30 a.m.
-C_onfessions heard every Wednesday from 9:30 - 10:15 p.m .
in the chapel followed by Special Lenten Mass at 10:15 p.m.
-Stations of the Cross - Every Friday at 4:30 p.m.
followed by private confessions 5 :00 - 5: 30 p.m.

•• J

.FOR SALE: Rotary Calculating
.Machine Ten digit keyboard 20 digit readout. Excellent Condition, recently serviced. $50.
Call 252-5130 before 9 a.m. or
after 10:30 p.m.
MEETING: U of W PC Campus
Association
presents
Terry
Jones, MPP. talking on youth
employment . .Thursday, March
29 at 8 p.m. in Assumption
Lounge. All welcome.

PSYCH CLUB:
lecture on Rap~
sault. Thursday,
p.m. in Madame
All welcome.

presents fiim/
and Sexual AsMarch 22 at 7
Vanier Lounge.

FASHION SHOW: Commerce
Club presents "Dress F_or Success". Thursday, March 22 at
·8 p.m. in Ambassador Audi- ·
torium. Admission: $2.50 .

..
LOST: In and around the -vicinity of University Centre. 14K
gold bracelet. Sentimental value. If found, please leave at
Centre Desk or call Ann at
7"36-2934.
PUBLIC
FORU.M: Francois
LeBrun, director of the Quebec
Gov't Office (Toronto, speaking
on "Quebec and the Canadian
Question". Monday, March 19 at
10 a .m. in Assumption Lounge.
Presented by Depts . of Political
Science and French Lang . & Lit .
Public welcome.
FOR SALE : English Marshal
amp and cabinet, 65 Les Paul,
classic,
Ibanez
Doubleneck ,
Peavy 6 ch. P.'A. board, Shure
E Q mike & stand, guitars with
cases. All great condition ;' Serinquiries only. call Justin at; 2524819 after 5 p.m.
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Stephenson interview

"Declining enrolment i,s a lack of people"
Last month representatives from five campus newspapers - Imprint (Waterloo), Newspap er (Toronto), Balcony Square (Scarborough College), Chronicle (Durham College), Eyeopener (Ryerson) and the Ontario Secondary Scho.ol Teach ers Federation (OSSTF)
met with Dr . Bette Stephenson, minister for colleges and universi, ties .
Her comments on the community college strike, funding, OSAP,
university entran ce exams and declining enrolment are reproduced
in an edited transcript below .
Cronicle : Has the $65/week ,.,, gram cost?
OSAP allowance .for living costs
Steph en son: I haven't any
been increased for next year?
idea what a . reasonable level is.
Stephenson : No, there has
There are a number of reasonnot bee!l a modification in that
able levels that have been prothis year. There has only been
posed and which is the most apone major modification in the
propr iate lever; is a definition
OSAP program this year and
that I haven't made yet.
dlat is_to make it more available
Imprint : Is the · ministry reconsidering its position with reto more young people _in terms
of requirements for family conspect to differential fees for visa
tribution.
· students?
N ewspap er: The opposition
Steph enson : At this point in
parties' critics.. for colleges and
time? It's under review,' but I'm
not about to say that any change
universities · both say that the
parental
contribution
cutoff · is going to be made .
should be $10,000 instead of
New spap er: Will the merger
$7,000.
of ministr 1es (education with
St ephenson .- Really ?
Oh
colleges and universities) mean
that 's nice. I hope they realize
more encoura_gement · for seethe amount which is being exondary school students to attend
pended, it's $86 million in grants
university?
Stephenson:
Encouragement,
so far this year.
Newspaper :- Well, I'm certain
yes. The encouragement, how they're aware that there's a conever, that I would like to see is
siderable amount of money bethe .encouragement to lo ok at
ing spent, but they're talk ing
the challenge and the stimulus of
,about where the levels need to
education, no matter at what
be set.
level, or in.what institution.
Stephenson: Well, we made a
}jf!wspap er: But the ,impetus
major ~hange in the ' parental
of what yo µ seem· to .J;>
e saying is
contribution this year.
that there needs to be an expansNewspaper : But if everyone's
ion in the area of polytechnics .
income has been shifted to offS t ep henson: Not everyone, I
set inflation. . .
hope you realize, is incl ined wStephenson: May I say somewards the liberal arts and basic
thing to y ou? I believe that the
sciences. I don't think we should
primary responsibility for fund - -develop a syst em which pushes
ing post-secondary education re- everyone in that direction ..
sides with the student and his
New s-pap.p-r: But ~ ha t 's hap- ·
family , and we're ant icipati ng ,
of course, tha t the student will
make a contr ibut ion as well. The
amount wh ich is requ ired as part
of pare nta l cont ribution has
been decreased really quit e
, dramat ically t his year.
N ewsp aper : But living, espec. ially in Toronto, can be a pretty
expensive proposition. If you
choose to live at home, you get
the joys of three hour rides on
the TTC every morning.
Steph .enson: So what's wrong
with that?
, . Newspaper:
It's murderous.
it's de~ora)izing.
Stephenson : Oh, come on,
fellas. I went to the University
of Toronto and rode from Wil16.wdale on 'the Toonnerville trolley to ili,e U of T when it took
an hour and 15 minutes ·to get
there and an hour 'and 15 minutes to get back. Don't talk to,
me about that. That's crap. If
you're getting a university education, you want to get it for a
good reason, and you're willing
to give up something, I hope.
Newspaper : The point is, that
some of what they're giving up is
too much.
Stephenson :What I'm trying
to tell you is that you make
choices in life, and some of the
choices have some hard realism
that go along with them. In
some instances, you have to do
part-time work as many of us
did . The primary respons ibility
for funding the educational program s for post -seconda ry educat ional institut ion s still resides
with the individual and the ind ividuals famil y .
I mp rin t: What do you consider to be a_reasonable level (or
tu i!ion, as a proportion of pro -

upon a pro1essu1 ...
mean that? Does h mean that? I
OSSTF: So you support ten,
don't know.
ure?
Newspaper: Are you planning
·Stephenson: The concept of
to take any action on a provinc~enure
as traditionally establishial level to even out the scal~s of
ed
provided
for a continuity of
marking
across
the
province?
Stephenson:
There are more
scholastic
activity
and the purStephenson
:
We
'
a
re
in
the
people going from Grade 13 to
suit of excellence. And in that
process of field testing models of
university .now than there were
context ·, I WOll;ldbe in StJpport
evaluation which I think are go10 years ago, and certainly more
of
tenure. As far as job security
to
be
fairly,
r~adily
translating
than there were 25 years ago .
is
concerned, · one wonders
able
into
the
university
admissNewspaper: Then what's dewhether one segment of the
ion kind of activity.
clining enrolment?
population should be treated in
Newspaper :' Does this mean
Stephenso n : Declining enrola
manner entirely different from
standardized
testing
of
some
ment'is l.ack of people.
all other segments.
sort?
OSSTF: What about the conStephenson : Yes, it is. It's a
cern
that many of the younger,
computer-based
model which
non-tenured faculty are women.
can in fact be modified to fit a
There's a growing concern ab~ut
number of areas. We would hope
the age gap, the fact th11t mo·st
1:hat these might be easily trans.of the faculty are in tn ,_..mfddle
latable into university admission
aged to senior years. ·
,,or . evaluation programs. The
Stephenson: I share '·that co~question I'm sti'lt debating is
cern. Really, I do. Beca~-se it has
whether every young person
implic~tions for som -..~-years
who completes Grade 13 should
down the road' which i~e ·v<:ry
be subjected to a university aduncomfortable
to look at. ·
mission program · administered
·~·.
by the institutions based. in
we · have the problem of :limDr. Bette Stephenson
order to meet their needs, but
ited amounts of money ~ hich
Imprint : It's not that simple.
based upon the kinds of modcan be made available, and we
~ The partfcipation rate is dropules we're developing which
have the problem of declining
ping, isn't it?
would be universal throughout
enrolment, both of wh_ichai:e goSteph enson : The participatthe province so that there would
ing to - have to be faced )y all
ion rate this year at universities
be some standardization .
- educational institutions.
dropped a small amount, but a
OSSTF : How · about some
Chronicle: You said t:o comsignificant amount. However,
comment . about tenure, genermunity college students demonour participation rate is still secally?
stratine (about the support staff
ond m Canada. We'll never
Steph enson : What's t enure?
strike at ~he colleges) ou,i side
achieve Nova Scotia's part icipatOSSTF : Tenure is job securQueen's Park : "We car~
ore
ion rate but then Nova Scotia
ity.
_about your education th ~n y~ou
has trad!tiqnally had a higher
St ~phe _nson ; 0, it\not.
. d~-:1' ~ ould you ci r~ t '"j
ustify
participation rate and has tradit- ·
that?
· - ~', \
.
.
ionally expo rted its brains. The
Ey eopen er: Tell that to the
Stephe nson : No, I didn't say_
oth er question, that I'd like you
t1eople who have it.
we care, I said perhaps we care
to tell me, is what does particiStephenson : Well, all right,
more about it than you do at
pation really mean? · Po you
okay, but if you're talking about
this time because I really care
· know7
te nu re, that's anot her th ing. T he
very de epl y about it and my
Imp rint: It means the num ber
traditional role of tenure was to
conc~rn is that _the educational
of peop l e going fo university. ~"'~-:...·~·
provide acadefl.lic freedom and a
system and the educational pro' '"'SJ:'ep h,,ens on: A h! Does~·- [t''\ ..._Ib_osening
~ime ""co·nstraints
grams not be disrup!ed.
pening is that people going to
Grade 13, who traditionally go
to university , some of them
aren't going . -

1
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Bump and grind

University Players
get ·rowdy at -Essex
By Peter Hrastovec

Jimmy "The Ghost", ~ratchet tears _through an incredible drum solo.

J. Kovacic
Well, we finally got one. How
about that, all this time and we
finally got ourselves a good one.
Through Tuesday night, the
pub was reelin' and a r0ckin' to
the smokey beat of Jason and
Th~ .~on-Existenrs.
By F.

It's th<;n with great pleasure
that I award the very first perfect score of the year. That's
right a 10.
Jason and the boys (and girl)
stormed through such great hits
as Only the Lonely, The Sound

Photo by Janine Halbert

of Silence, She'.s Not . There, and
Nowhere Man with a verve and
gusto as yet unmatche~ ~y pub
pe1formrrs.

I admit that their vocals were
a iittle weak, and their guitir
playing lacked 'substance but the
Non-Existents
overcame these
difficulties to pace the frantic
crowd through a torrid night of
good old rock and roll.
Their
medley
of Bruce
Springsteen's greatest hits (or
was it the radio?) brought the
swelling crowd to it's feet one
last time ( it was last cail).
It seems that Jason and the
band were late replacements for
the originally scheduled band
who had broken up six weeks
ago, ha ha, they forgot to tell
anyone about it.
So it was basically a stroke of
blind luck that we were able to
land lhis heavyweight band.
Thanks Bob Gammon, for

I

For the addict of nrnsical
theatre, Forum offers a potpourri of song and dance. The re11l
showstopper
is "Everybody
Ought To Have A Maid.", which
was so , hilarious that it ·lined
them up in the : washrooms at
intermission.
The jokes, puns and sight gags
provide Freudians with - \fi eld
day. And it's not that" the
is
overt and showy. Director Will- iam H. Pinnell inject ~, just · the
right amount of subtie :fy in the
ripping lines and actiori j of his
talented acting company to prolong the comic effect. 1
And it's all don~ With st.l.perb
timing. All the action on stage
moves with impeccable authority and continuity. Why, the
chase scene in the second ~ct is
so tight that it would turn Mack
Sennett green with envy.
Rome wasn't built in a day.
And neither are music~l productions.
It is obvious · that
Forum is the Uni~~_rsity P(Ayers'
first attempt at a ,music ~) sipce
the somewhat disapp~in ti ng production of Celebration ' back in
1976 (you'll note that '\
not
including Dirty Work ;\t The
Crossroads in- this genre). The
Players have proven that music.t
als can be succes~fully staged !J.
the Essex Theatre . It is hoped
that Forum will only be the first
in a series of productions that
represent the American musi'Cal
theatre as part of the University
Players' upcoming seasons.

Historians tell us that Rome
fell circa 476 AD. But the University Players have disproved ·
history with their superfative
production of iJ;he smash Broadway hit, A Funny Thing Hap·
pened On The Way To · The
Forum. For little over two and
o~e-half hours, the glory that
was Rome sings, dances, smacks
of wit and vulgarity and pushes
hilarity to its highest limit. Without a doubt, this is the University Players' runaway hit of the
year.
Jules Tonus, as the scheming
slave "Pseudolus", sets the pace
of the action with commendable skill and artistry. He estab- .
lishes a comfortable rapport between the players and the audience which doesn't falter for a
single moment.
But Allan D. Powell's "Hysterium '' is the real treat. In the
role of the little ~anic slave
chief who "lives to grovel", Powell conveys the , impression of
what it's like to · be a victim of
circumstances. 'He survives near
nervous breakdown with perfectly timed zaniness.
Eric Keenlyside and Laura
M. Robinson are exceptional as
an aging Roman patric i an -:nd
fits olci crone of a wife, proving
that great marriages 'are not
made in heaven (and surely not
in Rome!) . Garry L. Gable as
"Miles Gloriosus " , a Roman
soldier endowed with1vanity and
courage (among other things)
has a powerful operatic singing
voice which is quite moving in
the farcial dirge, "Funeral". But
the yo1:1ngnaive lovers ,Ian Levstt?in and .Wendy E. Wizinowich
who tug at the heart strings of a
compassionate
audience,
are
By Patricia Rilett
forced to compete with the orApplause goes out once again
chestra when joined in song. ·
to the · University Players. It is
There's nothing wrong with . highly advisable for ariyone who
Michael Millar's "Erronius" who
has not seen their current progives credence ·co the -fact that
duction, A Funny Thing Ha.p"Participaction" dates back to
peJ1ed On The Way To The
ancient Rome. And Michael
F.orum, to do so.
Rawley's "Ly ·cus" is a sinister
It will prove to be an enjoyable evening which will be hard
presence on stage, professionalto forget.
ly executed and thoroughly
One thing which will not be
pleasing.
e·asily forgotten, however, are
The Proteans are as swift as
the hideous costumes which are
the "Three Stooges". They help
used in the production.
to fill out the play in a multiA special acting award should
plicity of roles. And if th ese perbe given to the entire cast for
formances somehow fail to thrill
doing the commendabk jQb that
you, the Courtesans of Lycus
they did while in the costumes,
will do more than that (Need I
and smiling to boot.
/
say more?) .

a
sex

am

Another
•

view
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When E.F. Hutton talks, people listen.

Photo by George Kocis

1------------------------------------------------THE
album edition, Chick's Piano
Solo and The Endless Night (pts
I & II), sizeable chunks of the
music originally performed have ·
been edited out . Granted, even Chick 's solos tend to get out of
hand, but why include a solo if
all you 're going to do is lop off
half of it . And I do mean lop!
In The Endless Night(s) it
sounds as if someone pulled the
power cord a third of the way
through, discovered the problem two thirds of the way
through and simply plugged it
back in! Allright ...so its not
that b3:d... ~ut it is obvious!
Who's the record company
trying to kid here? Their slick
four album set pikes saleswise,
so they release this trash. It's
certainly not what you'd expect
of RFT. They should have subtitled it "Excerpts From an Album", or, at least, th~y might
have included a "To Be Continued".
O.K., O.K., so I made a mistake; you don't have to. If
you 're not too familiar with

RBCDRDS
just can 't help it ..... Chick you 've
let me down .....er , almost.
O.K. so the album is (ull of
those fantastic bass licks by
Stanley Clarke, and, allright, the
brass is dynamite (when they're
not being played und er by
Corea's various keyboards) and ,
as usual Joe Farrell performs on
the sax and flutes as well as is
humanly possible.
S'o what if Corea happens to
play" at his best in live situations?
I got a copy of the single album version of the concert tour
that took place in May 1977.
Unbeknownst to me, another recording of the same performances had previously been released except that one is a four
album set. Do x:ou see what's
coming?
On two tracks of the single

RETURNTO FOREV
ER
:LIVE
/

.By Gene Sasso
It's hard to be disappointed with Return To Forever's
lates t release Return To Forever Live. Hard as it may be, I

I mean it

Club Sandwich gets no respect

-

By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
."I love Windsor," said Mike
Hazael, a -local 24-year old
singer-songwriter and • opening
act at ·club Sandwich on Saturday night. "When I got out of
the sun I just had to get back.~'
, After five years Qn the r.oad,
enterta'.ining fr~m L.A. to Hali. fax, Mike is back and living in a
small cottage at Lincfen Beach,
"a fashionable suburb of Kingsville." Down the way at Salem
Studios-'1n· an other suburb , New
California, Mike is cutting his
first album for a projected fall
release.
Stardom may b~ just around
the corner, if not as a recording
celebrity then perhaps as a
· movie idol. Mike is starring in a
film , m.ade by four Communicat ions Arts students, about a
"fa iling" young Canadian folksinger.
Mike looks like Dan Hill
without a conditioner and plays
piano like th ~re 's no tomorrow .
His style is · a combination of
West Sid e .Story " - musical .
comedy-modern jaz z ~nd protest
songs of the sixties .
"I got most of my music al experience and inspiratio n from
living between the Go Train and
· th e Queensway in Toronto ."
You can almost hear fhe
rumb ling when he plays.

*****
Paul Ode tt e , Windsor nat ive
turned Toro nt o resident , plays
guitar in concert and clubs all
over-t he cou ntry and has re cent ly return ed from a tour in German y. He played alone Satu rday
night as the second act opene d,
but for a period of two year s
was accompanied by a bass play er , a situat ion he describes as a
. "mix ed blessing".
" I miss the back-up and
pow er of bass, but enjoy the
flexi bility. that being alon e
allows me ."
His first aib um "Paul Odette"
was released a ..year and a half
ago and this week he has .a new
single out. "Blue Moods" , pro duce d with Ray Mater ii k, is being widely played on every
majo r station.
Paul takes the music scene
and his career very seriously and
wisl;les the pr_ess would do the
same .

1

"ciub Sandwich is getting
no support from the Windsor
Star. I asked the entertainment
editor for a combination review
and critique tonight, and I got
no response."
'
Paul feels · this is too bad. ,
"Club ··Sandwich is the only
place in this city getting recording artists to play live. With· cof-

fee clubs closing everywhere, it
has the advantage of a liquor
licence, but is .not afraid to tell
people to shut up when necessary. Often liquor and rowdiness
go hand in hand."
Next week James Gordon and
Jeff Bird Band will celebrate St.
Patrick's Day with Irish music
and Irish beer.

Local auditions

I~vegorhappy feet
-~

¥:

~

By Wendy Coomber
For all you future Karen
Kains and John Tr~volta's, your
tickets have arrived fo the forms
of the National Ballet School
and the Grand Circus Exchange.
The National Ballet School is
touring across Canada looking
for young people seriously interested in training for a professional dance career. Preference is
given to younger children (early
teens), but a limited number of
older you th~ will be accepted.
Previous ~allet tra ining is not a
requirement for youths entering
academic grad es.
The scho ol was fou nded in
1959 and is the only on e in
North
America
to
offer
complete academic and ballet
programs for grades 5 through
12. Th e school is open t o both
English and Fr ench speaking
students.
Applications
must . be return ed by March 30, and aud iti ons will be hel d i.flWindsor on
Frida y , April 20 Applications
can be obtained from: The

"'·

Registrar of the National Ballet
School, 111 Maitland · St., Toronto , Ontario, M4Y 1E4. (Ph.
1-416 -964-3780).
The Grand Circus Exchange is
just across the river in Detroit .
They offer workshops in auditioning, advanced acting and
direct ing.
" In the workshops, such topics
will be dealt with as: practical
questions of dress, resumes,
choice of readings, approaching
a role, Shakespeare, theory of di recting, and others.
Registration
deadline
is
March 18,1979 . ,Fee.s range from
$2 5 (auditioning sessions) .to
$50 (directing sessions) . Financ ial aid ~ill be available by calling Claud ia Hommel, 1-313;
964 -7380 or 1-313 -862 -8463
and mld-course registration may be arranged in som e cases as
well.
For more information, call
1-313-964 -7380 or 1-313-862 8463 or write : Grand Circus
Exchange, 47 East Adams, Third
Floor , Detroit, 48226.
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RIOT
:BELL & JAI"IES

Rock _C,.,ty

By Mike Taylor
This album is headed straight
for government waiting rooms
and hospital elevators. It has the
sound that cuts into your subconscious, sticks it with a
healthy dose of valium and
makes you forget that your tax
returns Jhave just been audited
(sweaty palms) or that a relative
is sick (dry heaves). This album
is .,the complete and ideal
MUZAK reiease, guaranteed not
to offend , and certified to reduce the , surrounding noise
level.
.
Surprisingly
enough,
the
group .of Leroy Beil and Casey
James has a top 40 hit on the
LP: Living It Up Frid~y Night.
In fact, this song remains as the
only justification for the waste
of vinyl and graphics.
Bell and James are caught in a
web of preprogrammed disco .
They have the bass, string arrangements, and the Donna
Summer-type
voca1 . back":.ups.
With an arrangement like that,
the only way that t hey could
fail is if the album i~ totally
berefit of imagination .
It is.
They have rerun the whole,
narrow, disco perception of life:
go out, dance, drink, get laid,
dance, then go home. Not that
every disco LP reflects this narrow aspect, but Bell and James
seem to have found their niche
on their debut album, noless.
The unfortunate part is that
their niche is below suitable airplay materia l.
Every cut seems the same.
Th e onl y possible com pliment to
be given , is that Bell and James
are very consistent in thei r
mater ial. This album will probably end up rising t o the top of
the charts, mak ing millions for

By Frank Kovacic
,
Bighorn and Riot , are two
bands that have jus ".released
debut albums in an au.empt to
harness some of the vast rivhes
of the music world. The y, both
fail but do so from totally different points of view.
Bighorn has. emerged from
the Styx/Kansas school of blending syrupy lyrics with ,sweetly
tinged heavy metal rock music.
They've succeeded but that
doesn't mean that there's reason
to take notice.
The Seattle based outfit led
by Bob Marcy on vocals, goes
through every pb ssible combination of licks that they've ·
heard in the ' last two y_~a:rs.
The ,
miserable sameness that ' purveys throughout is just a tribute
to the -total lack of originality
that the band possesses.
Musically, they're acceptable
but having each song begin with ,
an all too ·similar piano intro
· (aone better by the origmators)
grates to a' point of hypertension.
Riot ; on the other hand, has
chosen to pick up and carry on
the style forged in the early .
seventies by Black Saf>bath and
the kings of bubblegum, The
Sweet . Their debut effort, Rock
City, suffers from terminal 1boredom in addition to dreadfully
trite lyrics '. I could just see them
urging on an almost vacant auditorium to "Party, Party, Party!" ·
A very rough edged production is a detriment instead of a
bonus here, a . little polish and
they could be another Foreigner.
Bands like these make you
wish, even more, that record
prices were back to the level of
seven years ago. At least you
wouldn 't feel so bad about wast1

Monday . March 19
'les ordres' ~
.Donation ot $1 :50

. .;

, it:;~:11

I'll give you two guesses as to what's going on here ..... and your first
one doesn't count.
Photo by Janine Halbert

.

th-e two mutants.
If that happens, then state of .
the art disco is in worse shape
th~n previously estimated.

RFT, this a~bum isn't that bad.
If you're already an RFT freak,
save your pennies and go all out.
· I'd .have second thoughts
about either. So what if the
music
is
good ...it's
the
principle!!!
I'm mad as hell... ....

The film will be shown in room
\ in the Math Bldg. ·at 8 p.m.
Sponsored by I Ontario 1Public
Interest Research Group '(OPIRG)
and the labour Film Co-op. ·
y

'

' '
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.... -----~
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-School of Music, Gregory Butler and David Palmer, duopianists.

·~ .
~·

..

16
18

be sp~aking in the Faculty
Lounge (located on the bottom
floor of Vanier Hall) at 4 :00
p .m. A cash bar will be available
for your enjoyment. Some lucky
person will win a years subscription to Penthouse Magazine as a /
door prize.

-Univcrs 1ty of Windsor P.layers,
-" A , Funny Thing Happened on
the Way io the Forum.
-0.R.M.T.A.,

-Scarlet .· Brigade,
Dance.

Up in

Big

Band

20
-Ontario

Film Theatre, War and

-MARKETING CLUB: invites
you . to come and hear Ms.Marianne Howatson, Vice President/
Advertising Director, for Penthouse International Ltd ·. She will

Peace . ·

22

;

From the perspective . of
many of the women '_involved,
wives and workers alike, .it tells
the · story of the 19 37 General
Motors sitdown strike in Flint,
Michigan and the victory which
became a turning point for industrial unionism.

29

Film Theatre . War and

-St . Clair College, Flash Flicks;
Emmanuclle .
.
.,.;;..~! ..?

.

Using , the flashback technique, we are taken from the
colorful Jiving room of one of
the partic ipants bad< to the
original stark black and white
archive reels of the strike.
· "In Flint", one 'woman ·recalled, "General Motors was the
'big wheel' with the mayor and
judges behind them. The little
person didn't stand a chance.
Foremen on the line wanted attractive girls working for them
or ones that would work their ·
butts of . An investigatio -n at the

-Art Gallery of Windsor, Gerald
Stanick, Vocalist and musicians
from the University of Western
Ontario School of Music.

f •.

-Bankruptcies

31

27

-Les
Ballets Trockadero de
Monte Carlo, Cleary Aud ., 8 :00
p .m., admission, $8.00 - $10.00.

-Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
· young People's Concert; Bob
Bow narrating "Barbar the Elephant". ·

presentation.

··Red Brigade ·wom~n rem~mbered
-

-Ontario
Peace.

The

-Ontario Film Theatre, War and

~nos

By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
With Babies and Banners, the
story ~f the Women's Emergency Brigade, is a powerful film
and a ;source of pride' ·and inspiration for women everywhere.

-St. Clair College, Flash Flicks,
Silver Streak, Hiller.

.

Peace.

-Art G~lery of Windsor, Friday Morning Lecture Series,
"Colour F~eld Painting."

-Ontario
Film Theatre,
African Queen -

25

. -University . of Wi.ndsor Players,
.A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way} o the Forum .

-Actor's . · Trunk
Company,
Shakespearian Play, Cleary Aud.,
10:00 a.~ ~and '1 :00 p.m.

21

Student Recital.

Speaker: Mike Mueller. Place :
T.B.A.@ 7 p.m.

time revealed that one whole department was being treated for
V.D." Sexual harassment on the
job· has been with us for a long
time.
At first the wo111:enwere
more difficult to '·organize than
the men. Even though they
thought they deserved more humane · treatment , most felt ~'it
was a terrible thing to strike the
hand that feeds you." It was the
depression and Jobs were scarce.
Sorite women who finally signed
the Union card got fired.
"

./

But \the move was on. A
strike began in the winter of '3 7
and wives an factory women
wanted to participate. They
formed the Women's Auxilliary (later to become the Emergency Brigade) and went on the
picket line or worked in the
kitchen preparing food fqr the
500 hungry.
One woman who refused to
assume "her proper role in the
kitch _en" organized a children's
picket line, attracting int~rnational media attention with little
tykes of two carrying signs.
These courageous women
were breaking new ground. "Unions had untii this time been the
sole domain bf men", said Leader Genor.a Dollinger. "When we
first went to meetings, we were
accused of being queer. We
couldn't be too plain, too feminine or too intellectual."
They were also accused by
many of being Communists or
Socialists. In a sense this was ·
,true. A strong tradition of Socialist education in Flint had
prepared these , women with die
knowledge of how to organize.
And organization was what
· G.M. feared. They understoo d
the dynamics of power and that
strength lies in unity. All their
attempts to pit wives agains
husbands failed. When G.M.
gassed
the
plant,
women
smashed the windows so the
men could breathe. When they
turned off the heat and then the
water, they firmed the strikers'
resolve.
On February
F, 1937 ,
General Moto rs signed an agree\ ment and the UAW was born..
Triumphant workers ra ised plac-

ards reading " GM Toda y, . Ford
f
Tomorrow".
i
1
And what were the results for
the women involved?
- "It gave mep a different o~tlork on the ordinary housewife
and a deeper · respect for the
working woma~."
~
"It meant better working
conditions. T}ie foremen were
not breathing down our necks all
the time."
'
-The Red Brigade woma n was
a symbol of woman ready to
sicrifice her life in a victory over
the world's largest corp oration ."
But perhaps the . last word
came from the community at
large. Thanks and appreciation
were generously given, btg it was
suggested that s1nce the crisis
was over "the laundry is piled up
and the kids need atte nt ion".
Not much has changed in 40
years. At a recent UAW convention, Brigade Leader Genora
Dollinger led a supposedly spontaneous demonstration with her
now gray-haired cohorts. They
chanted "UAW needs an ERA"
and sang their · old union song
"S,olidarity Forever".
The film, sponsored by
OPI,RG and the Labour Film Coop, was produced by the Women's Labor History Film Proje ct and is a nomi nee' for an Academy Award as best documentary. Whether or not it wins, it is
an excellent educational and organizing tool for any group or
individual in the community .
Next week, OPIRG . will present "Les Ord res", a timely reminder of the FLQ crisis. Adm1ss10n. don ation of $1.5 0.
Room 1120, Math Building, 8
p.m ..-Monday, March ,19·_

DRESS
~F-ORSUCCESS

Commerce Club presents ...

FASHIONSHOW

Fashions supplied ~y and ticket ·outlets A:r:

·Le-M'sieurBoutique
·Garbo's
·Temptation .
~ La ModaBoutique
-·Jamie-Fashions
·Dani's Bobb
·Frank Funaro Men's Wear
~ Alderina's
·Purese'nly Yours

·Disco· & Prizes

Thursd(.Jy, 8 _P.M. March 22, Uo/W
Ambassador Auditorium

83 Riverside W.

SAT·· MARCH17th
St.. Patrick's Day
Cele}>ration
with
'James Gordon
"'
& the Jeff Bird Band

· ~ Doors open 8pm

Admission $3· 50
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GIRLS BASKETBALL
Combinations
Chuck
Dribblers
2nd Floor
Rowdies
27 Footers
Plue Balls
Volleyball Team

GP·
6
6.
6
6
5
5
6
6

w

BASKETBALL "A"
Commerce "A"
Brown Stars
Spidermen
Raccoons
Humkins ;
Hawks
Bombers
Rolling Stones
Caribbean

GP
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

w

BASKETBALC "B"
Division · 1
Gallery
Soo
Schmoes
Commerce B
Gradkins
Cody B
Division 2
Bullets
H. Heroes
Electa
B. Buddies
Vigilantes
Cody A
Division 3
D. Clark 5
./
Basketphobia
Whales
Bus Boys
'
Civil
Holy Hucks

.

'

L
0
1
2
3
3
3
5
6

Pts
12
10
8
6
4
4
2
0

L
2

5
\ 4·
3
3

7
10
11
12
12

Pts
26
24
22
16
16
10
8
6
6

GP

w

L

Pts

15
15
15
15
15
15

13
11

1

2
4
5
7
10
··14 .

26
22
20
16
10
2

15
15
15
15
15
15 '

11
11
8
- 6
6
1

4
4
7
9
9
14

22
22
16
12
12
2

15
15
15
15
15
15

}l

6

5
4
3
2
2
1·
0

13

12
11
8

3
4

7'

8

<

10
8

:;

4

.

HOCKEY LEAGUE "B" FINAL STANDINGS
GP
w
L
12
0
Rockets
13
Bulls
13
9
3
Cody Sucks
13
9
3
Candies
9
3
13
8
69'ers
H
3
2
Raccoon Lodge
7
13
Chiefs
6
6
13
Flames
5
13
5
5 ..
5 I
Humkins
13
Sabres
5
7
13
Red Barons
4
8
13
f....,
NFG
..3
8
13
Red Wings
2
10
13
Blades
2
10
13
Biology
12
1
13

T
2
1
2
1

Pts
22
'21
10
1

\

T
1
1
1
1
2 '
4
1
3
3
1
1

Pts ,

2
1
1
0

25
19
19
19
18
18
13
13
13
11
9
8
5
5
2

•

J•

·-s,,.."";.t,.~

w

L

T

Pts

3
3
1
1
0

0
1
1
2
4

0
0
1
1
0

6

2
2
1
1
0

0
1
1-

1
0

3
2
0
0
0

0

2
1
.1
1
0
1, ..._:·

........

2

1
0
2
2
0
1
1
0

3

"'

Attention
voters ·

Nominations are now open
for the athletic awards to be
presented next month. Forms
are available at the Human Kin:
etics Building. All stud~nts are
eligible to ' vQte. Award&1tic(ude:
the _Banner Shield, "A ;, Aw: rds,
the Demarco Trophy :~and the
Dave West Memorial Trophy. ·

···~
..................
~·-.

,

Bus Boys and Dave Clark 5 battle it out in intramural "B" ba sket ball playoffs.

...

ff)

~he

1929

\

Iive entertai.nmefltforyourdancing
- -and . listening
pleasure- .
I

3
3
0
5
4
3
3
1

0
1
1
0
0

0

0
1
1
0
0

4
3
3
2
0

-your host-

[]JV8

6'
5
1
0

..........,

... ,.

..
-4,.

SAC
IIIESTb

6

1
1
1

2

......................

1

BALL HOCKEY STANDINGS
As of March s·, 1979
DIVISION 1
Trojans
Tees 'Nrecks
Rams Gradk ins
Society
DIVISION 2
Freaks ·
Ramones
Pussy Pokers
Preparation H
Wolverines
DIVISION 3
Sruirtak
Huron Hall
Law
Sabres
Tac Eaters
DIVISION 4
Defenders
Newts
Shirks
Rowdies
Nads

be no recreational swimming and
swimming lesson~ are cancelled
as well.

22
16
10
8

7
10

HOCKEY LEA:GUE "A,.. .FI.NA STJtNI>lNG
L
w
GP
10
1
Commerce
l3
10
2,
Eagles
13
4
Plumbers
7
13
0
12
Geography
13

,
Rosemary Mousseaµ and Ian
NEWS
,Dando are following close beOnc e again there has been trehind with nine miles apiece. The
mendous supp o~t fo r the ball
rest of the group are h~nging in
hockey league. Each week the
there with a commendable effort
standings will be repor ted (when
by
all.
space allows) with comments on
The
channel swim will be
how the teams are doing. Tha nks
completed on Friday March 30
for the great support and if there
at which time all results will be
are any proqlems please contact
available.
We'll keep you up to
Paul McMillan. ·
date with our channel swimmers
CHANNEL SWIM UPDATE
·
in the next edition.
There 's been a lot of
POOL
CLOSED
swimming going on in tire last
pue to a wat erpolo meet, the
week! As of Mon'!ay March 12,
poc;>lwill be closed for the enthe leader in total miles com tire weekend . (Saturday th e 31st
pleted was .Jon Bonnett, having
and Sunday the 1st.) There will
completed 13 miles.

22.

.• 4

11
8
5
4
4

Great SL:Jpport
for ball hockey

-this week~

-next week.-

~

..

,.•,. ;:,._.\,:,,•'
'

I·,•

. .,-,,.'

Rhythm Metlwd
Damion
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Mikc ,.McKinlcy (40) and Stan Koroscc.: go to wor.k on defense against McGill whit Phil lfe rmanutz, K.evin:Greeliwoocf and j.ac)<.Baird look,_Qn.'
-. ·
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Photo by Rick Spence

Lancers fall to St. Mary's in CIAU Champioi7ships
/

By Peter Nash
The axe finally fell on this
year's edition of the Lancers
basketball but it took the best
· team ' in the country to do it. Sr.
Mary's huskies defeated Windsor 110-95 in the first round of
the CIAU Championships in Calgary last Thursday.
"It was a gutsy performance"
commented Coach Paul Thomas
following the contest. "Nothi-ng
seemed to be going our way but
the guys never gave ·up ·." .
The Lancers trouble began
midway · through the first half
when Stan Korosec got his third
foul, forcing him to sit out much

of the second half. Vince Landry
reinjun.:d his kg minutes later
followed by Way ne Allison, who
injured his foot.
If rhis wasn't enough Phil
I Iermanutt. fouled out early in
the second half to reduce Wind sor to only two guards . The
1luskics took advanr:tgl' of Windsor's predicament with excellent
shooting- by all-star Mickey h1:,,:
and Kevin Woods. 1:ox SCl1red
37 points while _Woods {·hipped
inwithl7.
"Their guards were bigger
than ours" mentioned
I tandry
after the game, "so they'd just
post Fox up high and let him

Allisonhonoured
By Peter Nash ·
Wayne Allison was named a
second team All-Canadian last
week following Windsor's .victory over York Yeomen for the
Ontario Championships.
The Hamilton native will put
. that honour along with a long
list of others he has received
over the past five years. These
include MVP of his high school
league, third team all-American
in hjs final year at Wooster College in the U.S., a conference allstar twice and several playoff allstar team selections.
Coach Thomas says that he is
the best funvard in the CIAU.
"Wavne is a skilled shooter and
n."bo·undcr as well as' being a very

Allison - All-Canadian ·
intelligent player."
Allison averaged 19 .2 points
per game in the OUAA and 10
rebounds per gaine. This is his
final year of eligibility in Canada
but it is a fitting end to an outstanding basketball career.

shoot over us." Landry had alo1
ahead of Victoria for the entire
The Lancers final contest was
of praise for his teammates pergame winning it 90-8 3.
against Winnipeg for · the conformance. "I've never cried after
In consolation play the LanWinnisolation . championship.
a game until Sc. Mary's beat us.
cers went on to beat McGill 90peg · outlasted the Lancers in a
It wasn't really disappointment.
82. Allison had 15 points in
long tough match winning it 97I was just real!~· proud of the
82.
i:ha r -contest for o ' ved by Koroway those gu~'S played. They
sec with 14 and Hermanutz and
could have given up when St.
Brian Hogan with 12.
Stan Korosec described the fiMary's got too far ahead but
The Lancers held the lead for
nal Windsor losses in few words.
right up until the final. buzzer
most of the game and eventually
"We wanted to play well so badthey wen.· diving for lose balls
sewed it up when McGill centre
ly that w·e didn't. It was really
and snapping underneath."
Pat Kehoe fouled out. The leaddisappointing." Many people felt
Landry,inspired by his team's
ing scorer was Gregg Fasulo of
that Windsor was a Cinde;ella
performance, came back in the
hitting
for 28
the Redmen
team even after their victory
second half and played over his
over York for · the Ontario points,
sl'wre injury, gaining him a loud
Windsor went to the platoon
Championships.
Their excellent
ovation frqm tl1e crowd.
_system
against McGill tiring
performance turned more than a
With the absence of Korosec
them out early in the game. Fast
few heads. This year was one of
for most of the second half the
_ breaking offenc' ~ and full court
Windsor's best ever and will long
prcssur~ was on Wayne Allison
pressure characterized
the outbe remembered in the minds of
and Jim Molyneux. Both players
ing.
Lancer fans.
answered
the challenge with
tough offensive showings, ·Allison, playing o\.-er his injury as
well, led the Lancers - with 30
points followed by Molyneux
with 20, his highest scoring output this year.
Allison was named to the
tournament
all-star team and
Coach Thomas felt it was well
justified. "He was probably the _
best big man in the whole tournament . Wayne can do alot of
·
·
things out there."
The first round loss put Windsor in the consolation
round
while St. Mary's went on to the
semi-finals. The Huskies ended
up overall winners with victories
over York, an_d Victoria. T,he
final game, played last Saturday,
was another offensive show but
Windsor gained
support from
the Huskies managed to stay
Alumni. Racco~n Lodge wasalso represented.
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Nobody captures a
tollgh race at Guelph

9
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

(LANCE-CUP)-While
students at this campus may moan
and groan about SAC politics
and the acclamation of a president, take pity on the folks in
Guelph.
Things are so bad there that
students at the University of
Guelph decided last week that
nobody was better than anybody else in their presidential
electi6n, and gave the nop to the
"no-candidate" option.
Out of 2,317 students voting,
1,080 favored the no-candidate
option, which will force the Central Students' Association to
hold new elections. Runners-up
to nobody in the contest, in
which students voted for a presi-

dent and vice-president on one
ballot, were Gerry Theoret and
Ross Parry with 990 votes.
The
other
slate, George
Countryman and Steve Beatty,
trailed far behind with 21 7
votes, only nine per cent of the
total turnout. ,
The last time that nobody
contested a presidential election
at Guelph was in 1977 when he
(or she) garnered 21 per cent of
the votes. ·
Student dissatisfaction with
the candidates was cited as the
main reason behind nobody's
stunning upset victory. The ,
election cost the CSA more than
$1,000 to run. Another election
is expected to be called shortly.

Big bosses Chosen
Boy, is this paper ever in
trouble · next year. The Lance
staff has elected next year's top
two prima donna type execs.
Peter Nash, a Communication
Studie s grad and aging sports
jo ck , has been ,elected editor,
. while Mark D. Greene, a History
student
and Leddy Library
mouth piece , has been handed
the task of acting like a managing editor .
Nash has som ehow ma naged
to pass the journalism cour ses
off ~red at this university, despite hi s insistence at dribbling a
basketball while trying to type
out his copy. On the other hand,
Greene can't make headlines fit
until he's had a few cool ones.
"My initial, ahhh, I can't
think of the word ..... oh yeah,

my initial thing will be to,
ahhh ...... Well, I'm gonna do the
best I can," said Nash, when
pressed for his reaction to the
election results :
Greene had several enlightening comments concerning next
year's paper. "No, no, wait ress,
I said two Canadians."
The outgoing executive offered their comments .on the election winners.
"
"We11, Pet e' s a bit sho;t er
than Smith (SAC presidentelect) so that's bound to make
Doug feel self-im portant when
they talk together nex t year,"
said Dave Powis.
~What can I say?", said Paul
Chernish. "He (Gn:ene) ,. is my
friend, my buddy, my protege
, ..... Hell, he's got no reason to
live."
Playing with his balloon is Pete Nash while Mark D. Greene does the worst ver~ion of Mata Hari ever.

·Ottawa ignores Quel1ec government
·By David Cameletti

A sparse crowd of about 20
people heard Francois Lebrun
speak on "Quebec and the Canadian Question" on Monday in
the Alumni Lounge.
Lebrun, the chief representative, of the province of Quebec in
Ontario, provided a contemporary viewpoint into the political
situation existing in this country
with respect to the future of
Quebec in Confederation.
Beginning witH the premise
that Quebec society is different
fr:.om that of English-speaking
Canada, Lebrun elaborated on
the ways that his province is a
unique
community
in this
country. Quebeckers speak a different language, have a history ·
of being a conquered, rather
than a conquering,
people,
follow a judicial system based
on civil, rather than common
law, and are represented in their
provincial assembly by francophone, instead of anglophone,
politicians.
Over the course of the _past
two decades Lebrun continued,
Quebec society has undergone
enormous social and economic
transformations, l)lOre SO than
had been the case m the
province for the previous 100
years to this. As a resuit of this
"Quiet
Revolution,"
as this

requests

period has popularily been regovernment have not been aceluded that Quebeckers have t<,
ferred · to, French-speaking Quecepted by. the Canadian federal
make a decision as to the type of
beckers have attained much
government, including a new
society they want to live in so
greater access to the ~pper
, division of constitutional powers
they may satisfy their many
echelons of managerial positions
between Ottawa and the prolegitimate aspirations. They may
in private industry and the pubvinces .and greater transfers of
choose to live in the country as
lic sector . than in the past and
money to Quebec. Rather, the
it exists today, i11 a decentralare afforded unparallelled progovernment of Prime Minister
.ized Canada in · which the protection for their language and
Pierre Elliot Trudeau is more
vinces hold most political and
culture under the law, especially
preoccupied __,
with.,.providing legisconstitutional powers, in a .QueBill 101, than had' previously
lative guarantees for individual
bec that conducts a relation- been the case. They have been
rights and with reforming federal
ship based on the mysterious
provided with more provincial · political institutions.
formula of sovereignty-associatgovernment
services in the
Consequently,
Lebrun conion with the rest of Canada or in
French language, especially in
health and education, than before, and have seen further government
intervention
in the
economy, highlighted by the
nationalization of Hydro ~Quebec
in the early 1960's .
By Dave Powis
dent Tim Doyle and SAC presiLebrun revealed h·1s true
A petition will soon be passed / dent-elect Doug Smith .
position as an adherent to the
through student ranks asking for
The new facility, slated for
ideology of the Parti Quebecois
their moral and financial support
completion in July 1981, will be
government of Rene Levesque
of the new athletic facility.
connected to the present Human
when he began' to emphasize
Students ;will have the option
Kinetics Building, located on
that this evolution of the Que·
of signing the petition, which reCollege Avenue. The estimated
bee society has consequently
quests that SAC hold a referencost of the construction is $5
placed several demands on the
dum next September asking each
million.
federal government. Such defull time undergraduate to pay
Based on average enrolment
mands have been forwarded by
an annual ten dollar fee as a conof 5,000 undergraduates, "the
the Quebec provincial governtribution to the construction of
students would probably · conment, which sees itself as the of a new gymnasium. This fee
tribute at least ten per cent of
ficial representative
of the
would be collected every year ,
the cost," said Smith. ''Collect French speaking population of
commencing in September 1980
ively, they'~ be the single
this country.
,
and through to September 1990.
highest dona tor."
He stated flatly that most of
That would certainly warrant
The petition drive is being
the reque ts of the Quebec
first priority (for the students).
headed by former SAC presi-

a politically sovereign state that
. is totally disassociated from its
former country.
The upcoming referendum in
Quebec will decide the direction
in which Quebeckers are headed,
although a negative vote will not
decide that political sovereignity
is an impossibility for francophones.
Lebrun prefers the
sovereignty-association formula.
He hoped there would be
enough goodwill in Canada after
Quebec's separation to make this
ideal "work.

Students asked to contribute
Their interests should be considered quite strongly when the
facilities are installed."
Smith spoke of the prioritks
for the new building.
"First,
it should bd an
athletic facility for the students
and secondly, it should be a
showcase for the university", .
emphasizing that · the students
come first.
He argued that the students
should expect to contribute to_
the project.
"We're at the point (financially) where students can't expect the administration to pay for '
everything ."

-
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Complicated credit society confuses ,consumer
By. Lindsay Hall-Smeets
· ,-'-'Your own ounce of prevention is worth a pound of legal
cure'' was the final word of consumer advice at Tuesday evening1s Women and the Law workshop, led by law student Anthea
.Radford.
How do you become an informed
consumer
in today's
complicated
credit society?
A
little legal knowledge may provide the answers and help you
ih day-to-day life as a buy-er of
goods. It lays out what you can
expect when you buy, what act- ·
io~ you can take if you feel you
have been deceived, who you
can . complain to and what legal
remedies you may have against
those you feel h ;tve <lone you
wrong .
·· ..One of the fir'>t areas of the
[a·~ you will come up against as
a consumer is the law of contra.ccs. A contract
i<.;a binding
agreement , oral or written, into .
enter,
and ca.n
w,hich people
ro goods
as well as
l pply
Services . An offer to buy and an
~gtccmcnt
to sell complett: t he
c:,;f ntract, n.:gardkss of wht:ther
yqt.i pay cash, make a' deposit:,
fay installments or charge it.
contract"
i11. .' An "cxecutory
v<5:lves an agreement where you
buy now (taking possession of
tryc
·g(>rnls) and pay later, or conlierscly, pay now and recc~vc rhc•
gc,ods at a later date.
In a "con<litional
sales conto
tr,a:_ct " , rhc seller continues
(.>'wn the goods until paid for, al th\ mgh the custonwr has taken
y'r {~session of them. If the buyer
(hi~ [(> pay, lhC.: selle r Clll rc !)OS$.l' SS the goods ~nlcss d1cy arc

two-thirds paid for. In this case,
a court order for repossession is
required and a sheriff can forcibly remove the goods.
. At time of purchase, if the
s~ller uses a credit reporting
agency, he m,ust' tell you. You
have the right to see your credit
file and to demand corrections if
there are errors. This credit information
cannot
be released
without
:tour · permission
or a
court ordt:r.
In the area of door-to-door
sales, the message was dire ct, Before you buy, it is wise to sh op
outside the home and compare .
Second,
ask the salesman for
Jrcdcntia~s. Th ir e!, exa, ; , i ne the
contract. Fourth, don't pay until
the goods are n:ceive<l . Jn an cxccutory
contract
over $50 involving a Joor-to-door
purchase,
you ' have the right to cancel
within 48 hours. To do rhis, you
musr send written notice hy rcgistcr,ed mail or deliver it in person to the seller. The goods must
also he returned immediately at
rhc seller's expense.
If ' u nsol icitcd
gnods
arc
droppt:d on your doorstep (records, hooks), you arc under no
obligation either to pay for them
or return them. You arc free to
b :ep ' t hc goods
and
ignore
dunning letters asking for paymcn1. If you n:ceivc an unsolici1 ·cd crcdi.J card, you arc not re'
sponsihlc unless you use ir or lcr
someone l'lsc use it. It should he
dcsrroycd.
Cuanntt:cs
can be cxprcssnj
(wrill< .:n) or i111plicd (unwritten).
Implied guaranrccs,
cnforcc;rlilc
hy law, curnot b · removed or replac:t:d hy guaranltTs
in a con -

tract, and include the following:
goods must correspond with the
description
given, must be free
from defects and must he fir
for the purpose for which' they
were pwchased.
If you feel you have been a
victim
of
unfair
business
practice, lodge a complaint with
the
Consumer
Protection
Bureau . Although the seller cannot be forced to compensate
you, he may be fined, and this
may serve as some protection
for future consumers.
**********

"ff you rent an apartment
but sh a.re k itchcn space," said
Anita Fox, Law III, ~'you may
not necessarily be entitled to the
rights of a 'tenant'
under the
Landlord and Tenant Act ."
When you sign a lease, there
are rights and obligations
on
both sides. A tenant contracts
to pay the rent on time, comply
with municipal by-laws and re frain
from
damaging
the

•·

premises . Jn return the landlord
must keep the premises "fit for
hum :111 habitation",
give 24
hours
written
notice
before
. cnr ;.:1ng and refrain from harassing the tenant .
Problems
arise when either
party wishes to terminate
the
lease. The land lord can send ,1
"termination
of tenancy" notice
to rhe tenant, staring one of the
following reasons fo tviction :
failure to pay rent (20 days notice), major renovations to prcm ·
_iscs ( 120 days no t ice) or rcl arivl'.s moving in (60 Jays 1_10ticc).
"But you don't have to move
;lt; that timc," . said Ms: Fl>X.~ 'lf
Y()ll ~t:;t y put, rhc landlord
will

have to apply for a writ of possession and state a val id reason
for eviction."
As a tenant, you may want to
leave the premises because the
landlord is not honoring his obligations. A written request for
repairs, etc. may not be heeded.
An application t(J County Court
can
if just cause is determined,
result in the tenancy being ended .
"In any case, don't stop paying your rent," said Ms . Fox,
"unless you have received this
advice from a lawyer." The land- ·
lord may use this non-payment
against you, applying for a 20
day
termination
of tenancy
clause .
No longer can a landlord demand a security deposit other
than the last month's rent. When
you vacate the premises, you
are entitled
to receive six per
cent annual interest on this deposit.
The Rent Review Amendment Act requires a lan .dlord to
give 90 days .;,,rittcn notice before increasing
rent (up t9 a
maximum of six per cent with- ·
out appearing before the Rent
,Review Board). If you are a
monthly
tenant
planning
to
move, you must give 60 ' days
written notice . If you are a fixed
term tenant (you have agreed to
lease fc,Jr ~ fixed period), your
notice must be given 60 days before your t <;nancy agreement
ends
What can you do if you have
a one -year lease and want to
break it after six months?
"The best bet is to 'assign'
the lease to someone else," said

-·

Isn'tHthebestbeer ou'veevertasted?

fox. "This means that . all legal
obligations
are taken over for
you." If y_ou sub-let, you are still
legally responsible for the pay ,
ment of all rent to the landlord .
legislatThe laAdlord-tenant
ion can be seen as prnblematic
for all those involved. "People
feel very emotional about their .
homes,"
condluded
fox, "and
the present
laws don't
help .
They are definitely inadequate."
If you are a tenant or a landlord with a problem there are
places to go. Legal informati'on
is available
at the Windsor
Landlord
and Tenant Advisory
Bureau. Legal advice can be had
at SLAS (Law Building) or LAW
(Legal Assistance of Windsor) at
Wyandotte and Pelissier Streets.
Information
directl y rd ared . to
rents is available at the Rent Rev~w Office, Wcstcourt Pla z a.

Ne:,r;t Week : /J.:ro
perty , Wilis.
Law Bldg ., Tuesd ay , March 27,
J979, 7:00-9 :30 p.m.

Apf>eal
launched
(CUP) , The Provincial
Government will appeal the acquittal
given the Body Politic, a gay
magazine. A spokesman for the
magazine
called Attorney-Gen ·eral Roy McMurcry's
gedsion
harassment. ~
· ' ~ ~ -,.On Februar £ 14, the court
fo1:1n<l the maga .ine\ publisher
and three employee s not guilty
indecent ,•1 im of tral).smitting
moral and scurrilous materials
through the mails.
" We are app alle d t hat the A ttorney-General
would want to
further harass the ga y community by means of this . appe a l/ '
said Ken Popert , pr esiden t o f
Pink T ri an gle Pre ss which publishes the Body Politic
~This
action would only . lend support
and strength
to anti-ga y-' activ ists ."
Charges were laid after the
magazine published an article in
December 1977, entitled, "Men
loving boys loving men", which
described
sexual
relations
between boys and men.
In dismissing
the charges,
provincial courr Judge Sydney
1larris
said
condemning
the
Body Politic for dealing, with
pedophilia
is
"in
,effect
condemning
the r 1essenger of
bad news. Some people ma .y find
the article offensive and shocking but I find that inde ,cent as a
whole it is not."
I larris refused to interpret the
word immoral as it isn't dearly
defined
in the Crimina~ Code
and the concept of -immlnality
varies from ~ociety to - society
and from one period of time t<>
another.
·
The notin~ of appl'al nintends that the judge erred in Lnv
by holding .that in order to c-011\'ict, it \n>uld 1~encn·ss:ll'~· to
find the entirl' issue obscene and
not j.ust rhc article. Jr also said
I larris \\·:ts wrong iin · n:fusing to
interpret
the tlT ~11 immoral
m
th<: L·rimin:il C()dc SL'ction under
\\·hirh the -charge s \\LTe Jaid . '
.\ spllkt·.;man for the Body
Politic said till : real rcisnn for
the appeal is pure!~ · poliric aL
"The min()ri r~· ConSL'lTati\-c
goHTnmenr
is looking ro score
an eas~· \'id P r ~· ... he said, tu help
hoister its trnagL· for the next
ekcti11n .

,·
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Windsor 'stUdent chosen to study in Sri Lanka
By,Steve Del Basso

For the past 30 years, the
World Universities Organization
has promoted
and partially
financed certain qualified uni·• · .versit y students , to spend · a
period of time in a third world,
underdeveloped country.
David Camele fti, a third year
J;>olitical Science student and
writer for The Lance, has been
selected by the World University
Service of Canada (WUSC) "to ·

travel to Sri Lanka (formall x
known as Ceylon). The purpose
of the program is to familiarize
students with the customs,
traditions, and lifestyles of a
foreign nation. Seminars and research will be conducted by the
student:. during their visit.
Any Canadian citizen who attends a post-secondary institution is eligible to apply. Dr.
Lloyd Brown-John of the Political Science Department encour-

aged Cameletti to send an appli!cation last December. Requirements in the application in. eluded the selection of a topic
· for the research whil in Sri Lanka .
He was selected out of 60
applicants and will be one of
28 students from across Canada
taking the trip in july . Before
flying to · Sri Lanka, he will ·
spend a three-day preparation
period in Ottawa. The overall

program will only be partially
tmanced by the WUSC while
the remainder must be raised by

David Cameletti
th e individual.
Cameletti is
trying to raise the money by
approaching different 6rganizat-

ions such as the Lyon's and Kiw~
anis clubs for sponsorship of his
voyage. The Students' Administrative Council has already contributed $150 to his campaign.
While U'l Sri Lanka, he will
spend the first week doing research work. He will be living
with a native family for · the
duration of his .excursion.
When asked to make a comment about his stay in this .excursion.
When ask~d to make a comment about his stay
in this
southeastern country, -Cameletti
replied, "This is an opportun ity
in which I anticipate will be a
tremendous
learning
exper ience ."

-~-

NeW policy for
counselling student$
The Faculties of Arts, Social
Science and · Science and Mathe matics have implemented
a
policy of compulsory counselling and program approval for
full-time students. Beginning in
the Spring pre-registration per'f
io'd of April 4th , 5th and 6th
I thought you were buying the beer! Springtime for Windsor and students.
1979, all retur~ing St~dents for
~hoto by Ed McMahon
the Fall 1979-80 academic year
will receive counsdling and have
their registr~tion programmes
approved by counsellors in the
Departments or Schools of their
major. Registration forms for
A revised system of bursaries
the 1979-80 academic session
- " post.aoc _tQran.e~
i- demonstratm;s
The Graduate Stud ent Soc :·
has been devised so as to recover
and lab and research assistants
will be available and students
i .01 iety will hold their annual elect the $5 ,000 plus the GSS has
who belong to neit her the Faculwill choose their courses and
, ionS' on Friday, April 6. Positpaid over the past few yea(S. The
ty Club or,,the GSS. The latter
complete all registtation proions up for grabs are president,
GSS will fund three $!50 burs- - .cedures at this time rather than
individuals may belong .wit~out
vfoe.,p1tesident,
,,.treasurer , social
aries per year · out o 1ts annual
fee. ~lu~Qi _of the Faculty of
in Atlgust or September . The
director and two graduate stufees, The Faculty of Graduate
Registrar 's Office · ·will ~ only
Grad_uate Studi es ·may be offer.,,,dent ; represenratives to the Sen- ed associate memberships in the :. Stu~ ies has agre~d to refund .trye
proc s ~ ,.regi,stration forms which
~ ate. Nominations will be acceptfuture for a 'fee tb be determi n~'d ",., a<;cumulate~ . sum of $5,000 , , havt ~oeen -duly approved by deed from March 26 to March »30.
by the GSS cou~dl. '
_~ ·•"' which had been sitting in the
partmerit~l counsellors.
In addition " to electing ; netv~
bank.
The social dir;ctor 'lias h;d
This new policy ·has been deslate , graduate students will pass
These amendments represent
his/her duties expanded to inveloped because of the obvious
judgement on changes to the
the work of the consdtu tional
clude representing the GSS on
problems many students have
GSS constitution in a referen reform committee, set up last
various university committees
in . approp.riate
encountered
dum, Wednesday, March 28 . A
June to revamp the 1975 Concourse selection for their chosen
and in affairs concerning the
voting booth will be set up in
stitution. The GSS council has
programmes. Many students disquality of campus life and over. the University Centre.
seeing the operations of the · passed the vast majority of the
. cover rather late in their underproposed changes.
Grad House.
graduate academic careers that
There are four important
The GSS office is located at
Provisions have been made
their programmes of study are
~hanges to the GSS constitution .
the new Grad House at 552 Sunnot ideally suited to their future
for handling infractions in elect ~ Associate memberships have
set Ave. The society's extension
ion procedures, impeachments
occupational goals or further
been created. Those eligible innumber, 727, remains the same .
and recall campaigns .
academic study. Additionally,
dud e grad students' spouses,
many students have encountered
difficult ies in graduation after
finding that they have not . met
all t~e requirements
of the
general or honours B. A. de grees for which they are register ed. Th e Registr ar's Office has
also been thrust into th e un' J -

('

~

~

own referenduni

ATTENTION

To .alJ recipi~nts of the S·A·C·/ CJ·A·M· f mail )
survey: You are reminded that the revlv deadline
is March 30 1979
- Please submit your .
questionnaires as soon as possible.

welcome role of enforcing aca demic regulations which may
not have been thoroughly ex.plained to students
by the
Faculties which made them .
Compulsory programme .approval should help to ensure that
students receive proper academic
counselling. · Their degree · requirements and their future occupational and academic goals
will be more adequately safeguarded. This procedure shQuld
also reduce, for the studen t" th e
usual tedium of registrati ~n;Jor
once the registration for~ ~-fs
completed ' with the
..~
mental or Scho u ! Counsellor ·~nd
approved by him, the counsellor
will send the form directly ' to
the Offi ce of th e Registrar for
_processing. The ' stud'ent has ,.essentially ended his part of .the
registration procedure at · that
point.

Depart
-

On approximately August 7
the
student's
timetable ., . of
courses will be mailed and this
form will be used for future
changes to the student's · programme. Each future change
however, will also be approved
by the counsellor and sent to
the Registrar for processing. In
this way the student's entire
academic programme will have
th e be'fiefit of review by a trained counse llor
The Faculties of Arts, Social
.Science and Science and Mathematics hope that this new counselling proc edure will assist students to meet their academic
.goals more efficiently .

...............
.,...............
..-.-......................................
.
-.

York ·University
Faculty of Fine Arts

~nibersitp
~oncert7Jianb

Summer:Stucliesin Fine Arts
July 3 to August 10, 1979

Intensive full credit university courses in Dance, Film, Music,·
. Theatre,and Visual Arts are offered this summer. Non-credit ·
courses in Dance and Music are also offered .

Sunday ,April 1, 1979 3 P .M.
AMBASSADOR AUDITORilJM

Donations

Conducted by James Tamhurini

$2.00
Adults
$1.00 StudentS
·Sheila Spence

Featured Artists: ·Susan Hamblin ,·Greg Renaud
·Blake Stevenson _ ':·.:Marianne Tricsli
·Alberniz: ::~.Copland -··Debussy .·Gershwin

For further infor mat ion . brochu re, and
application form , contact :
~
Ms. Janis Roy. Summer Studies Coordinator .
Facul ty of Fine Art s. York University .
4'700 Keele Street , Downsvie w (Toront\')),
Ontario . Canada M3J 1P3
Telephone (416) 667-36 15

................
-...
~.-.,,.
.......
-.-.-.-.-.-.-.•.•.
,•..
-...
-...
-.-.-.•.•.•
-•..
-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
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Students don't care
)'

/

Just as sure as cars rolling off
the . assembly lines, there's an
annual editorial damning student apathy on this campus. It
usually appears just after the
SAC general elections. The same
holds true this year, but with a
twist.
Eighteen per cent of the un dergraduate
population
cast
their , ballots on March 15, a
reasonable total when you consider there was · no presidential
election with Doug Smith beiRg
acclaimed as next year's student
council president.
The
two
vice-presidential
hopefuls, Jim Shaban and Tracy
Lee Shepherd, waged a vigerous
campaign during the time allotted and that helped to light a fire
under some students.
But what got most of the students out to the polls was the
referendum.
SAC was asking for a $10

raise in student fees with most
of the money goi~g to campus
clubs and societies, the Student Legal Aid Society and the
student media . The extra funds
would have covered the increased insurance premiums for the
drug plan.
Why did the students reject
th e increase?
Money is tight for everybod y,
so digging into their pockets
must have been too tough for
some people . Others were upset
at having the SAC executives
and comm1ss10ners getting a
raise and th en turning around
and asking for more money.
Then there were those who just
didn't give a damn and voted no
out of spite.
What's going to happen now?
That nasty word - cutbacks
is going to be ringing in students ears next year. Some services, like the drug plan and an
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.. Wi/11/rr real co/leg~ 111ition-puyi11~
pare11tp/ea$t!_$fund up?"
FM station, are in jeopardy and
could be gone. Others will be

to improve conditions
campus but they blew
Noma,
CJAM's
summed up the entire

severely curtailed.
Studr:nts had the opportunity

on this
it. Tosh
manager,
situation

when he · said, "I wonder if the
students at this university really
·care "'- about themselves." They
don 't.

All Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced and limited to 500 words
or less. Letters must be signed and accompanied by a student number and phone
number. All letters considered by ~the staff to be libelou~ and slanderous will :qe
witheld. The staff reserves the r\ght to edit for grammar and length. Tl_ledeadline
for submission of Letters to the Editor is Tuesday at noon.
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Enquirer
tactics
Dear Editor :
Again The Lance has distinguished itself from respected
journals by employing National
Enquirer
reporting
tactics .
l(he March
16
Specifically,
editoi;:ial, "Unimpressive meeting", portrayed {1S much reality
as does the Twilight Zone . The
contents of this article have no
substance of fact nor truth and
show the cursory nature by
which The Lanc e staff have regarded their positions of intermediaries with the student body.
Perhaps now I can clear the air and set the facts straight regarding
electoral
issues
errone ous ly rep orted , in The
Lance.
Firstly, Lance editor Dave
Powis claims, "there was absolu te1y no advertising / ' This
simply is not true. In terms of
posters,
I personally
posted
three different sets of posters
both on and off campus and in
. all faculty buildings. A total of
more than three hurn;ired posters
were displayed to inform the
students. In addition, the stu ..
dent media was used ·to contact
the students. Both CJAM and
The Lance ran ads ann ouncing
the election. Then again problems were inherent with the use
of the student media. If it was
up to Th e Lance, electipns
would not be held until October
23, the date printed in one of
·their ads.

Regarding
the
candidates'
meeting, notice was given on the
display sign outside the University Centre. J may add that this
sign was there for three weeks to
give the students knowledge of
the upcoming elections and referendum . To answer Mr. Powis'
comment, j'Posters could have
been put up in the Centre", they
were. Signs were prominently
displayed at both entrances to
the Centre, at the stage inside
and on the sign outside . Surely
then, only a blind ,man, or some one with his head in a bag would
contend that ther e was, " no ad vertising."
Next Mr. Powis goes on to
say, "c andidates were originally
scheduled to speak in th e Ambassador Auditorium."
Wrong.
And in the next sentence, "all ·
morning long, SAC's secretary
directed interested students and
the candidates to the auditorium." Wrong again.
Where Mr. Powis receives his
facts (?) is a rn ystery to me,
however, there is no question
that his reports were false . At no
time was the location of the
candidates' forum changed to
the cafeteria. Questioned March
16, SAC 's secretary stated that
she had not told anyone the
forum was to be held in the Ambassador Auditorium.
If The
L-a.nce had followed thr usual
practice of newspaper 'reporting', I could have given Mr.
Powis a factual account of the
election proceedings, and corrected his imagined impressions.
Further, it seems The Lance ·
believes their philosoph y of you
come to us, should apply to the

SAC candidates.
Unlike The
Lance, I felt it proper that thecandidates go to the students
and not vice versa. To this end,
the candidates' meeting was held
in the cafeteria and · not the
auditorium . Here we had a cap-·
tive audienc e . All in all, the
forum was a success. Unlike the
impression made by The Lance,
no pizza was thrown nor were
peop'le wearing bags on their
heads, but then again, The Lance
was there(?).
Respec tfull y ,
Geoff Hunter,
Chief Electoral Officer

Good guys
(and gals)
Dear Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the executive and members of the Stu dents' Administrative Council of
the University of Windsor for
their generous support of my
participation in a seminar in the
Asian country of Sri Lanka this
sum.mer . As a result of their kind
considerations, I have been provided with a sum of one hundred
and fifty dollars to contribute
r
.
towards
the expenses o f my mvolvement in this endeavour.
This gesture on the part of
SAC is another ind ication of the
importa nt ro le that our student
government plays in the daily
lives of all who attend this postsecondary institution of learn-

ing, and a reflection of their
concern for all areas of student
activity' not merely those in the
' fields of sport and entertainme_nt. As such , I would hope
that the 1979-80 Students' Administrative Council continues
to represent the needs of the student body in a manner that
befits its status as the official
voice of all those who attend
this school.
Yours respectfully,
David Cameletti

Thank
you
Dear Editor,
The purpose of this letter is
to extend my gratitude to three
distinct groups of students who
·recently helped me .
First, I would like to thank
those students who nominated
me for the four positions I ran
on, during the recent SAC election. You know who you are.
Secondly, I would like to
thank all the students who voted
for me in the election. Your support is greatly appreciated.
Finally, I would like to thank
The Lance staff, who must have
worked very har _d to have. the
election results printed for distribution the day after the election . Your efforts were appr eciat ed by a large portion of the student body.
Also , I believe every student
who voted owes a debt of grati-

tude to Geoff Hunter. The job
of Chief Electoral Officer involves a great amo~nt
..of
responsibility • and effort. Mr.
Hunter did his job very well.
Once again, thank you everyone who helped.
Yours truly,
Rick Zago

Thank.yo.u
(two)
De ar Edito r,
I ask for yo ur indulgence
while I use The Lance for a brief
congra -tulatory message and an
open letter of thanks.
.
F irst and foremos t , I would
like to congr atu late Jim Shaban
on his election to the office of
SAC vice-president-secr<:tary and
a well-run campaign.
Special thanks are due on my
beh aJf to Colleen Halloran and
Judy Chapman for al! their help.
Much appreciation to the ISO
and Geoff Hunter, the chief
electoral officer, for providing
the candidates with • opportunities to have their vi~ws heard at
,
open meetings.
Lastly, I· would like to ex-press my ¢anks (and I'm sure
the thanks of all° the candidates)
to the students who voted on
March 15. •
Many thanks,
r

Tracy L. Shepherd
,;

'
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AS
YOU
SIBIT

Ministerlackscompassion
At exam time, a srudent might
get away with this t;1ctic, but a,
Last week The Lance ran an
interview with Dr. Bette Stephgovernment minister?
enson, the minister for colleges
Stephenson
asked
what
and universities. The question
tenure is. A representative from
and answer period covered such
the Ontario Secondary School
topics a1s the Ontario Student
Tea~hers Federation ,ans»1ered
Assistance
Program
(OSAP),
that it is job security. , The
post-secondary
institutional
,minister said it isn 't. If anyone
funding , declining enfolment
knows what tenure means, it's
and tenure.
a teacher, n'est pas? Apparently
After reading hrough this inBette doesn't thipk so , for she
terview, one can only be imgoes on to give her personal defpressed with the ignorance that
inition, one in whi ch "the traditDr. ,5tephenson displays in the , ional rol e was to provide acafield of post-sec ondar y educatdemic freedom and a loosening
ion . Either that, or she lacks
of time
restraints
upon a
compass iqn for the students,
person ." Perhap s in the 19 30's
fa cult y, st aff and administrators
and '40's that definiti on might
in th is pro vince.
have ap plied but no w tenu re
F or exam ple , th ere' s her
means something else. It means
timele ss def init ion of de clin ing · job secu rity , or when a teach er
enro lment , wh ich she describes
gets it, it 's almost impos sible t o
as "a lack of peo ple ." Prett y
rem ove him or her fro m tha t
profound , huh?
positio n. Th at's what te nure
me ans, · at least in the eyes of
Sbe speaks of the par t icipat the stud ents .
ion rat e drop ping a sma ll
When to ld th at some stuamount this y ear at univers ities
but that Onta rio 's ra te is seco n d
dent s in Toro nto had to ride
a bu s for three ho urs every
in Canada. Near t he end of her
answer she asks what part icipatday, she replied:, "so wha t's
wrong wit h that?" Absolutely
ion really means. When t old it
nothing, when you're accustmeans th e number of people going to univers ity , she replies:
omed to limousines and Jets .
Everything, when you're forced
"Ah! Does it mean that? Does it
to take public transportation.
mean that? I don't know." It
Dr. Stephenson tried to explain
strikes you as odd that a person
her callousness by saying, "when
can answer a question without
knowing the meaning behind it.
I was your age ..... "
By Dave Powis

does rt t
even
Stephenson
know what a reasonable level of
tuition (as a proportion of program cost) is. She couldn't ·even
come up with the government
line, content to vaguely mumble
about a number of reasonable
levels that have been proposed.
This year's OSAP was a dis~
aster for many srude~ts . They
were nor accepted or, if they
were , had to wait months before
getting their money. The government blamed it on a computor
break-down. They conveniently
forgo ~ about the excess work
shifted on to campus student
awards officers. The only major
modifi cat ion to next year 's
OSAP is, accord ing to St ephenson, " t o ma ke it mor e available
to rriore you ng people in term s
of req u iremen t s for fami ly contri but io n. " She did n't clari fy
that sta t emen t .
When you think abo u t it , she
rea lly ,didn 't have anythi ng
wo rth while to say du ring the interview. That shoul dn 't be too
surprisi ng to peopl e, because her
ten ur e as m inister of col1eges
and universities has been marked
bad,
by incredible
mishaps,
planning arid a lot of silence
from those responsible. It almost
makes you wish that dear ol'
Harry Parrott
was still the
minister .- WelL ... almost. At least
he didn't hate Windsor.
1

New fe8 era dawns·in Ontari_
o
'"'We now have accepted the
principal of secondary education
for all. We probably must now
recognize the inevitability of
some form ' of post-secondary
education for all capable of
profitting from it . I have no intention of permitting any group
of young people to be forgotten
and deprived, or any group of
adults needing retraining for a
world of work in a new age to be
neglected . ,;
By Dave Powis

When Bill Davis spoke those
words in 1965 ; it signalled a new
era in p·ost-secondary education
in Ontar io and · gave hope to
those individuals that had been
denied access to the province's
colleges and universities for
economic
or social reasons.
Davis' promise
would
have
Wl .ped out
the concept of an
"education for the elite".
Now it's 1979, a scant 14
ye~rs later, and Ontario's students are in trouble, and subsethe faculty
support
quently
' administrators' . in this
staff and
... -----------------------------.

CHUCK THE

province.
AH the gains made during the
1960's and early '70's are in ·
peril of being wiped otit, if any
of them still remain.
The students' concern can be
based on the P. S. Ross Report,
a study of alternative tuition
plans commissioned
by the
Ministry of Colleges and Universities in · 1978. There's more
than a strong likelihood that the
government will adopt a new
tuition policy because of the recommendations
proposed by
the Ross Report.
The Report
covered the
indexing of tuition fees to the
actual cost of education, which
means that increases in tuition
would be directly linked to the
ministry's expense of operating
the colleges and universities .
Post-secondary
institu t1·ons
funds
derive thefr operating
from two major sources - stu- ,
dents and Queen's Park. These
funds pay for the cost of
running colleges and universities.
Among community
college

OUCK

Z:

officials : 71 per cent " fek that
fees should be . a higher proportion of revenue" while university
a<l-ministrators are "resigned" to
having tuition fees rise.
The president of the Uni-·
versity of Toronto has said .that
he would like to see tuition fees
pay for 20 per cent of costs, a
feeling common among other
university officials.
Next year university students
will see th_eir tuition fees increased by five per cent. Operating grants annually increase by ,
the same percentage, by 1984 1
university undergraduates' · tuit- i
ion fees ·would be $956. Com- !
munity College students would ;
be paying $45 7.
Declining enrolment would
have a drastic effect on a stu- .
dent's tuition fees. An annual
enrolment drop of three per
cent, combined with a five per
cent hike in operating revenue,
would have
an undergraduate
·
paying fees 9f $1,184. During

ByEd McMahon

This wetk's question: -. Do you think that U of W students should financially contribute to the construction of the
new athletic facility?

Photos by Ed McMahon

Sandy Brandt , Thir d Year , Soc .,
Sci.:
"Yes. The y need it terribly. St. ·
De nis Hall is terri ble ."

Dino Perissinotti,
English:

First

Year,

·"Yes. I think athletics are very
important. You hai e to develop
your mind as well as your
body _."

Rev. Bruce Draper, First Year,
.Religious S~udies:

"I think that if they arc going to
part1C1pate in it, then they
should contribute to it, but only
on a voluntary basis ."

Dave Vallcau,
General Arts :

Second

Year,

"Yes . To a certain extent. it'll
be open to all of us, but contributions would have to be on a
vo luntary basis."

the past two years , university
Susanne Parent, Second Year,
'enrolment across the province
French:
·has dropped ,5 .5 per cent . These
.enrolment figures do not ac"Yes, through some type of
-count for the number of people I
'
scheme
, where we could contribwho would ordinarily want to
ute
what
we wanted
aquire a post-secondary educatraffle or something."
ion, but who wouldn't be able to
5ecause of the rising costs.
The indexing of tuition fees
to the cost of an education will
serve to dr ive away lower and 'i
middle class stud ent s. Of course ,
tuiti on fee s will sky ro cket, o nce
m ore creati ng an " educa t ion
Judy Malmberg, Third Year,
fo r the elite" .
Nursing:
In 'the Apri l 6 issue of The
"If it 's all voluntar y, ye s. I th ink
Lance, we'll concl ude our exam inat ion of the P. S. Ross Report
it 's (the ' new fa cili_ty) really
by exam ining its pr op osals f or
neede d , and I thi nk having a new
faci lity built is long overdue."
diffe rential fees , for different
p rograms and f or allowing inst itutions to charge their own fees.

··-
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PenthouSe £ollows -shifting morality
By Mike Taylor
Ms. Maria nne Howatson, vicepre sident -d irector of advertising

Penthouse
magazi ne,
for
st, \ eavily at --delive red "the IT)U
tend ed lectur e t his year" on

Tue sd ay in t he Fa cult y Lounge .
Her talk was spo nsored by th e
Market ing Club .

Ms. Maryanne Howatson - vice-president-advertising for Penthouse Magazine

Besides the exp-ected references ("t here's more here t han
meets the eye") , Ms. Howatso n
spoke of the m~gazi ne 's mar keting strategy rather t han the
monthly gynecology course.
Penthouse's marketing strategy is twofold. First, it is directed at the need among the 18-30
audience for lifestyle approval
and second, the shifting emphasis from public to private
morality.
One surprising revelation that
surfaced was t hat 96 per cent of
t he magazine' s sta ff are women .
However, Howatson · hedged on
the ques t ion as to what capacity
th ey served.
In evitab ly , th e marketing
battl e betwee n Penthouse and
Playboy
was
bro ught
up .
Acco rdi ng to Howa tson', Penthou se's " ph enom enal" accept anc e.. is because of a focus on a
y ounge r audie nce and the fa ct
that it do esn 't present a personal

ph iloso phy.
One reason for the magazjne's
editoria l no n-stand, and which
was vaguely explained by Ms.
Howatson was that Penthouse
came out heavily against the
Vietnam War in 1974, intimating
that they were 'rebels' by their
dissent.
However,
Playboy
condemned the war in 1969.
In the sales categ<iry, the
major difference between the
two is that Pen th ouse sells 95
per cent of its volu~e on the
newstand while Playboy relies
heavily on subscriptions.
After the lectu re, Howatson
fielded qu estio ns from the aud ienc e, most of t hem concerning
qualificat ions of the pin-ups inst ead of t he marketi ng/ad vertising st ra tegy. However, ·she neatly sidest epped the J1Uest1ons
th at wo uld ,have compro m ised
her po sition or re fle ct ba dly on
the .magazine, much to t he disappointment
of t'he audien ce.

UNBL4SSIF1BD

The Unclassified section is open to all member s o f the university community .
Submissi ons must be typed, double -spaced and limited to three lines . (60 stroke
line). Submissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number and
phon e number . The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length. The
deadline for submissions to the Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon .

LOST: Small silver crucifix .
· FOLK GUI TAR LESSONS: PriGreat sentimental value. Reward
vate instruction from ·university
students . Beginners welco1ne .
offered. If found, please contact
Call Danny at 25 3-3686 between
Laurette or Ruth at 256-4676.
6 and 8 p.m.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY , Assumption University, 254 3112
MASS SC HEDULE: Sunday 10:30 a.m . and 4 : 30 p.m.
Monday through J.riday - 12:00 noon ,
4:30 p.m. (except
Tuesday & Friday).
5:00 p.m. (folT.uesday - Guest llomilist
lowed by dinner, $1.50).
Saturday - 11: 30 a.m.
-Confessions heard every Wednesday from 9 :31':h-10:15 p .m .
in the chapel followed by Special Lenten Mass at 10 : 15 p.m .
-Stations of the Cross - Every Friday at 4: 30 p .m.
followed by private confessions 5:00 - 5:30 p.m .
-SPECIAL
COMMUNAL PENANC E SERVICI•; - TUESDAY,
MARCH 27 - 5 :00 p .m : (followed by dinner - $1.50).
-St ations of th e Cross - Every Friday at 4 : 30 p .m . followed by
priv ate con fessio ;1s - 5 to 5 :30 p .m .

FOR SALE : 1974 Pinto. Automatic, low mileage, radio, rear
defogger, disc brakes. Excellent
condition . Best offer. Phone
727-3963 after 4 p .m.
SPRING MEETING : . of th e
Ojibway Cross Country ' Ski
Club. Friday, April 6 at 7:30
p .m . in Madame Vanier L9unge.
Public is welcome . Refreshments
provid ed .,
FOR SALE: Four polyester
Dunlop tires 15 5 -13. Only 6,000
miles . Best offer . Call 254 -8200.
FOR SALE : Pioneer CTF8282
and
Pioneer
cassette
deck
SA6500
Amp.
(25
Watts/
channel) . Superb condition. 1 Yi
years old . Phone : 254-0222 .

D ISP LAY : of publ ications, perFOR R ENT : Bachelor apartformance programs and creative
ment
for Intersession.
Two
works by members of the Facblocks from uni versity , Full y
ulty of Art ;. Exhibit -open r furnished. Air conditioning . Balthrough March in the Leddy Licony. New bl!.ilding..,,..1185.00/
brary, showcases on first floor
month. Only to responsible perand in '""nm G-JOO.
son. Phone : 256-887 3-.

LOST: In and around the vicinity of University Centre. 14K
gold bracelet. Sentimental value. If found, ple ase leave at
Centre Desk or call Ann at
736-2934.
FOR- SALE: English Marshal
amp and cabinet, 65 Les Paul
classic ,
Ibanez
Doubleneck '
Peavy 6....ch . P.A. board, Shur~
E-Q .mike & 'stand, guitars with
cases. _All great condition. : Serinquiries -only . call Justin at 2524819 _after 5 p.m .

ATTENTION

SAC

Has openings for 1979-80
for the ~ollowi()g positions:

VICE- ·~
.·PRESI..DENT--FINANCE
P.RESIDENTIALAIDE

Deadline for club cheque

FOR SALE: Purebred ' Berny
spa,niel. Four months old. All
shots. Call Dominic at' 969-0822
af te r 4 :30 p.m .
MEETING: U of W PC Campus
Association
presents
Terry
Jones, MPP. talking on youth
employment. Thursda y , March
29 at 8 p.m. in Assumption
Lounge . All welcome .
TYPING: _Essays, te r:m ,papers
etc . Fast and accura te. Reas onable rates available .. , Conta ct
Jan., at 258-13 77.

clubs 5. societies .
pick-up is March· 30. S.A.C.

ITS NOT ENOUGHJUST TO COMPLAINI

'

EXTER·NAL AFFAIRS
SPECIAL EVENTS
COMMISSIONER
ANCILLARY SERVICES
COMMISSIONER
Anyone interested should submi t
a letter of aoolication to the
Vice- 0 resi'dent-Secretary,
2nd floor of the
-~University Centre

Get involved ! Join the BOB KRAU~E Cam paign Team
( left to right ) Richard Peach (256-8484), Tom Dixon ( 006-5239)
Harry Drummond (256-5925),Judy Demic (256-7343),~.
Marc Levesque (969-9217),Debra Crawfor d { 952-9T50),
Tim Mathewman (254-4093),Peter Dervenis (256-8421),
Peter Freeman (969-3930)
Prog ressive Conservative Can didate
Windsor-West

CON· ACT US NOW I

P+C
..
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GODS
Aphrodite,
Bitch!
Leave it to a god.
There I was sipping tea
munching green pears
and
ZAP!
without warning
flashes of extreme desire (the lus.tful kind)
tingling nerves
was I
struck at the sight of him with the dark eyes
fiercely glancing.

I have not been lacking at leaving .garlands
of soft underarm hair at your altar .
Why Mel
£SPEC/ALLY
since you jokingly

forgot to visit him with such madness.

I have spent two years with you
we remain strangers, untuned to more than_ the common
place
And even there we lie to halt disharmony
To be someone the other will love.
Our romance once dreamlike, unable to perpetuate
has continued on falsehoods
On dramatic scenes which feed the creative lonely ·
heart, and make-believe love's real
1 But loving implies giving past day to day
past even intimate
Loving is living with another person's dreams as our own
another person 's attempts to achieve or be understood as
sacred to you as your own fragile longings
Love is touching the reason someone else must be, or create
and lo ving that in them more than you love yourself
Love is tr ying for someone else however uncomfortable
And because dear friend I have not been trying for you
because I have fed on making you prove your love in so many ways
non e of which could have subdued my need
because I have spent so much time forcing an idyllic love
'! have lost it
We never touched past the first enraptured glances.
How ironic, the dream has faded because I wouldn't share it
I wouldn 't let it become real.

fumbling fingers
bumbling bouncing
irrate irrationality,
I am slowly being killed
wanting his warmth.

Shannon Horsfield

Quietly visiting your mortals
you touched your hem to my brow
then laughingly skipped away
leaving me
with the bill.

~
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TO CELEBRATE A DECADE OF ABSENCE:
IN MEMORY OF BR/Afll.JONES.

J.: '

.r~· ·: - T#E PRINCE

Asap/ayer
he was so wr.e_c!f
ed.
His own vision
.J
·rjragged him to oblivion.

'- -

HEISENBURG'S POSTULATE
adrift the dusk
now the transmutation
things change even as named
the sky: coral, oyst~r, mussel
the moon imperfect pearl
the stars bandied tiaras
heavy humid air descends
pinning me like a lover
-or nightmareand I am aware of my tungs
breath punctuates the wet element
sentences ofeternity
suspended, gasping I
amphibian
. ,..

EXERCISE
Now
Now
Now
Noti
Now
of.. Now

is the time for all good mem
"
us
is the rime
is the time foe
.;

R. Bresdiuk
/

..··~~·

.lier~·_,;,·
-.~.~:~,':~l(~
·
= .

t t, _'I • ~

?'t'

His orange-blond hair oozing blo ii d 1 i
• t
.
• •
~
~ ;,.· ,iff::'
, , "vyell what would you expect." ··. -. } · '

-...

He ran through all the games toys ;
Laughed his asthmatic laugh;
But being stepped on too many times
' was reduced to an ornament
with dog-chain dangling from his hip.

r·;.~:,.
~

. • ,,.

Smashed in the head at twenty-five

Skipped on down the road apiece and ...
died.

temp's
c'l.nada 1972

GRIEF
To what far star, beyond the Milky Way,
Have you gone, my dear one, there to stay
And gaze upon our humble home, and wait for me
Until I too cease to roam?
Could I but. feel, once more, your hands upon my hair
Or see your gentle smile, grown all too ·rare
(n those last days upon your troubled earth ~ For these I'd give eternity of eart'1ly mirth .

Sarah Grandstaff

/

HEROES ARE NOT MEANT FOR THIS WORLD
Craving and staving,
just barely
sustaining .

RUNAWAY
and now the moon is a shiny quarter
held at arm's length while acloud
pulls away like a greyhound bus is
mood denim frayed at the edges and

Fucked -up af?d
smacked-up
ready to rack up.

~- Breschuk
Screaming and drinking
bailed out ye t
sinking .
Sid decided to leave us

R eenie
canada 1979

{
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ENTEBT411\ll
By Janine Halbert

The pub band review is a
weekly fearure of The Lance ·,
and therefore, as photo editor, I
have
always
automatically
secured a photo of the different
bands who appear in the gallery.
While l was trying to out-blast
the bands spot lights with my
flash, a young patron attempted '
to persuade me to give a positive
review of the band. I promptly
informed him that I don't write
the r~view, I merely take the
photographs. Little did I know
that I was the . only Lance staff
member who saw, heard, ana re-

I'm slated for a gonzolcctomy

board player- who makes extensive use· of the synthesizer,
which is effective in some cases
but becomes
annoying
with
overuse. The vocals are adequate
but the electronics are the overpowering element in this band.
However, the gr6up does have a
large repitoire of popular rock
music, including Styx, Uriah .
Heep, Kansas and Joc Walsh, as
well as their own material.
With the use of costume,
flares, and decibels, Damion has
-good stage presence; you 'II know
they're there.

next week. Can you guess why?

membered this week's pub band,
Damion, - thus, l am forced to
abandon my enlarger momentarily to scratch down these few
comments.
Dami,!._n features an avid key -

reminds me of .the
high school bands which cranked out so many unnecessary
decibels, that most of my friend~
had to wear hearing aids before
they turned 18.
Damion

'Club Sandwich turns green
By Wendy Coomber
A
bluegrass , band
from
around here? The_thought would
make any Kentucky bluegrass
fan roll off their chair in convulsions of laughter (I did, anyway). Then the warm-up band,
Cedar Creek, took the stage at
Club Sandwich Saturday night
and showed that they were not
to be sneered at.
They rolled through Orange
Blossom
Special and Tennessee Stud in a style that would
make Grandpa Jones proud.
They also did a bjt of punk folk
("We're going to pour granola
over the crowd and then roll ·
over broken glass "), and a song
called
Ci:itical Consciousness
that featured Bill Neilson on h armonica and Rob Hastings-True
on the string bass. Neilson looked like John Belushi , played like .
Dan Ackroyd, and sounded like
.., neither of them.
·2 By the time they were
!;:,., finished the crowd (nay, mob)
~ Was sufficiently
warmed up
0 enough to welcome the main
S: entertainment,
James Gordon
and the Jeff Bird Band . The audience sat expectantly waiting to
be thrown into a rowdy St. Patrick's Day audio orgy of jigs and
reels and bawdy Irish pub songs.
In fact the audience waited for
about ten minutes and when
they didn't corpe . they became

JUSt another
noisy
holiday
harmony (even the kid in the
crowd.
front
with the
Greenpeace
This was very unfair to tht;
button liked it), The Banks of
band on the stage for whether
Newfoundland,
and Mary Ann.
they played Irish music or not
About Mary Ann, Gordon- ·says,
they were still a good band.
"We like to try this once just in
When they got on stage James
·case there is some sensitivity left
Gordon _ said, "We'll start slow
in the world."
and sort of gradually peter out •
However, just to humour the
towards the end" but fortunateaudience they did sing about five
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ly they didn't.
The lucky people in the front
rows heard t~m roar thtough
Kiss Me Like They Do In
France, She's Long, She's- Tall,
the
She's Six Feet -From
Ground, I Wish They'd Do It
Now (about a frustrated
pig
farmer), and their encore, Plastic
Jesus. Amazingly enough they
also did some Canadian folk
songs: The . Fairy-Land Sealers
with
beautiful
three-part

Book review

Irish
songs.
Paddy's Day

Traditional
St.
s.ongs like Wild
Mountain Thyme (it\ nationality was under dispute), The Kid
on the Mountain, Patriot Game,
of course, ~ Black Velvet
Band.
I

and,

_Honourable mentions go to
the fe; ~embers of the aud- ·
ience who sang along with the
band and had a good time and
Club employees, Joe & Phil Romain on the spoons-purely
improvised too, I'm told.
')

~.

Gervais 'believable' .
- by C. H. (Marty) Gervais
Fiddlehead Poetry Books
$3.50
By Peter Hrastovec
Perhaps you may run into
Marty Gervais, newsprint journalist, as he scours this fair city in
search of people and events of
passing interest to his faithful
readership. But when you pop
into your favourite book nook,
don't be surprised if you come
across his alter ego, C. H. Gervais, poet. That name has been
synonymous with the local hit
crowd for the past decade.
Gervais christens his latest
collection of poems, The Believable Body. A footnote to the
title poem informs us that its
source is a "Weekend Magazine
brassiere
advertisement"
and
suggests the poetic land scape
from which the poet derives his
inspiration. These poems bare
reality, stripping the synthetic
trappings from an all too illusive
world. What we are left with is
the human comedy performed
with utmost
clarity on the
fa.rcial stage of man's own
design .
Duped by its own sexual misgivings, society hides behind
fash,ionable myths such as the
comic reverence afforded to prophylactics in "Condom Nightmares'' or the sexual revolution
of the seventies in the sa cirical
"A
Short
History
of the
Orgasm". Man is reduced to a
scavenging animal, a gleaning
" Yahoo"
of back-page tnv1a ,
forever filling our order forms

without
guaranteed
satisfact10n.
But the "believable body"
that the poet assuredly suggests
is our own does not lack a soul.
And it is when this soul surfaces
that we see Gervais at his best.
Poems · like
"Harvest"
and
"Night Poem" expose the heart
to full view, verifying man's inherent ability to love. Flowing
from the pen of the poet with ali
the grace of an adept figure
skater, these poems transcend
man's nature and acknowledge
his moving humanness . Love on
all levels becomes the sole
quality that distinguishes the
heart from the irreverent body.
One is left with the impression
that the "truly believable body"
is the one found on the inside of
our skins .
Gervais concludes his collec t:;
ion of poems with a cosmic vision of humanity in. which we are
all like the fruit that accumulates underneath
a tfee, · the
"prodigal ghosts of tragedies",
the "bruised fruit below the
boug~s of their moth _~r". The
telescopic view of than that
greets us . at the .beginning of the
book 1s transformed
into . a
microscopic
picture
of man
humbled at the feet of a powe r
greater than his own.
And that's the way the world
really works. With a keen sense
of perception,
C. , H. (Marty)
Gervais plots these truths in The
Believable
Body · for us all.
Poetry
doesn't
have to ·be
prolific. Just honest.
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Shc,rtstory - A well respected .man
By }Vm. S. Bronstyn

It wa_s a hot summer's day .
Heat radiated from the streets in
waves . Traffic crawled by slowly, cars honked at each other impatiently.
Pedestrians
rushed
past, screaming and jabbering at
each ~ther in high~pitched , excited tones. Confusion was rampant. A bus roared by, filled
with sweaty, tired patrons, jammed together face-to-face.
Jeffrey knew it was a bus,
he recognized the familiar exhaust fumes that always nearly
choked him. 'It's always the
same,' he thought to himself.
'Buses are always the wors1;,
aren't they?' They would probably kill him one of these days what a way to go . He could see
the headlines now - 'iWan killed
by Bus".

Jeffrey could feel the hot sun
beating down on- his bald forehead. Huge beads of sweat ran
down around his eyebrows, and
into his eyes. 'God, was that an
awful feeling', • he thought. He
was not completely bald . Half
of his head was still covered with
hair, at least as far as -he could
tell. It had not always been that
way , he used to have a thick, full
head of hair . In the past few
years, though, it . had receded
. quickly. Sometimes, he would
even find a few of them in his
dinner, as he \\;aS eating, much
to his dismay. 'Oh well,' he always thought,
'it eould be
worse.' .
Throughout his life, Jeffrey
had come to adopt that phrase
as his philosophy of life. 'Everyone had to have a .philosophy''

he th ou &._ht,'or else there is no·
point in existing.' He had had a
very tough life, and he had learned his philosophy the hard way.
Life often s~emed to get worse
and worse for Jeffrey .
'l ~ there no end to this? ', he
thought, suddenly becoming enraged. 'Why must I go on like
this, humiliating my human integrity daily?' He clenched his
fist in a flash of anger, until the
dirty fingernails bit into his
palm, drawing blood. Then, as
quickly as it started, his moment
of frenzy · was over. 'Oh well,'
poor Jeffrey thought, 'it could
be worse.'
The concrete sidewalk was
getting very uncomfortable. He
had been there since the early
morning, and now it was the
middle of the afternoon. 'If only

- ( could see, Jeffrey mused, it
might make the day more interesting, / arid a little shorter as
well.' For Jeffrey was blind you
see. He had been the victim of
an µnfortunate accident during
his youth. On his way up the
social ladder, he had been at a
party with his best friends. As he
was · about to sit down, his
closest pal pulled away the chair.
His bum hit the floor very hard.
'What . a fine upstanding pal he
had, Jeffrey thought at the time,
'what a great joke, but woufd
somebody turn the l1ghts on
now?' But the lights were on .
'No-one could ask for a better
pal than that,' thought Jeffrey
as he searched for the light
switch, while all his friends .
laughed. That was a long time
ago. 'Accidents will happen.
though,' he thought, for he
could think wrong of no one.
lyrics even after eight playings).
Jeffrey was disap~ointed in
This band (including chief
business today. After all, there
songwriter
and
transvestite,
were a lot of potential customers
Wayne County) has never even
around, weren't there? Maybe it
heard of overkill; why else
was the heat, and they were all
would they be doing it?
running for the air-condifioned
They follow up these classics
coolness of the indoor shopping
with Bad In Bed and Hot Blood.
plaras . No, the pencil business
This is a very degrading
was not thriving today. Maybe
album; not only to the listener
he should move to another
but also to the people who let
corner. He picked up his violin,
,such a . vinyl abortion be pro and played a very sad song. He
duced. The quality, or lack
could faintly hear the sound of
thereof, of the lyrics reflects , almost a desperation attempt to · coins dropping in his plate. His
head nodded gratitude ' in every
break into the music scene, any
direction, careful ,not to miss
music scene.
anyone that might be there.
The band -' plays basic "four
,i.
beats to the bar" rock and roll,
He had not done badly, for
distorted
all out of shape
himself, actually. He had a tiny
because of the bad production.
little house, just a few blocks
Vocals on two tracks are not
away_. His little doggie, Nigel, alintelligible at all, through no
ways waited -bravely for him at
fault of the vocalists, we11 not
the door when he came home.
much anyway.
~
They were both quite comfortRunk ,music today still retains
able. The money for his little
the .a_ngfy an~rebelli~u.s f~t~ ,~ut
home
halbeen won in a
Blata'htly Offensiv~( definitely
ra1:esas a kick in that face.
Bands like Clash, Boomtown
Rats,
and
The
Ramones :
shouldn't
suffer
by
being
labelled in the same bracket as
The Electric Chairs. Perhaps
Blatantly Offensive has created a
new category of music, Filth
Rock.
As a filth rock band they are
leaders in their field but as an attempt at music, this band should
have to eat their words, if not
their records.

IBCDIDS
·
with

the Vibrators and Bryan
Ferry. Surprisingly, this doesn't

ROBERT GORDON
Rocki3illy

Boogie

By Cecilia Deck .
"This music is so e'ld, it's
new," says Robert Gordon. He!d
be the firJ t to admit that his biggest influence is early Elvis, but
he's no copy-cat. Elvis did whatever he could sell, and his imitators do whatever he did.
Gordon does whatever he
wants to. The true rockabilly
folk find him too stiff and the
true "pop" record buyers find
him too novel. So he is in a
positi<;m where he can do anything with no guidelines or selfimposed public image to keep
up . What he does is truly unique,
and although mostly based on
other people's work, paradoxically original.

make a huge difference, except
tha ·c there are markedly less
guitar solos.
Gordon has loosened up quite
a bit; he is now ready to take the
silly stuff less seriously and hack
it up with his own interpretive
genius. Two cou_ntry songs illustrate this point quite well:
C9p.way twit ,ty -'s lt's·Only Make
Believ ( and Leroy · van Dyke's
·
classic WalleOn By.
Catman, one of Gordon's
own cohlpositions, is a tribute
to Gene Vincent's Be-Bop-ALula and Blue Christmas an excellent redo of Elvis' little gem.
The King's influence is most remarkable on-_
All By Myself ano
A'm I Blue, but it's like old
shmuck with an energetic, innovative new twist. Other goodies
include the title track and I
Just Found Out, which is chockfull of authentic stutter.
If Bruce Springsteen is the
fut:µ'.re of rock'n'roll,
then
Robert Gordon is the future of
rockab .illy, and Rock Billy Boogie is his finest album so far.
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MALCOLM
MUGGERIDGE
IN PERSON
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 25, 3:00
CLEARY AUDITORilJM, WINDSOR, ONT.

THE ELECTRIC
CHAIRS ~
Blatentlyoffensive
By Mike Taylor

On this third album, Gordon
has made a slight personnel
change in his band: he dropped
one ace guitarist and signed up
anoth er.~ The legendary Link
Wray ha s been replaced by Chris
Spedding, who in 1975 turned
down an offer to take Mick
Taylor's place in . the Rolling
Stones and actually did play

~·

contest, that he 'd entered. You
were supposed to count the
coffee-beans in a large jar, and
attend a guess. Jeffrey took a
blind guess, of course, and,
luck y boy that he was, he won.
It was the only stroke of luck
he'd ever had.
Yes, he had done quite well
for a cripple. For no t only was
he blind, he was legless as well.
This had happened only a few
years ago. As he was crossipg a
busy intersection, he could ·not
see t.pe fatal banana peel on
which he stepped. "My pe~cils!"
Jeffrey cried, as his legs slid di·rectly underneath
a passing
trolley car. 'Life could
worse', he thought, as he -heard
the crunch, and laid back, resignedly.
-...;: · "')
He could get on quite well,
.now, though. They had given
him a little cart of his own, with
wheels, to get around on· It was
awkward at first, his st~ rrips
were sore. Soon enough,, though,
1t became a skill. Through tri al
and error, he had learned the location of every telephone pole
and fire hydrant on the way
home.
Jeffrey decided to. go home
early today. Business was slow,
and it was too hot for a decent
man to make a living, anyways. His shirt clung to his
sweaty back, and his pants stuck
to his sweaty stumps. He packed
up his belongings, and fingered
the loose change with tre w blin g
hands, before putting it in his
pocket, '1ust enough "f~r a
'
~
hearty brown-bean supper', he
thought,
'and a soup-bone
surprise for little Nigel.' He sped
off down the street, around the
corner,
and out of sight,
whistling · gaily all the while.
Things could be worse, though.
Could_n't they?

This album deserves to be
entered in the annual Mark D.
Greene No Reason To Live
awards. The Electric Chairs have
become state of the art for failed
heavy metal turned punk . If it's
their premise to be Blatantly Offensive, they succeed, but if it's
their idea to justify wasting 1 Yi
ounces of vinyl, they also
succe~d.
What can one say 'about songs
like, Toilet Love (a very romantic act of fornication in the can).
F**k Off (their tribute to
macho men doing the pogo with
nymphos) o_r Mean Motherf* *king Man (couldn't catch the

LECTURE TOPIC: _
"FAITH- TODAY SO MISUNDERSTOOD
AND SO DESPERATELY NEEDED."
Today, MaJcolm Muggeridge is a household name in TV,
RADIO, LITERATURE and the PRESS. Some recent books
are: THE GREEN STICK; THE INFERNAL GROVE; JESUS
THE MAN WHO LNES; SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL FOR
GOD;and CHRIST AND THE MEDIA.
In connection with this lecture , Malcolm Muggeridge will receive_THE 1979 CHRISTIAN CULTURE AWARD GOLD MEDAL OF ASSUMPTION UNNERSITY as "AN OUTSTANDING
EXPONENT OF CHRISTIAN IDEALS."
$5; $3; & $2. TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE NOW ON CAMPUS AT THE CHRISTIAN CULTURE
SERIES OFFICE , ROOM 213, ASSUMPTION UNNE~SITY (opposite -the chapel) and DOWNTOWN AT CELIA HARDCASTLE MUSIC, LTD., 130 PITT ST., W. Also, at the CLEARY BOX
·
OFFICE after 2 p.m. on March 25th.

NON -MEMBERS WELCOME- GROUP RATES AVAil.,ABLE
'-
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BVBNTFUL
BVBNTS
24
.-:·Lenten
Program
Topic
"Reconciliation" - 1: 30 to 4:00
p.m. Speakers - Sr. Bernice Gignac,
SNJM,
Ms.
Dorothy
Konyha Assumption
Campus
Community.

25

. -Assumption
Campus
munity Elections.

Com-

27

"
\
-Art Gallery of Windsor, Gerald
Stanick, Vocalist and musicians
from the University of Western
Ontario School of Music.

-Ontario
Film Theatre, The
African Queen
- Communal Penance Service 5 p.m . followed by dinner $1.50
Assumption Campus Community .

_/

29

-Coffee
House, Assumppon
Campus
Community,
Blue
Room 8 : 30 - 11 p .m. Admission
50 cents . Everyone Welcome.

-St . ' Clair College, Flash Flicks;
Emmanuelle.

:.:..Windsor Symphony Orchestra,
Young People's Concert; Bob
Bow narrating "Barbar the Elephant".

31
April
- The l udo Club is sponsoring a
&nior Men's tournament . Gold
and silver medals will be awarded to the winners in three weight
classes and two trophies awarded
to individual overall champs. ·
Registration
starts at 10 :30 ,
compe tition at 12 : 30.

1

- Lenten
Ptogram
Top ic
"Eucharist" - 1 :30 to 4:00 p.m.
Speakers - Br .. Pat Callahan,
F . S. C., Ms. Carol Ani:!lin.

St. Pat's ~concert

Santana cooks but Money not worth it
this effect solo work was employed that served only to exIt was the difference between
aggerate the problem.• As well,
pretentious,
contrived,
Money made certain that the
thoroughly boring popular music
shows' focus was on him . The
and vibrant, .innovative
and
solos that were granted to the
.amazingly
powerful
popular
other members were fleeting
· · music. The difference between a
and non-spectacular.
Unfortugreenhorn
"rocker"
and an
nately, Money doesn't have the
performer-m~sicaccomplished
talent to carry a show on his
ian: the difference between
own. Prancing aimlessly about
Eddie Money and Carlos Santhe stage and d~livcring vocals
tana; last Saturday's double bill
that carry no semblence of melat Cobo Hall.
ody (i.e. shouting) is not the
Perhaps a direct ·co~parison
stuff · performers or memorable
witb Santana is unfair to Money .
Afterall, Santana's experience
performances arc made of. Actu- ,
exceeds Money's by at least a
ally, he delivered exactly what
decade. I'd abandon the process
his albums portend of him. Monhere and now if I wasn't a firm ' . ~ey wasted a chance before a sold
believer . in , performers measurout Cobo audience to elevate ~
ing up to their successes . Money
himself beyond "back-up band"
just doesn't do it.
stagnation.
~
His main preoccupation on .
It didn't take Santana long to ~
Saturday night seemed to be
bring out the best in the aud- _s
making sure that no one was
ience. In a show well balanced o
confused. He attempted to rebetween old Santana standards ]
produce his recorded material in
and material from the new :i.
a direct -from disc fashion. As is
controlled frenzy .
album Inner Secrets. Carlos Sanusually the . case, overcompensatAll band members shared
tana and his band managed to
ion occurred and, generally, a
equally in the (mostly) high
captivate
the
eager crowd
listless, hypnotic tempo prevailenergy assault. Each made the
through almost two hours of
ed. In an attempt t? gloss over
most of their solo work while
By Gene Sasso

fully controlled the pace or flow
of the show.
Percussion work that included
congos, various percussion and
conventional drums maintained
the steady driving rhythm that

a

keeping within the limits of ·tolerable duration. Never did a solo
overpower the context of the
selections performed. Santana's
own slick riffs directed but never

has become a Santana hallmark .
So powerful were these three
talented musicians that they
managed to direct the audience
tht;ough
repeated
extended
clappin
accompanim ent-in
tempo and in unison!
No small feat, thatL .·
.q
The band pres Jnte evepJ,the
oldes t- of their material .with- a
freshness and vitality that few
grouRS : could ~pproach. Enduran.ce and the sustai ed gopularity that Santana enjoys can be
attributed to this ability (and
desire) to progress.
Some try but over-do this .
progression "thing" . (Yes comes
to mind), others don't even try
(of course Eddie Money's a
prime example).
1
Santana has endured, where
most of his early contemporaries have come and gone.
The bott9m line is desire.

Gotta have hark

????? ,
St one h e dge .....
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By Wendy Coomber

Aryyone passing by the Lebel
Building recentl y may have not iced a group of trees and rocks
just standing around on the
front lawn. If you've dared to
look closer you '11 haye found
that there really is a sort of
round shape t o thei;n. You may

came interested in sacred stru 'ctures-those used for worship a,nd
religious ceremonies.
For this project she wanted
to use a large outdoor space . ,As
Halyna says, this latest endevour
does not include the trad itional .
artist's material. Everything is
natural ~ the grass , s~y , tw~n.~y-

1929

live entertainment
foryourdancing- ·
- · andlisteningpleasure-- ·yourhost-

·[]JV8

·- .this week-next week-·

•

-Damion
Busker

Indians are attacking, put
even think tha t they were put
there by som e waylaid Celtic
Druids , for their Beltane fires.
But of course then . the trees
wou ld be oak ·instead of fir.
No, the structure is a space::nclosed site, an · environmental
sculpture . It was designed, paid
for, and set up chiefly by Halyna
Mordowanec ,._a fine arts instructor in drawing and design.
. Halyna, first interested in p~1mitive structur e s, gradually be-

the trees in a circle!
on e ex-Christmas
tn;es, and
twice as man y roc l4s. :she says
the site is meant to be inhabited ,
enjo yed .
And so it will ·be . The Art
Faculty will: be using the enclo sure March 30 and April 6 ,
6:00 · p.m . - 8:30 pfm. (the
following days in case' of rain)
for their Faculty Sh~w. The
show will include danf ing, by
Gina Lori Riley, and poetry and
other word pieces dk ected by
Professor Bathsheba Garne~t .
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McMahon backs
cheerleader trip
By Peter Nash
If there was one thing
had at the CIAU basketball championships that no other teall'\ had, it was cheerleaders . There \\'eren't
many of them but they made enough noise to keep the Calgary Cor ral reverberating .
me wondering how the d1t>crSeveral people have approached
leaders managed to travel all that way. (read: "Who Paid?").
Well if you were at either of the last two home games you'd know
that th~ cheerleaders managed to raise about $160 t hemselves selling
plastic roses at the front doors of St. Denis Hall.
That, o f course, is only a small amount considering their plane
fare was $340 each. "Well then who paid the rest o f it?" you ask.
That's an interesting ques-tion in that there were many people involved.
Let's start with, Dean of Students, George McMahon. The cheerleaders approarhed
him with the idea of going to Calgary and he was
qu ite receptive. He contacted several gr <)Ups on campus, ma ·naging to
come up with the funds needed. The following campus organizations
op e ned the coffers for the cheerleaders: the Developmen t Office, the
Information
Office, Secondary School Liason, the Engineering Soc iet y , SAC, and the universit y itself.
A total of ove r,, $1,300 was raised, enough to pay for four of the
tickets. The cheerleaders
kicked in $35 themselves and combined

,,-c

with the $160 mentioned
earlier, they had enough to hit the cow
town .
The travelling cheerleaders
included Tish Castea, Rill Blum , Joanne Paetz, Seig Stadler and Rose Morengelli.
These five, plus several others, were at all the home games this
year, cheering on Windsor's
fine basketball
squad . They were
particularly good during the playoffs when the support was needed
most. Windsor's last two home games were jammed with cap~1city
crowds, giving our cheerleaders great response.
The overall attendance
for the Championships
was exrn :mcly
poor but the cheerleaders still managed to lea<1 a small group of
Windsor supporters to unheralded heights for all three games.
It would have been impossible without the cooperation
of Dt:an .
McMahon and other administrators
so they des erve the loudt:st cheer
of all! Thanks and let's hope it all happens ag:1in next y ea r .

A demonstration

by rhc Judo Club, prior ro a haskcthall ~amc . Coach_Linnell says you're never too old .
l'nc,to by Chuck l zso

Judo Club-small hut strong
On Sunday
March 18, six
members
of the Unin :rsitv's
judo club partic:ipatcd in a cli~ic
for the South Western Ont ,1rio
Region . Th e six members were
assi sta11t c:nath
Hon Polsk y,
Rit·hard

#_,_~ r ·

.

..,.
~-,

/'

they gained valuable instruction
:111dv:,pcricncL ·~
hir
those o f you wlw think
that it's loo latL ' ro join the duh
vou couldn 't he more wn111g.

A.

W. Linnl'I, coach and d1icf
inst n1t·tor got invol\'ed long aftn
1hc imc when most parti ·eip '1nts

or

(/
. Th <:: particip, Lnts ·reported an
intcr i:s1ing ' t ime ;111d said thar

\.

/

·~
~

1he sport
rc;tch the ir pr i111c.
lk wa s 55 when h c. startnl.
The club has 700 SlJllarc kct

'

of mats and can handle up to
twcnry members. ,
Ma.rch 31, the
On Saturdav,
dub is sponsoring a Se ~'ior Man's
Tournament . Ther e will be gold
and silver med als a\\'nrded ro th e
winner . in t hrel' wcigh r clas ses
a nd r w t1 t rophi es aw ard ed ro in <liv id w tl overa ll ch ampi o ns. R egist.ra t ion for th e cve m . -sta rt s a t
10 :30 ,-vit h t he compet itio n b eginning at 12 : 30.
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, URGENTLY SEEKING PERSON
who recorded the talk given by Roslyn
FaBis, Vanier Institute of the Family,
THEME:THE CHILD AND THE FAMILY:
PERCEPTIONS,ATTITUDESAND VALUES

of

Windso .

This talk was given on Thursday evening, ·
January 11th, 1979 at Vanier Hall Student

.~tv,

Lounge, Iona College.

Unfortunately, _Ms. Fallis died shortly afterwards and the Institute would like very
much to have a transcription of this last talk
she gave . Would the person who did the
actual recording or anyone knowing his
whereabouts please contact Mrs. Suzanne
Pelham at the Vanier Institute of the Family,
Suite 207, 151 Slater Street, Ottawa , Ontario
K1P 5H3 (613) 232-7115 (collect).

t!.

Professional Hair Stylists,

2846 University Ave., W~ P~one 258-2490

New location to s-erve you.
2728 Forest Glade Dr.

735-2300

~~

._J
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Intramural stats
GIRLS BASKETBALL

Combinations
Chuck
Dribblers
Roma 's Rowdies
2nd Floor Laurier
27 Footers
Plue Balls
Volleyball Team

GP
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

w

L
0
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3
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BALL HOCKEY
Division I
Trojans
Tees Wrecks
Rams
Gradkins
Society
Division II
Freaks
Ramones
Pussy Pokers
Preparation H
Wolverines
Division III
Spartak
Huron Hall
Law
Tac Eaters
Sabres
Division IV
Rowdies
Defenders
Newts
Shirks
Nads

1
1
0
3

3
2
1
0
3
2
2

]'.

3

1
0

4

2
2

0
0

0
0
1

8

.4
3
0

The Screaming Eagles pour in· on the Commerce net during the Intramural "A" final.
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Commerce edges Eagles 2-0
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INTRAMURAL HOCKEY
·By G_,erardLavimodiere '
1
1
Having completed post season
1
1
2
action in intramural hockey we
0
0
3
see that both the Rocke .ts and
Commerce Blues have de-fended
their titles successfully.
The Blues first beat GeogUNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
& raphy 7-2 in their semi-final
* Intramural Badminton Tournament "'
·,. ,
match-up. They then went on to
Open to all students
meet the Scrfaming Eagles in the
final game. The Eagles got into
WHEN:
Monday, March 26th to Thursday, March 30th
the finals by beating a well im5 :00 • 8:00 at St. Denis
proved Plumbers team 2-l. The
score at the end of regulation
MONDAY:
Registration and practice
time in that game was 0-0. Eac h
team was then awarded three
TUESDAY:
Mens and Ladies Doubles
penalty shots and that proved to
be enough to break the scoreless
1
·
WEDNESDAY: Mixed Doubles
tie. The Eagles came out on top
~2-1.
THURSDAY:
Singles and Finals
.
In the final game, a hardh.itting one, the Eagles took two
penalties at th e.--same time and
the Blues took advantage of the
situation by scoring the only
two goals of the game. Jim Dalton scored both of the goals for
the Blues.
This is th e second straight
year the Blues have won the
championship,
and both years
th~ Eagles have been runner-ups.
Congratulations go out to Commerce team members : captain,
Brian Gregg, Ken Braken, Bob
Lyte, Rudy Feimer, Jim Harvie,
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At1·lck
shot

Jay Smith, Greg Quigg, Paul
Malette, Jim Dalton, Rick Mar tin,
Maurice
Biron,
Steve
Somodi, Bill Cowie, Steve ,rreedman, Dave Burnie, Todd Bested
and coach Mike Werstien.
In "B" division play, the
Rocke ts
continued
their
·mastery by winning the championship for the second straight
year. The Rockets had a very impressive unbeaten season. The
Rockets got to the finals · by
beating the Law Flames 2-1.
They then went on to smother
the Candies 4-1 in their semifinal match-up. The Bulls got to
th·e finals by first beating the
Chiefs 4-0.
In their semi-final game, they
squeezed by Cody Sucks . 4-3,
as Chris "Hurly" Hreljac scored
the winner for the Bulls with
seconds remaining. In the final
game, the Rockets were paced
by a four goal performance from
Walter McFadden and went on
to overpower the Bulls 7-4 .
Congratulations go out to the
Rockets
for their - unb eaten
season . They are the only t eam
in recent years to accomplish
such a feat. They ended up with
an impressive u :,-0-1 record. The
Rocket team members are : captain,
Jay · Huddleston,
Joe
Zerafa, Cal McCabe, Mike Char-

bonneau, Wally McFadden, Rick
Patterson,
Bill Latimer, Mike
Dunn , Mike
Brown,
Mark
Merritt,
Gerard
Lavimodiere,
Mike Simard, Bob Mellon, Brad
McCallum and Bob Chittum ,
A word of thanks goes out to
all. the
referees t fo r:._ their
patience, exper ti se and cooperation. The officials were: Jer ry
Morse, Mark Thorburn, Kevin
Shervanuk, Paul Parsons, Chris
Hreljac, JimWeese, Jay Huddleston, Gerard Lavimodiere, and
Mark Carr.
MOVING ALONG ·WITH THE
CHANNEL SWIM.
It's just past the mid -way
mark of the Channel Swim and
seven of the sixteen entrants
have completed
12 , miles or
more. It is going to be a tight
race to the end of the month to
see who will be the overall
winner. All competitors will receive an award for the distance
they managed to swim. The final
day of this event wiil be on Fri.'day, March 30th. Til then ...... ..
Keep on swimmin !
POOL CLOSED
Due to a waterpolo meet, the
swimming pool will be closed all
day Saturda y·, March 31st., and
Sunday April 1st .

Rack' em

up
By Peter Nash

When you · re drinking
tequila,
Sauza's the shot
that counts. That -'s why more
and mo;-e people are asking
for it by name.
'-

.

TEQUILA
Number
Number

One
One

SAUZA
in Mexico.
in Canada.

The annual University
of
Windsor Pool Tournament is in
full swing at the University Centre this week. The final rounds
should be held this weekend barring aµy heavy delays.
Organizer
Rick Fodor
is
pleased , with this year's tourn ament. "It's really worked out
well. We've had a super turnout." All student, staff, faculty
and alumni were eligible to enter
with a limit of forty contestants.
"Most of the entries this year
have been students" mentioned
Fodo r. In o ther years the faculty
and staff have had greater rep resentation.
Players compete in a double
eli.mination snoo~er match fol-

Keep your lef t arm straight and swing through the ball.
Photo by Ch.uck tz so

lowing th e Canadian official
rules. Individual matches are set
up in a two game tot al · p oint
series for the elimina tion rounds,
a best of three series for th e
quarter and semi-finals, and a

best of · seven match in the final
round.
Spectators are welcome so
come on down and watch Windsor's best battle it out for the
championship.

&.·.

Forget _it ch_umps!
Vol . LI, Number 25 , March 30., 1979

·CJAM good as

snowball Ill hell
By Dergus Morgan

LAST CHANCE UNIVERSITY

H
':ALLTHENEWS
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THAr·s FIT TO

CJAM is still hoping to get
the ir goddamned FM license.
After months of waiting 011'
the CRTC to set a hearing for
CJAM's
application,
station
manager , Posh Nova has seen a
ray of hope.
"Radio W AWA just recently
got their license," said Nova.
"They've been waiting for six
years so it appears as if it's time
for us."
He believes that Ottawa just
"forgot about us".
"Here we are, just a rinkydink operation tucked away in
the southwestern corner of On- tario. It's pretty easy for them
(the CRTC) to ignore, uh, forget

the lack of it.
':We're supp~sed to be getting
the bucks from SAC, " Nova
said, "but they don't have any.
We're gonna have to look at alternate means of fundin g."
"We have a couple of staffers
who've got no reason to live,
that we may be a~le to get rid
of for a few bucks. Then the re's
always the possibility of.opening
up a take-out pizza parlour in
Studio B."
· "',
For some reason, Nova remains 0 ptimistic
about the
whole situation.

I

1

us."

" I still think we'll get the FM '
license. The CRTC is out t~
lunch if they think we'r~ going
to dry up and ,blow away."

A more pressing problem for
the station is money, or rather,

Nova plans on leaving C}AM
.in a month.
·

...._

Missing for 30 years

Area man beOts
around the bmh
A man listed as missing for 30 ,
years from the ranks of th e
Windsor
Regiment
(RCAC)
reserve "recently emerged from
Oji oway Park .
45 3 .782 5 56 Pte. Wilnot,
C.O. was engaged in trainil!g
with the Regiment during May
of 1939 in what military sources
descr ibed
as
"ro utin e
m anouevers". The Windsor Regiment
.frequently
used
the
Ojibway park area for training .
Pre·. Wilnot, who during his
thirty years of service. has promo ted him self t o the rank of
Lieutena nt Colonel, described
h imself as a "p ; ofessional soldier" who managed to survive
by t rap ping rabbits , dogs, cats
a~a any t hing else tha t crossed
his path during his extended survival e~ercise. Wilnot · reports that several .
pe;-ple , during the years, had
tried to tell him that the war was
·ove.r. But, he said, "I knew it
was -"s~me kind of .subversive
plot, so I just stayed here and ·

r,,

tried to stay prepared." .
The present Commander of
the Windsor Militia District, J.
(Hooter) Glibly, reports that, although he.is bapp.r that Pte. Wilnot
reh1rrted ".:I
to.,"the real
world li,"hi"sjo y is s ome ; hat put
off by "the B+'$$t! !X&))%$!
paperwork!" - :
Ed M_elo cne, a far,mer from .
Lasalle .who · pi cked up Pte. Wilnot .o~ Mi tcli~tr f 1t Saa ;Jrep Jr1:s
that Wjlpot was moving down
Maw li~t fo, " in ~sort of a half r:.u
i'i
half walk, a sort of a crouch, y.a
know? He was weavin' in and
out "~f them trees like a pole
cat. Man ; t liat guy :s slic'ker · than
owl shit, ya know what · I mean?
I'd hat e to be tryi'n' to catch him
sometime, eh?"
Meloche took Pt e. Wilnot to
Windsor Milit ia District Headquarters, where he was debriefed
by Captain Diane Vallc;y, who _
reported
that the · deb ,riefing
took three weeks, and that the
majority of Wilnot's comments
were of the "I don't believe it's

nas

A smiling Pte. Wilnot, dressed in civilian dothes for the first time in tbirty . yea~s, po~s for our L~~~~photographer. "I just can't believe it '.s over!", he said.
·
Plioto t;,y Redeyes Rinkov _

over" nature .
Valley reports that Wilnot 's
return p..resen ts some rathe r
startling legal ques t ions. - For instance, she says, will Wil_not have
to pay ba ck faxes on the
estimated '$400,000 in ba ck pay ·
that the Army owes him? . And

will he be pa yed as a Lieuten ,ant · Regiment, eh?"
Colon el or as a Private?
I
The fact remains, however,
"I just don't know," Valley
that another of Windsor's long
sighs. "T his w~ole thing is turnlost sons has returned from . the
ing into a colossal pain in the
war
to end all wars. Windsor welrectum. I wish the stupid bugger '.
comes ' him with open · arms ;·
had just stayed out there. Oh
Bully, ol' chap .
well, · leave it to the Windsr.,r

Top -'billlng'

,Chuck the Duck finally makes the frOntpage .
hears Duck's whip · qua~king \ . · can '1 understand , what Duck is_ Duck".
piss on either.
For our readers who don't
~
'
~ o, your eyes are not deceivthe y get right · to work. S9tp eDuck has been ,a great help ' in
sayJng.anyway.
know
Duck's life history, we
ing you . Our most beloved staff
times, i·n ord er to show his au ththe production department' asHe· is also' getting into . the .
won't
bore
y~u with - the de~ails,
member, Chuck T. Duck has
orit y_, Du ck ;..will ·even res0 iit t o
suming the
position of head
~ orl d '~of writin g, with tfc;recent .
. ~ther than to tell you that "
finally made the front ,page.
fowl
language.
But
th
e
staff
duck while quacking out orders ·
publishing of his bo ok entitled ·,
Duck was born on--the grimy
After a dose, highly argum~ntive
doesn ·~ mind because humans
to everyone. When the staff
"Lots of Things Rhyme With
floor of The Lunch office.
vote, The Lunch staff has ;decided that it's alright just this
Great alliteration!
once.
Duck, a freshm .an on campus,
has had to endure ' a series of
heartbreaks and setbacks during
..,,
"the last month . or so. Both his
parents had a simultaneous nerBy Dergus Morgan
The explosion ripped through
making · mayhem yet. "We're
being hit with debris .while
vous .breakdown and finally
An explosion in Ambassador
the auditorium, wiping out the
gonna . wipe out all of the
seated 200 feet from the detonquacked up completely. On top
Auditorium
on Sunday has
head table rostrum and causing
turkeys on campus."
ation point.
of that, Duck was hi~ with a
wiped out 50 years of SAC. The
considerable
nastiness among
A TURKEY (The U-nited ReOne unidentified man told of
paternity · suit by some duck in . · Bossa Nova Party is taking .credit
the other diners. The latest
actionaries Keen on Encompassbeing hit in the face by .a piece
Florida. He also lost the recent
for the mass murder and mutilatcount has 246 dead, 718 injured
ing Yeman) representative questof roast beef. A i Saga Food ofSAC election by a landslide.
ions.
and 579 listed as missing.
ioned the BNP's attack on SAC:
ficial said that was impossible.
· · But the future looks brighter .
Twenty-six former executives
Two hours after the bomb
"Now, we're turkeys, alright,
"There was no roast beef on
Duck 's brother,
B. Richard
were in town for SAC's Golden
went off , The Lance teceived a
but SAC? Hey, those people are
the menu ; Our standard fare · of
Duck , has just landed a role in a
Jubilee Dinner, which .m~rked
phone call froq1 a BNP spokessomething else. We have nothing
Superburger was served , "
·
big movie (turn to Ent~rtaincounc il's 49th year of existence .
man who suggested that his or:-' · to do with them."
,
· Interviewed on his deathbed
ment sect ion) and Chuck himself
The bomb went off at ap..
ganii ation was .respo ·nsible ·for
Windsor Bomb .Squad offic ·
Pizazz had this to ·sar
. '
· movmg
· up th e soc1·a1 ladder by
the1ncident . . ,
ials told re.porters tha.t the bomb.
1s
proximately 10 :22 p.m . just as
appearing at loca l' nightclubs as a .SAC president Guiseppe Pizazz
"Blame i~ o?- _the Boss.a. · was " \ ather unique". Aparently .
"We've had ~ good yea~: It's _
' stan d -up d uc k - ff }Sac· h ieve?1ens
·
t . m.ade what was to be his
· · closing
N ova, "· he , said
it Wc\5designed to, widen the im- · too bad, that something like
this
., ' . hmtmg
. , .· . that his
on +~i(•~
The:i:i~(•~~(t~ci:t~t:•:-(fi~ti~+~t~f~
Lunch an: i';:.:.:•~•~
n,oth1n11
. ,., .• mank~ · '•'·•·+·
'"'t'
,,";
n+,art~
nW.,.§9
•• , ..~ JJf t+v 'sh
~9:' i . '·.•.•....J.!
.S
l-f4...~ ..._.,•,.
~~i,.,_.,,,i'~
lJ
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Jet ·another theory on •the de{lth of ~ -K · Kennedy
·•

I

'

•

..•;·. ·

By _~iter Mudrack

Tn'e ,House Select Committee

on .the Assassination of President
Joh~ .F. Kennedy has_ recently
heaJd : ~ome explosive testimony
in their , efforts to deten.nine
what··happened in Dallas on that
.fateful day 1S years ago.
'
Appe~ring on the witness
stand was a Mr. Alek J arnes
Hidell, an unseccessful manure
salesman from Orono, Ontario.
Hidell's testimony shattered the
hypothesis of the Warren Comrn1ss1on, that
Lee Harvey
Oswald, acting alone, fired three
shots at the Presidential motorcade.
Hiddl had long felt that the
Warren Commission was wrong.
"I had long felt that the Warren Commission was wrong,"
Hidell said.
Hidell arrived at his startling
conclusions after many years of
laborious study of films, photographs, police reports, eyewitness testimony and his navel.
But only after employing the
nondirective incrementalized accreditation statistical test, could
Hidell be certain of his conclus-

"Most people were so busy
tryin' to figger out whether
there was one gunman, or two
gunman, or three gunman, or
- four gunmen, oi: two gunmen
and someone with a . dagger, or
one gunman and one spearthrower and an artillery squad,
or two gunmen and- a pygmy
with a blowgun, . that they
couldn't see the answer, which
was as plain as the nose on th.cir
faces," -Hidell said in one breath.
Hidell's theory, which he has
dubbed the - "Hidellian paradigm", is that there were 12 gunmen firing on the President at
the .same time, but all ·of them
missed.
"Not only tliat," said Hidell,
"but there was no conspiracy.
None of the assassins knew of
the existence of any of the
others. By sheer coincidence,
they all happened _ to pick the
same place and the same time to
carry out their dastardly deed."
Hidell was not content to
merely _let the issue rest there, '
however, for he named the conspirators who did not even know
they were conspirators. The list
reads like a "Who's Who" of

-·--

;

.

'
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·HAIA STUDIO

So how did Kennedy die? Hidell claims that . the President
simply exploded.
"I claim that the President
simply exploded," . said the
Orono ,dung dealer. "It's a
pr,9ven meoical fact that the
average -person explodes _five or
six times a day. Most of these,
are eensty weensty explosions,
so small that ·the person dori't
even know .what's going on. But · ·
when a chain reaction starts in
, the correlated multilateral 'capillary, it 's game!'oyer: The ·unsus~
pecting victim simply blows up . .
Kaboom! With blood and braiQ.
. tissue and all kinds of other _icky
stuff splattered all over everyone
in the immediate vicinity.
·
''It's not a- pretty sight, let
me tell you. But this is exactly
what happened _to ,-Kennedy. No
bullets - ~e just blew up :"
Hidell h?,S prod1.1cedstartling
medical evidence which suggests
wif~ Nellie, sitting in the seat dithat JFK was roc~ed by a series
rectly in front of the President,
of eensty weensty explosions in
missed by five feet. "Any of
the weeks prior to the assassinthem would have been lucky to
ation, and that the cululative efhit the broad side of the Hidell
fect of . these ,caused th~ chain
Manui;e Warehouse back in
reaction ~hich blew "open the
Orono," Hidell claimed.
entire ri ht side of his head.
clandestine shenanigans: Frank
Sturgi~, E. Howard Hunt, Carlos
"the Little Man';- Marcello,
Santo Trafficantc, Texas Gover- ·
nor John Connally and 'his .wife
Nellie, Doug Draper; Don
Peppin, Little Richard and E. P.
Chant. Between the tw~lve of. ·them, a total of 39 shots -were
fired at the President, but itll of
them missed the mark. Even
John Omnally and his crackshot .

I.(

"Kennedy was always exploding. He exploded in the Oval Office, at Hyannis Port, during the
Cuban Missile Crisis, at State
dinners, while playing touch
football on ' the White House
lawn
with
Bobby, ' while
swapping dirty ~stories with the
Secretary of 1:he Interior, even
while in bed with his many mistresses: ·Everyone automatically .
figgered that since the . President's wounds looked like gunshot wounds, theY' had to be
gunshot wounds. Nosiree. Not
the way I see it, they don't.''
Unfortunately, Hidell could
not ela.borate further on his
findings. H,e had barely ·finished
the last sentence . of his testimony .w~en he exp 4d'ed
all over
the Chariman of the'· House
Select Committee. -.

:.....t

~

"No further qu~stions," the
startled Chairman ) id as he
called a brief ten m;ri'ute r~-cessto change clothe /a.Ad 'call in the
janitors. "I guess thisproves that
Hidell was right. His ·explosive
testimony certainly has me convinced." Alek James Hidell
gone, ,~ut'11ot fo_rgotten.

\
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GINO SP ANO - · Style Director ~ Phpne 255-9123
1210 Ouellette Ave.
Corner ; of Giles Windsor, Onfario
N8X 1J5 ·

\

SPECIALIZING IN ALL PHASES OF HAIR CARE INCLUDING: HAffiCUTS
SENSOR PERMS
Treat yourseH to the relax friendly atmospher~ at
ALUMINIZING
AND HENNAS
GINO AND ASSOCIATES HAffi STUDIO·
Enjoy the m~st modern facilities and the best service all at reasonable prices. GIN·o has trained in
· both Italy a~d USA and has worked in some of Windsor's Top Salons.
Because you faculty students' hav~ been such good clients through out the ye_!!r there will be a '30%
discount on all services

·-

AMPLE FREE .PARKING

t
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·.Revolutionaries take bridge
-.

The commando unit of the Provisional Canadian Committee of Canadians for a Canadian Canada,
(PCCCCC), approaches the Ambassador Bridge in another gallant attempt to free the country from U.S.
imperialist bonds.
·

\

An Ambassador Bridge official (CIA spy) confronts the revolutionaries. Tbey are forced to a~andon their plans to saw the bridge in
half. They will chop it down instead.

.
......

Rufus Gonzola, Phd., . chisels away fearlessly at the base of the
~ridge.

· Using primitive weaponry, such as tinsnips, Sgt. T. Bear leads the
attack.

The victorious revolutionaries celebrate _their success in chopping down the bridge. Note the United
States floating away in the background.
·

Last known photo of Pvt. Hacksaw Hanna. ·Armed only with a saw
blade, she relentlessly carries on the fight ,despite the threat of U.S.
naval forces .

Pvt. Hanna is laid to rest, the victim of a nuclear attack.

1
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Who gives a shit?

Editorialcaca
Writing an editorial week
after week gets to be a real pain
in the ass. Every Wednesday
night (if the theoretical juices
are flowing) or Thursday morning (when there's no choice but
to wri..tethe damn thing), theeditor or one of the staff members
sits down before the typewriter,
stares at the keys and bangs out
16 inches of copy.
It's a futile gesture, really, because hardly anyone reads an editorial in a student newspaper,
except for the universjty or stude_nt government administrators
who have to know where to
cover up. They needn't' both~r,
'cause _ nobody's going to read
about the m1ustices. Unless
Chuck The Du ck sez something
about it.
Because of this, the editorial
tends to be a little ho-hum. And
why not? Apathy isn't just restrictM to the students, you
know, even would-be journalists
suffer from it, too.
If the editor and the staff
could know that the editorial
· was going -to be read, then it
could be spiced up a bit.
For instance, 'Ye could talk
about the perils of Margaret-'!rudeau, the staggering unemployment rate in Windsor, Ontario
and across the nation or Saga
Food. We · could inform the

readers 'about violence on our
highways,
violence
in our
schools and just plain ol' violence.
· Wouldn't it be nice to read an
editorial about the Middle East
situation? Or about the holes
kicked in the wasroom walls by
unidentified
rowdies?
How
about the ·maintainance staff?
God knows, they'd make good
copy.
The possibilities are endless.
There's a lot that we could talk
about in this space but we find
ourselves limited · because nobody cares. We could run the
sa~e editorial week after week
and no one would notice.
So what does the staff do instead of writing a meaningful editorial?
Well, Mark suffers recurring
nightmares about "Jaws", Frank
dreams of being a rock and roll
star, Wendy worries about the
.pric~ of , stogie~:· -going" up, . Pat
thinks about his date tonight
and Dave wishes he had a date
any night.
Marg wishes she had soine
more crayons, Val wonders why
it couldn't be February 14
every day, Janine worries about
getting a job and Pe_te worries
about the job getting to him.
Lionel spends most of the
time looking for pencils, Paul

-

....
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-

complains abotit ~rv1ce in the
Pub, Diane feels guilty i'bout
listening to CKWW and Dan
wonders about dented mailboxes.

The Lance aren't overly concerned with the editorial. They've
· got more important things on
their minds.
-

Gene's concerned about his
lenses fogging, Desiree loves her
durable
relationship, . George
comes out .of the darkroom and
Ed worries about Johnny's ratings.

Come to think about it, -why
bother putting out a newspaper
at all? Nobody takes this paper
seriously. They joke and laugh
about it, they rip it apart or they
just ignore it. And that's just the

LBTTBRS

Makes-no ·sense

~taff. Stuci-ents' rea.2tiol s \ o The
Lance are something else. We ·
could write an editorial about
that, but why bother.
The staff has come to a decision. Because everyone treats
the paper as a joke, next week
we're going to get together and ·
p-qt out a joke issue. You asked
for it, folks, you got it.

All Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced and limited to 500 words
ior less. Letters must be signed and accompanied by a student number and phone
number. All letters considered by the staff to be libelous and slanderous will be
witheld. The staff res~rves the right to edit for grammar and length. The deadline
~(or submission _of Letters to the Editor is Tuesday at noon.

what's · yours, you sexy, macho,
place?" I asked, hoping for a
exciting stud of a man?"
positive answer.
I was quite frankly turned on
"You must be nuts, you
by the . gyrations her lws proho~o" she said to me, laughing
duced while she spoke to me.
wildly and walking away.
The glistening, radiant moisture
Needless t_o say, I was quite
surrounding her lower lip was
disappointed, so I went home
Dear Editor,
enough to send a man to the
and cried. What can you do?
I have been attending this
loony bin. Barely being able to
That's life, I guess.
campus and, coincidentally, this
hold myself back, I asked her
university for the last five years,
what her major was, hoping that
Yours truly,
and have never written · one
she would come up with somesingle, solitary thing for the
thing equally stimulating.
Paul Turnoff
piece of rubbish that you
"I'm a sex major, and I got an
"A." in all my courses so far", all
journalistic bastards deem the
"Lance". But something happenthe while slinking closer to my
ed yesterday that forced me to , hot, turned-On muscular frame.
write to you. After my exper"And I don't want to graduate
ience, I will never ' be skeptical
until I've fulfilled all my requireabout anything published in
ments."
"Penthouse".
1 thought 'to myself that I was
Dear Editor, ·
Ir all started when I walked
the only thing she required. 1'm The other day after a brief
into the Centre building on a
a normal fellow, about six feet
encounter with a lamp post, it
cold winter's morning. There
tall, 200 pounds, with golden
struck me that there was more
she was, the girl of my dreams,
hair, piercing eyes and a penis
to negotiating a sidewalk than
the size of a baseball bat. All I
sitting on one of those black
the mindless shuffling of the
vinyl benches near the informatcould think of was the fur patch
_lower appendages. In an unpreion desk. I just had to strike up a
that was hiding under her tight
cedented attack of the smarts, I
conversation with this goddess
jeans and the two pert, taught
was at best dumbfounded to disbecause I thought I would never
mounds of love peeking through
cover that a certain amount of
again get such an opportunity.
her flimsy, beckoning blouse. I
visual dexterity was required.
I simply asked her her name and wanted-her.
Confounded by the fact that my she said, "My name is Monique, ·
"Why don't we go to my
acuity had been sufficiently im-

Fucking
fantasy

As you can see, the ·people on

paired ' at least two poggles of
bock, I realized it was time to
unveil the latest in sidewalk
shenanigans. By studying the-fol.lowing, you too can become
master of the buffer zone, make
new friends and reduce boredom.
As you are well aware, there
is a certain amount of eye contact necessary for trouble-free
navigation of invested sidewalks.
-This contact is so r:apid that it
invariably goes unno~iced. The
accepted method is to quickly
glance at the oncoming person,
then quickly back to your proposed path. This signals your intentions and the two of you pass
unscathed.
That is the accepted method
- now here's our way. Establish eye contact and flash your
eyes noticeably to the ieft as
you proceed to go right. A collision is imminent. After it has ·
occurred, never apologize! Instead, give a disgruntled look
and continue · about your business. Should he/she challenge
your actions, answer with words
like vert, bicket and smurl.
l\s this is a continuing series,

it is imperative to grasp the
basics before ,advancing to the
master's level. . And remember,
keep your chin down!
Yours truly,
Chris Powers
Richard Moore__,

"""

Did we win?
Dear Editor,
I freed the what?! t
Still recov~ring from a five day
bender, ,
Abe Lincoln

Sa\,e the
acrylics
Dear Editor, t'_
Every year, all the crybabies
get together and shed te'ars over

cont'd next page

cont'd from the page
you just got through
reading only a

Board of Governors.
What I really wou ld like to do
is become SAC president . What
do you think my chances arc ?

kick in the ir fair sl'lare then they
can look forwa rd t ~ th e Lancers
playing their home games in the
Quad.

coup/a seconds ago

Yol;lrSin isolati on,

Yours trul y ,

J. Fran cis Leddy

John Laframboise,
Director, Office of
University Development

the . killing -of some baby seaJs. ·
What a · bunch of hypo orites.
They're the ones who are wandering around with seal coats,
aren't they?
Yours truly,
Joey Smallwood

mean itl
Dear Mark D. Gr~ene,
You have no reason to live!
Sincerely your:::, .

Vanilla
. the best

Dear S.ir;
, It has com~ to my attention
that students are complaining
Dear Editor,
about living in residence and eatI recentl y lost 25 pounds. Uning under the meal plan. I fail to
fortunately, it was 25 poun_ds of
see why . Where else can people
brain cells.
live in a 10 X 12 closet; have no ,,-- · ,
privacy and munch away on
Wasting away, ,
cockroaches and other vermin?
Gene Whelan
Yours truly,
David McMurray
Director of Residences-

Iran

Smokin Joe Suck gravel,
chumpI
1

Dear Editor,
. I did not, repeat, did not, at
any time have an affair with
Maggie Trudeau. However, I did
spend 18 minutes with Maureen
McTear ..
Your~ truly,
Joe Clark

W~y not
-god?
.Dear Editor,
Hi . Just thought I'd drop you
11--line-,and-lee you know I'm still
breathing and sticking my nose
into the university's affairs.
I never really resigned from
the presidency. I was thrown out
by a bunch of right-wing reactionaries, otherwise known as the

Self-inflicted
lobot9my

Dear Editor,
Well, I won again, and you
E3:sterners are _really up shit
creek this time ") I'd advise you
wing-nuts to pile up the ,ol' firewood because I'll be damned if
you'll get any oil next winter.

By and for Bette Stephenson ,

·This week's question:
' How do you feel about the provincial govern-

tent's

No, honestly

1

1

Dr. Bette Stephenson, Minister
of Colleges and Universities:

!

i

/ 'What cutbacks? It's the first
ltime I've heard about them. This
ye ar we increased funding by
two per cent. So what if the infla!i ~n rate is running at about
14 per cent. That's not our
/fault ."

Dear Editor,
I've set the date for the
federal election - May 22. I
-trust that everybody will get out
and vote for me. If I don't win,
then I 'II probably have to get
back together with Maggie.
In a quandry,

!Dr: Bette Stephenson ·; Minister

Pierre

Crudely yours,

cutbacks in education?

I

j of Colleges and Universities:
!

Peter ~ugheed

'."I'm getting sick and tired about
!students crying f'1lbout cutbacks.
jlf it was up to me, L:\vouldn't
jgive those selfish bastards any'thing. ''

··-How bout
a new rink
1

Dear Editor ,
Dear Editor,
Through the auspices of your
P,:i.per, . I'm appe~ling to. the
generous nature of the 'student
body. We need big Bucks for the
new gym. If th~ students don't

Who's Joe Clark?
"

Dr. B~tte S!ep~en ~on, Minister
of €alleges and Universities:: ff

Respec tfully yours; ~ ;;:

.

Maureen M<;Tear

~

-

-~....

···~

"It's about time thafstudents in .
the u·pper income bracket get a
break. Why does it always have
Ito be the poor and the down·
trodden tha~ get everything."

FantasticnBWmass transit
•.\

By Frank Kovacic
Transportation · mm1ster Jim
Snow has . unveiled a proposed
mass transit system that the ministry feels ·~ill solve acute fuel
and traffic problems presently
faced in and between major
cities throughout Ontario ..
The new system, dubbed
"Cattle Prod", IB expected to
bypass existing problems faced
by :rriasstransit systems.
In . its stripped down form,
"CP" (as it is commonly known)
will
alleviate the spending
burden that present systems ·
have-encountered . Old Canadian
National (VIA) freight ca.rs will
be ·employed extensively by the
CP. Mr. Snow feels that the
"slight .J ack of comfort will be
greatly overshadowed by the
speed and efficiency of the system."
r-!-

......~---~-------

The transportation - minister
has come up with an in depth
plan, including proposed routes,
liquo t licenses, staff uniform design, company colors and logo.
(See bottom of page.) Ma_in

"We're finally moving into the
21st century", said' Snow, · and
aaded ' that, "I thought it was
Dr. Bette Stephenson, Minister
about -time , that my good for ·
•nothing asshole colleagues did • ·: of Colleges and Univ,ersities:
something
fucking
construc· "Well, it really doesn't bother
tive ."
me all that much . After aJi, I've
When asked if the system was
already been through university.
actually applicable to today\
I've got a job. So what if they
.changing society ; Snow answeran 't find any."
ed, "the other ministers all think
so· and besides, ~~ gave it a six
month test in Comber and it
passed with flying colors. We figure tlfat scaling up' to a system
that fits, say Toronto, will be a
Dr. , Bette Stephenson, Minister
breeze~
of Colleges and Universities:
. There ~ ere rµmours that 'the
minister was using h.is mass tran"Gee, it's nice to be here ·at St.
s-it plan as merely a political
Clair College. Nobody asks me
ploy. Mr. Snow 9isagreed, ' any embarassing questions. I'm
saying, "Those are just facist
staying clear of the university
lies ~prea_d by , those goddamn j 'cause they ask some really
Conservatives to try and fuck up _ · tough ones there."
I
my political . future, just wait
until I catch one of those pigs in ·
a dark alley, lead will ·fly and
you tell them I said so, okay?"
He went ·on to say ; "So who ·
cares if I'm running for the lead. Or. Bette Stephensont First
ership of the Liberal Party, it's
Year, Canine Arts: ·
my own business .''
About the system, Snow
"Arf! Arf! Arf! Arf! Arf! Arf!" .
again added , "~ just hope the
good people of Ontario and all
of Canada remember who came
up with this idea in the first
1
place."
··
· So do we, _Jim.
1

/

routes of th~ proposed system
include daily stops in front of
Mr. Sn6w's house, his mother's
house and his office. The
minister says that this whlbe an
extremely beneficial system for
the downtrodden of society .• He
said, "yearly pass~s will go for
reasonable amounts, d~pending
on income . For example, if you
earn between $0 and $10,000, it
will cost only $5,000 for the
yearly pass w,hile thos e who earn
between $10,000 and $20,000
will pay $1,000 a year, and so ·
on."
·
Mr. Snow was pleased that
the system has taken off so well.

j
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Margaret_fi~ally spills ,guts to Lunch
The following is an interview
with Margaret Trudell, con- ,
ducted by Paul Beerbash, upon
her visit to the U of W campus
pub last FridEY evening.
, Lance: Ms. Trudell, in order
to make this interview a bit easier, do you mind if I call you
Maggie?
Maggie: You can call me anything you want as long as you
don't call me late for dinner.
(laughs uncontrolably).
Lance : Alright then, Douchebag, let's begin at the beginning.
Where were you born?
Magie: ·1 was born somewhere
between Venus and the eclipse
of our moon. I guess that makes
me a virgin.
Lance: You mean Virgo,
don't you?
Maggie: If you don't mind,
I'd liRe .to leave my sex life out
of this.
Lance : Okay, then. Why did
you choose to leave your husband?
-Maggie: Well, that is really a
.ahh ..... what's the word ..... oh,
yeah, that is really a tough
question. I guess the best and
\ least controversial way to answer
/ it would be to say that I hated
his ' slimy, fucking . guts. But
don't get me wrong.
tan ce: How could I take
what ypu said any other way?
Maggie: Well, there . was a
nfm~r , going around that Pete
forced me to eat greasy' grimy
:c.goph~ guts at his everyw him,
at all true.
.
~u,t that was
Lance: Lnotice that you are ,.
wearing a fur 1 coat. I thought
you , were against killing animals

n.ot

/

.

-," ~-~- ~

for their skin. Is it real, and if so,
Lance: This is a delicate
what is it?
question so please think about it
Maggie: Yeah, it is real. But
before you answer. Did you fuck
you have to understand that it is
Mick Jagger?
made out of gopher fur because
Maggie: Sure did.
we had to do something with the .
Lance: What's your favorite
little bastards after we ..... oops ...
colour?
gimme another question please.
Maggie : Black.
Lance: There was an.other soLance : Do you wish your tits
called rumor started that you
were bigger?_
·
had an affair with Ted Kennedy.
Maggie: l don't see what that
True?
has to d9 with my sex life. But
Maggie: Absolutely · not! I
you know what?
would never go out with that
Lance : What?
chump. 1 was going to, until we
Maggie : I'm really uncomforttalked about sex and he mentable right now. ioned something about "crossing
that bridge wh,en we get to it ".
Since [ can't swim, well, I decided t<?can the whole idea .
lance: Last year The Lance
pui:Jlished an exclusive · photo of
your puss,y. Did y9u have any remorse about publicly displaying
it?
Maggie : Not at all. A lot of
upstanding people have seen it
and, as a matter of fact, have
gone so far a:s to pet and kiss it.
Why should I have any remorse?
Lance : If you don't mind, I'll
ask the questions.
Maggie : Why?
lance: Because I'm not as exciting a personality as you.
Maggie: Well, we could find
that out very easily. (reaches for
this reporter's zipper).
Lance: Please ,' Maggie, there
are a lot of people arouod here.
Maggie: C'mon lover, I need ·
you right now.
Lance: . Maybe it ' would be ,
bette.r if we went to my· place
afterthe · interview.
·
Maxgie: Okay ~(sighs).·
;,

ci9ental or what, but that's how
it was. But ·the real problem was
when Pete and I spent at least 12
hours 111aking whoopie and he
ended up passing out. It was
really upsetting because if that
wasn't enough, little Justin was
watching us all the while.
Lance : Sounds really trau·.matic for the poor kid.
Maggie: No, Pete g.ot over it. ·
Lance: No, I mean for Justin .
Maggie: Oh yeah, he was really red in the face.
Lance: While on the subject
of your children, let me ask if
you think you've raised them
properly.
Maggie : Oh yes . Pete and
used the Pavlovian approach.
Lance : Go on.
Maggie: Wek ·what ' we did
was make them ·wear these little
dog costumes and hung this
giant bell up in the living room.
Whenever we needed them we
just rang the bell . It was really !
effective.
Lance: Has this had any last -1
. ing effeqs on your children?
·
Maggie: Not really, except
that we can't have telephone s in
the house.
1

Lance: Becaus,e of my. questioning?
Maggie: No, because I have to
visit the powder room. ·
Lance: You've got a reputation of bein ·g a jet-serte,(so why
in this day , and age; -do you call ·
the
women's . washroom ' : a '
powder room?
Maggie: You may tind this .
hard to pelieve but I really ~in · ·
an old~fa.shioned girl. I think .,,
=that's pa~t of my appeal.
· · ~·
· £ance:1 why ;,,did the two of t
-you break up?
· Maggie : A.· lot of people
- think that the marriage was · ac-

Lance : If you could spend
the night with anyone in the entire world, who would it be?
Maggie:
The Green Bay
Packers.
·
Lance: Really?
Maggie: No, l'mjust kidding.
Lance : Then who would it
. be?
Maggie: John Holmes.
Lance: You mean .....
Maggie:
You got it! (yells)
Hey waitress, bring a couple
more beers for me and my
buddy here!
Lance: I really don't think I
should have anymore. I can't
keep--up with you.
Maggie: That's okay. Whatever you can't drink, I will simp ly stuff in my purse and ta ke to
your place.
Lance : Thank you very
much.
That concludes th e-interview.
While leaving the pub, Maggie
was searched by the. pub staff
and found with three half -empty
bottles of Molson Canadian on · '
her person. She was subsequently arrested and thrown in the
slammer. Our reporter went
home alone.
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"It Won 't Be Long Now"
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Try Our Second Cut - ."It's the Nuts· ·
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·The Unclassified section is open to all members of the university community .
Submissions must be typed, double -spaced and limited to three lines. (60 stroke
line)'. Submissions must be signed and accompanied by a student number .and
:phone 111,1mber.The staff reserves the right to edit for grammar and length. The
deadline fot s4_bmissions to the Unclassified section is Tuesday at noon.

IMMEDIATE OPENING: for
bodygµard to protect Chuck The
Duck. Qualifications - must be
quackers and have webbed feet.
(

"nuts"
about
Pure Prairie
League. Marriage · a possibility .
Contact G. J. Pizazz, c/o SAC
Office.

.

TENDERS: are now being considered for construction
of
sports/gymnasium
complex.
· Price must not exceed $10,000.
Send sealed envelopes to Dr.
Mervyn Franklin, cio Windsor
Hall.

NOW OPENING: Family Medical Cenve on Peter Street. I.
Kuturnutsoff and U. Circumcise,
M. D, Come one! Come All!

HELP: Am trapped , in heavy
emotional relationship · by dominant young female. Are you the
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY:
voluptuous, submissive, beautiManagement trainee required for
ful but mindless 16 year-old
exclusive club. Room for ad- ,, companion I've been searching
vancement. Send resume to Galfor? Send recent photo, qualifilery Lounge, c/ o U of W.
cations and $10 deposit to Paul,
c/o The Lance.
CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERWANTED: One beached whale ·,
IES: Presents Malcolm Bugby involved young Liberal, for
geridge. Lecture topic: "The
discreet relationship. Send fin
Joys of Beastiality - So ~issize to Bim(bo) 'The Whole' Sheunderstood and Yet So Much
bang, c/o SAC Office.
Fun." Suggested - donations $1, $2, or a year's subscription
FOR RENT: Bachelor, for lnto any Pink Triangle Press pubtersession/Summersessions.
lication. Ambassador Auditor- · Cheap!! Call Ext. 69.
ium, Friday, Feb. 29, 1979 .

LAPIES: Interested in modelling? The Penguin pays top
dollar for your flesh. Bare all for
big bucks! Phone 253-0426.
S & M acts get 25 per cent extra.
Remember , naked is naked , but
nude is art. ·
DESPERATELY NEEDED: One
ntremdy
gullible, short, kinda
old Ita Iiai1 girl, who's really

ATTENTION: ISO 2nd Annual
High Jump and Pole Vault Contest. April 1, 1979 . Competitors
please meet in the middle of
• Ambassador Bridge.
1

HELP: Am trapped m a h eavy
emotional relationship by an
alkaline battery. Marriage appears to be imminent . Can somebody out there ' help a beautiful,
wild and crazy gal to have a

great time? Contact
The Lance.

o:

A., c/o

cenary _employment in Zaire,
Angola or Zimbabwe. No offers
from Uganda considered. Cash
advance only. Contact Ed., c/o
The Lance.

WANTED: Very graphic artist.
No musical experience necessary . .Job description - money
talks, bullshit walks. Apply c/o
The Lance.
WANTED: Rubber bumpers for
.Lance Office. Call Dave at Ext.
15 3. ·
NEED: new doors, walls or pop
machines in your home, office
or private club? We charge only
for repairs to face, hands or
clothes. Contact Jesse, c/o Paul
.Chernish, The Lance Office.
WANTRD: Several hundred sincere companions for GROUP
SEX!!! Will train. Contact Heidi,
c/o The Lance Office.
UP AND COMING: photo journalist, requires male models for
kinky, nude photo sessions.
Must be able to do weird things
with his body. Size no object we have an enlarger. Contact
J-9, c/o The Lance.
EX-SPORTS EDITOR: requires
position as nude male model for
kinky photo sessions. Can do all
sorts of weird thif\gs with my
body . Enlarger needed. Contact
Pete, at The Lance Office.
COOL_AND CRAZY GUY: with
military experience seeks mer-

WANTED: Nigerian male. Own
vending machine as asset. Contact Diane, c/o The Lance Office.
~

NEW RECRUITS WAN~EQ_: by
the new Nazi WASP's. Must have
own sheets and swastikas. Send
resume to P. 0. Box 174, Lima,
Peru.
A pight off. Quite
frankly, ladies, my body can't '
take _ the abuse anymore . Don't
bother calling Pat at Ext. 1 S°3.

WANTED:

LOST : Heinrich's
smile. If
found, please send to The Lance
Office.
FOUND: Student apathy. · If
anybody cares, contact SAC Office.
LOS'f:
One transmitter.
If
found, please send to CJAM . .
WANTED : A Cheap Trick. High
decibels an asset. Contac t Frank
at The Lance Offic e.
LOST: A shark. Contact Mark at
Ext. 221.
WANTED: Sensitive, effeminate,

\'

young male desires companionship with same. Picket-line-crashing as asset. Call D. S. at Ext.
436.

I

WANTED: A six inch
base with naked nymphs
ing down the slope. As
possible. Contact Don
Lance office :

powder
slalomsoori as
at The

TENDERS: are being called for
a new mailbox. To be located at
the corner of ·Campbell and
Wyandotte East. Send bids in
sealed envelopes to Dan : c/~
The Lance :
WANTED:
Centre.

A new ·university

FOR SALE : 1976 van. Almost
new. AM-FM radio, power steering, and brakes, tilted .steering
wheel. Interior carpeting . Orig inal price of $9,000 ;_Will take
anything we can get .. Send bids
to Gino c/o SAC Offi ce.
COMPANION 'SOUGHT:
ly nice Sicilian lad is
make for sweet young
lass. Mus~ be good with
Send resume and photo
manuel, c/o ·SAC Office.

Awfulon the
1talian
figures.
to Em-'-

HELP : Am loo king for way out
of this mess. Send ideas to the
Editor, c/o The Lance ..Office '.

r----------~----~~-~----------------~----,
,
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The first annual ·Lunch Sex Poll ·f

t Because of the recent- interest in people's sexuality, The Lunch
decided to instigate a very important readers's poll ; to discover
t. has
the sexual tastes of the people on campus. In each of the following

c) I don't. I just do it.
d) Are they a disco rock group?

25 questions, pick one answer . from A to D by circling the one most
· t e t o you. When comp 1ete d , p1ease su b m1t
· t·h e po 11to Th e
appropr1a
LunchOffice, second floor, University Centre. Thank you.

"
11.a)Who
was your
last sex partner?
Margaret
Trudeau

f

tf
f

f

a) Saran wrap
b) Hockey Gloves
c) Edible underwear
d) Rubber gloves

t
t4

5.

f

do you .use to guard against conception?

t
t

f 6. How do you tell when you're
f -a) I don't tell anybody
b) I get a headache

.,

\

f
f

t
t

f

0
O

What is·your most common type of foreplay?
a) Light chains, small whips and a few ropes.
b) Doberman Pinscher
c) Spurs
d) What's foreplay?
9. Where was the last place you had sexual relations?
a) Phone booth in Centre building.
b) Reserve reading room.
c) Laurier Hall.
d) Professor
's office.

t 10.

f ~\.
?f ::

_

f .

f
f ..·
.

- f.:__
~-f\.
.,
f
. ·
f...
·.:.:

17 · Do you find that the girls/boys in residence are more sexually ·j ..·
accessible than the general student body?
· f ·
a) Only when they're undressed.
b) Girls: when they' 're· drunf
j ....,
·,
·
c) Guys: when they're sober. (Otherwise they pass out). .
, .•..
d) Mostly four legs and fur.
·

~

18. What is the most important aspect of sex in your opinion?
a) Price
.
b)Pride
c) Pregnancy
d) Prematurity

• 19. What is your opinion of oral sex?
a) It wouldn't matter, I have bad hearing.
b) Hate it. I don't enjoy talking while making love.
c) Love it. I enjoy mumbling while making love.
d) Answer is too much of a mouthful.

./

How do you feel about group sex?
a) With my hands..
As long as the hghts are off.

l ~)

f
f'J

l ··

f 8.

t

f.

f

f
f/

excited?

b) Before the end of the first period.
c) Eight to nine buttons and a zipper.
d) Two shakes of a dead lamb's tail.

t

·

f
f..

16 . Why is this questionaire hung up on orgasms?
a) Writers never have one.
b) Writer's n·ot capable of having. one.
:f ·.··:
..·
c) Writers are sexual athletes out to prove they can have more
.
than anybody else around.
"'
d) Editor was wondering; ·
. ·.

f c) I like making it with a member of T'1e Lunch staff
t d) When I come ·., ,
f' 7. How long after you meet your partner does it take you to score?
f a) I don't know. Is this a game?
·

f
f

·

a) "Already?"
b) "You stupid jerk, you got it all over the sheets."
c) "Finally! I thought it would never happen!"
·
d) "Was it good for you, too? "Hello?"

How can you tell when your partner(s) is/are excit~_d?
a) Wags tail
b) Frothing at the mouth or elsewhere
Th
h'
d
· bl d
c) ew 1pstarts rawmg oo
d) Saran wrap melts

·

tt

15. What is the most common exclamation you hear during orgasm?

b) Alka seltzer
·c) Old R & B ·records
d) A guy from Cody Hall

ff.

f

i

f . · a:;:~::::i!!:::r·

t

f.

~-

14. What method do you use to delay orgasm?
a) Freon Gas, directly applied.
b) Wrench vise.
c) Multiplication tables.
d) 14 condoms.

,

·

,,

13 · Do you try to "hold" your orgasm in order to have it with your

partner?
ba))1 ndever have orgasms.
1
· 1 on t need a partner.
c) I don't hold it. They told me it's dirty . .
d) I try but it slips through my fingers. .

f.
f.
f

12. How do you prefer your partner?
a) With whipped cream and walnuts.
b) Chocolate syrup only.
c) Fourlegs and fur.
d) Between 8 and 80, and not more than 3 days dead.

t
t
f 2. How would you describe your willingness to perform sexual act tivities?
a) Rough and ready
Dominant
t b)c) Migrain.
e syndrome
t d) Immediately,
if not sooner
t 3. What sexual aid do you most commonly employ during your
t pursuit of the "Big O"?

·f

·

b) Pierre Trudeau
· c) My right/left hand
d) The bed post

After consumating an orgasmic sexual experience, do you generally feel like:
a) a cigarette
b) A safety deposit box
c) Marriage
d) Indoor/outdoor carpet

1.

t
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.20. What is your favorite fantasy?
a) Pretending to be an_ugly cowboy.
· b) Pretending the girl is a pro wrestler.
c) Pretending her vagina is a bowl of firm jello.
d) Pretending his penis isn't a tube of jello.

f.
. f:

t

. ·

f ':·.
f
f.
·
f .

f..
f·

f.

,
f .·

f ··

~---------------------------------~------·
ff
ff
·

.

_,

cut along the dotted line ...tlus one right here, chump!

Unearthly visit on campus
managed to snap a few pies. He
is now doing five to ten in KingsA moratorium imposed by
ton for violations of the Nationthe Arsey Em Pee last November
al Secrets Act.
has finally been lifted. The
The visitor apparently found
Lunch can finally bring you the
no -one around to 'leave his messstory of the mysterious visitor
age of interstellar goodwill with ,
from outer space who !eft his
..... so he just left a token of his ·
calling card on the Quad.
good wishes.
Lunch photographers and reUnfortunately
the
token
porters were on the scene minme~ted before it · could be
utes after the visitor took off.
shipped to NASHOLE for
So were the Arsey Em Pee. They
immediately clamped a lid of
analysis.
secrecy on the whole issue, telling our staffers hat exposing the
The Lunch photo, seen on
the right, is the only one of
fact that- a visitor from outer
space could so · easily penetrate . its kind known to exist, and the
only one published in an iriterour airspace, would be detrinational paper. As a matter of
mental to National Security.
fact, it's the only one published
Before being hustled off to
anywhere.
Jail, one of our Lunch staffers
By Charles T:,Duck

A top research biologist at
the University of Windsor, Dr.
Old Hokey, believes that the
token is meant to portray the
univ~rsality of sex.
"This just goes to show you
that we aren't the only ones preoccupied with sex," he said.
"But can you imagine the
breasts on their women? Now
that's
something · to
think
about!"

Q.

e

~

Dr. Hokey believes that the ...;
visitor will someday return. This ~I>,
time, he said, "I'll be prepared." ~
0
"I sure hope, this guy brings f
Officials from NASHOLE attempt to cut a sample from the weir?,
his girlfriend with him" he
glowingtoken left by ourouterspace visitor. Their attempts failed.
added.

._,_.
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War and peace ip th :e Middle East
Fighting flares in Lebano,i

Treaty signed in Washington

1

to say about the trip.
"We've received reports that several Amer ican businessEgyptian tanks rolled across the Lebanese border this
men are heavily involved in the (Lebanese) situation. There
morning as Israeli jets launched a savage attack on Beirut.
has been some questions raised about non- contributions to
Early reports indicate heavy fighting in the streets as · various _election campaigns. We want our fair share."
Lebanese troops sought to repel the invaders. Witnesses say
In Damascus, a PLO spokesman condemn ed the attack.
that a "heavy cloud" hung over the capital city.
"The Palestinian people will never quit thei r struggle to~
Officials in Tel Aviv and Cairo described the joint in- _retain their homeland. It is our stash, uh, soil. "
vasion as a "hash bash" . The objective, they said, is.to capSecretary of State Cyrus Lance is en rou te to the Middle
.~re the hashish industr y.
East hoping to settle the dispute before the conflict spread s
Lebanese Blonde has long been regarded as the world's
to Turkey and its poppey fields.
finest kind. Financial sources have indicated that sales of
Insiders believe that Lance doesn 't have much of a.
the drug are estimated at $5 billion each year.
chance of cooling tempers . .
Heavy ,casualties ~ere reported by both sides. However,
"They (the Egyptians and Israelis) have had their eyes
many of those who died were no e aware of their demise be- · on Lebanon for some time now, ". a State spokesman said.
cause of "heavy in-fighting in the fields."
"Both of their economies -are in trouble. Getting Turkey's
In Washington, the Pentagon reports a large number of
opium would be a real shot in the arm fo r both nations so
recruits signing up, most of them eager to get a piece of the
it's likely to b_e the next target ."
action in Lebanon.
Other Arab nation s have remained silent about the inA spokesman for the White House offered little comvasion. It 's expected in some circles that the y will cut off
ment on the invasion, save for a gentle reminder to the Ismilitary and economic aid to Egypt. As one individual put .
raelis and Egyptians "not to forget their friends."
it , "after a few months of reaping the benefits of the drug
A congressional investigative committee is reportedly on
industry, Egypt will be .the one giving aid to oth er Arab nations."
its ~ay to the scene . One of the junket's members had this

From Rannon-AP

I

W ASHINdTO.N(CP)

Egypt and Israel signed_ a peace treaty Monday in the
soft afternoon sunshine on the north lawn of the White
House, ending ov.er 30 years of war.
"Peace ,has come finally," said Carter. "It's about time
these jerks got their act together."
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, echoing the words of
his trip to Jerusalem ' in 1977 said, "let there be no more
wars. or bloodshed between Arabs and Israelis ... .. "
Israeli Prime Minister Menachen Begin responded : "N o
more wars. No more blood shed . No more teacher's dirty
looks. Shalom, salaam forever." _
Billy Carter added, "Salami to you."
Shalom means peace in Hebrew. Salaam means peace in
Arabic. Salami means meat in English.
According to the treaty, the Palestinian problem has
been solved. The treaty provides for a homeland to be established in the province of Quebec.
"They're Canada's problem now," remarked Carter.
The solemn, 45 . m1nute ceremony was marred somewhat when B,illy Carter vomited all over the t~eaty documents. Fortunately there were extra copies available for
just such an incident ..

•

TWenty-three killed in single car mishpp
I

'

By Beer Stein
A twent y-five year-0lct Windsor youth is reported to be
in tragio but stable condition this morning after an early
morning accident which killed twent y-three people and
caused an estimated $40 million . darnag'E in downtown
..,.,
Windsor.
The youth, Guo~ Htims, is a fourth year ~ommerce student at the University of Windsor. He had been at a party
until appr oximat ely ten minutes before the accident .
Police report that his 1976 AMC Jeep was travelling in
~xcess of Mach 1. He was travelling north on Ouellette
Avenue.
.
Htiins apparently lost cof1trol of h is vehicle when the
:__ L--
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left the road, decapitating Mildred Schwar tz, who was walking her Doberman Pinscher, Gino .
After dragging Mrs. Schwartz approximate ly 300 feet,
Htims crossed to the east side of Ouellette and crashed into
the front of the Palac e Theatre . It was here that the most
extensive damage was done.
Htims crashed into the offic e of the theatre, killing the
manager · arid 13 of his staff, who were · at the time, engaging in group sex, rumored to go on there aft er hours.
· Perhaps the most startling twist to this bizarre series of
events, was that Htims did not stop inside th e theatre .
Barbara Bosoms, a cheerleader at the University of Windsor, reports that after driving out of th e th eatre, Htims
turned north onto Ouellette . It was th en that Windsor Po lirP took

11n thP rh:i.c:P

Bosoms appare ntl y tried 'to tell Htims that the police
were following their car. Htims' retort to her statement
vt he re are red lights behind us" was a hysterical "oh no,
-not them tooi"
Windsor police's attempted barricade ended tragically
'.:;'.'
when Htims' car smashed into four Windsor police cruisers,
killing th'e -o~cupa nts and piling up the debris in front of the
,
_
S. S. Kresge Store.
The wild spree finally ended when his car came to rest in
front of th( . Windsor Post Office's Main Brinch on Ouellette Avenue.
When confronted by the police, Htims is reported to
have screamed, " Boy, am I glad you guys are here! I was
bein' followed, man. Martians, with red lights, man."
Amazingly enough, H_tims was uninjured until Gino, Mrs.

Carter's brother was later hospitalized after attempting
to urinate in the gas tank of Begin's limousine. He was not
quite finished when Begin's driver pulled away.
Carter was dragged about 30 yards screaming, "I've alread y been circumcised once."
Both sides agreed to move quickly toward full diplomatic relations - and to open negotiaitons on Palestinian
autonomy within a month.
Begin stated that it is doubtful if the Palestinians will
ever be allowed near the wailing wall.
"It was never designed to be a urinal."

CONTINUED on ~age 4

City jobless rate
plummets again
Windsor's jobless rate has plummetted one more time to
another new low. Officials cited many reasons for the de- '
dine but there was one clear-cut factor involved.
Rico Rizzi, a pizza maker at Gina's Pizzaria on Tecum)eh East, . was fired from his position last Tuesday evening,
thus dropping Windsor's jobless rate to a never l:>eforeseen
low . His ex-boss Gina Pizza, said she knew what she was doing when she sent yet another helpless soul to the nervewracking unemployment line.
"Sure I knew what I was doing. Mr. Rizzi spent 29 good
years working at my place but he blew it all last Tuesday
evening."
Rizzi, who was only one day short of full retirement
benefits offered by the restaurant, is in for some rough
times.
"I was hoping to get th~ pension benefits because all my
daughter needed was one more ten thousand dollar spine
operation. As it stands now, I guess ' I'm gonna have to ask
her to go out and be a pros _titute, because that's the only
thing she can do lying_on her back."
Rizzi was fired because h~ put too much cheese on a
pizza .

ln~~id

)

}

ACCIDENT - A Stare photographer captured Goud Htims' Jeep aft.er it came out of the Palace Theatre. Damage is estimated 'to be in the millions. Twenty-three were killed and many others injured.
'

I

:fchwartz·s · dog ·got fu him. NGino
proceeded to rip off his left leg and
his nose, before startled police managed to pump 65 rounds into the
_enraged beast.
Htims is being charged with careless driving, breaking the sound barrier without a license, reckless manslaught~r, motor manslaughter, exceeding a bre ath alyzer test ( 48
hou ~s after the accident) refusing to
take a breathal yzer test (at the
· scene of the accid ent), posession of
narcotics, attempts to traffic in narcotics, attempting to sell narcotics
to police and contributing to the
delinquency of a "big breasted"
chcer kader.
, Provinc ial Court Judge Joseph
McMason, who will hear the case;
stated "he appears to be _a good
boy. I think I'll let him off with a
fine and a promise to take driving
lessons from Dan's Deluxe Driving
School...
Htims is pres ~ntly employed as a
part-time
instructor
for Vane's
School of Defensive Driving.
Contacted today, Htims' lawyer
Crank Montello, stated that his
client will be suing the Windsor Police Department for inadequate protection of a suspect while in their
custody.

After 49 years Ofmisery, womi;l.nfinds happiness
ByGary Gyp

After a lifetime of suffering
and bad luck, 49 "'year-old Mrs.
· Somehow Mrs. Destruk, the
Sef Destruk, of 14 Ellis Street
sole survivor of the crash,. crawl· E., finally had somehting good
ed all the way to Vancouver,
happen to her . She won 1,000
only to find her husband had
q.ns of Dr. Ballard's dog food on
committed
suicide when he
a local qu~ show.
heard of the crash .
When asked what she planned
As if that wasn't enough, exto do with alt of that dog food,
amination ©f her injuries revealshe explained that she couldn't
ed that she was pregnant and
afford a dog.
had a broken spine .
"But, it will go ,well with the
After an excruciating gestat100 packages of Hamburger
Helper
won last month," she ion period and delivery, Mrs.
added. "And I can make hats Destruk gave birth to a healthy
baby boy, which was seized by
out of the empty cans."
the Children's Aid Society beThat could be a problem.
Mrs. Destruk has no arms. cause of her nervous breakdown .
When she was 12 years old, she
She was confined to a Van~
·Jost both arms in a tragic car couver hospital for five years,
accident
which
killed
her · and then was released with a
mother , father, five brothers and clean bill of health after a .
six sisters. With donations from hysterectomy,
partial glastecvarious public service agencies, tomy, appencl'ectom 'y, tonsillecMrs. Destruk .was fitted with one tomy,
colostomectomy,
and
artificial arm.
.
the loss of one eve. Convinced
Unfortunately, she lost that
that her malignant cancer had
limb ten years later, while
be_en cured, she set out to star:t
her life over ·again.
returning to her husband, who

r

t

· her constantly. One
used to beat
of the wings fell off the plane
and it crashed in the Rocky
mountains . .

" It wasn't · easy," said Mrs.
De~truk . "It felt so empty ipside it was like there was nothing left."
But Mrs. Destruk went on to acquire her Ph.D. in Physics, ~nly to
later have it revoked because she
forgot to tak~ an Arts opfion.

' Unshattered by this enormous
setback, she went on to pursue her
girhood dream of / becoming a
ballerina .
,
"It didn' t work out, I just didn 't
have the guts to do it. And losing _
my leg in the garbage disposal

Mervyn Frankfurter has reached a new low in his
career as University of Windsor president.
According to Dick Rhomner, beach bum and some ·
time writer; Frankfurter engaged in "delicate and un compromising relations with Margaret Trudea u while
vacationing in Hawaii last week.
,
\ A spokesman for Frankfurter's office denied th e allegations, calling them "false, lewd, scurrilous, below
the belt and just plain not nice . Come on no w, you
guys. Cut it out."
Rhomner said he was "on the beach, putting away a
few Buds when I saw this dude with this broad."
"( recognized the guy from that internationally reknowned paper, The Lance . It was Mervyn Frankfurter. This broad was well known on the beac h. The
Pittsburgh Steelers brought her over after picking
her up on waivers from the Rolling Stones."

. Jack Damage visits the Blue Jay's spring training
camp just outside of St. John's, Newfoundland . All
indications are that this will be a bonus year for The
Jays. Details of the warmup can be found on page
35.
.

Spits still alive
Windsor Spitfires gave every indication that they
are a force to be reckoned with. Thursday night's
brawl at Syd's Whales House with members of the
L<?bos proved that these guys were no hockey
pucks. See Ken Mother's wrapup on page 36.

Another disaster?
John Limpcock, The Stare's Entertainment Editor does it again. In this week's movie review, he
clearly demonstrates that he writes the same way he
looks: short and stupid. Catch his shredding of that
new flick "The Polish Syndrome". Subtitled "Wh'en
the shit hits the fan."

If I were king
Charles Lunch comments on Ed Broadbent's recent public appearances. "If you think Pierre screwed up this country, wait till you hear what Ed
Broadbent has planned." See "If I Were King" page
16.

didn't help either."
Yes, Mrs. Destruk truly believes
that winning the dog food is a sign
of things to come, though one of
the studio lights fell on her after
the quiz show .

Frankfurter 'hltS new low
By Brian Sorter

Blue Jays warm up

He went on to describe how Frankfurter, wearing
"only • a smile'l and yelling "this is no ivory tower,
baby", cornered Trudeau in a surf board rental stand.
As . a crowd of amused bystanders looked on, Frankfurter proceeded to tell her: "This is my boat and that
is your harbor, and I'm going to put my boat to harbor
for the night, if you catch my drift ."
Ms. Trudeau, completely nonplussed by the attention she was getting, urged Frankfurter to ~'slow down
and enjoy it ."
According to . Rhomner, this made Frankfurter
"mad as hell. "
'I wanna do it my way!" screamed the U of W president.
Fortunately for Trudeau, Hawaiian police.arrived on
the scene and escorted . Fr;mkfurter to the local , }>recinct. Here, Frankfurter met Jimmy Carter. ·
"l'm sure he'll make a fine friend for my brother
Billy," said Carter.

The index
Page 8, 9
Page 17
Page 20 to 24
Page 36 to 49
Page 15
Page 53

Editorial Comics
People's Things
Spurts
Essex County Blues
Radio, Radio
Whoroscopes

In tomorrow's Stare
Bestiality is the fad of the
incest, and buggery will replace
the game show, of tomorrow.
Harem Ball's exclusive report in
of Saturday's Stare.

The weather
Dark tonight with a low
of -2 C; continued darkness
until morning with sc~ttered
light around dawn. Rain is
. expected within the next
. few days, but it shouldn't
hurt the rhubarb.
Details
on Pa~e 4:

future. ,Group sex,
"Family Feud" as
Be sure to catch
the Family Section
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PUNK NURSERY

RHYM~S

EIGHT IN NINE
I

Ther .e was Jil and I and Bill arld Mable
Sitting 'round the bar-room table;
Buying rounds and drinking beer
Conversing lQud and giving cheer.
Listen here Bill said Mable, ,
Chug with me if you're able;
·r1r drink two to your single one,
----...
I'll challenge any_father's son.
The hell you will said Bill to Mable,
I'll drink you under any table.
I sat still and maintained quiet;
Jil bowed out excussing diet.
B~llgot ready ·, hands on table
She raised th~ bottle and eyed the label;
She put it down and signalled ready;
Her gaze was fixed; her hands were steady.
Bill was calm; he was stable
He was sure he'd beat young Mable.
A simple "on your mark" set fire
To both contestants' firm desire;
, A "get set" intensified effect,
Both imbibers sat erect.
The signal "go" took forever
Starting both 's beer endeavor',
Heads flew back; the action started;
I noticed Jil's eyes had darted
To the bigg,est bouncer employed intown
· Arriving before the beer went down.
Then he held an empty glass '
In front of his enormous mass;
He banged it hard upon the table,
What's happening here he said to Mable.
Nothing much I ventured meekly,
Drinking beer J il offered weakly.
Like hell you are Kong said loudly (
It seems to me you 're getting rowdy.
Three of us sat there silent
Bu.t,Mable, not to be compliant, ·
Yelled Yyou jerk" to our huge foe,
And Bill and Jil moaned ''Oh no".
The Irish in young Mable Ryan
Hap lier almost fit for-tyin \ ,
Listen here you hairy ape,
Must you stand and stare and gape,
Close your mouth you hopeless moron,
Begone before I get a sore on.
The.human mountain _refusedto move ; ,f
The sjtuation did ~ot improve. :
You 'Ve ruined my fun in drinking b~er
. Go on, get lost, get out ol here!
Then she· denched her little fist
And hit ·him twice; the third just missed.
She grabbed aglass near about,
And with one treJnendous ~lout ,
Landed on the bouncer's jaw,
The risiqg floor was last he saw.
Come OJl I said, we better split,
I noticed during your last hit
Th~ bar-man had begun to dial;
The cops' .. come in a little while. ·
Wait said Mable, we can't leave here,
This table is still full of be~r.
Com on. I said_, as she sat,
..._..
Police come here in seconds flat .'
No she said, I'll drink the rest;
This is w~ere I'll beat my best.
, I must say mue;h to mtsuprise,
I witnessed those eight beer's demise .
It took mere seconds for her to clear
The entire table fuli°'of beer.
Before two seconds had been done
She was on· her second one.
Drinking on at this fast rate .
Just nine seconds finisfied eight.
The beer w~s go~e; so were we,
There was nothing left for me to see.
We soon got home, safe and sound,
And started on anotner round.
Mable' passed out beer and bliss,
• ~'Find an orifice for this!"
She sat and put one to her muzzle
And with lust began to guzzle .
As I watched her throbbing throat
I myself began to gloat,
·And thought how nice it was that she
Belonged to a weaker sex than me.

JUSTICE

Jock and Jill
went VP the hill
to fetch a pail-of water
Jill did ill .
forgot the pill
and thus, they had a daughter

Rather than whine and plead 'cause we're through,
As you did me wrong, so I did you,
An eye for a tooth, that's nature's law;
You b,roke my heart, so I busted your jaw.

Gloria

II

Mary,had a little lamb.
but she wasn't all that hungry ·.
PROCRASTINATION
I will have this poem
· ready for you
next w .

III

e

Simple Simon
met a pi-man
going
to the fair

e
k
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Said Simple Simon
t'9 the pi-tnan
"let me taste your
3.1416"

.
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Dennis L. Venerus

/
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IV

Little Miss Muffet
sat on the curb 'cuz
she was on welfare and
couldn't affora no tuffet

~ ~,TESJ'
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Now t lay me down to study,
I pray the J,ord I won•t go nutty.
If I should , fail learn ·this junk,
I pra:y·th·e"_Lord ' LwiU not flunk.
But'if I do, don't pity me at ail. ,
Just lay my bones down in the study hall;
Tell my teacher I did my best,
Tlren pile my books upon my chest.
'Now I lay me down: to rest
..And pray I'll pass tomorrow's t•:st. ·
If I should die before I wake,
That's one less test I'll have to take.

to

V

, Hey diddle diddle
who diddled on my fiddle?
I'll fiddle with )}isdiddle
and ·break -it in two! .

•
- - Sufferin Student

reprinted from Ann Lander's column.

VI

Jack be nimble, Jack be quick'· .
Drank to much ale, so he got sic~!

_-'

VII

'

Peter, Peter, Pumpkin-eater,
· Had a wife and couldn't keep her.
He put her in a pumpkin shelf
B~cause he was kinky.

Eddy Torre
Eddy Torre,,
Anne O'Nymus
S.M.

DEMEN ,TED
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By B. M. Bozo

Before I start, I'd like to say
that the Gallery · is the best possible place to have a drink, meet
new and exciting people, and
generally have 'a good time in the
entire world.
Remember this is the joke issue.
Anyway, this week's band is
probab ly th e best dance oriented
group of musicians ever to set
foot on this campus .
Messiah and the Profits really
know their cho ps. They move
from traditional disco favourites
such as The Lord's Prayer, The
Russian National Anthe~, and
Metal Machine
Lou Reed's
Music all the way to good, backbeat rock and- roll. Their rendition of Guyana We Hardly Knew
Ye was incredible especially
since their human sacrifice (used
as effect) came off nicely.
Their strange appearance only
added to the intensity of the
show. They came off as punks
but I thin k that ·they should
\
work on their vile attitude a
little and the slaughtered calves ~
that lined the stage front seemed -8
::s
a little · contrived. Maybe it was ~
my own psychological short- :i
comings but when lead singer £
Dolly Dagger, stepped on one of 2
the calves I (and many others)
Messiah and the Profits entertain the, sometimes unrestrained, crowd at the pub through Saturday. See you
were coincidently s~uirted with
blood from the animal's wounds.
ed chairs, broke lotsa glassware
and get away with ,it. I hope
beheaded because, as Peddle
-I mean I like .a joke as much as
and generally behavec:l quite
they tell their friends. It worked .
viewed it, "It was obvious that
the next guy, but this is taking _
poorly. Well Gall~ry manager,
before in the case of Busker. I
the rest were deeply devoted to
it one step too far.
Dave Peddle, didn't think so. He
him and I thought it would ... mean, my boys drew and quart·speaking of jokes, the Profits
sent an army of goons over and
ered their roadie . when he
prove to be a good lesson for
thought it would be funny
quickly quelled the disturbance.
them to learn. You can't fuck
refused to tip one of our beloved
they jumped on tables, destroyThe Messiah was the first to be
waitresses. Now I we , have· no
lackies

f

y

~·

Punk Sandwich
1•

The crowd got inro the act
when a near riot was avoided at.
the local punk night club, Grilled Cheese Sandwich last Saturday night Says band member
Alvin "Insult Me, I love it" Costello, "It's really · incredible,
man. I've never seen anything
like it. It was really degrading ."
The small three man band,
Broken Heads, -calls Amherstburg · home ( or something like
that). They put in an appearance
at Grilled Cheese Sandwich this
weekend much to the delight of
Windsor's punk population.
The band proved to Windsor
on Saturday night that not all
New Wave bands display only
vulgarity to their audiences as
the band's lead singer Johnny

This picture has nothing to do
with this story but we put it in
anyway.
Armpit laughingly cried into the
crowd, "You're all scum, man,
you're really scum, but if you
pass up all your Columbian Red,
we won't rip the safety pins
outta your ears."
For most of the evening, the
crowd tuned in as the band
rocked through _50 Ways to Beat

Your Lover, Dead On Time, It's
All Over Now, Roll Down The
River And Take Your Mother
With You ; and I Am A Rock
("I am a rock, _gonna jump on
your face, tell me I'm ugly, tell
me I'm base") .
. The trouble started about an
hour and a half into the show
when three young men, two
dressed in Pierre Cardin sports
suits, started screaming obscenities at the band. The police
were called after the young men
started throwing shares of International
Nickel
over
the
audience and yelling "Dief is the
chief!"
Spokesman for the police said
the young men had obviously
been drinking in the bar area all
night. No one was hurt, though
the audience was considerably
shaken up.
Said one spectator, "Gee, if
I'd of known there were Con. servatives here J · never would of
come . They're always causing
trouble . I remember we used to
live next door to some of them
and they were always dressing
up in suits and getting drunk and
leaving empty Cutty Sark bottles
lying all over the neighbourhood. All the neighbours finally
got together and asked them to
move. They were really a bad influence."
Fortunately the remainder of
the evening went smoothly.
Said Johnny, "I hope I never go '
through that again. Those guys
were maniacs." Johnny and the
boys will be touring around the
county this month and then
back to Amherstburg to film
their first rnovie
Broken
Heaas Meet Phil Ochs.

there!
problems."
'Peddle went on to say that,
"I run a clean pub here and I
don't take no ·shit from nobody.
Oh, by the way, do you know a
girl named Desiree Acton? I hear
she works at the 'Lunch "
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exciting finish that takes all tl_ie
• ••••••••••••••
.:, energy th at th e duck can muster.
:. • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••
Legs catches a rare form of SamThe film is directed by Steven
By B. M. Bozo
A compelling new drama staroan Syphyllus ONLY to be capSpeelberg and is typical of his
. ing famous Chuck T. Duck's
tured by Dirty Diane and her - great ' previous wor~s, such as rt.·
brother, B. Richard Duck, is
vibrating pear tree. Three Legs
Jaws, and More Jaws.
er
making its first run showing in
e~ects a giant IUD and catapul ps
There are many interesting j
Windsor this week to overflow
himself over her moat.
camera angle~ includ ~ng a' heap I.I)
cro~ds.
·
He is then swallowed up by a
of long shots. The script is deep ~
Comes A Duck, is the first
giant duck-eating-bush that rein social significance .and is (
X-rated film to be shown in
fuses to let him ho until its deworthy of all the praise that i..,
comes along.
o.
Windsor. The action comes . in · mands are satisfied. After satisB. Richard . Duck's acting~ i.
fying its demands, our hero
spurts and it turns out to be a
limps back to his office ONLY
debut is commendable / but he c:O;
.very grippipg film. So gripping,
to find that his entire Prophillacks the hard intensity in cer- ..
in . fact, th~t you '11never be able
to say webbed feet again withactic _cashe has ~been suspicioustain demanding situations. Other ~ !: :
out cringing.
ly depleted (pretty deep stuff,
than that, as a stud, he's vertable 3
B. Richard Duck as Old Three
huh?). There is only one fiend
plow horse!
x ~: ·•
Legs romps throughout
one · low enough to do such a thing
The supporting cast, and I
sticky . situation after another.
and this sets the scene for the ' mean supporting,
is typica'.l ~ Jf!·:·.-.
I
He is a struggling . detective wh.o
CLIMAX of the film. The duck
porno fare and one hopes that tgets a little behind in his work,
sets out for the Sahara to look
Speelberg would take the hint
only to come through big in the
for the much feared Sarah of the
and enlist more big names for his
and that's all the film can hope
end.
to come up against.
Sahara. It was a long hard trip
-films.
In one perilous scene, Three
but our fowl friend overcomes
This is only minor criticism
It's a real gem and well worth
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the trek to Joe's house ' to see.
(Admission $6, buttered popcorn available).
~.,.

THE PLAYBOX INTERVIEW: Eddy·Torre .;
By Gnat Hentoff

Eddy Toore was born in England in 1949 to a wealthy, arist-

ocratic famfly . After a brief
career in the House of Lords, he
became a recluse in Switzerland,

Open the door to a
challengingprofessional.
managementcareer.~.
with yourYork M.B.A.

York provides the opportunity for the development of your
potential in many diverse managem~ent fields: Financiai
Analysis• Industrial Relations '• Product Management•
Small Business• Chartered Accounting• Systems Analyst
• Investment Analyst• Marketing Analyst• Industrial
Accou.nting • Arts Administration•
Public Sector
Management• International Mana.gement . . .

York University has Canada's largest
graduate management school
Here, in the Faculty of Administrative Studies, you may
follow a wide range of courses to prepare you for success
in the career of your choice . As one of a select group of
men and wonien with various backgrounds, you , with your
own particular interests, may select a personalized course
of study and proceed with it at your own pace on ei_ther a
part-time or full-time basis , Close association w,Hh
distinguished faculty r.aving a diversity of experience will
lead to challenging and beneficial classroom encounters.
And at York University you will become involved with
Canada's major busirress community in Toronto. York's
modern management approach and your selection of a
varied and flexible course of study will enable you to
1
develop the problern-solving skills necessary in today's
changing world.

where he studied classical music
1
and . "got heavily into chocolate" . Conc erned family members had him committed., in
1971, to the Willy Wonka Sanitori~m in Santa Barbara, :Cali/.· fornia.
· Following his release in 1976,
Torre published tw-o volumes of
poetry. that he had written on
the left sleeve of his straightjacket. Though the books never
sold well, he gained a cult following t hat _included several L.A.
r_ock musicians . ..£/is poem Eating Banana was adapte d and recorded by Linda Ronstadt, and
Torre formed his own b_and, the
IUD's, who re,corded with him
on several successful albums.
In ' 1978, the· ])~vices, claim ing that their creative talents
wer e being ignored : broke away .
from Torre and began to pursue
their own c-areer. Unfortunately,
a few days after . they lef~, all
five members of the . band were
killed in a bus crash. T.orre went
on to record with various punk
rodk
bands,
including , the
legendary Duck Pistols.
in . this, his first furl-length interview, Eddy
Torre· reveals
many details of h/ s 1'1'9'Steri?us
past.
Playbox: Your life has been
filled wit-h tragedy. You've been
addicted to cocoa, your entire
band deserted you and got
wiped out in a bus crash. Yet,
you relentlessly pursue a career
in one of the most lethal professions - rock & roll. What
keeps you going?
Torre: Uppers mostly. A lot
of cocaine, too.
Playbox: Are you admitting
that you have a drug problem?
Torre: It's no problem at all.
Sure, I .do a lot of drugs, but l'm
not hooked or anything like
that. Look at my arms, you ·
don't see any needle marks do
you? No, I learned my lesson

when I was in Switzerland. It
isn't easy to kick chocolate. I
try to stay away from the hard
stuff.
Playbox: Isn't it true, though,
that you are a known associate
of many famous , drug addrctsr,
such as Syd Vicious and Kieth
· Richards?
·
Torre: Wait j~st a minute.

Those are my iriends you 're
talking ·about. Now, get this
straight. First of all, Kieth fs no
more an addict than I am. That
was all a lot, of bullshit ' made ~p
by the RCMP. He was framed
man. And Syd, now Syd was
murdered, plain and simple. It
'was a conspiracy.
Playbox:
Let's change the ,
subject. Who are your main
musical influences?
, Torre: ·Well; lei's see. There's
Pete Townsend, · of · course, and
the Stones, , ~!idLou Reed, but
my BIGGEST musical influence
is Dolly Parton. .
Playbox: But Dolly · Parton 's
music has absolutely no relation
to what you do.
·
Torre: That's true, but she is
big - I mean a big influence.
Next questiqn.
Playbox: Your new, and as ·
yet unpublished book, "When I
Drip It Hurts", is a departure
from your usual style . In an obviously autob iographical passage
you describe your childhood as
"deprived". Can you explain?
Torre: It was a typo. My
childhood was depraved . I said
depraved, not deprived. You see
I had this nanny, and she ...;w ell,
uh , never mind.
Playbox: You come from one
of the wealthiest European
families, and though you've
never been disinherited, you
have been known to take very
menial jobs from time to time.
You pumped gas at a Shell Station, you worked in a sugar re-

finery. Why do xou do these
things.
Torre: I'm saving up. My ambition is to buy the Middle lfast.
Playbox: You don't do any
political songs, but you . have
stated that you will perform
benefit concerts for Ted Kennedy should be decide to .run for
pre~ident in 1980 :
.,,
_.Torre: I did , that; as.,.a favour
for 'Maggie. I don't "go in for politics myself, .but she asked me so
I said I would.
_.
Playbox: While we're on the
s~bject of women, how serious
is your relationship with fell ow
punk-r9cker Patti Smith?
Torre: We wer_esecretly married a few months ago, and then
we were secretly divorceathree
days later. Now we'te "seeking a
sec~et reconciliation.
Meanwhile, she's got custody ·df the
· secret kids, and the bareites'.
Playbox:
Does your song
"Steamed Duck" have anything
to do with sexual relations with
wildfowl?
Torre: Yea, I got that from
Jimi Hendrix. He knew all about
getting in and out of tight spots.
Playbox: ·Have you got any
projects in the works right now?
Torre: Yes, I'm working on:·
an album with Elmira Vicious.
She's Syd's grandmother. I'm
also co-authoring a philosophy
text-book with Charles Manson.
Playbox: Speaking of philosophy, you have a well know dislike for Jews.
Torre: Yea, that goes back to
the time I spent in Switzerland.
All the pushers ~t were · Jews.
They'd coine up tg you on the
street and try to entice you with
the aroma of cocoa. Before I
knew it I was hooked.
Playbox~ Do you have any
other personal prejudices? ~
Torre: I don't care too much
for bigots.

Apply now - and be ready to
meet the challenge of tomorrow!
For more information

on the MBA program at York University .
contact .· ·
Student Affairs Office . Faculty of Administrative Studi e s.
Yo r~ University . 4700 Keele Street, Downsview . Ont .1rio M3J 2R6
Te_lephone : (416) 667-2412

.....Syd was murder ed plain and ,
simple . It was'a conspiracy .

..... my BIGGEST musi cal
fluenc e is Dolly Parton .

. .... I'm also co-autho ring a phil osophy text -book w1th Charles
Manson .
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-Windsor Public Library; Lunch
Hour · Lecture Series, Guest
Speaker Bill Bixby on How to
Avoid Guest Speakers.
-Th
Horticultural Society of
Tijuana, Mexico, will be meeting behind St. Denis Hall sometime ·soon, after dark. Only serious washouts need attend .
Guest speaker will be Juan A.
Toke. Donations $50 or $100,
or whatever else you got.
apr. 2
- Joe's Flash Flicks "Comes A
Duck", '79.
-Grilled Cheese Sandwich: The
Black and Blue Brothers.

-Sesame

St. Players; "Go Ask

Miss Piggy," a touching heart-

felt drama of Miss Piggy's brutal
struggle ·with drugs, divorce,
larceny, prostitution,
murder,
rape (Kermit , sole suspect),
beastiality (Kermit again), and
Jim Henson? Essex HaJl Theatre,
8 p.m .
I

-Multinational Society presents:
Idi Ami n) on "H ow to Make Friends and Infhience People".
Alumni Hall, 7 :30 p.m .
- Joe Clark Lecture on his
chances of winning the forthcoming National election, plus
excerpts from his book, "Snowball in ijell". St. Denis Hall, 5
a.m.
apr -9

apr. 5
-Dr. Rip T. Out speaking on the
wonders of a Gonzolectomy.
Ambassador
Aud.,
8 p.m.,
donation one issue of 'Rolling
Stone.
-Joe's Flash Flicks : "Comes A
Duck", '79.
apr 7

apr 3

IBCDIDS
By Charles M. Old
Nowhtre Duck, two of their bigDuck Hits marks the first · gest hits have bc:en re-recrrded
disco album by the new-wave act
as disco tunes, and Andy Gibb
know as the Duck- Pistols . It is -a
sings a duet with Johnny Rotlimited edition release on black
duck on I wanna Hold Your
·vinyl, and contains many of
1Duck. The highlight of the altheir previously unreleased hits.
bum, though, is a song Duck
Stairway to Duckberg and • Vicious wrote Just before he

prophilactic for the "Save The
Children Fund". 9 p.m .
- Dog Show, Laurier Hall, All
Day .
- Animal Husbandry Club , Mac
Hall, Room 918 @ 6 and 8 p.m.

- Joe's Flash Fli~ks, "Comes . A
Duck" , '79.
-Lecture: Dr. Hunter S. Thompson on "How to Write Right ".

Bring Dangerous
free.

Drugs, adm.

- Intramural Sex Finals - Holiday Inn Convention Room.
Time: (are you kidding?). -Windsor Flying Club, Kamakazi Competit ion . Aircraft suppl;ed, meet at MacDonald's, Huron Line.
-Windsor
High Diving - Club,
weekly meeting at the top of
The Ren Cen.

-Sculpture Showing , "The Dildo and it's uses", featuring B. M.
Bozo of the Beastiality Schoo)
of Fine Art. Leddy Library.
-Alan Spreggitt sings "Thank
God For Little Boys" and
"Man's Best Friend is a Dog
That Will Roll Over" . Presented
by the 4H Club, Adm. one

April 8- Cobo Hall; Margaret Trudeau opens for Cheap Trick Tickets
$8, $9.@ 8 p.m.
April 1.0-Masonic Aud. Disco Brothers and John Cage, Tjckets $10,
Midnight.
,._
April 10-Patti Jones Group rock the Royal Oak Theatr ~, Tickets
OD'd called Voodoo
Duck
$37.50 , 8 p.m . - tentative.
(slight return). The song is ob16-The
Rolling Pebbles and Barn Barn - Centre Stage, Tickets
April
viously influenced by Ducki
optional,
drugs avi ilable.
Hendrix, who was one of VicApril
21-Cobo
Hall;
Van and the Movers, Tickets $5.50 at 9 p.m.
ious' idols.
April 22-Cobo Hall; April Beer and Joe Cocker Tickets TBA, at
The album also includes the
quarter to three.
hits, Disco Duck, Misty MounApril
23-Cobo
Hall; Elvis Wade, Elvis Costello, Abbott and'Costello
tain Duck, Diamond Ducks,
and
Buddy
Holly. Tickets, SOLD OUT.
Smoke on the Duck and Year of ·
April "30-Cobo ,.Hall; Bruce Sprin~teen, Bob Dylan, Steve Forbert
the Duck.
and Elvis Costello; Tickets $1.50. Showtime: may not
The album has sold so well alcome off, suckers .
ready that Duck Bators, lead
May
2
Battered Wives, Sex Pistols, The Stranglers, and Death
vocalist for the Dead Ducks, said·
Squad - presented by The Zero Pop. Growth of Detroit.
that he was considering doing a
Donation requested. At 7 p.m.
disco album too .

•

The hard way

to

write rig_ht.:.tigaint·

Let us rehash, or maybe not.
By Paul Turnoff, M. Livingston
Maybe we should get down to
Taylor and Frank Drank
business, right on the spot.
If you recall, last year at this
Okay, sometimes you can feel
same time (which is kind of a
like ;r one-legged man in an assstupid expressiqn cause how can
kicking contest. But don't let it
· this really be the same time as
last year?) The Luntz ran a"How
to write right lesson".This is the
second annual lesson. This year
well delve ·into the ugly world of
cliches.
Time and time again, people
who are bogged down with those
ever present deadlines, resort to
the oft chastised world of
,cliches :. Listen, in order to make
this instruction crystal clear,
we've got to set the record
straight about cliches. They can
be a real pain in the ass. So to
speak.
First of all, it's not a crime to
run your story through the mud cu
with the day to day use of run ~
of the mill cliches. - We all go ~
through close encounters of the - .3
dishes kind . It can be a problem.
bring you dow~. The world of
The proof of the pudding is that,
writing is no bowl of cherries.
basically, writing is just hammer Sometimes, it can be the pits .
ing away at one idea after
(Art, arf, humor).
another. But you cannot, and let
Speaking of pits, everyone is
me stress CANNOT, beat a
basically the same. I mean, you
dead horse in the bush. I mean
don't have to be Venetian to die
that's worth no stones in one
in a Venetian Man-Trap. Seriousbifd·
,
ly, though, you've got to get
God knows we've tried but
down to business cause when the
have all fallen victim to the parashit hits the fan, you'll be up the
nois suffered by the long-tail cat
creek without a paddle.
in a room full of rockers synYou have to get your act todrome. But don't get us wrong,
gether and put your nose to the
writing isn't all that it's cracked
grindstone and your shoulder to
up to be. You will always find at
the wheel. Oil the machinery,
least one fly in the ointment of
kill the
and move that damn
your copy. One monkey wrench
monkeywrench.
in the machinery. Some gum in
In order to enter the world of
the works.
writing, which can sometimes be
Seriously though, sometimes
almost like Nirvana, but other
you can sit in front of a typetimes like downtown Detroit,
writer until hell freezes over, but
you need a good typewriter.
this seemingly waste of time can , One with all the letters and even
actually be your ace in the hole,
those funny signs on that top
if you play your cards right.
row of keys that you never use

fly

anyway . Sometimes you
actually ·use these keys as a
of code when you want to
words like "motherfucker".
you do to say that is to go
this:
!t+$%/&•o-@-)(•&/%.

can
sort
say
All ·
like

or when you are letting three
Cordobas go by on the line without windshields. Don't plagarize!
Let it grow, let it grow, let it
blossom, let it flow. Come up
with good ideas! At least six or
seven real ideas. because if the
first five or six turn sour or bite
the big one, then at least you
have something to fall back on. I
mean like this is a form of
writer's
insurance.
It's like
grabb !ng a piece of the rock.
·Step three is uhhh ..... well,
lets go to step four, and if we
can ·think of step three we'll
come back to it quicker than
you can say "phlegm" or "mucus;', whichever you prefer.

That's step one.
Step two is to get lots and
lots of ideas. Not the kind of
ideas you get when you're struggling on the can reading last
week 's issue of People magazine

the cover of "Rogue" magazine,
because all the real good stores
like Coles.are closed at that hour
of the morning. If you go to
those pitiful stores, you end up
paying twice as much for half as
much paper, and what do you
get? Fifty sheets of yellowing
pulp that looks like it was used
to line some Indian's shelves up
somewhere near Timmins.
Now, le~'s get to ·step four.
Dangerous drugs and/or hard
liquor to see you through that
torturous - evening of grammatical bastardiz~tions.
(Hint: if
you're into adrenochrome, make
sure that your keys are welloiled, high velocity, heavy duty,
iron clad and made by Samsonite.).
.
Now we followed these steps
and look where it got us.

Step four is really exciting
and probably the best step of all.
But wait a second, we just
thought of step three, so here it
Just in case you get too twistgoes. You gotta have good clean
ed to remember who and where
paper. Not the kind that you get
you are, you should keep numat some second rate confection- · bers of your doctor, local garary whose main business is sellage, dial-a-prayer, a computer
ing "Export" plain to ex"iailors
dating service, your local animal
who · sit by the magazine rack
shelter and best friend handy.
and fantasize over the chick on
Good luck, you'll need it.

ATTENTION
·
Students are reminded to pick up '
Drug Reimbursement Cheques in the SAC office , ·
2nd Floor University Center,
Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.- 11 :45 ..a.m.
and 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Those students submitting claims in April, are asked
to .include a ·self-addressed.. stamped envelone with
their claim, if thev wish to have them mailed ·to their
' home address.
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·.Intramural

deaths on the rise -more contestants needed

INTRAMURAL GANG WARS
The MacDonald Hall Chain
· Saw Kings hacked their way
through
the Cody Kidney
Punchers last Tuesday night at ·
Vanier Hall, 30-25.
The Kings came up with the
early lead by executing several
five point throat kicks, two ey
removals and a three second vasectomy.
The Kidney Punchers fought
back to tie the score 20-20 mainly ·due to the exploits of 'Magic'
Hands Washington. A former
NBA star, Washington was
· for__cedout of the league in a mid ·
court altercation last year. His ,
services have not been ignored in
Windsor U. The rare-ly used
crotch kick and the 'Hammer
blow to the head' gained new
meaning wh~n performed by
Magic.
Andy 'the · Surgeon' Warhol,
a free agent picked up by the
Kings last week, proved to be
an excellent buy. His four second intestine removal was only
surpassed by a perfectly aimed
bladder punch. That proved to

when all of a sudden I heard this
horrible,
ghastly, • almost
inhuman
scream
of ·abject terror
By Peter Mudrack ·
and anguish·. At first I thought
The campus was deeply sadthat my deodorant had failed
, dened last week at the untimely
again. But when : looked down,
death of one of the innertubes
I saw that my innertube had
used in intramural innertube
turned blue."
water polo. Memorial services
Stratton's innertube had turnfor the late Hector A. "Hee" In- ·
ed blue, and was beginning to
nettube will be held at noon tolose air and sink. Displaying
day in the pub. Consume your
favorite beverage freely. Hee . total disregard £or personal
safety, Stratton
immediately
would have wanted it that way.
leapt into the water and comThe tragic incident occurred
menced
mouth-to-nozzle ~rein the fifth half of a one-half
suscitation. Stratton's
efforts
match between the Splashers
were of no avail however. Hee
and the Floaters. Bruce J. Stratpassed on to his reward right
ton of the Splashers was riding
there in the pool. "I'll be, carryHee at the time. "I was riding
ing the scars of this arouncl with
Hee at the time," Stratton exme for the rest of my life,"
pounded. "I was trying to pass
Stratton said grimly. ·
the ball up in front of the net;
INTRAMURAL TRAGEDY

be the difference as the Kings
went on to victory from there.

INTRAMURAL
DYING
/
Entries are still available for
the ·intramural dying contest to
Swift work by Vanier attendbe held in the men's room upents kept the food services gostairs at the Windsor bus station.
ing all the way through the bout. ·
Diseases still available are:
Tomato soup surprise and' ShepFatal Psoriasis, permanent anal
1\erds pie were ready for · the
stitching, advanced excema
troops only · minutes after the
malaria, terminal acne of the "
final buzzer .'
tongue, ric~ets, , Howard Cossell
tape loop, seasons tickets to the
American Pro Bowlers Tour, two
weeks in the Lance dark room,
appointment to the finance com... mi.ttee for the new gym, or elevator operator for The Renaissance Centre r
-l\.'<·
POOLTOURNAMENT .. ~ ... ~
The finals for the pool 'tournament had to be cancelled due
to the death of one· of tlie contestants. Windsor William backed
into his opponents pool stick,
impaling himself before would.. be rescuers could save him .
-5i
~
The pool · stick was eventually
~ broken during a mad frenzy to
remove it from William's liver.
Surviving William are his wife
and eleven children who were
billed forty dollars for the stick .
Wonderful William caught here -.in his death throes :.

INT~URAL
STATS
GANG WARS
w
L
T
Chain Saw Kings
0
1
5
Cody Kidney Punchers
1
0
5
Lance Spear Chuckers .
4
1
0
Superhacks
4
1
0
Christian Culture Series
3
2·
0
Canturbury College.Killers
-0
2
3
, Anemic Engine; rs
1
4
0
Gallery Gluttons ·
1
4
0
13th Floor Laurier
0
O·
0
Windsor Hall Warriors
0
8
0
Leddy Library Licks ,
8
80
0
Chuck's Urinal Crystals
~
1
0

Pts
11

10
8
8
6
6
2
2
0
-4
?
$1.85

a

DYING CONTEST .

George Washington
Malcom X
Detroit Pistons
Detroit Red Wings
· Detroit Tigers
Detroit Lions
Alex Karas
Canadian Economy
Joe Clark ·
Pierre Trudeau
Ed Broadbent
Diel<Vitale's Stomach
Lance Budget
SAC
Bob's Beanery

ProbablyDead

Dead
_X

v

X
X
X
X
X

*

X

X *
X

X
X
X

Might as well be dead.
X

• Wish they were dead
ATTENTION
Ml fatramural Hockey and Basketball deposits will be available at
he Intramural Office (St. Denis Hall) during the week of April 2-6.
Monday - Friday
Monday - Friday

L

ESTO

.

1929

{

\

12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

.

live entertainment
foryourdincing-and listeningpleasure--your host-

PERMANENT STUDY CENTE .R. SMALL CLASSES
TAUGHT
BY SKILLED
INSTRUCTORS.
-TAPE
FACILITIES FOR !NDIVIDUAL
REVIEW.
FLE X I BL E PRQG RAMS AND HOU RS.

[DV8
-this week-:
-next .week-

T A K E OUR EI GHT WEEK SUMMER COURSES
TO PREPARE FOR FALL EXAMS.
CONTINUE
TO USE OUR MATERIALS
AND FACILITIES
UNTIL EXAM.

Busker
Shy-Russell

COME VIS IT OUR CEN T ER.
For information ,
please call:

485-193·0

!

~-H

IUIPUIN

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
OFTORONTO
LTD.
1992YongeStreet,Suite301,Toronto,OntarioM4S1Z7

The TEST PREPARATION SPECIALIST since 1938 .
Other Stanley H. Kaplan Centers in Major U .S. Cit ies,
Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland
•
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New-drive for ~e~nhacks
ne":'._
shape t o things.
new facility . Adding to the alPreviously thought to be a ready picturesque decor, ,they
Plans were announced this
frivilous extra, the new "multi·
week to alter th,e original plans
have promised to design i disunit" facility would be, in
made for the new mu·Iti-million
tinc,tive celestial ~ural, depict jng
dollar athletic complex . to be : Frankfurter's words, "a facility
a % lunar eclipse as seen in tfie
of facilities".
constructed on College Ave. The
northern sky. The : elJ.lbossed
Though the original building
newly released scheme does not
door embleµi will hold dual purreceived a generm1s quarter mill- . poses. Frankfurter added that it
alter the original design of the
ion dollar contribution to kick
·building but adds facilities previs exp.ected that student poets
off the campaign from a · local · will also contribute to the iniously thought to be too expenliquor outlet , the facilities will
sive or frivilous.
terior decor of the newly anUniversity president Mervyn , get the benefit of some modern
Munced facility .
materials, which will add greatly
Frankfurter made the announceHuman
Phinetics - Dean
to the safety and comfort of
•-; • ment to a packed house at the
Glass-o noted that he expect~
the athletes 'who use it.
iii University Centre cafeteria Wedthe faculty at Windsor to keep
The unnam ed philanthropist ,
. ~ nesda y' noon . He noted that new
up with their <;onsistent record
(we will ca11 him Phil) The
~ . sources of funding had been
when dealing with "this sort O
Lunch has learned , is associated
o found and that · these, along with
of crap". He. continued by notwith a local plumbing const abu. f material contributions from area
ing that he expects the professl.3-t
ory , but under repeated questdevelopers, would bring a whole
Site for this year's Ch·ampionships. ·
ors here to "fill the plaf "with ioning Frankfurter denied Phil
in- days of its open ing . .Frankhad any underg round connectfurter added that their contri.·ions.
butions would have to h e deposited along with · ose of the
Frankfurter
acknowledged
politicians' " -u ntil su'ch time as
that there would be plenty of
we are prepared to sit down with
politica J input over the course of
·. \
them and work it out ,; _
the next couple of months, par Lancerette wrestlers gained a
the 15 pound weight class. Bar- rarely seen bowa constrictor
The problem of a name · for
. ticularly on the federal level.
gold medal at . the Canadian
flip. That got her into the finals
bara Biafra tied herself into a
However, he said, these contri- · the new building has plagued the
Championships last weekend for
but she had to settle for the silreef knot around her comcommittee . Suggestions have
but ions to the facility would
the first time in their short hispetitors ' neck, pulling off the
ver after being fataly defeated
been numerous but Frankfurter
have to be deposited for the
tory.
Windsor was also fortunate
by Cochran Ontario's . Chief Five
admits many were not suitable.
moment till such time as the
Windsor was the site for thi s
enough to get a si1ver medal in
Star.
new
facility
could
be
offi
cially
"Since the facility will be
special event with the Ultimate
opened
and
prepared
to
receive
'out
back' of the new .St. Denis
Body Rub chosen as the exact
them .
Building
, perhaps we could work
location. Controversy developed
one
of
those
into the title. FurThe
Physics
department
at
early in the matches when the
ther' the idea of 'fieldhouse' had
the U,of W, it has been revealed ,
Ry erson coach questioned the
been brought up but since it
will also have a part in the
sex of Windsors' unlimited
wasn't
· to be on !!"'field' perhaps
,
scheme.
They
,
along
with
a
weight class gold medalist Conwe
could
abbrev iate th:a(·sb megroup
of
well
mean
ing
Engineerrada Dohler. Ms. Dobler was
how .... Of course, a'\ ~o.
'tnbination
ing students , will prepare a
questioned specifically about her
of
these
is
not
out
ot"the
·questburly che_stand the lump in her
design for 'the front door of the
either
."
·
ion
shorts. She explained that the
h'air developed following the
opening of a new energy plant
!_We are a 22 storey_highrise
near her home town, Pickering
in downtown Toronto.
Ont ario. The lump in her shorts
turne d out to be an extra pair of
•We offer housing at reasontrack shoes , sto red ther e in case
'
able
prices.
/
of an emergency.
Dobler was also accused of .....
··• -We are owned by our
biting dur ing her match es but ·
members .
thi s was refute d when offici als ~
proved that the bit e marks on ~
.•W e are co-operatively •
some of the comp etito rs were .~
managed and democr at ically
don e by a regular human being . ~
run . •
Ms. Dob ler was born with the £
j aw of a lama. When queried, she ~
Write the Housing Off ice
comm ented that 41My mo the r ~ ·
Neill-Wyc .ik Co-operative
used to work as an atte ndant at
Ms. Dobler and her tw~n sister Mean J osephine Green during a tag
96 Gerrard Street East
the Zoo ........ " .
team mat ch at The Champ ion ships.
·
Toronto
(416) 367-0320
By 'Poop' Depnin

Windsor wrestlerettes take gold

~
~
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SPECIAL SUMMER LEASE
May 1 to Augus t 31
$135 per month
single room.

We are a brand new style shop locat ed above Whale's Bridge Tavern.
(wa lk in front doo r th en up th e stairs) .

Relax ) r: a friendl y atmosph ere , even
have a brew downstairs, wh ile you
wait .
Supplier of Jhirmack products.

The new par king garage has been completed between Hu'ron and Tecu mseh Halls. Security chief Grun t
McNever notes th at "It 's a lit tle difficuft to park in the upp er level but overall we're qu ite pleased with
the result." Another new lot is being planned for t he upper level of University Sna~ks. Photo by D. Irt Sho ot

188 6 University West
(upstairs)
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Bringyour-Phone
tot~eTemporary
· ·
BellPhonece~re
oncampus
byMay?nd..
Yourtelephonemustbe/returned
TheTemporary
BellPhonecentre
is
locatedin CodyHall,Basement
Lounge.to the storebeforewe,can
yourser-·
ar(angeto disconnect
It'sopen9:00-5:00 p.rn.,Thursday,
:April27th,Saturday, vice.A creditpf $3.00 willbe
April26th,-Friday,
appliedto yourfinalaccountfor
April28th,Monday,
April30th,Tuesday,
May1st,Wednesday,
May2nd. returnof the set.
"'.

Bell
phonecentre

..
N

'
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Major shake-up

r.~

streamlines image
By Mike Anderson

There is no truth to the · rumour that the University of Windsor is inacce~ible to lower-class students, or
·
three foot midgets.
/

Law student heats the rap
By Luke Morton
Maverick law student Paul
Nixon, recently argued a case in,
Windsor 's provincial court, and
the decision could have farreaching effects. It makes new
law because it is the first time
that the specific issue has been
judicially decided. Acc~rding to
Nixon, there is nd authority anywhere that deals with the problem.
The facts of the case are relatively simple. The accused was
stopp;d by Windsor police because they suspected him of ignoring a red light. As they were
questioning him they detected
an odour of alcohol on his
breath. They searched the accused and his car for drugs, and
·then checked to see if the car
had been stolen. Nixon feels that ·
they were trying to nail the accused for something ·, and 'blowing ovt;r' was the only thing left.
The police radiped another
cruiser which was equipped with
a portable brea;:halyzer. The accused did not properly seal his
lips around the mouth of the
machine and he was subs equently charged under the Criminal
Code s. 2 34 .1( 2) for refusing to
- take the brea th alyzer . Judge

Stewart acquitted him.
Whether or not the Supreme
Court of Canada will deem it to
be a precedent-setting d_ecision is
yet to be know n . Part of the
problem will be discerning the
elusive ratio of the judgement.
The Windsor Star's report of the
matter was somewhat misleading. Their headline read: "Judge
rules police can't detain man for
test", implying that if the J!Olice
don't have a portable breathalyzer with them, then they
can't wait until another cruiser
brings one. ·
Perhaps the proper headline
sl)ould have been "Judge rules
police can't detain man for test
if they have stopped him without reason to suspect that he has
alcohol in his body."
Two interpretations of the
decision are possible: ( 1) Police
officers cannot detain a motorist
for susp1c1on of impairment
while waiting for another policeman to arrive and administer the
roadside breathalyzer; (2) Police
must have reasonable grounds
that someone is impaired before
detaining them and making them
wait for the portable breat halyzer. An accused stopped on
reasonable grc»mds1 (eg. swerving

all over the road) can be detain ed while awaiting the roadside .
test.
If the police don't bring Mohammed !O the breatlr-alyzer at
the station, is there any reason
why the breathalyzer can't come
to Mohammed? Isn't it only a
matter of the taxpayer's dollar
that every cruiser isn't equipped
with a portable breathalyzer?
Nixon favours .the second
view. It makes good sense and
good law. to allow the breathalyzer to be brought to the accused, as long as the police ~top
s0meone under suspicion that alcohol is having an effect on that
person's driving.
In the present case, the police
didn't have any reason to suspect the accused had air.oho! in
his body until after they had detained him . Nixon feels the test
shouldn't be administered if the
.police are only trying to register
any charge, and the breathalyzer
is the last of the alternatives .
Crown attorney Briin McIntyre is report~d to have said
that if the judge ruled that the
test couldn't be brought to the
person, then 'the decision will be
appealed.
Reprinted from
Th e Oyez

The administration is carrying
out a major personel shake-up in
an effort to str~amline its bureaucracy and bolster the university's public image. The chief
beneficiary of the shift is John
E. Laframboise, a relative newcomer to the university administrative scene.
Under the recently-announced personel shuffle Laframboise,
a former United Way campaign
director, gains a new "~uperposition",
·entitled
Assistant
Vice-president-- for Community
Relations and Development.
According to a recent Information Service press release, Laframboise's new responsibi1ities
will includ e Alumni Affairs, Information Services, the Media
Centre and a· yet-to-be-formed
Offi"ce of Publications. He will
report directly to president Mervyn Franklin. Before his new
appointment, Laframboise was
Director of University Development, a · position which he re•
tains under the new .system.
This announcement follows
closely the resignation of the
directors of two departments
that Laframbois .e will take over.
Jeff MacGibbon, Information
Office director, (eft March 30
for the Windsor Star. John Mab.ley head of Al~mni Affairs has
stated that he will resign in the
near future, citing a job offer in
Honolulu as the main reason for
his decision. New appointees will
be placed in both slots but have ,
yet to be selected.
·
University
officials
have
stated that the need for more effective public relations was the
major factor behind the bureaucratic shake-up.
Dr. Franklin, who announced
Laframboise's
appointment,
stated that Windsor's "public
interface" needed to be more
effectively
co-ordinated. The
new bureaucratic structure of
centralization will be patterned
after a modd of administration
co·mmon to many American universities.

Suspicions had been raised by
the time-frame of the two resignations and Laframboise's appointment. Although university
·officials totally deny that there
is any com~ection between the
three events, one SAC- officia l
was doubtful about the situation.
Both directors say that their
decision to resign was entir 'ely
their own. Darlene Chaknak,
temporary director of the Information Services offic e and
protege of the former director'
_refused to comment on. the
reasons for MacGibbon's resignation. MacGibbon stated tha:t
his relationship with Laframboise dated back several y ears .

Laframbois~'s appointment,
follows a very successful career
as a fund ' raiser, public relations
man and administrator. Appointed as development . director in
January, 1978, the Amherst. burg native was recently selected
as director of the fund-raising
. campaign _ for the new athletics
complex. Previously he was the
· Campaign Director
for the
United Way of Windsor for three
. years, and has a , certificate for
professional fund-raising from
the United Way. He has also
headed such organizations as the
Amherstburg Chamber of Commerce and Business Men's Assoc- iation . He is also a founding
member of the Canadian Association of Fund Raisers.

Music Shop director complains
. · By Mark D. Greene

"Why wasn't I called?"
That was the question Joe
" Quinlin asked in a telephone discussion with The Lance Wednesday . Quinlin, agency director for
Music Shop, called The Lance ·to
complain about an article in the
March 16 issue.
The article in question dealt
with the lack- of a band on the
Monday ' and Tuesday of that
week. Accord ing to special
events commissioner Bob Gammon, the agency failed to notify
SAC that the band in question,
Fortress, would be unavailable
that week.
According to Quinlan, Gaminon .was notified in a telephone
conversation in late February
that the band was going on an
east coast tour and would be unavailable. Quinlin assumed that
other arrangements were made

goi~g to show, Gammon said

because often Music Shop's
bands would bring down the
contract with them . "Usually I
get a contract four to six weeks
in advance from every other
agent except Music Shop.
Quinlin stated that Gammon
had told him · he never said that
he would recommend that next
year's commissioner not deal
with Music Shop. According to
Quinlin, Gammon said: "Why
would I make that comment as
it looks like I will be even.ts commissioner next year."
When asked by The Lance if
this was true, Gammon stated
that he would suggest that next
year's commissioner deal with
the two or three other agents
than Music Shop.
Quinlin went on to say that
his reputation and his company's
reputation was hurt by the

that he didn't suspect anything

whole incident.

and did not hear of the "screwup ,. unt il he received his copy of
The Lance the following week.
"Why wasn't I called on the
12th, 13th or 14th. Why wasn 't
I screamed at if I was at fault,"
said Quinlan .
Gammon said that he never
called Quinlan because "what
the hell could Quinlin do." He
went on to say that he received
no calls in February from Quinlin, and the first he knew of the
event was when Dave Peddle
called him on the Monday asking
· where the band was.
"Fortunately Barry Houser of
Funkenhouser Productions came
down on Tuesday," said Gammon, "and managed to arrange
for Rhytftm Method to play."
When asked I why he had no
indication that the band wasn't

Here are some Engineering students in the midst of re-designing
University Centte.
·

the
"'
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Home purchasers take h:eed of title laws
To avoid legal and financial
By Lindsay Hall-Smeets
"Buyi~g a House", a short in- , problems, it is wise to retain a
lawyer, she/he will advise you as
structional film produced by the
to your duties, check for outCommunity Law Program and
;tanding work orders, municipal
the U of W M dia Centre, opentaxes, etc., _and will see that the
ed the final Woman and the Law
vendor has no outstanding debts
workshop, led by Carol Forbes.
owing to others who conThe purchase of a home is
sequently might have a lien,
often the most major financial
knows as a writ of execution, on
outlay a person will make, and
there are many points to rethe land.
Finally, in the offer of purmember .
chase, make sure that if any
As a purchaser, you must first
decide how to cake title to the
drapes, rugs, appliances, etc. are
.to be included in the purchase,
house. There are three ways in
which two or more people can
they are specifically listed. Also
hold title: a) in only one
insist on a waiver clause. Most
person's name; b) as joint tenoffers arc conditional on either
ants; c) as tenants in common.
the sale of one's property and/or
In a joint tenancy situation,
mo1tgage financing. Wi.thout this
upon the death of one party, the
clause you may suddently be the
unintentional and impoverished
property automatically transfers
owner of two homes.
to the other joint tenants. Upon
Appropriately
enough, the
death in a common tenancy, the •
"final words" in the Women and
share in the property will go to
the Law workshop series dealt
the heirs of the deceased owner.
Unless ..you specify that you will
with Wills, and were delivered by
third year ' law student Mark
hold as joint tenants, in Ontario
you will be deemed to hold as
Viner.
The new Succession Law Re'ten ants in common.
0

form Act, in force since May 31,
1978, contains the law governing wills (testate) and the disposition of estates of persons who
die without first having made a
. will (intestate).
For testate succession ; a valid
will must be in writing and
signed at the end by the testator
(person whose · will it is). Two
witnesses must attest · to the
above signature and then sign
the wili in the presence of the
testator.
With intestate succession, the
Act provides for the disposition
of the estate to the surviving
spouse to the extent of $75,000.
Any residue on top of that
amount, is then divided equally
among the spouse and surviving
children .
Under this new Act, the word
child includes a child born outside marriage and a child conceived before and born alive
after the death of a parent.
Spouses,
common
law
spouses, children and, brothers
and sisters of the deceased may

now apply for relief if they can
show that the deceased was supporti_ng them at the time of his/
her q~ath. This applies whether
or not there is a will . '
With regard to such relief,
while the court may still consider the conduct of the applicant, it is no longer possible for
certain conduct to bar a woman
from recovery simply as a rule of
law.
Holograph wills are now valid
in Ontario. These are wills which
which are not .witnessed nor
signed by the testator : In Ontario, these will _ probably have to
be handwritten, in the form of a
letter stating that they are intended to dispose of the estate
of the signor. As this · is new
legislation, it is not yet clear
how the courts will treat this
kind of will.
"It
cannot
be
stressed
enough," said Mr. Viner, "that
you must not be secretive. Tell
your
relatives,
lawyer
or
executor/executrix
where your
bank accounts and insurance

agreatSlllUIDer!

policies are and how many you
have.
"Most important, make sure
you have not locked your will in
your safety-deposit box."
It will be safe alright, but
totally inaccessible up.on ypur
death.
Many thanks to the Women and-the-Law group and all guest
lecturers who gave tim e and
energy to_ make these workshops
a succes .,. We know that they are
all student volunteers and appreciate th e hours of research
that resulted in an educational
overview of law in relation to
the lay person .

Paltry
turnout
By Dave Powis
Only 2 .2 per cent of the part time and full -tim e graduate
· pop ul atio~ cast their ballo ts in
the Graduate Students Society's
referendym March 28, a turnout wh1ch GSS president Beth
Furtaw described as "paltry".
The stud ents h ad be en asked to
app rove chan ges ma de to the
soc iety' s consti tution.
Of 527 eligible full -tim e
grads , only 24 voted. The turnout amon g part-dme graduates
was even sm aller, accoq :ling t o
Furt aw. ·
·
While' she was "re ally disappointed" in the poor turnou t, fu rtaw unders to od wh y not
many part-time grads voted.
"Many of them have t o wor
during th e day and att end classes
at night ," she said, which
wouldn' t leave much time for
voting. She could find no excuse for the full-time graduates.
We (the GSS council) did our
sha re," said Fu rtaw, in referen ceto the advertising of the referendum and election. "There were
posters put up, the (two) articles
in The Lance and in our publication, The Crusader. The council reps also mid people."
Despite the low turnout, the
3 3 changes to the GSS consti-tu tion were passed by the necessary
2/3 majority.
Ironically, the
change requiring only ten per
cent (rather than the previous 25
per cent) of the graduates to sign
a petition calling for .a referendum, passed by the slimmest of
margins .
Furtaw
announced ' t here
would be no GSS election t his
yea r because all spots on the
exe cut ive h ad bee n acclaimed or
.;·
left vaca nt.
Next year 's GSS president
will be Rich ard Dunn, a. Communications ·studies grad , while
Tim Dube, a Hist ory graduate,
had been acclaimed as social
director. The pos itions of vicepres ide nt and secretary-treasurer
remain op en, though Furtaw expects the counci 1:_,
to fill them
next year.
Furtaw was upset after all t he
votes were tallied. ·
" It 's a good thing th at t'.hey
(the grads) have got an honest
council and executive, " she said ,
· because "we could have put
through anything we wanted ."
"They '11 come to the cheap
parties but they - don't seem to
have ,,_
any inter~st in anything
else .
It's stupid, because it's their
money."

/
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SAC drOps support for FMstation
'
the alternative funding plan had
no guarantee. He added thatwith At their annual meeting WedSAC facing a $35,000 decrease
nesday , members of the stu in funding next year, council
dents' council vot ed to revoke a
couldn't afford the money .
1977 resolution that had guaran :
Commerct> rep Brian Bryn e
teed C]AM $60,000 over a fivepresented council with some
year period . The loss of the guarinitial results from his CJAM
anteed funding puts the stations
survey. According to Bryne, 60
FM application in jeopardy.
per cent have no opinion on the
Engineering Society president
station's programming and more
Ian Campbell said that funding
than '50 per cent felt there
for the station had been turned
wasn't
a need for another FM
down in last month's referennation.
dum .
Steve Roberts suggeste.d that
"We simply can't affort it
the
station's funding should be
(the money)," said Campbell. "I _
decided
by the students, possdon't feel that there's a need for
ibly in a referendum next year.
a further FM station."
"I feel I faile d the session in
Social Science rep Branda Mcthat
SAC didn't have the confi Lister argued that the matter
dence
in the abilities of the stat should go before next year's
ion manager to carry out th e
Long-term Planning Committee.
promises," said Noma, in reactDoug Smith countered that if a
ion to SAC's decision. Asked
financial guarantee was there
whether the station would conwhen CJAM presented its applitinue with its plans to apply for
cation in May, then SAC would
an
FM license, he replied:
have had to honor its commit"That's something I'll have to
ment. Continuing the exchange,
discuss with -Bill Bulbeck (next
McLister replied that if there's
year's manager) and Dean Zurno guarant ee, then the station
has no chartce of getting an FM
kan (next year's assistant manager)."
Noma
refused
any
license.
further comment.
Emmanuel Biundo said that

.

· By Dave Powis
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CJAM manager Tosh Noma looks on as Engineering Society pre sident Ian Campbell introd uces the mot -:--ion that revoked SAC's funding for an FM statio n.

SAC amenuf:'d their supplementary letters patent to inclHde
society represen t ation on council. This move reversed a previous decision to disallow society
representation .
In her final report, ~ncillary
services commissioner Deb Krutilla said the..Food Sub -committee ha d had a scrip-dollar proposal for next year accep ted by
the Board of Governors . In
September, MacDonald , Laurier,
Cody and St. ·Michae l's resi-

dents will pay $700, Huron and
Electa residents will contribute
$350 while St. Clair Gollege students living in residence must
come up with $475.
Krutila announced the residence fees for next year. First
year students must pay $9 35 for
a single room and $775 for
aouble occupancy in MacDonaid, Laurier, Cody, Electa - and
Huron Halls. Returni ng residence studen t s can enjoy a discount of from 1.5 per cent

' (based on a single) to 3.1 per
cent (double) . Tecumseh Hall returnees are also eligible for the
discount. She announce d that
next year's drug plan is ,still up
in the air.
In their final bit of business,
council accepted the new Liqu or
Services Agreement with the university and settled former Gallery manager Peter Romeril 's
lawsuit with an out of cou rt
, set tle ~e nt of $4, 0 33. 31.

P.S. Ross Report: Students forced Jo pay
/

The M inistry of Colleges and
Universities can be exp ected to
implem ent several recomm endat ions of the P. S. Ross Report , a
document that ·has drawn con siderable_criticism from stud ent
organizations.
In the March 23 issue of The
· Lance , we analyzed that port ion
of the R eport affecting tu ition
f ees for undergraduate stud ents .
Here, we 'll conclude our look at
the P. S. Ross Report by exam ining its proposals for different ial f ees for different programs
and for allowing inst itutions to
charge their own fees :
By Dave Powis

The Report , makes three
major proposals covering the
area of differential fees for dif ferent programs .
One proposal would have
tuition fees in a program being
set in relation to the costs of a
program . Foi instance, fees for
programs in medicine, law , nurs ing and engineering would be
considerably high er than those
for arts and sciences . Of course ,
fees would climb for students in
the upper years of the ir respec tive probr ams.
The major problem with this
part icular option is in having
peo ple shy away from the cost lier progra ms. Also , with higher
fees in cour ses acting as a det erren t , stud ents in . the lower and
m iddle classes might be effectively barred fro m such fields as
med icine and law . The Report
indi cated that man y administrato rs are aft:?.id of this option .
Th e seco nd proposal would
have differe~ t ial fees being set
up· in relatio n t o the market's
need. If thi s wer e set up ; th en
inst it utions coul d raise tu it ion
fees without any int erfe rence
from Queen's Park. In the Repor t , administrators are in favor
of such an option "providing
that rising t uition fees don't
influence accessibility to programs." They feel that a progr~m shoul d reflect its value .
The third pro posal would see
the elimination of all differential fees, excep~ for the difference

betw een
undergraduate
and
grad uate progr ams.
The Ros~ study based this
option
the average
paid
by an und ergradu ate in a certa in yea r. While students in the
· more expensive programs wou ld
be likely to support such a
('becau se their fees
scheme
would be low ered), students in
programs like arts and sciences
would have to pay more than
~hat they do now : Administrators in the larger schools oppose
the idea because of their worry
that the quality of a specialized
program (such as medicine)
might be lowered because of a
uniform tuition fee.
Of these three proposals, ad- ·
ministrators favor the second, rej ect the first and are somewha t
negative about the third. All
three options, in some way,
place the students at a disadvantage.
Many of the university administra t ors are drooling over
the possibil ity of "unpegging"
tuition fees, that is, allowing institutions to set their own tuition fees without government int erference . Universit ies would be
able to reap more money with
h igher fees and charge higher

on

fee

This is
the final
issue

So long

fees for spec ialized or more
prestigious programs . Official s
from the larger and more est ab lished institutions favo r this idea
while adm inistr a~ors at the
newer and mo re smaller · un iversities would · prefer keeping
the present system.
Under th is proposal , the
stronger schools would have a
distinct
advantage
over the
weaker ones because of larger
enrolment, drawing power and a
'more prestigious name. A ' !fees
war" would prove disastrous for
smaller
institutions,
because
many individuals would '-associate price with quality, thereby
leaving the weaker institutions
out in the cold and, ~uite possibly, forcing them to shut their

doors.
'
The majori ty of studen t s
· quest ioned favo red/ cont inu ed
support fo r governmen t control
of tuition fees . They regarded
government devolvement of responsibility for tuition fees as
"an abdication
of responsibility ." However, leaving t he decision in the hands of the government can be dangerous, as
many students have discovered
much to their chagrin.
In conclusion, the recommendations of the P. S. Ross Report rest entirely on money with
very little thought directed to
the social consequences, such as
determining
accessibility. The
other major problem rests with
the unpegging of tuition f e~s or

a "la issez-faire " policy . -'Th is,
coul d result in a tw o-tier sy st~m
of post -seconda ry e'du cati on in
Onq trio , where the qua lity . of
programs at lower-tier insitut ions woul d det eriorate.
Students in · this province
should reje ct the P. S. Ross Re port , primarily becau!ie when the
consultants
interviewed those
peopl e_ for their study, they ignored the sn. ~,.nts, for all intents and purp , ses. That's a
pretty sad commentary on the
viabil ity of this Report, because
it's the students who pay and
will have to pay for any and all
changes in the post-secondary
educational system in the province of Ont ario .

t
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A few kind Words
There are far too many ·
people on this campus who have
come to take l; he Lance for
granted. They cannot begin to
comprehend the time and effort
t he staff puts into the product. ion and publishing of this newspaper.
Readers
may occasionally
glance at the masthead and the
accompan yi ng names without
du e
consideration.
For
a
person 's name to appear, it
means that he or she has made a
sub stantial contribution towards
pu blish ing The Lance .
Many of the staffers have _
seen thei r schoolwork suffer because of the time they've spent
on the paper. This has happened
because the paper means som et hing to them and they care
about the qual ity product they
pu t out.
.
There ': are approximat~ly 2:1
volunteer staff members who
have worked on The Lance this
year without any compensation,
save for t-he pride involved ;· It is
the purpose of this particular editorial to publicly thank ·these
individuals.
·
To Mark D. Greene, who
worked so hard ori the product-·
ion of the paper with \'.ery little
thanks ' and the occasional beer.
Thank you.
To Ed McMahon, who week
'in and week out, sought out ·the ,
opinions
and comments
of
tight-lipped students for As You
See It. Nice goin.' big guy.
H,!lll-Smeets,
To
Lindsay
·wh9se work has changed a lot of
attitudes on the campus and
the staff. Tha1'ks.
To Marg Deutsch , whose cartoons brightened the paper and
brought a smile to the lips of
many reade rs. Thank you.
To Pete Hrastovec, who,
rhrough his efforts as Dimensions editor, brought some class
to the paper. Thank you.
To Gene Sasso, who's been
here since September and who'll
be leaving to continue his successes at Ryerson . You 'll be
sorely missed.
/

To Heidi .Pammer, whose
quiet manner and working attitudes
impressed
everyone.
Thank you.
To George Kocis, wqose unselfish work ~ehind the scenes
went a long way towards improving the photography
department. Thanks .
To Diane Elliott, who quietly went about doing her job, and
doing it well. Thank you.
To Val Hompoth and Chuck
Izso, whose work as photographers added immensely to
this paper. Thank you .
To Wendy Coomber, who was
always here when needed and
ready
to accept any task.
Th a'nks.
To Mike Taylor, who 1s JUSt
long on heart and effort . Thank ·
you.
'(o J?esiree Act <;>
n, who's
heading for the bright .lights of
Toronto after a job well done .
Thanks ;
To David Cameletti, Steve
Del Basso, Cecilia Deck, John
Mallette, Mike Anderson and
Brian Williamson, who worked .
so hard and did it so willingly.
Thank ypu.
To Don Peppin, whose work
was much appreciated. Thank
you .
A few words are in order for
the paid employees on the staff,
w!10se time, effort and care
put in at the paper far outstripped any financial compensation the·y received.
As our typesetter, Pat Fowler
had to -put up with a lot of shenanigans and hassles on the part
of the staff. All of this in reasonably good cheer . He had a tough
job and handled it admirably.
Dan Sullivan was in charge of
circul a tion this year but did far
more,.,than what was originally
asked for. He was also the driving -force behind our new constitution .
In
September,
Lionel
Belanger came up to the office
and offered his talents. This
paper's visual quality is a result
of his efforts.

\ 1.AI\JCE
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As for Paul Chernisn, Janine
Halbert , Peter Nash and Frank ·
Kovacic, they did a hell of a job.
.
Muc.h th~nks .-·

Bus.execs.
do well

Dear Ed itor,
As SAC and The Lance are attributing the lack of interest in
the past election to apathy, the
Commerce
Club election . is
enjoying the most popularity it

It can only be hoped that .
next year's staff maintains the
quality of this year's edition.
When that h_appens, the campus

population can look forward to
ano ther fine year ..... by readin g
The Lance.

Time to reflect pn the year
As. the deadline for papers
and exam schedules draws ever
closer, it's an opportune time for
us to reflect on · the campus
events of the past eight months
and what they meant to the university family, and what they
hold in store for us.
It was announced that tuition
fees for undergraduates woul d
be going up five per cent this
September. It 's quite l~kely that
fees will be subject to even
gre~ter increases if any of the
proposals from the P .S. Ross
Report are implemented ."
The university will have total
semesterization, beginning in the
1980-81 academic year. It could
(and should) be the first step towards a tri-semester plan, which
would offer more flexibility to
~tu<lents and
ossibly, at- .

LETTERS
has had in recen t ye ars , and sur prising ly enough, with an overall
greater response . The following
p oints m ay be of some inter est
t o th ose n ot associated with the
Fac ulty of Business or th e Commerce Club .
1. Upon the closing of the
nominations for the 16 possible
elected positions, only one candidate was acclaimed and one
position was left vacant.
2. The candidates went to

Lindsay Hall-Smeets
Ed McMahon
Gene Sasso
Mike Taylor
Cecilia Deck
Valentine Hompoth
Georg~ Kocis

tract more of them.
The ·dispute over a compulsary meal plan for Huron and
El~cta Hall residents instigated a
lot of bitter feelings . The un iversity is tryil).g desperately to
slash the food services defici r,
and the most convenient way for
administrators to do this, is to
stick the students with a meal
plan . For . those people who are
planning on living in residence
next year, " be advised that the
rates are going up next year . It's
now cheaper to live off-campus .
That's something university officials should realize before they
go about hiking prices.
The students' rejection of a
SAC fee increase means the guar antee of extensive cutbacks in
student services. By now students are getting tired of hearing

about this, and The Lance has
, certainly been · guilty about harping about this subject, but the
fact rema ins that money will be
extremely tight next year, especially when you consider that
The Gallery will lose money this
year . For years the pub made a
profit, allowing SAC to draw on
these additional funds. They
won't be able to do this now, so
council
operations
will · be
further restricted.
Many readers may treat these
words as negative or "scare
theories" b~t they're not. This is
realism and students will have to
of
live with th is "forecast
gloom." Then again, if students
have made it through this year,
they can survive next year.
We've come to realize that students at the University of Windsor are a pretty r~silient breed.

All Letters to the Editor must be typed, double-spaced and limited to 500 words
or less ; Letters must be signed and accompanied by a student numbe r and phone
number . All letters considered by the st aff t o be libelous and slanderous will be
witheld . Th,e staff reserves the r ight to edit for grammar and length . The deadline
.for submission of Letters t o the Editor is Tuesday at noon .

great lengths to publicize their
platforms and their seriousness
was illustrated by the variety
and volume of posters blanketing the walls, the rotating signs
suspen ded from the ceiling , the
free ballo ons and the resourceful
conversion
of "Heaven Can
Wait" promotional display .
3. On Friday night, March 23
at Vanier Hall , over 550 people
turned out to participate in the
activities of the Pre-Election

Bash. After giving an ear to the
can didates ' speech es an d witness ing Raccoo n Lodge b att le to
win t he treasure d "A RNIE
AWARD" for chugging , thos e
attendi ng to ok advant age of th e
, dancing, the inexpensive beer
and the free pizzas. On behalf of
the Commerce Club Executive, I
would like to apologize for the
closing of the bar and the doors
before 12 :00 p.m., for we only
had access to 100 cases of beer

and Vanier 's capacity ·had already been exceeded ~
At th is time , t he election
results are not available because
of the sub ~ ission dea dlin e for
this article, but if the inter est
displayed so far is any indicat ion, it is reasonable to assume
that they will be as impressive.
In conclusion , after witnessing the studen t- involvement in
Cont'd on next page
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Howevei;, there has been an as- ,
sortment of people who have
made my life both interesting
and rewarding, and at this time '
each stage of our .election
should be acknowledged .
process, I would like to pose the
First and foremost, two peo following question to SAC Memple that ate often forgotten and
bers and The Lance Staff who
shouldn't be, because they are
have lost faith in the student
bod y. If apath y is as intense as ' the most important part of th e
Students' Administrative Counyou believe, how is it that the
cil, Karen Cooper and Lorra ine
Commerce . Club Executive ' can
Tarcea
. K~ren and Lori, thank
arouse such interest in positions
you for putting up with ·a lot
(?f relatively less importance and
from yours truly. I wanted to
_responsibility?
get both of you a dozen roses,
but my next door neighbour
Sincerely,
didn 't seem to appreciate the
thought.
Ron Sweet,
Secondly, · thanks to Bob
Editor,
Gammon ana Tom Scalzo for all
The Three Martini Lunch
their support and assistance durThe Commerce Club Newspaper
ing the year. Without you two,
I'm sure I'd be supporting the
·
razor blade companies.
The
Lance ..... well ..... there
isn't enough I can say about you
people? In all' seriousness, thank
Dear Editor,
you all, for your contin .ued supI would like to commend you
port to CJAM and continued
on . last week's issue of The
success in the future.
Lance (No. 25). It's great to see
And lastly, my thanks to the
that the quality of the paper -has
radio station staff, who put up
remained consistent over the
with a lot from me this year and
·past year, maybe even improved.
gave the same in return. There
I do have one question,
, are no real words to describe
though, when is'the joke issue?
how I truly feel about CJAM
- ;mffice to say: rewarding.
Sincerely,
Tosh Noma,
Dr. G. T. Ford,
Manager, CJAM
Cont'd from page_-6

Nice going

-\

Thanks, folks

Thank you,
but ........

Dear Sir,
- On behalf of the Caribbean
Students' Association, I would
Dear Editor :
like ~o. first of all_express my apI would like to take this opprec1at10n to you (or your reportunity to thank the different ·
cent report about our cultural
groups that were active with the
night. This is an annual presenStudents' Administrative Countation by us with the main obcil during my term as President.
jective of exposing the campus
As well, I would also like to
to the Caribbean , culture which
thank the individuals who assistis quite unique . This show, as is
ed us in making our job easier in
with any other similar show, inthe Centre. Those people are:
volves a great deal of time and
Nick Chimienti , Tom Moffat, ·
planning .
Mary Menna and Mary Bagley .
In the past, The Lance has
Without their help, cooperation
and patience, Students' Council
just about refu sed to acknowledge that we and other inevents could not have been as
~ te:rnational clubs , who present
successful.
Mr. Bill Ellis and the staff of
similar events , even existed
..
~
'
Duplicat ing Services were also · which was very disheartening to
cooperative during the last year
say the least. It is very noticefor all those last minute rush
able that on this particular camjobs that just couldn 1t wait. Alpus, Canadian students are not
willing to take the opportun ity
so, the members of Council
of exposure to the v.arious inshould ·be commended on their
ternational organ izat ions here.
efforts dur ing the last year in
Thus, if the student paper
their endea vour to serve the stufails to acknowle dge such events ,
dents at th e University of Windthe fault does not lie entir ely on
sor.
these students, but on the rep re Last. but not least, I would
sentat ion from The Lance. Howlike to thank the staff of the
ever, particular thanks is due to
Lance for keeping me on my
the staff of this year's paper for ,
toes this year , and vice versa.
.making an effort to come - out ,
They have surely earned their
'r the stu- support our event, and presenttitle as Watchdog fo
ing it to the people . Keep it up.
dents of · this campus. Thanks
I
However , on anoth er note,
again .
The Lance must be criticized.
There was an intramural soccer
Sincerel y ,
competition held from September to November last year ,
Gino J. Piazza, President
which was keenly contested and
1978-79
attracted a great deal of attention. Out of the total number of
teams, the final game was played
between Faculty and the Carib bean Club. Midway during the
secon d half. withe the Caribbean
Club leading 2 to 1, the Faculty
Dear Editor:
walked off in protest ' over a
During the past four years at
referee's call and refused to
the University of Windsor, I have
co'me back on th e field. In any
had the unique exper ience in
game, the team tha t walks off
changing from an idealistic and
automatically forfeits the g·ame .
energetic youth to one of apathy
In this case, However we were
and cynicism. The reasons why
subje cted to much red tape by
have been covered by The Lance
having to go through a board
and CJAM throughout the year.
committ ee with an appeal be-

Changing
·attitude

fore a final decision, which
should have rightfully been in _
our favour anyway, was made.
We feel that such controversy
arose only because it was the
Faculty that was involved in
conjunction with a foreign club.
In itself, this is not the major upsetting factor. We are appalled at
the fact that The Lance failed to
cover the match, the final decision and the resulting apparent
discrimination that occurred before that decision was made.
In all fairness, our club gave
The Lance considerable time to
include an insert in the paper.
However, to date nothing has appeared. It is our hope that the
staff of next year's Lance will
· give credit where credit is due,
and see that all organizations,
etc., on this campus are represented by Our Student Newspaper.

1·
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SIB
. IT
By Dave Powis

This week's question:
What do you think the prospects for next
year's SAC are?
;

Yours truly,
Stuart Gordon, President,
Caribbean Club
· Emmanuel Biundo, Vice-president-finance (79-80):

Trashy issue
Dear Editor,
Why waste the students'
money on "trash" such as the recent Lance publication? If the .
staff uses its so called literary
talents to write such vulgarities
and obscenities, then monetary
support for the Lance should
end! How can a Univ~rsity improve its image when the newspaper which represents this institute of learning, publishe s
such degrading and disgusting
material? If the issue was supposed to be funny - the humo'!r
was lacking!
Hopefully, next year's staff
will strive to produce an informative pub lication which would
surely be more appealing to the
majority of the student bodv .
An improved Lance would c;rtainly diminish the apathy of the
Universit y of Windsor students.
Mary Lyn'n Wilson

"Next year is going to be a
'tight' one concerning funds, but
just th~ same, I think it's going
to be just as efficient as in previous years.,,

.,. '

Tracy Lee Shepherd, External
Affairs commissione ! (79-80):

"In light of the defeat of the
SAC fee increase, next year's
council will be working under
certain constraint s. I'm hope ful that we can overcome this
handicap and .serve the · best interests of the students."

....

Dan Katzman, Commerce society president (79-80):
" I think

that SAC's performance may be restricted due to
financial constraints. However,
one major advantage is the fact
that next year's president will be
taking office with one year's experience under his belt."

...

Kind guards?
Dear Editor:
What kindness the secur ity
men showed on Saturd ay night,
March 24, 1979. The "U" in
front of Laurier Hall, a tow
away zone, was full of cars but
not one car was towed on a little
trip to LaSalle. What happened?
Nobody on duty? Too busy elsewher7? The cold weather keep
the boys inside? Or had it something to do with the fact that
the cars belonged to people who
wer.e attending a banquet in
Vanier?
Of course, these people were
not stud ·ents so why bother harrassing them and inconveniencing them with an unnecessary
trip to LaSalle. That would not
be what one would call good
public relations .
We noted your kindness.
Hope you can turn a blind eye in
a month or so when students
and reside nts of Laurier Hall
have their cars in the "U" prior
to packing their belongings into
'
them.
Yours sincerely,
Joan McSkimming.

' .

Dan Chamney, Science & Math
rep {79-80):

"They're going to have a rough
time ahead of them . They have
no money."

Paul Layman,

'.1

Engineering rep

(7 9-80 ) :

"I think that other than coping
' with the cutbacks, the restoration of students ' interest in SAC
and related activities is the
major thing."

Rodney Herring, Enginee ring
society president (79-80): ~
"It 's a tough question because
new members of council are unknown, but under the leadership of Doug Smith, good work
should be done · because he's

--
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So long ·/ olks •..~ ....it's been fun
By Paul Chemish
The year ,i~ definitely over.
This is my last day as. managing ·
.. eclitor of The Lance. It really
wasn't a long, ·nard struggle to
get this position, ill' fact, I think
-,,.,.
..
.,
I may have even lu cked out .
· It's funny how, during this
last - week, the typewriter has
never worked better and the
usually cold Lance office is.
warmed with t he sunlight pouring through the window. Funny,
because it shouldn't be this way .
It should be colder i:han ever in
here . I no longer have a job on
the paper, I'm going to lose a
hell of a lot of friends and my
futu re isn' t exactl y rosey. But I
supp ose I have had my good
/
tim es.
I remem ber the first time · ·1
whlke d into th is offi ce almost
four years ago . I did h 't know
one per son but _ th at changed
qui ~kiy. Everyo ne seemed to get
·µ~ed t o me and even went so far
as , to · help me out once in a
while. My involvement-w ith The
Lan ce was so much fu n; so inter. esting piat
academics were
seco ndary. Too · bad , because a
few good marks would help me
on the job -market . that is ' now

.

glaring at me.
How the hell ·did I get a BA? I
don't really think I deserve,d'
one. Everything just seemed to
fall into place. It's all sort of like
The Lance, itself, Things seem so
unorganized on layout night but
the paper still comes out.
I remember : the first time I
got drunk in the pub. It was
back when they didn't have
waiters or waitresses and you
had to walk up and buy yo,ur
clr~nks yourself. The sun was
bursting - through . those pub
windows just like it is now. I was
four years yqunger and I had
four years to look forward to.
Where 1did t.hey go? I feel like a
ret iree right now .....:.and I'm o-nly
23.
I've se~n so many pub band s,
writ ten so many articles, to ok somany cour ses; had so many
laughs and ma9e so m any mistakes, and wJtere has it all got ten me? Right here , right no w.
Even thou gh I hate the th ought
of losing all of you , and you
know · who I'm talking abo ut,
I'm sort of glad I've seen and
done so much .
Even with all the pok es I've
made at the pub, SAC and other

THE LEDDY LIBRARY
EA~TER WEEKEND (APRIL 13 . 15)
, HOURS OF OPENING

Friday, April 13
Saturday, April 14
Sunday, April 15

--8:00 a.m. - 11:45 p .m . .
9:00 a.m . - 11:45 p.m.
12 :00 noon - 11: 45 p. m.

REFERENCE ""
sERVlCE

Friday, April 13
Saturday, April 14
Sunday, April 15

No service.
12 :00 noon - 5:00 p.m .
\ 2 :00 noon - 5 :00 p.m-.

1

campus-related th1ngs, I'm going
to miss it all dearly. A university
is an institution of higher learning and I have done a. lot of high
learning . And it has nothing to
do with academics. I've found
out what people can be like,
what motivates them and how I
can improve myself. I think I've
m~de a few improvements along
·
with my mistakes . .
Working on The Lance has

_made me pro_ud of people. Es,a lot everyo~e. I love you.
pecially the people that don't
get paid a periny, yet make sure
Alone, again,,crying in my
they help out every cha.nee they
beer
' get. _People .who care about the ,
'Cause old fr iends said gooduniversity and don't want to see
bye
the "Last Chance U11iversity"
I guess I'll be leaving too ,
lable hold. We've had a lot of
But you know, it breaks
great parties up here 1:0 make up
my heart to leave you .....
for the hard work, and they
were a lot of fun . Hell, am I ever
- Al ic..
e Cooper.
~going to ~iss this plac~. Thanks

Hunter gets facts distorted
By Dave Powis

In a Letter to the Editor ,
"E nqu irer t act ics"; w.h ich appeared in th e March 23rd issue .
of The Lanc e , Geoff Hunter, the
chief elect oral officer, accused
th is paper of "employing National
En quir er
reporting
.tactics. " Mr . Hunt er intended to
"cl ear the air and set the facts
strai ght ." He fa iled.'
Hunter got mixed up · about
what an article is and what an
ed itori al is. The two are separate entities. The editorial reflects
a newspaper's opinion while a
story or an 'article is an accurate
portrayal of the facts. The latter
is objective and the former is
subje Qtive .
In his letter, Hunter quotes
from the editorial as saying
" ~here was absolutely no advertising." He then goes on to
say that he personally posted
thFee -,d·ifferent _sets of posters
..._
both on 'and off campus and in
all faculty buildings. He said that
the student medi a was used to
contact the students.
Putting it mildly, Mr. Hunter
is all scr~wed up. It appears that
-he's talking about the advertising
done for the SAC general election and referendum . Fine .
The editorial that he 's quot ~
ing from, deals wit h just the candidates' meeting. E.ven then he
quoted .inaccurately. The correc_!
quote was as follows: "There
was absolutely no adverti sing of

the meet ing except for a small
sign at tatched to the speak ers'
platf orm. "
Mr. Hun te r mentions tha t one
of our ads gave th e incorrect
dat e of Oct ober 2 3. Qu ite cor rect . What he neglect ed to mention was tha t date was included
in th e informatio n given to the ·
paper fo r that ad. Who hande d _
in th e wr ong info rma tion ? Geoff
Hunter .
The chief electoral officer
states that the candida tes' meet ing was advertised on a display
sign outsi~ _e, the University
Centre for three weeks. Who are
you trying to kid, fella?
I personally saw a notice on :
the blackboard ;;in the SAC office informing people that the
candidates' ,.meeting was in Am- :
bassador _,;,\ Uditorium and I per sonally heard SAC's secretary
tell
student that the meeting
was in tl1e aticlitorium. Ironically, that student was also one
of the cancjidates. Perhaps this
clears up - you r mystery, Mr.
Hunter:
Mr. Hunter describes ' the
candidates' meeting as a success.
Only three . candidates bothered
to show up , and even they
couldn 't be heard above the
noise. With the exception of one
student, all the questions posed
to the candidates were done so
by members . ~of the student
media. There was a representative from the Student Legal
Aid · Society there t-o -answer
questions. How~ver, even he
wouldn't have been there if I

a:

hadn' t called th e SLAS office
and advised the m io{ . he meeting. Come to thuik . ·:Srit, you
ith the opdidn't present hitn w.:
portunit y to spe~k. If I· had not
asked him a qu~sj ion, fhen he
would' ve
rem i m.ed ' . mute
thro ughout the meet-ing.
Betwee n Dan , Sullivan and
myself , and tw o~of our frie nds;
we asked all the questi ons, save
one. If we ha dn't been th ere, t he
meet ing would have bro ken up
rather qu ickly .
In conclusion, Mr. Hunter ,
your lette r tot?-llY distorts what
the editorial said. You have
taken misquotes, quotes out of
context and you haye shown
that you weren't quit , aware of
-w~at's going _}'n ,
sir, are
usmg "Waterg ~te" tfe.tips...
., Oh, , by the way,, isn't 1t true
that a · successful appeal of the
socia l science election '·has been
la.ul!,ched.~;· It · seems 1:
'hat you
didn't -put social science ballots
in the Math Building, where ap~
proxi mat ely -75 per cent of th e
students attending classes in the
building are in the · Faculty of
Social Scienc·e . You also didn't
have those same ballots · in
Vanier Hall. The re was also some
confusion about the eligibility oC
Public Administration students,
in regards to voting in the social
science election.
Because of these mishaps,
about 800 students on campus
aren 't going to have any representation on SAC until a byelection can be held next year.
Nice going.

1~.,,

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
University of Windsor
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HOLY WEEK SERVICES·- -1979
. A TIME TO REMEMBER
April 8

(PALM SUNDAY)

Ma$S& Distribution of Palms 10:30 a.m. & 4:30 p.m. mass.

April 9

Noon & 4:30 p.m. mass
CHRISM MASS --Lon4on, Ont : . 7:30 p.m.

AprillO

Noon Mass
SEDER SUPPER - 5 :00 p,m,

April 11

Noon Mass & 4:30 p.m. mass
. Confessions 9:30 p.m. - 10:15 p.m.
Mass - 10 : 15 p.m.

April 12
·(HOLY THURSDAY)

Confessions - Noon - 2 p.m.
.
7:30 p.m. MASS OF THE LORD.'S LAST
SUPPER (as is the custom no other mass
will be celebrated on this day),
ADORATION OF THE BLF;SSED SACRAMENT takes place follo ~ ing the Eu charist until 11 :30 p.~.
;
.

April 13
(GOOD FRIDA Y)

Confessions : No ori - 2 p.m .
12 :0 0 noon - 3 :00 p .m . - Time for Personal
Prayer .

,,

UNIVERSITYOF WINDSOR
BOOKSTOR.E .
WED· THURS, FRI· AND MON_·
APRIL 18 ,· 19 ,
·20,
23

/

3:0 0 p. m . L IT U R GY , VE N E R ATION O F
THE CR OS S & COMMUNION
Ap r il 14
( EA STER VIG IL SE RV ICE)

10 :30 p .m. , 'follo we d b y refr eshm ents

Ap ril 15
(EASTE R SUNDAY)

10:3 0 a .m . & 4:30 p.m.
MASS O F T H E RESURRE _CTION

r

.
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Book' burning leads-to people burning
t

.,!'.

-

was in favor of editing the plays
fo:rms of censorship.
Reprinted from the Georgian
Henry Be issel, playwright,
of Shakespeare to eliminate the
for Canadian 'University Press
poet and Concordia University
"lustier parts."
Margaret
Atwood,
Alice
English professor, is the · presiBeissel noted
"they
are
. Munro ,
Margaret
Laurence,
dent of the Freedom of Expressdangerous because they say I'm
not in favor of censorship Ernest Buckler and Mordecai
ion Committee and believes "the
what I'm [the censors] talking
·Richier.
majority of people are opposed
about is book selection."
Although the works of these
to censorship but it is these peogroup~ concerned
Parent
authors are required reading for
ple who don't take the issue sei::about the literature that is
most
Canadian
Literature
iously. But . tJ:ie issue is being
courses, they are also among the
forced by ·the J eaders of a 'vocif- . taught to their children ask,
"why teach Margaret Laurence's .
growing numb ~r of author ~
erous minority who are bigoted
"The Diviners" when ·there are
whose books are being removed
fanatics with an absolute view of
from the shelves of libraries and
the world."
~ .from the reading lists 9f high
According to Beissel, there
school courses across-Canada.
are three groups involved in the
The
instances
of book
censorship fight .
banning in Canada -and, indeed,
"There are the liberals who
North Amerj ca are becom ing
don't need me or anybody else
more frequent. In the last five .... t o tell them what to read . Then
years book censorship has grown
the re are the censors who are
from a few isolated cases to a
fan atics and bigots and there
quie tly __g
rowing
movement
would be no reason to talk to
thr eat ening freedom of expresst.his grou p if it weren 't for the
ion.- The re have been reports of
third grou p, · th e people in th e
book bann ing from Prin ce _ middle who can be swayed. "
Rupert in British Columbia to as
The Fre edom of Expression
far east as the Annapolis VaHey
Comm it~ee addresses "th e large
in Nova Scotia.
group in the middle vwho are
In St. Catherines, a petition
concerned and troubled and
signed by a parish priest and aphave to _be protected fro m demagogues like Reverend (Ken)
proximateiy 270 parishioners ,
· presented to the local school
Campbell."
, board, calls for the removal <;>f
He maintains the people have
"any literature containing swear
a legitimate concern, as the
moral climate of our time is not
words or those that take the
Lord's name in vain."
· the best and that we live in· an
age with threats.
An eleventI:i grade student
studying _ J.
D.
Salinger's
Spciety, he said, is terrified
"Catcher in' the Rye" said the
by the threat of war, of .the
all· kinds of other hooks which
book was disgusting, and a' classbreakups of families, of environcan be used. ,• .
mental pollution ~nd vioien~e,
mate kept "using that language
The 'Freedom of Expression
JlnQ -it just kept co!}ling to her
In an age of threats and the
Committee, which represents
.,>
_)lead thafs what she's .always
realities of violence, censorship
seven organ izations, including
• , ,,~ i _reafiing [in school]. If that's the
_is the "last reasonable approach
the Association- of ·- Canadian
stuff that's going into your head,
to violence ? Qr to their moral
Publis ers, the. Writer's UniQn of
it' ~b~ nd to ~_fttct,..}!OU.i"
cencerns . . <;:ensorship looks like
Canada and the Canadian Book
One - concerned parent said
an easy a,nswer," he said.
Pu~lisher's
Council has publishBeissel said conso rs are unbooks like '.'Catcher in the .Rye"
ed an anti.censorship handbo dk
give children licence to take the
comfortable with the reality in
called '''c•ns*rsh*p : stopping
,., ~Lord's . name in vain. Thus, "it
the world in which they live. ".•
the book ba'!Jners._" The hand sets a precedent by which break"On e wants to .dose one's --,;.
book, will be ·distributed to
ing the 10 commandments ·beeyes to reality and Canadian litteachers, libraries and - parents
erature forces you to confront
comes commo.n place - and -one
or the commandments is 'thou · your world here and now .
who want to combat book suppression.
shalt not kill'·"
. "People are terrified and
"I think people who burn
when they are terrified traditionLloyd Barth, leader of a Ren books _will end up burning
aissam:e group in Huron county
ally they run-for the old verities,
people." said Beissel.
to
those
pied-pipers
who
in Ontario, failed to get John
promise them answers," he
Steinbeck's "Of M ice and Men "
re~oved • from the schools but , added. "
The pied-piper Beissel speaks
said of the book, "I counted 40
examples in the first 40 pages of ""of is Reverend Ken Campbell, a
straight, spitting in the face of
leading spokesperson for RenGod, blasphemy."
aissance Canada living in Halton,
Ontario.
In ~he Annapolis Valley,
;campbell is a fundanientalist
Alexander Solzhenitsyn's "One
Day in the Life of Ivan Denisopreacher leading the fight against
vii_h" is under threat of being reliterature Renaissance Canada
moved from high school reading
finds obscene.
lists because the author uses
In 1974, Campbell, disturbed
swear words. Ernest Buckler's
by the education his daughters
"The Mountain and the Valley"
were receiving in Halton, withheld the educational part of his
is under similar pressure because
of a section of the book where a 'taxes stating, "I will not voluntariJy support .....the propogation
..1S"year-old boy has a sexual exof a philosophy in the public
perience .
schools which is hostile to the
What began as local school
values
of our home, of the
board · or library decisions to ban
church, and of the Judeobc>0ks is now an issue being
Christian found at ions on which
fought on the national level,
the institution
of our free
,,;
with both sides organizing to
society are established.,,
fight what they see as a proAfter garnering support from
found threat .to Canadian · socthe
public, he formed a citizens'
iety.
committee
which -ultimately
Renaissance Canada, an orgrew into Renais.sance Canada.
ganization established in 1974,
Beissel said book banners are
whose objective is to get educata resp·onse to the permissive socion back into t he hands of
iety,
and _ together
with
parents, is believed to be quietly
Campbell , have formed an "al aiding ·parent s in pressuring
liance with God · where togethe r
sch ool boards into banning
they mak e sure no overtly sexual
boo ks.
refer ence s are in any boo ks."
To combat censor ship by
y
A few: months ago Campbell
"nar row-mind ed
pressure
grou ps", the Freedom _ of Ex- and Beissel debated the issllle of
pression Committee has been re- Censorship on a CBC radio procently formed to oppose any gram, where Campbell stated he
By Kevin Prokosh

I

"There is an inherent lack of
from their curriculum.
•
respect for the other persori,
"At that age, they should oe
which begins with a lack of
able to face the moral issu_es,"fie
respect for his opinions which
continued. "If they can't ; th~n
goes on to a lack of respect for
the education system has faiied
his conduct. This type of thinkthem. In studying the book,
ing leads to th.e. persecution of
their moral fibre is strengthened
minorities."
, and refined.•_:
'
He cited Nazi Germany as an
Beissel believes the real probexample of a society which
lem is between parents and ,their
burned books in 1933 and burnchildren .
ed people in 1943, though he
"Parents have abandon~d ~ a
added he was not saying it was · moral
obligation
to
their
children," said Beissel. "Thegereral g; p is so wide there is
resentment because teachers are
closer to chµdren than the
parents are.,,
Teachers have become the
scapegoats for the par~nts' own
faults, Beissel said. He suggested '
to , book banners pt at if the y
must censor, they shb uld cI:oit at
· l
liome.
Though all the insta nces of
book ._!>
anning hav~ taken pl ace
in rural towns, Beis'.sel -said he
did not think · there \Vas any
urban-rural split over the issue
of censorship.
Censors are more successful
in the rural areas, Beissel said,
because traditionally they are
more conservative though .this is
not the main reason for censorship.
"Literature emanate& from
'....
the city -and has urban vafues in
0e books" was anoth~~r reason
.he cited for the lac ¥-of '.tbook
going to hapR~n 'in Canad~.
· banning in major cities'.._'~
"Censorship contains an atBeissel said .it would _be distitude basically hostile · to a
astrous for writers · ·· if \ book
pluralist dell1ocracy."
banning became- widespread beAn alternative to democracy
cause publisliers would not pubis to~lit i rianism, a system, Beislish their work. The end rosult
sel said, where people "end up
would be the commercialization
having to ..maintain themselves
.of writers and "the real loser is
with violence - by attacking
the community.
-~
_...
peeple. '
"This is ·one of the reasons I
· ''The writer will no longer be
think the censorship issue is so
there to illuminate ~the wqrld, to
important ," he said.
· -on, to
tell us what is goi11~
clarify the issues, to invite us to .
. T,he concern of parents to
become moral members of the
protect
their children from
society."
erotic or unduly violent literature is legitimate, said Beissel, but
"If
it weren't for great
it is the "children" frorri 17-21
writers, we's all have vocabular -who are having books removed
ies of 50 words."
0
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SUMMER ACCOMMODATIONS ON -CAMPUS
-,..

'

2, 3, 4, BEDROOM APARTMENTS
lN ADDITION ' TO SINGLE AND
DOUBLE ·ROOMS

FOR FULL INFORMATION
CONTACT THE
DffiECTOR OF RESIDENCES /
44 VANIER HALL
EXT· 644

SHARE YOUR SUMMER_.WITH OTHER STUDENTS:
t

'

'
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"No money" issue began and ended the year

C

C

}

Dr. Mervyn Franklin leads a rainy day parade during Convocation.

One striker enjoyed the sunny September

SAC held its by-elections. After all the dust had cleared away,
four seats - Arts, Education,
Fine Arts and Computor Science
- remained vacant .....
Huron and Electa Hall residents disrupted the Board of
Governors' meeting by blocking
elevators in Windsor Hall and
o~tside. They
demonstrating
were protesting
the Board's
decision to implement a meal
plan at the two residences.
Shortly afterward, the administration backed down. The
compromise,
worked
out
amounted to a $175 or half-year
meal plan.
Gerry Phillips, a second year
law student, initiated a lawsuit
against the university over the
meal plan. He lost his lawsuit the
following month.
November .....
A member of the University
of Windsor Gay Club was assaulted by an unidentified student who dumped hot chocolate over the victim and quickly
disappeared .....
SAC ratified its budget in 90
minutes, an unusual occurence
when considering other budget
meetings that lasted several
hours .....
At another meeting, the
council amended their new bylaws. According to Gary Wells,
former SAC president and the
man who co-wrote the new bylaws, the overriding result would
limit the powers of the executive and Board of Directors and
leave it (the power) primarily in
the hands of the reps .....
The new business building on
Sunset Ave., was officially opened on schedule. The new build-

weather

By Dave Powis
Board of Governors. ConseSeptember .....
quently, students were unpreThe university was hit by a pared when they showed up in
strike by the 340 members of
September.
the Service Employees InternatDirector of Residences David
ional Union, Local 210. When
McMurray noted that it was
other campus unions honored
"very unfortunate that the stuthe picket line set up by the
dents seem to be misinformed."
SEIU, the university was paraOfficials were worried about
lized.
the $200,000 deficit in food serRegistration and Orientation
vices and saw the compulsary
were thrown into disarray, piles
meal plan as an "out".
of garbage were scattered across
Residents described the plan
campus and food service and
as a "cheap shot" and "pretty
cleaning operations in the resinasty". The decided to meet on
dences were curtailed while nega course of action, feeling it
otiations between the two sides
• would "counteract
the new
went on.
policy." .....
The union, which had been
SAC terminated the contract
without a contract since April,
of Peter Romeril, Gallery manwalked off the job in search of
ager for the previous three years.
more money and job security.
Council president said "the execThe administration's offer, acutive felt his wages were too
cording to a SEIU official,
high" and offered him a "proper
would have meant no pay incontract." According to one pub
crease for 40 per cent of the unemployee, the contract offered
ion members while another 20
Romeril was less that he started
per cent would have received less
· at. As one pub employee put it,
than a $40 increase per month.
he (Romeril) "got a raw deal".
Negotiations between the two
October .....
sides were stalled until univerThe University of Windsor
sity president Mervyn Franklin
held its 30th convocation for apstepped in. Finally after 17 days,
proximately 750 graduating stuthe union agreed to terms .....
dents.
Residents
of Huron and
The ceremony also marked
Electa Halls were hit with a
the official investiture of the
$350 mandatory food plan. The
new president,
Dr. Mervyn
decision to implement the plan
Franklin, and chancellor, Majorwasn't made until August by the
General Richard Rohmer .....

ing was described as a "symbol
of the dedication that the people
in this faculty have shown.".....
December.....
Only five per cent of the eligible voters turned out to vote
in a referendum on the future of
a Science and Math society·
Only 20 from a voting list of
383 students cast their ballots.
Statistics released by the Ministry of Colleges and Universities showed that enrolment at
Windsor· had dropped by 10.4
per cent to 6,058 full-time students.
University
officials
couldn't foresee any signs of improvement in the near future.....
Twelve per cent of the Ontario Student Assistance Program applications from the University of Windsor hadn't been
properly assessed as the Christmas holidays rolled around. The
problems were blamed on the
new OSAP policies and a computor breakdown.....
At
the
University
of
Waterloo, students rejected the
chevron as their official newspaper by a four to one margin.
Later that month the Canadian
University Press expelled the
paper because of a lack of staff
democracy.
]anuary.. ...
The members of SAC voted
the executive and commissioners a Pl'-Y hike. The raises, proposed by the Cost of Living
Adjustment Committee, ranged
from a low of 18 per cent to a
high of 29. The salary hike
boosted SAC's general and admm1strative expenses to $5 5,
440.66 up $5,562.92 from the
previous year.....
The Ministry of Colleges and

Universities announced a five per
cent hike in tuition fees for next
September. The increase means
an additional $35 per full-time
·
·t y stud en t .....
univers1
Four thousand members of
the Ontario Public Service Employees Union walked off their
jobs, looking for money. They
returned to work two and a
half weeks later .....
The university announced the
beginning of a fund drive for a
new athletics facility. The complex will cost an expected $5
million and is slated for completion in July, 1981.
February .....
Campus security captured a
"flasher" subject who had been
bothering female students for
some time. He was nabbed outside the library after a complaint .....
This year's Open House proved to be the best and biggest in
recent memory as thousands of
Windsor citizens took advantage
of the beautiful weather to visit
the campus and the 190 displays
on exhibit.. ...
The Lancers won the OUAA
championship by defeating archrival Waterloo and number one
ranked York. They subsequently lost at the CIAU championships in Calgary.
March .....
Students rejected a SAC fee
hike by a margin of three to
two, leaving council executives
very pessimistic about next year.
Doug Smith was acclaimed as
SAC president while Jim Shehan
was elected vice-president-secretary. Both men are scheduled to
take over April 30.
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Some of the residents who demonstrated at the Board of Governors'
meeting.

Photo by Gene Sasso

Jim Molyneaux, Vince Landry, Stan Korosec and Wayne Allison celebrate Windsor's provincial championship.
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Incoming SAC president reve .als some .plans
Lance reporter Mark D.
Greene -recently talked wi th incom ing SAC pr esident Doug
Smi th about his pl ans for nex t
ye ar. Followi ng is an ed ited
transcript of that i'flterv-iew.
Lance: .lkcause the reterendum didn't pass this · year, obviously there are going to be cut backs. Can you give. us an indicat ion of which areas these cutback s will be in?
· Smith: It 's not so much cutback s, it's just that we wili have
to maintain our present level of
expenditure at least. We c~n't go
into anything new unless we've
proven that we can get money
out: of it very quickly . Unfortunately, this council and probably councils for the next two
more years, are going through
the bottom of the trough of en~ ·
rolment. We are fac~d with a
declining
enrolment
and
declining revenue at this _ time
and I think that we have to take
that into consideration . As far as
cutbacks, we thought that the
drug plan would be in danger at
one - point . and time, but i.n conversations with Zurich , that ·
doesn't appear to be imminent.
Acco rding to Deb Krutila (ancil-

lary services commissio!ler), we · But this year, because Dave
have accrued a credit of some
(Peddl~) was coming into sorne$6,000 and that, hopefully, will
t9ing a litt.le ne~ it was .decided,
help offset any increase in ,the
to turn it over to the special
, premiums.
events commissioner .
Lan ce:. Are you going to at Lanc e: What will next year
tempt a referendum next year? ·
look like? .
Smi th : We may have to have.
one but if we do , it will be strictly fo r SAC. We'll have to see
how we are set up for nex t year.
Lan ce: Are you expecting
any major problems n'ext year?
, Smith: Not so much problems as financial restraints limiting us. The Gallery is one area I
am going to oevoJe a lot of attention to . As far as SACoperation is concerned, it is our
Smith: I think that we are gobiggest money maker and will ining to have a new attitude. If
volve some changes.
yo~ look over the council that
Lance: What
the changes
we had this year, many of the
include?
members have lfeen involved
Smith : I am having some peo with , SAC for years. We have
ple· who Jmow the bar business
some very strong, outspoken
co_me in and look at the facilitpeople as Society presidents.
ies and how they are run ..
There are a iot of variables on
Lanc e: Will the changes inthis year's council. It could be
clude returning the control of
not so much a passive one but
the Gallery's entertaihment to
.one that w!ll be a learning pro the pub manager?
cess.
Smith : Under the pub manLance: Willthe Gallery be opager's contract, it has been that
erating this summer?
way for all the pub managers.
Sm ith: Yes. There are fixed

will

Big b-r9tbers needed for summer
MEN, ARE YOU LG)OKING
FOR AN ENJOYABLE ACTIVITY THIS SUMMER? Big
brothers of Windsor-Essex County are again looking for mature
male volunteers to be Big
Brothers
for
the
summer
months.
.
The ~ampaign, "Be a Su~mn er
Big Brother", was initi~ted last
year .and proveq tc;>
. be very successful.
Each volunt<;er is matcbe~ .
wit}l a father-absent boy from
the waiting list of over 100 boys,
and is asked to spend a few
hours each week enjoying each
other's favorite activities.
Outdoor activities such as
baseball, swimming, bike-riding
are very popular, as well as movies,
bowling
and
sharing

thoughts for the i doors. The
Big Brother 's. Associ~tion will
have a caipp:Out, a fishing derby
and a picnic to which all summer
volunteers will be invited to attend along with their Little
Brothers. Discounts for theatres,
bowling alleys, miniature golf,

·checker Flag Raceway and other
places will also be available to
all summer Big Brothers.
The 'program can start anytime and runs to September but
can stop earlier if necessary .
There are no further commitments to be made bv , the

Convocation instructions
· . This year, Co.nvocation instructions,- announcements, and
rain cards have been printed
early, so that prospective graduates may obtain them before the
end of classes.
A package has been prepared
for each student who ·has filed
an ''application for graduation".
These · individual packets . will
be available for graduating students in the University Centre,

on the second floor, -in Room 1,
Aprii 9 - '11 (Monday through
Thursday) from 2-p.m : to 7 p.m.
This new proiedure -for distribution of graduation material
has been introduced because of
the difficulties experienced in
the past, when · information
'mailed to graduating students
did not rea:ch its destination in
time, or was returned undelivered to the Uhiver-sity.

~lJLJ~[N)LJ~(Q)[N)
ALL RECIPIENTS

costs down thete and if it's only
ing. Just from wnat I've se·ei: in
50 .or 509' people they serve,
the Commerce Club this year,
people aren't into part~ing as
they hatre ~o off set these costs
much as before. They re bethat would accrue anyway. It 's
coming more serious students.
going to be differept. The sur~
vey's we've gotten back are real
Lance: Apathy?
.
eyeopeners. In the area of live
Smith: Apathy was :prevalent
entertainment, I think that the
last ye~r and in yearsa past and
handwriting is on the wall. Some
on a lot of ~ampuses. Windsor
of tlie people who have come
has a lot of special things to ofhere and oth~r bar owners I've
f er and it has to start with the
talked to, indicate th].t the 'teeruiters pumping opportunit· whole idea of bringing in highies into the high schools. Stupriced bands is just ridiculous .
de~tts here have to be proud that
There have been times when the
.they came here. Dr. Franklin has
bands have · actuaJly driven
·a very positive attitude and his
people from t~e bar. The jist of
influence. is going t;o have a posiit comes down to the definition
tiv~ effect on the university. The
of · what a student pub is. Is it a
whole Windsor area is going to
place where students can come
be on an upswing in ~e 9ext
'
to talk? As it is now, you can't
five years.
"-· l
talk except in between sets. As
Lan'ce: Orientation?
.
for the Big Screen TV, its feasiSmith : In some wai':s Orienbility is being investigated.The
tation sets the tone of The year ,
whole idea is that The Gallery
and I think with the pe-ople f~e
should not be run by SAC
got for Orientation this~,ye·ar,
because SAC doesn't understand · their track record indicat e~ that
I
,
about the business. There are a
they really know how to se~ up
lot of variables and all of them
Orientation. The special events
together make ·the problem. The
commissioner position has been
-DH is not such hot spot anydivided up. - The area of special
more. Also the fact that the unievents commissioner for the galversity charges a dollar 'to get inlery entertainment is reverting
to M lot is part of the problem.
back to the pub manager. Ori·I think we should show them
entation is going to be handled
that it is hurti~g us. The whole
by an . Orientation . chairman ,
attitude of the students is changwho ' is g~ing'to be Gino (Piazza).
.

,

....

a

TAKE OUR EIGHT WEEK SUMMER COURSES
TO PREPARE FOR FALL t:XAMS . . CONTINUE
TO USE OUR MATERIALS AND FACILITIES
UNTIL EXAM.
PERMANENT STUDY CENTER. SMALL CLASSES
TAUGHT BY SKILLED INSTRUCTORS.
TAPE
FACILITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL REVIEW.
FLEXIBLE PROGRAMS AND H_OURS.

_-fl.
!

COME YISIT OUR CENTER.
For information,
please call:

-485-19~0

~ATIONAL~NTER
OFTORONTO
LTD.

1992YongeStreet,Suite301, Toronto,OntarioM4S1Z7
The TEST PREPARATION SPECIALIST since 1938 .
Other Stanley H. tc;:.aplanCe-nters in Major U.S. Cities,
Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

OF THE S·A·C·/ C·J·A·M· SURVEY·
II

·1N ORDER TO OUALIFY .FOH THE
FILL-IN-TO-WIN"
'PORTABLE T·V· 'DRAW,

Graduate. St~dies in Fine Arts
at York University
:

YOUR OU-ESTIONNAIRE MUST BE RETURNED TO
THE S·A·C· OFFICE BY TUESDAY APRlL 10 1979

ATTENTION
/ . St-µdents are .reminded to pick up ·
Drug Reimbursement Cheques in the SAC office ,
2nd Floor Ui.iversity ·center, .
Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.- 11:45 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Those students submitting claims in April, , are asked
to include a self -address ed.. stamp ed envel ooe with
their claim, if thev wish to have them m ail ed to their

Two-year programs in Dance, Music, and Visual Arts lead to
Master of Fine Arts degrees at York. ·
Graduateprogramscurrently include: Dance his_tory_
and ·
criticism (also Dance notation, in 1980/8~); Mus1coR?g~of
contemporary cultures; Visual Arts/Studio -art-:-- painting,
drawing, sculpture, de~ign, photography, _graphics,
experimental arts. .
.
Proposedgraduat~programsare: Fi.Im-:- Canadian f1lf!1
studies and Film production, to oegin September 1979,
Theatre - Performance, to begin January ·1980. ·
For more informa t ion, contact: Mrs. Magda Davey, Faculty
of Graduate Studies, York University, 4700 Keele Street, . ·
Downsview ,·ontario, Canada M3J 1P3. Phone (416) 667-2426.
Undergraduatedegree programsand SummerStudies_a} e
available in all f~ve Departments. Contact the Information
Officer, Fac·ulty of fine Arts, York University , 4700 Keele
Street , Downsview , Ontario , Canada M3J 1P3. , _
Phone (416) 667-3237._
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Apr. 6 -The Lettermen, Centre Stage. Tickets$ 8.50. 8:30/11:30
p.m.
Apr. 7 -The Look, Centre Stage . Tickets $4 .00 . 9: 00 p.m.
_Apr. 9 --'Albert King, Centre Stage. Tickets $5 .00. 8 :00 p.m.
Apr. IO-Disco Fever, Centre Stage. Tickets $3.00. 8 :00 p.m.
Apr. 11-Molly Hatchet, Centre Stage. Tickets $5.00 . 8:00 p.m.
Apr. 12- Gabe Kaplan, Centre Stage. Tickets $8.50. 7 : 30 p.m.
Apr. 13:- Rich ie Havens/Desserts, _Centre Stage. Tickets $5 .00. 8 :00
p.m :
Apr. 14- Willie Nelson/ Leon Russell, Cobo Arena. Tickets $9.00/
$10.00. 8:00 p.m.
Apr. 15-George Carlin, Royal Oak Music Theatre, Royal Oak
Mich . Tickets $10.00/$ 12.00. 7:30 p.m .

<ul-/AT ABOUT YOU.
JOtiN ? ...

Apr . 17-Tubes/April Wine, Mason ic Audito rium. Tickets $7.50/
$8.50. 8 :00 p.m .

~
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~
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~
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~

ifind oJthe line
By W. L. Coomber
Sitting in The Lance office
one night, slightly inebriated (release from the day's tensions), I
was unfairly flamboogled by our
intrepid entertainment editor into writing the las_tpub band review of the school year . Yes, the
LAST ONE! Too bad, eh? So ....
A hush fell over the pub as
- the band, Anthem· leapt forcefully to the stage. No, but seriously folks ..... A flash of metal,
the grind of rubber sol-es against
dead cigarette butts (?) . Then
Anthem began to Raise A Little
Hell.
The flash of blinding light!
Kiss? no. God? no again. Ted

-5;

z

Nugent? Yes. Well, sort of. The
words were the same anyway (I
think) . It sounded vaguely like
Cat Scratch Fever.
After that they mumbled
(perhaps grovelled would express
the aural assault better) through
Foreigner, Alice Cooper, Fre~
and The Cars. How can I describe it? - lt was like sitting outside of Chrysler's when everybody's · leaving. The drumbeat
sounded remarkably the same
throughout
every song, the
guitars droned on monotonously
like Henny Youngman 's jokes,
a11dalthough they did hop about
the stage a bit (perhaps they
were just trying to dodge their

~

<IJ
Q.,

>.

J:J

0

0

.c

Q.,

own dist orted sound waves)
their overall stage presence was
rather insipid - something like a
cross between Little Richard and
Brock's Monument. Said one
pub patron near me, "This band
should be back in St. Catherines
sucking their guitar picks."
....There was one good arrange-ment though. It came after they
turned the lights out and the
band left the stage leaving one
fellow behind . ·1t was a strange,
magical kind of song - one tl'!at
makes you . want to hum it all
night. It was an odd melody thc1.t
sounded like Lynard Skynard,
the Doobie Brothers, and Elton

All right, who's the It+$%*&**$%@ tha~ put the lemon juice on the
microphone!
John with the fellow on stage
favourite songs, Two · Tickets To
Paradise, Till It Shines, and Just
whispering
"check,
check,
check" over and over again into · , What I Needed just to show me
the microphone . I enjoyed this
that I really didn 't like them
number the best. So did the
after all. Then they played my
crowd, _ Said another patron,
all time favourite - Surrender.
"Sounds like a hockey coach I
Yes, that - lovely little Cheap
had - check, check, skate, skate,
Trick ditty that has invaded the
shoot, shoot."
airwaves like the Allied armies
The second set was even
invaded Normandy beaches on
bette~. Tha band realised that
D-Day. But the fact that I have
the first sec_had made u~ all ~eaf
devoted my life to despising this
so what , did they do. Right.
song has in no way influenced
this review. No, I wouldn't do
They turn ~d the sound up louder. How thoughtful.
that.
Then they played -some of my
Who, me?
\

the
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live entertainment
foryourdancing-and listeningpleasure·
-your host-

GJV8
- this week~
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-next
week.
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Shy Russell
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Ex-Punks??
By Cecilia Deck
If you th ink that another Sex
Pistols album is too good t o be
true , you're righ t! This is a
double album, no less, and it's
not just good, it 's superb. Basically, it 's a compilation of material from the Sex Pistols' movie,
The Great Rock
'N' Roll
Swindle. which has yet to be released.
It's ' like a Sex Pistols var iety
show, with lots of clowning :ind
good(?) cle an (?) fun .
There's a hilar ious disco version of the sex Pist ols' classic~
God Save The Queen/ Anarchy in
the U.K./Pretty Vacant , doe by
the Black Arabs, which proves

th at even with decent lyrics,
disco still suc ks : T here 's, a symphony version of God Save The
Q6een and an orchestra , version
of EMI with Steve Jones d oing
the vocals. Anarchie Pour le
U .K. is, you guessed it, a French
version of said song, with Bavarian accord f.on music. The album
cov er which depicts scenes from
the movie is grossly obscene.
Johnny Rotten , who has a
definite
problem
with lyric s,
does
a
hard-rocking
Rock
Around the Cl~ck, and the Mo n_kees' Steppin' Stone like the y
should h ave done it. On Johnny
B. Goode, Rotten doe sn' t even
b o ther wi th lyri cs; he sim ply
cha n ts la, la, la, and in Roadrunner, he sto ps t he song abruptly
sayi ng "I for g ot tbe words . Do

we know any other fucking peo ple 's songs?" H~ do es know all
the words to Substitute and the
Sex Pistols' version rivals the
Who 's, musically anyway .
The late great Sid Vicious'
contributions include, of course,
My Way and also two Eddie
Cochran covers: Something Else
(great) and C'mon Everybody
(mediocre).
·
Belsen Was a Gas represents
the group ' at their height,recorded at their final gig at the
Winterland
in San Francisco.
Ronnie Biggs, convicted Great
Train Robber of the mid-sixties
who escaped from prison to
Brazil, does his version, Belsen
Vossa Gassa, and · No-One is
Innocent ( the flipside of the My
Way single). He's an unlikely
"punk", being at least 5 0 years
old, but who's counting?
There are a few br:ing:.downs .
Malcolm McClaren (the Pistols'
manager) does orie useless tune,
and
the
neo-"Sex
Pistols"
do
(minus Sid and Johnny)
three. These guys are trying to
capitalize
on their affiliation
with the world's first and most
consequential Punk band, and I
hope th is is the last l hear of
them.
The Sex Pistols, as such are
no more. Johnny Rotten, who
was the heart and sould of the
group, has reincarnated as John
Lydon of Public lmage, Ltd.
fame, and his eminent sic;le-kick,
Sid Vicious,
is permanently
dead . T h ey will be sadl y missed,
but this album, alo ng with the
new wave classi c , Nev e r Mind
the B olloc k s will serv e as fine remind ers of th e ir b etter da y s.

Spring
Cleaning

By Frank Kovacic
Well , -i 's th a t ime of the yea
again. Time to clear away all
tho se lingering durie~ an d , ba sically, tidy things up a little.
Herc arc a few recor ds t ha t ,
fo r one reaso n or ano th er,
haven't been squeezed int o the
\·
paper y et.
**********
THE POLICE: This debut disc
shimmers with "down to basics"
excel lence. Th e ir simple reggae
and early rock rhythms arc treat ed with
fresh
and vibrant
arrangements.
A year ago they wou ld have
bee n· categorized as pu nks and
thrown onto t he slaghea p without a sec on d listen . The ir mu sic
how ever, defies-th e p idgeo n-ho le
trea tm ent, as it shi fts fro m h ard
roc k to ligh t p op an d the n in to a
light jaz z vei n. They ex ce l in all
o f the se fo r ma ny rea so ns. The
mo st pr ed omi nant is their fine

instrumentation;
no avalanche of
solos, but a crisp and co~trolled
fre nz y .

Along with Elvis Costello's
Armed
Forces,
Outlundos
d'Amour is a surprising sucessful album in these time of Disco
excess .
TRILLION : Another of the synthesizer and guitar orchestrated
groups that are cropping up
everywhere. These guys aren't
half bad.
Following the wake of Journey, Kansas, and REO Speedwagon, Trillion relies on the
music and the way that it 's played rather than KO you with a
batch of gimmicks just this side
of Buck Rogers' 25th century.
CHRIS DE BURGH: This junior
Paul McCartney has been kicking
around for a while.
Produced by And rew Powell ,
Crusader shows
why.
The
trouble is' that it also shows why
1 you didn't notice.
This is a very uneven album.
At rimes close to brilliance, but
on the other hand there are
moments of self-indulgence that
are usuall y only evident on the
albums of artists that have already "made it" and the only direc tion th a t their caree r can take
is do wn . T he que stion ar ises.
Wh y is de Rur gh do ing t his?

TIIIRTFF

VALERIE CARTER: YlHtt1~L·~t
of the Cart er Klan, ( rL·n1t·111
hc1J ohnny Trash) Vak1:iL·sings u11:1
storm and thinks t hat shL·\ ~ ti ing to make it big sometia~ ·.
Well , she Jol's s111g up a
storm .
She - ma y nor rea lize hn
ambitions,
th ough, u nlcss she
starts to show some direc t io n.
Wild Child
Her new album
doesn't.
Country,
blues
and rock
don't mix unless y ou have a
style that acts as a cohesion for
all. This may come in time but
for now , she do es sing up a
storm.

BROWNSVILLE:
Formerly
Brownsville Station, these boys
(most of them, anyway) have
bounced around the Detr.oit area
for a loryg time.
A number of years ago, they
had a fairly strong region al hit,
Smokin' In The Boy's Room.
The .y didn't see the limelight
again until last ye ar, when they
had a fairly strong and charted
single, Lady Put The LighJ On,
but then they again, fizzled into
obscurity.
. Hope remains , though. They
were picked from lin;tbo by Epic
recor ds, signed to a contract,
had their act cleaned up and
were unveiled to the public one
more time.
This time around they're not
nearl1 as likeable. Sure, Cub
Coda's humour is still around,
(remember Martian Boogie?) but
they've lost a little of their fun
lovin' spirit . I guess it can't be
much fun trying to start al r' over
again after knocking around for
su ch a l~ng time in a ne ar-.c oma.
The gu itars are pushed wa y back
in th e album 's mix and that' s'
SOUTHSID E JOHNNY AND
like cu tti ng Sam so n 's hair. The
THE ASBURY JUK ES: T his be rough edg ed approach of sup er
ing Jolrnny Lyon's rhird album,·
distorto -guitar that they 'y alyou ' d thi nk t h :n-he 's got h is act
ways been known f~r, and entogether . Well, lie has, but too
deared themselves t o m any by, is
had no one has l;een listening.
sorely missing .
O ne of rhe premiere whit e
J ust an othe r b and? Maybe
b lues singers around
today,
. not,
but
far fro m vintage
has be en
Sou thside Johnny
Brownsville.
JOE JACKSON: This is nice,
plagued hy inconsistent material
rea l ni ce. The New Wave (the
for most of his career. Oh, th e
Refu rb ish ed
Old
Wave)
is
usual Sp ringsteen cove rs are
dro pp ing m o ~e and mo re good
here, as arc the one or two qu altalent · on ou r bori ng door it y contribu t io ns by "Mi am i"
steps. !\long with Ultravox, the
Steve Van Zandt. Anyway, this
Police and the Fabulous Poodles,
is a consistcnt LP, both in perJ oc Jackson is striving for a
forma n ce and material. Some"new" sound us ing old tools. His
t h ing that hasn' t been eviden t in
roo t s are of the Londo n -Pu b
past work.
·
\
circu it th at spawne d people like
Dr. · Fe elgood
and
Graham
SUPERTRAMP: An o ther fine
Parker. Screa m all you wa nt b ut
effort fr om thes e ex -Brit ishe rs.
!?eep tbe bac k bea t go ing and
T he same hy pno t ic ballads and
B ob Mar ley on the pbon e.
t he same pop rock that we've
Look S barp is a fin e debut
heard, q ui te co nsist ently, for th e
effort and his " sho rt and sweet "
last couple of y ears . The t ro ub le
is,, Breakfast in America is so · sty le is sur e to make the grad e
sim ilar, wh y put it out at all?
so on er or la ter.

PART .TIME POSITION
ASSISTANT
TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR/ ' CHAPLAIN
IONA COLLEGE-· UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
Auqust 1, 1979 to April ,30, 1980. 20 hours per week
To plan , implement and evaluate educational
programs on significant social educat ional and
religious issu es.
.,,
A degree from a university and/ or training in
religious study and/ o~ educatiop.

DIRECT RESUME TO:

DR· W· WREN, IONA COLLEGE,
208 SUNSET AVE·,
WINDSOR , ONT· N9B3A 7
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MAY 30; 10 1979
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Windsor(s finest intramu ral prog ram eve r ~om·es to an end
~

.

-INTRAM URAL BASKETBALL
The Champs team of Scott
fo un d be low.
8y James Kerr
Mallender,
Ju dy
Malmberg,
Ladies singles: Winner: Kar en
Lance Bullock and Patti Bullock
Lasf week ma rked the end of
Ilijanich . · Runne r-up :
Sue
a very successful 19 79 intramur- were down by four pins going
Tracey . Men's singles: Winner:
al basketball league. Winners in
into the final game but we~e
Gord Vignaul t . Runner-up: Sean
"A" and "B" league respectively
only able to imprpve that mar Mor iart y-. Men's singles consol were the Brown Stars~- and
gin by tw o pins .
ation : Winner : William Ng.
Bossum Buddies.
It came do wn to the final
Runner-up : Jesse Doyon. Men's
In "B·,, Division in the openframe for t he Humkins to clinch ·
doubles: Winner : Ri~h Chowing round, Commerce "B" upset
the victory. Doug Towers was
wah ; Burham Saput ra. Ru nnerGallery 45-3"3, Schmoes beat the
fo rced to com plet e a 5-7 split
u p: James Boyer , Dave Gorick .
Sault 45 -26, Bossum Buddi~s
an d did so in com mand 'ng fo rm.
Ladies doubles: Winner: Sue
bumped off the Bullets 40-30,
Third place hono urs went t o
Tracey , Karen Ilijanich. Runner Hogans Heroes squeaked by
th e Californ ia Cults with team
up : Sue Swain , Kerri Towers .
Electa 34-3 3 under head coach
m emb ers J im MacD ~nald , R ick
Mixed doubles : Winner: Sue
Chris Hreljac. In.__
other games
Scott, Larry Morn eau, Faheen
Tracey, Dave Chowwah . Run Dave Clark 5 hammered the Bus
Hasoneau and Gary Oley-nik.
ner-up : Debby Barfknecht , Gord
Boys 44-17 and Whales beat
This ye ar 's indi vidu a1 awards
Vignault. .
1 ,
Basketphobia 30-28.
went to Jim Snow and Carol
BOWLING
Costea for high average with 1 n
In the second tound ,' Dave
The Humkins team of Jim
and 141 averages respectively .
Clark 5 clowned the Whales the
Snow, Donna Huggard _and Doug
Schmoes beat Commerce '"B"
Ted Dube and Joanne Cummings
and Lynne Towers defeated the
for high single average (211 and
47-36 and Bosum Buddies came
236) and the high triple went to
defending finalists, the Champs ,
from a 12 point deficit to elimiJim
MacDonald
(548) and
by the extremely thin margin
nate Hogans Heroes 38-34. Dave
Channel swimmers (top) Steve ·Fall, Ian Dando, Marilyn Courteney
Brend_a Bodnar (451).
of t~ree pins ,Iast week.
Clark 5 then lost to Bossum
(middle) Rosemary Mouseau, Andrea Wojcik (bottom) Syd Cappe.
Buddies 55-39 to set up the final
Photo by Janine Halbert
between the Bossum Buddies
Fall, Marlyn Courtney.
and the Schmoes. The Bosum
CURLING
Completed 15 to 20 miles:
Buddies then proceeded to take
· To top off one of their most
Tom
Bonnett, Nancy Chapman
the championship 60-4 .2.
successful seasons ever, the An·competed 10 to 15 miles:
In "A " division, round 1, saw
nual University of Windsor CurlMeredith Irwin.
re Hawks crawl over the Spidering Club Banquet was held on
Completed under 10 miles
. men 46-35 and the' Racoons
Saturday, March 31, 1979.
(but tried hard!): Dr. Tim
du~ped the Humpkins .
Receiving trop-hies as Club
Emmons, Thomas Walker, Don
Semi-final action had ComChampions was the team of
Polson , Gaston Phillips, Gillian
merce "A" downing the '"Hawks
Bev's, Bombers consisting of Bev
Stevens, Mike Frost, Ellen Rya11.
4 7-42 and the Brown Stars disMainwaring, Bruce Wilson, Dave
ed the Raccoons 73-48.
Southam, and Terry Cass.
WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL
In the , hard fought finals,
Full House won the ConsolatMarch 27th marked the. end
the Brown Stars •claimed viction ~ound Prize. The team was
of
this
year's women's basketball
ory over Commerce " A", 57-51.
manned by Luke Morton, Rita
season with the Dribblers emergThis year had the most teams
St. Pierre, Gerry Monforton,
ing victorious.
basketball history
in intr~ural
Tim O'Driscoll and Peter Taylor.
End of the season standings a1
with 26 teams taking part : At
"Most . Dedicated
Curler"
saw
the Combjnations finish first ·a
this time, the captains are to be
awards were made lo Rita St:and
Chuch , Dribblers
and !!
congratulated for their patience
>, .
Pierre, Bruce Wilson, Carl St.Roma's Rowdies finish second, -~ and cooperation throughout the
Pierre and Robert Clark.
third and fourth respectively . All o
season.
.
The Executive elected for the
.c:
eight
teams made the playoffs P..
Also deserving thanks ar e this
· 1979-80 season are Tim Leach and were involved in quarter
year's referees. Their patience
President, Peter McBean - Vicefinal action.
Jim Snow shows winning form in bowling.
and hard work is what made the
president, Nancy Filson - AthThe
semi-final
pamngs
program run. The referees were
letic Liason Officer, Peter Taylor
matched the Dribblers with the
Henk Dykuizen, Jim Kerr, Glen
- Treasurer and Mary Robertson
Combinations and the Volley~1lverman,
Dave
Bechard
- Se1.:retary. The Past President,
ball Team with Chuck. The DribAngelo y'\sciowe, Brian Hogan:
Tammy Laframboise, will serve
r
blers beat the Combinations 27Fred Urie, Vic Dumo, Bill Traut
as Direct or.
15 but a winner was not decided
and ~ete Morrehouse.
CHANN EL SWIM
-in regulation time in the second
Teams are reminded . that for
Congratulations to all channel
game . In overtime, the Volley those who paid deposits at the
swimmer s who perse vered the
ball Team squeezed by Chuck,
beginning of the year, they will
entire month of March. All par23-21.
be available at the intramural ofticipants ~ ust be commended
'
The final on March 27th, saw
fice ·starting April · 2nd until
for their great efforts . The
the Volleyball Team dominate
April 7.
results are all in and here 's what
for the first 35 minutes. ·sharon
Last , but not least, we would
happened!
McNamara and Jean Brien both
like to thank The'Lmce for their
Completed over 20 miles: Ian
contributed 6 points to the Volcooperation and excellent cover Dando,
Rosemary Mousseau,
leyball Team's score. w'ith 5
age for this season.
Sy1 Cappe, Andrea Wojck, Steve
minutes
remammg
the tide
Literature and application forms are
turned in favor of the Dribblers,
available from Student Awards Officers
with Sue Sw:.in leadiflg the way .
at Ontario colleges and universities and
Their top scorers were Sue
from Guidance Counsellors at seconSwain with 14 points and Dardary schools throughout Ontario.
lene Cossarini with 5.
Personalized , pre-printed applications
BADMINTON
will not be available this y~ar.
By Kevin Sherbanvk
The annual University of
Apply early!
Windsor intramural badminton
championships were held last
Unless the Awards Offic ~ receives
your
week at St. Denis Hall.
completed OSAP application
by ·;,July 1st,
About · sixty
competitors
it is unlikely
that you will ~eceive
turned out for the three day
notice of your assistance
by Registraevent which included men's lad~ate tuition
fee payment
tion day.
ladies' singles, men's .and ladies'
charges will be excused · only if you
doubles and mixed doubles.
have
filed your application
by July 1st
. The tournament went quite
smoothly and each competitor
was gi,.aranteed at least two
Ministryof
matches in any event they enter-:.
Colleges and
ed. A list of all winners and runUniversities
Ontario
ners-up in each event can be

...

Ontario Student
Assistance Program
1979-80

'
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Athletes recognized for 'outstanding
The annual Awards Ceremony was a big success again
this year, with -Profe~r Gino
Fracas hosting in Assumption
Lounge.
··
• Over forty awards were presented in the two hour ceremony includ~g "A" awards for

contributions
to
sport,
W
plaques for championships, The
Olympic and Banner shields for
best male and female atf_lJetes,
The De Marco Trophy and Dave
West Memorial Award for top
student administrators:

It would be nice to print

·'
Debbie Sukarukoff, o,f the track team, accepts The De Marco
Trophy from Coach Emily McBri<!e,The trophy is given annually to
the male and female athletes who best combine scholastic and academic performances. Bruce Walker was the male recipient .

perf oMnariCes

all the winners' photographs put
space available does not allow
for it. A list of those who won
awards will have to suffice: W
Plaques: Tony Kennedy, Lori
Scott, Donna li,ri, Emily McBride, Jennifer Pace, Andrea
Page, Doug Bakes, Peter DeKoning, Alex Pinchin, Randy Leavitt, Duncan Staudt Greg Barlow,
Pam Burt, Sue Barber, Julie
Glover, Bev Mainwaring, Eli
Sukunda, Ron Taggart, Richard
Lyons, Anthony Tymstra, Paul
Thomas , Brad O'Hara, Stan
Korosec,
Kevin Greenwood,
Nick Grabowski, Vince Landry,
Mike McKinley , Jim Molyneaux ,
J ack Baird and Phil Hermanutz .
" A" Awards were presented
to Peter Nash and Gin o Fr acas.
The ou tstand ing contrib ut or to
Women 's -Intramurals was Irene
Slabekowski, Banner -and Olympic Shields went to Lori Scott,
Andrea Page (combined) ' and
Wayne Allison. Bruce Walker
and Debbie Sukarukoff got the
De Marco Trophy while Brad
0 'Hara and Anne Marie LaMantia accepted tile Dave West
Memorial Trophy.

The Olympic Shi~ld went to Wayne Allison as male athlete of the
year. Doctor Paul Thomas presented the award.

,,
I

Gino Fracas accepts an "A " award from Dean Galasso for his outstanding contributions to the sports program at The University of
Windsor.

1:esident Mervyn Franklin awards ,Donna Lori a "W" Plaque as Lori Scott looks on.
Photos by Janine Halbert·
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. . SPRING COUNSELLING AND
PROGRAM: APPROVAL - TODAY, APRIL 6 -_--_-- '
AT,T,RETURNING STUDENTS MUST OBTAIN ACADEMIC ..
COUNSET,T,TNGFROM THEIR DEPARTMENTAL OR SCHOOL
COUNSETJAORS DURING THE PERIOD APRIL 4-6 1979 IN . /..
ORDER TO SATISFY PRE-REGISTRATION
REQUIREMENTS .
FOR THE FAT,T, 1979 TERM· · ·
. .
STUDENTS' REGISTRATION MATERIALS WILL BE .
· - AVAILABLE TN THE DEPARTMENT OF THEIR ~AJOR.
STUDENTS CAN OBTAIN NAMES OF COUNSETJ,ORS AND
ARRANGE INTERVIEWS BY CONTACTING THE
DEPARTMENTAL 0~ SCHOOL OFFICE.
COUNSELLING WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
DURING THE APRIL 4TH-6TH PERIOD·
!

•

NOTE : program approval must he. obtained before registration
fonns will he accepted by the Registrar's Office -• ·

